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“He represents where the system went awry. Where he never got a fair trial, where the prosecution was
biased against him, where they cheated and planted evidence and falsified records,” said infamous trial
lawyer J Tony Serra about his client Douglas “Chief” Stankewitz.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - February 1, 2021

A Student Intern Gets
the Chance to Interview Legendary Attorney Tony Serra and Help
Influence a Man’s Path To Freedom

By David Greenwald

Roxanna Jarvis is a fourth year student at UC Berkeley.  She started as a Vanguard intern last summer,
and got a chance to work on an amazing story of Douglas “Chief” Stankewidz.  Chief has been at San
Quentin on death row since 1978 for the murder of a young woman.

But there is increasing evidence that he was wrongly conviction, and while the Death Penalty was
removed in 2015, he remains at San Quentin.

The Vanguard November story caught the attention of many, including documentary filmmakers.  And so
Roxanna, still a student at Berkeley, got to interview the legendary attorney, Tony Serra on film!

Serra is now 86 years old - still going strong, still practicing.  Some of his career highlights - in 1970, he
successfully defended Black Panther leader Huey Newton in a murder trial.  In 1983, he won an acquittal
for Chol Soo Lee, a Korean American immigrant in San Francisco who had been convicted of murder in
1973 and sentenced to life imprisonment.

He has also represented individuals from groups as diverse and politically charged as the White
Panthers, Hells Angels, Good Earth, and New World Liberation Front (NWLF). Some of these individuals
include Brownie Mary, Dennis Peron, Hooty Croy, Ellie Nesler, and Symbionese Liberation Army
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members Sara Jane Olson, Russell Little and Michael Bortin.

Roxanna got to ask Tony Briggs, who is the main attorney on the case, about the Vanguard’s impact on
the case itself.

“The biggest problem we faced is that we tried to take this entire case and compress it down into talking
points that make sense. And to be honest, it’s very difficult. And I don’t know that I’ve ever accomplished
that on my own after over four years working on this case,” Briggs answered.

Due to the complexity of the case, and the hundreds of pages of documents needed to be read in order
to understand it, Briggs and the rest of the legal team have been sending the article to people they hope
to receive support from.

“This was the way I could quickly and succinctly get to the point that Chief was framed– that he’s
innocent,” Briggs continued. “It’s helped us bridge between the legal world and the real world.”

This is a man who has now spent most of his life in prison for a crime that he did not commit.

As Tony Serra explained to Roxanna Jarvis, “The habeas was exhaustively done. My God, there’s
thousands of pages of exhibits and every possible issue was raised…it’s now pending before the trial
judge. As you know, there was a victorious appeal where the attorney general said, in essence, this has
to be returned to that same trial.”

Both Serra and Briggs hope that the judge will decide to “cut Stankewitz loose.”

Briggs explained: “[The judge] is looking at this habeas where he has to read thousands of pages and
he’s looking at an attorney general that says you can cut this guy loose…we’re hoping that he’s willing to
obviate that potentiality by just cutting him loose.”

This is a tragic case, but Chief can get a measure of justice even though he has been in prison now since
he was 19 and he is now in his 60s.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Lawyers Tony Serra and Curtis Briggs Talk
About What Client’s Freedom Could Mean
to Future of Death Penalty
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In an interview conducted by The Davis Vanguard, lawyers
Tony Serra and Curtis Briggs provided more details about
Douglas Stankewitz – who had been the longest surviving
inmate on California’s death row – the case’s uniqueness,

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast 89: Alameda
Candidates For Reform – Pamela Price and
JoAnn Walker

Taking on the policies of the incumbent DA and Sheriff, JoAnn
Walker, a SF Police Officer, and Pamela Price, a Civil Rights
Attorney are running for Alemeda County Sheriff and DA as a
team.

Read More

‘Justice LA’ Calls Newly-Introduced 0$ Bail
Legislation at Capitol a ‘First Step’

Joint legislation calling for a removal of the adverse burden
put on low income residents by California’s money bail system
is on the table this week in the State Legislature.

Read More

California Supreme Court Denies Petition
for Review; Justice Liu Cites Limits of
Current Legislation

California Supreme Court late last week denied a petition for
review in a case of murder and robbery, underlining questions
about the rigidity of legislation and the limits of judicial
interpretation.

Read More

“Correctional Officers tell nurses to call for
ambulances, nurses ignore them”

Olivia Campbell is an advocate for prison reform and has
been bringing attention to COVID-related negligence in
CDCR. She spoke to the Vanguard about the dire conditions
incarcerated men at CA Medical Facility (CMF) are facing

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

New Deaths Reported at CA Medical
Facility, CSP Solano, Salinas Valley State
Prison
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

SF Jails Released Majority of Positive
Cases in Custody Since Pandemic
Emerged

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Federal Judge Grants Writ of Habeas
Corpus, Ordering Hearing For Immigrant
Detainee

A judge here in Alameda County Superior Court has
dismissed a defendant’s charge of an alleged rape in 2012
after finding “the record riddled with meaningful
inconsistencies” and “changes in the story.”

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Vanguard Week in Review: Court Watch –
Jan. 25 to 29, 2021

 In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began to cover Davis and Yolo
County groundbreaking, local news concerning government
and policy issues affecting the city, schools, and county. In the
past few years, the online news source has

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Brothers Face Charges After Alleged Lewd
Acts on Children Babysat by Defendants’
Mother

A childcare service became a living nightmare for two children
– if their accusations turn out to be true as related here Friday
in Sacramento County Superior Court.

Read More
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Judge Won’t Go Easy on Young Defendant,
Labels Him ‘Walking Felony’

Judge Delbert Oros of Sacramento County Superior Court
Friday denied defense attorney Naomi Coady’s motion to
ignore a defendant’s previous conviction, calling him a
“walking felony” who has found “more ways

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Discharges Defendant from 2012
Berkeley Rape Case, Rules Evidence
Riddled with Inconsistencies

A judge here in Alameda County Superior Court has
dismissed a defendant’s charge of an alleged rape in 2012
after finding “the record riddled with meaningful
inconsistencies” and “changes in the story.”

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Livestream Difficulties Again Cause Major
Courtroom Difficulties – for Everyone

Zoom livestream difficulties disrupted Gerardo Castillo’s
domestic violence preliminary hearing even before it began
last week in the courtroom of Fresno County Superior Court
Judge Francine Zepeda.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful
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Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Family Survives in the Face of Father’s
Gun Attack

One year and 34 charges later, a preliminary hearing for
Guadaloupe Lopez-Herrera here in Merced County Superior
Court last week showcased the escalation from threatening
voicemails to stalking and then physical

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast 88: Adnan
Khan Discusses COVID in Prisons

This week’s guest on Everyday Injustice, Adnan Khan, is the
Executive Director of ReStore Justice which he co-founded
while incarcerated. While in prison, he inspired and helped to
launch legislation that dealt with the Felony

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More
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o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/%26nbsp%3B&g=YmY5MGZlMDU2MTFjODk5ZA==&h=MGZiZjI1OWY1YTZlMzc
5ZTJiZDA2YzM2NDY0NTMzODE5MWM2ODA3MjY1MDVkNzZkMTkwNGQxNzZjYmM3Yzc3MQ==&p
=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjQxNDE5N2Q5OTZiZTVlM
DliMzRmYTc1OWQ4Nzg5MWJjOnYx
Twitter: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard%26nbsp%3B&g=NmZlMTM2NTllNDhhZjAwNg==&h=YTNj
Y2MxYjc1NzNhNjYyZDIyMmFhYWYwYTQwNGY4YWNlZjRjYTI3NGE4ZjhjZjVjYTgyOTg3NGY2YTZl
NzQwOA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjQxNDE5N
2Q5OTZiZTVlMDliMzRmYTc1OWQ4Nzg5MWJjOnYx
YouTube: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=http%3A//www.youtube.com/davisvanguard&g=YzgyODMyNzllNjBhYjZiYw==&h=NmY2N2Y0YW
FlZmFjYjE0YTExNmRkMGM1MGVhNmQ5YjA1NTlmMjA1ZTlkOGYyZTI2ZGYyNDQxMGRmZjZhNjZi
OQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjQxNDE5N2Q5O
TZiZTVlMDliMzRmYTc1OWQ4Nzg5MWJjOnYx
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Subject: David Greenwald (@DavisVanguard) has added you to a group conversa.on on Twi4er!
Date: Monday, February 1, 2021 at 2:07:27 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald (via Twi4er)
To: SF Public Defender
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Next Steps For Cal Bail Reform; Federal Judge Grants Writ of Habeas Corpus,
Ordering Hearing For Immigrant Detainee

Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 7:00:32 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Haley Upshaw noted, “While this is a great outcome for Mr. Romero, the unfortunate reality is that our
punishing immigration laws still require the government to hold thousands of others in jail, sometimes for
very long periods of time, without due process.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 29, 2021

With Bail Reform
Defeated, California Leaders Plan Next Steps

By David Greenwald

Two years ago, the state legislature passed SB 10 which put forth bail reform.  It was watered down so
much that organizations like ACLU and many reformers actually opposed it, but the bail industry put it on
the ballot and with the reform movement split on it, it went down handily.

That leaves us to next steps - one is the Humphrey case which went before the State Supreme Court a
few weeks ago.  Another is a legislative route where leading reformers - Rob Bonta, Nancy Skinner and
Robert Hertzberg published an op-ed on Wednesday in the Sacramento Bee.

They argue that a fundamental premise of our criminal legal system is “innocent until proven guilty,” but
the reality is: “this basic right is not afforded to millions of low-income Californians, particularly those in
communities of color.”

As they note: “At the heart of this injustice is our money bail system. It results in untold numbers of low-
income Californians having to languish in jail, sometimes for years, while they await their day in court —
simply because they can’t afford to post bail or bond.
“It’s blatantly unfair. It effectively means wealthy people who can afford bail are presumed innocent and
are free to go home to their families while low-income defendants, particularly Black and brown people,
must stay locked up and are effectively guilty until proven innocent.”
This is the fundamental problem with our system, and part of why Bryan Stevenson has said it is better to
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be “rich and guilty, than poor and innocent.”

While SB 10 was not perfect, it was a step forward and clearly the bail industry recognized that threat
which is why they took it down.

“They won the battle, but we will win the war,” the legislators argue.  “More than 7 million Californians saw
through the industry’s falsehoods and voted to eliminate money bail. Many people know that the bail
industry doesn’t keep us safe, doesn’t ensure court appearances and doesn’t care about the inflicted
financial harm.”

Already, two of California’s largest counties are taking on bail - with Los Angeles and San Francisco not
seeking bail in nonviolent cases, and others like Santa Clara and Santa Barbara, pioneering “effective
tools that do not involve jailing someone before trial just because they can’t afford to post bail or pay a
bondsman’s fee. These counties have proven that simply sending people text message reminders is
enough to ensure that they show up in court.”

The legislators argue: 

“When our courts temporarily halted money bail during the COVID-19 pandemic, it didn’t impact public
safety as the bail industry predicted.

“To help ensure that any risk assessment tool used to replace money bail is fair, unbiased and effective,
the Legislature enacted a law last session to improve transparency and accuracy. But more must be
done.

“We need to tackle the unjust profiteering of money bail companies and ensure that money paid for bail
gets back into the pocket of those whose cases are dismissed or who are found not guilty. We also need
to ensure that any money bail contract contains enforceable consumer protections. And we need to
reaffirm our commitment to the presumption of innocence by establishing a default of no bail and no pre-
trial detention for misdemeanors and low-level felonies.”

This is a good start, but clearly we need a bill that can unit the reform community so that next time the
bail industry pushes back, it won’t be so easy.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Federal Judge Grants Writ of Habeas
Corpus, Ordering Hearing For Immigrant
Detainee
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A judge here in Alameda County Superior Court has
dismissed a defendant’s charge of an alleged rape in 2012
after finding “the record riddled with meaningful
inconsistencies” and “changes in the story.”

Read More

Guest Commentary: Stop the Attempt to
Derail D.A. George Gascón’s Criminal
Justice Reforms

Deputy district attorneys in Los Angeles County are trying
hard to undermine the efforts of George Gascón, who was
elected Los Angeles County district attorney on a vision of
reforming the criminal justice system. Just weeks after he

Read More

Private Detention Facilities Barred in
President’s Executive Order

In an attempt to address the systemic issues embedded in
our criminal justice system, President Joe Biden issued a new
Executive Order Tuesday for “Reforming Our Incarceration
System to Eliminate the Use of Privately

Read More

Man Who Served 3 Decades in Prison for
Crime He Didn’t Commit Not Holding
Grudges

“I’m not holding grudges against nobody, especially not
justice,” said Mark Denny, a man who had served three
decades in prison for a crime he did not commit.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

New Deaths Reported at CA Medical
Facility, CSP Solano, Salinas Valley State
Prison

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

SF Jails Released Majority of Positive
Cases in Custody Since Pandemic
Emerged
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Federal Judge Grants Writ of Habeas
Corpus, Ordering Hearing For Immigrant
Detainee

A judge here in Alameda County Superior Court has
dismissed a defendant’s charge of an alleged rape in 2012
after finding “the record riddled with meaningful
inconsistencies” and “changes in the story.”

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Hit and Run Vehicular Manslaughter
Concealment Detailed; Driver Faces Trial

Gruesome details of a bloody hit and run death—and
attempts to conceal the identity of the driver—were presented
in Yolo County Superior Court here this week.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Pleads to Full ‘Sheet’ after
Facing Multiple Charges in Multiple Cases
for Stalking and Harassment

Defendant Steven Seteroff had a substantial number of
charges to plead to here in Sacramento County Superior
Court this week—in the end, he pleaded no contest to every
single charge from not one of his open cases, but all t

Read More

Family, Friends, Ex-Partners All Targets of
Violence by Different Sacramento
Defendants

A couple of very violent domestic violence cases—involving
not just ex-partners but their family and friends—dominated
the calendar here Wednesday in Sacramento County
Superior Court.

Read More
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Alameda Court Watch

Judge Discharges Defendant from 2012
Berkeley Rape Case, Rules Evidence
Riddled with Inconsistencies

A judge here in Alameda County Superior Court has
dismissed a defendant’s charge of an alleged rape in 2012
after finding “the record riddled with meaningful
inconsistencies” and “changes in the story.”

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Judge Denies Defendant Release After He
States He’d Rather Be Homeless

For one Fresno man, it’s better to be homeless than stay with
family – he didn’t get either after he was sent back to jail
because of his preference.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Man Faces Possible Domestic Abuse After
Allegedly Biting Girlfriend
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In a preliminary hearing here in Merced County Superior
Court this past week, a Merced man was charged with two
different criminal offenses, including corporal injury to a
spouse—he allegedly bit her—and violation

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast 88: Adnan
Khan Discusses COVID in Prisons

This week’s guest on Everyday Injustice, Adnan Khan, is the
Executive Director of ReStore Justice which he co-founded
while incarcerated. While in prison, he inspired and helped to
launch legislation that dealt with the Felony

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More
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Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 2:22:59 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR)
CC: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

No, that's very important, I will fix that right away, but I am glad I got the details right.  Thanks.

On Fri, Jan 29, 2021 at 6:21 AM Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org> wrote:
Thanks David! That looks great. Small (and unimportant) typo but my name has 2 Y’s (Hayley)

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 29, 2021, at 5:28 AM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

Thanks Hayley!

I think I got this right, but if you see any problems let me know so I can correct it.

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/federal-judge-grants-writ-of-habeas-corpus-ordering-
hearing-for-immigrant-detainee/

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 4:32 PM Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

Thanks for your interest. Responses to your ques.ons in red below

Please let me know if anything isn't clear or if a phone call would be be4er.

Hayley Upshaw
(She/Her/Ella)
Deputy Public Defender
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Immigra.on Defense Unit
(415) 734-3002 (office)
(415) 754-3762 (google voice/mobile)

mailto:hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from
untrusted sources.

*** Working remotely.  Please email or call my mobile.***

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
 

 

Thanks Valerie -

I hoping to run a story for tomorrow morning.

Hi Hayley -

I am interested in knowing addi.onal details on his deten.on, I believe the decision summarizes
this effec.vely but he has been detained for 13 months in Mesa Verde, a GEO group private
prison/deten.on center in Bakersfield what was the basis for the deten.on He falls under the
"mandatory deten.on" statute due to a criminal convic.on, and what was the government’s
argument for con.nuing it The government has never had to jus.fy his deten.on because he falls
under the mandatory deten.on statute. This whole habeas proceeding was about that issue
exactly - and the Court found that the government can't just rely on a statutory presump.on of
dangerousness in order to detain him indefinitely but must make an individualized determina.on
about whether he is actually a danger or flight risk to jus.fy his prolonged deten.on.  How bad is
the situa.on at Mesa Verde and what is the likely outcome at this point. Mr. Romero was detained
by ICE at Mesa Verde for the en.rety of 2020 and luckily survived the COVID-19 outbreaks but it
has been an incredibly stressful period, witnessing the virus spread like wildfire within the facility
and fearing for his health and safety. The pandemic has also eliminated family visits and his family
who used to come to visit him weekly before the pandemic have not been able to see him in
person since March. I think that should give me what I need - I guess something on your overall
reac.on to the ruling.
I appreciate the judge's thoughrul decision and am incredibly thankful that Mr. Romero will finally
have an opportunity to have a custody hearing. While this is a great outcome for Mr. Romero, the
unfortunate reality is that our punishing immigra.on laws s.ll require the government to hold
thousands of others in jail, some.mes for very long periods of .me, without due process. Many
immigrants con.nue to languish in jail based on the uncons.tu.onal mandatory deten.on statute.
Filing these kinds of lawsuits in every case is tremendously inefficient and prac.cally impossible for
most immigrants in custody who lack counsel. The be4er solu.on is for Congress to make

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org
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immediate and bold changes that end mass incarcera.on and guarantee fairness for immigrants.

Thanks,

David

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 11:53 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hello Hayley and David --

I'm connec.ng you here because David (of the Davis Vanguard) was hoping to get
some comments re: the habeas case.

David -- would you please send your ques.on(s)/prompt to Hayley? She is currently
working on the bond mo.on set for tomorrow morning, and thus in a bit of a crunch
today. Please men.on whether you plan to publish today, or perhaps want to wait
for the bond hearing to complete tomorrow -- i.e. just let us know when you need a
response.

Thank you both -- here to help if needed,
Valerie

--

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//sfpublicdefender.org/media/&g=OTU0Njg3ODE2MTdhYTc5Zg==&h=Mzc2MjFmOWZhOTcyZjg4YTJlZTNmYTQwYzc4NWViYTk3NDdkN2FlYjFjZmM3ZGJjNGYzMjk4MmFkZjI4NjZhNA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmVmNDY0ZjQzZjQzOWI2MGYxNjY0ODMxNTVkZjFhOWExOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//davisvanguard.org/&g=MjUzMTNkMDBhZjgwN2E2OA==&h=N2FkNjI2YWJiNDExM2JiZjE4NzhhOWEwODA3MmJlZjM5MzM0ZjU5YjczYjA5YjAxMjRmYzFhNDkxZDM0YjY1OA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmMwM2U2MmU0OThjNDUxNmM1NzMzYTE0M2FmMDIzOTkyOnYx
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530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo
County, and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 2:21:03 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
CC: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Thanks David! That looks great. Small (and unimportant) typo but my name has 2 Y’s (Hayley)

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 29, 2021, at 5:28 AM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

Thanks Hayley!

I think I got this right, but if you see any problems let me know so I can correct it.

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/federal-judge-grants-writ-of-habeas-corpus-ordering-
hearing-for-immigrant-detainee/

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 4:32 PM Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

Thanks for your interest. Responses to your ques.ons in red below

Please let me know if anything isn't clear or if a phone call would be be4er.

Hayley Upshaw

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/federal-judge-grants-writ-of-habeas-corpus-ordering-hearing-for-immigrant-detainee/&g=ZDc2M2UyMDJkNGQ3Mzg4Mg==&h=OGM4ZDU5NzA0ZWM2Y2Y4OWQ2NDIyNzM2NjEyNDE1YmZjNGY4ZTNiOGIwYTFlYzc2MzE0ZmY5Y2Y0MDU1ZDIxMA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmMwM2U2MmU0OThjNDUxNmM1NzMzYTE0M2FmMDIzOTkyOnYx
mailto:hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from
untrusted sources.

(She/Her/Ella)
Deputy Public Defender
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Immigra.on Defense Unit
(415) 734-3002 (office)
(415) 754-3762 (google voice/mobile)

*** Working remotely.  Please email or call my mobile.***

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
 

 

Thanks Valerie -

I hoping to run a story for tomorrow morning.

Hi Hayley -

I am interested in knowing addi.onal details on his deten.on, I believe the decision summarizes this
effec.vely but he has been detained for 13 months in Mesa Verde, a GEO group private
prison/deten.on center in Bakersfield what was the basis for the deten.on He falls under the
"mandatory deten.on" statute due to a criminal convic.on, and what was the government’s
argument for con.nuing it The government has never had to jus.fy his deten.on because he falls
under the mandatory deten.on statute. This whole habeas proceeding was about that issue exactly -
and the Court found that the government can't just rely on a statutory presump.on of
dangerousness in order to detain him indefinitely but must make an individualized determina.on
about whether he is actually a danger or flight risk to jus.fy his prolonged deten.on.  How bad is the
situa.on at Mesa Verde and what is the likely outcome at this point. Mr. Romero was detained by ICE
at Mesa Verde for the en.rety of 2020 and luckily survived the COVID-19 outbreaks but it has been
an incredibly stressful period, witnessing the virus spread like wildfire within the facility and fearing
for his health and safety. The pandemic has also eliminated family visits and his family who used to
come to visit him weekly before the pandemic have not been able to see him in person since
March. I think that should give me what I need - I guess something on your overall reac.on to the

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org
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ruling.
I appreciate the judge's thoughrul decision and am incredibly thankful that Mr. Romero will finally
have an opportunity to have a custody hearing. While this is a great outcome for Mr. Romero, the
unfortunate reality is that our punishing immigra.on laws s.ll require the government to hold
thousands of others in jail, some.mes for very long periods of .me, without due process. Many
immigrants con.nue to languish in jail based on the uncons.tu.onal mandatory deten.on statute.
Filing these kinds of lawsuits in every case is tremendously inefficient and prac.cally impossible for
most immigrants in custody who lack counsel. The be4er solu.on is for Congress to make immediate
and bold changes that end mass incarcera.on and guarantee fairness for immigrants.

Thanks,

David

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 11:53 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hello Hayley and David --

I'm connec.ng you here because David (of the Davis Vanguard) was hoping to get
some comments re: the habeas case.

David -- would you please send your ques.on(s)/prompt to Hayley? She is currently
working on the bond mo.on set for tomorrow morning, and thus in a bit of a crunch
today. Please men.on whether you plan to publish today, or perhaps want to wait for
the bond hearing to complete tomorrow -- i.e. just let us know when you need a
response.

Thank you both -- here to help if needed,
Valerie

--

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

-- 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//sfpublicdefender.org/media/&g=OTU0Njg3ODE2MTdhYTc5Zg==&h=Mzc2MjFmOWZhOTcyZjg4YTJlZTNmYTQwYzc4NWViYTk3NDdkN2FlYjFjZmM3ZGJjNGYzMjk4MmFkZjI4NjZhNA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmVmNDY0ZjQzZjQzOWI2MGYxNjY0ODMxNTVkZjFhOWExOnYx
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David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 1:27:33 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR)
CC: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
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Thanks Hayley!

I think I got this right, but if you see any problems let me know so I can correct it.

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/federal-judge-grants-writ-of-habeas-corpus-ordering-hearing-for-
immigrant-detainee/

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 4:32 PM Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

Thanks for your interest. Responses to your ques.ons in red below

Please let me know if anything isn't clear or if a phone call would be be4er.

Hayley Upshaw
(She/Her/Ella)
Deputy Public Defender
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Immigra.on Defense Unit
(415) 734-3002 (office)
(415) 754-3762 (google voice/mobile)

*** Working remotely.  Please email or call my mobile.***

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
 

 

Thanks Valerie -

I hoping to run a story for tomorrow morning.

Hi Hayley -

I am interested in knowing addi.onal details on his deten.on, I believe the decision summarizes this effec.vely but
he has been detained for 13 months in Mesa Verde, a GEO group private prison/deten.on center in Bakersfield
what was the basis for the deten.on He falls under the "mandatory deten.on" statute due to a criminal convic.on,
and what was the government’s argument for con.nuing it The government has never had to jus.fy his deten.on
because he falls under the mandatory deten.on statute. This whole habeas proceeding was about that issue
exactly - and the Court found that the government can't just rely on a statutory presump.on of dangerousness in
order to detain him indefinitely but must make an individualized determina.on about whether he is actually a
danger or flight risk to jus.fy his prolonged deten.on.  How bad is the situa.on at Mesa Verde and what is the
likely outcome at this point. Mr. Romero was detained by ICE at Mesa Verde for the en.rety of 2020 and luckily
survived the COVID-19 outbreaks but it has been an incredibly stressful period, witnessing the virus spread like
wildfire within the facility and fearing for his health and safety. The pandemic has also eliminated family visits and

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/federal-judge-grants-writ-of-habeas-corpus-ordering-hearing-for-immigrant-detainee/&g=MmIyMDM1NzVlY2I5OThlMw==&h=MTZjYzc5ZTNlZTM0NzQ3MGE5NTA1ZmYyYTRlNGY2Zjk3ZWIwZDkwZDhiMmVhMzBkYTJhOTQ4NTAzOGI1NmVlMg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjg2ZTdjZmMyMTkyZjc2NTA3MjQxZTQ5YTgxMTEzMmU3OnYx
mailto:hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org
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wildfire within the facility and fearing for his health and safety. The pandemic has also eliminated family visits and
his family who used to come to visit him weekly before the pandemic have not been able to see him in person
since March. I think that should give me what I need - I guess something on your overall reac.on to the ruling.
I appreciate the judge's thoughrul decision and am incredibly thankful that Mr. Romero will finally have an
opportunity to have a custody hearing. While this is a great outcome for Mr. Romero, the unfortunate reality is that
our punishing immigra.on laws s.ll require the government to hold thousands of others in jail, some.mes for very
long periods of .me, without due process. Many immigrants con.nue to languish in jail based on the
uncons.tu.onal mandatory deten.on statute. Filing these kinds of lawsuits in every case is tremendously
inefficient and prac.cally impossible for most immigrants in custody who lack counsel. The be4er solu.on is for
Congress to make immediate and bold changes that end mass incarcera.on and guarantee fairness for immigrants.

Thanks,

David

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 11:53 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hello Hayley and David --

I'm connec.ng you here because David (of the Davis Vanguard) was hoping to get some comments
re: the habeas case.

David -- would you please send your ques.on(s)/prompt to Hayley? She is currently working on
the bond mo.on set for tomorrow morning, and thus in a bit of a crunch today. Please men.on
whether you plan to publish today, or perhaps want to wait for the bond hearing to complete
tomorrow -- i.e. just let us know when you need a response.

Thank you both -- here to help if needed,
Valerie

--

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

-- 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//sfpublicdefender.org/media/&g=OTU0Njg3ODE2MTdhYTc5Zg==&h=Mzc2MjFmOWZhOTcyZjg4YTJlZTNmYTQwYzc4NWViYTk3NDdkN2FlYjFjZmM3ZGJjNGYzMjk4MmFkZjI4NjZhNA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmVmNDY0ZjQzZjQzOWI2MGYxNjY0ODMxNTVkZjFhOWExOnYx
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David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Push For Goodwin Liu for Cal DA; Solu.ons to Mass Incarcera.on?
Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 7:00:08 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//davisvanguard.org/&g=Y2Q3NTE4YjA3Y2ExOGQxMg==&h=ODNjZjhjNmJjMGFkMTFhY2RmZDFhYWU0YmY5ZGQ4YTE4NzA5MDJjNzEwZjNmMjkwYjZmMGI1OWUzNmEzZmNhNw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjg2ZTdjZmMyMTkyZjc2NTA3MjQxZTQ5YTgxMTEzMmU3OnYx
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“Over the past year, we witnessed thirteen federal executions, all an assault on human dignity and an
affront to American values,” a letter from 100 prosecutors notes.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 28, 2021

Big Push For Goodwin Lieu

By David Greenwald

A quick note, living up in Davis, near Sacramento, apparently they don’t handle rain and wind well.  On
Tuesday night, the power went off at my house and stayed off for 18 hours.  Went to the Vanguard office
yesterday morning, only to find out that the power was off there and with no windows, it was a harrowing
experience.  Went home at 2 pm when the power was back on there, only to find out, no internet.  So
went back to the office this morning - still no power.  Thankfully, someone is letting me use an office with
both power and internet.  Not fun.  The good news, after a brief outage, we managed to publish, just not
send out the newsletter.

Anyway…

The push is on for an unusual appointment by Gavin Newsom - appoint California Supreme Court Justice
Goodwin Liu as the state’s next Attorney General.  It is an interesting group that wrote the letter to the
Governor, headlined by George Takei of Star Trek fame.

“This letter shows the breadth and depth of admiration for Justice Liu within the Asian American
community in California and across the nation,” said Paul Grewal, chief legal officer of Coinbase and
former U.S. Magistrate Judge. “Leaders from every sector who value excellence and public service agree
that Justice Liu is the best person to serve as California’s top lawyer.”

“Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg once said that Goodwin Liu was ‘one of the best law clerks she ever had.’ I
can see why: he is the closest thing there is to a rock star in the legal community,” said Freida Lee Mock,
director of the documentary film RUTH: Justice Ginsburg in Her Own Words, which features Justice Liu.

“I am proud to endorse Justice Liu for Attorney General because he will be guided by a commitment to
inclusion and equal justice under the law. Having grown up in an immigrant family, he personally
understands the challenges that so many Californians face,” said Hmong community leader Pao Yang,
president and CEO of the Fresno Center.

“On and off the bench, Justice Liu has distinguished himself as a leading voice for racial justice and
inclusion in the legal profession and beyond,” said Mia Yamamoto, LGBTQ+ rights advocate and co-
founder of the Multi-Cultural Bar Alliance of Southern California. “Asian Americans too often remain an
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invisible minority. Justice Liu’s pathbreaking 2017 study on Asian Americans in the legal profession
enabled our community’s accomplishments to be celebrated and our challenges to be addressed.”

All of that makes this an intriguing choice, dependant on current AG Becerra getting confirmed which was
likely assured once the Democrats gained control of the Senate.

We have previously highlighted a number of possibilities - Contra Costa DA Diana Becton, San Francisco
PBA Exec Director Paul Henderson, Assemblymembers Rob Bonta and Ash Kalra.  Was also told this
week that if Bonta doesn’t get the appointment, he will likely run for DA in Alameda County which could
be interesting since Pamela Price who ran four years ago just announced and it is unclear what the
incumbent intends to do.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

CA Measure Focuses on Accuracy of
Expert Witness Testimony and Forensics
in State Courts

State Senator Scott Weiner has outlined the basis for
courtroom-focused Senate Bill 243, which is designed to
provide more accurate forensic and expert witness testimony
in the courtroom and provide new criminal justice reform.

Read More

‘Dignity and Power Now’ Backs AG
Becerra’s Civil Rights Investigation of LA
County Sheriff’s Dept

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra announced that
he planned a civil rights probe on the Los Angeles County
Sherriff’s Department late last week because of concerns of
excessive force and abuse towards

Read More

Possible Solutions to Prediction that Mass
Incarceration will Last for 60 Years
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After a decade of insufficient and incohesive decarceration
efforts, the current coronavirus pandemic and its ongoing
public health crisis underscore the need for meaningful reform
for overcrowded prison populations,

Read More

Guest Commentary: Over 160 Asian
American Leaders Unite Behind Goodwin
Liu for California Attorney General

In a joint letter submitted today (1/26/21), prominent Asian
Americans in the arts, entertainment, law, business,
nonprofits, academia, medicine, and philanthropy urged
Governor Gavin Newsom to appoint California

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CSP Solano Reports Over One Hundred
New Cases; CDCR Death Toll Reaches 184

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Expands Testing and
Uncovers Over Seventy Active Cases in
Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
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Police Evasion Preliminary Hearing Filled
with Confusion, Glaring Discrepancies

After allegedly evading a police car in pursuit and throwing a
loaded revolver out the window of his vehicle on Oct. 6 of last
year, Robert Thompson appeared at a preliminary hearing on
Jan. 26 before Judge David Reed

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Lashes Out after Seeing Bail
Increased to $200,000 for Alleged Domestic
Violence

A defendant faced an increase in bail here in Sacramento
County Superior Court Tuesday—his bail was hiked from
$50,000 to $200,000 for allegedly assaulting a prostitute and
threatening to post videos

Read More

Court Questions Defendant’s Knowledge
of Firearms and Narcotics in Boyfriend’s
Shared Closet

In a preliminary hearing here in Sacramento County Superior
Court this week, Judge Stephen Acquisto determined there
was sufficient evidence to suggest defendant Tram Tracy
Nguyen, 20, was aware of the firearms

Read More

After Years of Silence, Father Comes Clean
about Molesting His Daughter

After nearly dying from a stroke, Defendant Herbert Highsmith
became overwhelmed with guilt and remorse, and chose to
face his past by admitting to his crimes of molestation here in
Sacramento County Superior

Read More

Missing Gun at Scene of DUI Accident
Cause for Concern – But Officers Render
Firearm Harmless at Hospital

The discovery of an empty gun holster at the scene of a
suspected DUI accident – with the injured driver on the way to
the hospital – could have spelled a much more serious
situation, according to witness testimony

Read More
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Alameda Court Watch

Judge Discharges Defendant from 2012
Berkeley Rape Case, Rules Evidence
Riddled with Inconsistencies

A judge here in Alameda County Superior Court has
dismissed a defendant’s charge of an alleged rape in 2012
after finding “the record riddled with meaningful
inconsistencies” and “changes in the story.”

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Judge Denies Defendant Release After He
States He’d Rather Be Homeless

For one Fresno man, it’s better to be homeless than stay with
family – he didn’t get either after he was sent back to jail
because of his preference.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Man Faces Possible Domestic Abuse After
Allegedly Biting Girlfriend
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In a preliminary hearing here in Merced County Superior
Court this past week, a Merced man was charged with two
different criminal offenses, including corporal injury to a
spouse—he allegedly bit her—and violation

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast 88: Adnan
Khan Discusses COVID in Prisons

This week’s guest on Everyday Injustice, Adnan Khan, is the
Executive Director of ReStore Justice which he co-founded
while incarcerated. While in prison, he inspired and helped to
launch legislation that dealt with the Felony

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More
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https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp%3Fcc%3Dnge%26amp%3Brmc%3DVF19_3GE&g=NWY1MDIwNDFlNThjNTViMw==&h=MWJmYTQyYjhkODE4NDQ1YWVhZDY1NDhmMDUxYjA2NjJlYmE2Y2UxMmIzNDY0NTUxYjVjMTY2ZThlYzRlNzljNw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjZmZDE5NGZhMjhhYTZlNzJmNmU4ZjBmMGMyMGMzZTFlOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp%3Fcc%3Dnge%26amp%3Brmc%3DVF19_3GE&g=OGQ5YTRhYjFlMzMwYWIzNQ==&h=NmMyN2ZkNjgyMmZhMDQyMjZkOTE5ZTBkM2JjNWI1ZjA1NzFhYmNjNmQ3ODJiNmE2M2Y4ZGZkMDA0ZjcyNDhhMw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjZmZDE5NGZhMjhhYTZlNzJmNmU4ZjBmMGMyMGMzZTFlOnYx
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Subject: Davis Vanguard tracking COVID in jails
Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 6:07:00 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: PUBDEF-Policy

SF Jails Released Majority of Posi.ve Cases in Custody Since Pandemic Emerged - Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CA Jails | Davis Vanguard

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

Sacramento County Jails Report Largest
Coronavirus Outbreak Since March - Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails | Davis Vanguard
(Page 1 & 2: San Francisco County Jails, Page 3 & 4: Santa Rita Jail,
Page 5: Sacramento County Jails, Page 6: Sacramento County
Juvenile Hall, Page 7 & 8: Santa Clara County Jails, Page 9 & 10:
BSCC Data – All County Jails & Juvenile Detention Facilities) Source:
The Alameda County Sheriff’s ...

www.davisvanguard.org

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/breaking-down-covid-19-in-ca-jails/
https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/breaking-down-covid-19-in-ca-jails/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/breaking-down-covid-19-in-ca-jails/
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Subject: Davis Vanguard tracking COVID in jails
Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 6:07:00 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: PUBDEF-Policy

SF Jails Released Majority of Posi.ve Cases in Custody Since Pandemic Emerged - Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CA Jails | Davis Vanguard

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

Sacramento County Jails Report Largest
Coronavirus Outbreak Since March - Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails | Davis Vanguard
(Page 1 & 2: San Francisco County Jails, Page 3 & 4: Santa Rita Jail,
Page 5: Sacramento County Jails, Page 6: Sacramento County
Juvenile Hall, Page 7 & 8: Santa Clara County Jails, Page 9 & 10:
BSCC Data – All County Jails & Juvenile Detention Facilities) Source:
The Alameda County Sheriff’s ...

www.davisvanguard.org

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/breaking-down-covid-19-in-ca-jails/
https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/breaking-down-covid-19-in-ca-jails/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/breaking-down-covid-19-in-ca-jails/
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Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
Date: Friday, January 29, 2021 at 12:32:15 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

Hi David,

Thanks for your interest. Responses to your ques.ons in red below

Please let me know if anything isn't clear or if a phone call would be be4er.

Hayley Upshaw
(She/Her/Ella)
Deputy Public Defender
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Immigra.on Defense Unit
(415) 734-3002 (office)
(415) 754-3762 (google voice/mobile)

*** Working remotely.  Please email or call my mobile.***

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR) <hayley.upshaw@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
 

 
Thanks Valerie -

I hoping to run a story for tomorrow morning.

Hi Hayley -

I am interested in knowing addi.onal details on his deten.on, I believe the decision summarizes this effec.vely but
he has been detained for 13 months in Mesa Verde, a GEO group private prison/deten.on center in Bakersfield what
was the basis for the deten.on He falls under the "mandatory deten.on" statute due to a criminal convic.on, and
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what was the government’s argument for con.nuing it The government has never had to jus.fy his deten.on
because he falls under the mandatory deten.on statute. This whole habeas proceeding was about that issue exactly -
and the Court found that the government can't just rely on a statutory presump.on of dangerousness in order to
detain him indefinitely but must make an individualized determina.on about whether he is actually a danger or flight
risk to jus.fy his prolonged deten.on.  How bad is the situa.on at Mesa Verde and what is the likely outcome at this
point. Mr. Romero was detained by ICE at Mesa Verde for the en.rety of 2020 and luckily survived the COVID-19
outbreaks but it has been an incredibly stressful period, witnessing the virus spread like wildfire within the facility
and fearing for his health and safety. The pandemic has also eliminated family visits and his family who used to come
to visit him weekly before the pandemic have not been able to see him in person since March. I think that should give
me what I need - I guess something on your overall reac.on to the ruling.
I appreciate the judge's thoughrul decision and am incredibly thankful that Mr. Romero will finally have an
opportunity to have a custody hearing. While this is a great outcome for Mr. Romero, the unfortunate reality is that
our punishing immigra.on laws s.ll require the government to hold thousands of others in jail, some.mes for very
long periods of .me, without due process. Many immigrants con.nue to languish in jail based on the
uncons.tu.onal mandatory deten.on statute. Filing these kinds of lawsuits in every case is tremendously inefficient
and prac.cally impossible for most immigrants in custody who lack counsel. The be4er solu.on is for Congress to
make immediate and bold changes that end mass incarcera.on and guarantee fairness for immigrants.

Thanks,

David

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 11:53 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hello Hayley and David --

I'm connec.ng you here because David (of the Davis Vanguard) was hoping to get some comments
re: the habeas case.

David -- would you please send your ques.on(s)/prompt to Hayley? She is currently working on the
bond mo.on set for tomorrow morning, and thus in a bit of a crunch today. Please men.on whether
you plan to publish today, or perhaps want to wait for the bond hearing to complete tomorrow -- i.e.
just let us know when you need a response.

Thank you both -- here to help if needed,
Valerie

--

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//sfpublicdefender.org/media/&g=OTU0Njg3ODE2MTdhYTc5Zg==&h=Mzc2MjFmOWZhOTcyZjg4YTJlZTNmYTQwYzc4NWViYTk3NDdkN2FlYjFjZmM3ZGJjNGYzMjk4MmFkZjI4NjZhNA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmVmNDY0ZjQzZjQzOWI2MGYxNjY0ODMxNTVkZjFhOWExOnYx
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Subject: Vanguard Webinar: COVID, UC Davis & Educa.onal Challenges During a Pandemic – TOMORROW AT
NOON

Date: Thursday, January 28, 2021 at 11:00:15 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Image

Vanguard Webinar:
COVID, UC Davis & Educational Challenges  

During a Pandemic  
TOMORROW AT NOON

Image
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Image

Join the Vanguard for its latest Webinar – Friday,
January 29 at noon.
 

The discussion will focus on COVID, UC Davis and
educational challenges during the pandemic, as well as
the future.
 

Guests:
Ken Burtis – COO of Healthy Davis Together, Professor
Emeritus of Genetics and Faculty Advisor to the
Chancellor and Provost
Jesse Drew – Co-Chair, Davis Faculty Association
Kyle Krueger – President, ASUCD
Julietta Bisharyan – Co-Editor in Chief, Vanguard at UC
Davis

Friday
January 29

at noon

Event is free and
open to the public:

 
Click the button below
to register in advance 

 

RSVP

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
Unsubscribe

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zt3VNsJdH1jV2MI3LxQZ6a5i7h3LqIOV8rZmv-2FNswjzYd8_n_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMjG7z-2B5mYoLPdYrbE-2Bt-2BYz7bXu50uY-2Fp5CGBgUHMTBv85RaTQcQWOrvImalyQmxiFsACcmiEW96C9IIzHPwjdkBw0TyDFLz7DLt9IWqu5fPzUjM9cIzCChaTd9WoxShLiN1C4jOKc3KVxaYhvdrraVLv-2F2SbXcohuF8rm2HSCYfbd9VE2jXMh0VB7cmrHSjVgQuEiqhE-2Fox0H84AgXQm5zR1wlcTHdCfjiT-2FkNl47pM8qqDtphhXwslpZ3kdaCWI9ACu9glZFaxWS6CgiLVmTj2zngCEXgQSU9-2FzYvgx-2FkPg-3D&g=NGEzZWZiNjQwNWFiMjJiZQ==&h=ZjMxOTM1YTVkMDZkOTg5MDA3MWU0Nzk3ZDJlMjEyMDVjNzZjMWY5ZTE1NTMwNWVkYWM2OWU2NmVlYjIwMmQyOA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjA3MmJhOWFlMmExMjJjYjRiNTA4Y2Y4OWM5MzdiYjZiOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZoUu10p-2FwZmzKQ7G9whc-2BqzEGIA73cPZqjwtjN4T5zfOr0n4_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMjG7z-2B5mYoLPdYrbE-2Bt-2BYz7bXu50uY-2Fp5CGBgUHMTBv85RaTQcQWOrvImalyQmxiFsACcmiEW96C9IIzHPwjdkBw0TyDFLz7DLt9IWqu5fPzM-2BjqkDc9ALi9FtqXxPT2Nf3ZI6HyrZU5IpIetD0NiDVJxxihQpK09mry6KvLco9K5mx8IFFuAKPQmqVnBtD9sMQZjxRS6Z4ZqyD1kUxWIaY0W5okMsXT-2Fh4OS-2BDH0u0CRmgQTic5diP4Eb4o3CZfrch-2BzV1kewoD-2FCYZbzFJ5bzEJ7vNmycRjEUAjxYcZwP0-3D&g=ZWNlMWYyOGQzNTdlYzc2ZA==&h=MWQ5ZTAwY2M4YTI4NDc0NGQxNGRjZWRlZTgzYTc1ZjNhNjliYjQ4YmE1ZGI3NmVhMDczOTQwNmQ4ODhmNzY0NQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjA3MmJhOWFlMmExMjJjYjRiNTA4Y2Y4OWM5MzdiYjZiOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZhZ08KJcoKNRyAPzsEDiUhcta2QvyfnVbdhX0NNYOx5mH-2BAfMlmk6ivsJmTrQPaF2w-3D-3D84J4_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMjG7z-2B5mYoLPdYrbE-2Bt-2BYz7bXu50uY-2Fp5CGBgUHMTBv85RaTQcQWOrvImalyQmxiFsACcmiEW96C9IIzHPwjdkBw0TyDFLz7DLt9IWqu5fPz5Wx8bEPf6GpDCH-2BOrzDBMsclBUOMsRUz0kYxYDK3NWAFUHGsyFYEkh8YIGTMfTFAZxMVqecXGza9dD-2Bc7vbKQzLrYVNUayWVvMPpbL06mHB8afob9mwmiyYqNDHvAj6zFmzxFcXmUYKyyeVc9TAb7IgjIAZA7wRg0BB1oDlq3AYoTAEGEi93nT-2FWhv9xFC0Q-3D&g=OTQyZWY3MTVkY2ZiNTU2YQ==&h=YzFmODM4YmYzOTQ2NjY5ZjY4Mjg5ZWQ0MWU0NTc3ZGZmOTk0NmE4ZGZhZGE1ZmMzMjhmNWY0OTQxNGUxMzQ0OA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjA3MmJhOWFlMmExMjJjYjRiNTA4Y2Y4OWM5MzdiYjZiOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZlyLLl0TwqiBSZfk5Vo-2BVCcIJsYzx3KmHJLXzKTabw3kto0sTC4HCcpfToolL9yDwNolO6DGGKu7g74dPV2-2F6i0-3Domtv_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMjG7z-2B5mYoLPdYrbE-2Bt-2BYz7bXu50uY-2Fp5CGBgUHMTBv85RaTQcQWOrvImalyQmxiFsACcmiEW96C9IIzHPwjdkBw0TyDFLz7DLt9IWqu5fPxT2hDwin1kMjf3whCgqJr71erkOFn7uC7SipkXiLNsfoUgS8Un2OFrib5nagIkETVl0N06iyhL9zjAY8kW-2FoXFCUVr93BPT3FMSvNJ28cG6Fjcc27BIx1Z-2F2Q6HBjG7WCqSTWb5WoofpQ5yUggY22nw0WvaK6cEX7Itq8l2ZURU4CjobZNHNkIaE5gryiRvAg-3D&g=MmJmYjM2ZDEwZmI5ZDU1Mw==&h=ZDEwMDU1YTlmODQwMzMwNjcxZTUwMDVhMjQ1OTAxMTY0M2RhMDJlYjU1Yzg0M2ZiYTUzNGMzNjIxNWU0MzNiOQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjA3MmJhOWFlMmExMjJjYjRiNTA4Y2Y4OWM5MzdiYjZiOnYx
https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/emails/1045843?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn
https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/email_unsubscribes/new?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn&email_id=1045843
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Subject: Amplifying the Voice of the Voiceless!
Date: Thursday, January 28, 2021 at 9:00:22 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Image

Amplifying the Voice of the Voiceless
Image

Everyday Injustice.  That’s what happened this week. 
 

Koda Slingluff, a very talented intern from Berkeley, who will be co-editor in chief of our
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Koda Slingluff, a very talented intern from Berkeley, who will be co-editor in chief of our
Berkeley Publication, was in Yolo County on Thursday, when he saw the case of a
homeless man, accused of having a bomb that wasn’t a bomb, and who was held on bail
which he could not afford to pay, and thus would be held in custody for doing nothing
really.
 

The article is beautifully written and I would not do it justice:
https://bit.ly/3qVWlEo
 

The man said: ““Your honor, I don’t have any money. I’m working, I didn’t do
anything, please.”
 

Judge Dyer replied, “I’d advise you that anything you say can be used against
you.””
 

“Russel placed his head in his hands and rocked back and forth as he cried. He
continued, “Please, please,” and then was cut off as his microphone was muted.”
 

Koda captured beautifully the inhumanity of the moment.
 

Allison Zuvela, clearly moved herself, let the defendant know, “I’ll be out to talk to you and
I’m going to have a social worker come talk to you.”
 

The story captured a lot of attention. 
 

I got emails from a number of people on it, clearly disturbed.
 

Kate Chatfield, who headed up the Justice Collaborative, and now works for the Appeal
and who drafted the SB 1437 legislation also saw it, she retweeted ours and told people to
read it and understand this was happening in the US and California.
 

This should be a poster-case for why bail should be abolished.  It is a poster case for
Everyday Injustice.  These cases happen all of the time.  They may not rise to the level of
378 years or wrongful convictions, but they perfectly illustrate the inhumanity of the
system.
 

Most importantly, they are why we do this. 
 

Because you see, while people got rightfully outraged about it, they could only do
that or do something about it because we happened to be there.
 

I am writing you today to ask you to help amplify that voice.
 

As a non-profit, we need your help.  We are asking you to become a sustaining
member - a monthly donor who contributes each month to enable us to pay our
bills and continue our growth.

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zrr-2Bk1ckuN0eUbweZHxpWKJU2Q-2Bz12-2Bsgxtj4DpZkNmXSj5aJXqYKcQ3e0NyFXXjHC9a-2B-2FCWUpJUho-2BplkYKscsgceK8t6deYhMH4rgemO5UDbuAdGiHecc8nVC7tKGeGNRqm60fqDROK99qRVs6Q0g-3D1Pea_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMXymMjHcmHkGNulc6VhBxIylw1h1TmqE6Jb6srA8qjUVkVDBb9gVe2F-2FhmQg9CVXAgHC4g5TlXJyZxSbKqDwLn13LCl6h1hIOQoN6W7wsTDwEutNCvZ1093RL3EXN5OuUf-2BHs792sWDjtNEnNuhmAkBWKxJCAixnN4tTqd-2F-2B0ULIUow6TiLHDlmTnZfIrQm-2FeGne6eqFO0Vk2qYpYpTIYHCjrBnIu4hZfnnZjIrsXKLRjKiqR6nfrd4yX0nesTLuh2gYyBH4Sxk28B4fNN6Ijhsji-2BkJD-2BkylP8H-2F1H8YiHI-3D&g=MGI0MDg0NWY0MWUyOTY3MA==&h=ZDU3ZGM0ODkxMTdhZTZlMDljZDA2MWUwZDFlOTZhNTc2N2I0YTkyNGZiZjA3M2I3OWI3ODFmYmM2ZjVjMmRlMg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjg1ZGE2NThmMDcyZWY2MjNlZTg1Y2Q4YzQ4MDY3MjY1OnYx
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Standard membership: $10/ month
Student rate: $5/ month
 

We have people donating as little as $5 and as much as $100 per month. Donate what
you can.

DONATE TODAY

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
Unsubscribe
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https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZhZ08KJcoKNRyAPzsEDiUhcta2QvyfnVbdhX0NNYOx5mH-2BAfMlmk6ivsJmTrQPaF2w-3D-3D6-hm_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMXymMjHcmHkGNulc6VhBxIylw1h1TmqE6Jb6srA8qjUVkVDBb9gVe2F-2FhmQg9CVXAgHC4g5TlXJyZxSbKqDwLn13LCl6h1hIOQoN6W7wsTDwr6w-2F8Bx9vbwelSCJW-2BZuZ39gCNgU4fWgBFTnMn-2Fdith15A4lrXPvJ4zbdI-2Bp7vMxYctkCeFHsWL1kzg6gkAeEyWkbaTCoX5W2fDKT26ZW1u5GLJ1ztokgQrNxKvApACQW7uJvOg6Z69elAG34yMz7PY5sESmw8RDBYADlUKzPB8tFkNHh0-2FTCdj4nCaqWrkI-3D&g=MGNkZDkyNTkxMjJkYmY2OA==&h=ZmE3YmE0Yjg1OTM3MTMwZGJjZjFlM2Q0NDVlMmRiMzM4OGU2N2RkYTg1NWMxNzdmMDFkOTk2YTNkMWRiNDY1OQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjg1ZGE2NThmMDcyZWY2MjNlZTg1Y2Q4YzQ4MDY3MjY1OnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zlf2peSGEBUUZcX0z5xgS1DZA3qMDHyWD5SwLENOGGp8ePfX_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMXymMjHcmHkGNulc6VhBxIylw1h1TmqE6Jb6srA8qjUVkVDBb9gVe2F-2FhmQg9CVXAgHC4g5TlXJyZxSbKqDwLn13LCl6h1hIOQoN6W7wsTDyPfXVNt1niQoGASGxR5Sdb39jwDO5rFwxN6eY-2FSl7aa4Ix-2BbNPLVlAFj09W04U0SyYSsi4jcN5OEOfbzP52cQUPPhNIeF4Ly4djwtnvEaaaK8N5mGTDFcJwSZFZR2IVi1Q-2BILgC34N7oc3WcwzXoFE-2Bg4CPHOjZqy35orpPVkdMTQp6eqS2LkMnHCyku7-2B49k-3D&g=MDg3YjdhYWYyMjVkYWQ5Nw==&h=NWQ2NDU5MmIwMTc4ODQ5NzA5MGU5ZDZlOWNmZjc1YjdhODEwMGUwMzIxMWNlOGE1NzM2MTczYzQ2ZWU5YzJmMg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjg1ZGE2NThmMDcyZWY2MjNlZTg1Y2Q4YzQ4MDY3MjY1OnYx
https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/emails/1042601?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn
https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/email_unsubscribes/new?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn&email_id=1042601
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Subject: Re: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
Date: Thursday, January 28, 2021 at 8:08:05 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
CC: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Thanks Valerie -

I hoping to run a story for tomorrow morning.

Hi Hayley -

I am interested in knowing addi.onal details on his deten.on, what was the basis for the deten.on, and what was
the government’s argument for con.nuing it.  How bad is the situa.on at Mesa Verde and what is the likely outcome
at this point.  I think that should give me what I need - I guess something on your overall reac.on to the ruling.

Thanks,

David

On Thu, Jan 28, 2021 at 11:53 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hello Hayley and David --

I'm connec.ng you here because David (of the Davis Vanguard) was hoping to get some comments
re: the habeas case.

David -- would you please send your ques.on(s)/prompt to Hayley? She is currently working on the

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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bond mo.on set for tomorrow morning, and thus in a bit of a crunch today. Please men.on whether
you plan to publish today, or perhaps want to wait for the bond hearing to complete tomorrow -- i.e.
just let us know when you need a response.

Thank you both -- here to help if needed,
Valerie

--

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

Subject: Commen.ng on the Nectali Romero habeas victory
Date: Thursday, January 28, 2021 at 7:51:42 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Upshaw, Hayley (PDR), David M. Greenwald
ASachments: Habeas Grant Nectali pdf.pdf

Hello Hayley and David --

I'm connec.ng you here because David (of the Davis Vanguard) was hoping to get some comments re:
the habeas case.

David -- would you please send your ques.on(s)/prompt to Hayley? She is currently working on the
bond mo.on set for tomorrow morning, and thus in a bit of a crunch today. Please men.on whether
you plan to publish today, or perhaps want to wait for the bond hearing to complete tomorrow -- i.e.
just let us know when you need a response.

Thank you both -- here to help if needed,
Valerie

--

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//sfpublicdefender.org/media/&g=ODQ2ZWMxNDAyNjAyMWMwNg==&h=YmMxYzRkNDdhNzRjNGNkYmQyMTIwMjI3N2NkOTQzN2M2NWU3NGY1ZTQwODRmZmViODFlMzA5YWNjMWEyOWViOQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjE1MDdmMTNkNjE2MzI0MTEyYWI2ODhlNGRiOGY2MzcwOnYx
https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Officer Runs Over Protesters in Tacoma; Pressure Builds on Biden to End Federal
Death Penalty As 100 Criminal Jus.ce Leaders Urge Immediate Ac.on

Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 at 7:00:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Over the past year, we witnessed thirteen federal executions, all an assault on human dignity and an
affront to American values,” a letter from 100 prosecutors notes.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 26, 2021

“They are playing a deadly
game with people’s lives”

By Julietta Bisharyan

For months, Deuel Vocational Institution (DVI) had zero cases of COVID-19 until the first case was
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reported in November.

According to Jenny*, whose husband is incarcerated at DVI, the outbreak started at L3, which is an honor
dorm that housed 61 people. Officials placed a person in that dorm, who had tested positive from another
part of the prison, as soon as he completed quarantine. 

He had not tested negative, yet officials placed him with the healthy population before removing him the
next day.

As a result, the entire L3 block became infected and was placed under lockdown.

Jenny says that staff were moving the population around constantly to various wings.

Initially, E wing was intended to house those who had tested positive. However, they moved patients after
quarantine from E wing to F wing, which led to an outbreak of about 100 cases.

She believes officials are intentionally mixing those with resolved cases with the general population to
test if they would be able to catch the virus again.

“They are playing a deadly game with people’s lives,” Jenny says. 

According to Jenny, the prison has moved individuals, who were positive after 10 days of quarantine, into
areas with negative patients. If a person has no symptoms, after 10 days, they will be put back in the
general population without being tested again.

She credits this constant moving and attempts at achieving herd immunity as the cause of the outbreak at
DVI, which has already confirmed 274 cases.

“This is a tragedy; something has to be done,” adds Jenny. “The world needs to know.”

Full article - click here.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Pressure Builds on Biden to End Federal
Death Penalty As 100 Criminal Justice
Leaders Urge Immediate Action

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6QfYG4oD5Y8v5TCqCiqoQjlKP3ybeI3ZXZD-z36oQNXiWr6eZhMAypUBdZijKbfQieWsLBV4lP7gd9xqaM1BNN9GB86sABuxxd-SwzYXrsXsh1r4cv6dHYF1Nh3QCjfGNOfRx4BK08YfA-gN-nHqliMqXJpTCW1jrwvwHm6T7dTR12vRRWAL1I6ncF9qToIPyW_usmPOCeGi_AVip0jMx41G3StKlqlpjieFlV6_50Hiol-QZeqZI_dFsCuN_G49w0WQ%3D%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=ODM2ZmMwZGQ2N2IxYmJiMQ==&h=YmIyYTc3NzQ3ZGZkYzcyNjdlYTMzYzBiMTYyY2JhMTBmMWU0ZGM3ODlmYTcwOTI1Njk0NDUzNjRkZGVmZmQ0NQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6QffVxYJ-o6oSnz-9SbdATuNCkM7wKp0DTtoMCiUl4YsyDAmfL_yVUqH5yWFOLh4b4ZaMFvw1djDHCdET_UPzEQl1alFt3UC_KKRK7Vcqt9h8epFR7WeyegbA%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=MmUwMTMxODc3ZmRkNWUzMw==&h=Y2RmY2FkOWFkNTYyZjQ0ZDhkNjY1ZDYxMWRmNTgzZTgxZjNmMWQyMWYyOGViZDQyZWFjMGU5Njg1ZGU5NzAxNA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6Qfd1CCJTIlxGfC7znrZY8HUwNu0IxDAK75kQxtRnRhsmD6w20_mTs_wa3JGkz67hi-x3NJ4OOFWnmwRo_7ble9Viu7pyP3VsPvUaSq1dIBbhtcI3WPqccPN0%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=NmVjNmMwMTAwMjAyNmU0Yw==&h=NTdlYjc0OTI4YjIwNWExNjM2NTU2YjkxNjgwMDVhMmY5ODU1OTVlYjg1MmI1OWRkNWY2YmE4Yzg2OGM1N2U3Ng==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6Qfd1CCJTIlxGfcTL_Z_baQtBu2Dp3XYguA0gZJSSk1vaDY4j2Y_S04T916w2LQlknErWM6JTz7v8ot4GGIn0Rqrw7ZpzAkn0vpaciGuGo0Dkh4rn62rETIcfLjrjhgrNiXjN5Zm8dVmdo%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=NjA2YTQxODZhOGJmZGZmOQ==&h=MjhmYWMzNGIzMzhjMTVhOGFlMWMwOTc5MDg1NDdiZjg2ZThlYjc4MTRkNzJlNjU3NzBjMWEwZGQxMTJjYjg1Mw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6Qfd1CCJTIlxGfDuPP8vbLuQQgs_0HL3IuVdST143ufIb7fmPphq0Cl-1rBNYSwpoCqgM1Qxv4uxeZqr0aBUMbHdhC25r137RCi8ItX9Jv0Xw-0Vb-jyRdqPWPCHvr-2Du079NqdXzUV8Tw5-nNJFZ5tk%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=YTRiZTg4NTAyM2IzZTE2OA==&h=YjNmNmJjYmE5Y2VhNWU2NDNhZDQzNjM5MmU2M2I2ZjViYWY1NmNmYzNlNDkxY2IyYzJmMGQwMGE1YTYxZmU4YQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6QfXRm7bh5fQtIv4S5tfQj7aa01qUSy4CRFPtkZNWpaWCrVV1qJko7NrVfkPNXVEHRBPDSz-95RCKOK7Fg4vy2TzQIOa6MDKRvzAewgVsZhPLhMxltXkKRoM-Pzl1rMOqbwKl5Y_oRdZxb%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=NjBiZDc1ZWJlMmRmYTgyNw==&h=Y2NhMjEyNjg5ZGY3NDQ3MzlhNWZkMmNhMGIyOGZkZmQ2OTk0YTJkNzIwMDc2ZjI4ZmEzNmQ0YWFjYTUzZmExZA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6QfRkdd9YoUwBG3D10bMhuJsJPnkEIzpZwirNswzVwYPDQ5ByqZ8gBJ19DUx0XMF5hZMo5L_0FruAv65EWEQgOobe1N6hdjAQEufh6pCoz-4pi%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=Nzk0NmFhMTk4MzMxMTVlOA==&h=NDAwM2YwYjc2OTgyNjQ5OWJiMzlmMTI5MjRlZmVmYjU5YmM4NGY3NzFiZWYyNDRlZTk3YzNmYzQ0MDY1MmM3OQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001qhn8eID1rZCOmfLvgwhqvZGuMuu8GSnoaO4z6g4MfVJe94y8Rm6QfeihfKuT-YzYF2vLIjmNQ9kgjfVMa2DQn_bByQ8EyK7riMwMOy0woxOZzpZPXozwCby70g6lP_98DqNWvcQbadFRQrJggAMEJ49Du5J6XqfZ%26amp%3Bc%3DqEnixfJdC2TYYDTtGIGEF8-Ai30vz0idUa3OgerIGzWI1e1aVI3bTw%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DkGJnEvDMDh-MqN-fviE_4C0JgDS7lOHn2dR5bJGNBJ7JFje-9dLQ2Q%3D%3D&g=N2UwMWE0ZTcwNDNhOWE5Yw==&h=ZjU0YmY2ODQ3N2E3MDk1NDY2NzZkNmU0NDY1MmJkZWZhZjk0MjMxZmViYTA4NGFjNDk5NTQzNzIxNTBjZjk5MQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjYzMDUzNGFmMTdhMjQwYjM5OGEzYTA3MDhlYmVkMDMyOnYx
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The unprecedented wave of executions by the federal
government at the end of the Trump administration, capped
off by three in the last week, has forced a level of urgency on
the part of reformers calling for the end to the federal death

Read More

Anti-Police Brutality Protests Erupt after
Tacoma Officer Drives through Crowd,
Runs Over One Person, Sends People to
Hospital

A 58-year-old police officer Saturday night plowed into a
crowd about 100 people apparently watching street racers
doing “burnouts” here in Tacoma, just south of Seattle,
sending multiple people to the hospital.

Read More

Fresno DA Rips Progressive Justice
Reforms Instituted by Los Angeles DA
Gascón, Calling Policies ‘Twisted’ and
‘Extreme’

Fresno County District Attorney Lisa Smittcamp strongly
criticized Los Angeles County District Attorney George
Gascón’s progressive criminal justice reforms as “extreme”
and “twisted” in a passionate letter sent last week.

Read More

CDCR Outlines Vaccine Prioritization for
Healthcare Personnel and Custody Staff

As of Jan. 22, there have been a total of 45,954 confirmed
COVID-19 cases in the CDCR system – 2,201 of them
emerged in the last two weeks. 2,962 cases are active in
custody while 668 have been released while active. Roughly

Read More

Two Convicted Men Remain Incarcerated
for Triple Murder and Arson Case 13 Years
Later Despite Suspicions of Innocence
(Update)

In the aftermath of a triple homicide, Robert Pape and Cristin
Smith, became the prime suspects throughout the years.
However, there are several prosecutorial and investigative
issues in this case that may hint

Read More

Citizens, Including 3 Grand Jurors in
Breonna Taylor Case, Want to Impeach
Kentucky AG
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State Attorney General Daniel Cameron is the subject of a
petition to the Kentucky Legislature calling for his
impeachment – three grand jurors involved in the Breonna
Taylor case are among the Kentuckians signing the petition.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CSP Solano Reports Over One Hundred
New Cases; CDCR Death Toll Reaches 184

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Expands Testing and
Uncovers Over Seventy Active Cases in
Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Alleged Assault Victim Rages on Stand
After Defense Attorney Questions His Past

The witness box maybe got a little crazy here late last week in
Yolo County Superior Court when Deputy Public Defender
Daniel Hutchinson questioned the alleged victim of an
assault.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendants Who Brazenly Stole Drugs,
Booze Sentenced to Six Months in Jail
Even After Some Items Returned After
Getaway Car Stalled

Two defendants who brazenly cleared shelves of alcohol and
drugs at a pharmacy were sentenced here Monday in
Sacramento County Superior Court to six months in jail for the
felony – their theft largely failed when

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Discharges Defendant from 2012
Berkeley Rape Case, Rules Evidence
Riddled with Inconsistencies

A judge here in Alameda County Superior Court has
dismissed a defendant’s charge of an alleged rape in 2012
after finding “the record riddled with meaningful
inconsistencies” and “changes in the story.”

Read More

Judge Grants Domestic Violence
Restraining Order to One, But Rejects
Another with Unreliable Victim Testimony

Investigating officers here said at a preliminary hearing they
didn’t have fingerprints on guns they found, after suspects of
a robbery and burglary fled law enforcement in the Fruitvale
area of Oakland—but at least one

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch
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Despite Victim’s Memory Lapses, Judge
Sets Trial for Man Accused of Multiple
Domestic Violence Charges

Despite a victim’s memory lapses and the defense attorney’s
claims of insufficient evidence, Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ruled
in favor of the prosecution here in a Fresno County Superior
Court preliminary hearing last week,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Man Faces Possible Domestic Abuse After
Allegedly Biting Girlfriend

In a preliminary hearing here in Merced County Superior
Court this past week, a Merced man was charged with two
different criminal offenses, including corporal injury to a
spouse—he allegedly bit her—and violation

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast 88: Adnan
Khan Discusses COVID in Prisons

This week’s guest on Everyday Injustice, Adnan Khan, is the
Executive Director of ReStore Justice which he co-founded
while incarcerated. While in prison, he inspired and helped to
launch legislation that dealt with the Felony

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable
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Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Pleas From Homeless Man Muted; Story Chronicles Wrongful Convic.on in
Pinyon Pines

Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 at 7:01:36 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Plea from a Homeless Man: “Your honor, I don’t have any money. I’m working, I didn’t do anything,
please.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 25, 2021

Amplifying the Voice of the
Voiceless
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Voiceless

by David Greenwald

In 2009 I had just watched Ajay Dev get sentenced to 378 years in prison, one of our readers had
reached out to me and we met over coffee across the Capitol. The problem was rather simple: we knew
there was a volume of cases in the Yolo County Courts that were travesties of justice but didn’t know a
systematic way to get access to those cases.

The idea at that point was to create a mechanism to have people in court waiting and watching so when
those cases came forward, we were there. Court Watch was born.  

It has grown and expanded and become much more sophisticated in the years since then, but the basic
premise remains the same: do not catch the cases that are true injustice unless you are there. Admittedly
our approach catches a lot of run of the mill cases, but we also catch the gems that no one else would
think to cover.

That’s what happened this week. Koda Slingluff, a very talented intern from Berkeley, who will be co-
editor in chief of our Berkeley Publication, was in Yolo County on Thursday, when he saw the case of a
homeless man, accused of having a bomb that wasn’t a bomb, and who was held on bail which he could
not afford to pay, and thus would be held in custody for doing nothing really.

The article is beautifully written and I would not do it justice:
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/01/distressing-scene-as-homeless-man-muted-for-weeping-
because-he-cant-pay-bail/

The man said: ““Your honor, I don’t have any money. I’m working, I didn’t do anything, please.”
Judge Dyer replied, “I’d advise you that anything you say can be used against you.””

“Russel placed his head in his hands and rocked back and forth as he cried. He continued, “Please,
please,” and then was cut off as his microphone was muted.”

Koda captured beautifully the inhumanity of the moment.

Allison Zuvela, clearly moved herself, let the defendant know, “I’ll be out to talk to you and I’m going to
have a social worker come talk to you.”

The story captured a lot of attention. I got emails from a number of people on it, clearly disturbed.
Kate Chatfield, who headed up the Justice Collaborative, and now works for the Appeal and who drafted
the SB 1437 legislation also saw it, she retweeted ours and told people to read it and understand this was
happening in the US and California.

This should be a poster-case for why bail should be abolished. It is a poster case for Everyday
Injustice. These cases happen all of the time. They may not rise to the level of 378 years or wrongful
convictions, but they perfectly illustrate the inhumanity of the system.

Most importantly, they are why we do this. Because you see, while people got rightfully outraged about it,
they could only do that or do something about it because we happened to be there.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001y4dbmoU4inLmBF_tFzFzuhW8XoUWUqY2gmduErMCAE-Gg2grZyHCt4nAvQzLjUJ05-OHEmfTOICkkRiBDUGpflz9TsoJU7Sb5PMFik2vMuDbOBfS95bLZWlvKWgUu73dqHqe8ODlugllDZUuu1sbpMtKMLb5PsY5funjKohmmap3Ut0N6zdSAfh-RIsv1PNpqbGen58thBESQG98wx0WcDvprIUgCKESEn_UfUEPMt3xi_GrdH2v7VJRodIHuC-3lhrNqJtdFI0wopCdE1YfeQ%3D%3D%26amp%3Bc%3Dbtv42WMjv_5Bm0hHLeqM7gZLEP2MO3q51mLxcBkerDwA3NBMBPBVtQ%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DSOS0BU58rT3LC2krkn77x9-c0Or-PqslB8lEgYdfQWlBl47UQ5upXg%3D%3D&g=ZWNhNGU1NmZmNjE4YjZlOQ==&h=YmEyOTc5NDAzMmM0NjRjYWRkMzIwOTg2ZjU3YWIyMGU4MDFhNWRhMjc3MDQyODhmMzBmZDg2YjIzODYyNzJiMg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjJjODE3MWVkNmRmYWMzMDRlOWRjNWZhM2U3NDFhNDVmOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001y4dbmoU4inLmBF_tFzFzuhW8XoUWUqY2gmduErMCAE-Gg2grZyHCt25QuJaVpkgBLCAEKj1dPdakiVEAPCpKaKAfRC9RoJVCBa9XForoCWWE2BZmqTat10l9syq4yumBPsA4Ntk4MOLABZidLta7pGf-TiCYiXdKjnjr6V4_bnc%3D%26amp%3Bc%3Dbtv42WMjv_5Bm0hHLeqM7gZLEP2MO3q51mLxcBkerDwA3NBMBPBVtQ%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DSOS0BU58rT3LC2krkn77x9-c0Or-PqslB8lEgYdfQWlBl47UQ5upXg%3D%3D&g=ZjU4NWExZjcwZWZjNDQ1YQ==&h=MzkzM2U1Njg3YmQ4YmRmN2FlMWE5NWFhNWVjZWVmMjIzZDg0Y2IzMDE0ZWE0OGEwZDlhMWYyNDk2ZjNhYThmOA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjJjODE3MWVkNmRmYWMzMDRlOWRjNWZhM2U3NDFhNDVmOnYx
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Two Convicted Men Remain Incarcerated
for Triple Murder and Arson Case 13 years
Later Despite Suspicions of Innocence

In the aftermath of a triple homicide, Robert Pape and Cristin
Smith, became the prime suspects throughout the years.
However, there are several prosecutorial and investigative
issues in this case that may hint

Read More

Distressing Scene as Homeless Man Muted
for Weeping Because He Can’t Pay Bail

A felony arraignment—for displaying something that looked
like a bomb but was not—ended here in Yolo County Superior
Court Thursday with the muting of a homeless defendant on
livestream when he began weeping after

Read More

Letter Urges Biden To Commute Everyone
on Federal Death Row

The letter was co-signed by more than 35 members of
Congress asking the President to commute the remaining 50
people on federal death row following President Trump’s last-
minute execution spree.

Read More

“They are playing a deadly game with
people’s lives”

According to Jenny*, whose husband is incarcerated at DVI,
the outbreak started at L3, which is an honor dorm that
housed 61 people. Officials placed a person in that dorm, who
had tested positive from another part of the prison, as

Read More

No Masking & Solitary-Style Quarantines –
Sacramento County Jails’ Negligence
During Its Largest COVID-19 Outbreak
Surfaces

On January 13, the Sacramento Sheriff’s Office released a
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On January 13, the Sacramento Sheriff’s Office released a
statement addressing the largest COVID-19 outbreak at the
Main Jail and Rio Cosumnes Correctional Center. “This is the
first outbreak between and

Read More

First Amendment Coalition Files Pleading
Asking Appeal Court to Reject Cop Union
Attempt to Stop Easy Access to Police
Public Records

The First Amendment Coalition (FAC)—a non-profit public
organization committed to freedom of speech, transparency
and accountability in government, and community
involvement in civic life—has found itself battling police

Read More

University of Pennsylvania Law School
Hosts Criminal Justice Conversation with
Yusef Salaam and John Legend

The Quattrone Center for the Fair Administration of Justice at
the University of Pennsylvania Law School hosted an online
conversation last week with world-famous recording artist and
criminal justice reform

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Wasco State Prison Reports Its First
COVID-related Death; CDCR Death Toll
Reaches 184

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Twenty-Two Housing Units Quarantined in
Santa Rita Jail; Total Positive Cases in
Custody Crosses Fifty

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
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COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Alleged Assault Victim Rages on Stand
After Defense Attorney Questions His Past

The witness box maybe got a little crazy here late last week in
Yolo County Superior Court when Deputy Public Defender
Daniel Hutchinson questioned the alleged victim of an
assault.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Facing 32 Month Prison
Sentence After Sending Death Threats Via
Text – Again

Although texting is one of the primary ways to stay in contact
with one another during the pandemic – but it’s important to
be careful about the content of those texts, as defendant
Keith Morris found out here in Sacramento

Read More

Judge Delays Sentencing Despite
Mountain of Evidence After Holes in
Prosecution Appear

The prosecution here in Sacramento County Superior Court
last week exhibited a mountain of apparent evidence against
defendant Donny Vargas – but some holes opened up during
officer testimony and Vargas was granted

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Grants Domestic Violence
Restraining Order to One, But Rejects
Another with Unreliable Victim Testimony

Judge Victor Rodriguez here in Alameda County Superior
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Judge Victor Rodriguez here in Alameda County Superior
Court presided over two domestic abuse cases last week
where both of the victims filed for a restraining order.But while
the first hearing went smoothly, the second one was filled

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Despite Victim’s Memory Lapses, Judge
Sets Trial for Man Accused of Multiple
Domestic Violence Charges

Despite a victim’s memory lapses and the defense attorney’s
claims of insufficient evidence, Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ruled
in favor of the prosecution here in a Fresno County Superior
Court preliminary hearing last week,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Man Faces Possible Domestic Abuse After
Allegedly Biting Girlfriend

In a preliminary hearing here in Merced County Superior
Court this past week, a Merced man was charged with two
different criminal offenses, including corporal injury to a
spouse—he allegedly bit her—and violation

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast 88: Adnan
Khan Discusses COVID in Prisons

This week’s guest on Everyday Injustice, Adnan Khan, is the
Executive Director of ReStore Justice which he co-founded
while incarcerated. While in prison, he inspired and helped to
launch legislation that dealt with the Felony

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More
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“Without hesitation and with our highest recommendation, we respectfully urge Governor Gavin Newsom
to appoint Diana Becton to serve as the next Attorney General of California,” said the CLBC in a
statement.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 21, 2021

Who Will Be the Next
California Attorney General?

By David Greenwald
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Earlier this week, California Governor Gavin Newsom formally named Alex Padilla as the new Senator,
replacing Vice President Kamala Harris, who on Wednesday swore him in to replace her previous
position.  He also appointed Shirley Weber to replace Padilla.

There is one more piece of business to be done - whenever Xavier Becerra is confirmed by the Senate -
something that seems much more likely now that the Democrats have nominal control of the Senate - the
Governor will have an AG spot to fill as well.

Yesterday the Vanguard reported that the Legislative Black Caucus is endorsing Contra Costa DA Diana
Becton for the AG spot.  As one of the few truly progressive DAs in the state, it is hard to disagree with
her as a pick.

She is the only Black woman DA in the State.  She spent years as a well respected jurist and litigator. 
And now is “a strong supporter of progressive policies” which align with the CLBC priorities, they said.

“Without hesitation and with our highest recommendation, we respectfully urge Governor Gavin Newsom
to appoint Diana Becton to serve as the next Attorney General of California,” said the CLBC in a
statement.

“We would all benefit from her variety in experience and perspective. Given her experiences, education
and collegial connections, as well as her track record supporting progressive policies, District Attorney
Becton is the transformative candidate for these turbulent times. “

Still while I think Becton would make a good AG, I think it’s a bit of a long shot at this point.

I keep hearing rumors out of Sacramento, that Newsom has promised Darrell Steinberg, the longtime
leader of the Senate and now Mayor of Sacramento to be AG.  I hope those those rumors are not true for
a lot of reasons - mainly because I think there are much stronger choices, more progressive leaders, and
would prefer to see a person of color in that post.

In addition to Becton, I have previous noted my support for two legislators - Assemblymember Rob Bonta
and Ash Kalra.

Kalra would be particularly intriguing - a former Santa Clara County Public Defender and author of the
Racial Justice Act.

“As a career-long advocate for justice and equality, Rob Bonta has led the fight in the Legislature to
reform the criminal justice system and treat people with dignity,” Assemblymember Evan Low said in a
statement. “I’ve known Rob for years, and he would lead the California Department of Justice with
distinction.”

A number of criminal justice advocacy groups have also announced their support for Bonta in recent 
weeks, citing his leadership in the Assembly fighting to outlaw private prisons, end cash bail and reform
sentencing laws.

I have pointed out that neither Kamala Harris who held the position from 2011 to 2016 when she won the
Senate Seat, nor Xavier Becerra have been particularly strong on critical issues like justice reform, police
misconduct, or prosecutorial misconduct.

I think Darrell Steinberg would continue that tradition of political minded AGs not willing to rock the vote -
as we have seen for his tepid response to police shootings in Sacramento.

Whereas Becton, Bonta or Kalra would be passionate reformers and could enact the type of
transformational change we need in California.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Podcast 88: Adnan
Khan Discusses COVID in Prisons

This week’s guest on Everyday Injustice, Adnan Khan, is the
Executive Director of ReStore Justice which he co-founded
while incarcerated. While in prison, he inspired and helped to
launch legislation that dealt with the Felony

Read More

LA Sheriff Alex Villanueva Accused of
‘Gaslighting’ and Inability to Answer
Questions at Civilian Oversight
Commission Meeting About COVID-19

Sheriff Alex Villanueva and Assistant Sheriff Bruce Chase
updated the conditions of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County
Jails at Thursday’s Civilian Oversight Commission Meeting,
but they received major pushback from the

Read More

Criminal Procedure Law 440: New York
Measure Would Correct ‘Wrongful
Convictions’

New York holds the dubious ranking of No. 3 in the nation with
the most “wrongful convictions,” and the exonerations of 283
people.The legislature is now working on a bill to correct that.

Read More

Contra Costa DA Diana Becton Endorsed
for CA Attorney General by Legislative
Black Caucus

Contra Costa County District Attorney Diana Becton early
Thursday was endorsed as the next California Attorney
General by the CA Legislative Black Caucus (CLBC) – the
group described her as a “transformative

Read More

Defendant in ‘Drive-By’ Murder Shooting
Quizzed on Stand for Second Day
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Quizzed on Stand for Second Day

Defendant Jose Lima was called in to the Alameda Superior
Court Wednesday morning for the sixth day of trial
proceedings after facing charges of murder involving a “drive-
by” shooting in Sept. 2017.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Wasco State Prison Reports Its First
COVID-related Death; CDCR Death Toll
Reaches 184

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Twenty-Two Housing Units Quarantined in
Santa Rita Jail; Total Positive Cases in
Custody Crosses Fifty

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Multiple Witness Statements in 2011 Bar
Murder Conflict – Judge Rules Good
Enough for Trial
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After parts of two weeks in preliminary hearing in Yolo County
Superior Court, Jose Luis Gomez Arreola learned Wednesday
he will stand trial for the 2011 murder of Gabriel Villareal
Ibarra and injuring another.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘More to Life, Than Life in Prison,’ Opines
Judge – Defendant Takes Deal After
Representing Self

As he stands eager eyed and perched against his courtroom
cell, representing himself Pro Per, defendant Perris J. Lee
garners support from a judge and a deputy district attorney –
they appeared to want to make a deal to free Lee.

Read More

Series of ‘Bad Actors’ in Domestic
Violence Court, Allegedly Causing Serious
Injuries to Victims

Sacramento County Superior Court, Dept. 60, Judge Scott L.
Tedmon dealt with a series of alleged bad actors here in the
Domestic Violence Home Court Wednesday – all are accused
of beating their domestic partners, causing

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Defendant in ‘Drive-By’ Murder Shooting
Quizzed on Stand for Second Day

Defendant Jose Lima was called in to the Alameda Superior
Court Wednesday morning for the sixth day of trial
proceedings after facing charges of murder involving a “drive-
by” shooting in Sept. 2017.

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More
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Fresno Court Watch

Despite Victim’s Memory Lapses, Judge
Sets Trial for Man Accused of Multiple
Domestic Violence Charges

Despite a victim’s memory lapses and the defense attorney’s
claims of insufficient evidence, Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ruled
in favor of the prosecution here in a Fresno County Superior
Court preliminary hearing last week,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Man Faces Possible Domestic Abuse After
Allegedly Biting Girlfriend

In a preliminary hearing here in Merced County Superior
Court this past week, a Merced man was charged with two
different criminal offenses, including corporal injury to a
spouse—he allegedly bit her—and violation

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby
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Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Transi.on Occurs; Need For Criminal Jus.ce Reform; All Quiet on the Protest
Front

Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 at 7:00:15 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib, declared “we have much more work to do to combat racism,
xenophobia, and Islamophobia, and ending hateful policies like this and President Biden’s first day action
is a great step.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 21, 2021

Trump Was Bad For
Criminal Justice Reform But Removing Him is Not Enough

By David M. Greenwald

I know people yesterday who were crying in celebration of Biden being sworn into office.  I know other
people who have their hearts broken right now, are convinced that the election was stolen, and are still
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looking to drain the swamp.

From my perspective Trump was very bad for criminal justice reform - from the federal executions, to the
ending of consent decrees and pattern and practice investigations into the police, to the lack of federal
progress toward ending mass incarceration beyond the limited though much celebrated First Step Act.

I will make this statement: I believe that President Trump was bad for our democracy and therefore we
are better off without him in the White House.  But Joe Biden from his support for the 1994 Crime Bill and
other policies over the years has a lot of work to undo it.

So here is what I would like to see:

Joe Biden has said he will end the federal death penalty - I want to see that happen.  What took place
federally was a travesty.  None of those people had compelling cases for execution and the way it was
handled and the problems with their cases show a system that is broken beyond belief.

Second, I want to see real progress on police oversight.  A return to consent decrees.  The DOJ taking
the lead on Pattern and Practice investigation.  And federal guidance on systems of police oversight.

Third, end mass incarceration.  Most of the incarcerated populations are in the states, but the federal
government should stop prosecuting drug cases that do not involve major federal and international drug
trafficking components.  Biden should release everyone in prison on drug possession charges and
everyone who has been incarcerated for over five years for non-violent offenses overall.

We need a federal system to review and free wrongly convicted people.  We need to end the death
penalty.  We need to end mass incarceration.  Biden needs to enact the entire criminal justice platform he
developed with Bernie Sanders.

In this moment, he has the ability to do much of this and that would reverse his own questionable record
on criminal justice issues.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Analysis: Court Documents and Hearings
Show That Most Capitol Rioters Were
Trumpists, Looters Weren’t Protesters
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While there have been conspiracy theories to the contrary,
most of the people arrested in conjunction with the Capitol
Riots from January 6 were in fact devoted Trumpists—while
for the most part the people associated with rioting and

Read More

State Capitol Remains Calm – Police Stalk
Peaceful Marchers, Ignore Trump Fan
Climbing Barricade

Despite FBI warnings that now-President Joe Biden’s
inauguration could result in armed uprisings at all 50 state
capitols Wednesday, the Capitol ground and downtown
Sacramento today remained calm. And empty.

Read More

President Biden Repeals the Muslim and
African ‘Travel’ Ban

Newly-inaugurated President Joe Biden Wednesday issued a
Presidential Proclamation that would repeal the Muslim and
African “travel” bans enacted by the Trump Administration.

Read More

Murder Trial Resumes: Defendant Takes
the Stand in Liquor Store ‘Drive-By’
Shooting

Defendant Jesus Danilo Lima returned to Alameda Superior
Court for the fifth day of his murder trial Tuesday to resume
testifying on what happened on the night of “drive-by”
shooting, as well as to the nature of his

Read More

Multiple Witness Statements in 2011 Bar
Murder Conflict – Judge Rules Good
Enough for Trial

After parts of two weeks in preliminary hearing in Yolo County
Superior Court, Jose Luis Gomez Arreola learned Wednesday
he will stand trial for the 2011 murder of Gabriel Villareal
Ibarra and injuring another.

Read More

Trial Set for Nurse, Charged with Assaults
on Three Incapacitated Women Over 10
Years
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Defendant Gregory Harms, a nurse at Vibra Hospital and
Methodist Hospital, will stand trial on three separate counts of
sexual assault across a 10-year time span after his
preliminary hearing in front of Judge Steve

Read More

“Guards laughed at incarcerated people for
wearing masks”

Upon testing positive for COVID-19 in December, Robert
became very ill to the point where he developed debilitating
symptoms. He received little to no medical care during his
time in quarantine.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Over Four Thousand Active Cases
Reported Across CDCR – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Twenty-Four Housing Units Quarantined in
Santa Rita Jail; Seven Are Undergoing
Serial Testing

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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Multiple Witness Statements in 2011 Bar
Murder Conflict – Judge Rules Good
Enough for Trial

After parts of two weeks in preliminary hearing in Yolo County
Superior Court, Jose Luis Gomez Arreola learned Wednesday
he will stand trial for the 2011 murder of Gabriel Villareal
Ibarra and injuring another.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Trial Set for Nurse, Charged with Assaults
on Three Incapacitated Women Over 10
Years

Defendant Gregory Harms, a nurse at Vibra Hospital and
Methodist Hospital, will stand trial on three separate counts of
sexual assault across a 10-year time span after his
preliminary hearing in front of Judge Steve

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Murder Trial Resumes: Defendant Takes
the Stand in Liquor Store ‘Drive-By’
Shooting

Defendant Jesus Danilo Lima returned to Alameda Superior
Court for the fifth day of his murder trial Tuesday to resume
testifying on what happened on the night of “drive-by”
shooting, as well as to the nature of his

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Despite Victim’s Memory Lapses, Judge
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Sets Trial for Man Accused of Multiple
Domestic Violence Charges

Despite a victim’s memory lapses and the defense attorney’s
claims of insufficient evidence, Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ruled
in favor of the prosecution here in a Fresno County Superior
Court preliminary hearing last week,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Man Faces Possible Domestic Abuse After
Allegedly Biting Girlfriend

In a preliminary hearing here in Merced County Superior
Court this past week, a Merced man was charged with two
different criminal offenses, including corporal injury to a
spouse—he allegedly bit her—and violation

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby
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Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Subject: A Great Honor For These Historic Times
Date: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 at 9:00:17 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Honored to Receive
The Justice Advocate for 2021 Award 

Image

Dear Friends,

Our amazing year has continued with even more great opportunities.
 
Yesterday I got a rare chance to pause for a personal reflection. 15 years of hard work
resulted in the Reverend Tim Malone - a great friend and supporter - recognizing my work
with the Vanguard and along with the MLK Scholarship Fund giving me an award for the
Justice Advocate for 2021.

I'm so humbled and honored by this.

I gave a speech - the text and video are here: https://bit.ly/3p3sY2q
 
As I pointed out yesterday: "One thing people do not fully appreciate is the extent to which a
system of injustice enslaves us all—not merely the people who are subjugated by the
system."

The Vanguard is our vehicle. It has enabled me and so many others to have a voice and be
able to shine a light on injustice.

I am writing you today to ask you to help amplify that voice.

As a non-profit, we need your help.  We are asking you to become a sustaining
member - a monthly donor who contributes each month to enable us to pay our bills
and continue our growth.

Standard membership: $10/ month

Student rate: $5/ month

We have people donating as little as $5 and as much as $100 per month. Donate what you
can.
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 TO JOIN CLICK THE BUTTON BELOW!

JOIN TODAY

Thank you,
 
David Greenwald 
Director of The Davis Vanguard

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
Unsubscribe

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sacramento City Council Hears, Sees Proof that Officers Treat White
Supremacists Be4er than Police Brutality Demonstrators

Date: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 at 7:02:16 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“In July 2019, the Clinic filed a Motion for Appropriate Relief, alleging that Shaw received ineffective
assistance of counsel and that, at the Alford plea hearing, state prosecutors failed to state a sufficient
factual basis to support a finding that Shaw committed a crime,” said Jeannie Naujeck, who covers Duke.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 20, 2021

"Guards laughed at
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"Guards laughed at
incarcerated people for wearing masks”

By Jaskiran Soomal

Michelle*spoke with Vanguard regarding her partner, Robert*’s experience with COVID-19 in CA State
Prison, Solano (SOL). 

Upon testing positive for COVID-19 in December, Robert became very ill to the point where he developed
debilitating symptoms. He received little to no medical care during his time in quarantine. 

During the initial months of the pandemic, CSP Solano had an extremely low cases count. Even in early
December, only 50 active cases were reported within a population of 3000 people. This quickly changed.
By Christmas Day, there were over 300 active cases in custody and over 800 total confirmed cases. 
“COVID can’t come to them. They are the perfect population in quarantine. The only way it could reach
them was through people from the outside,” said Michelle.

She argues that the CDCR administration continued transferring individuals between facilities without
following protocols and staff neglected safety measures, causing the virus to spread. Two men lost their
lives during the December outbreak. 

“COVID was brought by staff and transfers,” she said. “These are the only “outside entities” that could
interact with the prison population because in-person visits have been cancelled for months.” 

“Had they [prison staff] been conscientious of the protocols in the outside world - PPE, masks, etc. things
could have been controlled. The guards did not do that. The guards laughed at the incarcerated people
for wearing masks.”

Further, she says that CDCR transferred individuals from CSP Corcoran and San Quentin, facilities with
massive outbreaks themselves, to CSP Solano discreetly. She questions why CDCR did not learn their
lesson about the consequences of transfers after the mishap at San Quentin that caused over 28 deaths
and 2,000 cases in July.

It is important to note that CDCR has not released any public information regarding the number of
transfers between facilities or the total number of individuals transferred.

Robert and his cellmate were very meticulous in keeping their dorm clean, wearing masks appropriately,
and following social distancing as best as they could. Robert wanted to do everything in his power to
prevent the virus from affecting himself and his cellmate. 

Unfortunately, he inevitably caught COVID-19. 

From his observations, staff would not show incarcerated people their test results if it came back positive.
They would be shuffled into quarantine buildings meant for those facing disciplinary actions, with no
explanation.

This article is part of the Vanguard's COVID beyind bars project. The full article is published on the
Vanguard - link

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Sacramento City Council Hears, Sees
Proof that Officers Treat White
Supremacists Better than Police Brutality
Demonstrators

While thousands of national guard troops, local and state
police are protecting the nation’s capital and capital buildings
in Sacramento and other states from pro-Trump white
supremacists, the Sacramento City Council

Read More

Guest Commentary: Moral Imperative to
Eliminate the Historic Stain of Family
Separation

In 2018, the ACLU brought a successful lawsuit, Ms. L. v. ICE,
against the Trump administration’s barbaric practice of forcibly
separating migrant families. At the time, we had no idea of the
scale and depravity of the injustice, but now

Read More

Duke Law Wrongful Conviction Unit
Exonerates 10th Client Overall and 4th in
Last Two Years

The Duke Law Wrongful Conviction Unit exonerated Willie
George Shaw, its tenth client, and fourth client to be
exonerated in the past two years, along with Charles Ray
Finch and Dontae Sharpe in 2019 and Ronnie Long in 2020.

Read More

‘Racial Justice Act for All’ Legislation
Introduced in State Legislature, Would
Protect More People

Effective solutions to combating systemic racism in the US
should not only focus on preventing systemic harm, but repair
the harm that Black people have faced as well, according to
one California Legislator.

Read More
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Over Four Thousand Active Cases
Reported Across CDCR – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Eighteen Housing Units Quarantined in
Santa Rita Jail While Confirmed Cases
Remain Low

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Witness Describes 2011 Bar Shooter in
Murder Trial; Defendant Allegedly Fled to
Mexico

Judge David W. Reed in Yolo County Superior Tuesday
listened as two witnesses testified in the pre-hearing
conference against defendant Jose Luis Gomez Arreola,
charged with attempted murder of multiple people

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant in 2008 Gang Homicide Loses
Resentencing Bid Even Though He Didn’t
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Participate in Murder

In an appeal decision rendered this past week – but related to
a sentence made nearly 13 years ago – Judge Kevin J.
McCormick ruled that defendant Jaime Torres should still be
sentenced to 40 years in jail for second degree murder

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Despite Victim’s Memory Lapses, Judge
Sets Trial for Man Accused of Multiple
Domestic Violence Charges

Despite a victim’s memory lapses and the defense attorney’s
claims of insufficient evidence, Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ruled
in favor of the prosecution here in a Fresno County Superior
Court preliminary hearing last week,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful
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Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Man Faces Possible Domestic Abuse After
Allegedly Biting Girlfriend

In a preliminary hearing here in Merced County Superior
Court this past week, a Merced man was charged with two
different criminal offenses, including corporal injury to a
spouse—he allegedly bit her—and violation

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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"One thing people do not fully appreciate is the extent to which a system of injustice enslaves us all – not
merely the people who are subjugated by the system."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 19, 2021

No Equivalence -
Looters Were Looters; Capitol Riot People Were Trumpists

By David Greenwald

Last year I interviewed Tampa area prosecutor Andrew Warren and we discussed among other thing -
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Last year I interviewed Tampa area prosecutor Andrew Warren and we discussed among other thing -
protests and riots.  Like most prosecutors, Warren saw a clear distinction between the people protesting
and the people looting and rioting.

He told me, “Most of the people that we see committing crimes in connection with the protests are not
protesters. They are people who are trying to take advantage of the situation.”

Some of the commenters on the Vanguard are not paying close attention but in fact, we are covering a
fair number of looting cases.

For example this morning, Kathryn Wood and Lauren Smith cover the cases of Eric Azikiwe .  He was
caught looting at the local Best BUy on June 6 - right during the heart of the protests.  Witnesses saw the
subjects run out of the store grabbing electronics - one of the people detailed wit  the defendant.  

Testimony indicated, “the defendant was found outside of the store with the items in his hand which were
confirmed to belong to the store.”  Azikiwe also had an other case that day - second degree-burglary. 
Pretty clear from the evidence, this was not a protester who got carried away but rather a run of the mill
person involved in petty crime and participating ina crime of opportunity.

Compare that to the Capitol Riots.  As we have mentioned, the DOJ has posted all the arrestees, their
complaints, and even some of the evidence on the DOJ website:
https://www.justice.gov/opa/investigations-regarding-violence-capitol

On January 14 - we picked this case at random, the DOJ put out a press release about the arrest of
Kevin Seefried and Hunter Seefried were charged today in federal court in the District of Columbia in
connection with the riots at the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday, Jan. 6, 2021.
Kevin Seefried and Hunter Seefried each were charged by complaint with one count of knowingly
entering or remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority, one count of violent
entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds among other things.

Kevin Seefried was the individual who was photographed wit the Confederate flag in the Capitol.

He told law enforcement, “he had traveled with his family from Delaware to the District of Columbia to
hear President Trump speak and that he and Hunter Seefried participated in a march from the White
House to the Capitol led by an individual with a bull horn.”

Moreover, in the statement of probable cause, the investigating officer noted that he “reviewed video
footage posted to Twitter which shows Hunter Seefried punching out glass in a window in the Capitol
complex after people adjacent to him in the crowd broke it with a wooden 2 x 4. Kevin Seefried confirmed
to law enforcement agents that Hunter Seefried was asked by an individual unknown to the Seefrieds to
assist with clearing the window because Hunter Seefried was wearing gloves.”

This is just one example.  But it is clear from complaint here that the Seefried’s were Trumpists,
participating in the riots.  In the case out of Sacramento, on the other hand, it was not an activist who got
out of control, but rather a criminal act of opportunity.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Activists Accuse Sacramento City Police of
Being White Supremacist Sympathizers,
Ask If Officers Supported or Participated in
D.C. Capitol Riot

Sacramento Police officers have shown bias in favor of white
supremacists and Trump supporters in the streets, charged
community activists here who are suggesting city officers
should be investigated to see if they are members

Read More

Monday Morning Thoughts: Battle Over
Progressive Prosecuting is Just Beginning

In a few months, we will see Yolo County potentially step back
into the fray on the future of prosecution. A candidate is
emerging who will push for progressive reforms. There will be
opposition either in the person of current four time DA

Read More

Trump Administration Executes 3rd Person
in Less Than Week Just Days Before
Inauguration – Biden Promised to End
Slaughter

After petitioning for a writ of habeas corpus and a motion to
stay his execution, Indiana man Dustin John Higgs was
executed under the Trump administration just four days
before the Joe Biden Inauguration, for his role in the murders

Read More

Defendant in 2008 Gang Homicide Loses
Resentencing Bid Even Though He Didn’t
Participate in Murder

In an appeal decision rendered this past week – but related to
a sentence made nearly 13 years ago – Judge Kevin J.
McCormick ruled that defendant Jaime Torres should still be
sentenced to 40 years in jail for second degree murder

Read More

Defendant Zero for Two in Twin Preliminary
Hearings – Robbery, Looting Cases to Trial
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Hearings – Robbery, Looting Cases to Trial

In two preliminary hearings held here Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court, defendant Eric Azikiwe wound up – in
baseball parlance – zero for two in separate charged felonies
for looting, and then for robbery.

Read More

Protests at Gov. Newsom’s Residence
Demand Immediate Decarceration Amid
Rising Death Toll

As of Jan. 16, there have been 45,174 total confirmed
COVID-19 cases in the CDCR system – 3,813 of them
emerged in the last two weeks. 4,348 cases are active in
custody while 646 were released while active. Roughly 88
percent of

Read More

“What little control they had is gone” –
Mental Health Concerns Soar Amid Prison
Covid-19 Restrictions

In light of the recent COVID-19 outbreak at Pleasant Valley
State Prison (PVSP), Diane* spoke with the Vanguard about
her concerns regarding the physical, medical, and emotional
issues her partner is experiencing.

Read More

Huge Police, Military Presence Locks
Down State Capitol – Only Handful of
Protestors Show Up

Far from being a mass mob protest against the Biden-Harris
Inauguration, the State Capitol and surrounding area here
was more like a ghost town Sunday.Except for law
enforcement.

Read More

Current, Former Elected U.S. Prosecutors
Back LA DA Gascón, Oppose Lawsuit
Opposing Criminal Justice Reforms

More than 65 current and formerly elected prosecutors from
across the U.S. have filed an amicus brief in support of
criminal justice reforms by newly-elected LA District Attorney
George Gascón, in response to a

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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New Deaths Reported at CA Medical
Facility & CA Healthcare Facility

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Sacramento County Jails Report Largest
Coronavirus Outbreak Since March

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Witness Describes 2011 Bar Shooter in
Murder Trial; Defendant Allegedly Fled to
Mexico

Judge David W. Reed in Yolo County Superior Tuesday
listened as two witnesses testified in the pre-hearing
conference against defendant Jose Luis Gomez Arreola,
charged with attempted murder of multiple people

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant in 2008 Gang Homicide Loses
Resentencing Bid Even Though He Didn’t
Participate in Murder
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In an appeal decision rendered this past week – but related to
a sentence made nearly 13 years ago – Judge Kevin J.
McCormick ruled that defendant Jaime Torres should still be
sentenced to 40 years in jail for second degree murder

Read More

Victims Dragged on Pavement as
Defendant Tries to Escape Scene in Jacked
Car

Defendant Luqman Mohammad Wasi may have – as he is
charged – dragged with a car an ex-girlfriend along the
ground causing eye and other injuries, but he should only be
tried for assault with a deadly

Read More

Defendant Zero for Two in Twin Preliminary
Hearings – Robbery, Looting Cases to Trial

In two preliminary hearings held here Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court, defendant Eric Azikiwe wound up – in
baseball parlance – zero for two in separate charged felonies
for looting, and then for robbery.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More

Contra Costa Court Watch

Mother Recounts Terror after Assaults and
Robbery by Son/Defendant

Defendant Alexis Ayala-Delgado appeared in Contra Costa
County Superior Court last week to face seven charges,
including robbery, assault, threatened murder, and false
imprisonment—all against his own family

Read More

Fresno Court Watch
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Despite Victim’s Memory Lapses, Judge
Sets Trial for Man Accused of Multiple
Domestic Violence Charges

Despite a victim’s memory lapses and the defense attorney’s
claims of insufficient evidence, Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ruled
in favor of the prosecution here in a Fresno County Superior
Court preliminary hearing last week,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby
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Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - District A4orney Group Misused Nearly $3 Million in Restricted Funds, Audit
Finds

Date: Friday, January 15, 2021 at 7:00:35 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Chesa Boudin: “As elected DAs, we understand how to avoid co-mingling restricted funds and general-
purpose funds — we have to do it every day managing our budgets,”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 15, 2021

Who is the Worst Sheriff
in California? Sadly It’s a Matter of Debate

By David Greenwald

Last week I did a podcast with Jessica Pishko who has been monitoring and reporting on sheriffs in the
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US. In California we discussed such *luminaries* as Scott Jones from Sacramento, Donny Youngblood
from Kern, Alex Villanueva from Los Angeles, and Don Barnes from Orange County.

Who is the worst I asked her yesterday?

Depends on the day I'm told. Yesterday it may have been Villanueva, but today, how about Barnes?

The sad thing here is that we can actually have a discussion. LA County Supervisors have been thinking
of ways where they could remove him. In December the office of Inspector General released a 17-page
report that argues that Villanueva has broken the law on a number of occasions but believes as an
elected sheriff, his “power comes from the state Constitution” and therefore cannot be limited by “charter,
statute, or ordinance.”

Sheriff Scott Jones battled the board of Supervisors in Sacramento when he barred the Inspector
General from his department and his jail.

In Kern County, the AG’s office placed them under a sort of consent decree due to a high volume of
officer-involved shootings and other problems.

But the Orange County Sheriff may win the award for the worst - at least for today. You are probably
aware of the informant scandal which predates the current sheriff. Then there is the evidence
mishandling scandal. And now new revelations that the Sheriff’s Department repeatedly accessed
recordings of attorney-client calls from jail.

Scott Sanders, the Assistant Public Defender who has uncovered most of these these scandals is
naturally at the forefront of this again.

In a court filing on Tuesday, Sanders accused the Sheriff’s Department of concealing “a vast quantity of
accessed phone calls.

He writes, “So far, the OCSD's decision to hide the enormous quantity of Sixth Amendment violations has
paid off. The Orange County Grand Jury, for instance, concluded there was "no evidence of improper use
of recorded calls."”

In fact, they concealed it so well that “The Grand Jury actually heaped praise upon the OCSD for its
response to the phone scandal, suggesting its exemplary response could allow it to become a leader "in
the State and the United States in finding the most desirable solution for providing legally privileged
communications to inmates."”

Writes Sanders, “It is likely that a less flattering portrayal of the agency would have appeared in the report
if the OCSD disclosed that it was aware that before its publication, the agency's staff had accessed 544
calls to attorneys 723 times5-nearly ten times the numbers that were previously publicly discussed (58
calls, accessed 87 times.)”

He adds, “Grand Jurors would likely also not have appreciated that nearly none of these 544 calls, aside
from the originally acknowledged 58, have ever been disclosed to defense counsel.”

In the race for worst Sheriff, Barnes has his foot clearly in the door, but it is stiff competition. Taking more
nominations.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D0019odfMU80GCCWUotlgxRz61K_KY9-SmuAt3IqtL0AVJr2dibpGZmTO8HpG12GBTbDd88PzAhiHwvES5Zbm_UTlM9M321rsex3mxIv5TkjjtStOfW7kgu7FRUMDbuAzvg6-kxrsncmozhl6tXfa7jC04T_eqUPtJSotof3LCzJvOg%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DuyMOorv2CLbPXTTUpZ65gSGmyeaj1mnvRPP3MF1IfogPeWroeHMYeQ%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3DOumEx3GLqR0zVN4G6iFCbyMQORq7V_2iEzS8grFOIWNNpCPEbr8Mqw%3D%3D&g=ZjEzYTE1OGFhMGZjMzAzYQ==&h=OTdiMjAwNzJhNWEyMTdiYTcyNmZjODkwYTU3OTA1YmQzNzJmOTVkNGNiM2VhMWJiOTA5ZWQ3YjBmNjQ4ODkwMA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjVlMGQ1ZjQxNGI5NTY4OGE3ZWE5YTcwMTg2YmI3ZTNlOnYx
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Public Defenders Push Biden
Administration to Reverse Trump Era
Immigration Policies

Public Defenders representing immigrants in criminal and
immigration deportation proceedings are calling on the Biden
Administration and the new Democratic majority in Congress
to take immediate and bold action on behalf of

Read More

Guest Commentary: Trump’s Last Days in
Office Marred by Disregard for Human Life
– Death Penalty Just Another Example.

If there’s one thing that has defined the final days of the
Trump administration, it’s the lack of regard for human life. We
saw that play out Wednesday after President Donald Trump
incited rioters to bust through the U.S. Capitol

Read More

Latest Federal Execution and Trump
Administration Killing Spurs Legislation to
Ban Federal Death Penalty

The Trump execution spree—three people were due to be
killed this week just days before the new administration takes
over—has led Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley (MA-07)
and Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) to

Read More

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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Over Four Thousand Active Cases
Reported Across CDCR; Death Toll
Reaches 164

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Clara Jails Report Highest Cases
Count Since March as Outbreak Snowballs

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Witness Describes 2011 Bar Shooter in
Murder Trial; Defendant Allegedly Fled to
Mexico

Judge David W. Reed in Yolo County Superior Tuesday
listened as two witnesses testified in the pre-hearing
conference against defendant Jose Luis Gomez Arreola,
charged with attempted murder of multiple people

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Romantic Relationship Escalates to
Incidents of Sex Trafficking
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Alleged sex exploiter Tigan Duvall—previously known as the
boyfriend to a 19-year-old sex trafficking victim—is deemed
likely guilty and is set for jury trial after a preliminary hearing
conducted by Judge Steve White

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

DUI Defendant Sent Straight Back to Jail
After Violating Court Orders

It’s a lesson defendant Chanhom Phetchumporn learned the
hard way – No Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, go straight to
jail.Phetchumporn was remanded back into sheriff custody
here in Fresno County

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Subject: Re: Everyday Injus.ce - Public Defenders Push Biden Administra.on to Reverse Trump Era
Immigra.on Policies

Date: Thursday, January 14, 2021 at 8:10:58 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: info@davisvanguard.org

 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

Thanks David. Mano retweeted it last night!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 14, 2021, at 11:01 AM, Davis Vanguard <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

 

Raha Jorjani: “The Trump administration has laid bare the cruelty of the immigration enforcement
regime,”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 14, 2021

Public Defenders Push For Changes To Immigration Policies

By David Greenwald

On Wednesday public defender from Alameda, San Francisco, New Orleans and Brooklyn came together
to push for rolling back Trump era policies on immigration detention.

One of the ten points raised: Establish a Robust and Federally Funded Universal Legal Representation
Program.

Over the last four years we have followed a number of efforts, much of it led by Bay Area Public
Defenders Offices especially San Francisco and Alameda County and what we have seen is that when
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Defenders Offices especially San Francisco and Alameda County and what we have seen is that when
people get representation in immigration court, even under the draconian policies of the outgoing
administration, people at least had a fair shot.

San Franciso Public Defender Mano Raju called for the protections enshrined in Gideon v. Wainwright to
the immigration context – ensuring legal representation for those caught up in the system.

He said, “It’s time for bold action from the federal government to make sure that no immigrant faces
permanent banishment without competent, skilled representation.”

“Due process means that the government must fairly justify its actions,” said Derwyn Bunton, Orleans
Public Defenders and chair of the National Association for Public Defense   “But due process means
nothing without representation to help poor Black and brown people to access justice.

Andrea Sáenz, Attorney-in-Charge, head of New York Immigrant Family Unity Project at the Brooklyn
Defender Services explained that in many of these cases, “the stakes are literally life and death” and
therefore people need to have universal representation rights.

“No one should face a trained prosecutor alone or deported simply because they can’t afford an attorney,”
she said.

We covered one of the cases highlighted during the press conference.  The case of Charles Joseph.  An
immigrant from Fiji who came here as a young man, ICE picked him up the day after he was paroled and
he faced ICE detention despite his documented transformation in prison.

After spending 13 years in prison for robbing a convenience store, Joseph was released on parole in
2019, but his freedom was short-lived when ICE took him into custody immediately. Joseph is being
detained at the Mesa Verde Detention Facility.

“Being in Mesa Verde was worse than all of the other prisons combined,” he said.  It was thanks to the
San Francisco Public Defender’s Office and his attorney Francisco Ugarte who continues to fight his case
in the 9th Circuit.

The problem is that while some offices like San Francisco are well-funded and well-trained, most are not. 
And so there needs to be a uniform system where everyone has the right to legal representation.

Wendy Wayne explained that ICE and DHS were created after 9/11 with a very different mission from
what it has become today.

“People forget that the immigration system is supposed to be civil (law),” she said, “in ways in which it
limits the rights of the individuals in the immigration system to not guarantee the right to an attorney or
due process rights.”

“ICE has turned into a criminal enforcement agency with a huge budget that allows it to prioritize the
deportation removal of people with minor criminal histories, people who have been here for many years
who committed offenses as teenagers who are now adults with families,” she explained.  Because it has
become criminal, she argued, “the ask in this plan… is to increase legal representation for people in
removal proceedings.”

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Public Defenders Push Biden
Administration to Reverse Trump Era
Immigration Policies

Public Defenders representing immigrants in criminal and
immigration deportation proceedings are calling on the Biden
Administration and the new Democratic majority in Congress
to take immediate and bold action on behalf of

Read More

Guest Commentary: Trump’s Last Days in
Office Marred by Disregard for Human Life
– Death Penalty Just Another Example.

If there’s one thing that has defined the final days of the
Trump administration, it’s the lack of regard for human life. We
saw that play out Wednesday after President Donald Trump
incited rioters to bust through the U.S. Capitol

Read More

Latest Federal Execution and Trump
Administration Killing Spurs Legislation to
Ban Federal Death Penalty

The Trump execution spree—three people were due to be
killed this week just days before the new administration takes
over—has led Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley (MA-07)
and Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) to

Read More

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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Over Four Thousand Active Cases
Reported Across CDCR; Death Toll
Reaches 164

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Clara Jails Report Highest Cases
Count Since March as Outbreak Snowballs

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Witness Describes 2011 Bar Shooter in
Murder Trial; Defendant Allegedly Fled to
Mexico

Judge David W. Reed in Yolo County Superior Tuesday
listened as two witnesses testified in the pre-hearing
conference against defendant Jose Luis Gomez Arreola,
charged with attempted murder of multiple people

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Romantic Relationship Escalates to
Incidents of Sex Trafficking
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Alleged sex exploiter Tigan Duvall—previously known as the
boyfriend to a 19-year-old sex trafficking victim—is deemed
likely guilty and is set for jury trial after a preliminary hearing
conducted by Judge Steve White

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

DUI Defendant Sent Straight Back to Jail
After Violating Court Orders

It’s a lesson defendant Chanhom Phetchumporn learned the
hard way – No Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, go straight to
jail.Phetchumporn was remanded back into sheriff custody
here in Fresno County

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Raha Jorjani: “The Trump administration has laid bare the cruelty of the immigration enforcement
regime,”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 14, 2021

Public Defenders Push
For Changes To Immigration Policies

By David Greenwald

On Wednesday public defender from Alameda, San Francisco, New Orleans and Brooklyn came together
to push for rolling back Trump era policies on immigration detention.
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One of the ten points raised: Establish a Robust and Federally Funded Universal Legal Representation
Program.

Over the last four years we have followed a number of efforts, much of it led by Bay Area Public
Defenders Offices especially San Francisco and Alameda County and what we have seen is that when
people get representation in immigration court, even under the draconian policies of the outgoing
administration, people at least had a fair shot.

San Franciso Public Defender Mano Raju called for the protections enshrined in Gideon v. Wainwright to
the immigration context – ensuring legal representation for those caught up in the system.

He said, “It’s time for bold action from the federal government to make sure that no immigrant faces
permanent banishment without competent, skilled representation.”

“Due process means that the government must fairly justify its actions,” said Derwyn Bunton, Orleans
Public Defenders and chair of the National Association for Public Defense   “But due process means
nothing without representation to help poor Black and brown people to access justice.

Andrea Sáenz, Attorney-in-Charge, head of New York Immigrant Family Unity Project at the Brooklyn
Defender Services explained that in many of these cases, “the stakes are literally life and death” and
therefore people need to have universal representation rights.

“No one should face a trained prosecutor alone or deported simply because they can’t afford an attorney,”
she said.

We covered one of the cases highlighted during the press conference.  The case of Charles Joseph.  An
immigrant from Fiji who came here as a young man, ICE picked him up the day after he was paroled and
he faced ICE detention despite his documented transformation in prison.

After spending 13 years in prison for robbing a convenience store, Joseph was released on parole in
2019, but his freedom was short-lived when ICE took him into custody immediately. Joseph is being
detained at the Mesa Verde Detention Facility.

“Being in Mesa Verde was worse than all of the other prisons combined,” he said.  It was thanks to the
San Francisco Public Defender’s Office and his attorney Francisco Ugarte who continues to fight his case
in the 9th Circuit.

The problem is that while some offices like San Francisco are well-funded and well-trained, most are not. 
And so there needs to be a uniform system where everyone has the right to legal representation.

Wendy Wayne explained that ICE and DHS were created after 9/11 with a very different mission from
what it has become today.

“People forget that the immigration system is supposed to be civil (law),” she said, “in ways in which it
limits the rights of the individuals in the immigration system to not guarantee the right to an attorney or
due process rights.”

“ICE has turned into a criminal enforcement agency with a huge budget that allows it to prioritize the
deportation removal of people with minor criminal histories, people who have been here for many years
who committed offenses as teenagers who are now adults with families,” she explained.  Because it has
become criminal, she argued, “the ask in this plan… is to increase legal representation for people in
removal proceedings.”

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Public Defenders Push Biden
Administration to Reverse Trump Era
Immigration Policies

Public Defenders representing immigrants in criminal and
immigration deportation proceedings are calling on the Biden
Administration and the new Democratic majority in Congress
to take immediate and bold action on behalf of

Read More

Guest Commentary: Trump’s Last Days in
Office Marred by Disregard for Human Life
– Death Penalty Just Another Example.

If there’s one thing that has defined the final days of the
Trump administration, it’s the lack of regard for human life. We
saw that play out Wednesday after President Donald Trump
incited rioters to bust through the U.S. Capitol

Read More

Latest Federal Execution and Trump
Administration Killing Spurs Legislation to
Ban Federal Death Penalty

The Trump execution spree—three people were due to be
killed this week just days before the new administration takes
over—has led Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley (MA-07)
and Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) to

Read More

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Over Four Thousand Active Cases
Reported Across CDCR; Death Toll
Reaches 164

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Clara Jails Report Highest Cases
Count Since March as Outbreak Snowballs

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Witness Describes 2011 Bar Shooter in
Murder Trial; Defendant Allegedly Fled to
Mexico

Judge David W. Reed in Yolo County Superior Tuesday
listened as two witnesses testified in the pre-hearing
conference against defendant Jose Luis Gomez Arreola,
charged with attempted murder of multiple people

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Romantic Relationship Escalates to
Incidents of Sex Trafficking
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Alleged sex exploiter Tigan Duvall—previously known as the
boyfriend to a 19-year-old sex trafficking victim—is deemed
likely guilty and is set for jury trial after a preliminary hearing
conducted by Judge Steve White

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Brain Development of Murder Defendant
Focus of Day Three of Drive-by Shooting
Trial

Additional witnesses appeared in Alameda County Superior
Court on Wednesday for the third day of defendant Jesus
Danilo Lima’s jury trial with multiple charges, including murder
in a drive-by shooti

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

DUI Defendant Sent Straight Back to Jail
After Violating Court Orders

It’s a lesson defendant Chanhom Phetchumporn learned the
hard way – No Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, go straight to
jail.Phetchumporn was remanded back into sheriff custody
here in Fresno County

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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“The craven bloodlust of a failed administration was on full display tonight,” Montgomery’s attorney, Kelley
Henry said in a statement. “Everyone who participated in the execution of Lisa Montgomery should feel
shame.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 13, 2021

Disgusted by the
Execution of LIsa Montgomery

By David Greenwald

There are unprecedented efforts to end the death penalty right now.  Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley
and Senator Dick Durbin introduced plans to end the Federal Death Penalty on Monday.
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“State-sanctioned murder is not justice, and the death penalty, which kills Black and brown people
disproportionately, has absolutely no place in our society,” said Congresswoman Pressley. “Ending the
federal death penalty— which is as cruel as it is ineffective in deterring crime—is a racial justice issue
and must come to an end. We must finally abolish this inhumane form of punishment and put an end to
Donald Trump’s unprecedented killing spree. I am grateful for the partnership of incoming Chairman
Durbin and my colleagues in this effort.”
   
“The death penalty is deeply flawed and disproportionately imposed on Black and Brown and low-income
people in America. President Trump’s resumption of the death penalty at the federal level has been a
grave injustice. Shockingly, despite the fact that his presidency will end in a mere nine days, the Trump
Administration plans to continue with its appalling spree of executions this week. Our bill follows the lead
of 22 states, including Illinois, by finally putting an end to this failed and unjust policy. I thank
Congresswoman Pressley and our colleagues who have joined us in this effort,” Senator Durbin said.

Biden is widely expected to end the Federal Death Penalty by executive order as well.

All of this makes the execution of Lisa Montgomery so unnecessary and so appalling.  In fact, of all the
bad things that occurred under Trump over the last year, you could argue his push to execute people who
posed no real threat to public safety at or near the top of the list.

Last night, 52 year old Lisa Motgomery was finally executed at 1:30 am from a lethal injection.

Writes the AP: “As a curtain was raised in the execution chamber, Montgomery looked momentarily
bewildered as she glanced at journalists peering at her from behind thick glass. As the execution process
began, a woman standing over Montgomery’s shoulder leaned over, gently removed Montgomery’s face
mask and asked her if she had any last words. “No,” Montgomery responded in a quiet, muffled voice.
She said nothing else.”

The execution was particularly egregious given her long history of abuse and the fact that she was so
severely mentally ill that she did not know “where she was” nor had a concept of “why she would be
executed.”

The Trump administration was rushing to execute two others - Corey Johnson and Dustin Higgs, they
both have stays until March - for now, unless the Supreme Court overturns it.

In a joint statement, 100 current and former criminal justice leaders stressed that “our nation’s long
experiment with the death penalty has failed…. We also now know that we have not executed the worst
of the worst, but often instead put to death the unluckiest of the unlucky – the impoverished, the poorly
represented, and the most broken.”

“The craven bloodlust of a failed administration was on full display tonight,” Montgomery’s attorney, Kelley
Henry said in a statement. “Everyone who participated in the execution of Lisa Montgomery should feel
shame.”

“The government stopped at nothing in its zeal to kill this damaged and delusional woman,” Henry said.
“Lisa Montgomery’s execution was far from justice.”

I’m strongly against the death penalty but this execution on top of the other recent ones by the federal
government seems especially cruel and egregious.  The courts appeared to rush them through in order to
avoid the Biden administration stepping in to stop them.

Thanks for reading.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Trump’s Supreme Court & Administration
Execute 1st Woman in 67 Years – Sights
Set on 2 More Executions Prior to
Inauguration Day

TERRA HAUTE, IN – For those who have said President
Trump can’t do much more “damage” in his final week in
power, the case of Lisa Montgomery stands out – early
Wednesday here she became the first woman to be

Read More

Man Writes Vanguard About His Fight For
Relief Under SB 1437, for Murder He Did
Not Commit

In 2016, Tevarez Lopez was arrested as an accomplice in the
death of a man in a marijuana deal – but two years later, SB
1437 was passed into California’s constitutional law, and
since then, Lopez has been waiting for courts to apply the law
to his charges.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Biden Must Restore
and Rebuild Asylum

Judge Sends ‘Guilty’ Defendant to State Hospital Rather Than
Pursue $70 Theft Trial

Defendant Accused of Murder Attends
Second Day of Trial

Defendant Jesus Danilo Lima returned Tuesday to Alameda
County Superior Court for the second day of his ongoing jury
trial over multiple murder and gun charges he currently faces
in connection with an alleged drive-by

Read More

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Progressive Prosecutor Kim Foxx Takes
Action Towards Reform
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Born and raised in Cabrini Green, a neighborhood on the
northside of Chicago, Kimberly M. Foxx saw “the impact of
crime, violence, and poverty” growing up in her community,
inspiring her to pursue a career in public service.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Ten New COVID-19 Deaths Reported in 24
Hours; Death Toll Reaches 162

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Massive Outbreak at Santa Clara County
Jails; Over 100 Cases Reported Since New
Years Day

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Faces Other Serious Felonies,
But Judge Reduces Charge in Earlier Drug
Case

Agreeing with the defense, Yolo County Superior Court Judge
Peter M. Williams granted motion to reduce defendant Joseph
Peper’s drug possession charge from a felony to a
misdemeanor late last week.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Sends ‘Guilty’ Defendant to State
Hospital Rather Than Pursue $70 Theft
Trial

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Geoffrey Goodman
Monday found a man who stole about $70 worth of items from
a grocery store likely guilty, but rather than set the case for
trial sent the defendant to

Read More

Defendant Claims He was Cop and Store
Owner – Accused of Stealing Bag of
Cheese-Its and Soda

A man who walked into a gas station store and declared he
was the owner and a police officer, before walking off with
about $5 in merchandise, was ruled incompetent to stand trial
for robbery last Friday –

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Defendant Accused of Murder Attends
Second Day of Trial

Defendant Jesus Danilo Lima returned Tuesday to Alameda
County Superior Court for the second day of his ongoing jury
trial over multiple murder and gun charges he currently faces
in connection with an alleged drive-by

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
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Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/%26nbsp%3B&g=MzdhODBhZThjZmN
jOTA3ZA==&h=YTYyOTM5Mjk1ZDlmYTZiNjcwNWYwYWEzODg1MmY3NGIxYzljNDJhM2E2YjY3MjU
0NDk5OTE5YmNkODE3MGViMQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWx
zX2VtYWlsOjU4OWE3YzY3MmRiODQ0OWY2YTcxNmI2YmJlYTRiMzM2OnYx
Sacramento Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/%26nbsp%3B&g=MDY2YTc2M2VjNjE3ODRlNA==&h=OTE0NjJkYWVjNTc4NzFi
N2E3NDVkNGFjY2NmNzNiMWMwN2U1Nzg2ZGExNzRhNWMzZDA5ZDlmNjJiNDMyNDYxZg==&p=Y
XAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjU4OWE3YzY3MmRiODQ0O
WY2YTcxNmI2YmJlYTRiMzM2OnYx
Twitter: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard%26nbsp%3B&g=MDNiMzNlZThjOTRkYTYyYw==&h=MjN
hMDQ1ZGJmYzIzMGMxZTAyMDRlNDJmMmE0MDExNDU4ZjE4ODY1Njk5MDlmZTc3MzcwMzA2NG
Y3ZTA4OGQxMQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjU4
OWE3YzY3MmRiODQ0OWY2YTcxNmI2YmJlYTRiMzM2OnYx
YouTube: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=http%3A//www.youtube.com/davisvanguard&g=ZjQ4Y2MyMWIzYTMwMGE2Nw==&h=N2RiNDcw
MGQyMDZiY2ZhNDI4MTMyZWM2OTJhYTFkYWZjNTRmY2UzODRiNzU3MTcxNmY1MzZjM2QzNDdi
NTgwYw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjU4OWE3Y
zY3MmRiODQ0OWY2YTcxNmI2YmJlYTRiMzM2OnYx
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Public Defenders Na.onwide Announce Plan for Immigra.on Jus.ce;
Provide Ten-Point Plan to Biden Administra.on

Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 at 6:53:00 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: January 13, 2021

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Valerie Ibarra - San Francisco Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Lindsey Hortenstine - New Orleans Public Defender’s Office - (404)520-3087 - LHoretnstine@opdla.org 
Bob McGovern, Massachusetts Committee for Public Counsel Services, rmcgovern@publiccounsel.net  
Daniel Ball, Brooklyn Defender Services, dball@bds.org 

**PRESS RELEASE**

Public Defenders Nationwide Announce Plan for Immigration Justice; Provide
Ten-Point Plan to Biden Administration

Public Defenders Urge Federal Government to Take Bold Steps to Reverse and Repair Damage of the
Outgoing Administration

SAN FRANCISCO - Today, the Public Defenders’ Coalition for Immigrant Justice, a nationwide
coalition of public defender offices, released a 10-point plan for addressing the injustices of the
criminal legal system and its pipeline to deportation. The plan urges the Biden administration and the
new Democratic majority in Congress to act swiftly and decisively for immigration justice to undo the
unjust, harmful, and destructive tactics of the outgoing administration. 

Public defenders are direct witnesses to the devastation that unjust state and federal laws cause our
clients, their families, and their communities. The draconian policies of the last four years exposed the
cruelty of the immigration enforcement machine, leading to a sharp rebuke at the polls, and public
disenchantment with mass deportation. The Biden Administration has an opportunity to take a fresh

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:LHoretnstine@opdla.org
mailto:rmcgovern@publiccounsel.net
mailto:dball@bds.org
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approach to these important issues with immediate and bold action on behalf of our immigrant
community members. 

The Ten-Point Immigration Program recommends the Biden Administration immediately halt
deportations for one year, reverse inhumane Trump-era policies, and establish due process protections
in the immigration courts. The plan implores the Biden Administration to guarantee legal representation
for people in removal proceedings, to end the jail-to-I.C.E. pipeline, and to restore pathways to lawful
immigration status. The plan urges an end to immigrant detention, a sharp reduction in funding to ICE
and the U.S. Border Patrol, and an increased investment in our communities.  

The Public Defenders’ Coalition for Immigration Justice consists of 39 offices across the country who
represent immigrants in criminal and/or immigration proceedings -- including the National Association
for Public Defense (NAPD) and public defense offices from Alabama, Arizona, California, Florida,
Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Nebraska, Oregon, Tennessee, and
Texas.

Mano Raju, Public Defender of San Francisco
“We have lived four chaotic years of inhumane and antidemocratic immigration policies that have
criminalized immigrants, wreaked havoc on families, and betrayed the very principles of inclusivity and
tolerance that must guide our nation. The time is now to make change. As a first order of business, the
Biden Administration must immediately end the jail to ICE pipeline, guarantee legal representation for
all, and end the inhumane practice of detaining immigrants, which has no demonstrable effect on public
safety, and has endangered the lives of those in custody.” 
 
Derwyn Bunton, Chief Defender for Orleans Parish and Chair of the National Association for
Public Defense
“Representation remains one of the most fundamental principles in our legal system. As public
defenders, we know all too well the cruelty and injustice Black and brown people and
communities of color receive in the name of justice. The increased criminalization of immigration
the last four years has not only been misguided, it has furthered the harm caused by a mass
incarceration system disproportionately focused on Black, brown, and poor communities. The
time for change is now.”

Wendy Wayne, Director of Immigration Impact Unit, Massachusetts Committee for Public
Counsel Services
“As public defenders who represent immigrant clients, we have witnessed firsthand how the “War on
Drugs” and decades of over-policing of communities of color, coupled with immigration laws and
enforcement policies that disproportionately target immigrants with criminal histories, have resulted in
unjust deportations, separation of families and untold damage to our communities. We urge the Biden
administration to think beyond “good” or “bad” immigrants and adopt policies which recognize that all
individuals deserve fair treatment, due process, and the opportunity for rehabilitation and meaningful

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jdwZYZ6xO7JHCHKkWD7_loz1Pe-JWTDEayPdwJTIMX8/edit?usp=sharing
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participation in our society.”

Andrea Sàenz, Attorney-in-Charge of the New York Immigrant Family Unity Project (NYIFUP) at
Brooklyn Defender Services
“Our platform calls for universal representation of immigrants facing deportation, because when the
stakes are often literally life, death, or permanent family separation, no one should be deported simply
because they couldn’t afford an attorney. We need to change, shrink, and defund the deportation system
and reinvest in our communities. ICE enforcement, detention and other cruel immigration policies tear
apart families, and we urge the Biden administration and the new Democratic majority congress to
listen to our neighbors' voices.”

Edwin Tineo, former client of Brooklyn Defender Services’ NYIFUP, Fellow with the New Sanctuary
Coalition
“This immigration system has done so much harm to so many people living in this country, including
myself. With the new president, we need to make sure that no one goes through what I went through.
Not one more person should be forced to suffer in immigration detention for months and years just
because of where they were born. ICE puts fear into our community by terrorizing our hard-working
immigrant neighbors and locking people away and deporting them away from their families. This
agency should no longer exist. Instead, the Biden administration should keep our families and
communities together by allowing people to live here legally with equal rights.”

###

Here is the link to the Public Defenders’ Coalition Ten-Point Immigration Program which includes all
signatories.

Here is the link to the recording of the press conference held on January 13, 2021.

To view this press release online, please visit sfpublicdefender.org/media

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jdwZYZ6xO7JHCHKkWD7_loz1Pe-JWTDEayPdwJTIMX8/edit?usp=sharing
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/_TVAdAuR6LM0j8bAscXmJ4nZKujPCLAkYarNCHgVVEz6uc89RJi3dFydBGDJ2OIJ.9W7VLloXoZa8m5br
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2021/01/public-defenders-nationwide-announce-plan-for-immigration-justice-provide-ten-point-plan-to-biden-administration/
https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Subject: Recording - press conference immigrant jus.ce plan 1.13.2021
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 at 6:35:32 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

Here's the link to the recorded press conference: (FYI- there was a small glitch toward the beginning,
but smoothed out a}er the intro; Larry made it downloadable in case folks want to edit)
h4ps://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/_TVAdAuR6LM0j8bAscXmJ4nZKujPCLAkYarNCHgVVEz6uc89RJi3d
FydBGDJ2OIJ.9W7VLloXoZa8m5br

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/_TVAdAuR6LM0j8bAscXmJ4nZKujPCLAkYarNCHgVVEz6uc89RJi3dFydBGDJ2OIJ.9W7VLloXoZa8m5br
https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Subject: Valerie Your invited to our FREE webinar!
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 at 9:00:16 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Image

Join us on January 14 from noon to 1:30 pm for
the Vanguard's Monthly Webinar! This month we will
be hosting a discussion with Commission Members
Bapu Vaitla, Emma O'Rourke-Powell and Cecilia
Escamilla Greenwald. 

The Vanguard will have a discussion with the
commissioners on the recently released TJS report
focusing on ways to improve policing in the city. 

The webinar is FREE and open to the public.
Please register in advance.
 

P.S. - Help the Vanguard continue to host FREE
events like this one in the future; consider becoming

a sustaining member TODAY! 

DONATE TODAY

January 14
12 pm to 1:30 pm

ITS FREE TO JOIN
RSVP BELOW 

RSVP

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
Unsubscribe
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Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Public Defenders Na.onwide Present Biden Administra.on a Comprehensive
Plan for Immigra.on Jus.ce

Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 at 8:05:20 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Media Contacts:  
Valerie Ibarra, San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org  
Sam McCann, Neighborhood Defender Service, smccann@ndsny.org 
Daniel Ball, Brooklyn Defender Services, dball@bds.org 
Lindsey Hortenstine, Orleans Public Defenders, lhortenstine@opdla.org  
Bob McGovern, Massachusetts Committee for Public Counsel Services, rmcgovern@publiccounsel.net 
Alejandra Lopez, The Legal Aid Society, ailopez@legal-aid.org  
 

 
***MEDIA ADVISORY***  

PUBLIC DEFENDERS NATIONWIDE PRESENT BIDEN ADMINISTRATION
AND NEW DEMOCRATIC MAJORITY IN CONGRESS A COMPREHENSIVE

PLAN FOR IMMIGRATION JUSTICE  

PUBLIC DEFENDERS URGE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO TAKE BOLD STEPS TO
REVERSE AND REPAIR DAMAGE OF THE OUTGOING ADMINISTRATION. 

SAN FRANCISCO — Public defenders from across the country will hold a virtual press
conference on Wednesday, January 13 at 9AM PST/ 12 PM EST, to present their ten-point
action plan for immigration justice and reform.  The plan urges the Biden administration and
the new Democratic majority in Congress to act swiftly and decisively for immigration justice
to undo the unjust, harmful and destructive tactics of the outgoing administration.  

When:  Wednesday, January 13 at 9AM PST/ 12 PM EST 

Zoom Link:  

Online or via the Zoom app: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89516040971?
pwd=b0NMNjlDb21mWHlvWlRjQWM2cEdRQT09  

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:smccann@ndsny.org
mailto:dball@bds.org
mailto:lhortenstine@opdla.org
mailto:rmcgovern@publiccounsel.net
mailto:ailopez@legal-aid.org
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89516040971?pwd=b0NMNjlDb21mWHlvWlRjQWM2cEdRQT09
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By phone - find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kbwO772jFX  
Meeting ID: 895 1604 0971 
Passcode: 132435 
  

Who: Speakers include:  

Raha Jorjani, Managing Attorney of the Immigration Representation Unit, Alameda
County Public Defenders (MC) 
Mano Raju, San Francisco Public Defender 
Derwyn Bunton, Orleans Public Defenders and National Association for Public
Defense 
Wendy Wayne, Director of Immigration Impact Unit, Massachusetts Committee for
Public Counsel Services 
Andrea Sáenz, Attorney-in-Charge, New York Immigrant Family Unity Project, Brooklyn
Defender Services 
Edwin Tineo, Fellow with the New Sanctuary Coalition and former client of Brooklyn
Defender Services, formerly incarcerated by ICE  
JJ Ramirez, former client of the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, formerly
incarcerated by ICE 
Charles Joseph, formerly incarcerated by ICE  

What:  

As public defenders representing immigrants in criminal and/or immigration deportation
proceedings, we are calling on the Biden Administration and the new Democratic majority in
Congress to take immediate and bold action on behalf of our immigrant community members.
The past twelve months mark a turning point in our nation’s call for racial justice, finally
acknowledging what communities of color have long known – the criminal and immigration
deportation pipeline targets Black and brown people.  

Public defenders are direct witnesses to the devastation that unjust state and federal laws
cause our clients, their families, and their communities. The Biden Administration has an
opportunity to take a fresh approach to these important issues.  

The Public Defenders Coalition for Immigrant Justice includes a growing list of over 30 public
defense offices - from California, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
York, Oregon, Texas, Nebraska, and the national organizations of Gideon’s Promise and the
National Association for Public Defense. Along with other organizations, advocates, and
leaders, we are calling for the following necessary reforms to create a more just and humane
immigration system. 

THE 10-POINT PLAN  (The full document will be included in the press release.)

 
1.    Day-One: Establish a Moratorium on Deportations for One Year

  
Deportations must halt while we work to pick up the pieces from the Trump Administration’s

https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kbwO772jFX
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scorched-earth policies. The moratorium must apply equally to all detained immigrants.   
  
2.    Reverse Trump-Era Anti-Immigrant Policies

 
The Biden Administration should swiftly reverse the devastating xenophobic policies of the
prior Administration.  
 

3.     End Immigration Detention  

The current immigration detention practices are as unnecessary as they are unjust. 

4.     Establish a Robust and Federally Funded Universal Legal Representation
Program  

The federal government should fully fund access to counsel in removal proceedings,
particularly for people who are detained.   
 

5.     Restructure Immigration Courts and Restore Due Process in Proceedings  
 
Immigration courts have become deportation conveyor belts, where the role of the courts is to
rubber-stamp deportations. Reforms are urgent. 
 

6.     End the Jail to Deportation Pipeline  

Immigration enforcement practices have increasingly entangled the immigration and local
criminal justice systems, creating a deportation pipeline. 

7.    End the War on Drugs Against Immigrants  

We must change policies that unduly punish immigrant families for the societal problem of
addiction that has touched us all. 

8.     Restore Discretion and Proportionality  

Immigrants face severe penalties for mistakes which would otherwise be counterbalanced by
positive equities. We need to reform immigration law to embrace a redemption-based model. 

9.      Restore Pathways to Lawful Immigration Status without Criminal Carveouts  

It is past time to restore pathways to legal status that reject the outdated criminal carveouts
which have increasingly defined immigration policy.  
 

10.  Defund ICE and Reinvest in Our Communities  

DHS’ grossly overfunded budget comes at a time when COVID-19 has crippled our economy.
Defunding ICE is a necessary step to restoring priorities toward human need.   



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 00:21:59 Bri8sh Summer Time
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### 

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Thousands of COVID-19 Cases at Santa Rita Jail – Run Like ‘Penal Colony’ Charge
Cri.cs

Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 at 7:00:52 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

"The ACLU believes a president can be impeached for speech that a private citizen could not be
prosecuted for." - ACLU

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 12, 2021

Deaths Rise Across
CDCR; Inspector General Blasts CDCR for “Inconsistent” &
“Vague” Directives
By Julietta Bisharyan, Nick Gardner and Jaskiran Soomal 

Marcus Henderson is the editor-in-chief of San Quentin News, a monthly newspaper run by 15 San

https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Quentin prisoners. He has been incarcerated since 2001 and will be eligible for parole in May 2022.

Once the pandemic broke out, Henderson knew it would only be a matter of time before the virus hit San
Quentin and he was right. 

San Quentin has reported over 2,200 confirmed cases and 28 deaths since May. Henderson also
contracted COVID-19 during the prison’s massive outbreak. 

Prison authorities shutdown the paper along with the other educational programs to limit contact between
the population. However, following a six-month hiatus, the publication resumed printing in August, in part
with the help of a grant from the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative. 

Henderson spoke to CPJ about how he runs the newspaper and his experience living through the
pandemic. 

CPJ asked Henderson what it was like reporting and producing the newspaper prior to the pandemic.
Henderson said, “Since we are a monthly, we would have all the scheduled events for the month
(graduations, concerts or special celebrity visits) on our big white board and the staff would sign up to
cover the event.” 

All 15 staff members would select the front page story together and have sessions where anyone can “air
out” issues and check-in with each other to make sure they are doing okay. Staff members are trained to
interview people including family members. 

Henderson and his team covered the first COVID-19 outbreak in San Quentin. He said that in the early
days of the pandemic, the virus was contained until prisoners were transferred in from Chino at the end of
May. 

Henderson shares, “For most of us who have been here for years, we know that once something gets in
here, it’s going to spread like wildfire…there’s no avoiding it.”

He heard rumors about inmates dying and by the time his team would finish investigating, they’d hear
someone else died. He says, “You know someone really died when the guards would come and get the
remainder of their property.”

During the initial outbreak, Henderson wrote about what he saw and described it as, “…alarms and things
looking like a sci-fi movie that was real.” He shared, “When I tested negative for COVID-19 and my
cellmate tested positive, I knew it was just a matter of time…no matter how much you wipe down, there
was no way to social distance. He was right there.”

Full article - click here

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Guest Commentary: We Can Uphold Free
Speech and Hold President Trump
Accountable

Some dyed in the wool civil libertarians have criticized the
ACLU for supporting Donald Trump’s impeachment. These
critics maintain that our commitment to the First Amendment
should solely trigger a defense of the

Read More

Guest Commentary: JasaThousands of
COVID-19 Cases at Santa Rita Jail – Run
Like ‘Penal Colony’ Charge Criticspar’s
Hospital Trauma

The Alameda County-operated Santa Rita Jail – which is run
like a “penal colony” according to one critic – is continuing to
suffer a catastrophic COVID-19 outbreak, with more than
2,500 confirmed cases just

Read More

Trump Administration Rushes to Execute
Three More People Prior to Inauguration
Day

Despite other political events – like the Capitol assault by pro-
Trump forces last week – the Trump administration is still
rushing to execute three more people on death row before
leaving Trump leaves office,

Read More

Alameda Trial Monday Features 3
Eyewitnesses to Shooting Death of Cousin
in Drive-By

Judge Thomas Reardon in Alameda County Superior Court
Monday listened as three witnesses testified in the jury trial of
defendant Jesus Danilo Lima after one of their cousins was
shot in a “30 seconds or less”

Read More

Deaths Rise Across CDCR; Inspector
General Blasts CDCR for “Inconsistent” &
“Vague” Directives

Marcus Henderson is the editor-in-chief of San Quentin
News, a monthly newspaper run by 15 San Quentin
prisoners. He has been incarcerated since 2001 and will be
eligible for parole in May 2022.

Read More
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

1299 New Cases Recorded Across All
Facilities Over Weekend; Death Toll
Reaches 152

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Massive Outbreak at Santa Clara County
Jails; Over 100 Cases Reported Since New
Years Day

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Faces Other Serious Felonies,
But Judge Reduces Charge in Earlier Drug
Case

Agreeing with the defense, Yolo County Superior Court Judge
Peter M. Williams granted motion to reduce defendant Joseph
Peper’s drug possession charge from a felony to a
misdemeanor late last week.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

COVID-19 Aiding Incarcerated? Delays Not
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One, But Two Sentencing Dates

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge James McFetridge
last Friday was prepared to sentence both Alexander Smith
and Jabari Shabazz in their co-defendant case.

Read More

Defendant Granted Diversion Even After
Damning Victim Impact Statement

Even after what appeared to be a poignant and damning
victim impact statement read in open court last Friday, a man
accused of attempted robbery and car vandalism is being
allowed to pursue mental health

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Alameda Trial Monday Features 3
Eyewitnesses to Shooting Death of Cousin
in Drive-By

Judge Thomas Reardon in Alameda County Superior Court
Monday listened as three witnesses testified in the jury trial of
defendant Jesus Danilo Lima after one of their cousins was
shot in a “30 seconds or less”

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More
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Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/%26nbsp%3B&g=OWZhMzJiNmFlMTJl
YWUwMQ==&h=ODhlZTEwY2MwN2MzMmIyZmM2NWU1YTZhMmE2Zjc5ODE2NjRmZjYxZjgxYTk2Z
WJmZDM1YTkzMmU0MGMzNGY3Mg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1h
aWxzX2VtYWlsOjBkMjQ3OTFiYThlZGEwZjVlNTk4NzAxYzkzY2ExOWVlOnYx
Sacramento Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/%26nbsp%3B&g=OTI4YzQ1NzRmYWRjNDAwMg==&h=ZWNiN2RjNWEyNDQzY
zk0NzkyZWM1MjA2MzQxNGQyZTU3ZTU5ZGM4NWE5YzE0MzVkM2RlZDQxY2QzZDllZmZmNg==&
p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjBkMjQ3OTFiYThlZGEw
ZjVlNTk4NzAxYzkzY2ExOWVlOnYx
Twitter: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard%26nbsp%3B&g=OWM4MjMxZWUyYWVlZTFlZg==&h=OT
cyNmM3OGM0YWE1NGI0YTA1NDgzZDc2MWU5YTRkODEwMGI4Mzc2NDA0Y2NmYjJkN2Y2OWI2N
WFlMmQ2MzMzYw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOj
BkMjQ3OTFiYThlZGEwZjVlNTk4NzAxYzkzY2ExOWVlOnYx
YouTube: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=http%3A//www.youtube.com/davisvanguard&g=Njc0OTQzMDZlNzJjZmU5Yg==&h=ZDIwZmI3NTl
mMDM5NGFiNmNkNWFiMjljZDNlMjRiZGFjODhiMDYyNjI2OGVkOWNjZjEzNjYwMTI0YjkyZjQ5YQ==
&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjBkMjQ3OTFiYThlZGE
wZjVlNTk4NzAxYzkzY2ExOWVlOnYx
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Subject: Digest for covidhabeas@googlegroups.com - 2 updates in 2 topics
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 at 6:06:54 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: covidhabeas@googlegroups.com
To: Digest recipients

covidhabeas@googlegroups.com Google Groups

Topic digest 
View all topics

Wishlist - 1 Update
Fw: In Light of Coronavirus, CA Sen. Nancy Skinner Condemns CCPOA’s ‘Offensive’ Decision to Attend
Gathering in Las Vegas - 1 Update

Wishlist

"Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)" <danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>: Jan 11 06:20PM 

Looping in Richard and Brad here.
 
Also serving to bump this in folks' inboxes as reminder to add.
 
Danica
________________________________
From: covidhabeas@googlegroups.com <covidhabeas@googlegroups.com> on behalf of Harris,
Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 6:01 PM
To: covidhabeas@googlegroups.com <covidhabeas@googlegroups.com>
Subject: Wishlist
 
 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.
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Here’s a starter document – please add your ideas before our Tuesday 4p meeting. Happy weekend.
 
 
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YZTrGEoZ6wleZsrlTDLSq_aIOCvQBfLeg7Je7X-4Jio/edit?
usp=sharing
 
 
 
 
 
--
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "covidhabeas" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
covidhabeas+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com<mailto:covidhabeas+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com>.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/covidhabeas/714A7367-
7456-4617-8FD5-
2BC32DF24BF1%40sfgov.org<https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/covidhabeas/714A7367-7456-4617-
8FD5-2BC32DF24BF1%40sfgov.org?utm_medium=email&utm_source=footer>.

Back to top

Fw: In Light of Coronavirus, CA Sen. Nancy Skinner Condemns
CCPOA’s ‘Offensive’ Decision to Attend Gathering in Las Vegas

"Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)" <danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>: Jan 11 04:49PM 

________________________________
From: debra stinson <stinson1988@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 5:57 PM
Subject: In Light of Coronavirus, CA Sen. Nancy Skinner Condemns CCPOA’s ‘Offensive’ Decision to Attend Gathering in Las Vegas
 
 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
 
 
 
 
In Light of Coronavirus, CA Sen. Nancy Skinner Condemns CCPOA’s ‘Offensive’ Decision to Attend Gathering in Las Vegas
 
 
 
In Light of Coronavirus, CA Sen. Nancy Skinner Condemns CCPOA’s ‘Offensive’ Decision to Attend Gathering in Las Vegas | Davis Vanguard<
gathering-in-las-vegas/&g=N2ExNjI0NmJmM2I1YmQwYw==&h=MTQ0MzFiYmVjZGMxMmRlMmEzMDJjYjM5NTk1ZTlmYzk1OGMzNmU1OWY5NjE5ZmQ2ZDlkYzI4MmFhYTczZWUzMA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmZlMjY2ZTAyMThmYzE0Yjk0OTkxYjBmMzgxMzRjOTc5OnYx
[https://www.davisvanguard.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Chesa-Press-Conference-11-2-500x400.jpg
vegas/&g=NDM2NDU1MjNlM2Q3NmU3MA==&h=ZDBhZjczOTc0NTI1MTM4MThiOWZmZGZiYTNhOTlmNGMzMmYxMGE5MGY5M2I1MzE4ZTUxZmY1MjZlNzQ3OTVkYg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmZlMjY2ZTAyMThmYzE0Yjk0OTkxYjBmMzgxMzRjOTc5OnYx
In Light of Coronavirus, CA Sen. Nancy Skinner Condemns CCPOA’s ‘Offensive’ Decision to Attend Gathering in Las Vegas | Davis Vanguard<
gathering-in-las-vegas/&g=MWRjZmEzYjhhNzUzYzhlMw==&h=ZDBmZGQ0ZTMxYzZjMzA0ZTc1NTE5ODkzOGU4YWQ0NjEwNzlkZDBhN2Q0N2ZjMGJhM2EzNGU2NmI0N2MzMzEwYQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmZlMjY2ZTAyMThmYzE0Yjk0OTkxYjBmMzgxMzRjOTc5OnYx
Senator Nancy Skinner at a Justice Collaborative event in San Francisco in March. By Kelly Moran. SACRAMENTO – California State Sen. Nancy Skinner called the California Correctional Peace Officers Association’s decision to attend a meeting in Las Vegas at the end of the month “offensive” and “dangerous” in light of mass
Covid-19 deaths in the state’s correctional facilities.
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You received this digest because you're subscribed to updates for this group. You can change your settings on the group
membership page.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it send an email to
covidhabeas+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.

Subject: Re: Worth a press release?
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 at 1:54:06 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR), Wells, Kelly (PDR), Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
CC: Itzel Calvo, Juan Prieto

I talked to Kelly - she's going to reach out to Farida and Michelle at KQED - who've both covered
aspects of the hunger strikes and the Yuba outbreak to see if they have the interest/capacity to cover
this development. We'll regroup from there.

Thank you,
Valerie 

From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:48 PM
To: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Maclean,
Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Cc: Itzel Calvo <itzelcmedina21@gmail.com>; Juan Prieto <jprieto@ciyja.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
Hi Kelly,
 
It seems one thing to consider would be to pitch this to an individual reporter for a longer piece. There is a lot
of info you men.on and this seems it would be harder to pitch for mul.ple reporters in a news cycle (though
certainly possible, it would just need to be .ghtened significantly).  On the other hand, pitching to an
independent journalist or smaller outlet (i.e. examiner, mission local, or even Ta.ana at the Chron or
someone at KQED) could be a good way to move this forward,
 
Just thoughts and happy to see this move forward however we decide.
 
Fco  
 
From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) 

https://groups.google.com/forum/?utm_source=digest&utm_medium=email#!forum/covidhabeas/join
mailto:covidhabeas+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com
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Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:44 PM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Cc: Itzel Calvo <itzelcmedina21@gmail.com>; Juan Prieto <jprieto@ciyja.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
Hi all,
 
I wanted to circle back on this. Valerie, would you maybe have .me to work on this today? I spoke with JJ
over the weekend, and he was very eloquent about how important it is for the government to release anyone
who hasn’t been infected yet. None of us had .me to do it on Friday but I wouldn’t want to miss the chance
to con.nue to keep this in the news, par.cularly given the powerful angle of a detainee who did everything
he could to get the government to take this threat seriously. Also cc’ing here the organizers from CIYJA for
yall’s thoughts.
 
I think the talking points would be:
 

He led three hunger strikes, star.ng in May of last year, to warn that YCJ was placing him and others in
danger; since then, there has been an outbreak in which at least half of the jail popula.on has been
infected with COVID-19.
(Maybe): He was denied release by ICE three .mes last spring, and by the federal judge on 12/28, and
tested posi.ve on 1/7
He is calling on the judge to release everyone from YCJ who has not yet tested posi.ve, to prevent
them from ge�ng sick.
He experienced symptoms including coughing up blood, dizziness, and difficulty breathing
YCJ did not take his temperature or check his oxygen for more than 24h a}er he tested posi.ve, un.l I
called the jail and specifically asked them to.
A}er tes.ng posi.ve, he was moved into an isola.on cell that is effec.vely solitary confinement: it was
filthy when he arrived, including the hairs of the former occupant in the bedding, and he had to clean
it himself, while he was sick; it has no ven.la.on and is suffoca.ngly hot; and he’s unable to
communicate with anyone aside from legal phone calls
He believes that these puni.ve condi.ons are preven.ng symptoma.c people from self-iden.fying to
YCJ medical staff, which is precisely what the CDC warns will happen. See
h4ps://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correc.on-deten.on/guidance-correc.onal-
deten.on.html#Solitary_Confinement, recommending that correc.onal facili.es “ensure that medical
isola.on for COVID-19 is dis.nct from puni.ve solitary confinement of incarcerated/detained
individuals, both in name and in prac.ce.”

Because of limited individual housing spaces within many correc.onal and deten.on facili.es,
infected individuals are o}en placed in the same housing spaces that are used for solitary
confinement. To avoid being placed in these condi.ons, incarcerated/detained individuals may
be hesitant to report COVID-19 symptoms, leading to con.nued transmission within shared
housing spaces and, poten.ally, lack of health care and adverse health outcomes for infected
individuals who delay repor.ng symptoms. Ensure that medical isola.on is opera.onally dis.nct
from solitary confinement, even if the same housing spaces are used for both. For example:

Ensure that individuals under medical isola.on receive regular visits from medical staff
and have access to mental health services.
Make efforts to provide similar access to radio, TV, reading materials, personal property,
and commissary as would be available in individuals’ regular housing units.
Consider allowing increased telephone privileges without a cost barrier to maintain
mental health and connec.on with others while isolated.
Communicate regularly with isolated individuals about the dura.on and purpose of their

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html#Solitary_Confinement
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medical isola.on period.
 
Best,
Kelly
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 
The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:40 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
We could also reach out to Farida Jhabvala Romero, who covered the hunger strikes over the summer, and
the journalist at the Davis Vanguard who covered the strikes in May.
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 
The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Maclean,
Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
I think it would be a good idea in light of everything. Messaging is o}en about repea.ng, and this is a new
story with a known actor who is also a leader, so yes.  
 

mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:emilou.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
mailto:emilou.maclean@sfgov.org
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From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 9:48 AM
To: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Worth a press release?
 
Hi Kelly -- I'm not sure if Francisco or Emi has advised on this yet, but two things: (1) You could let
Michelle Wiley know since she's the person who covered Yuba most recently; and if it's not enough for
a full story today, see if she wants to bring in one of her KQED radio colleagues to get a brief
interview/soundbite from you for the evening news; (2) Unfortunately, I am completely inundated
today. 

From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:08 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
<emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Worth a press release?
 
Hi all,

My client who went on three hunger strikes this year to protest unsafe conditions at Yuba in light of the
pandemic has just tested positive for COVID. I am wondering if this is worth taking to the media, since
exactly what he said would happen has now happened and it is nearly inevitable that every single ICE detainee
who remains at Yuba is likely to be infected, too, given ICE’s and the jail’s ongoing mismanagement of the
outbreak there. He is okay with taking this public.

Best,
Kelly

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:emilou.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:emilou.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
Date: Monday, January 11, 2021 at 8:48:33 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)
To: Wells, Kelly (PDR), Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
CC: Itzel Calvo, Juan Prieto

Hi Kelly,
 
It seems one thing to consider would be to pitch this to an individual reporter for a longer piece. There is a lot
of info you men.on and this seems it would be harder to pitch for mul.ple reporters in a news cycle (though
certainly possible, it would just need to be .ghtened significantly).  On the other hand, pitching to an
independent journalist or smaller outlet (i.e. examiner, mission local, or even Ta.ana at the Chron or
someone at KQED) could be a good way to move this forward,
 
Just thoughts and happy to see this move forward however we decide.
 
Fco  
 
From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:44 PM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Cc: Itzel Calvo <itzelcmedina21@gmail.com>; Juan Prieto <jprieto@ciyja.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
Hi all,
 
I wanted to circle back on this. Valerie, would you maybe have .me to work on this today? I spoke with JJ
over the weekend, and he was very eloquent about how important it is for the government to release anyone
who hasn’t been infected yet. None of us had .me to do it on Friday but I wouldn’t want to miss the chance
to con.nue to keep this in the news, par.cularly given the powerful angle of a detainee who did everything
he could to get the government to take this threat seriously. Also cc’ing here the organizers from CIYJA for
yall’s thoughts.
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I think the talking points would be:
 

He led three hunger strikes, star.ng in May of last year, to warn that YCJ was placing him and others in
danger; since then, there has been an outbreak in which at least half of the jail popula.on has been
infected with COVID-19.
(Maybe): He was denied release by ICE three .mes last spring, and by the federal judge on 12/28, and
tested posi.ve on 1/7
He is calling on the judge to release everyone from YCJ who has not yet tested posi.ve, to prevent
them from ge�ng sick.
He experienced symptoms including coughing up blood, dizziness, and difficulty breathing
YCJ did not take his temperature or check his oxygen for more than 24h a}er he tested posi.ve, un.l I
called the jail and specifically asked them to.
A}er tes.ng posi.ve, he was moved into an isola.on cell that is effec.vely solitary confinement: it was
filthy when he arrived, including the hairs of the former occupant in the bedding, and he had to clean
it himself, while he was sick; it has no ven.la.on and is suffoca.ngly hot; and he’s unable to
communicate with anyone aside from legal phone calls
He believes that these puni.ve condi.ons are preven.ng symptoma.c people from self-iden.fying to
YCJ medical staff, which is precisely what the CDC warns will happen. See
h4ps://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correc.on-deten.on/guidance-correc.onal-
deten.on.html#Solitary_Confinement, recommending that correc.onal facili.es “ensure that medical
isola.on for COVID-19 is dis.nct from puni.ve solitary confinement of incarcerated/detained
individuals, both in name and in prac.ce.”

Because of limited individual housing spaces within many correc.onal and deten.on facili.es,
infected individuals are o}en placed in the same housing spaces that are used for solitary
confinement. To avoid being placed in these condi.ons, incarcerated/detained individuals may
be hesitant to report COVID-19 symptoms, leading to con.nued transmission within shared
housing spaces and, poten.ally, lack of health care and adverse health outcomes for infected
individuals who delay repor.ng symptoms. Ensure that medical isola.on is opera.onally dis.nct
from solitary confinement, even if the same housing spaces are used for both. For example:

Ensure that individuals under medical isola.on receive regular visits from medical staff
and have access to mental health services.
Make efforts to provide similar access to radio, TV, reading materials, personal property,
and commissary as would be available in individuals’ regular housing units.
Consider allowing increased telephone privileges without a cost barrier to maintain
mental health and connec.on with others while isolated.
Communicate regularly with isolated individuals about the dura.on and purpose of their
medical isola.on period.

 
Best,
Kelly
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html#Solitary_Confinement
mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
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The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:40 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
We could also reach out to Farida Jhabvala Romero, who covered the hunger strikes over the summer, and
the journalist at the Davis Vanguard who covered the strikes in May.
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 
The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Maclean,
Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
I think it would be a good idea in light of everything. Messaging is o}en about repea.ng, and this is a new
story with a known actor who is also a leader, so yes.  
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 9:48 AM
To: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Worth a press release?
 
Hi Kelly -- I'm not sure if Francisco or Emi has advised on this yet, but two things: (1) You could let
Michelle Wiley know since she's the person who covered Yuba most recently; and if it's not enough for
a full story today, see if she wants to bring in one of her KQED radio colleagues to get a brief
interview/soundbite from you for the evening news; (2) Unfortunately, I am completely inundated
today. 

From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:08 AM

mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
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To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
<emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Worth a press release?
 
Hi all,

My client who went on three hunger strikes this year to protest unsafe conditions at Yuba in light of the
pandemic has just tested positive for COVID. I am wondering if this is worth taking to the media, since
exactly what he said would happen has now happened and it is nearly inevitable that every single ICE detainee
who remains at Yuba is likely to be infected, too, given ICE’s and the jail’s ongoing mismanagement of the
outbreak there. He is okay with taking this public.

Best,
Kelly

Sent from my iPhone

Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
Date: Monday, January 11, 2021 at 8:44:29 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Wells, Kelly (PDR)
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR), Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
CC: Itzel Calvo, Juan Prieto

Hi all,
 
I wanted to circle back on this. Valerie, would you maybe have .me to work on this today? I spoke with JJ
over the weekend, and he was very eloquent about how important it is for the government to release anyone
who hasn’t been infected yet. None of us had .me to do it on Friday but I wouldn’t want to miss the chance
to con.nue to keep this in the news, par.cularly given the powerful angle of a detainee who did everything
he could to get the government to take this threat seriously. Also cc’ing here the organizers from CIYJA for
yall’s thoughts.
 
I think the talking points would be:
 

He led three hunger strikes, star.ng in May of last year, to warn that YCJ was placing him and others in
danger; since then, there has been an outbreak in which at least half of the jail popula.on has been
infected with COVID-19.
(Maybe): He was denied release by ICE three .mes last spring, and by the federal judge on 12/28, and
tested posi.ve on 1/7
He is calling on the judge to release everyone from YCJ who has not yet tested posi.ve, to prevent
them from ge�ng sick.
He experienced symptoms including coughing up blood, dizziness, and difficulty breathing
YCJ did not take his temperature or check his oxygen for more than 24h a}er he tested posi.ve, un.l I
called the jail and specifically asked them to.
A}er tes.ng posi.ve, he was moved into an isola.on cell that is effec.vely solitary confinement: it was
filthy when he arrived, including the hairs of the former occupant in the bedding, and he had to clean
it himself, while he was sick; it has no ven.la.on and is suffoca.ngly hot; and he’s unable to
communicate with anyone aside from legal phone calls
He believes that these puni.ve condi.ons are preven.ng symptoma.c people from self-iden.fying to

mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:emilou.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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YCJ medical staff, which is precisely what the CDC warns will happen. See
h4ps://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correc.on-deten.on/guidance-correc.onal-
deten.on.html#Solitary_Confinement, recommending that correc.onal facili.es “ensure that medical
isola.on for COVID-19 is dis.nct from puni.ve solitary confinement of incarcerated/detained
individuals, both in name and in prac.ce.”

Because of limited individual housing spaces within many correc.onal and deten.on facili.es,
infected individuals are o}en placed in the same housing spaces that are used for solitary
confinement. To avoid being placed in these condi.ons, incarcerated/detained individuals may
be hesitant to report COVID-19 symptoms, leading to con.nued transmission within shared
housing spaces and, poten.ally, lack of health care and adverse health outcomes for infected
individuals who delay repor.ng symptoms. Ensure that medical isola.on is opera.onally dis.nct
from solitary confinement, even if the same housing spaces are used for both. For example:

Ensure that individuals under medical isola.on receive regular visits from medical staff
and have access to mental health services.
Make efforts to provide similar access to radio, TV, reading materials, personal property,
and commissary as would be available in individuals’ regular housing units.
Consider allowing increased telephone privileges without a cost barrier to maintain
mental health and connec.on with others while isolated.
Communicate regularly with isolated individuals about the dura.on and purpose of their
medical isola.on period.

 
Best,
Kelly
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 
The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:40 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
We could also reach out to Farida Jhabvala Romero, who covered the hunger strikes over the summer, and
the journalist at the Davis Vanguard who covered the strikes in May.
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html#Solitary_Confinement
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San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 
The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Maclean,
Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
I think it would be a good idea in light of everything. Messaging is o}en about repea.ng, and this is a new
story with a known actor who is also a leader, so yes.  
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 9:48 AM
To: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Worth a press release?
 
Hi Kelly -- I'm not sure if Francisco or Emi has advised on this yet, but two things: (1) You could let
Michelle Wiley know since she's the person who covered Yuba most recently; and if it's not enough for
a full story today, see if she wants to bring in one of her KQED radio colleagues to get a brief
interview/soundbite from you for the evening news; (2) Unfortunately, I am completely inundated
today. 

From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:08 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
<emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Worth a press release?
 
Hi all,

My client who went on three hunger strikes this year to protest unsafe conditions at Yuba in light of the
pandemic has just tested positive for COVID. I am wondering if this is worth taking to the media, since
exactly what he said would happen has now happened and it is nearly inevitable that every single ICE detainee
who remains at Yuba is likely to be infected, too, given ICE’s and the jail’s ongoing mismanagement of the
outbreak there. He is okay with taking this public.

Best,
Kelly

Sent from my iPhone
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sac County Jails Ordered by Superior Court to Release Detainees; San Quen.n
Hospital Trauma

Date: Monday, January 11, 2021 at 7:00:50 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Kevin Sawyer: "Once admitted, Jaspar said he experienced chills and kept complaining to the
correctional officers guarding him, to no avail. He said an African American RN, “who wore a badge,”
looked at him with disgust, and when the officers were not watching he turned the thermostat up as high
as it would go and walked out of the room,"

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 11, 2021

‘Have to choose between
phone calls and showering’ – COVID-19 Stories from CDCR’s
Mule Creek State Prison

By Jaskiran Soomal 
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This account is part 8 of the Vanguard’s series on COVID-19 stories from CDCR. Click here for part 7
and here for part 6.

Brian* was incarcerated at the Deuel Vocational Institution (DVI) in Tracy, but was recently transferred to
Mule Creek State Prison (MCSP) in Ione during a massive COVID-19 outbreak at the facility.

His wife shared his story and experiences with COVID-19 in an interview with the Vanguard.
CDCR’s effort to control the spread of COVID-19 across its thirty-five prisons has been under the
microscope since March. Outbreaks are an ongoing phenomenon in nearly all facilities where many are
getting infected yet remain neglected by the administration. 

Several incarcerated stories have suggested that staff are failing to follow protocols mandated by the
California Correctional Health Care Services (CCHCS) to mitigate outbreaks.

Some CDCR facilities are receiving more attention and scrutiny for their outbreaks and negligence by
staff than others. For instance, MCSP’s outbreaks have not received as much media coverage or public
attention, as San Quentin’s has in the past. 

Since Brian’s arrival in MCSP in November, the number of infections have multiplied exponentially. While
only 30 positive cases were confirmed upon his arrival, this number grew to almost 500 positive cases as
of Dec. 7. 

Currently, MCSP has a total of 1,504 confirmed cases with 279 cases active in custody and 4 total
deaths. MCSP is among the facilities with the highest infection rate across CDCR. Brian and his wife
contend that relocations and transfers within the facility, and the lack of cleaning supplies are the primary
cause of infections spreading.

Brian recalls seeing a fellow incarcerated person, who tested positive, being moved in and out of various
buildings within the prison. He adds, “…this activity has occurred throughout several of the housing
buildings.”

He also shares that cleaning supplies are not issued on a regular basis. The lack of cleaning supplies
does not help with mitigating the spread of the virus, but rather encourages it. It also makes those who
are medically high-risk more prone to contracting COVID-19. 

With COVID-19 ravaging CDCR facilities, valuable programs for education and life skills have been
halted to promote social distancing. While some programs continue to operate without group meetings, a
majority have been shutdown. At MCSP, Brian says, “We’re mostly on lockdown and they aren’t doing
much if any programming, like substance addiction treatment let alone any educational programming of
any type.” 

He also expresses, “…inmate phones aren’t being cleaned between calls and that [we’re] having to
choose between phone calls and showering.” With in-person visitations being halted, phone calls are the
only way incarcerated people can connect with their loved ones. 

To read the full article - click here

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a
few of you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a
month goes so far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue
our growth trajectory. Hit this link
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

COVID-19 OUTBREAK: Sac County Jails
Ordered by Superior Court to Release
Detainees – But Only Handful, Not Nearly
Enough, Charge Critics

A Sacramento County Superior Court judge here has agreed
to release some of those incarcerated in the Sacramento
County jails starting Monday, and at first blush it sounds like a
good way to fight COVID-19

Read More

Guest Commentary: Jaspar’s Hospital
Trauma

One prisoner who fell ill during the coronavirus outbreak at
San Quentin was treated with disdain and neglect for his
medical condition; not by a doctor, but by a correctional officer
who almost killed him at an outside hospital, in

Read More

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Portland’s D.A. Mike Schmidt Brings
Reform to an Epicenter of Anti-Racist
Movement

With Portland being one of the epicenters for the anti-racist
movement, new Multnomah County District Attorney Mike
Schmidt had his work cut out for him when he was appointed
District Attorney a whole five

Read More

‘Have to choose between phone calls and
showering’ – COVID-19 Stories from
CDCR’s Mule Creek State Prison

Brian* was incarcerated at the Deuel Vocational Institution
(DVI) in Tracy, but was recently transferred to Mule Creek
State Prison (MCSP) in Ione during a massive COVID-19
outbreak at the facility.

Read More

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Georgia’s Western Judicial Circuit Deborah
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Georgia’s Western Judicial Circuit Deborah
Gonzalez Announces Criminal Justice
Reforms

Deborah Gonzalez, the first Latina DA in Georgia and first
female Puerto Rican District Attorney in the U.S., announced
a series of criminal justice reforms that took effect day on of
her term in office as Georgia Western Judicial Circuit.

Read More

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Philly Progressive Prosecutor Larry
Krasner Turns Heads and Receives
Backlash

Declared a “rogue” and “radical” prosecutor by many, Larry
Krasner is demonstrating what some call mercy and
understanding to thousands of Philadelphia residents in order
to reform the justice system and improve community l

Read More

Los Angeles County DA Gascón – Despite
Critics – Determined to End Cash Bail
System

District Attorney George Gascón is determined to end the
unjust money bail system in Los Angeles County – critics
argue the money bail system allows wealthy individuals to
acquire their freedom financially

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Over Six Thousand Active Cases Across
CDCR; Death Toll Reaches 144

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Outbreak in Rio Cosumnes Correctional
Center, Sac County Snowballs – Over 150
Cases Reported

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
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Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Courts Hikes Bail 7 Times for Alleged Drug
Dealer, Domestic Violence Defendant

Defendant Tyler Webster’s $25,000 bail jumped seven times
to $175,000 here in Yolo County Superior Court last week on
now multiple open cases, and the District Attorney was
demanding who paid his previous bail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

COVID-19 Aiding Incarcerated? Delays Not
One, But Two Sentencing Dates

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge James McFetridge
last Friday was prepared to sentence both Alexander Smith
and Jabari Shabazz in their co-defendant case.

Read More

Defendant Granted Diversion Even After
Damning Victim Impact Statement

Even after what appeared to be a poignant and damning
victim impact statement read in open court last Friday, a man
accused of attempted robbery and car vandalism is being
allowed to pursue mental health

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees
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County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable
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Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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Subject: Re: Worth a press release?
Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 at 8:16:20 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Wells, Kelly (PDR), Ugarte, Francisco (PDR), Maclean, Emilou (PDR)

Good call!

From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:40 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
We could also reach out to Farida Jhabvala Romero, who covered the hunger strikes over the summer, and
the journalist at the Davis Vanguard who covered the strikes in May.
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 
The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Maclean,
Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
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Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
I think it would be a good idea in light of everything. Messaging is o}en about repea.ng, and this is a new
story with a known actor who is also a leader, so yes.  
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 9:48 AM
To: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Worth a press release?
 
Hi Kelly -- I'm not sure if Francisco or Emi has advised on this yet, but two things: (1) You could let
Michelle Wiley know since she's the person who covered Yuba most recently; and if it's not enough for
a full story today, see if she wants to bring in one of her KQED radio colleagues to get a brief
interview/soundbite from you for the evening news; (2) Unfortunately, I am completely inundated
today. 

From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:08 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
<emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Worth a press release?
 
Hi all,

My client who went on three hunger strikes this year to protest unsafe conditions at Yuba in light of the
pandemic has just tested positive for COVID. I am wondering if this is worth taking to the media, since
exactly what he said would happen has now happened and it is nearly inevitable that every single ICE detainee
who remains at Yuba is likely to be infected, too, given ICE’s and the jail’s ongoing mismanagement of the
outbreak there. He is okay with taking this public.

Best,
Kelly

Sent from my iPhone
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Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 at 6:40:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Wells, Kelly (PDR)
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR), Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Maclean, Emilou (PDR)

We could also reach out to Farida Jhabvala Romero, who covered the hunger strikes over the summer, and
the journalist at the Davis Vanguard who covered the strikes in May.
 
Kelly Engel Wells (she/her/ella)
Deputy Public Defender, Immigra.on Defense Unit
Office of the Public Defender
555 Seventh St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
kelly.wells@sfgov.org
Phone:  415.553.9350
Fax: 415.553.9810
 
The informa.on contained in this electronic message may be confiden.al and may be subject to the a4orney-client privilege
and the a4orney work-product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not
the intended recipient, any  use, dissemina.on, or copying of this communica.on is prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please delete the original from your e-mail system.
 
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Maclean,
Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Worth a press release?
 
I think it would be a good idea in light of everything. Messaging is o}en about repea.ng, and this is a new
story with a known actor who is also a leader, so yes.  
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 9:48 AM
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To: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>; Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>;
Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Worth a press release?
 
Hi Kelly -- I'm not sure if Francisco or Emi has advised on this yet, but two things: (1) You could let
Michelle Wiley know since she's the person who covered Yuba most recently; and if it's not enough for
a full story today, see if she wants to bring in one of her KQED radio colleagues to get a brief
interview/soundbite from you for the evening news; (2) Unfortunately, I am completely inundated
today. 

From: Wells, Kelly (PDR) <kelly.wells@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:08 AM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>; Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
<emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Worth a press release?
 
Hi all,

My client who went on three hunger strikes this year to protest unsafe conditions at Yuba in light of the
pandemic has just tested positive for COVID. I am wondering if this is worth taking to the media, since
exactly what he said would happen has now happened and it is nearly inevitable that every single ICE detainee
who remains at Yuba is likely to be infected, too, given ICE’s and the jail’s ongoing mismanagement of the
outbreak there. He is okay with taking this public.

Best,
Kelly

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:emilou.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:kelly.wells@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:emilou.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org


Monday, September 19, 2022 at 00:23:13 Bri8sh Summer Time
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce -Pishko Talks Sheriff Accountability in Podcast; Blacks Leaders on How to Establish
Trust in Law Enforcement

Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 at 3:01:59 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Jessica Pishko on Sheriffs: "They lack even the most basic independent oversight and
supervision. In most states, there are few or no ways to hold them accountable,
even when they steal, lie or harm others. "

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 8, 2021

So Why Can’t We Get
Rid of Bad Sheriffs?

By David M. Greenwald
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Watching a panel discussion last year, Sheriff Jerry Clayton, of Washtenaw County in Michigan (Ann
Arbour) made the point that while there is a booming movement for progressive prosecutors, he is one of
the very few progressive sheriffs.

Indeed here in California we have seen Sheriff Scott Jones go to war with the Sacramento Board of
Supervisors, the ongoing fighting between Sheriff Villnueva in LA, the multiple scandal involving the
Orange County Sheriff’s Office, and recently Kern County Sheriff Donny Youngblood denying the AG’s
report despite his county leading the nation in officer involved shootings.

So why can’t we get rid of bad sheriffs?  That’s the question we talked with Jessica Pischko in a
podcast posted today.

In her 2019 NY Times op-ed, she argues, “They have little accountability and a lot of power.”

She noted a number of incidents and “local officials stood by helplessly.”

“Why is it so hard to remove a sheriff from office, even when that person is clearly ineffective or even
criminal?” she asked.  A key factor is that they are independently elected.

A key finding for her: “They lack even the most basic independent oversight and supervision. In most
states, there are few or no ways to hold them accountable, even when they steal, lie or harm others.
There are almost no civilian oversight commissions, no uniform disciplinary procedures, no reporting
requirements in most states. In fact, sheriffs are generally afforded special protections like complete
autonomy, a lack of term limits and the power to hire and fire at will, making it difficult to remove them
from office.”

Another key problem: “in most states, sheriffs are written into the Constitution — and so opaque that
county governments struggle with how to handle erring sheriffs.”

She also pointed out that the overwhelming majority of sheriffs are white and male.

And like police oversight overall, “Efforts to make sheriffs more accountable have run into roadblocks
created by state sheriffs associations, powerful lobbying groups that have historically opposed legislative
changes and community oversight. “

We had a great discussion.  I think this is an area that is underrecognized in the criminal justice system.

What’s the solution?  Some have called for eliminating the office.  Some have suggested making it an
appointed rather than an elected position - though I would point out, police chiefs aren’t a whole lot better.

In her article she suggests: “Here is an even more radical idea: Sheriffs should undertake reconciliation
with their communities. Otherwise, progress will be incomplete and unsatisfying. “

Thanks for reading.

Listen to the podcast here.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a few of
you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a month goes so
far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue our growth
trajectory. Hit this link

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001PMoOW9Ml9v4uITh_aG0O2gS0YO65_EsUsHMeHb9INklfp3WP0JAmeNrWMk3ILYJg8IPS_iJdvwwS82mD6AcYB_Y3e1hjqp1pzuO3B8Pu1l081H8XIpSwbVJZ7zJNiU3d_n5RiOlpZtIP2Uztq9HRGniL6F57jTmzgIsO98DH2gd4CfCKMqSaOZMZu6eWhmM8q_r3hWt3AdP89MZMmPJM1W4N3H9HEcKC-wU7v87wCKQVczsbMwiRSzr2z8J6rUfnqyLq4OTVpYPJCR2wJbhLnVyfhi28yjJG%26amp%3Bc%3DDYZS-hA1PHeSPeg5kQMVyj3-aR-lnL0ATjkAYbE6_bjWJ_lyD2SO5Q%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3Di_FjrPVzOcS47GX6BSh5omrCxTLLo6zihMnBcJwn2BbMDNE1MvYnGA%3D%3D&g=OTZmMjk1MGU5MTk3MWZkZg==&h=YTkyZDQzM2ZjMmMxMDhmNzc1YTZkNjdhNTg4MGYxMTlhYjk2ZGQ5ZTM4ZDQ0ZWExODVkNTM4NWEzOWNjZmRmNQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmUwMDMxZmUzNTFkOGMwYjU4ODgxZmM0NDQ0YTZkNWNmOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001PMoOW9Ml9v4uITh_aG0O2gS0YO65_EsUsHMeHb9INklfp3WP0JAmeNrWMk3ILYJg8IPS_iJdvwwS82mD6AcYB_Y3e1hjqp1pzuO3B8Pu1l081H8XIpSwbVJZ7zJNiU3d_n5RiOlpZtIP2Uztq9HRGniL6F57jTmzgIsO98DH2gd4CfCKMqSaOZMZu6eWhmM8q_r3hWt3AdP89MZMmPJM1W4N3H9HEcKC-wU7v87wCKQVczsbMwiRSzr2z8J6rUfnqyLq4OTVpYPJCR2wJbhLnVyfhi28yjJG%26amp%3Bc%3DDYZS-hA1PHeSPeg5kQMVyj3-aR-lnL0ATjkAYbE6_bjWJ_lyD2SO5Q%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3Di_FjrPVzOcS47GX6BSh5omrCxTLLo6zihMnBcJwn2BbMDNE1MvYnGA%3D%3D&g=NDUxZDFmYTdkZmM1MWI1ZA==&h=MDEyMTMwNWVmODcxMmU1MDUzYTdiZmY3OWMwYWZiZDE1NTkxOTlhYTJjYmRhYjI1OGQ0YjM0MWU1OGIzMzA2NA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmUwMDMxZmUzNTFkOGMwYjU4ODgxZmM0NDQ0YTZkNWNmOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001PMoOW9Ml9v4uITh_aG0O2gS0YO65_EsUsHMeHb9INklfp3WP0JAmeBE10ADlDFAkiX4B4GUIfMmqB9u5loHusbbDwaqeTigKomCGqbXwU_1l72zDRf98HCkzZUsA930kBox5ERDvoUmlLs3YNXCOUlQIUFw7Po78HRonqZ2kzsQ%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DDYZS-hA1PHeSPeg5kQMVyj3-aR-lnL0ATjkAYbE6_bjWJ_lyD2SO5Q%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3Di_FjrPVzOcS47GX6BSh5omrCxTLLo6zihMnBcJwn2BbMDNE1MvYnGA%3D%3D&g=ZDQ5YmVhNGNlYjdkMTQ3MA==&h=NDRhYTQ1NDYyYzFlY2ZiY2JmMmQ4ZmIyNjgxNDk4YTg0OWFmZmI3YmFkOTMzZTg2ZjViZDI4MmMwZjRiNzI1MQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmUwMDMxZmUzNTFkOGMwYjU4ODgxZmM0NDQ0YTZkNWNmOnYx
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

National Lawyers Guild-Sacramento
Condemns DC Capitol Attack by Trump
White Supremacists; Blames Police for
‘Double Standard’

The National Lawyers Guild (NLG) Sacramento Chapter has
condemned the attack on the U.S. Capitol Wednesday by
Trump loyalists, white supremacists and fascists that led to
four deaths and scores of arrests.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Vallejo, Sacramento ‘100 Black Men’ Forum
Discuss ‘How Can We Establish Trust in
Law Enforcement’

Community leaders Kori McCoy, Jamilia Land, Mike Gipson,
Joe Ested, Ryan Harrison, and Etan Thomas gathered in a
meaningful and passionate discussion during a town hall here
this week led by the organization 100 Black Men of

Read More

Blacks Stopped Most in 2020, Charges
California Racial and Identity Profiling
Advisory Board

Millions of people worldwide marched the streets in 2020
during a deadly pandemic to protest and fight against
injustices that occur every day in America, including racial
profiling and abuse of force on people of color.

Read More

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Boston Progressive DA Faces Pushback in

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001PMoOW9Ml9v4uITh_aG0O2gS0YO65_EsUsHMeHb9INklfp3WP0JAmeGvaBVyVd4U8a42wL2QcCiqy5hGY6-Xl5kWNJiX0HLRiaQaSBLN3kBkn5pB3_hfR6ZHy2ic2MRws_ZZaZTNqEuSFJLadTqxZOAJLj6t4I0K8J16Ibpt1KRw%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DDYZS-hA1PHeSPeg5kQMVyj3-aR-lnL0ATjkAYbE6_bjWJ_lyD2SO5Q%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3Di_FjrPVzOcS47GX6BSh5omrCxTLLo6zihMnBcJwn2BbMDNE1MvYnGA%3D%3D&g=ZDc3MzA5Y2U4OTdmYzA0Nw==&h=YWJmZjljMzI3ZDA3ZjdmMDM0Y2UxN2QxMjk2ZTE4MWZjYzNkZGI3MDFkNjhjOTEzMzAyOWNiNTAzMzMwOWI4MA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmUwMDMxZmUzNTFkOGMwYjU4ODgxZmM0NDQ0YTZkNWNmOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001PMoOW9Ml9v4uITh_aG0O2gS0YO65_EsUsHMeHb9INklfp3WP0JAmeGvaBVyVd4U8D7M5xeSLJr2ihg3eytlXyfFKOktUsp7PjRdIc_XvGrpwKR6iLm3bbG9eh5KlpcMB6coNYArq0i1x5uo7rGHuq1h1ch19SG6MsRSf0iDiCZv0JrQZ4LXfQhzYWhnItqux%26amp%3Bc%3DDYZS-hA1PHeSPeg5kQMVyj3-aR-lnL0ATjkAYbE6_bjWJ_lyD2SO5Q%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3Di_FjrPVzOcS47GX6BSh5omrCxTLLo6zihMnBcJwn2BbMDNE1MvYnGA%3D%3D&g=ZGVkN2IyZmU3YWVjZGFmMg==&h=OTU3Zjk2NDg5YjYwZTU4MTY3ZmU1YWUwYTliZjUzZGUzNjIzYzQ5NTYxYjczNTU5M2FiYWExYWQ2Y2JhNWQ0Yg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmUwMDMxZmUzNTFkOGMwYjU4ODgxZmM0NDQ0YTZkNWNmOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp%3Ff%3D001PMoOW9Ml9v4uITh_aG0O2gS0YO65_EsUsHMeHb9INklfp3WP0JAmeGvaBVyVd4U8txsLui_W4sJgzw7WiWgbSC8CKeBJAuZaWydiFIbgtR_OJ3xxrt5d3VNAdOzeuYA7Tf9O1lKvBWpYVzc4O7T9ojL2Z4Go6zoR37Rj6FTSfjMYqHqxQpey7LqKXdjPKFHgERj5MX27crk%3D%26amp%3Bc%3DDYZS-hA1PHeSPeg5kQMVyj3-aR-lnL0ATjkAYbE6_bjWJ_lyD2SO5Q%3D%3D%26amp%3Bch%3Di_FjrPVzOcS47GX6BSh5omrCxTLLo6zihMnBcJwn2BbMDNE1MvYnGA%3D%3D&g=MTczNjBiZmVlNTcxMTJkYQ==&h=ZDZiZDI5ZjhiNGQ4NTBhMGVkOTc5Y2Q3ZjUwMTllOTJjMGY1NzNkNmIxODEzMjkyNjg3NjA5ZTc3YjllMDliNg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmUwMDMxZmUzNTFkOGMwYjU4ODgxZmM0NDQ0YTZkNWNmOnYx
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Boston Progressive DA Faces Pushback in
Policies by Opponents

Even after two years on the job, Suffolk County District
Attorney’s Raechel Rollins continues to battle against
pushback by her opponents as she attempts to dismiss low-
level misdemeanor charges and to pass her other

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Over Six Thousand Active Cases Across
CDCR; Death Toll Reaches 144

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Outbreak in Rio Cosumnes Correctional
Center, Sac County Snowballs – Over 150
Cases Reported

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant in Davis Vehicle Death Claims
‘the Guy Ran intoaJudge Orders Director
of CA Department of State Hospitals to
Court for Sloth-like Rate of Treating
Criminal Patients Me’
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“Unacceptable under any standards in a civilized society,”
Judge David Rosenberg of Yolo County Superior Court
retorted after learning defendant Larry James Tillman Jr. –
who has been “languishing” in custody

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Already on Parole, Defendant Faces Trial
for Multiple Drug-Related Offenses,
Possession of ‘Monopoly’ Money

Defendant Justin Frank Bond – already on parole for a
previous robbery conviction – had multiple charges in two
cases facing him here at his preliminary hearing in
Sacramento County Superior Court Tuesday morning.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees

County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful
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Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 87 –
Jessica Pishko and Holding Sheriffs
Accountable

Everyday Injustice features Jessica Pishko, a writer, lawyer,
and consultant who focuses on sheriff accountability and jail
decarceration. She is currently advising nonprofit
organizations on sheriff accountability campaigns. She has

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More
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"We gather today due to a selfish man's injured pride and the outrage of his supporters whom he has
deliberately misinformed for the past two months and stirred to action this very morning," Senator
Romney wrote

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 7, 2021

Closing Thoughts on a Very Surreal Day
by David Greenwald

Yesterday as I watched the coverage of the capital under siege, I flashed back to my time as a young
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man when I worked in Washington DC back in 1996 and 1997. I used to bike from my house in SE about
two blocks from capital to my gym downtown and then after working out for an hour or two, I would bike
to the office I worked at in SW. I liked to cut through the front of the White House on Pennsylvania as it
was blocked off by that point to through traffic and gave me a respite from the insane traffic you would
otherwise have to contend with.

One day though, the day after the Olympic Park bombing, I tried to cut through and was redirected by
Secret Service. It was surreal to see the Capitol Police yesterday, in a location just a few blocks from
where I used to live, completely overrun by people who were able to breech the building, who we later
saw pounding through doors and busting into the chambers.

There we had our nation’s leaders, huddled on the floor, wearing gas masks, as the police were
apparently forced to open fire, killing one person.

A lot of people expressed shock. I was a bit dismayed to listen to the media coverage of this - the loaded
language that was used. 

First of all, this should not have been shocking. It was in fact the natural progression of everything that
has taken place for the last five years. For five years Donald Trump has inflamed the passions of those
supporting him as his means for political power.

This is what we saw in Charlottesville. This is the culmination of him fanning the flames of anger and
hatred.

Second, President Trump has refused to acknowledge that he was defeated by Biden. On Tuesday one
of the President’s supporters said something very telling to me, how do you prove that there was fraud
when Georgia refuses to let us look at the ballots.

That’s the exact opposite of how it is supposed to work. You don’t claim fraud because you don’t like the
outcome and then try to prove there was fraud arriving there. The opposite happens - you find evidence
that fraud exists and then you start to question the outcome.

We don’t have to look hard or long to find examples in our system where there probably was fraud and
impropriety - the 1876 Presidential Election which ironically is the basis for current election laws, the 1948
Senate race where LBJ won as chronicled in Robert Caro’s biography, the 1960 election where I think
there is solid evidence that Mayor Daily stuffed ballots in Chicago, even the 1968 election where the
Chenault Affair and new revelations there show that Nixon conspired to keep the South Vietnamese from
peace talks and of course the 2000 election which is less about fraud and more about flawed ballot
design.

2020 is not about vote fraud. The outcome was close, but not near as close as those other elections
mentioned.

"We gather today due to a selfish man's injured pride and the outrage of his supporters whom he has
deliberately misinformed for the past two months and stirred to action this very morning," Senator
Romney wrote in remarks before Trump supporters stormed the US Capitol. He then added, "What
happened here today was an insurrection, incited by the President of the United States."

I think he nailed it.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a few of
you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a month goes so
far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue our growth
trajectory. Hit this link

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qh3L5Ism0o-CiBGWx0E6YAhyknR-Un5s1hZrtbeYB8mjnWuVxSU41EvPLbjStCep62JXxSUqf45f6cCGsatPCKR6JwyiqHgRlMJYWeZNbsu2n3CDvl3UhFjmGzRppFU4j5yLzZDMD91Y94B9QdcFK99ba5qjH2hQUxneZFc7vak=&c=fZF9rXwnlMgDFqnSI54JmoOWsztp94V38KqIRrjaLrHXzVLlob6bEQ==&ch=hC6AwznwUGQWD8cZzp90MmB7C4AAVSK1vWoDmOVJEXEyOcyQYx34HA==
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Teen Beaten By Stockton Police Looks To
File Suit

Attorneys for a 17 year old High School Senior in Stockton
says on December 30 at 11 pm, the Black youth with no
juvenile criminal record was stopped by Stockton police. They
claimed he was speeding on a dark road on the

Read More

Trump Mob Invades Capitol with Alarming
Ease – Law Enforcement Did Little
Compared to Treatment of Police Brutality
Protesters

Calling themselves the “Save America Rally,” a mob stormed
the U.S. Capitol, halting Congress from the formal electoral
vote count to certify the winner of the presidential election.

Read More

President-Elect Joe Biden to Name Judge
Merrick Garland As His Attorney General

President-elect Joe Biden is expected to choose Judge
Merrick Garland—the federal appeals court judge whose U.S.
Supreme Court nomination in 2016 was blocked by the GOP
—as his choice for his

Read More

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Newly-Elected Austin DA José Garza
Reimagines Criminal Justice System

While local prosecutors across the country have become
more progressive than in the recent past, Travis County
welcomes a newly-elected district attorney with a passion for
transforming our criminal justice system

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Nine New Deaths Reported This Week;
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CDCR Death Toll Reaches 144

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Outbreak in Santa Clara Jails Snowballs –
Over Seventy Active Cases Reported

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant in Davis Vehicle Death Claims
‘the Guy Ran into Me’

Defendant Scott Ekoniak, charged with vehicular
manslaughter at his arraignment hearing in Yolo County
Superior Court Wednesday afternoon, maintains that the
pedestrian he hit and killed “ran into me.”ld

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Already on Parole, Defendant Faces Trial
for Multiple Drug-Related Offenses,
Possession of ‘Monopoly’ Money
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Defendant Justin Frank Bond – already on parole for a
previous robbery conviction – had multiple charges in two
cases facing him here at his preliminary hearing in
Sacramento County Superior Court Tuesday morning.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees

County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More
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Deputy Solicitor General Joshua A. Klein: “the state can’t decide who to hold in custody and who to
release until trial based on the defendant’s financial resources.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 6, 2021

Challenges with Early-Release Programs; Poor Outbreak
Management

By Jaskiran Soomal and Mengyu Yang

Mark* and Lewis* are currently incarcerated at High Desert State Prison (HDSP) and Substance Abuse
and Treatment Facility (SATF) respectively. 

Both facilities are among those with the highest number of confirmed COVID-19 cases across CDCR.
SATF and HDSP have an alarming 2,978 and 1,905 confirmed cases respectively, and eight deaths in
total.  

Between early-November and late-December, a major outbreak was underway at HDSP with hundreds of
new cases, within a population of 3300 people, being reported every 2-3 days. It peaked on Dec. 14,
when the total active cases in custody crossed 700.

Similarly, between late-October to late-December, an outbreak was ongoing at SATF. It peaked on Nov.
30, with over 1000 active cases in a population of 4400 people, i.e. approximately one-fourth of the prison
was COVID-19 positive. Active cases have been declining since Dec. 25, after staying in the 800-1000
range for weeks. 

Mark and Lewis both tested positive for COVID-19 during these outbreaks. 

In July, Gov. Newsom signed into effect three emergency release programs for population reduction, to
mitigate the spread of COVID-19. Over 6,200 individuals were granted early-release by virtue of their
sentence length (180-days or 360-days remaining) or medical conditions. 

6,599 people were eligible for early release consideration based on their medical conditions alone.
However, CDCR only considered 1,335 of them for early-release and granted releases to 45 people. 

Mark’s wife stated that he has, “…filed several appeals within the prison and wrote to Gov. Newsom, the
Office of the Ombudsman, CDCR’s Secretary in order to be granted an expedited release.” 
“[Mark]…was denied release because he was not considered part of the ‘vulnerable’ group of the inmate
population,” she added.

He was tested for COVID-19 and received the results a week later. Pending his results, he was housed in
a cell with another individual. After receiving a positive result on Dec. 8, he was moved to a quarantine
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unit within the facility. 

His wife stated, “[Mark]…was removed from the cell and placed in an isolated cell. His cellmate remained
in the same cell.”

His cellmate was neither tested nor told to isolate after being exposed to the virus. This pattern of
negligence has been reported by others at HDSP and other CDCR facilities. 

Although CDCR have been advised to reduce their populations to mitigate the spread of COVID-19,
Mark’s wife believes they are failing to do so. Evidently, infections are on the rise especially in HDSP and
SATF, leaving those inside vulnerable to catching the virus.

Full article located here

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a few of
you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a month goes so
far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue our growth
trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Michigan Prosecutor Conducts Listening
Tour, Announces Criminal Justice Reforms

Washtenaw County’s newly-elected prosecutor, Eli Savit,
began his term with a “Criminal Justice Listening Tour” prior to
launching a series of progressive criminal justice reforms.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 86:
Baltimore Prosecutor Marilyn Mosby

Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby joined the Everyday
Injustice podcast to discuss her office’s new sentencing
review unit. The unit will review cases of certain incarcerated
people to determine whether the office supports their

Read More

Following Hit-and-Run Deaths by Felon,
DA Chesa Boudin Reform Policies
Questioned
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This New Year’s Eve, two pedestrians crossing the street here
were struck and killed by a hit and run car driven by Troy
Ramon McAlister, who allegedly stolen the car two days
earlier from Daly City where he

Read More

After a Year Delay, California Supreme
Court Finally Hears Oral Argument on re
Kenneth Humphrey Monetary Bail

The California Supreme Court Tuesday held a long-
anticipated oral argument to review criticisms surrounding
monetary bail – as evoked by Kenneth Humphrey appellate
opinion in 2017 – and maybe took a step toward

Read More

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Reform-Minded Laura Conover Assumes
County Attorney Job in Pima County, AZ

January 1 not only marked the beginning of a new year, but
the day Laura Conover assumed her new role as County
Attorney in Pima County, a position that her predecessor held
for nearly a quarter of a century.

Read More

Challenges with Early-Release Programs;
Poor Outbreak Management

Both facilities are among those with the highest number of
confirmed COVID-19 cases across CDCR. SATF and HDSP
have an alarming 2,978 and 1,905 confirmed cases
respectively, and eight deaths in total. 

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Six New Deaths & Hundreds of New Cases
Reported in 24 Hours; CDCR Death Toll
Reaches 149

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Outbreak in Rio Cosumnes Correctional
Center, Sac County – Over Fifty Active
Cases Reported
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

The Vanguard September-October 2020
Wrap Up – Graphic Teen Sex Abuse Trial

While the number of COVID-19 cases remained level in
California in September and October, the number of cases
skyrocketed near the end of October nationwide, meaning the
continuing pandemic mandated that the courts remain

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Already on Parole, Defendant Faces Trial
for Multiple Drug-Related Offenses,
Possession of ‘Monopoly’ Money

Defendant Justin Frank Bond – already on parole for a
previous robbery conviction – had multiple charges in two
cases facing him here at his preliminary hearing in
Sacramento County Superior Court Tuesday morning.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees
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County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 at 9:48:56 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Layla Mustafa

Great to know. Welcome aboard and we can talk soon.

All the best,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 12:58 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Valerie,

Thank you for your help! I called Jacque today and we spoke about it for a bit. I'll reach out to you if I have any future
questions, thank you again for being so helpful thus far.

All the best,
Layla

On Mon, Jan 4, 2021 at 12:39 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla - Happy new year! Jacque men.oned that he would be able to put you in touch with folks in
the office, so you may want to check in with him first to see who he had in mind. As the new
managing a4orney of the PRU Unit, he'll have a more direct line on the appropriate staff. I'm happy
to further assist as needed. Thank you!

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 12:33 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

I hope you're doing well and that you had a restful break. Now that people are beginning to return to the office, I
was curious as to if anyone would be available to meet in the near future? 

Let me know what you think or if you need anything from me. I have begun training for the PRU, so I will start
to become more involved in the office, rather than just being connected through the Courtwatch program.

I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you!
Layla

On Fri, Dec 11, 2020 at 11:49 AM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie, 

I wanted to follow up and see if you would still be willing to have a quick meeting today? My schedule is flexible,
so please let me know what works best for you.

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Thank you again,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 6:17 PM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie,

Moving our meeting to Friday works for me. What time is best for you?

Best,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 5:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

Wondering if we could switch to Friday. My .me is much more flexible that day and I'll
hopefully be finished with this big project I'm working on. Or, if early next week works. 

Thanks,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward
to speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and
could set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday
(either between 12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I
fully understand your ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've
been really good.

Thank you,
Valerie
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from
untrusted sources.

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be
confined to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current
environment at the SF county jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of
research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information
the Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding
of current jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you
sharing my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their
experience regarding the matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research
conducted in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the
first point of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather
some of that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering
when you were hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, 
and I actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally 
introduce myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past 
you may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm 
that you were still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public 
Defender’s viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? 
Additionally, have clients voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the 
incarcerated narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible 
with your schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my 
number is 415-990-9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a 
better contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the 
office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 at 8:58:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Layla Mustafa
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Valerie,

Thank you for your help! I called Jacque today and we spoke about it for a bit. I'll reach out to you if I have any future
questions, thank you again for being so helpful thus far.

All the best,
Layla

On Mon, Jan 4, 2021 at 12:39 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla - Happy new year! Jacque men.oned that he would be able to put you in touch with folks in
the office, so you may want to check in with him first to see who he had in mind. As the new
managing a4orney of the PRU Unit, he'll have a more direct line on the appropriate staff. I'm happy
to further assist as needed. Thank you!

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 12:33 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

I hope you're doing well and that you had a restful break. Now that people are beginning to return to the office, I
was curious as to if anyone would be available to meet in the near future? 

Let me know what you think or if you need anything from me. I have begun training for the PRU, so I will start
to become more involved in the office, rather than just being connected through the Courtwatch program.

I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you!
Layla

On Fri, Dec 11, 2020 at 11:49 AM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie, 

I wanted to follow up and see if you would still be willing to have a quick meeting today? My schedule is flexible,
so please let me know what works best for you.

Thank you again,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 6:17 PM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie,

Moving our meeting to Friday works for me. What time is best for you?

Best,

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 5:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

Wondering if we could switch to Friday. My .me is much more flexible that day and I'll
hopefully be finished with this big project I'm working on. Or, if early next week works. 

Thanks,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward
to speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and
could set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday
(either between 12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I
fully understand your ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've
been really good.

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from
untrusted sources.

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be
confined to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current
environment at the SF county jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of
research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information
the Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding
of current jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you
sharing my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their
experience regarding the matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research
conducted in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the
first point of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather
some of that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering
when you were hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 

Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, 
and I actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally 
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introduce myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past 
you may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm 
that you were still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public 
Defender’s viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? 
Additionally, have clients voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the 
incarcerated narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible 
with your schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my 
number is 415-990-9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a 
better contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the 
office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement on the Arrest of Troy McAlister
Date: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 at 7:08:09 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: January 5, 2021
CONTACT: SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS STATEMENT**

Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on the Arrest of Troy McAlister

“Tragically, two lives were lost in our midst on New Year's Eve. Our hearts go out to the

families of Hanako Abe and Elizabeth Platt.

My office represents Troy McAlister, the man arrested in response. We are just beginning to

receive information to make legal determinations in this case, and hold to our legal duty to

uphold the principle of innocence unless and until proven guilty. What seems clear already is

that this painful set of circumstances has illuminated larger, multi-system, societal failures. 

We have learned from decades of failed “tough on crime” rhetoric and policies that focusing

primarily on whether the system could have incarcerated someone longer, more often, or

more severely is how we find ourselves in the current scenario. We cannot let opponents of a

more fair and just criminal legal system exploit this loss-of-life to convince others that the

system we’ve long relied upon is the best we can do. 

I also want to make clear that Chesa Boudin never represented Troy McAlister.  Some are

misinterpreting court minutes that show Mr. Boudin as “special[ly] . . . appearing for the

attorney of record” on a “motion to continue,” but this was strictly an administrative

appearance that lawyers routinely make when a colleague is unavailable on an uncontested

matter. On the date at issue here, Mr. McAlister’s lawyer was in trial in another case and

she filed the motion to continue as a result. It is common for attorneys to make “stand-in”

appearances on behalf of an unavailable colleague. Mr. Boudin was apparently such a “stand-

in” on an uncontested postponement of the case to a new date. He would not have had any

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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confidential information nor presented any arguments on Mr. McAlister’s behalf. Our

overburdened courts could scarcely function without such courtesies. 

Of much greater importance is the recognition that we have a collective responsibility - as

justice partners in the legal system locally and statewide - to redirect our efforts and

resources. We must rethink our current responses to harm by centering people who have

been harmed, ensuring they are cared for, and working to understand why the harm

happened. We must commit to trying to prevent harm, not by attempting to mercilessly punish

it away, but by disrupting the pathway to harm and violence through systems of support and

care. This is what is actually needed for our communities to be safe. We as a society must

delve into understanding how our systems fail people in ways that lead to tragedy and how we

can learn from these mistakes to promote more healing, rather than more misery. That is what

my office has begun to do and what every agency that has an opportunity to intervene should

do, not just with more punishment but with more support, in order to prevent these kinds of

tragedies.”

###

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce -Deputy DAs Sue Gascon in LA; Savit Sworn-in in Michigan
Date: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 at 7:01:45 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“It means your tax dollars will no longer be used to lock people up who pose little danger" - Eli Savit

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 5, 2021

We Capped Off a Year of Growth with Huge Growth…
In the months after creating the Vanguard in July of 2006, I remember being amazed - people were
actually reading this thing, first it was 100, then it was 500, sometimes it reached 1000. From the modest
days of 2006, I am still amazed as to where we are today.

Yesterday I was on Zoom, training the next crew of interns, young students from all over the state. Last
fall we launched the Vanguard at UC Davis project. This month we will launch similar Vanguard at UCLA
and UC Berkeley projects.

We knew we had gone to new heights last year. Now we have the data that shows it. It’s actually pretty
stunning. In 2020, we have over 1.2 million unique visits. That nearly triples the year before when we had
479,000 unique visits. It’s not very often that you have that level of growth 15 years into an organization.

The thing that amazed me about 2020, as bad as it was, we learned that a lot of things we were doing
previously were at best suboptimal.

I remember laughing and cringing at the same time as the Davis City Council got Zoom-bombed. A lot of
people at that point threw their hands up in the air and suggested that the council should go to a minimal
agenda. But there was no need. They figured out very quickly how to avoid such problems.

In a way Zoom and platforms like it is revolutionary. All of a sudden we were no longer bound to a
physical location. We could meet with people all over the state. People that we will never meet in person,
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we are able to work with on a regular basis.

We are now able to have live check-ins with the interns after their court appearance. We are able to have
meetings where people simply log onto Zoom from their computers or their phones. We are able to do
training, have organizational meetings like never before.

Why would we ever go back to the way we did things before? The one area of frustration - while a lot of
counties have their court proceedings online, for whatever reason San Francisco where we have had a
strong core of interns and now LA where we are developing a strong organization, do not. That will limit
us. I also worry that after COVID, they will have in-person hearings only again.

I get some of the objections. But think about it - attorneys representing clients all of the region, no longer
have to drive everywhere. Some proceedings work before in person, but maximizing transparency makes
a lot of sense. We will see what happens and we will adapt to the new reality just as we adapted to
COVID.

Once again - I have to make this ask - we need people to become sustaining members. I know a few of
you cannot afford even $5 a month and I get it. But most of you can, $5, $10 even $25 a month goes so
far. Please become a sustaining member, it allows us to pay the bills and continue our growth
trajectory. Hit this link

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTOR SERIES:
Michigan Prosecutor Conducts Listening
Tour, Announces Criminal Justice Reforms

Washtenaw County’s newly-elected prosecutor, Eli Savit,
began his term with a “Criminal Justice Listening Tour” prior to
launching a series of progressive criminal justice reforms.

Read More

Deputy DA Association Sues Los Angeles
DA over Criminal Justice Reforms,
Sentencing Enhancement Directives

After facing backlash following his announcement to end all
sentencing enhancements, Los Angeles County’s District
Attorney George Gascón—despite backtracking to allow for
some enhancements—has still been

Read More

New Legislative Black Caucus Chairs
Promise to Advance Agenda of ‘Justice for
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All Californians’

The California Legislative Black Caucus, committed to
removing inequalities between racial groups and working
toward equity for Black Californians, has elected Sen. Steven
Bradford to serve as Chair, and

Read More

Bronx Defenders Wonder If There Will Be
Real Action after Report on NYPD Violence
and Misconduct during George Floyd
Protests

The New York City Department of Investigation has released
its report on the NY Police Dept. misconduct during this
summer’s protests against the killing of George Floyd and
police violence against the Black community.

Read More

Concerns Regarding Early-Releases and
Vaccinations Rise As Outbreaks Snowball
Across CDCR

COVID-19 cases are continuing to spike across California
prisons. Chris Washington is incarcerated at Salinas Valley
State Prison (SVSP). He told The Mercury that an outbreak
occurred at SVSP after him and others were transferred

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Four Deaths & Hundreds of New Cases
Reported Over Weekend; CDCR Death Toll
Reaches 133

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Eighty-Seven
Active Cases Yet Testing Remains Low

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

The Vanguard September-October 2020
Wrap Up – Graphic Teen Sex Abuse Trial

While the number of COVID-19 cases remained level in
California in September and October, the number of cases
skyrocketed near the end of October nationwide, meaning the
continuing pandemic mandated that the courts remain

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Trial Set for Defendant Accused of
Attempting to Rob Nail Salon by Tunneling
through Bathroom

Defendant Andrew Kowalski—accused of tunneling his way
into a COVID-19 padlocked nail salon and attempting to break
into an ATM cash machine—will go before a jury after his
preliminary hearing Monday in Sacramento

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees

County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
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and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju
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In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Monday, January 4, 2021 at 8:39:30 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Layla Mustafa

Hi Layla - Happy new year! Jacque men.oned that he would be able to put you in touch with folks in
the office, so you may want to check in with him first to see who he had in mind. As the new managing
a4orney of the PRU Unit, he'll have a more direct line on the appropriate staff. I'm happy to further
assist as needed. Thank you!

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 12:33 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

I hope you're doing well and that you had a restful break. Now that people are beginning to return to the office, I was
curious as to if anyone would be available to meet in the near future? 

Let me know what you think or if you need anything from me. I have begun training for the PRU, so I will start
to become more involved in the office, rather than just being connected through the Courtwatch program.

I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you!
Layla

On Fri, Dec 11, 2020 at 11:49 AM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie, 

I wanted to follow up and see if you would still be willing to have a quick meeting today? My schedule is flexible,
so please let me know what works best for you.

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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Thank you again,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 6:17 PM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie,

Moving our meeting to Friday works for me. What time is best for you?

Best,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 5:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

Wondering if we could switch to Friday. My .me is much more flexible that day and I'll hopefully
be finished with this big project I'm working on. Or, if early next week works. 

Thanks,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward to
speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and
could set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday (either
between 12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I fully
understand your ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've been
really good.

Thank you,
Valerie
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted
sources.

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be
confined to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at
the SF county jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information
the Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of
current jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you
sharing my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their
experience regarding the matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted
in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first
point of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather
some of that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering
when you were hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
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Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, 
and I actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally 
introduce myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past 
you may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that 
you were still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public 
Defender’s viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? 
Additionally, have clients voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the 
incarcerated narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with 
your schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 
415-990-9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a 
better contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Monday, January 4, 2021 at 8:33:23 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Layla Mustafa
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Hello Valerie,

I hope you're doing well and that you had a restful break. Now that people are beginning to return to the office, I was
curious as to if anyone would be available to meet in the near future? 

Let me know what you think or if you need anything from me. I have begun training for the PRU, so I will start
to become more involved in the office, rather than just being connected through the Courtwatch program.

I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thank you!
Layla

On Fri, Dec 11, 2020 at 11:49 AM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie, 

I wanted to follow up and see if you would still be willing to have a quick meeting today? My schedule is flexible,
so please let me know what works best for you.

Thank you again,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 6:17 PM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie,

Moving our meeting to Friday works for me. What time is best for you?
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Best,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 5:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

Wondering if we could switch to Friday. My .me is much more flexible that day and I'll hopefully
be finished with this big project I'm working on. Or, if early next week works. 

Thanks,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward to
speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and
could set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday (either
between 12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I fully
understand your ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've been
really good.

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted
sources.

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be
confined to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at
the SF county jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information
the Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of
current jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you
sharing my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their
experience regarding the matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted
in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first
point of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather
some of that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering
when you were hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 

Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, 
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and I actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally 
introduce myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past 
you may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that 
you were still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public 
Defender’s viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? 
Additionally, have clients voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the 
incarcerated narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with 
your schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 
415-990-9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a 
better contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce -Anger Builds in the Handling of COVID in California Prisons; Virginia Prosecutor
Announces New Criminal Jus.ce Reforms

Date: Monday, January 4, 2021 at 7:00:09 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Will these government officials be charged with murder or attempted murder?” the mother of an
incarcerated person asked.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 4, 2021

Vanguard Series on COVID-19 Stories From CDCR Continues

Part 5: “Guards write Rule Violations to delay early-releases for disobeying
direct orders”

By Koda Slingluff
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Orlando Smith is a thoughtful artist and reporter incarcerated at San Quentin. The Vanguard has had the
privilege of speaking with Smith on multiple occasions regarding the prison’s conditions during the
pandemic.

Smith’s sentiments gracefully weave together aspects of his incarcerated experience with Covid-19
related racism, indifference, frustration, and ever-present fear.

He began by saying, “The reality is simply the same systemic racism. Racist prison guards, an
administration that’s indifferent to the incarcerated population. A guard union run by ‘proud boys.’ Yes it
should be a collective idea of solidarity in the midst of this deadly crisis. It just isn’t so.”

He added,  “CDCR has turned isolation into punishment because that’s what they do.”

As of Dec 28., San Quentin houses a population of 2,758 people. It has reported 28 total deaths and
2241 cumulative confirmed cases.

“Far as social distancing… impossible!” Smith told the Vanguard. “This prison is over packed. They say
it’s back to design capacity (single celled) but for most part 80% is still double cell living.”

San Quentin’s design capacity is 3,082 people. A month before the prison’s first outbreak, CDCR’s
Population Report showed them at 122.5% of capacity.

Even before the outbreak, the prison conditions were concerning. Ivan Von Staich, who was also
incarcerated at San Quentin, filed a petition alleging that the prison was not prepared for coronavirus.

Full story here

Part 6: ‘Will government officials be charged with murder?’

By Jaskiran Soomal & Mengyu Yang

Jamal* is incarcerated at High Desert State Prison (HDSP) in Susanville, CA. His mother shared his story
with the Vanguard regarding CDCR’s negligence with handing COVID-19.

He was testing for Covid-19 recently, and was subsequently moved to “an infected-call, in an area where
everyone was sick.” 

Jamal’s mother said, “My son has not been sick until his recent move. He was fine up till about a week
and a half ago. They moved him on purpose. Whoever tested negative for Covid-19 are forcefully moved
to the Covid-19 infected prisoners’ cells.”

Numerous stories have emerged from other CDCR facilities regarding the intermixing of positive and
negative COVID-19 patients causing outbreaks to snowball.

Shortly after Jamal was moved, he contracted COVID-19. 

“Will these government officials be charged with murder or attempted murder?” she remarked. 

She painfully continued, “This is one of the most crucial events in our lives. And the police, the courts
have all failed him. I have failed him. This needs to stop. Again, I will continue to fight for his freedom.”

Full Story Here

Do you like our work? Can you afford $5 or $10 or more per month to become a
sustaining member? Hit this link - http://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com 

Click here to help.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Virginia Prosecutor Announces New
Criminal Justice Reforms, Asks
Lawmakers to OK

Fairfax County Commonwealth’s Attorney Steve Descano
announced a new sentencing reform policy here this past
week that bans the use of mandatory minimums in plea deals
except when “state law severely

Read More

Inmate Homicide of Former Yolo County
Convict at California State Prison,
Sacramento Prompts Investigation; Mother
Wants Answers

Officials are investigating the death of 25-year-old inmate
Braydon Lesseos at California State Prison, Sacramento
(CSP-SAC) after victim’s cellmate is suspected of stabbing
and killing him.

Read More

The Vanguard November-December 2020
Wrap Up – Heartwarming Clemencies and
Pandemic-Related Complications

Though turbulent and full of jarring surprises, 2020 ended on
a note of hope for more than a few defendants as judges from
both Sacramento and Yolo County reduced jail time and
offered alternative solutions besides jail and

Read More

‘Will government officials be charged with
murder?’

Jamal* is incarcerated at High Desert State Prison (HDSP) in
Susanville, CA. His mother shared his story with the Vanguard
regarding CDCR’s negligence with handing COVID-19.

Read More
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Opposition to SF DA Chesa Boudin’s
Progressive Policy Beginning to Get
Louder

Throughout his first year as District Attorney of San
Francisco, Chesa Boudin has advocated and implemented a
progressive policy platform to target the causes of crime
amidst challenges from police unions.

Read More

Black Lives Matter LA Releases Statement
Supporting LA County District Attorney’s
Justice Reform as Cop Unions Fight Back

Black Lives Matter Los Angeles and its ally organizations
released a statement late this past week supporting LA
District Attorney George Gascón in response to prosecutors
seeking to block his justice reform policies

Read More

“Guards write Rule Violations to delay
early-releases for disobeying direct
orders”

Orlando Smith is a thoughtful artist and reporter incarcerated
at San Quentin. The Vanguard has had the privilege of
speaking with Smith on multiple occasions regarding the
prison’s conditions during the pandemic.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Seven Deaths Reported Over Two Days;
CDCR Death Toll Reaches 129

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail’s Outbreak Snowballs —
Over Hundred Cases Reported in 24 Hours

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

The Vanguard September-October 2020
Wrap Up – Graphic Teen Sex Abuse Trial

While the number of COVID-19 cases remained level in
California in September and October, the number of cases
skyrocketed near the end of October nationwide, meaning the
continuing pandemic mandated that the courts remain

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Cautions Defendant to Change, or
He Can Expect ‘Years, if Not Decades’ in
Jail

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Scott L. Tedmon
was more than crystal clear in a stern warning made to
domestic violence Steven Sanchez last week, citing the
defendant would spend “years, if not decades”

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees

County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Asks Judge to ‘Have a Heart’
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and Reconsider His Prison Sentence –
Doesn’t Work

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Adolfo Corona presided
over a myriad of cases from four different Fresno departments
in the morning including one involving defendant Jaime
Rodriguez who, after pleading guilty to

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju
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In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Happy New Year Valerie!
 

Your generosity is a wonderful example of what makes this community great! Thank you for
being part of the solution as we begin the New Year with hope for the future.
 

Your gift is a demonstration of your core values and the empathy and compassion that has
the power to change the world. Words could never do enough to express our gratitude.
 

Thanks to you, we have managed to expand our court watch program to various locations
throughout Northern California and have kept you up to date on the latest COVID-19 news
through our COVID-19 project. 
 

Thanks for choosing to make a difference! Together we’ll head into 2021 stronger.
 

Please let me know if I can be of any assistance to you and your family at this time.
 

Wishing you and your loved ones a year filled with health, well-being, and peace. 
  
With gratitude, 
 
David Greenwald
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David Greenwald
Director of The Davis Vanguard 

Show your support today through a generous donate.

DONATE  TODAY

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser

Unsubscribe

Subject: Valerie, How are you keeping up to date on the latest COVID-19 news? 
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2020 at 8:00:18 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Davis Vanguard’s daily update from CDCR’s COVID-19 crisis

 

Hello Valerie!
 
How are you keeping up to date on the latest
COVID-19 news? 
 

 
 

To support the work of the
 COVID-19 in CA Jails & Prisons

Project donating today. 
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In case you weren't aware, the Davis Vanguard
offers a daily update on CDCR's COVID-19
crisis.
 

The Davis Vanguard's COVID-19 in CA Jails &
Prisons Project aims to document, analyze, and
report human rights violations, personal
narratives, and data related to the pandemic from
carceral facilities. Our team of 15 interns reports
on CDCR and five county jail systems: Alameda,
Santa Clara, Sacramento, Yolo, and San
Francisco county jails. 
 

To read more our latest findings please check out
our latest article. - https://bit.ly/38HcndP

 

DONATE TODAY

 
All donations made by the end of
December will be matched by a

generous donor.

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
Unsubscribe
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LA Times: “For many crimes, prosecutors can now choose from a nearly bottomless well of charging
choices with an enormous range of possible sentences. They can use these options to dissuade a
defendant — even an innocent one — from going to trial. Plead guilty and serve nine years, for example,
or face 39 years in prison if convicted.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 31, 2020

LA Times Is Correct To Ask California To Fix Its Criminal
Sentencing

by David Greenwald

In Los Angeles, George Gascon has implemented policies that we are seeing across the country but has
trigger a holy war.  Why has Jason Williams - who we ran a piece on today - able to start enacting many
of the same policies in New Orleans without the crushing backlash?

As yesterday’s LA Times editorial shows, these changes are greatly needed because for forty years
California’s sentencing was out of whack and filled the prisons with massive numbers of people of color.

Now they argue, there are two ways forward - first by overhauling its criminal sentencing laws and
second by prosecutors using their discretion “to inject rationality and fairness in their charging decisions.”

A series of laws like Prop 47, Prop 57, AB 109, SB 1437 and many like them created huge amounts of
change in the system.  That led to the pushback - Prop 20 by defenders of the status quo.  But these
forces got blown out of the water in November when voters rejected a rollback of Prop 47.

Now we are seeing similar pushback when George Gascon “instructed prosecutors not to charge
enhancements.”
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Read the LA Times editorial, it does a great job of explaining both the irrationality and the unfairness of
the enhancements.  Where people of color end up disproportionately charged with gang enhancements
and disproportionately getting the longer end of the discretionary scale.

As they put it, “For many crimes, prosecutors can now choose from a nearly bottomless well of charging
choices with an enormous range of possible sentences. They can use these options to dissuade a
defendant — even an innocent one — from going to trial. Plead guilty and serve nine years, for example,
or face 39 years in prison if convicted.”

The Times notes, “Gascón cut through this irrationality with his order to charge only the base crime and
not the enhancements. Some news accounts implied that the result would be murderers, rapists and
other dangerous criminals immediately walking free. This is, of course, bunk.”

The result is that in some cases, “, a convicted perpetrator might now be granted a parole hearing after
serving decades in prison. That reintroduces one of the positive aspects of indeterminate sentencing: The
criminal is punished and the public is protected, yet the inmate retains an incentive to participate in
rehabilitation programs in the hope of gaining release many years in the future.”

They call Gascon’s moves “a good start” but argue, “California’s goal should be more ambitious. We need
a rational sentencing scheme that relies on prison to keep us safe, without using it to such excess that
each successive year of imprisonment offers little evident benefit.”

It’s a good piece.  Unfortunately we are living in a time of mass hysteria which you can grasp a flavor by
reading my column from yesterday - Actual Insanity.

Thanks for reading.

Do you like our work?  Can you afford $5 or $10 or more per month to become a
sustaining member?  Hit this link - http://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com 

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Just Elected New Orleans DA Adds Justice
to Career of Accomplishments

When it comes to having a fleet of accomplishments, Jason
Williams – the new Parrish district attorney of New Orleans –
does not come up short.

Read More

16 Reform Minded Prosecutors Share Their
New Year’s Resolution (Video)
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As we prepare to enter 2021, this new FJP video features 16
reform-minded prosecutors sharing their resolutions for the
new year as they continue to work towards a new vision of
justice grounded in fairness and compassion.

Read More

Officer Responsible for Search Warrant of
Breonna Taylor’s Home Terminated

Another officer that had been involved in the case of Breonna
Taylor’s death back in March has been being disciplined for
their incompetence during the botched raid of her home.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Death Toll Reaches 114; Hundreds
of New Cases Reported Over Christmas
Holiday

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

No Tests Administered at Santa Rita Jail
Since Christmas Day Despite Massive
COVID-19 Outbreak

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

MAY & JUNE 2020 WRAP UP: Despite
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COVID-19, Courts, Vanguard Plug Away

COVID-19 closed the doors to nearly everything from salons,
to stores, to restaurants and so much more – this caused
millions of individuals to change and adapt to a new normal.

Read More

Domestic Dispute Finds One Party Facing
Multiple Charges After Boyfriend Calls 911

In a preliminary hearing here Wednesday in Yolo County
Superior Court, Victoria Roemhild was facing multiple charges
for allegedly driving her vehicle into her boyfriend’s vehicle in
her driveway during the early hours of Sept. 17.

Read More

The Vanguard March-April 2020 Wrap Up

During the months of March and April, 2020, the courts
became greatly affected by the increasing outbreak of
COVID-19, but at the beginning of March, courthouses, such
as the Sacramento and Yolo County Superior Court,.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Allegedly Kicks Pregnant
Girlfriend in Stomach

Judge Scott Tedmon reprimanded defendant Daquan Rogers
in Sacramento County Superior Court Tuesday afternoon for
kicking his pregnant girlfriend in the stomach, which may have
led to pregnancy difficulties.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees

County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Good and Bad News: Defendant’s Cases
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Could Resolve Soon – But He’s Still in Jail

The good news is that defendant Richard Coronado won’t
have to wait long before most of his cases could be resolved
or be before juries.The bad news is that Coronado is still in
jail.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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“The right can survive losing Trump, but it cannot survive such a dissociation from reality.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 30, 2020

California Supreme Court May Decide the Fate of Money Bail in
California

By David Greenwald

Back in 2016 days after Trump won his election, the late San Francisco Public Defender Jeff Adachi and
Phil Telfeyan from Equal Justice Under Law spoke at the Vanguard event on money bail.  They were
talking about the Humphrey case out of San Francisco, which Teleyan’s non-profit was litigating.

Here we are more than four years later and that case will make it to the California Supreme Court.

In a powerful piece in the Sacramento Bee, Berkeley Law School Dean Erwin Chemerinsky notes that
the court’s “ruling will determine whether the state continues to separate hundreds of thousands of
people from their families in jail cells every year as those people await trial based solely on their ability to
pay bail.”

He argues, “The stakes are especially significant for people of color, who are disproportionately detained
in California’s overcrowded jails and disproportionately unable to obtain the cash necessary to return to
their families. The outcome will also set the tone for how state courts handle similar issues across the
country, where over 500,000 people are confined to jail cells on any given night awaiting trial.”

The case involves Kenneth Humphrey, a 67 year old man, accused of robbery for taking a bottle of
cologne and $7 from another resident.

He was jailed for months because he was not surprisingly unable to afford the bail amount - an absurd
$350,000 (even with a bail bondsman, $35,000 is out of the range of most people).
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The court in 2018, ruled that a person cannot be jailed solely because he is poor.  The court ruled if the
government wishes to detain someone, “it must demonstrate that detention is necessary.”

Chemerinsky points out, “The California Supreme Court granted review in the case, hopefully to address
systemic issues that have plagued California’s courts for years. At issue are the constitutional rules
governing the bail system in a state that arrests more than 1 million people every year.”

He adds, “The upcoming bail case also raises a question the rest of the country will need to grapple with:
Assuming courts can no longer jail people solely because they are poor, which offenses are serious
enough to justify giving the government the power to jail a presumptively innocent person prior to trial?”

Last year Telefyan told me, “Right now in San Francisco there’s a price tag for freedom. If you’re rich
enough to pay money bail, you buy your way out. If you’re too poor, you sit in jail for days, weeks or
months, while your waiting for your case.”

“That fundamental inequality (must) end,” he said. “How it ends is kind of where the details come in and
that we don’t know.”

Like San Francisco, the rest of the state and the country faces the same problem.  The California
Supreme Court however has a chance to solve that problem.

As Chemerinsky concludes, “The California Supreme Court’s task must be not only to end the unjust and
ineffective practices of the current system, but to ensure that we do not replace it with systems that put
different labels on the same forms of injustice.”

Thanks for reading.

(The photo above is one of myself with Phil Telfeyan and the late great Jeff Adachi).
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The innocence movement understood early on that the term
innocent is thrown around the criminal legal system too
often. After all you are presumed innocent until proven
guilty. They had to distinguish people who were merely

Read More

Officer Responsible for Search Warrant of
Breonna Taylor’s Home Terminated

Another officer that had been involved in the case of Breonna
Taylor’s death back in March has been being disciplined for
their incompetence during the botched raid of her home.

Read More

Ohio Cop Fired for Killing of Unarmed
Black Man Just Before Christmas

As the anti-racist movement continues to address systemic
racism throughout the US, it received a small win in
Columbus, Ohio for the family of Andre Hill, an unarmed
Black man shot and killed earlier this month by police.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Death Toll Reaches 114; Hundreds
of New Cases Reported Over Christmas
Holiday

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

No Tests Administered at Santa Rita Jail
Since Christmas Day Despite Massive
COVID-19 Outbreak

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center
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Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

The Vanguard January-February 2020 Wrap
Up

Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, The Vanguard Court
Watch Interns and staff covered court proceedings largely in
San Francisco, Yolo and Sacramento county superior courts.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Facing 8-10 Years in Prison, Defendant
Instead Takes on Year Long Program

Joseph Nasca faced four cases against him ranging from
small misdemeanors to felonies, including attempted murder,
and was looking at nearly eight years in prison.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees

County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Good and Bad News: Defendant’s Cases
Could Resolve Soon – But He’s Still in Jail

The good news is that defendant Richard Coronado won’t
have to wait long before most of his cases could be resolved
or be before juries.The bad news is that Coronado is still in
jail.

Read More
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Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Valerie, are you looking for a terrific way to say goodbye to 2020?
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 at 5:00:30 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Image

Image

Hey Valerie,
 

You can finish 2020 on a positive note!
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With a gift today, you will help us advance our work on the COVID-19 tracking system. 
 

The Davis Vanguard's COVID-19 in CA Jails & Prisons Project aims to document, analyze
and report on human-rights violations, personal narratives, and data related to the
pandemic from carceral facilities. Our team of 15 interns reports on CDCR and five
county jail systems: Alameda, Santa Clara, Sacramento, Yolo and San Francisco
county jails. 
 

Donations will support our on going work! 
 

Not to mention, you’ll push us towards our $50,000 goal! And that means The Peoples
Vanguard of Davis Inc will be positioned to advocate for more individuals who have been
effected by COIVD-19.
 

With your support so far, we have: 
 

- Shared data on 5 five county jail system's with UCLA's COVID-19 Behind Bars
Project, a statewide program which aggregates and documents coronavirus related
information for carceral facilities. Our datasets were one of the only sources of
information available on county jails.
- Uncovered Santa Rita Jail's widespread negligence and violations of COVID-19
guidelines. 
- Filed numerous public records requests urging Sacramento County jails to make
their COVID-19 data publicly accessible; the county now publishes weekly
statistics 
 

Thank you for all that you have done already to support our efforts in bring justice for
those being hit the hardest by COIVD-19. Can I count on you for a donation before
midnight to further advocate for those who need our help?
 

We’ve all had an unexpected and uncertain year – and we’re wishing you and yours a
healthy, safe, and joyful 2021.

Yes, I want to end 2020 on a positive note!

Take care,
 

David Greenwald 
Director of The Davis Vanguard 
 

P.S. Please consider a monthly subscription donation to make a gift that keeps on giving. 
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Opinion: No children should be prosecuted as adults
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 at 7:00:33 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Miriam Krinsky: "These burdens fall overwhelmingly on kids of color. While racism is prevalent throughout
the criminal system, there are few areas where racial disparities are starker than among children."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 29, 2020

Building on a Dream
by David Greenwald

In 2015 I saw the TedTalk of Bryan Stephenson, I was so impressed by what I saw, I purchased his book
“Just Mercy” and as I flew to Florida and back, read the entire book. As I read the book, I realized that
one of the biggest problems of the criminal justice was that there was no journalistic entities watching
court proceedings and holding prosecutors and the police accountable.

At the time, we had been running the Yolo County Court Watch for five years, but I realized that we need
to have eyes and writers in every court room in the country in order to change our system.

When I got back from Florida, I promptly made an appointment with San Francisco Public Defender Jeff
Adachi and talked to him about the vision I had. He was supportive, but non-commital at that point. But
that conversation lay the seeds for what we would be able to do when we got the opportunity.

That opportunity came slowly. We started in 2017 by bringing on board former Sacramento Bee reporter
Cres Vellucci to head up the Sacramento Court Watch project. In 2019, after Jeff Adachi tragically passed
away, I met with his successor Mano Raju in San Francisco, and he provided us with the support we
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needed to launch the Court Watch project in San Francisco, working with Jacque Wilson and an amazing
group of young law students and other interns.

Ironically it was COVID and this year that changed our trajectory completely. While the San Francisco
Court Watch was fun, it literally required me to get in my car and drive from Davis to San Francisco twice
a week - that turned into about 10 hours a week just in driving.

When we recognized that we could meet with interns over Zoom just as easily as we could in person, it
was revolutionary. No longer were we physically tied to one location or one school. Suddenly we went
from having a few interns at UC Davis and in San Francisco, to have 30 to 50 and sometimes as many as
70 interns across the entire state.

Right now we are able to have our interns from the comfort of their own homes monitor and report on
court cases in innumerable counties. Eventually we would assume that court proceedings will be
removed from streaming video (although it makes little sense to do that) and we will have to send people
physically to their court rooms. But by then, we will have created the infrastructure to simply transform the
program.

The exciting thing is that the next steps. This past week, we met with interns at UCLA and Berkeley. The
plan now is to create a student publication modeled after the one we created at UC Davis this fall and
add to it a court watch component. In other words, we will next month have added an Alameda and Los
Angeles Court Watch.

The amazing thing is that thanks to COVID, we figured out a way to organize and support interns from far
away. I still believe it would be best to have professional reporters added to the mix. But we are learning
fast how to improve the quality of their writing and reporting.

Just last week, we met with the documentary film maker who did the Innocence Files about one of the
stories we did, and other publications have taken notice about our prison reporting and our story on Paul
Redd, freed from San Quentin after 44 years.

It’s exciting. We have figured out how to do this relatively inexpensively, but it still requires money and
resources. So please become a sustaining donor - http://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com or
donate to our year end campaign - 

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-campaign

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: L.A. and S.F. have it
right: No children should be prosecuted as
adults
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Among the impressive reforms that Los Angeles County
District Attorney George Gascón announced upon taking
office was the commitment to stop prosecuting children as
adults, joining San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin

Read More

Suffolk County, NY District Attorney
Argues Man Wrongfully Convicted in 1991
Homicide

After the Suffolk County District Attorney motioned for a new
trial for a man convicted in a 1991 homicide, he was freed
based on wrongful-conviction.

Read More

Class Action Lawsuit Filed Against
Missouri Jail For Intolerable Living
Conditions

Pretrial detainees at Missouri’s St. Francois County Jail must
endure terrible living conditions, including extreme
temperatures, inadequate medical care, unsafe sanitary
conditions, and retaliation by jail deputies, according

Read More

CDCR Implements Mandatory Staff
Testing; Vaccinations Begin at CA
Healthcare Facility

Alice Davis’ husband is incarcerated in California Training
Facility (CTF). Due to the pandemic, Davis has not been able
to visit him for nearly 10 months. She described her
experience to The Californian.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Death Toll Reaches 114; Hundreds
of New Cases Reported Over Christmas
Holiday

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

No Tests Administered at Santa Rita Jail
Since Christmas Day Despite Massive
COVID-19 Outbreak
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Refuses to Reduce Felony Domestic
Violence Charges; Defendant Allegedly
Choked, Punched Ex-Girlfriend

Judge Timothy Fall, here in Yolo County Superior Court
Monday, refused to reduce four felony domestic violence
charges to misdemeanors in defendant Chris Schlinder’s
preliminary hearing after hearing from

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Jailed Defendant Claims Court Made
Clerical Error in Instructions

Defendant Kamonie Barner – facing jail time after he allegedly
failed to take anger management classes – claimed in
Sacramento County Superior Court Monday that there was
clerical error when the written

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees
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County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Hi Valerie,
 

What better way to say goodbye to 2020 and welcome in 2021 than to make a gift right
now to promote the on going work of the Davis Vanguard's COVID-19 tracking project!
 

Because of your generosity, our amazing group of interns will start the year hitting the
ground running. 
 

As COVID-19 continues to effect our everyday lives, it important to keep in mind those
who are being hit the hardest by it. Our team of 15 interns has been working hard to
expose and report on human-rights violations, personal narratives, and data related
to the pandemic from over five county jail systems: Alameda, Santa Clara,
Sacramento, Yolo, and San Francisco county jails. 
 

And if we make it to our $50,000 fundraising goal, we will be able to expand our coverage
into more counties that need to be held accountable. 
 

Our team was responsible for uncovering Santa Rita Jail's widespread negligence and
violations of COVID-19 guidelines. We also published articles on the jail's rising
population, solitary-confinement-style quarantines, lack of proper testing methodologies,
among other topics.
 

Please DONATE TODAY to continue your support to bring more awareness to those
who have been hit the hardest by COVID-19.

DONATE NOW

Thanks in advance for being so generous. I hope you enjoy a wonderful New Year!
 

David Greenwald
Director of the Davis Vanguard 
 

P.S. Setting up a monthly subscription donation helps to budget your gift over the next
year -- for you and us! Please consider making a recurring contribution by clicking here.
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“Clearly, the manner in which California previously handled criminal justice did not make us safer,” Kalra
told one publication. “It just locked up a lot of poor people for many, many years. I think that we can be
safer by ensuring that our criminal justice system is applied equally.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 28, 2020

Massive COVID-19
Outbreak in Santa Rita Jail

By Tiffany Devlin
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Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO) reported a massive outbreak of COVID-19 cases in Santa Rita
Jail (SRJ) on Dec. 23 — right before the Christmas holiday. 

In total, ACSO reported 61 cases among the incarcerated population and 17 staff/contractor cases in the
two-week period between Dec. 12 and Dec. 25. 

As of Dec. 25, there are 55 active cases in custody, of which five are symptomatic and 50 are
asymptomatic.

There are 65 “red” patients in custody, who are either showing COVID-19 symptoms, awaiting test results
or tested positive. They will be released individually from OPHU, HU 8A or HU 8C when cleared by
medical. 

There are 185 “orange” patients in custody, who are at an increased risk of contracting COVID-19.
Orange patients are currently healthy but are medically vulnerable according to the SRJ patient color
coding system outlined in the COVID-19 Outbreak Control Plan. 

Approximately 8.7 percent of the jail population is medically vulnerable at the moment.
18 housing pods were quarantined in the span of two weeks. While some have been released early due
to negative test results for the index cases, there are currently nine housing pods still under quarantine.

Jail News

Kimi Watkins-Tartt, Director of Alameda County Public Health Department (AC-PHD), discussed the
vaccine distribution plan for SRJ’s staff and incarcerated population.

She explained that the distribution will be based on a framework created by federal health agencies
adopted by California. State agencies determine the dosage allocation per health jurisdiction. AC was
expecting to receive the first shipment of the Pfizer vaccine by Dec. 18.

Phase 1A of the distribution plan will include high-risk health workers, first responders and those in
long-term care facilities. Phase 1B will include people of all age groups with comorbidities and underlying
conditions that put them at significantly higher risk and older adults living in congregate and overcrowded
settings.

SRJ’s staff and population fall under Phase 2 of the distribution plan. Currently, the vaccine is voluntary
for everyone.

Watkins-Tartt explained that the current allocation of 13,600 doses is not sufficient for everyone eligible in
Phase 1. Health officials must prioritize those in the Phase 1 category before moving to the next eligible
group.

More detailed information on vaccine distribution recommendations has been developed by the Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) and CDC.

Full report here 

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: A Large Pool
of Candidates for AG

There will be a lot of wrangling over who the Attorney General
appointment by Governor Newsom will be—that is if he even
gets the opportunity. While President-elect Joe Biden
appointed Xavier Becerra to Secretary of Health and

Read More

COVID CHRISTMAS OUTBREAK: ICE
Detainee Supporters Charge Sheriff
‘Presiding Over Humanitarian Crisis’ at
Yuba County Jail

The Sheriff at the Yuba County Jail ICE Detention Facility
here is “presiding over a humanitarian catastrophe,” charged
immigrant rights advocates this past holiday weekend,
claiming more than 70 people in the jail

Read More

Guest Commentary: A Tale of Two Body
Camera Videos

Over the past month, two high-profile incidents reaffirmed why
police body cameras cannot serve as a police transparency
and accountability tool as long as state law empowers the
police to determine what footage the public

Read More

Denver Independent Monitor Releases
Review Critical of Police Response to
George Floyd Protests

The murder of George Floyd by Minneapolis police on May
25, followed by the murder of Breonna Taylor by Louisville
police on March 13, garnered national attention that led to
national protests over police brutality and systemic

Read More

Massive COVID-19 Outbreak in Santa Rita
Jail; New On-Site Program for Staff Testing
– Highlights from SRJ’s COVID-19 Crisis
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Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO) reported a massive
outbreak of COVID-19 cases in Santa Rita Jail (SRJ) on Dec.
23 — right before the Christmas holiday.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

High Desert Prison Reports Second
COVID-19 Death; CDCR Death Toll Reaches
114

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Massive COVID-19 Outbreak at Santa Rita
Jail – Over 50 Cases Reported in 24 Hours

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

The Vanguard Week In Review: Court
Watch (Dec. 21 to Dec. 24, 2020)

The Davis Vanguard is an online news forum that provides
coverage of criminal justice reform and courts throughout
California and the nation. In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began
to cover Davis and Yolo County groundbreaking, local

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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Like our Facebook Page

Social Media Bust: Be Careful What You
Post on Social Media

Posting on social media allows individuals to connect all over
the world with just the click of a button; however, it also can
inform law enforcement of illegal activity.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Multiple PDs Argue Recent COVID-19 Spike
a Risk for Clients, but Judge Disagrees

County public defenders here this week insisted their clients
should be released from jail because of the current COVID-19
threat, but Alameda County Superior Court Judge Delia
Trevino denied their requests.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Judge Baffled After Hearing Officer
Detained Man Who Looked Untruthful

Judge Dean Benjamini was left baffled after hearing a peace
officer’s reason for detaining a defendant—that the man
appeared untruthful.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Hi Valerie ,
 

You still have an opportunity to empower young interns like Julietta and Tiffany to find their
voices and advocate for those who need to have their stories told. 
 

Every dollar you give today will be put to good use by allowing us to further fund our Court
Watch program and COVID-19 in CA Jails & Prisons projects.
 

Together, we can do so much more for our community by advocating for those in need.
Please make a gift today to support The Davis Vanguard in the new year -- and beyond.
 

Here are two of our interns giving you their thoughts on how this project had impacted
them and those who's narrative they have told. 

Alternate text "While working on the COVID-19 in CDCR project, I’ve
learned a lot about the criminal justice system in conjunction
with public health. From collecting daily figures on the
number of COVID-19 cases to interviewing incarcerated
individuals, this project has allowed me to see the value in
what I am doing. I’ve learned how to work in a team, create
visual storyboards, and help bring light to the truth. I am
thankful for this opportunity to help give the incarcerated
population a voice during a difficult time."
 
Julietta Bisharyan
Editor-in-chief of the Davis Vanguard at UC Davis. 
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Alternate text "I am responsible for tracking COVID-19 in Alameda
County’s Santa Rita Jail. I collect data from the Alameda
County Sheriff’s Department website and write daily reports
on fluctuations in positive COVID-19 cases, testing rates,
population, staff cases, quarantined housing units, and many
more. Based on further research and the present data, I also
write weekly articles based on the overall data fluctuation.
These articles feature testimonies from currently incarcerated
individuals, or content from conference calls with the jail.
Through this project I was able to develop more skills in
investigative journalism, along with how to translate data to
analysis in my articles to tell a story."
 
Tiffany Devlin
Graduating senior at San Francisco State University
B.A. Criminal Justice Studies

GIVE NOW

Thanks in advance,
 

David Greenwald 
Director of The Davis Vanguard
 

P.S. Setting up a monthly subscription donation helps to budget your gift over the next
year -- for you and us! Please consider making a recurring contribution by clicking here.

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Impact of COVID on Incarcerated People at San Quen.n; How Can the Sheriff
Solve Policing in Kern When He's in Denial

Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 at 7:00:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Kern County Sheriff Donny Youngblood: “I do not believe that the men and women of this organization
have EVER violated the constitutional rights, have ever used excessive force that we didn’t deal with
punitively when we found it – that just doesn’t happen in our organization.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 24, 2020

Concerns Over CDCR’s
Early-Release Programs

By Julietta Bisharyan, Nick Gardner and Jaskiran Soomal 

Incarcerated Narratives
40 year-old Michael Espitia is one of the 27 individuals set for early release this month. 

Espitia, who was convicted of second-degree murder as a teenager, has spent the past 20-plus years at
Substance Abuse Treatment Facility in Corcoran (SATF). SATF is among the state’s worst hit prison’s
following a massive outbreak of COVID-19 in early November.

On the date Espitia’s request for parole was approved — Dec. 11 — 720 individuals within SATF were
reported to be carrying the deadly virus.

Espitia will now have to wait a maximum of 120 days for the decision to be finalized by both the Board of
Parole Hearings and Gov. Newsom. 

Espitia’s wife, Olga, described being in “shock” following news of her husband’s decision. While Olga is
relieved to see Espitia’s release process set in motion, she is worried about the risk of contracting
COVID-19 during his last 4 months behind bars. 
She says, “Sixty days, not 120 days, you know? I think 60 days is more than enough time for them to
rethink their decision in a sense and get these signatures.”

In a statement to Action News, CDCR confirmed that parole hearings are being expedited, and that
priority will be given to high risk individuals as well as those within institutions experiencing large
outbreaks of COVID-19. 

On Sunday, family members of incarcerated people gathered at eight Central Valley prisons — Avenal
State Prison, Pleasant Valley State Prison, CA State Prison Corcoran, and Substance Abuse Treatment
Facility to protest CDCR’s response to the pandemic. 

However, certain CDCR decisions have sparked public outrage, especially from family members of
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victims and prosecution teams. The decision in early November to release Richard Anthony Sepolio, a
disgraced Naval petty officer who killed four and injured several following an alcohol-induced car crash in
San Diego, garnered widespread disapproval. 

Olga is aware of the gravity of her husband’s decision as a teenager, but wants people to know that he is
truly regretful and ready to re-enter society as a reformed and productive individual.

“There’s nothing he can do to bring that individual back and I understand that and I feel for that family,
those people,” Olga acknowledged. “But at the same time, he can make a difference to another child
that’s out there thinking that they can go out and live life like this. He can make a difference to them.”

Full story here

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Kern County Sheriff Has
Worst Record in Nation in Officer Involved
Shootings; But Denies AG’s Allegations

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra – appointed by
Biden to head us Health and Human Services – has been
rightly criticized for failing to hold police accountable for
misconduct and officer-involved shootings.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Impact of COVID-19
on the Inmates and Guards Inside San
Quentin

It was at the height of the COVID-19 outbreak at San Quentin
State Prison when I overheard an inmate call out to a
correctional officer who worked the tier. “Hey, CO,” he said.
The officer returned and looked through the bars of the

Read More

Guest Commentary: Why COVID-19 Makes
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Marijuana Enforcement a Waste of
Resources

In red and blue states, from rural areas to urban centers,
marijuana and drug policy reforms are uniting Americans at a
time of deep political division. Voters passed every ballot
initiative regarding cannabis

Read More

SFDA’s Office Report Reveals ‘Justice
Driven Data’ has Led to Decrease in Crime
During COVID Pandemic

Despite faced with the COVID-19 crisis just a few months
after election, San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin a
report by the SFDA’s office shows how the use of “Justice
Driven Data” led to a decrease

Read More

Ohio Mayor Requests Removal of Officer
for Not Turning on Body Camera during
Fatal Police Shooting

Mayor Andrew Ginther called for the immediate termination of
a police officer who failed to turn on his body camera during
his fatal shooting of an unarmed Black man early Tuesday.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Outbreak at Sierra Conservation
Center and CSP Solano Over Weekend

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

COVID-19 Cases Surge in Santa Clara Jails
and Santa Rita Jail

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
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Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

After Violating TRO Multiple Times, Man
Still Released after Taking Deal in Stalking
Case

Yolo County Superior Court Judge David Rosenberg
approved the release, with sentencing set for February, of
Estaban Ascencio Wednesday after the defendant pleaded no
contest to a stalking charge and promised

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Says ‘Time’ for Defendant to ‘Go to
Prison’ Following Fifth Felony Conviction

You might say defendant George Tutt ran into a tough judge
Wednesday in Sacramento County Superior Court, Dept. 62
on December 23 as he tried to resolve his case.In short,
Judge Michael A. Savage denied Tutt’s release from custody

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult
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Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

The Lasting Impact of a Nasty DUI Case on
Full Display in Court

Larson Justice Center Department 2K of Riverside County
Superior Court Tuesday was met with a heartbreaking Driving
Under the Influence (DUI) case where two of the victims gave
sobering statements on how Defendant

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Re: TRO filed in Zepeda Rivas today
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 at 6:55:42 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
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Correc.on - the Government responded at 9pm; the judge ruled at 11pm. 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2020 10:54 AM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: TRO filed in Zepeda Rivas today
 
Here's the order from the judge (came out at 9pm last night). Please contact
Emilou.Maclean@sfgov.org and/or Kelly.Wells@sfgov.org for any follow-up. Thank you!!

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
Sent: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 2:21 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: TRO filed in Zepeda Rivas today
 
Hi David - here's today's filing; the judge has ordered the government to respond by 6pm tonight. If
you need to do any interviews - both Emi Maclean and Kelly Wells are available today. Feel free to
reach out to them directly if needed, and just cc me.

Emilou.Maclean@sfgov.org
Kelly.Wells@sfgov.org  

Thank you,
Valerie

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Subject: Re: TRO filed in Zepeda Rivas today
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 at 6:54:35 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: ORD.DCT.922 Order Gran.ng Mo.on for TRO.pdf

Here's the order from the judge (came out at 9pm last night). Please contact
Emilou.Maclean@sfgov.org and/or Kelly.Wells@sfgov.org for any follow-up. Thank you!!

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
Sent: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 2:21 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: TRO filed in Zepeda Rivas today
 
Hi David - here's today's filing; the judge has ordered the government to respond by 6pm tonight. If
you need to do any interviews - both Emi Maclean and Kelly Wells are available today. Feel free to
reach out to them directly if needed, and just cc me.

Emilou.Maclean@sfgov.org
Kelly.Wells@sfgov.org  

Thank you,
Valerie

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Subject: TRO filed in Zepeda Rivas today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 at 10:21:17 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: 911 Mo.on for TRO.pdf

Hi David - here's today's filing; the judge has ordered the government to respond by 6pm tonight. If
you need to do any interviews - both Emi Maclean and Kelly Wells are available today. Feel free to
reach out to them directly if needed, and just cc me.

Emilou.Maclean@sfgov.org
Kelly.Wells@sfgov.org  

Thank you,
Valerie

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - AG Hammers Kern Sheriff Who Denies Charges; Weber Named Sec of State
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 at 7:02:45 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We’ve entered a new era for policing in America. Accountability and transparency are drivers of today’s
reform and many in law enforcement in California are accepting the challenge,” said Attorney General
Becerra.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 23, 2020

If You Don’t
Acknowledge a Problem You Can’t Solve Policing

By David Greenwald

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra - appointed by Biden to head us Health and Human Services
- has been rightly criticized for failing to hold police accountable for misconduct and officer involved
shootings.

On Tuesday, he rolled out a major announcement with a settlement aimed at reforming “a wide range of
practices at the Kern County Sheriff’s Office “

The settlement came after a four year investigation by California DOJ.  They had major findings with
regards to the use of unreasonable force, unreasonable stops, searches, and seizures, and failure to
exercise appropriate management and supervision of deputies both on patrol and in the county’s jails.

“We’ve entered a new era for policing in America. Accountability and transparency are drivers of today’s
reform and many in law enforcement in California are accepting the challenge,” said Attorney General
Becerra. “Today’s settlement with the Sheriff’s Office is a critical step in helping rebuild trust and
partnership in Kern County. It won’t happen overnight, and we’ll all have to stay on task. But, these are
the steps our communities want to see us launch for safer neighborhoods.”

So far so good, especially since Kern County Sheriff has a long history of complaints.

But then Sheriff Donny Youngblood got up and said, “I want to make it clear that we don’t agree with
everything that the attorney general has said.”
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He said, “I do not believe that the men and women of this organization have EVER violated the
constitutional rights, have ever used excessive force that we didn’t deal with punitively when we found it -
that just doesn’t happen in our organization.” 

“We disagreed with that, he said.  “With that said, we realized that when the DOJ came in, we realized
that they found deficiencies and when they pointed them out, they were correct…”

I don’t think the press conference did justice to this issue.  The questions asked by reporters were frankly
a disgrace asking questions about how they can implement reform during times of rising crimes.

But the history here is bad.  The Guardian in 2015 did a series on “the story of America’s deadliest
police.”  They write: “Police in Kern County, California, have killed more people per capita than in any
other American county in 2015. The Guardian examines how, with little oversight, officers here became
the country’s most lethal.”

In 2017, the ACLU release a report “on the use of excessive force by the Kern County Sheriff’s Office
and Bakersfield Police Department. The findings of the study show a disturbing pattern of shootings,
beatings and canine attacks by police and sheriff's deputies, beyond what was called for in numerous law
enforcement situations, especially when dealing with unarmed individuals.”

And this documentary from KCET in Los Angeles.

“Relatives of the victims have organized, holding protests in front of the Bakersfield Police Department,
urging for more accountability and transparency in the form of body cameras and thorough homicide
investigations. Hear from law enforcement officials who must make split-second decisions when their
lives are threatened, and families who continue to grieve and fight for justice.”

But Sheriff Youngblood disputed the findings even as he agreed to the remedy and few where there or
asked the tough questions to hold him accountable.

My question how do you solve a problem that you won’t admit you have?  A settlement agreement is fine,
but there has to be an institutional will to change.

Thanks for reading.

Full article is here.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Reactions to Newsom’s
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Appointments – ‘Yay’ and ‘Meh’

It was a busy day for Governor Gavin Newsom as he filled the
Senate seat vacated by Vice President-Elect Kamala Harris
with Secretary of State Alex Padilla, becoming the first Latino
US Senator to represent California. And that

Read More

The Truth Act: Three Testimonials Provide
a Window on the Human Cost of Police
Collaboration with ICE Officials

The Transparent Review of Unjust Transfers and Holds
(TRUTH Act) requires that governors, who give ICE officials
access to any person during the year, hold at least one public
community forum, to share information about how this

Read More

Coalition Voices Support for George
Gascón’s Progressive Criminal Justice
Reforms

Although there has been some backlash to newly elected Los
Angeles County District Attorney George Gascón’s
progressive platform, multiple southern California criminal
justice reform organizations Monday voiced united

Read More

Missouri County Jail Faces Lawsuit
Alleging Inhumane Conditions, Inadequate
Medical Care

Pretrial detainees endured unconstitutional, discriminatory,
and dangerous conditions at the St. Francois County Jail in
Farmington, MO, according to a complaint filed Monday by
the Simon Law Firm, Vonne Karraker and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Outbreak at Sierra Conservation
Center and CSP Solano Over Weekend

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

COVID-19 Cases Surge in Santa Clara Jails
and Santa Rita Jail
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

The Vanguard Week In Review: Court
Watch (Dec. 14 to Dec. 18, 2020)

The Davis Vanguard is an online news forum that provides
coverage of criminal justice reform and courts throughout
California and the nation. In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began
to cover Davis and Yolo County groundbreaking, local

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge is No Grinch, Rewards Defendant
for Hard Work by Dismissing Her Case

Sometimes district attorneys can be Grinches, but fortunately
for Kathy E. Miller this week here in Sacramento County
Superior Court, Judge Scott Tedmon rewarded Miller’s work
ethic with an early Christmas gift, agreeing to

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

The Lasting Impact of a Nasty DUI Case on
Full Display in Court

Larson Justice Center Department 2K of Riverside County
Superior Court Tuesday was met with a heartbreaking Driving
Under the Influence (DUI) case where two of the victims gave
sobering statements on how Defendant

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Merry Christmas,Valerie!
 

It’s the season of fun and laughter, cheer, presents, and glittering
Christmas lights!

 
The team at Davis Vanguard would like to thank you for all of your support this year. Thanks

to you, we have been able to better serve your community by expanding our local news
coverage to help keep you informed on issues that matter. 

 
We hope that you will continue to show your support of the Vanguard by giving a generous

donation this month. 
 

Thanks to a gracious donor and supporter of the Vanguard, all donations
made by the end of this month will be doubled! 

 
That means your donation will have double the impact! 

 
As this year comes to an end, we hope you will continue to support the Vanguard and help us

bring more awareness to the issues that matter to you.

DONATE TODAY!

Show your support today by signing up for a monthly subscription!

$5 $10 $25 $50

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - UCLA Report Paints Dire Picture of Prolonged Deten.on; NYC Inves.ga.on Finds
NYPD Used ‘Excessive Enforcement’ against George Floyd Protesters

Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 at 7:00:42 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The NYPD as an institution made a number of key errors or omissions that likely escalated tensions and
the potential for violence, and certainly contributed to a public perception that the department was
suppressing rather than facilitating lawful First Amendment assembly and expression,” Garnett said.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 22, 2020

“COVID-19 could only
have reached death row via staff. Many of us believe this was
intentional.”

By Jaskiran Soomal

This account is part 3 of the Vanguard’s series on COVID-19 stories from CDCR. Click here for part 2
and here for part 1. 

“We are all painted with the same brush” 
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Steve* has been incarcerated at San Quentin since 1983 and eligible for parole since 1997. He shared
his experience battling COVID-19 in an interview with the Davis Vanguard. 

San Quentin has had 2,243 cases and 28 COVID-19 related deaths, the third highest cases count and
highest death toll respectively across CDCR.

Steve tested positive during the first COVID-19 wave in July. He was subsequently sent to the “hole” for
quarantine that lasted 2 months. 

He said, “If someone is thought to be positive, they are basically punished by being placed in isolation.
This happened to me, I was told that I would be in quarantine for 10 to 12 days…This was a lie. I was
held in the hole for 60 days…” 

He added that the nurses did not notice him for the first 10 days. None of them could offer a clear answer
regarding the medical protocol for positive patients or justify a 60 day quarantine. 

He was finally released and allowed to return to his cell after continuously reminding them that he was
well past his 14-day quarantine. Many others have undergone indefinite quarantine, which has become
akin to solitary confinement. “The distrust of medical is overwhelming,” he says. 

“Absolutely no medical care is provided to those who test positive unless they are so ill they require
hospitalization,” he adds. 

Regarding testing, Steve says tests are only being administered for those who were not positive in the
past. These tests are offered once every week or two.  

CDC guidelines recommend upper respiratory tests for initial diagnosis of COVID-19. However,
numerous reports have emerged of jails and prisons using nasal swabs instead of nasopharyngeal tests.
At San Quentin, Steve says, “Inmates are handed a swab which they place shallowly in their noses. No
deep swabbing.” 

Nasal swabs and self-testing are known to have a higher false negativity rate. Steve and others have also
questioned the accuracy of the tests, as they have observed a high number of false positives and false
negatives. 

He states that nurses visit housing units placed on full quarantine twice a day offering temperature
checks, however, many decline them to avoid solitary confinement-style quarantines if they show a higher
temperature or subsequently test positive.

Full article is here.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Report Out of UCLA Law School Paints a
Dire Picture of Prolonged Detention in LA
County Jail During COVID

The crisis from the COVID-19 pandemic did not cause the
overcrowded and dangerously unhealthy conditions in jails
like Los Angeles County, but researchers at UCLA Law
School found that while the conditions have been bad for

Read More

NYC Investigation Finds NYPD Used
‘Excessive Enforcement’ against George
Floyd Protesters

The New York Police Dept. response to the George Floyd
protests was “excessive” against protestors and “undermined
public confidence in the NYPD’s discharge of its responsibility
to protect the rights of

Read More

Soledad Inmates Provide Scholarship for
Academy of Arts Freshman

Academy of Arts freshman Syon Green was able to finish his
high school career with a scholarship provided by the Soledad
inmates with the hope that Green is not the last to receive
such a scholarship.

Read More

Concerns Over CDCR’s Early-Release
Programs; COVID-19 High-Risk Transfers
Halted Indefinitely

Espitia, who was convicted of second-degree murder as a
teenager, has spent the past 20-plus years at Substance
Abuse Treatment Facility in Corcoran (SATF). SATF is among
the state’s worst hit prison’s following a massive

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Outbreak at Sierra Conservation
Center and CSP Solano Over Weekend

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

COVID-19 Cases Surge in Santa Clara Jails
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and Santa Rita Jail

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

The Vanguard Week In Review: Court
Watch (Dec. 14 to Dec. 18, 2020)

The Davis Vanguard is an online news forum that provides
coverage of criminal justice reform and courts throughout
California and the nation. In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began
to cover Davis and Yolo County groundbreaking, local

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Victim’s Sister Delivers Emotional
Objection to Defendant’s Proposed 12-Year
Sentence for Stabbing Brother

Assistant Public Defender Patricia Beza Contreras and
Deputy District Attorney Matthew Michael Chisholm of the
Sacramento District Attorney’s Office came to a resolution on
behalf of the defendant, Norva Patton.

Read More

Man Threatens to Kill Family after Taking
Photographs in Their Front Yard
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Robert Hasse—earlier this month found “incompetent” to
stand trial—Monday was ruled by Sacramento County
Superior Court Judge Kevin J. McCormick, after a preliminary
hearing, competent enough to go before a jury .

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Military Veteran Jailed after Alleged PTSD
Episode Involving a Fire and Knife

A military veteran—suffering a typical Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) reaction after firefighters charged into his
apartment—was remanded here on $55,000 bail, despite not
hurting anyone.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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“COVID-19 could only have reached death row via staff. Many of us believe this was intentional.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 21, 2020

All Eyes Should Be On
Colorado on a Potential Model of Police Reform

by David Greenwald
The Marshall Project in partnership with NBC News has published a report Colorado’s grand experiment
which limits immunity for the police. The idea was to eliminate the protection of “qualified immunity,”
protecting individuals police officers from liability. Ultimately thte bill was watered down by a police union
and undermined by some local officials, and it will be tested in court soon as well.
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But still - this is a tremendous way forward. Police officers who violate people’s civil rights can no longer
hide behind qualified immunity which means they get defended by their municipality and shielded from
personal liability in state court.

Qualified immunity is a legal doctrine that prevents government workers from being held liability for what
what they do on the job - except in very rare occasions.

Some legal experts are praising the new law.

“Colorado has passed what is, for the moment, the gold-standard reform,” said Robert McNamara, a
senior attorney at the Institute for Justice, a libertarian non-profit. “These laws are changing the status
quo as to when there are consequences for bad behavior.”

And of course the change is drawing heavy criticism from police unions “which say qualified immunity is
essential to protect their members from being sued for doing their jobs, and from some local governments
which fear it will hurt their abilities to recruit and retain officers. “

The Marshall Project notes that in 1967, the US Supreme Court “qualified immunity” exception that helps
government officials. Under the ruling, they cannot be sued if they were acting in good faith and did not
know they were violating the law.

The article points out: “Over the years, the court expanded that doctrine so that now, even police officers
who knowingly violate someone’s rights are protected—unless a court has ruled that their behavior was
unconstitutional in a previous case involving nearly identical circumstances.”

Justice Sonia Sotomayor in her scathing dissent blasted qualified immunity arguing, “it also sends an
alarming signal to law enforcement officers and the public. It tells officers that they can shoot first and
think later, and it tells the public that palpably unreasonable conduct will go unpunished. “

She said that qualified immunity is an “absolute shield” for officers accused of brutality.

MIssissippi federal court Judge Carlton Reeves, reluctantly held that a white police officer who detained,
interrogated, and illegally searched Clarence Jamison, a Black man driving a Mercedes-Benz, for nearly
two hours despite clearing multiple background checks, could not be held accountable for his actions. 

He said, “Judges have invented a legal doctrine to protect law enforcement officers from having to face
any consequences for wrongdoing. The doctrine is called ‘qualified immunity.’ In real life it operates like
absolute immunity.”

The ACLU argues, “Qualified immunity is a legal defense that can shield police officers from liability for
misconduct. Once an obscure legal doctrine, it has become a central focus of activists’ calls for police
accountability following nationwide protests over police brutality.”

They believe the Supreme Court should “abolish qualified immunity and return Section 1983 to its original
meaning.”

Will holding individual police officers accountable change their conduct - as we have seen with body
cameras, not necessarily. But shielding bad conduct clearly doesn’t work either.

We now get to see what happens in Colorado to see if it improves the situation.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: A Letter from an
Innocent Man Wrongly Incarcerated

First and foremost I hope that this supplication for help,
succor, grace and mercy has found you in the best of spirits.
My name is Tevarez Richard Lopez but I’m addressed by the
jail I’ve been sitting in for five years now as inmate

Read More

“COVID-19 could only have reached death
row via staff. Many of us believe this was
intentional.”

Steve* has been incarcerated at San Quentin since 1983 and
eligible for parole since 1997. He shared his experience
battling COVID-19 in an interview with the Davis Vanguard.

Read More

Looking Back: Reintegration Into Society
Is Most Often Difficult

Reintegration into society following imprisonment, whether
one was in prison wrongfully, as I was, or as the result of
having committed a crime, is a very difficult experience. As
many are aware, I was incarcerated for 16 years for a crime

Read More

After Backlash, LA District Attorney
George Gascón Reverses New Policy on
Sentencing Enhancements

Newly sworn-in Los Angeles District Attorney George Gascón
issued an open letter Friday after backlash that he received
about his new policies which would eliminate all sentencing
enhancements.

Read More

Coalitions Commend DA Gascón’s Effort to
End ‘Racist’ Sentencing Guidelines
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The DROP Life Without Parole (LWOP) coalition and
California United for a Responsible Budget (CURB) issued a
statement this week that they “enthusiastically welcome” Los
Angeles District Attorney George Gascón’s new

Read More

Judge Disqualifies Conservative San Luis
Obispo County DA from Prosecuting BLM
Activist

It had been a contentious case that pitted a conservative
prosecutor against a prominent Black Lives Matter activist in a
California county with a near-even left-right divide. But a
superior court judge has now disqualified the district

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR COVID-19 Death Toll Surpasses One
Hundred – Four More Deaths Since
Yesterday

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail’s Staff Cases Rise to 12;
Santa Clara Jails Report 33 Cases in
Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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The Vanguard Week In Review: Court
Watch (Dec. 14 to Dec. 18, 2020)

The Davis Vanguard is an online news forum that provides
coverage of criminal justice reform and courts throughout
California and the nation. In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began
to cover Davis and Yolo County groundbreaking, local

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Big Questions, Big Doubt but Judge Sends
Grand Theft Case to Jury Trial

There appeared to be many questions left to answer in Sean
Pelton’s grand theft preliminary hearing here Friday in
Sacramento County Superior Court—and Judge Stephen
Acquisto indicated he has big doubts even as he sent

Read More

Not Unusual Goings On: Judge Hikes
Rather Than Reduces Bail for Defendant

As often happens, a plea by a defendant here in Sacramento
County Superior Court to have bail lowered had the opposite
result, when the judge—after reviewing the file—boosted the
bail amount needed to be released.

Read More

Man Pleads No Contest to Domestic
Battery, 2 Other Counts Dropped

After facing three misdemeanor counts involving domestic
abuse—including repeatedly punching the alleged victim in
the face with full force—a Sacramento man was sentenced
last week to 45 days after pleading no

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch
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Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Military Veteran Jailed after Alleged PTSD
Episode Involving a Fire and Knife

A military veteran—suffering a typical Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) reaction after firefighters charged into his
apartment—was remanded here on $55,000 bail, despite not
hurting anyone.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju
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In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Judge Recuses SLO DA Office For Bias in BLM Case; Long Pardoned A}er 44
Years Wrongly Imprisoned

Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 at 7:00:35 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

"Guerrero’s ruling required, not only Dow, but the entire San Luis Obispo County District Attorney’s Office
to recuse itself from the Arata case, a decision seen as a clear victory for the defendants."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 18, 2020

Ronnie Long Pardoned

By David Greenwald

Ronnie Long served 44 years in prison in North Carolina for a crime he did not commit, but in August, the
Fourth District Court of Appeals overturned his conviction and the state AG’s office dismissed charges
allowing him to be released.  But that was only one step.

On Thursday, North Carolina Governor Roy Cooper pardoned Long, making him eligible for $750,000 in
compensation (a pittance compared to the actual damages, but at least a way to ensure that Long will be
taken care of).

In his pardon, Governor Cooper noted that the Court of APpeals issued a ruling that his “due process
rights were violated by the suppression of material, exculpatory evidence in violation of Brady v.
Maryland… and remanded his case to the district court.”

The US District Court then granted the writ and vacated his convictions, ordering his release.
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“I, Roy Cooper, Governor of the State of North Caroline in consideration of the above factors and by
virtue of the powers and authority vested in me by the Constitution of the STate, do by these presents
Pardon of Ronnie Wallace Long, it being a Pardon of Innocence.”

In a concurring opinion written by Judge Wynn and signed onto by Judges Thacker and Harris they note,
“Without a doubt, no reasonable jury could find Mr. Long guilty based on the undeniable facts before us
today: suppressed physical evidence failing to link Mr. Long to the crime scene, the perjured testimony of
investigating officers, missing key biological evidence, and an eyewitness identification obtained through
means now illegal in North Carolina.”

Judge Wynn in the concurring opinion wrote that “while I am in full accord with the majority that Mr. Long
would be entitled to additional discovery if it were necessary, I believe there to be no need for it. Rather,
justice demands that we immediately grant Mr. Long the relief he has pursued for forty-four years.”

The judge continued, “This case exemplifies how our current habeas precedent incentivizes and rewards
bad faith on the part of police and prosecutors. Our habeas precedent rewards state actors guilty of
Brady violations for committing additional constitutional violations in order to subject the Brady claim to a
higher standard of review. But keeping an innocent man in prison should not be considered a ‘reward.’”

Duke law professor Jamie Lau in an email to media noted, “The Fourth Circuit has now affirmed what we
have said all along — that Mr. Long’s constitutional rights at trial were repeatedly violated by dishonest
police officers and the suppression of evidence. No reasonable juror would ever convict Long knowing
these facts, and it is time for the State of North Carolina to set him free.”

He added, “Our efforts in state court take on even more significance now, as Mr. Long’s life is potentially
at stake due to the global pandemic … If North Carolina cares about fairness and accuracy in its criminal
justice system, Ronnie Long must be free.”
“I’m blessed that it happened,” Ronnie Long told the Vanguard. “But with the circumstances surrounding
the case it should have happened way before now.”

Thanks for reading.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Judge Disqualifies Conservative San Luis
Obispo County DA from Prosecuting BLM
Activist
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It had been a contentious case that pitted a conservative
prosecutor against a prominent Black Lives Matter activist in a
California county with a near-even left-right divide. But a
superior court judge has now disqualified the district

Read More

CA Supreme Court Rules SB 1437 Allows
Relief for Defendant Who “Aided and
Abetted” in Crime Resulting in Murder

The California Supreme Court Thursday reversed a Court of
Appeal’s decision relating to Senate Bill 1437, ruling that a
defendant convicted for second-degree murder under the
natural and probable consequences theory is eligible

Read More

Scandal-Plagued Sacramento Lawmaker
and Ex-Cop Considers Run for Sheriff

California Assemblymember Jim Cooper announced Tuesday
that he is mulling a run for county sheriff. Cooper, a former
Sacramento County sheriff’s deputy, tweeted that he’s “been
asked by many elected officials and citizens

Read More

Federal Grand Jury Formally Indicts 6 Men
for Conspiracy to Kidnap Michigan
Governor Over COVID Policies

U.S. Attorney Andrew Birge announced Thursday that a
federal grand jury has indicted six men for conspiring to
kidnap Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer – reportedly in
retaliation to her coronavirus policies.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR COVID-19 Death Toll Surpasses One
Hundred – Four More Deaths Since
Yesterday

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail’s Staff Cases Rise to 12;
Santa Clara Jails Report 33 Cases in
Custody
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judges Cites Educational Kinship to
Defendant, Expunges Reckless Driving
Case

After a long day filled with arraignment hearings, Dept. 1 of
Yolo County Superior Court ended on a compassionate note,
despite some technical difficulties.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Fearing Kidnapping, Concerned Mother
Asks Court to Keep Abuser in Jail – Judge
Agrees

Andres Gutierrez allegedly violated a court order and his
probation, according to a victim who told a courtroom here
that she feared he was going to kidnap her children.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

‘This Order Does Not Make Me Happy,’
Judge Notes as Father Given Temporary
Sole Custody of Child

A father was awarded temporary sole custody of his daughter
after attending Family Law Court in Riverside Wednesday
morning, although the decision resulted from the presiding
judge being caught between a rock and a hard

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Cooper Considers Sheriff Run; Voices of Former ICE Detainees S.ll Haunted by
Abuse

Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 at 7:01:06 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“It just shows you what those people think of us community members, they call us illegals and jam us in a
place that’s fit for only 52 people and yet they put 400 people in there to maximize their pockets.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 17, 2020

Jim Cooper Considers Run For
Sacramento Sheriff

by David Greenwald

He’s a Democrat, he’s Black, but he is also an ex-police officer who has generally supported draconian
law and order issues and opposed most reforms including SB 1437.
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On Tuesday he tweeted, “After a 30-year career in law enforcement, I’ve been asked by many elected
officials and citizens across the county to seek the open Sheriff’s seat in Sacramento County in 2022.”

He said, “At this point, I am only weighing my options and considering what is best for my family, the
people of the 9th Assembly District, and for the citizens of Sacramento County.”

In a fiery exchange with the Democratic Party of Sacramento County, he tweeted, “@sacdems
your lack of leadership and ignorance is beyond troubling and is exactly why there has never been a
Democratic Sheriff in Sac County in 170+ years. I’ve been a lifelong proud Democrat and I always will
be!”

He added, “Perhaps the @sacdems party should look at history and how your leadership has massively
failed to elect a Dem as Sheriff. Moreover, you should reflect on how you complain about current
electeds, instead of immediately disenfranchising potential future change.”

The Appeal in an article on Wednesday did not hold back, “California Assemblymember Jim Cooper may
seek to be Sacramento sheriff once more—despite sexual harassment allegations and a long history of
outlandish antics.”

It noted: “he led a scandal-plagued life in public service, including an incident in which he admittedly
called the then-mayor of Elk Grove “a bitch.” He also was accused of overseeing a county jail where
suicides spiked and deputies forced women to strip and dance for them, and was involved in another
incident in which a judge issued a restraining order against him after he allegedly threatened to shoot
a man in the back of the head.”

THe article adds, “Perhaps most notably, while working as a sheriff’s deputy in 2005, Cooper was
reportedly investigated by Internal Affairs after he was anonymously accused of asking a woman who’d
recently gotten engaged if she wanted some “jungle love” before getting married. Although Cooper
denies any wrongdoing or that the incident constituted sexual harassment, he has stated in the past that
he believed the remark was an “off-color joke in the workplace.””

Personally would be less concerned about the personal indiscretions and more concerned with his record
which has been to push for a serious of anti-reform law enforcement policies “including a failed 2017 bill
opposed by the American Civil Liberties Union that would have made it easier for police and
immigration agents to search the phones of Californians.”

The Appeal writes: “In 2019, Lara Bazelon, a professor of law at the University of San Francisco, assailed
Cooper’s pro-law-enforcement record as a lawmaker and told The Appeal that he “uses charged
language to make people feel angry, vulnerable, and reactive, which then promotes the policies he wants.
It’s all about propping up mass incarceration and fighting change.””

Thanks for reading

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

CA Sheriff ‘Refuseniks’ – Orange County
Sheriff Rebuffs Court Order to Cut Jail
Population in Half Because of COVID-19
Threat

Elected California Sheriffs up and down the state have
refused to enforce COVID-19 mask orders and avoided
requirements to make jails safer by not distributing masks to
inmates or even requiring their own

Read More

Homeless Citizens ‘Aggressively’ Thrown
from Stockton Blvd. Encampment –
Activist Groups Urge Health Department to
Intervene

“We are in a state of crisis here locally in Sacramento..we
may be the best city to live [in], but we are not the best city to
live [in] if you are poor or unhoused,” charged Faye Wilson
Kennedy of the Sacramento Poor People’s Campaign

Read More

Guest Commentary: Biden Can End the
Mass Detention of Immigrants

The administration of President-elect Joe Biden must do more
than reverse the cruel immigration policies of the Trump
administration. While the Trump administration’s policies have
been particularly egregious, they are just the

Read More

“My dinner was two spoonfuls of rice,
beans, peas, carrots and casserole” –
COVID-19 Stories from CDCR’s Valley State
Prison

Blake* is incarcerated at Valley State Prison (VSP) in
Chowchilla. The Vanguard received a copy of a letter she
wrote to her loved ones detailing her experience with COVID-
19 . “Covid sucks. Prison sucks. Covid in prison

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR COVID-19 Death Toll Surpasses One
Hundred – Four More Deaths Since
Yesterday
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail’s Staff Cases Rise; Santa
Clara Jails Report 27 Cases in Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Hearing on Edens Delayed until February,
Possibility of Settlement Cited – Details in
the Case against Former Davis Police
Officer Remain Murky

While the public still does not know the full extent of the
allegations against former Davis Police Officer Trevor Edens,
a preliminary hearing was postponed until February, with
defense counsel suggesting the possibility of some

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘Buzz Ball’ Driver Faces 2 Felonies after
Allegedly Causing Severe Injuries

At a preliminary hearing here in Sacramento County Superior
Court Wednesday, Teunie Turner admitted she consumed a
few sips of a “Buzz Ball,” and turned head-on into another car,
causing severe injuries to the passenger

Read More
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Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

‘This Order Does Not Make Me Happy,’
Judge Notes as Father Given Temporary
Sole Custody of Child

A father was awarded temporary sole custody of his daughter
after attending Family Law Court in Riverside Wednesday
morning, although the decision resulted from the presiding
judge being caught between a rock and a hard

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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“The War on Drugs failed. Let’s own that failure & move forward. We introduced new legislation to end
mandatory prison time for drug possession, which fuels mass incarceration. Judges will now have
discretion to instead sentence to probation or suspended sentence,” tweeted Senator Wiener.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 16, 2020

Will Newsom Select a
Progressive Prosecutor To Fill AG Vacancy?

by David Greenwald
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A case out of San Luis Obispo illustrates the ongoing problem with the California Attorney General’s
office. A judge recused the San Luis Obispo DA’s office from prosecuting a high profile case involving a
protester due to bias. It was an unusual action, but now the AG’s office has to decide whether to fight the
judge’s ruling, dismiss the charges against the protester, or simply prosecute the case.

Say what? All across the country cases like these are being dismissed by local DA’s, this DA was found
to be acting with bias – a very unusual finding and yet this matter was not simply dismissed by Becerra’s
office. It’s very reminiscent of the shortcomings of both Kamala Harris and Xavier Becerra with regards to
Orange County’s scandals – where first the AG’s office fought the dismissal of the OC DA’s office and
then the removal of the death penalty before they finally failed to charge anyone with government
misconduct.

We have a chance to change that because President-elect Biden appointed Becerra to serve as Health
and Human Services secretary. If Becerra is confirmed by the U.S. Senate early next year, Governor
Newsom gets a chance to appoint a replacement for the next two years.

Many want to see him select a progressive prosecutor – someone who will take critical action on criminal
justice reform, police and prosecutorial accountability.

A key figure here might be Cristine Soto DeBerry. Right now, she heads up the Prosecutors Alliance of
California, which was founded by SF DA Chesa Boudin and LA DA George Gascon as a counterweight to
the California District Attorney’s Association.

Deberry has an interesting record, she was Deputy Chief of Staff to Newsom when he was San Francisco
Mayor, former Chief of Staff to the San Francisco District Attorney’s office under both Chesa Boudin and
George Gascon and a member of Gascon’s transition team.

She told the LA Times this week that she “expects the governor to appoint an attorney general with a
modern, progressive perspective on criminal justice — rejecting the tough-on-crime attitude that prevailed
in California through the end of the 20th century.”

The Times reports that while Gascon is committee to serving as DA in Los Angeles, his pick could be
modeled after him.

The Times has a whole list of potential candidates which include people like Conta Costa DA Diana
Becton but also San Francisco City Attorney Dennis Herrera (who most progressives would probably
question). 

More intriguing to me might be Rob Donta, a Assemblymember out of Alameda and Ted Lieu. Ted Lieu is
now a congressman from Toerrance, but in 2010 ran for Attorney General against Kamla Harris in the
primary and lost. When I interviewed him back in 2009, I was favorably impressed (and decidedly
unimpressed with Harris).

I have heard some interesting lesser known possibilities. But the key for me is someone who has a
progressive bent – people like Boudin, Gascon, and Becton who will move us forward and not dodge
tough issues on prosecutorial misconduct and police oversight as the last two AGs have done.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

CA Sheriff ‘Refuseniks’ – Orange County
Sheriff Rebuffs Court Order to Cut Jail
Population in Half Because of COVID-19
Threat

Elected California Sheriffs up and down the state have
refused to enforce COVID-19 mask orders and avoided
requirements to make jails safer by not distributing masks to
inmates or even requiring their own

Read More

Homeless Citizens ‘Aggressively’ Thrown
from Stockton Blvd. Encampment –
Activist Groups Urge Health Department to
Intervene

“We are in a state of crisis here locally in Sacramento..we
may be the best city to live [in], but we are not the best city to
live [in] if you are poor or unhoused,” charged Faye Wilson
Kennedy of the Sacramento Poor People’s Campaign

Read More

Guest Commentary: Biden Can End the
Mass Detention of Immigrants

The administration of President-elect Joe Biden must do more
than reverse the cruel immigration policies of the Trump
administration. While the Trump administration’s policies have
been particularly egregious, they are just the

Read More

‘War on Drugs Failed’ Tweets Lawmaker;
Introduces State Legislation to Untie
Hands of Judges in Drug Sentencing

Incarceration for simple drug possession could soon end – or
at least be minimized – under legislation introduced here at
the State Capitol by State Senator Scott Wiener to repeal
mandatory minimums that

Read More

“My dinner was two spoonfuls of rice,
beans, peas, carrots and casserole” –
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beans, peas, carrots and casserole” –
COVID-19 Stories from CDCR’s Valley State
Prison

Blake* is incarcerated at Valley State Prison (VSP) in
Chowchilla. The Vanguard received a copy of a letter she
wrote to her loved ones detailing her experience with COVID-
19 . “Covid sucks. Prison sucks. Covid in prison

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR COVID-19 Death Toll Surpasses One
Hundred – Four More Deaths Since
Yesterday

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail’s Staff Cases Rise;
Population of High-Risk Patients Peaks

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Does Not Take Advantage of
Treatment Center – Now to Reside in Risky
Yolo Jail
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Defendant Christopher Appleby, a Yolo County Superior Court
judge ruled Monday, had a chance for a treatment program
bed, but instead will be spending his time in a COVID-19 risky
jail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Two Vehicle-Related Domestic Abuse
Cases Now Set for Trial in 2021

It was a short morning in Dept. 4 of Sacramento County
Superior Court for Judge Steve White as he oversaw just two
cases, both of which involved a lover’s quarrel turned bad.
And motor vehicles.

Read More

Judge Sets Trial of Man Accused of
Dozens of Child Molestation Incidents with
One Victim

A Sacramento County Superior Court judge Tuesday found
Dante Ramon Colbert likely guilty at his preliminary hearing,
after testimony from an officer investigating dozens of child
molestation incidents that allegedly occurred

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More
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Riverside Court Watch

Riverside Judge Admits COVID Impacting
Riverside Courts, Sidelining Its Judges and
Staff – But Gov. Says Hope Is on Way

The continued spread of COVID-19 has had sweeping
impacts on the function of the criminal justice system,
including Riverside County, but hope is on the way in the form
of a vaccine that Monday will be delivered to all parts of

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Another Officer Charged in SF; Human Rights Calamity in the Prisons and Jails
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 at 7:01:41 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Keith Baraka, SF DA, “Police officers must be held accountable for acts of brutality they commit against
those they have sworn to protect and serve.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 15, 2020

“Guards are trying to kill
prisoners”- COVID-19 Stories from CDCR’s High Desert State
Prison

By Koda Slingluff
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This account is Part 1 of the Vanguard’s series on COVID-19 stories from CDCR.

Asher* is currently incarcerated at High Desert State Prison (HDSP) in Susanville, CA. In early
November, he called his mother Mary* with chilling news about the devastating spread of COVID-19 at
the facility. 
HDSP reported a massive outbreak in November. Cases rose from only four on November 1st to over
700 by the 24th. Currently, there are 645 active cases in custody and one COVID-19 related death. 
The guards’ conduct terrified and confused him. He states that the guards and staff have displayed a
clear neglect and intent to put the prison population in harm’s way.

Those who had tested negative for the virus were shuffled into the same units that were just used for the
sick— units that were completely unsanitized.

Asher told his mother that if anything were to happen to him, the prison’s conditions were to blame. 
The inten8onal mixing of infected and uninfected people and the lack of sanitization led Asher to a
conclusion; the guards wanted him to die.

“He feels the guards are trying to kill the prisoners,” Mary told the Vanguard. “He feels everyone from the
warden on down knows what’s going on.”

The HDSP houses over 5,500 people, of which 645 individuals are currently COVID-19 positive.
She urged her son to speak to the guards’ superiors. But Asher feared that going to authorities about the
conditions would leave him worse off. He replied, “I can’t, they’ll retaliate against me.”

Without safe living conditions or protection from authorities, Asher attempted self-isolation in his cell to
take control of his health. Mary says that he was written up for wanting to stay isolated.

By Dec. 7, Asher had contracted coronavirus.

As he experienced loss of smell, taste, and difficulty breathing, there was no aid available for him.
“There is no medical staff,” Mary wrote, “No one has even checked to see if he needs to go to the
hospital.”

“Due to the poor care and negligence and the outright disrespect for human life, the inhuman
treatment of my son, and others, they could lose [their] lives.”

These final words sum up his mother’s experience best.

“He warned me.”

*names changed for anonymity

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

SF PD Officer Charged by District Attorney
with Multiple Felonies for Brutal Baton
Beating of Black Man More than a Year Ago

A San Francisco Police Dept officer – accused of beating a
man with his baton on October 7, 2019 so badly it broke his
leg and wrist – now is facing felony charges after San
Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin

Read More

Criticizing Officials, Superior Court Judge
Orders Orange County Jail to Cut
Population in Half

While the pandemic continues to pose a threat to California,
elected officials, and local jails have failed to meet public
health experts’ recommendations to keep vulnerable people in
jail safe, according to a court pleading filed here.

Read More

COVID-19 Halts Valuable Re-Entry
Programs At Santa Clara Jails Impacting
Population’s Education Goals

Re-entry and rehabilitative programs assist incarcerated
people in successfully transitioning into society after a period
of incarceration to mitigate recidivism.

Read More

“Guards are trying to kill prisoners”-
COVID-19 Stories from CDCR’s High
Desert State Prison

Asher* is currently incarcerated at High Desert State Prison
(HDSP) in Susanville, CA. In early November, he called his
mother Mary* with chilling news about the devastating spread
of COVID-19 at the facility.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Correctional Training Facility Reports Fifth
COVID-19 Death; CDCR Death Toll Reaches
97
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Clara County Jails Report 24 Cases
in Custody — Highest Count in Four
Months

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Does Not Take Advantage of
Treatment Center – Now to Reside in Risky
Yolo Jail

Defendant Christopher Appleby, a Yolo County Superior Court
judge ruled Monday, had a chance for a treatment program
bed, but instead will be spending his time in a COVID-19 risky
jail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Innocent Trespass Order Results in Not-
So-Innocent Alleged Homicide at Local
Sacramento Library
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Accused murderer Ronald Seay, charged in a 2018 homicide
after North Natomas Branch Library supervisor was found
dead after multiple incidents of verbal aggression and hostility,
will finally get his trial next year.

Read More

Tough day to be a judge in Sacramento,
department 60.

It was a long, long day for Sacramento County Superior
Court, Dept. 60 Judge Scott L. Tedmon – he faced many
disruptions in his courthouse throughout a long day of
arraignments, and in one the defendant pointedly said “F**k

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Riverside Judge Admits COVID Impacting
Riverside Courts, Sidelining Its Judges and
Staff – But Gov. Says Hope Is on Way

The continued spread of COVID-19 has had sweeping
impacts on the function of the criminal justice system,
including Riverside County, but hope is on the way in the form
of a vaccine that Monday will be delivered to all parts of

Read More
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Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/%26nbsp%3B&g=ZjA2NDZmNWRhOG
U0ZmEzOQ==&h=Y2E3MThkYzQ4ZjJmODI1N2Q4N2M2ZjA0MjViNDdjZThmOGNlOWU4OTYwYzA2
ZTRmYTZmMWE2NmIzMzhkYTZiNw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1ha
WxzX2VtYWlsOmJlZjdlYzFiNjBiYWNhNjRjMjNmMzI5NjIyYWMwODEwOnYx
Sacramento Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/%26nbsp%3B&g=NDc1NWVmMDExYmYxM2JkYQ==&h=MTQ3NWNiNDAyYTc2
OTYzZTgwYWRjOGE5MGNlYjQ0M2YwNzYxMjc2YTY3OTZlOTRlYjUxNjk3MDk4OWIxMTEzZQ==&p
=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmJlZjdlYzFiNjBiYWNhNjR
jMjNmMzI5NjIyYWMwODEwOnYx
Twitter: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard%26nbsp%3B&g=Yjk4MjQwNjNmYTU2ZDk5ZA==&h=MDZ
jMDBmYTJjOTdlOTkxYjM3NjBjNjU2ZDI5MzM0YjA3MTBjOWNiNDU2MjRkNzliZDRlZDY1MDA5YTY4
ZmU0NQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmJlZjdlYzF
iNjBiYWNhNjRjMjNmMzI5NjIyYWMwODEwOnYx
YouTube: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=http%3A//www.youtube.com/davisvanguard&g=MTA0MmYyZDg0NjUyYjIxNw==&h=NTQ3ODc2N
jIxZWI2ZGU3MDVjZDY4MjI2NWQ3YWFhZWNiMmMzZjg3YTA1NzlmY2Y1MjI1NmIwMDgwNjQwZGU
5NQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmJlZjdlYzFiNjBi
YWNhNjRjMjNmMzI5NjIyYWMwODEwOnYx
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Jamie Lien, who is currently incarcerated at SATF says, “I don’t want to die in here.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 14, 2020

“I don’t want to die in
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“I don’t want to die in
here” – Protests Rise Against Tiny Meal Portions,
Suspicious Transfers, Lack of Testing
By JulieSa Bisharyan and Jaskiran Soomal 

On May 30, San Quentin (SQ) had zero COVID-19 cases. Now, it has reported over 2,200 total confirmed
cases and 28 deaths. The initial outbreak began when CDCR officials transferred 121 men from
California Institution for Men, a COVID-19 hotspot, to San Quentin, without prior testing. 

In November, a three-judge panel in the First District Court of Appeals ruled that San Quentin must
reduce its population to no more than 1,775 people to mitigate the spread of COVID-19. Justice J.
Anthony Kline expressed that the facility’s outbreak has been the worst epidemiological disaster in
California’s correctional history. 

Juan Moreno Haines is an award-winning journalist incarcerated at San Quentin. He is a member of the
Society of Professional Journalists and a regular contributor to Solitary Watch. He contracted COVID-19
in June and was moved to solitary confinement in the Badger unit. 

He interviewed two other SQ residents, Christopher Hickson and Walter McGee, who were also sent to
the Badger unit after contracting the virus. 

Juan remembers going outside for the first time in months after being in solitary confinement, which was
meant to be medical isolation or quarantine.

“My vision adjusted to the sunlight as I walked through the gate. It was since mid-May that I breathed
fresh air and felt the sun on my skin. It was August 3.” 

He absorbed the beautiful views of the ocean and Mount Tamalpais surrounding the prison’s fences.
After testing positive for the virus on June 27, he was moved from North Block to the Badger unit. He
reported that the cells very filthy and about 60 people were locked inside for 24 hours a day. They were
only let out for showers every three days, were not given any electrical power and had no TVs. Only
battery operated radios were provided, but Juan did not have any batteries. 

On June 29, several inmates began a hunger strike. Christopher Hickson was one of them. After nine
days, he ended his strike after prison officials agreed to improve some of their living conditions. One of
these changes included being placed in individual 4-ft by 10-ft cells rather than shared cells. Juan
reported feeling better with this improvement. 

For Juan, being able to go outside into the yard gave him the opportunity to talk with others and share
experiences with COVID-19. He spoke with 24-year old Walter McGee who said, “They got us in here like
dogs.” Walter tested positive on June 28 and was also placed in the Badger unit.

Walter says that CDCR is trying to correct their mistakes with handling the virus, but they are too late. For
Walter, being able to take a deep breath of fresh air and feel the sun gave him the belief that God had
answered his prayers.

Walter explains, “A lot of us broke the law and may have been wrong, but I was lost and scared to
change. But, since being in prison, I’ve learned how this affects my family…”

See full report here.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Reisig Tried to
Walk the Walk, But Couldn’t

George Gascon last week week was inaugurated in as Los
Angeles’ DA. On day one, he unveiled a revolutionary plan on
a host of fronts – one of the most spectacular was his
resentencing proposal.

Read More

Criminal Justice Reform Focus on
Sacramento Press Club Webinar

A criminal justice reform webinar here last week at the
Sacramento Press Club featured Los Angeles District
Attorney George Gascón, campaign strategist Dana
Williamson, and executive director of Californians for Safety

Read More

“I don’t want to die in here” – Protests Rise
Against Tiny Meal Portions, Suspicious
Transfers, Lack of Testing

On May 30, San Quentin (SQ) had zero COVID-19 cases.
Now, it has reported over 2,200 total confirmed cases and 28
deaths. The initial outbreak began when CDCR officials
transferred 121 men from California Institution for Men, a

Read More

The Vanguard Week In Review: Court
Watch (Dec. 7 to Dec. 11, 2020)

The Davis Vanguard is an online news forum that provides
coverage of criminal justice reform and courts throughout
California and the nation. In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began
to cover Davis and Yolo County groundbreaking, local

Read More

Many Defendants Denied Right to Speedy
Trial Because of Pandemic
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As expressly stated in the Constitution, a speedy trial is one
of the fundamental rights, for every American citizen, when
facing criminal charges. However, the pandemic has stalled
that process. Today, defendants could wait for

Read More

Letter: Involuntary Prison Transfers

We represent a large number of incarcerated people in San
Quentin. We have learned of the new involuntary transfer
policies, along with the recent lift of medical holds that were
put into place to protect our clients’ health and safety, in

Read More

SF DA Boudin, Weeks After Announcing
Historic Charges against SFPD Officer,
Declines to Prosecute 2 Other Officers

San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin announced the
charges against officers in two officer-involved shootings
(“OIS”) from earlier this year have not been filed.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Two New Deaths Reported at Chuckawalla
& Centinela Prison; CDCR Death Toll
Reaches Ninety-Five

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

COVID-19 Cases Surge in Santa Clara
County and Sacramento County Jails

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter
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half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Languishes in Jail for Months
Waiting for Treatment – Upset Judge Calls
It ‘Unacceptable’

Defendant Larry Tillman—in custody for more than 60 days—
has yet to receive treatment or admission to a state hospital.
He has been languishing in county jail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Tale of 2 Witnesses: Judge Rules against
Unlicensed Contractor in Restitution
Hearing

Conflicting details between the testimonies of defendant
Michael O’Brien—an unlicensed contractor—and a
homeowner victim emerged here in Sacramento County
Superior Court Friday.

Read More

Judge Denies Longshot Bid by Defendant
to Withdraw Previous Plea

A man serving a 14-year sentence filed a longshot motion
here in Sacramento County Superior Court last week asking
the judge to consider Penal Code section 1203.4, which
allows defendants who were sentenced before

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch
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Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Riverside Judge Admits COVID Impacting
Riverside Courts, Sidelining Its Judges and
Staff – But Gov. Says Hope Is on Way

The continued spread of COVID-19 has had sweeping
impacts on the function of the criminal justice system,
including Riverside County, but hope is on the way in the form
of a vaccine that Monday will be delivered to all parts of

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju
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In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: David Greenwald (@DavisVanguard) has added you to a group conversa.on on Twi4er!
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 at 5:39:53 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald (via Twi4er)
To: SF Public Defender

o=https%3A//t.co/BGwOQSKtfo%E2%80%9D&g=ZTQ4YmFmZGI3NmU3MWJiNA==&h=ZmQyMzhkYWNkMzVhZjlhOWQyM2M5NTJmYmYzOGFhMDY0NTI3MjA1MTcxOWFlMDE5ZWNiNzk4MWJiYmIxMDYwZA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmMzMjA3ZWY2YmQ0MzI2YjAzODgzMjJmNmJhZDQ0Zjk0OnYx

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Subject: We’re as commi4ed as you are, Valerie
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 at 4:00:06 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Image

Hello Valerie,
 

I write to you today because I trust you care.
 

You are part of our community because you believe in bringing fairness to local
government while promoting social justice and democracy.
 

We remain committed to this cause -- until every person is treated with the equity and
equality they deserve. While we work for lasting, systemic change, we also continue to
serve those who have yet to be treated equitably and equally.
 

At The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc our mission of bringing transparency,
accountability, and fairness to your community has not changed. We’ve been working to
make a change through the efforts made by our court watch interns, our COVID-19
tracking project, and our outgoing journalist in the Davis Vanguard at UC Davis in the
middle of all that 2020 has thrown our way.
 

You joined our community because of the work we do. And we still need you.
 

That’s why I’m asking you, Valerie, to consider supporting our efforts during this incredibly
difficult period by giving today.
 

Your generous gift will ensure that we can continue to fund the efforts made by our
COVID-19 tracking project. Our tracking project aims to shed light on the COVID
outbreaks happening behind prison walls. Our six interns have dedicated hours to
investigating and interviewing those currently being affected by these outbreaks. Their
work has allowed those currently incarcerated and their family members to have a
platform to have their voices and concerns heard by a larger audience.
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Thanks to a generous donor, all contributions made before the end of this month
will be matched -- that means your gift will be doubled!
 

With physical distancing, you may not be able to see the difference you are making first-
hand today, but let me tell you, YOU ROCK!
 

Will you join me today in making a gift that will have a positive impact all year?
 

Together, we can do so much more in the New Year -- and beyond.

GIVE NOW

Thanks in advance,
 

David Greenwald 
Director of the Davis Vanguard
 

P.S. Be the change you want to see in the world with a monthly subscription donation
to https://bit.ly/37c7bPs

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616

Email not displaying correctly?
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Subject: San Quen.n - involuntary transfers
Date: Saturday, December 12, 2020 at 2:47:45 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
CC: Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)
ASachments: Counsel Le4er RE Involuntatry Transfers 12.11.20.pdf

Hi David & the Vanguarg Team --

I wanted to bring this to your a4en.on: Please see a4ached le4er to Governor Newsom from
a4orneys represen.ng over 300 habeas corpus pe..oners from San Quen.n. 

Excerpt:
"We represent a large number of incarcerated people in San Quen.n. We have learned of the new
involuntary transfer policies, along with the recent li} of medical holds that were put into place to
protect our clients’ health and safety, in order to facilitate transferring these individuals. We write to
implore you to stop the California Department of Correc.ons from transferring any of our clients
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without their consent or an opportunity for counsel to weigh in on these decisions." 

If you have any ques.ons, please contact my colleague Danica Rodarmel, the statewide policy director
for the San Francisco Public Defender's Office. -[Email: Danica.Rodarmel@sfgov.org, copied on this
message]

Thank you,
Valerie

Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628)249-7946
SFPublicDefender.org/Media

Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Friday, December 11, 2020 at 11:07:52 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Layla Mustafa

People or stories from the inside - understanding the environment inside the jail. 

a4orneys who have had clients who've described the environment (SHF has been pain.ng a rosy
picture) -- any posi.ves? if so, what is SF doing right compared to other coun.es

are people refusing tests, can they, and why?
any problems ge�ng in contact with clients
anything w/ clients raising concerns about the virus
background ok! leads her to get a be4er understanding; with on-record later

get connected with folks in jail
Jacque is going to start training her on PRU next month
gap year before law school; Court Watch
M-F 8am-5pm

https://sfpublicdefender.org/media/
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

let me know when you're on assignment 

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 
Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce myself 
as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you may 
have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were still the 
proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients voiced 
any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-9736. 
Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
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International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Friday, December 11, 2020 at 7:49:09 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Layla Mustafa
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Hello Valerie, 

I wanted to follow up and see if you would still be willing to have a quick meeting today? My schedule is flexible, so
please let me know what works best for you.

Thank you again,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 6:17 PM Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu> wrote:
Hello Valerie,

Moving our meeting to Friday works for me. What time is best for you?

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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Best,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 5:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

Wondering if we could switch to Friday. My .me is much more flexible that day and I'll hopefully
be finished with this big project I'm working on. Or, if early next week works. 

Thanks,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward to
speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and
could set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday (either
between 12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I fully
understand your ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've been
really good.

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted
sources.

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be
confined to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at
the SF county jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information the
Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of
current jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you
sharing my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their experience
regarding the matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted in
different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first
point of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather
some of that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering
when you were hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 

Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and 
I actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally 

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//www.davisvanguard.org/tag/cdcr/&g=ZjViNDUwYzNlOGU0MTNjZQ==&h=YzY3YTc2YWQ5ZTMxNTZhZjViOGRkOWE0NzE2ZGU3MzRmMWFiOGVmMzcxM2YyMWM5YzhjODc4ZGJhNTBmYmYxZA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjdmYmZiYTE5ODg0MTMwMzI1MzZmMTE1OGJlODc1MmUyOnYx
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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introduce myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you 
may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you 
were still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public 
Defender’s viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? 
Additionally, have clients voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the 
incarcerated narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with 
your schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 
415-990-9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a 
better contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - San Quen.n Prison Asking COVID-19 Devastated Prisoners to Accept Legal
Liability for Own Deaths; Trump Executes Man Over Widespread Objec.ons

Date: Friday, December 11, 2020 at 7:00:45 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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“Murdering Brandon will only further cycle of trauma and harm, it is another demonstration of the legacy
of this country where we treat trauma with more trauma,” said Ayanna Pressley

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 11, 2020

Boudin Declines to File
in Officer-Involved Shootings

By Ruby Chavez

San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin announced the charges against officers in two officer-involved shooting
(“OIS”) have been declined from earlier this year. After the thorough investigation, this DA’s Office’s
Independent Investigation Bureau (“IIB”) made their decision, which responded to both incidents that
occurred. Under District Attorney Boundin’s leadership, the DA’ Office has been working conscientiously
reviewing each case that involved officer use-of-force. Therefore, in both cases, the evidence provided
did not support prosecution of neither officers that were involved. 

DA Chesa Boudin said, “my office is committed to holding police accountable when they commit a crime
as well as to notifying officers who are investigated- and the community at large- as soon as possible
when an investigation is complete.” 

“My office carefully reviews the specific facts in each case involving officer use-of-force so we can
determine when charges are warranted as well as when officers acting under stressful situations behaved
lawfully. In these two incidents the evidence showed that the officers’ use of force was lawful self-
defense”., said Boudin. 

October 11,2020, SFPD officers were dispatched to the area of Valencia and Market Streets regarding a
suspected carjacking with a knife. Cesar Vargas was located after the officers searched the area. The
officers leave their patrol vehicles and attempt to talk to Vargas. Vargas then charged at the officers with
the knife making threats. Vargas was killed during the shooting, from charging at police with a knife.

The IIB unit responded to the scene, and the IIB attorney’s and investigators began a thorough
investigation on the officers’ use-of-force. The IIB included interviews with witnesses and the officers who
were involved and reviewing written reports. They reviewed surveillance videos and the police body
camera footage to get every evidence needed. With the evidence, they determined it did not support
criminal charges against the officers involved at the shooting.

Lateef Gray, the head of the District Attorney’s IIB Unit said, “this was a tragedy, and we express
condolences to Mr. Vargas’s family for their loss”.  Gray implied, “although we recognize that this
announcement may bring them pain, we hope that by reporting the results of our investigation, we can
bring some closure and provide them space to grieve”. 

The second OIS incident that was also declined to file charges by the District Attorney’s Office, on April
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21, 2020, officers were dispatched to the Pierre Hotel for a report of a person inside the lobby waving a
2x4 piece of lumber and possibly holding a knife. Thomas O’Bannon was present and hit a glass window
with a piece of wood and ripped at a red fire box in the inside wall of the front office. The officers
attempted to handle the situation promptly and safely by trying to have the case manager at the hotel
speak to Mr. O’Bannon.

The efforts were not successful and caused O’Bannon to thrust the 2X4 piece of wood at the officers. The
officers then used their Extended Range Impact Weapon (ERIW)  ,which was also unsuccessful.
O’Bannon was armed with a screwdriver,and began to charge outside of the lobby towards the officers.
Once he was outside, with the screwdriver in his hand, he charged an officer, who began to fall
backwards, fired his firearm twice, but did not strike O’Bannon with either bullets.

Thomas O’Bannon was charged by the DA’s Office after his arrest and is currently in Behavioral Health
Court, living in a residential program, and has been compliant with the terms of the program.

The IIB Unit responded to this scene as well and conducted witness interviews, officer interviews,
reviewed all written reports, and carefully reviewed surveillance and body camera footage before a
decision has been made. IIB Unit followed the same procedure as the first one.

The announcement of the declination to file charges in these two incidents follows DA Boundin’s recent
announcements. On November 23, 2020, DA Boundin announced the historic prosecution of former
Officer Chris Samayoa, who shot and killed Keita O’Neil in 2017. This was the first homicide charge
against an on-duty officer in SF’ history. DA Boudin announced that a grand jury had returned indictments
for felony charges against Officer Christopher Flores- who shot Jamaica Hampton in December 2019.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Quentin Prison Asking COVID-19
Devastated Prisoners to Accept Legal
Liability for Own Deaths?

San Quentin State Prison – the stuff that movies are made of
– has become a real live killing field this year after COVID-19
spread like a wildfire, as predicted, killing dozens.

Read More

Trump Administration Executes Another
Person Thursday Night – 5 Others to be
Killed Before President Leaves Office
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Brandon Bernard was executed late last night here at the
federal correctional center – one of six federal executions
scheduled at the hand of President Trump in his waning days
before leaving office. He’s already

Read More

New LA DA Gascón Directs Office to Stop
Seeking Death Penalty, Review All Death
Row Cases

New Los Angeles District Attorney George Gascón continues
to make big criminal justice reform waves just days after
taking office.This week he has directed all deputy district
attorneys to immediately stop filing letters asking for

Read More

State Senator Takes Aim at Bad Cops,
Introduces Bill to License Peace Officers

As the only Black member of the California State Senate,
Senator Steven Bradford (D-Gardena) is taking aim at bad
cops, introducing legislation that seeks accountability of law
enforcement officers.

Read More

Sacramento Homeless Union Focus on
Helping Homeless Community During
Pandemic; Suing County, Sheriff Up Next

People throughout most of California are upset about a new
stay at home order going into effect in order to stop the
spread of the Coronavirus.But what if you don’t have a home?

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Two New Deaths Reported at Chuckawalla
& Centinela Prison; CDCR Death Toll
Reaches Ninety-Five

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

COVID-19 Cases Surge in Santa Clara
County and Sacramento County Jails
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Languishes in Jail for Months
Waiting for Treatment – Upset Judge Calls
It ‘Unacceptable’

Defendant Larry Tillman—in custody for more than 60 days—
has yet to receive treatment or admission to a state hospital.
He has been languishing in county jail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Attempted $1,140 Cigarette Theft Leads to
Trial Ruling

Cigarettes can be a nasty and unhealthy habit—and,
apparently, they can also land you in jail.In a preliminary
hearing here in Sacramento County Superior Court this week,
Marques D. Watkins is alleged to have attempted grand theft
of a box cigarettes, worth $1,140, from a delivery

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Ayanna Pressley and Rachael Rollins, et al: "The policies addressing excessive force should
be significantly informed by those who actually experience such force. For too long,
the chorus of voices dominating the discussions on "

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 10, 2020

Reform Leaders in
Massachusetts Call On Governor to Sign Police Reform Bill

Ayanna Pressley (US Representative), Rachael Rollins (Suffolk County DA), Liz
Miranda (State Representative), and Tanisha M. Sullivan (Boston NAACP President)
in an op-ed published on Wednesday in the Boston Globe, called on Governor
Baker to sign the sweeping reform bill.

They wrote:

Eight decades after the civil rights movement began, Black people are still fighting for basic human and
civil rights. Black women especially so.

Consider Breonna Taylor, a Black woman who was killed in March by Louisville police executing a no-
knock warrant while she slept in her home. The target had already been arrested. Yet Taylor was shot five
times and no police officer gave her aid. To date, only one officer has been charged, and it was for the
bullets he shot that missed Taylor. The city of Louisville has since banned no-knock warrants. But why did
it take Taylor’s killing for there to be this common-sense policy change?

In the aftermath of Taylor’s death, as well as the killing of George Floyd by Minneapolis police in May,
hundreds of thousands took to the streets across the country. The US House of Representatives passed
the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act, sweeping legislation that would limit the use of no-knock
warrants and make it easier to hold police officers accountable. In Massachusetts, state policy makers
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signaled a commitment to address police violence and the need to dismantle systems that for too long
have exacerbated racial injustice. The police reform bill before Governor Charlie Baker reflects
meaningful steps toward reining in violent, excessive force used by police, including police decertification,
regulation of facial recognition technology, and requiring officers to intervene if their peers use illegal
force. Baker has the opportunity and critical responsibility to implement these changes by signing the bill
into law.

The bill includes an amendment by one of us, Representative Liz Miranda, who represents one of the
most overpoliced sections of Boston. Her amendment requires a heightened level of scrutiny and allows
only judges — not clerk magistrates — to grant these warrants when there is a credible threat to officer
safety without it. The provision also requires that officers confirm that no children or seniors are in the
target location.

Critics suggest that these common-sense limits might put officers’ lives in jeopardy. We would argue that
the SWAT-like tactics of no-knock raids pose grave dangers to all involved — especially unarmed and
innocent families behind the doors where those warrants are executed. Public policy should be designed
to protect and value the lives of all — not just some. Indeed, Black lives matter too.
The policies addressing excessive force should be significantly informed by those who actually
experience such force. For too long, the chorus of voices dominating the discussions on proposed
reforms has been overwhelmingly composed of police unions and law enforcement. That is why, in June
— as many were awakening to the brutal reality of violence, terror, and fear that so many Black people
experience when encountering law enforcement — the NAACP Boston Branch convened community
members and sister organizations to develop and advance urgent community-informed policing reform
priorities. The demand for limits on excessive use of force was resounding.

Click here to see the full op-ed

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

LA District Attorney George Gascón
Doesn’t Waste Time in Reform, Adopts
Resentencing Guidelines

Newly-elected Los Angeles District Attorney George Gascón
is wasting no time in reforming the justice system here, and
has announced he has “adopted new charging and
sentencing principles.”

Read More

Alleged Prosecution Misconduct Hearing
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in Kansas Resumes for Third Day

Prosecutorial misconduct proceedings for ex-Shawnee
County Deputy DA Jacqie Spradling opened for a third day
Wednesday as two key witnesses were presented to the
court.

Read More

Guest Commentary: The Biden
Administration Must Prioritize Reversing
Trump’s Damage to Racial Justice Policy

In the last four years, the Trump administration has
aggressively dismantled federal protections that ensure equal
treatment against racial discrimination, amplified racist
rhetoric, and explicitly targeted communities of color

Read More

Civil Rights Groups File Damage Claims
Against Governor, State for
Unconstitutionally Transferring State
Prisoners to ICE Custody

Four people formerly incarcerated in California prisons, who
were supposed to be released back to their homes but
instead were sent to ICE (Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement) facilities, are part of a damage

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Five-Thousand Plus Active Cases
Reported Across CDCR; Death Toll
Reaches Ninety-Three

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Six Staff COVID-19
Cases and Multiple HUs Under Quarantine

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Languishes in Jail for Months
Waiting for Treatment – Upset Judge Calls
It ‘Unacceptable’

Defendant Larry Tillman—in custody for more than 60 days—
has yet to receive treatment or admission to a state hospital.
He has been languishing in county jail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Attempted $1,140 Cigarette Theft Leads to
Trial Ruling

Cigarettes can be a nasty and unhealthy habit—and,
apparently, they can also land you in jail.In a preliminary
hearing here in Sacramento County Superior Court this week,
Marques D. Watkins is alleged to have attempted grand theft
of a box cigarettes, worth $1,140, from a delivery

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Communication Problem Made Simple
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Fresno Plea Hearing Difficult

Even though the defendant here could converse in English
and Spanish—and had an interpreter just in case, a hearing
here Tuesday in Fresno County Superior Court had a series
of “communication” problems.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju
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In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Valerie,Happy Hanukkah from the Davis Vanguard!
Date: Thursday, December 10, 2020 at 4:00:34 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Happy Hanukkah from the Davis Vanguard

Image

Hello Valerie!



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 00:36:37 Bri8sh Summer Time
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Happy Hanukkah! Wishing you all the miracles of light
and good health during this season of Hanukkah! 

Hanukkah is a celebration of humanity's ongoing
struggles for freedom and justice. Sharing stories, like
Ajay Dev's, allow us to share our experiences of
persecution throughout history. With your support, we
continue to stand in solidarity with those who share
our yearning for a more just and equal world.
 

Our Vanguard team would like to thank you for your
support throughout the year. With your help, we have
been able to:

bring transparency and accountability to more
local communities such as San Francisco,
Fresno, and Riverside,
establish the Davis Vanguard at UC Davis club;
and,
expand our COVID-19 project to expose the
mishandling and mistreatment of those
incarcerated during outbreaks of covid 19. 

Please support our fight for justice and
accountability as generously as you can this
holiday season. 

Please consider
signing up for a

monthly contribution.
--------------------------------

 
Monthly donations help

sustain the Vanguard and
further encourages our
community engagement

and outreach.

$5

$10

$25

$50

$100

Please select a donation amount
and donation frequency. 

With the holiday season upon us, please consider giving a generous gift to
continue supporting the efforts made by the Davis Vanguard.

 
Support our fight for justice and accountability.

 
All donations made by December 31 will be matched by generous donor. 

DONATE  TODAY

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
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Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Thursday, December 10, 2020 at 2:17:44 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Layla Mustafa
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Hello Valerie,

Moving our meeting to Friday works for me. What time is best for you?

Best,
Layla

On Wed, Dec 9, 2020 at 5:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

Wondering if we could switch to Friday. My .me is much more flexible that day and I'll hopefully be
finished with this big project I'm working on. Or, if early next week works. 

Thanks,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward to
speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and could
set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday (either between
12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I fully understand your
ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've been
really good.

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be
confined to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at the
SF county jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information the
Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of current
jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you sharing
my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their experience regarding
the matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first
point of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather some
of that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering when you
were hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted
sources.

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 

Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce 
myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you 
may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were 
still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients 
voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-
9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Thursday, December 10, 2020 at 1:09:10 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Layla Mustafa

Hi Layla,

Wondering if we could switch to Friday. My .me is much more flexible that day and I'll hopefully be
finished with this big project I'm working on. Or, if early next week works. 

Thanks,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward to
speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and could
set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday (either between
12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I fully understand your
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ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've been really
good.

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be confined
to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at the SF county
jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information the
Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of current
jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you sharing
my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their experience regarding the
matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first point
of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather some of
that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering when you were
hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
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Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 
Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce 
myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you 
may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were 
still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients 
voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-
9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - California Bill Would Require Cops Get Bachelor's; Gascon and Mosby Discuss
Sentencing Review

Date: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 at 7:04:30 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

"The collective assessment of the two studies is that ... the distribution (of military
equipment) to local law enforcement doesn’t seem to affect one way or the other. It
doesn’t reduce crime, it doesn’t lead to an increase in crime. It doesn’t seem to
reduce officer injuries. It doesn’t seem to increase them either," Clark said.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 9, 2020

Studies Find that
Militarizing Police Neither Reduces Crime Nor Protects Officers

By David Greenwald
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Local governments have spent billions on surplus military equipment with everything from tactical gear to
armored tanks and high powered weapons. Much of that has been transferred from the federal
government to local police after the Trump administration reinstated federal programs.
Now two studies have come out, both peer-reviewed, and published in the journal, Nature of Human
Behaviour.

The studies find that the Trump administration in fact justified their executive order in 2017 to reinstate
Pentagon supplies of military equipment to police departments based on unreliable data.

“I think far too frequently we see public policy enacted on a hunch about what it will do and we don’t
spend much effort evaluating whether they work as intended. This is one very glaring example," Tom
Clark, co-author of one of the studies and a professor of political science at Emory, told ABC News.

"The collective assessment of the two studies is that ... the distribution (of military equipment) to local law
enforcement doesn’t seem to affect one way or the other. It doesn’t reduce crime, it doesn’t lead to an
increase in crime. It doesn’t seem to reduce officer injuries. It doesn’t seem to increase them either,"
Clark said.

Militarization of the police has been a lightning rod issue – brought to light during the Ferguson protests
when military equipment was rolled out against protesters but also in work like that of journalist/ columnist
Radley Balko, who has cited the rise of militarization as a leading cause for devastating police raids and
the encroachment of civil liberties during drug enforcement efforts by state and federal law enforcement.

This all stems from the 1033 Program, which was establishment in 1990 to provide military surplus
equipment to local law enforcement. Critics believe that such equipment “promotes a warrior mentality
over a guardian approach to policing.” 

However, law enforcement believes that such equipment protects both police and the public.

ABC News quotes Michelle McCaskill, a spokesperson for the federal Defense Logistics Agency, saying
that Congress authorized the 1033 Program "to make excess military equipment available to law
enforcement as a way to maximize tax dollars, give law enforcement agencies additional support in
counter-drug and counter-terrorism operations and enhance public safety."

"DLA is responsible for the management of the program and continues to make improvements for
efficiency, cost effectiveness, transparency and inventory control," McCaskill said. "As lawmakers pursue
policy goals regarding the disposition of excess military equipment through the legislative process, DLA
will abide by all statutory and regulatory rules that are put in place."

However, Kenneth Lowande, an assistant political science professor at the University of Michigan and
author of one of the new studies titled "Police Demilitarization and Violent Crime," says that his
researchs shows that the Trump administration based their conclusions on flawed studies.

"My biggest concern is that those claims have been made by prior studies. They were explicitly
suggesting that by giving military hardware to police departments, it would deter criminals from
committing crimes," Lowande told ABC News. "It’s just not an accurate record. It was never designed to
be used to test that hypothesis."

For example, Lowande says he examined 3.8 million archived inventory records, and found that much of
the equipment was never used.

"When you look at those types of police department’s crime rates over time, you don’t see any
differences," Lowande said. “So, if this equipment was playing a big role in reducing crime in those areas,
you would have expected to see crime go up and it just didn’t."

But try convincing law enforcement that this stuff doesn’t work or they don’t need it.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Newly Sworn-In LA D.A. George Gascón,
Maryland State Attorney Marilyn Mosby
Discuss Plans to Tackle Mass
Incarceration

Maryland’s State Attorney Marilyn Mosby and newly sworn-in
Los Angeles District Attorney George Gascón discussed the
formation of sentencing review units (SRUs), whose goal is to
tackle mass incarceration and

Read More

Alleged Prosecutorial Misconduct Hearing
in Kansas Continues for Second Day

A law enforcement officer attempted to shed some light here
Tuesday by recounting his investigation of Dana Chandler
during day two of misconduct hearing for prosecutorial
misconduct and prosecutorial error filed against former

Read More

Assemblymember Jones-Sawyer Puts
Forward New Police Reform Legislation
That Would Require Bachelor Degrees For
Police

Currently the state law only requires a very minimal standard
of peace officers being 18 years of age and having a high
school degree or test equivalent. Departments are able to
have standards above the state minimum, but those

Read More

First Asian American Nominated By Gov.
Newsom to Serve on 4th District Court of
Appeal
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CA Gov. Gavin Newsom Tuesday nominated Judge Truc T.
Do to serve as an Associate Justice of the Fourth District
Court of Appeal, Division One – Judge Truc T. Do will be the
first Asian American Justice in the court’s history.

Read More

Misconduct Hearing Against Kansas
Prosecutor Opens – 2 Cases of Misconduct
Alleged

Day one of a virtual hearing began Monday in which attorneys
made their opening statements in the case of prosecutorial
misconduct and prosecutorial error filed against former
Shawnee County attorney Jacqie Spradling.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Substance Abuse Treatment Facility
Reports Three New COVID-19 Deaths;
Cases Surge Across CDCR

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Six Staff COVID-19
Cases and Eleven Housing Units Under
Quarantine

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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Self Defense Motion Fairs – Judge
‘Schools’ Defense Attorney on Worth of
Evidence

Evidence in court is a mighty sword—but Judge Peter M.
Williams told a defense attorney he didn’t have it, and ruled
against his motion.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Denied No Bail Release from
Jail After Domestic Abuse Charge Detailed

No adult criminal record didn’t help 19-year-old defendant
Emmanuel Deloney here in Sacramento County Superior
Court Monday – the court felt the actions he is accused of
were just too serious.

Read More

Expensive Fix for Probation Violator, But
Chopper Chases Suspect, Canines Catch
Him

Joseph Heinz maybe didn’t do the smart thing trying to outrun
a police car, helicopter and a canine unit.He admitted as
much Monday in Sacramento County Superior Court where
he faced the consequences in front of Judge Michael

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

DUI Defendant Admits Needs to ‘Grow Up,’
Paid for Mistake – Literally
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Defendant David Honeycutt knew he made a mistake and
literally paid for it here – several thousand dollars.Honeycutt
faced his second offense DUI conviction in Fresno County
Superior Court Tuesday after driving under the influence

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 at 8:25:22 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Layla Mustafa
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Hello Valerie,

Wow- thank you for the compliment, it means a lot!

If it works for you, we can chat at 12:00. I'll be free during that 12:00-1:30 timeslot. 

Once again, I really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I look forward to
speaking with you soon!

Best,
Layla

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 8:52 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and could
set up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday (either between
12:00-1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I fully understand your
ques.ons, which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've been really
good.

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted
sources.

To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be confined
to one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at the SF county
jail to hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information the
Public Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of current
jail conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you sharing
my contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their experience regarding the
matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first point
of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather some of
that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering when you were
hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 

Dear

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce 
myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you 
may have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were 
still the proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients 
voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-
9736. Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Gascon Sworn In Implemen.ng Sweeping Changes on Day One
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 at 7:01:10 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

George Gascon: “The status quo hasn’t made us safer.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 8, 2020

Gascon Transforms
Himself and Looks to Transform the Criminal Justice System
Entire

By David Greenwald

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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“40 years ago I walked my first beat as a young police officer,” LA’s New DA George Gascon said on
Monday.  “I am not the same man I was when I first put on the uniform.”

He explained, “One of the many reasons for that is because of situations I faced as a young officer -
situations & experiences that have stayed with me, and that continue to shape my approach to this work.”

“Those experiences taught me the criminal justice system is fundamentally broken,” he continued.
“Today, we will usher in a new era of criminal justice, and transform the largest criminal justice jurisdiction
in America.”

Powerful words – but he really could have gone back just a few years rather than forty to make the point. 
Many of the boldest initiatives he is putting forward on day 1 – from ending money bail to ending the
death penalty, to a robust post-conviction unit, he did not put in place in San Francisco – his predecessor,
Chesa Boudin did.

But George Gascon ran as a hardcore reformer this year and is now walking the walk, after talking the
talk.

“The status quo hasn’t made us safer,” he said as he offered a plan where his prosecutors won’t seek
cash bail or the death penalty, will not try juveniles as adults and will address police brutality – the types
of cases that critics charge escaped him in San Francisco.

It won’t be easy.  While Chesa Boudin managed to turn over his office with only small amounts of
personnel change, LA might be different.

"Everyone's in shock," says one longtime LA County prosecutor, who calls it a "complete culture change
for this office." This person (who asked not to be identified) says some prosecutors are talking about
leaving according to one report.

The DA put forward bold initiatives on several areas.

“Racism and the death penalty are inextricably intertwined.  Numerous studies have found that race
influences who is sentenced to die in this country and in California; this includes both the race of the
defendant and the race of the victims,” Gascon’s office laid out in its death penalty policy.

He noted that 215 people on California’s death row are from Los Angeles County and “an astonishing
85% of those people are people of color.”

LA is not only disproportionately represented on death row, it is “an outlier even within the state’s flawed
system; the rest of California’s death row is populated by 59% people of color.”

Gascon also notes: “by imposing the death penalty, there is a real risk of executing innocent people.
According to a peer-reviewed study published in the National Academy of Sciences, one in 25 people
sentenced to death in the United States from 1973 to 2004 was erroneously convicted. This “conservative
estimate” 12 would mean that at least 9 people currently on death row who were convicted in Los
Angeles County are innocent.”

He argues: “Maintaining a system of capital punishment when there is a significant risk that an innocent
person will be executed is intolerable.”

In the meantime, arguing, “The sentences we impose in this country, in this state, and in Los Angeles
County are far too long,” he is proposing “judicial resentencing hearings after 15 years of imprisonment
for all convicted people.”
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He argues: “Justice demands that the thousands of people currently serving prison terms imposed in Los
Angeles County under earlier, outdated policies, are also entitled to the benefit of these new policies.
Many of these people have been incarcerated for decades or are serving a “ virtual life sentence ”
designed to imprison them for life. The vast majority of incarcerated people are members of groups long
disadvantaged under earlier systems of justice: Black people, people of color, young people, people who
suffer from mental illness, and people who are poor. While resentencing alone cannot correct all
inequities inherent in our system of justice, it should at least be consistent with policies designed to
remedy those inequities.”

And those are just two changes being made.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

George Gascón Sworn in as LA County
New DA, Announces Immediate Reform,
Including End to Cash Bail and Death
Penalty Prosecutions

Newly elected District Attorney George Gascón announced
his immediate implementation of unprecedented reform to LA
County’s policing policies at his inauguration and swearing-in
ceremony as LA

Read More

Baltimore Prosecutor Creates Sentencing
Review Unit to Reduce Prison Population
Amid COVID-19 Crisis

Maryland’s State Attorney’s Office announced the creation of
the new Sentencing Review Unit (SRU) Monday, tasked with
reviewing “cases of certain incarcerated people to determine
whether the office supports their release.”

Read More

“A submarine that was sinking” – San
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Quentin Residents Reflect on COVID-19
Devastation

San Quentin (SQ) has confirmed 2,238 positive cases and
twenty-eight deaths thus far, making it the second most
affected facility across CDCR. With a population of a little over
2,800, SQ has been mandated to reduce its population

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Refuses to Discipline Staff
for Not Enforcing Social Distancing, Mask-
Wearing

Over the span of two weeks and the Thanksgiving holiday,
Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO) reported six positive
cases in the incarcerated population and nine staff/contractor
cases.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports Six Staff COVID-19
Cases and Multiple Housing Units Under
Quarantine — Highest Count Since Mid-
August

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

CA State Prison Sacramento Reports
Seventy New COVID-19 Cases Over the
Weekend

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center
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Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Self Defense Motion Fairs – Judge
‘Schools’ Defense Attorney on Worth of
Evidence

Evidence in court is a mighty sword—but Judge Peter M.
Williams told a defense attorney he didn’t have it, and ruled
against his motion.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Has Difficulties Understanding
Plea Deal during Zoom Livestream
Sentencing

Maybe it’s Zoom livestreamed hearings that have sometimes
made it more difficult for judges and defendants to
communicate over these past COVID-19 months.

Read More

One Preliminary Hearing Witness
Convinces Judge Gun, Ammo Case Should
Go to Trial

It didn’t take much to bind two defendants—Dante Miller and
Darrel Hodges—over for trial on possession of ammunition
and firearms at their preliminary hearing last week here in
Sacramento County Superior Court.

Read More

Homeless Defendant Released Thanks to
No Real Criminal Record

Having no real criminal record benefited defendant Tajia
Thelusma here in Sacramento County Superior Court, Dept.
60 Friday—as a result, Judge Laurel White ordered the level
two pretrial release until later in December.

Read More

Man Does Nearly 3 Years in Jail; Now DA
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and Defense Want to Find Him Help

“I see voices and I hear things,” in-custody defendant Timothy
Harrington shouted out during the prosecution’s remarks
Friday in Sacramento County Superior Court.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defense Request Backfires – Routine
Arraignment Prompts Custody Concerns

A defense attorney’s request to remove the defendant’s
children from a criminal protective order prompted a new
debate over custody concerns involving that defendant—in
effect, the request backfired.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Sent by info@davisvanguard.org powered by

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 at 4:51:35 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Layla Mustafa
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Hi Layla,

I apologize for not responding to you sooner. I have been on a deadline for a big project and could set
up a .me to touch base with you later this week. Are you available Thursday (either between 12:00-
1:30pm or 3:00-5:00pm) to set up a chat? I'd like to make sure that I fully understand your ques.ons,
which will help me to track down the right people.

By the way, I wanted to men.on that I have read some of your recent ar.cles and they've been really
good.

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 
Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be confined to
one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at the SF county jail to
hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information the Public
Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of current jail
conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you sharing my
contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their experience regarding the
matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first point
of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather some of
that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering when you were
hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//www.davisvanguard.org/tag/cdcr/&g=ZjViNDUwYzNlOGU0MTNjZQ==&h=YzY3YTc2YWQ5ZTMxNTZhZjViOGRkOWE0NzE2ZGU3MzRmMWFiOGVmMzcxM2YyMWM5YzhjODc4ZGJhNTBmYmYxZA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjdmYmZiYTE5ODg0MTMwMzI1MzZmMTE1OGJlODc1MmUyOnYx
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Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 
Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce 
myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you may 
have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were still the 
proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients 
voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-9736. 
Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

Subject: Its been a wonderful year for the Davis Vanguard!
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 at 4:00:28 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
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Image

Image

Hi Valerie,
 

I want to let you know the difference a year makes.
 

Just this year, The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc reached more than fifty undergraduates
looking to start a career in law or journalism in our community -- now more than ever we
need your support to overcome obstacles and to continue inspiring future generations of
college students. 
 

Thanks to so many generous donors, so much has been accomplished.
 

And with your help, we can accomplish so much more in 2021! We’ll move forward
together to create a broader vision for more than fifty undergraduates, looking to bring
transparency, accountability, and fairness to our community, who need us to:

Promote students to be involved in their community by reporting on local news;
Hire more staff who can help cover news in the San Francisco Hall of Justice; and,
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Expand The Davis Vanguard at UC Davis, which is headed by a diverse group of
female journalists and activists from UC Davis.

As you consider your giving plans for year-end, we hope that you will choose to support
our efforts through a gift to The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc.
 

With gratitude,
 

David Greenwald 
Director of the Davis Vanguard 
 

P.S. Monthly subscription gifts are budget-friendly and will help us build a sustainable
future. Thanks for all that you do to support us!  
 

DONATE HERE - https://bit.ly/3jRBH4j

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616

Email not displaying correctly?
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Unsubscribe
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Becerra Appoints to HHS; Reformers Pleased to See Him Leave As AG
Date: Monday, December 7, 2020 at 7:00:10 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The evidence presented in this article provides additional argumentation supporting the position of all UN
organizations that mandatory treatment settings do not represent a favorable or effective environment for
the treatment of drug dependence,” said Fabienne Hariga, MD, MPH

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 7, 2020

COVID Is Running Wild
in Jails and Prisons, Authorities Not Doing Enough
I wanted to use this space to highlight some of the great work the Vanguard is doing. One of the projects
that has really taken off has been our COVID in prison and jails reporting. Not only do we have a daily
tracker of COVID cases, a team of writers is getting inside the jails and prisons and doing some first rate
report.

This was published from Tiffany Devlin on Saturday - full article.

Since late-May, Mike Brady, Director of Sabot Consulting (SC), has been conducting a series of
inspections and spot-checks to monitor the jail’s compliance with CDC/Public Health guidelines and the
progress of the implementation of previous recommendations made by Sabot.

In Brady’s Sept. 22 spot-check, he found several instances in the dayroom and kitchen where
incarcerated people and staff were not complying with social distancing and mask-wearing guidelines. 

In Pod 6D, he observed approximately 25 people in the dayroom together with no social distancing. At
least 10 of them were not wearing their masks properly — some were down below their noses and others
were below their chins. He also observed two inmate trustees pushing carts out of a housing unit with
their masks below their noses.

Brady writes that, “In both instances, the Housing Unit Deputies and [Watch Commander and
Compliance Unit Sergeant] could clearly see that these inmates were not properly wearing their masks in
violation of Commander Sanchez’s July 22,
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“Housing Unit Updated-Inmate Mask Wearing” station order, but made no effort to correct these violations
as directed by the July 22, 2020 station order.”

Brady clearly recommends that staff are disciplined for not enforcing orders. He writes, “Station Orders
issued by Assistant Sheriff Madigan and Commander Sanchez must be strictly enforced and
staff/supervisors who fail to [enforce orders] should be disciplined.”

Despite this recommendation, no such disciplinary actions or consequences for staff have been
established.

Captain Dan Brodie, head of the Internal Compliance Unit, expressed that disciplining staff or
incarcerated people for not complying with mask-wearing or social distancing rules is a difficult matter. 

“The issue is that it is a tricky subject, because we do not want to take away privileges,” Brodie
responded in regards to disciplining incarcerated people. He stated that the Compliance Unit performs
periodic audits to check if the necessary protocols are being followed. Brodie explained that if staff are
not wearing PPE, they are advised and given a warning.

Take a look at the full report and see how the captain responded to the Vanguard’s inquiries.

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Neko Wilson: A 17 Year Testament to the
Flaws of U.S. Criminal Justice System

After having spent almost the entirety of his adult life fighting
the criminal justice system, Neko Wilson finally departed the
Navajo County Detention Center as a free man Oct. 23, about
six weeks ago.

Read More

Los Angeles DA-Elect Gascón Transition
Team Readies on Promise of Prosecutorial
Reform
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George Gascón – set to be sworn in Dec. 7 as the 43rd Los
Angeles District Attorney – publicly has released his new
transition team, and those announced appear to be consistent
with Gascón’s promise for prosecutorial

Read More

Guest Commentary: Five Victories for CJ
Reform This Past Election

With many of us doom-scrolling about democracy and the
smooth transition of power, it’s easy to miss the local and
state progress voters willed to life in California. With about
96% of votes now tallied, here are our five takeaways from

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Refuses to Discipline Staff
for Not Enforcing Social Distancing, Mask-
Wearing

Over the span of two weeks and the Thanksgiving holiday,
Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO) reported six positive
cases in the incarcerated population and nine staff/contractor
cases.

Read More

The Vanguard Week In Review: Court
Watch (Nov. 30 to Dec. 4, 2020)

The Davis Vanguard is an online news forum that provides
coverage of criminal justice reform and courts throughout
California and the nation. In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began
to cover Davis and Yolo County groundbreaking, local

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Reports First COVID-19 Related
Death at Correctional Training Facility;
Total Death Toll Reaches 89

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports a Third COVID-19
Active Case in Custody
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Self Defense Motion Fairs – Judge
‘Schools’ Defense Attorney on Worth of
Evidence

Evidence in court is a mighty sword—but Judge Peter M.
Williams told a defense attorney he didn’t have it, and ruled
against his motion.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Blows Kisses during Victim’s
Testimony at Preliminary Hearing

While defendant Luis Luna’s ex-girlfriend testified about a
domestic disturbance that occurred on May 9 this year, Luna
blew kisses at the Zoom screen the victim appeared on in a
Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defense Request Backfires – Routine
Arraignment Prompts Custody Concerns

A defense attorney’s request to remove the defendant’s
children from a criminal protective order prompted a new
debate over custody concerns involving that defendant—in
effect, the request backfired.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Max Szabo: “the individuals Gascón appointed to lead his transition are many of the same individuals
calling for change. They are personally motivated, but also have deep expertise and experience in the
criminal justice system either as experts who have seen the adverse consequences of the criminal justice
system or as persons of lived experience.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 4, 2020

100 Current and Former
Elected Prosecutors Oppose the Application of the Federal Death
Penalty
On Thursday, in a letter curated by Fair and Just Prosecution and signed by 100 current and former
elected prosecutors, the prosecutors wrote in opposition “to the application of the death penalty, and in
support of clemency, for those individuals scheduled for federal execution in the coming months.”

“Case after case has revealed that our nation’s long experiment with the death penalty has failed. The
process is broken, implicates systemic racism and constitutional concerns, and distinguishes our country
from many other democratic nations in the world. If ever there were a time to revisit this practice, that
time is now,” they argue.

These prosecutors come to the conclusion that “our nation’s use of this sanction cannot be repaired, and
it should be ended.”

They write: “The death penalty raises serious concerns in tension with the constitutional ban against cruel
and unusual punishment and the guarantees of due process and equal protection under the law. It is
unequally and arbitrarily applied, ineffective at improving public safety, and a waste of taxpayer
resources; and its use presents the perilous risk of executing an innocent person.”
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They continue:

We also now know that we have not executed the worst of the worst, but often instead put to death the
unluckiest of the unlucky – the impoverished, the poorly represented, and the most broken. Time and
again, we have executed individuals with long histories of debilitating mental illness, childhoods marred
by unspeakable physical and mental abuse, and intellectual disabilities that have prevented them from
leading independent adult lives. We have executed individuals with trial lawyers so derelict in their duties
and obligations that they never bothered to uncover long histories of illness and trauma. We have also
likely executed the innocent.

Race also plays a deeply disturbing and unacceptable role in the application of the death penalty. Studies
have documented that defendants of color are disproportionately likely to be sentenced to die – this is
particularly and uniquely true when the victim is white.4 The pernicious and racially disparate legacy of
the death penalty is incontrovertible: people of color have accounted for a disproportionate 43% of
executions in the United States since 1976, and 55% of defendants currently awaiting execution are
people of color. 5 Moreover, there are stark disparities in executions relative to the race of the victim:
since 1976, a total of 21 white defendants were executed for crimes perpetrated against a Black victim; in
contrast, in that same time period, 296 Black defendants were executed for crimes perpetrated against a
white victim. Strikingly, while 80% of all death penalty cases involve white victims, only one-half of all
murder victims are white.6 This research underscores the systemic racism evident throughout our justice
system.

The federal government should not ignore these issues in the best of times, but these concerns are
especially acute in the midst of a global pandemic and calls for racial justice that have led to an ever-
deepening erosion of trust in government and our criminal legal system. Moreover, rushing through
executions during a surge in COVID-19 infections also implicates Sixth Amendment right to counsel
concerns. The COVID-19 pandemic is at its peak; in mid- November there were 140,000 new cases in
the nation, with these numbers continuing to grow.7 It is impossible for attorneys to effectively represent
their clients during this time, either in clemency or in their motions to stay or reverse the sentence of
death.

Thanks for reading.

Excerpt - see full article to be published Thursday on the website

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Neko Wilson: A 17 Year Testament to the
Flaws of U.S. Criminal Justice System
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After having spent almost the entirety of his adult life fighting
the criminal justice system, Neko Wilson finally departed the
Navajo County Detention Center as a free man Oct. 23, about
six weeks ago.

Read More

Los Angeles DA-Elect Gascón Transition
Team Readies on Promise of Prosecutorial
Reform

George Gascón – set to be sworn in Dec. 7 as the 43rd Los
Angeles District Attorney – publicly has released his new
transition team, and those announced appear to be consistent
with Gascón’s promise for prosecutorial

Read More

CA Supreme Court Tosses Kim Long
Conviction – She Spent 7 Years in Prison
for Murder

Kim Long was incarcerated seven years in prison for the
murder of her live-in boyfriend, which she did not commit and
spent 17 years trying to prove her innocence.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Reports First COVID-19 Related
Death at Correctional Training Facility;
Total Death Toll Reaches 89

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports a Third COVID-19
Active Case in Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center
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Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Not Happy Camper – Twice –
After Court Mix-ups

A day before the holiday last week, Yolo County Superior
Court Judge Peter Williams was not a happy camper. Not
once, but twice.Attorney Johnny L. Griffin waited on the
court’s livestream for at least 30 minutes before Judge

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Case Ready for Trial Since February 2020
Gets Continued Again to January 2021

Assistant Public Defender Noel Calvillo is a busy guy – he
asked the court to continue his client’s case, which has been
set for trial since before Feb. 2020, to next year because he
has four trials next week.

Read More

Saving Court Money Trumps Rights of
Defendant in Upcoming Trial, Rules Judge

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Shelleyanne
Chang denied defense attorney Stephen Hirsch’s objection
this week to consolidating defendant Adrian Kushner’s three
charges for his upcoming jury trial.

Read More

Judge Has 2nd Thoughts after Sentencing
Man to Nearly 6 Years for Drugs, Weapon
Possession and Evading Police

Lorenzo Fernandez seemingly caught a break here Monday
in Sacramento County Superior Court Dept. 61, appearing in
front of Judge Michael Sweet with private defense attorney
David Knoll and Deputy District

Read More

Alameda Court Watch
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Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Sees Domestic Violence
Pattern, Hikes Bail for Defendant

Defendant Justin Sims appeared to have a pattern of
domestic violence conduct, opined Fresno County Superior
Court Judge Francine Zepeda here this week, and she quickly
rejected the defendant’s pretrial release

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Thursday, December 3, 2020 at 9:50:22 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Layla Mustafa
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Hello Valerie,

Thank you for your quick response!

Our research on COVID-19 in California jails is ongoing, and my study within SF will not necessarily be confined to
one article. Essentially, I am trying to do more investigative work into the current environment at the SF county jail to
hopefully produce multiple articles or lead me down new avenues of research. 

All that being said, while I don't necessarily have a "deadline" to meet, I think that some of the information the Public
Defender's Office might be able to provide would be helpful in developing a new understanding of current jail
conditions- beyond the statistics provided by the Sheriff's Office. 

Therefore, I would love to connect at the earliest time most convenient for you!

I am also not completely familiar with office protocol, however, if it is appropriate I would be open to you sharing my
contact with any attorney who would be interested in having a conversation about their experience regarding the
matter thus far. Here is a link to some of the articles written on research conducted in different counties. 

Once again, thank you so much for your help!

All the best,
Layla

On Thu, Dec 3, 2020 at 1:04 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first point
of contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather some of
that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering when you were
hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 

Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce 
myself as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you may 
have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were still the 
proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients 
voiced any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-9736. 
Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736

Subject: Re: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Thursday, December 3, 2020 at 9:03:50 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Layla Mustafa

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

Dear Layla,

Thank you for reaching out. I am the Public Informa.on Officer for the office, so I am the first point of
contact for media inquiries. 

In short, many adjustments con.nue to be made in the .me of COVID-19 and I can gather some of
that informa.on for you. I am on a couple of deadlines this week, but wondering when you were
hoping to connect and if you are on a deadline for this story.

All the best,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

From: Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
 

 
Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce myself 
as I have recently been instructed to focus more
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 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you may 
have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were still the 
proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients voiced 
any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-9736. 
Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 

If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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Subject: Introduc.on and Inquiry - Davis Vanguard Courtwatch
Date: Thursday, December 3, 2020 at 8:55:26 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Layla Mustafa
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Dear
 Ms. Ibarra,

I
 hope this email finds you well. My name is Layla Mustafa, I am an intern at the Davis Vanguard, and I 
actually write for Courtwatch through the SF Public Defender's Office. I wanted to formally introduce myself 
as I have recently been instructed to focus more
 of my time studying COVID-19 cases and protocol in SF county jail. I understand that in the past you may 
have been in contact with other interns from our department, and I wanted to confirm that you were still the 
proper contact to reach out to. 

Currently,
 I am interested in the state of COVID-19 cases and protocol within the jail. From the Public Defender’s 
viewpoint have there been many issues in contacting or meeting with clients? Additionally, have clients voiced 
any complaints or concerns regarding COVID-19
 procedure and guidelines within the jail? I am generally hoping to gain more clarity on the incarcerated 
narrative in SF county.

I
 understand that it can get fairly hectic at the office, and I am willing to be completely flexible with your 
schedule and preference for communication. If a phone call is more preferable, my number is 415-990-9736. 
Otherwise, I would be more than happy to
 continue this conversation via email correspondence. 
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If
 in fact, you are not the correct person to reach out to, would you possibly be able to recommend a better 
contact? I would greatly appreciate anyone you might be able to forward me to in the office. 

Thank
 you for all of your help, and I look forward to hopefully speaking with you in the future!

All
 the best,
Layla

-- 
Layla Mustafa
University of California Davis - Class of 2020
International Relations Major, Minor in Arabic and Psychology
lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu - 415.990.9736
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Paper Examines Confidence-Accuracy for Eyewitness Tes.mony; Opposi.on
Grows to Rahm Emanuel

Date: Thursday, December 3, 2020 at 7:01:36 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Jamaal Bowman: "when I got word that President-elect Biden was considering
Emanuel for a Cabinet position, I was hurt. It wasn’t because Rahm and I have
differing views on policy (although we do), but because Rahm saw the murder
of Laquan McDonald as a political obstacle, a threat to his reelection bid.
Instead of seeking justice for Laquan and the people of Chicago, he took the
coward’s way out by trying to bury the story. To me, that speaks volumes about
his character."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 1, 2020
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DA elect Gascón
Transition Team

By Layla Mustafa
 
Prefacing his upcoming term as the next Los Angeles District Attorney, George Gascón publicly released
his new transition team. The impressive lineup of individuals as well as their professional or personal
backgrounds is emblematic of Gascón’s promise for reform in LA.
 
If Gascon is able to follow through on campaign promises- the results should have tremendous influence
throughout not only throughout the county, but the country. As the home to the nation’s largest jail
system and prosecutorial office- significant criminal justice reform in Los Angeles county will
consequently have nationwide implications for the future of court and criminal proceedings.
 
This past November saw a highly competitive race in which incumbent District Attorney Jackie Lacey lost
her position of 30 years.
 
The results of the race were reflective of a greater nationwide call for social justice and accountability
towards law enforcement agencies following the murder of George Floyd. During the November 3rd
election Californians widely rejected Proposition 20- a measure which would have increased penalties for
low level offenses and supported Proposition 17- a measure which allows people on parole for felony
convictions to vote.
 
By positioning himself as the progressive counterpart to Lacey- Gascón was able to secure the election in
his favor. The results demonstrated the enthusiasm and readiness of Californian voters to support
palpable reform to our criminal justice system.  
 
Prior to his campaign in Los Angeles Gascón acted as San Francisco District Attorney. During his time in
San Francisco, Gascón was able to build the foundation for his progressive platform. As SF DA, Gascón
provided alternatives to monetary bail and was reluctant to file charges against many low-level offenders.
After the sale of cannabis was legalized in the state, Gascón took initiative to clear many low-level
marijuana convictions.
 
During his time in San Francisco, many of Gascón’s dissenters - primarily comprised of police unions and
law enforcement agencies - disagreed with the intensity of his reform agenda. In one controversial ballot
initiative, Gascón co authored Proposition 47 which reduced violations for some low-level offenses from
felonies to misdemeanors and allowed thousands of defendants statewide to renegotiate punishments for
past convictions. This ballot was found by many of his dissenters to value criminals over the safety of the
community.

Excerpt - see full article to be published Thursday on the website

Support our work? Please consider a donation to our year end
fund drive!

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

New Scholarly Article Explores Unknowns
of Confidence-Accuracy Relationship for
Eyewitness Testimony

Findings from a newly released study published in Memory
Magazine suggest that eyewitness testimony may be even
less reliable than previously thought, despite the initial high
confidence eyewitnesses have in what they saw and who

Read More

Guest Commentary: We Can’t Restore The
Soul Of The Nation With Rahm Emanuel In
Public Office

If Laquan McDonald could have three wishes, he wanted to
turn back the clock on his life, have enough money to live with
dignity, and see his grandmother again. This is what he said
to a clinical worker during their meeting, weeks

Read More

Defendant’s Sad Story Doesn’t Sell – Bail
Left at $1 Million

Defendant Eric Bouie’s lawyer had a sad story to tell the judge
here in Sacramento County Superior Court Monday, and
asked the court to lower the $1 million bail.

Read More

Vanguard Investigation: CDCR Sends
People on a Wild Goose Chase for Release
Dates, PPC or Early Release Eligibility

The COVID-19 pandemic has ravaged the United States
since early March. While Americans scrambled to stock up on
toilet paper and hand sanitizers, incarcerated people confined
to their cells, tucked away from the rest of society

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Reports Eighty-eight Total COVID-19
Related Deaths

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More
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Santa Rita Jail Holds Nearly Two-Hundred
COVID-19 At-Risk Patients in Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Not Happy Camper – Twice –
After Court Mix-ups

A day before the holiday last week, Yolo County Superior
Court Judge Peter Williams was not a happy camper. Not
once, but twice.Attorney Johnny L. Griffin waited on the
court’s livestream for at least 30 minutes before Judge

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant’s Sad Story Doesn’t Sell – Bail
Left at $1 Million

Defendant Eric Bouie’s lawyer had a sad story to tell the judge
here in Sacramento County Superior Court Monday, and
asked the court to lower the $1 million bail.

Read More

Man’s Big Mistake was Resisting Arrest
After Assaulting Wife
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As it turned out, Cesar Gutierrez’ biggest mistake – at least in
terms of criminal damage – was not his alleged assault on his
wife, but his resisting arrest.Assistant Public Defender Alicia
Hartley said her client

Read More

After Defendant Expresses Concerns
About Confidentiality, Court Learns Zoom
Unavailable For Private Counsel

The pandemic has introduced Zoom as the primary
replacement for court hearings, the “new normal” – but it may
have a downside when it comes to attorney-clients
confidentiality.

Read More

Man Sentenced in Arden Mall Beating in
Sacramento Superior Court

A Sacramento man pleaded no contest Wednesday in
Sacramento County Superior Court to a single victim assault
– the defendant was part of a group who took part in the
beating at Arden Mall.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Asks For
‘Peaceful’ Contact With Abuser

The victim of domestic abuse told the judge here in Fresno
County Superior Court this week that she was feeling
“blessed.”And then asked Judge Francine Zepeda to modify

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
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Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Emily Galvin-Almanza: "Rachel Barkow, a respected legal scholar, expert on
executive clemency, and former clerk to Justice Antonin Scalia would be an
ideal choice to start and lead a powerful new program inside the Biden White
House."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 1, 2020

Kim Long Served 7
Years For Murder That She Did Not Commit

By Ruby Chavez

Kim Long has spent 7 years in prison for the murder of her live in boyfriend, which she did not commit.
The California Supreme Court has decided to toss out Long’s murder conviction in a unanimous decision.
If the jury had heard of a time of death analysis, the results of the trial would have been different. 

The California Supreme Court wrote, “The court ruled that expert testimony estimating time of death
before arrived home ‘could reasonable raise a reasonable doubt in the minds of the jurors’ and ‘could be
fatal to the Peoples case.’ Applying our independent judgement, we agree.” With that being said,if the
death analysis was brought to the jury’s attention, they would have made a different decision for Kim
Long.

In 2016, Long was released after Riverside Superior Court Judge Magers reversed her conviction, which
found the results of the trial would have been different if the jury had heard from a time of death expert
about when Kim’s live-in boyfriend died. Long was released on bail despite an appeal by the Riverside
County DA’s Office. Recent decision, relied on the time of death analysis to once again prove Kim Long’s
innocence of not murdering her boyfriend.

Justin Brooks,Director of the California Innocence Project and a Professor of Law at California School of
Law said, “I was thrilled to read the California Supreme Court decision on Kim Long’s case.” He added
“this ruling ends a 17 year-legal battle and affirms that Kim Long never should have been convicted of
this heinous crime.” 

Even with the years-long battle, Long is employed, reacquainted with family and friends, and have
rejoined society as a productive member, while enjoying her freedom at her best. 

Alissa Bjerkhoel, Litigation Coordinator at the California Innocence Project at California Western School
of Law, says “it’s with mixed emotions that we celebrate this tremendous win.” Knowing Long was
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innocent, she goes on “on the one hand, Kim Long has been vindicated once again and by the highest
court of our state. I am so proud of our justice system for correcting this wrong and I am even more proud
of Kim, the strongest woman I know, who has had to endure this nightmare for far too long.”

The California Innocence Project has joy and relief for Kim Long after her innocence has been proved
once again. If a death analysis expert was at the trial beforehand, Long would have been found innocent
and would not have served 7 years in prison.

We came up just short yesterday - still need to raise $400

We raised $4600, but our goal was $5000 and we just missed, but
you can still donate today to get that last $400.

Click here to help.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

CA Supreme Court Hosts Oral Argument
on Constitutionality of SB 1391, Fate of
Sending Youth Under 16 to Adult Court

California’s Supreme Court Justices heard a challenge
Tuesday by prosecutors to SB 1391 –requiring all criminal
cases against those younger than 16 years old to be tried in
juvenile court – in a gambit to

Read More

Guest Commentary: Fixing the Broken
Executive Clemency Process

There is a moment in Hamlet, when Ophelia is ostensibly
going mad (or reacting pretty reasonably to the absolutely
maddening circumstances around her) and Claudius asks her
how she’s doing. She replies, “We know what we are,

Read More

Federal Court Rules Detained Immigrants
Must Receive Timely Access to Judges
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A federal court has ruled that Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) must present detained immigrants before
a judge within 10 days of being arrested – the first of its kind
requirement in the nation, and

Read More

Vanguard Investigation: CDCR Sends
People on a Wild Goose Chase for Release
Dates, PPC or Early Release Eligibility

The COVID-19 pandemic has ravaged the United States
since early March. While Americans scrambled to stock up on
toilet paper and hand sanitizers, incarcerated people confined
to their cells, tucked away from the rest of society

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Three New COVID-19 Deaths Reported at
Substance Abuse Treatment Facility and
Correctional Training Facility

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Holds Nearly Two-Hundred
COVID-19 At-Risk Patients in Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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Yolo Judge Not Happy Camper – Twice –
After Court Mix-ups

A day before the holiday last week, Yolo County Superior
Court Judge Peter Williams was not a happy camper. Not
once, but twice.Attorney Johnny L. Griffin waited on the
court’s livestream for at least 30 minutes before Judge

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Attorney Accuses DA of ‘Abusing’
COVID Orders, Violating Defendant’s
Speedy Trial Rights

Private Defense Attorney Kelly Babineau last week accused
the Sacramento District Attorney’s Office of “abusing” the
court’s emergency orders by extending a trial without good
cause, and filed a motion to dismiss the.

Read More

Sheriff’s Department Mistake Leaves
Expert ‘Pissed,’ Sex Crimes Trial Delayed

A mistake by the Sacramento Sheriff’s Department left one
court-approved expert “pissed” after the department failed to
provide a Zoom link to conduct a defendant’s evaluation, as
was revealed here in Sacramento

Read More

Defendant Pleads No Contest to Felony
Robbery of Bike, and Possession of Meth

Arrested for crimes of alleged theft of a bicycle, assault and
battery, and in possession of a loaded weapon, and
methamphetamines in April and August, Curtis Fleming
pleaded “no contest” in a Sacramento County

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More
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Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
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Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Today isn’t the only day, Valerie, but it sure is a good one!
Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 at 10:02:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Hi Valerie,
 

As you’ve heard from me, and possibly others -- today is #GivingTuesday -- a day to
celebrate the power of collective generosity.
 

And thanks to a generous donor, all contributions made by midnight today will be
matched -- that means your gift will be doubled!
 

So, today isn’t the only day to give, but it sure is a good one!
 

If you can give today to support interns like Dylan and Danae, thank you!
 

Dedicated supporters have already raised a significant amount this year already! Will you
join them?
 

A gift of $15 will make a world of difference for the Vanguard interns, like Dylan and
Danae.
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Remember, any gift made today will be doubled thanks to a generous donor.
 

Can they count on you?

DONATE NOW

With gratitude,
 

David Greenwald 
Director of The Davis Vanguard 
 

P.S. Monthly subscription donations help to budget your gift -- for you and us! Please
consider making a recurring contribution by clicking here.  

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Legisla.on to Open Cops’ Records Reintroduced; Poll Shows Many Fewer
Americans Believe Criminal Jus.ce System ‘Not Tough Enough’

Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 at 7:01:29 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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David Cole, ACLU: "is too early for civil libertarians to give up on the Supreme
Court."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 1, 2020

Vanguard Investigation:
CDCR Sends People on a Wild Goose Chase for Release Dates,
PPC or Early Release Eligibility

By Özge Terzioğlu 

The COVID-19 pandemic has ravaged the United States since early March. While Americans scrambled
to stock up on toilet paper and hand sanitizers, incarcerated people confined to their cells, tucked away
from the rest of society wondered, “What happens to us?”

California’s jails and prisons harbor the perfect conditions for deadly coronavirus outbreaks. There is little
sanitation, PPE is prioritized for staff, and social distancing is nearly impossible in such close quarters. 

People who are incarcerated have no choice on how to protect themselves from contracting this often
fatal disease. In this unprecedented situation, they are at the will of the administration. 

CDCR moved to control the spread of COVID-19 in their thirty-five prisons by reducing population
through various early release programs. Additionally, Governor Newsom passed executive order N-36-
20, which halted transfers between county jails and CDCR for 30 days after March 24. CDCR Secretary
Ralph Diaz further extended the order till Aug. 24. Currently, intake has resumed on a limited basis.

Due to limited transfers, county jail populations across the state have spiked. The Prison Law Office
estimates that over 8,000 individuals meant to be in CDCR custody are being held in county jails. 
As of Nov. 21, 155 individuals in Santa Rita Jail, Alameda County—8% of the total jail population—are
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slated for state facilities. SRJ’s rising population has contributed to its four massive outbreaks since
March. 

Typically, CDCR reception centers process Positive Programming Credits (PPC), good-behavior or time-
served credits, as a part of the intake process, to determine a release date or parole eligibility. Due to
halts in transfers, CDCR has requested support from county jails to aid the credit calculation and release
processes. 

Several of these 8,000 individuals are eligible for release or parole based on the total credits earned.
However, they have not received release or transfer dates due to backlogs and broken bureaucracies,
leaving them in a painful state of uncertainty. Many are also serving longer sentences than originally
intended.

Click here for full story

TODAY IS GIVING TUESDAY

We are off to a good start, we raised just about $2000 yesterday.  We have much more to go.  If you can
help us - please do so.

GIVING TUESDAY IS TODAY!!!
I can’t stress this enough - this is our critical end of the year fund drive. We managed to survive 2020. But
we needed funding to continue into 2021. All your donations will be matched between now and the end of
the day on December 1.

We really appreciate your support but we need your help.

So if you can help - from now until December 1 - your donations will be matched. Please donate here.

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-campaign

My pitch to you: we are just scratching the surface of what we can accomplish, the only thing holding us
back is the ability to fund it. Please help today. Your donation can help us continue to expand our
Vanguard at UC Davis project, our Court Watch projects, our COVID in prisons project.

Thanks for reading.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Can Liberals Win in a
Conservative Court?

President Trump is on his way out the door, even if he goes
kicking and screaming. The Biden-Harris administration will
have its hands full picking up the pieces. Trump has left the
federal government a kind of environmental disaster area,

Read More
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Poll Shows Many Fewer Americans Believe
Criminal Justice System ‘Not Tough
Enough’

A recent Gallup Poll shows that many fewer Americans now
believe the criminal justice system is “not tough enough” as
compared to those polled in 1992 – the poll also shows
people would rather put money into

Read More

Legislation to Open Cops’ Records and
Punish Agencies Who Don’t Comply with
Public Requests to be Reintroduced at
Capitol

Legislation that would greatly expand public access to peace
officer records and penalize jurisdictions who don’t comply
with the disclosures will be reintroduced in the state
Legislature Dec. 7, said Sen. Nancy

Read More

Vanguard Investigation: CDCR Sends
People on a Wild Goose Chase for Release
Dates, PPC or Early Release Eligibility

The COVID-19 pandemic has ravaged the United States
since early March. While Americans scrambled to stock up on
toilet paper and hand sanitizers, incarcerated people confined
to their cells, tucked away from the rest of society

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Reports Over Three-Thousand
Active COVID-19 Cases in Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Two New COVID-19
Cases in Custody & Seven Total
Staff/Contractor Cases

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Not Happy Camper – Twice –
After Court Mix-ups

A day before the holiday last week, Yolo County Superior
Court Judge Peter Williams was not a happy camper. Not
once, but twice.Attorney Johnny L. Griffin waited on the
court’s livestream for at least 30 minutes before Judge

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Attorney Accuses DA of ‘Abusing’
COVID Orders, Violating Defendant’s
Speedy Trial Rights

Private Defense Attorney Kelly Babineau last week accused
the Sacramento District Attorney’s Office of “abusing” the
court’s emergency orders by extending a trial without good
cause, and filed a motion to dismiss the.

Read More

Sheriff’s Department Mistake Leaves
Expert ‘Pissed,’ Sex Crimes Trial Delayed

A mistake by the Sacramento Sheriff’s Department left one
court-approved expert “pissed” after the department failed to
provide a Zoom link to conduct a defendant’s evaluation, as
was revealed here in Sacramento

Read More

Defendant Pleads No Contest to Felony
Robbery of Bike, and Possession of Meth
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Arrested for crimes of alleged theft of a bicycle, assault and
battery, and in possession of a loaded weapon, and
methamphetamines in April and August, Curtis Fleming
pleaded “no contest” in a Sacramento County

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Valerie, have you been looking for a way to connect?
Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 at 3:04:16 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Hi Valerie!
 

Good morning.
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As we’ve learned the art of physical distancing and maintained health and safety
guidelines these past few months, one thing’s become abundantly clear to me:
 

We need connection. We are interdependent. We collaborate and work together
even while we stand apart. We need one another because we are stronger together.
 

Sometimes nonprofit work can feel isolating, like we’re facing a giant mountain alone. But
on #GivingTuesday, nonprofits across the globe show the power of collective generosity in
the social sector. To declare we are NOT alone!
 

Remember Ajay Dev's story of being wrongfully convicted, Linh Nguyen's experience as
the co-editor-in-chief of The Davis Vanguard at UC Davis, and countless other Vanguard
inters? They have been empowered by the generosity of others to continue their work with
the Vanguard.
 

You feel the power of being one among millions creating change, by making a gift to
The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc today.
 

And we’ll witness the power of collective generosity as, together, we change the world.
 

All donations made by December 1 will be matched! 

DONATE NOW

Let’s be the change,
 

David Greenwald 
Director of The Davis Vanguard
 

P.S. Please share our #GivingTuesday posts on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter to
encourage your friends and family to feel the power of collective generosity.  

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
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Subject: Valerie, you can help Ajay Dev!
Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 at 2:00:27 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Hi Valerie,
 

I’m reaching out today to tell you about Ajay Dev and to ask for your support of our Giving
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Tuesday Campaign. 
 

Ajay Dev was sentenced to 378 years in prison for allegedly raping his adopted daughter.
What has emerged over the last five years - in part through our reporting and in part
through the great work of the family and post-conviction counsel - is evidence that the key
pre-text phone call was allowed to be interpreted by the complaining witness on the stand
at trial - and was misinterpreted.
 
Meaning the key evidence used to convict him was falsified.
 
Moreover, numerous witnesses have written declarations that the complaining witness
acknowledged she had fabricated her story.
 

Help Ajay Dev continue his fight for freedom!
 

“The Davis Vanguard deserves larger funds to be granted because there is no doubt the
public will continue to greatly benefit from their service with their informative, honest, and

trustworthy journalism.” - Ajay Dev
 

Your gift right now will help the Vanguard hire more staff members to encourage and
promote this investigative journalism experience to bright young college students who will
grow as writers and journalists while learning about the political issues surrounding our
criminal justice system.
 

You can help people like Ajay receive justice!
 

Thanks to a generous donor, all contributions made by December 1 will be matched
—that means your gift will be doubled!

 

With your generous support, we hope to continue our efforts to bring transparency
and accountability to your local government through The Davis Vanguard. 

 

Remember, any gift made today will have TWICE the impact thanks to a generous
donor.
 

Can Ajay Dev count on your gift of $25 today?
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COUNT ME IN!

With gratitude,
 

David Greenwald 
Director of The Davis Vanguard 
 

P.S. Monthly subscription donations budget your gift—for you and us! Please consider
making a recurring contribution by clicking here.

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Trump Tries To Reinstate Firing Squads; Scheck and Krinsky Talk About
Prosecutors

Date: Monday, November 30, 2020 at 7:00:33 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Barry Scheck and Miriam Krinsky: "The job of a prosecutor is to pursue justice,
not to win at all costs. One innocent person behind bars is too many."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 30, 2020

Trump Pushes For Firing
Squads and the Quick Execution of Five More Out the Door

By David Greenwald
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It is a literal race for life or death.  ProPublica last week reported that the Justice Department is seeking
to expand regulations to allow for the use of additional methods for federal executions including firing
squads as the administration rushes to execute five additional people before Trump’s term expires.

They write: “One proposal has raced through the process with little notice but unusual speed — and
deadly consequences. This rule could reintroduce firing squads and electrocutions for federal executions,
giving the government more options for administering capital punishment as drugs used in lethal
injections become unavailable. The Justice Department surfaced the proposal in August and accepted
public comments for only 30 days, instead of the usual 60. The rule cleared White House review on Nov.
6, meaning it could be finalized any day. The Justice Department didn’t respond to a request for
comment.”

Strangely, the publication reports: “Once finalized, this rule might never be put into practice. The Trump
administration executed a federal prisoner in Indiana on Nov. 19 and plans five more executions before
Jan. 20, all with lethal injections.”

ProPublica further notes: “After that, Biden has signaled he won’t allow any federal executions and will
push to eliminate capital punishment for federal crimes.”

Strangely enough, President-Elect biden opposes the federal death penalty - we will leave that one alone
in this brief comment - and may push to end capital punishment for all federal crimes.

If the Justice Department succeeds in the final five executions, it will have put 13 prisoners to death since
July.  The New York Times calls it “one of the deadliest periods in the history of federal capital
punishment since at least 1927.”

Steve Vladeck, a law professor at the University of Texas, told the NY Times that this policy “represented
a “symbolic” and “deeply practical” step by the department.”

“It’s a pretty gruesome way to go out,” he told the paper. “This is basically the attorney general doubling
down on, you know, sort of making it possible to execute as many federal prisoners as he can before his
tenure is over.”

From my view, a staunch death penalty opponnet, the 13 executions are egregious.

For example, the case we are currently tracking - Lisa Montomgery - is a person with severe mental
illness and a history of horrific trauma.

One of her attorneys, Sandra Babcok said recently: “Lisa Montgomery is person with severe mental
illness, and numerous experts have concluded that her crime was the product of a psychotic episode. It is
difficult to grasp the extremity of the horrors Lisa suffered from her earliest childhood, including being
raped by her stepfather, handed off to his friends for their use, sold to groups of adult men by her own
mother and repeatedly gang raped, and relentlessly beaten and neglected. No one intervened to help Lisa,
though many knew what was happening to her.”

She added, “Executing Lisa Montgomery would be yet another injustice inflicted on a woman who has
known a lifetime of mistreatment.” 

What possible purpose does killing this woman serve?  And yet, with the courts stacked as they are, there
is probably no way to save her before Biden takes office.

Thanks for reading.

GIVING TUESDAY IS TOMRROW!!!
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I can’t stress this enough - this is our critical end of the year fund drive. We managed to survive 2020. But
we needed funding to continue into 2021. All your donations will be matched between now and the end of
the day on December 1.

We really appreciate your support but we need your help.

So if you can help - from now until December 1 - your donations will be matched. Please donate here.

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-campaign

My pitch to you: we are just scratching the surface of what we can accomplish, the only thing holding us
back is the ability to fund it. Please help today. Your donation can help us continue to expand our
Vanguard at UC Davis project, our Court Watch projects, our COVID in prisons project.

Happy Thanksgiving. Thanks for reading.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: 2020 Vote Saw Pro-
Reform Prosecutors Win – They Need to
Fix Mistakes by their Predecessors

Against the backdrop of protests against racial injustice and
the Covid-19 crisis playing out in our prisons and jails,
criminal justice reform was on the ballot in a big way this year.
And Americans made clear on Election Day that they

Read More

The Vanguard Week In Review: Court
Watch (Nov. 23 to Nov. 25, 2020)

The Davis Vanguard is an online news forum that provides
coverage of criminal justice reform and courts throughout
California and the nation. In 2006, the Davis Vanguard began
to cover Davis and Yolo County groundbreaking, local

Read More

Looking Back: Restoring Quality Education
to Prisoners Makes Sense
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Having college education available to prisoners was one of
the best ideas ever to be put into practice in terms of
rehabilitation. It was truly a case of a win-win scenario. Firstly,
the recidivism rate of those who had a college

Read More

Sentencing Project Research Study
Reveals Modern Female Incarceration
Population Is Seven Times Higher Than
1980

The Sentencing Project released a new report titled
“Incarcerated Women and Girls” just before Thanksgiving that
revealed, among other concerns, that the female incarcerated
population currently stands

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR’s Substance Abuse Treatment
Facility Reports Outbreak of Two-Hundred
Cases on Thanksgiving Day

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Two New COVID-19
Cases in Custody & Seven Total
Staff/Contractor Cases

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
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Like our Facebook Page

Judge, for Now, Won’t Release Defendant
with Serious Cancer on No Bail

It was a tough call on the day before Thanksgiving for Yolo
County Superior Court Judge Paul K. Richardson, who was
asked to release a felon – who had recently been diagnosed
with deadly metastatic cancer of

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Smoking Pipe Found in Man’s Rectum
After Allegedly Assaulting Girlfriend

Maybe it seemed like a good idea at the time, but a
Sacramento man apparently tried to hide a narcotic smoking
pipe inside his rectum after he allegedly assaulted his
girlfriend in their home with a heavy drinking glass.

Read More

Man Expects a ‘Tinder’ Date; Gets Robbed
Instead

When a man drove to a local park in the middle of the night to
meet his “Tinder” date earlier this year, he got a little more
than he bargained for when he was allegedly robbed not just
by his “date,” but by two gun-toting men who later beat him.

Read More

Defendant Pleads to 13+ Criminal Counts
in a Year – Gets Accepted to Drug Rehab

Chang D. Vang had a long list of charges he was facing –
from vehicle theft to violating a restraining order – when he
was sentenced here in Sacramento County Superior Court
just before Thanksgiving.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Valerie, want to join a worldwide movement from your couch?
Date: Sunday, November 29, 2020 at 7:00:25 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Hey Valerie,
 

I believe you care about bringing transparency, accountability, and fairness to local
government.
 

At this moment, as the world continues to deal with a global health crisis, an economic
crisis, and rampant injustice, The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc will be joining others on

Giving Tuesday, December 1st to show the power of good.
 

Together we can raise awareness of the systems of oppression and neglect that leave too
many behind -- and demand that our work continues.
 

Please get involved.
 

You’ll feel great knowing you’re part of a worldwide movement working to make a
difference -- and you won’t even have to leave your favorite chair.
 

Let’s show the power in numbers:

Post a note or picture on your social media page and tag our Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat and/or Twitter accounts.
Share an #unselfie that says why you support us! The social sharing will help
broaden awareness for our cause.
Contribute to a cause you care about. Click here to donate to The Peoples
Vanguard of Davis Inc

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zlf2peSGEBUUZcX0z5xgS1DZA3qMDHyWD5SwLENOGGp8jMTVf-2FEDEfwV0-2BkxmL5g0LJMZNOucAeEjeXv1YJ2d8DZKWCFYJ76sprCPv2HYQS6h6z0rT-2BNVV2QuiArn0-2F69JEzSoEFi7ZNmOnKCVoakJs-3DiThH_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMZwQv8XsDINSVpwy91JJMsBsJsuhRG50Va8Sw91CwULiPczk-2BejRtDfNp4A8OIwFHKktSFFiHeQVpWaIDTYWDksXybA-2F7F-2BKAmozvCMEyRZnLrtBX11HtBTC5VRUwuBz3hm1AZAqShkl5FS8wmj0caDvCKWxGuoa2Sby9Ra1JSF9ENZ4GAfMlRClSSOJB8OlUnWuxyhTRQZv3Bh79G7eRMiJoVtVl1NllqJzzT3xHVTlT8w5XhG8KL1b26jYSBNSfTOxontKp3zCmeAUYsoCDn286xTf-2Fgi5iebhF-2F2-2F3FQE-3D&g=NTY3NWEyMDA1ODIzNTM4ZQ==&h=MjQ0MjM2MjM0MTEyZTA0ODkzZDNkMjEzZDgyZTAwZmFkYmFkMWY4ODJmODYwNTQwMWY3ZTZkZDE5NTZiNzEyNA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmJmNTBjOWI1NDFkYmExOTI1MmQ4NWI3NmVhN2VhZGU1OnYx
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All donations made by December 1 will be matched. 
 

Won’t you join us—and the generous individuals across the globe?
 

Thanks in advance.
 

Kind regards,
 

David Greenwald 
Direct of the Davis Vanguard 
 

P.S.  When you make a gift, please post a photo of yourself with the hashtag #unselfie, tag
us in your post, and include a note about why you support The Peoples Vanguard of Davis
Inc.  

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser

Unsubscribe

Subject: Happy Thanksgiving, Valerie!
Date: Thursday, November 26, 2020 at 6:00:17 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/emails/885764?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn
https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/email_unsubscribes/new?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn&email_id=885764
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Dear Valerie,
 

Thanksgiving is a time to reflect, in gratitude, for those who make a difference in our lives.
So, I thank you, on behalf of The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc, for being part of our
community, and wish you and your loved ones:
 

Happy Thanksgiving!
 

David Greenwald 
Director of The Davis Vanguard 



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 00:40:32 Bri8sh Summer Time
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The Davis Vanguard 
PO Box 4715

Davis, CA 95617
Email not displaying correctly?

View it in your browser
Unsubscribe
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Boudin Talks Homicide Charges Against Officer; Kyle Ri4enhouse Bought His
Freedom. Kalief Browder Could Not

Date: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 at 7:00:12 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“I see this as one small step towards fulfilling a promise to enforce laws
equally, to charge cases as I see them,” Boudin said, “and that includes cases
where police are the ones who commit the crime.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 25, 2020

Incarcerated Narratives
Describe Folsom State Prison’s Poor COVID-19 Response &
Massive Outbreaks
By Julietta Bisharyan, Nick Gardner and Jaskiran Soomal 

Vanguard reporter Ozge Terzioglu spoke with the mother of an incarcerated person at Folsom State
Prison (FSP) — the sixth most affected CDCR institution with 1,342 confirmed cases of COVID-19. Over
1,000 of these cases were reported during the months of September and October. The woman, who will
be referred to as Diana per request to remain anonymous, gave brief insight into her son’s experience
battling COVID-19 at FSP, as well as the misguided safety measures that have allowed the virus to
spread rapidly to more than half of the prison’s population. 

When the first major COVID-19 outbreak emerged at Folsom State Prison in mid-August, the institution
mirrored CDCR’s general lack of preparedness. Makeshift quarantine areas proved ineffective, cross
contamination between the prison’s sick and healthy population was widespread, and testing lacked the
consistency required to ensure the safe reintegration of previously infected individuals into the general
population.

Diana recalled her son’s anxiety when over 1,000 COVID-19 cases were reported at FSP in October. 

“He felt like he was living in a Petri dish.”
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His encounter with COVID-19 likely began in a visitation room that had been converted to a holding area
for quarantine purposes. In the absence of strong testing protocols, the makeshift lockdown unit had
unknowingly become home to a mix of healthy and infected individuals. He spent two days in this
isolation unit, among roughly 30 individuals, before testing positive.

Upon testing positive, Diana’s son was assigned to one of many blue tents erected in the prison’s yard to
isolate sick members of the population. For two weeks, he and three others occupying the tent battled an
array of symptoms, while receiving minimal medical attention.  

“When he was sick with COVID, all they gave him was Tylenol,” Diana added.
Once his symptoms subsided, he was relocated to his original cell for three days before being
transported to Delano for a scheduled court appearance. He was not tested prior to his transportation,
relocation or reintegration into the general healthy population.

“When they took him to court you would think they would have tested him to make sure he wasn’t still
infected, and he said that they didn’t have it until they brought people in from another prison and building,
it was like trying to infect everyone to achieve herd immunity,” Diana recalled. 

While her son’s COVID diagnosis was likely the result of his two-day tenure in the converted visitation
room, Diana pointed to a general lack of safety protocols that puts every member of FSP’s population at
risk of contracting the deadly virus. 

“When he used the phone, they were making him clean it with a dirty cloth, so cross contamination was
happening,” Diane explained. 

Her son’s removal from the infected blue tents without a negative test was also not a one-off event.
“When they are moving the sick, they would expose them to the healthy when they could’ve quarantined
people separately.” 

Diana’s concerns are identical to those of many incarcerated persons highlighted by the Vanguard. The
lack of communication by CDCR officials has left many in the dark about the status of their loved ones.
Flaws in safety protocols have fostered anxiety and general uncertainty among family members.

“It was a lot of stress not knowing how sick he was or if he was dying,” Diane concluded. “This has been
so hard for me.”

Full article here

We are off until November 30... GIVING TUESDAY IS NEXT
TUESDAY
I can’t stress this enough - this is our critical end of the year fund drive.  We managed to survive 2020. 
But we needed funding to continue into 2021.  All your donations will be matched between now and the
end of the day on December 1.

We really appreciate your support but we need your help.

So if you can help - from now until December 1 - your donations  will be matched.  Please donate here.

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-campaign

My pitch to you: we are just scratching the surface of what we can accomplish, the only thing holding us
back is the ability to fund it. Please help today. Your donation can help us continue to expand our
Vanguard at UC Davis project, our Court Watch projects, our COVID in prisons project.

Happy Thanksgiving.  Thanks for reading.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ib-ye84wNcjMxYxHFKsHDZ52bmTW8yjPMUtrl9MHNlxoYt1fGwvcIKfCc6QTF9u-EYJujawWDFlB3kUDRau3WimQR3btyiVAUR8diORYgGuYC68OUs1fYX48qYRIhK_PL8bnwC4WkMuhLUE5SyPm5Wgq9t1ViSOMbZLHjqaG_8hRZxD6s2JqdaqFqHQuBkmTIyxRHihXcljxvDcw4RZLVo3OIoAAmYsNLVLTYjamfo4atO7Je0n1KkbhtAWfzT573ZFyGQGXqjPHirmkqeA_aA9J0239hskt0RPS4Mmz0G0rU0ISCVSg1g==&c=PaT05quwR2xj4b4EHcqRGRJ1guCbpR1GBmIvAInHnjTbsYnUPS1b7A==&ch=f9Oua6HobOgXR-21-gRj_t-CEMadfhmdJwKs3-l_4PPBtxIiKflZlg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yDEPv7LQrLOuNLT7FbTLTcaiK0HjjHZZyZdDzFReSYUmqkjBk8RLNxGQ6BbPOFJc4X0IwT2BvLfjsFTWjT_gtoEKwe2267dfQZ28ZNncdgaShuwVj1hmmtT7zmt8FMLM3iUQOE27kSrCyB9oTlrAAnw_BbS2ukhOHjeg-0skp1QPbCQW3rDl6ZJTQdvbW5k5zSIU3k2hpk0EWqFGefriSw==&c=&ch=
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

SF DA Boudin Declares ‘This taking of
O’Neil’s life is not justifiable’ in Live
Discussion Tuesday of Historic Filing of
Homicide Charges Against Former Police
Officer

San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin discussed his
office’s filing of homicide charges against former SF Police
Dept. officer Chris Samayoa for the killing of an unarmed
suspect in 2017 Tuesday morning on KQED.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Kyle Rittenhouse
Bought His Freedom. Kalief Browder Could
Not

San Francisco District Attorney Chelsea Boudin last Friday
announced that the San Francisco DA’s office’s website has
posted a comprehensive list of prosecutions that may be
impacted by the misconduct—a

Read More

San Francisco DA, Fair and Just
Prosecution Founder in Webinar on Racial
Injustice and Mass Incarceration

Congregation Beit Simchat Torah (CBST) hosted a webinar
over Zoom and Facebook live to discuss mass incarceration
and racial injustice in the criminal justice system this week,
and they were joined by two prominent figures

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ib-ye84wNcjMxYxHFKsHDZ52bmTW8yjPMUtrl9MHNlxoYt1fGwvcIMds2gx149IcCP6OoMEQPiY2ubwXN5dVcjAnog65AVyAOGjiUDm0UNufO5mC30_-sZVwDFGbQWMccrjjvWtQXzMY0_BAtRQ8sEa_rtraIwIwyYm_VWKg5IY=&c=PaT05quwR2xj4b4EHcqRGRJ1guCbpR1GBmIvAInHnjTbsYnUPS1b7A==&ch=f9Oua6HobOgXR-21-gRj_t-CEMadfhmdJwKs3-l_4PPBtxIiKflZlg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ib-ye84wNcjMxYxHFKsHDZ52bmTW8yjPMUtrl9MHNlxoYt1fGwvcIMds2gx149IcGqWmQS7vsPtbSk8ixb0E1_qbLhrTCIMGlX7Tg1tF4Qq7dp7RNKSMdAQdGY0qc9Z0wARkH6ek3y15EmROYN7_OrVPSKqf6hi_1-c1CBJXKrKtGazH981cPBe3uxh4SsBI&c=PaT05quwR2xj4b4EHcqRGRJ1guCbpR1GBmIvAInHnjTbsYnUPS1b7A==&ch=f9Oua6HobOgXR-21-gRj_t-CEMadfhmdJwKs3-l_4PPBtxIiKflZlg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ib-ye84wNcjMxYxHFKsHDZ52bmTW8yjPMUtrl9MHNlxoYt1fGwvcIMds2gx149IcuQtyQVVlJh6g7OCOUkwYsq39gO4zewlGMJHwYCYR2enGbA-8QBrS5rL5cQ-Sk0fMt4hqOE5mPg8BwJumvXRETzBw6KsEqE6rPny_KaIk4kg_As9PTh56TLQxKM32M1tUjSnEqo3kGHs=&c=PaT05quwR2xj4b4EHcqRGRJ1guCbpR1GBmIvAInHnjTbsYnUPS1b7A==&ch=f9Oua6HobOgXR-21-gRj_t-CEMadfhmdJwKs3-l_4PPBtxIiKflZlg==
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR Reports Over Two Thousand Active
Cases; First COVID-19 Death at Substance
Abuse Treatment Facility

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Holds Nearly Two-Hundred
COVID-19 At-Risk Patients in Custody

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

DA Objects, Judge Unsure but Defense
Counsel Proves COVID-19 Special Orders
Rule

COVID-19 raised its ugly head again, this time in the form of
state judicial council pandemic orders that one defense
attorney here in Yolo County Superior Court knew full well, but
had to prove to a baffled judge and prosecutor.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Shuns Probation, Sends Defendant
to Prison for ‘Picking’ on ‘Vulnerable
Victims’
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Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Patrick Marlette
called out a robbery suspect here last Friday for deliberately
“picking particular victims when they are in particularly
vulnerable situations.”

Read More

Judge Charges Defendant Made ‘Mockery’
of Courtroom When He Lied to Jury

Judge Shelleyanne W.L. Chang reprimanded defendant
Shawn Larkin Monday for making a “mockery” of her
courtroom and the procedures of the court after he lied and
then coerced his victim to lie on the

Read More

Two Neighbors Attack Each Other with
Knives, Sword, Baton, Gun

A violent confrontation between two neighbors escalated into
an altercation involving knives, a sword, a baton, and a gun,
according to testimony here in Sacramento County Superior
Court Friday.

Read More

Attempted Murderer Hopes for Probation
but Gets 25 Years to Life in Prison

Defendant Jamaal Gooding—who shot someone heckling him
at a McDonald’s restaurant five year years ago on Halloween
—was hoping something good would happen Friday in
Sacramento Court Dept. 19 at a

Read More

Arson Defendant Sent to State Hospital to
Take Anti-Psychotic Meds – No Help for
Vet, Sent to Jail Not Veterans Court

There were two negotiated plea agreements Friday morning
in Sacramento County Superior Court—both simple and both
seemingly designed to not overcrowd the county jail, which
has been reduced by about half of its

Read More

Motion to Consolidate Denied – Judge
Rules May Prejudice Case against
Homeless Mother
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A deputy district attorney did everything she could here
Monday to consolidate minor misdemeanor cases involving a
homeless mother with children, but in the end the judge
agreed with the defense counsel and consolidation

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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“I’m committed to equal enforcement of the law, and to a justice system where
the outcomes don’t depend on the color of your skin, how much money you
have in the bank, or whether you wear a uniform to work,” SF DA Chesa
Boudin

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 24, 2020

A Test For Holding
Police Accountable…
By David Greenwald

We all know the history of police shootings - too often they are never charged criminally even when there
seems to be good cause, and even when they are charged criminally, it is rare for a jury to convict and
even more rare for them to serve substantial time.

Some of that is the close relationship between police and prosecutors - many prosecutors are reluctant at
best to alienate their partners in law enforcement. Some of that is the nature of the job - police put
themselves on the line on a daily basis, and many jurors are willing to give them the benefit of the
doubt. And some of that is the nature of the laws which allow articulated fear of safety to become
justification for a lethal use of force.

San Francisco will be interesting test because potentially all of those elements could be missing.
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On Monday, Chesa Boudin, San Francisco’s new progressive district attorney - announced manslaughter
charges against the police officer who fatally shot 42-year-old Keita O’Neil during a 2017 chase. This is
believed to be the first time in modern San Francisco history that a police officer has been charged with a
homicide in a use-of-force case.

“I’m committed to equal enforcement of the law, and to a justice system where the outcomes don’t
depend on the color of your skin, how much money you have in the bank, or whether you wear a uniform
to work,” Boudin told the Chronicle.

He added: “We’re filing charges in the Keita O’Neil case because we’re confident we can prove to a jury
that when Mr. O’Neil was shot and killed, it was an unlawful shooting, and it was an unlawful taking of a
human life.”

Boudin always figured to be different. In fact, the San Francisco Police Officers Association bitterly
opposed his candidacy where he pledged to hold the police accountable. They poured in megabucks to
oppose him. And he has pushed back pushing for legislation and Bar Association rules that would
decouple prosecutors from police associations.

In addition, California enacted AB 392 which has become one of the strongest use-of-force bills in the
nation. The bill updates the existing standards to provide that deadly force can only be used now when
deemed absolutely necessary.

The third part of the equation remains to be seen - will a San Francisco jury vote to convict a cop of
manslaughter? That’s an interesting question, but probably San Francisco is the most likely venue.

This does not appear to be a slam-dunk case. The officer was a rookie and had just graduated from the
police academy - Boudin opted for manslaughter over second degree murder. The question before the
jury will be whether the officer acted reasonably, or in unreasonable self-defense or acted with “criminal
negligence,” disregarding the life and safety of the victim.

He also faces three additional charges: assault with a firearm, reckless discharge of a firearm and
unlawful assault by a police officer.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions
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While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

SF District Attorney Files Homicide
Charges Against SFPD Officer Monday,
Believed to Be 1st Ever Homicide
Prosecution of Police in SF

In what critics of police brutality here are calling a reversal of
a policy of “rewarding” peace officers for killing members of
the community, the San Francisco District Attorney Monday
announced it has filed homicide

Read More

SF District Attorney Releases List of Cases
that May Be Impacted by Drug Bust of
Medical Examiner Analyst

San Francisco District Attorney Chelsea Boudin last Friday
announced that the San Francisco DA’s office’s website has
posted a comprehensive list of prosecutions that may be
impacted by the misconduct—a

Read More

Incarcerated Narratives Describe Folsom
State Prison’s Poor COVID-19 Response &
Massive Outbreaks

Vanguard reporter Ozge Terzioglu spoke with the mother of
an incarcerated person at Folsom State Prison (FSP) — the
sixth most affected CDCR institution with 1,342 confirmed
cases of COVID-19. Over 1,000 of these cases were

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

High Desert State Prison Reports First
COVID-19 Related Death

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Four New
Staff/Contractor COVID-19 Cases
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Interrupts Mental Competency
Hearing with Claims of Alleged Murder of
Officer

“Listen, it doesn’t matter, I know what happened, I know what
happened, I know what happened Mr. Richardson, you don’t
know, nobody else knows.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Halloween Becomes True Horror after 22-
Year-Old Sexually Assaulted by Co-Worker

What began as a normal evening out with co-workers on
Halloween night became a horror show when a young woman
woke up to being sexually assaulted by the defendant not
once, but twice in one night.

Read More

New Medical Expert OK’d After Previous
Doctor Breaks Protocol; Defense Suggests
DA Just Unhappy with Review

A psychologist was removed from a list of doctors approved to
evaluate defendants and testify in Sacramento County
Superior Court after it was found that he allowed his
supervisee to help him with the evaluation of a defendant.

Read More
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Defense Helps Compel Judge to Release
Defendant Same Day

An absentee defendant was released here late last week
because of his defense attorney’s clear representation and a
judge’s willingness to listen.

Read More

Plea Agreements Help Keep County Jail
COVID-19 Depleted

There were two negotiated plea agreements Friday morning
in Sacramento County Superior Court—both simple and both
seemingly designed to not overcrowd the county jail, which
has been reduced by about half of its

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork
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Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 85:
Martin Yant on the History of Wrongful
Convictions

While the advent of DNA testing and the Innocence Project
pushed wrongful convictions into the mainstream
consciousness, there was important work done on wrongful
convictions dating back well into the last century and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - 13 Priori.es For New Admin with Respect to CJR; A look at pretrial issues in
Kansas and Chicago
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Jaythan Kendrick: “I’m very, very happy today because I never thought this
would happen, although I hope and wish that it would.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 23, 2020

How Can a Biden
Administration Advance Criminal Justice Reform?

By David Greenwald

As we wait for the post-election madness to die down, it is interesting to note that
President Elect Joe Biden along with VP Elect Kamala Harris enter office with the
opportunity and perhaps even the mandate to transform the justice system.

Ironic because Joe BIden helped to erect it in 1994.  Ironic still because Kamala
Harris rose to this office as a former DA and AG in California.

As the Fair and Just Prosecution report notes: “The new administration is poised
to build its legacy on bold action to end the failed war on drugs that has had a
devastating impact on communities of color, counter ineffective and harsh
sentencing practices that have made this nation an international outlier, ensure that
people in the criminal legal system have opportunities to rehabilitate and rebuild
their lives, revitalize communities shattered by mass incarceration, and finally close
the prison system’s revolving door.”

They recommend a 13 point plan to fix the criminal legal system:

13 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE AND FEDERAL ENGAGEMENT

1. Appoint the Right People and Encourage the Right Culture in the Department
of Justice and Throughout the Federal Government

2. Reform Policing Top to Bottom
3. Establish Mechanisms that Allow for Sentencing Second Chances and

Second Look Opportunities and Advance Conviction Integrity
4. Establish Fair, Just, and Equitable Charging, Plea Negotiation, and

Sentencing Policies That Alleviate Mass Incarceration and Promote Public
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Safety
5. Apply a Harm Reduction Approach to Substance Use
6. Adopt and Support Policies That Treat Kids Like Kids and Recognize Their

Diminished Culpability and Heightened Capacity for Change
7. Address Concerning Conditions of Confinement in Federal Facilities and End

the Use of Private Prisons
8. Support Improved, Expanded, and Increased Pathways to Successful Reentry
9. Address the Justice System’s Poverty Penalty by Ending Cash Bail and

Excessive Costs, Fines, and Fees
10. Reverse Cruel and Inhumane Immigration Policies and Build a Just and

Effective Immigration System
11. Promote and Prioritize Racial Equity in All Criminal Justice Policymaking
12. End the Federal Death Penalty
13. Support, Promote, and Establish a Task Force on 21st Century Prosecution

See the full report here.

Year End Fund Drive - DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT

Now through December 1, your donation will be matched.

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-
campaign

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Voters’ Decisions on
Propositions 17 and 20 Bring Hope to
Criminal Justice Reform in California

This election cycle, Californians were presented with two
propositions on their ballots—17 and 20—that are of major
significance in the quest for true criminal justice reform.

Read More

Kansas Pretrial Task Force Report Makes
Recommendations
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Nationally, about two thirds of local incarcerated population
have yet to be convicted of a crime, meaning that the jail
population is predominantly people awaiting trial or who
cannot post bond. Kansas sits slightly lower at 53 percent.

Read More

After 25 Years in Prison, Jaythan Kendrick
is Exonerated In Queens

Jaythan Kendrick has spent 25 years, a quarter century, in
prison trying to prove his innocence.But Thursday, November
19, 2020, Judge Joseph Zayas

Read More

Day 5 of ICE Mesa Verde Hearing:
Inconsistent Witness Testimony

The weeklong hearing on whether the Mesa Verde ICE
detention center in Bakersfield should continue to be
overseen by the U.S. District Court continued Friday, the fifth
day in front of U.S. District Judge Vince Chhabria.

Read More

The Sentencing Project Highlights Youth
Incarceration During Pandemic

Josh Rovner, Senior Advocacy Associate at The Sentencing
Project, a research and advocacy group advocating for
decarceration, hosted a webinar this week discussing youth
incarceration during COVID-19.

Read More

CHICAGO STUDY: Bail Reforms Alleviate
Financial Burden on Poor and Minority
Defendants without Increasing Overall
Crime

Cook County’s bail reform – known as GO18.8A – created a
presumption of release without monetary bail for the large
majority of felony defendants in Cook County and encouraged
the use of lower bail amounts for those

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

High Desert State Prison Reports First
COVID-19 Related Death
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Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Four New
Staff/Contractor COVID-19 Cases

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Calls Out Defendant’s Laundry List
of 25 Active Cases

James Michael Saragoza was sentenced by Judge David W.
Reed in Yolo County Superior Court Tuesday for violations of
probation.And it is not as though Saragoza just missed a
meeting. His scrapes with the law

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

29-Year Love Story Marriage Becomes
Domestic Violence Horror Story

Defendant Damon Lewis and his wife have been married for
more than 20 years. Their love story now might be considered
something out of a horror film, with Lewis facing felony
domestic violence charges.

Read More

Defendant Faces 32 Different Counts of
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Lewd Acts with Underage Minors

Edward Marin was in Sacramento County Superior Court
Thursday because he is charged with 32 counts of sexual
assault spanning 10 years against with two underage
daughters of a former girlfriend.

Read More

Gunfire 3 Years Ago Leads to 6-Year Prison
Sentence – But Man Walks Free

Robert Fox was sentenced late last week in Sacramento
County Superior Court to six years in prison after pleading to
being a felon with a firearm and admitting a felony strike—and
then he walked free.

Read More

‘Insidious’ Assault, Stalking Charges Net
Serial Defendant Max Sentence

Anthony Sanchez awaited sentencing here in Sacramento
County Superior Court last week to his assault and stalking
charges, knowing that he was already behind bars, about to
face his victim and hear the effects that his crimes

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch
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Anything Can be a Weapon – Man May
Stand Trial for Stabbing Someone with
BBQ Fork

Deputy District Attorney Garrett Behrens argued during a
preliminary hearing that nearly everything can be a weapon if
the circumstances allow it. Even eating utensils.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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“I was elected by the people and this community will have a seat at the table as
we work to modernize our criminal justice system,” said Los Angeles County
District Attorney-elect George Gascón.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 20, 2020

Gascon’s Transition
Team is Definitely Tilting Heavily Towards the Reform Side of the
Equation

By David Greenwald

George Gascon knocked off incumbent LA DA Jackie Lacey running heavily on a reform agenda.  Still
some of us who watched Gascon closely and covered the courts during his time as San Francisco DA
wondered what his administration would look like in LA.

After his Wednesday announcement of his transition team, however, there doesn’t seem to be much
question - he is tilting hard in the reform direction.

District Attorney-elect George Gascón announced his transition team.  Mr. Gascón recruited a diverse
group of community members, practitioners and subject matter experts. Where possible his goal was to
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ensure individuals with lived-experience were helping inform the policies, procedures, and future of the
Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office.

“I was elected by the people and this community will have a seat at the table as we work to modernize our
criminal justice system,” said Los Angeles County District Attorney-elect George Gascón.  “Those that
have been directly impacted by the work of this office have unique insights that are integral to an effective
administration. If we had all the answers victims would feel restored and we wouldn’t have astronomic
rates of recidivism. Instead, our profession has largely missed the opportunity to learn from those that are
justice-involved. We need to listen, grow, and take this opportunity to be better.”

Most teams have additional members beyond those named below with lived-experience and technical
expertise providing contributions and recommendations.  Several additional efforts are being led by
teams of experts covering everything from data to Brady policy, misdemeanor charging, prosecutorial
ethics, and more.

Transition Steering Committee – Cristine DeBerry / Jamarah Hayner / Joseph Iniguez / Max Szabo

Bail – Dolores Canales / Robin Steinberg

Conviction Review – Franky Carrillo / Paula Mitchell

Death Penalty – Stefanie Faucher / Sean Kennedy / Natasha Minsker

Diversion, Reentry & Behavioral Health – Judge Songhai Armstead (Ret.) / Eunisses Hernandez

Enhancements, Three Strikes & Charging – Michael Romano

Environmental Justice –  Michael Kadish / Angeleno Logan / Mary Nemick / Aura Vasquez

Immigration – Maritza Agundez / Rose Cahn

Juvenile – Frankie Guzman / Michael Mendoza / Maureen Pacheco / Patricia Soung

Law Enforcement Accountability – Erwin Chemerinsky / Je Yon Jung

Law Enforcement Relations – Kevin Jablonski / Rebecca Neusteter / Jacqueline Seabrooks

Resentencing – Hillary Blout / Kate Chatfield / Christopher Hawthorne / Jennifer Hansen / Paula
Mitchell  / Michael Romano

Trauma Informed Approach to Victims – Ivette Alé / LaNaisha Edwards / Gena Castro-Rodriguez /
Bamby Salcedo

George Gascón will be sworn in as the 43rd District Attorney of Los Angeles County on December 7,
2020.

Year End Fund Drive - DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT

Now through December 1, your donation will be matched.

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-
campaign
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Hearing with Expert Testimonies to
Determine Fitness of ICE Mesa Verde
Facility, Struck with COVID-19

A hearing resumed here in U.S. District Court Thursday to
determine if the Mesa Verde ICD Detention Center should
continue to be monitored by the courts after a massive
COVID-19 outbreak this summer that sickened

Read More

ACLU Sues to End Death Row ‘Terror’
Conditions that Retraumatize Lisa
Montgomery, Due to be Executed in
December

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) sued U.S.
Attorney General William Barr and the wardens of Terre
Haute Correctional Complex and Federal Medical Center at
Carswell this week, asserting that the death row

Read More

Groups Protests Arguing that CDCR Has
Taken Inadequate Steps To Reduce COVID
Threat in Prisons

On Wednesday, the Essie Justice Group, a nonprofit
organization of women with incarcerated loved ones held a
caravan attempting to draw attempt to the COVID spike
around the country, where incarcerated people at CDCR

Read More

Whistleblower from Santa Rita Jail
Highlights Improper Testing and False
Testing Counts

Over the span of two weeks, there was only one confirmed
case of COVID-19 in Santa Rita Jail (SRJ). It was first
reported on Nov. 7 and resolved in nine days.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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High Desert State Prison Reports First
COVID-19 Related Death

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Four New
Staff/Contractor COVID-19 Cases

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Calls Out Defendant’s Laundry List
of 25 Active Cases

James Michael Saragoza was sentenced by Judge David W.
Reed in Yolo County Superior Court Tuesday for violations of
probation.And it is not as though Saragoza just missed a
meeting. His scrapes with the law

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Fact Checks Deputy District
Attorney – Judge Still Goes with High Bail
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The prosecution sought to retain a defendant’s “no bail” status
here in Sacramento County Superior Court Wednesday, citing
his criminal history, police report, and the victim and witness
testimony of defendant’s

Read More

Defendant Can’t Afford Restitution; Judge
and DDA Give Defendant a Break

Defendant Bryan Rosengren is working hard to get a felony
conviction reduced to a misdemeanor—and he found a little
support from Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Scott
L. Tedmon this week.

Read More

Judge Goes Off on Attorneys for Re-
Scheduling without Informing Court

Judge Steve White went off on a group of attorneys here in
Sacramento County Superior Court, telling them it is “simply
not acceptable” to postpone their preliminary hearings without
informing the court.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
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ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: ICE Ques.oned in SF District Court over COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde Deten.on Center |
Davis Vanguard

Date: Thursday, November 19, 2020 at 7:58:20 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
To: Francisco Ugarte, Emilou Maclean
CC: Carolyn Goossen

FYI- Davis Vanguard covered the hearing on Monday.

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/11/ice-ques.oned-in-sf-district-court-over-covid-19-outbreak-at-mesa-verde-
deten.on-center/

Sent from my iPhone

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/11/ice-questioned-in-sf-district-court-over-covid-19-outbreak-at-mesa-verde-detention-center/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sounding the Alarm on COVID in CDCR; SF Public Defender Launch Cop Watch
Date: Thursday, November 19, 2020 at 7:01:52 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The purpose of our action is to visbilize what’s happening behind bars and let
folks know that even though there is not as much media attention about the
humanitarian crisis now as there was when there was that outbreak at San
Quentin, the situation is just as dire if not more so,” Rena Karefa-Johnson,
Director of Campaigns and Advocacy at Essie Justice

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 19, 2020

Whistleblower from
Santa Rita Jail Highlights Improper Testing and False Testing
Counts

By Tiffany Devlin
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Santa Rita Jail Solidarity published testimonies on Oct. 30 and Nov. 2, from Stephanie (Jamee) Navarro
in HU 24E, regarding SRJ’s lies about testing counts and the improper administration of tests leading to
inaccurate results. Stephanie has faced retaliation from jail officials for filing grievances and speaking
against the jail.

“The most important thing is for them to know is that the jail is lying to people about how much they are
testing. They are not offering the test to everyone. Since March 2020 they have not offered the test to
every inmate, so not every inmate has been tested.” Stephanie wrote.

In previous testimonies to the Vanguard, many attested to minimal testing and poor quarantine
protocols, suggesting that there are more active cases at SRJ than the confirmed cases count reported
by Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO).

“They aren’t doing the tests right, so they don’t have accurate results. I don’t have faith in the tests. How
are they getting accurate samples from just swabbing the tip, near the opening of my nose, there is no
mucus there” Stephanie added. 

These reports are similar to concerns from Elmwood Correctional Center in Milpitas, Santa Clara
County, where patients were asked to swab their own noses.

Regarding quarantine, Stephanie wrote, “… I am not high risk or quarantined so why am I in here? Where
do I belong?”

Stephanie’s pod is considered high-risk. The population consists of pregnant and elderly women among
others. She stated that some newly quarantined individuals were “straight from the street”, suggesting
that high-risk patients are being mixed with others who are not high-risk.

This inter-mixing coupled with improper testing, puts the high-risk population in more danger of
contracting COVID-19.

While Alameda County Public Health Dept. made only one visit to SRJ in six months despite multiple
outbreaks, Stephanie reports that visits from Sabot Consulting, a third-party body that monitors the jail’s
response to COVID-19, were biased since officials knew that they were visiting beforehand.

“When Sabot consulting, who is supposed to monitor the jail’s response to COVID, comes to the jail
“unexpectedly,” it’s not unexpectedly… They do not surprise any of the housing units because we have
been given notice. So giving the jail an A plus on the report card is a joke.” Stephanie wrote.

Stephanie has been deprived of pod time, along with being denied additional grievance forms.

“On November 1, I filed a grievance. Then, Deputies Fink & Sensibil in Housing Unit 24-West refused to
provide me with additional grievance forms.” she wrote.

Stephanie is considered a whistleblower and has faced retaliation from the jail after complaining to her
lawyer about how the jail has not passed out soap in months. The jail has also failed to be consistent in
passing out masks once a week.

“When I started complaining to my lawyer who then complained to the jail they put up a sign by the pod
door saying if you need wipes, masks, or soap ask a deputy. But a lot of inmates don’t know how to read,
making this sign useless for some. Many inmates will not come out of their cells let alone ask for soap,
masks or wipes.” Stephanie wrote, highlighting an accessibility issue arising from the literacy of some
incarcerated people.
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Stephanie wrote that HU 24 and the entire jail needs more serious auditing and monitoring.
To read the whole article: click here

Year End Fund Drive - DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT

Now through December 1, your donation will be matched.

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-
campaign

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Groups Protests Arguing that CDCR Has
Taken Inadequate Steps To Reduce COVID
Threat in Prisons

On Wednesday, the Essie Justice Group, a nonprofit
organization of women with incarcerated loved ones held a
caravan attempting to draw attempt to the COVID spike
around the country, where incarcerated people at CDCR

Read More

U.S. District Court Shocker: ICE Had No
Plan to Deal with COVID-19 Outbreak at
Mesa Verde Detention Center

The Mesa Verde ICE detention center – more than half of
detainees and at least one-quarter of staff were infected with
COVID-19 – had no contingency plan for an outbreak even
though the virus was running rampant throughout

Read More

Webinar Focuses on Eliminating Slavery
Language in Constitutions

Jamilia Land – a member of the Abolish Slavery National
Network (ASNN) in California and the founder of A.S.A.P, an
organization centered on the mental health and well-being of
children impacted by police and community murder, gun

Read More
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Justices Sotomayor, Kagan Dissent After
SCOTUS Denies Appeal by Inmates at
Geriatric Prison to Require COVID-19
Precautions

The U.S. Supreme Court Monday denied an appeal by
inmates at a Texas geriatric prison to reinstate a court’s order
that the prison use COVID-19 safety protocols.

Read More

Whistleblower from Santa Rita Jail
Highlights Improper Testing and False
Testing Counts

Over the span of two weeks, there was only one confirmed
case of COVID-19 in Santa Rita Jail (SRJ). It was first
reported on Nov. 7 and resolved in nine days.

Read More

SF Public Defender Makes Public
‘CopWatch SF’ Database of Misconduct of
SF Police and Sheriff Deputies

Hundreds of public records about wrongdoings by law
enforcement officers are now being made available to
everyone as of Wednesday through the San Francisco Public
Defender’s “CopWatch SF” database that tracks the

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

High Desert State Prison Reports First
COVID-19 Related Death

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Three New
Staff/Contractor COVID-19 Cases

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
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ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Calls Out Defendant’s Laundry List
of 25 Active Cases

James Michael Saragoza was sentenced by Judge David W.
Reed in Yolo County Superior Court Tuesday for violations of
probation.And it is not as though Saragoza just missed a
meeting. His scrapes with the law

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Short Phone Call Saves Defendant’s Trial
Date – Kind of

Because an officer witness is on injured leave a defendant’s
trial date would have been pushed to next year if a
Sacramento public defender had not questioned why the
injury prevented the officer from testifying on the stand.

Read More

Judge Sets Trial, But Probable Cause
Questioned in Muddled Testimony

Although the judge in Sacramento County Superior Court
Tuesday ruled a drug case can go to trial, some of the
testimony suggested a search may have been illegal, and a
detective’s testimony was muddled.

Read More

‘Children Get One Childhood’ – Tough
Love from Sacramento Judge to Defendant
with 1-Month Old Baby
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It’s called tough love, and maybe Judge Scott Tedmon
provided those type of strong words of advice to a mother of a
month-old son during an arraignment hearing Tuesday
afternoon in Sacramento County Superior Court.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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“For someone who has suffered the kind of sexual terror and trauma that Lisa
has, this treatment isn’t just cruel and unusual — it is torture,” said Cassandra
Stubbs, director of the ACLU’s Capital Punishment Project.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 18, 2020

The Traumatizing
Conditions of Death Row

By David Greenwald

As one who has been a lifelong opponent of capital punishment, I tend to focus on two issues: (1) the
problem of wrongful convictions and unequal application of the law and (2) the immorality of the state
attempting to teach citizens not to kill while itself killing.

But the ACLU brief filed this week in a lawsuit against Attorney General William Barr illustrates another
problem.

In a press release, the ACLU notes “the torturous conditions under which Lisa Montgomery has been
held since a warrant for her Dec. 8 execution was issued due to parallels to the decades of sexual terror
she endured.” 

They demand “an end to these conditions and seeks to prevent the added trauma that will inevitably
result from her planned transfer to the all-male Terre Haute prison.”

Anyone who watched the movie, Just Mercy, will recall the inhumanity of the execution that was depicted
in that movie.  Reading several books of people wrongly convicted and sitting on death row, the trauma
experienced at those facilities and the anticipation is horrific.

Add to that the questionable circumstances of President Trump rushing through executions on his way
out and the questionable cases that have resulted in multiple executions by the federal government and
we can see a real problem.

IN the case of Montgomery, the ACLU notes, “When her execution date was scheduled on Oct. 16, Lisa
was immediately deprived of all of her belongings, including books, legal papers, and photographs of her
children. She was transferred to a cold cell with bright lights that shine all day and night. Male guards
watch her 24/7, including when she uses the toilet. Her standard clothing, including bra, panties, and
socks were taken away, leaving her only with a loose gown with velcro straps. She finally received a pair
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of mesh panties, with the instruction, “be a good girl, now.” The defendants in the ACLU’s lawsuit plan to
transfer her to an all-male prison as her execution date looms.”

The ACLU notes: “These conditions would be unbearable for anyone, but Montgomery’s history of
immense sexual terror, trauma, and mental illness that developed as a result makes the conditions
horrific. At the age of 11, her stepfather raped her for the first time. This abuse went on for years — he
eventually built a special room to isolate and rape her. When her mother found out, she put a gun to
Lisa’s head and threatened her.”

They continue: “When Lisa was in her early teens, her mother trafficked her to older men, leading her to
be vaginally, anally, orally raped — sometimes by multiple men at one time. When Lisa was 17, she was
coerced into marrying the adult son of her mother’s boyfriend, who continued to sexually torture and rape
her.”

These are the kinds of tragic stories that lead people to death row.  But we focus on the back end - the
horrific behavior that leads to the death sentence, and not the front end of how people got to that point.

“For someone who has suffered the kind of sexual terror and trauma that Lisa has, this treatment isn’t just
cruel and unusual — it is torture,” said Cassandra Stubbs, director of the ACLU’s Capital Punishment
Project. 

She added, “Lisa is the first woman to be executed by the federal government in nearly 70 years, but the
conditions she is held under are far harsher than any man on death row, or anyone on suicide watch. The
depravity and cruelty of the treatment are seemingly the point. The Constitution does not give our
government permission to torture people before putting them to death — these conditions must be
alleviated immediately.”

This is why many of us oppose the death penalty.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work - click here.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Preliminary Hearings Begin for Trio in New
Year’s Day Murder Case

A probable cause hearing here in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week determined that a defendant
facing multiple felonies for allegedly throwing rocks at cars
and using a shopping cart as a deadly weapon would not

Read More

Brief Filed on SB 1437 Alleges Courts
Failing to Appoint Counsel and Summarily
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Denying Resentencing Petitions

A law that was supposed to allow people convicted of felony
murder to have their sentencing reconsidered has been
misapplied by the courts, the authors of the 2018 legislation
claimed in an amicus brief filed on Monday.

Read More

VANGUARD INVESTIGATION: New
Evidence Reveals California’s Longest
Serving Inmate on Death Row May Actually
be Innocent

After decades of fighting for his release, Douglas Ray
Stankewitz may finally have a real chance at freedom.In an
all-encompassing Writ of Habeas Corpus filed by his legal
team

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Testing Surges Across CDCR
Facilities – Over Nine-Hundred New Cases
Identified in Two Weeks

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Eight Percent of Santa Rita Jail Population
Is Considered High-Risk for COVID-19

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ICE Questioned in SF District Court over
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COVID-19 Outbreak at Mesa Verde
Detention Center

Hearings began here this week in U.S. District Court to decide
if the court should continue to oversee the embattled Mesa
Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield, where more than
half of detainees and at least one-quarter

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Calls Out Defendant’s Laundry List
of 25 Active Cases

James Michael Saragoza was sentenced by Judge David W.
Reed in Yolo County Superior Court Tuesday for violations of
probation.And it is not as though Saragoza just missed a
meeting. His scrapes with the law

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

ONE COURT SESSION: Release for Man
Who Threatened to ‘Bury’ Neighbor,’ Credit
for Homeless and Delay for Man Claiming
to Work for Pentagon and CIA

On a typical day in Sacramento County Superior Court,
defendants are often seen entering pleas, preparing for trial
with their counsel, or being sentenced.On Monday, the
outcome for some defendants

Read More

Judge Rules Testimony Ex-Wife of
Credible, Current Wife Not So Much –
Won’t Release Defendant

Three witnesses—including a current and former wife—
testified this week in defendant Rudolph Henderson’s violation
of probation and bail hearing in Sacramento County Superior
Court, but the current wife was deemed not

Read More

Wheelchair Bound DUI Defendant Released
but Still Gets DUI Device
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In a somewhat unusual court scene, a defendant sat in his
wheelchair as the Sacramento County Superior Court
commissioner issued him a SCRAM alcohol monitoring
device to keep him from being “a flight risk.”

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: San Francisco Public Defender Launches “CopWatch SF” Database to
Ensure Public Access to Available Police Records

Date: Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 5:08:59 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: November 18, 2020 
Contact: SF Public Defender’s Office – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org – (628)249-7946 

 
**PRESS RELEASE** 

 
San Francisco Public Defender Launches “CopWatch SF” Database to

Ensure Public Access to Available Police Records 
 
SAN FRANCISCO – This morning, the San Francisco Public Defender’s “CopWatch SF”
database went live, making available hundreds of public records about police and sheriffs.
What began as a data collection tool for public defenders fighting cases for individual clients
has grown into a database accessible to all. 
 
“This database was designed by our Integrity Unit to shine a light on police conduct and
encourage greater accountability. Everything included is available publicly, but nowhere else is
it consolidated into an easily searchable online resource,” said Mano Raju, Public Defender of
San Francisco. “We believe this is a model that can and should be replicated across the
state.”  
 
The CopWatch SF database is now available on the Public Defender’s website -
sfpublicdefender.org/copwatch - and contains a list of local cops with records that have so far
been released under the 2019 law SB 1421, plus other publicly available documents like civil
lawsuits, news articles, and known findings of complaints filed with the Department of Police
Accountability.  
 
SB 1421, authored by Senator Nancy Skinner, made public police conduct in four categories:
shooting a gun at a person, use of force causing great bodily injury, sustained allegations of
dishonesty, and sustained allegations of sexual assault. In January 2019, the San Francisco
Public Defender’s Office requested records on over 2,000 active SFPD officers from agencies
including the SFPD, DPA, the District Attorney, and the SF Police Commission; the records so
far received are in this database. 
 
“It’s been almost two years since the new law took effect and we have received less than 10%
of what exists. At this rate, it will take twenty years to get records on all current cops,” said
Danielle Harris, Managing Attorney of the Integrity Unit. “We have worked to make what is
available easily accessible to all. The database unfortunately does not tell the full picture
because many police records are still shielded from public view under confidentiality laws,
because police agencies have no incentive to prioritize the records’ release, and because
there has not yet been the political will to create that incentive. Despite these limitations,
CopWatch SF is a living database that will grow and expand for all who care about
transparency and accountability in policing, including the community at large, activists,

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://sfpublicdefender.org/copwatch/
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transparency and accountability in policing, including the community at large, activists,
journalists, civil rights attorneys, and public officials.” 
 
California State Senator Nancy Skinner attempted to expand those categories this year with
SB 776, but the bill did not make it through the legislative cycle.  
 
“I commend the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office for creating this important database
and making records on police use of force and serious misconduct available in an easy-to-use
format. This tool will make it far easier for the public to obtain records that were made
accessible with the passage of SB 1421,” said Senator Nancy Skinner, D-Berkeley, author of
SB 1421. “Transparency builds trust between the public and police. My office is committed to
expanding public access to law enforcement records and to building the trust that public
safety in every community relies on." 
 
Adriana Camarena, a local community advocate for families whose loved ones have been
killed by SFPD officers, has been frustrated by the limited amount of information that families
can find. "The Public Defender’s Office has radically increased transparency by aggregating
public records on officers into one searchable and public database, but this should and could
have been done long ago by the City agencies in charge of these records,” said Camarena.
“We are sitting in the cradle of the information economy with a myriad of solutions available for
open government, and the SFPD has failed to provide user-friendly, easily relatable, open
data sets that allow the public and media to find the real story behind the data and to support
public policy change.” 
 
The Public Defender’s Integrity Unit tracks police officer misconduct and advocates for
systemic change; it also assists community members in filing complaints against SFPD and
Sheriff’s deputies. “We consider this our duty because our clients’ freedom often depends on
systemic accountability and because the community trusts us to stand up for their rights,” said
Raju. 
 

### 

To view this press release online, please visit sfpublicdefender.org/media.
 

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/11/sf-public-defender-launches-copwatch-sf-database-to-ensure-public-access-to-available-police-records/
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Subject: Valerie, have you read our coverage of cases like Ajay Dev, help us con.nue to provide it
Date: Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 4:30:52 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Image

Image

Hi Valerie,
 

The work of the Davis Vanguard is extremely important to us and nowhere is it more
important than the work we have done on the case of Ajay Dev. 
 

Ajay Dev is not only a supporter of the Davis Vanguard and but also victim of wrongful
convictions in Yolo County. 
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Ajay Dev had been sentenced to 387 years in prison for a crime that he was wrongly
accused of. Dev was accused of raping his adopted daughter; however, what has
emerged over the last five years - in part through our reporting and in part through the
great work of the family and post-conviction counsel - is evidence that the key pre-text
phone call was allowed to be interpreted by the complaining witness on the stand at trial -
and was misinterpreted.
 

Meaning the key evidence used to convict him was falsified.
 

Here is what Ajay Dev had to say about the Davis Vanguard:
 

"The unchecked and unbalanced power of the prosecutor of the Yolo County criminal
court proceedings needs the importance of the Davis Vanguard."
 

“David and his team of interns read through thousands of pages of my trial transcripts and
even produce a three-part video with limited funds to inform the public about the facts of
my case...I am personally grateful to Mr.Greenwald and the Davis Vanguard for keeping
my case alive."
 

Because of generous donors, the Davis Vanguard offered Dev the opportunity to have his
story heard by hundred of readers throughout California and thus his case gained the
public attention it deserved. 
 

We don’t know who will be next. But we need to be ready!
 

Just this week our investigative reporting team published a critical news article on
Douglas Stankewitz, who was wrongly convicted in 1978, spending much of that
time on San Quentin's Death Row. 
 

Read Douglas Stankewitz's story here: https://bit.ly/3kH3XHk
 

The Davis Vanguard is on the edge of local and investigative reporting on issues that
matter to people. But we can't do it alone. We need your support. 
 

Your gift today will help continue the Vanguard’s effort in investigating cases like Ajay’s
and bring transparency, accountability, and fairness to local government.
 

Thanks to a generous donor, all contributions by December 1 will be matched—that
means your gift will be doubled!
 

Through the generous support of donors, we will hire more staff members to encourage
and promote this investigative journalism experience to bright young college students who
will grow as writers and journalists while learning about the political issues surrounding our
criminal justice system. 

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZtOkrKauBfBhf3HbD0-2BqJmk-3D8BiE_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMXBHtgT82eOTH-2BXuF5NEnqaZXkRHdTolPMQqDXfhwnEdwY6K8Q-2B5qbg84-2FMWtMi-2F-2BcST1g6dJs7a-2FeRlHZ46FHt1p8VS7NFjV6Yd0X7wnYiFiEwPmokkFYlht1UmHAv5d8G35bpJcz8iyHU-2FH6dOPIMLSpKPwX9bzQjNkQJ3JO9aILOaHM1uQ2BzjoLrBH7RBTAV6yfk9NZFhj2DViFDbJmn1kDYaN35LGw31DQREdpUK0kpUT6KTPDj67jHsmYjLoG-2FnZ9QTMlAGCPSr-2FA5AAnDnyo7XOg2-2B2tKbNwOltVM-3D&g=MjI3MmM2NmY0ZDE2NThjMA==&h=YjgyMzBkMDM0MTJiNDEyNGI3YzViMzk3OTM1MTc3OTczZjVkYTdhOWJhNWQ2MDgwMTI1NzY1ZTQyNmEwNmVjMQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmUwNmRmM2UyYTA3ZWNmY2MzZmM4OGM2ZDg5MDQ2NGJkOnYx
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That’s why I’m asking you today, Valerie, will you make a gift of $100 to continue your
support of the Davis Vanguards? Remember your impact today will be doubled on
December 1. 
 

Can people like Ajay Dev and so many others count on your support today?

COUNT ME IN

With gratitude,
 

David Greenwald
Director of the Davis Vanguard 
 

P.S. Setting up an automatic monthly subscription gift https://bit.ly/3jRBH4j

The Davis Vanguard 
PO Box 4715

Davis, CA 95617
Email not displaying correctly?

View it in your browser
Unsubscribe
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Vanguard Exclusive Report on the Probable Innocence of California Death
Penalty Inmate

Date: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 at 7:02:16 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Nancy Skinner and Kate Chatfield: "courts and appellate courts are
misinterpreting the statute and denying people the right to counsel when the
legislation clearly mandates this frustrates the intent of the Legislature.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 17, 2020

California State
Assembly Blasts CDCR’s COVID-19 Response Following
Inspector General Report
By Julietta Bisharyan and Nick Gardner

In the midst of the pandemic, Bill was caught between a fire camp in Valley View Conservation Camp and
High Desert State Prison (HDSP) in Susanville.

Bill, who was incarcerated for six years before being released in September, shared his experiences with
the Davis Vanguard. His name has been changed to protect him from potential retaliatory actions from
prison officials. 

When the COVID-19 outbreaks began in March, Deuel Vocational Institution (DVI) in Tracy –– the
reception center for the northern region of CDCR –– did not start testing or handing out masks until May.
The masks that were handed out were not the N95 masks that prison advocacy groups were sending in,
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but rather a cloth mask made from a cut up t-shirt with two little ear holes.

The N95 masks were instead reserved for the officers to wear.

Although Governor Gavin Newsom restricted transfers between prisons and jails, CDCR continued to
move individuals throughout the whole system.

Initially, HDSP did not report any cases, but the lead clerk for Cal Fire and CDCR transported people from
DVI and San Quentin State Prison. They were not tested before being moved.

At the cusp of fire season, all the fire camps were put on quarantine for two weeks and each individual
was tested twice. If there were no positive cases, they were allowed to be released.

At Bill’s fire camp in Valley View, four contract nurses were sent in. Two of the nurses had COVID-19.
“They didn’t even test the nurses who were coming into the facilities to test the inmates,” says Bill. “It was
a whole big mess, and I’m sure it’s no different now.”

Bill recalls his commander speaking with the press about the prison’s conditions. The warden at HDSP
immediately sent him a letter, telling him that his job would be in jeopardy if he spoke to the media again
about the prison’s policies and procedures.

“There was a memorandum sent out by the warden of Susanville in September going around CDCR right
after my commander got lambasted, and it stated that nobody can speak out about the conditions
because staff members were talking to the media,” Bill says. “It said your jobs [are] in jeopardy if you
speak to the media, you’re under contract to not speak to any resources, the only one allowed to speak is
the PIO (public information officer).” 

For individuals who needed to be quarantined, prison officials would move one section of the
incarcerated population to a different area, clean and disinfect that area, then move positive COVID-19
patients there.
Instead of moving patients to special housing, regular cells were converted into quarantine blocks.

Bill says that the fire camps were so isolated, that the only way for anyone to be infected was if a staff
member from Cal Fire or CDCR brought in the virus. To further mitigate the spread, education, substance
abuse and anger management programs all shut down. Family visits also ceased.

At first, the incarcerated population was in good shape, until nurses were brought in and started moving
people to HDSP for small medical issues. People from the fire camps would get mixed in with COVID-19
patients and would have to do a two-week quarantine.

“It only takes a few people to bring it into a prison population, and it spreads like wildfire because it’s so
crowded in there that there’s nowhere else for it to go.”

See full article

Support our work - click here.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

VANGUARD INVESTIGATION: New
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Evidence Reveals California’s Longest
Serving Inmate on Death Row May Actually
be Innocent

After decades of fighting for his release, Douglas Ray
Stankewitz may finally have a real chance at freedom.In an
all-encompassing Writ of Habeas Corpus filed by his legal
team

Read More

Brief Filed on SB 1437 Alleges Courts
Failing to Appoint Counsel and Summarily
Denying Resentencing Petitions

A law that was supposed to allow people convicted of felony
murder to have their sentencing reconsidered has been
misapplied by the courts, the authors of the 2018 legislation
claimed in an amicus brief filed on Monday.

Read More

Preliminary Hearings Begin for Trio in New
Year’s Day Murder Case

A probable cause hearing here in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week determined that a defendant
facing multiple felonies for allegedly throwing rocks at cars
and using a shopping cart as a deadly weapon would not

Read More

California State Assembly Blasts CDCR’s
COVID-19 Response Following Inspector
General Report

In the midst of the pandemic, Bill was caught between a fire
camp in Valley View Conservation Camp and High Desert
State Prison (HDSP) in Susanville.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Testing Surges Across CDCR
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Facilities – Over Nine-Hundred New Cases
Identified in Two Weeks

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in the California
Prison System (CDCR)

Read More

Eight Percent of Santa Rita Jail Population
Is Considered High-Risk for COVID-19

Our daily run down on the COVID cases in selective County
Jails

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Drugs Found Hidden in Tissue Dispenser –
Judge Considers Lowering Charges
Because of ‘Antiquated’ Law

A police officer here in Yolo County Superior Court late Friday
admitted she found a suspect’s drugs in a tissue dispenser in
a room, and explained, “In all my years of doing this trade, I
learned to look everywhere.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Preliminary Hearings Begin for Trio in New
Year’s Day Murder Case
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A probable cause hearing here in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week determined that a defendant
facing multiple felonies for allegedly throwing rocks at cars
and using a shopping cart as a deadly weapon would not

Read More

Defense Attorney Asks Judge to Drop
Charges After Victim Requests It – Judge
Balks

A preliminary hearing began here in Sacramento County
Superior Court last week in the murder case of Hubert
Calimee, a Sacramento man gunned down outside a Ramada
Inn on New Year’s Day 2020.

Read More

Unhappy Friday: Public Defender Fights
with Client, Argues about Attorney

Private defense attorney Matt Martinez did his best in
Sacramento County Superior Court late last week to convince
a judge that his client shouldn’t be prosecuted, and, if she
was held to answer, her bail should be exonerated.

Read More

Bail Triples for Defendant Who Gets
Another DUI, Violates Domestic Violence
Conditions

It was not a happy Friday for one assistant public defender
here in Sacramento County Superior Court’s Department 62
recently. It wasn’t a lot of fun for the court, either.

Read More

Judge Cites Former CA Supreme Court
Chief Justice When He Did Not
Immediately Dismiss A Case

The good news for Cory Satnowski was that his sixth or fourth
DUI—that’s in dispute—didn’t influence his bail. The bad
news is his latest DUI was a violation of his domestic violence
court order. His bail tripled.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju
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In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: Davis Vanguard Podcast with Mano
Date: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 at 7:23:19 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Raju, Manohar (PDR)
CC: Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)

Haven't had a chance to listen yet -- but let's try to do so and share it. I "liked" it from PDR, but that's
all so far. Such a great picture that he took of you at the gates of San Quen.n. It's his "Mano stock-
photo" that he uses every .me... which we can also include in the December Newsle4er if you like
how it turned out. 
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard/status/1328372506911268865?s=20

David Greenwald on Twitter
“Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San Francisco Public Defender Mano
Raju | Davis Vanguard https://t.co/r0lklob6jm .@ManoRajuPD
.@sfdefender”

twitter.com
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Ken Anderson “remains the only prosecutor — past or present — who has
ever spent time in jail for misconduct that led to a wrongful conviction, even
though 729 people exonerated since 1989 were wrongly convicted in cases
involving prosecutorial misconduct.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 16, 2020

Reform without
Accountabilty?

By David M. Greenwald

We have talked a lot about police accountability in the months since the death of George Floyd. We have
a serious problem there - as we saw over the weekend in the New York Times: “A Watchdog Accused
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Officers of Serious Misconduct. Few Were Punished.”

The NY Times did an analysis and they found, “the N.Y.P.D. has reduced or rejected recommendations
for stiff discipline of officers in about 71 percent of 6,900 serious misconduct charges.”

Personally I think it is too simple to simply blame unions. Although we see in Minneapolis, as reported by
the Washington Post among other publications in the last week, “Minneapolis violence surges as police
officers leave department in droves.”

The Post reports: “Nearly six months after George Floyd’s death here sparked massive protests and left a
wide swath of the city burned and destroyed, Minneapolis is grappling with dueling crises: an
unprecedented wave of violence and droves of officer departures that the Minneapolis Police Department
warns could soon leave the force unable to respond to emergencies.”

The stats show homicides up 50 percent, with 75 people killed this year and more than 500 people shot.

We cannot reform the system if the people simply refuse to buy in.

Sadly as bad as things seem on the police accountability front, they may be worse on the prosecutorial
front, despite a lot of progress in the reform movement over the last five years.

In a piece that was run by the Innocence Project, they note that seven years ago, Prosecutor Ken
Anderson was booked into jail in Williamson County, TX and began a ten DAY sentence for misconduct
that led to the wrongful conviction and 27 year sentence of Michael Morton.

The punctuation on the joke: Anderson’s 10 day sentence was reduced to five due to “good
behavior.” The Innocence Project notes that the consequences he faced “ paled in comparison to the
quarter of a century Mr. Morton spent in prison for a crime he didn’t commit.”

They write: “In light of this clear injustice, Texas lawmakers unanimously passed the Michael Morton
Act in 2013. The legislation created an “open-file” criminal discovery policy that requires county and
district attorneys to disclose most of their investigative evidence to the defense. The significant step
allowed attorneys to prepare an adequate defense to avoid wrongful conviction.”

Perhaps more astonishing is this: Ken Anderson “remains the only prosecutor — past or present — who
has ever spent time in jail for misconduct that led to a wrongful conviction, even though 729 people
exonerated since 1989 were wrongly convicted in cases involving prosecutorial misconduct.”

Moreover, ”Anderson is also one of just a few prosecutors to have had their license to practice law
revoked as a result of their role in a wrongful conviction.”

It gets worse.

The Innocence Project notes that a case involving Eric Hillman, a former assistant district attorney in the
Nueces County District Attorney’s Office, “highlighted a major flaw of the Michael Morton Act.”

He filed a wrongful termination act “alleging he was fired for refusing his supervisor’s order to withhold
exculpatory evidence from a defendant.”

Here Hillman tried to do the right thing and yet “the Texas Supreme Court ruled that the act did not
protect or other prosecutors from being fired in such circumstances. The court added that only the state’s
legislature could change the law.”

This is the landscape that we face - we know the right thing to do in both cases of police and
prosecutorial misconduct, but the system is set up in such a way that accountability is impossible to
achieve for a variety of reasons.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work - click here.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju

In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

Judge Rules Shopping Cart a ‘Deadly
Weapon’ in Walmart Parking Lot Fracas

A probable cause hearing here in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week determined that a defendant
facing multiple felonies for allegedly throwing rocks at cars
and using a shopping cart as a deadly weapon would not

Read More

Suspend Federal Death Penalty Until Biden
Takes Office, Congressional Lawmakers
Urge AG Barr

Congressional lawmakers Friday called on Attorney General
William Barr to suspend all federal executions until the
incoming Biden-Harris administration is able to evaluate the
cases.

Read More

CA Legislative Black Caucus Urges
Governor to Appoint African American
Woman to Fill Kamala Harris U.S. Senate
Seat

The California Legislative Black Caucus met via Zoom with
other Black leaders Friday and urged Governor Gavin
Newsom to appoint an African American woman to fill the
U.S. Senate seat that will be vacated when Kamala Harris

Read More

‘Re-Imagine LA County’ – Measure J –
Approved, Called Major Step in Criminal
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Justice Reform

County voters here—despite major opposition from law
enforcement—have passed Measure J, or “Reimagine LA
County,” a major step forward in criminal justice reform, claim
supporters.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

High Desert State Prison Reports Massive
Outbreak of 184 Active COVID-19 Cases in
Custody

As of November 12, there have been 17,084 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
15,244 have been resolved while 1,301 remain active in
custody. There have been 82 deaths throughout CDCR.

Read More

Santa Clara Jail Population Begins to
Climb Despite COVID-19 Threat

HU 33 D, E, and F have been quarantined until Nov. 26 due to
a patient presenting symptoms on Nov. 11. As of Nov. 11,
there is still one active asymptomatic case of COVID-19 in
SRJ. The case was first reported on Nov. 7.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Court Confusion: Defendant Not
Released After Alleged ‘Alarming
Statements,’ Another Held Because of No
Bus Fare

Confusion plagued Yolo County Superior Court Judge Peter
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Confusion plagued Yolo County Superior Court Judge Peter
Williams’ court Friday – he had one defendant who should
have been released days earlier, and another one who was
there only because he said he didn’t have bus

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Rules Shopping Cart a ‘Deadly
Weapon’ in Walmart Parking Lot Fracas

A probable cause hearing here in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week determined that a defendant
facing multiple felonies for allegedly throwing rocks at cars
and using a shopping cart as a deadly weapon would not

Read More

Defendant’s Gambit of Firing Lawyers to
Get Better Deal Fails

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Patrick Marlette
was informed here Friday that a defendant kept firing his
attorneys in an effort to delay his trial and manipulate the
court process.

Read More

Missing Witnesses, Confusing Officer
Testimony Lead to New Deal for Defendant

In a preliminary hearing in Sacramento County Superior Court
last Thursday, the prosecution had three witnesses to call to
the stand. But it never got that far.

Read More

Accused Narcotics Dealer Could Face Trial
on Multiple Charges After Officers Say He
Ran from Them

Defendant Stanley Ramsey – already under suspicion of drug
activity – ran for it, according to the arresting officer. Along the
way, he tossed a few bits of evidence away, allegedly.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Domestic Violence Victim Claims
Harassment by Defense Investigator –
Judge Insists It’s Civil Court Matter

In Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill’s
courtroom, a victim of domestic violence charged she was
being harassed by an investigator working for defendant
Gregory Hudson’s defense.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 84: San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju
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In February of 2019, longtime legendary public defender Jeff
Adachi died. Taking over the position as the only elected
public defender in California was Mano Raju. His first 18
months has seen not only the sudden ascent to head the

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Juror Laird Cooper does not oppose the commutation of Mr. Bernard’s
sentence because his trial lawyers “failed to even adequately represent him.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 13, 2020

Prisons Continue to Get
Hammered by COVID

By David Greenwald
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The Marshall Project reported on Thursday that new infections among incarcerated individuals have
increased sharply this week - as they have in the rest of the country - to their highest level since the start
of the pandemic, far exceeding previous peaks.  That should not be a shock given that on Thursday, the
US topped 163,000 cases, more than double what had been the high marks prior to October.

The Marshall Project reports - “At least 182,593 people in prison had tested positive for the illness, an 8
percent increase from the week before. Iowa, Michigan and the federal prison system each saw more
than 1,000 prisoners test positive this week, while Texas prisons surpassed 2,000 new cases.”

Vice reports, “With at least 229 prisoners and 12 staffers currently infected, Fort Dix has the most severe
outbreak in the federal Bureau of Prisons.”  “It is filthy, people are ill, everyone is depressed, everyone
looks like death,” one prisoner said.

The Washington Post reports, at Ohio’s Pickaway Correctional Institution, “Within a week, 23 inmates
and 17 staff members were found to be infected. One inmate, Charles Viney Jr., a 66-year-old with a
collapsed lung, died hours after testing positive. Within a month, more than three-quarters of Pickaway’s
roughly 2,000 inmates were confirmed positive. By the end of May, 35 were dead.”

The Denver Post reports that at El Paso County jail inmates: “The more than 1,200 inmates inside the El
Paso County jail on any given day were not provided masks until last week, when the jail became the site
of Colorado’s second-largest coronavirus outbreak.”

“The masks were not provided all the way across the population until the week of Nov. 1,” El Paso County
sheriff’s spokeswoman Sgt. Deborah Mynatt said Wednesday.

Meanwhile in our work, which started tracking cases at San Quentin at 11 before the outbreak that drew
national attention in June, yesterday we reported that High Desert State Prison reported a massive new
outbreak at 184 active COVID cases in custody.  That included 140 new cases, according to reporting by
the Vanguard’s Julietta Bisharyan, Nick Gardner, Jaskiran Soomal and Aparna Komarla.

Back in June the Marshall Project reported, “The Bureau of Prisons was unprepared and slow to
respond. Then officials took steps that helped spread the virus.”

There has been much handwringing about San Quentin, but as we reported earlier this week, the
measures taken by the prisons thus far have not gotten to the point where they need to get.

As Julietta Bisharyan and Nick Gardner reported in October, court rulings have ordered San Quentin to
reduce its population in half to create “an environment that allows for physical distancing between
incarcerated folks.”

They write: “The target is for San Quentin to reduce its population to 1,775— nearly half of its current
holding. The court ruling suggests that prison officials include new solutions for those over 60 to be
released, in addition to the transfers. Incarcerated individuals over 60 have shown significantly lower
recidivism rates compared to other age groups, even among those with violent convictions.”

They continue, “The decision gives the CDCR control over which methods are used to decrease prison
population.”

 Recently, a spokesperson for the CDCR commented that the department is working to “determine the
next steps,” which could include an appeal to the California Supreme Court. In an email to the Mercury
News, CDCR spokeswoman Dana Simas wrote that “we respectfully disagree with the court’s
determination.”

So far, that does not appear to have occurred - as the national reporting shows, this is not just a
California problem - but that is of little recourse.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work - click here.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Working with the Most
Unlikely DA in America Gave Me Hope

Guest Commentary: Working with the Most Unlikely DA in
America Gave Me Hope

Attorneys for Woman on Death Row Seek
TRO, Preliminary Injunction Delay After
they Catch COVID-19; Ask Trump to
Intervene

Assistant Federal Public Defenders Kelly Henry and Amy
Harwell, attorneys for Lisa Montgomery – facing the federal
death penalty in less than a month – have revealed Thursday
in a pleading that as a result of traveling

Read More

Trump Asked to Grant Clemency for Death
Row’s Brandon Bernard; Jurors Support
Call, Citing Inadequate Defense

Just one month before Brandon Bernard is scheduled for
execution on federal death row on Dec. 10, 2020, he has filed
for clemency to President Donald Trump, and has garnered
support from a majority of the surviving

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

High Desert State Prison Reports Massive
Outbreak of 184 Active COVID-19 Cases in
Custody

As of November 12, there have been 17,084 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
15,244 have been resolved while 1,301 remain active in
custody. There have been 82 deaths throughout CDCR.

Read More
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Santa Clara Jail Population Begins to
Climb Despite COVID-19 Threat

HU 33 D, E, and F have been quarantined until Nov. 26 due to
a patient presenting symptoms on Nov. 11. As of Nov. 11,
there is still one active asymptomatic case of COVID-19 in
SRJ. The case was first reported on Nov. 7.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Facing Numerous Witnesses and Multiple
Counts, Man Decides to Plead No Contest
to Domestic Violence Charges

A pretrial hearing here in Yolo County Superior Court this
week for a man facing multiple domestic violence
misdemeanor counts with a number of witnesses instead
lasted just two hours and one witness before the defendant

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Reluctantly Reduces ‘Ridiculous’
$1.5 Million Bail to $500,000 for Alleged
Gang Member with No Prior Criminal
Convictions

Defense Attorney Chet Templeton and Judge Michael Savage
were more than a $1 million apart here in Sacramento County
Superior Court this past week in a bail hearing.

Read More

Judge in Good Mood – Gives Defendant a
Break
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Judge Michael A. Savage appeared to be in a good mood
here this week – he joked about the location of a defendant’s
previous conviction, and Oregon laws. And later gave a break
to the defendant in the case.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Man Pleads to Contempt, But Released and
Strict Stay-away Order Rescinded

After spending 132 days in custody, defendant Inthy Channoy
was more than ready for a hearing Thursday here in Fresno
County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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“The Trump Administration has repeatedly downplayed the dangers of COVID-
19, which has put millions of lives at risk,” said Bree Bernwanger, senior staff
attorney at the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay
Area.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 12, 2020

LA Considering
Removing the Sheriff…

By David Greenwald
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The LA County Board of Supervisor is divided on this issue which will probably mitigate against the
possibility of severe retribution, but the very fact that the board led by Supervisors Mark Ridley-Thomas
and Sheila Kuehl is going after the independently elected sheriff, is worth watching.

They are building a playbook for removing him - but it was a 3-2 vote - because of his thumbing his nose
about accountability and his efforts to roll back critical reform.

Avenues include: impeachment, stripping him of responsibilities, and an amendment to the state
constitution that would shift sheriffs in California to appointed positions - that is something I might favor.

Supervisors Kathryn Barger and Janice Hahn were opposed; Supervisor Hilda Solis cast the swing vote
for the proposal.

Ridley-Thomas told media on Tuesday that he is looking at instiuttional and structural changes that could
make law enforcement more accountability.

“He has just made the case more compelling as to why it would be appropriate, but the conversation is
structural,” said Ridley-Thomas. “I doubt that someone who can be terminated in the appropriate manner
would be as belligerent as we’re seeing with the current sheriff.”

However, Ridley-Thomas is termed out and was elected to the LA City Council last week.

“Despite the exponential growth of the county and tremendous advances of modern day policing, we are
still beholden to this anachronistic model of law enforcement—and left without a mechanism to hold the
Sheriff accountable,” he tweeted.

In their motion, Sheriff Villanueva was criticized for attempts to block oversight, failure to balance the
budget, and the fact that the county has now had to pay out more than $149 million the last five years to
settle lawsuits and settle judgment - these includes cases where deputies were involved in incidents that
included civil rights violations, excessive force, and officer involved shootings.

“With a sheriff that is unwilling to demand accountability for deputy misbehavior, lawsuits will continue to
be filed against the sheriff, and it is the county’s taxpayers who will continue to pay for the
consequences,” the motion says.

It is interesting, Sacramento last year had similar struggles with Sacramento Sheriff Scott Jones, they
basically allowed him to defy them. LA may not take it sitting down however. Some will recall that Sheriff
Jones removed the authority of a watchdog when it appeared they would issue an adverse report.

The Sacramento Board of Supervisors was not happy but never was able to muster any kind of stick. We
will see if Los Angeles proves more successful.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work - click here.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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U.S. District Court Should Continue to
Oversee COVID-19 Hot Spot Mesa Verde
ICE Facility, New Documents Show

The U.S. District Court should continue to oversee the
embattled Mesa Verde ICE detention facility in Bakersfield,
where more than half of detainees and at least one-quarter of
the staff were infected with COVID-19 in July

Read More

Guest Commentary: Police Unions Are
Losing The War on Criminal Justice
Reform

Law enforcement unions are maybe the most powerful force
in politics that most voters never think twice about. By quietly
dumping millions of dollars in key prosecutor elections and
ballot initiative fights, these organizations

Read More

Gov. Newsom Commutes Sentences,
Pardons 10 that May Aid Immigrants
Facing Deportation

California Gov. Gavin Newsom Tuesday commuted the
sentences or criminal histories of over three dozen current or
former felons, including 10 pardons that may aid immigrants
facing the possibility of deportation.

Read More

Supporters Call on Trump to Commute
Death Sentence of Lisa Montgomery

In letters delivered today, a broad coalition of current and
former prosecutors, anti-sex trafficking and anti-domestic
violence groups, child advocates and mental health groups is
urging President Trump to stop the execution of Lisa

Read More

After Years of Trying, Joseph Webster
Finally Finds Relief in 2006 Tennessee
Conviction

It’s not as though Joseph Webster ever stopped trying, and
Tuesday, Nov. 10, a “Note of Intent” was successfully filed in
the Webster V. Tennessee Case NO. 2005-B-1384, which
was a first degree murder conviction that occurred March 1,
2006.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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CDCR Institutions are 105 Percent Over
Capacity Despite Efforts to Reduce
Population

As of November 11, there have been 16,794 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
15,241 have been resolved while 1,015 remain active in
custody. There have been 82 deaths throughout CDCR.

Read More

San Francisco Jails Report Two Active
COVID-19 Cases and Hundreds in
Quarantine

As of Nov. 10, there is still one active asymptomatic case of
COVID-19 in SRJ. The case was first reported on Nov. 7.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

10 Year Restraining Order for Domestic
Abuser Not Too Long, Rules Yolo Judge

Is a 10-year restraining order that keeps a parent from his
child too long?Judge Timothy Fall in Yolo County Superior
Court, Dept. 11 last Friday said no it wasn’t. Especially if the
defendant was a threat.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

How Courtrooms Have Evolved Since
COVID-19 First Struck
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The coronavirus pandemic caused a massive shut down of
nearly everything; however, crime did not stop. And
California’s Superior Courts needed to take action to develop
new procedures for processing old and new cases.

Read More

Victim’s Emotional Statement Prefaces
Judge Sentencing Decision to Jail 3 Co-
Defendants for Violent Home Invasion

Judge Helena Gweon invited a disabled victim of a home
invasion to make a statement before the Sacramento County
Superior Court judge sentenced defendants Isis Bolton,
Anttwaneck Hobby, and Catherina

Read More

Prosecution Chooses Lesser Charges in
Domestic Violence Cases

Sacramento County’s District Attorney Anissa Galata resolved
two separate domestic violence cases, opting to only charge
misdemeanors, rather than felonies, for both defendants who
were released from jail

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Is Wearing Shorts on a Chilly October
Night a Way Out of a DUI Charge?

Could wearing shorts on a chilly October night be an excuse
to perform poorly on a field sobriety test?This was a question
Fresno County Superior Court Judge Samuel Dalesandro had
to answer late last week in the case of Jonathan Schutt, who

Read More

Riverside Court Watch
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DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: New Documents Reveal ICE and Private Prison Contractor Exacerbates a
COVID Outbreak at Immigra.on Deten.on Center

Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2020 at 8:01:47 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: November 11, 2020 

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 

  

**PRESS RELEASE** 

New Documents Reveal ICE and Private Prison Contractor Exacerbates a
COVID Outbreak at Immigration Detention Center 

Hid Risks to Immigrants in Grave Danger Due to COVID Pandemic, Misled Court 

SAN FRANCISCO – Last night, detained immigrants held at the Mesa Verde ICE detention
center, in Bakersfield California, filed new documents in support of their request that the U.S.
District Court continue to exercise oversight over a facility that suffered a severe COVID
outbreak in July and August. By mid-August, more than half of those detained and more than
a quarter of the staff became infected with the virus. 

Newly-disclosed documents in the plaintiffs’ court filing reveal that ICE and GEO officials
ignored CDC protocols, misled the court about their practices, and acted in a manner which
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amplified the risk of COVID transmission. 

The documents reveal that ICE officials: 

·                 Waited four days to offer testing to a dorm exposed to an individual who had tested
positive. Despite having tests on-site that produce rapid results, they refused to use them.
Test results took two weeks to return. In the meantime, they crammed over 50 people who
had been exposed to COVID into a single dorm. By the time they did, 90% of a combined
dorm had become infected. (Ex. 33, 34, 48) 

·                 Compromised medical standards and knowingly left people with COVID symptoms in
a crowded dorm where social distancing was impossible after the outbreak started. Tests
would later reveal that everyone who had been identified as symptomatic was already infected
with COVID at that time. (Ex. 48, 49) 

·                 Misrepresented to the court the distance between bunk beds in its facility to support a
claim that they allowed for adequate social distance when they did not. 

·                 Intentionally downplayed risk factors and symptoms to avoid testing. ICE tested
zero detainees for COVID symptoms before July 29 – the day the outbreak started. (Ex. 13) 

·                 Ignored the growing threat of staff transmission. (Ex. 25) 

After refusing to test detained immigrants for months because of a lack of space to house
positives, ICE did so feverishly in fear of a restraining order. On Aug. 4, ICE asked for testing
to be completed “urgently.” Onsite medical staff responded: “I just stayed and tested them all
because they said a lawyer was going to put a restraining order on us.” (Ex. 50) 
“These documents show that high level ICE officials were fully aware that their facilities were a
powder keg for COVID infection. They knew what needed to be done to avoid an outbreak,”
said Emi MacLean, Deputy Public Defender at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office.
“Not only did they fail to take steps to avoid an outbreak, they made it worse and misled the
public about what they were doing.” 

“The Trump Administration has repeatedly downplayed the dangers of COVID-19, which has
put millions of lives at risk,” said Bree Bernwanger, senior staff attorney at the Lawyers’
Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area. “This same callousness was on full
display here. Now more than ever it is clear that we cannot trust ICE to protect people in its
custody.” 

“That ICE and GEO knowingly exposed immigrant detainees to such an unreasonable risk of
harm is both inexcusable and illegal,” said Sean Riordan, senior staff attorney at the ACLU of
Northern California. 

In August, at the time of the outbreak, the District Court intervened and both prevented the
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In August, at the time of the outbreak, the District Court intervened and both prevented the
introduction of any new detainees and required weekly testing of staff and people detained.
Now ICE and GEO have asked the court to lift these restrictions. 
An evidentiary hearing in the matter is scheduled for November 16, 2020 before Federal
District Court Judge Vince Chhabria in the Northern District of California, where ICE officials
will testify under oath. Among those expected to testify are ICE Deputy Field Office Director
Erik Bonnar and Acting Deputy Field Office Director Moises Becerra. 

Plaintiffs are represented by the ACLU of Northern and Southern California, the San
Francisco Public Defender’s Office, the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San
Francisco Bay Area, Lakin & Wille LLP, and Cooley LLP. 

###

To view this press release online and access the court documents, please visit
sfpublicdefender.org/media 

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Progressives Push Back, Argue, Defund the Police and Medicare for All Didn’t
Lead to Democra.c Losses in the House

Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 at 7:00:38 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Molly Greene said: “We have been thrilled at the level of local and national
attention on this race, which both encouraged and reflected a heightened
public awareness of both the power and discretion that a DA has…now that the
races has been resolved, we intend to make sure that this awareness
translates into continued accountability.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 10, 2020

“People have lives.
Picking up and moving affects people” – San Quentin Residents
on COVID-19 Related Transfers

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/11/new-documents-reveal-ice-and-private-prison-contractor-exacerbated-a-covid-outbreak-at-immigration-detention-center/
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By Julietta Bisharyan and Nick Gardner

Incarcerated Narratives

At San Quentin State Prison (SQ), the novel coronavirus has now claimed the lives of 28 incarcerated
individuals, including one correctional officer.

Marcus Henderson described his experiences witnessing the prison outbreak in an editorial published in
the San Quentin News.

Henderson recalls the sound of the incarcerated emergency medical alarms ringing throughout the
housing units as correctional officers march through the prison.

He describes the image of medical nurses administering aid, dressed in Personal Protection Equipment
(PPE), as “resembling a sci-fi movie.”

He asserts that the incarcerated population has had to fight for many of their rights, such as religious
rights, access to the courts, to end the indefinite use of solitary confinement and to win adequate
healthcare.

“Even in these times of crisis, it feels that we (the incarcerated) always have to prove our humanity, our
rehabilitation and our willingness to make amends,” Henderson writes.

Henderson mentions the debate surrounding early releases and whether or not they should be applied
only to non-violent offenders versus those who have committed violent crimes.

According to CDCR’s own recidivism study, over 50% of prisoners, who paroled after completion of a
determined sentence, were convicted of a new crime within three years. On the other hand, only 5% of
lifer parolees were convicted of a new crime within three years.

In addition, a study done by Stanford University between 1995 and 2010 found that only 5 out of 860
murderers paroled in California returned to prison for new felonies but none that required a life term.
“So it pains most of us who have done the internal work—those who have worked through the childhood
traumas and accepted accountability—to still be considered politically “risky” and not for safety reasons,”
writes Henderson.

“As the coronavirus spreads and becomes our new reality, our fears of death are real. All we hope for is
for society to remember whatever the deed was, most of us weren’t sentenced to death by the state.”
Full story: here

Support our work - click here.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: No, Defund the Police
and Medicare for All Didn’t Lead to
Democratic Losses in the House
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Reading postmortems on the disappointing results of
congressional Democrats this election cycle, one could be
forgiven for thinking that Bernie Sanders, rather than Joe
Biden, led the party to a catastrophic defeat that cost the

Read More

LA District Attorney Accountability
Coalition Congratulates George Gascón
and Presents Priorities for Reform

After congratulating George Gascón on his victory as LA
County District Attorney over incumbent Jackie Lacey last
week, the Los Angeles DA Accountability Coalition (DAAC) is
pressing an aspiring agenda for improvement in the

Read More

“People have lives. Picking up and moving
affects people” – San Quentin Residents
on COVID-19 Related Transfers

At San Quentin State Prison (SQ), the novel coronavirus has
now claimed the lives of 28 incarcerated individuals, including
one correctional officer. Marcus Henderson described his
experiences witnessing the prison

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Substance Abuse Treatment Facility
Reports 213+ More COVID-19 Cases Over
Weekend

As of November 9, there have been 16,646 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
15,038 have been resolved while 1070 remain active in
custody. There have been 81 deaths throughout

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports One COVID-19
Case in Custody While Weekly Testing
Rate Increases by 4 Percent

As of Nov. 7, ACSO reports one active and asymptomatic
case of COVID-19 in SRJ.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
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Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Road Rage: Motorcyclist v. Car Preliminary
Hearing

Road rage—and the results thereof—was in full display here
Monday in Yolo County Superior Court, as Judge David
Rosenberg presided over the preliminary hearing of Samuel
Davidson in Department 14.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘Broken’ Defendant Denied Probation in
Child Molestation Case

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Patrick Marlette
Friday rejected a defendant’s request for suspended
probation in a child molestation case, despite pleas that he
“led an extremely difficult life.”

Read More

Two Different Probation Violators Agree to
Attend Class for Reinstatement of
Probation

Attending class is a good thing—and not just when you’re in
school.In Sacramento County Superior Court’s Dept. 60 last
week, two defendants charged with an alleged violation of
their probation were both given

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Is Wearing Shorts on a Chilly October
Night a Way Out of a DUI Charge?

Could wearing shorts on a chilly October night be an excuse
to perform poorly on a field sobriety test?This was a question
Fresno County Superior Court Judge Samuel Dalesandro had
to answer late last week in the case of Jonathan Schutt, who

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: "People have lives. Picking up and moving affects people" - San Quen.n Residents on COVID-19
Related Transfers - Weekly Highlights from CDCR's COVID-19 Crisis | Davis Vanguard

Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 at 5:45:13 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
To: Danielle Harris, Danica Rodarmel
CC: Carolyn Goossen

FYI- Not a terribly well-wri4en ar.cle, and it gets a bit sloppy near the end, but it does quote Danielle.

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/11/san-quen.n-residents-on-covid-19-related-transfers-and-more-weekly-
highlights/

Sent from my iPhone

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/11/san-quentin-residents-on-covid-19-related-transfers-and-more-weekly-highlights/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Gascon Wins in LA; See How Criminal Jus.ce Fared on Elec.on Night
Date: Monday, November 9, 2020 at 7:00:22 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“I am very committed to those things that I talked about on the campaign. We
will stop the death penalty immediately. We will begin to unwind current cases
that are on the death penalty track. We will immediately stop prosecuting
children as adults. I have committed to reopening some cases that involve law
enforcement use of force,” George Gascon

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 9, 2020

Did Defunding the Police
Hurt the Democrats?

By David Greenwald

Joe Biden has been declared the winner, but the left is already unhappy with the lack of down ballot
success.
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One of those aimed the laser pointer - Virginia Democrat Abigail Spanberger who believes that last week
was a disaster, they should have gained seats and instead lost “members who shouldn’t have lost.”

She pushed back on the progressives here.

Defund the police was a loser.

She said: “The number one concern in things that people brought to me in my [district] that I barely re-
won, was defunding the police. And I’ve heard from colleagues who have said ‘Oh, it’s the language of
the streets. We should respect that.’ We’re in Congress. We are professionals. We are supposed to talk
about things in the way where we mean what we’re talking about. If we don’t mean we should defund the
police, we shouldn’t say that.”

She added, “We want to talk about funding social services, and ensuring good engagement in community
policing, let’s talk about what we are for. And we need to not ever use the words ‘socialist’ or ‘socialism’
ever again. Because while people think it doesn’t matter, it does matter. And we lost good members
because of it.”

Bottom line: she blasted the left for advocating policies that might be popular in blue areas, but in the
swing seats, these issues were losers.

The same with James Clyburn - the Black House Majority Whip from South Carolina, whose
endorsement of Biden is credited with helping him win that state and turning things around.

He said on “Meet the Press” that the “defund the police” slogan hurt Democratic candidates in the recent
election. He said that he didn’t know if the slogan “cost all the seats” Democrats lost but noted he “really
believes that’s what cost” but he blamed it for the loss of Joe Cunningham in South Carolina and believes
that it hurt Jaime Harrison in loss to Lindsay Graham in the Senate.

“That's why I spoke out against it a long time ago,” Clyburn said. “I've always said that these headlines
can kill a political effort.”
“We are all about making headway, and I just hope that going forward we will think about each one of
these Congressional districts and let people represent their districts,” he added.
Perhaps it is the right policy with the wrong name - the idea that funding funding for the police can be
redistrictibuted to social programs. We have pushed the CAHOOTS model, allowing trained mental
health therapists to respond rather than armed police. The model has been in place for 30 years in
Eugene, Oregon and rarely do the police have to back them up.

But with the name, the Republicans have latched onto it and tied it to Democrats even though many did
not support the movement.

It seems at the very least the push needs to be rebranded, but perhaps it is already fatally flawed.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Monday Morning Thoughts: A Look At the
Yolo DA and The Question – Is There an
Internal Battle on To Replace Reisig?

We have heard a lot of rumors about the Yolo County DA’s
office – some have suggested that DA Jeff Reisig stepped
back after his narrow reelection victory over Public Defender
Dean Johansson. He has certainly been less

Read More

Guest Commentary: Criminal Justice
Reform Takes Another Big, Messy Step
Forward in 2020 Elections

Criminal justice reform was a key issue in Tuesday night’s
elections, from the presidential race all the way down to
municipal ballot initiatives.

Read More

Two Virginia Gunmen Arrested at Philly
Convention Center – May Be Related to
Ballot Count

Two Virginia men have been charged with carrying a
concealed weapon without a license as well as carrying a
firearm on public streets in what could be—or not be—an
attempt to cause harm to ballot counters at the Convention

Read More

Incumbent Lacey Concedes to Reformer
Gascón, Ending Los Angeles D.A. Race

Even with nearly one million ballots to count, the highly
contested race for Los Angeles District Attorney ended here
Friday morning when incumbent Jackie Lacey conceded to
reform candidate George Gascón.

Read More

Scott Peterson New Sentencing Trial Now
Set for January 2021

Scott Peterson—who was found guilty of murdering his wife
and unborn baby 15 years ago and sentenced to death—
made an appearance via livestream in a San Mateo County
Court Friday afternoon, largely to waive his

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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Substance Abuse Treatment Facility
Reports 140+ New COVID-19 Cases In One
Day

As of November 4, there have been 16,072 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,772 have been resolved while 765 remain active in
custody. There have been 80 deaths throughout

Read More

SF Jails Report One COVID-19 Case in
Custody and Hundreds in Quarantine or
Medical Isolation

HU 31ABC were released on Oct. 29 after only two days in
quarantine, presumably due to the index case testing
negative. Currently, Santa Rita Jail reports one active COVID-
19 case in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Lawyer-Defendant
Communication Helps, Notes Yolo Judge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge William Lebov, in effect,
lectured lawyers in his courtroom last Friday that a little
communication between lawyers and clients allows judges to
respond more effectively to the needs of the

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Attorneys Debate Over Who Belonged to
Bag of Meth Found by Police in Hotel
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In a preliminary hearing on Friday at Sacramento County
Superior Court, the district and defense attorneys argued over
whether a bag of methamphetamine found in a hotel room
indeed belonged to the defendant.

Read More

Victim Thankful for Release of Her Son, the
Defendant – Judges Expresses Confusion

A victim who had her home damaged was actually thankful
that the defendant—her son—was released out of custody
rather than sent to jail.Miguel Espitia, who was in custody
during his hearing

Read More

PD Convinces Court to Treat Meth
Defendant, Not Jail Him

A Sacramento male—arrested on multiple occasions recently
trying to sell meth to maintain his drug addiction—caught a
break here in Sacramento County Superior Court when his
public defender convinced a judge to treat

Read More

Two No Contest Pleas for Guns Lead to
Different Sentences

Two no contest pleas taken by Judge Michael Savage in
Sacramento County Superior Court last Friday morning point
out some inconsistencies in sentencing.For instance,
defendant

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Despite COVID-19 Jail Threat, Fresno
County Still Imposes Cash Bail for Low-
Level Offenses
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Fresno County’s new Emergency Bail Schedule policy
allowed the county judge to issue eight arrest warrants with
cash bail for failures to appear this—some warrants were set
up to $35,000.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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“My office has long fought for bail reform in the courts, which has resulted in
the Humphrey case currently pending review by the California Supreme Court.
If the case is upheld, it will abolish the practice of using high money bail to
detain poor people," said Mano Raju.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 6, 2020

SF Public Defender on
Criminal Justice Reform

SF Public Defender Mano Raju put out the following statement yesterday on
the Election and CJR

Declaring that although 2020 has been a year of “divisive politics and national reckoning with racism,
police brutality, and systemic injustice,” San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju said Thursday that
Tuesday’s election illustrated a “consensus” of voters support a “path of meaningful criminal justice
reform.”
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“Much work is left to be done. I will continue to listen to the needs of the communities my office serves
and work with lawmakers and stakeholders as we focus on repairing and reimagining the justice system
and redefining public safety,” said Raju.
 
He noted that, referring not only to state propositions but local measures, “people voted for measures that
will increase law enforcement accountability and decrease reliance on incarceration as a public safety
tool. While there are ballots left to count, all of these propositions are headed for victory.”
 
Raju cited the apparent passage of Prop. 17 that would restore voting rights to thousands of Californians
currently on parole in the state, and the defeat of Prop. 20, which would have “rolled back decades of
reform efforts that my office and voters have supported to end mass incarceration in our state.”
 
He also touted the defeat of Prop. 25, which would have ended the “unfair” cash bail system, but would
have replaced SB 10 and put in place a “risk assessment” decision to decide who will be released that is
also unfair.
 
“Risk assessment tools have been shown to discriminate against communities of color, immigrants, and
people from low-income neighborhoods,” said Raju.
 
“My office has long fought for bail reform in the courts, which has resulted in the Humphrey case currently
pending review by the California Supreme Court. If the case is upheld, it will abolish the practice of using
high money bail to detain poor people. The ruling makes clear that judges must consider non-monetary
alternatives to money bail when making pretrial release decisions,” he added.
 
Raju also highlighted local criminal reform measures that did well in San Francisco and neighboring
Sonoma County.
 
“In San Francisco, voters have largely supported Proposition D to establish formal oversight of our
Sheriff’s department and the way in which they operate our jail system, as well as Proposition E to
remove an outdated mandatory staffing minimum of police officers and send the SFPD through the
annual budget process that all city departments must go through to justify and secure staffing,” he said.
 
“I am also encouraged to see that Sonoma County supported Proposition P to establish Sheriff oversight
there and that Measure J was successful in Los Angeles, which is a vote for investing in community
improvements and alternatives to incarceration,” Raju said.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Man Sentenced to Death for Kidnapping
and Rape Files Habeas Petition for
Conviction
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Orlando Cordia Hall, who has been sentenced to die – within
weeks – for kidnapping and raping a 16-year-old high school
student, has filed his third federal habeas petition to appeal
one of his convictions.

Read More

‘Count the Vote’ March Ends When NYPD
Batters, Arrests Protestors

Protestors were attacked by police while chanting anti-police
sentiments at a demonstration here Wednesday.Reports are
still sketchy, but at least several dozen people were arrested
after sometimes violent clashes between about a 100 police

Read More

Election Results Illustrate Voter Support of
‘Path of Meaningful Criminal Justice
Reform,’ Declares SF Public Defender

Declaring that although 2020 has been a year of “divisive
politics and national reckoning with racism, police brutality,
and systemic injustice,” San Francisco Public Defender Mano
Raju said Thursday that

Read More

Contraband Found During a Warrantless
Probation Search that Judge Rules Legal

– In September of 2019, a Sacramento male and female were
found with contraband during a probation search of a car—but
the detainments may have been unlawful, argued a defense
attorney this week in a Sacramento

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Substance Abuse Treatment Facility
Reports 140+ New COVID-19 Cases In One
Day

As of November 4, there have been 16,072 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,772 have been resolved while 765 remain active in
custody. There have been 80 deaths throughout

Read More

SF Jails Report One COVID-19 Case in
Custody and Hundreds in Quarantine or
Medical Isolation
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HU 31ABC were released on Oct. 29 after only two days in
quarantine, presumably due to the index case testing
negative. Currently, Santa Rita Jail reports one active COVID-
19 case in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Alleged DUI, Child Abuse Defendant Given
Time to Post Bail as Arraignment
Continued

While the future of cash bail in California courts was in the
hands of voters Tuesday, its current availability may have
helped Faustino Ramos Garcia avoid pre-trial detention at his
arraignment at Yolo County Superior Court.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Contraband Found During a Warrantless
Probation Search that Judge Rules Legal

– In September of 2019, a Sacramento male and female were
found with contraband during a probation search of a car—but
the detainments may have been unlawful, argued a defense
attorney this week in a Sacramento

Read More

Car Stolen, but Details Murky as Judge
Sends Defendant to Trial
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This was a Sacramento County Superior Court case involving
a stolen car, a defendant, a prostitute and a victim. And
Enterprise Car Rentals. Maybe

Read More

Judge, Lawyers Collaborate, Cut Jail Time
for Defendant to Attend Brother’s B-Day

In these COVID-19 days, little things—like family birthdays—
mean just a bit more to people, and two legal adversaries
teamed up here in Sacramento County Superior Court
Wednesday to help out one defendant.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Despite COVID-19 Jail Threat, Fresno
County Still Imposes Cash Bail for Low-
Level Offenses

Fresno County’s new Emergency Bail Schedule policy
allowed the county judge to issue eight arrest warrants with
cash bail for failures to appear this—some warrants were set
up to $35,000.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch
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Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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“This is a generationally significant moment in the history of the Eighth
Amendment. Voters have declared that they will not tolerate any effort to deny
them the fundamental constitutional right to bail,” said Jeffrey J. Clayton,
Executive Director of the American Bail Coalition.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 5, 2020

Prop 25 and Bail Reform
Not So Simple

By David Greenwald
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I ended up voting yes on Prop 25 - but I understand the concern that many of the criminal justice reform
advocates have for it.

“There’s a real concern that (the measure) could be worse than the system it’s trying to fix,” said San
Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin as reported by the Chronicle last month - he stayed neutral.

Mano Raju, his former colleague and now counterpart in the SF Public Defenders office, opposed it.  

“I am voting NO on Prop 25 because I don’t believe it’s the best path forward on bail reform and it’s not in
our clients’ nor California’s best interest,” he said concerned that it would lock into place a risk
assessment tool that would lead judges to detain more people pretrial.  

Moreover it was reasonable to point out that by going the proposition route rather than legislative, that it
would be more difficult to change if there were problems.

But Contra Costa DA Diana Becton is probably closer to where I stand, “a step in the right direction” and
an acknowledgement: “There’s no proposition that takes care of every issue money bail has, but I think it
really is time to change the entire paradigm of our criminal justice system.”

Cash bail is a big problem because it attempts to mitigate risk through money.  Is someone really less
dangerous to the community if they have the means to purchase their freedom pretrial?  The rich can get
out of pretrial custody where they have huge advantages while the poor remain in custody where they are
under pressure to take a plea to prevent the loss of a judge or housing.

But mostly I supported Prop 25 because of who wanted it to fail - the bail industry.  They put it on the
ballot and now they have won.

“This is a generationally significant moment in the history of the Eighth Amendment.  Voters have
declared that they will not tolerate any effort to deny them the fundamental constitutional right to bail,”
said Jeffrey J. Clayton, Executive Director of the American Bail Coalition, the organization that sponsored
the referendum effort.  

He added, “It was truly an honor to fight shoulder to shoulder with civil rights groups and law
enforcement against this misguided legislation.  Voters recognized that while we don’t often agree on
criminal justice reform, when we do, it’s because all of us consider watching out for the best interests of
the people our highest priority."

In their review, they believe this affirms “the right to bail in the state.”

Wow.

How you get a “right to bail” is really convoluted.  The Eighth amendment simply says, “Excessive bail
shall not be required.”   The case law gets complicated here wrapping excessive bail in with due process
requirements, but I would tend to argue that bail reform is possible under the law and allow the courts to
strike it down - and given the direction of the courts, who knows.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Evaluating Criminal Justice Reform and
Inclusion Propositions

Propositions 17, 20, and 25 on the ballot Tuesday all featured
attempts to reform California’s criminal justice system—and
not necessarily in a good way. There were two victories and
one loss for reformists.

Read More

Police Reformer Gascón Leads Incumbent
LA District Attorney Lacey in Early Voting

Incumbent Los Angeles District Attorney Jackie Lacey is
trailing, after Tuesday’s initial voting results, to George
Gascón, the former DA of San Francisco who has
campaigned on a platform to reform Los Angeles’ law

Read More

“In 12 years, I never saw so many people
moved in so little time”

On May 15, 2020, Chuckawalla Valley State Prison (CVSP)
confirmed its first two cases of coronavirus. A month later, the
prison reported 989 cases.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Substance Abuse Treatment Facility
Reports 140+ New COVID-19 Cases In One
Day

As of November 4, there have been 16,072 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,772 have been resolved while 765 remain active in
custody. There have been 80 deaths throughout

Read More

SF Jails Report One COVID-19 Case in
Custody and Hundreds in Quarantine or
Medical Isolation
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HU 31ABC were released on Oct. 29 after only two days in
quarantine, presumably due to the index case testing
negative. Currently, Santa Rita Jail reports one active COVID-
19 case in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Election Day No-Shows in Yolo Court –
Bench Warrants Quickly Issued

Maybe their excuse was they were standing in line to vote
Tuesday, but five defendants did not appear at their
scheduled arraignments with Judge Peter Williams here in
Yolo County Superior Court—and the judge quickly issued
bench

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Assaults Neighbor, Believing
‘Caucasian People from Hell,’ ‘Caucasian
Android People’ Were Trying to Kill Him

A Sacramento County Superior Court judge heard testimony
Wednesday that Kenny Golden believed that “Caucasian
people from hell” and “Caucasian android people” were trying
to kill him.

Read More

Man Beats Another with Cane After
Accused of Stealing Energy with His Mind
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Matthew Williams accused his roommate of “trying to steal his
energy with his mind,” and then allegedly struck that
roommate over the head with an aluminum cane, according to
testimony heard in Sacramento County Superior

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

COVID-19 Quarantined Defendants Upset
Balance of Cases in Fresno Court

A shockingly large number of defendants failed to appear in
court here on Election Day Tuesday in Fresno County
Superior Court Dept. 10—apparently it was because of
mandatory COVID-19 quarantines at the jail.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on Elec.on’s
Implica.ons for Criminal Jus.ce Reform in California

Date: Thursday, November 5, 2020 at 6:26:05 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
November 5, 2020
CONTACT: SF
 Public Defender’s Office - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org - 
(628)249-7946

**PRESS STATEMENT**

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on Election’s 
Implications for Criminal Justice Reform in California

2020 has been a year of divisive politics and a national reckoning with racism, police brutality, 
and systemic injustice. However, this
 week there was consensus across California: voters made clear their desire to continue on a 
path of meaningful criminal justice reform.  

Across the state, people voted for measures that will increase law enforcement accountability 
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and decrease reliance on incarceration as
 a public safety tool. While there are ballots left to count, all of these propositions are headed 
for victory.
Proposition 17 will restore voting rights to
thousands of Californians who are currently on parole. In
 San Francisco, voters have largely supported Proposition D to
establish formal oversight of our Sheriff’s department and the way in which they operate our 
jail system, as well as Proposition
 E to remove an outdated mandatory staffing minimum of police officers and send the SFPD 
through the annual budget process that all city departments must go through to justify and 
secure staffing. I am also encouraged to see that Sonoma County supported Proposition
 P to establish Sheriff oversight there and that Measure J was successful in Los Angeles, 
which is a vote for investing in community improvements and alternatives
 to incarceration.

Californians appear to have strongly rejected Proposition 20, which would have rolled back 
decades of reform efforts that my office and voters have supported to
 end mass incarceration in our state. Proposition 25 is also likely to fail, striking down the 
previously passed bail reform bill SB 10. While it would have ended the inherently unfair cash 
bail system, Proposition 25 would have replaced cash bail with a system
 requiring the use of risk assessment tools in making decisions to release or detain people in 
jail. Risk assessment tools have been shown to discriminate against communities of color, 
immigrants, and people from low-income neighborhoods.

My office has long fought for bail reform in the courts, which has resulted in the
Humphrey case currently pending
 review by the California Supreme Court. If the case is upheld, it will abolish the practice of 
using high money bail to detain poor people. The ruling makes clear that judges must 
consider non-monetary alternatives to money bail when making pretrial release
 decisions.

Much work is left to be done. I will continue to listen to the needs of the communities my office 
serves and work with lawmakers and stakeholders as we focus on
 repairing and reimagining the justice system and redefining public safety. 

###
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Hello Valerie,
 
A few days ago, I shared a note from Linh, our interns, and editor-in-chief of the Davis Vanguard at UC
Davis, about the impact the Davis Vanguard has had on her just this year. 

Today, I'd like to share the story of Ajay Dev who's case helped shape and advance the work of the Davis
Vanguard.

In July of 2009, I received a call from a family whose loved one was convicted of a horrific crime. Skeptic
and unfamiliar with wrongful convictions, I nevertheless went to the sentencing hearing in Yolo County in
August and was stunned when Ajay Dev received a 378 sentence for sexual assault.

What has emerged over the last five years - in part through our reporting and in part through the great
work of the family and post-conviction counsel - is evidence that the key pretext call was allowed to be
interpreted by the complaining witness on the stand at trial - and was misinterpreted. Moreover,
numerous witnesses have written declarations that the complaining witness acknowledged she had
fabricated her story.

Because of your kindness, the Vanguard created the court watch project, which grew from a small project
with five interns, over the last ten years, into a multi-county project with dozens of interns whose mission
to expose everyday injustices in the courts and to bring more awareness into cases like Ajay Dev's. 

This wouldn't have been possible without your generous support! Thank you!

I'm asking you to take a moment to think about cases like Ajay Dev and of the interns who work hard to
find evidence to help prove his innocence. Right now, several other individuals, like Ajay Dev, are
struggling to prove their cases have been mishandled and need us to help bring their stories to the public.

To continue helping the Davis Vanguard spread awareness and expose injustice in the court system,
please donate now! 

With your donation today, we will expand our Vanguard program into San Francisco and the Los Angeles
area. You can help us bring transparency and accountability to your local courthouses and keep you and
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your community informed on issues that matter.

Will you make a gift today so that the Vanguard can continue to help people like Ajay Dev in their fight for
freedom?
 

https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/projects/112639-year-end-campaign
 

I’ll be sharing more of Ajay's stories in the coming weeks; until then, thanks for everything!
 

David Greenwald
Director of The Davis Vanguard
 

P.S. Make a lasting impact and become a monthly subscription donor, https://bit.ly/3jRBH4j

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
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LA Times Editorial: “The death penalty, in California as elsewhere, falls
disproportionately on Black and Latino men, and is determined less by the
nature of the crime than by where it occurred — a capital crime in the eyes of
one district attorney might not be in the eyes of another, though both are
enforcing the same state law. That is irrefutably arbitrary. The death penalty
cannot stand, and we hope the court embraces the moment and throws out
this barbaric practice.”
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California has a Chance
to End Its Death Penalty

By David Greenwald

California is a weird state when it comes to the death penalty.  It twice in the last decade had a chance to
end the death penalty - and twice the voters turned down the opportunity and in 2016 they actually
expanded it or attempted to by speeding up the process.

Meanwhile the state has executed just 13 people since the 70s and none since 2006.  Last year Gavin
Newsom put a moratorium on it - but he didn’t commute the sentences.

This year, we see the rather inexplicable decision by prosecutors in Stanislaus County to seek the death
penalty again against Scott Peterson.  Given the fact that he is already convicted and sentenced to
LWOP, given the costs of retrying a death penalty case after 15 years which we estimate will easily top $1
milliion when all is said and done, given the unlikely possibility that he would every be executed - it
doesn’t seem reasonable to attempt this.

But last week Governor Gavin Newsom filed an amicus in a state death penalty case that could make this
all moot.

This may not be the Rose Bird court of the early 80s which also featured my good friend, Cruz Reynoso,
but over the last ten years Governor Brown and Governor Newsom remade what had been a center-right
court into a more liberal one.  How liberal?  We really have not had a chance to find out - we will now.

The court will re-examine a 2009 case involving Don’te McDaniel who was convicted of murdering two
people in a gang-related drug dispute back in 2004.  The jury convicted him of murder but deadlocked
during the sentencing phase on the death penalty.  A second jury was then impaneled which sentenced
him to death.

Unlike in the guilt phase, there is no reasonable doubt requirement and some observers have pointed out
they don’t have to agree on which aggravating factors they arrived at.

But the bigger issue here deals with race.  As Newsom argued in his press statement last week, “Amid
our nationwide reckoning on racism and historical injustice, the State of California is continuing to
address the failings in our criminal justice system. California’s capital punishment scheme is now, and
always has been, infected by racism.”

“Since its inception, the American death penalty has been disproportionately applied, first, to enslaved
Africans and African Americans, and, later to free Black people. With this filing, we make clear that all
Californians deserve the same right to a jury trial that is fair, and that it is a matter of life and death,” he
said.
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As the LA Times notes in an editorial this week: “The death penalty, in California as elsewhere, falls
disproportionately on Black and Latino men, and is determined less by the nature of the crime than by
where it occurred — a capital crime in the eyes of one district attorney might not be in the eyes of
another, though both are enforcing the same state law. That is irrefutably arbitrary. The death penalty
cannot stand, and we hope the court embraces the moment and throws out this barbaric practice.”

That is a big test for a court that has not shaped its identity as of yet.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Why Black People
Must Be Informed And Empowered About
Their Rights With The Police

To this day, I have not been able to watch the whole video of
George Floyd’s execution by police on a Minneapolis street.
Nor can I bring myself to view the countless other recordings
of Black and brown people who have been

Read More

Sacramento Region, Cities Around U.S.
Boarding Up Windows – Officials Move to
Ensure Free, Safe Election Day

Cities across the nation – including the Sacramento region,
New York, San Francisco, Washington D.C. and Los Angeles
– are preparing for the worst on Election Day.Retailers have
boarded up their shop doors and windows in anticipation

Read More

“In 12 years, I never saw so many people
moved in so little time”
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On May 15, 2020, Chuckawalla Valley State Prison (CVSP)
confirmed its first two cases of coronavirus. A month later, the
prison reported 989 cases.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Two More COVID-19 Related Deaths At CA
Institution For Men & Avenal State Prison

As of November 2, there have been 15,877 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,726 have been resolved while 615 remain active in
custody. There have been 80 deaths throughout the

Read More

Santa Clara County Jails Test 100+
Individuals Over Weekend Despite
Reporting One Active Case

HU 31ABC were released on Oct. 29 after only two days in
quarantine, presumably due to the index case testing
negative. Currently, Santa Rita Jail reports one active COVID-
19 case in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Jail Time ‘Pays” Off: Defendant Converts
Time Into Credit for Fines and Fees

Sometimes sitting in jail can pay off.At least that is the case
for Osiris Nunez, who saw her one day time credit convert to
a credit for fines and court fees Monday thanks to Yolo
County Superior Court Judge David W. Reed.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Agrees to Turn Self In After
Zoom Hearing Reveals Concerns About
Public Safety

Defendant Shabondy Simpson should be in jail Tuesday
morning on $1 million bail.He was out of custody Monday until
a hearing in Sacramento County Superior Court went “south,”
and the judge ruled he had to turn himself in to the Sheriff

Read More

‘Routine Not So Routine in Sacramento
Court’ – Judge Halts Restitution Hearing

Sometimes “routine” hearings in court become not so routine,
as was the case last Friday in Sacramento County Superior
Court when Judge Trena Burger-Plavan halted a “routine”
restitution hearing for a 2015

Read More

Judge Chooses to Believe Less Flattering
View of Young, COVID Positive Suspect –
Keeps High Bail

There are apparently two sides to defendant Devin Sanders –
and Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Michael Sweet
chose Monday to believe the less flattering side.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Admits to COVID-19 Positive
Test with Symptoms While Sitting Across
from Attorney
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Last week the Vanguard reported an unidentified attorney
came to court without a mask – a violation of Sacramento
County Superior Court rules – and not one official, from the
courtroom deputy to the judge, said

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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“We became a system that was just processing cases,” Tori Salazer,
San Joaquin DA

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 2, 2020
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The Surprise
Progressive Prosecutor…

By David Greenwald

Early this year - pre-COVID days - seems like a million years ago, Tori Verber Salazer, the San Joaquin
prosecutor, a Republican, announced she was leaving the California DA’s Association. We covered the
story, she was rather critical of her colleagues for opposing reasonable criminal justice reform.

Since then at pretty much every announcement we see Salazer joined with Chesa Boudin (San
Francisco), Diana Becton (Contra Costa) and usually George Gascon, who is running to be DA of Los
Angeles and is the former SF DA.

I won’t quite go as far as Robert Greene of the LA TImes from a few days ago that Salazr is the most
progressive prosecutor in California. That has to Boudin - and not by a close margin. While Salazar
deserves credit here in joining Boudin on key reforms, it is clear that Boudin is driving the boat. But she is
the least likely of the four here.

Greene of course can’t help himself: “I couldn’t help myself. “But wait,” I said. “You’re a Republican,
right?”

He writes: “she might traditionally have described her job as putting away people who harm others. But
she was talking instead about how the law-and-order, tough-on-crime model failed victims and also
perpetrators, who too often go on to experience more failure and inflict more harm. And she was driving
not toward the jail but to homeless encampments perched alongside dry canals, and from there to
housing projects and family care centers.”

“We became a system that was just processing cases,” she told him.  “We never really taught the
importance of data and how it can drive decision making. Data can raise red flags to show when you’re
implementing things in a discriminatory manner, or getting discriminatory consequences that greatly
outweigh the harms caused” by the crimes.

So there she is - an elected Republican DA in a red county in the valley of California talking reform.

For the progressive movement - or whatever you prefer to call it - to succeed, John Pfaff pointed out
speaking in San Francisco in February in the pre-COVID days, it has to become something more than a
few urban areas.

Otherwise it becomes vulnerable to what Trump called the “blue cities” phenomena.

As Pfaff explained, “It remains a very urban phenomenon.” He noted, “you can’t see states that
incarcerated and states that decarcerated.”

“This is a common pattern,” he said. “Large counties are decarcerating. Small counties are not. Urban
America is decarcerating. Rural America is not.”

The 200 largest DA offices handle two-thirds of felonies nationwide, he said. “So if you flip 200 offices out
of 2200 offices, you flip the top 10 percent, that’s a massive change in what is going to happen.”

The problem is that leaves 90 percent of all offices untouched.
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“The language of progressive prosecution, this language that is rooted very much in racial and social
justice, is not the kind of language that’s going to work in white, rural, Trump-voting America.”

So while I would argue that Chesa Boudin is the leader in California of the progressive movement, Tori
Salazar holds the key.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Episode 83: What the
1968 Battle over Fortas SC Nomination
Tells Us about Barrett

This week on Everyday Injustice we speak with Michael
Bobelian, author of Battlefor the Marble Palace, which
chronicles the 1968 court battle over Abe Fortas’s nomination
to elevate him from associate to Chief Justice by

Read More

Defense Fails to Convince Judge 3
Suspects Should Not Have Been Arrested
in Walmart Theft

Multiple defense lawyers tried to convince a Sacramento
County Superior Court judge in a preliminary hearing late last
week that their defendants—Elliot Anthony Edwards Northley,
Andrew Elles and Ebijon

Read More

Contra Costa County Assessor Running
for Supe Accused at Trial of Creating
Hostile Work Environment
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Contra Costa County Assessor Gus Kramer—running for
county supervisor—has been accused of making sexist, racist
and ageist comments to employees from 2013 to 2018, and
stood trial on civil misconduct charges

Read More

My View: Who is Matt DeMoura and Does
He Speak for the Yolo DA’s Office?

A sponsored ad on Facebook the last few weeks turned some
heads. “Results over rhetoric, action over attacks, people over
politics,” the ad read. “Re-elect Jim Provenza.” The photo is
that of Jim Provenza speaking.

Read More

Criminal Justice Leaders Calling For
Injunction Against Federal Troop
Deployment to American Cities

The pushback against Trump administration policies on
federal law enforcement deployment and tactics continued to
play out this week, with80 criminal justice leaders – including
eight Attorneys General and twelve current or former Police
Chiefs

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Another COVID-19 Related Death At CA
Institution For Men Brings CDCR Death
Toll to 77

As of October 29, there have been 15,771 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,673 have been resolved while 566 remain active in
custody. There have been 77 deaths throughout the

Read More

COVID-19 Testing Rates Decrease At Santa
Rita Jail While Population Continues to
Rise

There are no active COVID-19 cases in Santa Rita Jail. The
last two positive individuals were released from custody while
they were COVID-19 active. HU31ABC is the only housing
unit under quarantine as of Wednesday, Oct. 28.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Jury Finds Man Guilty of Child
Molestation; Prosecutor Delivers Blunt
Argument

 A Yolo County Superior Court jury late Friday delivered a
guilty verdict against Edwardo Aguilar Castro, who was
charged with 22 instances of sexual assault, most

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Accused of Killing Wife Held to
Answer after Preliminary Hearing Friday

On January 14 of this year, a witness said he received a call
from his friend Asghar Ehsan, stating that he had “a big
emergency.”That turned out to be an understatement.

Read More

Judge Releases Defendant Who Allegedly
Threatened to Slit Throats of Victim and
Her Dog

A defendant here allegedly threatened to slit his victim’s throat
and the throat of her dog.Despite that, Sacramento County
Superior Court Judge Scott Tedmon released him without bail,
but with on a Level

Read More

Defense Fails to Convince Judge 3
Suspects Should Not Have Been Arrested
in Walmart Theft
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Multiple defense lawyers tried to convince a Sacramento
County Superior Court judge in a preliminary hearing late last
week that their defendants—Elliot Anthony Edwards Northley,
Andrew Elles and Ebijon

Read More

DUI Judge Decries Lack of Organization
with ‘We Can’t Do This’ – Livestream
Abruptly Ends

Judge Philip F. Stanger of Sacramento County Superior Court
Dept. 84 didn’t have a good Friday last week.In fact, it
seemed like chaos, with cases on calendar now transferred
somewhere else

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Judge Tosses Peace Officer Evidence –
Didn’t Have Reasonable Suspicion to
Arrest Defendant

A Fresno County Superior Court judge threw out the
testimony of a Fresno police officer here Thursday, ruling he
did not have reasonable suspicion to detain a man for DUI hit
and run.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More
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Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/%26nbsp&g=ZGI4NTBmMjgwNTJjYzhlYQ==&h=Mzg5NjljZGE5NjliNjM1NzNlOW
YwZjExZjI2NmU0ZjM1ZDk2ZDRlNzBmYjU2Y2U4MmMzZjI0YjJlNWZiZTE2NA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQ
yOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmViYWZjM2Q2NDg2ZmNmNzU1NGUzMDQ
2N2FlNDdjMjNhOnYx;
Twitter: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard%26nbsp&g=NTA3NTAzMTczZGY1Nzc0OQ==&h=NTFmZT
g1ZDVhMDZhMGFmMjZmNjk0NmI2ZmY0ZGRjZDJiYzQyZTQ5OTQ2OWRmNWFhZTNmN2JkZjg5N
WEyNGY2Yw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmViYW
ZjM2Q2NDg2ZmNmNzU1NGUzMDQ2N2FlNDdjMjNhOnYx;
YouTube: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=http%3A//www.youtube.com/davisvanguard&g=ZWE5ZDU4MGUyN2VjMTk5Mw==&h=M2VmY2I
wNWYxNWJjMmViMzYyNzg0Mzc1NjkxN2JhMzJkOGRiOGZkOGM2ZjA1ZGZhMzdkYjJjZWVhNmFm
YmY2NQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmViYWZjM
2Q2NDg2ZmNmNzU1NGUzMDQ2N2FlNDdjMjNhOnYx

The People's Vanguard of Davis | P.O. Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617-4715

Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About our service provider

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org powered by

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Re: Podcast - Mano Raju - November 6, 2020 - 11am-12pm
Date: Monday, November 2, 2020 at 5:33:05 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//visitor.constantcontact.com/do%3Fp%3Dun%26amp%3Bm%3D001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%253D%26amp%3Bch%3D4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9%26amp%3Bca%3D77eca142-b15f-4eaf-a47b-aa34339f48d2&g=YzAxNjdlNWIxZGNkZDAwNg==&h=OWNiMjU3YjM2Y2I2YjlmOGI0OWNmNjNlM2UzYmE3MWM5Zjc1ZjIyODMxMzJkZDgwZGRmYTdkYTQ2ODhiZmNhYQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmViYWZjM2Q2NDg2ZmNmNzU1NGUzMDQ2N2FlNDdjMjNhOnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider%3Fcc%3Dabout-service-provider&g=OTUwZDQ3OTY4NjMzZDEzNQ==&h=OGVlN2Q3ZGZhNmQxZmQxNmQxZDI5OTY0YjMzYTllMzgxYzQ0NDAzODZhOTA0ODIxZGQxNTc5YjcwYjM5YzkyMA==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmViYWZjM2Q2NDg2ZmNmNzU1NGUzMDQ2N2FlNDdjMjNhOnYx
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp%3Fcc%3Dnge%26amp%3Brmc%3DVF19_3GE&g=NzJkMWIxYjY1ZjJhNDA5MQ==&h=OWEzOTM2M2RiNzIzMmNlMzAwNjQyZGRkZDUwYTRjNzczY2NiNDcwYTNlYjY2NDY2ZjVkNDE1MTRjMTNhMTQyZQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmViYWZjM2Q2NDg2ZmNmNzU1NGUzMDQ2N2FlNDdjMjNhOnYx
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

Perfect. Thanks so much! I'll let you know if there's anything specific he wants to add. 

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 9:26 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Podcast - Mano Raju - November 6, 2020 - 11am-12pm
 

 
He can call me at 530-400-2512

See if he has things he wants to talk about.  Not sure that much has changed since I sent that list.

On Mon, Nov 2, 2020 at 9:24 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

We've got the podcast on Mano's calendar for this Friday 11/6 at 11am. He said that he prefers to do
audio-only this .me around, so please let me know if there are special call-in instruc.ons and who
calls whom, etc. 

Below are the ques.ons you ini.ally sent, but if you'd like to make any changes, please do so and I
can present the updated list to Mano and he can decide if there are things he'd like to add. 

Thank you!

What have you learned in your first nearly 18 months as chief public defender in San 
Francisco?
What are your biggest challenges?
How has COVID changed things?
How do we reduce jail and prison populations further during times of COVID and elsewhere?
What are your priorities?
What do you see as the biggest problems in the criminal legal system?
What accomplishments are you most proud of?
Discussion about racial disparities in the criminal legal system
Discussion about policing and reform

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//davisvanguard.org/&g=ODQ5ZDY2M2E2MDgxNmJmMg==&h=ZTEzMzVmNTgxMGFmOWZkMzZkNWVjYzg0MzM0YzNhNzA3ODE5MGQxODZkZWFkNDgyNjhlNTVkZDIyMjZhMTIyNQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
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Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/&g=NDJlMTI5YWYyODFiZDY5OQ==&h=OGNiNmY3MjZhNmRiNDczOTQ5MmUwOTViNjQ3ZjRlMDczZWIzYmY4OTdkODk3ZjcwOGRlY2YyOGUyODczYmYzYw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/davisvanguard&g=MmJhZDlkMDkxNTE4MWYzNQ==&h=YWViM2U4ODA3ZGYyZTQ2M2VlZTkzNjliM2ZjODc3ODE3NjZmM2IxOTlkZWMxNzI2ZTJkNmY1ZDY3OWE3NDBiNQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard&g=ODE0Y2M5YzE2MTk0OWEzMA==&h=NDEyN2U2MjQ5MWM5YWRkMzhlZWRiOWYzODNjYmFmNzk0MTc4ZjM2MTgzMGIyMmFmZGYwYzAyYjFhNzAzY2I3Yw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
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Subject: Re: Podcast - Mano Raju - November 6, 2020 - 11am-12pm
Date: Monday, November 2, 2020 at 5:26:09 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

He can call me at 530-400-2512

See if he has things he wants to talk about.  Not sure that much has changed since I sent that list.

On Mon, Nov 2, 2020 at 9:24 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

We've got the podcast on Mano's calendar for this Friday 11/6 at 11am. He said that he prefers to do
audio-only this .me around, so please let me know if there are special call-in instruc.ons and who
calls whom, etc. 

Below are the ques.ons you ini.ally sent, but if you'd like to make any changes, please do so and I
can present the updated list to Mano and he can decide if there are things he'd like to add. 

Thank you!

What have you learned in your first nearly 18 months as chief public defender in San 
Francisco?
What are your biggest challenges?
How has COVID changed things?
How do we reduce jail and prison populations further during times of COVID and elsewhere?
What are your priorities?
What do you see as the biggest problems in the criminal legal system?
What accomplishments are you most proud of?
Discussion about racial disparities in the criminal legal system
Discussion about policing and reform

-- 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//davisvanguard.org/&g=ODQ5ZDY2M2E2MDgxNmJmMg==&h=ZTEzMzVmNTgxMGFmOWZkMzZkNWVjYzg0MzM0YzNhNzA3ODE5MGQxODZkZWFkNDgyNjhlNTVkZDIyMjZhMTIyNQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/&g=NDJlMTI5YWYyODFiZDY5OQ==&h=OGNiNmY3MjZhNmRiNDczOTQ5MmUwOTViNjQ3ZjRlMDczZWIzYmY4OTdkODk3ZjcwOGRlY2YyOGUyODczYmYzYw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/davisvanguard&g=MmJhZDlkMDkxNTE4MWYzNQ==&h=YWViM2U4ODA3ZGYyZTQ2M2VlZTkzNjliM2ZjODc3ODE3NjZmM2IxOTlkZWMxNzI2ZTJkNmY1ZDY3OWE3NDBiNQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard&g=ODE0Y2M5YzE2MTk0OWEzMA==&h=NDEyN2U2MjQ5MWM5YWRkMzhlZWRiOWYzODNjYmFmNzk0MTc4ZjM2MTgzMGIyMmFmZGYwYzAyYjFhNzAzY2I3Yw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjliMTllMGVlMWY0MGJmMzIzZmFlOTc0N2Y4OTI1MGI4OnYx
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Subject: Podcast - Mano Raju - November 6, 2020 - 11am-12pm
Date: Monday, November 2, 2020 at 5:24:12 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

Hi David,

We've got the podcast on Mano's calendar for this Friday 11/6 at 11am. He said that he prefers to do
audio-only this .me around, so please let me know if there are special call-in instruc.ons and who
calls whom, etc. 

Below are the ques.ons you ini.ally sent, but if you'd like to make any changes, please do so and I can
present the updated list to Mano and he can decide if there are things he'd like to add. 

Thank you!

What have you learned in your first nearly 18 months as chief public defender in San 
Francisco?
What are your biggest challenges?
How has COVID changed things?
How do we reduce jail and prison populations further during times of COVID and elsewhere?
What are your priorities?
What do you see as the biggest problems in the criminal legal system?
What accomplishments are you most proud of?
Discussion about racial disparities in the criminal legal system
Discussion about policing and reform
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Subject: Valerie, do you want a trick or a treat?*
Date: Saturday, October 31, 2020 at 9:00:18 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Image

Image

Hi Valerie,
 

I think most of us prefer treats over being tricked, so I’d like to share a little treat with you -
- a note from Linh Nguyen, a vanguard intern and Editor-in-chief of The Davis Vanguard at
UC Davis. Here’s what she had to say:
 

“I have only good things to say about my experience as an intern with the Davis Vanguard.
Coming into the program with little journalistic experience, I was given the opportunity to
write and develop those skills needed to pursue a career in journalism, as well as build a
strong portfolio. Ten months later, my success and learning continues to grow as I take on
more projects and leadership opportunities and expand my knowledge on what is

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zlf2peSGEBUUZcX0z5xgS1DZA3qMDHyWD5SwLENOGGp84pin_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcM3E7h2IkieFFliX1-2BodbXVIzYYhWVY0mq88hap60kdNX-2FcTlCJvhUWQKvp20rTfTVVZgY3UclofMalZGBfY4SsOksSfs6m6C5jD2uBml4itylgN0XJgbKFjOwBnaWn3xt1wkW91w9lJeK1lzxm-2BTXA76Kl1-2B8u0WsdqRDHeo3U5BrJjgXM2LBbMB3rc-2Bfs7E0MUG70ilMbX-2FCenwmS-2BzTJuBCfAZSiEZJqPltzXz-2F0iwPc7k8cJ7kmTRxXrJ2OgJwF4yt3jKyFG8BmmKk6r4ebmNNG5L4ZYrv2y-2BVLz4-2FvLc-3D&g=MjI0MTVkYTQyOGE3MDFmMQ==&h=MDNlNTYxNDNhNmUyYjhhM2JhNDcyYjVhZmI3ZWRiNTNmMTE5ZDNhZWIyNzZiMzBjZDIxOTZhZmM0MDJmZTQ3Zg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmNkZTkzOGNhMzA2YWM3Njc0MTM2MDBmZDM2YTg1OWRhOnYx
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more projects and leadership opportunities and expand my knowledge on what is
happening in the topic of criminal justice and politics.
 

I can say that applying for this internship is one of the best decisions I have made in my
undergraduate college career. If I ever go on to being an award winning journalist, I will
credit the Davis Vanguard for kickstarting my career.”
 

I wanted to let you know that lives are being changed through The Davis
Vanguard program.
 

Just this year, donors made it possible to reach more than 70 undergraduate students
across California like Linh in our community to bring transparency, accountability, and
fairness to local government while promoting social justice and democracy. 

Established The Davis Vanguard at UC Davis - a student-directed online news
publication which is headed by a diverse group of female journalists and activists
from UC Davis.
Designed a CDCR dashboard system to track the number of COVID-19 cases in
over a dozen prisons throughout California.
Encouraged and promoted an online internship for over 70 interns throughout
California, from UC Davis to UCLA, to report on local news and gain experience in
the journalism field.

Watching their progress is a huge treat!
 

We’d love for you to be part of the magic that happens when we come together to
support our community and inspire the next generation of journalists .
 

Sincerely,
 

David Greenwald
Director of The David Vanguard
 

P.S. Please visit The Davis Vanguard to learn more about how we’ve converted to virtual
programming during the pandemic while continuing to help those who need us most. 

The Davis Vanguard 
PO Box 4715

Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser

Unsubscribe

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//em.networkforgood.com/ls/click%3Fupn%3DVAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zlf2peSGEBUUZcX0z5xgS1DZA3qMDHyWD5SwLENOGGp8mrdx_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcM3E7h2IkieFFliX1-2BodbXVIzYYhWVY0mq88hap60kdNX-2FcTlCJvhUWQKvp20rTfTVVZgY3UclofMalZGBfY4SsOksSfs6m6C5jD2uBml4itxyzwdK2FsTVsk-2B2XXa51jQhDpuvJZbbQvEnsqWbeom5JWwYlLLvZDh6Qo4P3gF4HjstzlsvU1spme-2BenidHOXGw-2B4mTEepp9-2BxjW5VJ-2FuS8E0hy8-2BPovDfIa9RbxyEsmf3uj0f5QwNgvAXr3o2eUZon6DW0C3U7KWpUnU-2Bk86ukEfu043DN6355f8sTqNnULQ-3D&g=NTAxYzJkNGNiOTgwZTg3Ng==&h=NTYxZTkyMWZmMDM1OTg2ODU3NGY3YjZkZWIzNzdhZWUyYWI5NzFmYTFiYWJlZTQ3Y2U4MmNlNjE4OTZmZTkzNw==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOmNkZTkzOGNhMzA2YWM3Njc0MTM2MDBmZDM2YTg1OWRhOnYx
https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/emails/814964?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn
https://davisvanguard.dm.networkforgood.com/email_unsubscribes/new?recipient_id=ec4cyTSAGLeJb7jSTtLQzg%7C%7CdmFsZXJpZS5pYmFycmFAc2Znb3Yub3Jn&email_id=814964
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Protests Dog Lacey in LA; Postal Worker Files Civil Rights Suit in San Rafael,
Claims Police Terrorized Him

Date: Friday, October 30, 2020 at 6:01:07 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

SF Chronicle: " it’s time to bring the focus back to Death Row in another way.
The courts are citing the state for its “deliberate indifference” in handling the
outbreak, calling it a “disaster,” a label warranted by the heartbreaking death
toll.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 30, 2020

Newsom Has Targeted
the Death Penalty, But Dragging His Feet on Prison Condition

By David M. Greenwald

From the stand point of criminal justice reform, California Governor Gavin Newsom has done some pretty
good stuff in his first two years.  The moratorium on the death penalty was a good start.  Him filing an
amicus this week with the California Supreme Court has the potential to end the death penalty.

I know some folks will disagree on this point but Newsom has handled COVID probably better than most
which is why California has fared fairly well in two of the first three waves - only over the summer was
California among the hot zone.
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But on prisons he has dropped the ball which is the subject of a scathing criticism from the San
Francisco Chronicle yesterday.

Writes the Chronicle Editorial Board: “Gov. Gavin Newsom is dug in against the death penalty, but he’s
also implausibly dragging his feet on the documented COVID dangers at San Quentin, home of
California’s Death Row.”

As they point out: “His support in denouncing capital punishment is forthright enough: Its application is
racially discriminatory and flawed, a perversion of justice. He’s giving new voice to that position in
submitting arguments in the legal case of a prisoner facing execution.”

So why the slow walk on COVID in prisons?

We have reported on the mindboggling incompetency that led to a deadly outbreak in San Quentin.  

Writes the Chronicle: “San Quentin hastily put up tents and medical facilities to alleviate overcrowding
and further infections, but that’s not enough. After the state prison chief was replaced, the new head isn’t
announcing any moves.”

Last week a three judge panel ordered the state to cut the prison numbers in half.

They are floating what seems to be a reasonable path forward: “early release of inmates over 60 who’ve
served more than 25 years, a group considered unlikely to pose societal danger.”

When we spoke to Chesa Boudin’s office a few months ago they were working on filing 1170D motions
for prisoners who should no longer pose a public safety risk, but at that time at least, they were the only
county doing so.  The state has all sorts of options that could alleviate the problem.

The Chronicle points out: “In adding his voice to the death penalty appeal this week, Newsom was
outspoken and clear. He sided with rightful arguments that white majority juries often are swayed against
black defendants. Death penalty charges are disproportionately brought against minority suspects. On
Death Row, a third of the 711 inmates are Black, the governor stated in his filing.”

“Great points, governor,” the Chronicle argues.  “But it’s time to bring the focus back to Death Row in
another way. The courts are citing the state for its “deliberate indifference” in handling the outbreak,
calling it a “disaster,” a label warranted by the heartbreaking death toll.”

I really don’t get it.

But one point that the Chronicle didn’t raise is that when the Governor has paroled certain people from
prison, DA’s across the state, like Yolo County’s Jeff Reisig have mau-maued him.

Back in August, the Vanguard itself got heavy pushback when we called the Yolo County DA’s office to
task for taking to Fox News.

Assistant DA Melinda Aiello told Fox News, “I want to emphasize that as prosecutors were absolutely
appalled at the lack of transparency at the release decisions that are being made on the state level,
CDCR has already released over 10,000 inmates who were convicted and sentenced to what we call a
determinant term. They had a determined outdate.”

But she added that “now CDCR has expanded their efforts, and they’re including violent criminals,
including murderers, and that’s the situation that we have here with Terebea Williams.”
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So when Gavin Newsom does release people he gets hammered by DA’s and when he doesn’t he gets
hammered by criminal justice reform advocates - most of whom are likely going to end up backing him
anyway.

Not trying to defend Newsom here - because I certainly think he can and has to do more.  But from his
perspective, he gets hammered either way.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Months of Protests Challenging LA District
Attorney Jackie Lacey Ends with Casting
Ballots

Every Wednesday at 3 p.m. for the past four months, Black
Lives Matter activists have gathered outside the Hall of
Justice in Downtown Los Angeles, demanding the removal of
LA District Attorney Jackie Lacey.

Read More

Postal Worker Files Civil Rights Suit,
Claims Police Terrorized Him

Karl Bracy and his attorney, John Burris, announced the filing
of a civil rights lawsuit Thursday against the city of San Rafael
and several of its officers after they claimed that San Rafael
police terrorized Bracy for driving while Black.

Read More

Philly Warns Trump to Keep His ‘Goon
Squads, Proud Boys’ Out of City
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As the 2020 elections being just a few days away, the U.S.
has made little to no strides to answer the calls for deep
systemic justice – an example are anti-racist movement
protestors mobilizing this week in Philadelphia after Walter

Read More

Duke Researchers Report Life Without
Parole Sentencing on Rise; Blacks Hurt
Most

Researchers from the Wilson Center for Science and Justice
at the Duke University School of Law reported an increase of
life without parole sentencing in North Carolina – more than
1,600 people have been sentenced to life

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Another COVID-19 Related Death At CA
Institution For Men Brings CDCR Death
Toll to 77

As of October 29, there have been 15,771 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,673 have been resolved while 566 remain active in
custody. There have been 77 deaths throughout the

Read More

COVID-19 Testing Rates Decrease At Santa
Rita Jail While Population Continues to
Rise

There are no active COVID-19 cases in Santa Rita Jail. The
last two positive individuals were released from custody while
they were COVID-19 active. HU31ABC is the only housing
unit under quarantine as of Wednesday, Oct. 28.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Parking Lot Stab Victim Fingers Assailant
in Prelim – Judge Won’t Set Bail

Denis Bugreyev’s preliminary trial here this week in Yolo
County Superior Court didn’t go well for him – the judge ruled
he had to face a trial for felony charges of attempted murder
and great bodily injury.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Ejected from Court After Telling
Judge He Does Not Have ‘Power Over Me’

Chaos erupted in Dept. 26 of Sacramento County Superior
Court Wednesday, causing Sacramento Judge Curtis M.
Fiorini to order the defendant to be forcibly removed from the
courtroom.

Read More

Authorities Say Woman Admitted Stabbing
and Killing Boyfriend

Norva Patton was present in Sacramento County Superior
Court this week in an orange outfit, with a cane resting
against her legs, far removed from Sept. 7, 2019, at
approximately 5 a.m. when deputies from the Sacramento

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Judge Issues Hundreds of Thousands of
Dollars of Bench Warrants for Court No
Shows
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Fresno County Superior Court Judge Francine Zepeda had
too many no shows Tuesday and she issued bench warrants
—hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of them.Toward the
end of court, there was nobody left in the

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Prosecutors Need to Step Up
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Miriam Krinsky: "As we confront a reality where the rights of women across this
country to make their own health care decisions is under attack, elected state
and local prosecutors are an increasingly critical defender of these essential
reproductive rights."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 29, 2020

The Race in Maricopa County
Arizona

By David Greenwald
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At this point there are really two DA races we are heavily tracking - the one out of Los Angeles, the
subject of yesterday’s column and a heated one in Arizona featuring Julie GUnnigle, a Democrat running
as a reformer and appointed incumbent County Attorney ALlister Adel, a Republican, who says she is a
reformer but she is backed by police unions and has declined to charge officers in high-profile police
shootings.

The two candidates differ perhaps most on the issue of police accountability.

Gunnigle favors reallocating money from the police budget to social services - what you might call the
soft-form of defunding the police.  She favors establishing an independent, community involved unit
investigate and prosecute crimes committed by the police.

On the other hand, Adel, endorsed by the Phoenix police union, has according to a recent article in the
Appeal, not committed to creating any sort of independent unit and has on multiple occasions declined to
file charges against officers for killing civilians.

Right now, there is no independent process to investigate officer involved killings.  When someone is
killed by police in Maricopa County, “other officers—often from the same department—investigate the
killing. When the investigation is complete, the law enforcement agency responsible for the investigation
submits the case to the county attorney’s office.”

“There is an undeniable conflict of interest between prosecutors and police by virtue of their close
working relationship,” Gunnigle said in a questionnaire from the American Civil Liberties Union of Arizona.
“I will create an independent and community involved unit to take on these cases and hold police
accountable.”

For Gunningle then, her view is to create an independent unit that is separate from the ordinar chain of
command to investigate and prosecute police shootings, use-of-force cases, and other misconduct.

This is the opposite of what Adel would do.  She has not committed to an independent process and has
only said, “This office has updated and implemented a new critical incident response protocol.”  In fact,
she argues that the office of the state attorney is “an independent charging agency” and that “When these
situations arise, it is the responsibility of this office to review and analyze the facts andevidence submitted
to us by law enforcement.”

In a high profile case, a few months after being appointed by the outgoing prosecution, Adel decided not
to file charges in the case of the killing of 14 year old Antonio Arce, a 14 year year old who was shot in
the back last year as he held a toy gon.

In addition, she declined to file charges against the state trooper who shot and killed DIon Johnson over
Memorial Day weekend and she even dropped charges against a Maricopa County sheriff’s deputy who
allegedly had sex with a domestic violence victim after responding to a call to assist her.

Here is the shocking thing - no charges have been filed in 52 of 53 officer-involved shootings that has
occurred in Marcipoa County since Adel was appointed.  What makes this stunning is that she was only
appointed last year and they have already had 53 such shootings.

If a police officer violates the public trust and commits a crime, they should be held accountable.  In order
for that to happen, however, there has to be a prosecutor committed to holding them accountable.

But just as important, a good amount of police shootings are tragic but unavoidable, but if the public does
not have a transparent process by which they know each shooting will be fairly and justly evaluated, there
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can be no trust when the prosecutor says that no charges will be filed.

That is what is at stake in Maricopa County where one candidate is committed to transparency and
accountability and the other candidate has received huge amounts of campaign money from police
unions.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Barrett Confirmation
Means Roe Is at Risk, and Prosecutors
Need to Step Up

Monday’s confirmation of Amy Coney Barrett has given the
U.S. Supreme Court a conservative supermajority, making the
longstanding anchor of Roe v. Wade — the landmark decision
enshrining a woman’s constitutional

Read More

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

ANATOMY OF A ROBBERY: PART I

Four deputy law enforcement officers and a detective from the
Sacramento Sheriff’s Department gave witness testimony last
week in a preliminary hearing at Sacramento County Superior
Court about a one-day mobile phone

Read More
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR’s Substance Abuse Treatment
Facility Reports Second COVID-19
Outbreak – Two Hundred Cases Since
Monday

As of October 28, there have been 15,688 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,628 have been resolved while 454 remain active in
custody. There have been 76 deaths throughout the

Read More

SF Jails Report Zero Active Cases In
Custody & Stable Population Count

HU 31ABC are under quarantine a patient presenting COVID-
19 symptoms on Oct. 26. The housing units are scheduled for
release on Nov. 10 unless the test results are negative for the
index case. HU 7F is still under

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

ELECTRIC CAR CONFUSION: SF PD Wins
Acquittal for Client Accused of Carjacking
and Robbery

Valentine Sua, 28, was acquitted this week at trial in San
Francisco County Superior Court on all carjacking and
robbery charges stemming from an incident in May.It was
largely a case of his fear of police, and not knowing electric

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

16 Charges Not Biggest Problem Facing
Defendant – ‘Safe’ Plea Sought

Facing 12 misdemeanor and four felony charges, Jose
Indalopez must wait in custody to make a plea. Because even
all those charges are not his biggest problem.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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ANATOMY OF A ROBBERY: PART I

Four deputy law enforcement officers and a detective from the
Sacramento Sheriff’s Department gave witness testimony last
week in a preliminary hearing at Sacramento County Superior
Court about a one-day mobile phone

Read More

Defendant’s Statements Backfire, Judge
Cites Them as Reason to Not Release Her
Without Bail

Judge Michael Sweet here Wednesday in Yolo County
Superior Court refused to release an autistic defendant
without bail, who kept interjecting her own thoughts during
court proceedings—including that she got lost on her way to

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Judge Issues Hundreds of Thousands of
Dollars of Bench Warrants for Court No
Shows

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Francine Zepeda had
too many no shows Tuesday and she issued bench warrants
—hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of them.Toward the
end of court, there was nobody left in the

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol
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What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF Public Defender’s Office Wins Acqui4al for Client Accused of
Carjacking and Robbery

Date: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 at 10:53:43 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: October 28, 2020 

CONTACT:
Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS RELEASE**

SF Public Defender’s Office Wins Acquittal for Client Accused of 
Carjacking and Robbery

SAN FRANCISCO – Yesterday, a jury acquitted a client of the Public Defender of all 
carjacking and robbery charges stemming from an incident in May. The jury found
 that Valentine Sua, 28, did not “use force or fear” with the intent to steal the car of a man who 
had stopped to help him jump-start his own vehicle, but rather had fled from an unfortunate 
miscommunication to avoid interacting with police.   
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miscommunication to avoid interacting with police.   

On May 2, 2020, Sua was visiting family and friends in San Francisco’s Sunnydale 
neighborhood, and video surveillance showed that Sua had asked several people
 to help him jump-start his car. When a man in a Prius offered to help, Sua was confused by 
its quiet start and assumed that the man hadn’t turned on the car. Sua reached into the Prius 
and asked for the key. The man, who had immigrated from China just a year
 prior and did not fully understand what Sua was saying, got out of the car. By the time Sua 
had gotten into the driver seat of the Prius to jump-start his car, he saw that the man was 
running away. Sua panicked and fled, and was arrested shortly thereafter.
 He was charged with carjacking and robbery, but the jury found him not guilty on both counts.

The key evidence was established when the defense was able to show surveillance footage 
showing that Sua had been trying to jump-start his car all day. The original
 camera footage that SFPD investigators provided to the prosecution was a compilation 
produced by Watchtower Security, the company contracted to operate the cameras. “The 
compilation showed many of Mr. Sua’s activities that day, but I had to request the raw
 footage to discover that he had been flagging down cars all day asking people to help start 
his car,” said Deputy Public Defender Eric Fleischaker. “This helped prove to the jury that Mr. 
Sua was intending to start his own car, not to steal someone else’s.”

“Mr. Sua’s panicked flight response was based on his previous interactions with police while 
growing up in Sunnydale where he has always felt like the police assume
 he’s guilty,” said Fleischaker. “After system involvement in his younger years, he had gotten 
his life back on track with a job promotion, a wife, and a child. With so much to lose, his 
reaction was to flee.” 

The defense team called upon a social worker, Larry Jones Jr. - who also grew up in 
Sunnydale public housing - to provide cultural insight to Sua’s response. Jones
 spoke about the nearly constant and often negative police presence in the few square blocks 
of Sunnydale, which is monitored at all times by fifty-nine surveillance cameras.

###
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SF Mayor London Breed: “Like countless others who have witnessed Gascon’s
brand of “leadership” up close, I have opposed his candidacy from the start,
and for very simple reasons: Gascon was bad for San Francisco, and he would
be bad for LA.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 28, 2020

San Francisco Mayor
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San Francisco Mayor
Smacks Gascon

By David Greenwald

San Francisco Mayor London Breed has not been a supporter of progressive reform in prosecution. She
supported Suzy Loftus for DA - in fact she appointed her to replacement George Gascon last fall when he
stepped down just about a year ago. But it was reformer Chesa Boudin who ended up winning.

Now she has publicly backed Jackie Lacey in Los Angeles over the same George Gascon. This despite
the fact that the LA establishment has turned against Lacey because of her opposition to reforms and
weak record on police shootings.

But that hasn’t stopped London Breed from now penning a sharp-toned op-ed in the Los Angeles
Sentinel.

“Gascon claims he “rattled cages” in San Francisco and that’s why our city’s top leaders oppose him. This
is nonsense,” Breed writes.

She continues: “Like countless others who have witnessed Gascon’s brand of “leadership” up close, I
have opposed his candidacy from the start, and for very simple reasons: Gascon was bad for San
Francisco, and he would be bad for LA.”

Breed noted that Gascon was a registered Republican when he came to San Francisco, supported the
death penalty “in appropriate cases,” and had a poor record on things like police reform.

Hse writes: “Later, when he decided to run for D.A., Gascon found it politically convenient to re-brand
himself as a progressive. He reversed his position on the death penalty. He talked up the need for police
reforms, even though he had instituted none when he was police chief.”

She continues: “While many of us were working to enact meaningful police reforms, Gascon failed to
indict any of the officers involved in a series of high-profile shootings. Communities of color continued to
suffer disproportionately from violence on our city’s streets, even as the D.A.’s office became increasingly
cavalier toward victims of violence.”

She argues: “Experienced public servants left Gascon’s notoriously mismanaged office in droves.”

She concludes: “As L.A. voters are asked to consider George Gascon, I hope they will take into account
both his poor record as a D.A. and his lack of character as a public servant. And to the Black voters, in
particular, whom Gascon is so eagerly courting: I don’t believe we need self-serving “allies” who are only
there for us when it suits their needs, we need true partners who will stand with us through thick and thin
in the ongoing fight for justice for all. George Gascon is not that person.”

London Breed would probably have been better served not getting involved in this race at all. Having
been in the courtroom last year and seen first hand the DA’s office - there were a lot of problems in San
Francisco and things that Chesa Boudin and his staff are cleaning up.

There was a clear disconnect between the views expressed by Gascon, his rhetoric and the facts on the
ground.

But the problem is by backing Jackie Lacey, London Breed is ignoring the fact that everything that she is
saying about Gascon, could be said tenfold about Jackie Lacey. There is a reason why a lot of the San
Francisco progressives are supporting Gascon in LA and why the establishment has turned against
Lacey.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Congress Responds to Amy Coney
Barrett’s Confirmation to the U.S. Supreme
Court

Six weeks after the passing of Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, the Senate confirmed Amy Coney Barrett to
succeed Ginsburg’s seat, despite the fact that the presidential
election is approaching in a few days.

Read More

Seattle Office of Police Accountability
Releases Five Completed Investigations of
Alleged Police Misconduct

Across the country, since late May, there have been large and
noisy demonstrations protesting the police killing of Black
men and women by law enforcement, including the murder of
George Floyd by a Minneapolis Police Officer..

Read More

‘Two Black Dudes’ Profiled, Claims
Defense – Trial Set for December

A car with an open container of marijuana parked in a red
zone led to the arrest of two suspected “Strawberry Manor
Bloods”—allegedly in possession of two firearms and cocaine
—and a preliminary hearing Monday in Sacramento.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CDCR’s Substance Abuse Treatment
Facility Reports Second COVID-19
Outbreak

As of October 27, there have been 15,602 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,604 have been resolved while 467 remain active in
custody. There have been 76 deaths throughout the

Read More
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SF Jails Report Zero Active Cases In
Custody & Stable Population Count

Over the weekend, two housing units began quarantine due
to a patient presenting COVID-19 symptoms. Currently, there
are no active cases in Santa Rita Jail.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Brings Knife to Road Rage Incident
after Almost Being Hit by Vehicle

A road rage incident took a violent turn when one man pulled
a knife on the other, and the altercation ended with a slashed
tire, broken windows, and an arrest. One man was held to
answer here in Yolo County Superior Court, with the

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘Two Black Dudes’ Profiled, Claims
Defense – Trial Set for December

A car with an open container of marijuana parked in a red
zone led to the arrest of two suspected “Strawberry Manor
Bloods”—allegedly in possession of two firearms and cocaine
—and a preliminary hearing Monday in Sacramento.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Defendant Pursues Jury Trial for
DUI Charges While Most Take Plea Deals

In Judge William Terrance’s courtroom in Fresno County
Superior Court this week, Defendant Dominik Herrold was the
only defendant who chose to take his DUI case to trial rather
than take a plea deal from the prosecutor.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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“California’s capital punishment scheme is now, and always has been, infected
by racism,” said Governor Gavin Newsom

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 27, 2020

California Court
Requires San Quentin To Reduce Population By Fifty Percent

By Julietta Bisharyan and Nick Gardner

A recent appellate court ruling has ordered that San Quentin State Prison reduce its population by nearly
half.
The First District Court of Appeals ruled on October 20 that the conditions within San Quentin constituted
cruel and unusual punishment under the 8th Amendment. 
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64-year old petitioner Ivan Von Staich filed suit against the California prison after being placed in a cell
“so small that you can touch the walls with your hands” with an individual who had tested positive. Due to
his age and underlying respiratory problems, Von Staich is a highly at-risk individual. 

Although Von Staich contracted the virus and has since recovered, his lawsuit argues that it is
“impossible” to effectively prevent the virus from infecting him again, and that “there is no opportunity to
engage in social distancing” within the prison.

The ruling, which blasted the CDCR for its response to the coronavirus outbreak in California’s oldest
prison, will call for the transfer of San Quentin inmates to other California prisons. In early April, this very
practice initiated the devastating outbreak of COVID-19 in San Quentin that has claimed the lives of 28
incarcerated folks and one correctional officer.

As made clear by J. Anthony Kline, the court order does commute the sentence of Von Staich or any
other individual. Rather, it recommends that Von Staich and others be released from San Quentin and
placed in an environment that allows for physical distancing between incarcerated folks.

The target is for San Quentin to reduce its population to 1,775— nearly half of its current holding. The
court ruling suggests that prison officials include new solutions for those over 60 to be released, in
addition to the transfers. Incarcerated individuals over 60 have shown significantly lower recidivism rates
compared to other age groups, even among those with violent convictions. 

The decision gives the CDCR control over which methods are used to decrease prison population.
Recently, a spokesperson for the CDCR commented that the department is working to “determine the
next steps,” which could include an appeal to the California Supreme Court. In an email to the Mercury
News, CDCR spokeswoman Dana Simas wrote that “we respectfully disagree with the court’s
determination.”

Meanwhile, advocates for decarceration are hoping that two recent ballot initiatives, proposition 47 and
57, will be used to drastically reduce prison population. 

Jay Jordan, executive director of Californians for Safety and Justice, a crime prevention advocacy group,
told the Mercury News: “I hope (CDCR) does take the long view and uses what’s on the books, like Prop.
57, to release these people,” Jordan said. “We don’t want to see them transferred. That’s why San
Quentin became a petri dish.”

To see full article - click here.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Boudin and Other DA’s Join Governor’s
Declaration That Death Penalty is Applied
in Racial Biased Manner
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On Monday, Governor Gavin Newsom in response to a rare
request by the California Supreme Court, filed a briefing about
the constitutionality in which the governor declared that the
California Death Penalty has been applied in a

Read More

CA Governor Files Death Penalty Amicus
Brief, Focuses on Racist Juries

Charging the state’s capital punishment “scheme is and
always has been infected by racism,” California Governor
Gavin Newsom Monday filed a 175-page amicus brief in
People vs. McDaniel, arguing that juries must be racially

Read More

Police Gun Down Man with Knife Early
Monday in Philly in Front of Family

In the near-dawn hours here Monday, 27-year-old Walter
Wallace Jr. was reportedly gunned down by police officers in
the neighborhood of Cobbs Creek in West Philadelphia.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Two More COVID-19 Related Deaths At
CDCR Facilities Over Weekend

As of October 26, there have been 15,380 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,573 have been resolved while 277 remain active in
custody. There have been 76 deaths throughout the

Read More

Sacramento Youth Detention Facility
Reports First COVID-19 Case

Over the weekend, two housing units began quarantine due
to patient presenting COVID-19 symptoms. HU 24D began
quarantine on Oct. 23 and was scheduled for release on Nov.
6, but was quickly released yesterday, presumably due

Read More

California Court Requires San Quentin To
Reduce Population By Fifty Percent
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The COVID-19 pandemic has now claimed the lives of 28
incarcerated individuals and one guard. 55-year-old Ron Lee
Joffrion survived the brutal past few months at San Quentin,
and discussed his experiences in a testimonial

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo County Defendant Allegedly Admits
Guilt to Deputy – Trial Set

Defendant Daniel Martin—who allegedly confessed burglary
to law enforcement—had his preliminary hearing Monday
here in Yolo County Superior Court and then was told he will
stand trial for the alleged crime, among others.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Prosecutor Wants $1 Million
Bail, Defense Wants $200K – Judge
Refuses Both

Here in Sacramento County Superior Court Monday, Assistant
Public Defender Damien Jovel asked Judge Patrick Marlette
to reconsider his decision to deny bail to defendant Kayla
Villarreal and requested a bail of $200,000.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice
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After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

ACLU Files Brief in Support of Motion to
Reopen Case of Woman Convicted of
Murder for Stillborn Birth

The ACLU of Northern California and Drug Policy Alliance
filed briefs in support of a motion to allow for Adora Perez,
who is serving 11 years in prison for manslaughter after
delivering a stillbirth baby, to appeal her case.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA
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Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sea4le, Portland, NYC Sue Trump, Barr and Others for Uncons.tu.onal
Anarchist Memo

Date: Monday, October 26, 2020 at 6:01:01 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Trump: “I am the least racist person in this room.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 23, 2020

Seattle Office of Police
Accountability Release Investigative Findings into Seattle Police
Behavior At Protests
This weekend we have published accounts of far right groups inciting and escalating violence at
protests.  But the other things many of these protests have inspired is police brutality and other
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misconduct by the police themselves at the very protests that were critical of police conduct in the first
place.

Late last week, the Seattle Office of Police Accountability (OPA) released five more completed
investigations into alleged Seattle Police Department (SPD) employee misconduct at protests following
the murder of George Floyd.

The incident in case 2020OPA-0363 occurred on June 7th when demonstrators positioned their bodies
on the ground to prevent bicycle officers from leaving a barricaded area. One demonstrator was arrested
after refusing to move. Video analysis indicates that the involved officer forcibly pushed the
demonstrator into the ground, causing injury to the demonstrator’s head. OPA found that the force was
not proportional because of the lack of resistance on the part of the demonstrator and the lack of a
physical threat to the officers. Given this, OPA recommended a sustained finding.
 
The underlying incident in case 2020OPA-0323 took place on May 29th when officers prohibited
demonstrators from walking down a street and one person refused to comply. As officers attempted to
take this person into custody, he physically resisted, struggling with two officers on the ground. He hit the
officers with a water bottle, and the officers used force to prevent him from engaging in further similar
conduct. OPA concluded that the force used by one officer was appropriate under the circumstances,
given that it was an immediate reaction to the threat. However, OPA also concluded that the six to eight
punches used by the other officer were excessive, particularly because he failed to modulate his force as
the threat subsided. As such, OPA recommended a sustained finding for this officer.
 
The other findings released today were for cases 2020OPA-0402 (not sustained), 2020OPA-0438 (not
sustained), and 2020OPA-0383 (not sustained). OPA compiled a short video to show the incident in
2020OPA-0383.
 
Since May 30th, OPA has been contacted over 19,000 times about SPD's conduct at and response to
various demonstrations. So far, the emails, phone calls, and other feedback have resulted in 126 cases.
OPA is now updating its website dashboard every three weeks to show progress into demonstration-
related complaint investigations.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Seattle, Portland, NYC Sue Trump, Barr
and Others for Unconstitutional Anarchist
Memo

Plaintiff cities Seattle, Washington; Portland, Oregon and New
York, New York have filed a complaint for declaratory and
injunctive relief to the U.S. District Court, Western District in
Seattle, declaring that the Anarchist Memo is

Read More
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Man Wrongfully Convicted 30 Years Ago
Finally Freed – Prosecutor on Hot Seat

On a 1985 day in Northern Philadelphia, a drug deal gone
wrong led to the double murder of two brothers, Luis and
Hector Camacho.The event occurred in broad daylight and
even included an eyewitness who

Read More

Gunnigle Charges AZ County Attorney
Allister Adel Fails to Address Lack of
Diversity in Workplace

Over the past few days Maricopa County Attorney’s office has
faced backlash for Allister Adel’s decision to ignore the racial
disparities in the office and in the legal system at large at a
time when critics note the U.S. legal system has often

Read More

Sunday Commentary: What Purpose
Would Be Served by Seeking Death
Penalty in Peterson Case?

A series of events has led to an absurd place—on Friday in
Stanislaus County, prosecutors indicated their intent to seek
the death penalty once again in the case of Scott Peterson,
where he was found guilty in the killing of his wife

Read More

It Was a Member of the Boogaloo Bois That
Opened Fire on the Minneapolis Police
Precinct

Following the death of George Floyd, Minneapolis was the
epicenter of mass protests, arson, rioting and looting. While
this unrest and damage to property was in part in response to
the death of Floyd. According to a sworn affidavit

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Avenal State Prison Reports Only Twenty
Active COVID-19 Cases In Custody

As of October 22, there have been 15,327 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,419 have been resolved while 455 remain active in
custody. There have been 71 deaths throughout the

Read More
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Santa Rita Jail Population Surpasses 2100
People Despite Continued Threat Of
COVID-19

HU 3D began quarantine on Oct. 21. ACSO reported that
a patient in HU 3D presented COVID-19 related symptoms on
Oct. 20. Unless the patient tests negative, it is scheduled for
release on Nov. 4. HU 3D was last

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Victim Abducted, Held Hostage, and
Forced on a 3.5 Hour Trip

A defense attorney attempted to undermine the credibility of a
victim here in Yolo County Superior Court last week because
of her admitted health problems.Deputy Public Defender
Richard Van Zandt said the victim

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Defendants Cheer and Dance
in Courtroom after Case Dismissed

Co-defendants Joshua and Jamal Cross were ecstatic when
their cases were dismissed last week by the Sacramento
County District Attorney’s Office.So excited, in fact, they let
out cheers in the courtroom.

Read More

Judge Allows Alleged Sexual Assault
Defendant to Visit His Granddaughter
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Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Patrick Marlette
Friday lifted a no-contact order to allow a defendant, who is
charged with sex crimes, to have supervised visits with his
granddaughter.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

ACLU Files Brief in Support of Motion to
Reopen Case of Woman Convicted of
Murder for Stillborn Birth

The ACLU of Northern California and Drug Policy Alliance
filed briefs in support of a motion to allow for Adora Perez,
who is serving 11 years in prison for manslaughter after
delivering a stillbirth baby, to appeal her case.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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YWlsOjAxZDdiOGNmOTM1NTIyNTE2Nzg3YjdlZmMwN2ZlMzA0OnYx;
Sacramento Court Watch: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
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1432660796849531/%26nbsp&g=MWE3MGJhYjFhM2ZmODcwNw==&h=YTY2ZWM1NTQyY2EwZjBj
NWNjN2NhNGYzMmRkZmExZDViZjQ5ODY2MmUzMWQzNThjMGJkYWE0OTE2ZDM3YTVkNw==&p
=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjAxZDdiOGNmOTM1NTIy
NTE2Nzg3YjdlZmMwN2ZlMzA0OnYx;
Twitter: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=https%3A//twitter.com/DavisVanguard%26nbsp&g=NjVlZDM0ZWVjMTQ3NjNjMQ==&h=OWQ4ZD
E3NGI0ZGYxYTBhZjM0OTk5MDJhZjI4OTZjNjQ3YzIyNWFmNTQ3MTZiYzI0Yjg0NGQ0NDY3ZTk0OD
EzOQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjAxZDdiOGNm
OTM1NTIyNTE2Nzg3YjdlZmMwN2ZlMzA0OnYx;
YouTube: https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?
o=http%3A//www.youtube.com/davisvanguard&g=M2E4MTY0NThhOWU0ZWMwNA==&h=ZWIxMjd
iZTI4NmY4ZGQwMjc3NWZhZjQ1OGU4NTMwNDE5MzZhZjg0ZDZlNGFiMzU2YmY1ZjhjYTlkNWZkO
WVmMQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvZmZpY2UzNjVfZW1haWxzX2VtYWlsOjAxZDdiOG
NmOTM1NTIyNTE2Nzg3YjdlZmMwN2ZlMzA0OnYx
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Subject: SQ Habeas Updates
Date: Friday, October 23, 2020 at 10:07:17 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: mlagos@davisvanguard.org

Updates can be found at the bottom of the FAQ doc
here: https://sfpublicdefender.org/habeas/

It has a summary and all the upcoming dates. As for public access to these dates, that's TBD
by Marin County Court. 

Thank you,
Valerie
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Chesa, DA's, Legislators Role Out Proposal Dealing with Conflict of Interest on
Police Misconduct

Date: Friday, October 23, 2020 at 7:00:31 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Trump: “I am the least racist person in this room.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 23, 2020

“I am the least racist
person in this room.”
By David Greenwald

The good news: it was better than the last time. I wasn’t watching the debate this time through my fingers
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The good news: it was better than the last time. I wasn’t watching the debate this time through my fingers
over my face. Still I think there is a lot of material here that people can unpack. I am going to look at
some curious statements by the President and Biden’s response.

Trump tries to attack Biden on Criminal Justice Reform. And look, Biden has to own the 1994 crime bill –
there is no way around that. But hanging your hat on the first step act and a few handfuls of
commutations really doesn’t work for a sitting president.

But here is the line from Trump: “he’s been in government 47 years, he never did a thing, except in 1994,
when he did such harm to the black community, and they were called … and he called them
superpredators. And he said that, he said it, superpredators. And they never lived that down. 1994, your
crime bill, the superpredators.”

Then he said: “Nobody has done more for the black community than Donald Trump.”

Okay, possible exception of Abraham Lincoln. That’s right, he said, “possible exception.” 

Later he added, “I am the least racist person in this room.”
First of all, Joe Biden didn’t call anyone superpredators – Hillary Clinton did.

Second, Joe Biden does not have a great record here, but he did admit, “It was a mistake.” And his
platform here is fairly strong.

Trump gets a little credit for pointing out that he (and Obama) had eight years to rectify it – but Biden fails
to make the counter-point – Trump could rectify it now. He could commute the sentence of everyone in
federal prison on a “pure drug offense.” And Biden could have said on day one, he would do exactly that.
Where Biden was strong was pushing back against Trump’s record.
He pointed out, this is a guy who said, “The problem with the crime bill, there’s not enough people in jail.
There’s not enough people in jail.”

Further, “He talked about marauding gangs, young gangs, and the people who are going to maraud our
cities. This is a guy who in the Central Park Five, five innocent black kids, he continued to push for
making sure that they got the death penalty. None of them were guilty of the crimes they were
suggested.”

All over Twitter, was the graphic of the full page ad taken out by Trump in 1989.

Ben Crump tweeted, “Donald Trump falsely accused 5 Black and brown teens — known as the “Central
Park 5” — of rape. He even paid for this full-page ad to publicly call for their executions! ALL of them
were exonerated 20 years ago and Trump has NEVER admitted this racist failure!”

Trump to this day still believes they were guilty. 

Overall a better debate for Trump – but this exchange could bite him, though nothing he hasn’t said
before.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Lawmaker, CA DAs Announce State
Measure to Cure Prosecutors’ Conflict of
Interest Investigating Police Misconduct

Multiple District Attorneys across California Thursday
partnered up with Assemblymember Rob Bonta to announce
new state legislation to cure the conflict of interest in
prosecutorial investigations on police misconduct.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Amy Coney Barrett’s
Record on Criminal Justice Is ‘Deeply
Troubling,’ Reform Advocates Say

Judge Amy Coney Barrett’s expected confirmation by the
Senate on Monday to a lifetime seat on the U.S. Supreme
Court will be an enormous blow to criminal justice reform,
advocates say.

Read More

53 Black Former McDonald’s Owners Sue,
Charge Corporate Discrimination

Fifty-three Black McDonald’s franchisees have filed a major
civil rights lawsuit against McDonald’s, charging they have
been the victims of the discriminatory nature of McDonald’s
and demanding a jury trial.

Read More

Yolo Public Defender Argues Police Report
Doesn’t ‘Smell Right’ – Judge Disagrees
But Lowers Bail

Deputy Public Defender Jose Gonzalez questioned –
repeatedly – the veracity of a police report that served as
probable cause for the arrest of Ismael Farias on a vandalism
charge Wednesday in Yolo County Superior

Read More

Judge Sets Trial, but Declares He’d Find
Defendant Not Guilty in Bench Trial

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Steve White set a
trial date for a Sacramento man here, even after telling
counsel that he would not proceed with this case with the
current evidence.

Read More
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Avenal State Prison Reports Only Twenty
Active COVID-19 Cases In Custody

As of October 22, there have been 15,327 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,419 have been resolved while 455 remain active in
custody. There have been 71 deaths throughout the

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Population Surpasses 2100
People Despite Continued Threat Of
COVID-19

HU 3D began quarantine on Oct. 21. ACSO reported that
a patient in HU 3D presented COVID-19 related symptoms on
Oct. 20. Unless the patient tests negative, it is scheduled for
release on Nov. 4. HU 3D was last

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Public Defender Argues Police Report
Doesn’t ‘Smell Right’ – Judge Disagrees
But Lowers Bail

Deputy Public Defender Jose Gonzalez questioned –
repeatedly – the veracity of a police report that served as
probable cause for the arrest of Ismael Farias on a vandalism
charge Wednesday in Yolo County Superior

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Sets Trial, but Declares He’d Find
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Defendant Not Guilty in Bench Trial

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Steve White set a
trial date for a Sacramento man here, even after telling
counsel that he would not proceed with this case with the
current evidence.

Read More

Evidence Thin, but Brother Accused of
Elder Abuse in Knife Attack Set for Trial

In a preliminary hearing here in Sacramento County Superior
Court Thursday, defendant Jeremy Braley faced felony and
misdemeanor charges for an alleged attack on his older
brother.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

ACLU Files Brief in Support of Motion to
Reopen Case of Woman Convicted of
Murder for Stillborn Birth

The ACLU of Northern California and Drug Policy Alliance
filed briefs in support of a motion to allow for Adora Perez,
who is serving 11 years in prison for manslaughter after
delivering a stillbirth baby, to appeal her case.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More
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Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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The grand jury asked questions about bringing other charges against the
officers, “and the grand jury was told there would be none because the
prosecutors didn’t feel they could make them stick,” the grand juror said.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 22, 2020

More Tales From the
Everyday Injustice System
by David Greenwald
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Yesterday, former Davis Police Officer Trevor Edens appeared via Zoom on a single charge of
embezzlement. We still don’t know what he is accused of doing as the Davis Police Chief told me that he
has not been given clearance to divulge additional details of the acquisition.

But already we can see huge differences in this case, than others.

We have often noted the discrepancy between Black and white, rich and poor in terms of drug
policies. Those who are white and/ or wealthy, have the ability to conduct their drug business in the
privacy of their homes and indulge their habits in private rather than on the street where it can gain
detection.

The result is that while Black and white commit drug offenses at similar rates, Black arrests and
prosecutions occur at a 4 to 1 ratio.

The bias in the criminal justice system extends to the case of Trevor Edens.

The white collar crime is embezzlement - which means that while he absconded with money or assets
that did not belong to him, he did not have to break into or physically overpower someone in order to
acquire it.

So instead of facing serious prison time through robbery or burglary, he instead faces a slap on the wrist
with embezzlement.

He was given a notice to appear, so he was not taken out of his home in handcuffs. He was not
arrested. He was not booked in the county jail. There are no booking photos.

He appeared from his home on Zoom. Clearly embarrassed. When he appeared on camera, his voice
was fleeting, his was scrunched down. A far cry from those having to sit in county jail, awaiting
arraignment and eventually having to plead to something in order to gain release.

Edens attorney quickly waived time, his next hearing is December 14, he gets to resume his life in the
meantime.

For reasons we don’t know, Yolo County DA’s office recused themselves, but Solano County has picked
up the prosecution of the case. He faces simple embezzlement. There is no additional charge for
committing crimes under the color of authority - another huge advantage that a white collar criminal is
afforded while the more typical defendant faces much steeper charges for essentially the same crime.

Why? Because rather than abuse the public trust, they have to gain access to the property or money in
order to appropriate it. It seems that the system has failed us there - failed to charge similar crimes,
similarly and by advantanging those who merely abuse the public trust over those who use some manner
of force to appropriate property belonging to someone else.

Is it really more dangerous for someone who breaks into someone’s place than for someone for is sworn
to protect and serve, and abuses that authority?

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Former Davis Police Officer Arraigned on
Embezzlement Charges

Former Davis Police Officer Trevor Edens was arraigned on
Wednesday appearing via Zoom at Yolo Superior Court. The
case is being prosecuted by Solano County Deputy DA Paul
Sequeira because Yolo County DA has recused

Read More

Ibram Kendi Asks Fundamental Question
About Disproportionate Black Deaths to
COVID, Focusing Research on Anti-Racism

One is either a racist or an anti-racist, Professor Ibram Kendi
argued this week at a talk at Harvard University. There is no
middle ground. Kendi began his discussion by posing a
“fundamental research question,” asking

Read More

Anonymous Grand Juror Reveals
Homicide Charges Never Presented in
Breonna Taylor Case

An anonymous grand juror in Breonna Taylor’s case wrote,
“The grand jury did not have homicide offenses explained to
them” this week, just hours after Judge Annie O’Connell ruled
that the grand jurors could disclose the

Read More

ACLU Files Brief in Support of Motion to
Reopen Case of Woman Convicted of
Murder for Stillborn Birth

The ACLU of Northern California and Drug Policy Alliance
filed briefs in support of a motion to allow for Adora Perez,
who is serving 11 years in prison for manslaughter after
delivering a stillbirth baby, to appeal her case.

Read More

San Francisco DA’s Office and Department
of Elections Announce Hotline to Combat
Election Fraud
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The San Francisco District Attorney’s Office Wednesday
announced that it will team with the Dept. of Elections to
combat election fraud during the upcoming election.DA
Chelsea Boudin revealed he has been working closely with

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Another COVID-19 Related Death At
California Institution for Men

As of October 21, there have been 15,315 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,312 have been resolved while 477 remain active in
custody. There have been 71 deaths throughout the

Read More

SF Jails Released Over 80 Percent Of All
COVID-19 Positive Cases

On Monday, ASCO confirmed Santa Rita Jail’s first active
COVID-19 case in the past two weeks. HU 4D is the first
housing unit to go under quarantine in nearly a week. ACSO
reported that a patient in 4D presented COVID-19

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Former Davis Police Officer Arraigned on
Embezzlement Charges

Former Davis Police Officer Trevor Edens was arraigned on
Wednesday appearing via Zoom at Yolo Superior Court. The
case is being prosecuted by Solano County Deputy DA Paul
Sequeira because Yolo County DA has recused

Read More
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Jury Convicts West Sacramento Man for
Luring 12-Year-Old Minor to Have Sex

A Yolo County Superior Court jury late last week found
defendant Taylor Lewis Gholar guilty of luring a 12-year-old to
have sex with him.After nearly two weeks of trial, the jury
reached a verdict for Gholar,

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Beats Cousin with His Own Cane in
Assault Case

There was no love lost between cousins, according to
testimony here in Sacramento County Superior Court
Wednesday in the preliminary hearing for a cousin who
threatened and then beat his disabled cousin with his own

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

ACLU Files Brief in Support of Motion to
Reopen Case of Woman Convicted of
Murder for Stillborn Birth

The ACLU of Northern California and Drug Policy Alliance
filed briefs in support of a motion to allow for Adora Perez,
who is serving 11 years in prison for manslaughter after
delivering a stillbirth baby, to appeal her case.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol
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What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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First District Appellate Court further ruling, “We agree with petitioner that
respondents’ failure to accompany the measures they are taking with a drastic
reduction of the prison population is not reasonable.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 21, 2020

Warden of San Quentin
Behaved with ‘Deliberate Indifference’ in COVID-19 Response

By David Greenwald
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Our COVID project for the last several months have tracked a lot of problems in jails and CDCR, the
worst though was at San Quentin in early June.  We watched as a failed prisoner transfer led to a
conflagration.

The verdict is now in as an Appellate Court ruled on Tuesday that the warden of San Quentin Prison and
California Dept. of Correction and Rehabilitation (CDCR) have behaved with “Deliberate Indifference and
Relief is Warranted” concerning the treatment of prisoners during the COVID-19 pandemic.

As reported by the Vanguard’s Madison Forwood, the Appellate Court ruled, “We agree with petitioner
that respondents’ failure to accompany the measures they are taking with a drastic reduction of the prison
population is not reasonable.”

The appellate court concluded with, “Given the gravity of the emergency at San Quentin, the speed at
which transmission of the coronavirus may take place in outdated facilities, and the ease with which it
appears respondents can modify their existing policies and programs to expedite releases and transfers
in accordance with the views we have expressed, this decision shall be final in this court in this court 15
days from the date is filed.”

San Quentin and CDCR was hit for a failure to test those incarcerated people transferred to San Quentin,
but even more so because even with the negligence of introducing the virus to the prison population, they
“failed to respond appropriately to the COVID-19 pandemic by not taking the necessary, cautionary steps
to create space among inmates in order to slow the spread of the novel virus.”

The petitioner Staich claims San Quentin “violates the prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment
embodied in article I, section 17 of the California Constitution and the Eighth Amendment to the United
States Constitution.”

These failures created a human rights disaster with more than 2200 positive cases and 28 deaths - and
what we won’t know is the long-term health implications from all of this.

The ultimate remedy - prison population reduction.

And urgent memo recommended: “Given the unique architecture and age of San Quentin (built in the
mid-1800s and early 1900s) there is exceedingly poor ventilation, extraordinarily close living quarters and
inadequate sanitation. We therefore recommend that the prison population at San Quentin be reduced to
50 percent of current capacity (even further reduction would be more beneficial via decarceration.)”

As Forwood points out, “Both the CDCR and the San Quentin facility have resisted, and remained
ignorant to the suggestions of the Urgent Memo, public health officials, and many members of the
medical disease field.”

Read the full article here.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Court Documents Show Most Arrested in
Nationwide Protests Not Trump’s Urban
Antifa

A report written by the Associated Press strongly suggests
that the majority of people arrested during nationwide protests
against racial injustice were not violent urban left-wing
radicals, as President Donald Trump claims, but rather

Read More

CA Appellate Court Finds CDCR, Warden
of San Quentin Behaved with ‘Deliberate
Indifference’ in COVID-19 Response

California First District Appellate Court has stated that the
warden of San Quentin Prison and California Dept. of
Correction and Rehabilitation (CDCR) have behaved with
“Deliberate Indifference and Relief is Warranted”

Read More

Defendant Claims Sacramento Judge
Marlette Biased and Racist

According to Defendant Julisha Douglas, Judge Patrick
Marlette in Sacramento County Superior Court is biased and
“racist as f***” – words she uttered after he sent her into
custody with no bail.

Read More

Defendant Bail in Domestic Violence Case
Stays at $1 Million

A Sacramento man, hoping his bail would be reduced to
$150,000, saw it remain at $1 million after a Sacramento
County Superior Court judge noted the defendant allegedly
threw the mother of his soon to be child to the ground and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CSP Sacramento Reports Only 5 Active
COVID-19 Cases Despite Testing 1100+
People Over 14 Days
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As of October 20, there have been 15,304 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,286 have been resolved while 493 remain active in
custody. There have been 70 deaths throughout the

Read More

SF Jails Released Over 80 Percent Of All
COVID-19 Positive Cases

Yesterday, ASCO confirmed Santa Rita Jail’s first active
COVID-19 case in the past two weeks. Despite this, neither
have any new housing units been placed under quarantine
nor has testing ramped up.  The population growth rate

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Denies, Then Bends to Public
Defender Request to Delay Teen Attempted
Murder Trial

County Deputy Public Defender Jose Gonzalez insisted
several times Wednesday that a Yolo County Superior Court
delay the trial in an attempted murder case, but Judge Paul K.
Richardson was adamant about finishing the “old” case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Claims Sacramento Judge
Marlette Biased and Racist
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According to Defendant Julisha Douglas, Judge Patrick
Marlette in Sacramento County Superior Court is biased and
“racist as f***” – words she uttered after he sent her into
custody with no bail.

Read More

Defendant Bail in Domestic Violence Case
Stays at $1 Million

A Sacramento man, hoping his bail would be reduced to
$150,000, saw it remain at $1 million after a Sacramento
County Superior Court judge noted the defendant allegedly
threw the mother of his soon to be child to the ground and

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking

What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wLvTpZGH4N90W7IhABJMLp7AvFZzY195FBr8SSfLkGmEriaQCCGtpFRSMpi_cXgpefe7MWZAhNfFO-QjW-KRSKMDzI3jJf0G5o_9wSZaZH8UOYjXAU2VM3Abd08MG4aHcPAO6qGdcazHwZ1D_e9sjxe30LMLQZILkPzF8RCEdORB-H4wZZP7pEzP-wreA0m-jDAG_o1C57tECXx9xrAttCkXeRqXXmUsoaLq7nuQr73fu_sChw3mMZX5Bfj6Jotl5BXpBtwkzW4=&c=VN-fTUrUpTBfiuxq0SR9XFBe8X-E17al7NVBEYFjjfFXZ1fbBt7Ivw==&ch=WcIi5nkXFYB7VPIPMgCL6n5S9PwEKoDpmRq5rkTVGWFtoyZc4TTHnQ==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wLvTpZGH4N90W7IhABJMLp7AvFZzY195FBr8SSfLkGmEriaQCCGtpB7Ceb_AwEeCZF8xeAiQRxl1H4_BlXKpOz5e4OiAj4GUWMk2xvqbzckpwDEhh3l-i1FXngR6lT67711z2-nkANX0phFPxyptxhL2iK02H_nEoB-ubopV5Cbnd8ZIbGY8lz5Im5bn6ajs0LJvRJGZPhs0IQOdpwsXjdw71UnnFqkxm0yNzkUlBOMWtVZ_9it21fo_nZ14vb2TNibDQg0gSpw=&c=VN-fTUrUpTBfiuxq0SR9XFBe8X-E17al7NVBEYFjjfFXZ1fbBt7Ivw==&ch=WcIi5nkXFYB7VPIPMgCL6n5S9PwEKoDpmRq5rkTVGWFtoyZc4TTHnQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wLvTpZGH4N90W7IhABJMLp7AvFZzY195FBr8SSfLkGmEriaQCCGtpDSlus8JHJEdFpqu0xvSh_NsU4PQjhPmhiDDtjQb22fKMLyvxUmjibUIFr7NGTaldWwr2tOcgR3hlpunbSuIuWxYgEsbCt1a4JKca31_H88H6QlLdb8PmPccjXkajg2Th2BWP4jbgz3K8jpb91uhBQPlGYt7LJG57aYumOP6jqhjnXhNUaTTp8HGceKiMoPKBg3rg_qRiEQ8pA0Doj1NrJ2EzJzsT2K0zA==&c=VN-fTUrUpTBfiuxq0SR9XFBe8X-E17al7NVBEYFjjfFXZ1fbBt7Ivw==&ch=WcIi5nkXFYB7VPIPMgCL6n5S9PwEKoDpmRq5rkTVGWFtoyZc4TTHnQ==
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Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
Date: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 at 11:44:19 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: mlagos@davisvanguard.org, David M. Greenwald

Hi Michelle & David,

I saw that Anika covered it for the Davis Vanguard, but I don't have her email address. 

I wanted to update you all with the link to the next case conference on Friday 1:30pm and it
should be the same link for the evidentiary hearing that starts on October 26th at 9am.

The link is now posted on the Marin County Superior Court website “Zoom October Criminal
Calendar Information”, page 3.  It specifically says San Quentin Writ Petitions.

San Quentin Writ Petitions - Meeting ID: 982 6503 4598 Passcode: 105378
https://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1QkpmbmttRGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09 

Thank you,
Valerie

 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:40 PM

http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/10/following-long-delays-san-quentin-habeas-case-moving-forward-after-friday-conference/
http://marincourt.org/
https://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1QkpmbmttRGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09
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To: mlagos@davisvanguard.org <mlagos@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Fw: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:38 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
This one works:

Please click the link below to join the webinar:
h4ps://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1Qkpmbm4RGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09
 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:32 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
Update from Marin - today's public link is not working. If another link becomes available, I'll let you
know. Apologies for any inconvenience.

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:35 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
Hi David et al,

If you want to tune into the consolidated San Quen.n habeas case, they have a weekly hearing on
Fridays at 1:30pm. The link below is only good for today, but this hasn't been listed yet on the Marin
County Superior Court website. They're working on making them all public soon.

Since you've been covering this story, I wanted to give you a quick update:

There are 15 a4orneys working on behalf of the plain.ffs, but just one a4orney from the AG's
office, which has led to lots of delays despite the urgent nature of the ongoing pandemic
condi.ons at SQ.
The eviden.ary hearing begins on Monday, October 26th at 9am.
This weekly Friday hearing may lend some insight to the status of the proceedings.
I can put you in touch with some of the a4orneys on the case if you have more ques.ons.

Please click the link below to join the webinar 10/16/2020 at 1:30pm.
h4ps://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
Passcode: 105378
Or iPhone one-tap :

https://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1QkpmbmttRGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09
https://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
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Or iPhone one-tap :
    US: +16699006833,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#  or +13462487799,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#
Or Telephone:
    Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current loca.on):
        US: +1 669 900 6833  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 301 715 8592  or +1 312 626 6799 
or +1 929 205 6099
Webinar ID: 927 9060 2739
Passcode: 105378
Interna.onal numbers available: h4ps://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
 

Thank you,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - The Dangerous Mix of Policing and Mental Illness; Court Coverage of A4ack
with a Toilet Paper Holder

Date: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 at 7:01:54 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Although the number of these fatalities has declined, these
confrontations remain a deadly and vexing issue, especially in small
and midsize metropolitan areas,” Washington Post

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 20, 2020

“The numbers tell only
half the story” – Narratives From San Quentin On COVID-19 Data

By Julietta Bisharyan and Nick Gardner

https://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
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Accounts from an incarcerated individual at San Quentin State Prison unveils the unsanitary and unsafe
living conditions inside as the prison continues to recover from its major COVID-19 outbreak.

Through a series of letters, incarcerated comic book artist and illustrative journalist Orlando Smith shared
his experiences with the Davis Vanguard, writing from inside San Quentin’s 168-year-old prison.

In a previous article, published by the Davis Vanguard, Smith described the filthy conditions he and
other incarcerated people were subject to. At the time, San Quentin had over 200 active cases. Since
then, the number of active cases reported by CDCR have decreased to just one –– a sharp decline since
reaching its peak of 1,635 cases on Jul. 7.

“I still feel at risk,” Smith, 53, says. “The conditions have not changed.”

Smith says that there are a lot more active cases among the incarcerated population than what is being
reported by CDCR, revealing that most who become infected with the virus choose to stay quarantined in
their cells rather than alerting medical staff.

“This prison system’s only directive is to use any and all tools as punitive measures,” says Smith.
Individuals who report their symptoms are moved around and often placed in tents with no heat. Most
were infected before officials started testing, so symptoms cleared up before testing began.

As for the living conditions, Smith says that he refuses to eat any state made food, describing the kitchen
in San Quentin as “filthy” and with a rodent infestation. The prison population continues to be on
lockdown status 24/7, now for over 18 weeks, with only two hours a week outside their cells.

Incarcerated persons are given two bars of soap a week and one and a half hours for showering, yard
time and/or phone use. With enforced double-celling, frequent transfers and poor ventilation, it is nearly
impossible to social distance, as recommended by the CDC.

“We have all these nurses and doctors coming in and out, and no one seems to speak out about this,”
Smith adds.

Smith also notes that San Quentin still lacks in cleaning supplies and only gets disinfected every two and
a half weeks, minus any deep scrubbing.

In regard to mask wear, incarcerated persons are given masks but not on a regular basis. Outside their
cells, mask wearing is hardly enforced. A few guards even refuse to wear masks while at work, or at the
very least, while inside the building. 

Read the full article here.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Commentary: The Dangerous Mix of
Policing and Mental Illness

I have watched the video of Christopher Gray getting shot and
killed. Tragic situation. He had already stabbed his mother
and she was dying. There was a confrontation with the police,
he seemed to charge at them and they opened

Read More

Attack with a Toilet Paper Holder Leads to
Victim ‘Covered in Blood’

In a Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary hearing
Monday, Judge Helena Gweon found 62 year old Carroll
Jones should stand trial for – wait for it – assault with a deadly
weapon, to wit, a toilet paper holder.

Read More

Following Long Delays, San Quentin
Habeas Case Moving Forward After Friday
Conference

After months of delays, San Quentin Prison habeas case to
release prisoners in light of the threat to COVID-19 shows
promise of moving forward efficiently with Marin County
Superior Court Judge Geoffrey Howard’s expedited

Read More

Pivotal Police Reforms Approved By SF
Police Commission After 2 1/2 Years

The San Francisco Police Commission this last Wednesday
announced sweeping reform to the SFPD after a two and
one-half year negotiation with the San Francisco Police
Officers Association.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

CA Rehabilitation Center Leads In COVID-
19 Active Cases – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CDCR

As of October 19, there have been 15,305 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,255 have been resolved while 549 remain active in
custody. There have been 70 deaths throughout the

Read More

SF Jail Population Consistently Less Than
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850 Since July Enabling Social Distancing
During COVID-19 Pandemic

Santa Rita Jail’s population surpassed 2100 people over the
weekend. The population growth rate suggests that it will
continue to rise over the next several weeks, despite the
continued threat of COVID-19.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Denies, Then Bends to Public
Defender Request to Delay Teen Attempted
Murder Trial

County Deputy Public Defender Jose Gonzalez insisted
several times Wednesday that a Yolo County Superior Court
delay the trial in an attempted murder case, but Judge Paul K.
Richardson was adamant about finishing the “old” case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Held to Answer for Pipe Attack,
Although Victim Fails to Identify Him

A Sacramento County Superior Court judge ruled here
Monday that Richard Coghill should be held to answer for the
assault of a Rancho Cordova man – although, oddly, the
victim and defendant know each other and the victim did not i

Read More

Attack with a Toilet Paper Holder Leads to
Victim ‘Covered in Blood’
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In a Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary hearing
Monday, Judge Helena Gweon found 62 year old Carroll
Jones should stand trial for – wait for it – assault with a deadly
weapon, to wit, a toilet paper holder.

Read More

Judge Lowers Bail for Alleged Robber of
Elderly Man; Two have a ‘History’

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Steve White
Monday swiftly decided to reduce bail from $170,000 to
$50,000 for a defendant who allegedly pointed a loaded gun
to an elderly man’s head and robbed him.

Read More

Defendant Refuses to Appear, DDA
Refuses to Proceed

Defendant Kenny Goldman refused to appear before the
Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Deborah Lobre
Monday, where he faces three charges, including battery
against a person with bodily injury, assault with a deadly

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking

What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol
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What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Failures in the Grand Jury Process in Taylor Case; San Quen.n Habeas Case
Moves Forward

Date: Monday, October 19, 2020 at 7:00:50 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Miriam Krinsky: "The police department should never investigate its own
officers — doing so is riddled with conflicts. And if local prosecutors aren’t
equipped to conduct a thorough and impartial investigation, an independent
prosecutor should handle the case. But independence alone isn’t enough."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 16, 2020

The Polly Klaas Sisters
Fight Back…

By David Greenwald

I was in college when Polly Klaas was abducted and killed by a career criminal in 1993. The reaction to
that crime was emblematic of the lock ‘em and throw away the key mentality. It cast a very wide net and
so 17 years later right after launching the Court Watch in Yolo County, I caught the excess of the law - a
man facing 25 to life for stealing cheese.
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Prop 32 in part rectified some of the problems with the cheese case, forcing third strikes to be violent
offenses. Prop 47 rectified another problem with the cheese case, making it impossible to charge a petty
theft as a felony to begin with.

Three strikes didn’t cause mass incarceration - that was already underway and it had many causes - but
it definitely exacerbated it.  

Leading the way to pass the legislation was Polly Klaas’ father, who turned heartbreak into action. But
now 27 years later, two of her sisters are now speaking out in an op-ed in the LA Times.

We hear so much about victims and many in fact do want tougher and more punitive laws. But not all.

They write: “Losing Polly changed our lives forever. What we didn’t realize at the time was that our loss
would also have a major impact on the criminal justice system for decades to come.”

They continue: “As children, we retreated from the public eye, hoping to heal and reclaim some sense of
normalcy in our lives. As we grew older, however, we became aware of some of the legal and political
changes that stemmed from Polly’s death. Galvanized by the fear felt by families and communities across
the country, legislators began pushing for harsh sentencing laws.”

As they point out: “Ostensibly, these laws were meant to prevent tragedies like our sister’s murder from
being repeated. Yet many of the people who ended up with life sentences under three-strikes laws were
convicted of nonviolent crimes — things such as stealing a bicycle, attempting to forge a check, breaking
a church window or using drugs.”

They further add, “The laws produced a misguided sentencing system benefiting the prison industry,
whose survival depends on large numbers of incarcerated people serving extended sentences.”

They also note, as others have, that those imprisoned under three-strikes and other mandatory
sentencing laws are overwhilemingly Black and Latino, and many are mentally ill or homeless (as our
cheese thief was).

They write, “As Polly’s sisters, it is difficult to fathom how these laws became our sister’s legacy. The
beauty of Polly’s life shouldn’t be overshadowed by this pervasive injustice.”

The two argue that, “three-strikes and other extreme sentencing laws have undergone some progressive
reforms in the last decade to expand rehabilitation, but an initiative on California’s November ballot called
Proposition 20 aims to reverse much of that progress. Proposition 20 is an attempt by the prison industry
and its allies to yet again weaponize our fear to expand their profits and their prisons.”

Instead of more prisons, they argue, “the resources spent on mass incarceration should be used to
reinvest in underserved communities for prevention programs. By providing support, job training and
rehabilitative services, we can prevent crime at the local level, help formerly incarcerated people
successfully reintegrate into society and make our communities safer.”

And they argue that Prop 20 would move criminal justice in California “backwards.”

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Failures of Grand Jury
Process Evident in Breonna Taylor Case

The Breonna Taylor case provides a stark illustration of the
failings of the grand jury process in officer-involved shooting
investigations. The fact that the only charges were against an
officer for errant shots into a neighboring

Read More

Maricopa County AZ Attorney Debate –
Prosecutors Trade Barbs As Gunnigle
Makes Case For Refrom

Maricopa County Attorney Republican incumbent Allister Adel
and Democratic challenger Julie Gunnigle Friday evening
traded barbs and debated criminal justice reforms in a race to
become the next county attorney in the 3rd largest

Read More

Following Long Delays, San Quentin
Habeas Case Moving Forward After Friday
Conference

After months of delays, San Quentin Prison habeas case to
release prisoners in light of the threat to COVID-19 shows
promise of moving forward efficiently with Marin County
Superior Court Judge Geoffrey Howard’s expedited

Read More

Pivotal Police Reforms Approved By SF
Police Commission After 2 1/2 Years

The San Francisco Police Commission this last Wednesday
announced sweeping reform to the SFPD after a two and
one-half year negotiation with the San Francisco Police
Officers Association.

Read More

Life Sentence Survivors Speak on
Dismantling Mass Incarceration
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A virtual panel via Zoom focused on re-evaluating life
sentences in U.S. prisons was hosted by The Sentencing
Project in partnership last week with Wayne State University.

Read More

“The numbers tell only half the story” –
Narratives From San Quentin On COVID-19
Data

Accounts from an incarcerated individual at San Quentin
State Prison unveils the unsanitary and unsafe living
conditions inside as the prison continues to recover from its
major COVID-19 outbreak.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Pelican Bay Prison Tests Less Than 4% of
Its Population Over Two Weeks – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of October 15, there have been 15,217 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,020 have been resolved while 682 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths throughout the

Read More

Sacramento County Jail Population Rises
By 200+ Over 4-Week Period Despite
COVID-19 Threat – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CA Jails

ASCO released HU 32DEF after three days in quarantine.
The housing unit was scheduled for release on Oct. 26. The
release was presumably due to the index case testing
negative.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjvo6bm3GmFlyBNQtIjRhgJJ9u-KXrmYQRkm2DY9u4YQOT7drtNs6schQaDs3nh76e80PUICtZVBGJoylAkTY2yQYbBM9wXqSa1_PgkZ8ko7xc__NVmIkzR7NPcceBqSa3essbcXy22xD7oO6Aqu5HXJTGBlpDPKZib3bmwcb8LzzSc4FRO6JDD4CyhUYWbaNyieC74WabMHA&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjvo6bm3GmFlyBi8VPRBhJrLFDuUlo_I86X5jIG3Z2nwtYzfviIiPjxIG6hjMGv4CuzAq2oVueEqUNL_vVBQD_hcJVEVhOrJS4WUca44dB6gSCqqEFH2BZj3nuzsfgCgJUyJ2IQtXj4c7TWzVEIeaCEufygNdDpL9wAHBPnmhVWWKAL4Oi6OFeH8X97kdvJeqXoxU3gus35R2&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjilrQHR23QbbPNkvf8Uw4V_ckex6tk7a791crBiYU38-82TceixpGhGj09ll8RraEumUoXmm3vA2QRQbHZT7-FVPAO5r_yuy8wxT7E11nAB5klGFrQYDXatHfpkJRmEOqV7BGPVn2NAwnDDT_lRSoV7qEVLr7KB1yvSn_VaREQ9n8iYOorKka2DuYztcd0pnLinzx5QMLm6oGU7QbUgKMY1cT_draGPr_UbwZC5tXBPAFX69irGur8hVCCZ-d-fFjQ==&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjo-4MvT0WKfjCbm0zuJPaSk_iCeP0Be-oRis8SIjP9PmL1BMCh8XJRB_cD56o0ebMTgghyzExng_dGZuZa1U_CXCrmimBIY2lin3hZeELJN5n95Zs5wc5CeuGqdBWOvf0ndu_BpIT9WZfFvlvwx6ETiLMaY3O_bg_yvF0zUKMo9z&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjtYKqYA1PK06enHNyn3vIHZ0VZtTzKna1IVol3xZy17uWIwEh1eC2VPP7bCWrbS8Zrb6-kXsTlAClfYmf48I8V_dmqdyV_TpULG4HPHX3vElTw0i_sBAY68N5czULt8j-sGI9_5KbAfg&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjjLwiLoSADsAdj0kctTeucm-rMxrJpvIRTfxtt7NXQ6qqRttx9baJUzOw16vuN-Gi3JqRpRAYJBBlAGqt4lPn8RfWfizdChpG0SP_8iRRh4OlnChuCYhhW6UPafxxP7Uit_bn5G20jm7KBF7Hm-w0RiyvYqNtn7fl-4niWlBnKEPdKeZ5_H6jmVnlB0tzgVBJ7-afV7M6XmdfiJuc3_cQRY=&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Denies, Then Bends to Public
Defender Request to Delay Teen Attempted
Murder Trial

County Deputy Public Defender Jose Gonzalez insisted
several times Wednesday that a Yolo County Superior Court
delay the trial in an attempted murder case, but Judge Paul K.
Richardson was adamant about finishing the “old” case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Stuck in Limbo Due to Pandemic-
caused Transportation Issues Wins
Resentencing

A man sentenced to state prison last August has not yet been
transferred out from Sacramento County jail to prison
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, leaving him in limbo for
months without receiving any in-

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking

What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjpDdgU1Ox0PvWpf42dt-6-q8Dhagy1Sh2TTAsHv5GMTWrSe_EWUXGC3iQNDNbQ0yWgdsA__LywrO40c2DyQFIzH8lukN0ITRPaLUqGyBDnna9AE22KLC_I964YScJVmn3PvRPTqa_51V&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEju0179MvRZfZK9lpUVpIGS4QLUS15UstK9PgbR9AzpUDrMhjuJ4N7qxKy31QP_l1XDtVeC7ca2JUHO82Ccdw9KJnZKiyKvxrjskcf5SRRth_fc800RmNurEtXhYepoeNUbIn_tvKKk2c7YWxjYMU-vy23vS2_N7RV71hABRkILRxDEY8qAErgtwDaOHHENHGkYlwxzOyjsy0D5ceV4h8X_DQ1OawxuUnDw==&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjtYKqYA1PK06zo-eR5kk7mZrBOkKBeN_RhzK_Ut7uSoSRHcyH0RPIAxzl9tXJjJjaOfpxSYAmuxqf6OX4-MzVyvMFfkH14vEcpS784Q_jFadvY7MIyjkNr6FdTvmT0hcQjzpv7ItOPdjmIwfYowypPk=&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjvo6bm3GmFly2D1TaLES6BahZpLhMgTeAqX0936jQ8uZlJxLMUDtqhjhQTEGxer9c7oU_VrGQjYLPN7OYrr43yWc_w_7rVrT0Ro5IrJ08TSnULDDKbaP8KnxaLIvwUiwOnGxwSvQ3sFcam87iq2EF914JuSVjPjrWLjK7SoIlaFNBoLnuy9idSQjnTAd9XwlBJ07PGANEtxaMxg106run02opdNuySJKtw==&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjuD2OdAK9380LLXgqzeeXwQEC8Q8PbyATRlWtFAiKriUdEOoVoKABD4LpTiG4RdfcXCdrWehGAsCMQQRltiVr6y7FVXEunsJBebrq7L8fiGWXwn4uRt1YRl_FirHqkgzyftaW9BNlWa6901t_PyIc1TcfngjPzihOID1na4817rT9v6WqbSvd8BOVuEF8U2P_wjtdyVGTslty1y9NX8SJ_pHGnRzoZM-ig==&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjuD2OdAK93809y9P3AJg05gFTbQ6oTk-1yVNOl8SLMlC6sUbLRf94C64LUJBv-kQdmPf6bYQZnCXzK5NQuTlbGSgC32qLe28d5jYgmiFAfOx_rf0N09M_zPSUQhhwIfUcO1OdFecr4JBLNTnfpBReQWb153VgnN1bjZzH7WjRipZuIFMBtErLKdd_ybUNZod3Q1gTfN2fbezq-mcws7eeBA=&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
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DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjgSdBMvixoPU1i_QOXuIemx62I37r1Ob45BtvG1-061tKZxZP44p8dYJNA4FFDYRmvyj91TB5iLF2RrzWqqFjHmY0DuC06afqiKNwwqzwpxr9BtUENIyp1xgH0OkU-RDca0sRrbXRkQBQfStO2zy20ypSaaQx9AOe9r_dS7jn0izcS_Gx9c54-pjG9dOiZWYQu8XSmzcJ3iHlCdmICBXaNx9se0COFuVFQ==&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjpsjSrkZy1xXKTuvtXMjfJUf3yBDx8GNN97wZVwh4FRCPthfpJv3Zgqru-dh46RREBQG_1bhCJ_T5zNIWdHO2pVmkcF7jhrq0_ox8D2hYoWG1_iUlXGT67azaInYoqgQSY3oMuDdMDzWz14RQCG8tTQLitNWyrCEJe1wquFxrvm0Ln9xljBb5msPSt8a5L7v7g==&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjlpGUTH7B3RWcRGqxwHLZiYZ2FvIWWkeC5VoHigvLYXGR_c9H_07yKI9pq8DObVPiO3-ZnhblU4kLBQwWPd9rswpmoVsONtxb3P5ApojVkFj&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjjoqjMQb82huWnGLYasGYsAXcVun68STQomvSWGLAt4EAQtCoRFhuujjxdrmbeQUyzoo985_Xw5eKwv5aRvJV5CLIZT5pXsWbV7MsABgn-DXSypKG4Ra53Ix3a7LKg9pt3km4oLPSQqm1NBa5ZPZgI790igMsdDiTCCkYTJ6l36jjTVS9O_lCCWYnteftCARbEiGJPktQMbqQN1i1DkYqdQ=&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105PPwUg7JH433ExEp5ndxa3tYqe4p3s--rw6bpSrPmz-BJCDbasEjjLwiLoSADsAiNbgnu2shioRKBsSQCS4vKzv75A50JWmbluVZGVtQ_mWXlgkZnl8ll-OPgDeGEVUrvAqvaI0MRVghzkSdH2TXeK3fxaWgSxR2faQZeo7oknqxfuiVJUG4zHdtQGs1mmrPHRPYddvKmLSzhUM3Ys4WpJkl1zbAUJB5rm7T39EYd3ZVv-IJY8hfYn2cyKZT2AHiD75x4e6nc6paC5M8oEZVvz1-DkD7eKW&c=FzgyIk2-155e-Twb1fo9K1dUThnCjSDaJHfDMPkYIrTGqzSiXxGakg==&ch=dEqtmK-zgAo_aBIbniDPsOhRBLdhSdKirhUgZh8_FSCgFdD59lsRwA==
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Subject: Fw: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
Date: Friday, October 16, 2020 at 9:40:31 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: mlagos@davisvanguard.org

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:38 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
This one works:

Please click the link below to join the webinar:
h4ps://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1Qkpmbm4RGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09
 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:32 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
Update from Marin - today's public link is not working. If another link becomes available, I'll let you
know. Apologies for any inconvenience.

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:35 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
Hi David et al,

If you want to tune into the consolidated San Quen.n habeas case, they have a weekly hearing on
Fridays at 1:30pm. The link below is only good for today, but this hasn't been listed yet on the Marin
County Superior Court website. They're working on making them all public soon.

https://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1QkpmbmttRGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09
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Since you've been covering this story, I wanted to give you a quick update:

There are 15 a4orneys working on behalf of the plain.ffs, but just one a4orney from the AG's
office, which has led to lots of delays despite the urgent nature of the ongoing pandemic
condi.ons at SQ.
The eviden.ary hearing begins on Monday, October 26th at 9am.
This weekly Friday hearing may lend some insight to the status of the proceedings.
I can put you in touch with some of the a4orneys on the case if you have more ques.ons.

Please click the link below to join the webinar 10/16/2020 at 1:30pm.
h4ps://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
Passcode: 105378
Or iPhone one-tap :
    US: +16699006833,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#  or +13462487799,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#
Or Telephone:
    Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current loca.on):
        US: +1 669 900 6833  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 301 715 8592  or +1 312 626 6799 
or +1 929 205 6099
Webinar ID: 927 9060 2739
Passcode: 105378
Interna.onal numbers available: h4ps://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
 

Thank you,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

https://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
https://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
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Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
Date: Friday, October 16, 2020 at 9:38:52 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

This one works:

Please click the link below to join the webinar:
h4ps://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1Qkpmbm4RGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09
 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 1:32 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
Update from Marin - today's public link is not working. If another link becomes available, I'll let you
know. Apologies for any inconvenience.

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:35 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
Hi David et al,

If you want to tune into the consolidated San Quen.n habeas case, they have a weekly hearing on
Fridays at 1:30pm. The link below is only good for today, but this hasn't been listed yet on the Marin
County Superior Court website. They're working on making them all public soon.

Since you've been covering this story, I wanted to give you a quick update:

There are 15 a4orneys working on behalf of the plain.ffs, but just one a4orney from the AG's
office, which has led to lots of delays despite the urgent nature of the ongoing pandemic
condi.ons at SQ.
The eviden.ary hearing begins on Monday, October 26th at 9am.

https://zoom.us/j/98265034598?pwd=MVl6M0w1QkpmbmttRGx6Tnc5dmVVZz09
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This weekly Friday hearing may lend some insight to the status of the proceedings.
I can put you in touch with some of the a4orneys on the case if you have more ques.ons.

Please click the link below to join the webinar 10/16/2020 at 1:30pm.
h4ps://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
Passcode: 105378
Or iPhone one-tap :
    US: +16699006833,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#  or +13462487799,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#
Or Telephone:
    Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current loca.on):
        US: +1 669 900 6833  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 301 715 8592  or +1 312 626 6799 
or +1 929 205 6099
Webinar ID: 927 9060 2739
Passcode: 105378
Interna.onal numbers available: h4ps://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
 

Thank you,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

https://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
https://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
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Subject: Re: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
Date: Friday, October 16, 2020 at 9:32:39 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

Update from Marin - today's public link is not working. If another link becomes available, I'll let you
know. Apologies for any inconvenience.

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2020 12:35 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
 
Hi David et al,

If you want to tune into the consolidated San Quen.n habeas case, they have a weekly hearing on
Fridays at 1:30pm. The link below is only good for today, but this hasn't been listed yet on the Marin
County Superior Court website. They're working on making them all public soon.

Since you've been covering this story, I wanted to give you a quick update:

There are 15 a4orneys working on behalf of the plain.ffs, but just one a4orney from the AG's
office, which has led to lots of delays despite the urgent nature of the ongoing pandemic
condi.ons at SQ.
The eviden.ary hearing begins on Monday, October 26th at 9am.
This weekly Friday hearing may lend some insight to the status of the proceedings.
I can put you in touch with some of the a4orneys on the case if you have more ques.ons.

Please click the link below to join the webinar 10/16/2020 at 1:30pm.
h4ps://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
Passcode: 105378
Or iPhone one-tap :
    US: +16699006833,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#  or +13462487799,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#
Or Telephone:
    Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current loca.on):

https://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
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        US: +1 669 900 6833  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 301 715 8592  or +1 312 626 6799 
or +1 929 205 6099
Webinar ID: 927 9060 2739
Passcode: 105378
Interna.onal numbers available: h4ps://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
 

Thank you,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

Subject: San Quen.n Habeas case - Fri 1:30pm & updates
Date: Friday, October 16, 2020 at 8:35:24 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

Hi David et al,

If you want to tune into the consolidated San Quen.n habeas case, they have a weekly hearing on
Fridays at 1:30pm. The link below is only good for today, but this hasn't been listed yet on the Marin
County Superior Court website. They're working on making them all public soon.

Since you've been covering this story, I wanted to give you a quick update:

There are 15 a4orneys working on behalf of the plain.ffs, but just one a4orney from the AG's
office, which has led to lots of delays despite the urgent nature of the ongoing pandemic
condi.ons at SQ.
The eviden.ary hearing begins on Monday, October 26th at 9am.
This weekly Friday hearing may lend some insight to the status of the proceedings.
I can put you in touch with some of the a4orneys on the case if you have more ques.ons.

Please click the link below to join the webinar 10/16/2020 at 1:30pm.
h4ps://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
Passcode: 105378
Or iPhone one-tap :
    US: +16699006833,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#  or +13462487799,,92790602739#,,,,,,0#,,105378#
Or Telephone:
    Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current loca.on):
        US: +1 669 900 6833  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 301 715 8592  or +1 312 626 6799 
or +1 929 205 6099
Webinar ID: 927 9060 2739
Passcode: 105378
Interna.onal numbers available: h4ps://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
 

https://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
https://zoom.us/j/92790602739?pwd=dFlQRkk3UE1sUXduNUpaWkJyQzRtQT09
https://zoom.us/u/acFTtbEdTZ
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Thank you,

Valerie
(628)249-7946

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sco4 Peterson May Get a New Trial - He Should; Huge Problems in Santa Clara
Jail

Date: Friday, October 16, 2020 at 7:00:48 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Mark Godsey: “Despite what our intuition tells us, demeanor evidence just
doesn’t mean that much and can’t be taken to the bank."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 16, 2020

“The Whole Jail Will Be
Infected Eventually.”
Wanted to highlight the great work by Linh Nguyen - intern and also the co-editor in chief with our UC
Davis publication.
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Incarcerated Voices From Elmwood CC Highlight Inhumane Conditions During COVID-19

By LInh Nguyen

Seven incarcerated people inside Elmwood Correctional Complex in Milpitas, CA, Santa Clara County,
expose the unsafe, unsanitary conditions inside the jail and blatant negligence from the jail’s correctional
officers during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

They revealed their experiences with the Davis Vanguard in a series of phone calls. All of their names
have been changed to protect them from potential retaliatory actions and repercussions from jail officials. 

James, a 45 year old incarcerated person at Elmwood, has been in custody for 13 months. He tested
positive for COVID-19 in mid July, along with everyone else in his dorm M3A. 

During the pandemic, James stated that no one in the jail was tested until June, when people started
experiencing symptoms. The population was called in for testing one night. They were lined up and given
test swabs to swab their own noses. The nurses did not conduct the test; they only collected the test
baggie. 

James stated that the disease began spreading when jail officers placed someone in the dorm without
testing them. This person was most likely newly booked. Two days later, an outbreak occurred and at
least 12 people were infected. 

Tom, a 46 year old who has been incarcerated at Elmwood for over four years tested positive for COVID-
19 in July. He stated that everyone in his dorm caught the virus after jail officers placed a COVID-19
positive person in their dorm, showing blatant disregard for the obvious consequences. According to Tom,
once the officers realized their mistake, the person was removed from the dorm but it was too late as they
had already been exposed. 

Many individuals did not receive their test results after being tested for COVID-19; they had to specifically
request nurses for their results, regardless of the test status.

Dan, a 40 year old who has been incarcerated at Elmwood for three years, said, “The jail tests people,
but the validity of their tests is questionable.” He added that they do not provide test results unless
someone requests them. Even then, the jail population does not know if tests are being administered
properly because they are swabbing their own noses and dropping them in a container where cross
contamination could happen. 

James said that another concern was whether the medical staff were correctly processing the tests. He
said that tests can be reported as positive one day, but as negative the following day.

Read the whole thing here.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbbdfEJ6L-wnGF1oAuTGlyfBuJVB_BNrAgDob9B7lRNjT4wErIfCd_qaoX348wQH_aCZSmPSXuo-v-M8bsCniLRv0EBoJBH7CSeru7g8xDq6BJd_unNHyswu2yarFrFHJY8sliKdIojOlo31VX_mTcioIPTHajZJoxl2xLtHjAKWc1YGQsu4P__EFuiglf5eZ9b8MG3SqHIzLm9KyvLddqeVJk2L0iMe_avXE51Bb7nE&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbtA3e7-uOTsZzwe-9rkmzpyTj2lxos0VgBagczWNqGamqGqJcxvKvN5s1GCs7CK09kSjzYHFwxpQTrPFCkJSwBeHpWIF4jvx1ViRBjXcxleMjeIcDU2aqc=&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIR1SFzrM6YrmqSG2bqnbnnoBbZZOw9shH6rw_zQ6V_0pXkBXqk5Ac-rczyxHY2zWh-pqtsIUO20c80fToQxcMYxQPPz4bLhBcNMk5USLmb5JD5vLz4KDsN4=&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIR1SFzrM6YrmgXBUUP1hB3aJxETRbAcXpB-ypn9c3QtPvxDSKcw3h9ipVDRradNCJ0mVlk7u5RcQWwpjSa9dLfiqsBL_QqOHPvSIfr4xfKFUHHCoiSGs36UnFu3WAzby5Pk3hDtR7S4v&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIR1SFzrM6YrmujVOZaHjbwMoBjEob0GF1004vYyRKVpKAaAJlpKrKaqMdC4hrova4SzwY33yYrdaPaJSYdJbsN14XvnEdba_F-n-M8Q2N5vasjOKYayCwNRkDaZUmgc3wiXhV9UmgbKPapFWj_mpHBo=&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIW85mo4BkOG1929d2Xhy8w5tFXq771IpKh3aA3eTzoajyFxNX0utPs57b7QAsBnnpCdsHhPAYx6nWK8d2eX2LhwaPwukpEDp7FTxUPHtHobI3cmkDpizYcjh81KAwOYvE5IEpmIRqa_T&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIVeJoKaVy1gPEl7AvT2ZrSr7ZCD-t7AYRQLW6h-NMqgOMTyt_wfnhd3FQuuBqoEEsD5EJJEOsZrnjH587UsaK0cXwLczfWj5_c55IsbGTpC3&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIaFdS4XbqMMHGnIDLNXuPTJOw8NnLY_CB9VXAjfW49sFrsLn42hvMOWs_rMJ89fDvBHMV2b3pWnuj8E9BzwwB1oqEet4H_KX1wrNNKF1YK-d&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
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Commentary: Scott Peterson’s Case May
Return For a New Trial – And It Should

While last month, the California Supreme Court threw out the
death penalty in the Scott Peterson case – that was almost a
moot point because there effectively is not death penalty in
California and there may never be again.

Read More

Disenfranchisement Finds New Victim in
Southern States: The Latinx Community

Recent studies released by the Sentencing Project—designed
to calculate the scope of disenfranchisement—estimated that
approximately 5.2 million people will be prohibited from voting
in the 2020 Presidential elections.

Read More

More Than 3,000 Watch Manhattan DA
Candidates Discuss ‘Role of Prosecutors’
Digital Forum

Manhattan’s nine district attorney candidates this week
debated policies they would enact as district attorney—with
more than 3,000 viewers tuned into the Facebook livestream
to hear candidates tackle questions about

Read More

Arizona Supreme Court Hears Case Where
Man Has Been Held 15 Months In Custody
Without Bail Hearing

The Arizona Supreme Court was presented with an Oral
Argument this Tuesday regarding a finding made by the Court
of Appeals. The argument questioned the court’s decision on
the special action petition of defendant Neko

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Pelican Bay Prison Tests Less Than 4% of
Its Population Over Two Weeks – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of October 15, there have been 15,217 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
14,020 have been resolved while 682 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths throughout the

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbbdfEJ6L-wnpm-SWsSBV3zg11JJR2IyFmc9AGE5VGBZynD2T5NjImRzd6fbkREmO0AS186RLwg1XOYt_D7gDIC8wIGWoNUuhKqojLSU2bishGLgHBvvrYaJECy2Kq1sLDxhruX9dmcFcwBT0Ern5I6mOzmR9Ja3oujiDI-TAX70nvsvuyrtL4IMdi-gXe6ePARfiyad5G2VFe9lDDhXCSg=&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbbdfEJ6L-wnacujaFta13qfvjc3QvLpHBPTi_AErBk6Yj9ZDLBGOxwYaybabfbtEL4eXdyVIipqSTKT0473d_qcUSV0Da0egD3jP16xdspzjaTZPadW4rOZC7yI5Wjc9Q9J4_6vkquY7bRIOtrTAgMTDvJvyor70g4nEMSTdPn3UO-csKneWsTe4j8-IyXjMnDBF7NDldWBIcaypE-OA7O04k4Bbj-OnA==&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbbdfEJ6L-wn_407EhHt9mT9WKTwlhR5czoA6dsQfPUPDKehVShPCiao8aqnnAHe5xcALC4QKTLoGpkXxuhVmQDL_0zfGyPrwyC1XRNp-D0kGUZQFgtPl7fjuOsxfQyVtscwdYbR8Y8UzyN61N46BOj-3aLyHT8NibbHTzmHFF64riLAjMEi-llPBSoRP5a_2_3Hv5kTcJfNAkK-7x1p19dC6FHvaw28rx1aAGbhuUbw&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbucMd0qatt4iwGgOGxW9XZ5hOhNmMMIs3r44ncGT0glo8oBDkYkkZ_2yGHa6kUcIsw-3fX0aYKqvfmXzYDb9hLO0ENntUnVF0gjDq2eIRIAyBMH3LD1YBYGEkhQJlmfIr4IIS3oWPu9vVlWv-6aevNSvEJgULSYCi8yRC8MoqApl2BOv7UGGjpt9lZ72pP2xCC4Lv2JcOyp9rPUz4gQfUaUi9plkcLFYQZC0Ti9SBm7SQ4YT11zsjEtnGHrJPiEng==&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIQklsrO8bIFmHCKVQQq9zvPIPa118erF3QEKbIZnJnjwBVhU4NtrQ80ZJn6_B3fpmz1bwgDDPzjRmvGm3yNpd8FoaqM_Q2bmTmadIaVvxKA7dmZuo9YFHnhlAqmWJfezBY_45UDpYhGoA2i_SvpDZXciClz1uE1QDX-n9j-7IP-tdm2HUkFbAcRLcbiA8DzyFYZAI-LR3a5um4Eo0oxORqgOaSdUBJAvBn-9Gqxc2eQUFzLghvjN1IGoYycszgE2jQ==&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
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Sacramento County Jail Population Rises
By 200+ Over 4-Week Period Despite
COVID-19 Threat – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CA Jails

ASCO released HU 32DEF after three days in quarantine.
The housing unit was scheduled for release on Oct. 26. The
release was presumably due to the index case testing
negative.

Read More

“The Whole Jail Will Be Infected
Eventually.” — Incarcerated Voices From
Elmwood CC Highlight Inhumane
Conditions During COVID-19

Seven incarcerated people inside Elmwood Correctional
Complex in Milpitas, CA, Santa Clara County, expose the
unsafe, unsanitary conditions inside the jail and blatant
negligence from the jail’s correctional officers

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Denies, Then Bends to Public
Defender Request to Delay Teen Attempted
Murder Trial

County Deputy Public Defender Jose Gonzalez insisted
several times Wednesday that a Yolo County Superior Court
delay the trial in an attempted murder case, but Judge Paul K.
Richardson was adamant about finishing the “old” case.

Read More

Homeless Defendant Represents Self,
Judge Postpones Payments for Few
Months Only

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIUOpPc71XslKIigfLGDGA86ARL8D0GiMn2QzZxciTRhspDTMArPfhwVKHvHNa6fL4e3i5Rf0yGYvxW1jeal2Bf4N9epS7eBI7Wuk_pRIqwHN09h1EWg3mxqfGvscpc1AjjxHV7ZXs3WtS9yhaxN5ki3p34oaKeZkcLt6Dsk7N9dq&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
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Christina Ramirez took the first deal here in Yolo County
Superior Court Thursday—but it was only after the objections
of her county public defender, who objected to not being
provided a police report before the case was adjudicated.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Loud Muffler Dispute Leads to Alleged
Gardening Shears Threat, and Felony Trial

Loud mufflers are….well, loud. In a case that was heard here
Thursday in Sacramento County Superior Court, it purportedly
led to physical threats against one person, and maybe jail for
another person..

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking

What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbbdfEJ6L-wnFSjd0UsKe8797uXVIqqB-7LyOHSgdWb6VeMAgjwS5OMUcngY0Mmuah_18CK1GCmj0i_uLUqlEzLugEedwi8YjXd5wukgV9qLCHNYYMYw0jTQ2VmH99nzmsr-sAqH-pgx3ns34PEqCZoqhymejYODa--VvIID-kc46bkbqgcmL5NCHmLo3akLB_XxQoqTf3NzZ3Sk5Cqc4_F6PKJhO-8IkA==&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIVRo18MZMuUp9MyQxSKcfXaJa4vhi_gm6xzAAcnn_6hhiMPVNm9wQ_4p--0jpKZy0En9rRLuiIFwaDaYX_RUp2Az1Jo2gmy6wvXJ_rKA9o4IyhDxvaC3CiV6I1aH7DRglQh4oq0CMZ-oYbdtHK7T4oc=&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIbbdfEJ6L-wnMS9jjvBVB9fOFoAtIANKlSReX1ZtAPhKCndEFkQjOhz8_OZ1z_5Bh2AkWYPcO-nJDWv7SzJtVvATmSiAzGLNcyuzUk8-N9x5SxWwob2_9O8yt-Rd8RDAqZzYtBg3K3iVjjSHxTkS-CT3GHujQ8RIqIrjGew1VQV9m3BrTd3sGz23Ao5JTHDRspintoUK35X7V0i44p2_XTKxEzzkJS-NFA==&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIQd19faj8wo0q7EJTMFRZhyL-c7G2lgCE6xUdv8OonH61ThUeef7DuqaJ5CNAot3tmc8aXskOvnzhrgQsSCMZcDmFmtte49IdCKmeSXvMMJoCzrvlBFG_I96IJobWcaBsGPaMdgkQQsjLzWNJzhRiSRTxJsfZ6hpGYrQe-6s1Gl8BAtl2qNzcIPCnr_nP-s21P0vAqylH5f5puydnFdoyWoe_WJEC7OIvw==&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIQd19faj8wo0QLpbHGr-lwVEqhc4WTUwi-NANDvqnJ9gYFIAETV12kL52-fblLZYmKwEC62HV7AWW_LZVlENE2qyFzaZSmr_Iz3ARRPv0Z8mW4H6jNyAPNjFxkSXEUK1eeTUypJFLKP8fq1tvD0FxKDnEIWbQCPUsXpspq2AnrMcRg32Z1G9HmFfbIKXb4vnb70K-KhcVKAAcp6rW_1PHvE=&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uUy8pJuxW2z2nb9ItQLahkl5m9Ox4NhtxDBf2KPqlTs9GrnVSjeeIWsZhiJcuo9Xy2anH6onEAR-hB9-A9j4UaMXrOi24NptMrnmesuyc_YAaTaAHkiHH7gy9PgHyaLQ0lnwL3UZQ8GhU36WstmY3F1k3kuvPksvwcCSc-5YDKb5AizXh6d7liWgLeoFFZIid_gXF5G3-Mg7khgWITdGbT59l6sKf8zF1P9BEYMSbHUF89fX26eRsP0GisZL7M2_JfSfG8Cxy6sqzwe-BZTr0Q==&c=SJCNzQ7iw7JhMROIEE0RWqjTZeJrL9E570RChtwk2A3f6FG_kVHzpA==&ch=QwRiXqU_Jmrb69wB8bLLsQehXyILjy_Hl8ftMzT3j21BO-wT3EfkdQ==
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Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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The People's Vanguard of Davis | P.O. Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617-4715

Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About our service provider

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org powered by

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 10:28:39 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Auyong, Angela (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

I moved the interview to the 6th.  Please add the details when you have.
 
Thank you,
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:22 PM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Great. Let's move it to 11/6 at 11am (one hour). 
 
Thank you,
Valerie

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Yes, that works.  Thanks, Valerie!
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=ea6b29b1-eb8e-45b1-a449-c0c98142b28e
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:01 PM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Can we do 11am on the 6th?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:57 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
Thank you so much.  Any.me from 11am-2pm on November 5 or November 6 will work the best.
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Thank you for le�ng me know. I can reschedule with David. When would be a be4er .me?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
Mano will be out of the office from 10/26 to 10/30.  I saw there is David Greenwald podcast on 10/29 at
1:30pm.  Has this been confirmed? Is it possible to change? 
 
Thank you!
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 10:22:11 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR)

Great. Let's move it to 11/6 at 11am (one hour). 

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Yes, that works.  Thanks, Valerie!
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:01 PM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Can we do 11am on the 6th?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:57 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Hi Valerie,
 
Thank you so much.  Any.me from 11am-2pm on November 5 or November 6 will work the best.
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Thank you for le�ng me know. I can reschedule with David. When would be a be4er .me?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
Mano will be out of the office from 10/26 to 10/30.  I saw there is David Greenwald podcast on 10/29 at
1:30pm.  Has this been confirmed? Is it possible to change? 
 
Thank you!
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 10:21:23 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

That works! Thank you.

 

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:58 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 
How about 11 am on the 6th?  I should be recovered from the elec.on by then.

On Thu, Oct 15, 2020 at 1:57 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David - I'm sorry to have to reschedule the podcast with Mano. I just learned that he will be of the
office the day that we had arranged. Would it be possible to change it to November 5th or 6th, any
.me between 11am-2pm?

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 2:21 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 
Wonderful. Thanks so much!

PS - Mano is excited to be on your podcast at the end of October. 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 1:20 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 

 
Good catch on the .tle - I o}en get caught trying to condense a headline to make it fit be4er.  Made the changes.

On Fri, Oct 2, 2020 at 1:16 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

The whole team truly appreciates you featuring Mano's statement in your "Guest Commentary."
Everyone also LOVES the picture. 

--
Two quick things:

1. One change: We ended up amending one thing a}er it went out -- Apparently 1950 also
includes some felonies, so (short of ge�ng too far into the weeds) we generalized the language:

Original: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods for misdemeanors.
Correc.on: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods.

2. For your considera.on: Danica - our legisla.ve expert & eagle eye - no.ced the .tle gives credit
to Newsom for the bills, and suggested saying ~ "Governor Newsom Signs ...CJR Bills" 

--

Thank you,
Val

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/10/guest-commentary-governor-newsoms-groundbreaking-criminal-justice-reform-bills/
http://davisvanguard.org/
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530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 10:04:33 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Auyong, Angela (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Yes, that works.  Thanks, Valerie!
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 2:01 PM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Can we do 11am on the 6th?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:57 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
Thank you so much.  Any.me from 11am-2pm on November 5 or November 6 will work the best.
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
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From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Thank you for le�ng me know. I can reschedule with David. When would be a be4er .me?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
Mano will be out of the office from 10/26 to 10/30.  I saw there is David Greenwald podcast on 10/29 at
1:30pm.  Has this been confirmed? Is it possible to change? 
 
Thank you!
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 10:00:30 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR)

Can we do 11am on the 6th?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:57 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
Thank you so much.  Any.me from 11am-2pm on November 5 or November 6 will work the best.
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Thank you for le�ng me know. I can reschedule with David. When would be a be4er .me?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: David Greenwald Podcast

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Hi Valerie,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
Mano will be out of the office from 10/26 to 10/30.  I saw there is David Greenwald podcast on 10/29 at
1:30pm.  Has this been confirmed? Is it possible to change? 
 
Thank you!
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 9:58:41 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

How about 11 am on the 6th?  I should be recovered from the elec.on by then.

On Thu, Oct 15, 2020 at 1:57 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David - I'm sorry to have to reschedule the podcast with Mano. I just learned that he will be of the
office the day that we had arranged. Would it be possible to change it to November 5th or 6th, any
.me between 11am-2pm?

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 2:21 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 
Wonderful. Thanks so much!

PS - Mano is excited to be on your podcast at the end of October. 

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 1:20 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Good catch on the .tle - I o}en get caught trying to condense a headline to make it fit be4er.  Made the changes.

On Fri, Oct 2, 2020 at 1:16 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

The whole team truly appreciates you featuring Mano's statement in your "Guest Commentary."
Everyone also LOVES the picture. 

--
Two quick things:

1. One change: We ended up amending one thing a}er it went out -- Apparently 1950 also
includes some felonies, so (short of ge�ng too far into the weeds) we generalized the language:

Original: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods for misdemeanors.
Correc.on: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods.

2. For your considera.on: Danica - our legisla.ve expert & eagle eye - no.ced the .tle gives credit
to Newsom for the bills, and suggested saying ~ "Governor Newsom Signs ...CJR Bills" 

--

Thank you,
Val

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/10/guest-commentary-governor-newsoms-groundbreaking-criminal-justice-reform-bills/
http://davisvanguard.org/
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“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 9:57:00 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

Hi David - I'm sorry to have to reschedule the podcast with Mano. I just learned that he will be of the
office the day that we had arranged. Would it be possible to change it to November 5th or 6th, any
.me between 11am-2pm?

Thank you,
Valerie

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 2:21 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 
Wonderful. Thanks so much!

PS - Mano is excited to be on your podcast at the end of October. 



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 00:52:31 Bri8sh Summer Time
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 1:20 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 

 
Good catch on the .tle - I o}en get caught trying to condense a headline to make it fit be4er.  Made the changes.

On Fri, Oct 2, 2020 at 1:16 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

The whole team truly appreciates you featuring Mano's statement in your "Guest Commentary."
Everyone also LOVES the picture. 

--
Two quick things:

1. One change: We ended up amending one thing a}er it went out -- Apparently 1950 also includes
some felonies, so (short of ge�ng too far into the weeds) we generalized the language:

Original: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods for misdemeanors.
Correc.on: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods.

2. For your considera.on: Danica - our legisla.ve expert & eagle eye - no.ced the .tle gives credit to
Newsom for the bills, and suggested saying ~ "Governor Newsom Signs ...CJR Bills" 

--

Thank you,
Val

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/10/guest-commentary-governor-newsoms-groundbreaking-criminal-justice-reform-bills/
http://davisvanguard.org/
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530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Unarmed Man Killed in Napa; Tampa Prosecutor Talks Policing and Racial
Protests

Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 7:00:26 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“They let these felons go out on the street like this?” Yolo County Visiting
Judge Renard Shepard

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 15, 2020

Differentiating
Protesters From Looters and Rioters

By David Greenwald

There has been a lengthy political debate over the protests that occurred over the summer - and are
continuing in some locations.  One of the big questions: peaceful protesters v. rioters and looters.  Some
have conflated the two, but I have long maintained that there are separate groups and believe that our
reporting over the last four months has demonstrated that.

Yesterday I interviewed, Andrew Warren, the chief prosecutor for the Florida State Attorney’s office which
represents HIllsborough County Florida, including Tampa Bay.

He told Everyday Injustice that he supports the right to protests, “but we’re not willing to tolerate people
that are committing crimes.”  He added, “especially when they are committing crimes under the guise of a
protest.”  He said that the people who are committing those crimes, “are acting selfishly - they are
distracting from the voice of the protest.”

“Someone who is raising their voice against racial injustice, doesn’t need to destroy something to make
their voice heard,” he said.  “We’ve had people here try to take advantage of that situation by committing
crimes.”

But here is the key.  I asked him if he saw most of these as protesters that have gone amuck or people
who are just trying to take advantage of the situation?

“Most of the people that we see committing crimes in connection with the protests are not protesters,” he
said plainly.  “They are people who are trying to take advantage of the situation.”

Warren also noted that when you get large groups of people together - a small number of people are
doing something disruptive and potentially illegal, but most are acting appropriately.

“We have had some situations where protesters and counterprotesters got caught up in the moment and
did somethings that they shouldn’t do,” he said and when crimes are committed, he said, “they will be

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ogZwT0mUN4fmjSiwxHkBfZInxFjr2CjCeZocvNidO5-SxO-cLQkhRpfBqitdNcDk7C-qhC4OnirBQwU9W20QVrU61guNUQtINZqofny6a0WyW-6XfOJGpDoDclrhNYRmO6lDtieOxBVb63yAm7r37I--pjH1-VS3_X2hdahtJa1LhmURJPGjzWH1pF3eqHqxQY6-2OKSpD5nggtP56SzYbP5nCH7-07FG-JNa_bFcwZW-47Xk1BsNPzP5X4r56pSmBI4j5deiWKoTsbZ3d5dKZtZxdDtWZ0U&c=NSLbIk6fDJchv3xzCSPawdRGLFnsTF7ZvVQZ8MK8PQYjp4GkNd9ZYQ==&ch=QCpS8dvgvhNEUu7-QCqYbiU71htjlAk12ctDBqsVmI4f9R5QiHJbbg==
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prosecuted.”

In short, he was sympathetic to the message and importance of raising voices to stand up for members of
the community who have been marginalized or worse.

The view he expressed pretty clearly is what we have observed.  There is a group of people who are
largely activists and peacefully protests.  There are smaller groups who are attempting to either take
advantage of the situation by rioting and looting or inflame passions by disrupting.

The point I make here is that prosecutors who are on the ground really have a vantage point to be able to
investigate individuals crimes and ferret out who is doing what.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Visiting Judge Complains About Yolo
Releasing Too Many People – Deputy DA
Agrees

– It was a routine case during arraignments on Wednesday,
visiting Judge Renard Shepard presided and the DA made the
request to hold someone on bail for vandalism charges,
despite it being a zero bail offense. Judge Shepard

Read More

Napa County Sheriff Deputy Shoots
Unarmed Man – 2nd Controversial Killing
in 6 Months

There have been three killings by Napa County sheriff’s
deputies over the past year and a half – in the last six months,
they killed an unarmed man and shot another man who was
walking away.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 82 –
Andrew Warren, Florida State Attorney,

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ogZwT0mUN4fmjSiwxHkBfZInxFjr2CjCeZocvNidO5-SxO-cLQkhRulJSfc7gVePLDeqcHiyW71DOkM6cnTj3gnusYh8Y9rl61DRqVuFUYD2ANrVa9OQ0aNaN4H52tWV0DZbVFVjEfc2_1PNZeeLCxqu1RMfD4_n-gMzj9DXFc0=&c=NSLbIk6fDJchv3xzCSPawdRGLFnsTF7ZvVQZ8MK8PQYjp4GkNd9ZYQ==&ch=QCpS8dvgvhNEUu7-QCqYbiU71htjlAk12ctDBqsVmI4f9R5QiHJbbg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ogZwT0mUN4fmjSiwxHkBfZInxFjr2CjCeZocvNidO5-SxO-cLQkhRmcutkqupTOhOyzX-6uXvemcqrLVzpcyCb2zA9GzASMMzgZa2Ut82jGfU0JYR_AnnFsIaIkaR9H2rGsZ81Op3T7u25cdx7sgNg7RNECeRhZ8nvbXr61YVdQ=&c=NSLbIk6fDJchv3xzCSPawdRGLFnsTF7ZvVQZ8MK8PQYjp4GkNd9ZYQ==&ch=QCpS8dvgvhNEUu7-QCqYbiU71htjlAk12ctDBqsVmI4f9R5QiHJbbg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ogZwT0mUN4fmjSiwxHkBfZInxFjr2CjCeZocvNidO5-SxO-cLQkhRmcutkqupTOh0cVb3mOswEh5aw2ZuSUDEwzC4Aq1H3qsL2BIKOjitIqrVXqxOt1-nZE7heqzmhGpRsd9CVB5YCsRj82R6qOWCt0wA0zRqU9xIPd0wt-uJFrdlMZvXFH2nNYwGOCVGNnJ&c=NSLbIk6fDJchv3xzCSPawdRGLFnsTF7ZvVQZ8MK8PQYjp4GkNd9ZYQ==&ch=QCpS8dvgvhNEUu7-QCqYbiU71htjlAk12ctDBqsVmI4f9R5QiHJbbg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ogZwT0mUN4fmjSiwxHkBfZInxFjr2CjCeZocvNidO5-SxO-cLQkhRmcutkqupTOhyYA_qwhhlvBCrnudHeCNFX7ar0rOt1cSSugRP7is7XINBwQRLDti6x9PF3AoAGzDT6nwztuM9T9Uu_ZXCzVwJaTFBElgO_LlVlLiJ7TwOiKGC7h3W4tDfTw3MX3LB_n6JoEfifPp-YM=&c=NSLbIk6fDJchv3xzCSPawdRGLFnsTF7ZvVQZ8MK8PQYjp4GkNd9ZYQ==&ch=QCpS8dvgvhNEUu7-QCqYbiU71htjlAk12ctDBqsVmI4f9R5QiHJbbg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ogZwT0mUN4fmjSiwxHkBfZInxFjr2CjCeZocvNidO5-SxO-cLQkhRqez6_1kgifoTusdNNIQ5iqK3uWqMAPsvSKnzp_e-SkBDgvk9B02x30nWbR5tXFGlxm9_HAb5OPgoE3RPuxD0ImZtaKn19TZHP4QWJg5M5soNJ-_bPxqDECKncZaT9xKETIU_p7UDBBQ&c=NSLbIk6fDJchv3xzCSPawdRGLFnsTF7ZvVQZ8MK8PQYjp4GkNd9ZYQ==&ch=QCpS8dvgvhNEUu7-QCqYbiU71htjlAk12ctDBqsVmI4f9R5QiHJbbg==
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Hillsborough County

Andrew Warren was a federal prosecutor who ran for Florida
State Attorney in Hillsborough County (Tampa) in 2016 and is
now running for reelection. He ran as a reformer. Listen as he
discusses issues of protests, police accountability.

Read More

64 Prosecutors Pledge to Not Criminalize
Abortion, Even if Roe v. Wade Overturned

Sixty-four elected prosecutors across the U.S. – including CA
Attorney General Xavier Becerra – Wednesday presented a
joint statement vowing to “not enforce laws criminalizing
abortion,” even if the justices on the Supreme Court

Read More

Arizona Supreme Court Hears Case Where
Man Has Been Held 15 Months In Custody
Without Bail Hearing

The Arizona Supreme Court was presented with an Oral
Argument this Tuesday regarding a finding made by the Court
of Appeals. The argument questioned the court’s decision on
the special action petition of defendant Neko

Read More

McCloskeys Plead Not Guilty to Grand Jury
Indictment For Brandishing Guns,
Tampering With Evidence

Mark and Patricia McCloskey – the husband and wife who
brandished firearms from their mansion’s lawn at passing
peaceful protestors in a video that then went viral –
Wednesday pleaded not guilty.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento State Prison & CSP Corcoran
Ramp Up COVID-19 Testing, 24K Tests
Administered Over Two-Week Period
Across CDCR

As of October 13, there have been 15,186 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
13,715 have been resolved while 960 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths across the CDCR

Read More
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Santa Rita Jail Population Climbs
Alarmingly, Less Than 7 Percent Of
Population Tested Over Past 7-Days

On Oct. 11, six housing units went under quarantine — HU
24A, B and C and HU 32D, E and F began quarantine “due to
patient presenting COVID-19 related symptoms.” The pods in
HU 24 are scheduled for release on Oct. 25 and the

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Visiting Judge Complains About Yolo
Releasing Too Many People – Deputy DA
Agrees

– It was a routine case during arraignments on Wednesday,
visiting Judge Renard Shepard presided and the DA made the
request to hold someone on bail for vandalism charges,
despite it being a zero bail offense. Judge Shepard

Read More

Close Proximity of Two Residences
Causes Complications in Child Abuse
Case

A sex offender was given a restraining order of 100 yards
from his victim. However, he lives only about 50 yards away
from the victim’s house.A complaint was filed on October 29,
2019, against Burnam Lowell Jr.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Man and Police K9 Stand Off
after Alleged Burglary – Judge Ups Bail
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Following a kick in the face, a Sacramento police K9 pinned a
man’s arm down after the man allegedly ran from a residential
burglary.Wednesday, the man’s bail was raised.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking

What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Subject: RE: David Greenwald Podcast
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 5:57:21 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Auyong, Angela (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
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Hi Valerie,
 
Thank you so much.  Any.me from 11am-2pm on November 5 or November 6 will work the best.
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Thank you for le�ng me know. I can reschedule with David. When would be a be4er .me?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
Mano will be out of the office from 10/26 to 10/30.  I saw there is David Greenwald podcast on 10/29 at
1:30pm.  Has this been confirmed? Is it possible to change? 
 
Thank you!
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:angela.auyong@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: David Greenwald Podcast
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 5:46:49 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Auyong, Angela (PDR)

Thank you for le�ng me know. I can reschedule with David. When would be a be4er .me?

From: Auyong, Angela (PDR) <angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: David Greenwald Podcast
 
Hi Valerie,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
Mano will be out of the office from 10/26 to 10/30.  I saw there is David Greenwald podcast on 10/29 at
1:30pm.  Has this been confirmed? Is it possible to change? 
 
Thank you!
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
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Subject: David Greenwald Podcast
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 5:37:17 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Auyong, Angela (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Hi Valerie,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
Mano will be out of the office from 10/26 to 10/30.  I saw there is David Greenwald podcast on 10/29 at
1:30pm.  Has this been confirmed? Is it possible to change? 
 
Thank you!
Angela
 
Angela Auyong | Office Manager
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
555 7th Street | San Francisco, CA  94103
Phone: (415) 553-1677 | Fax: (415) 553-1607 | Email: Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
 

mailto:Angela.Auyong@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Maricopa Reformer Prosecutor Dis.nguishes Record; Podcast with Quart
Running for Manha4an DA

Date: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 at 7:00:38 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Prosecutors wield substantial influence, including life and death implications. It
is essential that the Maricopa County Attorney’s office reflects the community it
serves. If we will accomplish the highest notions of justice, it will be because
we bring all voices and perspectives into the decision room, not just one race,
one voice,” said Julie Gunnigle.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 14, 2020

Arizona Supreme
Court Hears Case of Man Held For a 17 Year Old Marijuana Case

By David Greenwald

One of our partners is the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office where we work with Jacque Wilson,
one of their lead attorneys who also heads up the internship program.

His brother, Neko WIlson, is the subject of an extraordinary case - the 38 year old WIlson was among the
first in California to be freed under SB 1437 - the felony murder reform law.

But he was shortly after released picked up on a probation violation that they didn’t know about and he
has remained in Navajo County Jail since July 2019 with no bail.

The original case stems from a 17 year old marijuana case from a vehicle stop. In 2003, he was just 21
year old, and a passenger in a vehicle that was stopped for speeding. They alleged this was a driving
while Black case. He believes he was racially profiled and the vehicle was then illegally searched when
marijuana was found inside the vehicle.

At the time, he claimed the stop was illegal but told that if he fought the case, he would go to prison and
so he took probation.
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After being placed on probation, he was arrested for his involvement in a robbery in California - he
pleaded guilty to two counts of robbery but released after nine years in custody.

At this point, his brother in a press conference described that he was a man transformed, opened a
successful business, but as he was moving forward with his new life, his past caught up to him and he
was taken into custody and has remained without bail for 15 months.

In June, the Arizona Court of Appeals ordered a new trial for WIlson. But that decision was appealed by
the County Attorney arguing that probationers should be held without bail. The release states that judges
throughout Arizona routinely set no bail for anyone on probation.

Arguments for the case were heard yesterday with huge implications for justice in Arizona. A decision by
the high court could force the state to change the practice of no bail on probation cases.

Wilson’s attorney believes he is entitled to a new bail hearing “at which the court considers the
circumstances of his case and considers non-monetary alternatives to bail.

“We want to start a movement in which defense attorneys all over Arizona demand that judges and
prosecutors hold bail hearings for all probationers,” Lee PHilips, Wilson’s attorney said.

He argued, “The court of appeals was clear that judges are acting unconstitutionally and unlawfully by
following the current practice.”

Jacque Wilson said, “My brother has remained behind bars 459 days without bail and without a bail
hearing on a marijuana case. That is insane.” He added, “The inhumanity and injustice of mass
incarceration is not unique to Neko; rather no bail is a deeply-embedded and discriminatory tool used to
punish the poor and coerce waivers of rights every day across America.”

Remember this case started as a 2003 traffic stop. They illegally searched the car and found
marijuana. But what they done is uncover deep injustices in the criminal legal system.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntOZ41GQff3BcnHEc4aeIx8Escsg9DEm4Mje5WN-DgCABvFGC1XqYzOi-jpoWBHLOgFfNWF6haZiD0TQ-lN9fNrDr0o0o1uEGLTXtMrP8Pqq-X9IMf59MiA8=&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntJE_F714sJYz3KzeYZhnJWhmFYanbhMRsiYzd6nBxsvnSny2Iw7wOECHogz4mH08OcKvUPHLdRRdAKVwZBjlVVwzy-WfhR0GLeihP7g8E8SEcTHpV1G8IhQ=&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntJE_F714sJYz4O0pMhKEvTLEhmwoNjiIbhB7wwTZjs0cFmWyHDeJhzq1WhANgwuv5hFh8zT-n2h-M7o6kqXEHiY3fOrr-UPKXKpjsVv4KGQCcMGrqSlbwsPe-qrbxBk8QtDgJalGIIha&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntJE_F714sJYzeOzsl1hxbkABl1exPTk5Tp6hkPOQuotMXoDfCeYrqUb6sIbFh3AmiPzKVv_TaBMJZ2z2yxTEraz3_c104Ai5yKPXUgEkZP9V8hmeT0HrUzzU8cT_nhh97a9lkgc3zWxT1KYtX8jzog8=&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntC9JglPeaVoz8--g4kNV9s36o0_oKqvMzcTjy5fcI7qWzmtNCaBVSTNvbFIzT-swlmOsXLMbv36mYp0X_s5MxsTQov3mR9ppiDEa7lBXRSPHCwL8p0EmvLEoOlRt2AOJKscdU7PNrqZQ&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntG8fjIy7HBpsnns8Bp67-EH89ceeUjxDadvjIV1Q2f5CZ728Vu-mP33jIeg7udx9zLA_6IIZYdgeN77Y3E8aaeqYbaRQOnPPhgrqVdrRl8JP&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntJQUSBiZqjH0AEWuXngsZ3GWK42IQ43bd4B_stxsJkd52WEOP-MiMbYy8iajF6lUGbvyWqW3bQCyF9DJo7cP3m-hB1I-BTpevSprJat7sRrR&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntNqwUSfhMF27dB-K_AOySwiGV2C3blF_WXE-TR3DbIjTdiOyyEbQZ4g51OhpHNoTqCv-DK-kCIfhx4LY2f-USOyjEo0dbX880Epuy_RyIfnF1lwC-sn0X2aMQt3krz7SyKUGH7bxn141VjWxZWfVkRGStXLtBfyAtoP6fgszj-hegMk06_5eiwwPevTmDl6f4_KHmu7F-X4b_vX3coJIlh0=&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
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Arizona Prosecutor Candidate Draws
Distinction from Opponent with Seven-
Point Diversity Plan

Julie Gunnigle is the Democratic nominee for Maricopa
County Attorney in the state of Arizona because she says she
believes the people in her county “deserve a criminal justice
system that is smart, fair, and tough.”

Read More

Guest Commentary: Prop 20 Would Roll
Back Years of Criminal Justice Reform

A proposition on California’s November ballot could weaken
years of reforms to the state’s criminal legal system by
reclassifying misdemeanor theft charges as felonies.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento State Prison & CSP Corcoran
Ramp Up COVID-19 Testing, 24K Tests
Administered Over Two-Week Period
Across CDCR

As of October 13, there have been 15,186 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
13,715 have been resolved while 960 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths across the CDCR

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Population Climbs
Alarmingly, Less Than 7 Percent Of
Population Tested Over Past 7-Days

On Oct. 11, six housing units went under quarantine — HU
24A, B and C and HU 32D, E and F began quarantine “due to
patient presenting COVID-19 related symptoms.” The pods in
HU 24 are scheduled for release on Oct. 25 and the

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntNqwUSfhMF27aWy6zfI5eXsN4W6itF--yP8D1ahpKWQsDSGmqxb_qAbYqyx_ymQ9CuoglqYMbahtBw7fx5WmGBALW8p3qQrFdWjVI52ZmYHftR4x-XNm3xx1Tm-MEeCGy6nXbnDaR2d-7GNSxWw7cHxfOuzKb3CCmB9vF21o0rgToEssrtGo35HNQWfMP5rqtCQZ3Xl89tWLeg9Xwagp6qiE7CzPpbXsHflDchp5hxVfLqwSF2zwSX0=&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntNqwUSfhMF27QrbcA9VbGUb0DO-wsrzRv5jVC4i6l4ZB1YR-Q43UyoplM6Gsg48jyvHqCQ7K_IvZpjHOD3AMqngA0NRwi0HEP4o_Haf4_-XJRG_W3yVtv32VsIyzVwysAx4c6LePf73wvdRsUTBQudk5fvUcN2rkmr8KzqLFwbp6wMxzlO1CawWCQUsv5joxgpzZRlWxwbTOYClInQmN4Gc=&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntIxhe60SBdKlbQI9HKm3kYBoxVd4RAFl3iC2MbHjT0SL5ioxPmFKm92d5he6qLHiU94knQ6WACicREdd6d2RmFlqrRDiiMhF0K404pBwcMsURPgg7Tn3OE14-4IOIaH5I8xqCEt2vB6aIkA4NF3rwqLoIEMv4zWcHTZPKsOK6zmldbH2nhoAPJcoIJgtXZPG1aKR7jABvDlh7y0xUtcRjBG1kqLeqfqcZRUopl3xvviCRSXKNzEn0gYgknM4_zkhaA==&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntBj12cssYPCtYznW-Sns2vFiit5z6Z4H21-u0sqxub5wyaNfjd64k8fsPnldaMXxQVlfUxCkSGmd-599jp45qaX2v0b08Q1ErzuI8guxNCcWq0eWUduVAQ6N7jW4iG4uCfQu8U58gLEpMsPQDrljyWlsVWAKg5bgYrP_kx5hDCT5&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014bNHS6_93j9zzv1-FWRPZqeRUDh0GSgpSXPE1-CdWChfTIOmB7NntFflM81veT8DdlMAIe-LJlxxqCXftOqFLNdFdSsAUYMWnKyu73EQ_9vDvzwzWgJVKsNex8ZQg4xlF4MeJnQLndy2dFfFRDG6Apvj8vmZMRN6mhbfGLooUjHJxTLfewKGcEQoKypAMXCq&c=Kf_tNV38ZsI2BG45Vy1ISgHmSnh6jZtEC-IjfmrQoaihQQ2VRRVuTA==&ch=Th_l4Nmg5eVD7tDbWDZynX3L6tFtUujmeSc1RTKhtTj5sQFQNADIzQ==
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The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Keeps Felony Charge Despite
‘Pretty Sparse’ Evidence

Despite stating that there is a lack of evidence necessary for
a jury to convict defendant Victoria Vallerga, Judge David
Rosenberg allowed felony charges of vandalism and assault
with a deadly weapon to remain here Tuesday

Read More

Domestic Violence Case Deemed
Misdemeanor, Injuries Not Severe Enough
for Felony

Judge Renard F. Shepard ruled here in Yolo County Superior
Court Tuesday that Darius Brown, charged with inflicting
corporal injury on a spouse/cohabitant and vandalism, should
stand trial for those charges but only as

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yellow Screwdriver Sends Sacramento
Man to County Jail

After a judge here in Sacramento County Superior Court
heard evidence that a defendant assaulted a jogger with a
yellow screwdriver, the judge said he was unwilling to look
into rehabilitation or mental health programs.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More
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Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking

What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 81:
Dan Quart Runs for Manhattan DA

Dan Quart has been in the NY State Assembly for nearly a
decade. Now he is among many running for the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office, a position currently held by Cy
Vance, but it is unknown if by 2021, he will seek another turn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina
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Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More
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Buta Biberaj: "America incarcerates more people under 18 than any other nation and is the only country
in the world to condemn its children to die behind bars, with no chance of freedom or hope for
redemption"

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 13, 2020

Incarcerated
Narratives

By Julietta Bisharyan and Nick Gardner

This week, we are highlighting a narrative from Fishkill Correctional Facility in Beacon, New York.
Adapting to life in a 30-man communal cell has not been easy for Corey Devon Arthur. As a maximum
security prisoner for over two decades, Arthur had inhabited a single-person cell— an environment free
from the lack of privacy, stress, and smells of his new residence.

“A cell was and is where I feel most at home,” said Arthur in an editorial published by the Marshall
Project.

But Arthur’s living condition changed significantly following his reclassification as a medium A security
prisoner. In the eyes of prison officials, Arthur is no longer considered dangerous enough to warrant his
own cell. 

Arthur’s new residence requires him to share showers, cooking facilities, and recreational rooms with 30
other men. He describes spending time cleaning up after others and adjusting to life with far less privacy
than he enjoyed for over 20 years.

But Arthur’s main concern is not the messiness or lack of privacy afforded by his new dormitory. Rather,
Arthur worries for his own safety among a large group of dangerous men. 
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“How am I supposed to sleep with killers, robbers, rapists and drug addicts having free access to me?”

Artur mentioned how the stress of communal living has pushed incarcerated individuals towards violence,
a threat posed by those in his cell that lack “higher-order thinking skills.” In the past, these skills have
helped prevent Arthur from “committing the unthinkable.”

Over the summer, Arthur was temporarily relieved from his dormitory following a COVID-19 positive test
of a coworker at FCF’s general library. Arthur was required to quarantine for 14 days in a solitary
confinement cell, a COVID mitigation strategy that has resulted in outrage and civil rights issues from
incarcerated individuals and activists across the country. For Arthur, however, his time in solitary
confinement was a luxury.

“I smiled inwardly when I was told to pack up my property,” Arthur wrote. I was headed to a single-man
cell where, for the first time in years, I would be a man at peace with himself. Solitary confinement can be
torturous, but for a prisoner like me it’s a vacation.”

Upon arriving in his new temporary residence, Arthur examined the space for the attributes of a good cell:
stash spots, a built-in shower, and areas blind to patrolling guards. 

Arthur’s new cell was only 5 steps across. As a longtime maximum security prisoner, Arthur enjoyed the
cell. However, he knew that it was no space for a human to live. This is how it was designed.
But for Arthur, the cell is home.

“To someone like you, this sounds insane. But please don’t judge me for relishing in these simple,
inhumane pleasures. If I have to remain in prison for the rest of my life, I want very much to stay in a cell.
For someone like me, little else is true.”

For more - go to here.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Policymakers, Time To
End Juvenile Life Sentencing

A viral video in August showed an 8-year-old boy being
arrested at his elementary school in handcuffs that slid off his
tiny wrists. A police officer can be heard telling the child,
“You’re going to jail.” Sadly, this is just the latest disturbing

Read More

San Francisco Man Shot and Killed by
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Police After Alleged Carjacking

A 21-year-old man was shot several times and killed by the
San Francisco Police Department over the weekend,
according to news reports.Responding to an alleged
carjacking attempt Saturday near Market and Gough Streets,
SFPD officers chased a suspect to Otis and Brady streets.

Read More

Indigenous People’s Day Declared Over
Diminished Columbus Day Celebration

Monday, October 12, Gov. California Gavin Newsom declared
the date as Indigenous People’s Day for the second year in a
row – further diminishing “Columbus Day” as a national
holiday in favor of the peoples slaughtered by

Read More

Pros and Cons of Proposition 25 – Bail and
Problematic Consequences for California’s
Defendants

Voting has just begun, and California voters are facing a slew
of ballot measure – that includes understanding what voting
yes, or no, to Proposition 25 means.
A vote for Proposition 25, according to SPUR, would

Read More

Proposition 20: Critics Charge It Will Undo
Criminal Justice Reform

One of the criminal justice-related propositions on the
California ballot Nov. 3 is Proposition 20. And, if passed, Prop
20 would undo important criminal justice reforms in California,
making it easier for prosecutors to send people

Read More

Bail Bond Industry Continues to Profit Off
People of Color, Poor During Pandemic

Domestic violence cases nearly doubled in Sacramento
County from February to August of this year, with COVID-19
stay-at-home orders to blame. Domestic violence cases were
excluded from $0 bail, therefore revenue from bail

Read More

FBI Report: Violent Crime, Rape Decreased
Amid Pandemic – Lockdown, Mistrust of
Police Factors?
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The COVID-19 pandemic has led to irrepressible hardships
including economic suffering, spiking suicide rates and a
deep-rooted fear of the unknown in communities across the
U.S..

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento State Prison Ramps Up
COVID-19 Testing, Pelican Bay Reports
First COVID-19 Case While Testing
Remains Extremely Low

As of October 12, there have been 15,183 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of these cases,
13,590 have been resolved while 1,082 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths across all CDCR

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Population Climbs
Alarmingly, Six Housing Units Quarantined
Over The Weekend

On Oct. 7, the Santa Rita Jail population surpassed 2000
incarcerated people. The current population count is 2002.
This is the highest recorded population since early April, when
the jail began releasing people to mitigate the spread

Read More

CDCR Reports Deuel Vocational Institution
Shutting Down Due To COVID-19 State
Budget Cuts

This week, we are highlighting a narrative from Fishkill
Correctional Facility in Beacon, New York.
Adapting to life in a 30-man communal cell has not been easy
for Corey Devon Arthur. As a maximum security prisoner for
over two decades, Arthur had inhabited a.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis
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The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Co-Defendant Comes Under Fire for
Suspected Illegal Funds to Pay Co-
Defendant Hubby’s Bond

Co-defendant Armida Contreras—facing felony drug charges
with her husband—was adamant that she doesn’t “sell drugs”
and repeatedly stated that while on the stand in Yolo County
Superior Court on last Thursday.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sexual Assault and Robbery Defendant
Nabbed Because of Juicebox and Purple
Blanket

A purple blanket and a container of cranberry juice—Darnee
Dinkins was found with those items on Jan. 19, 2018, and he
faced sexual assault and robbery charges last week in
Sacramento County Superior Court

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking
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What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 79:
Davis Community Policing Discussion

Everyday Injustice sat down with four individuals in the
community of Davis California looking to make changes to
policing at the local level. The participants: Morgan
Poindexter,Aarthi Sekar, Lupita Torres, and Dillan Horton.

Read More
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“In over 15 years of practicing deportation defense, I’ve never seen anything like this,” Raha Jorjani said.
“The appellate court has basically erased the last nearly three years that Walter has waited in detention
for a resolution in his case. It has effectively sentenced him to indefinite detention with no fixed end date.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 12, 2020

Deskovic is Correct -
Appellate Process is Insufficient to Protect the Innocent

by David Greenwald

Yesterday’s Column by Jeffrey Deskovic illustrates a fundamental problem in the appeals process - the
appellate courts really are not set up to protect the innocent.

He should know.  He was wrongly convicted of murdering and raping his classmate when he was just 17
and it took him 16 years to correct the damage.  And really he was lucky - he had DNA to prove his
innocence.

He writes: “During that ordeal, in an effort to try to correct the injustice that was occurring to me, I was
forced to gain an understanding of the processes involved in post-conviction court proceedings.”

He argues, “Appellate courts, at both the state and federal level, have long been in the practice of ‘rubber
stamp denying’ meritorious appeals of the innocent, no matter what facts are in the defendant’s argument
or legal arguments that are made. Nationwide, there have been 215 DNA exposed wrongful convictions,
and in New York there have been 25. In almost every single one of those cases, the appeals process had
long since run out for the defendants although they had been proven to be incorrect.”

One of the big issues is that appellate courts are not looking for factual innocence.  The presumption of
innocence expires the second you are convicted beyond a reasonable doubt by a jury.  The courts in fact
assume that once the jury delivers a verdict that they got it right.
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Supreme Court Justice Antone Scalia famously dissented in a death penalty case involving Troy Davis –
who eventually was executed despite serious doubts of his guilt.
“This Court has never held that the Constitution forbids the execution of a convicted defendant who has
had a full and fair trial but is later able to convince a habeas court that he is ‘actually’ innocent,” Scalia
wrote in a 2009 dissent of the Court’s order for a federal trial court in Georgia to consider the case of
death row inmate Troy Davis. “Quite to the contrary, we have repeatedly left that question unresolved,
while expressing considerable doubt that any claim based on alleged ‘actual innocence’ is constitutionally
cognizable.”

Lara Bazelon, the USF Law Professor wrote in Slate in 2015, “If you are a wrongfully convicted man or
woman in this country, it is extremely difficult—if not outright impossible—to win your case by advancing
the simple argument that you are innocent.”

She noted, “The Supreme Court has repeatedly declined to hold that the federal Constitution allows for
so-called freestanding claims of innocence, that is, the right to be let out of prison simply because you
didn’t do it, without any other “technical” violation to back up your argument. In the United States, the
inmate who raises a compelling case of innocence after a constitutionally proper trial may well be
doomed.”
Even establishing innocence can prove difficult - with a many cases fought for years before a court will
even order the testing of DNA evidence.

Just look at the case of Pervis Payne.  He is a Black man with an intellectual disability scheduled for a
December 3 execution in Tennessee.

In the Payne case, the state of Tennessee has been fighting even the testing of DNA evidence arguing
that Payne “has not established he is entitled to such testing.”

At least in this case, the court ruled that he is entitled to that testing prior to execution.  But sometimes it
has not worked that way.

The District Attorney's Office has said that the evidence against Payne at trial was "overwhelming" and
that anything discovered through DNA would not be enough to exonerate him. 

"If the testing is allowed and someone else’s DNA is found on the evidence, Payne would still be
prosecuted by our office for these horrific murders," Weirich said in a statement last week. "To say
otherwise would require me to ignore the overwhelming evidence proving his guilt. DNA testing does not
give us a date stamp. DNA evidence was not used to convict him. Testing the evidence and finding
someone else’s DNA would only establish that someone else touched the item at some point in time. It
would not prove that Payne didn’t kill a mother and her daughter and leave a young boy for dead.”

So if DNA exonerates him, the DA is saying, that is not enough.  The DA here posits that someone else
could have touched an item and gotten DNA on him.

This illustrates the exact problem in our system and why there are so many people sitting in prison for
crimes that they didn’t do.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Prosecutors Trade Accusations in Race for
County Attorney in 3rd Largest County
Jurisdiction in U.S.

Current county attorney Allister Adel and challenger Julie
Gunnigle participated this past Saturday on Dr. Mike O’Neil’s
The Think Tank, in a debate ahead of Maricopa County’s
election for county attorney.

Read More

Former ‘Lifer” Becomes 1st ‘Artist in
Residence’ for Philly District Attorney’s
Office

The District Attorney’s Office officially appointed its first ever
“Artist in Residence,” James “Yaya” Hough and created its
first ever virtual panel art discussion on the new art exhibit he
created, “Points of Connection.”

Read More

Santa Cruz County to Kick-Off
Neighborhood Court Program Modeled on
Yolo County

The Santa Cruz County District Attorney’s office has unveiled
a new neighborhood court program designed to refer low-
level misdemeanor offenses to a community-based panel that
will provide a restorative justice alternative to

Read More

Looking Back: The Appeals Process Is
Woefully Insufficient to Protect the
Innocent – Part 1
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As many people are aware, I served 16 years in prison before
being proven innocent by DNA. During that ordeal, in an effort
to try to correct the injustice that was occurring to me, I was
forced to gain an understanding of the processes

Read More

Ex-Philly Police Officer Charged with
Murder in 2017 Shooting Death of Unarmed
Black Man

The Philadelphia District Attorney’s office has pressed
charges against former Philadelphia police officer Eric Ruch,
Jr., for the 2017 shooting of Dennis Plowden, according to
an announcement made by District Attorney

Read More

San Francisco Anti-Police Violence
Activists Sue City Police for Illegal
Surveillance

Activists face constant threats to their movements, and to
themselves—anti-racist movements not only have to contend
with systemic racism, but also with the infringement of their
First Amendment right to organize here in San

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento County Jails Report Only 3
Active COVID-19 Cases, Jail Population
Increased By 200+ People Since Early
September

On Oct. 7, the Santa Rita Jail population surpassed 2000
incarcerated people. The current population count is 2002.
This is the highest recorded population since early April, when
the jail began releasing people to mitigate the spread

Read More

CA Rehabilitation Center Leads In Active
COVID-19 Cases Across CDCR

As of October 8, there have been 14,901 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
13,056 have been resolved while 1,340 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths across all facilities.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
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Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Co-Defendant Comes Under Fire for
Suspected Illegal Funds to Pay Co-
Defendant Hubby’s Bond

Co-defendant Armida Contreras—facing felony drug charges
with her husband—was adamant that she doesn’t “sell drugs”
and repeatedly stated that while on the stand in Yolo County
Superior Court on last Thursday.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sexual Assault and Robbery Defendant
Nabbed Because of Juicebox and Purple
Blanket

A purple blanket and a container of cranberry juice—Darnee
Dinkins was found with those items on Jan. 19, 2018, and he
faced sexual assault and robbery charges last week in
Sacramento County Superior Court

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Salvadoran Immigrant Illegally Detained
after Winning His Immigration Case Twice

After more than three years, a Salvadorian immigrant
detainee still remains in custody, despite previous legal
rulings in favor of his release.Recently, the Alameda County
Public Defender’s

Read More

Fresno Court Watch
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Fresno Judge Tells Evasive Domestic
Violence Victim to Stop Talking

What was supposed to be a short probable cause hearing
turned into what looked like a reality television show –
cheating, arguing, yelling, and accusations flew across the
courtroom here in Fresno County Superior Court.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

DUI Trial Out to Jury for Man Who Crashed
ATV, Told Police He Consumed Alcohol

What was supposed to be a fun evening out with friends took
an unexpected turn when one of the men, Refugio Rosales-
Torres, was placed in handcuffs and put in the back of a patrol
car.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 79:
Davis Community Policing Discussion
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Everyday Injustice sat down with four individuals in the
community of Davis California looking to make changes to
policing at the local level. The participants: Morgan
Poindexter,Aarthi Sekar, Lupita Torres, and Dillan Horton.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - A Plot in Michigan Exposed; A New Approach To Prosecu.on
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Trump: “Rather than say thank you, she calls me a White Supremacist—while Biden and Democrats
refuse to condemn Antifa, Anarchists, Looters and Mobs that burn down Democrat run cities.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 9, 2020

Michigan Foiled Plot
a Wake Up Call

By David Greenwald

By now most should be aware of what happened in Michigan. The scary thing is that this wasn’t just a
plot to kidnap the governor - that would be bad enough - they actually thought they were going to start a
civil war. I have been concerned about the level of political violence for some time - this just reinforces
that concern.

When I learned of the story though, I tweeted at Eli Savit, the newly elected DA from Washtenaw County
(home of Ann Arbour). He noted that the state legislature has failed “to BAN GUNS FROM THE CAPITOL
BUILDING, like virtually every other state does.”

In May, it was a group of gun-carrying protesters - part of an armed militia’s response to COVID-
restrictions, that drew national attention.

At the time, the reaction was mixed. News report noted that the showing, with the GOP leader of the state
Senate referring to some protesters as “a bunch of jackasses" who “used intimidation and the threat of
physical harm to stir up fear and feed rancor."

But of course President Trump yesterday criticized Governor Whitmer for calling him “complicit” and said
she did a “terrible job” and “locked down her state for everyone.” Perhaps she called him complicit
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because in May, the President called the protesters “very good people” and has seemingly fanned the
flames of discord.

The images of gun toting protesters reminded me that in 1967 a group of Black Panthers marched in the
California State Capitol toting automatic rifles - unloaded it would turn out - and held a protest. As you
might expect, the reaction in California in the 1960s was a bit different than the Republican legislature’s
reaction in Michigan to a group of white militia people doing the same.

Two years ago the San Francisco Chronicle had an article, “Open carry was legal until armed Black
Panthers protested.”

May 3, 1967, reporter Warren Olney describes his news team for KRON in San Francisco, were jostling
for space attempting to cover a photo op of Governor Reagan, having lunch with eighth graders on the
Capitol Grounds.

He writes, “suddenly, several cars pulled up to the 10th Street curb. As passengers got out, they made no
attempt to hide the fact that they were heavily armed.   About two dozen African American men and
women, some wearing leather jackets and black berets, started toward the Capitol carrying rifles,
shotguns and pistols. They were not holding the weapons in a threatening manner; they were pointing
them in the air as they marched into the building. “

Olney notes, the Capitol POlice “determined that the guns were not loaded.” But also, “if they had been,
that was legal under state law, so long as they weren’t pointed at anyone. The demonstrators took their
weapons back to the cars on 10th Street, and drove away.”

That helped convince even the NRA to support a gun control measure.

The “Panther Bill” ended up with the support of the NRA, the overwhelming majority of state legislators,
and Governor Reagan himself, who signed it into law saying, “There’s no reason why on the street today
a citizen should be carrying loaded weapons.”

Think about that. Reagan the darling of the NRA, who refused to support the Brady BIll named after his
own aid shot and nearly killed during his own assassination attempt, and he signed the bill into law.

Writes Olney: “Today, the NRA advocates guns in all kinds of public places. But open carry is still illegal in
California. Now as then, the real issue is not the guns being carried but, rather, who does the carrying.”

Ding, ding. We have a winner. And Vice President Pence still denies there is systemic racism.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Pence Says “I trust our
justice system”
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Earlier this week in a commentary, I heavily criticized Joe
Biden’s criminal justice platform as well as his record
supporting the 1994 Crime Bill. But the reality is that Trump
has just as bad a record – despite claims by Vice

Read More

Guest Commentary: A Smarter Approach
to Measuring Prosecutorial Success

As the field of prosecution has increasingly recognized the
failure of approaches of previous decades that aim to be
tough on crime, a number of reform-minded prosecutors[1]
have come into office asking critical questions: What works

Read More

Two Prosecutors Running for LA District
Attorney Clash Over Criminal Justice
Reform

Los Angeles District Attorney Jackie Lacey and her office face
more criticism from her primary Democratic challenger,
George Gascon, who described her and her office’s record on
overturning wrongful convictions as a “horrific

Read More

Philly DA Announces Election Task Force
to Counter Voter Suppression and
Unlawful Militias at Polling Places

A task force announced here this week will be responsible for
fighting against voter suppression efforts ahead of the Nov. 3
general election, according to District Attorney Larry Krasner
and city and community leaders.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento County Jails Report Only 3
Active COVID-19 Cases, Jail Population
Increased By 200+ People Since Early
September

On Oct. 7, the Santa Rita Jail population surpassed 2000
incarcerated people. The current population count is 2002.
This is the highest recorded population since early April, when
the jail began releasing people to mitigate the spread

Read More

CA Rehabilitation Center Leads In Active
COVID-19 Cases Across CDCR
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As of October 8, there have been 14,901 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
13,056 have been resolved while 1,340 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths across all facilities.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Ruling that Police Don’t have to
Come to Court to Testify Called
‘Hypocritical’ by Public Defender

Deputy Public Defender Richard Van Zandt argued in Yolo
County Superior Court Wednesday that a judge’s ruling that
police don’t have to come to court to testify – although they
could attend live trainings and go on

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Denies Defendant Request for
Release to Spend Time with Terminally Ill
Mom

Here in Sacramento County Superior Court this week, at a
settlement conference for a warrant arrest, a defendant made
a special request from the judge.Be allowed to spend the next
few months

Read More

‘Not Every Brandishing Is a 245,’ Judge
Rules in Finding Defendant Should Stand
for 2 of 3 Felonies
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Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Steven M.
Gervercer leaped into his Thursday morning docket here,
presiding over a probable cause hearing – he had to decide if
there was probable cause to hold defendant

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Councilmember/Attorney Asks Alameda
County Residents to Oppose Code Change
Making Juries Unfair

Posting on his Twitter account Monday, John J. Bauters—a
former trial attorney and current councilmember of the city of
Emeryville—urged residents to oppose amendments to
Alameda County Rule of Court 1.10, which he argues

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Self-Representing Defendant States Long-
Standing Case Has Left Him at Risk of
Homelessness

It’s rare to have a defendant represent themselves – it’s called
“pro se” and “pro per” – in court, but that’s what happened
with the case of Yonatan Erena here in Fresno County
Superior Court late last week.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 79:
Davis Community Policing Discussion

Everyday Injustice sat down with four individuals in the
community of Davis California looking to make changes to
policing at the local level. The participants: Morgan
Poindexter,Aarthi Sekar, Lupita Torres, and Dillan Horton.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DzICqPdoK-g196WjMVQOwug8YpPA8hHVYPxqeh4gXCgXnOLi3qgJ1z6jSaxGNNCi5UBIbYuEia7eytZIxmuqiBFwunyFO57METpb5tpDAJZHK-uBrJcWwwk7IlpBofBAVkQXG3a6zihx3h7XoQGVxndUEr8SpdMywcIirOPwzqgHPsExCcgl0h82AYl9GLnoyUvqmjwogwyrOKoG5e1SNq1dqkwIFafDR3S8B7_rJVjuZngjnVd2EvO6xm7YtS_sdF8d2LjXSaWsan2JzKpVsgkSZ9WCXEPV&c=YG8qO3s0Dwd1xznVzaORF6_pdwq_unlC7EM2_OjeaRgdEA0F1Q4t_w==&ch=0bW0FoAzYKQZs72KQNLg8J7AzPJURufuMTXG95OQEg-5ylT7P-reSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DzICqPdoK-g196WjMVQOwug8YpPA8hHVYPxqeh4gXCgXnOLi3qgJ15YXcEuwkpdUdmfPCTDfw2-_z5XCGCVxlcS6n0xGxbozsBHLY7XI7Q_l3_PjmoJHpptqp5v-4B6BralZFN4LOpxRnQOlDfsTH_AfNxPG9eLDHzmLlRbF_sCVe-GwmqFH28Xg-srpNqR9IhkJ3e09kSGbJ2Mrgg8dndMC69_rZ2zWcajVeDefwCwGomTEx5lKii53IEHYJ7bNkDbKk2nJCVc=&c=YG8qO3s0Dwd1xznVzaORF6_pdwq_unlC7EM2_OjeaRgdEA0F1Q4t_w==&ch=0bW0FoAzYKQZs72KQNLg8J7AzPJURufuMTXG95OQEg-5ylT7P-reSA==
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DzICqPdoK-g196WjMVQOwug8YpPA8hHVYPxqeh4gXCgXnOLi3qgJ16dqd_Um1_TcS7wTaAVfwy2Otw5WfLwcAn8sZGvDB36fyAtJiBZnGloVSXT8Lj0SuN0KP9XfHsfUYz6OLYfcebfRL5USJ_zp8A==&c=YG8qO3s0Dwd1xznVzaORF6_pdwq_unlC7EM2_OjeaRgdEA0F1Q4t_w==&ch=0bW0FoAzYKQZs72KQNLg8J7AzPJURufuMTXG95OQEg-5ylT7P-reSA==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=5c14f400-bb18-465b-be68-5f057439e324
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Subject: Valerie, Can you help us today?
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 at 12:30:27 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Alternate text

Dear Valerie ,
 
As a 501(c)3 nonprofit, whose mission is to bring transparency,
accountability, and fairness to local government, we are very excited to
involve our community in our latest fundraising efforts. 
 
Our Mission Statement 
 
The Davis Vanguard is a community-based watchdog and news
reporting organization that publishes daily, covering Davis, Yolo, San
Francisco, and other regional news and commentary. The Vanguard
seeks to bring transparency, accountability, and fairness to local
government while promoting social justice and democracy and
adhering to principles of accuracy and fairness in our reporting. 

Alternate text

We also encourage and promote students to be involved in their community by reporting on local
news and experiencing the journalism field. As well as mentoring a student-directed online news
publication, The Davis Vanguard at UC Davis, which is headed by a diverse group of female
journalists and activists from UC Davis. 
 
What Your Donations Would Do 
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With your help, the Davis Vanguard can hire more staff who can help
us better cover news and provide transparency while holding local
officials and the courts accountable..
 
Furthermore, possibly hire additional staff members to run a vanguard
location in the Los Angeles area. We would also like to offer more job
opportunities to interns, such as paying editors who are part of the
Davis Vanguard at UC Davis. To accomplish these goals, we are
looking for sustainable donors, individuals who would be willing
to contribute $5 to $10 a month, but anything would be
appreciated.
 
Click here to donate

Alternate text

Please help The Davis Vanguard inspire the next generation of journalist with a donation today. 
 
Thank you for your support.
 
David Greenwald
Director,
Davis Vanguard

The Peoples Vanguard of Davis Inc
221 G St Ste 203
Davis, CA 95616
Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser
Unsubscribe

http://em.networkforgood.com/ls/click?upn=VAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zt3VNsJdH1jV2MI3LxQZ6a4PS5GQ4cy-2FSy46U2RsRtNGcZ8m_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMeapGDQJWasxeha0wNA8j7nW-2BU7BGU0I36popXz-2B0rmhqTkhN-2BZwZWKLn-2F-2F1MzLhDisr04Vo-2FEtO8leG-2BMpRp7sHKoHTutMC4-2BbUpq4fP-2BOAI3JjufGpwUyPaKDDHiFTXPPXCIYK2NZrvK-2FogJBhZ0B768TpxtlP0bCmCcsbzFjo6G6Rqijir1tL-2B6h4opr9YfTx1NS11CC-2Bpi-2BjM5LxyBNNi3xZnWdlzctiXJ5bHOtnoqaCZvirCLpLNxF-2FpVAyr407lHVejtx-2BxWj7ZgaGB2Vtg0q1oBkpVIfqggsxKDDo-3D
http://em.networkforgood.com/ls/click?upn=VAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3Zq7ozHoV0EiX9tYUfnip-2BLM-3Dchhr_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMeapGDQJWasxeha0wNA8j7nW-2BU7BGU0I36popXz-2B0rmhqTkhN-2BZwZWKLn-2F-2F1MzLhDisr04Vo-2FEtO8leG-2BMpRp7sHKoHTutMC4-2BbUpq4fP-2BOAztn6SSE2m7a6IrWnNVjYI-2BYxs4ssulXJhPggSgNhzlYve5Xi0tLtYBpPQPqxpyUr3tj3a8yac6PMqVaf-2Fn7SHc2ancvkO-2FRvxiTQJsoiUWZOKAFpYVJErfKBzJtZC-2BJheWCBpI6NmsCoTFrBnZbpdSECsY-2FWR0loJBO4WU0S-2BnjNt-2FyqsdWC3-2FdAo9M4OY8M-3D
http://em.networkforgood.com/ls/click?upn=VAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZpWrrgd1r5oO44yHHQgY-2BSg-3DzXya_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMeapGDQJWasxeha0wNA8j7nW-2BU7BGU0I36popXz-2B0rmhqTkhN-2BZwZWKLn-2F-2F1MzLhDisr04Vo-2FEtO8leG-2BMpRp7sHKoHTutMC4-2BbUpq4fP-2BOB5NUjiTa7WyR6E6ztxqOYLzKSDr4TjMdLZ0feGQTXcvGw3VRuNr11TOLLhWMOQ9gNPScpsh2tSUKrQ0GPf6lxgXTHnOJo-2Bnc4cEEi6QVZVxkJ-2Fn3IxgRmferZGznn546ahYmQACup3FgFnV-2BhxOKnHZyGdSuKAtH9WT9nsfkfmPn8Y7vRHyx-2FADKkP67pjb0s-3D
http://em.networkforgood.com/ls/click?upn=rgHbHyzCkqIIVP8aJFuwBpzK8Jm5JQ-2Bm7FNau7iXkOMaj3yWB9A8tRUu2HPZBu0vnwKw_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMeapGDQJWasxeha0wNA8j7nW-2BU7BGU0I36popXz-2B0rmhqTkhN-2BZwZWKLn-2F-2F1MzLhDisr04Vo-2FEtO8leG-2BMpRp7sHKoHTutMC4-2BbUpq4fP-2BODtncOaPKJfcRlsbZQ3PuhJV5z0vIMOwv0ihui2IGnEn-2BAH5fEpUYXnvYM6yf0OxIM7hAjYb-2F-2FQlTMai97UewLPiQ6eXr1t3AGkr0c0tKusYU7BVCv3D-2Be-2FtaSz9vRuiQh7xcjxdcx-2BsFIQgk-2BafCes-2FiFSPfl7CqNozCyP8wUpnWuuR7fZHhsV2SqUAWJh-2FfM-3D
http://em.networkforgood.com/ls/click?upn=VAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZsnQbYjvif0iV9Yi2hKXJZ7-2F52q-2FYFzAYKBvaxl5K-2B1N5fNo7nJPaK637AbiivjdEBc4yEwZ6DsP51PB1HQnyd48dQM0mKQIUnlWDM-2BbONItsAUjelmzsvmAlaOJA4lnW7SlM9dAi7DpPMlVfod8uHQ-2FS5Jo-2FrwIilZ9mAFEV0eAPbux_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMeapGDQJWasxeha0wNA8j7nW-2BU7BGU0I36popXz-2B0rmhqTkhN-2BZwZWKLn-2F-2F1MzLhDisr04Vo-2FEtO8leG-2BMpRp7sHKoHTutMC4-2BbUpq4fP-2BOCccTf-2F8kbWSRJ5fb37Mg0AR9CVxdb5wBTOZFbI3Bcy-2BH5ty-2FWT5wo7Y65N1rqeIFaaA-2BdIMFxRdqXNnBvc7rQU-2FJ4SFtbWQdO4t0LKg75cWd3Vo-2FYOhkgLurHyvZeegkvba-2BJVbXeG-2BODnwladSxPs82SB4wYK4CyMuO-2FLgtze7FZZwHqOe1V060tbcncZDN4-3D
http://em.networkforgood.com/ls/click?upn=VAGGw4zHikj3d-2F5242H3ZsnQbYjvif0iV9Yi2hKXJZ7-2F52q-2FYFzAYKBvaxl5K-2B1NbZyyWi72ptJC4aQHNCzMZqqdRRIek9tSID0M6vE17hQTXNzHYtCz4B5xpbKe-2Bc9rRvXUKGlgy9FAuZWhveDsaSifoA2ADylMqbhDDVX0ynzrY4eZvUCSnHoafawCSuzpsSh28t2HcCcww24bPBZ76wA3vhFAqd9kIQkUAt7pm0U-3DmnSf_wb3luKP73KVYI7TUfNTs5y4dRrbqsEd3OwoQ-2FuSC9VCjVYaKvRpy2DY8Az32kXcMeapGDQJWasxeha0wNA8j7nW-2BU7BGU0I36popXz-2B0rmhqTkhN-2BZwZWKLn-2F-2F1MzLhDisr04Vo-2FEtO8leG-2BMpRp7sHKoHTutMC4-2BbUpq4fP-2BODMsLma26sQ-2BzsgEOUNRRy-2F-2BBikLjkXKzoZhiW6sEeC1Z1k1Dmh472v35-2FXq0MWNOGWMNsTTBGJZVmRa-2F-2B6YSB74Kphq68E89NL6CMTE5okX5poA5C-2F3LYs-2FxrDlQ1UjWrcM5iGvPVLu5naxOdje92cYYyeK8L1RHTn2NpCipcd0IGDxkK4v3hoFlMLt6IJcys-3D
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Pence: "I Trust our Jus.ce System," Lack of Transparency in SF; Podcast with SC
Prosecutor

Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 at 7:01:21 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Vice President Pence: “I trust our justice system”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 8, 2020

Pence: “I trust our
justice system”

By David Greenwald

Earlier this week in a commentary, I heavily criticized Joe Biden’s criminal justice platform as well as his
record supporting the 1994 Crime Bill.  But the reality is that Trump has just as bad a record - despite
claims by Vice President Pence last night, and his plan is largely non-existent.

Remember that Donald Trump once took out a full page calling for the Death Penalty for the Central Park
Five who have since been exonerated as innocent.  And he doubles down on that, saying, “You have
people on both sides of that.”

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrZAbdMeSJkgOr-t5bUli9lG6GMMdy2x7wK8BqQPHveAai_hNusIco6cODq9nkI_1f39EnmYjBIOvkIXosPeOYQul_NNaIxS5y4rV51kuiN1C4X9Y15zD4A0hrEDQn8swpgqcdTrEyW36ZbM0IcmK9tO-J23sSsE2l1ELuEMBJhCyoGKOMm-jFABiJCAsbTV5qS9HBrcRAoXi&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrXafITC9n9fhn6ZqgsCEJ7TzawAfQPSwOBY2cqjzncoi_NgFtESrxWTyA03fbf5XDQJgxw_HYK_OgFGH-gqNGk34mhmR5DeJRLAbCUMJM3GpbEn6MJUEbGbbhcid6_ywB40u42F8TLidwyf5fZfNx0jQysof_lOR590p38gLtuGn&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
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Last night Pence criticized Kamala Harris on the First Step Act, saying, “You didn’t lift a finger to pass the
First Step Act on Capitol Hill.”

The president keeps claiming credit for that, most critics argue that Trump deserves credit for signing it in
2018, as it “it aimed to lessen the overincarceration of black people and the racially disparate impact of
federal criminal justice practices by reducing some mandatory minimum sentences.”

But that’s about all, they argue.  

“Give Trump credit for the First Step Act — but not for much else on criminal justice issues,” Joe
Davidson wrote in July in the Washington Post.

Aside from the Central Park 5, Trump’s judges have a poor record.  Last month, Ronnie Long was
released after 44 years in prison in a case we were following closely.  

Wrote Judge Wynn of the Fourth Circuit: “Without a doubt, no reasonable jury could find Mr. Long guilty
based on the undeniable facts before us today: suppressed physical evidence failing to link Mr. Long to
the crime scene, the perjured testimony of investigating officers, missing key biological evidence, and an
eyewitness identification obtained through means now illegal in North Carolina.”

Long had spent 44 years in prison for a crime that there was scant evidence that he committed and huge
amounts of evidence that the prosecutors withheld exculpatory evidence and more.

And yet, it was a 9-6 decision by the en banc court.  Here’s the kicker - Trump had two appointees on that
court, both opposed releasing Long.

Last night Mike Pence said a lot of whoppers, but he saved some of the best for justice issues.

When asked about Breonna Taylor, he expressed empathy - something Trump has been criticized for
lacking - but he also said, “I trust our justice system.”

Really?  He trusts the justice system?  Look I have a problem with Kamala Harris both as a DA and an
AG, but she at least understands the lack of justice in our system and expressed that clearly last night.

Pence also denied we have systemic racism.

He said, “I must tell you, this presumption that you hear consistently from Joe Biden and Kamala Harris,
that America is systemically racist, and that as Joe Biden said that he believes that law enforcement has
an implicit bias against minorities is a great insult to the men and women who serve in law enforcement.”

Clearly Pence lacks understanding of what implicit bias actually is or that everyone has it.  The fact that
he would deny the existence of systemic racism is appalling.

Kamala Harris on the other hand - bad record as she has - nailed it: “Bad cops are bad for good cops.
We need reform of our policing in America and our criminal justice system, “

Mike Pence wants credit for First Step, but denies there are problems in the criminal legal system.  It just
doesn’t work that way.

Thanks for reading.

Full report here.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrXafITC9n9fhsVVPpJZdBAdVpBz4ekcDuT-lFjM_CU3zB6JrLH1QvHn8ObrgjJtu1Eoxgx5IdlYuRpFWtpMSiWGV-M8fW43ohsi6JDxu7lKxj5_-e1Ubu989bqMvpPQKLpxuMOWsGVJO1c3Hdtz36Y_91bWOuKW3ulE4Hl2gqfgQagXx1WBvB2oRJQMzDfO4F0BUI8CarTvmTGDiFEsejI7cJaESZTVQBfCmd2OMWnCtfpy07qxNiUwjvZ5HM_GfnHGFcBTS_sIWVy_TQb49SRDVbZZblfsjXYWjGxstiV_754JPCcHEtKhMfFbBBtcd-g8lAtWdVKpV&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrUwrbx-T8TKY-x9r6LZ8YCH3zGP-ChuHf1i6RAIZNMruWn3S0yZOLOGn8F5Hqi6U0b3UODKFp-cfxESsQjZhyUCuB2ErXhQNTlPPVlJljHGSM7iAVcgVNz-uf0PR7wVQTvbmQlowSJTI5OtEXe8OV2DQj1_r94ZbReI6mCkeOqS0PqgZGQvzNO5kz2I2wHIgPNzBzIVwd-kwAX5vNIIhNx6jkvpoSSffxw==&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrZAbdMeSJkgOU6HyNfNNoAXcXJTakypAFqTMNrqDN0jaBOljt-SoA6pJciVW78T-i00tA6CQqbViqDCZJ2JBpz01sb8VVci3Vjs_YGw0XRTdTwYkHF39w6oom2vDgF4rZQB6LrEjQ7QBgTwCucZ5r9yhNVEyX8IDLpd_aRCUEtocfCG_AMPRBBKlzrixawj8NA==&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrWDcnNJqA_r642mcRXwh32dN3IfYoH78fjH_N3YHQ9gExQAT9e6AeJNGKS9puk2boNnf0Fqxx7JvFwfAjYVbkrq7YQr7FGhp0ND8AdETT9xxKTtopzAv3H4=&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

DOJ Policy Change May Aid Election
Interference, Charges Prosecutor Group’s
Exec Director

The weakening of the Department of Justice’s Election
Interference Policy has compelled Miriam Krinsky, the
Executive Director of Fair and Just Prosecution, to release a
statement revealing her concerns for the future of

Read More

Demonstrators in Irvine, Around
Campuses Statewide Call for ‘Cop-Free
Schools’

A march and rally near the campus of the University of
California Irvine late last week involved more than 100 people
who demanded that police get out of their schools and off
their streets.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrTaoLDXLCKgygreOQBnhALhGMLkvbnm0Rs0RtTQ3UnHTXDnLcmTuTT3pfPxE6ezhPjd866ML9__EOu6dnvSZU3guuzZlKKPdGCj7plbUoQNQHBJh5ZgU60o=&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UwhuXgrxvmxJa_g3uIgJkWfewMP5dQRcf-I3kW_eeNoWNBDl_SoJrTaoLDXLCKgyhUtXN3OFVtvjPtFXOmmgwV9U9JtKW4Qt8Nlkkh_jAtO6SHvPt5lmB48dU7MA9m91ZpyEMc-1pE1c531EVL2_SUTu1yGOKIyXip4Bwjaeewyhg6MSyMSYMSSgJM1n_Qwh&c=c6ME5-yWjVxZ9yGuUN6lTbp69X8gu_hWjPC7kAVghXsUz9Xfhq35ug==&ch=bYxYiO7G_QcGvR-dlacUR63rjrOP3zmsCFnc68NwUQCYgxNYu2yhlw==
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Santa Rita Jail Population Continues To
Rise, Jail Appears To Recover >From Third
COVID-19 Outbreak

HU 3C, 3D and 3E were released from quarantine on Oct. 6.
All three housing units began quarantine in mid September
without a definite release date. ASCO said that the release
date was based on serial testing results. HU 3E

Read More

CDCR COVID-19 Death Toll Rises To 69,
Outbreaks At Avenal State Prison

As of October 7, there have been 14,863 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
12,640 have been resolved while 1,720 remain active in
custody. There have been 69 deaths throughout the CDCR

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Inconsistent California Court
Livestreaming – A Public Access Crisis

The global coronavirus pandemic has been a source of
hardship and uncertainty for many. The force of COVID-19
has tested the foundation of our government, and in doing so,
has exposed many weaknesses of our democratic

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Stepfather Describes Posing as Underage
Victim on Instagram in Trial of Accused
Sexual Predator

The Taylor Gholar sexual predator trial resumed Wednesday
here in Yolo County Superior Court, with the alleged victim’s
stepfather taking the stand to testify about the messages sent
to his daughter from the 28-year-old defendant.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Defends Self, Frequently Clashes with
Judge, Claims Given Wrong Information
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Judge Kevin McCormick was put in an awkward position here
Wednesday when a defendant—representing himself on a
probation matter—clashed with the judge, frequently
interrupting him in Sacramento County Superior

Read More

Victim Suffers a Burglary Worth $20,000
after Property Dispute

After a spiteful, revenge burglary, a victim found they suffered
a substantial $20,000 loss, including losing a MacBook,
jewelry, and designer clothes and bags.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Councilmember/Attorney Asks Alameda
County Residents to Oppose Code Change
Making Juries Unfair

Posting on his Twitter account Monday, John J. Bauters—a
former trial attorney and current councilmember of the city of
Emeryville—urged residents to oppose amendments to
Alameda County Rule of Court 1.10, which he argues

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Self-Representing Defendant States Long-
Standing Case Has Left Him at Risk of
Homelessness

It’s rare to have a defendant represent themselves – it’s called
“pro se” and “pro per” – in court, but that’s what happened
with the case of Yonatan Erena here in Fresno County
Superior Court late last week.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More
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Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 80:
Ben Pogue Runs for Solicitor in South
Carolina

Ben Pogue is a candidate for the Ninth Circuit Solicitor in
South Carolina, representing Charleston and Berkley
Counties. He is looking to bring reform and accountability to
the criminal justice system. During the interview he talked

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 79:
Davis Community Policing Discussion

Everyday Injustice sat down with four individuals in the
community of Davis California looking to make changes to
policing at the local level. The participants: Morgan
Poindexter,Aarthi Sekar, Lupita Torres, and Dillan Horton.

Read More
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“Eyewitness misidentifications are one of the leading causes of wrongful convictions. Moreover, thanks to
the post-conviction investigation by Harris’ trial attorney, we also knew the true perpetrators had
implicated themselves and exculpated Harris in the years following the conviction,” California Western
School of Law Michael Semanchik stated.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 7, 2020

First Wrongful Death
Lawsuit Filed Against San Quentin, Hearing In Habeas Case To
Release 50% Of CDCR Population Underway
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Here we wanted to highlight the work of Julietta Bisharyan and Nick Gardner.

San Quentin State Prison went weeks without a major rise in COVID-19 cases. However, the two new
deaths this week could be a sign that the prison’s early-pandemic troubles may be returning.

This week, San Quentin reported two new deaths, raising the death toll to 28. The other 26 deaths,
excluding that of 55 year-old prison guard Gilbert Polanco, occurred during the months of June and July
when the prison was experiencing a massive outbreak.

Earlier this month, CDCR’s first wrongful death lawsuit was brought forth by the children of 61-year-old
Daniel Ruiz, an incarcerated person at San Quentin. Cited in the claim is the prison’s mishandling of
transfers from other institutions, which is recognized as the impetus for San Quentin’s deadly outbreak in
May. 

On May 30, 121 incarcerated individuals were transferred from the California Institution for Men to San
Quentin. None of these new transfers had been tested for coronavirus in the past month, and at the time
of their arrival San Quentin had not yet reported any cases. 

As of today, over 2,240 cases have been confirmed at San Quentin.

Ruiz had been serving time for a nonviolent drug crime and met the requirements for the CDCR’s early
release program. At the time of his death, Ruiz had only a few months remaining on his sentence.
“The folks in our prisons are human beings,” said Michael Haddad, attorney for the Ruiz family. “Many
who died at San Quentin had done non-violent crimes and should have been coming back home to their
families soon. It is tragic and unacceptable that some prison bureaucrats treated them as less than
human.”

A number of politicians have also come out against San Quentin’s decision to receive transfers in May.
Assemblymember Marc Levine went so far as to label it “the worst prison health screw-up in state history”

The lawsuit also points to San Quentin’s communal living quarters with old-fashioned barred cells —
outdated infrastructure that makes it impossible to effectively quarantine sick individuals.

Researchers visited the institution in early June and found “grave” conditions, their report of which was
published in Nature, a weekly scientific journal.

“Given the unique architecture and age of San Quentin (built in the mid-1800s and early 1900s), there is
exceedingly poor ventilation, extraordinarily close living quarters, and inadequate sanitation,” the
researchers published in a memo following their visit.

Also Included in this memo was a solution to help mitigate the spread of the virus within San Quentin:
“We therefore recommend that the prison population at San Quentin be reduced to 50% of current
capacity (even further reduction would be more beneficial) via decarceration. … It is important to note
that we spoke to a number of incarcerated people who were over the age of 60 and had a matter of
weeks left on their sentences. It is inconceivable that they are still in this dangerous environment.”

So far, CDCR has expedited the release of over 3,500 incarcerated individuals across the state. At a
hearing on July 1, held by California senators with the goal of establishing the root of problems at San
Quentin, CDCR Secretary Ralph Diaz confirmed that incarcerated individuals with 180 days or fewer on
their sentence, as well as nonviolent and at risk individuals, will have their sentences expedited.

Full report here.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Driving a False Narrative on
“SavetheChildren”

For months now there has on social media been posts about
these stories of sting operations that have supposedly
uncovered huge amounts of previously missing children. It
has spawned some to ask why during a global pandemic,

Read More

Commentary: The Elephant – Part III

Since Trump’s discharge from Walter Reed Medical Center,
several people have asked me to opine on whether he left the
hospital against medical advice. My opinion is, we simply do
not know, but it doesn’t matter. Technically Trump

Read More

‘Factually Innocent’ Man Exonerated After
Spending 7 Years in Prison for Armed
Robbery

Director of the California Innocence Project Justin Brooks
stated, “This is the way exonerations should happen. Defense
attorneys and prosecutors working together to fix mistakes
from the past. My thanks go out to the Los

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part XI – FINAL:
Discussion and Conclusions

Research by Samuel R. Gross, Maurice J. Possley, Kaitlyn J.
Roll, and Klara H. Stephens concluded that there are several
contributing factors the commission of misconduct by law
enforcement officials that leads to wrongful

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Population Continues To
Rise, Jail Appears To Recover >From Third
COVID-19 Outbreak
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It appears the outbreak has been contained since ASCO has
not reported any new COVID-19 cases since Sep. 28.
Currently, there are two active cases. In total, there have been
263 confirmed positive cases.

Read More

Pelican Bay State Prison Reports First
COVID-19 Case, CDCR Death Toll Rises To
68

As of October 5, there have been 14,847 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
12,547 have been resolved while 1,797 remain active in
custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Public Defender Surprised by
Testimony of Victim’s Mother in
Controversial Sexual Misconduct Case
involving Minor

Deputy Public Defender Jose Gonzalez was apparently
caught off guard here in Yolo County Superior Court Tuesday
when a witness began describing her first encounter with the
defendant, Taylor Gholar, at an elementary

Read More

Impact Statements from Victim’s Family
Brings Defendant to a Tearful Apology
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Defendant Nazim Shikhanstov was brought before Judge
Timothy Fall this Tuesday here in Yolo County Superior Court
to face a charge of felony manslaughter – and the victim’s
family members, and six heartbreaking impact

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Sets $500K Bail for Homeless Man
Charged With Robbing Victim Of Obama
Phone

Assistant Public Defender Stephen Nelson argued this
Monday in Sacramento Superior Court that defendant Michael
Wilson’s actions did not equate to a robbery when the victim
gave him one of the “Obama” (government)

Read More

Miscommunication, Zoom or No Zoom: DUI
Cases at Sacramento Superior Court
During COVID-19

Despite the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, only one defendant
chose to appear remotely via Zoom in Dept. 84 of
Sacramento County Superior Court on Tuesday.The presence
of facial coverings in

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Councilmember/Attorney Asks Alameda
County Residents to Oppose Code Change
Making Juries Unfair

Posting on his Twitter account Monday, John J. Bauters—a
former trial attorney and current councilmember of the city of
Emeryville—urged residents to oppose amendments to
Alameda County Rule of Court 1.10, which he argues

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Self-Representing Defendant States Long-
Standing Case Has Left Him at Risk of
Homelessness
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It’s rare to have a defendant represent themselves – it’s called
“pro se” and “pro per” – in court, but that’s what happened
with the case of Yonatan Erena here in Fresno County
Superior Court late last week.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 79:
Davis Community Policing Discussion

Everyday Injustice sat down with four individuals in the
community of Davis California looking to make changes to
policing at the local level. The participants: Morgan
Poindexter,Aarthi Sekar, Lupita Torres, and Dillan Horton.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification

In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More
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“These laws remained on the books of most Southern states for decades,” Justice Johnson wrote. “And
this case demonstrates their modern manifestation: harsh habitual offender laws that permit a life
sentence for a Black man convicted of property crimes.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 6, 2020

Work on Santa Rita
Jail Getting Recognition
As the tweet shows - the work of the Vanguard is getting recognized.  Here I want to highlight the great
work of Linh Nguyen who wears so many hats for us - Court Watch Intern, COVID Reporter, and Co-
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Editor in Chief of our UC Davis Publication.

Santa Rita Jail Administers No COVID-19 Testing Prior To Quarantine Release,
Sheriff’s Office Admits Population Control Is Not A Priority

By Linh Nguyen

Overview

Approximately a week after the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office reported its third COVID-19 outbreak at
Santa Rita Jail, 16 of the 18 active cases were reportedly resolved in a day. ACSO has confirmed that
SRJ’s outbreak protocol does not involve testing individuals prior to declaring them COVID-19 negative
and releasing them from quarantine.

Testing Report

129 tests were completed this week with 41 tests pending results. In total, 4171 tests have been
completed since the pandemic began. Last week, 263 tests were administered, implying that the testing
rate decreased by 50 percent this week. 
Testing revealed two new cases on Sep. 28, raising the number of confirmed cases from 16 to 18. 

ACSO confirmed that individuals are not tested prior to release from quarantine. Only confirmatory testing
is being done to mark a positive COVID-19 case.

Incarcerated people in “yellow” housing units (units with known contact to COVID-19) are tested for
COVID-19. Those who test positive are separated and placed into a separate unit. Those who initially test
negative will be tested again after seven days and again after another seven days. They will be released
after testing negative in those two consecutive tests. 

For those who initially tested positive, they are placed in a separate housing unit and are released when
their symptoms resolve. According to Madeline, a Wellpath representative, those who test positive see a
doctor daily who makes release decisions. 

In short, individuals are tested for release if they initially test negative but are not tested for release if they
initially test positive. 

The Vanguard questioned Commander Yesenia Sanchez and Wellpath staff on why testing was not being
universally administered prior to release. ACSO claims that their protocol is based on CDC and Alameda
County Public Health Department’s recommendations, which state that quarantine release strategy
should not be based on testing, but rather on symptoms. According to the protocol, active cases are
marked as resolved when symptoms resolve and at least after 10 days in quarantine. 
The Vanguard has requested ACSO to provide proof of these recommendations from CDC and AC-PHD.

While ASCO claims that access to medical care and medicine is extensive and easy, testimonials from
incarcerated people suggest otherwise, stating that access to medical care and medicines is limited
and restrictive.

Read the rest here...

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Is Biden Out of Step on
Criminal Justice Reform?

While the nation has been transfixed with the Trump
administration handling of everything from coronavirus to his
debate to racial unrest, some on the left have given former
Vice President Biden a virtual pass for his weak record on

Read More

Governor Newsom Nominates First Openly
Gay Justice to CA Supreme Court

Gov. Gavin Newsom Monday nominated Justice Martin
Jenkins for the California Supreme Court – he would be the
first openly gay and third Black man to serve on the California
Supreme Court. It has been 29 years since an

Read More

Black Tennessee Man with Intellectual
Disability and Strong Innocence Petitions
Governor Lee for Clemency

Attorneys for Pervis Payne petitioned the Governor here
Monday to spare his life from his execution conviction – he is
petitioning for clemency on the grounds that, because of his
intellectual disability, his execution is unconstitutional.

Read More

Councilmember/Attorney Asks Alameda
County Residents to Oppose Code Change
Making Juries Unfair

Posting on his Twitter account Monday, John J. Bauters—a
former trial attorney and current councilmember of the city of
Emeryville—urged residents to oppose amendments to
Alameda County Rule of Court

Read More

Researchers, Prosecutors Promote
‘Transparency’ and ‘Accountability’ in
Prosecution Practices

The US criminal justice system has recently been put into
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The US criminal justice system has recently been put into
question with various movements calling for its complete
renovation.At a time when the nation demands sweeping
criminal justice reforms,

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Administers No COVID-19
Testing Prior To Quarantine Release,
Sheriff’s Office Admits Population Control
Is Not A Priority

Approximately a week after the Alameda County Sheriff’s
Office reported its third COVID-19 outbreak at Santa Rita Jail,
16 of the 18 active cases were reportedly resolved in a day.
ACSO has confirmed that SRJ’s outbreak protocol

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Population Continues To
Rise, Jail Appears To Recover >From Third
COVID-19 Outbreak

It appears the outbreak has been contained since ASCO has
not reported any new COVID-19 cases since Sep. 28.
Currently, there are two active cases. In total, there have been
263 confirmed positive cases.

Read More

Pelican Bay State Prison Reports First
COVID-19 Case, CDCR Death Toll Rises To
68

As of October 5, there have been 14,847 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
12,547 have been resolved while 1,797 remain active in
custody.

Read More

First Wrongful Death Lawsuit Filed Against
San Quentin

The sight of his sister through the barbed wire fence at
Folsom State Prison was supposed to mark the end of a
grueling 22-year sentence for Kao Saelee. Instead, the former
incarcerated firefighter was placed in chains

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Softball Coach Found Guilty of Multiple
Sexual Assault Charges on Underage
Athletes

After weeks of graphic, sometimes lurid, testimony, a Yolo
County jury has found 43-year-old softball coach “Buck”
Maldonado Thomas guilty of sexually abusing underaged
athletes under his training program.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Accuses Prosecutor of
‘Bootstrapping’ by Joining 2 Cases,
Hurting Client’s Chances with Jury; Judge
Agrees

Assistant Public Defender Corey Thornhill Monday
complained loudly that a move by the District Attorney’s office
was an attempt to hurt his client’s chances in front of a jury,
even before the case got past the early stages of pretrial

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Councilmember/Attorney Asks Alameda
County Residents to Oppose Code Change
Making Juries Unfair

Posting on his Twitter account Monday, John J. Bauters—a
former trial attorney and current councilmember of the city of
Emeryville—urged residents to oppose amendments to
Alameda County Rule of Court 1.10, which he argues

Read More
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Fresno Court Watch

Self-Representing Defendant States Long-
Standing Case Has Left Him at Risk of
Homelessness

It’s rare to have a defendant represent themselves – it’s called
“pro se” and “pro per” – in court, but that’s what happened
with the case of Yonatan Erena here in Fresno County
Superior Court late last week.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 79:
Davis Community Policing Discussion

Everyday Injustice sat down with four individuals in the
community of Davis California looking to make changes to
policing at the local level. The participants: Morgan
Poindexter,Aarthi Sekar, Lupita Torres, and Dillan Horton.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification
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In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More
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“These laws remained on the books of most Southern states for decades,” Justice Johnson wrote. “And
this case demonstrates their modern manifestation: harsh habitual offender laws that permit a life
sentence for a Black man convicted of property crimes.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 5, 2020

2016 is Not 2020… But
Once Bitten, Twice Shy…
by David Greenwald
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While the national polls were were close in 2016, the pundits and most people in general were
wrong. Donald Trump did beat Hillary Clinton in the Electoral College by pulling an inside straight. Pundits
were wrong in part because they were biased, but mostly because the state data was more volatile than
was commonly understood.

That makes us more cautious in 2020, I get it. But there are so many reasons why 2020 is not 2016.

I will give you just a few here.

First, I wish people would stop looking at individual polls. The key is the average polling. And the average
lead for Joe Biden is far larger than it was for Hillary. Moreover, 2016 was punctuated by exogenous
shocks which crippled Hillary Clinton each time she re-established the lead. The lead for Biden has been
remarkably stable now for months fluctuating between about 6 and 9.

Second, Joe Biden has a much stronger base than Hillary Clinton ever did. We underestimated just how
much people hated Clinton. While people hated Trump too, the telling stat was that among people who
hated both candidates, HIlary Clinton lost by over 20 points. Also we always knew Joe Biden would be far
better at capturing the working class white vote. Hillary completely lost that vote while Biden is holding his
own. Trump took advantage of this - but it was twofold - HIllary lost the white vote and Trump exploited it. 

Third, people who argue 2020 will follow the script of 2016 are forgetting something kind of important - in
2016, we were in relative prosperity, Trump was a challenger and challenging the status quo. The facts
on the ground heavily tilt against any incumbent especially one that seems complicit in those
circumstances. While you can argue he was unfortunate to have had the pandemic occur on his watch -
he contributed to the fallout from that pandemic.

Bottomline: watch the body language and use your common sense here.

Is this thing over?

It seems to me there are four possible ways for this to not end in defeat for the incumbent.

First, the polling can simply be wrong. This one is hard to imagine. The polling right now seems to line up
with what we are seeing on the ground.

Second, the race could get closer and the electoral advantage could kick in. This is plausible. If this race
gets within five points on average, I think Biden starts to sweat. Could we actually see a five point lead
translate to a Trump electoral victory - when Nate Silver did the calculations the break point was about 2
to 3 points. But at five, if you have any error in the polls, it gets scary.

Third, circumstances could change. Those thinking that a major scandal would kill Biden, I’m not so sure
because this race really is all about Trump and whatever you think of Biden, right now he benefits most
from not being Trump. More plausible is that things get a lot better - maybe a vaccine, maybe the
announcement of an imminent vaccine. I don’t know. In four weeks, I’m leaning away from a radical
change on the ground but this is 2020 - and you never know.

Fourth, the scary scenario - fraud and uncertainty. People are saying we might not know the result of the
election for months. If people hold their vote by mails until election day, perhaps that will be true. But if
people vote early, the votes get counted early. I do think there is something to this fourth scenario that if
something weird happens with ballot collecting or counting it could throw the election. But that’s likely
only to matter if we are looking at 3 to 5 point race, currently it is eight.

Bottom line, I think there is probably an 80 percent chance that Joe Biden becomes president in
2021. There are ways that this does not occur. The most likely scenario in my view is not nefarious or
radical, it is that Trump gains his footing, gets the race closer and allows the Electoral College advantage
to play in his favor. But overall, I think it is far more likely than not that this doesn’t occur.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 79:
Community Policing Discussion

Everyday Injustice sat down with four individuals in the
community of Davis California looking to make changes to
policing at the local level. The participants: Morgan
Poindexter,Aarthi Sekar, Lupita Torres, and Dillan Horton.

Read More

Monday Morning Thoughts: Murders are
on the Rise – But Pinpointing the Cause is
Trickier Than Some Think

The data released so far this year shows pretty clearly that
the murder rate is up over previous years. During this election
season, we know that murders are being politicized.
I have own opinions on the reason why the murder rate is

Read More

Guest Commentary: Man Goes to Prison
For Life For Stealing a Pair of Hedge
Clippers – What Prosecutors Can do About
It

Last month, the Louisiana Supreme Court refused to review
the life sentence of Fair Wayne Bryant, who was sentenced to
life in prison for attempting to steal a pair of hedge clippers
more than 20 years ago. Bryant’s sentence

Read More

CA Governor Signs Measure Giving Low
Level Offenders 2nd Chance, Older
Prisoners a Break

CA Gov. Gavin Newsom last week signed a measure
designed to reduce the number of people in prison by giving
first time low level offenders a second chance and older
prisoners a bit of a break.

Read More
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Looking Back: Never Again part 3

One of the causes of wrongful convictions comes when
people who are either facing prison, or, who are already in
prison, for unrelated crimes, make deals to testify for the
Prosecution against another person in order to either avoid

Read More

Guest Commentary: Policing Studies
Measure Benefits to Crime Reduction—But
Not Social Costs

Perhaps one of the more unexpected events this turbulent
year has been the rate at which efforts to defund police
departments gained national political traction. Local
governments collectively spend roughly $100 billion per year

Read More

Attorney and Man Wrongly Imprisoned for
44 Years Share Story in Webinar

In honor of Wrongful Convictions Day, Duke Law Professor
Jamie Lau and Wrongful Convictions Client Ronnie Long
webinar this week discussed Long’s landmark case, and how
Duke Law is targeting systemic injustice through its

Read More

THE VANGUARD WEEK IN REVIEW: Court
Watch (Sep. 28, 2020 – Oct. 1, 2020)

The Vanguard is an online news group that provides coverage
of criminal justice reform, and the courts throughout California
and the nation. The Davis Vanguard began by covering Davis
and Yolo County with groundbreaking news

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Plunges Into Its Third
COVID-19 Outbreak – Reports 18 Active
Cases – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA
Jails

Two more COVID-19 cases were confirmed, raising the
number of confirmed active cases from 16 to 18. In total,
there have been 263 confirmed cases.

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
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& Avenal State Prison, 4 More COVID-19
Deaths Since Last Week – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of September 28, there have been 14,086 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 11,449 have been resolved while 2,143 remain active
in custody. There have been 64 deaths across the CDCR

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Admits Population Control
Is Not A Priority Despite 3 COVID-19
Outbreaks – Breaking Down COVID-19 In
CA Jails

One week after the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office reported
zero cases of COVID-19 at Santa Rita Jail, an outbreak with
17 active cases emerged. This led to serial testing and
multiple housing unit quarantines.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Softball Coach Found Guilty of Multiple
Sexual Assault Charges on Underage
Athletes

After weeks of graphic, sometimes lurid, testimony, a Yolo
County jury has found 43-year-old softball coach “Buck”
Maldonado Thomas guilty of sexually abusing underaged
athletes under his training program.

Read More

Yolo Judge Reassures DA that Zoom is
‘New Normal’ that Will Work Just Fine
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX0r0aRLbPAi72g9pConw6YCOa7dTHmsf1Mpoz68Qs12fPFxBAcvE3v84eeL8GgMJImKzY0T6GkgXqmvwk6w9bZ3QJBwm4DazDciIZqcAFFbDgZtIBQSSYRpHGQC0eX7O65MhK5iQHNVujjh2T7wz96IVKEcG07gXeAfgRYGrYKdLNdQlg61OXAhHL9nz1v61yJTBlqv4DrZ9&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX7cALGonPYEKZfa7F8Oml7co5XKrHW4ZZkSvHXZImF-Qi29cXthOycMJqcUrN7ZQAEKfXtDEF0o5h6bkLstYNCs3lrW4xlJxeHkDDBQ2gWVdk9cpey5vnXNfhJfBVL8hb-tRKOvjHtX4&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX_S3NJuYv2yzdQLnvIwjs9UcbtjtLhptanN4S7LZfJYE2hFG4Xjig4oQs9y1ONk_wIGBfx-m8os6JuJPzxTyMZoBRaZ9-Qhs5ouqW7fZ4kbtjOuPXEhNt5961MWMKKHsVLbee9rTnV6iJxh5t6N5o6NuScw5rCiC1AG2dnKtmi5f6fo-iTLpRctfN0kjFMYwdjvWdazxW8FFIo0iaQOfdKRPdDAUv44AF785Z0PCi-4GQs5Iw848NW0=&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX8mZ2RLFILJnqOjl8VYspKaYdlyhxlzBldGIapfd57ctDp5u5vorD4aNw-rQq9jlkxpGdzqjGvCB9Ip9U083d0vHQ6qEZvmeRgT8uXseUSLnp719wIXmwSraPIqh7ecWcAJe2sTRgzYj&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX35XCT3zUceRzWc73J54mbpOQN1rBAyDJz80sLO0zPpK1rpnNHWMGMric5LOB6R2N6-0RAZ1MkPlp6XS6pUq8I5wnSibn5KJ6QnGZ8_Py8S1DzTYMql-EHHdIwLqS2aNalHzy4F5lHEO_EcOra_3ovR6pbTLmMUVKWamElS7aUvq-VSUUB_itUETuPtwwBB08LGZM9h6APP_Xa06vlqJPBpmeDigXmUkyTbkBHDwWQgP&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
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Zoom has been a major topic of discussion in recent months
with people in general, and lawyers and courts specifically—
Zoom has become part of many people’s daily lives.But how
will the courts and jurors adjust to this new

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Elderly Man Accused of Killing Wife Will
Plead Not Guilty Due to Insanity

As Anh Thai was rolled into Sacramento County Superior
Court last week, he did not look like a man capable of
standing on his own, much less one to inflict harm to another
person.

Read More

Video Records Defendant Taking Backpack
Unlocked Vehicle

Roberto Guzman doesn’t like cameras – he objected to
livestreaming at his preliminary trial last week in Sacramento
County Superior Court, and later it was learned a camera
caught him stealing.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Self-Representing Defendant States Long-
Standing Case Has Left Him at Risk of
Homelessness

It’s rare to have a defendant represent themselves – it’s called
“pro se” and “pro per” – in court, but that’s what happened
with the case of Yonatan Erena here in Fresno County
Superior Court late last week.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX35XCT3zUceRXxzaRXiwiVF16ZSOYwoITlPYrYf5XRelT7YHV046rieat92ErGGuspZ6rJEpowkvo9wC8SHdfWLnW3lQ0uzAP1qCjtxSHR9rX5GhGgqMOYr0WE4Sg798QkwMyGYDrcf4irrWP4AX8mBMdYZHRelbHd66BTzOyLMXoozYropcbMgigclJ6zTIUayfjYkz20u52A3A1EHjBMY=&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX7cALGonPYEK7fG1Zqr7aNBNjE7dBC3nhpla7jF6Aw11lNS2QqPlo5R-cA2qllkZeNCS4AL839mCdoZ8BSIF5dwAFy6Crfkh_UGSpsSOeAPg4fpESU8x8FUVVYhiLyE5zbNIim-EpO1nzqvZMGxltBo=&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX_gi4jeVuucpiIvSf7_gIk-O5Qol6qjEtLYxQMrm7cpU8IlbHY1KuSyWAdKNlW5p7Cv0TknhWQub9urIALU6I1JVBLpCoMbQeuTzpCNfiZ870r0gW0O7KSK5lRbHgcGS2Ft5gw17Z8JsegPN9g7DTPbcCvnuKJgqvSsinoEpEnEC6CzHrGWqmNorGsVxQ-l8REiKlNNMGdUUWz-Dhh5sIzw=&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX_gi4jeVuucpfepx__GZXx2FCFx_jfE77vn_UHs0BO_lzoNNs5RxDdmR-2YBUG8KV0wFAxlUjQJjRr5nnDOr4RN_IgcxQaqgPV3hjZVG8kHPCeefKMZ8uh3uew3gP0sj3dY0jS6mMW4qPftirwgqGngniNQOCqseT_SYbH41Jq9h_-5wMrFrIsDROhyCTnLC1w==&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX93_xHm4ALY3ohKzDNupwYSq_E-0UbdYFTCJV9NBSH5fbGO-5FCsU30BbhwXi3g1hYY1dcYTzSJwWmfZz3vFpCfhSjyfK7X5HJhRv5Nw36f1j2X_sPti8oMFhUZ-YzmewndLjZCIv-_K0fXS1WBoZHIA2raWawTxo1HMmaYu81pSKF0-oX1huVP7KHuapeSmK1vKlaVrcgZED2gZruPs8XXHJq5KB_Cy7w==&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX_gi4jeVuucpi_FsT3w8g-lJXrX1GiN_UBCK8dtik3CqfreAoXfvpg6aKQn4YGCMrEf1c0RiVogLK1fppEeEXiuStSDAuGURZUUE7kmj6zIwXGShZS0LvEMaEckFTQRUVMNjv7K4yPdODpGR0U7GPE6tYytYchU2SelMVKTdoLTAlgpcHfLOQfzGRP6AqJ6v8ZpsoOe0gwcoIA9RJxHmubaMNIMfMgeyQ2BzoOgcxeHfeizXs-gFg1Q=&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
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Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification

In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX4YwWhNqsV5gdrL9bwnj05egNxbGZw5hXeDvBKxT5R4-8A8Q9G8Utux8ZsInP_ntow5rpMT0oRHyFgNN3u22jtYa7MtrtoXu36tJZPEDJj5yWPI7eXq9RUyatH_QDOtygYDotAzSXs9oSAVDCdVkIQRpu12jdsTsaqnviKMrGh6Vrg7QimBLYgfENJdabJTSt_-naIx6kLZkGP7Om8xq0EM=&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX7FQBy3opqgH0JmpFQILKIxARe_6c1CR4b-4kq0Aja3-MKKO0m417BaWHLCNHHn_Ln-OJol7oZ1WERonBD5xxUkr58vkZ6hWuihKU3rb-cI-b_bUZYDrHgAFmc7pW61YB7KHONaZKvi9ajkJgJKPqiLWPNPZuc4vN_A-H9a3OG8QcpdqPCFK_Ba0WK0hyfbouw==&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX-0-vXRKxzrJHltgrrj_ckS5zAxcJWtFLw4ZkY5uwwhsZdL2L1MIjFDvjVM_Bbc24e9EihCq-Zg6osOQ_E2pPsBobmiLEo57wj9RFHSGaLg5&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX3ES0JUXUm3GhhNQq2A4aYNX8UPlGY2JAlQi7g9l-ZiSU97fwYDgP-jFczPxk3Mh9Go_vVRE9GOKRmJYWJ-OEBmoXLmGo3WgBZ1ho_OP6n3E7Bud9Zq6px4zdxZ_eb5xgsEt3dWFH9tCGFHmzqh_v-vvthnrKNBItdauUaZSF2pVSAQEU_7IEGjq52sAjgfWFU6_m6Qeu9dhDYjXtk0v38KEYNYcEKNhpbZGAH_SzXUC&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VzXEnZchAWYRN7Sl1gTFfnqIRhwt9h_snErZlsK-5kgXQ50SsO1MX9M6XeBWZpX3hQA5iOdCNP8Tp8SZRoPa1KoyhU6PIhHf_Lf72dZNgMpyI5fYhAEMHNh50VszhjPqvYlSGtnnHSjnw2BYGwV2AUJnklNQ4NwOwm4eA47iMRnHG8nAlp6LXuRRvpohp3goT1f5dX1QVy_ADGYfUgjfOb82zPlLRMHAv7W6s41gwL8zSa2B0ssEogfW3nizRSuD&c=2bzoORSQ4j13rs9O0YtgDyXEZ5DwgSlnje6J-hN-Eagk4Qu9r65qiA==&ch=pqajgrfJh7LYgTwTmpBaJElhFErJMXwJWSsxb00YFcGSLoAAEMCCpQ==
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Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 at 10:21:08 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

Wonderful. Thanks so much!

PS - Mano is excited to be on your podcast at the end of October. 

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 1:20 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
 

 
Good catch on the .tle - I o}en get caught trying to condense a headline to make it fit be4er.  Made the changes.

On Fri, Oct 2, 2020 at 1:16 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

The whole team truly appreciates you featuring Mano's statement in your "Guest Commentary."
Everyone also LOVES the picture. 

--
Two quick things:

1. One change: We ended up amending one thing a}er it went out -- Apparently 1950 also includes
some felonies, so (short of ge�ng too far into the weeds) we generalized the language:

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/10/guest-commentary-governor-newsoms-groundbreaking-criminal-justice-reform-bills/


Monday, September 19, 2022 at 00:55:43 Bri8sh Summer Time
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Original: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods for misdemeanors.
Correc.on: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods.

2. For your considera.on: Danica - our legisla.ve expert & eagle eye - no.ced the .tle gives credit to
Newsom for the bills, and suggested saying ~ "Governor Newsom Signs ...CJR Bills" 

--

Thank you,
Val

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Re: Thanks + quick note
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 at 9:20:44 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Good catch on the .tle - I o}en get caught trying to condense a headline to make it fit be4er.  Made the changes.

On Fri, Oct 2, 2020 at 1:16 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi David,

The whole team truly appreciates you featuring Mano's statement in your "Guest Commentary."
Everyone also LOVES the picture. 

--
Two quick things:

1. One change: We ended up amending one thing a}er it went out -- Apparently 1950 also includes
some felonies, so (short of ge�ng too far into the weeds) we generalized the language:

Original: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods for misdemeanors.
Correc.on: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods.

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/10/guest-commentary-governor-newsoms-groundbreaking-criminal-justice-reform-bills/
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2. For your considera.on: Danica - our legisla.ve expert & eagle eye - no.ced the .tle gives credit to
Newsom for the bills, and suggested saying ~ "Governor Newsom Signs ...CJR Bills" 

--

Thank you,
Val

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Thanks + quick note
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 at 9:16:04 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

Hi David,

The whole team truly appreciates you featuring Mano's statement in your "Guest Commentary."
Everyone also LOVES the picture. 

--
Two quick things:

1. One change: We ended up amending one thing a}er it went out -- Apparently 1950 also includes
some felonies, so (short of ge�ng too far into the weeds) we generalized the language:

Original: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods for misdemeanors.
Correc.on: AB 1950. This bill will reduce the length of proba.on periods.

2. For your considera.on: Danica - our legisla.ve expert & eagle eye - no.ced the .tle gives credit to
Newsom for the bills, and suggested saying ~ "Governor Newsom Signs ...CJR Bills" 

--

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/10/guest-commentary-governor-newsoms-groundbreaking-criminal-justice-reform-bills/
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Thank you,
Val

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Officer in Vallejo Fired, But Not Because Black Lives Ma4er
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 at 7:01:02 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

John Burris: “To me, it’s a sham, it’s not real justice in terms of the conduct he engaged in.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 2, 2020

The Fight Against Zero
Bail

By David Greenwald

One of the stranger stories is one I have been tracking in Yolo County, where DA Jeff Reisig, the heir to
head up the California District Attorney’s Association next year, has been playing both sides of the fence
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on zero bail - criticizing it and yet doing nothing to stop it.

On Thursday, he sent out another press release.

“In an ongoing effort to inform the public about the impacts of the Emergency “$0” Bail Schedule, the Yolo
County District Attorney has released its most recent statistics on new crimes committed by those
released on zero bail,” the DA’s office said.

They continued, “Although the Judicial Council rescinded its mandated use in June, the Yolo County
Superior Court continues to use an Emergency Bail Schedule.  Currently, there is no announced end date
for the use of the Emergency Bail Schedule.”

Since April 13, 2020, the DA’s office continues to claim that 310 individuals have been arrested and
released on zero bail a total of 359 times, “with some benefitting from $0 bail on multiple occasions.”

The DA’s office said, “The individuals who have reoffended since their release on zero bail in Yolo County
have committed over 304 new crimes, in Yolo County alone.”

The Assistant Chief Deputy DA Melinda Aiello - who continues to be the spokesperson for the office as
Jeff Reisig has strangely disappeared from the public light - told a local TV station last week, “It’s a get-
out-of-jail-free card.  There’s no real risk assessment done and there’s no consequences because they’re
not even brought back to court for four to five months.”

The problem is that the DA’s office could have put a stop to this and have not.

In June, Melinda Aiello wrote the presiding judge that “we recognize the on-going need to maintain a
reasonable jail population and after consultation with County Counsel encourage the court to return to its
Emergency and Provisional Bail Schedule that became effective March 26, 2020.”

So has the DA’s office changed their position?  Have they argued for remanding people into custody?  It
appears not.  So what’s the angle here?

When I spoke with Tracie Olson, the Yolo County Public Defender, on our recent podcast, she said, “We
know that people have been released on zero bail and been rearrested.”

But she said that “most are re-arrested on misdemeanors”  or “probation violations,” which don’t amount
to a crime.

The case that caught people’s attention last week was an attempted murder in West Sacramento.

Olson told Everyday Injustice, He was put on probation by consent of the parties,” she said.  He was
picked up on zero bail afterwards, first with a drunk in public.

“The DAs have the ability when they see cases come through to ask for deviation for zero bail,” she
pointed out.  “Judges have the authority to deviate from zero bail.”
So, from her perspective, “I think it’s very simplistic to say it’s zero bail and then end of story.”

Olson pointed out that when Yolo County made the determination as to whether to keep zero bail, they
solicited the opinions from all of the stakeholders in the process and they all agreed—Judge McAdam,
public defender, probation, sheriff, and DA—to keep zero bail.

Judge McAdam said at that time that if there are cases that shouldn’t be zero bail, “utilize the statutes
that are in place.”

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJMrhEtBet2Smd4SqoVNM3eVYEWDn7i8DpBiOwcWiIe7P2JFisNkwg0K0nX8XO3W5H-qWQPJR70gh-aafIudQhqCc0D4-OCKUsOGFKoA1uOZKhOcuBZlgkUkFxJvP_0gFHw6hjr0O6dAbgxOZQn2GOYgK_NgnKj1XGEEzkMlvdAtwnpqces9dAVEkNYhmq_TLIr6URZMmB4uCemZO1N_1J0Q=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJMrhEtBet2Smd4SqoVNM3eVYEWDn7i8DpBiOwcWiIe7P2JFisNkwg0K0nX8XO3W5H-qWQPJR70gh-aafIudQhqCc0D4-OCKUsOGFKoA1uOZKhOcuBZlgkUkFxJvP_0gFHw6hjr0O6dAbgxOZQn2GOYgK_NgnKj1XGEEzkMlvdAtwnpqces9dAVEkNYhmq_TLIr6URZMmB4uCemZO1N_1J0Q=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
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Olson told me, “I am personally not aware of any that have had a request for zero bail, the request was
denied, and then they went out and committed a new crime.”
Tracie Olson further said that she was not aware that the DA has requested either ending zero bail or
changes to it.

“Usually those sorts of policy questions—they are emails that include all the parties,” she said.  “I have
not seen any emails or requests to re-look at zero bail.”
She told me that the DA’s position on all of this is “curious.”

That’s probably an understatement.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin Talks
Criminal Justice Reform (Podcast)

Elected in November 2019 in San Francisco as a reformer,
Chesa Boudin has been on the job for nine months and
already accomplished a lot. We discuss some of the reforms –
racial disparities, police accountability, the post

Read More

Commentary: Officer is Fired in Vallejo –
But the Firing Illustrates the Problem –
Black Lives Don’t Matter To Police Officers

You could say it is another illustration of how black lives do
not matter when it comes to police. The Vallejo Police
Department announced on Thursday that it terminated Office
Ryan McMahon, the officer who shot and killed Ronell

Read More

Guest Commentary: Governor Newsom’s
Groundbreaking Criminal Justice Reform
BIlls

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJG35nawjTVLTC7wogs7zg3_f1rccwqgsQAtYLcdX4mjWzkpGXEAmLDo4E9AnTb5oS0MjNQ9RkuDZI0LGrwMf4b5_BdheSZBxnigMtUpmLjlITgSxO55RCtU=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJMQ4M7nMlo2Tv0eInranTH0rBCQacnmC-dSMHRRf3Boai4VTuQeANUOLrIiEufXuznKLXhEcX465LM6WD3sGSdu_-6cs9J77gJn-ae5qt03qFkVNAbMgQIU=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJMQ4M7nMlo2TG9EVNZboM-O5gDKCOtHqFlExJQficAHZ-5bR3z1qogMYomo2NC_O5wCsBkYjC3gVZXSoY9wXh1GK6nwb-QZ34enTA2E8945J9h_rTYwNFaWBgBAxiikC9jphAGTEJUwL&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJMQ4M7nMlo2THufVF589-Y6EEAzSJRv_7fG9DYgKIBPqykj7QQXLg4Lyqomy5QUyYMrmloSHiFl6lsp8VmTlFMIXUFU5rhipE2_6E5ePIDkypHnoFo4azKUNODy4Wmx3iJjAjSAJ_UlsjqSsHJI0W8A=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJEnulNfo9Yr5C-3NwW2d3QkVwiwdx0FDuhg3DwGb85cLHj3lU84PUJ5eMFRnvazoaBWDwuNScKfASX4AC2tBoE6HlFnt5NnQPDgpXzek_HmHaH4rkS4KA3ZUFMybrp3kM14ECShw9ziq&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJGgXAmbbJ43LYOPamQ1htlZ3yqigT6w1y2s-ZowhpUq8Z7_2nZx8hMRNlMvcM47HuDvfYqdCq1mOhNTpqxVqBQwBz9YZynquULcXiFnKwaA7&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKdvSYPOweTZU4BCemrjmRC3LpZ6g1Od-QRRm2ugvtuhYAtEhPmuIWFNUf2zl65oHN3TKwMpTx0gTH_52VeGSUAXpSrgLbOtGv7wfEqQ6wYB&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJF9Wx7Fs9mgW6DjN5v_WQ7bBe51oVZpsUASDeBLcfNDO8YATNaAayFstePAS9UmH3lDtQm1qb183QtJGKlV_C9PdQaW-nL6BkJRYL2zOiPb-MlBpPO61C43rZCUUh7lefjw3kJFAY7AmAHSHXCHKBpG83J9S_23rvkvOFUzRGAt2XPuPOcRQoEg4VG1aQlddMCIT4D9UtxcFNlysGrnHu9U=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKu7yqdVSyhjPmrDQhRVnT0H3rwAFYmL28MgOELuk-qiPwU8iTtiYgOeQyNuA9zPZPRISgaFIl8NgIvCcwcJYRdntJxbheMTQeDbHDRODwOYjQA5VvIZsP6Blzb0o42bBzqhz0B2W0c22CDH60r_8RtDkdIfVqLVMyNdmNQ5sXAfx5CCcFxbfXKk2RsDlSSMo1cW_L9gCCl4REGEcAVWumpSWbGNK3_zSxgbCR4LruefTzWEVeAFAPoC8hE2iu7ftTgDuHhgOu8OxAL7Clfr52k=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
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“In the midst of the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, a
shortened legislative session, and a powerful national
grassroots movement demanding systemic change in the
criminal legal system, my office was proud to support, and

Read More

Eighth Federal Execution This Year
Scheduled Nov. 19 Despite Claims of
Prosecutorial Misconduct

Decades ago, an all-white jury sentenced Orlando Hall, who
is Black, to death for murder, despite his attorneys stating that
the jury did not hear critical facts about him or the case and
that one of the prosecutors is known for barring

Read More

Los Angeles DA Won’t File Charges after
Rough Questionable Arrest

The Los Angeles DA’s Office has decided, stating “insufficient
evidence,” not to file obstruction of justice against news
reporter Josie Huang for allegedly interfering with an arrest
following the death of two deputies in

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reportedly Recovers From
Outbreak Only 1 Week After Reporting 18
Active Cases – Breaking Down COVID-19
in CA Jails

Overnight, the number of confirmed positive COVID-19 cases
at Santa Rita Jail dropped by 16. On Sep. 29, there were 18
active cases; on Sep. 30, there were only two active cases.

Read More

CDCR Reports 2 More COVID-19 Deaths
This Week, Population Remains Steady at
100,000 – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of October 1, there have been 14,372 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
12,022 have been resolved while 1,851 remain active in
custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKu7yqdVSyhjf2uJvW37Jz2GJbRsPnMjaz9SFGp7whxqG40eyQ8JBo2aNh95qfVX29mLoBYvMtxMCgnldD7UUspn9Q1EjRRpw85BbGUmB1zg1Iq2r2RPbMsx9SfJGnDtfkj2pNsULr8js5IRcU87ofrXlnXKZEHWIFXSBYlYjGX0W39uWmmbqyC4Wu2Ucohw6o7-EEx1akoryCKG2oil5kK4_wmHg4mpug==&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKu7yqdVSyhjeg-va71d2fBT77n9n17XTgBV1kkSWc26fAkespoWQtcwlO6RQRxVCxWSHRvkwZ9pwXPROVLHUyF1anYxE6ToPeQGfXrkWmCOirn546P8WzjwaILf0Osbl6bLN2S4cXAz0MCeivNiu1QoR-e6AyzkO5pmV39Kp5Qv9fFVD75k3MUW-EnDqGv_ZGvD2jax1qU5VE7V_tOYow2Z4lVwNh0IyRZ7AUe0lhGiRbEaqZ6j0PI=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKu7yqdVSyhjEoWrh6hYXFKLpwjVsrtyxj5yijmXC1viaHinL6OzxuZXBYQU_KYUK_fO2Stmiexrw5hg5PRt4X3ieAr2hz2bsrjk4hte4cmN59gK203FrB2ZFky4XtZCMvynhTrBRNpVj06yZO-h9ZaI4V7XB3nGZo98WCvg2dFwH7DTjCIYKPzwR4oPzWseB7UD9oyr4jtufpXqmw6gjH0=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJAguSESfXjSiFJUD09GlD0wm9QmPr20CSy8zICbY7YLdXepWXjPwFj5RQjpDQT9Ca0Vb6X2vVg6pGkxxB0iy7E06Od1x3olHEwOQjfIlUgRQapG-xxehrJrV-cDPBAI-zcS4BMY8A67VDywl8klnrUdfB95B5tEutTEPgqGKjK5-&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKu7yqdVSyhj1PPxqqz0GVuhVUpsbhK4_9u0oh1ropNsed-b_v6E5u4OGZzW6vwjqWPxv13iuEDVVdk6nUI_Fa5b7Fn8FCy6O1fbHvj035qQw1uMMb85QZN_R9GsS19A1qfBklydOToaclvbg6VoY0hVjMXqkswggQ==&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
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Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Tense Family Relations: Woodland Man
Breeches Restraining Order from Father
and Sister – Four Times

A Woodland man now faces trial and seven charges against
him in the Yolo County Superior Court, including vandalism,
dissuading, and violation of a court order – four times.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Evidence Missing? Whereabouts Causes
Court Confusion

Evidence—and its whereabouts if it exists—brought a hearing
to a standstill Wednesday in Sacramento County Superior
Court here.For Derrick J. Blakes, who is facing felony
possession of a firearm

Read More

Defendant Stabs Victim in Order to Claim
Custody of Child

A defendant—accused of stabbing her past partner with a
kitchen knife after attempting to escape with their mutual child
in tow—is now set for trial after a preliminary hearing
Wednesday at Sacramento County Superior Court.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKaG0Ghg_LQMc53WwF_QLwJlE2H6tEehMvd-t-S5xmm7W-1dV6aHOSg-wjxfY7bCtsAKEFA7nL8jtuON18ckFU50CQ3ScVSD6KeqW3cOhUpFRg-cr3SNFEf8vsIr0ZTZRSUy71Q4SqG9&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJPvqQi0VmI5Z9o3YfIt-c68i2_2gkbryombvcu-H8q0lkZS6EDvzTkdTnZOzXOTujALC1z4rdKrV2yyIr8vNHWU65mSKioyQvhqeSA9UDfps5QvpKkKxfcG62Mg6U-meLoOZovxrm2USNibonrDAn9JCpPt_Bc48PzM9dUHWCtMAx9Fsc4HKEpoR9F57ILP9m-IwmtST_v4z-0ipnrFxERxpLtS-Bg0PaOVZAsOtizTNrHhA770Xi3c=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJMQ4M7nMlo2TG9EVNZboM-O5gDKCOtHqFlExJQficAHZ-5bR3z1qogMYomo2NC_O5wCsBkYjC3gVZXSoY9wXh1GK6nwb-QZ34enTA2E8945J9h_rTYwNFaWBgBAxiikC9jphAGTEJUwL&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJGeY_8-47PhLrTGjCrRNW9b-FJe366rxtYuS-pUMb-gJTWsaGBO1On7PLFLtrR9CMs7hbOJj_3ZHAm1y_Gs41zQL0Zekgpyvl_afgem6DvSgP4zw1jjG1nOEAdc1KWMUVSkNshHxT8Ywlq5F7OjpjLDFPtaUnGbY_OXAdU5AHW82p2uZCh3IR6PAc_4K_CQcmpnYAXj9z_BdhWvXO13MmDk-4PEzPJoOMwmibirCPKzKw3a8i0SZAOY=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJKaG0Ghg_LQMtOTHupwTIBGk8c9k8H0nsi4uW87sRiExmsfOprCOcrqj1Y-FuoWkZOc3HdrgxOgk6SHmv0fN9rGJykdfO7W8I7ehPVRHV9XgIGSBtK4QcLoiPOb3sypCODr-MyqNbyRGKU5oXJhMxSk=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
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A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Allegedly Bites Victim in
Domestic Violence Case; Bail Doubles

After hearing defendant Arturo Ruiz bit an alleged victim three
times in a domestic violence case, Fresno County Superior
Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ordered the defendant to be
remanded and set bail at $115,000.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin Talks
Criminal Justice Reform (Podcast)

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJAKKRFBKrWDgscPXIN5irYMOZpa0yGERIHLwpey9CneOp688RoJtDXXUo0JDB8vi8jVNyTyV0Qb2mzhk2fMbH5jDrRpjKVhvNsHidcC4S2JQJipQ4ieeHtIG1sry15VrtbYFZ2cQV6QPzpGsg5Zq4HOVGryNNBkfmZWBcWgKE7XQYnYOJhjBNJ_FhQm9cujnb2JhCATvN6S125F6HFIJlSnPzQb8cr-Wag==&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJGeY_8-47PhL-O4zrsd0oxbA8rJb2eIiq6wV0-08L0wM6iRCNdwpmqxw8i3RihYK0uS7XNcv_hYsWzLGVEHMuP-xvTirDO8xlB8rPLwNhw2Ukb2VAp__PDuRvdYQipMQ5nNX8G2e7vugc74t9MaqPf--bNaexqxoGyC-NOBkc0d863UnxfwxbsEbYACtEAqMSDb1UH0hw7r88RCWlHKr2h4=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJPuDvsAtq9UYHnFLhh31TOGrdpHthwHrnWXUgPupLlmD4z-45c2iLqd8PPz0U_hYLJsr1fHGc-Mr8r2RPnet2CY1esSXuch6d7_HgJUFGZFkOEtZMtHE_Mo_pVdpyoHsmZJjnQHyGu9ZoObVUqW2P4rEyYryK8xd6T87NWPc8FdihgAiCyUgRwCNZCOPmU--Bw4XAsuXzkgMsRW1wrSTvKo=&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJIhRVurhkpq7QMtLD-rXPdMDfUho20fH-ectR-R7l1J6U0IA0LMueVPD7Ku-vY4sU3t06Q9z9Z5dpo9gomfiloWj3q3H26yLWN9CZ6-_1j_O-QlojfRS5XKOhMlZ362fkufFhYHbITLEZpsrvdiPtO6az_bhGfPZMslThHbLFM8bQLQzbdNjr2nJ5hE5ml4y6A==&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001l5YHUg_uCnqJwarmr5khrUWkrbw_2qAnaSUgLP5_DEKoS5z72M9zJGl1imahMOzHVhM5qRrlKNytUyxE34nKoMkCOaocZdVhv2yWvTEWzMgESwkCNXOu7zkDrQWhq8gUqkBjMKpmokn0_h6osh0GbUjxyD_2JaIJ&c=CyXMOjVzCOU7h0EHuAowlv1mwgPOyhNAcEfNeRabUu6tmUlu41jXBA==&ch=gNl-r7xDInQ9rHfCwTVuuOMFXM0M-Rhgb2qVmw-1Z2VYKq3OkjeFdQ==
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Elected in November 2019 in San Francisco as a reformer,
Chesa Boudin has been on the job for nine months and
already accomplished a lot. We discuss some of the reforms –
racial disparities, police accountability, the post

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification

In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More
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Subject: Re: Podcast Request - Mano
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 at 4:13:18 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Yes. That works. 

On Thu, Oct 1, 2020 at 7:40 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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I've put a hold on Mano's calendar for Thursday, October 29th at 1:30-2:30pm. If that works for you,
I'll confirm it and we can make sure to set him up with the tech.

Thanks,

Val 

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>

Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 12:52 PM

To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>

Subject: Podcast Request - Mano

 

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

 

Hi Valerie -

My training session ended earlier so I had .me to whip this out.

I'm very flexible on when to do this.  Suggest we block out an hour, but will likely only need 40 minutes.

I sketched out some ques.ons...

Questions for Mano…
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What have you learned in your first

 nearly 18 months as chief public defender in San Francisco?

What are your biggest challenges?

How has COVID changed things?

How do we reduce jail and prison populations

 further during times of COVID and elsewhere?

What are your priorities?
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What do you see as the biggest problems

 in the criminal legal system?

What accomplishments are you most proud

 of?

Discussion about racial disparities

 in the criminal legal system

Discussion about policing and reform

Is there anything in particular he wants to talk

 about?
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Also let him know we could do audio only or Zoom, his preference.

David

-- 

David M. Greenwald
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Execu.ve Director

The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
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Check out our Facebook page: 

h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard

Follow us on Twi4er: 

h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

Subject: Re: Podcast Request - Mano
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 at 3:40:38 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

I've put a hold on Mano's calendar for Thursday, October 29th at 1:30-2:30pm. If that works for you, I'll
confirm it and we can make sure to set him up with the tech.

Thanks,
Val 

From: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Podcast Request - Mano

https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

 

 
Hi Valerie -

My training session ended earlier so I had .me to whip this out.

I'm very flexible on when to do this.  Suggest we block out an hour, but will likely only need 40 minutes.

I sketched out some ques.ons...

Questions for Mano…

What have you learned in your first
 nearly 18 months as chief public defender in San Francisco?

What are your biggest challenges?

How has COVID changed things?

How do we reduce jail and prison populations
 further during times of COVID and elsewhere?

What are your priorities?

What do you see as the biggest problems
 in the criminal legal system?

What accomplishments are you most proud
 of?

Discussion about racial disparities
 in the criminal legal system
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Discussion about policing and reform

Is there anything in particular he wants to talk
 about?

Also let him know we could do audio only or Zoom, his preference.

David
-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on Criminal Jus.ce Reform Bills
Signed by Governor Newsom

Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 at 12:26:47 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: October 1, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS STATEMENT**

SF Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on Criminal Justice Reform Bills
Signed by Governor Newsom

“In the midst of the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, a shortened legislative session, and a powerful
national grassroots movement demanding systemic change in the criminal legal system, my office was
proud to support, and advocate on behalf of, a number of statewide bills this session in collaboration
with justice advocates across the state. 

I am pleased that Governor Newsom has signed several bills which will significantly impact the lives of
justice-involved people and their families, especially in this time of national reckoning over racism and
state violence. I am also grateful to the amazing advocates, many of whom are directly impacted by the
criminal legal system themselves, who have worked tirelessly in the fight for justice for years. My
office is proud and humbled to work alongside all of you. 

I am committed to continuing the efforts to hold law enforcement more accountable, redirecting
funding from the criminal legal system to community services and families, and reducing the cost of
people remaining in touch with their incarcerated loved ones across the state. 

ROOTING OUT RACISM IN THE CRIMINAL LEGAL SYSTEM 

My office was a strong supporter of the California Racial Justice Act, AB 2542, authored by
Assemblymember Ash Kalra - a former public defender. Governor Newsom signed this bill which
prohibits the state from seeking or obtaining a criminal conviction, or from imposing a sentence, based
upon race, ethnicity or national origin.

Public defenders are keenly aware of the need to root out racial discrimination at every level of society,
and particularly in the criminal legal system where it robs people of their rights and livelihoods in
courtrooms every day. AB 2542 strengthens our ability to defend people and ensure convictions are not
based on racial or ethnic bias.

SHORTER PROBATION PERIODS

Another bill signed into law that stands to have a major impact on our clients, their families, and the
state as a whole is Assemblymember Sydney Kamlager’s bill AB 1950. This bill will reduce the
length of probation periods for misdemeanors. This bill will allow people to more quickly move
forward with their lives and reduce the risk of added jail time for minor “technical violations.” This also
means people with criminal records will be eligible to have their records cleared faster, which will help
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open the door to jobs, housing and educational opportunities. 

When people on probation are needlessly sent to jail for “technical violations” - like missing a meeting
because they had to work or go to the hospital - it is a tremendous setback to their progress and comes
at a high cost to our state. By shortening probation periods, AB 1950 gives justice-involved people a
better chance of exiting the revolving door of the legal system permanently.

INCREASING JURY DIVERSITY

The Governor signed two bills that will have a positive impact on our ability to seat more diverse juries,
which should lead to decisions that are more likely to be fair and trusted by our communities.

AB 3070, authored by Assemblymember Dr. Shirley Weber, will prohibit using a peremptory
challenge to remove a prospective juror on the basis of the prospective juror’s race, ethnicity, gender,
gender identity, sexual orientation, national origin, or religious affiliation.

As public defenders, it is devastating to see clients take unwarranted plea deals simply because they
don’t think they can get a fair trial when nobody on the jury looks like them. Prosecutors have used
thinly veiled tactics to eliminate jurors of color for things such as having a justice-involved family
member or living in a certain neighborhood. AB 3070 seeks to root out implicit and intentional bias that
too often prevents us from seating a jury of one’s peers.

SB 592, authored by Senator Scott Wiener, will broaden the pool of eligible jurors by adding state
tax filers to the list that jury commissioners use when assembling jury pools.

We need to do everything we can to ensure more racially- and economically-diverse juries to protect
people’s rights and enhance the fairness of our legal system. By expanding jury pools to include anyone
who files taxes in California, SB 592 will move us closer to seating juries who represent a true cross-
section of society.

JUVENILE JUSTICE

The Governor signed SB 823, an historic budget trailer bill for youth justice that will close the
Department of Juvenile Justice, California’s statewide youth prison system. 

Our office has been a national leader in keeping youth out of prison and taking a holistic approach to
working with youth and their families. When we offer solid alternatives that provide a strong path to
rehabilitation, judges know that it’s the right thing to do. SB 823 responsibly dismantles the DJJ and
shifts funding to counties to develop better ways to support families and youth development rather than
perpetuate ineffective punishment.

Additionally, the Governor signed SB 1290, co-authored by Senators Durazo and Mitchell, to vacate
debts incurred by having contact with the juvenile justice system before January 2018, when many of
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the associated costs became illegal. 

Having a child become justice-involved can be one of the scariest and most stressful things a family can
face, and the debt that often results from such contact can harm families long after a case is resolved.
SB 1290 gives young people and their families the debt forgiveness they deserve.

IMMIGRANT RIGHTS

Governor Newsom also signed Assemblymember Rob Bonta’s bill, AB 3228, which empowers
people to hold private prison operators accountable for their rampant abuse. During the pandemic, our
Immigration Defense Unit discovered that GEO Group - a multi-billion dollar corporation that contracts
with ICE to run immigrant detention facilities - boldly lied about their willingness and ability to protect
people’s lives. 

We desperately need to end the use of private detention, which elevates profits above the safety and
humanity of the people in their custody. AB 3228 gives those who have been harmed by for-profit civil
detention and criminal facilities the ability to seek justice against these private corporations that violate
their contracts.

DECARCERATION

AB 3234, authored by Assemblymember Phil Ting, will help reduce the incarcerated population in
California. This bill enhances the authority of a superior court judge to offer diversion programs to
people with pending criminal charges. It will also amend the Elderly Parole Program, lowering the
eligibility age from 60 to 50 years old, and the minimum amount of continuous incarceration served on
their sentence before they are eligible from 25 years to 20 years. 

MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

I am disappointed that Governor Newsom vetoed our bill, SB 555 by Senator Holly Mitchell. This bill
would have provided important financial relief to families of incarcerated loved ones by capping the
cost of phone calls and video communications, and would have reduced mark-ups on commissary items
in county jails across the state. Allowing telecom companies to price gouge incarcerated people and
their families is simply wrong – especially when so many people in jails are already low-income. In San
Francisco, we’ve been able to make jail calls free, and I am committed to getting this done on the state
level. I appreciate the Governor’s commitment to working on this with our office, and look forward to
implementing this critical reform alongside him.”

###

To access this press release online, please visit sfpublicdefender.org/media. 

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/10/sf-public-defender-mano-rajus-statement-on-criminal-justice-reform-bills-signed-by-governor-newsom/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Podcast with Chesa Boudin; Governor Newsom Signs Slew of Reform Bills
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 at 7:01:38 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Governor Newsom: “we’re just getting started.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 1, 2020

On Chesa, Gascon and
Reform… and Lack of Transparency

By David Greenwald

Today we have posted the podcast of our discussion with SF District Attorney Chesa Boudin.  One of our
conversations was over the lack of overall transparency in the courts in San Francisco.  We have roughly
70 interns working on our court watch project, but while we have been able to consistently cover many
counties in California - San Francisco is not one of them.

San Francisco has a single courtroom covered by a YouTube stream and it doesn’t work most of the
time.  For his part, Boudin laments the lack of transparency and hopes to do better.

But what it has prevented us from doing - since March - is see what criminal justice reform looks like at
the ground level.

This is important because what we saw in San Francisco in 2019 was the difference between George
Gascon’s stated views on criminal justice reform and what San Francisco looked like the courthouse.

George Gascon of course is now running for DA in Los Angeles.  He is opposing Jackie Lacey.  Lacey
had run as a reformer originally but has been heavily criticized for opposing reform and especially being a
barrier to police accountability.

The LA Times this week endorsed Gascon.

They wrote: “Gascón is the right candidate at the right time in the largest local criminal justice jurisdiction
in the United States. He brings with him the frontline experiences of a cop who saw the tough-on-crime
ethic wreak havoc in the communities he policed, and is one of the few police leaders to question the old-
style approach.”

But these things are tricky.  While DA in San Francisco, Gascon struggled to hold police accountable and
we saw inside the courtroom rampant police misconduct and prosecutorial misconduct.

The Times believes he is the candidate “most capable of bringing positive change” - and while Lacey has
a poor record, Gascon’s record in a place like San Francisco shows not poor intentions by him, but just
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how ingrained and baked into the system these problems actually are.

When we spoke with Boudin - he was candid.  He has implemented a host of changes designed to
reduce San Francisco’s horrific racial disparities where 55 percent of the jail population last year was
Black in a population where only six percent of those living in San Francisco are Black.

I asked him if they have made progress toward reducing that number, and he acknowledged not enough. 
He also did not make the excuse that other DA’s have made trying to argue that a significant portion of
those in jail are from out of town, as though that somehow explains away racial disparities.

It is unfortunate that we have not been able to watch criminal justice reform at the court house level. 
That’s what we do.  We have eyes and ears all over the state, but San Francisco, the tech capital of the
country, has not been able to provide us with a reliable feed.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Communities Need
and Deserve a Reset of Policing and the
Justice System

We are living in a moment in history where the Attorney
General of the United States has forsaken blind justice for
base politics. Over the past weeks, AG William Barr has
declared three major cities “anarchist jurisdictions,” with no

Read More

Gov. Signs Measure to Eliminate Criminal
Legal Fees that Target Poor Californians –
Modeled After SF Program

Gov. Gavin Newsom this week signed the “Families Over
Fees Act,” AB 1869, which would end 23 administrative fees
imposed on low income Californians, driving them deeper into
poverty, according to proponents.

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part X – Discipline of
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Law Enforcement for Misconduct Nearly
Nonexistent

Research by Samuel R. Gross, Maurice J. Possley, Kaitlyn J.
Roll, and Klara H. Stephens, showed that out of the 1,295
cases in which officials were found to have engaged in
misconduct that lead to a wrongful conviction of an innocent

Read More

Suffolk County District Attorney Rachel
Rollins Announces Use of Bad Cop
Tracking Database

District Attorney Rachel Rollins has announced that Suffolk
County will be expanding and revising Law Enforcement
Automatic Discovery (LEAD)—a database that collects the
names of law enforcement personnel whose prior conduct

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Plunges Into Its Third
COVID-19 Outbreak – Reports 18 Active
Cases – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA
Jails

Two more COVID-19 cases were confirmed, raising the
number of confirmed active cases from 16 to 18. In total,
there have been 263 confirmed cases.

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison, 4 More COVID-19
Deaths Since Last Week – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of September 28, there have been 14,086 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 11,449 have been resolved while 2,143 remain active
in custody. There have been 64 deaths across the CDCR

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Admits Population Control
Is Not A Priority Despite 3 COVID-19
Outbreaks – Breaking Down COVID-19 In
CA Jails
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One week after the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office reported
zero cases of COVID-19 at Santa Rita Jail, an outbreak with
17 active cases emerged. This led to serial testing and
multiple housing unit quarantines.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Tense Family Relations: Woodland Man
Breeches Restraining Order from Father
and Sister – Four Times

A Woodland man now faces trial and seven charges against
him in the Yolo County Superior Court, including vandalism,
dissuading, and violation of a court order – four times.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Facing Twin Counts of Meth
Sales and ‘Gang’ Activity after Preliminary
Hearing

Defendant William Thompson faced one count of possession
of methamphetamine with intent to sell and one count of
battery, as his preliminary hearing for these charges was held
Tuesday in Department 42 of Sacramento

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral
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A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Allegedly Bites Victim in
Domestic Violence Case; Bail Doubles

After hearing defendant Arturo Ruiz bit an alleged victim three
times in a domestic violence case, Fresno County Superior
Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ordered the defendant to be
remanded and set bail at $115,000.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00180jXiQVfkG9_iVAX6nQqPRVLEx-mnCsbBKdl8EMAPux_qoPmMhW5D2CWiL6GcuQwtf8VSsc9hZNAJ46UDcUumf3y6NNCIiywuedzvVQ2uH6gMuOTwm_flIq867csctbjxhcSSTonRDIss0UnsjubVJk5VqqRkgykiQVDChc6hv8gtzXGXsreB-s-o9IQ5f9Oh8_AA0FT3JU-odn3RCg5f3keWoH6qZQmKFVKim2_wNuLBjnem6Q21Ed-CT3xLRbw2p8kcLG0ARg=&c=gKvMkBMCmNiNDBYvW371gd3QaqVe3ZvrumhIM4-BVJe-SfcTLYjHuQ==&ch=4CC1hYTnufQn1kVsbHuttbS3ljfE7STeXETTCnL4XXRWLmSIckjUsQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00180jXiQVfkG9_iVAX6nQqPRVLEx-mnCsbBKdl8EMAPux_qoPmMhW5DwB6wdjEbbbscsAHlVlAWvjdrRdhS5xNQKDvyGZlh3Iq813AA4RoyNULuqucn6gq_VANch1M5ycOVHcCgw7gGD2sfAx4oC8huQcwdtKtGGDqsktXVwQyx0LtTZB0zTGIU3ryPfxGAU-2ciffcSivYvFkj6_ubQ87r8izeIxYGojbYSbGyEXswui-aJViygznEbPn0dpLbfrIawi_Ta_Ql1Y=&c=gKvMkBMCmNiNDBYvW371gd3QaqVe3ZvrumhIM4-BVJe-SfcTLYjHuQ==&ch=4CC1hYTnufQn1kVsbHuttbS3ljfE7STeXETTCnL4XXRWLmSIckjUsQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00180jXiQVfkG9_iVAX6nQqPRVLEx-mnCsbBKdl8EMAPux_qoPmMhW5D27_YnXQ-qt7cxaaml43vtOYBG4dZOZnr0SLA9CWCDVdtsBwWtycc567anb8YAAhPRC70bop16BU5axjUeBAWDVHdC0HoBdQKzK4Gv2eUNf6u-Ju5fbz5LwTMIVADYiHOz-i_fc1R2ISsWUosmUUlahKZbr_OmLFfJkBUWRGB2DbDdZ1_9ZWMaGXwGuLDYLJ4Q==&c=gKvMkBMCmNiNDBYvW371gd3QaqVe3ZvrumhIM4-BVJe-SfcTLYjHuQ==&ch=4CC1hYTnufQn1kVsbHuttbS3ljfE7STeXETTCnL4XXRWLmSIckjUsQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00180jXiQVfkG9_iVAX6nQqPRVLEx-mnCsbBKdl8EMAPux_qoPmMhW5D-lUDv-JPELp9is03L4-fT-FKojUrTBdIZrWPevQWZrtkfLaWdKJjNIXNfWTlzLznRVuyochV3ZcjpckVkUUeB8Dh1oS9tla2qlrEMMbVc5W&c=gKvMkBMCmNiNDBYvW371gd3QaqVe3ZvrumhIM4-BVJe-SfcTLYjHuQ==&ch=4CC1hYTnufQn1kVsbHuttbS3ljfE7STeXETTCnL4XXRWLmSIckjUsQ==
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In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More
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Subject: Re: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement on Prop 25
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 at 10:26:36 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Please disregard the original message. It was sent in error. 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement on Prop 25
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 30, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249.7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS STATEMENT**

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on Prop 25 

“I am voting NO on Prop 25 because I don’t believe it’s the best path forward on bail reform
and it’s not in our clients’ nor California’s best interest.

Prop 25 would lock into place a system increasing judges’ authority to detain people pretrial
and requiring the use of risk assessment tools in making decisions to release or detain people
in jail. Judges and risk assessment tools have been shown to discriminate against
communities of color, immigrants and people from low-income neighborhoods. Prop 25 puts
more power in the hands of judges, who have a track record of using their discretion to keep
people in jail unnecessarily, and could result in even more people staying in jail while they
await trial.

Fortunately, Prop 25 isn’t the only pathway to protect fundamental rights by combatting 
unnecessary pretrial detention that devastates families. 

My office has been working towards bail reform for the last several years and is devoted to
ensuring pretrial justice. We have long fought for bail reform in the courts, which has resulted
in the Humphrey case currently pending review by the California Supreme Court. 

The Humphrey case was filed by the San Francisco Public Defender under my predecessor
Jeff Adachi and the nonprofit Civil Rights Corps on behalf of our client, Kenneth Humphrey.
The Humphrey decision - issued by the First District Court of Appeal - abolishes the practice
of using high money bail to detain poor people. The ruling makes clear that judges must
consider non-monetary alternatives to money bail when making pretrial release decisions.
Humphrey means if the judge decides to set money bail, they must take the individual’s ability
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to pay into consideration when doing so.

I believe that the Humphrey decision offers the best way forward to ensure that people
accused of crimes and presumed innocent are not kept in jail pretrial simply because they
can’t afford to pay money bail. Humphrey will also eliminate the commercial bail bonds
industry in the state - another primary goal of bail reform. The bail bonds industry’s long-
standing harmful and predatory practices have for too long been allowed to strip wealth from
low income communities and communities of color in California. Thankfully, we don’t need
Prop 25 to defeat the bail bonds industry. 
  
A NO vote on Prop 25 does not mean I support the current money bail system in California - it
is a vote for the promise of better, more just bail reform in the state. It is a vote for our reform
efforts in the courts, and in support of the efforts for real justice by our community partners like
Silicon Valley De-Bug, Essie Justice Group, JusticeLA and others. NO on 25 is a vote to end
unnecessary and harmful pretrial detention. NO on 25 is a vote to create a system that
ensures communities who are most impacted by criminalization, over-policing, and poverty
have an equal opportunity to remain free and thrive.”

###

To access this press release online, please visit sfpublicdefender.org/media.

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/09/san-francisco-public-defender-mano-rajus-statement-on-prop-25/
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Subject: Re: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement on Prop 25
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 at 10:16:19 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Please disregard the original message. It was sent it error. 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement on Prop 25
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 30, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249.7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS STATEMENT**

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on Prop 25 

“I am voting NO on Prop 25 because I don’t believe it’s the best path forward on bail reform
and it’s not in our clients’ nor California’s best interest.

Prop 25 would lock into place a system increasing judges’ authority to detain people pretrial
and requiring the use of risk assessment tools in making decisions to release or detain people
in jail. Judges and risk assessment tools have been shown to discriminate against
communities of color, immigrants and people from low-income neighborhoods. Prop 25 puts
more power in the hands of judges, who have a track record of using their discretion to keep
people in jail unnecessarily, and could result in even more people staying in jail while they
await trial.

Fortunately, Prop 25 isn’t the only pathway to protect fundamental rights by combatting 
unnecessary pretrial detention that devastates families. 

My office has been working towards bail reform for the last several years and is devoted to
ensuring pretrial justice. We have long fought for bail reform in the courts, which has resulted
in the Humphrey case currently pending review by the California Supreme Court. 

The Humphrey case was filed by the San Francisco Public Defender under my predecessor
Jeff Adachi and the nonprofit Civil Rights Corps on behalf of our client, Kenneth Humphrey.
The Humphrey decision - issued by the First District Court of Appeal - abolishes the practice
of using high money bail to detain poor people. The ruling makes clear that judges must
consider non-monetary alternatives to money bail when making pretrial release decisions.
Humphrey means if the judge decides to set money bail, they must take the individual’s ability
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to pay into consideration when doing so.

I believe that the Humphrey decision offers the best way forward to ensure that people
accused of crimes and presumed innocent are not kept in jail pretrial simply because they
can’t afford to pay money bail. Humphrey will also eliminate the commercial bail bonds
industry in the state - another primary goal of bail reform. The bail bonds industry’s long-
standing harmful and predatory practices have for too long been allowed to strip wealth from
low income communities and communities of color in California. Thankfully, we don’t need
Prop 25 to defeat the bail bonds industry. 
  
A NO vote on Prop 25 does not mean I support the current money bail system in California - it
is a vote for the promise of better, more just bail reform in the state. It is a vote for our reform
efforts in the courts, and in support of the efforts for real justice by our community partners like
Silicon Valley De-Bug, Essie Justice Group, JusticeLA and others. NO on 25 is a vote to end
unnecessary and harmful pretrial detention. NO on 25 is a vote to create a system that
ensures communities who are most impacted by criminalization, over-policing, and poverty
have an equal opportunity to remain free and thrive.”

###

To access this press release online, please visit sfpublicdefender.org/media.

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/09/san-francisco-public-defender-mano-rajus-statement-on-prop-25/
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement on Prop 25
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 at 7:08:42 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 30, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249.7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS STATEMENT**

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on Prop 25 

“I am voting NO on Prop 25 because I don’t believe it’s the best path forward on bail reform
and it’s not in our clients’ nor California’s best interest.

Prop 25 would lock into place a system increasing judges’ authority to detain people pretrial
and requiring the use of risk assessment tools in making decisions to release or detain people
in jail. Judges and risk assessment tools have been shown to discriminate against
communities of color, immigrants and people from low-income neighborhoods. Prop 25 puts
more power in the hands of judges, who have a track record of using their discretion to keep
people in jail unnecessarily, and could result in even more people staying in jail while they
await trial.

Fortunately, Prop 25 isn’t the only pathway to protect fundamental rights by combatting 
unnecessary pretrial detention that devastates families. 

My office has been working towards bail reform for the last several years and is devoted to
ensuring pretrial justice. We have long fought for bail reform in the courts, which has resulted
in the Humphrey case currently pending review by the California Supreme Court. 

The Humphrey case was filed by the San Francisco Public Defender under my predecessor
Jeff Adachi and the nonprofit Civil Rights Corps on behalf of our client, Kenneth Humphrey.
The Humphrey decision - issued by the First District Court of Appeal - abolishes the practice
of using high money bail to detain poor people. The ruling makes clear that judges must
consider non-monetary alternatives to money bail when making pretrial release decisions.
Humphrey means if the judge decides to set money bail, they must take the individual’s ability
to pay into consideration when doing so.

I believe that the Humphrey decision offers the best way forward to ensure that people
accused of crimes and presumed innocent are not kept in jail pretrial simply because they
can’t afford to pay money bail. Humphrey will also eliminate the commercial bail bonds
industry in the state - another primary goal of bail reform. The bail bonds industry’s long-
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standing harmful and predatory practices have for too long been allowed to strip wealth from
low income communities and communities of color in California. Thankfully, we don’t need
Prop 25 to defeat the bail bonds industry. 
  
A NO vote on Prop 25 does not mean I support the current money bail system in California - it
is a vote for the promise of better, more just bail reform in the state. It is a vote for our reform
efforts in the courts, and in support of the efforts for real justice by our community partners like
Silicon Valley De-Bug, Essie Justice Group, JusticeLA and others. NO on 25 is a vote to end
unnecessary and harmful pretrial detention. NO on 25 is a vote to create a system that
ensures communities who are most impacted by criminalization, over-policing, and poverty
have an equal opportunity to remain free and thrive.”

###

To access this press release online, please visit sfpublicdefender.org/media.

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/09/san-francisco-public-defender-mano-rajus-statement-on-prop-25/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - More Taylor Grand Jury Revela.ons; Communi.es Need and Deserve a Reset of
Policing

Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 at 7:01:04 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Proud Boys, stand back and standby,” Trump said.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 30, 2020

Senator Decries Lack of
Value For Black LIves as Taylor Situation Continues to Evolve

By David Greenwald

There was a moment in my interview with California State Senator Steven Bradford where I asked him
his thoughts on the Breonna Taylor shooting.  One of the points he made that struck me was the fact that
the officer got charged for the few bullets that went into the adjacent home of three white inhabitants
rather than the 30 or so bullets that were fired at Breonna Taylor and her boyfriend.

“The wanton endangerment should be imposed simply because you fired into a white apartment,” he
said, “despite the fact that you fired 32 bullets into the apartment of a sleeping woman of a forged warrant
that gotten on false pretenses.”

“You see no value in her life,” he said.  He said that is the issue “as it relates to the reverence of life when
it comes to black or brown people.”

More revelations come forward.  Yesterday Cameron said, he did not present homicide charges to the
grand jury.

He said that he recommended that the grand jury indict the one officer but that the other two officers,
whose bullets struck Taylor, were “justified in their acts."

“Our judgment is that the charge that we could prove at trial beyond reasonable doubt was for wanton
endangerment,” Cameron said in an interview Tuesday with local television station WDRB.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013t-LfjxSqFmGteWDz3Hiln0mEBqPK7JN1-eoitgQnP5hKPJPv4sL4OSKjvOO6WeFH5P78eTzfFVgqYXxtgLwSeYg-iAgAUpwSqaGP9NQ0b-2Zxiu2ClPCmoYD9_fRDGnmlkvV3NMBS7qaK27DICflcoOx6vDyC5r9zJrRzhJucITLjLq1Khz3qkAIZqQABEm3BU6p9EsJHmnGjhB1pyfx-VjV2K0Chck9Kx09zZyPUvR1D6tj9Wcb-l3MaxyUcJNZV3m_au9Tic1vQ854XNhJA==&c=gmvaTaHdDxnCVRC9Q50JwCoj-0tvaWL4FgJmna4OGOm4IDAhQMk43Q==&ch=PnYBQvs0H3VlHdICler-rqWn0_hFdMJuoOAP5J5UMGBdsU35SE_Hxw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013t-LfjxSqFmGteWDz3Hiln0mEBqPK7JN1-eoitgQnP5hKPJPv4sL4OSKjvOO6WeF9U1xXV2y2NuqIMuF4IZy5Ty21X9Qp-2Jqw_CDKNt6g9ucfipSHmn_30xSgGlup2UuV7p8ojx0tGEIFauoT8GQitGN5-mChzx9byCbT6mvIBvaBkuoGGPeqnRhU1m6t7QN2HSan4blasUwyTKw7Fhnh1vuXs1wLHnTd82AYuzMMI23HjLLrOBX3PGZ_9uWYCVD1flmLW4N5Tg8_Nh1mulqaIQx3MWMyrQJRGW4Mlt06SbvNUPryQdR7zNQ4BUVEBwU0XbZdZhXMPtknF_YDfnag==&c=gmvaTaHdDxnCVRC9Q50JwCoj-0tvaWL4FgJmna4OGOm4IDAhQMk43Q==&ch=PnYBQvs0H3VlHdICler-rqWn0_hFdMJuoOAP5J5UMGBdsU35SE_Hxw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013t-LfjxSqFmGteWDz3Hiln0mEBqPK7JN1-eoitgQnP5hKPJPv4sL4OSKjvOO6WeF9U1xXV2y2NuqIMuF4IZy5Ty21X9Qp-2Jqw_CDKNt6g9ucfipSHmn_30xSgGlup2UuV7p8ojx0tGEIFauoT8GQitGN5-mChzx9byCbT6mvIBvaBkuoGGPeqnRhU1m6t7QN2HSan4blasUwyTKw7Fhnh1vuXs1wLHnTd82AYuzMMI23HjLLrOBX3PGZ_9uWYCVD1flmLW4N5Tg8_Nh1mulqaIQx3MWMyrQJRGW4Mlt06SbvNUPryQdR7zNQ4BUVEBwU0XbZdZhXMPtknF_YDfnag==&c=gmvaTaHdDxnCVRC9Q50JwCoj-0tvaWL4FgJmna4OGOm4IDAhQMk43Q==&ch=PnYBQvs0H3VlHdICler-rqWn0_hFdMJuoOAP5J5UMGBdsU35SE_Hxw==
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The Washington Post reports, “The statement cast doubt on comments he had made during a news
conference last week, when Cameron said he walked jurors through “every homicide offense, and also
presented all of the information that was available.””

This revelation comes to light as a motion was filed on Monday by one of the grand jurors who criticized
Cameron for “using grand jurors as a shield to deflect accountability and responsibility” for the charging
decisions.

Kevin Glogower, representing that juror, said Tuesday that the jury now believes Cameron “may not have
presented” all of the evidence to the grand jury.

“The primary concern that our client has is, if you watched the news conference after the reading of
the indictment, the attorney general laid a lot of responsibility at the grand jurors’ feet,” Glogower said,
adding that Cameron’s office has since “attempted to walk that back.”

This is becoming reminiscent of the Michael Brown Grand Jury.  We were critical at that time that the DA
there did not believe there was sufficient evidence to charge the officer in Brown’s death.

There is a way around such problems - stop using secret grand jury indictment processes to make
charging decision for these kinds of cases.  Either make the decision yourself or go the preliminary
hearing route which is public.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Communities Need
and Deserve a Reset of Policing and the
Justice System

We are living in a moment in history where the Attorney
General of the United States has forsaken blind justice for
base politics. Over the past weeks, AG William Barr has
declared three major cities “anarchist jurisdictions,” with no

Read More

Gov. Signs Measure to Eliminate Criminal
Legal Fees that Target Poor Californians –
Modeled After SF Program

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013t-LfjxSqFmGteWDz3Hiln0mEBqPK7JN1-eoitgQnP5hKPJPv4sL4OSKjvOO6WeF_vpfjofngxceF9BR3dFWPXugq_09ednJzVm_fOGR0x8lEAVYtU2i4p0pPi_JBlq1CraxMOdKVgw8aFPWpomPGlzJOMgvALNgyzs7IUg0WkhaKgpq__cZFUsBtq2t9uf6dQXAVIyGubhb43pMOtcdN2DBnJMFAmCjdrybQn6GvmJMn_D5A6QLtrZoGBWfXlpBtm_FN4qhGNX9F1OKr5WQXg==&c=gmvaTaHdDxnCVRC9Q50JwCoj-0tvaWL4FgJmna4OGOm4IDAhQMk43Q==&ch=PnYBQvs0H3VlHdICler-rqWn0_hFdMJuoOAP5J5UMGBdsU35SE_Hxw==
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Gov. Gavin Newsom this week signed the “Families Over
Fees Act,” AB 1869, which would end 23 administrative fees
imposed on low income Californians, driving them deeper into
poverty, according to proponents.

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part X – Discipline of
Law Enforcement for Misconduct Nearly
Nonexistent

Research by Samuel R. Gross, Maurice J. Possley, Kaitlyn J.
Roll, and Klara H. Stephens, showed that out of the 1,295
cases in which officials were found to have engaged in
misconduct that lead to a wrongful conviction of an innocent

Read More

Suffolk County District Attorney Rachel
Rollins Announces Use of Bad Cop
Tracking Database

District Attorney Rachel Rollins has announced that Suffolk
County will be expanding and revising Law Enforcement
Automatic Discovery (LEAD)—a database that collects the
names of law enforcement personnel whose prior conduct

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Plunges Into Its Third
COVID-19 Outbreak – Reports 18 Active
Cases – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA
Jails

Two more COVID-19 cases were confirmed, raising the
number of confirmed active cases from 16 to 18. In total,
there have been 263 confirmed cases.

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison, 4 More COVID-19
Deaths Since Last Week – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of September 28, there have been 14,086 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 11,449 have been resolved while 2,143 remain active
in custody. There have been 64 deaths across the CDCR

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Admits Population Control
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Is Not A Priority Despite 3 COVID-19
Outbreaks – Breaking Down COVID-19 In
CA Jails

One week after the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office reported
zero cases of COVID-19 at Santa Rita Jail, an outbreak with
17 active cases emerged. This led to serial testing and
multiple housing unit quarantines.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Tense Family Relations: Woodland Man
Breeches Restraining Order from Father
and Sister – Four Times

A Woodland man now faces trial and seven charges against
him in the Yolo County Superior Court, including vandalism,
dissuading, and violation of a court order – four times.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Facing Twin Counts of Meth
Sales and ‘Gang’ Activity after Preliminary
Hearing

Defendant William Thompson faced one count of possession
of methamphetamine with intent to sell and one count of
battery, as his preliminary hearing for these charges was held
Tuesday in Department 42 of Sacramento

Read More

Alameda Court Watch
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Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Allegedly Bites Victim in
Domestic Violence Case; Bail Doubles

After hearing defendant Arturo Ruiz bit an alleged victim three
times in a domestic violence case, Fresno County Superior
Court Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ordered the defendant to be
remanded and set bail at $115,000.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification
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In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More
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“More cities are run by Democratic mayors than by Republican ones, but murder is
rising pretty much everywhere, regardless of a mayor’s political party.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 29, 2020

Murders are on the Rise -
But, Be Careful Politicizing It
By David Greenwald

Murders are being politicized. I have own opinions on the reason why the murder rate is up. Keep in mind
that the same people are basically in control this year as the last decade when murders dropped to 40
year lows. That should give people pause about blaming the spike this summer - which has still kept
them near their 10 year average - on “Democrat cities.”

The New York Times yesterday did a pretty thorough analysis of the murders and writes, “A deeper dive
into publicly available 2020 crime data paints a more complicated picture than the party-driven
explanation President Trump and the Department of Justice have offered.”

For one thing: “More cities are run by Democratic mayors than by Republican ones, but murder is rising
pretty much everywhere, regardless of a mayor’s political party.”

They also point out, “the Department of Justice refers to “destruction of property” as a reason the three
cities are permitting “anarchy,” but the F.B.I. does not classify vandalism as a major crime.”

The irony of course, “In recent years, New York, Seattle and Portland have had fewer murders per
100,000 people than most other big cities in America. They are still on pace for that to be true at the end
of the year. “

That of course suggests this is not necessarily a data driven attack by the administration or DOJ.
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The FBI report does find, “a nearly 15 percent increase in murder nationally” BUT, at the same time,
“almost an 8 percent drop in property crime.”

Also, we really are talking only about murders. The Times reports, “The overall violent crime trend
appears to be roughly even relative to last year.”

St. Louis for the six straight year (much to my chagrin) has the highest murder rate in the country. Note
that six straight years, takes it pre-Kim Gardner days.

The three “anarchist jurisdictions” are actually way down on the list of murder. Chicago and Philadelphia
are not in the top 10 either.

The Times reports this: “Murder is up 29 percent in Democrat-led cities in the sample and up 26 percent
in cities with a Republican mayor relative to the same time frame in 2019, and five of the 13 cities on
pace for record-high murder counts have Republican mayors.”

What does that prove? It probably proves that the murder rates are not statistically differentiated by
mayor and that local policies are not driving the boat here.

But the Times goes a bit deeper.

“Murder has increased in the three “anarchist jurisdiction” cities singled out by the D.O.J., but both violent
and property crime are down relative to 2019 in all three. New York City, Portland and Seattle are on pace
to have murder rates roughly at or below the national average in 2020, despite the rises in each city. “

One more slice: “There has been a sizable increase in gun violence in New York since the start of this
summer, but for some wider context, this year’s level of murder and shootings is roughly where it was in
2012. The city is still on pace to have 80 percent fewer murders this year than it did in 1990, when it had
over 2,000.”

Bottom line: I’m not saying any of this is good. But a full look at the data, does not bear out the political
rhetoric.

Back in February, Fordham Law Professor John Pfaff warned reformers not to fight the battle on tough on
crime terms.

He warned that progressives are framing things badly, because “in general, we have tried to justify this
progressive effort by saying, look, prison is down, crime is down.”
The problem is “this is fighting progressive’s battle on tough on crime’s ground.” He said, “We are saying
that reform is a luxury. As long as crime is going down, let’s stop locking people up.”
However, “implicit, lurking in that message is when crime goes up, we really can’t do this anymore. We’re
fighting their fight, on their ground.”
The data do not bear this out, but there are important reasons not to fight this battle on that data to begin
with.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification

In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More

LA Times Apologizes for Past Racism

Throughout the history of the Los Angeles Times, the paper
has investigated, documented, and highlighted the economic
and social issues facing communities of color; however, its
newsroom fails to be representative of the

Read More

Alameda County Judges Attempt to
Change Local Court Rules – Public
Defender Opposes Move

Judges are once again attempting to change local court rules
to make it so jurors from anywhere in the county can be called
to serve on misdemeanor criminal trials—a move opposed by
public defenders.

Read More

Attorney Argues Latest Trump
Administration Execution Is an Injustice –
7th in 3 Months

On September 24 at 6:42 p.m. ET, Christopher André Vialva’s
execution was carried out by the federal government by way
of lethal injection. Time of death was later changed to 6:46
p.m. with no explanation given.

Read More

First Amendment Coalition Fights Secret
Hearings in Death Penalty Case

The First Amendment Coalition (FAC) has been taking the
steps needed in order to ensure public access continues to be
available in a Kern County death penalty case.
“There is an extremely high bar for closing courtrooms in

Read More

Outsourcing of DUI and Other Monitoring
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Costs Offenders, Creating Private
Probation Debt Trap

Michael Reynolds showed up to his hearing at Sacramento
County Superior Court last week to present proof of his
enrollment in a court-ordered rehabilitation program, when the
issue of his home detention options came up.

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part IX – Federal White
Collar Crimes and Prosecution Lies

Federal cases represent a minority of criminal prosecutions in
the United States – research done on federal cases indicate
systemic differences between federal and state court systems
according to a report written by Samuel R.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports 16 Active Cases,
Population Spike & Minimal Testing Raise
Concerns

As testing rates slowly increase, more housing units are
undergoing quarantine, with HU 3D, 3C and 3E quarantined
indefinitely. ASCO stated, “Quarantine date will be determined
by serial testing results.”

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison, CDCR Population
Remains Steady at 100,000

As of September 28, there have been 14,086 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 11,449 have been resolved while 2,143 remain active
in custody. There have been 64 deaths across the CDCR

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKFxsiVtlATNbmFKFJA6z5fZ3z2BWm24iPKl4xkeJ-4qOg3BQ6D41aiZY_XbVjLQjN_LLyiOuOHHjFAdUnhkhE5r-_LpKR7hGu7K0_r7rm6az5Ly5VL3WThYshYo-MWl56IYq70-o8be_qg3j0n--XLYsiJwVJC3jX1VxEjmy5X5IdDCDiqBkgYWZuhI5KR9GeHsL_SG6WwW1ZXVaN73pquxc5TcVt_pBwr36-nz4zcyJixlDRirty8Y=&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKFxsiVtlATNbHZMhCudwCL0O28AD80Sgma6koAHAgMv3mywbB8XiNKDhOzJnooH4g247YXUz36YbAt73P1GXyOVoZgMEwRT-MLKVblvb688dqbHQ16w3Eek9LnWWG3350oBfJFXYtxs2LJon9Pwt5_4sTyr4AwPPtG5jnyExclNlDk3MF_Zeo2H5NtdSeLh-LSJmYqVtL3WPtJyI5U7KFp0=&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKEAx79Mt_Znh6yIf8rX8IG08c7Jn9VMPiZShIBPcb1gyWsj2FWqdKCz4EGaWt0Rz0BdE07tNTXzA-J0Nf_ARbV7Xs5uu8y_LC5oQQYtszGuBj2lUGWDX52UsnsoWrwHVceQKOoymDga8p9Jr4K1XjQ_oN4TiyWJo4VnsUVerdv_w&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKEAx79Mt_Znhl8UCihEDFzwwRdXxO7eCjRMPQFul7f7M6YkPawvYd9B_6Bo4YzPBR_wImUcgbVCUm_zypDhOifmXVAGALixIoPRuQkkzfeAKnKeI9_eT8h99M4SfEvdQL7FX56HrXPPUQA6qqGhaKB9QAmK4uOaYog==&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKGMPeqcA4yQXOT1_HlnfEQnupleroA5Na0xbAOeT38-ik29dRpAmXbHJOteIuBzyz_wSebgn9fx-rFaX_dIyr5Gq3cRKbwPrbuFctWlHeR6NI26dWew2rpbJjZsbZ3vJb29maRfDo7YK&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
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The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Softball Coach with ‘Unconventional’
Teaching Style Testifies in Multiple Sexual
Assault Trial

Softball coach Jack “Buck” Thomas testified in his trial Friday
in Yolo County Superior Court, defending himself from
allegations of sexually assaulting two underage girls, ages 15
and 16.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Parking Spot Dispute Leads to an Assault
with Knife

Defendant Khaled Abdullah, driving in Sacramento, allegedly
stabbed another driver outside a downtown nightclub after the
victim reportedly parked in an open parking spot, upsetting
the defendant.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Ex-Girlfriend Faces Felony Trial after
Allegedly Throwing Vase into Man’s Car

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKGOT6-F6joOn-pDum46vHk0vFTW80Zf5XmxnQV4mMe6CaMmcrYFEaum3xiuxyXFkck_DUDAzapp5Xzp1ZtRCFxjRjcot3DIr6MpeVN_MTyWBL58_y1qiBjyKVkH-hDEI5AemItoiWbRcymsJnDKDqtmv-GdifedTe7dvj-gVsiCU74QDhjQ1WcAtNjzJjufwzJHrg4E75hyyw9UYt79fOuMfHUREJfaUavo1kw7f4Zkw0iJpDW9cyZo=&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKHhreUntI-1j9TsyTm4OlcI0c_Bn8Q0wamtuc5FaUnOmFdk6101NL6Ifs0mnUFm3g0K7kFyJyOYa4NvI9kA5-4lvFP-I47cgc2AFjzoKcQh_4T8Wz20bisKKe9zK7gHHHQjA8smlsx3k&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKA3FftZV6T5-OlvAZtEDCzDeO1mtU1SNpbbTRMaAyzF4yrkM2_PpZ7z4K04reS2ocpHZA5GjALyAVd5XTZEFoFlUlwiYbYR6OJPrLg6bIKIeET6lbK9K_n_GzdylEcoLo-qkpvCv96Z02SECCjBm2IIYYiiPK2Vt5p37hhetfeZqrFtHpVG8VAT5ShIAlhKGdvQ6CVshgS4zj4AiuL_rDQ4VXYrVzB9mfht7aMDGPBoLTZ-JU4HAH70=&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKGMPeqcA4yQX1_0zBsEj160qInKZk8QpKz_0fJ9-_ZtVpMzg6kosm52zG0D8mHGeiECDFMDS0fHdNh9VWaugOgezF4ylFgSHWCOkjLFbLTWpr43dLm5wlrRBIqiQgsWNKW1KsKarE2JXjxnlfY_-2nM=&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKA3FftZV6T5-2po61G1Am45DxrOLoJ-bllbKjCjlQFJfeFWnSlG0NPRHCrKrMclUmjMzLhywA6SDtNVrERmf4x-W3FUJ0Z9KKusWPHF8n-Ko1ahYLwTe1LU_tnDsLjtKJXE3zc1yp8pkBj0rkFN40Q8kcv3OUkSyJHFFHiJPZSHW_iaT4cQqTuyP9z8gdRXo7g==&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKBqk-EG64DyZ48wVnkKCtAgPlQ4lICsj6YU6-EmB299MzyRrloJC4YjNnXVW0JjQVG-EoiUai7v5zCu4zHBHEPQGiOruD_WLkM3CP5-f_TnE9SQDTJ3ah9K5KyZ0tQ4ZMfVksPeVUOxrF4lTMefuuHqhAThRc_0TaFxVybVu_pebYh0wmsPUqY4JlE2rab7j-9rPJ7aeluGMqv-Qu4tKYfJ9-NeSn7wgyA==&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
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A peaceful night turned to one with broken glass and flashing
lights after a Fresno man’s ex-girlfriend and now defendant,
Chasity Lamattina, allegedly threw a flower vase at him,
causing lacerations to his face and leg, as well as

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 77:
Senator Bradford Pushes Police
Decertification

In the wake of George Floyd’s killing, California legislators put
forward a number of police reforms – many of which died prior
to getting to a vote. One of those was Senator Bradford’s SB
731 which would allow for police officers who

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKA3FftZV6T5-MhutAUjc__S4jQjZUqs_JKsokVKQZRXf9MrFl_5XDYECl8XrMyVrx8LKv_j2brXPMNmD0Fu1Ol7RdWeDyOPYIjMukkd-2QUa-cnLQ343P61PoZ3Pr1SM0VHTBuVzw6-3G1feM9GA45yKjmktX4HrCA-BGF7xCjm5Zxc2_91r3bf24yOAM8cTcp95zbudgioTHu-O-THyjaGd-d6FErB49g==&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKEEMosJDJb-fBVvBDeC8lLzkoznCvSmTXMCGBuCcKIae9NxQBhEepHm-wVMexY2TSgjDuQMv6MNYCcMRxPmkCm9dmiJgcUqoVfjQJLc9BvKx9ZamTa5CFzACnDYtRa1QiWkiQCcVM89NyatSA1OSPVRqx1XU0473UXDI0uq29lBCGi9r9BCOqZB4wSX7VEZwRPLyMcyB8_4zSmlKCBZfbqo=&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKHMJTdGCDVImmbR_taXfZ8sl2CjDjd8ipoz4_GJ2DUBh9Hk8w_8l4SvZtHUzPpYwbZHqxXAwgAFrARNIQwISmpWkp2mnpDtHWShA7C9n3cZMoMOE5QhhQEwCN1EeapW4vszDNpum3j1ex2k56UqKglH_aatsVRa8ZmOqR6XB7_96erTJ-Jfk5cYLsWQZzcJlIg==&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKFf8c-NCGTCBYqbsTJHgoFVyWPYdHP1fZJNsUNLvz60cRist8jSGOCRXSl2mZ5SVCafmQak77mf7nw4wcEBfrm6fxfiiGddPTp3GepBummxn&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKFxsiVtlATNbhtFuoA0TJb7wSFviMM-XMfiGca8gQE10OaRhpuCRx2Ocdtdbmf0l-GQWUqWXjlmk_FouGpEGhcFC9wQHq39i3Knk0GaA1_bzDBqv7K4-3oaZzbqJhnRZdVBpyqA9CLmxJJCyMmYVoRmw9eQQfkwt3BBdauX1azfeGj8F5D-5TXVstujxLeCq2lam-C_8KF0WKazKfh-E8nMroJJ9b4dDf4raX0xr7t0z&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PLP5tvIEraXuzF55S_AvUXOHt_nxABYCboGaJX9Wa_XhHIWTrUMNKNynJpNDC9etAP4D0_refEzc9tyg0t3YOoDkptQuiwtjTgOyOIqaW_MkIVc3WgShb3H-qc9GjnsAXrtInW0mmbzzZnQzOZK2xoPUtRvClmscJ8MGwXi5avZK5mOcvjK4qzX8U2-TFJST8GZwSe76uMXpfwYlYSQl5uK5-sDpY6j5Kbg6WtDKWhi3X4GhoweckjnFxdGnS8Z_&c=pTaa8SJrlY0lmKhf4mGEV25Ss9W_dS58LztBVzahjH8u6oBN5-q0wQ==&ch=XnlbliQI7kDADeBo5tsJ0ycEMRBKG9_GNzwOqvvjEHlCZnfLI5eeqQ==
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LA Public Defenders Union: “[George Gascón] has shown a commitment to ending the death penalty,
eliminating racist and discriminatory gang sentencing enhancements, prohibiting retaliatory prosecution
of those who speak out against the police, and keeping children out of the criminal legal system…(he)
supports alternatives to incarceration. We know that the changes Gascón has pledged to enact are vital
to the health and safety of ALL people of LA County.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 28, 2020

New Revelations in the
Breonna Taylor Case

By David Greenwald

It turns out that Attorney General Daniel Cameron may not have been truthful last week when he gave a
press conference highlighting the decision by a Kentucky Grand Jury not to indict any of the three officers
for killing Breonna Taylor.

Cameron went to great lengths to explain that the officer was shot with a 9mm weapon and only Breonna
Taylor’s boyfriend was armed with such a weapon.  The officers all had 40 caliber rounds.

But ABC News got a hold of the balistics report, which appears to contradict statements made by the
state attorney general.

Instead, “The ballistics report from the Kentucky State Police on the Breonna Taylor shooting could not
determine that Taylor's boyfriend shot one of the officers who unleashed a barrage of 32 bullets into her
apartment.”

Instead, ABC learned that one of the attorney’s for Kenny Walker that the “Kentucky State Police's own
ballistics report could not determine that Kenny's shot is who hit Officer [Jonathan] Mattingly."

Walker claimed that he never heard the police knock, heard them break in the door, grabbed his legally

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC_eA4FrxXS4xYeRv6n_668YBEcpu44OnyRbMVDRvh26nP1_NBku7UCoxC8FkprySZeuNCMFsuAE1mCDN2EDtyTmwEeIRvvs1DS6idr_vDzU-X7UBHyuH25g5xJsbW6oJiizRCRDDJEO0xYQl1fs_WRb6-_ZIE4naGMcPX-C5zhzfxNdoRAnXLAMiraZSTIbuIjFr1axPcmXtsepJ4nANYBkSbiIBdfG6jiyzibl65IkMP0btznCwpzR6R61dq_FGg_hZdste-Rdt08McdQfNhu2jic0TKK6WUWvGD41FGiH_pTQI46JsyTjvyLagRBH06cB4UxawrLGDrij9K0XEBNScABaQX5OAmQ==&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC_eA4FrxXS4x9zARtpXqbMa2M9wR1qBAsaNWXUck5s8xtw8FnDemGkg8rY48lT8DqK8sIpvFl2FuvlVVnDf1PXcTjpyfDN8SXGQsYMnsOU9tqRzqzQrshOVGHbm0VaSuhxu_9trqpL1cwy42jxttIlpfTlpSsJeRTpV8jngOrDDmxePA_Get2etEunYKu7vywokjg6Dyd-ToB27Qc6pbNv4=&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC_eA4FrxXS4x9zARtpXqbMa2M9wR1qBAsaNWXUck5s8xtw8FnDemGkg8rY48lT8DqK8sIpvFl2FuvlVVnDf1PXcTjpyfDN8SXGQsYMnsOU9tqRzqzQrshOVGHbm0VaSuhxu_9trqpL1cwy42jxttIlpfTlpSsJeRTpV8jngOrDDmxePA_Get2etEunYKu7vywokjg6Dyd-ToB27Qc6pbNv4=&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
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licensed weapon and fired a warning shot into the ground.  But that account was disputed by police who
argued that the single shot fired by Walker injured one of the officers.

Walker was initially charged with attmeped murder and assault - but those charges were dropped.  He
has now filed a lawsuit against the Louisville police department, claiming they never knocked or
announced themselves before they forced open Taylor's door.

Instead he said he fired the warning shot because he thought they were intruders.

In the press conference, Cameron argued that the bullet that struck the officer was fired by Walker.

"Kenneth Walker fired the shot that hit Sgt. Mattingly and there's no evidence to support that Sgt.
Mattingly was hit by friendly fire from other officers," Cameron said. "Mr. Walker admitted that he fired one
shot and was the first to shoot."

However, that’s not what Kentucky State Police ballistic report  said.

They said, that he one shot fired by Walker "was neither identified nor eliminated as having been fired"
from his weapon "due to the limited markings of comparative value."

Cameron, argued last week that because Walker fired the first shot, Cosgrove and Mattingly were
justified in returning fire to protect themselves.

"This justification bars us from pursuing charges in Ms. Breonna Taylor's death," Cameron said.

The attorney general said an FBI ballistics analysis determined that the one fatal shot that hit Taylor came
from Cosgrove's 40-caliber weapon.  But Mattingly was hit by a 9 mm but in a key piece of evidence,
while Walker’s gun was a 9mm, LMPD records show Hankison had a 9mm and two 40-caliber service
weapons. 

Furthermore, the attorney for Walker told ABC that “it's been difficult to determine which weapons
Hankison was armed with during the shooting because he disappeared and was unaccompanied for
several hours after the incident.”

Romines added, "At that point in time, they didn't even know, and still don't know to this day, that Kenny's
shot hit Officer Mattingly."

There you have it.  The plot thickens, and what bothers me is Cameron hiding that uncertainty from the
public and media last week.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Mental Health Crisis
Leads to Shooting Death of 88-Year-Old

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQCw3uvIOIgX2rX9z1KYk_g3UTSUxcKGYwQ70TnKMsCC04skJpkqzY3tdimawHzuJDbwFFforR_w5wH_d5XB62GJirzGIGiwueCHC1Q1JELreCd79_K94SAPo=&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC8ewmn3Noc00Fscwm5oe1vy5LaO5Ycp1EdpUX5gFDTB4TYc2Y3PeeuURqpFVH1uP04N7Y4i9ztJXPyNVQpHSW6vCwDmkmRU_Sn6bdImCDD5YZK47GAChBdGLN5sRABJRQVCZ-5voWBbf&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC8ewmn3Noc00tSf43NVAvbRVVWY9KfXgAdafBQe29AZsItUJdi3bFNcxn_sFeaRX74i1umsygTHZLUgRCCAcYpUkagJYsPe1pLsF_cNMPNyMxA_0dO_nu6UrrN7f4OliSYK0CiGiArMDqf7vARP20q0=&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
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Robert Coleman by WS Police

The West Sacramento police have released a video
compilation of body cameras worn by four police officers
involved in the shooting death of 88-year-old Robert
Coleman, which occurred Sept. 12 at around 3am at Merkley

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part VIII – Trends Show
Decrease of Official Misconduct in Some
Cases, Increase in Others

Trends from the exoneration database indicates a decrease in
official misconduct relating to improper questioning of
children, misconduct in interrogations, and forensic fraud.
There is also evidence suggesting a recent increase in

Read More

Los Angeles Public Defenders Support
Gascón for District Attorney

Commending his commitment to progressive justice reform,
the Los Angeles County Public Defenders Union announced
its support for George Gascón’s campaign for district attorney
of Los Angeles County.

Read More

Philly DA Krasner Calls on PA Lawmakers
to Pass LGBTQ Hate Crime Protections
Following Attack on Transgender Woman

Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner announced
Aggravated Assault and Ethnic Intimidation charges on Friday
against Tymesha Wearing for her alleged role in the attack
involving multiple individuals against a transgender

Read More

Sunday Commentary: We Need to Re-
Imagine How We Interact with Mental
Health Crises

We hear the term defund the police. It is easy to mistake it for
another concept—abolish the police. But it’s not, and that’s
part of the problem. Perhaps a better way to think about it is
to re-imagine the police.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Kentucky’s AG
Refuses to Answer Key Questions About
the Breonna Taylor Shooting
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC_eA4FrxXS4x1BtlbsJZeYJiLPAcv9INtwIbPUdpANI91jE67v-AmkYVGYVH8P8vOqBq2AxL8EuKwYxjpeqgDyOqlWkDH8_D8ywYiANg9alJdwLqwzfMYT3920_--E3hUH3V6SQ62MrG9VRh_HhLcw_plnEAaYosjlEN_i9EBAehwBcxfZ8krzKiZJzMyE-6jOcwMkXKlXkE&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
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What was the demographic make-up of the grand jury that
decided not to indict any police officers for killing Breonna
Taylor? Did Kentucky prosecutors encourage the grand jurors

Read More

SF Public Defender Criticizes Civil
Injunctions Aimed at Drug Dealers –
Argues They Don’t Solve ‘Actual’ Problem

San Francisco Attorney Dennis Herrera recently took a big
step in the city’s ongoing battle with drug dealing in the
neighborhood of Tenderloin by filing civil injunctions against
28 alleged dealers.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports 17 Active Cases
Just One Week After Reporting 0 Active
Cases

There are now 17 confirmed active cases of COVID-19
among the incarcerated population. In total, there have been
261 cases thus far. Last Thursday, Sept. 17, ASCO reported
three active cases after only three days of reporting zero

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison, CDCR Population
Remains Steady at 100,000

As of September 24, there have been 13,332 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 11,079 have been resolved while 1,774 remain active
in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Softball Coach with ‘Unconventional’
Teaching Style Testifies in Multiple Sexual
Assault Trial

Softball coach Jack “Buck” Thomas testified in his trial Friday
in Yolo County Superior Court, defending himself from
allegations of sexually assaulting two underage girls, ages 15
and 16.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Parking Spot Dispute Leads to an Assault
with Knife

Defendant Khaled Abdullah, driving in Sacramento, allegedly
stabbed another driver outside a downtown nightclub after the
victim reportedly parked in an open parking spot, upsetting
the defendant.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Ex-Girlfriend Faces Felony Trial after
Allegedly Throwing Vase into Man’s Car

A peaceful night turned to one with broken glass and flashing
lights after a Fresno man’s ex-girlfriend and now defendant,
Chasity Lamattina, allegedly threw a flower vase at him,
causing lacerations to his face and leg, as well as

Read More

Riverside Court Watch
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC04dGw3F3ev5Bz9nF8LnruOlXzFuiM7cXA--hQmJYhKKkUg208QIMq6o5Od6LS_PMa_kY0VHCTjMWro5vx90ODOqycnBhFm2eKPBKGQBYFKCn87s3MrGUVdDKu7rpMs0646NsyJEHqqZqZhV7u4-iTqhw562ScrZMyILctkZpZZ3r6IILumCLouotNde8UcrvU3Kv0vXVMCzkl8OnBbER6mfZz06ETZuzg==&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC_eA4FrxXS4x0s2Q_XjpaNCOFLmkRXvQjhncFcM6VhXsiemRov9aBdhecIu_dIlZa-JkN8wvZz9l-ckh7hMfLVIU5LWs8uXJnj2VLuVIHUrRDhPMeIdOuxuZxk30GNa8aXN3uncXggte9NGtaGZqrL1EmvHtPmkOokdpOQiXFqtcVY13Vw6wW2DSBnZw9i9NQOf1QSmyoWsd-M8CoqCkdYb4WNgbQ9oHZw==&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
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When It Comes to COVID-19 Riverside
Jurors Almost Always Get a Free Pass

Courthouses across the United States have heard a wide
variety of reasons for potential jurors to request to be excused
from jury service; however, COVID-19 could be this year’s
most common explanation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 75 –
Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001V9PDs07MAO4OCaSqW9bCqqb93xpbzBSd4tU2KQTMPfDuAmP9MFWQC1IA1Shr8M9x__an5eSmxbQP1_Ywduvy8FzBqi_sRFxtqIzfltVWs-sY5JNAYtJ9uM6TGyRj8Rj6Ioa5_brTSykflMMETN0gxy-6Bke9btArr_tTDlTQ3rPkiwr_IYcYZ76axYEQGs3WZENgXmbGbJABDMdRQNn6_oQx0nB3UNf8J8E-7KxheKvJBBYcfmaKfYp7dY2F8WOGgnT7JnYF9uOor7jf8IbYEPI7H0PvRuQ3JqaapmebF0bMEwL27o27F7_y0vHmGo8kMR_LIcyHNGs1nSP7xFOVKA==&c=-2I6sP-l7_fh9cK5elucqZtWGgx5X0exeOyWsp5h57tjAJ0LI2BT2w==&ch=G04HnrNHvwCDR2E1_7QzKYE7ZcaOiIHsPvIcZ5h0BM4sK6n8u7BG9A==
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Subject: Follow up
Date: Friday, September 25, 2020 at 9:00:47 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Valerie -

This is the podcast I recently did with Brendon Woods for an idea of what to expect -
h4ps://soundcloud.com/davisvanguard/everyday-injus.ce-podcast-episode-72-alameda-public-defender-brendon-
woods

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://soundcloud.com/davisvanguard/everyday-injustice-podcast-episode-72-alameda-public-defender-brendon-woods
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Podcast Request - Mano
Date: Friday, September 25, 2020 at 8:52:00 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Hi Valerie -

My training session ended earlier so I had .me to whip this out.

I'm very flexible on when to do this.  Suggest we block out an hour, but will likely only need 40 minutes.

I sketched out some ques.ons...

Questions for Mano…

What
 have you learned in your first nearly 18 months as chief public defender in San Francisco?

What
 are your biggest challenges?

How
 has COVID changed things?

How
 do we reduce jail and prison populations further during times of COVID and elsewhere?

What
 are your priorities?

What
 do you see as the biggest problems in the criminal legal system?

What
 accomplishments are you most proud of?

Discussion
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 about racial disparities in the criminal legal system

Discussion
 about policing and reform

Is there anything in particular he wants to talk about?

Also let him know we could do audio only or Zoom, his preference.

David
-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Civil Injunc.on Against Drugs in SF; Urge Governor Newsom to Pardon
Immigrant Rights Leader Facing Deporta.on

Date: Friday, September 25, 2020 at 7:01:22 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Mano Raju, SF Public Defender: “I agree that drug use in the Tenderloin is a serious public health issue
that negatively affects residents, many of whom are clients of my office, as well as their families. What the
City Attorney and I disagree on is what will actually solve this crisis. "

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 25, 2020

SF Public Defender
Pushes Back Against Civil Injunction

By David Greenwald

San Francisco City Attorney Dennis Herrera announced this week that he is attempting to clean up drug
dealing in the Tenderloin by suing 28 individuals in a bid to impose civil fines - a form of a drug injunction
in you will.

“Everyone can agree that what is going on in the Tenderloin is unacceptable, and we as a city need to
work collectively to address what is an unfortunately terrible threat to the families and children living
there,” Herrera told media on Wednesday. “We all have a responsibility to step up and alleviate the
crisis.”

San Francisco’s Public Defender Mano Raju pushed back.

“I agree that drug use in the Tenderloin is a serious public health issue that negatively affects residents,
many of whom are clients of my office, as well as their families. What the City Attorney and I disagree on
is what will actually solve this crisis,” Raju said in a statement.

Mano Raju believes that this “another chapter in the war on drugs that has simply failed to impact drug
use or sales, while harming low-income people and communities of color. “
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He believes that additional enforcement “of low-level, subsistence street level sellers is not the solution to
this ongoing public health crisis.”

Instead, he believes, “we should use our resources to provide meaningful alternatives to street level
dealers – including housing, job training, and employment – and also focus on getting at the source of the
drug trade, which will continue to produce drugs so long as the demand exists.”

Raju added, “As public defenders, we know that many low-level sellers are users themselves. Indeed,
many of us have tried cases where clients are accused of intending to sell drugs and the jurors have
returned verdicts of simple possession with no intent to sell. “

I couldn’t agree more with Mano Raju here. The war on drugs has failed because we are going after the
symptom rather than the cause of the problem. Addiction should be treated as a health issue rather than
an enforcement and criminal justice issue. It reflects a failure of us to adequately fund mental health care,
forcing many low income people ti in effect self-medicate.

Years of enforcement have resulted in the spending of billions on interdiction efforts, mass incarceration
with no clear benefit to the community.

I’ve been surprised in my time covering San Francisco, how non-progressive the community can be on
issues of this sort.

Mano Raju concludes: “As we saw in the past with misguided gang injunctions, one-sided fact gathering
leads to injustice, further traumatization of those who are human trafficking victims, further litigation, and
wasted resources. And unfortunately, no one consulted our attorneys about these proposed injunctions,
even though we represent many of the 28 people who have been named.”

He adds, “At a time when the courts face a seven-month backlog of cases due to COVID, these
injunctions could further clog our courts with lawsuits against people who may already have stay-away
orders or are participating in alternative court programs.”

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

EXONERATIONS: Part V – Fabricated
Evidence: Forensic Deception, Planted
Evidence and Forged Confessions

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IPJxBWjINXexNFdpgLxg9mq7r5n3MrNXsITpbR5-eV5hOm8m1DU4pL1HSn_P6QyMsDn_VmBSvkFagedIv0BoiVLx8PUFD0XVh-BvUa5Cj6Tz7CN2PoSHo1M=&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IPvAxhv6Iuz4ekXjr_8Av8gI7ZyopZ_b6d0Q1BXbnWmG6aijjjUpNxUpeOXK0DGvGtDSeqYb1TSxb5GH41LahMlGhKd9lPdjHR01EtFj4tbRLVSPtGwN_Ug=&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IPvAxhv6Iuz443ctPV5ukp8vfDX4ij3FeEb-QsmT3_2wrcc11Hdz-z4jt8VDaaoSMH-ON5TYkOqZgzJrLhUrWbbMvsrVqlEuHEvz3Lz0ANNYG18D6dYcwSoMPK3B7sowqJij_3lEa0f6&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IPvAxhv6Iuz4DHGGs0NqyjfTlUsYrXBMk8V0eIYj4JIeVgL-XtgBo8xSSoeqbbajI_Nf-xpR3CAui7PB4QuZU2FZtMOvcUzAX8Fy2x80uHcVULlGIodzqFg7DDXPdI0Kn-D1iFS1AT4nEFs3_h6-LhE=&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IGeb_JrhUHI_AwharBPI3tlETgM4608GMU5fvn0R7-r23CRZHW2f5gUtcAAp06K0-_lj0oBOuyhky4jekYUiwY8BhbEigUye6ccHeqWx9lgWgY6iYTzqhUNmG5KGLp8AWUyv7om9GEuZ&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IIVFU1l9gOPj2tXRT6vKfO5a3EHhSOsZDaHv11NpFBdTEAHsmCaYU9ABTu1gmJ5sREmBFQyTnLh9IXUhAx12BVrdqsDgM8flZ2JLbmk97QJA&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IMGLzJlXLH74xwcniLKWQcUNs9AiZ_1if22j1zaBaPtK4AZGrJGHwLrVRzkEzpeyGeVCUr3Ekxj-u_gwS-JcMJkYEJ8udi9cT2I6tarRzr2w&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
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Conducting a criminal trial depends heavily on law
enforcement officers as primary sources, through written
reports or verbal testimonies – but perjury often plays a large
part in wrongful convictions of the innocent, according to

Read More

Trial Set for West Sac Man Who Allegedly
Hurled Brick and Racial Slurs at Victim

Christopher Avelar allegedly hurled a brick—and racial slurs—
at another man earlier in September when the victim said he
couldn’t share any marijuana because he didn’t use it. Avelar
will stand trial for assault after

Read More

SF Board of Supervisors Urge Governor
Newsom to Pardon Immigrant Rights
Leader Facing Deportation

The San Francisco Board of Supervisors has unanimously
approved a resolution urging Governor Newsom to pardon
prominent immigrant rights leader Charles Joseph, who is
facing deportation because of a past conviction.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports 17 Active Cases
Just One Week After Reporting 0 Active
Cases

There are now 17 confirmed active cases of COVID-19
among the incarcerated population. In total, there have been
261 cases thus far. Last Thursday, Sept. 17, ASCO reported
three active cases after only three days of reporting zero

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison, CDCR Population
Remains Steady at 100,000

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001idYJYtMxINX_CCX2cqeKvYVm9l820o4sH_YWwlcyplKXRWMczJe3IAmgGavFc1xUzMF5cNgmgb4efR-W9IG0PI1NfW5J2aX6EKiAr5XUrCcj1mYxNmcohzPrHpcnmUTjMXc39GDKlxhe3n2gSiWcf7g_fXyFrBNN_7SKliZjMvWZwmiA8BOY7MuiQamHQZ8SIKahSIHSInG6BL45S_Hl0RkAUayisF5WsPLKrrUaLiYx3zgtouU57fROxfZbIbP2gU3K3N_43iIhCwhzKYJGNx6hcAoepeatUdeu9A1PXAkVWLs8pVv_yA==&c=I3sJioYyCqMrJg1fvYPS0uyERCMHkVcsZGjer8ETTZjoBpQ7JxZwvg==&ch=jhguOhzgseUiVlLHMoqiHEKS7RsG_Ttj8fPXVe2qDGYlZHi_PKPuHQ==
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As of September 24, there have been 13,332 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 11,079 have been resolved while 1,774 remain active
in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Trial Set for West Sac Man Who Allegedly
Hurled Brick and Racial Slurs at Victim

Christopher Avelar allegedly hurled a brick—and racial slurs—
at another man earlier in September when the victim said he
couldn’t share any marijuana because he didn’t use it. Avelar
will stand trial for assault after

Read More

Arsonist Felon Remains in Custody in
Order to Keep Him on Meds

A convicted arsonist in court for violating the terms of his
probation—including trespassing on the property of a former
victim—was provided an opportunity Wednesday by Judge
Peter Williams in Yolo County Superior Court to

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Found Sleeping with Stolen
Adidas Shoes in Local Church Next Door
to Burgled Store
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Shone Lacey, accused of stealing $17 in cash, tennis shoes,
and a Michael Kors watch from a local cross-fit center, had a
pretrial hearing this week in Sacramento County Superior
Court. He pleaded not guilty, and his

Read More

Accused Probation Violator Frustrated
during Self-Representation in Court

While Riley Nguyen sat alone at the defense counsel table
during witness testimonies, exercising his constitutional right
to self-representation here Wednesday in Sacramento County
Superior Court, Deputy District Attorney Jennifer

Read More

Folsom Drug User, DUI Driver Settles
Cases, Sentenced to 90 Days, Double
Probation

Private defense attorney Michael Mullan, Deputy District
Attorney Adrianne McMillan and Sacramento County Superior
Court Judge Steve White huddled in the middle of a
courtroom here Thursday, discussing

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno PD Argues CHP Officers Falsely
Arrested DUI Drivers – Judge Disagrees

In two separate cases yesterday, Assistant Public Defender
Tonya Lopez argued that California Highway Patrol (CHP)
officers must monitor suspected DUI drivers for at least three-
quarters of a mile before engaging with the driver.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch
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Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 75 –
Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More
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http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: Public Defender Mano Raju Responds to City A4orney Dennis Herrera’s Decision
to file Civil Injunc.ons Against 28 Individuals

Date: Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 9:44:57 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 24, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org 

**PRESS STATEMENT**

Public Defender Mano Raju Responds to City Attorney Dennis Herrera’s
Decision to File Civil Injunctions Against 28 Individuals

“I agree that drug use in the Tenderloin is a serious public health issue that negatively affects
residents, many of whom are clients of my office, as well as their families. What the City
Attorney and I disagree on is what will actually solve this crisis. 

The City Attorney’s proposed injunction is another chapter in the war on drugs that has simply
failed to impact drug use or sales, while harming low-income people and communities of color.
More enforcement of low-level, subsistence street level sellers is not the solution to this
ongoing public health crisis. Rather, we should use our resources to provide meaningful
alternatives to street level dealers - including housing, job training, and employment - and also
focus on getting at the source of the drug trade, which will continue to produce drugs so long
as the demand exists.
 
As public defenders, we know that many low-level sellers are users themselves. Indeed, many

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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of us have tried cases where clients are accused of intending to sell drugs and the jurors have
returned verdicts of simple possession with no intent to sell. Further, recent immigrant sellers
are often victims of human trafficking, tricked and forced into the drug trade after escaping
oppressive and violent regimes and non-existent opportunity. Like drivers or warehouse
employees for billion-dollar corporations, they are subsistence workers, many of whom lack
choices. 

We know from decades of experience that these low-level sellers will quickly be replaced with
other sellers, making the market more volatile and dangerous and potentially causing worse
health outcomes - including more overdose deaths - as people who suffer from drug addiction
buy from unknown sources.  It also means that we will likely see no change on the streets.
 
For example, while the San Francisco Police Department and the U.S. Attorney’s Office
arrested and prosecuted street level sellers en masse in August 2019, this had no meaningful
impact on the number of overdose deaths, and those deaths continue to climb.
  
As we saw in the past with misguided gang injunctions, one-sided fact gathering leads to
injustice, further traumatization of those who are human trafficking victims, further litigation,
and wasted resources. And unfortunately, no one consulted our attorneys about these
proposed injunctions, even though we represent many of the 28 people who have been
named.  At a time when the courts face a seven-month backlog of cases due to COVID, these
injunctions could further clog our courts with lawsuits against people who may already have
stay-away orders or are participating in alternative court programs.”

###
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: California Becomes the First State in the Na.on to End Collec.on of Fees
in the Criminal Legal System - SF Treasurer José Cisneros and Public Defender Mano Raju Applaud
Governor Newsom’s Signing of The Families Over Act

Date: Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 8:16:24 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 24, 2020
 
CONTACT:
Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Anne Stuhldreher - SF Treasurer’s Office/Financial Justice Project - (415) 596-6138 -
Anne.Stuhldreher@sfgov.org  
 
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 
California Becomes the First State in the Nation to End Collection of Fees

in the Criminal Legal System 
 

San Francisco Treasurer José Cisneros and Public Defender Mano Raju applaud
Governor Newsom’s signing of The Families Over Fees Act AB 1869, a Law Modeled

after San Francisco’s Elimination of Criminal Legal Fees
 

SAN FRANCISCO - Treasurer José Cisneros and Public Defender Mano Raju applaud
Governor Gavin Newsom’s passage of The Families Over Fees Act through signing Assembly
Bill 1869, a first-in-the-nation bill to end the harmful and costly collection of 23 administrative

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Anne.Stuhldreher@sfgov.org
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB1869
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fees imposed against people in the criminal legal system. The bill takes statewide reforms first
enacted in San Francisco to eliminate “high pain, low gain” fees that pile debt onto people
who cannot pay it, drive people deeper into poverty, and create barriers to their successful
reentry.

“Charging very poor people fees to cover our government’s administrative costs makes no
fiscal sense. These Californians have already paid their debt to society, and by eliminating this
debt burden, we are providing vulnerable communities with a real second chance,” said
Treasurer José Cisneros, who founded The Financial Justice Project to assess and reform
how fines and fees impact San Francisco’s low-income residents and communities of color. 

San Francisco’s successful experience as the first city and county to end the burden of
administrative fees in the criminal-legal system has galvanized a national movement for fine
and fee justice. Last May, San Francisco helped launch Cities and Counties for Fine and Fee
Justice, made up of localities committed to enact bold reforms to ensure their fines, fees, and
tickets do not place a disproportionate burden on low-income residents and people of color.
And this week, former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg recently raised more than $16
million to pay the court fines and fees of 32,000 formerly incarcerated Floridians so that they
can vote in the November 2020 election. 

“Our office has been pushing for the elimination of fees locally and statewide for many years
now, because for too long, we have watched our clients and their families struggle with debt
that they are unable to pay,” said  San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju. “For justice-
involved people who already have the cards stacked against them in so many ways, financial
penalties create an even higher barrier to their future success. I am proud of our work that
helped make San Francisco the first county in the state to eliminate fees and debts, and am
very glad to see California now leading the country in this area. It’s now time for other states
to follow suit. When we eliminate fees and debts, we are paving the way to more resilient
communities.” 

When individuals exit jail or the criminal justice system, they are often charged thousands of
dollars in administrative fees that aim to recoup costs for the courts and government. The
Policy Advocacy Clinic at Berkeley Law estimates that AB 1869 will relieve Californians of
over $16 billion in outstanding criminal fee debt, the vast majority of which is uncollectible
since people exiting the criminal justice system cannot afford to pay. Studies have shown that
some California counties spend more to collect these fees than they bring in.

In 2018, San Francisco became the first in the country to eliminate local criminal justice fees
and lifted $32 million in debt off of 21,000 residents. The ordinance to eliminate fees was
authored by London Breed when she was president of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors. The San Francisco Public Defender and The San Francisco Financial Justice
Project worked with a coalition of community groups, Mayor Breed, and other city leaders,
including the District Attorney, Adult Probation Chief and the Sheriff, to propel the reforms. 

https://sfgov.org/financialjustice/
https://www.policylink.org/our-work/just-society/fines-fees/cities-counties
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/mike-bloomberg-raises-16-million-to-allow-former-felons-to-vote-in-florida/2020/09/21/6dda787e-fc5a-11ea-8d05-9beaaa91c71f_story.html
https://www.aclusocal.org/sites/default/files/aclu_socal_costs_of_injustice.pdf
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Criminal-justice-system-fees-for-21-000-waived-13175850.php
https://sfgov.org/financialjustice/
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Alameda, Contra Costa, and Los Angeles Counties followed in eliminating fees, lifting a
formidable financial burden off of people and easing their re-entry. 

“San Francisco has committed to get rid of these fees to give people a fighting chance to
succeed,” said San Francisco Mayor London Breed. "We should actively help people get their
lives back on track after they have paid their debt to society. San Francisco is about removing
fees that act as barriers to opportunity, not imposing them. For too long, we have extracted
these fees from Black and brown families who are struggling to get by. I strongly urge other
states and localities to join our movement for fine and fee justice.” 

In 2019, Mayor Breed, The Financial Justice Project, and the San Francisco Public Defender’s
Office became co-sponsors of SB 144, California State Senator Holly Mitchell’s legislation,
known as the Families Over Fees Act. The San Francisco leaders joined with the Debt Free
Justice California coalition to advance the legislation which was ultimately added to the
budget process and reintroduced as AB 1869.

AB 1869 will go into effect on July 1, 2021. The bill is expected to have both immediate and
long-term positive effects on the well-being of vulnerable families throughout California. 
Families will be able to spend more on goods and services, which will stimulate the economy
and help stabilize households who have been particularly hard hit by the economic downturn
of the pandemic. It will also relieve them of the debts that have traditionally hurt their financial
futures.   

###

https://ebclc.org/cadebtjustice/about/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - The Fall Out of the Breonna Taylor Case; Plus Our Latest Podcast - It Could
Happen To You

Date: Thursday, September 24, 2020 at 7:00:23 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Michael ALdridge, ACLU, Kentucky: "Breonna Taylor was killed when plainclothes officers used a no-
knock warrant to enter her home in the middle of the night. "

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 24, 2020

Kentucky ACLU Response to
Breonna Taylor
Attorney General Daniel Cameron announced Wednesday that LMPD Detective Brett Hankison has been
charged with three counts of First-Degree Wanton Endangerment for shooting blindly into apartments
neighboring Breonna Taylor’s. No charges were filed against LMPD Officers Myles Cosgrove and
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Jonathan Mattingly, nor were any of the charges against Detective Hankison directly related to Breonna
Taylor’s death.   

The following is a reaction from Michael Aldridge, executive director of the ACLU of Kentucky: 

“Today’s announcement is the latest miscarriage of justice in our nation’s long history of denying that
Black lives matter. Once again, a prosecutor has refused to hold law enforcement accountable for killing
a young Black woman. Breonna Taylor should still be alive today. We join the Taylor family and the
community in protesting and mourning the Commonwealth’s choice to deny justice for Breonna. 
 
Breonna Taylor was killed when plainclothes officers used a no-knock warrant to enter her home in the
middle of the night.  They did not even perform life-saving measures as she took her last breaths after
they shot her five times. Throughout this tragic series of events, including today, the police and
prosecutors continuously have failed Breonna Taylor, her family, and Black Kentuckians. 

This outcome shows us that true police accountability does not exist in Kentucky. Police accountability
will not exist until every level of government works to prevent police violence and hold law enforcement
responsible every single time they abuse their power, not just in high profile cases. 

The results of this investigation reflect insufficient standards for police use of force, government-
sanctioned violence and terror in communities of color, and a need to completely rebuild our justice
system.   

The ACLU of Kentucky will continue working with community leaders, activists, and elected officials to
radically change policing so this never happens again.”

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

As a 501c3 - your donation is tax deductible

Thanks for reading and thanks for your support

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: No Justice – No Peace

The Breonna Taylor case is not a clean case. Not like George
Floyd where the police office, no matter what led up to the
arrest, clearly mishandled the incident that led to George
Floyd dying. But in many ways, the Breonna Taylor

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdEBjRjghBO82k2Vo3vvFrcnYjo4odHCHiw2R8OYmQuqK3LEgdPjbgUIsl5r-phhJdqSEbs1zasCn2r6s_Lugnkg22tRTgXShYabSGITBoLDQo298wiOEfnI=&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdEBjRjghBO82k2Vo3vvFrcnYjo4odHCHiw2R8OYmQuqK3LEgdPjbgUIsl5r-phhJdqSEbs1zasCn2r6s_Lugnkg22tRTgXShYabSGITBoLDQo298wiOEfnI=&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdCZvhTaQ6oTVwYIsNSGB4pCDRK7q_znDzX6LTyu3Qa7HgJC4uGPiOsUzP_biFap8qoz2UHEqluIJi7gysBBZ9EFt2U4W_iT1PmJHT2HHXxVzuyAwMz1eBco=&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdCZvhTaQ6oTVQ9dy8IGldG795kPW58gUBs0p-bez8z-_uEUhw2Fk147U3Jhnr4_6v5bg5oSVk-2pPxl1pJP-gJRa11KPCqYISJLtjzpuKS--p-KmEfWYn9i0O8IDdKg3bqF6mRPURpXy&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdCZvhTaQ6oTVLfO2uZW-JvC8x47JO4jCLFSvAuNbKPrxPLBdB7IBnyVxl1urcTENYiBP8xEPzoB2Sdtibi_I6UYnO0VXKdSnR-yEBwHosBwletdDY9Dm-1vXhYWfeG1yYa8wYfbA5dKJgqzHVUz2bJM=&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdDfJ9aKNAzgMXGpmqkGS9wOQxnK6h3r1brYzM7unCbqgZVTAIoUS-Ib0mQXGsaf5nral0lJ4WLnaH9ae0qabkK32cdfGsjWImkxOn3sc4nJTkZzyuFPWrzDFPmZuTBUjL-v5fTzOyGlU&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdJvQmG5_Tgculpp0tmGS_JBck3dGa3j-RnvcvR4U6MkjIJ4ckgNt2KWZnYw536gOA66GiM7Q0fklLqE2a6o3KZV8xPHTQg6uhdHWDPJjIplo&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdG3xvpOnry1ywO2vwzQB6Y7SBXLn21YCugC1eu_xahKm2-cmK8roSPAL1ZJ2-Bb9exi-v0bUIM46JRexXOWNRAvZPEpTJUfQCribJbNNS7K3&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdBq9_Kxuebh3maba_e6GAN85rY36YC5_g1XWH9B9wWdmX5lucuZFZbHMIUz_bVd9u5UrUR8_4QOcv1Q80NE_3Ld7PIn-Qxh4dI7UeFCgK_KT8zM-pzQIGvc-NalQRrY3qXH8jL1X7pAKA7iW_UHnkf1DErT2RnOYYg==&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
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Grand Jury Indicts One Officer – Not For
Murder – in Breonna Taylor Killing
(updated)

With protesters already gathered in downtown Louisville,
Attorney General Daniel Cameron announced Wednesday the
much anticipated findings of the Grand Jury investigation into
the case of the death of Breonna Taylor,

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part IV – Misconduct in
Interrogations – A Legal Gray Area

While there are many interrogation tactics deemed
“permissible” by the court, there have also been some
specified forms of misconduct – misconduct in interrogations
may play a role in the wrongful convictions,

Read More

Pandemic to Racial Injustices: Now U.S.
Has ‘Anarchist’ Cities, Claims Trump
Administration

In the year 2020, the U.S. has had to deal with the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, come to terms with racial injustices,
experienced record firestorms and hurricanes and is facing a
tumultuous election.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports 17 Active Cases
Just One Week After Reporting 0 Active
Cases

ASCO confirmed three new cases of COVID-19 at Santa Rita
Jail. There are now 17 confirmed active cases of the virus
among the incarcerated population. In total, there have been
261 cases. Last Wednesday, Sept. 22, ASCO

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdBq9_Kxuebh3AMsmU1Ax1UmifIXpguBD9yg7EwNjBes8U98cheX-DqIZECKOuJdofbsYH-OI8eLfUDe4scTabbcT-lN4mf6Q7g6u9QI7RuS8LdQL7uWTg0JVuJv8o2ZyJYdiwF-zq8nvWzEkJL5wapmTP3p8NgB4c-CvZBmK01rr62kE53NW-tiSFH9coMWGEn52uf00UY9trieV5m6KyOY=&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdBq9_Kxuebh3MVCwlXyxLzKzAiCGiqx9Q_b0Zv1CYaVMLRAm-86Uu3N3RFxWw53MUgLodbaAui0yGWSeDK2C83RlAAWa4xmlXwVHmh0eZfclfY0gXRWOLRfGVJ0xLejSjZooale-HGvc4991L0eqMV91CWPf2o6o4YWnZ2qLGNSleZPSxVqXUsstcvBT4SH0opz3_CEMw4W3&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdBq9_Kxuebh3oAIPKQCEGt58b32chuEzh2z3ymFl6OTmj9xAeLCGFyhuSZg3Y7nl2cNkvUyC1DAP7h7ft4aGmyRvOfpkSJMIo3e0mndTmtJGBkgTgC3N57GGLpyG7aMMqyhzPKctpzuf9bmCPJWZL3neXKEMxfBCGdAl0In0fL4_F3O64X1Tc-5IPEaQQpE1OQ4Hz-EeicK9UNI7HTTPNho=&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdBq9_Kxuebh3hgbKot1FcBxSGL5yFFAw97YReztAEvc3HpiFRJARZ7_4XqdVNGT1Y84BhE0gam2gnTg6lgmF-CyU8PIUkwOb5bdrrcXQmu064OpUIhFA_BPcn6-r0RCkq5e0tZBuoMeLXA6m6gD8pV19fmQL6KoXTpgjuzjrqo2d6VrpO7Y3HU_daXGurWE4iMvAPOAkKLYPkDfSUp2_yU7iu9x_KxEeQC7QPTMw0tY2&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xqWA1QzRQ7lwQ1pbdLvb9aflc-6ouI95EMteZvh0woNroMkYgNVNdHbJ9s2JhoxbhQT_iVfHDfFzbp9Gm8kUw-0NH0aHponOJMZ70R42g_BuS1PHS3SL1dA2E4W9YIKPO3yomJfIDfa9-8d1QVxWy8O1WqNmBeEWuexJtG8FP07boB-7HxbfgEacKFEhUUrA9pcx6Ylz66iH5cdwQIEue-J36XBDhSsj&c=-Hw1lCrn0j0nHtbR6o8BANmAxb5jn20NUBoa4AUC_FP7-MwnC-b5_A==&ch=-Go8bgPrVE4a5JDnCbLIxjEB2eLrcOiFZv9DhWSwj5MGo6A3Vyqa1g==
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Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison, CDCR Population
Remains Steady at 100,000

As of September 23, there have been 13,182 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 11,017 have been resolved while 1,687 remain active
in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Expert Witnesses Testify in Jury Trial of
Softball Coach Accused of Molesting
Players

Deputy District Attorney Rachel Raymond called two expert
witnesses to the stand in the “Buck” Maldonado Thomas
sexual abuse case – after days of victim and family testimony,
both witnesses Tuesday are

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Releases Defendant Zero Bail After
PD Argues Case May be Overcharged

Defendant Reggie Johnson was released from custody here
in Sacramento County Superior Court Tuesday on zero bail
after Assistant Public Defender Samantha Ting argued
forcefully for his release – she also noted the prosecutor

Read More

Defendant, Victim Tell Incomplete Stories
About Alleged Car Theft – Up to Jury Now
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Some incomplete stories were repeated here in Sacramento
County Superior Court Tuesday – by both the defendant and
the victim.In the end, a jury will decide who’s telling the truth
in October.

Read More

After Cat Killed, Defendant Threatens to
Cut Victim’s Reproductive Parts Off

A Sacramento man is accused of making felony threats and
assaulting his neighbors – also the victims – after he claimed
their dog killed his cat, and he wanted revenge.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno PD Argues CHP Officers Falsely
Arrested DUI Drivers – Judge Disagrees

In two separate cases yesterday, Assistant Public Defender
Tonya Lopez argued that California Highway Patrol (CHP)
officers must monitor suspected DUI drivers for at least three-
quarters of a mile before engaging with the driver.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch
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Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 76: It
Could Happen to You

Everyday Injustice podcast covers criminal justice reform,
mass incarceration, wrongful convictions, and more. –
Episode 76: It Could Happen to You Jeffrey Deskovic and Bill
Bastuk. Deskovic was wrongly convicted at age 16 and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 75 –
Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More
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Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson: “I am personally not aware of any that have had a request for
zero bail, the request was denied, and then they went out and committed a new crime.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 23, 2020

We are launching a new
donation system… we could use your help
Readers - thanks for subscribing to our newsletter. For those of you have done so in the last few weeks
or months - welcome. For those of you who have been around for some time, you will notice that we have
grown pretty remarkably over the last year.

Most days we are running somewhere between 10 and 15 articles these days. Just last year, it was more
like four or five. With the launch of our UC Davis news project, we have more than 100 people writing for
our publication, located all of the state of California - and the slowdown of COVID has enabled us to have
a more regional and even national bent.

So with that upgrade will come new costs.

One of the ways to meet that is we are transitioning from our PayPal donation service to Network For
Good. This is a much more robust system that will allow us to continue to grow. That transition is a little
slow at the moment, but as of today, we would like to request people to use the Network For Good
donation forms.

You can make a one-time donation or you can become a monthly or annual subscriber.

What we really need is for people to make recurring donations - even $5 or $10 a month is great. That
allows us to budget our programs and allows us to continue to grow.

To become a sustaining member - hit this link - https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

As a 501c3 - your donation is tax deductible
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As a 501c3 - your donation is tax deductible

Thanks for reading and thanks for your support

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: https://davisvanguard.networkforgood.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Yolo DA Position on Bail
Even More Baffling

One of the more baffling things about the Yolo DA’s position
on zero bail – is that the office really seems to be talking out
of both sides of its mouth at the same time. Is this due to an
absence of leadership at this point? Multiple

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part III in the Series –
Threats and Manipulation by Government
Officials

Across the varying types of misconduct researched in a study
by Samuel R. Gross, Maurice J. Possley, Kaitlyn J. Roll, and
Klara H. Stephens, “Witness Tampering” played an official role
in the convictions of 17 percent of the

Read More

SB 1437 Invoked in Petition to Vacate 2008
Sacramento Gang Murder Conviction

A petition to vacate the first-degree murder conviction of Jose
Gonzales for the 2008 Memorial Day murder of Jose
Guerrero was brought before Judge Kevin McCormick in
Sacramento County Superior Court last week.

Read More
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SF DA Chesa Boudin Names Guatemala-
Born David Campos New DA Office Chief
of Staff

Longtime San Francisco public servant David Campos was
named Tuesday by San Francisco District Attorney Chesa
Boudin as the new Chief of Staff for the District Attorney’s
Office.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports Only 4 Current
Active Cases Despite Population Spike &
Minimal Testing

Since Friday Sep. 18, one new confirmed case of COVID-19
emerged at Santa Rita Jail, raising the number of confirmed
active cases among the incarcerated population to four. Last
Monday, ASCO reported zero active cases,

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison – 109 & 208 New
Active Cases Over Weekend Respectively

As of September 21, there have been 13,101 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 10,794 have been resolved while 1,836 remain active
in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Victim’s Mother Delivers Emotional
Testimony in Softball Coach’s Sex Assault
Trial
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Trial

The jury trial of youth softball coach “Buck” Maldonado
Thomas—charged with five crimes against teen ballplayers,
including sexual assault—resumed here Tuesday, and
another victim’s mother shared how the alleged assault by

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

SB 1437 Invoked in Petition to Vacate 2008
Sacramento Gang Murder Conviction

A petition to vacate the first-degree murder conviction of Jose
Gonzales for the 2008 Memorial Day murder of Jose
Guerrero was brought before Judge Kevin McCormick in
Sacramento County Superior Court last week.

Read More

Speedy Trial? Frustrated In-Custody
Defendant Waits for His ‘Day in Court’ –
Locked Up

It’s a site often seen in court—in-custody defendants
frustrated by how long it takes for them to get their proverbial
“day in court.” But the wheels of the system can move slowly,
especially for those locked up pretrial without being

Read More

Defendant Pleads No Contest but Argues
He Only ‘Pushed’ Victim to Ground

Thirty-nine-year-old Michael Richardson appeared in
Sacramento County Superior Court Tuesday morning to
accept the prosecution’s offer of a four-year sentence to a
lower level state prison, but he wasn’t ready to admit to

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More
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Fresno Court Watch

Victim Moves Judge to Add Second Strike
after Husband Beats Spouse in Front of
Children

A strong victim statement here this week carried the day with
Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen Hill.Not
only did Assistant Public Defender Tina Wang’s

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 75 –
Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 74 – Michigan
Sheriff Clayton Talks Policing, Race, and
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Mass Incarceration

Everyday Injustice talks with Yolo County Public Defender
Tracie Olson, who discusses public defense work, defunding
the police, officer-involved shootings, racial disparities, and
zero bail.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF Board of Supervisors Unanimously Passes Resolu.on Urging Governor
Newsom to Pardon Immigrant Rights Leader Charles Joseph

Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 at 5:36:21 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 23, 2020

CONTACT:
Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Gala King - Interfaith Movement for Human Integrity - (510)759-4196 - GKing@im4humanintegrity.org

**PRESS RELEASE**

SF Board of Supervisors Unanimously Passes Resolution Urging
Governor Newsom to Pardon Immigrant Rights Leader Charles Joseph

SAN FRANCISCO - Last night, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors unanimously passed
aresolution, authored by Supervisor Dean Preston and co-sponsored by every member of the
Board of Supervisors, urging Governor Newsom to pardon Charles Joseph. Joseph, an
immigrant rights leader, father and violence-prevention mentor who radically transformed his
life while incarcerated, is facing deportation due to his past conviction. He is seeking a pardon
to remain in the United States with his family in Sacramento, restore his status as a legal
permanent resident, and continue contributing to his community.

“Charles Joseph’s story of transformation - both in his own life as well as his positive influence
on the lives around him - is inspiring,” said Supervisor Dean Preston. “I am proud to stand with
Mr. Joseph, along with my colleagues on the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, in urging
the Governor to grant him an immediate and full pardon.” 

“Charles Joseph has been a client of the Public Defender’s Office since May 2019, but he is
much more than a client. Charles has become a leader and an ally in so many different ways -
- he has spoken out against unsafe conditions in immigration detention facilities, has been a
featured speaker in nationwide panels about mass incarceration, and even conducted a
training for my staff on the impact of ICE detention,” said San Francisco Public Defender
Mano Raju, whose Immigration Defense Unit represents Mr. Joseph in his deportation case.
“We are part of the campaign to support Charles and his family because we know that he will
continue to make a positive contribution in the movement for criminal justice reform as well as
immigration reform.”

Charles Joseph came to the United States when he was 14 years old from Fiji, where his

https://sfgov.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8796069&GUID=A7BC2557-F0C5-46CD-ADB0-B6CDA37626D8
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family faced persecution as ethnic and political minorities. His father was placed in deportation
proceedings just one year later, leaving his mother to support the children. Although he
always loved music, Mr. Joseph fell in with some bad influences and took part in a robbery
when he was 22 years old, which sent him to prison for 12 years. 

While in prison, Mr. Joseph became a leader and peacemaker, helping others to process their
anger and express their creativity. He was able to have a music mentor, country music star
Lacy Dalton, who has also offered her support for his pardon. 

Upon completing his 12-year prison sentence in May 2019, rather than being released to his
wife and children, he was immediately taken into custody by ICE. He spent nearly a year in
the privately-run Mesa Verde immigration detention center in Bakersfield, California, until he
was released in April 2020 as part of a lawsuit against ICE for its inability to protect medically-
vulnerable detainees at high risk of contracting the coronavirus. Mr. Joseph suffers from
asthma, and was granted release by a federal judge, but was ordered to wear an electronic
ankle monitor while he awaits deportation. 

Prior to his conviction, Mr. Joseph was a legal permanent resident, but immigration judges are
prevented from granting him discretionary relief because of his past conviction even though
he is completely rehabilitated. This is why a large community of supporters - including several
faith groups and immigrant rights organizations - are asking Governor Newsom to pardon him.
A pardon will allow him to remain in the U.S. with his wife and children - who are all U.S.
citizens - and protect him from the political violence he could face if forced to return to Fiji.

“I have known Charles and his family for over a year, and have witnessed his leadership
through his advocacy, musical talents, and spiritual gifts, which he shares abundantly with
many others,” said Reverend Deborah Lee, Executive Director of the Interfaith Movement for
Human Integrity. “Charles has used his story to illuminate how the U.S. criminal justice and
immigration systems have harmed immigrant communities, and that through the power of
transformation and redemption we will all be restored.”

“Judaism, like all faiths, believes in redemption,” said Rabbi Mona Alfi of Congregation B’nai
Israel, a Sanctuary Synagogue in Sacramento. “Charles has atoned for his wrongdoing. I
believe that people are capable of learning from their past and becoming better human beings
because of the struggles they have gone through. That’s exactly what Charles has done. Now
more than ever is the time for action. All of us have to raise our voices and call out to the
Governor and demand a pardon for Charles Joseph.”

“It was really hard when my dad was taken away from us. It caused a lot of stress for me, my
mom, and younger sister. My dad is home with us now, and we need him with us,” said Hope
Joseph, the 13-year-old daughter of Charles Joseph.
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“I’m overwhelmed and filled with deep appreciation for this support,” said Charles Joseph,
upon learning of the vote. “I’m thankful for the leadership of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors and for their work to keep families together. I am looking forward to meeting with
the Sacramento City Council members in my community, continuing to share my story, and
gaining their support.”

##

To learn more about the campaign to support Charles Joseph, please see this short film:
https://www.im4humanintegrity.org/2020/07/individual-freedom-campaigns-charles-joseph/ 

To view this press release online, visitsfpublicdefender.org/media.

https://www.im4humanintegrity.org/2020/07/individual-freedom-campaigns-charles-joseph/
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/09/sf-board-of-supervisors-unanimously-passes-resolution-urging-governor-newsom-to-pardon-immigrant-rights-leader-charles-joseph/
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF Board of Supervisors Unanimously Passes Resolu.on Urging Governor
Newsom to Pardon Immigrant Rights Leader Charles Joseph

Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 at 3:46:38 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 23, 2020

CONTACT:
Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Gala King - Interfaith Movement for Human Integrity - (510)759-4196 - GKing@im4humanintegrity.org

**PRESS RELEASE**

SF Board of Supervisors Unanimously Passes Resolution Urging
Governor Newsom to Pardon Immigrant Rights Leader Charles Joseph

SAN FRANCISCO - Last night, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors unanimously passed
a resolution, authored by Supervisor Dean Preston and co-sponsored by every member of the
Board of Supervisors, urging Governor Newsom to pardon Charles Joseph. Joseph, an
immigrant rights leader, father and violence-prevention mentor who radically transformed his
life while incarcerated, is facing deportation due to his past conviction. He is seeking a pardon
to remain in the United States with his family in Sacramento, restore his status as a legal
permanent resident, and continue contributing to his community.

“Charles Joseph’s story of transformation - both in his own life as well as his positive influence
on the lives around him - is inspiring,” said Supervisor Dean Preston. “I am proud to stand with
Mr. Joseph, along with my colleagues on the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, in urging
the Governor to grant him an immediate and full pardon.” 

“Charles Joseph has been a client of the Public Defender’s Office since May 2019, but he is
much more than a client. Charles has become a leader and an ally in so many different ways -
- he has spoken out against unsafe conditions in immigration detention facilities, has been a
featured speaker in nationwide panels about mass incarceration, and even conducted a
training for my staff on the impact of ICE detention,” said San Francisco Public Defender
Mano Raju, whose Immigration Defense Unit represents Mr. Joseph in his deportation case.
“We are part of the campaign to support Charles and his family because we know that he will
continue to make a positive contribution in the movement for criminal justice reform as well as
immigration reform.”

Charles Joseph came to the United States when he was 14 years old from Fiji, where his
family faced persecution as ethnic and political minorities. His father was placed in deportation

https://sfgov.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8796069&GUID=A7BC2557-F0C5-46CD-ADB0-B6CDA37626D8
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proceedings just one year later, leaving his mother to support the children. Although he
always loved music, Mr. Joseph fell in with some bad influences and took part in a robbery
when he was 22 years old, which sent him to prison for 12 years. 

While in prison, Mr. Joseph became a leader and peacemaker, helping others to process their
anger and express their creativity. He was able to have a music mentor, country music star
Lacy Dalton, who has also offered her support for his pardon. 

Upon completing his 12-year prison sentence in May 2019, rather than being released to his
wife and children, he was immediately taken into custody by ICE. He spent nearly a year in
the privately-run Mesa Verde immigration detention center in Bakersfield, California, until he
was released in April 2020 as part of a lawsuit against ICE for its inability to protect medically-
vulnerable detainees at high risk of contracting the coronavirus. Mr. Joseph suffers from
asthma, and was granted release by a federal judge, but was ordered to wear an electronic
ankle monitor while he awaits deportation. 

Prior to his conviction, Mr. Joseph was a legal permanent resident, but immigration judges are
prevented from granting him discretionary relief because of his past conviction even though
he is completely rehabilitated. This is why a large community of supporters - including several
faith groups and immigrant rights organizations - are asking Governor Newsom to pardon him.
A pardon will allow him to remain in the U.S. with his wife and children - who are all U.S.
citizens - and protect him from the political violence he could face if forced to return to Fiji.

“I have known Charles and his family for over a year, and have witnessed his leadership
through his advocacy, musical talents, and spiritual gifts, which he shares abundantly with
many others,” said Reverend Deborah Lee, Executive Director of the Interfaith Movement for
Human Integrity. “Charles has used his story to illuminate how the U.S. criminal justice and
immigration systems have harmed immigrant communities, and that through the power of
transformation and redemption we will all be restored.”

“Judaism, like all faiths, believes in redemption,” said Rabbi Mona Alfi of Congregation B’nai
Israel, a Sanctuary Synagogue in Sacramento. “Charles has atoned for his wrongdoing. I
believe that people are capable of learning from their past and becoming better human beings
because of the struggles they have gone through. That’s exactly what Charles has done. Now
more than ever is the time for action. All of us have to raise our voices and call out to the
Governor and demand a pardon for Charles Joseph.”

“It was really hard when my dad was taken away from us. It caused a lot of stress for me, my
mom, and younger sister. My dad is home with us now, and we need him with us,” said Hope
Joseph, the 13-year-old daughter of Charles Joseph.

“I’m overwhelmed and filled with deep appreciation for this support,” said Charles Joseph,
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upon learning of the vote. “I’m thankful for the leadership of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors and for their work to keep families together. I am looking forward to meeting with
the Sacramento City Council members in my community, continuing to share my story, and
gaining their support.”

##

To learn more about the campaign to support Charles Joseph, please see this short film:
https://www.im4humanintegrity.org/2020/07/individual-freedom-campaigns-charles-joseph/ 

To view this press release online, visit sfpublicdefender.org/media.

https://www.im4humanintegrity.org/2020/07/individual-freedom-campaigns-charles-joseph/
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/09/sf-board-of-supervisors-unanimously-passes-resolution-urging-governor-newsom-to-pardon-immigrant-rights-leader-charles-joseph/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - $4 Million Se4lement in Death of Walnut Creek Man; Alameda Public Defender
Pushes For Vo.ng in Jail

Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2020 at 7:01:17 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“This was such a shocking blueprints for a person who is so well-known member of this community was
shot down under the circumstances that we have alleged In the complaint – that it was an unnecessary
use of death. It was a failure to deescalate and they really treated him more as a criminal rather than a
mentally impaired person,” Burris explained.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 22, 2020

Three Cities Designated
Anarchist Jurisdictions

By Jose Medina

Throughout this year the US has been facing impactful events that could determine its fate. The country
has had to deal with an ongoing pandemic, come to terms with its racial injustices, and is facing a
tumultuous election. To make matters worse, the US Department of Justice under the direction of the
Trump Administration, designated three US cities as “anarchist jurisdictions”.

The three US cities were New York City, Portland, and Seattle. The designation of these three cities
would allow the restriction of federal funding on the grounds that they are “Jurisdictions Permitting
Violence and Destruction of Property.”

Miriam Krinsky, the Executive Director of Fair and Just Prosecution, a national network of elected
prosecutors working towards compassionate justice reforms, provided a statement challenging the US
Department of Justice’s decision. 

Krinsky mentioned the designation taking place, coincidentally, weeks before the election. Krinsky
described the designation as “a chilling move and a dangerous pretext for continued attacks by the
President on cities that are Democratic strongholds, coming weeks before the presidential election.”
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This designation seeks to delegitimize the Democratic Party’s ability to lead just before the country is
getting ready to vote for their public officials. An attempt to restrict federal funding for Democrat-led cities
is an effort to strong-arm constituents into voting for the Trump Administration in exchange for these
federal funds to be given back.  

As the US continues to persevere against an ongoing pandemic, cities are going to need all the funding
they can get to combat the pandemic and keep their citizens safe and healthy. Krinsky adds that “any
attempt to unilaterally cut off federal funds is unconscionable, illegal.” The administration would be putting
countless citizens in danger over politics.

Despite the administration's efforts to make this designation on the basis of these cities being violent and
chaotic, these cities were experiencing low violent crime rates.

Krinsky reminds the administration that “prior to the COVID pandemic, cities across the United States
were experiencing historic lows in violent crime” and that “violent crime still remains far below the highs of
the 1980’s and 1990’s.”

The designation for these three cities seems to also be in retaliation towards the many anti-racist
movements across the country. Krinsky points out that the designation is an “unfounded attack on local
leaders and communities challenging racial injustice and calling for a transformation of the criminal legal
system.”

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Family of Man Killed By Walnut Creek
Police Discuss Settlement, Son’s Mental
Health Crisis

No amount of money will bring back MIles Hall, a young man
shot and killed by Walnut Creek police in June 2019 said on
Monday at a press conference in front of their home. Hall had
a known mental health problem but the family

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 75 –
Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0QExAPT55M3wYHr69tX0lplUplfB9UrKypKL6OMaBSWwXDoS6sE23AIJibGTG6wzdqCEnmLM2F5yT-OjyzChrrdxKDhxLuFKnWBsfZy5zkBGEnzXDZKrLdQavSj6RcOEiA==&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0RWm4PRLOuHJocgWvFZNCz2RKcoyBmiU2v3zgevua2XaxmReX7G007JlceqL1Nqf3DSr3xAPEc7Hd31rDJdw2fwbZ1UsQwI2dl84Wq84pscaaY6hvacGGbo=&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0RWm4PRLOuHJI-Qebhj632u46yxyH0zct8iEqsXm3KKsqwXHQtzvkZv4Cz-J66wglq9nzCaT1oMp1iZYb4NZqHY4RUp9HlZvQUiCjmfb5wVZwRucnCydu3D4Uous5nuFS7bAU_mSngtb&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0RWm4PRLOuHJ9SHOx5bDFrruufsDWjtJEEreZeemJdRdapIXDbr3Ej2HqZcSgGz_AwgJ_lROLFX-8xitCKBzLtl7cnvNdhmhpsmX0-x5RwwjxohuodFAlnvA71aXbot6A82chWKjV7qUDFshfKCcIFM=&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0bLf35sLHimmByV8cufJ6hxFr4Hqmfym-SZ2RweHfBicXD3JABKyf1uL5Mk6nxZhl4-_oigRQfgf4p_nB7zdfKJP1QNlKxa_gnOL2Vmlezp_vmvB-K-CY5aZ8hKl1MgzlgeRefctAmBx&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0UdQGrpHfF6WebWrp6wDvdvWZLTmEKSTF83kHo8DpudhpvZGZ0UzDvAFg8HAC836Ow094kOSx5v_96QrM3vfKkY7wbzgRdBGbPGHl2P9Bu3G&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0STJlQyFtT4JSWXszc2Vzuc1V6VO9L9UQrjTUoRB8r_4QmG8kugNJg7WzcwZoozWEgqlm1X2Xu_3u2r8-2tzMnuEWwli0fmlpaiiwhTZ3gxQ&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JW8bL5fXM8wzo44jxRYesVz_dxQgCps0q25pP1JqaE01L7kQnNbA0c6wCWt0Xm52Zn7PZjUmAmxyarUUFU6HFUqXcEeGh_uXcV8uS0DCm1lJfAWJClPquBxFvCzT3bQWL0Q6m-KKW1zI2_yzB3qJ6R-LvPl4QQcWaU-5rxg7ksYF_LW5UDF5VSlq7CvIQHT8RRE-MDvok8s3XlhUJfI2HQwEfNPLOlexU7Zvo2cII-GUzdklYxjsxxOdz8Qa-4z7AurRdYUHSJJ41ymOHlg-QZmp7FcapIAr&c=aSZyi1FalGnnkSxk5c9wDQ8tZfy2mJWKdzmAxop4noIEa-hsg2ppGw==&ch=cUKB-htqvwml3F8bkISGo5k6U8oJWJEC-M1pCb-1Oz4pWjE-5xMuCg==
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Everyday Injustice talks with Yolo County Public Defender
Tracie Olson, who discusses public defense work, defunding
the police, officer-involved shootings, racial disparities, and
zero bail.

Read More

Alameda County Public Defender Uses
YouTube Videos to Tell Incarcerated How
to Vote from Jail Cells

YouTube videos are encouraging inmates at Santa Rita
County Jail how to vote from their jail cells in the upcoming
Nov. 3 General Election—voting from jail is a right of most
prisoners, despite what many in the public believe.

Read More

EXONERATIONS: Part II in the Series –
Frequency of Official Misconduct/
Characteristics of Misconduct and Its
Disparities

Following the introduction to their report on exonerations,
Samuel R. Gross, Maurice J. Possley, Kaitlyn J. Roll, and
Klara H. Stephens worked to expand on the frequency of
official misconduct within the cases studied.

Read More

Maricopa County Attorney Declines to
Charge Officer Who Shot & Killed Dion
Johnson

Maricopa County Attorney Allister Adel announced Monday
that she will not pursue criminal charges against Department
of Public Safety Trooper George Cervantes in connection with
the fatal shooting of Dion Johnson, who was

Read More

Prop 20 Would Undo CA Criminal Justice
Reform Progress, Claim Racial Justice
Advocates

California’s Proposition 20, on the Nov. 3 ballot, campaigns on
the slogan “Keep California Safe,” though racial justice
advocates warn of its adverse consequences on criminal
justice reform progress.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports Only 4 Current
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Active Cases Despite Population Spike &
Minimal Testing

Since Friday Sep. 18, one new confirmed case of COVID-19
emerged at Santa Rita Jail, raising the number of confirmed
active cases among the incarcerated population to four. Last
Monday, ASCO reported zero active cases,

Read More

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison
& Avenal State Prison – 109 & 208 New
Active Cases Over Weekend Respectively

As of September 21, there have been 13,101 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those
cases, 10,794 have been resolved while 1,836 remain active
in custody.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Notes Tougher Sacramento
Court Probation Rules, Releases DUI
Defendant

Deputy Public Defender Richard Van Zandt argued that
Defendant Jose Morales Alvarez “should be treated like other
Yolo County defendants,” after comparing apparently the
much more burdensome Sacramento probationary

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Heavily Intoxicated Daughter Punches
Mom, Kicks Her Down Driveway
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An argument about drinking turned physical between a
defendant and her mother here in Sacramento, with the
defendant punching her mother about eight times in the head
and pushing her down the driveway. The

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Victim Moves Judge to Add Second Strike
after Husband Beats Spouse in Front of
Children

A strong victim statement here this week carried the day with
Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen Hill.Not
only did Assistant Public Defender Tina Wang’s

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 74 – Michigan
Sheriff Clayton Talks Policing, Race, and
Mass Incarceration

Washtenaw County Sheriff Jerry Clayton is not like most
sheriffs—his approach to law enforcement looks to reduce
racial disparities and mass incarceration. He has a different
take on defunding the police than many, but looks to

Read More

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More
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https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=149200a0-f7f6-40ad-a274-ad654bb31f89
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - The Fight For Ginsburg's Replacement; LA Sheriff on the Hot Seat
Date: Monday, September 21, 2020 at 7:00:15 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

LA Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas: "I remain deeply troubled by the Sheriff’s conduct and the way he
has interfered with advancing reform and enhancing accountability."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 21, 2020

Rising Crimes Rates Tied
to Calls To Defund the Police?

by David Greenwald

The Minneapolis City Council didn’t defund the police - so why is crime rising there?  

Back in June, the city council said they were looking at ways to dismantle the existing police force and
replace it with a new model.  But they have backed off that approach for now and yet… crime is rising.

“Residents are asking, ‘Where are the police’?” newly-elected council member Jamal Osman.  The city
has seen a rise in roperty crimes, robberies, homicides and arson over last year.

There are concerns that the police are not enforcing the laws in the wake of the movement to defund the
police.

“I think it’s possible they are essentially campaigning … because they don’t support the council member
or, in some cases, the mayor, or perhaps they think that they are making the case for more resources for
the department,” Council President Lisa Bender said, according to the Star Tribune. 

.But in a column in the Washington Post, Richard Rosenfeld, a distinguished professor of criminology
and criminal justice at the University of Missouri – St. Louis argued that the problem is not related to the
call to defund the police.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LXnbQDHe_CtHt-zQpGtwSJlRoScbih_o0BKDn2aC7-c4G6uA_ztbetgR7ZWXM6aPpkabI66Gck0BPw5_R9QLkuh61G_ntwfR1DpxFdubN9R-BER-rnNli-fyoFSFHxwWQ2XHd-sp0NhF8i9Ppg6QI21UxFrkQ2uhu4K7YoBr-7COhTaVq8xHwO9CMnrRycs1yxokecv15DFA0XldY2HvRoZltIOZlyz54YCxJW8I4pMO-l3c2uhZJ6AMgqYvYZrKAr7Nfg9zWejjEKrUScx7KHWHoxdmrJPzybb8Qp6iy5yay6UsfKzR6VvOmi8jpgASIvMsgFkYxc-BnpJMTzKfl3FHeqQNZXBo43WgXQMrO0Pu&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
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He writes, “Trump is correct that violent crime has risen in many American cities. But calls to defund the
police are not the reason.”

Instead he argues, “The spike is related in complex ways to both the coronavirus pandemic and social
unrest over police violence.”

Part of the problem with the claim is that - just like in Minneapolis - very few actual cities have reduced
the police budget.  And while cuts are coming, “the looming reductions in policing and other city services
are much more likely to result from revenue shortfalls caused by the coronavirus than from the
demands of protesters.”

Rosenberg also notes - as we have - “while violent crime has increased during the pandemic, property
crime rates have been falling, which indicates that different factors are responsible for these contrasting
crime changes.”

Instead he profers: “During periods of widespread social unrest, especially over police brutality, violent
crimes tend to increase.”

He pointed to historical data from the 1960s, Ferguson in 2015, as well as Chicago, New York and other
cities following the first wave of police protests five years ago.

He argues: “When tensions flare between the police and the communities they serve — especially
disadvantaged communities of color — “police legitimacy” suffers. And if trust and confidence in the
police fall far enough, street justice replaces law enforcement, and rates of violence increase.”

That doesn’t fit Trump’s narrative.  He wants to argue that “Democrats simply don’t know how to control
violent crime, or that police departments have been held back or frightened by the protests.”

But there is a problem with that argue - crime for the last forty years has been declining to the point
where we remain near a 40 year low.  So all of a sudden local officials can’t control their city?  What has
changed is not the local officials, but rather the climate in this country.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Really – What
is the Yolo DA’s Position on Zero Bail?

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LXnbQDHe_CtH68s-0EvhlXSVDUwJteLiNRrvkK8tOa80729Gtrofh0taRq8qMkCCVokRAjrDW6Y82i7ZcbWPnix2_LMVzQI7ZSzkownBjVHdX_vwc2WABlOAaAAgiG6CdRkiS2iMSfUAv7e0-7pQBB7QtcpAH64-UngXqzGfLpj4T6NEQw0hUWgPZvsiP_vmjrfeb9pkrHZzqohn6C2Ns8b8QmgoRsFCLw==&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LXnbQDHe_CtH68s-0EvhlXSVDUwJteLiNRrvkK8tOa80729Gtrofh0taRq8qMkCCVokRAjrDW6Y82i7ZcbWPnix2_LMVzQI7ZSzkownBjVHdX_vwc2WABlOAaAAgiG6CdRkiS2iMSfUAv7e0-7pQBB7QtcpAH64-UngXqzGfLpj4T6NEQw0hUWgPZvsiP_vmjrfeb9pkrHZzqohn6C2Ns8b8QmgoRsFCLw==&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LXnbQDHe_CtHz7Ja3pMCm4tPiOjv4mp76pUXJVz_qSyr6yX7y9w8Gh-KlqhfMN_6KpVahE_o6FxctoVbnWfE_-ZTWJiSEEHJ6EnOJFOiMSJM3keMcmzt6XPXTzspGRHreyKdYQNxIA11E10MNUlP0JKa9yKvJ_Ijto51pelAeKm6KikiXL0_F0QCtRxMInrCgKX3_c2bQHApPpdUGPNewJfBoTLR9vNcjw==&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LXnbQDHe_CtHz7Ja3pMCm4tPiOjv4mp76pUXJVz_qSyr6yX7y9w8Gh-KlqhfMN_6KpVahE_o6FxctoVbnWfE_-ZTWJiSEEHJ6EnOJFOiMSJM3keMcmzt6XPXTzspGRHreyKdYQNxIA11E10MNUlP0JKa9yKvJ_Ijto51pelAeKm6KikiXL0_F0QCtRxMInrCgKX3_c2bQHApPpdUGPNewJfBoTLR9vNcjw==&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LWyRnu3epKfd6-rdtgKDX99ADCnQwIcjqIDSdXXuRtQ7IHgxlcYiTlsdirJFOpED4SHsUdPo7ci7j_uUuq8cjIk_YsgD1oSf1rM_e2NKspj2eXQ81NKAA3_2u5nbfp_Nwg==&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54Lc8aXDo8FkyP4RapF42_63xM0KmZLnTuXRrwO2WC8N87VfD50UWrznBpIpe7kwnzLb7RKP9_myKgNll27KdFjatoMhAxU_5J2Ta-k5X_qTnslE9Y_127wgI=&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54Lc8aXDo8FkyPfQwco2TiBNAjZR-rT5SydCpPkI76K3xMsygij9HpxgY2Merhhg78qB4FQdL0-IQydjUSurG3eqSA-tf8JXnwcENNXWwz3yJhh3JcIzcfjta17LALiaUFmCPm2oNtJpq9&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54Lc8aXDo8FkyPt4PfQNdWgwtnOyBiUbtuDbzIKCisp8OkOemsI3L1eOkoij83SjMuql1bd_XnKNFGykbK--CgDl4WJySazcLQz_upxz0XVyx99qJerx45J04voIP-6sel49e6y7Xh3vCliYvtslzSr98=&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LaQm6s5ET8p_FHuCKtKHUByIfatc8kUsmj5YvTXsrjFT_f4mfVZD9rIivfHjy2ifC5sklURFBhJ0Qxkwg1Rty7m8sqnBb99YlyZffVHy2J3zcuUKkKjaIG9nn0JtVFOmgs3ZdHdnyCqA&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LVJR66bcJ0AgZklurAey8AQRuDvSnbXy6V4v93qXx3RbhHhYZnPomALv8gZuWMswrUdQwY9pduTWtalmLm1YTzSLmHA3LaY27a230FZdoDnz&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54Lb6EzsV2RMS1hXLaAnR10kTG0FaferSvwPHugu33ezBBgB584ukTMcQGHQx68FxoSE5gTS4aMgLmT2Zubme124KnDQIaCOquDBbQBkeWTfbJ&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
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Another press release noted that a West Sacramento man
was charged with attempted murder after being arrested on
September 15 less than a month after being placed on felony
probation. The DA argues, “Between the time he was

Read More

Guest Commentary: Abolish the Filibuster
and Pack the Court

I should start by saying that I assume, for now, that
Republicans in the Senate will rush to confirm a successor to
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the liberal
stalwart and pioneer of gender equality who passed away

Read More

LA Sheriff’s Dept Roughly Arrests Reporter
Covering Protest – Passage of ‘Press
Freedom Act’ Urged

Amid the rising number of protests against police brutality and
racial inequality, there is also a rise in the suppression of
journalists reporting on these demonstrations—including in
Los Angeles, where deputies recently unlawfully and

Read More

Philly Top Prosecutor, Councilmembers
Condemn Trump Talk of Charging
Protestors with ‘Sedition’

District Attorney Larry Krasner and City Councilmembers
Kendra Brooks, Jamie Gauthier, Helen Gym, and Isaiah
Thomas expressed their disdain for the Trump
Administration’s explicit DOJ threats against Black Lives

Read More

Reports Show COVID-19 has Led to
Increased Anti-Asian American Racism

Reports provided by Stop AAPI Hate and the Stop AAPI Hate
Youth Campaign have demonstrated a statistical increase in
racist discriminatory actions against Asian Americans.
The Youth Campaign, a group consisting of 87 high school

Read More

Public Safety Includes Incarcerated –
Conversations on Bail, Parole, and
Prosecutor Power

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LR59z9qJ11UaGhoyZgvfAUPqXBdQyMC_aSH1SO3UsR_PRFB7H1lDxTCYLmoljYKmkmn5uhtWl0AfP8gLu3LEbm5ciEfNiuh_5EFHPVVavAE5VemJqNx8u6jS_M-QiFWvlsOJgbbhdC57ynQubIoScgJPfDsdmh4rWMZ3ISjk8QVEJUfE1xPOpsZJAYyUwSBiOCdAqGbseBL1A2S18aB3MjQ=&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LR59z9qJ11UaWxZcTydwJNTQDdejtX1QEafViP0--BYAaYOr4dMnY1wDyZMItpfiQcwcdmjlCFVFIkllEoySzwzOKT4P32JS6F-eG2hogsE6lAgT0-97ba4lKCnV38ufHoXXA-ksLDxoteTg6py6_YksuEFLrHK5jfrEqoO1U9pigwORs2Qj-mya_WSWRRgBVsAzqqD9Z4zS&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LR59z9qJ11UaZFveOe_TZL9KajEqkkBtelxYhuykqG3d5ch9b4lxO1JozzZp4arajaZ8s3dKyPjPLL5wFPK4wrMiioTrkfK0QOegUeOB4usp5agT4mzTnFPpww5P7_0NkZH42Amm6o94TcS_f_z8pgjb2GJWVz-Z3zmJOg0x6-HZ2i0_N3m-fODYnEj_tnk9U2V3WVj4MBa3HMUACWwgycJPeNQEwKtEPiXKmDhIFyGyFj71O9hPWnQ=&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LR59z9qJ11UawhDHvX9a2yK5Cdj-7JGLsgKPAseHuTdsn5VDLyumBJ2fYB_FSL48BzCQWmxpw8s-4mMXB5s6NrNSoTgb9LQY2TwaOCoJueCS41yHa-RBFmgAFkguM-7Yicjddbfg2DYMxEzRcKPdWsu_mX_Fqqe_W4T7DviIVg9v4IXwUTiYu0eWBdccnC1pTIcTzoF0d93dOxsJWKmcy0VLrJxKcaH27LC-JDe7wgJ6WLZt-tVviqM=&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LR59z9qJ11UahBuxAEo17QqPjfy00jm5r-agqD_oVJvBD0iFrnDkuT6bpmLA4yJcwN1DijVL8RwqKSc5z5mC8fQZZjUO58zTjEr-PI6IfDIoeDfcNY99_hBEoAoMIC48rK6Y8O5vdqB5t8QpeNd3kSe8UCekGJLxpliMUiQbUOMeW04JqB4BFlJrDtYH7V2XmxSyrCcN7ZE8_a4h866aXrI=&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
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The criminal justice system’s many inequities and strategies
to turn it instead into a system that involves accountability,
decarceration, and the humanization of those in/released from
the system was the focus of Loyola Law

Read More

Comprehensive Study Shows Official
Misconduct Major Cause of Wrongful
Convictions

Research indicates that among all cases where defendants
were convicted of crimes in the United States and later
exonerated by new evidence of innocence, over half of these
wrongful convictions are due to misconduct by

Read More

LA Civilian Oversight Commission
Members Denounce County Sheriff,
Demand Resignation

Los Angeles County Sheriff Alex Villanueva came under fire
at the latest LA County Citizens Oversight Commission (COC)
meeting—he was accused of making no effort to form a
relationship with the Board of

Read More

UC Davis Law’s Racial Justice Speaker
Series Commences, Inspirational Talk
Given by Chief Public Defender Brendon
Woods

To kick off UC Davis School of Law’s Racial Justice Speaker
Series, Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods spoke on
Wednesday afternoon, recounting slavery’s dark truths and its
lasting effects on American society today.

Read More

Vermont County Eliminates Cash Bail
‘Caging Black, Brown and Poor People’

Cash bail has been eliminated in Chittenden County, Vermont,
following nearly a year of deliberation on the practice by State
Attorney Sarah F. George’s office.In a press release sent out
late Wednesday,

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

A Visual Storyline Of COVID-19 Across
CDCR Facilities – Trends In Cases &

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LR59z9qJ11Ua0LlBicdAhRgS9ofVxR5-MQ2a4-THtO4Er85Q3AcD6_riGEsDgumXNyCN553jCGXzBe9yctGsifAKV-URJ-PcjSGFnbaoMIao4DULIQjDrbeNqaeSX2r6HX2FKk40UhHmFFRIqe1RM8K25-aXIO-XHvcGVU76zpW8EuuUf9dl0FbIe6Hr5WG7NUx_ovTRzCP2CuaB5h_XBNFbO6h3b9zLox6VDld38GRU&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LWRXoNQVLyRWEJow4hoXpIe5XV2-e_SklNJgsRjO84wdDSm7XVw9kBU2UHaJ7Qc7kt9ji3Ndrf2kE5GkbMVqFURvbDIp1USt1rOwi-Huwb7-fcVCn98iW9Wjzp6Oourrv9rV3TmXIRMgijFNagl4QC7DAAUj8FMN2jmXroiSSr6FG_zMwjQepNcrVoNCH39GMduWFKRwmPkZ_LiUn3eU7NlRH96lkvrBjQ==&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011O1cEk_EEz5cijAZeccOdDL6gQzlVFMmlEHhAhFSrJijA_JxeK54LWRXoNQVLyRWz101y8mbKadgrh44nEyhP7IE1P6dy1saCC4K3Sfr-sYkx_gD9S8QHWhlhjNxDb1pzXxI-p0G50MH3T9pkA2eDHqHUErIdqs6f6MhuoK7CTM8mKP1Wq6mqh9asxRFEJe_GRNMk-34DjbkCRp5eHsXpJmcmQo6Oa8OqAIOUCOd3f4LWw18oA4En9P2WQFNYcZs4AhbY7Wu4hKhaBtzZ3FAIVdN5PRw7s3g&c=2gsIoyFEO-jJtvlfTASd4tuxMM7G0hw55Ni3LI_H_6MiP1Lz053oWw==&ch=6QNIUNLHrjrDUrRAWZs8lyrtBXPaKVgmUPeLUaEa_KN9MzFJUo3xvw==
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Testing

Graphical story of what's going on at CDCR

Read More

Families Of Those Who Died From COVID-
19 In San Quentin File Wrongful Death
Lawsuits

In an excerpt shared with The Marshall Project, incarcerated
writer Michele Scott testifies to the conditions within the
world’s largest women’s prison and recalls events surrounding
the death of a close friend.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

In Coach’s Sexual Assault Trial, Jury Hears
Similar Testimonies by Teen Athletes

The jury trial of Yolo youth softball coach “Buck” Maldonado
Thomas, which began September 8, resumed here this week,
with several teen witnesses recollecting in front of Judge Paul
K. Richardson how their professional

Read More

Accused Rapist Claims He Thought Victim
Was Someone Else. Maybe

“Mistaken identity” could have been the cause of an alleged
rape—or not. The defendant’s story changed from sexual
assault to consensual sex as he told it here in Yolo County
Superior Court this week.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Not Happy with Attorney, Wants
to Represent Self in Murder Trial

A murder defendant’s surprising request for self-
representation Friday here in Sacramento County Superior
Court prompted a stern warning from Judge Patrick Marlette
and raised questions about the defendant’s mental health.

Read More

Judge Releases Defendant Who Allegedly
Struck Victim in Front of Daughter

Judge Scott L. Tedmon released defendant Derek L. Smith
from custody in Sacramento County Superior Court here
Friday, despite the accusation that Smith was involved in
domestic violence in front of his eight-year-old daughter.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Victim Moves Judge to Add Second Strike
after Husband Beats Spouse in Front of
Children

A strong victim statement here this week carried the day with
Fresno County Superior Court Judge Glenda Allen Hill.Not
only did Assistant Public Defender Tina Wang’s

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree
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After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 74 – Michigan
Sheriff Clayton Talks Policing, Race, and
Mass Incarceration

Washtenaw County Sheriff Jerry Clayton is not like most
sheriffs—his approach to law enforcement looks to reduce
racial disparities and mass incarceration. He has a different
take on defunding the police than many, but looks to

Read More

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Boudin's Big Announce on Post Convic.on Units; Judge Rejects Defense Mo.on
to Disqualify Santa Clara DA Office

Date: Friday, September 18, 2020 at 7:00:15 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Wrongful convictions cause concentric circles of harm: to the wrongfully convicted, to the crime victims
who were told a false story and re-traumatized, to the jurors who unwittingly participated in the injustice,
and to the integrity of the system as a whole,” said Boudin

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 18, 2020

A Tale of Two County
DA’s on Wrongful Convictions…

by David Greenwald

Yesterday, Chesa Boudin, the San Francisco DA unveiled his plans for a Post Conviction Unit. At least in
structure, it may well be the most groundbreaking in the country - of course, proof will be in the actual
pudding, and the structure by Larry Krasner has the benefit of several years of strong results, and the
results of Houston and Brooklyn speak for themselves.

But on paper, the six member Innocence Commission looks as formidable as any I have seen. Members
include: Professor Lara Bazelon, Director of the Criminal & Juvenile Justice and Racial Justice Clinics at
University of San Francisco Law School; the Honorable Judge LaDoris Cordell (Ret.); medical expert Dr.
George Wood; Executive Director of the Northern California Innocence Project Linda Starr; San
Francisco Managing District Attorney Arcelia Hurtado; and SF Deputy Public Defender Jacque Wilson.
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Someone on Twitter following our posting of this announcement asked why we weren’t more critical of
Boudin. The reality is that San Francisco is not the only jurisdiction we cover. What Boudin has done in
creating this body is create as formidable a unit as any we have seen. And in fact, San Francisco along
with Philadelphia should be the standard other counties should have to measure up to.

This gets back to our August 13 discussion with Ohio Innocence Project Director Mark Godsey. He
pointed out that to really have independence, you need to bring in people outside of the chain of
command, who have no stake in the conviction and often you want to have former defense attorneys or
public defenders.

Larry Krasner for example brought in Patricia Cumming, who had successfully run a review unit in Dallas,
but also brought in people like Carrie Wood from the Ohio Innocence Project to help out.

Godsey himself understands that a Conviction Review Unit can be a mixed bag. There are success
stories, like Brooklyn from which we recently ran our series on their 25 exonerations. 

n Houston, Texas, “Prosecutors there freed forty-two inmates on grounds of innocence in 2015 alone. No
law school innocence organization, including my own, can come close to matching those numbers.”

Mr. Godsey writes, “The CIUs in Brooklyn and Houston are, of course, a welcome and much-needed
addition to the innocence movement. Combined with independent innocence organizations like my Ohio
Innocence Project, they provide a blueprint for how we can eventually conquer the problem of wrongful
convictions.

“But the failings of CIUs in other jurisdictions show that success in this area is hard to attain. Many of the
other CIUs thus far appear to pay little more than lip service to the problem of wrongful convictions,
because the prosecutors in charge seem understandably unable to move past their own psychological
barriers to adequately reexamine old cases with a fresh eye.”

That brings us to Yolo County where you can see both in structure and result - failure. The people
heading up Yolo County’s Conviction Integrity Unit have failed to clear anyone. And you can see why. The
people heading that unit are: Jonathan Raven, Ryan Couzens, and Melinda Aiello - the two, three, and
four people in the DA’s office.

You have therefore absolutely no independence or separation from the chain of command. San Francisco
is clearly committed to the concept of post-conviction review. Yolo County is clearly committed to
preserving their convictions, even though we have identified potentially 14 wrongful convictions over the
last 15 years in the county.

And so that’s why we take a hard look at Yolo County’s policies and will be running records requests on
other counties to see their progress and given Chesa Boudin high marks at least on paper for his.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Francisco D.A. Announces Post
Conviction Unit, Innocence Commission to
Investigate Wrong Convictions, Sentences

The San Francisco District Attorney’s Office said Thursday
the formation of an “Innocence Commission” and “Post-
Conviction Unit” to investigate wrongful convictions and
sentences – members of the commission include

Read More

Harvard Report Confirms Significant Racial
Bias Against Black/Latinx in Criminal
Justice System

The Criminal Justice Policy Program at Harvard Law School
recently published a report on racial disparities in
Massachusetts’ criminal system, confirming long-standing
criticisms and a multitude of research which found that

Read More

Judge Rejects Defense Motion to
Disqualify Santa Clara DA Office from
Prosecuting Gun Permit Corruption Case

Two weeks after defendant Christopher Schumb filed a
motion to disqualify the entire Santa Clara County District
Attorney’s Office from prosecuting his case, the judge rejected
the motion Thursday.

Read More

Omaha Grand Jury Indicts Bar Owner for
Manslaughter of George Floyd Protestor

A grand jury this week charged 38-year-old white bar owner
Jake Gardner for the manslaughter of a 22-year-old Black
man, James Scurlock, during the George Floyd protests in
downtown Omaha on May 30, 2020.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Outbreaks Persist in Folsom State Prison –
123 New Active Cases Since Yesterday –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
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As of September 17, there have been 12,444 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system, an
increase of 1,049 since yesterday. Of those cases, 10,380
have been resolved while 1,607 remain active in custody.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports 0 Active Cases,
Sacramento County Jails Report 13 Active
Cases – 13% Decrease Since Last Week –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Santa Rita Jail’s population has decreased by 42 over the last
two days. This was just 3 days after they reported the highest
population count since early April. The current jail population
is 1949 incarcerated people. On Sep. 14, the

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Learns Cop’s Word Worth More
than His If There’s No Video – Judge Said
He’s ‘Lucky’

Defendant Herardo Martinez learned the hard way that –
absent other evidence, like Dashcam video – the word of law
enforcement carries more weight than his in a
courtroom.Martinez asked Yolo County Superior Court

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Accused Uber Driver-Rapist Bail Set at $1
million
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With a double charge of kidnap and rape, Sacramento
Superior Court Judge Patrick Marlette Wednesday ruled that
the bail of a former Uber driver should be set at $1 million,
despite strong protestations of the defendant’s

Read More

Public Defender Convinces Judge To
Release Burglary Defendant Pretrial

Justin ONeil appeared to be on the proverbial “straight and
narrow” path to recovery – and then an old warrant showed
up and he found himself in Sacramento County Superior
Court Wednesday on two burglary charges.

Read More

Three Set for Trial After ‘Groundhog Day’
Early Morning Capers Lead to Assault and
Robbery

Sacramento Sheriff’s Deputy Cody Cotten had a busy night
June 22, starting at 12:35 a.m. In fact, it may have felt like
“Groundhog Day” as the officer testified at a preliminary
hearing here in Sacramento County Superior Court.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Emotional Detention Decision Highlights
Difficult Choices in Courtroom

When remanded into custody following review of seven of 20
outstanding cases against him, Diego Magana broke into
tears.Magana, a veteran and single father of two young
children,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch
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Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 74 – Michigan
Sheriff Clayton Talks Policing, Race, and
Mass Incarceration

Washtenaw County Sheriff Jerry Clayton is not like most
sheriffs—his approach to law enforcement looks to reduce
racial disparities and mass incarceration. He has a different
take on defunding the police than many, but looks to

Read More

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TbsMnzwjuP73MmHxG1GH176Md2oC_LjDgQ-yQUO8NmdMeIGEpao5JIhkVOFvSDzEeZgxiEmkYGY6N2u1oQPglL2wF1l1dz4lHJXHjiIyxcSWC9hRarjXoqjf8-qO07OROTIdSlZOQHsXuLbhyJUGzy3L3pvrX03zPMkqXCarjlaDXhOH2qY-NaNmWKn7sODUZeXvPI43KFCT1t3wMrGZVDHHyE0gz4G-9RRXrkw16B48LGAqFkuHfo-NXPPdh51mfpeRrw6ateLL0fxSANOu3_njixRcksN-&c=qN_u6SoPsLKWFF9MM1U47f1lYycJDnGPFcP1gi71I0Rii5B6B3xPFQ==&ch=HIq466CDZ6IKAunuYJhNonuJRn7lxfdIbkPVY3IxQAQKWfH4ULmSUA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TbsMnzwjuP73MmHxG1GH176Md2oC_LjDgQ-yQUO8NmdMeIGEpao5JDI4JtGBkhsQs2pgPhB0ljxeiGZq-GuDINLKyvh6wYm3SdoR6t8KKXKpOUd1YP21xZT7rtdFYzOhuSShyHTHlzunnga7Kx3amLw0TzPOefYWFauifIs8JocMMoW0GK1WX4fIwXVMuTpnaqXjlErdwmyAmbDv1BD8iU5KtsJzUYRA-3TPFKGNMOL1uPRa1BSXLg==&c=qN_u6SoPsLKWFF9MM1U47f1lYycJDnGPFcP1gi71I0Rii5B6B3xPFQ==&ch=HIq466CDZ6IKAunuYJhNonuJRn7lxfdIbkPVY3IxQAQKWfH4ULmSUA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TbsMnzwjuP73MmHxG1GH176Md2oC_LjDgQ-yQUO8NmdMeIGEpao5JOdnZX8zV0BwmlEpXfOWyiohcN2P4O_M9TIXkYNh9IXt5NAnu0-ZGYAENSA2Myt7HpYXJpI2cRCLqSZN08bge8lVpuhVy3H3JNyi-zfU-I9h&c=qN_u6SoPsLKWFF9MM1U47f1lYycJDnGPFcP1gi71I0Rii5B6B3xPFQ==&ch=HIq466CDZ6IKAunuYJhNonuJRn7lxfdIbkPVY3IxQAQKWfH4ULmSUA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TbsMnzwjuP73MmHxG1GH176Md2oC_LjDgQ-yQUO8NmdMeIGEpao5JHnQ33-scqGMouAGRWRs4Bt7zP6K69ziO0I3B0vukO9gVfwW5CBNRGp_yqxjjNqq4POKBeM6Btxp-CosAqdNCInV57i5wjzN5_GxOuPJOMUmu7_uHrs_NFgm3lTdIDyS8RuX4yYXu7xKW6QjYdctNU_bOjnAjh-V8X6u5SVJSOhSgolf4b3iDnQZN9ruQeTF9BKbRB0bCvxLc7M7zepQrHDi8ytq4M18qdc9w9z0v-QgaDyOpqKiRaU=&c=qN_u6SoPsLKWFF9MM1U47f1lYycJDnGPFcP1gi71I0Rii5B6B3xPFQ==&ch=HIq466CDZ6IKAunuYJhNonuJRn7lxfdIbkPVY3IxQAQKWfH4ULmSUA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TbsMnzwjuP73MmHxG1GH176Md2oC_LjDgQ-yQUO8NmdMeIGEpao5JErXSA7b_02lhHLT_E_J8gpRJD_ND-MIjyF2C1ZFCY_oz8jBggzMtyMYWxoVaSCL-2XMvTYELQ1hGfjBH7PIyZKdQ4cSidIseCTDim-PzF_-bFhqOsHIc5FZE4ift3hr1GW8gC9J6k5V31uyeV7EFaeS6T5RyDZ8PEJGFZcLrqH6czUu39m-vtnRIfQzWpNFHDoNaLcTBphnj1Y4IAGA2i12OpHgNl9-N_z5fVRmQ5VFX-DBJO8BF4jvIrOIqDKC855TiHYO0icquQDzpzCBmY9PiaNdqG7ykw==&c=qN_u6SoPsLKWFF9MM1U47f1lYycJDnGPFcP1gi71I0Rii5B6B3xPFQ==&ch=HIq466CDZ6IKAunuYJhNonuJRn7lxfdIbkPVY3IxQAQKWfH4ULmSUA==
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Podcast with Michigan Sheriff Clayton; Exonera.on Report Shows Huge Amount
of Misconduct, But No Surprises

Date: Thursday, September 17, 2020 at 7:00:21 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Joel Feinman, the chief public defender in Pima County in Arizona, who said that the report is “one of the
least surprising things I read this morning.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 17, 2020

Official Misconduct At
the Source of Wrongful Convictions

by David Greenwald

Official misconduct plays a huge role in wrongful convictions, with a report released from the National
Registry of Exonerations findling that misconduct led to the false convictions of 54% of defendants who
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were later exonerated.

The most frequent misconduct was a Brady Violation - the withholding of exclutory evidence which
occurred in 44 percent of exonerations. But police misconduct also played a role in another 35 percent of
cases.

“They were responsible for most of the witness tampering, misconduct in interrogation, and fabricating
evidence—and a great deal of concealing exculpatory evidence and perjury at trial,” the report says.

In addition, prosecutorial misconduct accounts for another 30 percent of all cases.

“Prosecutors were responsible for most of the concealing of exculpatory evidence and misconduct at trial,
and a substantial amount of witness tampering,” the report said.

There is a racial component here, with Black exonerees were slightly more likely than whites to have
been victims of misconduct (57% to 52%), but this gap is much larger among exonerations for murder
(78% to 64%)—especially those with death sentences (87% to 68%)—and for drug crimes (47% to 22%).

“Official misconduct damages truth-seeking by our criminal justice system and undermines public
confidence,” Samuel Gross, a professor emeritus of law at the University of Michigan and the report’s
lead author, said in a statement on Tuesday.

“It steals years — sometimes decades — from the lives of innocent people,” said Professor Gross, senior
editor of the registry. “The great majority of wrongful convictions are never discovered, so the scope of
the problem is much greater than these numbers show.”

The study is based on 2400 exonerations recorded from 1989 to 2019. 

The New York Times quoted Joel Feinman, the chief public defender in Pima County in Arizona, who said
that the report is “one of the least surprising things I read this morning.”

I agree with this. The report simply reinforces what we already know. Take the three key findings here in
order.

Police and prosecutorial misconduct have huge consequences. We tend to view police misconduct
through the lens of officer involved shootings. And that’s certainly true and concerning. But those
shootings are relatively infrequent in terms of encounters - although we have over 1000 people each year
that die as the result of such shootings.

One problem that we have is we lack good data on wrongful convictions. How many are there? Some
estimate as high as 10 percent. If there are 2 million people incarcerated, that could mean up to 200,000
are innocent. We also have some data that perhaps as much as 18 percent of the people who are
wrongly convicted are they by plea agreement - meaning they are pleading to a crime they did not
commit in order to avoid more serious exposure.

Another concern is that we largely know about wrongful convictions from rape and murder cases which
have long sentences - but how many are happening in more run of the mill criminal proceedings? These
simply lack enough time to go through an exoneration process which could take decades.

Finally there is racial disparity. I thought the Comments from Dr. Ture, were spot on. He is the senior
fellow of the Urban Ethnography Project at Yale, and said, “the report was a tough condemnation of the
criminal justice system.”
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“In fairness, this report doesn’t make the case that both prosecutors and all police are somehow racist,”
he said. “But it certainly demonstrates that there’s a disparity, and there’s a consistent disparity in the sort
of wrongful convictions.”

Dr. Turè said he wasn’t shocked by the report, calling it “damning.”

“It’s consistent with what I know professionally,” he said. “But it’s also part of this sort of consistent outcry
by members of the Black community and members of the Latinx community that corruption is in fact part
of their experience.”

That’s the problem - it is not shocking, it’s confirming.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Everyday Injustice Episode 74 – Michigan
Sheriff Clayton Talks Policing, Race, and
Mass Incarceration

Washtenaw County Sheriff Jerry Clayton is not like most
sheriffs—his approach to law enforcement looks to reduce
racial disparities and mass incarceration. He has a different
take on defunding the police than many, but looks to

Read More

Judge Halts Death Penalty Proceedings,
Orders DNA Evidence Granted to Pervis
Payne

This morning, September 16th, 2020, Tennessee death row
inmate Pervis Payne was told he has a second chance at life.
Currently spending his 33rd year on death row in Riverbend
Maximum Security institution, Payne continues

Read More

Former Illinois Governor Slams Death
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kqxgrjbbV7mfJM_kGFHndacxUK-J6QECXmy9BRgO4nQNdmQQKG6OLUavUJrYYwskEK8Jje30Prqdd5-52uteSsLhwwWvOMC2Bx2TtW_9gxc1LFAgSgHS4onTr7j00409sHY3ShUF5ISLxP7XzfmGSmHqjcbHpt0XnnMgQP6C10s=&c=z3KqCVe-HwSwfgGuzIl4t1oE1TqX2AGESwYG9lj60YAbDr9-YKjTGg==&ch=xuz2sNfq7sMLTxvizrUSkF6t0b4wIpu8lUOBOiKNmKKL7pZmG4HQ8w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kqxgrjbbV7mfJM_kGFHndacxUK-J6QECXmy9BRgO4nQNdmQQKG6OLUavUJrYYwskJXlaCCZS_JrouQxS6XZlZcb9ezd9MulhYBYoHfEL0YfSV8zJ-GTtnbINPx4aVQ4YUO-wfuj5WzRErjZsfp3sb8hwSdftgvpYdO7pXnWtfWqhDYq6zWaXpFLPrxn20nM-&c=z3KqCVe-HwSwfgGuzIl4t1oE1TqX2AGESwYG9lj60YAbDr9-YKjTGg==&ch=xuz2sNfq7sMLTxvizrUSkF6t0b4wIpu8lUOBOiKNmKKL7pZmG4HQ8w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kqxgrjbbV7mfJM_kGFHndacxUK-J6QECXmy9BRgO4nQNdmQQKG6OLUavUJrYYwsk-WX0mY8YLaxUgxsZJVL1XLRKka-Jnl6In5B8neaLHQ1587xl8H-phTGX0SblQyOqlQ2kalzg6Dr4A-xZCi5cD0mT7lSLf78cvL6LTZV87OWzSqHY1gZ8UxBYnYT5UOE1_UuDDGE-LaI=&c=z3KqCVe-HwSwfgGuzIl4t1oE1TqX2AGESwYG9lj60YAbDr9-YKjTGg==&ch=xuz2sNfq7sMLTxvizrUSkF6t0b4wIpu8lUOBOiKNmKKL7pZmG4HQ8w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kqxgrjbbV7mfJM_kGFHndacxUK-J6QECXmy9BRgO4nQNdmQQKG6OLXvfoNgb_E1ikrk2i1gPAE3fotACgX9f49EV6KKOx4pugHe12x7KgyFlF6pgUXpRhfrps_TB9U-pCWJ7MELME40dlF7DKvwklr9hRaTlsBrblqec0RuTgm5VbCGiEx45a3mNazL8LxLx&c=z3KqCVe-HwSwfgGuzIl4t1oE1TqX2AGESwYG9lj60YAbDr9-YKjTGg==&ch=xuz2sNfq7sMLTxvizrUSkF6t0b4wIpu8lUOBOiKNmKKL7pZmG4HQ8w==
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Penalty in ‘Death Penalty Focus’ Series

Former Governor of Illinois and author, George Ryan,
denounces the death penalty in an interview with Death
Penalty Focus’s Nancy Haydt, Ryan stating, “The death
penalty is going to be abolished.”

Read More

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Outbreaks Persist in Chuckawalla Valley
State Prison, Avenal State Prison & Folsom
State Prison – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of September 16, there have been 11,395 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
9,631 have been resolved while 1352 remain active in
custody

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports 0 Active Cases, Jail
Population Rises To Pre-Pandemic Count
Despite Continued Threat of COVID-19 –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

There are no confirmed active COVID-19 cases in Santa Rita
Jail among the incarcerated population, however, minimal
testing suggests the virus may lurk in untested groups.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kqxgrjbbV7mfJM_kGFHndacxUK-J6QECXmy9BRgO4nQNdmQQKG6OLSVUB1Ca618ebSVkxEiBBuClXY3nhEfDZ5C6FLzVFRbFXkXePOKQ1txF6eqLYNtNYk0N7qF40hF0xQpWChorwVzMCDHbxamF2Xap_QT8HX5aJTVeyiZ-tvjvbPthYNmljWv0YRVZeBv0zTrfmVgMWsfFihKXt3G3pkNSY4p5na4DXjhycp6Qb9lxhlwcE7WseaunBTSD_hoCSF-e4w3ob6hzPezj9ik9Eg==&c=z3KqCVe-HwSwfgGuzIl4t1oE1TqX2AGESwYG9lj60YAbDr9-YKjTGg==&ch=xuz2sNfq7sMLTxvizrUSkF6t0b4wIpu8lUOBOiKNmKKL7pZmG4HQ8w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kqxgrjbbV7mfJM_kGFHndacxUK-J6QECXmy9BRgO4nQNdmQQKG6OLZ1jAcyTWvsNIjW-0INkQ6LkC-u0mP0oFZKQP-tcoOvta0mDQJRWKEqicGZzv0W4Oc1fUqXYoAFuWu7ILC8xLZaYL75-_gS2e1pwnWqqu-bY2spCKVtxdNs9go__-kmw5hB22HzAY5mn7hUKmw40R-UnBQwzQ7yW9ZzD-Z-_wY9hkyXhmVK3QtOfzMH9ChxVMZgzSkCmX8cykEECHPUPElqxuu6NZE-tQvUHB4_qrMvbhe7pLPhMLC2RaTx-D2ImbCF0e7qkvU7Vx85J-SQNKpjokzH55YXDMw==&c=z3KqCVe-HwSwfgGuzIl4t1oE1TqX2AGESwYG9lj60YAbDr9-YKjTGg==&ch=xuz2sNfq7sMLTxvizrUSkF6t0b4wIpu8lUOBOiKNmKKL7pZmG4HQ8w==
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The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Wolk Puts an End to Game of ‘Cat
and Mouse’ in Unlawful Detainer Case

After a lengthy game of “cat and mouse,” as plaintiff Nazia
Iqbal describes it, Yolo County Superior Court Judge Dan
Wolk ruled in favor of the plaintiff, allowing her to serve
summons by posting them at the residences

Read More

Half of the Defendants No Shows For
Tuesday’s Yolo Hearings

Half of the morning hearings here in Yolo County Superior
Court Tuesday were cancelled when defendants didn’t show,
leading to 15 bench warrants issued for a grand total of
$56,000.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Student on Visa Risks Full Ride
Scholarship with Possible Felony

Moheb Akbar, who is studying here on a student visa,
originally had his bail scheduled at $25,000 for being charged
with criminal threats and assault with force, but was instead
released from custody after the judge’s

Read More

Defense Attorney ‘Admonished,’ but Wins
More Time to Investigate Claims against
Defendant

Private defense attorney Todd Leras knows his way around a
courtroom—he may have been admonished by a judge here
Wednesday in Sacramento County Superior Court, but he
won more time to prepare a strong defense

Read More

Alameda Court Watch
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Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Emotional Detention Decision Highlights
Difficult Choices in Courtroom

When remanded into custody following review of seven of 20
outstanding cases against him, Diego Magana broke into
tears.Magana, a veteran and single father of two young
children,

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 74 – Michigan
Sheriff Clayton Talks Policing, Race, and
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Mass Incarceration

Washtenaw County Sheriff Jerry Clayton is not like most
sheriffs—his approach to law enforcement looks to reduce
racial disparities and mass incarceration. He has a different
take on defunding the police than many, but looks to

Read More

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Boudin and Other DA's Unveil Prosecutor's Alliance; Big Se4lement on Breonna
Taylor
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Palmer said, “it’s only the beginning of getting full justice for Breonna, we must not lose focus on what the
real drive is. It is time to move forward with criminal charges. please continue to say her name: Breonna
Taylor.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 16, 2020

Breonna Taylor
Agreement is Substantial…

By David Greenwald



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:01:29 Bri8sh Summer Time
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I have read a lot of reaction on social media and elsewhere on the Breonna Taylor agreement. There are
those who have basically stated that while a good start, they want criminal charges. Everyone naturally
has a different perspective on such things, but my concern is that we have focused too much on the
criminal process that is flawed and problematic itself.

As I have written elsewhere, we know that charging police officers with crimes is difficult. State laws on
officer involved shootings and use of force allow for broad discretion. While states like California have
finally moved in the other direction, many haven’t. The result is lack of criminal charges, lack of
convictions when they are charged, and when they are convicted, relatively lenient sentences.

So while I believe in accountability to the government for unconstitutional policing, I increasingly believe
that reform and monetary sanctions speak loudly.

$12 million is among the largest payouts for a police killing in our history. In fact, I can’t recall a larger
one.

The killing of Breonna Taylor, 26, while executing a no-knock warrant during a a drug raid that uncovered
no illegal substances has become one of the signal events of the latest movement.

In the agreement, all future warrants will have to be approved by police commanders prior to submittal to
a judge and Louisville police will also have to conduct extensive risk assessments before applying for a
warrant.

I firmly recall listening to a judge during more candid times discuss how police send warrant requests at
four in the morning to judges who often do not carefully read the probable cause declarations. In short,
judges are failing to provide sufficient oversight over warrant. Leaving the matter to police seems unlikely
to improve things, but it is a step in the right direction.

The city also has agreed to hire more mental health experts and pair them up with officers who respond
to calls. Two officers will be required to have their body cameras turned on when money seized during an
investigation is impounded, being counted or processed.

But as the New York Times points out: “On paper, the numerous changes promised by the city appear
ambitious. But one of the enduring problems of police reform is that — to date — departments around the
country have not been able to create a mechanism for enforcing changes.”

That is the huge problem we see. We hear talk about a few bad apples, but the few bad apple theory
misses the problem of lack of enforcement and lack of accountability. And that is going to require much
deeper cultural changes than most departments have been willing to undertake.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Reformer DA’s Form Prosecutor’s Alliance
as Alternative to California DA’s
Association

Earlier this year, San Joaquin County DA Tori Verber Salarzer
made national news by announcing her resignation from the
California’s DA’s Association (CDAA). On Tuesday, she was
joined by DA’s Chesa Boudin (San

Read More

Louisville pays $12 Million to Breonna
Taylor’s Family and Enacts Police Reform

Louisville mayor Greg Fischer, Breonna Taylor’s family, and
their attorneys announced Tuesday that the city of Louisville
agreed to settle the family’s wrongful death lawsuit in a payout
of $12 million to Taylor’s estate

Read More

ACLU Sues Palo Alto over Discriminatory
Policy that Denies Non-Residents Access
to Public Park

But this beautiful park is now the center of a civil rights
controversy because of a discriminatory policy that bars non-
residents from entering without being faced with high fines or
potential jail time.

Read More

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Outbreaks Persist in Chuckawalla Valley
State Prison, Avenal State Prison & Folsom
State Prison – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR
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As of September 15, there have been 12,124 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. 1,624
cases remain active in custody and 10,051 have been
resolved. There have been 59 deaths.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Population Is 75% Of Pre-
Pandemic Population Count Despite
Continued Threat of COVID-19 – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

There are now zero active cases of COVID-19 in Santa Rita
Jail, though minimal testing rates may suggest the virus lurks
among the untested incarcerated population.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Attorney Objects to Cop’s
‘Broderick Boys’ Story as ‘Irrelevant’

When the prosecution’s prospective expert during a pretrial
conference started going into the history of Sacramento’s
Broderick Boys street gang, the defense objected, calling the
testimony a “speech” and “irrelevant.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Sets Trial for Defendant Charged
with Pushing Wife Out of Car, Beating Her
and Breaking into Home
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Tommie Kindall—accused of pushing his wife out of a car and
beating her in her home—was in Sacramento County
Superior Court Tuesday for his preliminary hearing to
determine if the charges of felony spousal abuse would

Read More

Rock Thrower and Genital Flasher Will
Return to Court to Face Trial

Earlier this summer, a shirtless man allegedly flashed his
genitals in public and threw a rock at onlookers, shattering a
car window, all allegedly because he was denied one
cigarette.

Read More

Admitted Car Thief Asks to be Released
Before Prison to Meet with Family

Deputy District Attorney Jonathan Ma had a serious
conversation with Sacramento County Superior Court Judge
Jaime R. Roman in the middle of a courtroom Tuesday about
whether suspect Vorobets Vadim should

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Remains Out of Custody
Despite Claims She Violated Court Order

Emily Ramos – charged with corporal injury on a
spouse/cohabitant and observed by an eyewitness – has
violated a court order to stay away from the victim, and should
be taken into custody, charged the attorney for

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
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Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods

Everyday Injustice speaks to Brendon Woods, the chief Public
Defender in Alameda County, the only Black Chief Public
Defender in the state of California. He discusses mass
incarceration, criminal justice reform, policing and

Read More
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Jody Armour: “One powerful implication of Wilson’s analysis is that landmark civil rights movement legal
victories like Shelley mainly helped middle-class Blacks, not the truly disadvantaged or “black
underclass.””

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 15, 2020

My Conversation with
USC Law Professor Jody Armour

by David Greenwald
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I have had the privilege of being able to interview some pretty remarkable people over the years, and in
the past year-plus with our podcast.  Of all those conversations, today’s podcast with Jody Armour maybe
the most impactful.

I first came to know about Armour back in late February when he was part of the Justice Collaborative’s
day long seminar on justice and racial issues in San Francisco.  He had a long conversation with DA
Chesa Boudin the day that Boudin made his big announcement on ending pretext stops and status
enhancements.

From there I followed him on Twitter and read his recent book - N*gga Theory.  A very provocative book
as the title attests that ranges from language and symbols to a deep discussion of concentrated poverty
and mass incarceration.

One of the most interesting discussions both from the book and our conversation was that what seemed
to be a huge victory for blacks in 1948, with the Supreme Court decision - Shelley v. Kraemer - which
struck down racially restrictive housing covenants.

One of the points that Armour made to me is that we need to really understand the intersection between
and economic status and not attempt to look at them in isolation.  He makes the seldom seen point that
there is actually deep divisions in the Black community on economic grounds and that victories for Blacks
on civil rights grounds have actually made the plight worse for those who are at the bottom.

“For instance, before civil rights “victories” like Shelley, restrictive covenants created high density black
communities with high levels of economic integration, that is, high levels of spatial overlap between black
professionals and poor Blacks,” Armour writes.

His point is that while the covenants trapped middle class Blacks in the cities, segregated from other
populations, that actually served to help the truly disadvantaged.

“Confined by restrictive covenants to communities also inhabited by the urban black lower classes, the
black working and middle classes in earlier years provided stability to inner-city neighborhoods and
perpetuated and reinforced societal norms and value,” he argued.

He continues: “One powerful implication of Wilson’s analysis is that landmark civil rights movement legal
victories like Shelley mainly helped middle-class Blacks, not the truly disadvantaged or “black
underclass.””

As Armour concludes, “these civil rights victories in some cases actually deepened the plight of the truly
disadvantaged.”

No one really thinks about this point, but it is understanding these deep concentrations of poverty that
helps us understand the problems of race and mass incarceration.

Our conversation ranged from the topic of racism to rap lyrics and his remarkable ability to cite whole
versus from 25 year old rap songs from Tupac and Nas to a dark discussion on the legacy of slavery.

It’s a 45 minute discussion - but well worth a listen.  Listen here.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

On Wednesday, a Tennessee Court
Decides on Allowing DNA Testing – Pervis
Payne’s Life Depends on It.

On September 16 of this year, the Shelby County Criminal
Court will issue a decision on Payne’s request for DNA from
any and all crime scene evidence. Pervis Payne maintains his
innocence and his lawyers continue to pursue

Read More

‘Innocent and Released: Now What?’ CA
Innocence Project Webinar & Kiera
Newsome

Kiera Newsome was only 17 years old when she was
wrongfully convicted of first-degree murder. Now, 19 years
later, she was a featured speaker Monday for the California
Innocence Project Justice Society’s webinar about adjusting

Read More

Philly DA Asks Pennsylvania Supreme
Court to Halt Livestreaming Trials

To protect witnesses, victims and jurors, District Attorney
Larry Krasner filed a petition Monday for the exercise of
King’s Bench or other extraordinary jurisdiction by the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court to cease the livestreaming of

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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Outbreaks Persist in Chuckawalla Valley
State Prison, Avenal State Prison & Folsom
State Prison – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of September 14, there have been 12,057 confirmed
cases of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. 1,683
cases remain active in custody and 9,934 have been
resolved. There have been 59 deaths.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Population Is 75% Of Pre-
Pandemic Population Count Despite
Continued Threat of COVID-19 – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

This weekend saw another population spike, raising the jail
population to even a higher count than what we observed
over Labor Day Weekend. The current population is 1981
people.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Agrees to Remote Zoom
Testimony from Key Witness – Prosecutor
Objects

A judge ruled here Friday that a defense attorney can call a
key witness live via Zoom in a trial, but the District Attorney’s
Office objected to having a remote testimony, citing difficulties
for conducting an expert

Read More

Defense Attorney Objects to Cop’s
‘Broderick Boys’ Story as ‘Irrelevant’
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When the prosecution’s prospective expert during a pretrial
conference started going into the history of Sacramento’s
Broderick Boys street gang, the defense objected, calling the
testimony a “speech” and “irrelevant.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Judge Lowers Total Bail for
Man Suspected of Selling, Making AK-15
Weapons

A man suspected of selling, obtaining and making AK-15 style
weapons actually saw his total bail reduced from nearly
$350,000 to “just” $135,000 here in Sacramento County
Superior Court Monday.

Read More

Defendant Accused of Giving Her Daughter
GHBHomeless Woman Sets Fire; Judge
Condemns Arson in Light of Vicious
Wildfires Across California

A court here scolded a defendant who admitted setting a fire
—even one that didn’t cause any real damage—in light of the
massive and vicious wildfires raging across California.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Remains Out of Custody
Despite Claims She Violated Court Order
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Emily Ramos – charged with corporal injury on a
spouse/cohabitant and observed by an eyewitness – has
violated a court order to stay away from the victim, and should
be taken into custody, charged the attorney for

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Podcast: Everyday Injustice Podcast 73 –
Jody Armour Discusses Rap, the N-Word,
Racism, Symbols, Crime, Mass
Incarceration and More

USC Professor Jody Armour wrote the provocative book,
N*gga Theory, and on Everyday Injustice we talk about issues
like racism, language and symbols such as the confederate
flag, as well as mass incarceration and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods
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Everyday Injustice speaks to Brendon Woods, the chief Public
Defender in Alameda County, the only Black Chief Public
Defender in the state of California. He discusses mass
incarceration, criminal justice reform, policing and

Read More
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Ronnie Long after being freed after 44 years: “It should have happened before then.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 14, 2020

Keeping the Innocent in
Prison…

by David Greenwald

Over the weekend, I published an interview I had with Ronnie Long.  Long’s was a case that we had
covered extensively previously - two podcasts one with his wife and the other his attorney - and we
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covered the hearing in front of the fourth.

Two weeks ago, he won a favorable ruling by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals and two days later he
was home.

His response, “It should have happened sooner.”

Judge Wynn in the concurring opinion wrote, “justice demands that we immediately grant Mr. Long the
relief he has pursued for forty-four years.”

The AG’s office did the right thing after the unfavorable ruling - but the fought it for a long time despite
OVERWHELMING evidence of misconduct by prosecutors and the police.

Today we have an article on Crosley Green, convicted in 1989 of murder and despite strong evidence of
innocence, he remains in custody.

On Friday, the Appeal, noted the Missouri  Attorney General’s office is pushing to keep innocent people in
prison.

The Appeal reports, “Its decades-long commitment to upholding convictions—even those marred by
police or prosecutorial misconduct—has left Missourians languishing in prison for years.”

Here’s a shocking exchange from 2001, prosecutors under then Attorney General Jay Nixon (a
Democrat), argued in front of Justice Laura Denvir Stith.  She asked Assistant Attorney General Frank
Jung, “Are you suggesting … even if we find that Mr. Amrine is actually innocent, he should be
executed?” 

“That is correct, your honor,” Jung said.

The court disagreed, and Amrine was exonerated.

Reports the Appeal and Injustice Watch: “The attorney general’s office has opposed calls for relief in
nearly every wrongful conviction case that came before it and has been vacated since 2000.”  Stunningly,
that includes, “27 cases in which the office fought to uphold convictions for prisoners who were eventually
exonerated. In roughly half of those cases, the office continued arguing that the original guilty verdict
should stand even after a judge vacated the conviction.”

When we did a podcast with St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner, one of the cases we talked about
was Lamar Johnson.

As the Appeal reports, “Kim Gardner’s review of the case uncovered evidence that prosecutors withheld
information about payments made to the sole eyewitness who has since recanted his testimony. Police
fabrications by the lead detective about a motive for the killing, false testimony by the same detective,
and a failure to disclose information about a jailhouse informant led to Johnson’s wrongful conviction,
Gardner found.”

Despite this, AG Schmitt argued that “local prosecutors lack the authority to vacate convictions. The chief
of the attorney general’s criminal division said that giving local prosecutors the power “has the potential
to undermine public confidence” in the criminal legal system.”

Unfortunately these are not isolated incidents.  Even in San Francisco we are seeing some of it.  In 2011,
Maurice Caldwell was exonerated.  He was our keynote speaker in November 2011 a few months after
his release.  But he has been unable to be compensated.
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLPjyEmfYMMpAEeB6teuThVoz4AkaVqtqJgGzLwvCA1j_n6GdA_L19OmeFfZ5_PDSofyIRvHGuovMMQXHroZve321x0kHWkNg1axWNkdD_8ojTd4nbrnQ03v6TvyO-T_qCfzBskrmzwkT7ZP8lS3q42f4EMFDij7q2_uGNySUt_nKhZKwyiQfVXyXweefvsZ5upuKAVhlV1qg8SqsSlvp3n6v1trLTbSQZflzZF_wcDv&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
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Last month, Mission Local reported, “In defending the SFPD, the San Francisco City Attorney is actively
fighting in court to maintain that Caldwell remains guilty of murdering a man named Judy Acosta in 1990
in the Alemany Projects and wounding a second man, Domingo Bobila. 

“No matter that a judge overturned Caldwell’s conviction 10 years ago and the charges against him were
dropped. No matter that there is no new evidence. No matter that another man, Marritte Funches,
confessed to the murder in detail and identified his accessory as a man other than Caldwell. In its
defense of the city and the SFPD, the City Attorney presses its accusation: Caldwell murdered Acosta
and wounded Bobila.”

If we can’t get justice in San Francisco for the innocent… where are we going to go for justice?

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Opposition To Prop 20 Increases;
Opponents Charge It’s a Step Backwards
for CA

Opposition to Proposition 20 is receiving quite a bit of
attention after several of the largest crime victims’
organizations in California banded together to send out a
letter Friday to mayors across the state asking for their

Read More

Police Brutality Against Black People
Continues – Georgia Deputy Fired for
Friday Attack

The Black Lives Matter movement continues to take shape
across the country, but that does not mean that police brutality
against Black people doesn’t continue, as evidenced by an
incident Friday.But the movement may be influencing society
at least a little.

Read More

CA Governor Signs Bill Ending

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLPjyEmfYMMpI0jefwVcGUISXFNqBFSRkFiYjoAjwUl_rCxm6_fz-6ZgAYWwrDQtltkam0yOnnqQd_JMLS9t4h49zAmzuy07OATf13GPiB1OxzNQj9e1rnH3s8jngWRoEFEliRjUUZJdReAO_39AVW3db8TvCCPhfS86Kr_1zuAfCl_1VYOSA-Yu5kAbi2tH1rvpmD_-0UVD_ohbam-RKMcHslYZudH-OP-2zuqddHtzlKa6VkghBNA=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjKwiBnbf57S7jmInQocI4T3IdNxjmSA7Z7vLqXcL8rH7d36y1vNdHj4NiDKbBF9N0ghUFr4POc8zeomRQ1U63hsTGBBjUZv98zvVTnGaLjxtHWZ2wXPyPdDWvXRUH9g_Pw==&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjCfrPwe8U8Cc-0yAKgBoN5xBMVwk0bPJT4oGNQWaYI2p_7Uaakh4tP6HBgmDlgJNR-37yIL0GTP6q6jIEc3aeuGtToitt5fx8-aBJ31g01ixDAm2ksk50MQ=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjCfrPwe8U8Cc5hf3R-BGqA_kCU96YxwWDebSyhemORjFFxKOFuslwjFFCSoLqvfrPqaofc81e15u9xoVNlXHpj2lOOdkSnMNdMHaznkeDC_T7BH5M_gmIF3JB_HPADPW1Mgs67fbVZqU&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjCfrPwe8U8Cc3zOJATp7-bcQkukSovf2uuApOrT7XHmRLnILlqv8wIT-H7YuQK2BGo998fMoHGmLBBjM--1jM9oqm6IrLDyrQ--UJv39jaTM_INAYcMfp8ioW5tS4qvHgHNj5vBvMWEGRbbLTazHLDI=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjAuMo-kkpgbL61DBC8bkepXcoY_9Tyi8mNoEgtp2mHjWGUk_PDrqVTxlrmvOIFn3bDWw_l2lhzOaWy7NigBxZnbG06rohzksO1RHuAv4o1cws6fbE-cvWIOT9tXYx2-IC1FbBS3iL-i0&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjGicGgrdD_uHkobQsGDwtfv81WTVT69aTYzcqNktuyOgWcy8fk1DPO54QcQOnHGApyEJx4vG3T6SV-44N_YLxlrCcdHIPXv1bEkoUnV4USmr&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLeFl29Dw4wYfhXAPLa_B5_Y0B26jzbnnUkK3iYRmfoIZRHzULcqOLDppiKFzIFATTgvImG3C-Hi_mrHNc_w029x1IDGLCh-IhIERzoJI7Y_&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLLmBMJV1On6t152UmHUyhrSTcJ5LOBJ3crEktvwSDXZlipw3AwfpyqA59EZqvlJG3VajeyFW_H-FUt_-pZcM_u3I4ctsh2nnHJDsdaTTda4nQtLv3bZCvR6o8gatXwCYNO66tJLCm91C6IlpeYKfbrtysAHdVg6b3K8qCe1_Oap8U5VGH5mkpW0p9kZhmKPA0ZE2s-hSAbQKfV-wFxydmcegI79ioZF4g==&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLLmBMJV1On6Wod0H_yvciEVE11j1DeMqQJY7uExjTOugCecquFPvSfcw7qm5_RvmWfX6QM5vfOu9uLiR82x8lkMK8VuxLXpNrPp673stjmPxHQNVl67MaTqa1wlwUxzdP7JGuXUjLhfdYmRNnSuk4h-kaxLh5udqRRCNSjJM8cVvvkiFaHemWeHyPQDNJVIAgMjy4vHnY_pEhpmIFdv6rTDaq8PRi9O4VxbAHzihRoj&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
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Discrimination Against Young LGBTQ on
Sex Offender Registry

Despite public opposition and misinformation, Governor
Newsom has signed into law Senate Bill 145 – incorrectly
confused with legalizing pedophilia by QAnon and others–
which amends a sex crimes law that

Read More

For More Than 30 Years, Florida Man
Fights to Prove Innocence

It has been 30 years since Crosley Green was convicted of
murdering Charles “Chip” Flynn Jr in 1989, and for 19 years
he has been on Florida’s death row.And yet, to this day,
Green maintains his innocence.

Read More

Prosecutor Resigns from President’s Law
Enforcement Commission in Protest

A year ago, President Trump created the Presidential
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice, asking for a report within a year. Now John Choi, the
elected prosecutor in Ramsey County, Minnesota,

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods

In 2018, the people of Florida authorized an amendment to
the State Constitution, restoring the voting rights of many ex-
felons. Now, in 2020, a federal court nullified the intent of the
change.

Read More

Sudden Turnaround as Man Is Released
from Wrongful Conviction after 44 Years

Last Monday, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals in a 9-6 en
banc decision written by Judge Stephanie Thacker, nearly
three months after a May hearing, ruled that there were
serious constitutional errors and remanded the case

Read More

SF Medical Examiner Lab Analyst Arrested
with Evidence Bag of Meth

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLLmBMJV1On6Ay1hhzAcLUrYcqplRNO23-rfmPxsKvD0YIj3VvhpxcnmlDWQwrfUrLHHRWwL7zcRmZKon9LMRxGvcwS-HoqR2t3xX6NbboJ4o69I1OxZeQWN-pqjpBJeIjrgoEBUi_A7x0XTkwN2TfUd8WPtr531QKZS8Jv7NMY5RAsY5Xr4lIDsyTJ6FnC44Tx0uQDTX_hvS7-fXQW9Et1o4QIEVNAfj0cF9ps82nLa&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLLmBMJV1On6jNnkGzkB96GlMTHDCQPOcx9BQl5YCdpMhywRdjXboF4-wH_1fosiQ0xerSOQtz2n1Rbubey8YBTjGGCePzXOezfc1Ve9NkEarpmLsthg6HpsEK68WrVcruP3SaninMHMW9AVCrMXr3ks8ZiHKWE2fONM9MmWpjQmV7YI2j7xXztk0P9laNDn1Q0qIpC5-qSH&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLMuiRh2V0oo-2-bQgD057b80srMjh0zoQLDUtmckaxAiyjMj1M7BCJ7VCVBz4wUtf0IFEyHks9QsfRDX19zXZ_3fBjGCYcLLqiovSvGZNpdLvjyDS3PjPbhiF0KaeLH8aoP2ikFtZ-JBgOyRpA1zoO0yWTvdVHV2DUUTGmQcOjs3a8RLRrBciAUlUVT9Vf1rhSWw_CiqZp_NC-nS7Cm0w0=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLMuiRh2V0oo-8Ar0J8V3c39PLsnTZGvNf8BLgt-v-Ao0aQZEJ2xpuvg9hO-U9JGuQ20pYqTI8WHzM8_0OY7178mmanecK8MUBQdIxP9RNQePI-Ns83QRBz3Z0OrsMchjJS8O5g_8Gzh8nPO-rbdTGVI0xqtDno3qgAP5ZgUdTMdAFUnYAoBsDsDvUQVbdNB6iax0JoDwmD-AAmGOTiRlxpYqq15GEwA8qlUEiIdHkxkhJ310ZFwCZkbV_jdyy0AAA==&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjNvxwzjJ2eVielj3iWkOAcOKqBK5mcXM2w_mFoRZja-igv5_Mh6jjDZW4D1zYNxoHnH62NOGSphUjscFHzld5Q5USVVtFHoQFjfxnywGatjw6y-7_vNJilISi95PO6ovEOMdPygc3k5KoFN0En2xl9PSn2UBGusklGF5DDv8939v78tTivhdsWwTNgPFdNus2o6rSmRYWW0B5mj3LqSFgB8FZZLtuN_OiQ==&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
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A forensic laboratory analyst for the San Francisco Medical
Examiner Office has been arrested and charged after he was
allegedly caught driving in Utah with methamphetamine pipes
and an evidence bag containing

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Incarcerated Narratives Detail Harrowing
Experiences during COVID-19, Gavin
Newsom Signs Legislation Allowing
Incarcerated Firefighters to Pursue Careers
in Fire after Prison, COVID-19 Cases
Continue to Rise – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

For the past three days, Thanh Tran laid in a fetal position
fighting off COVID-19. In Tran’s building alone, over 30
incarcerated individuals have been hospitalized. Each day,
cries of “man down”

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Agrees to Remote Zoom
Testimony from Key Witness – Prosecutor
Objects

A judge ruled here Friday that a defense attorney can call a
key witness live via Zoom in a trial, but the District Attorney’s
Office objected to having a remote testimony, citing difficulties
for conducting an expert

Read More

Defense Attorney Objects to Cop’s
‘Broderick Boys’ Story as ‘Irrelevant’

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjNvxwzjJ2eVifEbkMREL0V94rRbgQhwOZGBdD1naTn7bi0c9-VbmxYlwhFXs9EZEiIAuTzkD7RfAl9WVpPclDYAccMQcCWdmXHXa0HLYBZjL8PpM-uR667gvvvs3uS5P51xPHfevZmyhmfST_Pzw4ObMPgN50nOg9sxwXcIFTOsNM-L5mzqFqeQJvi16ErfqpPw_7CjZ8KX8Hnw8G6FImDk=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
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When the prosecution’s prospective expert during a pretrial
conference started going into the history of Sacramento’s
Broderick Boys street gang, the defense objected, calling the
testimony a “speech” and “irrelevant.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Accused of Giving Her Daughter
GHB

Assistant Public Defender Michael Mullan disagreed late last
week with Deputy District Attorney Stephanie Aarseth in a
Sacramento County Superior Courtroom about whether the
suspect, Owens Whisper, gave her own

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Remains Out of Custody
Despite Claims She Violated Court Order

Emily Ramos – charged with corporal injury on a
spouse/cohabitant and observed by an eyewitness – has
violated a court order to stay away from the victim, and should
be taken into custody, charged the attorney for

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLMuiRh2V0ooP24zpyGwvf5vltXdJKOi-FX3pHoUUalAh0LfGA835C7Ur6kDX9cGBvTjJS2Oz8Ckez_y3jI8xBU3vGNfmueoUtgpvYL0E3u5hVZjwnOLHWMrRrr0lc60lf9SZDjbs3a7SogWAmPMfg3KcrENXnAx4DxV8xF0ujCMQvDM2gRg7Qjqka2PkOJ0cVEyTbN6Fi6SNpPZPVomuiI=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjPDOI6wrM-AtGpomiocg6r2Bu_pNLuJzu866vjtGN-FsGhSbHaS6IMzBGDI9eR_p4mPizeBcfXEcUD-NPGBNWkBlEvrRXY9ccfzhvCI6T-VrJ-7utlLW0NRJDHk8pBtvy34B7yK0NITBn_tc2_t0TlI=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLPjyEmfYMMpn_6zkeXSrG4xKg71YmnQCsn4GS2P9QjY6b46JCnhTvn2gmEYBy9v7c_OUTS0LpTARG74gtbtUlyoroUbG9lUDuPuznuWOes2L1SNYovyYNz7yGXGPlhr9e1XTAZbIaLiFMxiAZe3OkVSrIuwmtBK4TtU6dF3-1qNK0cuGYC_jX0=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjKl5QLGEgeN_obBLrJTx6DUGzoymNIzlYSyNh14cI6D-TPhtgm-gdy4gUoF-dNVn1B3LVTaLeNIAbequjtiJcDelapmRMiEo_xzIx5Tzvczm1nF6yiJXofLipKWTB6_K8aOmLar43VhDoCD48XU-NQjLxMlmUEXGoFE017-DfttBDDsjyyH9la8VxxLfj4vFhPbT-Rq8wXXOhOuUpZu6_spIn_7fAInpXg==&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OdgSgCWdQYlwRXBF95VK9ncMvAhnBcujGArKeDu4Jx49fVNX75hzjLLmBMJV1On6Xlu71_8_voDflotALcUROznLKK132C8dwxdKU4kedjpgUM8jDrJx8UdCy23kuV01r-AaJNWex77d_rM080VKN8zD9ewf2zLtGf-dL902ONsVS9qxcybCLcp1ROwIgzEZbvQdUGX0DMffLFzqISftDmyw67iTpqyCDncytbjngNjbaNx9_60xRmuNgyvgdPk-HatfoR6LmPA=&c=CSjonSPjXz8puP9vlwh5nu91CU6X1Ys7yAXusF1q0wUEtmFj5yY_vA==&ch=hJEPy0tT3RZQi5cRUdRNeIbWK6FAiB5l9YRlxGMjqD-ZbBicMa2mHQ==
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After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods

Everyday Injustice speaks to Brendon Woods, the chief Public
Defender in Alameda County, the only Black Chief Public
Defender in the state of California. He discusses mass
incarceration, criminal justice reform, policing and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement Regarding the Arrest of SF Medical
Examiner Lab Analyst

Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 at 12:40:16 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 11, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra (628)249-7946 / Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org 

**PRESS STATEMENT**

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement 

Regarding the Arrest of SF Medical Examiner Lab Analyst 

“The arrest of Mr. Volk casts another dark shadow on the credibility of the Medical Examiner’s Office,
and I urge the District Attorney to immediately review the thousands of cases and convictions that
relied on his work to determine whether dismissal is required. It is questionable whether the Medical

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=f1ace780-f20e-4a56-aa8f-427bdd144f75
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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relied on his work to determine whether dismissal is required. It is questionable whether the Medical
Examiner’s toxicology lab can continue to function when its director cannot pass certification exams
nor properly supervise its employees. 

My office will be seeking records on Mr. Volk from the Medical Examiner’s Office and demanding an
independent audit of the Medical Examiner’s office. This is just the latest in a seemingly endless
series of events plaguing the Medical Examiner's office. Having recently spent over $65 million
dollars on a state-of-the-art facility, it is high time San Franciscans had the professional, exemplary
Medical Examiner’s Office it deserves.

It’s disturbing that we’re still relying on the San Francisco Medical Examiner’s Office to inform
criminal cases after years -- if not decades -- of poor protocols that have led to a loss of national
accreditation, substandard work product, and a lack of transparency. 

Justice simply cannot happen when the Medical Examiner’s employees -- tasked with providing
objective and unbiased scientific evidence and opinion -- lack integrity.”

###

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Decisions Coming Down on Police Kllings; Na.onal Lawyers Guild Hosts
Webinar on An.-Racist Movement and White Na.onalism

Date: Friday, September 11, 2020 at 7:01:13 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo: "You don't get to shoot somebody 21 times because at
that time, when we discharged those 21 rounds, Mr. Chavez was at his greatest
level of incapacitation."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 11, 2020

Will Police Incidents
Generate Consequences For the Officers Involved?

By David Greenwald
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By David Greenwald

The history of police accountability has demonstrated that even in the rare instances that police are
charged with crimes - usually they are either acquitted by a jury or slapped on the wrist.  That is if it even
gets that far.  The history shows - police are often not disinclined at all, they are rarely charged with
crimes, if charged they are rarely convicted, and if convicted it is often for lesser charges.

Even in the cases of Oscar Grant and Laquan McDonald - where the officers were convicted - they were
convicted of lesser included crimes and sentenced to relatively short sentences.  More often as was the
case in Michael Brown’s death, Eric Garner’s death, and Tamir Rice’s death - there are no charges.

This morning, CNN reported that four Houston police officers involved in a fatal shooting there were
fired.

Police Chief Art Acevedo called the barrage of gunfire at the end of the event which saw an emotionally
disturbed man who was on the ground, wounded, incapacitated, and that was before the volley of 21
shots, “unreasonable.”

"The discharge of those 21 shots by those four members are not objectively reasonable," Acevedo said.
"I don't consider them objectively reasonable; the chain of command does not consider them objectively
reasonable and I believe anyone that watches this ... would see they had a lot of opportunities and a lot
of other options readily available to them."

He added, "You don't get to shoot somebody 21 times because at that time, when we discharged those
21 rounds, Mr. Chavez was at his greatest level of incapacitation."

In Kentucky, a grand jury was empaneled to investigate on of the chief cases facing the nation - the
Breonna Taylor case.  Louisville Police fatally shot the 26 year old Taylor on March 13 as they were
exe;cuting a late-night, no-knock warrant in a drug raid.

So far, none of the officers involved in the raid has been charged with a crime, but one, was fired in late
June for "wantonly and blindly" firing 10 rounds into her apartment.

In New York following the March death of Daniel Prude, which has returned to the headlines, the 41 year
old Black man “was handcuffed by police while naked and in the midst of a mental health emergency.
Video provided by Prude's family attorneys shows the officers placed a covering over his head to keep
him from spitting and then pinned him to the ground in a prone position.”

New York’s attorney General Letitia James announced that she has formed a grand jury to investigation
this death.

 
"The Prude family and the Rochester community have been through great pain and anguish. My office
will immediately move to empanel a grand jury as part of our exhaustive investigation into this matter,"
James said in a statement.

FInally in Kenosha, the scene of the most recent protests, riots, and violence, the DOJ is conducting a
federal civil rights investigation into that shooting.

Wisconsin Department of Justice Division of Criminal Investigation (DCI) is leading the investigation.  He
has admitted to having a knife, investigators "recovered a knife from the driver's side floorboard" of
Blake's vehicle but have not said whether he brandished or threatened officers with that knife.

The DCI said it aims to provide that report within 30 days, which would be September 22.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-DlB5_t1MasGkD_p7gPjU4ZNuW6-SqOFYgHhvszzGzMjy7gdOk35387_WKBG-vdB6QGzUEW_GSU9_Xk1dfZ_vvuMaR2qNGeRLsax3srykvC840d4NRxDIyBKJ9s5ug9eGgNmeOtABCn60E4YWltVIBwEg3nsz9kEfHZSLBA7sePpFAKHdKfwD-2Pj1ZERe7aQV9RISPEvjLu1h6fs32O9impY3FYy0I3LyZtaOxiBEJzLeH_VTTzJtE2xRWsomRDrKd4D_5Srun8dB0WGtp9_-SoF1-X3Qb7BsguVpXpE3bPqxh-s1o3CDWOwnsz2Z017FQ==&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
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Wisconsin Attorney General Josh Kaulo offered no timeline on Friday.

"We're going to continue moving quickly with this investigation," he said. "But we're only going to do so to
the extent that that's consistent with making sure that we have a full accounting of the facts through our
investigation."

In the next few weeks, we could learn a lot more about these three high profile cases.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

National Lawyers Guild Hosts Webinar on
Anti-Racist Movement and White
Nationalism

With the 2020 elections being just a few weeks away, racial
justice protests continue to be resolute in the face of adversity
from both state and non-state actors. And the anti-racist
movement must be aware that Trump may not

Read More

UC Irvine Announces Launch of In-Prison
Bachelor’s Completion Program

Founded on the principle that higher education deters
recidivism, University of California, Irvine, launched
“Leveraging Inspiring Futures Through Educational Degrees”
(LIFTED), the first in-prison B.A. completion

Read More

Plea Bargains Keep Court Systems Afloat –
97% of CA Cases Never Go to Trial
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-DqztoQgW3ZDof_bmwAhTC9u9qGst5VsHXL64Xznbd8GyRebQ4L9qPjRpAQcIVPwZM8Qbo4pkvo6f2TMnZX_95pQwWUFoiq-aLjTywsqsczxL&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-Dl3iDiWvJp0qvfa7tkRYtRhhe9ul0kLgK7euI2xNK0v_Yz3NbvhoFxJuXBcsCqldG0GveyKdH4xQaXUaCVgACwEOWBOolw1f6FcVWQCK7vf80bxPTeP1twgH-L9gTmoUvMn18-58geqItDw6BRysVGwbnykbV2Fr3mo47mR_ZLwyoHOjxFaj_S9mVCxCnC7O2tUiyy50DXwtzNhKF8_2bEREZ9pQ-y5LvP0xjmLDzmJj&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
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Fresno County Superior Court has proven it is no different
from other state courts when handing out plea bargains in
large quantities—about 97 percent of criminal cases in
California never go to trial.

Read More

Sacramento Judge Phillip Stanger Serves
Justice Like Bill Belichick Coaches
Football.

Thursday, in virtual courtroom 84, Sacramento County
Superior Court Judge Phillip Stanger faced the tricky task of
hearing 48 cases in four hours—recent court closures and
hybrid reopenings, with stockpiles of unheard cases,

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods

Everyday Injustice speaks to Brendon Woods, the chief Public
Defender in Alameda County, the only Black Chief Public
Defender in the state of California. He discusses mass
incarceration, criminal justice reform, policing and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Avenal State Prison Reports 330 New
Cases Over Last 2 Weeks, 1291 Active
Cases Across CDCR – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of September 10, there have been 11,535 confirmed
COVID-19 cases in the CDCR system. 11% of the cases are
active and in custody. There have been 59 deaths across the
CDCR system thus far.

Read More

COVID-19 Active Cases In Sacramento
Main Jail Decrease From 28 To 15 In 3-
Week Period – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CA Jails

No tests are pending results, despite the fact that only 19 of
the 48 tests pending results on Sep 8 were completed on Sep
9. In total, 3465 tests have been completed thus far. When
asked about the fluctuations in

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-Dl3iDiWvJp0qULD2za218vF9cG7bJvhR5T3b3b1nGEcap9wIfo7iTWqbD43ibdUIiw6itfqVmzF0Rvg6Aorpv_oBHiitdXy5rKtDpCBmwItHeEEySMQVTPRUMcSr-ArckYgdNc0sd66Jps0dvWnxVd-BSJ9kHohNz-gyg-ost6YlheFS8dQ8sn4D1cxhcxs2Qs8RJJg0aMS7XTWUl70S8dM=&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-Dl3iDiWvJp0qGmm6rzUGBRbnCiu_tgQLmr-fWZ07W9c3JyNYZ3AsnMOMY02CFi1mg380ZKO7aeUBIGc6111vmxQJWH1fjih0CcJsBlqau6TSE38k2I1ehNvGymkzboCGz7SA_srdzJCqdzjd6Ky4kJWjPjyX7PgFfwx7dlcRmwE9ZR1sABfhNL6RxjCGCYKrpxP_p4UDQ-69awOEJTCgokKc2vBcY6C2Rf7od5QMC8SL&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-DmK85bFGA2f5X6B4HmWdUezH-1lymQ62fkbnZdqJ9_W5HPoYvdDKZlxs1SD3CZpzK3k-AWchpkenWqrnWgxSPUUXjBZa4tulksgtcXLGJN3i5Upo4PS2O9Hi_4xZbZvrgfrWZeABZSRL66zF3TjnSnOx9HfiAvathOzTJh1BiV1jz6JdLpRB4DXKvE6ISANfXgnA3cVG-YJGF6v2-uVyDwKHZbHvkO-07Q==&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-Do0tF7PAJmkWQ4Cr3t1Afch2JB2UA-AX8VlF60BhMf4Fr6Hf3gRdEMH0oomMSCxLguR2OfcfPdcCwLMT0RobPOq9TdNFHyfSrzBH59shn7znid6MrqkUC0pVWggkyYh3AiDHjaGVuIvIs-L7ZabYRw59tpA_7Y1vHQ==&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001f0ovvc5E2Blup6g4ezfT2cTLjtz1pHqEiRJeGVEi9vo_DlA_hL9-Dl3iDiWvJp0qVcxuY14Z3J2oONyqqUpdr0dR4ShD82xl91LMqfO3IyBGqRawLaPapr4APszvTJHGco4dOYBpqI9kvLtRJiVPl2XGZY4N5VPReZ6tKPSpTHj8uYpzT9nkW0q-E5HF97Tl8CBraLFvuPsthF49hQa-lsdrdfJrWf7nqLGdTW4r_xjVSoHCt9t8WqNFJWGxaDVtVizxR7_bUw-UQnFc--_57g==&c=v6wvs2n80zxbADIRgEkt831sWAYS215edL6_KyoTNzaAp4k4-eBieA==&ch=3LbVZ5-4FFuzpCoVkygeOhZx5_cMrmfqnaeP1Tt3hZYmsawhzssoRg==
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Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

New Allegations Arise against Yolo DDA
Wilson, Demonstrating False Statements in
Recent Yolo Court Filing

On Wednesday, the Vanguard reported that Yolo County
Deputy DA David Wilson saw a murder conviction overturned
when he misstated the law, misrepresenting the law to a jury
in a murder trial. Nevertheless, he was hired by Yolo County
in the fall of 2019.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Mountain of Alleged Evidence Doesn’t
Deter Murder Defendant – Pleads Not
Guilty

Faron Mello is being charged with two felonies—murder and
possession of a firearm by a felon—and despite what
appeared to be a mountain of evidence against him in a
preliminary hearing here in Sacramento County Superior

Read More

Sacramento Judge Phillip Stanger Serves
Justice Like Bill Belichick Coaches
Football.

Thursday, in virtual courtroom 84, Sacramento County
Superior Court Judge Phillip Stanger faced the tricky task of
hearing 48 cases in four hours—recent court closures and
hybrid reopenings, with stockpiles of unheard cases,

Read More

Alameda Court Watch
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Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Plea Bargains Keep Court Systems Afloat –
97% of CA Cases Never Go to Trial

Fresno County Superior Court has proven it is no different
from other state courts when handing out plea bargains in
large quantities—about 97 percent of criminal cases in
California never go to trial.

Read More

No Contest Plea after Found Asleep in
Middle of Road in Car – DUI of 0.19

Hmong Lee fell asleep—in the middle of the road. In his car.
Drunk. Lee pleaded no contest this week to DUI (driving
under the influence) when officers found him sleeping Feb. 16
in the middle of the road while he was in his vehicle, with

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods

Everyday Injustice speaks to Brendon Woods, the chief Public
Defender in Alameda County, the only Black Chief Public
Defender in the state of California. He discusses mass
incarceration, criminal justice reform, policing and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Deputy DA Caught Missta.ng Evidence; Podcast w Alameda Public Defender
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2020 at 7:01:22 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Van Zandt writes, “The District Attorney twisted around another portion of the police report. In his brief,
opposing counsel alleged, “Deputies on the prior occasion had been warned about the possibility of
booby traps inside the residence... In a case where the issue is the validity of a protective sweep, that’s
quite a fact to get wrong.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 10, 2020

Yolo DA Tries to Present
Image of Reform - But He Needs to Clean His Own Office



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:02:53 Bri8sh Summer Time
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by David Greenwald

In 2018, faced with reelection, Jeff Reisig, the long-time DA in Yolo County attempted to portray himself
as progressive enough. Faced with Dean Johansson, he clearly wasn’t going to out-reform the challenger
and he got help from local and regional media to make the case.

However, since then, the movement has pushed Jeff Reisig further away from reform-minded DA’s. And
so he has attempted to re-work his image - instead of being progressive, he is mainstream with some
innovative reforms.

But over the years, we can look at who he has hired, who he has promoted, and what he’s done. The
DA’s he has hired have often been hardliners from other departments in addition to young local line
attorneys. In recent years, we have seen Ryan Couzens and Melinda Aiello emerge as part of the new
leadership - Couzens, has been outspoken for years as a law and order DA. Aiello has recently taken to
Fox News to push back against Zero bail and parole.

Perhaps more concerning in 2017, they hired Frits van der Hoek from San Jose who as a cop prior to
becoming an attorney, was involved in a questionable shooting and in fact still still under investigation
when hired.

Then there's the case of David Wilson. Yesterday, as we reported, he had a case overturned due to him
misstating the law. While we found it interesting that they would hire him in 2019, after concerns have
been raised statewide and nationally about prosecutorial misconduct, the recent allegations we report
today are frankly far more concerning.

The underlying case is interesting enough - and when you have someone involved like Yolo County
Sheriff Gary Richter - himself with a rather checkered record - we perhaps should be paying attention to
ths case overall.

But add on top of that - what appears to be small misstatements attempts to recast the evidence in a light
more favorable to supporting the decision to do a warrantless search in the first place.

Here Wilson attempts to justify the search by suggested that the defendant in the case had “the family
members about taking the Victim hostage.” Except that’s not true. Instead is was Richter and the Sheriff’s
who were speculating that the defendant might refuse to allow access to the cops or take the the victim
hostage.

That’s not the same thing and it’s not a harmless error.

The second mistake - more subtle but also vitally important.

“The District Attorney twisted around another portion of the police report. In his brief, opposing counsel
alleged, “Deputies on the prior occasion had been warned about the possibility of booby traps inside the
residence.”

It turns out the police reported on the possibility that the outside was booby trapped.

At first you may think - he miswrote it. Big deal. Inside versus outside. But it is. Because they were
attempting to justify the sweep and a booby trap outside is not going to jusitfy the sweep. A booby trap
inside would have.

As the Deputy Public Defender put it, “In a case where the issue is the validity of a protective sweep,
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that’s quite a fact to get wrong.”

The problem that we have is that there is little in the way of oversight here. You have the DA’s office and
the ineffectual bar. We have no way to hold a Deputy DA accountable. And we have a Deputy DA with a
history of cutting corners - who knows how many times he has done this without being caught.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

New Allegations Arise against Yolo DDA
Wilson, Demonstrating False Statements in
Recent Yolo Court Filing

On Wednesday, the Vanguard reported that Yolo County
Deputy DA David Wilson saw a murder conviction overturned
when he misstated the law, misrepresenting the law to a jury
in a murder trial. Nevertheless, he was hired by Yolo County
in the fall of 2019.

Read More

California’s 2019 Crime Rate Lowest in
Recorded State History

California’s crime rate, as measured by violent and property
offenses reported to law enforcement agencies, fell to its
lowest level in 2019 of any year since comparable statewide
crime statistics were first compiled in 1969,

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods
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Everyday Injustice speaks to Brendon Woods, the chief Public
Defender in Alameda County, the only Black Chief Public
Defender in the state of California. He discusses mass
incarceration, criminal justice reform, policing and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Folsom State Prison COVID-19 Active
Cases Increase By 100 Over 2 Days,
Avenal State Prison Reports 470 New
Cases Over 2 Weeks – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of September 8, there have been 11,388 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system with 1,412 active
in custody. There have been 59 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Jail Population
Increased By 67 Over Labor Day Weekend
– Jail Population Reaches 6 Month Peak –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Over Labor Day weekend, SRJ’s population increased by 67
people, raising the population to 1977. This is the largest
population the jail has seen since April 10, when the
population count was 1963. This is also the highest the

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

New Allegations Arise against Yolo DDA
Wilson, Demonstrating False Statements in
Recent Yolo Court Filing
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On Wednesday, the Vanguard reported that Yolo County
Deputy DA David Wilson saw a murder conviction overturned
when he misstated the law, misrepresenting the law to a jury
in a murder trial. Nevertheless, he was hired by Yolo County
in the fall of 2019.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Motion to Suppress Questionable Search
of Vehicle Fails; Narcotics Trial Set

A motion to suppress a questionable search of a vehicle—a
defendant refused a warrantless search numerous times—
wasn’t enough to convince Judge Tami Bogert here in
Sacramento County Superior Court Tuesday to toss out the

Read More

‘Weapon of Mass Destruction’ or Common
Household Items? Trial Set to Decide

Defendant David Wolpert—arrested for felony possession or
manufacture of a weapon of mass destruction in his
Sacramento apartment in April of 2019—was in Sacramento
County Superior Court for his preliminary

Read More

Hit/Run Ends in Amputation – Judge Won’t
Release 70-Year-Old Woman

Assistant Public Defender Teresa Huang Wednesday
appeared in Sacramento County Superior Court, Department
62, prepared to save a sweet older woman from doing pretrial
time for her crime…or so she thought.

Read More

Emotional Outburst at Plea Hearing Leads
to Drug Rehab Sentence

In an emotional outburst at his plea hearing here in
Sacramento County Superior Court Wednesday, defendant
Andrew Nicora loudly complained about the facts of his case
involving an alleged carjacking as detailed by Deputy District

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
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Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Mom Accused of Doing Donuts in Car with
Child Rejects Deal, Pleads Not Guilty

When Fresno County Superior Court Judge William Terrance
asked defendant Samantha Hill Wednesday if she was fully
aware of the terms regarding her plea offer, she briskly
responded that she was not.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 72 –
Alameda Public Defender Brendon Woods
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Everyday Injustice speaks to Brendon Woods, the chief Public
Defender in Alameda County, the only Black Chief Public
Defender in the state of California. He discusses mass
incarceration, criminal justice reform, policing and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More
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“The unmistakable implication of the prosecutor’s comments was that the distinction was legally
significant, when, in fact, it was not,” the appellate court said in its ruling. 

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 9, 2020

California Democrats
Caved Like a House of Cards on Police Reform

By David Greenwald

While the nation has been focused on George Floyd, Rayshard Brooks, Breonna Taylor and most
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recently Jacob Blake and Daniel Prude - California has had its share of killings as well - Sean
Monterrosa, Jeremy Southern, DIjon Kizzee and more.

You figure if any state is going to solve police shootings it should be California. Afterall, Democrats hold
supermajorities in both houses of the legislature. It has a Democratic Governor - Gavin Newsom.   Mayor
newspapers editorializing for police reform bills. Public backing the measures.

No dice.

As MIriam Pawel, wrote in the NY Times: “The most significant police reform measure, heralded in the
days of the Black Lives Matter marches that filled the streets, did not even come up for a vote.”

Pawel explained: “A centerpiece of the agenda would have set up a process for yanking the badge of any
officer found to have committed serious misconduct. California is one of only five states that has no
process for certifying police officers, which among other things enables bad cops to move from
department to department with impunity.”

The ACLU pointed out, “Without a strong decertification process, we have allowed cops who have been
fired, or resign while under investigation, to bounce from community to community while still being able to
wield their power over others.”

They noted that in 2012, the City of Vallejo paid $4.2 million to settle a case of police brutality by two
officers, those two cops are now employed in Richmond.

In 2012 LA Sheriff’s Department carried out some dubious hires, hiring several sheriff’s deputies from the
recently disbanded Maywood Police Department, closed because it was notorious for being so “heavy-
handed (with) under-qualified officers,” causing the city to face so many lawsuits that insurance prices
became prohibitively high.

Maywood had a reputation for taking in officers who were unemployable elsewhere or discharged
dubiously—the LA Times found that “at least a third of the force had left other police jobs under a cloud”
of suspicion or had violated laws while employed in Maywood.

Shouldn’t the option of decertification been a no-brainer especially in California?

Pawel pointed out, “in the end, even here, it was essentially business as usual in a State Capitol where
police unions have long wielded enormous power. The measures that passed this year were either
noncontroversial or so diluted as to have little if any immediate impact.”

“The culture has not even begun to change,” said John Crew, a retired attorney who spent decades
working on police accountability issues in California for the ACLU. “Their political analysis seems to be
that the world has not changed as much as a lot of us think it has. I hope it has.”

And if California can’t pass this kind of reform - what hope is there for the rest of the country?

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Yolo DA’s Office Hires Deputy Found to
Have Committed Prosecutorial Misconduct
in Another County

Once again, Yolo County has hired a prosecutor from another
county who was found to have committed prosecutorial
misconduct. Last fall, they hired David Wilson, who had been
a Kern County Deputy DA

Read More

Rochester Police Chief Resigns Amid
Outrage Surrounding Daniel Prude’s Death

Rochester Police of Chief La’Ron Singletary announced his
resignation today—conflicting with his initial statement, made
just days earlier, that he would stay.The news comes after the
details of Daniel Prude’s death while under

Read More

DA Jackie Lacey Announces Opposition to
Proposition 20; Opponent Incredulous

With election day looming, longtime, “tough-on-crime” District
Attorney Jackie Lacey announced her sudden opposition to
Proposition 20, a measure that would roll back portions of
realignment and landmark reform measures,

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Folsom State Prison COVID-19 Active
Cases Increase By 100 Over 2 Days,
Avenal State Prison Reports 470 New
Cases Over 2 Weeks – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of September 8, there have been 11,388 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system with 1,412 active
in custody. There have been 59 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Jail Population
Increased By 67 Over Labor Day Weekend
– Jail Population Reaches 6 Month Peak –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails
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Over Labor Day weekend, SRJ’s population increased by 67
people, raising the population to 1977. This is the largest
population the jail has seen since April 10, when the
population count was 1963. This is also the highest the

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Attorney Complains about Other
Defense Attorney

When the case of the People v. Francisco Ponce and Sergio
Gamino was called in Yolo County Superior Court late last
week, Ponce’s attorney, Deputy Public Defender Jose
Gonzalez-Vazquez, didn’t hesitate to tell Judge David

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Charges Dismissed After Man Spends 5
Months in Jail – Witness for D.A.
Contradicts Police Claims

Judge Timothy M. Frawley dismissed all charges against a
defendant here today who – court records reveal – has spent
more than a year in jail over the past 30 years although in five
cases he’s only been convicted once, for

Read More

Singing Defendant Tames the ‘Savage’ in
Judge Savage – Gets Deal
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Defendant Cedric Burks came into court singing “You’re my
Latest, You’re my Greatest Inspiration” by Teddy Pendergrass
Tuesday morning here in Sacramento County Superior Court
– impressing Judge Michael A. Savage and

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defendant Violates Probation by Driving a
Vehicle that isn’t Registered Under his
Name.

Alejandro Garcia Lopez made a mistake when he drove while
under the influence of alcohol. His second mistake was
driving a family member’s car without the proper device
installed as per his DUI probation requirements.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010QbBA0klHr1MZ0FV-3Y32tc5C1EByX1cypGbiVi5ESs3gf1MoXTdqQM-gUVMG9Fc05rSZdoMMB2gGclWuVBziI3KDlrw7y_M1ZDFpqGy54ApjTKs_ro_l9t_K55VzXaFCRbMUuRhBBhCLsvcE3Ts4yVZss8-LdArnrMBaMzs02j1x7JkHW8cu2Z42M7j9FvNIXblKA_Htbyd7za-YFj6MxsiJ6BLJ-jX4OWfGIhQn0W9G95VCctg_SE1HHbm_LxdRFwiS_ifVzmI8YvpDVNanA==&c=VrzvaVDLbeSGhuctthpu3r3fTb1kF8Z-cIf5TU1n3RulEsDzCwtnpQ==&ch=jZ8KIyYEw9G3lCDsqwS-hIlP4jWZqoXW6zxrdp1rpwK1XJ99ccudgg==
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Prude's Mental Health Crisis is Met with Deadly Force; President's Threat to
Public Safety

Date: Tuesday, September 8, 2020 at 7:01:25 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Assistant Attorney General Mary Helen Wall: “The only witness who offered direct evidence of guilt
recanted his prior testimony, admitting he was lying when he said Mr. Flowers made a jailhouse
confession to the murders."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 8, 2020

Looking at Civil Rights
Records…

By David Greenwald
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Let’s face it, none of the folks at the top of either ticket have a good record on Criminal Justice
Reforms. Donald Trump famously in 1989 took out a full page ad in New York asking for the death
penalty for the Central Park 5 - they would later be exonerated by DNA evidence. Joe Biden supported
the 1994 Crime Bill which helped to ramp up mass incarceration.

You can argue that Biden in particular was a product of his times - and indeed he has signed onto a fairly
progressive plank onjacob criminal justice reform.

Looking at the last month is probably better than looking at actions from 25 to 30 years ago anyway. 

Last week, Ronnie Long was released from prison in a case we have been following (we had several
interviews and two podcasts on it). The key was an en banc decision by the Fourth District Court of
Appeals. The decision was 9-6 - leading the way for Ronnie’s freedom were a few Obama appointees
and leading the way in opposition were two Trump appointees.

On the issue of police shootings, it was telling that President Trump refused to meet with the family of
Jacob Blake. Meanwhile yesterday, Kamala Harris, the Democratic Vice Presidential nominee and
California Senator met with Jacob Balke (via phone) and his family.

Civil Rights Attorney Ben Crump released a statement:

“Senator Harris had an inspirational and uplifting one-hour visit with Jacob Blake, Jr. and his family
today. SHe spoke individually with each family member about how they were handling the trauma and
urged them to take care of their physical and mental health.

“In a moving moment, Jacob Jr. told Senator Harris that he was proud of her, and the senator told Jacob
that she was also proud of him and how is working through his pain.

“Jacob Jr. assured her that he was not going to give up on life for the sake of his children. Senator Harris
also discussed the policy changes that she and Vice President Biden will seek, including the Justice in
Policing Act and implicit bias training, to make things better for all Americans. 

“She encouraged them to continue to use their voices even through their pain to help America make
progress to end systemic racism.”

Compare that to what Attorney General Bill Barr said in June.

“I don’t think that the law enforcement system is systemically racist,” Mr. Barr said in an interview with the
CBS program “Face the Nation.” “I think we have to recognize that for most of our history, our institutions
were explicitly racist.”

And then this past week.

"I do think that there appears to be a phenomenon in the country where African Americans feel that
they're treated, when they're stopped by police, frequently as suspects before they are treated as
citizens," Barr said in an interview with CNN. "I don't think that that necessarily reflects some deep-seated
racism in police departments or in most police officers. ...
"I think people operate very frequently according to stereotypes, and I think it takes extra precaution on
the part of law enforcement to make sure we don't reduce people to stereotypes, we treat them as
individuals," he said.
Barr also said he doesn’t believe there are “two justice systems.”

"I think the narrative that the police are on some, you know, epidemic of shooting unarmed Black men is
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simply a false narrative and also the narrative that that's based on race," Barr said. "The fact of the matter
is very rare for an unarmed African American to be shot by a white police officer."

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Our president is
Threatening the Right to Vote, as Well as
Public Safety

As we approach November, our nation’s access to a free and
fair election — the very basis of our democracy — is being
tested. Over the past month, the Trump administration has
launched deeply

Read More

Guest Commentary: Daniel Prude Was
Experiencing a Mental Health Crisis, His
Brother Called the Police, Now He’s Dead

Daniel Prude’s family needed help. Prude was experiencing a
mental health crisis, so his brother called the police. A week
later, due to injuries sustained during that police interaction,
Prude was dead. This is a nightmare scenario

Read More

Bad Cop Decertification Shelved for 2020 –
Proponents Promise to Bring Back Next
Year

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF6k_lEAM0UvawUOpK1ivyl8a2K7R6i6wyOZ6FAK-Auey2nOlvql15s_7BQ8H2lyCDOYQhkhJ39HtRLsdoX3tVYFHOxEs112WWolXEEGVI3pih6DWgGlmUAzoKx6l05bVjw==&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF7WZaGtgNL7EW1HfqCr7doQVI6XDXdW6c4BWKZzQmk9ZUhIiB0SkReeIHPKkctlUS9nnvU8eIJmoACCuGfXtxdyo4rQNdVbXViZJxZbGCq20RgD66b0b0Kg=&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF7WZaGtgNL7E_PtpwyGg8501gMQMG-sksaxySfuJKrTLlL84i1VSawaMLa3-_l8VNBhIdkBJT5F7j2tMC958BUdt_iPld5urggSYQK4b-_P-SRL0Jk9r4cXe7eGffOd1ycbCELc_RvgF&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF7WZaGtgNL7EEVkMJVR8qj7eBqLzmgX3ag7rMHg714WrMGHACCJnX-OSjsp-Vj2qqT7isXFb4iBhGzd6x0Yp6U1gPCk1D0CYq_NUozxVJImsGKplccLpNcyDpxAJ_HbBZDNkVI-j44QqVSmxqx78XXQ=&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF_BevxuFJl1UF43DAznWDKWcKC0HcWXfxq-b2wg31oJunyKjY5ulN5HKwHZcleQzwibC66LQ6p6_whxZc7WqYVS4rQ7dugV74VeABxgAb5BkfkARznbrfu9dnzVXNkvmm2b0wxZohy2f&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF1xuhmnejGciIhFTFDGLigJEeWygOo2_w6H-Wgz7P4X0_Zphk5aGiEH-HG1bMT-PfhBbg8f6omy1H1wuxeHEijSNd4Ob6IQcRrfe7NUTdm4L&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKFwg1Bfh2FqJ0wMhzo6VEh41Tx0CptyZj6UdagGepMBvn_seO89MiFPvPiz7SgQN-FLskxOB6HsM9lRVqAoFzV-aPs48ikpBmHS6FQbrVrqBF&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF_D3gDqfJLQh_d-ajJxoZgP0IPrOBDx8wpDsnS26EkovK4nND1yIieGCniIXC_u8ReOkQCJBFLwkqjcd_zvCWGva5BKeA0d6XtqmTirrRDrqHU_gnbNotKcjhms6sPS2Hb_LLVnvhAPJ-jqmHay6RdH1wcoBz9L-ASwc7Av4MoMs_nFFGjre7RMwBRAFzoMIZtG_87JYqxvmyAdK9W5rBLk=&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF_D3gDqfJLQhWMw_pV5K0Nht1e0G4XwbljshQov3Vs0ZjR1s-WqO0CHGVpigx7125BiLsrcAU9CAlC-LNUB4-oBvzo11bcEXDXTjULemRbhoN4r6pByex2XyNiepSehV1Uc7oavAm6wclMyrVudSqEdO0jZD5uhG2AdGQROYs_nRpkFKc7u_v9upzw7w4CksZo3HPvK4afgRZe7VLNjk0kgqxAWkrhCSxtr-2cBO8W5lh_h8Weu_KUY=&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
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The California Legislative Black Caucus hasn’t given up on a
measure to decertify bad cops.After the bill to decertify peace
officers who engage in serious misconduct ran up against the
legislative deadlines last week, the caucus pledged to pursue
the measure in the new year.

Read More

Defense Seeks to Disqualify Entire Santa
Clara County D.A. from Prosecuting Gun
Permit Corruption Case

Defendant Christopher Schumb finds that his friendship with
Santa Clara County District Attorney Jeff Rosen and the
power struggle between the county’s District Attorney’s Office
and Sheriff’s Office would infringe his right to a fair trial

Read More

Charges Against Curtis Flowers are Finally
Dropped; After 23 Years on Death Row, He
Goes Free

Curtis Flowers was subject to 23 years behind bars and, six
trials, and four death sentences. Recently he was under
months of house arrest for murders he always insisted that he
did not commit. Mr.Flowers is now fifty years old, and in

Read More

CA Supreme Court Won’t Hear Black Jury
Selection Bias Case

Social justice advocates maintain the George Floyd protests
have magnified the deep systemic racism that has existed in
the United States since its inception, and that racism has
permeated every sector within American society

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Folsom State Prison COVID-19 Active
Cases Increase By 100 Over 2 Days –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of September 7, there have been 11,328 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system with 1,359 active
in custody. There have been 59 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail’s COVID-19 Active Cases At
Standstill, Jail Population Increased By

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF_D3gDqfJLQhhsTiNSe5YOqzXHufF064_dpKkG7K8pDJvtCoivcr62OyobBNpX0toGGXDBWnyydp3hcn57Ujk3dIzV7mrngww2WsP20VCczWInIqPMpvPVWZwPxZcSccuuStPIU2Yj9MzesPS6wrp_EMUaqpxhTkdOjJNKt_Pq4WYKoh1ozNOw1xUfmO09sygvdlZiHysJNFtadDLEdj9jcNJRuj1ABjLRBpa7k0_Cw-&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF3nF2vhTxbiEhg2rgV_mIVXg5B9OXXTE9MKoYvNyzOLSrpjLSIKuFw4JSckgQOtR4jA4-YSrHcUHJyHEs6vo2hX9sSy1SpcEnNE2Fn0HVHNRZBLRqdSn8HpmSIT-ACFMbf-fBphtTSMJlLkleQt8Q_goScca_PlL7EDKUgNdhZurSRlpKqDZNOP-Zg1iT0Wk7FGMcR-rHn20zhWjDG70TFO8KFi-ivRiIT5OFGKzkWJAxzlrJIrH_FlUHjHyqUVBDQ==&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF3nF2vhTxbiEKH1aj5DjD-lf-5Ab_om7DaLZWHx6z3Mk5_9fQsKiT-ZyMGCaA5mqx1OJ3nOTfQrc-_VOylKLaGLiT95JQ_05ZBJT_DhC-9nAQMjc5RpLos8hareDfe1ovMqIn0G1DDx8JyuLYYYcyzVxmuFF4sAjwHAhcjeWo4g3mYbW6_r-DS8FeO-6ULfJuCoUTJ-32DK0pEerdDvgoofBE1yCYoDw4KULwNM-AlxkUUMrjPnssdI=&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKFwAKJeoyJw6bLbgqtQNlmsOP70Y1w4D5MLLOojvRosgztncecXE1o1qVegvqrJUjB_a3udb-cP1D1sbE_Z11AeZxxeCBE3weoyE1KuZ8fGATcZ47RXGT8GaDHXEczfTjSgSwOlFONsCVM2lclXT5Wn1BJo9P7cf1uSeyUcR3NJEnxPFlJZOTaF0UQJ9m3gOO2Q==&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF7QJ014d0ers6KldIWZlpyTwlBxrosVmjhQwjVEMTBIGkHtywEgQL_ZJ0iTb2UWNkzICK0xajL6KVZfP9_iBY4SkWQ3zrnd7KATA3XISMZ79FZbfTgaG3ZUvUyo7LUe5nIAPRKR6siy8MUhPQ8u9ffFsKgIbaREstA==&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
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11% Since April – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 In CA Jails

Last week at Santa Rita Jail, two housing units under
quarantine were released days after they began quarantine,
citing negative test results for the index case. No new positive
COVID-19 cases among the incarcerated

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

COVID-19 Fears Disrupt Key Witness
Appearances in Yolo Court

The Coronavirus pandemic continues to disrupt the process in
California courthouses and frustrate courtroom officials, in
part because many witnesses are fearful of physically being
present in the courthouse due to the possible

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Courtroom Issues $300,000 in
Warrants for Holiday

It may have been the day before a holiday, but when more
than a dozen defendants didn’t show for scheduled court
dates Friday, Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Scott
Tedmon issued more than $300,00 worth of bench

Read More

‘Justice Delayed, Justice Denied’? – Pre-
Holiday Court Postpones Cases

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF_D3gDqfJLQhYPOj0yPAKSKXBarjfEWh8wLtY6nYKgppzwgT2tn--PKQrgaPbEiHncB_a-1IqzguH_9DsIdKGXsl0pQJGE5BKdwEfjJcp4iqBy43yc9SSmyvwxamb869bbLmrf-IBonEs9dBzGF2kJ45mj_NYZ3ljhb7pudAtYCW0qd_f1I1OdGtWFHNr5MLPltcJ4uqMlHf&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF_NKRIZuuMy35OTQsUoHBySQEjwFz9arJ_8qSMHyHjuNDEOqt2hcfpJ1OZ7hrTP7Zad2uJQIUMfx2qRXfNapzj4hlHCq2VNZPpmO5Q9sEJ-uaPm5GizIiM7mLsDTfff6UaTw7CzPIzJq&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKFxRv2Q6u-laBnd2cN1HYdNWGdoQkpSqSs7JvJosrMCFsnAFa-PcFVbsJuZormtl06eoF5kqL_w_8MmiL6_KdWGLXTWLdYap9d0Q5AEBmgzpr7SqL2-iCLLNChDDZoAfx5-b-byEJt-y0s09DSb2Z86PIZ2VGT8eUpGDFvZpocYvakChjCuwoTQGZK72FPCbWzDvxUlmnXlqqDaGDH2uiB8exhcj8oayGKxM3Rrz_p-3sB7EvL77PbQc=&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tL3h2D9gfFFnIIbXLiL-xSu6Q3Zm1Z3zJWkFiTdnLTDoL5zIgblKF7WZaGtgNL7E_PtpwyGg8501gMQMG-sksaxySfuJKrTLlL84i1VSawaMLa3-_l8VNBhIdkBJT5F7j2tMC958BUdt_iPld5urggSYQK4b-_P-SRL0Jk9r4cXe7eGffOd1ycbCELc_RvgF&c=lcUxKgJ9vFLNgHVG5nJxAUPJjKcowEWJPrfoVfoDnLmrz0aMgXywgw==&ch=Zz-ujhDS9a7HoR1H9AY85vacVRb8ivz1Ae6yyrk3FJZ5raejcie8Eg==
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Last Friday, the day before a three-day court holiday,
Sacramento County Superior Court, Dept. 62 had more than
53 arraignments to get through.It was the Friday before Labor
Day and it was apparent

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Judge Claims She’s Not ‘Evil,’ Denies
Defendant Request to Attend Family
Funeral

A defendant – charged with 15 felony counts – Friday pleaded
in Alameda County Superior Court for temporary release in
order to attend the funeral of his recently, deceased
aunt.Judge Delia Trevino offered her deepest

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno Man Waits 3 Years – Judge Tosses
DUI Case

Daniel Ray Garza Jr. has been awaiting a settlement in his
DUI case for the past three years. It was a wait worth having
after a judge here in Fresno County Superior Court last week
agreed with a “Serna” motion—which tossed out

Read More

Medical Issues Prevent Woman from
Appearing in Fresno Court – Judge Issues
Warrant

It’s been about three years since defendant Jessica Ranken—
allegedly beset by a series of serious health problems—has
been to court here at Fresno County Superior Courthouse.

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More
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Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Missouri Senate Passes Bill Limi.ng Prosecutor; Seven Police Officers
Suspended As New Evidence Comes To Light in Daniel Prude Death
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DA O'Malley: “I believe Officer Fletcher’s actions, coupled with his failure to attempt other de-escalation
options rendered his use of deadly force unreasonable and a violation of Penal Code Section 192(a),
Voluntary Manslaughter.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 4, 2020
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Missouri Senate Passes
Bill Aimed at Prosecuting Attorney

by David Greenwald

The Missouri State Senate passed the controversial measure by a 22-8 that would strip powers from the
St. Louis prosecutor Kim Gardner. On top of a whole host of other concerns, opponents raised the
possibility that the committee violated the state’s Sunshine Law by not giving 24 hours’ notice before
debating the bill - a matter that could be part of an eventual lawsuit should the measure get passed by
the house.

“This is an insult to justice,” said Sen. Karla May, D-St. Louis, adding officials had “turned over
responsibility” for the COVID-19 response to counties, but moved to take away local control in this
instance. “It’s sad, and it’s hypocritical to me.”

It remains to be seen what happens in the House who initially refused to take up the bill.

Some of the anti-crime provisions from the Governor who called a special session on violent crime
gained bipartisan support, the concurrent jurisdiction issue is viewed by many both Democrats and
REpublicans as an attack on Gardner.

The prosecution association issued a statement calling the action “awful,” “absurd” and “unrealistic.”

“As elected local prosecutors who have tried countless homicide cases to Missouri juries, we are gravely
concerned regarding the miscarriage of justice from the unprecedented usurpation of the authority of a
locally elected prosecutor being attempted by Missouri’s Attorney General,” the statement said.

The move was condemned as well by Luz Maria Henriquez who is the executive director of the Missouri
ACLU.

“This has absolutely nothing to do with public safety but everything to do with politics and attacking the
first Black woman circuit attorney in the city’s history,” she said. “We hope to see the Missouri House
reject this unprecedented, undemocratic, and unconstitutional overreach in short order.”

In an interview with the Vanguard, Kim Gardner last month said, “it is clear that this legislation is not
actually about addressing crime—instead, it serves as a vehicle to interfere with the clear discretion of a
democratically elected local prosecutor.”

“I don’t think (it’s legal),” said Gardner. “But you have to really think about what—the governor and the
issues of separation of powers, injecting the executive branch into the judicial branch.

“This is not constitutional,” she stated. But beyond that, she said, “This is really about accepting the will of
the people and who they elect to hold the prosecutor’s position in the city of St. Louis.

“Somehow the governor for whatever reason doesn’t believe in what that elected official is doing—they
choose political pandering and an attack to usurp the will of the people. So it’s really voter suppression.
That’s the biggest issue.”

Even if the house does pass it and it is signed by the governor, there will likely be a lengthy legal
battle. But with the situation in Missouri and what has happened in Virginia, there is clearly another front
in the fight to reform the criminal legal system.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Alameda Count DA O’Malley Charges
Officer in Murder of Steven Taylor

District Attorney Nancy O’Malley announced that after an
“intensive [independent] investigation and thorough analysis
of the evidence” and due to a failure to attempt de-escalation
options, her office has filed a criminal complaint against

Read More

SLO District Attorney Files Charges
Against Two Black Lives Matter Protestors

After reviewing investigative reports and evidence submitted
by the San Luis Obispo Police Department, District Attorney
Dan Dow announced that he has filed 13 misdemeanor
charges against Black Lives Matter protest organizer

Read More

CA Legislature OK’s Bill to Eliminate
‘Jailhouse Snitch’ Testimony in Parole
Hearings

The California Legislature approved bill that would eliminate
the problematic practice of using testimony from “jailhouse
snitches” as a reason for denying parole to someone in state
prison.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Folsom State Prison Recovers from
Outbreak – Cases Reduce from 275 to 140
in 14-Day Period – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CDCR

Yesterday, one person died due to COVID-19 at CA Mens
Colony (CMC), San Luis Obispo. This is the first death
reported from CMC.

Read More
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Santa Rita Jail Reports Only 3 COVID-19
Active Cases, Quarantine Units Released
13 Days Ahead Of Schedule – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Testing has not revealed new COVID-19 cases in the
incarcerated population at SRJ over the past 3 days. It
appears ACSO has contained the virus, however, testing and
housing quarantines remain opaque making it challenging

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Despite Emotional Plea, Yolo Judge
Informs Sexual Abuse Victim Law Won’t
Let Him Help

The victim of a sexual assault case offered a powerful and
emotional statement to Judge David Rosenberg here in Yolo
County Superior Court Wednesday after the judge ruled he
had no jurisdiction to make changes to the case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

District Attorney Office Goofs, Public
Defender Gets Court to Kick 2 Felony
Counts

Charged with five felonies, including assault with a deadly
weapon and possession of an assault weapon, defendant
John Tu almost immediately saw two of those felonies
dismissed at arraignment here Wednesday in Sacramento

Read More
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Victim’s Mother Calls Daughter’s High
School Friend a ‘Sociopath’

Defendant Breanna Smith – called a “sociopath” by the
victim’s mother – will spend 402 days in jail for assaulting a
former friend with rocks after Smith pleaded guilty here in
Sacramento County Superior Court Wednesday.

Read More

Court – Finally – Gets Mental Health
Diversion for Defendant; It Just Took a
While

It may have taken a month, but in the end Nicholas Shadrick
received the mental health help he needed. It was a
somewhat long and winding road.Charged with battery in an
incident around April 1,

Read More

Husband to Stand Trial for Cutting Wife in
Front of Screaming Children

A husband who allegedly cut his wife with a knife in front of
their children because he believed she was unfaithful is now
set for trial after his preliminary hearing in Sacramento County
Superior Court Tuesday.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Public Defender Grills D.A. Expert on Cell
Phone Mapping in Murder Trial

Assistant Public Defender Lindsay Horstman grilled District
Attorney Inspector Jason Hawks about his neutrality, and the
relevance of his information about cell phone mapping here in
the Alameda County Superior Court trial

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno teenager receives jail time for
reckless driving incident that nearly killed
a one year-old child

A Fresno teen was sentenced here in Fresno County Superior
Court Wednesday to about a year in jail for reckless driving
following a 2019 incident that left five people with serious
injuries, including a mother and her one year-old

Read More
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Couple Reconciles After Domestic
Violence; Judges Softens Order

While Fernanda Munos attended her hearing here at the
Fresno County Superior Court for a domestic violence charge,
the victim of her attack asked Judge Glenda Allen-Hill to not
place a criminal protective order (CPO) as

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Jury Finds Hemet Man Not Guilty of 1st
Degree Murder of Brother – Guilty of 2nd
Degree

After several days of deliberation, a jury here late last week in
Riverside County Superior Court found Timothy Condoluci—
accused of fatally stabbing his brother in July of 2019—not
guilty of first degree murder, but guilty of second

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001P4faQtps8H94CTR1gFFZdIG6mvnRK6glXlK2-CA1pFuZbqqhjvAQ8e2vC0d4RCVBiegNSXI1sVIl7wATgmX6SP8ZmH1xRDrCqCCm5nOb7UqNOQf8ro8dbodAa7scJsmno55bq0_3HvFx-SnoSXQ_qw==&c=s7KPyKb28lX6o899j9dJK7AA2eA1LkBPGYF5tpW4oX7QHUgZBjWe-w==&ch=7v03X1rtm0iKZcmEAS5sK9SmeRkh2E3O_paxDQExcVYFjuxiVTD2iw==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=eabeca20-7cbd-4b21-adc8-d7ccae684453
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Charges Filed Against BLM Protester in SLO, Cop in Alameda
Date: Thursday, September 3, 2020 at 7:00:14 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

DA O'Malley: “I believe Officer Fletcher’s actions, coupled with his failure to attempt other de-escalation
options rendered his use of deadly force unreasonable and a violation of Penal Code Section 192(a),
Voluntary Manslaughter.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 3, 2020

California’s Prop 20
Seeks to Roll Back Prop 47

by David Greenwald



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:04:14 Bri8sh Summer Time
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Some interesting names on the list of supporters for Prop 20 which seeks to roll back reforms passed by
the voters in 2014 under Prop 47 which reduced simple drug possession and petty theft charges to
misdemeanors.

Appearing on the list of supporters, Democratic Assemblymember Jim Cooper as well as Senator Melissa
Hurtdo. Many of the DA’ s in the Valley including Sacramento’s Anne Marie Schubert as well as DA’s from
Colusa, Fresno, Kern, Napa, Placer and Tulare County. Also SLO County’s Dan Dow and Orange
COunty’s Todd SPitzer.

Notably missing: Yolo County’s Jeff Reisig, despite his efforts to attack and undermine Prop 47 at every
turn. It was only a few years ago, that DA Jeff Reisig stood before the Board of Supervisors and said
Proposition 47 had a produced “a revolving door of low-level arrests” in Yolo County.

The Appeal in June 2018 reported, “By charging shoplifters with felonies, Jeff Reisig is circumventing
Prop 47, intended to reduce CA prison populations.”

Has he simply not signed up yet or have we attacked him for opposing reforms for so long that he is now
attempting to toe a more moderate position?

We also see Orange County Sheriff Don Barnes on the list, former Sac Sheriff John McGinnis but not
outspoken Sheriff Scott Jones. A lot of POAs on the list including San Francisco, Sacramento, and Los
Angeles.

San Jose Mercury News has come out against it.

They argue: “The last thing California needs is a return to the tough-on-crime days of the 1990s that
largely failed to lower crime rates and resulted in massive prison overcrowding and skyrocketing costs to
taxpayers .”

They note, “the ballot measure (is) the latest effort by police and prison guard unions to roll back the
success of Assembly Bill 109 (2011) and propositions 47 (2014) and 57 (2016), which ensured that the
criminal justice system’s resources were more wisely used.”

In 2009 California spent 11 percent of the state budget on incarceration. Now it’s 7.4 percent. And the
number has been decreased from 160,000 to 105,000 with perhaps some more prison releases ordered.

The Mercury News notes: “Prop. 20’s attack on Prop. 47 begins with its effort to turn repeated
misdemeanor theft crimes into felonies, echoing the failed “three strikes and you’re out” approach utilized
in the 1990s. “

Prop 20 would actually rollback the threshold for a felony theft to $250 - it is $950 and it was $450 prior to
Prop 47.

The editorial board notes: “Proponents argue that store owners are experiencing an onslaught of petty
theft crimes in which teams of shoplifters are raiding stores of items amounting to just under $950. Crime
statistics do not show the kind of increase that would warrant the change, and California district attorneys
already have adequate tools to deal with repeat petty theft offenders and can charge those working as
teams with conspiracy to commit a felony.”

It would also add crimes to the list of violent felonies that would be restricted for early parole.

The paper calls this: “a return to the “lock ’em up and throw away the key” approach that made California
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the national leader in recidivism rates. “

This would be a return to the bad old days of mass incarceration - the state has moved past those days,
law enforcement apparently has not. We’ll see what the voters think.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Alameda Count DA O’Malley Charges
Officer in Murder of Steven Taylor

District Attorney Nancy O’Malley announced that after an
“intensive [independent] investigation and thorough analysis
of the evidence” and due to a failure to attempt de-escalation
options, her office has filed a criminal complaint against

Read More

SLO District Attorney Files Charges
Against Two Black Lives Matter Protestors

After reviewing investigative reports and evidence submitted
by the San Luis Obispo Police Department, District Attorney
Dan Dow announced that he has filed 13 misdemeanor
charges against Black Lives Matter protest organizer

Read More

CA Legislature OK’s Bill to Eliminate
‘Jailhouse Snitch’ Testimony in Parole
Hearings

The California Legislature approved bill that would eliminate
the problematic practice of using testimony from “jailhouse
snitches” as a reason for denying parole to someone in state
prison.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICRBBg03qrz7wKm4JGL2413BYHQ6fjEaTR5VXZYahK9zt9xdg6DMm7cU9s35c93effLkdM5EChUoxD8HwtZtn8MeTXmv_REERZJx_-qmh1S7OE0w8isG96beBRej5-6nI_w==&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICapVqpGb2QutFPudEFOb1tYXpr99EyO5go_3vmvtY-xS1CJrC9iIBQq2Zmzpj0IZ0J4NUj-ci3TbUXd1LMztYPAkUyTOpukL0iv9bMUbioPmbomep63ky9Q=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICapVqpGb2Qut3STr07XJ8AG4uynYDeJuFDb4b2FtfvH1UIqCZXeTBlklOl216ytZd6XaEekhC3z_stev9z6Q369BLGSb8VrQEuXUXsWAReAKRNI-3XnywzPj2A-3WGyFc8moCt77y0H2&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICapVqpGb2QutfiJM3Cyb25hiCfbJ1DwGPb_iWqSPF_VffdNuDUx4ejcmewtuXqX9Uw4yS5Ml0B0XzP7qtSrhi8z3tXVYRlNezNrcsqlqld4HTBermqNq6VPUv5kWQwLCLK7yXPevAbqGqm5xS9lfkP8=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICQwEmYwlStXEGnxcvWIbmLqFipked43LmvSHXpvK_TBXlIuiCT1R2tl1yzxgLI3duJ0S2j_o9K_redVMpGjvrZ5F7mLrDs6ZdQoYQt31j-uEBwvb3i9pq6Lu7eHr0xNyMeXuEmevlgUq&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICSIJxMndDfDIw0u69q2PxwET5XxsYi1bLcLSSFBX1BsXxfC9CLZ0qXkvv7eQebTDVXc2qM-ygsxGZ6HX4fanUBuGJ9DcWBNPAIcnNK40JVEW&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICZdOrWopSe3dP4WhEhtlta8v4--O8ogAdaRIkB9JPA7R2vhAckham0A3pakVuvGvUZoRaLfjKmXCJ4D6OFuof_C0qcNksiPYdyhjI81pEV_n&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICSr4UxXmDxDpUMC3xqpXQsj4jZa2c6sbXzLL7vDZ8kkLgnoFEoRVTziXsl-GLpZi6RqUr9PVAkpDQfayTlpfxIfs_GXlK_FCjaU1DNfVewJgDtGgVuf_VueSGri_1RVvZjXZ5SCbUQe0-q2kMbw5Iiyi__8QzxXGlDoWIxfYkhCVcPVAQt7zCeBo-vXDrXTQs_MKNUiGYGgf9y0F_lMgJlI=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICSr4UxXmDxDp7xCPAvyCsC21oCkdatZpENpQR4xd-Q58JJ4imFF7siDcJtN-Cj9bO2WCk8gvzcoRdyLCujhVkHqzhhQJVuSpAcxk7aEvAVyGQgqIIXAp2vZYFGvV6am_8N2LQ_Vrig741Ru7pGkOU66fnhrdEzbW-B7ESc_e0efYGi0wp05NgrjjDamH0rRG5GQWXQQKyObonvp9HVLB_jtrg8-fnO2j_A==&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICSr4UxXmDxDpFQQwAYk7smAN7xU5kLt0GT0Tjx1tbscFLWVkEeCoj8zsp13by8GBPjqaoRxI7T08plzeP_0b94LyXTWThaOAXMgtQ-frfbBxptD8GZpQt-HEZ5HAePg613IWiKIHsjwwr30b1XF59SnZtNRFiyNuw7w9T-yB6hcN9Lagq5SoUS94C5l_SyNikC8shiNAAGW62PVmHJyVbIQazI8KMPNPuwADCjbx2HB5&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento County Sheriff’s Office Vows
To Provide Weekly COVID-19 Updates –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of August 26, there are 76 confirmed cases in the
Sacramento County Jail system. This is a 288% increase in
positive cases since the previous week and a 322% increase
over the last month.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Wild Ride DUI Case Set for Trial; Features
Physical Fight in Car Going 100 MPH

A judge here in Yolo County Superior Court Tuesday ruled
that a defendant should stand trial for two felony counts
related to driving under the influence after hearing a tale of a
wild car ride – sometimes driving at speeds of up to 100

Read More

Yolo Jury Finds ‘Father Figure’ Uncle Not
Guilty of Molesting Nieces in Woodland
Motel a Decade Ago

A jury kept intact for five months – separated for most of that
because of the coronavirus pandemic – Tuesday found Jose
Luis Garcia not guilty of the most serious charges of sexually
molesting his nieces in Woodland more than a

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICVPpJjpncZjC09JV1M7uwiQtXEbGRvnYwB6w6WGm2ZQsuZhwm3Oqk2m0Bv-pMRPxt3t-SYsvsYS4hdbWvx7p_6Hq24OvThYeBH0rrw1hyv7EHGttFZSA1ZwKROTo3pnTV0O8wLqq1bVgUvyCFjGgry037CNM8ks1oNlVyS40WNUP&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICc1XT3_OK7VOmpwJgRm4m_d289cEdADVG59JDceikyuE5xU94JUxqwpz5rwdiQqLvDpU7AT5DrGvWPAeP-J8TD92Ar5e0AzXF3jX67OXV9QXQl4Q8y2S1ZqjfOkqR9jk55bVX5DSuN9Q&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICRdW0THsFFUZa2rUldOF60TIRS0il59lzIJIsWS2Pv7j3xzDWehuPdNslLn9z8ZH3Uvj12wi6yveqd0WaVWeaDVQWeLwjvwc6JNY66d0SgSSVEnPPNM8lSa6Qh0GWP4BPg1XbvYCxl-6NEDBz55GJZYuuBZt2s36vGIPIuENzucBFuKGlsxOUTaaEueQyFMB8MECiWO4udGNX9lytPklHXTSSznKHdzX1EuG9i6QOYcSsi1L1443E-8=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICapVqpGb2Qut3STr07XJ8AG4uynYDeJuFDb4b2FtfvH1UIqCZXeTBlklOl216ytZd6XaEekhC3z_stev9z6Q369BLGSb8VrQEuXUXsWAReAKRNI-3XnywzPj2A-3WGyFc8moCt77y0H2&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICSr4UxXmDxDpa8dybaduA2Pze2KJkbWGtVnFgBrgUV1Q7xVeApxFrrNGCD2R9CXPJ7ghT7IJDZ6slCqys7mXTJwhKOvQ9Hrh_2paXnlEDavhIZSk4wxH1REo-T-3UOPpHYVPmqisMGX9TMDnhPfqt9rBvHEg2_JYG86T4Ll3lnCT8x5NIXbbM0jijiC_ew0Pxv_cH2gyEw1z1H1c7fAJ0ejA2bsTL20Jkw==&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICSr4UxXmDxDpbGJoSm30xZB5u-C3KBU_KKQpXs1fZVAusJ8GSVqFzYyvmsQTqGJ8W0DtC3Lw95UerQM4yB0twF9ZSMg7Id0StOKo0c8zEcPXlCz6C-asqcT26QjF2sYBlbyNd4HQmQPWgzs7wv-G3NRmUZFXtoFWfTRvmbAPAczdCIkiUdihT3HywUD7xsJi7i-l2dOQtDuiwQOhSDiSLRRSy6M_MjnvPrtdLPVbZKyXLZKrymkjuZo=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICc1XT3_OK7VOz1WwRs2nF-bwXD4_U_t2uduBoPoZzNiHnIvgnssm5PoHcJOH3B81zMDvpb3n8I7VfnH-2TznUtRxxdV1YkQhN4VnvoMOIwaX264JZ0taQg9W5wfvns_6Bdfd89q7PmRu3osu84C9CFQ=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
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Defense, Prosecution, Judge Agree Plea
Deal a Good One – Defendant Doesn’t

A stubborn defendant appears to be headed to a Halloween
month trial after he rejected what his attorney, the prosecutor
and judge said was a generous offer Tuesday here in
Sacramento County Superior Court.

Read More

Police Stymied at Student Complex by Man
Found Incompetent to Stand Trial

Police Stymied at Student Complex by Man Found
Incompetent to Stand Trial

Alameda Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defense Attorney Risks The Spread of
COVID-19 Inside Fresno Courthouse

Courtroom officials from the Fresno Superior Courthouse
faced the dangers of COVID-19 when defense attorney Leslie
Westmoreland informed the court he was experiencing
symptoms of COVID-19 Monday – while

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICSr4UxXmDxDp1AbpzxwxXup7RHCG9o5-DaRNc6hPuZ7NbZhPuCKOPdczkfAlcjNxwChvbckinR-ozf28rYHmlo9hd4WUHQZ0OXiUde-Xe3u-RvuIFU0StEXe45Uv7ch5_R_KXyqCFLCzgc4sx-8QCGTDiSuvSrZnhfWLSYIVHG1UhEcrE6vVECeZApK-bERPvmYdwdMz24WbJ-3DdRumMOI=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001h3GIGfhjT5huveag7aBEC8C4Gbd7fc2F_UljJGR77K5fPBgASK4ICc5U74ISWR_omKicj9bCd0uT1xkTPFMI3AjeJW7RSSpZ25YSEgoWUV03g539oNAi4r6kjEnPaRdsg1rgVi0Q6O9Z4zotohHHx_SOVbRSIb9EaHUeIQe7tUmAnOjhwEL50mdl3BHYZvKHRMYAx9bIzheYB_DHft9pFPZHqslAFB-zw33zqebTqHsufpRJBp-GKLx0UVxMW9XWbaBBcRa1Pfs=&c=Fr2ngK6L7w3djuoDpEfIM18HgshSlmZjO1a2zX6wGan4sJQ2VmW5uQ==&ch=OQynPZfEot1CkthxzzJew5vuduXocSd2crv2xIfoXtPoYkCE8RiF4A==
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Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Adante Pointer: “We are all outraged and demand accountability for the death of Jeremy Southern. He
had his life taken from him the most unnecessary, needless unlawful and tragic way. It was wholly
preventable what took place.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 2, 2020

Injustice Continues to
Rule in Yolo County After Judge Denies Petition For Re-
Sentencing

by David Greenwald

Martin Luther King once said, “The arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends towards justice.”  The
road for James Olague, Ernesto Arellano and a third co-defendant, Oscar Cervantes has been long - they
have been in custody for over 15 years.  And the ruling by Judge Richardson on Tuesday will make that
road longer still for Olague and Arellano.

In 2005, they were convicted of first degree murder and special circumstances and sentenced to life
without parole.

Ron Johnson ten days ago noted, “the lack of evidence against” Olague and that the theory of guilt was
that “Arellano, a northerner shot caller, was upset with one of his underlings, Mr. Stepper, over a drug
debt. Rather than deal with an internal gang problem internally, as would be the norm within a gang, the
People theorized that Arellano concocted a plan to assault or kill Mr. Stepper by joining forces with a
hodgepodge of characters including a rival gang members and an individual who was not a member of
any gang to either kill or assault Mr. Stepper.”

It is a case I am very familiar with - having investigated it since 2009.  I believe that all three - Olague,
Arellano and Cervantes were the wrong people at the wrong time.  Some of whom just happened to be
there.  Cervantes is alleged to be the shooter - but the evidence points to another man, who is now
deceased or his son, as the actual killer and the three men were convicted of a crime they did not
commit.

However, that was not what they were in court for on Tuesday.  Instead, because neither Olague nor
Arellano were charged with being the actual killer, the question is whether they could be resentended
under 1170.95, which was part of the new SB 1437 felony murder reform law.

Those requirements are that they cannot be the actual killer and did not act with reckless indifference to
human life.
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The problem is that a special circumstance was found to be true by the jury.

udge Richardson said, “The court’s finding that the special circumstances were true in this case, required
a finding of actual intent to kill thus making the petitioners eligible for relief under the sentencing statute.”
At their arguments on August 23, Public Defender Ron Johnson, representing James Olague, took on the
issue of the special circumstances.
But he relied heavily on Brown for his arguments and Judge Richardson rejected the argument arguing
that Brown was too specific to the case and “distinguishable from the instant petitions based on the
particular facts we find in Brown.”

Is the judge correct?  This is a new law and the courts are still figuring out the nuances of the law.  An
appellate court will have to decide is Judge Richardson’s reasoning is correct.

But the problem here is more fundamental.  In his ruling, the Judge has to assume that the jury was
correct in their verdicts and findings.  And that’s the problem.  The jury mislead by the prosecution and
others was mistaken in their finding of the special circumstances.

Likely it seems the 1437 route is not going to be the path for relief for these men and they will have to go
the more traditional post-conviction route.  That is unfortunate because it means that justice will not done
here.

Perhaps rather than MLK, we ought to look at William Gladstone, “Justice delayed is justice denied.”

Thanks for reading

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Lawsuit Filed in July Sacramento Shooting
Death of Jeremy Southern by Sac PD

On Tuesday morning outside of the Sacramento Police
Department on Freeport, Attorneys, friends, family and
supports of Jeremy Southern gathered as attorneys Adante
Pointer and Patrick Buelna announced they were filing a

Read More

Men Convicted in 2002 Halloween
Homicide Denied Petition for Resentencing
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Two men convicted in the 2002 murders of Eric Folsom and
Robert Stepper appeared in Yolo County Court in an effort to
be resentenced under SB 1437 and PC 1170.95 were denied
an evidentiary hearing by Judge Paul Richardson.

Read More

Analysis: DA Reisig Attacks Zero Bail Even
Though He Authorized It

Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig put out another press release
attacking zero bail on Tuesday. The press release notes, “the
ongoing impacts related to California Judicial Council’s
Statewide Emergency “0” Bail Schedule.”

Read More

Guest Commentary: The Law Enforcement
Violence Trump Won’t Talk About

Day after day, night after night, protesters have been taking to
the streets since the police killing of George Floyd. Led by
local Black activists and grassroots groups, they’re chanting,
singing, shouting, kneeling, marching, and even laying

Read More

Yolo Supes Sail Along on Budget Talks
Until DA Budget Comes Up

Everything – surprisingly – was coming up roses Tuesday
when the Yolo County Board of Supervisors took up the 2020-
21 budget, with Chief Budget Official Mubeen Qader noting
that while many jurisdictions face challenges in

Read More

Muslim ICE Detainees Reportedly Forced
to Choose Between Eating Pork or Rotten
Halal Food

After the group Muslim Advocates alleged that ICE is making
Muslim detainees choose between eating pork or spoiled
halal food in the Krome Service Processing Center detention
facility in Miami, Florida, Congress is calling on

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Clara Jail System Reduces COVID-19
Active Cases From 91 To 6 In 14 Day
Period – Weekly Highlights – Breaking
Down COVID-19 In CA Jails
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Over the last two weeks, the Santa Clara County jail system
managed to reduce their number of active cases from 91 to
as low as 6 cases.

Read More

Another COVID-19 Death in Correctional
Training Facility, Soledad – CDCR Death
Toll Reaches 58 – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CDCR

As of September 1, there have been 10,658 confirmed cases
of COVID-19 in the CDCR system, with 1,251 active and in
custody. There have been 58 deaths across the system thus
far.

Read More

Jail Populations Increase In Santa Rita Jail
& LA Jails Despite COVID-19 Risks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Five incarcerated people in Santa Rita Jail recovered from
COVID-19 on Aug. 31, dropping the number of active positive
cases to three.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Remote Witness Testimony Denied in
Woodland Underage Sexual Assault Case

A motion to allow remote witness testimony was denied in a
Yolo County Superior Courtroom Tuesday regarding the
ongoing case of Buck Thomas, an ex-baseball and softball
coach charged with sexually assaulting two

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

COVID-19 Hurts Non-English Speaking
Defendants the Most – Here’s Why

In courtrooms, COVID-19 restrictions are still in effect.
Everyone is required to wear a mask and social distance, and
many are choosing the option to come to court via Zoom.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defense Attorney Risks The Spread of
COVID-19 Inside Fresno Courthouse

Courtroom officials from the Fresno Superior Courthouse
faced the dangers of COVID-19 when defense attorney Leslie
Westmoreland informed the court he was experiencing
symptoms of COVID-19 Monday – while

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case
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Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sacramento Police Used Excessive Force at Police Brutality Protests; Yolo DA
Pushes Back
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California Supreme Court Justice Goodwin Liu , "To many people, excluding qualified Black jurors based
on their negative experiences with law enforcement or the justice system must seem like adding insult to
injury."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - September 1, 2020

Recent Ruling Illustrates
Why Judges Matter in Criminal Justice Reform

by David Greenwald

There were some interesting developments on Monday.  Earlier in the day, the Supreme Court of
California refused to hear a case where a black juror who had been harassed by the Los Angeles police
department was struck from the jury.

In dissent from the court’s denial, Justice Liu who along with Justice Cuellar dissented, writes, “It is time
to reassess whether the law should permit the real-life experiences of our Black citizens to be devalued in
this way.“  Justice Liu add, "To many people, excluding qualified Black jurors based on their negative
experiences with law enforcement or the justice system must seem like adding insult to injury."

Later in the day the Senate and Assembly passed Shirly Weber’s AB 3070 to end racial discrimination on
jurors.  It awaits the governors signature.

One thing that is telling is that the court, now which should be majority liberal filled with Brown and
Newsom appointees, refused to hear this case.

Governor Newsom on Friday appointed 15 new judges mostly to the superior courts across the state.  In
the past he has gotten praise for high numbers of women and people of color.

But not this time.  Of the 15 new judges, 11 were clearly white.  There were two Asians.  One Hispanic. 
Maybe one other.

But it is actually a good deal worse than the racial make up.  Give Newsom some credit, he named two
public defenders to the bench.  But he also named two members of the US Attorney’s office and four
people who worked for DA’s to the bench.

As we have increasingly seen, Judges are an underappreciated part of criminal justice reform.  One
attorney told me last year that while he frequently wins when he gets in front of a jury, he loses 80
percent of his motions as the judges tend to skew towards the District Attorney’s office.
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Last fall in San Francisco, we saw three women of color, two of them Public Defenders get elected to
open seats for the bench.

On the other hand, a few months ago, we saw Gavin Newsom appoint another white male to the bench in
Yolo County, next to Sacramento, where the bench had just two women and one person of color.
 
As the Supreme Court ruling yesterday shows, you need people of color on the bench to appreciate
systemic racism.

As Justice Liu, who got clearly unders, "Batson’s guarantee rings hollow when it is understood to allow
prosecutors to strike Black jurors for reasons that systematically function as proxies for the jurors’ race." 

And yet that’s where we are, hoping that Governor Newsom will at least strength state law even as he
has perhaps missed an opportunity to remake the bench in this regard.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Sacramento Police Used Excessive Force
at Police Brutality Protests, Charges
National Lawyers Guild

The Sacramento Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild
announced Tuesday morning that it is filing a citizen complaint
on “behalf of the citizens of Sacramento” over the violent
“battering” of a protestor in downtown

Read More

Analysis: DA Responds to Supervisor
Saylor’s Questions
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaY1N55KZ3revglPto_T1c0nOvDK6W74f8bdMCorCAU17JycO4fxf3L7b8KEKy0c-sKl0dwzierbbz1V9kVtXFOmNwINXoUo5UptH0O84nNSLP82DeBHJRCM=&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaY1N55KZ3revPo0roTip9_fP7ZaTROdIoZQY-FgERDk-SUujPGRb0SoF3MIH_kwQ_0xxKMjlcSs6RBuO2qLU5lP58Zv246RSvx275xQVIWnPj5FC7J3x6hbE7jiwe7S1FqW_E5dIfSpz&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaY1N55KZ3revOZ65bEBQHeduq5xF0n5ArZtkND07MRjHvrpZr0acyPR1zD557RyXzGWrhjmLgcqT1Yw8FFbWPcSeypNLyENiG8BgME6FyqZ7GFg_m8stp8_fCs_8oHahsV5pPvo2g4Ql01Y3k62x2U8=&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaTtvLRCNBDZBVO_wW6kK3krXUvF84c_nWMhHxAHyWbEoqlGIF8y5wSLjFujMqZr1uRULJQR7RvJMo3Dyd-Out0VFZdQIAzSIH8sT3M3ABz8RY6bOzvVcydHrDPtPKufbwJMC8Lcb0cja&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KackTr80v7WPcOYbgw5-bdgoqpNBETXtYbJu6ZHBy_w_3zlcdAwH_IAThqtIIxuttzZyy9SgJSulbjd72fZB1Lx-LyXXUugCmocVGQLsiJ5i4&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaWjepwrr3087UhGqVrXvKvp_tJHN2wKvcsRtDqdjwXix6XBtgc6QJwobkXoIDNT9gj9hRiQ8oL80ObiU-OM2romyXQdXpxsBPmuBss8Eq_Ic&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kadtbl8VUgMS1vNEeRlRbX7gBZKZv3AoZ1lYKYjTmtIPtWPrzMrnDUIeBgCvc_ElnmK9O1gDIgLa16w4luyudORq7LqMjkfQhV1IbHho5QQD2Zm_qyvdgdtUZJKH5sFCPt9B5Elp-2BoUBCdMiYDSVkwjbMWpLvwntuYmvaYFuDHn-HsjZ_tD3a5ykjYTgZ4KRSTQT4RV2zqjAD8iSwwQ6FFBMGKFVfEuZpnJMtQB0obKmdt3JCH5KpyULMVpLuatiA==&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
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In early July, Supervisor Don Saylor submitted a number of
questions to DA Jeff Reisig about their funding requests. The
night before the Board of Supervisors Budget Workshop, the
DA finally posted the response on his website.

Read More

Governor Shocks Immigrant Community,
Lawmakers by Handing Over Two
Immigrants to ICE

Despite pleas from his own Democratic Party, and dire threats
that the move could help spread COVID-19 in Immigrant and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) facilities, Gov. Gavin Newsom
Monday allowed his Dept of Corrections to

Read More

Coalition Groups Urge District Attorney to
Support DNA Testing for Man on Death
Row

For more than three decades after being sentenced to death,
Pervis Payne has maintained his innocence. With his
execution date on Dec. 3, 2020 looming, DNA testing could
still prove his innocence.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Outbreak Re-emerges At Avenal State
Prison – 273 New Cases In Two Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 31, there have been 10,574 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in the CDCR system, with 1,252 active and in
custody. There have been 57 deaths across the system thus
far.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports 8 Active Cases In
Custody, Jail Population Rises As CDCR
Rejects Intake – Breaking Down COVID-19
in CA Jails

Two more incarcerated people tested positive for COVID-19
over the weekend. Santa Rita Jail lifts a housing unit from
quarantine and places another one under quarantine.

Read More

Alameda County Sheriff’s Office Claims
Jail Population Increasing As CDCR

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kadtbl8VUgMS1lpjWNmSqtV8O9P-UhJw3TzIn7kIWu4F6LACbkYEVd--eZbN99Rpdl0qkKal1G2k-1vil8hjvTQH3A8cvZIGnP5vnnUFSKDbLyF7NzpK-0B05yuNDfvC3bNO4yXGG_M2TSl5GXj1PD0nZ3TTyH42V9o-JDf22lLDiE-fGio-V-KbhXzlbNij3yQ==&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kadtbl8VUgMS1GRXxStOBurVpKTCsYDU0QScmmbO2Iwe0FUYnB_8pPeY_ZkjpwltL7z7QhYzfGsZLlnTrRhH6bMGcKh8C0S0-X2yqTrzbwZRv3IOqN1MPa-fzYUlWSqDprHClR4hYhDcBpxT4upFPEgmq0d_eJuBQxqBOwFrCmyo35NFjAU0OJViZnxyCQJIzHwSHsb4yVDJ_Rlq50lYL3QPwAfZfL1BO4t6Lf4mcEWaW&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kadtbl8VUgMS1lhlNqFrVP_4bytviHh-kQTSdPPZ_uVEHI_ZrFU96-f_qIh4j96P9Jen9OvaA9MwwwZCZ_0R-24D9BvHJZZnHZ6xVRYvkXU_rEU_sSxuXJJ92YwW2Yl_TAeM4-SdwVi0IOv96tHw6tjfB7wNbalhwxlrx0RWz9_JP0Iwq_j0tzMI24eoqrkZHxBVMXNy1n1yZ_Dzn87W69Py-LtnJMRAEqG7Jx0JGqg1A&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaX7QpR3d-6kZBSlk-UYBdT_t18L1jVHm0zg96Kr3oH5mbUc6eWidTvIz4rcU15lWZvD8jvh2dUayuH_XGU90MzZCh0pMikh4twoMqwYiUQ5pjaw-En9Vtq6qtFJDRpl1s3unRbTNDVeAe5sxr5vZR16ipkUUeacCDA==&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaX7QpR3d-6kZcofyLed_a7hJLy8Vs-EarsImfLGAZuVyjhzc5W8LnpC-BkmdivEqutNj5_XU0421-VUgvRf2JiAHAwuDjNMDXuNyj_x_yujIWETLlM6gg3d8ZjvqhN7wFn49AJbo2RA79GSoydlDenoY_jP0tcXd1tkLLRJYfCpR&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
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Refuses Transfers – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

At the beginning of the week, the SCU Lightning Complex
Fire, burning about 20 miles from Santa Rita Jail, threatened
the safety of the population with smoke that made breathing
difficult and posed the risk of evacuation. This was

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Shoots Down Search Warrant
for Being Too General in Child Abuse Case

Judge David Rosenberg shot down Deputy District Attorney
Frits van der Hoek’s request for a general search Monday, in
effect calling it too general, and noting the warrant for
defendant Amanda Caldera “doesn’t specify what is to be

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Threw Frozen Meat at Seizure-
Prone Victim, PD Requests His Release

Defendant Erik Aromin was released without paying bail here
Monday in Sacramento County Superior Court, even though
he is accused of throwing frozen meat at his victim.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kadtbl8VUgMS1TXje2-HYUiWOELtxyf9Lnr7pygE5YMUseeIIUs-6V7zQST8uB-yjSYpP3umVgUiEI5sbWoEb4q_hmO_168tfqz0HKbrtyhtPtPEfUHBQPSsaj4zUFpfU23MFxZ3HPPCHJ4DOEBv3l-BxlvXJ5wvyXWjYofaeg-iX9oKPwZ5luLUQexkNahOAyrjGzwEt9FTC&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaQZ0uZpQ0-vyL0ALwWdbllJdUbf4JSOx8WrPiOBZ7qQ6iA3ZO4uXysGt5Hi9qy66gsIC_QO5Wrg1qn1lM9R5-aKr2U4vvbHBA55TnFZyJeW3wxoBSRie_ANoeD8fG7ri5z3lQ6M_vCGl&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kaar1ODm7P0okhgyuUmkJ3Q1puMPIPq_9UbDATqz7stMhSHFKNfOG92CvQVqyM3IW4B3woJxaKNIyjI0dndARF7D2hIf7n1sVr7hbfTnYO14yeMhavgdmx_sHbINAKj2JZ40FgSHds5mZwJs-gQqJ5Vjar-Hv56pURynnU6meCXRCSOTMqahvROn2TEk7f_AEbvBEwEy2nv_FpKDZWPggMF5TH2IUo6eSURXvUDMwupxKt_sVvD6V-EE=&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaY1N55KZ3revPo0roTip9_fP7ZaTROdIoZQY-FgERDk-SUujPGRb0SoF3MIH_kwQ_0xxKMjlcSs6RBuO2qLU5lP58Zv246RSvx275xQVIWnPj5FC7J3x6hbE7jiwe7S1FqW_E5dIfSpz&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kadtbl8VUgMS1SwaD07kR6Xih87a0oyX3y4QVrgtvhA_cR--umpxXAn-yLgPthgQHq-_GEhQwNhCeb18Ss_zDoxzSt_Kz93vcaG9tsf5Fap3LWApEiDIMieiePoTjunOqJOsOZt6_mkIHPX-H9inrRUpJsVWSX40fzGIoxm9YMUjuyx-DOXG-sgh1dC5LTtHy9L2DlaX2s6ZnZWhb4OZPsp7H-xCXNFjxCw==&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KaQZ0uZpQ0-vyjWBxlwcizeSg36QWqYsOa7EfshoXoq4RCmgUUA-FeDcJMpO-nks7LadxvbE1AUBzQ6rGBwCMhsO7KwOUlt_A9YCRqC9ic0y4DK5MCkpaIqzYEZsAHQwwQxKAJD4RwGzr5zY-RHg_viw=&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kadtbl8VUgMS1vGduynn1Mdl3zBLj7hc6lo5tnamCLUMSmOctU7lJO5RTxwcZQI842Ks7lpPLxBnBxhIZcNd0CNoU91yxaqoRx3wdATLt7oTAFZGA3OsZxSxXepMSYdCYVtNB0A48HZx7tauhycCDuuoUB2YGOxCdhQdRLb5Xi7-v35z3BPrNxkXm3qSMjU4P2gCKEfdzxP9GMOJIci28eRWwgjxjBWlDIg==&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
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A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Defense Attorney Risks The Spread of
COVID-19 Inside Fresno Courthouse

Courtroom officials from the Fresno Superior Courthouse
faced the dangers of COVID-19 when defense attorney Leslie
Westmoreland informed the court he was experiencing
symptoms of COVID-19 Monday – while

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kae82HnMjINY51HHH910nHOGM0H65pEz9fXrrkP_tk7s4hvlvuYD27zjDsN9jNM76dXbWjmrzarOGI1Me7IJ9jJLM9hXKfGV8rcN6n6wFPgxRX3m5j5BCE0GXPSR4--vZhFo0ntvuQpcGyQw71miMl4-RFhk3MXtoiRzVTV6rghs4UrDDEQN2rTA9rUWO6ui2_OtQaH5mzrHxuav6Oeurc7M=&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kae82HnMjINY5CgvL-0W-EyWB0rYUx1VMhHvVYWbmkX9sLnecJ_9hSdBypMSdNgQ0rvnLNKhXSfqD2cI_7Mw7CYHqyuGrqDwXRlLcEb_3PaeP3TW5myGkpu1S3LFIItcz8vBxRMpMCJXJbM09QRtgO2HWf0HweMwjMo5J97IRJDi0F2VVAcHKH3Tjs0PvPcShs3HKDXZbimOv9L86EWxVIwE=&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_Kae82HnMjINY51HHH910nHOGM0H65pEz9fXrrkP_tk7s4hvlvuYD27zjDsN9jNM76dXbWjmrzarOGI1Me7IJ9jJLM9hXKfGV8rcN6n6wFPgxRX3m5j5BCE0GXPSR4--vZhFo0ntvuQpcGyQw71miMl4-RFhk3MXtoiRzVTV6rghs4UrDDEQN2rTA9rUWO6ui2_OtQaH5mzrHxuav6Oeurc7M=&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KacJKdLW6GKez52JtqWEsakn8x-OPgU02Txn3exbNNWW-XfNMBsdZj_FOTSMMOx7zkaPS3Jt16ZdsnHT78aMxE8w2uTYgkJmPS1YVBMdHLOz1NgdUvjx7gUqTZcqpQUgpnehkhfa1e9_SEGb1S52QH-TJ_BPefWyhvIIvoPlrkCBwbAJ8kywYGzXYyH2yOKOIcA==&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dcwgr3HIcSTNVz7KZlQ0XyPmuJ-3vjkcgyWu8IFBZfgCCuT-2E_KafRC_yi2WKgqJ41JfFMkOqJRwMqOaPZ0EhY4YtB8Cgm5YzIWQ5s6RLgkqttlPlQU_VuKd2YX2Q_Bb-thS0t_VSCMJ3_SnFdafannCujYUOsG&c=PKrzsCUx9UeQFq7W_9MuAK1OTp2C0POgJy4GY6kFSpiMA2Q2JPr79g==&ch=qjYm-CDHUKoGthUngo-AECaV4Xbye20ZjH3umOHzj1uzO_xDXBpJKA==
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Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Washington Post: What is unusual — indeed extraordinary — is the commonwealth’s attorney for
Arlington County and Falls Church suing the very judges who preside over the cases she normally
prosecutes. Extraordinary, but unavoidable: Parisa Dehghani-Tafti had to take this action to have any
hope of doing her job and honoring her commitments to the people who elected her.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 31, 2020

Judge Curtailing
Progressive Prosecutor’s Powers - But She’s Fighting Back

by David Greenwald

Back in the early part of the year when we interviewed Parisa Dehghani-Tafti for our podcast, we never
imagined she would be at the center of such a firestorm.  She was a reformer for sure - but like Larry
Krasner, Aramis Aayala, Rachael Rollins and Kim Gardner, she is now subject to attempts to take back
her power.

Like them - she is fighting back.

The Washington Post notes that what is “unusual” and “indeed extraordinary” is that she is “suing the
very judges who preside over the cases she normally prosecutes.”

Extraordinary, they write, “but unavoidable.”  The editorial board acknowledges: “Parisa Dehghani-Tafti
had to take this action to have any hope of doing her job and honoring her commitments to the people
who elected her.”

Like we have seen over and over again, last fall she defeated a long time incumbent with a promise to
reform the criminal justice system.
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What we have fortunately not see as often has been the efforts to block her.  We mentioned the four
names above, but perhaps Tafti is the least known.  Well no more.

The Post writes, “Since her election, judges have overstepped their role to block her. Now she has filed a
petition with the Virginia Supreme Court seeking relief from a sweeping and unprecedented order that
undermines the discretion prosecutors normally have in making decisions about criminal cases.”

Two months after she took office, four judge who sit on the Circuit Court for Arlington County — Chief
Judge William T. Newman Jr. and Judges Daniel S. Fiore II, Louise M. DiMatteo and Judith L. Wheat —
issued an order that retired “detailed, written justification for all decisions to dismiss, charge and settle
cases.”

They point out: “The judges framed the order as needed for efficient administration of justice and the
court’s ability to consider issues, but there were no such requirements previously, and the standing order
appears to be unique in Virginia as well as the rest of the country.”

Indeed, her own op-ed, Ms. Dehghani-Tafti detailed the hoops — “written briefs, oral arguments, months
of delay, a 10-page opinion from the court — she had to jump through to dismiss a simple possession-of-
marijuana charge against a defendant found with less than an eighth of an ounce of suspected
marijuana, for which he had a medical prescription.”

Asks the Washington Post: “Was this really the best use of resources? How was justice served? And why
did the court not second-guess routine decisions of previous prosecutors that helped fuel “tough on
crime” policies that contributed to mass incarceration and racial disparities?”

And so here we are - prosecutorial discretion evidently swings both ways.  We have been fighting to hold
traditional prosecutors accountable when they cross the line.  But now we see the importance of
discretion when it comes to reforming the criminal legal system.

As Mriam Krinsky, whose group Fair and Just Prosecution has pointed out, this is “part of a nationwide
pattern in which judges and police are pushing back on reforms that newly elected prosecutors are
seeking to advance and that their communities elected them to implement.”

And Amicus signed by 63 current and former prosecutors pushes back on the need for discretion.

“As elected prosecutors,” they wrote, “amici have a deep understanding of the important role that
prosecutorial discretion and independent decision-making play in the criminal justice system and the
strong need to insulate that discretion from outside interference, including interference from the judiciary.”

Here we are, as we advance each election in terms of the reform agenda, now the battle turns to the
overall system fighting back and we see now the importance of state legislators and judges appointed by
governors in this fight.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Hundreds of Police Violence Protestors
and Counter Protestors Swarm Region; 7
Arrested

Hundreds of demonstrators opposed to police violence and
the back-shooting of Jacob Blake, a Black man in Kenosha,
WI a week ago, participated in a series of protests Thursday
through the weekend in Sacramento, Placerville

Read More

Monday Morning Thoughts: Why Are We
Massively Increasing Spending on the DA’s
Office?

Last week, Supervisor Don Saylor sounded the alarm that the
County is proposing inexplicably increasing expenditures on
the District Attorney’s office.
Here’s the thing – there is a lot of misdirection here

Read More

Historic Bill Decreases Juvenile Legal Fees
that Target Low Income Families of Color

The California Legislature has passed Senate Bill 1290, a
historic bill that will ban imposing county-assessed or court-
ordered costs on the parents and guardians of a minor in
juvenile court and adults who were 21 years of age and

Read More

Looking Back: Bullet Lead Analysis: A
Junk Science That Has Helped to Convict
Thousands

Bullet Lead Analysis is a junk science that has been used to
convict thousands of people. It has been defined by expert
William Tobin as “a nuclear technology that measures the
composition of bullet lead by quantifying the

Read More

Letter: Portland Mayor’s Response to
President Trump – ‘Stay Away, Please'”
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Portland has experienced ongoing struggles with
protesters. Last night it was reported that someone was shot
and killed and pro-Trump and anti-Trump protesters
clashed. The pro-Trump rally drew hundreds of trucks, with
clashed between them and

Read More

Racial Discrimination Plagues Jury
Selection – Blacks ‘Struck’ Much, Much
More than Whites

Decades of studies show that racial discrimination during jury
selection is very much present on both the prosecution and
defense sides, which can harm the defendant and the
excluded juror, and undermines the integrity of the criminal

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

San Quentin News Relaunched, Victims
Raise Concerns As CDCR Continues To
Reduce Prison Population During
Pandemic – Weekly Highlights – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of Aug. 28, there are a total of 10,377 confirmed COVID-
19 cases in the CDCR system – 859 of them emerged in the
last two weeks. 10.6% of the cases are active in custody
while 3.2% have been released while active. Roughly

Read More

Incarcerated Artist Chronicles Life in San
Quentin Prison During Pandemic

For the past 21 years, Orlando Smith has sat in his prison
cell, filling his 250-year-long sentence with art as an
illustrative journalist and comic book artist. This year, he got
to illustrate the prison’s deadliest villain yet –– San

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests
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The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Suspected COVID-19 Outbreak at Placer
Jail May Be Reason Inmate Not Delivered
to Yolo Court

The judge and deputy district attorney were puzzled here in
Yolo County Superior Court Friday, and did not know why the
defendant was not transported for his preliminary hearing
from Placer County Jail, where a big COVID-19

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Off to Jail for 1 Year for Carjacking – It
Could Have Been Much Worse

Viktor Perepelitsyn violated his probation again, a
Sacramento County Superior Court was told Friday – and he’ll
be going to jail for year. The alternative was six years in
prison.Perepelitsyn violated his

Read More

A Mother Will Face Trial After Stabbing 15
Year Old Son

The alleged victim was taking a nap when his mother ripped
the blankets off him and woke him by showing him a knife,
and then threw it at him – later, she stabbed him, too.

Read More

Lawyer, Client Argue About Money In Front
of Judge

An attorney-client spat highlighted action in Sacramento
County Superior Court here Friday when private criminal
defense attorney Scott Waterman had a billing “discussion”
with his client in the middle of a courtroom session.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch
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Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Accused Killer Pleads Not Guilty, Claiming
Self-Defense Against Girlfriend’s Son

An accused killer here in Fresno County Superior Court
pleaded not guilty to killing one son of his ex-girlfriend and
injuring another – he faces 75 years to life in prison.

Read More

Defense Attorney Risks The Spread of
COVID-19 Inside Fresno Courthouse

Courtroom officials from the Fresno Superior Courthouse
faced the dangers of COVID-19 when defense attorney Leslie
Westmoreland informed the court he was experiencing
symptoms of COVID-19 Monday – while

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - DA Budget Goes Up with Out Explana.on; Arizona Supreme Court Con.nues To
Deny Bail in 17 Year Old Marijuana Case
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
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“This truly feels like vindictive prosecution and delay. Neko and my family are absolutely devastated,”
said San Francisco Public Defender Jacque Wilson

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 28, 2020

Some Are Claiming Self-
Defense For Rittenhouse, But I Don’t Think So

by David Greenwald

I know I have a lot of lawyers on here – I would be interested in your take on this. The backstory is that
during the unrest in Kenosha, Wisconsin, 17 year old Kyle Rittenhouse from Antioch, Illinois, was in
Kenosha with a group of armed protesters.

Some of my commenters and a bunch of people on social media have argued that his shooting was self-
defense but there are all sorts of problems with that claim in light of the facts.

One problem is that he is carrying his weapon – an AR-15 style rifle in the open and while Wisconsin is
an open-carry state, not for minors. So he doesn’t have a legal right to his weapon in the first place. Nor
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does he have the right to be on the street at 11:45 pm, nearly four hours after the 8 pm curfew.
The New York Times did a visual analysis of the video and then filled it in with eyewitness
testimony. According to the official account, Rittenhouse was approached by Joseph Rosenbaum, who
threw a plastic bag in his direction, it missed him, and he ran.

An unknown gunman shot into the air in the nearby vicinity, and Rosenbaum reached for the barrel of
Rittenhouse’s rifle. Rittenhouse then fired four rounds, one of which struck Rosenbaum in the head.
Rittenhouse then fled the scene. Several people chased him, some shouting to identify him as the
shooter.

At some point he had the time to use his cell, call a friend and said that he killed someone. He then flees
the scene.

According to the Times, “As Mr. Rittenhouse is running, he trips and falls to the ground. He fires four
shots as three people rush toward him. One person appears to be hit in the chest and falls to the ground.
Another, who is carrying a handgun, is hit in the arm and runs away.”

There are questions as to why the police fail to apprehend him on the spot. The Times notes, “Although
bystanders identify him as the shooter, police pass him by. Rittenhouse is arrested the next day, in Illinois.
Authorities charged him with first-degree murder.”

Wisconsin may be an open-carry state, but it isn’t a “Stand Your Ground” state.

As noted, Rittenhouse was in illegal possession of the weapon, under Wisconsin law, it is a Class A
misdemeanor for a minor to carry a deadly weapon in the open.

Moreover, under state law, there is no legal right to use deadly force for the protection of property you do
not own.

“Castle Doctrine” only applies to the use of deadly force in one’s home, vehicle or business.

I know in California you can’t escalate a situation and then claim self-defense when you have to shoot
someone. At the point of the second and third shootings, it seems clear that the reason people are
pursuing him is that they had identified him as the shooter and were probably either trying to apprehend
him or stop him from shooting other people.

This 17 year old has been lionized by the right, but the lack of good judgment here is appalling and
probably why you don’t want armed civilians and especially armed minors taking the law into their own
hands. 

From my view, bringing a weapon to this scene was the first bad mistake. The second was getting into
confrontations with people. The third was firing the weapon at people and taking people’s lives. I don’t
know how you walk that part back. At the very least, this is why you don't armed 17 year olds making
these decisions.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: Yolo County District
Attorney Budget Increases Dramatically
with Little Explanation

Budgets are tangible expressions of our values. I believe we
need to invest in youth development, housing affordability,
climate resilience, and strengthening local businesses and
our communities. On September 1, 2020, the

Read More

Arizona Supreme Court Continues To Deny
Bail in 17 Year Old Marijuana Case

A man who has been held in violation of probation from 17
year old marijuana possession conviction will be forced to
remain in custody after the Arizona Supreme Court granted
the state’s appeal of a ruling that had ordered Navajo County

Read More

Historic Bill Decreases Juvenile Legal Fees
that Target Low Income Families of Color

The California Legislature has passed Senate Bill 1290, a
historic bill that will ban imposing county-assessed or court-
ordered costs on the parents and guardians of a minor in
juvenile court and adults who were 21 years of age and

Read More

CA Supreme Court Order Ushers in New
Era of Bail in State?

CA Supreme Court Order Ushers in New Era of Bail in State?

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento Jail Releases COVID-19 Data –
228% Increase In Cases Over 4 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Aug. 26, SRJ confirmed another positive case, raising
the total number of confirmed cases to 241. There are only 10
active cases in custody, compared to 25 active cases on Aug.
25.

Read More

1,110 Active COVID-19 Cases & 57 Deaths
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In CDCR – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of August 27, there are 10,220 confirmed cases of COVID-
19 in the CDCR system, with 1,110 active and in custody.
There have been 57 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Homeless Couple Accused of Burglaries to
Get By During COVID-19

In twin preliminary hearings Tuesday, evidence of two counts
of First Degree Burglary was presented against William
Queen and Tami Flores – a homeless couple – to Judge
David Reed in Yolo County Superior Court.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Public Defender Butts Heads
with Judge to Protect Client

Sacramento Superior Court Judge Ernest Sawtelle, in a
speedy pre-trial hearing, butted heads with a public defender
who disagreed with a plea offer her client accepted and who
fought with the judge to delay sentencing for him.

Read More

Triple Burglar’s Sentence Shortened by 15
Years
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Repeat burglar Brian Eugene Kakowski received 15 years off
his sentence after Judge Helena Gweon here in Sacramento
County Superior Court Wednesday ruled to strike three of his
five-year enhancements––and he was not

Read More

Bad Wi-Fi Disrupts Officer’s Testimony in
Multiple Defendant Burglary Case

Halfway through her testimony, Sacramento police officer
Michelle Powell’s Wi-Fi cut off, in the Zoom livestream,
leaving the public defender’s last question hanging in the air.

Read More

Ugly Testimony at Preliminary for
Sacramento Man Facing 20 Counts of
Sexual Assault Against Daughter

Testimony in courtrooms sometimes isn’t pretty – the
testimony was just ugly when a Sacramento man faced 20
counts of sexual assault against his 15-year-old daughter in a
preliminary hearing in Sacramento County Superior

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Accused Killer Pleads Not Guilty, Claiming
Self-Defense Against Girlfriend’s Son

An accused killer here in Fresno County Superior Court
pleaded not guilty to killing one son of his ex-girlfriend and
injuring another – he faces 75 years to life in prison.

Read More

Defense Attorney Risks The Spread of
COVID-19 Inside Fresno Courthouse

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3J0x6LyaPErCpPmyrDTVAxtyp1k_pP3y7xWTHhFnYZDcCattgNLUtAOxTpUQLNcF8EmERyuV9wYyei1aqqbc9pHS06wFb2CN3ATOfI8qTLEOJ-CsrmloZGC91n1DtcLPw9YDntlzJcn3Qv--F7ybHzUyWlCBtu35JuZHTa0DOSwn732GCdvwcU=&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3J0x6LyaPEr1cQhweuVXg-68kxh4STRA6SqcL3tveapTGgQETeiBRgeaZ7NH0o5dVWd3Wiqc3FvVgGnBn-bLdYfHotNPC-aUGYwpnIckAjX82SmzOUZ9XwMvk3OOxICjFyO-rZa8d6NfJd0VHElQhF_hdR65wh7D2fViF1kNfG9JPN31sz3cTZ-RrE0GCTZa_DWaQb9zy2SzzyLcbeQmBw=&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3J0x6LyaPErggz8RMNTiYxv2NFd3n8_X7Sx2I5-fYcw3UaDdRqOzPjV9g25Lj26kJNdF7WtKiylSv57qGCPE4ckmHL6l8BGv3MtWL_penX7S8Iup0TBQgEuRL3YOjNucx5UBDvhqtdT7HbzNeRZdHGyHeeoisCr0DBXVD_zKmqp8k4MyzPJ_uQBbQGD8laaehu-0vLM4EDz8iZV3YbOm0c9xePHLe5aCa38-ckgNPVcKYyLEhgx2_xztShos7NBmw==&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3cRcIDrLTxoTm8Y6HM9lFKdQTtTfFej5MK9V0gZt4mTSVzZQ5sN-eBrTKWd4TrQY4hRZ_Ry67rLN8g46djoeg7F9IsRy0A-If_tIPSbiToTEwNpXd1nocKKOZ8pMONA3WAZAdgmNdY8tzHHhZYJHPFRLe0q_d8k4XgYL2_M6Gxj2cDJzUcD6jg09ikle7B9cMF4mJynvlxxqY04qj4_3I4=&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3cRcIDrLTxoWjKDRpjxmopp8X4JK-XKHA9P5dSl45aFEN6lRGB2gs9WTvr5xUSkYY-O2qyNFtoa2y4Skk06wW18EEaieEb3FIYCrqZQPovdPY5VceIEEsJZm1DxaWGh1Ncwf8fSzyUJGwiMIadLIjrgf0r9vAmJoAy1kFtGkNmT7c18tbEi4J-R-6zQ5JF5yxCoCPvHvl8vL-g0pBOE0xTSPwB_DLf84g==&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
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Courtroom officials from the Fresno Superior Courthouse
faced the dangers of COVID-19 when defense attorney Leslie
Westmoreland informed the court he was experiencing
symptoms of COVID-19 Monday – while

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3cRcIDrLTxo3fzG7scn1C6FNL3n1ibb82opfNg6xdpVTJDGxhukTrXMh-4e7O33ryVCPxU5z7PR1bgN4LwPizfGqdolHrBOb_8znuvJ_lGxxipnZYFwWfqmkOcio50xk8wXhtNImSA1VRXdKHsZPBCWTBupTx6yp9C61ljKVLM7FqnDJy3C6eOJLHIAJN3l78QvfxPmZ5CmjKb0yVBM_CE=&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3cRcIDrLTxoTm8Y6HM9lFKdQTtTfFej5MK9V0gZt4mTSVzZQ5sN-eBrTKWd4TrQY4hRZ_Ry67rLN8g46djoeg7F9IsRy0A-If_tIPSbiToTEwNpXd1nocKKOZ8pMONA3WAZAdgmNdY8tzHHhZYJHPFRLe0q_d8k4XgYL2_M6Gxj2cDJzUcD6jg09ikle7B9cMF4mJynvlxxqY04qj4_3I4=&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL2VYY4E4O28uPBwnIf0WORuR49FLGWQ5qhzv6-Pph8m_cJBo7jn1XE97Af2_TJEzsPgxozomLMWjayys5ibzKH1QTVRYg5rvc4Zp2m73tfajSQYptOxkRHfmenaTqqCSMAQNHXejlsCSghpRPzUceftoaZQQTZ9t6cXHz6jlJQGjT22l8xGf6izvARb2xafJQg==&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL7dhsR4gvwvtG5YjMa0dUDsGK42-jXlaYjE8h0caiHsAbyFqdhpR-YnPvSq1vko6gVZEVYYtfNXnC9jc8pwN8PdIddUe8wO19XWX6w5FWcum&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJLzrGHN1LuyV-GAJgmw_eSwf7xlBzZw1NAvaiHC_UIGksYtMm38A18Oag4RAyErd1Zj5SsDzYM0dbhSxWsr6B20A9MQ8x7UyG0QlQywJoyERVTXKHYrpEqEbcHSx8Lj9gOJKRnvc4xt6_-SB46a_PayBMCxgqe8u5ge2yoopVW8J9pAJZJqBznGMoLIQM1SWtCKgEYGObeT1QwdmFEfh5Z54=&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001eDbbEVJNHCAcllwuBffSkw540WyFwIGuZSuteLB5WDiNTqNQCRYJL3Od63GMaV4jVyEbsEaya3YyU2YyDJuGMaqR-vcd88lMsp2aKE5i3PBKaDJeozWYOQU6_2Nm_PSBZe9DCqTTOuMX1UDjY_9BQXwhnH4fXrAYhmAeKhLEpda8t2OU1oC86-QvRSlBOT1KubxhA6ZxWtW4bNxboxSxtw298PtY1lZdRPlIDaViO7cxQmUJ8GGdU3DzChF5DPTciGvBE6IgOSU=&c=-1EUTa8xqlrPa4T-nOi8xuQBHmZSuLcymjBQUT7K0Fuy__psW3762g==&ch=5ps-arSc4P5yunTbTQclotv5HHtcxDLLx3B-GF70FmpnTO6G4eSaOg==
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Subject: [StopSQOutbreakOrganizing] Media Contact: Davis Vanguard
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 at 10:16:05 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: on behalf of Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)
To: #StopSanQuen.nOutbreak Organizing Group

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

See below. She's looking to connect with directly impacted folks.

Danica Rodarmel (She/Her)
State Policy Director 
San Francisco Public Defender 
Danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE  The information contained in this e-mail message is privileged, confidential
and protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or
copying is strictly prohibited.  If you think that you have received this e-mail message in error, please e-mail
the sender at danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org and delete it from your mailbox.  Unintended transmission shall
not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.

From: Julie4a Bisharyan <jsbisharyan@ucdavis.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Rodarmel, Danica (PDR) <danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>
Subject: Interview for ar.cle
 

 
Hello Danica Rodarmel, 

My name is Julietta Bisharyan, and
 I am with the Davis Vanguard, an online newspaper based in Yolo County. I’m writing an article on how 
COVID-19 is affecting CDCR facilities,
 specifically for those incarcerated at San Quentin, and would love to interview you and hear your
 thoughts as a public defender for San Francisco.

Please let me know if this is possible so that

mailto:Danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org
mailto:danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org
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 I can make arrangements. 

Thank you for considering my request, and I look forward to hearing
 from you.

Sincerely,
Julietta Bisharyan

-- 
Julietta Bisharyan

B.A. English

University of California, Davis

jsbisharyan@ucdavis.edu | (650) 201-4501
-- 
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "#StopSanQuen.nOutbreak Organizing
Group" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
stopsqoutbreak1+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit
h4ps://groups.google.com/d/msgid/stopsqoutbreak1/BLAPR09MB6339FAD67B09D6307A3FE01DE5550%40BLAPR09
MB6339.namprd09.prod.outlook.com.

mailto:jsbisharyan@ucdavis.edu
mailto:stopsqoutbreak1+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com
https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/stopsqoutbreak1/BLAPR09MB6339FAD67B09D6307A3FE01DE5550%40BLAPR09MB6339.namprd09.prod.outlook.com?utm_medium=email&utm_source=footer
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - NBA Players Take a Stand For Jus.ce; Police Reform in Senate Bill 731 Would
License Cops Like Lawyers and Doctors

Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 at 7:00:08 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The past four months have shed a light on the ongoing racial injustices facing our African American
communities,” PG George Hill said.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 27, 2020

Somethings Are Bigger
Than Basketball…

by David Greenwald

My wife and I joke that the moment I recognized how big COVID was be was when they announced they
were suspending the NBA season.  I’m a big sports fan and I like basketball and used to watch the Kings
pretty religiously when they were actually good.  But I don’t live and die by the NBA season.  What the
shutdown was to me was a signalling event that hey, we are shutdown a multibillion industry because of
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how serious the threat the virus was to everyone.

Basically: if it was big enough to shutdown sports right before their playoffs, it was time to take it a lot
more seriously than I had before.  Truth be told losing my brother-in-law a few weeks later was a defining
moment for me as well.  

I make these points as a backdrop for how big I think what just happened yesterday actually was.

For those of you who are sports fans, let me try to put this into proper perspective - the first team to
boycott was the Milwaukee Bucks.  Yes, they are only about 40 miles from Kenosha.  But they have a
time that is probably the favorite to go to the finals this year and maybe win it all.

That was quickly followed by the news that the entire slate of playoff games had been postponed and the
even bigger news that the Lakers and Clippers - the two teams out of Los Angeles - may not play again
at all.

Once again, these are two teams that are among the favorites to win an NBA championship.  This is a big
deal.  The Bucks have not been to the NBA Finals in decades and the Clippers never have been.  This is
what players spend countless hours shooting baskets in their back yard and the park dream about.

But this moment is bigger to them than even that dream.

“The baseless shootings of Jacob Blake and other black men and women by law enforcement
underscores the need for action,” the NBA Coaches Association said in a statement. “Not after the
playoffs, not in the future, but now.”

“Players have, once again, made it clear — they will not be silent on this issue,” National Basketball
Players Association Executive Director Michele Roberts said.

“We’re the ones getting killed,” Los Angeles Clippers coach Doc Rivers, who is Black, said in an
emotional speech Tuesday night. “We’re the ones getting shot. We’re the ones that we’re denied to live in
certain communities. We’ve been hung. We’ve been shot. And all you do is keep hearing about fear. It’s
amazing why we keep loving this country and this country does not love us back. And it’s just, it’s really
so sad.”

Some things are bigger than basketball.  

On social media the impact was electric but polarized.

The New Republic had an interesting article yesterday that the NBA is now the bullseye for the right. 
Trump has complained of “a nastiness about the NBA,” warning that the league is in “bigger trouble than
they understand.”

Nevertheless, I found myself moved by the fact that players on teams with something to play for, many of
whom have never won a championship, are willing to forgo that opportunity to take a stand against
injustice.

If you can’t at least appreciate that - I don’t know what to say.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aaiwWobjaz-rNch7yf9yt_Ez2rOGiuQGCzVTQ9V6OWwQKJpamy7I7aHjd-adePs8IKQ7_hestelTo8jA8KzextHF_Gn-We6WLOx2qJIS9wL9P0YbU4Lsp8eTXB-LNy5AMuy4KtcfQdn6f4U1v9C4k5DEAeXp00PwMlNPUjRRPfBAHijJbre4Vw==&c=P0dxUa2mwuScP6_kA_njXAeTeCGFM2CW6yRgMojUzxtRrK3e_0eG4w==&ch=-uUQOIqETLylJ1yeRpJZRgM4uWTupc6iNQBAJpVlKexWbcsIhZFP2Q==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Not Business As Usual As
NBA Players Potentially Stop Their Season
in the Wake of the Blake Shooting

It was a moment that had seemed to pass. In the wake of the
death of George Floyd, the nation seemed ready to address
racial inequity. But as time wore on, life slowly returned to
normal, the moment seemed to pass, polling

Read More

Portland Police Continue to Tangle with
Protesters and Media (Video)

August 25th was the 90th consecutive day of protests in
Portland. This group marched from Shemanski Park to
Portland City Hall. Within 10 minutes of reaching city hall
Portland Police Bureau declared a riot, despite any visible

Read More

Guest Commentary: Bad law and failed
order

As the Republican National Convention plays out this week, a
public service warning to all Americans: Don’t buy the hype
you are hearing when it comes to crime in America.

Read More

Police Reform in Senate Bill 731 Would
License Cops Like Lawyers and Doctors

California Senate Bill 731 has been introduced here, and it
promises to address bad cops who manage to dodge
discipline and get hired by another law enforcement agency
that knows little or nothing about officers’ checkered pasts.

Read More

Trump Administration Ignores Plea by
Navajo Nation, Executes 1st Native
American in Modern History

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aaiwWobjaz-rNch7yf9yt_Ez2rOGiuQGCzVTQ9V6OWwQKJpamy7I7b4Ntwrn_0bmuzQO2X-WJNWIuoRKbiKeQx2ov4NYUu8AyMq8y2q0MiIqmrTVYKe1CmUXTIujM-IucpTPsbE1_RDjDpa81DbS9pmRxJ0G0IE5BDLnzrUqJgs=&c=P0dxUa2mwuScP6_kA_njXAeTeCGFM2CW6yRgMojUzxtRrK3e_0eG4w==&ch=-uUQOIqETLylJ1yeRpJZRgM4uWTupc6iNQBAJpVlKexWbcsIhZFP2Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aaiwWobjaz-rNch7yf9yt_Ez2rOGiuQGCzVTQ9V6OWwQKJpamy7I7b4Ntwrn_0bmMiwI8wvyJMPjBYSVH6gzwIIc01kFuQXHuyGRyv9uZPlT1OUaoPzrQtvtsQzgiqZzSZU9r9MVRmNzGkw7gxXt-abbfmCZVbxM9Ty_C8rITy-WpFbyPGVO2sOUs3NNTt6f&c=P0dxUa2mwuScP6_kA_njXAeTeCGFM2CW6yRgMojUzxtRrK3e_0eG4w==&ch=-uUQOIqETLylJ1yeRpJZRgM4uWTupc6iNQBAJpVlKexWbcsIhZFP2Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aaiwWobjaz-rNch7yf9yt_Ez2rOGiuQGCzVTQ9V6OWwQKJpamy7I7b4Ntwrn_0bmHXjPyNP_9o0irTyvHONAj3fnCLCZ_TgwVZu5w7IIVN76nm3r73uMZ5ow8BTxn6W3we5kF1ZlM-6Ey-N-kWEMYSOLwpJP55SeKFyb2cUSrH-hY0iU6BfHFxmH-Q8SuD4FU46bJ0yWUjw=&c=P0dxUa2mwuScP6_kA_njXAeTeCGFM2CW6yRgMojUzxtRrK3e_0eG4w==&ch=-uUQOIqETLylJ1yeRpJZRgM4uWTupc6iNQBAJpVlKexWbcsIhZFP2Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aaiwWobjaz-rNch7yf9yt_Ez2rOGiuQGCzVTQ9V6OWwQKJpamy7I7XuCrgdfx25FnkMBYyEnMgReBL8IjzVZY7y-hZxg5oem9dJYAqnX6Ux-bCuEd7blk-zHzHgcHHUnF248eyJTTe8BW1MmXNMKk9YEivAHs8aUXyRlEYUJm0BaTLEKthQjW1MYUp9QvQKn&c=P0dxUa2mwuScP6_kA_njXAeTeCGFM2CW6yRgMojUzxtRrK3e_0eG4w==&ch=-uUQOIqETLylJ1yeRpJZRgM4uWTupc6iNQBAJpVlKexWbcsIhZFP2Q==
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The first federal execution of a Native American in modern
history took place Wednesday – condemned by the Navajo
Nation as an infringement of tribal sovereignty because the
death penalty goes against the vocalized values and

Read More

California Governor Gavin Newsom
Endorses George Gascón for LA D.A.

The governor of California, Gavin Newsom, Tuesday
endorsed longtime friend George Gascón to be the next
District Attorney of Los Angeles.In his statement, Newsom
noted “In 2009 I first turned to George

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Sacramento Jail Releases COVID-19 Data –
228% Increase In Cases Over 4 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

On Tuesday August 25, SRJ discovered another positive
case, raising the number of current identified cases in custody
to 25 and the total number of confirmed cases to 240.

Read More

COVID-19 Outbreak Re-emerges In Avenal
State Prison And Continues In Folsom
State Prison – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of August 26, there have been 10,190 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 throughout the CDCR system. Of those cases,
1,270 remain active in custody. 8,524 cases have been
resolved, increasing the percentage of resolved cases

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Homeless Couple Accused of Burglaries to
Get By During COVID-19

In twin preliminary hearings Tuesday, evidence of two counts
of First Degree Burglary was presented against William
Queen and Tami Flores – a homeless couple – to Judge
David Reed in Yolo County Superior Court.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Refuses to Acknowledge COVID in
Jails – Orders Jail for Minor Offenses,
Doesn’t Want to ‘Interfere’

Sacramento County Superior Court Judge Steven White – a
former district attorney – appeared oblivious to the very real
threat of COVID-19 in the state’s jails and prison when he
refused to release several defendants for

Read More

Defendant Asks Victim to Lie After He
Shoots Her in Leg

Defendant Julian Gill faced three felonies after being accused
of shooting his girlfriend, according to testimony here at a
preliminary hearing in front of Sacramento County Superior
Court Judge Ernest Sawtelle here Tuesday.

Read More

Assault Linked to Methamphetamine
Sends One to Jail on Felony Charge

Two individuals, both said to be under the influence of
methamphetamine, had a fight in May over what time to go to
sleep, and now one of them is facing assault charges.The
victim stated

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case
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A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Accused Killer Pleads Not Guilty, Claiming
Self-Defense Against Girlfriend’s Son

An accused killer here in Fresno County Superior Court
pleaded not guilty to killing one son of his ex-girlfriend and
injuring another – he faces 75 years to life in prison.

Read More

Defense Attorney Risks The Spread of
COVID-19 Inside Fresno Courthouse

Courtroom officials from the Fresno Superior Courthouse
faced the dangers of COVID-19 when defense attorney Leslie
Westmoreland informed the court he was experiencing
symptoms of COVID-19 Monday – while

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Judge Mulls Jurisdiction in Human
Trafficking Case

Two issues emerged in a human trafficking preliminary
hearing here Tuesday in Merced County Superior Court – one
of substance and the other of legal theory.The defense for co-
defendant Dominique Macklevane

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: David Greenwald (@DavisVanguard) has sent you a Direct Message on Twi4er!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 at 8:45:05 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David Greenwald (via Twi4er)
To: SF Public Defender

David Greenwald sent you a
Direct Message.

Some top notch work by our interns
covering Santa Rita
https://t.co/Jz211rnePk

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 
@DavisVanguard: Some top notch work by our interns covering Santa Rita h4ps://t.co/Jz211rnePk
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Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - A Win in NC For Ronnie Long, Now Can He Gain Release; Violence Explodes in
Kenosha Following Police Shoo.ng

Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 at 7:00:48 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Kenosha Sheriff:  “This is why you don’t deputize citizens with guns to protect Kenosha.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 26, 2020

Two Dead in Kenosha

By David Greenwald

This is why you don’t want armed civilians taking the law into their own hands.  The situation in Kenosha
is spiraling out of control.  Police in riot gear are clashing with protesters outside of the Kenosha County
Courthouse late Tuesday.

The situation has been escalating since the shooting of a man by police on Monday.
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The sitaution got ugly on Tuesday as video shows a white man carrying a rifle running away from a crowd
of protesters.  The video shows the armed man fall to the ground, fire multiple rounds at the crowd. 
Another video shows a man, blook running down his neck, with bystanders yelling that he had been shot
in the head.

News reports indicate that investigators are now investigating armed men in front of a gas station arguing
with protesters prior to the shooting.

One man said, “If the cops aren’t going to stop them from throwing pipe bombs on innocent civilians,
somebody has to.”  Police say there is no evidence that there were any pipe bombs.

The growing presence of militia are turning this into a more serious confrontation.  Armed civilians
wearing military flak jackets and bearing AR 15 rifles showed up in the crowd - some to confront the
crowd, others to defend themselves and other protesters.

“A lot of fear in the air because of the threats to protesters,” said Nathan, 28, a Kenosha resident was
quoted in the Washington Post.

“It’s hard to see now, but it will be a positive thing,” he said of the protests. “It’ll bring Kenosha back
together. Kenosha has always been a resilient place. It’ll continue to happen.”

The confrontation built as police pushed protesters away from the courthouse and towards the road
where law enforcement with armored vehicles blocked the street.  The confrontation built at the gas
station however, and the street exploded into chaos and  bloodshed as gunshots rang out.

The sheriff told local media that armed militia members have been on the streets in recent nights, calling
them a “vigilante group.”  Following the shooting, he told the NY Times, that the “the bloodshed validated
his concerns about armed civilians.”

“I’ve had people saying, ‘Why don’t you deputize citizens?’” he said. “This is why you don’t deputize
citizens with guns to protect Kenosha.”

This is the exact problem that you would expect.  Trained law enforcement officers in the heat of the
moment make fatal or near-fatal mistakes all the time.  That is why the pushback against policing.  Now
you want untrained, ideologically extreme militia members who are less likely to follow reasonable
protocols?  It’s a recipe for disaster.

Two people died last night to protect property and now it seems likely the killers of those people will be
arrested and charged with murder.  The situation is spiraling out of control.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Appellate Court Orders New Hearing For
Ronnie Long

Ronnie Long has been imprisoned for 44 years for a rape that
occurred in North Caroline in 1976. But the evidence that he
was convicted of is unreliable, the prosecution withheld
exculpatory evidence and now the Fourth Circuit Court

Read More

Game of Dice Triggers Homicide As
Children Witness

Over a game of dice, a man was charged with a felony count
of murdering his “friend” with a handgun in North Highlands
and should stand trial ruled Judge Ernest W. Sawtelle in
Sacramento County Superior Court after a

Read More

Accused Killer Pleads Not Guilty, Claiming
Self-Defense Against Girlfriend’s Son

An accused killer here in Fresno County Superior Court
pleaded not guilty to killing one son of his ex-girlfriend and
injuring another – he faces 75 years to life in prison.

Read More

Demands for End to Police Violence
Deepen After Wisconsin Police Shoot
Black Man Point Blank in Back 7 Times
While His Children Watch

Yet another violent police shooting of an unarmed Black man
Sunday evening here has led to the national outcry about
police violence – Kenosha officers responded to a domestic
disturbance call that escalated into the shooting

Read More

Guest Commentary: Want Prosecutorial
Reform? Start with Curtailing the Influence
of Police Unions

As millions march, calling for justice for George Floyd,
Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and countless others, the
responsibility for holding their killers accountable lies squarely
in the hands of prosecutors. The will of the people

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards
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COVID-19 Outbreak Re-emerges In Avenal
State Prison And Continues In Folsom
State Prison – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of August 25, there have been 10,135 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in the CDCR system, with 1,371 active and in
custody. There have been 57 deaths across the system thus
far.

Read More

Sacramento Jail Releases COVID-19 Data –
228% Increase In Cases Over 4 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

No new cases have emerged although two incarcerated
people were released while active. There remain 24 identified
active cases in custody and 239 total cases.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Eyewitness Dies, But Double Murder Trial
Scheduled Anyway

The only eyewitness to a homicide died in late July, but Yolo
County Superior Court Judge David Reed overruled
objections by Yolo County Chief Public Defender Tracie Olson
at a preliminary hearing earlier this month and found

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Game of Dice Triggers Homicide As
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Children Witness

Over a game of dice, a man was charged with a felony count
of murdering his “friend” with a handgun in North Highlands
and should stand trial ruled Judge Ernest W. Sawtelle in
Sacramento County Superior Court after a

Read More

Defendant Sentenced to 10 Years for DUI
Killing Admits ‘Traumatic Consequence of
Ignorance’

Adrian Almaraz apologized, but he still was sentenced to 10
years in state prison after killing a man in a wheelchair after
crashing into four vehicles in a drunken rage Nov. 28, 2018.

Read More

Man Throws Gasoline on Neighbor,
Threatens to ‘Burn Him Up’

An argument between two neighbors in June took a violent
turn after one of them threw a jar of gasoline on the other,
produced a lighter and threatened to “burn him up,” according
to information presented at a Sacramento

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Accused Killer Pleads Not Guilty, Claiming
Self-Defense Against Girlfriend’s Son

An accused killer here in Fresno County Superior Court
pleaded not guilty to killing one son of his ex-girlfriend and
injuring another – he faces 75 years to life in prison.

Read More

Defense Attorney Risks The Spread of
COVID-19 Inside Fresno Courthouse
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001a1YZ-uUYbb-RdTOLBk8Qg2SQrljQ2Q1u14K4Fegbhym49ETJfj3sJI93Jc9e4BRlHiu78nJ_hbTxvznZX_BPKuVpPvKL9qElszcg-XphjTQWeH9nqWwmUWIjNUqPaaj0SeAiZ25S72XhIdo2YQ_R-xm3v3F6QBSBA6DV8xSrwl1jYFxwRClIs5iY6EbWi-BVvVRksLZyHo3BLShHt_jngxufHhA7Xz94AO4WtTPEG_4kAzZrgbnlLygrTNIdEFwIoqSL1pHwQAAjcqAeFAk6PCV-cJFuP0eC&c=EML4r3fiJpyb4uLAiqNJK-vmwfk-NbKhG1J13ljC8D2PCAbPht5SCQ==&ch=h2DpFNSooPgVdVQATrAtvBp6sb7aA64yB8RWTfjv5YCIkuvotXxrWQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001a1YZ-uUYbb-RdTOLBk8Qg2SQrljQ2Q1u14K4Fegbhym49ETJfj3sJI93Jc9e4BRl39zOfWo8eHsX4UrCFK17i09cNIycKgRo7OrykxlQtw0DNlhVp1MURusQS1hbXsd2TGVvL7bZDm6tpmU32Q_6B_gB7w1Oy9Vy8Gdb8S8YDYhh577fY7eaZGDJEJrtuULyeZ7XRm6nXtJqdfiPC-5UCY16s4D_skuA1EHqfoyAiO80BnIQFuU4fg==&c=EML4r3fiJpyb4uLAiqNJK-vmwfk-NbKhG1J13ljC8D2PCAbPht5SCQ==&ch=h2DpFNSooPgVdVQATrAtvBp6sb7aA64yB8RWTfjv5YCIkuvotXxrWQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001a1YZ-uUYbb-RdTOLBk8Qg2SQrljQ2Q1u14K4Fegbhym49ETJfj3sJI93Jc9e4BRlWNG3piwIfoPGusWsDCgEY6Wgacp7VjCGZbTv_-1tBgkuG7gS9M4H_3XsqBQcqoi6D5ezEZsS-kQxPmu5C9K9r_NfXbi530doDm-MdVJv_D3-IPFVL9J4d-fCNTcWmHxd_BadfflFOeEPFZ2wqULbKULk_ZK6yc5HzwnLxzWhrfGsi4jw6QlAoAl5_7KFs7nc_2Jr3zBUqmc=&c=EML4r3fiJpyb4uLAiqNJK-vmwfk-NbKhG1J13ljC8D2PCAbPht5SCQ==&ch=h2DpFNSooPgVdVQATrAtvBp6sb7aA64yB8RWTfjv5YCIkuvotXxrWQ==
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Courtroom officials from the Fresno Superior Courthouse
faced the dangers of COVID-19 when defense attorney Leslie
Westmoreland informed the court he was experiencing
symptoms of COVID-19 Monday – while

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Non-Resident Asks Court for Help to Avoid
Deportation in 7-Year-Old Case

A non-citizen – who claims he was unaware of the
immigration consequences of entering a guilty felony plea
seven years ago – is now asking a Riverside County Superior
Court judge for help to avoid deportation.

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Defendant Spills His Life Story to Judge,
Disagrees with Charges – Goes to Prison
for 2+ Years

Defendant Lorenzo Gonzalez Monday rambled on about
what’s been going on in his life in an attempt to convince the
judge that he deserves a shorter sentence, and then insisted
during his bail review here in in Merced County

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Death Penalty Reversed in Peterson Case; Police Shoo.ng in Wisconsin Explodes
Vola.le Situa.on

Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2020 at 7:00:28 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

California Supreme Court: “erroneously dismissed many prospective jurors because of written
questionnaire responses expressing opposition to the death penalty, even though the jurors gave no
indication that their views would prevent them from following the law — and, indeed, specifically attested
in their questionnaire responses that they would have no such difficulty.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 25, 2020

Is Scott Peterson
Innocent?
by David Greenwald

A California Supreme Court as expected threw out Scott Peterson’s death sentence, but left intact the
guilt finding. In ruling that anti-death penalty jurors were improperly dismissed, the court ruled that this
impacted the penalty phase but not the guilt phase. This despite evidence that so-called death
qualifications taint not only the penalty phase but the willingness of an individual to find someone
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innocent or guilty.

Caselaw hearing following the Weatherspoon ruling by the US Supreme Court would seem at best dated
in terms of understanding the impact of death qualifications. But here we have bigger things to fry.

A few years ago I would have scoffed at the idea that Scott Peterson might be wrongly convicted. After
all, Scott Peterson was indifferent to the disappearance of Laci and her body was found near where he
fishes.

But Mark Godsey of the Ohio Innocence project, who spoke at our fundraiser two weeks ago, a few years
ago had a three part series in Psychology Today where he called the verdict into question.
You can read the first part – here.

Mark Godsey notes, "Scott Peterson was convicted primarily because of what we call “demeanor
evidence.” Peterson undeniably appeared “aloof” and “unemotional” if not cocky when caught on camera
by the paparazzi during the investigation and then at his trial.

This caused America’s most famous prosecutor-journalist, Nancy Grace, to preach on an almost nightly
basis that Peterson was “lying” and “hiding something” and therefore guilty."

We think we know how people will act after a tragedy - but time and time again, we fail to anticipate that
some people handle tragedy differently, some people are damaged and detached, and some people are
bizarre and even creepy - but none of that necessarily means that they are guilty of murder.

What we need investigators to do is weigh the physical evidence in a blind and objective manner first
before weighing secondary and indirect evidence.

The jurors said this and his "remorseless demeanor" were perhaps "the most critical factor" that caused
them to convict him.

But as we now know - demeanor is not evidence. People were convinced after seeing Cameron Todd
Willingham partying it up after his kids died in a fire that he was guilty. We now know beyond much doubt
that he wasn't. People simply respond to tragedy in ways that we might not expect.

Moreover, as Mr. Godsey points out, "humans are really bad—really, really bad—at determining when
someone else is telling the truth or lying. Despite what our intuition tells us, demeanor evidence just
doesn’t mean that much and can’t be taken to the bank. And that’s been proven not just by the thousands
of innocents who were wrongfully convicted after the police or jury disbelieved them and thought their
demeanor indicated guilt, but by clinical studies as well."

There is also evidence that suggests that Laci, after she returned from this walk, then "confronted shady
characters burglarizing the house across the street from the Peterson’s home and that this incident
started a chain of events that most likely led to her murder."

There are also questions about the fetal development and not being consistent wit the timeline that the
police and prosecution put forward. Finally, the most damning evidence is probably the location in which
her body was located.

But it doesn’t take a huge conspiracy that if the burglars are the culprits here, they see the focus on Scott
Peterson, it would be easy enough to bury the body in a location that throws guilt toward  Scott Peterson.

As I told someone yesterday, I am not yet convinced that Scott Peterson is innocent, but I am definitely
no longer convinced that he committed this crime.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Death Penalty Reversed in Scott Peterson
Case, But Guilt Remains

The California Supreme Court on Monday threw out the death
penalty in the case of Scott Peterson but left intact the murder
conviction. The state has the option to retry to the penalty
phase, but given the state of the death penalty in

Read More

Demands for End to Police Violence
Deepen After Wisconsin Police Shoot
Black Man Point Blank in Back 7 Times
While His Children Watch

Yet another violent police shooting of an unarmed Black man
Sunday evening here has led to the national outcry about
police violence – Kenosha officers responded to a domestic
disturbance call that escalated into the shooting

Read More

Guest Commentary: Want Prosecutorial
Reform? Start with Curtailing the Influence
of Police Unions

As millions march, calling for justice for George Floyd,
Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and countless others, the
responsibility for holding their killers accountable lies squarely
in the hands of prosecutors. The will of the people

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Outbreak Re-emerges In Avenal
State Prison And Continues In Folsom
State Prison – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR
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As of August 24, there have been 10,130 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in the CDCR system, with 1,509 active and in
custody. There have been 57 deaths across the system thus
far.

Read More

Sacramento Jail Releases COVID-19 Data –
228% Increase In Cases Over 4 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As pending tests from last week were completed, they
revealed five new positive cases on Sunday, August 23. Still,
no new housing units have been designated for quarantine
use. Testing continues at minimal rates despite the recent

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Population Soars & Testing
Remains Minimal – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Eight new cases have appeared in Santa Rita Jail (SRJ) since
last Sunday, although there have been no new cases since
Wednesday. Testing has increased slightly from the beginning
of August, but remains insufficient to determine

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Eyewitness Dies, But Double Murder Trial
Scheduled Anyway

The only eyewitness to a homicide died in late July, but Yolo
County Superior Court Judge David Reed overruled
objections by Yolo County Chief Public Defender Tracie Olson
at a preliminary hearing earlier this month and found

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

How Tinted Windows and Red Blanket Led
to 4-Defendant Gun and Drug Bust

It’s been more than three long years since their big bust, but
City of Sacramento police officers Jonathan Magner, Jabier
Gutierrez and Nathanael Reason last Friday told a
Sacramento County Superior Court judge at a preliminary

Read More

Judge Refuses to Strike 5-Year Sentencing
Enhancement for Man Appealing Sexual
Assault Conviction

A Sacramento man convicted and sentenced to 25 years to
life plus a five-year enhancement in state prison for an
attempted kidnapping to commit rape in 2015 came before
Judge Laurel White at a sentencing reduction hearing in

Read More

Woman Asks Judge to Expunge Record
After Paying $6,100 in Restitution

Appearing without an attorney – not necessarily a good idea –
Sherry Stephans argued to presiding Judge Steve White in
Sacramento County Superior Court last week that her criminal
record regarding four crimes be expunged,

Read More

Man Charged with Hitting 2 Bicyclists with
SUV Claims ‘Someone, Maybe God’ Made
Him Do It

Rick Alarcon – a man with no criminal record – hit two
bicyclists July 16 with his SUV in downtown Sacramento,
causing major injuries.A confused Alarcon said later
“someone, maybe God” made him do it.

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Burglary Bail Reduced, but So Little It
Doesn’t Matter to Defendant
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Being held in custody under multiple counts of burglary and
possession of firearms, Jazzmin Barboza awaited her bail
hearing at Alameda County Superior Court this week—her
bail was $320,000.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno County Courthouse Emergency
Closures Impact Large Number of Cases

Defendants continue to fail to appear here in Fresno County
Superior Court because of a series of emergency
shutdowns.The pressing health and safety dangers of
COVID-19 prompted the first closure

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Woman Risks Double Sentence to Beg
Judge to Remove Her Bench Warrant

A woman here, charged with two counts of a driving under the
influence, and a violation of probation, desperately put herself
on the court calendar before her next court date to be Judge
Emily A. Benjamini to

Read More

Merced Court Watch

Defendant Spills His Life Story to Judge,
Disagrees with Charges – Goes to Prison
for 2+ Years

Defendant Lorenzo Gonzalez Monday rambled on about
what’s been going on in his life in an attempt to convince the
judge that he deserves a shorter sentence, and then insisted
during his bail review here in in Merced County

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CAdp0_Nh75dorqsuzycrgtS6Msx4fI0cHWTiMIxEq3Urm93qqaJszvPGpYhTlC1VI3NrlRpqwyx_2ehxiike5bGyI4EH3NUQJ6rYJZKEl4ZlyVDqwFm-iTlYI8Q9tmV9CfB_WAg_jWkpXmHcQE2Y__q3wanIz27aqWVk8kzfCYmJh8f4eoVZCBe7g1TvQgTcDIkTab3V4e1o-XAl56Ht1rUatYGdxr1EI7ta-Yz9WLZVmmDTVPOqE-doRB4Dsyc2&c=Z0bd4okC_CPxA2ykBrw9x37wFcVFCJqZdu5XPv2cT5MZze18MeVSrQ==&ch=SYBMHfK_Xdkky03n4EpeykayuChqs11gcQCLxsa81uItav7mgLC3Ag==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CAdp0_Nh75dorqsuzycrgtS6Msx4fI0cHWTiMIxEq3Urm93qqaJszl4Suq8OUkhfBCgEL1xg5MnOvqF5E4oGxCSLXbcb23Twe4kzk88DWBVPn3zrhMWPK7Sdk7ToP2mfv0JoyxlKM8-op87FaBCvVLowid0Vd5ho06LnvBIkjK9r6UEMw_AYP-ix5AyWogoYpPR11eEgtpjqnV43-mlYgK83Pfgt98nfwMoITG3P9e6TR4WdHr29xMz3RlQqOeKt9X8eh8hKE84=&c=Z0bd4okC_CPxA2ykBrw9x37wFcVFCJqZdu5XPv2cT5MZze18MeVSrQ==&ch=SYBMHfK_Xdkky03n4EpeykayuChqs11gcQCLxsa81uItav7mgLC3Ag==
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Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Ron Johnson: “It’s astonishing how weak the evidence was against Olague.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 24, 2020

Ending Racial
Discrimination in Jury Selection in California

By David Greenwald

Assemblymember Shirley Weber this weekend wrote an op-ed arguing the need for the end of jury
discrimination in California based on race.  This is an issue that does not get near enough attention
despite the huge racial inequities in our court system.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UIxlXrnfRGtT1uTzch9JSJIV0wAKZ9G7XbozULrYRAft8IbJBbin-nBSUHNV_KhWd8fBUk1SasY93z8EX-bY8UjjNw7m2wBxR81CCfZRjjKP0zHraFBmn64BcUOOnQJLPu4S58oS5UCKydvENRiMB1mwJOmFJ0leF5DV5CSGoVFV-CWpaoKiPsaP9d9OCJqNrPjGV-yzSOLiCPVV7OfZTQ==&c=AzKXV94464HyFOQQhdJUS9qabs9Qw3-B4gNQ5VE_1tiEuhCM8pMTcg==&ch=PA2eyfeEZEQOdodmyC0-sMHNTBNOKERozwBWNAwez31dJQZyemB1sQ==
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As detailed in “Whitewashing the Jury Box,” she writes, “a recent study by the Berkeley Law Death
Penalty Clinic, African Americans are eliminated from juries at almost two-and-one-half times the rate as
others.”

And yet, as she points out, it has been over 30 years since the state Supreme Court found that
discrimination against Black jurors has occurred.

Justice Goodwin Liu last year was able to outline the failures of the current system and pushed for a new
one to address racism in jury selection.

On this basis, she introduced, AB 3070.

She writes, “The bill will directly address the worst flaws in the current system. The procedure now in
effect only provides a remedy for intentional discrimination.”

“Everyone, however, including lawyers and judges, is affected by biases of which we are often
unconscious but that lead us to make decisions based on racial and ethnic stereotypes. AB 3070
replaces that “intentionality” requirement with an objective standard that tests instead for the existence of
implicit or unconscious bias in the elimination of the juror,” the Assemblymember continues.

One of the problem with the current system, is that under the US standard of Batson, the ability to offer
“race-neutral” reasons has enabled the system to nullify claims of racial discrimination.

She argues, “In the overwhelming majority of cases, trial courts reject claims of discrimination without
even asking the lawyer who struck the juror to explain why. But even when the court asks for an
explanation, the result is almost always the same. Our courts have defined this term so broadly that
almost any explanation short of an admission of discrimination will suffice.”

Weber cites research from the Berkeley Law report that “identified one prosecutor training manual that
lists 77 race-neutral reasons for removing a juror, including the juror’s demeanor, negative experiences
with law enforcement or relationship with someone who has been arrested or is incarcerated.”

Their survey found that prosecutors rely heavily on these three explanations to strike people of color from
the jury box.

She notes: “Even though these reasons have historically been associated with discrimination in jury
selection, the new procedure does not prohibit a lawyer from relying on them — but it does require the
lawyer to explain convincingly why the justification is appropriate in that specific case.”

This is a big problem.  Studies have shown that people of color are disproportionately arrested,
prosecuted and convicted for crimes than their white counterparts and then given disproportionate
sentences.  A big part of the conviction equation is not only lack of access to effective assistance of
counsel, but also lack of representative juries that can truly be a jury of one’s peers.

AB 3070 would greatly strengthen the protentions currently in place against racial discrimination.

Thanks for reading.

Can you help us out? If you like our work - we could use your support. Please become a
sustaining member if you aren't already.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Will Court Grant Evidentiary Hearing in
2002 Halloween Homicide Case?

Many believe that three men who were ultimately convicted in
the 2002 Halloween murders of Robert Stepper and Eric were
in the wrong place, at the wrong time and had nothing to do
with those murders. Two of them – Ernesto

Read More

Guest Commentary: Defunding the Police
Will Actually Make Us Safer

Almost exactly six years after NYPD officers murdered Eric
Garner in New York City, Minneapolis police officers murdered
George Floyd. Activists, advocates, and protestors are still
screaming “I can’t breathe” and begging

Read More

Zoom Forum Debates ‘Crime, Race,
Politics in Era of COVID-19’

Sitting in front of a poster of his book released last week,
entitled N*gga Theory: Race, Language, Unequal Justice, and
the Law, Jody David Armour said, “Whoever puts on that blue
uniform is an adversary of Black interests.”

Read More

Looking Back: The Practice of Using
Technicalities to Fight against Innocence
Claims Must Cease

As an anti-wrongful conviction advocate, it is necessary for
me to stay current in the field in order to be as effective as
possible. recently, a news item came to my attention that
made me think of the larger issue than the particular story,

Read More

Golden State Killer Rape Victims Confront
DeAngelo in Court for Nearly a Week
before Judge Gives Him Multiple Life
Sentences

It’s been a long week for victims of the “monstrous” mass
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It’s been a long week for victims of the “monstrous” mass
killer and mass rapist Joseph James DeAngelo, who had the
chance to talk about how the serial killer and rapist, and
former cop, terrorized them and their families.

Read More

SF DA Calls Measure to Pay Health Costs
for Victims of Police Brutality ‘Urgent’

San Francisco District Attorney Chelsea Boudin has been
actively promoting Assembly Bill 767, a measure sponsored
by Assemblymember Tim Grayson (D-North Bay), which
would allow for victims of police brutality and their families

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

“I’m seeing COVID-19 knock us all down in
a line, just like dominoes.” – Narratives
From San Quentin – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

Incarcerated writer Rashaan Thomas recently shared an
excerpt with Business Insider discussing the state of COVID-
19 inside San Quentin State Prison. Thomas, a 2020 Pulitzer
Prize finalist for his podcast “Ear Hustle”, is

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Reports Significant
Changes To Housing Unit Quarantines –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Wednesday, August 19, the new outbreak continues in
Santa Rita Jail and housing unit quarantines are becoming
increasingly opaque.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Will Court Grant Evidentiary Hearing in
2002 Halloween Homicide Case?

Many believe that three men who were ultimately convicted in
the 2002 Halloween murders of Robert Stepper and Eric were
in the wrong place, at the wrong time and had nothing to do
with those murders. Two of them – Ernesto

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Dismisses Overcharged Case after
Aggressive Defense Work

Long Vu will walk away from a fight with the boyfriend of his
wife and a court battle, free of charges but with eight staples
in his head.On October 5, 2019, Vu confronted his wife and
her new boyfriend

Read More

Emotional Victim Impact Statement By
Wife Moves Sacramento Judge

During a sentencing on a domestic violence case at the
Sacramento Superior Court, the alleged victim’s impact
statement was read aloud, leaving a lasting impression on the
judge.

Read More

Stolen Vehicle Scheme, Swapped Plates
and VINS – Judge Finds Sufficient
Evidence For Trial

Seemingly overwhelming evidence provided at a preliminary
hearing that a defendant was involved in a stolen vehicle
scheme – stolen vehicles were found where he lived – was
enough here last week to convince Sacramento

Read More

Court Holds Defendant with Long Record
on Felony Criminal Threats Charge
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Details were scarce on this Zoom live-streamed hearing late
Friday, but it was clear in-custody defendant Cory Satnowski
was going nowhere but back to jail.Satnowski is charged with
felony criminal

Read More

Alameda Court Watch

Burglary Bail Reduced, but So Little It
Doesn’t Matter to Defendant

Being held in custody under multiple counts of burglary and
possession of firearms, Jazzmin Barboza awaited her bail
hearing at Alameda County Superior Court this week—her
bail was $320,000.

Read More

Fresno Court Watch

Fresno County Courthouse Emergency
Closures Impact Large Number of Cases

Defendants continue to fail to appear here in Fresno County
Superior Court because of a series of emergency
shutdowns.The pressing health and safety dangers of
COVID-19 prompted the first closure

Read More

Judge Has Own Ideas of Resolution of
Case – But Defendant Quarantined in
Australia

With the assistance of a sign language interpreter, defendant
Thao Vue begged Fresno County Superior Court Judge
Francine Zepeda to release her after Vue was charged with
assault.“Your honor, am I able to be released?”

Read More

Riverside Court Watch

Woman Risks Double Sentence to Beg
Judge to Remove Her Bench Warrant
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A woman here, charged with two counts of a driving under the
influence, and a violation of probation, desperately put herself
on the court calendar before her next court date to be Judge
Emily A. Benjamini to

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Police Shoo.ng Are Up This Year According to ACLU Report; Cal AG Goes A}er
Excessive Bail

Date: Friday, August 21, 2020 at 7:01:04 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

The ACLU writes, “These sobering findings suggest that not even a deadly virus – one that had driven
people indoors and required social distancing – can curb the American epidemic of fatal police shootings
or the disproportionate rate of police killings of Black, Brown, and Native American/Indigenous people.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 21, 2020

Boudin Continues to
Push For Protection for Victims of Police Violence

By David Greenwald
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By David Greenwald

AB 767 is a bill that is sponsored by Assemblymember Grayson, which would expand California’s Victim
Compensation Board benefits to include victims of police violence.

The bill would reduce obstacles for survivors of police violence and would provide compensation to
victims and their families for expenses like medical bills and funeral costs that cannot be covered by
medical plans, workers’ compensation, or other forms of insurance.

According to supporters, the law would ensure that victims of police violence—disproportionately people
of color— would be eligible to receive victims’ compensation claims just like any other crime victims,
without needing a law enforcement officer’s corroboration to qualify.  In cases where law enforcement
officers are themselves the perpetrators of illegal violence, those officers are unlikely to admit to their
excessive force in a police report.

Currently, “This leads to victims and families of those killed or hurt by police being prevented from
receiving victims’ compensation.”

According to Chesa Boudin’s office, who is one of the chief proponents of the bill, there is considerable
resistance to the bill from law enforcement unions.

They believe the Senate Appropriations Committee report on the bill’s cost grossly overestimated its fiscal
impact, claiming the bill would increase victims’ compensation claim costs by over 200%.

Instead they argue, other estimates, such as one conducted by Crime Survivors for Safety and Justice,
suggest the bill would actually increase the costs for victims’ compensation claims by only 5%.

“My office recently implemented an internal policy to ensure that some of our most vulnerable victims—
victims of law enforcement officers, the people entrusted to keep us safe—are compensated for medical
fees, funeral expenses, and burial costs that result from police abuse,” said Chesa Boudin whose office has
spearheaded support of this bill.  “This need is so urgent that four current and former elected prosecutors
have rallied together, calling on the California Victim Compensation Board to provide that same coverage
to victims of police violence statewide.”

Boudin continued: “These victims are disproportionately people of color and have been harmed by the
government; they deserve the government’s support to recover from the harm.” 

He added: “It is therefore tremendously disappointing to see the police unions lining up in opposition to
this legislation. Relying on misinformation from the law enforcement unions— who protect those same
officers who use excessive force—is connected to the very problem this legislation seeks to address.  We
can and we must compensate those who are hurt by police.”

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 2200 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

ACLU REPORT: Police Fatally Shoot/Kill
People of Color at Same Rate During
Pandemic

The ACLU’s recent research report, “The Other Epidemic:
Fatal Police Shootings in the Time of COVID-19,” offers a
systematic review of the persistence of police brutality –
specifically fatal shootings – not only in the past five years,

Read More

Attorney General Xavier Becerra Argues
CA Supreme Court End Unaffordable Bail
in California

Attorney General Xavier Becerra Wednesday made the
California First District Court of Appeal’s ruling in In re
Humphrey binding on trial courts while its review of the case
is pending in the California Supreme Court.

Read More

Portland City Commissioner Vies for
Control of Police Bureau As New Abuse
Video Emerges

A video surfaced just yesterday where ICE and Department of
Homeland Security officers are seen using excessive force
against a throng of media representatives who were recording
as the police made a violent arrest on one

Read More

Confusion Over Man in Custody –
Misdemeanor or Violation of Probation?

Earlier this week, in Yolo County Superior Court, a review of
the felony charge and allegation of violation of probation
began in the case of Moses Santos – but as soon as it began
it came to a quick halt as

Read More

20 Year Old Child Predator Pleads No
Contest to Sex Acts with Minor, Gets 6
Years

Defendant Alfredo Ochoa-Velazco was convicted of the
molestation and sexual exploitation of a minor and will serve a
minimum of five years in state prison as decided by the
Sacramento County Superior Court Department

Read More
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His Car Air was Fresh, But That Tiny Slip
Leads to Court Troubles for Ex-Felon

A can of air freshener on a car dash may make the air smell
nice, but for Demetrius Hill the freshener and a sticker caused
a window obstruction that led to a stop by police officers –
now he’s facing years in jail for an arrest for being

Read More

Judge Grants Bail, But Increases It 10
times to $250,000

A defendant was granted bail here in Sacramento County
Superior Court this week, despite three felony charges,
including death threats to his victim and victim’s mother just
17 days after he was released from prison.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Reports Significant
Changes To Housing Unit Quarantines –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Wednesday, August 19, the new outbreak continues in
Santa Rita Jail and housing unit quarantines are becoming
increasingly opaque.

Read More

1,050 New COVID-19 Cases Over 14 Days-
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 20, there are 9,736 cumulative confirmed cases
of COVID-19 in the CDCR system, an increase of 23 cases
from yesterday. There have been 55 deaths across the
system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests
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The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Confusion Over Man in Custody –
Misdemeanor or Violation of Probation?

Earlier this week, in Yolo County Superior Court, a review of
the felony charge and allegation of violation of probation
began in the case of Moses Santos – but as soon as it began
it came to a quick halt as

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

20 Year Old Child Predator Pleads No
Contest to Sex Acts with Minor, Gets 6
Years

Defendant Alfredo Ochoa-Velazco was convicted of the
molestation and sexual exploitation of a minor and will serve a
minimum of five years in state prison as decided by the
Sacramento County Superior Court Department

Read More

His Car Air was Fresh, But That Tiny Slip
Leads to Court Troubles for Ex-Felon

A can of air freshener on a car dash may make the air smell
nice, but for Demetrius Hill the freshener and a sticker caused
a window obstruction that led to a stop by police officers –
now he’s facing years in jail for an arrest for being

Read More

Judge Grants Bail, But Increases It 10
times to $250,000

A defendant was granted bail here in Sacramento County
Superior Court this week, despite three felony charges,
including death threats to his victim and victim’s mother just
17 days after he was released from prison.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
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see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Gunnigle Tries to Reform Maricopa County; CA Public Safety Commi4ee OK’s
Host of Bills Aimed at Police Brutality

Date: Thursday, August 20, 2020 at 6:45:12 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“In this moment of national reckoning over our history of racially-biased policing, millions of Americans
from every corner of the country are demanding policy changes to protect Black lives and promote racial
justice,” said Baltimore City State’s Attorney Marilyn Mosby.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 20, 2020

ACLU Report Shows
Fatal Shootings Continue Even During COVID
An ACLU report, “The Other Epidemic” shows that “that the police have continued to fatally shoot people
at the same rate during the first six months of 2020 as they did over the same period from 2015 to 2019. “
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They further found: “Black, Native American/Indigenous, and Latinx people are still more likely than white
people to be shot and killed by police.”

Here’s the introduction to their report:

The killing of George Floyd by Minneapolis police officers on May 25, 2020 was horrific, but it was not
unusual. People rose up in protest in streets across America not because such brutality was
unprecedented, but because police violence — inflicted disproportionately on people of color — is and
always has been woven into the daily fabric of American life. Police in the United States kill an obscene
number of people every year. The actual number is not known because the data is not tracked, reported,
collected, or analyzed in a systematic fashion. 

At minimum, we know that police kill more than 1,000 people annually.  Even this conservative figure far
exceeds the number of people killed by police in other wealthy Countries. For perspective, police in
America kill people at least three times the rate of their law enforcement counterparts in Canada, a
wealthy country with the next highest rate of killing, and at least 16 times the rates of Germany and
England

The epidemic of police violence has been directly and disproportionately targeted at Black people.
Indeed, police have played a primary role in anti-Black violence since their inception as an institution. For
example, a sociological study in 1933 of 100 lynchings found that white police officers had participated in
at least half of all lynchings, and that in 90 percent of others, law enforcement stood by, complicit in their
inaction, as mobs murdered Black people.

Just as police are more likely to stop, frisk, arrest, and jail Black people than white people, 
they are more likely to shoot and kill Black people. One study found that young unarmed male victims of
deadly force by police are 13 times more likely to be Black than white. 

At current levels of risk, Black men face about a one in 1,000 chance of being killed by police over the
course of their lives. Stunningly, for young men of color, police use of force is now among the leading
causes of death.

Mirroring the lack of media attention often given to women and non-binary people of color killed
by the police, there is a dearth of research examining racial disparities in police killings among non-male
populations. However, some data indicates that although women are less likely than men to be killed by
police overall, Black women and Native American/ Indigenous women are more likely to be killed by
police than white women.

Furthermore, while police killings are higher in high-poverty areas than low-poverty areas for all racial
groups, Black people who live in more affluent areas are almost as likely to be killed by police as white
people who live in the poorest areas.

The onset of the coronavirus pandemic, during which state governments have issued stay-at-home
orders and imposed social distancing requirements, and many police departments have sought to
minimize police-initiated contact with the public (by, among other measures, reducing the number of
traffic and pedestrian stops), would suggest a reduction in police killings.

This report examines whether unprecedented societal isolation combined with police departments
relaxing routine enforcement corresponds to a decrease in the frequency with which the police fatally
shoot people, and whether such force continues to be used disproportionately against Black, Brown, and
Native American/ Indigenous people. As detailed in the following results section, we found that despite
COVID-19, the rate of fatal police shootings has remained the same nationally. In some states, the rate
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has even increased.

Our country has to reckon with the scope and impact of centuries of systemic police violence and racism.
We issue this report to highlight the current state of fatal police shootings during what are unprecedented
times for this generation, and to show a way forward that would, ultimately, shift power away from police
officers, police unions, and their lobbying associations, and to the communities that have suffered the
most police violence. Communities that are closest to the problem are closest to the solution, and yet
often are furthest from the resources
necessary for transformational change.

Thanks for reading

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 2200 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Law Enforcement And Prosecution
Leaders Join Policymakers In Calling On
Congress To Support The More Act

A number of states have now moved to legalize recreational
marijuana. California has not only legalized it – but has
moved to expunge convictions, convictions that tilted heavily
toward people of color.

Read More

Only Native American on U.S. Death Row
Set for Execution Next Week – Despite
Navajo Opposition, Calls of Racial Bias
and Violation of Tribal Sovereignty

As his scheduled execution day looms, now set for Aug. 26,
Lezmond Mitchell—the only Native American on U.S. death
row—has appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court to ask for
clemency.

Read More
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Health Officer Analyzes San Quentin
COVID-19 Outbreak in Letter to Judge

In the tight and compressed environment of prison, a powerful
virus like COVID-19 has an enhanced chance of spreading, it
didn’t help San Quentin State Prison on June 1 when 122
new inmates from the Chino Institute of Men

Read More

1st Victims Confront The East Area Rapist
– He Escaped Death But Not Accusers

The victims and the victim’s families received their first day in
court Tuesday before Judge Michael Bowman in Sacramento
County Superior Court to address the damage that the
Golden State Killer caused to their lives.

Read More

Judges Denies Lower Bail Request for Man
Accused of Beating Girlfriend

Defendant Dion Dates asked to have his bail lowered here in
Sacramento County Superior Court even though he’s facing
serious felony charges related to a series of beatings and
violent threats against his girlfriend about a year ago

Read More

Public Defender Convinces Defendant to
Agree to Appear by Zoom at Arraignment

Defendant Benjamin Warren was quick to say no when the
judge asked if it was okay for them to do his arraignment via
Zoom in Sacramento County Superior Court this week.

Read More

Murder Trial Continues for Man Accused of
Stabbing Brother

A murder trial continued here in Riverside County Superior
Court Wednesday, where a jury heard that on July 10, 2019,
Timothy Condoluci allegedly murdered his brother, 41-year-
old Michael Condoluci, by stabbing him behind their

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Administered 0 COVID-19
Tests Yesterday While Cases Rise –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails
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On Monday, August 17, 2 new cases emerged in Santa Rita
Jail, part of a new outbreak and recent population growth. The
number of severe active cases has dangerously increased.
As of yesterday, SRJ has administered 0 new

Read More

1,124 New COVID-19 Cases Over 14 Days-
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 18, there are 9,591 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, and 1,124 new cases in the past 14
days. There have been 54 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Complains of Poor Treatment at
Jail, Calls it ‘CIA Black Site’ – Mental
Competency Questioned

During an arraignment on August 14, 2020, Defendant Emery
Jinnah Dongo complained of inhumane treatment at Yolo
County’s Monroe Detention Center, calling it at one point a
“CIA black site.”However, he is also set to be evaluated as to
his mental competency.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

1st Victims Confront The East Area Rapist
– He Escaped Death But Not Accusers

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOcjRMnuX9qzIQdkgqbPoP4_mcs__PXqYYy_OLQJ5eI2GkoY3BpGTEIaXyohe80APQL6p0LwR_ZywCpvcp9z-T3aaRF7v3Op8vf6p6-ibP5BaPtbmuPM6jzbE71CoJHWOrtXRAF0xAJ2mFRsN0R4PPgZm8MCHtKF9jqHneYsauASZ&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOcjRMnuX9qzI0P3zYJGYeRX_cyYPZDxMUCFRszwmXw08bg_-QTvSs_tlbMvpuGza6qOlL93qIoDNtcX0BwGjobaGjg0LBRIZ1AUQ8pwMrqdFj-ublc8tVy37OuSABx3y9WI-gpS7P_DpbaH5_cVC2mDcPW8jY_FdHQ==&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOX1evEb1bcynmPm43uYvd3WM7Ow129YASMNZ5KKMjhl1pyWBdvGMTMXBO-qVNz-yuTa2ywBRGrNXWZ2lJelQFjk7NBkM095JQdaveTZSu9vnRx5TOrTznkQCNPVJ16no-kq4AHEQ9I3d&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOb_LdxT6CtArTVS5pw_jKNyT6Nv1CZNZN-QMkP4E8uEP7ZBlEbXeAFxOBKArmm7SdsEv0sm9hxpQGtX-PGI9JOoJTLPtJlqu1P4S9t9gan2z3JL8SZj-EgYXTu_2cu6I1eiNVvjQUN6YUbcXqend5ArHynQK-35QO7fgsPKdvCT1v3sDpYAIy2myIka80UxXCkzLId7L9xsNs06-3VDysGOofN4tJj3nPsZtNJwzZG_Lc40TtN4Ub5M=&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOSBtQT0rib6IYUf_QVQJmMnX1nnr8DsSU-DKHRM64Lao3O_EPbKmyFmFxcxYraJvBPA2JvTOMjH5cZuCCbovzywtIFtobZdQMsKMIBCKIHI5olbBcK7Z-OGKCSwo19hEEgyrYaU19Dkq&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOTyPd1ZguETPT2aBYdXn6NYo0C9PlPx1pJrplgRfZzLxl2aGTYVgknh6wex9JlIGOnp2cgrTvSdHvv3g8QqPSogIEFPLJajn9uWr84XYS2RBGFcoLIVk0tzhT5aCZ-CT82uxtdAGgyRusW9luqFqKlYXBImoyPxzDXXWLjPllHEvGWAOfeITgD47COA5iEyxX5EFNfc_G8HNipo4GmZxO5KpUPU2nd0sYyz8YpgonBTC-ushCaoWRXeCsqs-OlMEJA==&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOX1evEb1bcyn7LRcMOxshDVUufNnp7H6R5Ow6Xk_8ENPJ0wxGYb0oFLGto0agvh1tO3tiYaFt8siqjMvYrXbPcUKJR1BWydxPc-fVjJOhWVyzkoBf-oicY7VqyP6c0dP_ZulEZUijG8onBAz0ahJIIw=&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
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The victims and the victim’s families received their first day in
court Tuesday before Judge Michael Bowman in Sacramento
County Superior Court to address the damage that the
Golden State Killer caused to their lives.

Read More

Judges Denies Lower Bail Request for Man
Accused of Beating Girlfriend

Defendant Dion Dates asked to have his bail lowered here in
Sacramento County Superior Court even though he’s facing
serious felony charges related to a series of beatings and
violent threats against his girlfriend about a year ago

Read More

Public Defender Convinces Defendant to
Agree to Appear by Zoom at Arraignment

Defendant Benjamin Warren was quick to say no when the
judge asked if it was okay for them to do his arraignment via
Zoom in Sacramento County Superior Court this week.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOSoMglHfqBmhapMLeFOW3hPFGFZEMj4Q266TA4-78kFu872yDXatj0GGXs53TosxG0Bw5t14V9NTH_IcxC-ZARD2uKDy5xxxAADfuuE2P_D9maGQ6uaMDbsGDH8zlymVmIa81eHM2K51FlPzgSmOpzVSh-NiHOUDOge8btMqfKocd94-MI7xAZlV8bZHQcguXOvPTpStDRHU7Kmnf-n2m6cu47nhHukKcA==&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOSoMglHfqBmhPMlijW8ro61zeJ120DE-cDwM-_b5qJm7GAc20XtgtsGXpUPAS83zgaCt1oQZV_fn80BKUWsuK7Yzp8OEBIHwaW1JPnOiJJOaO4Wa_K1n9gpQdl4GIbnIAtz19RuqkwfDkLaz_-5kgDAIP3LUEUAxwnEUEUBWR3UCcg20rCr7-2zj_m4aDa47kulW2h1Nl_Zsf21g9hYaYBE=&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOSoMglHfqBmhscR1L2mHHK2PceM596DLrcR0aA9qel0yqdUaMvQfOjT5roewHloF-GqRNYeSV-LtpsJdIc9Wfr2NnzfgLrDAla2j3-T8uUaRZbTc9dBffHCGcI918MvRLZAO7i-EVwkFxZdlG35ceySeStNnzOkLjextD_y0XzddIT1mqRFQyvAuyj8loKM5viH6VdLaBJjKDFS8oB7qlRWPn-Fq5akmxQ==&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOeNqAe8gdRJVj_ML8Xi-orpTgRSw4LlJqJysFfqYvuBV2CeAfJb7Mvj6vOBByMKmK7v0gyv8kBgFAbe09t_hWnm7dCddj2a2GY7XJptBTHJz&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxOWTNKP0M6ONu4SNsLKb7rJTwvfYzhbL4kfSjKi4cLCjcIiObl3N2EgeACF1Uc9L1FlvA58LibbSHJXDzm9doea3k12c8GuNYjBVHWFxQDiUf5IjPwmDNPLmp5OvqU3x_8drPgu5SzQi3Q3-IP8whGJ8XCr6S46iy0rmVRRd1_7xKUEMszhoZcQWGK7Xbrqr0kES_s4sHGPFV2ACDBO7eR18=&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VW9b1zA5zO78CCIOjtjGTSDyse_4M5Tu8LhWxCH2apNYQPxvuvMxORCY3HNdNGjxYPmbNdNioeoT-9S3RQzPq_1Gt2J8dmcXaUfE9K_QJIbHFLhPBeMHNmC6Qu7sjDx-jj0scCEvvzJJED0OUjVMTbkKRZm61ma-aLDES5VT_7sd_0j7a5jT6zi1LHqvKL5-3jdqOJy3c9UDp7v6E1qjtHT04LEWBY3xElur9dTtgbuc99lH_DmoiQILRM5MUEZ0hbigMTjvs2c=&c=GhFN9guZzFLafo3p3OMWdnkHJn7PFkWiv9EJzzXeTlaZ177YSw4THA==&ch=J3XSzOCnC7JP8EktxQGBQ9BySa-RuJ7e5Z_OpwGTaam5pUTGI75DnA==
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Marin Public Health Officer: “On-site mitigation efforts to prevent transmission remain a
challenge. Those 1200 inmates who have not yet been infected are at significant
risk of becoming infected.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 19, 2020

Letter from Marin Public
Health Officer Lays Out San Quentin Concerns
A letter from Matthew Willis, the Public Health Officer from the County of Marin lays out concerns about
the facility.

“This letter is to describe ongoing health concerns for inmates related to the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak
at San Quentin State Prison,” Willis writes.

On June 1, CDCR transferred 122 inmates from Chino to San Quentin.

“ Transferred inmates had not been tested for COVID-19 within 14 days prior to arrival at San Quentin.
Recognizing that some would be infected through exposure at CIM, MCPH recommended testing all
transferred inmates, and sequestering them completely from the native San Quentin population. Instead,
transferred inmates were tested on June 1 and 2 and placed in a large shared unit with existing San
Quentin inmates prior to the return of testing results.”

“This placed all inmates and staff working in that unit at risk, and MCPH recommended mandatory mask
wearing and preventing staff who had been exposed from working in other units. MCPH was informed by
CDCR that local health officers lack the authority to mandate measures in state-run prisons. Lacking the
authority to ensure standard outbreak management, and seeing the consequences of decisions made
thus far, on June 3, MCPH recommended San Quentin leadership establish an incident commander with
expertise in outbreak management at the facility.”

WIllis notes that as a result of interventions, “the outbreak is now slowly resolving. Each week there are
fewer new cases and hospitalizations. Currently approximately 2200 inmates have been infected, of the
current total population of approximately 3400.”

“The ongoing risk of inmates at the facility is based primarily on three things-- the effectiveness of efforts
to protect them from infection; their baseline health status; and access to healthcare.”

Despite this, “On-site mitigation efforts to prevent transmission remain a challenge. Those 1200 inmates
who have not yet been infected are at significant risk of becoming infected.”
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“In addition, the conditions and culture of infection prevention standards within CDCR, while there has
been an admirable improvement, does not change overnight. Breaches in mask wearing, physical
distancing and other fundamentals of infection control among staff still remains a concern. Approximately
300 correctional officers and other prison staff have been infected during this outbreak, indicating the
institutional challenges of strict adherence to personal protective equipment and physical distancing
standards in routine operations.”

“The second factor that defines risk is the baseline health status of inmates. Older individuals or those
with underlying medical conditions are at higher risk for severe disease or death if they become infected.
The San Quentin population has a high proportion of older inmates compared to other correctional
facilities, especially men in the condemned unit. Further, due to the demographic makeup of the prison
population, in income, race and education, there is high rate of underlying chronic diseases than place
inmates at higher risk for mortality if infected.

“Lastly, the risk for poor COVID-19 health outcomes is affected by the quality and timeliness of healthcare
services.”

“Taken together these factors sum to a picture of significant ongoing risk related to COVID-19 for inmates
at San Quentin State Prison, despite progress over the past month to shift from a wholly under-prepared
and under-resourced system. Most of the ongoing risk is attributable to factors that can, with concerted
effort and resources, be addressed over time, but cannot be corrected in the short term.”

Thanks for reading

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 2100 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Gunnigle Primary Wins Sets Up November
Battle For Maricopa County Prosecutor

Like many progressive prosecutors we have covered, Julie
Gunnigle won easily in August in the Democratic Primary,
beating out here nearest competitor by nearly a 3 to 1 margin.
But unlike several others, she will face a tough general
against the Republican nominee in a county that

Read More
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Bills Aimed at Police Brutality

The California State Assembly Committee on Public Safety
here has been approving legislation designed to reduce police
abuse. These are just some of the measures that passed
through the committee in July and early August:

Read More

Woman Accused of Trying to Kill Sister
with Mallet, Lighting Carport and Cat on
Fire

A Riverside County woman is facing multiple charges in
separate cases involving a string of unhinged violent crimes
back in December 2018 – the most serious of these include
the attempted murder of her sister, arson, and animal

Read More

Pro Per Defendant Irritating, But Judges
Rules in His Favor Over DDA Objections

A defendant – representing himself propria persona (pro per)
– maybe irritated Sacramento County Superior Court Judge
Scott Tedman more than a little here late last week, but in the
end stood up against Deputy District Attorney

Read More

Man Rams Sister’s Husband’s Car, Trial Set
After Preliminary Hearing

A man, charged with a felony count of assaulting his brother-
in-law with his car, maintained a not guilty plea after the
Sacramento County Superior Court determined him guilty in
the preliminary hearing Friday, and set trial for

Read More

Defendant’s Lawyer Links Client’s Alleged
Assault To Lack of Healthcare

Judge Michael W. Sweet released William Brodsky on his
own recognizance despite alleged assault charges because,
the judge said, the Department of Veterans Affairs cut off the
defendant’s access to mental healthcare

Read More

Fresno Judge Gives Benefit of Doubt to
Defendant, Grants Pretrial Release
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When Anthony Soto was hauled into Fresno County Superior
Court last week in-custody, it was because he was arrested
for corporal injury to his wife/partner – but it became a bail
hearing.

Read More

COVID-19 Presents Troubles in the Make
Up of Juries

On top of everything blamed on the Coronavirus, it now
appears COVID-19 has caused many defendants to postpone
their trial dates because of fear of not receiving an impartial
jury because recent health information

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Administered 0 COVID-19
Tests Yesterday While Cases Rise –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

On Monday, August 17, 2 new cases emerged in Santa Rita
Jail, part of a new outbreak and recent population growth. The
number of severe active cases has dangerously increased.
As of yesterday, SRJ has administered 0 new

Read More

1,124 New COVID-19 Cases Over 14 Days-
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 18, there are 9,591 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, and 1,124 new cases in the past 14
days. There have been 54 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
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Defendant Complains of Poor Treatment at
Jail, Calls it ‘CIA Black Site’ – Mental
Competency Questioned

During an arraignment on August 14, 2020, Defendant Emery
Jinnah Dongo complained of inhumane treatment at Yolo
County’s Monroe Detention Center, calling it at one point a
“CIA black site.”However, he is also set to be evaluated as to
his mental competency.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Pro Per Defendant Irritating, But Judges
Rules in His Favor Over DDA Objections

A defendant – representing himself propria persona (pro per)
– maybe irritated Sacramento County Superior Court Judge
Scott Tedman more than a little here late last week, but in the
end stood up against Deputy District Attorney

Read More

Man Rams Sister’s Husband’s Car, Trial Set
After Preliminary Hearing

A man, charged with a felony count of assaulting his brother-
in-law with his car, maintained a not guilty plea after the
Sacramento County Superior Court determined him guilty in
the preliminary hearing Friday, and set trial for

Read More

Defendant’s Lawyer Links Client’s Alleged
Assault To Lack of Healthcare

Judge Michael W. Sweet released William Brodsky on his
own recognizance despite alleged assault charges because,
the judge said, the Department of Veterans Affairs cut off the
defendant’s access to mental healthcare

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HmKEqnQkQM7GP0y1Is32wKEFKx35gjnKJHssUtdxeVnbwXvaSA4a1in7kxJ7x6NelpgcRNV6WGAHHS_gxRFJUO7zlIu_YMHP6QglTIbhNIuZtuS50AqcG4nB0P1sqlJ6Sllz5o-vx55ciOu0WqOpTWAGV-xyehiVPIPLlMfFa1AGU-Rrui_RWVMRFhUKmBl30tuk2nGxZIr9f8kPyd3_pOYZJRDuEcAYVb1kYGVPbo8hz_sTi_7OYWykQi6g6khUCxPe5-uUXK8=&c=1p3jcv44Bdc0vT2kpSs7Gf_vyZGX9x5SAl1LcBXZX6J0KySjSPefYA==&ch=LH-Q-iZBvJ7GefmSoTYflEZa61X6rcmOJApOTa8bs08fXVPIhhldzg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HmKEqnQkQM7GP0y1Is32wKEFKx35gjnKJHssUtdxeVnbwXvaSA4a1m69dr8gV6oSYWk81GpzCATaooEr1V94dHXVxrI9EPy0FkRilgkbNQkzo8p16j9eg48hkUK2_iiXgYPA-gryw_51277U5iNKEaLsLohHdiaO&c=1p3jcv44Bdc0vT2kpSs7Gf_vyZGX9x5SAl1LcBXZX6J0KySjSPefYA==&ch=LH-Q-iZBvJ7GefmSoTYflEZa61X6rcmOJApOTa8bs08fXVPIhhldzg==
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Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Bad Shoo.ng and Cover up in Oakland; Poor Handling and Cover Up of COVID in
SQ and Sac

Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 at 7:02:14 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Danica Rodarmel, an attorney at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office said “It is unacceptable to
allow the state to avoid responsibility for their actions, when they have led to more collective harm,
human suffering and devastation than any single incarcerated person in the state of California has
caused.”.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 18, 2020

Two Stories Yesterday
Illustrate How Bad the COVID Situation is in Jails and Prisons

By David Greenwald

Want to highlight a few articles that got posted during the day yesterday and are extremely important.

Jaden Jarmel-Schneider is part of the team of interns that Aparna Komarla put together to track COVID in
jails and prisons in California.

His report should be statewide news.

He writes: 

Sacramento County acted on a policy of obfuscation and opacity when it came to releasing information
about COVID-19 in the county’s two jails, defying a basic tenet of the democratic social contract and a
guiding principle of California’s Public Records Act.

While California’s prisons, which incarcerate inmates who have been convicted of crimes, released daily
reports of COVID-19 cases and testing, many of California’s county jails, which hold defendants awaiting
trial, have not.

After a wave of protests demanding Sacramento release information about cases in the county jails, the
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Vanguard began an investigation into COVID-19 data and testing protocols across county jails in
California.

While data trickled in from San Francisco, then Yolo, Solano, and Alameda, which published their data on
their public health department website, Sacramento was adamant: It would remain a black box of sorts,
fighting to keep data disclosed with the same vigor that one might expect a county to combat a pandemic.

Meanwhile our partners at the San Francisco Public Defenders Office also put out an important report
midday on Monday.

 A more than 400-page pleading here charges today that the California Dept. Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR) ignored the Marin County Health Official warnings about a COVID-19 public health
disaster at San Quentin Prison, and that led to the largest virus outbreak in the U.S.

More than 2,000 people living and working at San Quentin (SQ) have now tested positive for COVID-19,
and 26 have died. So far. The virus infection rates is 68.5 percent at SQ – California’s infection rate is just
one percent.

In late May, the  CDCR transferred 121 people from California Institution for Men (CIM) – then the state
prison with the highest COVID-19 rate in California – to San Quentin. There were no confirmed cases of
COVID-19 at San Quentin before the transfer.

The recent Marin filing revealed that San Quentin ignored the advice of Marin County Public Health
Officer Matthew Willis and that CDCR issued letters to local health officials claiming that state
prisons are exempt from local health orders

Willis said the prisoners bussed to SQ had not been tested before being transferred to SQ and warned of
a massive outbreak unless they were isolated.

Last week, in the case against SQ and CDCR, lawyers for 42 people incarcerated in San Quentin filed
over 400 pages detailing failures by CDCR and SQ that have now led to 26 deaths at the prison and
immeasurable suffering inside and out.

Marin County Superior Court Judge Geoffrey Howard, who is overseeing the case, issued an order on
August 12 allowing a second consolidated case involving 115 more petitioners to move forward.
Sacramento Jail is hiding the ball.  San Quentin ignored the advice of Marin County Public Health Officer
Matthew Willis.

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 2100 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Oakland Releases Report on 2018
Shooting of Joshua Pawlik by Oakland
Police Highly Critical of the Police

In March 2018, Joshua Pawlik, a young man died “in a hail of
22 bullets fired by four officers” as he gained consciousness,
with a handgun by his side, in a residential neighborhood of
Oakland.

Read More

Sacramento Jails Cover-up COVID-19 Data
And Violate Public Information Doctrine

Sacramento County acted on a policy of obfuscation and
opacity when it came to releasing information about COVID-
19 in the county’s two jails, defying a basic tenet of the
democratic social contract and a guiding principle of

Read More

CA Corrections Purposely Ignored Health
Warnings; Led to Largest COVID-19
Outbreak in U.S. at San Quentin

 A more than 400-page pleading here charges today that the
California Dept. Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR)
ignored the Marin County Health Official warnings about a
COVID-19 public health disaster at San Quentin Prison,

Read More

Surveillance Footage of Golden State Killer
Denied for Sentencing Use

Monday morning, the day before victim impact statements
begin, prosecutors requested to add additional evidence
against the Golden State Killer, now set for sentencing this
Friday.

Read More

Judge Explains ‘Adrenalin’ Theory Before
Releasing Defendant Out of Custody

When Assistant Public Defender David L. Muller claimed his
client exhibited modesty in showing up to court, he was
quickly shut down by Judge Dave Rosenberg here in Yolo
County Superior Court late last week.

Read More

Father Accused of Inappropriately
Touching Daughter Bound Over for Trial

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010KCIGuMhycSOhE2f0EguIq7-0nuM5p_7WEdFdIYJwdg00xoXMAWEFgXkQjnw2xLMiei--SrgYNHC9h5mk-CTxsCl2m8pZw2D85yoM4hZ-JBdcJ9UUqCYvm7qhETu2hUncB8eU6HFx_LYVe3LfdzSWFrsi3gLg6j4IiURIQSac_rrfBuEfN2duDXfMrufg4zxfxXk1xgseXagBW_Xo16v_Q8yU77pBXpAZ7c6TlFXGwifwnOZEebPka1rGb26n_Kgag_DWHcP0V57MO3JKuDmDDg9gCOXC10upEGZATjUYbN-TlGpXFfmsA==&c=b_74fcWJMrHFJCtD9dPyZgMf6uV3pMdquUia7xeM5xk21-bHPQdfxw==&ch=3R1gkXIk9i2__gloAlX4kOzt7gJStPMDwZRRNBXpoCFdO8BjIzdygg==
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Standing accused of three felony counts of lewd and
lascivious acts on a minor under 14, defendant Yuri
Penermon appeared today for a pretrial hearing in
Sacramento.

Read More

Pandemic Hurts Defendants’ Ability to
Appear, Comply With Orders

Probation hearings were plagued – so to speak – by COVID-
19 related complications today in Fresno Superior Court
Department 10 – many defendants either recounted problems
complying with court orders to presiding Judge

Read More

Zoom, Email Issues Complicate Fresno
Courtroom Proceedings

It got a little confusing in Fresno County Superior Court one
day last week – a Zoom malfunction and inaccurate emails
complicated things for Judge Glenda Allen-Hill in Department
11.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Tested <7% Of Population
Last week - Claims Outbreak Is Resolved -
Weekly Highlights - Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CA Jails

There is a new and ongoing outbreak in Santa Rita Jail as of
Sunday, August 16. 18 people tested positive last week,
despite particularly low testing rates. The majority of new
cases appeared only yesterday. This comes on the heels of

Read More

Santa Rita Jail COVID-19 Cases Increase
While Testing Remains Minimal – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

There is a new outbreak in Santa Rita Jail—although it could
also be a continuation of the outbreak that began a month
ago. 13 people tested positive on Sunday following 77 tests
the day before.

Read More

Another COVID-19 Death at CA Institute for
Men – 37% of CDCR Deaths – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CDCR
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As of August 17, there are 9,563 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, and 1,163 new cases in the past 14
days. There have been 55 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Complains of Poor Treatment at
Jail, Calls it ‘CIA Black Site’ – Mental
Competency Questioned

During an arraignment on August 14, 2020, Defendant Emery
Jinnah Dongo complained of inhumane treatment at Yolo
County’s Monroe Detention Center, calling it at one point a
“CIA black site.”However, he is also set to be evaluated as to
his mental competency.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Victim Gives Emotional Statement
Criticizing DA and Defendant

The Sacramento County District Attorney Office was sharply
criticized by the victim of a burglary when the office agreed to
a plea deal that reduced the charges and penalty here in
Superior Court last week.

Read More

Judge Appreciates Victim Statement, But
Ruling Remains the Same
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A victim’s impact statement was read to Sacramento County
Superior Court Judge Lawrence Brown last week, describing
how the victim’s life has been impacted since being hit by a
drunk driver on December 4, 2019.

Read More

On 3rd Try, Court Still Not Able to Set Bail
for Complaining In-Custody Defendant

Defendant Marcus Dearmond may have had a point here late
last week when he claimed his due process rights were being
violated after—on his third attempt to have bail set—he again
saw his case continued

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Pe..oners Allege CDCR Purposefully Ignored Marin County Health
Official Warnings about Dangers at San Quen.n; Over 400 pages of Evidence Presented

Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 at 8:25:32 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: August 17, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628) 249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS RELEASE**

Petitioners Allege CDCR Purposefully Ignored Marin County Health
Official Warnings about Dangers at San Quentin; Over 400 pages of

Evidence Presented 

Habeas petitions allege CDCR actions causing explosive and deadly Covid-19 outbreak
at San Quentin constitute “cruel and unusual punishment”  

SAN FRANCISCO - Last week, in the case against San Quentin State Prison (SQ) and
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) for the infamous botched
transfer and handling of the resulting outbreak of COVID-19 at the prison, lawyers for 42
people incarcerated in San Quentin filed over 400 pages detailing failures by CDCR and SQ
that have now led to 26 deaths at the prison and immeasurable suffering inside and out. 

Marin County Superior Court Judge Geoffrey Howard, who is overseeing the case, issued an
order on August 12 allowing a second consolidated case involving 115 more petitioners to
move forward. The First District Court of Appeal is also considering a case by a man
incarcerated at SQ, which was filed prior to the transfer and outbreak, but identified the
prison’s unique vulnerabilities and correctly predicted what would occur if the virus made its
way inside the prison. 

The recent Marin filing revealed that San Quentin ignored the advice of Marin County Public
Health Officer Matthew Willis and that CDCR issued letters to local health officials claiming
that state prisons are exempt from local health orders. Dr. Willis wrote to Judge Howard
independently, emphasizing, “[T]he role of immunity— that is, protection for someone who has
been infected from subsequent infection and illness— is still unknown. If immunity after

https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/San-Quentin-officials-ignored-coronavirus-15476647.php#photo-19762898
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infection is short-lived, or weak, another outbreak of this scale could reoccur. In that case all
inmates, regardless of past infection, would be at risk if fundamental measures to prevent
spread were not significantly improved.”

In response to calls to reduce the prison population by 50%, incarcerated journalist, and
Petitioner Juan Moreno Haines stated, “Since I’ve had COVID-19, I’ve lived with 3 different
people, unsure of whether or not that person had the virus or not. The problem that we have
at San Quentin is that it’s overcrowded [and] it’s the perfect environment for the virus. It’s the
perfect environment for people to die in. To solve this problem, I only suggest to follow the
science.” 

“It’s time the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation be held accountable for
the harm that they have caused - just like the 100,000+ people in its custody have been. It is
unacceptable to allow the state to avoid responsibility for their actions, when they have led to
more collective harm, human suffering and devastation than any single incarcerated person in
the state of California has caused,” said Danica Rodarmel, an attorney at the San Francisco
Public Defender’s Office. 

Hadar Aviram, Professor of Law at University of California Hastings College of the Law, along
with seventeen other prominent criminal justice and corrections scholars and the ACLU of
Northern California have weighed in as “amici curiae” or “friends of the court.”  They argue
that state and prison officials had ample warning a health crisis of this magnitude could occur
at San Quentin, from decades of federal court criticism about the prison healthcare system
generally and from specific warnings about COVID-19 from public health experts. “In addition
to the botched transfer from Chino to San Quentin, prison authorities failed to provide basic
preventative measures, such as testing, protective equipment, and cohorting, even though
they received not only advice, but offers of assistance.” They urge the court to act, warning of
a considerable possibility of a recurrence of the outbreak at San Quentin, as has already
happened in other prisons. 

Veronica Jackson, wife of Petitioner Arthur Jackson, said, “I told my husband on the day we
got married that I wouldn’t excuse the man he was, but that I will embrace the man he is now.
That is what we are asking the people in power to do - to please treat him according to who
he is today, and allow him to come home.”

Last month, Judge Howard issued the first order in the now two consolidated cases of 157
petitioners, with more likely on the way. The court ordered the state to respond urgently to
petitioners’ requests for immediate release from their incarceration at San Quentin State
Prison, filed between June and August. 

The petitions come after a fateful decision by CDCR in late May to transfer 121 people from
California Institution for Men (CIM) - then the state prison with the highest COVID-19 rate in
California - to San Quentin. There were no confirmed cases of COVID-19 at San Quentin
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California - to San Quentin. There were no confirmed cases of COVID-19 at San Quentin
before the transfer. As a result of the transfer, over 2,000 people living and working at San
Quentin have tested positive for COVID-19 and 26 have died- making it the worst outbreak in
the country. The crisis has led to severe staffing shortages, near total and indefinite lockdown,
and a state of extreme fear for those trapped inside and their families. Currently, the COVID-
19 infection rate in San Quentin is 68.5% while California’s infection rate is 1%. 

The cases were filed individually as “habeas corpus” petitions - an emergency motion asking
the courts to determine whether a person’s incarceration is lawful. The petitions allege
violation of the U.S. Constitution’s 8th Amendment prohibition against “cruel and unusual
punishment” and request immediate release to escape the deadly conditions caused by
CDCR. The cases were subsequently joined together and will be heard by Superior Court
Judge Howard. Attorneys for petitioners include Charles Carbone, the Marin County Public
Defender, the San Francisco Public Defender, and the Alameda County Public Defender.

Filings in the case are available at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Website, here:
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/08/petitioners-allege-cdcr-purposefully-ignored-marin-
county-health-official-warnings-about-dangers-at-san-quentin-over-400-pages-of-evidence-
presented/

###

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/08/petitioners-allege-cdcr-purposefully-ignored-marin-county-health-official-warnings-about-dangers-at-san-quentin-over-400-pages-of-evidence-presented/
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/08/petitioners-allege-cdcr-purposefully-ignored-marin-county-health-official-warnings-about-dangers-at-san-quentin-over-400-pages-of-evidence-presented/
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ProPublica report: "“Despite its legal obligations, the NYPD has been withholding significant evidence
and undermining investigations of alleged abuse. It has stopped sharing a wide variety of paper records
and has been redacting the names of potential witnesses from others without explanation."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 17, 2020

Progressive Prosecution
- the Threat of and the Threat To It…
by David Greenwald

I keep telling people to start paying attention to DA races as a bellwether as to what we might see in
November. Since May we have seen a flood of progressive prosecutors not only win, win overwhelmingly
and in several cases beat sitting incumbents.  

The list is impressive and growing. Just since May we have seen: Mike Schmidt in Portland, Jose Garza
in Austin, Mimi Rocca in Westchester, NY (all these candidates won with 68 percent of the vote, two over
incumbents). We saw Kim Gardner in St. Louis, Eli Savit in Michigan and Laura Conover and Julie
Gunnigle in Arizona. The last one still has a fight on her hands in the general, but she won the
Democratic Primary.

That follows the victory of Chesa Boudin last November in San Francisco, which probably along with
Larry Krasner in Philadelphia has been the most impactful of these prosecutors on a national level.

But there is a downside - especially in red and purple states - there is a pushback.
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We saw this in Florida with Aramis Ayala. She announced that she could no longer seek the death
penalty for defendants charged by her office. It’s a pledge we have seen in places like San Francisco,
Philadelphia, more recently in Santa Clara County by Jeff Rosen.

“My duty is to seek justice, which is fairness, objectivity, and decency,” she said. “I am prohibited from
making the severity of sentences the index of my effectiveness.”

In Florida that was the wrong answer and when the state moved to take such decisions out of her office,
Ayala told the Vanguard that she wasn’t going to run.

Larry Krasner has seen his power threatened at times, but has for the most part been able to prevail.

The threat is deeper though in St. Louis and Virginia.

Earlier this week the Vanguard reported on efforts by the Missouri Governor, Attorney General and
Legislature to strip St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner of her powers, by giving the AG the power to
directly prosecute certain cases.  

Yesterday, I interviewed Kim Gardner and will have that story tomorrow.

St. Louis County Attorney Wesley Bell pushed back this week at efforts to curtail Kim Gardner’s
prosecutorial discretion. (For those who aren’t aware, St. Louis is an independent city and so they have
their own “Circuit Attorney” while Wesley Bell is the prosecutor for St. Louis County next door).

In a statement, Bell called this “an immoral attempt to usurp the will of the voters” because the State
Attorney General’s office is not responsible to those who elected Gardner.”

“The reality is that certain legislative leaders care more about posturing than they do about the health and
safety of the residents of Missouri and St. Louis,” Bell said.

In the meantime, today we have a story on Parisa Dehghani-Tafti who we did a podcast with in the winter.

On March 4, 2020, the Circuit Court entered an order that would require that the Commonwealth Attorney
in Arlington justify all charging decisions and writing—decisions on whether to dismiss, charge or even
settle cases in her jurisdiction. As one source put it, “decisions that are at the core of the exercise of
independent prosecutorial discretion.”

The order came just two months after Parisa Dehghani-Tafti took office and “creates new limitation and
obligations for Commonwealth’s Attorneys in Arlington, running afoul of Virginia’s Constitution, its
statutes, and its precedential case law.”

Across the country the people are speaking loudly on the need for reform - but across the country as well,
Republican appointed judges, Governors and legislators are attempting to take away that progress. That
is the next battle.

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 2100 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNrfVjyrbYGuZupoYXKcDz14cK_rq4Uz0nG7QuTzmh1LMRQdLQiumMu3Ou-yENc9I_Jrjn10BqjHbPvF-fNgxORk_pZ1PLwa5yccYRVB-nAAntDcUcTBYZBwA4EEFV5IvEIx_1DNG0Gg0UwEpttSCjfcZG1N-FqotYcHG7vG4zLHG2kowBGD1cM_HTP-ljt-b06cPbsHlGsSXA4lYFU_kP028iojcuVooJhS2ygYgCh2tdpb_dY6ipSLydDEZsZGS7nA5lV5BY6DFPkmaXkF9yigE-7YSWjCVww==&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNqIibb2HvSkYF1w0qlVzvcPIihQ-K5_pSX7fQBclKt4QoVlHVWapKmRPDwO3UGpkSf5Gf-daOQL1PJOSmhZhevMAdOPVLhy0motfbdWewkolX93YnekSIdmiCBMCCyt7Yw==&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Confidence In
Police At a Record Low

In 2015 when a string of incident involving the police started
occurring – Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Tamie Rice, Walter
Scott and Freddie Gray it led to a national movement pushing
back against police involved killing particularly of

Read More

Sunday Commentary: Reisig is Not Putting
Forward a Reform Agenda

It has been two years since both the Davis Enterprise and
Sacramento Bee declared that Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig
was one of if not the most progressive prosecutor in the state.
The good news is that even the DA’s office now

Read More

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

State of Missouri Threatens Prosecutorial
Independence of Kim Gardner

St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kimberly M. Gardner has been
under fire since the start of her term from a whole host of
adversaries, the latest copmes just a week after a resounding
win at the polls last week where Republican

Read More

Virginia Prosecutor Threatened with Power
Stripped for Advocating Reform

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNs8BNvOSjPbQb-MFgyPdZsCYDn5iurMj_hxOt3OIIhQRupIVWeZ8yLaF6MPJ-OtQT-MdmHecRJhs1gp1YKy0k2BiDFEvJpEjKTtJGkqXdHWGmyiRwmUzaOA=&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNs8BNvOSjPbQp_BCy252U-gSsNM2mFlsGr81OJbgPjzYhty2SzFnzha-4vCZLttmOmP_lCvCwxBM1SNItN-lekJjO-MsRRxWsQ5uRq__wnp7i0mn-cY3zJ-NFZgNizWzw_nFtBXaTEP5&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNs8BNvOSjPbQKmhzXVCYGZfl2GchLnubSEJnf1vGd5XDY19JNm2HOWTzkcdRGif_JFSmMf_IKRfvkW8XLiHTCkFxet4QKTlvQn_J_0R48Gw1mGhHcodyuXkoTIKIP-SwlhhO4d_w2iPBIbYt3p9q_ps=&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNsaOthOc3a5hTRpZ9m1Rapf1ku7L4504Ljzv7vT66pQh3v0VQaoOfavIx-UqNRDJaS8u41HJIc-MEje8S4b-sBJvB9lvi5eFtUxDOzzmk55T7clvmFNhCeCApW7SyuIfIA80bSdDRAjs&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNkf8boFaLVUOoyKuxuqVZpbO4yNKv4Xp6O3O6XoznlxdVpmEXUcfWcA1OF5Px4OmmX0o0sJ7W7ONYuCg3WpajJV_rFC4WyJwCED8IoC-EYQy&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNh-ih3DVcJUJuRugD_iM32avKSolzulBcCCWwKx9zysbHUxVjvgx2QvHJYubV-mx0XbzPMIZoln1J7vOwPC8H2tvNwaAmR-7fvHqgD_2s1cy&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNiJAabvLKbRyZnoI68vF_in8kFtUpJkMtyMGMu6VIpXNo3EpfCG1Z0BlK8woUGHliadKsI0BvXJgNbkY1yjpaznoMuCnt-kEF_Pu-EHch2c0u9Gh9zNLmYIxXzmJX9oQ-FVJZwzFLeHfmdoLMUEHb-Tiat8EwPYlTJ8TGGAQn-AU7gOnUywS5n8m3xWCrnnZ2DgRRkXC8vd-&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNs3SGHi7pQtNPYqz4o0eXqVb0sSdOllUI7GJe3FbuZXzKnxlKPzqnGjisM-qs5cijzXh8Afox_GkVsgFFMfDl-z6hMFXg77jTg6Ct5BZAnK-AIXyJN6ZUFq0m5qYoLG1orm1J8haffucPYMLe1lKa9cHjbfKwPz-MYzdzGgeur7bitq7auGs0xIgrsZbkFoFR4yFDJBcILwD&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNs3SGHi7pQtN8KjMaRA6qq2yW5MPd65xofyfB2lLxZHcboi3iexcSRs504j0sKe9XBNwvpx0LDz8vtlz5T-DdIGq2X0XxiVrR1Vzm_07Lf2wW8CG_Y9dh2sWze7dfoihbhw6HT26vZLc9O6I8ZxTy9_Xm6glYvvGs73UTnDoLvBq5fHeBKRHR3268cVR8Q2fMxCX4VaS2-Mx--V3EC9oyJegUyWt4SWAb-O51LQqs87-Gf5WG7OFfnY=&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNs3SGHi7pQtN3fw53Hhpb6Gp-W9nlz7evaCNyAK6oGD5EVAzJp0ePtPdNl2Jh3dkRHY6RMxWb8Ker6g6qlSCEKR205sx8fdJd2l7bWbVg5bi1-VRsV9Xxjam-bLHnBIMepquLxQPY6W1xwaDplC838hlGVZ6iWzVBMTYf1uUsGgKDxvFMb73R_6j4jx4NjGiDV5S9fJ2VNskYcfPwjMSJws=&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
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Earlier this week the Vanguard reported on efforts by the
Missouri Governor, Attorney General and Legislature to strip
St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner of her powers, by
giving the AG the power to directly prosecute certain

Read More

Defendant Complains of Poor Treatment at
Jail, Calls it ‘CIA Black Site’ – Mental
Competency Questioned

During an arraignment on August 14, 2020, Defendant Emery
Jinnah Dongo complained of inhumane treatment at Yolo
County’s Monroe Detention Center, calling it at one point a
“CIA black site.”However, he is also set to be evaluated as to
his mental competency.

Read More

Victim Gives Emotional Statement
Criticizing DA and Defendant

The Sacramento County District Attorney Office was sharply
criticized by the victim of a burglary when the office agreed to
a plea deal that reduced the charges and penalty here in
Superior Court last week.

Read More

Judge Appreciates Victim Statement, But
Ruling Remains the Same

A victim’s impact statement was read to Sacramento County
Superior Court Judge Lawrence Brown last week, describing
how the victim’s life has been impacted since being hit by a
drunk driver on December 4, 2019.

Read More

On 3rd Try, Court Still Not Able to Set Bail
for Complaining In-Custody Defendant

Defendant Marcus Dearmond may have had a point here late
last week when he claimed his due process rights were being
violated after—on his third attempt to have bail set—he again
saw his case continued

Read More

Judge Denies Statutory Bail, Sets $500K
Bond – Calls Driver ‘Extreme Danger to
Society’

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNpHP_GwS7bvOsulTr6yUnSfMO5gVABa1k2b5wQLuVJD5wshnyyLNVOZyqbhxNr-4zoWwICOncpMRzoqyDHDMtmLCgkKxAEGs-76ucnWagmcFV0V4bf4kjSnAPWqFNHLkRC7T7fAgN_LxwtamkHKN-AaLvMeLWY9tsOe7WKbxsyQID5d8DUu_-zEqHGpxhq4rah1Z0XNA70GEIyzzQnr5hfnUjlkV0R_yoA==&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNiJAabvLKbRyE_ZVCo_y5dDHoYW-jgBwgN3VjjSRyiJ5RM_yrWm0GAkD0xX7H9e0HeJZyqu8e2XLMb32ZzfO6kpwJXQKWmf_kOwhWpSsuVnjLoaMxXupj7mFizZ-O5bSYn6l7oNdczELkARll7kGEhM5rciBA_TO-8bpFLRIeyHj7G666dxc9pNT1P8WbpVj_BdKfj-bd-snjG8hebeoRYIjWpUWq0w2KeOqIxNO6AWajFhotsxPeQuoR6ugl7PuXA==&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNiJAabvLKbRyMqTsC3CjCCo4vm1PgqELD-MLzUb18lNikATNtXAcVYXkHElF9hwGDXlqRAoy0mNucohVY9zKwMU-11W-D-a17iUVvDYiL4M5-4WWW3WWcfRQy3UQHGBLxrl4hrTySwEfeqIs1hmL15KZNzzFhi08tkIYAmANa0tjqnCpx5zXBv6xM9pgQpe_2sLp-ui7v0A5&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNiJAabvLKbRyR_UwQ9XZVo4BPlMLf-tawxrwarehRt-L1Q0Ema5vll5m6ysLzrgFvyHnUiO_27-AjwqstyKdfFhF0adXJke39d21ZsozQBmmB1B7juXns0hXYfaMPc71pBaQ1_cfoN9uuQFsZCBYzTH37HOtreGKNH04X1gtVPfIZHC6n4PzQVa0Lq69h0595XzTY0_OCOFT&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RUAdrFqzh7gupJmYwF3nR0m9SyZ9HiLHeyVs_cT2b0FlXO8K5MLnNiJAabvLKbRyNRBWzuxYnzjDqLfJYFFTC3LylG7_d6j-KOEKibz_Ntr5_t0jBeUaARNMzWqbwbd5URL_Cp0exTXqQMRQMT7u7TjviTAMsQ9SE3R0FTMFrecH75CbBpstkvz-zKp7vl2wbDVg7MR-OOoAQiwIqVVdVhk1FSs3xMzmTm_GhS09Kryr3MjbmCVZ-P0NqEQTenSlxG5gzjZeOP1eJIH26nJosA==&c=bSNdTEl_p5O1a6PNy7RvenhX46LbaB8VWL_RdeLOMPUgDT0LSmWJvg==&ch=vZwpB-3jubOeZVOr2ia1PAJc8UCwl3weYdkkcuKzPtYyDGHgYMiLGw==
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Earlier this week, Fernando Andrade Sanchez appeared in a
Fresno County courtroom for what could be his 13th driving
under the influence conviction, after driving a pickup truck into
a parked vehicle and engaging in a physical

Read More

Judge Agrees Fresno Police Detained
Defendant Unlawfully, Grants Defense
Motion to Suppress Body Cam Footage

Judge Gary Orozco—after noting that the Fresno police
unlawfully detained the defendant—granted a defense motion
to suppress footage from a Fresno police officer’s body
camera and a 911 call in the arrest of defendant

Read More

Man Charged with Armored Car Theft,
Escape, Waits for Riverside Court Hearings

Angel Felipe Aleman has a date in Riverside Superior Court
Aug. 24 for a bail review on charges stemming from a July
theft of $140,000 from an armored vehicle, but that may be
just the start of his problems.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

40 Incarcerated People At San Quentin File
Petition Seeking Immediate Release

Despite the outbreak raging through San Quentin, several
journalists from the San Quentin news are determined to
continue writing and get their stories out.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Admits Numerous Errors In
Daily Reports – Jail Population At Its Peak
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

An Oakland community organization has planned call blasts
today, August 13, and tomorrow in an attempt to secure
access to medical care for two people incarcerated in Santa
Rita Jail who have been severely mistreated.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Half of ICE Facility Detainees Test Positive
for COVID-19 After Federal Judge Orders
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Tests

The Vanguard has learned that ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) has been ordered – in a late
Friday emergency ruling here by U.S. District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria – to test all detainees and the staff at the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Complains of Poor Treatment at
Jail, Calls it ‘CIA Black Site’ – Mental
Competency Questioned

During an arraignment on August 14, 2020, Defendant Emery
Jinnah Dongo complained of inhumane treatment at Yolo
County’s Monroe Detention Center, calling it at one point a
“CIA black site.”However, he is also set to be evaluated as to
his mental competency.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Victim Gives Emotional Statement
Criticizing DA and Defendant

The Sacramento County District Attorney Office was sharply
criticized by the victim of a burglary when the office agreed to
a plea deal that reduced the charges and penalty here in
Superior Court last week.

Read More

Judge Appreciates Victim Statement, But
Ruling Remains the Same

A victim’s impact statement was read to Sacramento County
Superior Court Judge Lawrence Brown last week, describing
how the victim’s life has been impacted since being hit by a
drunk driver on December 4, 2019.

Read More

On 3rd Try, Court Still Not Able to Set Bail
for Complaining In-Custody Defendant

Defendant Marcus Dearmond may have had a point here late
last week when he claimed his due process rights were being
violated after—on his third attempt to have bail set—he again
saw his case continued

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Davis Vanguard Story on Case
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 at 6:55:59 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Goossen, Carolyn (PDR), covidhabeas@googlegroups.com

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/08/weekly-highlights-8-16-breaking-down-covid-19-in-cdcr/

Danica Rodarmel (She/Her)
State Policy Director 
San Francisco Public Defender 
Danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE  The information contained in this e-mail message is privileged, confidential
and protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or
copying is strictly prohibited.  If you think that you have received this e-mail message in error, please e-mail
the sender at danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org and delete it from your mailbox.  Unintended transmission shall
not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.

40 Incarcerated People At San
Quentin File Petition Seeking
Immediate Release As Outbreak
Violates Eight Amendment Rights -
Weekly Highlights - Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR | Davis Vanguard
40 Incarcerated People At San Quentin File Petition
Seeking Immediate Release As Outbreak Violates Eight
Amendment Rights – Weekly Highlights – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CDCR

www.davisvanguard.org

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/08/weekly-highlights-8-16-breaking-down-covid-19-in-cdcr/
mailto:Danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: A}er Judge Ordered ICE to Test All Detainees and Staff at Mesa Verde,
Fi}y Percent of Detainees Test Posi.ve for COVID-19

Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 at 4:00:36 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: SF Public Defender

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 15, 2020
 
MEDIA CONTACT: 
San Francisco Public Defender’s Office - (628) 249-7946
emi.maclean@sfgov.org - (510) 473-6343)

 
 ***PRESS RELEASE***

After Judge Ordered ICE to Test All Detainees and Staff at Mesa
Verde, Fifty Percent of Detainees Test Positive for COVID-19

  
SAN FRANCISCO — In an emergency order late yesterday, federal District Court Judge
Vince Chhabria ordered the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to test all
detained people and staff at the Mesa Verde ICE Processing Center for COVID-19. As of
today, of the 104 detained people at the facility, at least 54 tested positive for the virus. 
 
This comes after a lawsuit against ICE was filed April 20 by the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office, the ACLU Foundations of Northern California and Southern California,
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights (LCCR) of the San Francisco Bay Area, Lakin & Wille
LLP, and Cooley LLP.
 
As a result of that lawsuit, two-thirds of the population at Mesa Verde were released.  For
those that remain, the conditions have only worsened.
 
“This is precisely why we’ve been fighting so hard to release people from custody. People who
continue to be held inside congregate spaces like prisons and detention centers in California
are in serious risk of contracting this devastating illness, as are their communities”, said Mano
Raju, the San Francisco Public Defender.
 
Judge Chhabria emphasized the urgency of a situation that has quickly spiraled out of control:
“I’m ordering that it be done immediately,” the judge said in the oral order, “and nobody stop
working until they’re completed.” 

mailto:emi.maclean@sfgov.org
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The judge cited the “deliberate indifference” of ICE and private company GEO Group, Inc. that
manages the facility. “There’s no question that this outbreak could have been avoided,” he
said.
 
He ordered that a rapid test be used to give near immediate results. Documents filed in a
class-action lawsuit against ICE show that rapid test units had been sent to the facility, but ICE
refused to use them on detainees. Instead, when it ultimately did tests, it used one that took
days to show results. This created a highly a dangerous situation with people who are positive
mixed with the general population. 
 
“We are really scared that we will never return to our families outside,” said Hugo Lucas, who
is currently detained at Mesa Verde. “I have my daughter who is 14 years old, and I can't tell
her what's going on because I'm too scared for her.”
 
An emergency status report was requested of the court on Friday, resulting in the court order.
 
Chhabria’s order also directed that the approximately 140 staff members at Mesa Verde be
also tested immediately, beginning with their next shift and weekly thereafter. Documents filed
in the case showed that ICE intentionally did not test staff for months to avoid impeding
immigration enforcement.
 
“The situation for those at Mesa Verde is dire. There is no other way to say this: we are in
crisis,” said Emi MacLean, a deputy public defender at the San Francisco Office of the Public
Defender. “And ICE is clearly unwilling or unable to do what needs to be done to protect
people in its custody from the threat of a deadly pandemic.”
 
“If ICE and GEO can’t guarantee the basic safety of the people in their custody, through
regular testing and adequate medical care, we need to consider whether they should be
allowed to detain anyone at all,” said ACLU NorCal Senior Staff Attorney Sean Riordan.
 
“As the Court rightly recognized, ICE and GEO cannot be trusted to protect the health and
lives of detained immigrants,” said Bree Bernwanger of the LCCR. “ICE continues to detain
people during a deadly pandemic, yet has repeatedly refused to take even basic measures to
protect their lives.”
 
Read the emergency status request
here: https://www.aclusocal.org/sites/default/files/dkt._551_emergency_status_report.pdf

###

https://www.aclusocal.org/sites/default/files/dkt._551_emergency_status_report.pdf
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF Public Defender Wins Acqui4al in First Trial since COVID-19 Crisis
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 6:36:40 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: August 14, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

LINK:http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/08/sf-public-defender-wins-acquittal-in-first-trial-since-
covid-19-crisis/

***PRESS RELEASE***

SF Public Defender Wins Acquittal in First Trial since COVID-19 Crisis

SAN FRANCISCO – A man who was held in custody for over a year pre-trial, was found not
guilty of residential burglary.  This was the first completed jury trial in San Francisco Superior
Court since March. Deputy Public Defender Sierra Villaran successfully argued that David
Brown, 30, had not burglarized an apartment near Folsom and 5th Streets last August.

On the morning of August 5, 2019, Mr. Brown was suffering from being homeless for the first
time in his life. He had recently been laid off, evicted, and separated from his long-time
partner. He relapsed and found himself homeless in San Francisco. That morning he was
found surrounded by trash in an apartment building near Folsom and 5th Streets. He had been
hoping to find a pair of discarded shoes since his own had been stolen the night before. He
was escorted from the building, and hours later police arrested Mr. Brown, who was still in the
area, in possession of a bag of items that had been reported stolen from a residence in the
same building. The DA charged Mr. Brown with burglary despite no direct evidence that he
had entered the residence that had been burglarized. 

Villaran argued that Mr. Brown had only been in the building a few minutes before he was
escorted out by a security guard, and the timing made it impossible for him to have been the
person who committed the burglary. Mr. Brown told police on multiple occasions that he had

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/08/sf-public-defender-wins-acquittal-in-first-trial-since-covid-19-crisis/
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found a bag of belongings outside and picked it up. Villaran filed several bail motions to try to
get him released in advance of the trial that was set for March 2020. Due to the onset of the
Coronavirus pandemic and subsequent shelter-in-place orders, the trial was postponed,
resulting in Mr. Brown spending an additional 5 months in SF county jail. This was despite the
fact that Mr. Brown has a supportive family in Oakland willing to house him during the
pandemic. 

“Mr. Brown had to spend a year in jail as a result of being accused of a burglary he did not
commit.” said Villaran. “I am grateful that the jury understood the facts and saw that he was a
young man in a desperate need of help, not a burglar. I am also glad that he will be able to
continue his recovery out of custody and with the support of his family.”

The jury found Mr. Brown not guilty of the felony burglary charge, which could have led to
years in prison. While they did find him guilty of a misdemeanor for receipt of stolen property,
he was released last night — having already served more than the maximum sentence
possible for the lesser offense.

“This is an extremely challenging time to be a public defender,” said San Francisco Public
Defender Mano Raju. “And yet, even with all of the difficulties that the current COVID-19
courtroom environment presents, Sierra Villaran and her team were able to do an excellent
job of defending our client, and proved Mr. Brown’s innocence in this burglary case.” 

This was the first San Francisco trial to be held in criminal court since mid-March when all
trials were put on hold due to the pandemic. Villaran and her team therefore faced a unique
set of challenges to ensure Mr. Brown’s right to a fair trial while also balancing the health and
safety concerns of calling a jury during COVID-19. 

For example, Villaran had to figure out a way to communicate with Mr. Brown from six feet
away. Being in trial can be disorienting and overwhelming for someone accused of a crime,
and people rely on their lawyers to help explain what is going on in real time. Usually, this is
done through whispering back and forth. In this trial, laptops with messenger apps were set up
to allow for this communication. Additionally, in advance of the trial, Villaran successfully
convinced the court of the importance of jurors being able to see witnesses’ facial expressions
to be able to judge their credibility, and Judge Puri subsequently ruled that transparent face
masks would be provided to the witnesses. But there were other human elements that were
missing, such as the physical presence of family members and supporters. 

“Mr. Brown’s mother really wanted to be present for him, but because the public was not
allowed in the courtroom, even during breaks, and no public live-streaming channel was made
available, she had to sit in a satellite courtroom and watch the proceedings through Zoom.
Luckily, a deputy was kind enough to let her sit right up front so she and her son could see
each other occasionally through the computer screen, but I know it was painful for both of
them not to be in the courtroom together,” said Villaran. “It was also hard for me to be in trial

https://abc7news.com/society/new-court-ruling-will-have-witnesses-wear-transparent-face-masks/6321045/?fbclid=IwAR3sfNYTIbM50ypEFbDiOBigyKdLu43vvPR_jgvFgNBUMgR-BXU-A5yarQY
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without the support of my colleagues, including my direct managers. Usually, in criminal
proceedings, public defenders come out to watch one another, for support, and also to give
feedback at the end of the day. This was a much more isolating experience.”

“While we see this case as a victory, it is also emblematic of the deep income inequalities in
our society and the difficult lives people are living. Mr. Brown’s crime was poverty - that he had
to rely on scavenging through garbage to find a pair of shoes, after his had been stolen,” said
Raju. “Furthermore, he should never have spent a year in jail awaiting trial, especially in the
midst of this pandemic. Unfortunately, there are many more people sitting in jail right now
charged in non-violent cases like this one, waiting for months for their trial to begin. As we did
in this case, my team will continue to fight for people’s right to justice, and for their right to
pretrial release.”

###
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Laura Conover: “It was a horrifying loss of life that we all watched on TV. It was tragic and sad. A terrible
way to learn the ultimate lesson on life in that way.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 14, 2020

Another Perspective on
Kamala Harris

by David Greenwald

Someone asked me earlier this week if I would be continuing to go after Kamala Harris.  I really pride
myself on being an equal opportunity critic.  There are some posts going around about Kamala Harris
and her bad record on wrongful convictions, including Jamal Trulove and she did not do right by Maurice
Caldwell who we have had as speakers and guests multiple times over the years.

But then again, it is hard to escape Donald Trump posting the call for the death penalty for the Central
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Park 5 and he still believes they are guilty.

The fact is that Kamala Harris as a DA and as AG did not have a great record on issues like wrongful
convictions, prosecutorial misconduct and police misconduct.  It is also true that she was a product of her
times and that things have changed - a lot - in the four years that have passed since she was AG.

It was interesting reading Shaun King’s take - I would say I was surprised by how even-handed his
approach was.

He said, “Two encouraging thoughts from me on the choice of Kamala Harris as VP.”

First he said, “She was the most progressive candidate among the credible finalists for VP.”  And, “She
has improved drastically on all justice and policing-related issues since she was last District Attorney in
2011.”

He noted that during her time as DA in San Francisco, “I have about 15 substantive critiques of Kamala’s
time” gave her a C- or a D+ for “how harsh she was as DA.”  He said, “That ended in 2011.”  He added,
“Every year, for the past 9 years since she left that position, she has gotten MUCH better on justice
reform.”

He added, “I actually think it took guts for Joe Biden to choose Kamala Harris.”  He said, “She was a
STRONG critic of him during most of the primaries.  Maybe the strongest - on the Crime Bill, and a lot
more.

“He knew this, of course, but chose her anyway,” King said.

Solid point here by King.  This rapidly gets outside of my purpose here, but Biden really shows himself to
be the anti-Trump with this move.  He took one of his strongest critics, basically said I don’t hold grudges,
and she basically shrugged them off as “politics” much to the chagrin of some on Biden’s interviewing
team.

The strongest positive is here: “Among current United States Senators, I would rank Kamala Harris in the
Top 3 on justice reform issues.”

“As we know, she has a mastery of the system, but has evolved and grown a great deal on this,” he said. 
“Her remarks on justice over the past four months were the best of ANY Senator.”

Interesting comment, remember both SENATORS Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren had remarkable
justice reform platforms.  I don’t know if I go with top 3.

These comments probably pay into the mindset that Kamala Harris is more political chameleon than
ideologue and she was the product of her times as much now as then.  

But one point I would make - we all are really products of our times and things have changed on justice
reform - so it is natural that political thinking on it has and will continue to evolve.  I think it’s actually
pretty dangerous to hold politicians too much to past statements and views - it ignores the fluid dynamics
of politics.

Thanks for reading

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 1900 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

If you aren't a paid subscriber to the Vanguard - you should be - $10 for a standard membership,
you can go as low as $3 or $5 or you can go higher. Monthly contributions keep us going. Click
here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dFA7OfGeGfRATTUdStGe107D8M3cLmqfuZO70-shShC9Vjj21MEHBeAT0TCvnm4_i7bZfpEtMSiasSVgKPxqCWXePqqhpzWwiMtJaF6H24XmYmwOSAMdhBRKScPqCYc8aAbjDQM-NvM9UMmSLH498IcMa1r2TbMrDA_Ug3EvyNGRuQSYnXk_eaKyJH5ka9QnWNr72c2byPJG0F5y5AUK7G0YmIC85sAK-7HUvFSzM0cmn8pBpXwEHNlWTmpPLZ3M9sr2u5pJUkTpVF9ZFtBgHVQclFBftqkS6w==&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dGk74bMCeA3hw-ZBSF3tBep3isoKgt86VxCxIUsMUxNhR3ngQZmQKYVvx45cEFQoniAqJMBkv-2kR5plRHtqz8cwUqhrUix0RckJE1ZyFSXxhxbhXFTSmzrDvFxy-FRIXQ==&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Nevada City Police Chief Addresses BLM
protesters Attacked by Trump Supporters

After a violent counter-protest broke out during a Black Lives
Matter rally in Nevada City last weekend, Chief of Police
Chad Ellis issued an official statement addressing the
situation and condemning the actions of the counter-

Read More

Fair Juries Act Reflects Community
Diversity, Now One Step Closer to
Becoming Law

The Fair Juries Act continues to move through the California
Legislature, this week passing Assembly Judiciary Committee
in an 8-0 vote on its way to the Senate.Senator Scott Wiener
(D-San Francisco) sent out a press release

Read More

Navajo Nation Asks Trump to Commute
Death Sentence Before Aug. 26 Execution

Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez has made a personal
appeal to Pres. Donald Trump, asking that he commute the
sentence of Lezmond Mitchell, who is the only Native
American set to be executed.

Read More

Neighbor Chases 3 Home Invasion
Suspects with Golf Club

This is a story about a neighbor who stopped a home invasion
with a golf club, and police officers who showed compassion,
and almost lost their case because of it.At the arraignment of
three suspects in Sacramento County

Read More

Rooftop Burglar Punched, Shot – Now to
Stand Trial

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dDpmxnT5Yv8C3QJ3GWfErIniMw42WAog6o0S1NZ9a-jtKpQBB1gkmDHmcSPzki0rj9PLrpQsVUwYYT6Jhvt-yfg5_T43m-D_FMCH5cdxwhq4Vp8DwCTT8dc=&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dDpmxnT5Yv8Cwz2GBwfyBeivdcsBBbgIFViq4OnuJmVspypY_DKBplpqNbuPOY6fYvnEDVEhB3ZTJOTfYQl_Llrp2vRzQAHq8GsKjOlaaWz3hzcedYPaiqmn6t-45DlKbsxN_fBKxc-m&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dDpmxnT5Yv8Cx2X5MUKnb0wZFvKzc5do5MFQQoHVm2-qfPMOWDmigTzg-6csfVsHhPr12h9flHeKcz3yFVwEKvGIlK3pzCTdxLbSjnrWzgbJLzy3_ttLJ5-PV6mJvDpSVsMeWtMDmfgK-sViv6SdBqg=&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dDar5UdlZ4K6WWzILikkd7Tho43T6OT530zzQs_i6f98wca_M93jAlt6NOAYSRVQC7KizAqVQB22KYODKLcBZLVjJp7fNwCPVkQoZ9icBiRMj5rHdEyUkoAcM0A21LfDjsUsxJQ2MXMv&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dGnyCKRr72n4_YBjLaH1uO6i5KO0y0CUJusMXKPkmqR4iT6jVsHjO-5_uQpiJPne9qIKLKYsXaL82jHOO5Q4IgsNtNR4QotOU3y3IQIOHlMR&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dJaswft_HluFdgzPSDj-NlgonAdTah5ek0ukwOMvWpHZy6q9ov78Edx6aA60bRSy6tvSX9A1OM8QiOQ-dm14jshkAZstPIcusJaP-hajVcjK&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dPLx-fK_uByYH2oBfGAmQVUD4PJp2cw9bBNhAeagryssYQKnZWoAhNI6JLIU5e1EI3erHKogbVGdITqUeYBG4mmsoIE3ojvx1I6CCeOOlXIVyPSD8y4XoLUVaybCCwdgBVd7kI1Oue9Zj7elLiSzJoyseNMCquM4ZfdX6htO7iQWNFuglJo2hM6iFG_ukXSH6-vm6h8gQohtFg52ENWYxZu4If8EgAUtVw==&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dPLx-fK_uByY_MhvGwdoCV6dfrLUT7omady21TnzyAME6Zq_mg5sdu1pqsLfSlS6j_2C0vPMMO0PMjrR8QUxPn3TBYRhAbDhKev9pVpULO0lylcQ_Pp3eQejNKiHWZ8bINEqw8T_EbscYfSqgeO25nrEr-vaXHjoU6xpIFA43RAp-Mrwc7iy7xX7QP_m7ojJ7y9_h7fW3azQbFCcCCNTy_tdSbVWCZ1FbQ==&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dPLx-fK_uByYd9FMsSuhNxq7wd5YwqE5kxE_HsJnJok2MxKgZAIg1-6IimMwEpQC5jU8cF4Mj3Jvidk80YWc9XN6Pbq0_1p1JIv1sUHeMUNJ2QaYyJf1Uhjfa5RTB8kZxwM54waBtKAgLcoDduqRaaZG6OijC6AC2Lizu5-j-Y9N-MRfaqnczmeYib6IFP4DjYvifQoVfISGMQ9hrKdAyh_XPk0EzjO0kg==&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dPLx-fK_uByYT1Ga-BAc6VlhClMvCNdjX9yQMB00zvBakl-YL0Oqh0I85GWH6OMEGsJV66FprQjkO3ghRuuBO36W8ad1Ppu53WxooPg6wLHkL4CIYbfDUgeD3T_rZwGeIGNbHTM2Vkh46BAcXz6v6UylCjzouX_Gh9NSgDyF8zjqDAXOsI8uU3Ss4xQrTP9V4w==&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
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A Sacramento County Superior Court has determined that a
man shot after prowling on top of a home is sufficiently guilty
of first-degree residential burglary to proceed to trial.Steven
Amadei, the defendant, was arrested the night of December

Read More

Event is TODAY – Tickets and
Sponsorships Still Available

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

First Time DUI Offender Sentenced to 6
Days in Yolo County Jail

In late September of 2019, Anthony Brian Hendrickson was
doing a little drinking. Well, more than a little.He eventually
was arrested on three misdemeanor counts: driving under the
influence, and two

Read More

‘Vile, Horrible’ Sex-Offender Sentenced to
35 Years in Prison

Peter Craig Ford, arrested in Union City in April of 2018 on
nine charges of sexual abuse against minors, has been
sentenced to 35 years in prison by Judge Thomas Nixon of
the Alameda County Superior Court.

Read More

COVID-19 Pandemic Continues to Affect
Courts in U.S., Fresno

The presence of coronavirus has forced a Fresno County
Superior Court judge to debate good cause for failure to
appear in court for several cases.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Cases Double Overnight At Folsom State
Prison – 63 to 116 – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CDCR

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dPLx-fK_uByYZGnICfn5NILya6prosU_-csycwfXs8ptwniY1WiUUSwVlyoqFSWU-k8UkBPb_oiMOKWu5Rha5lTOx_ymsxGohQsuJTmGuVP4tXJlSVg3W_6TxYZB9cGO_W_dZdalwG7BYzko0IazFygdz5lmoNmiJBfgwvo5pHnEE2flKExH84A=&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dORtJhoZbc4_Cu0581K6ynQsy9iAq0ynFrDUpPBV3NVHzH8p4nVOOSGLwsh3GGdEEI0-y6ioFUy9K5QR0UxyTiyt2LIX2w1x2XbE2DQLpo0n9euyXx4b5JXtAp1BoxKzCMr9L-Odi1YRFlZfpXYMpJr_HOhrxfju7mF4OPdWOsVkAeukhyZ2UGm3rsi4XdjamWjNWTaxcutYrFwuexDeCDU=&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001b3jozWFgw99Ry8scUOUsjAA4ubIbx_Qg4-ZqUj80yMev0usGJyj7dPLx-fK_uByYbz-7Yc1UXn82jYCvVl-c8ZdpW_HlYc-NObvcny6qhdYFy8o9j7gxiiSXkazEXvNTO13M8C5nf714_LUIw8imDIGQ_rVZd6cYjqgyY6wg3n4bzwVhXIvd_iu9c-vB0qvQNxSxEu4YIhs5BDJKNZjxxiCJx59PouyrFPRrpCdsr9Xm9KOXW8Ye2tQATfrYkXoW&c=E-D70QJvdRg2HjfvsmEJOSSgXeefYuNr7WrW72PVY2MqCO6ENWpYJQ==&ch=MxQJUehidDyagKK2njqc_hcKVmCaxw2jTdYwvdr9fBzh-EyiYiuZtQ==
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As of August 13, there are 9,046 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, and increase of 172 overnight. There
have been 53 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Admits Numerous Errors In
Daily Reports – Jail Population At Its Peak
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

An Oakland community organization has planned call blasts
today, August 13, and tomorrow in an attempt to secure
access to medical care for two people incarcerated in Santa
Rita Jail who have been severely mistreated.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Public Defender Frees Man
Facing Life-in-Prison Charge

Although not completely pleased with the outcome, and
confident they could have won at trial, the San Francisco
Public Defender’s Office Monday pulled a defendant out of
COVID-19 jail by working a deal to have him released

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

First Time DUI Offender Sentenced to 6
Days in Yolo County Jail

In late September of 2019, Anthony Brian Hendrickson was
doing a little drinking. Well, more than a little.He eventually
was arrested on three misdemeanor counts: driving under the
influence, and two

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Neighbor Chases 3 Home Invasion
Suspects with Golf Club

This is a story about a neighbor who stopped a home invasion
with a golf club, and police officers who showed compassion,
and almost lost their case because of it.At the arraignment of
three suspects in Sacramento County

Read More
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Rooftop Burglar Punched, Shot – Now to
Stand Trial

A Sacramento County Superior Court has determined that a
man shot after prowling on top of a home is sufficiently guilty
of first-degree residential burglary to proceed to trial.Steven
Amadei, the defendant, was arrested the night of December

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Laura Conover: “It was a horrifying loss of life that we all watched on TV. It was tragic and sad. A terrible
way to learn the ultimate lesson on life in that way.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 13, 2020

Confidence In Police At a
Record Low

By David  Greenwald

Another illustration of the impact of the George Floyd incident and the protests that have taken place is
public confidence in policing according to a Gallup poll released yesterday.  What perhaps makes this
more profound is that confidence in other major institutions has risen at the same time.

Medical system - Gallup found confidence up 15 points over a year.  Public schools are under fire from

http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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some, but “Confidence in the public school system also rose this year -- by 12 points -- to 41%, its
highest point since 2004.”

Policing - not so much.

Trust in law enforcement peaked in the early 2000s - following 911 and the surge in public support for first
responders.  It was at 64 percent in 2004 and 63 percent in 2005.

This year confidence in police fell five points to 48 percent.  That makes it the first time in Gallups 27
years of asking the question that number fell below 48 percent.  Last year it was 53 percen.

There is a huge partisan split here.  

Confidence in the police rose seven points among Republicans to 82% and dropped six points among
Democrats to 28%. 

There is also a racial split.

For whites the number is at 56 percent who trust the police.  For Blacks it is 19 percent.

The issue has received a lot of attention this year will pollsters and research centers.

In July, Gallup found that 58 percent of Americans believed “major changes” were needed to improve
policing.  Nearly everyone - 96 percent of respondents supported changing management practices to
increase police accountability, while 82 percent supported community-based alternatives such as
violence intervention.

Unions which have been a focus in California this week, 56 percent of those surveyed advocated for the
elimination of police unions, while 47 percent believed that funding for police departments should be
diverted to social programs and services.

The polling on defunding police has bounced all over the place, but, abolishing police departments
proved too extreme for participants with15 percent support for the idea.

A Pew Research Center poll in July found that huge majorities support the elimination of qualified
immunity - 66 percent of respondents said that civilians should have the power to sue individual police
officers to hold them accountable for misconduct and/or excessive use of force.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work become a paid subscriber and buy tickets... see below!

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 1800 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is TODAY - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great discussion
on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dxcTfZy5Cg5FbRzcab-UPd4LTtA8qFnSNwKHDLFgKvrAkiSXiSGOpDOviqwfZdd4VhcSiFTbAJ3t9PgvCtDPN7DYevEa5zDrQN6XbXc258WxjAxqBQdL3HJ5KMF0-QOW__3Vf3TwA4xRTKBSvXXeiaZJ8qhrQBpIOTV_BRrjINuv81EOIxfU_JL9fMAhbGfYU8yyK3mTVtByYImtdhNMAD41LovI5QYgpTNKhBVg-rVHGwkZq4gITNWqQq_6Mb-IiCCbNOoTAGDiy_hT4YZShqHMDF-TQEngdS5CLdeToql3AnQh12dHYawluXU8nOFfCdx10oZw2H9Y8-ggQGW8HA==&c=Q1BOxkiQrycieaS7JnU_A4pbCQ5WAVEi7xN2Y1mYzylkVq0MSkPy7w==&ch=lC3YaGXI8049liQ7a6prE8x09rn-bsrmEnziKYN-ZMXNqPFt0o_zOw==
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Conover Becomes Latest Progressive
Prosecutor to Win As She Overwhelms
Traditional Foe

After 40 years of the prosecutor’s office in Pima County being
under the same leadership, Laura Conover overwhelmingly
defeated the hand-picked replacement of 24-year sitting DA
Barba LaWall—out-distancing

Read More

Press Conference Held to Discuss the San
Quentin COVID-19 Outbreak, 26 Deaths to
Date

After months of warning about the potential health
consequences of COVID in prison, San Quentin and CDCR
as a whole has emerged with a public health crisis—critics
charge largely of its own making.

Read More

District Attorney Mike Schmidt Announces
He Will Not Prosecute Protestors in
Portland

The Multnomah County DA established a new policy in
response to the peaceful protests and mass demonstrations
that have flooded Portland since the police murder of George
Floyd, announcing that protestors will not be prosecuted.

Read More

Study of COVID-19 on Incarcerated Youth
Study Shows ‘Torture,’ Other Dangers

The COVID-19 pandemic. Though everyone is being affected
by COVID-19, certain issues are unique to the youth facilities.
The non-profit organization, Fair and Just Prosecution,

Read More

Event is TODAY – Tickets and
Sponsorships Still Available

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
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Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Defendant Denied Mental Health Diversion
after Crimes against Own Mother

Bogdan Ten was charged here in Sacramento County
Superior Court with multiple felony counts, including burglary,
assault with a deadly weapon, and assault by means of force
likely to produce bodily injury—against his

Read More

Judge Won’t Release Defendant Accused
of Threatening to Kill Sister

Defendant George Delavega, accused of threatening to kill
his sister by “slitting her throat and putting a bullet through her
head” with the weapons he was found to possess in his
residence, still asked Sacramento County Superior

Read More

COVID-19 Pandemic Intensifies Dire
Domestic Violence Situations

In the case of Michael Smith, Deputy District Attorney Kelly
Clark pushed for an accelerated pace of proceedings in
Sacramento County Superior Court Monday, citing concern
for the women victimized by Smith.

Read More

3 Strikes Felon with Loaded Gun Gets 32
Months, Blesses Judge

A three-strikes felon, charged with a recent possession of a
loaded gun despite his criminal history, pleaded guilty during
his arraignment last Friday here in Fresno County Superior
Court, and was sentenced to less than three years

Read More

Victim Defends Husband for Violating
Court Order, Citing His Poor English Skills

There was a certain irony in Fresno County Superior Court
last week when the victim of domestic violence stepped in to
defend the husband.The victim argued that her husband
Jesus Hernandez,

Read More
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COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Santa Rita Jail Admits Numerous Errors In
Daily Reports – Jail Population At Its Peak
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Tuesday, August 12, Santa Rita Jail’s testing appears to
be backed up and housing unit 33 ABC is back under
quarantine despite no new cases.

Read More

Cases Increase At Folsom State Prison – 6
to 63 In One Week – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 12, there are 8,874 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, and increase of 62 overnight. There
have been 53 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Public Defender Frees Man
Facing Life-in-Prison Charge

Although not completely pleased with the outcome, and
confident they could have won at trial, the San Francisco
Public Defender’s Office Monday pulled a defendant out of
COVID-19 jail by working a deal to have him released

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Nixes Protective Order
Extension, Refuses to Make ‘New Law’

It’s a technicality, but a Yolo County Superior Court judge
couldn’t renew a protective order protecting a victim late last
week, even after an exhaustive search to try to find a way to
so.Pedro Rodriguez last Friday was called

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Denied Mental Health Diversion
after Crimes against Own Mother
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Bogdan Ten was charged here in Sacramento County
Superior Court with multiple felony counts, including burglary,
assault with a deadly weapon, and assault by means of force
likely to produce bodily injury—against his

Read More

Judge Won’t Release Defendant Accused
of Threatening to Kill Sister

Defendant George Delavega, accused of threatening to kill
his sister by “slitting her throat and putting a bullet through her
head” with the weapons he was found to possess in his
residence, still asked Sacramento County Superior

Read More

COVID-19 Pandemic Intensifies Dire
Domestic Violence Situations

In the case of Michael Smith, Deputy District Attorney Kelly
Clark pushed for an accelerated pace of proceedings in
Sacramento County Superior Court Monday, citing concern
for the women victimized by Smith.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dxcTfZy5Cg5FbRzcab-UPd4LTtA8qFnSNwKHDLFgKvrAkiSXiSGOpG503Tydpvf9MqS68_9nUhhSIlCczTd_Zq9zb_VuVeJWfxHTQJfQWx2qkjFlxcqwrF4sjImDwvO4Rbu1VHqDcZSF1XY846huPyEp38aRVmPW&c=Q1BOxkiQrycieaS7JnU_A4pbCQ5WAVEi7xN2Y1mYzylkVq0MSkPy7w==&ch=lC3YaGXI8049liQ7a6prE8x09rn-bsrmEnziKYN-ZMXNqPFt0o_zOw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dxcTfZy5Cg5FbRzcab-UPd4LTtA8qFnSNwKHDLFgKvrAkiSXiSGOpHIMAGRzHtEI6XSYkV60WmOhHJG0L4PEObt_7NLTTnNN2rdh5IfgzATwPmUbPYdr-uIDSewtHgRjlQEHYdw1sQeyLdf4EP8y885wD1Ma4HWlUqZgeBrpXujZFIUZR3g7udOwuZTnYOsIbD_f5CAu9oK3MVb6mXSAxpMYS5dlbv7d2uxwj3A4wEWVJkhQebjf-ofnry3ice-jTRsvM1-InmA=&c=Q1BOxkiQrycieaS7JnU_A4pbCQ5WAVEi7xN2Y1mYzylkVq0MSkPy7w==&ch=lC3YaGXI8049liQ7a6prE8x09rn-bsrmEnziKYN-ZMXNqPFt0o_zOw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dxcTfZy5Cg5FbRzcab-UPd4LTtA8qFnSNwKHDLFgKvrAkiSXiSGOpFTUWXrJW5oE6qUaOZN_4hfgKtvERNblw_mDu-zGGx6U4vzm7ZjRgQQM95ucGAUKe8wVY3_hQQNDD_dsqyagvcaygFi5LtYg4BTzk2I6siLfi0OiUVYe-FOEvdzx_aGGu-Fs41qQ51e3RZ7pvcMGnF-oEp_rYlYSkVIpYPJXbSCcAN3W1B0Le-tXnVtKokwK4b172_CJP5T4TMzcXkdPSHE=&c=Q1BOxkiQrycieaS7JnU_A4pbCQ5WAVEi7xN2Y1mYzylkVq0MSkPy7w==&ch=lC3YaGXI8049liQ7a6prE8x09rn-bsrmEnziKYN-ZMXNqPFt0o_zOw==
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Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

The People's Vanguard of Davis | P.O. Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617-4715

Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About our service provider

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org powered by

Try email marketing for free today!

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dxcTfZy5Cg5FbRzcab-UPd4LTtA8qFnSNwKHDLFgKvrAkiSXiSGOpDymWce1qZlwR7pnqpWcCpfNX6liIp_u1Kw_OKTe1ylIW84H0FNqN2LSudsRvznX_Yjp85sN7bWCG49yKVkAUNyVniFXaZq0fQ==&c=Q1BOxkiQrycieaS7JnU_A4pbCQ5WAVEi7xN2Y1mYzylkVq0MSkPy7w==&ch=lC3YaGXI8049liQ7a6prE8x09rn-bsrmEnziKYN-ZMXNqPFt0o_zOw==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=9fde0ce1-202a-40d7-8af1-647309404b0c
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Subject: Event is tomorrow... hope you can a4end and help us out
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 10:27:19 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: undisclosed-recipients:;
BCC: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Hey everyone - tomorrow is our 10th annual event.  We are having it over Zoom so people can log in from anywhere.
 

The Vanguard's fundraiser helps run our court watch project.  We currently have over 60 interns, across the state and
have been covering courts in Sacramento, Yolo, San Francisco, Fresno and several other coun.es this summer.

By dona.ng you can help us con.nue to expand and the program should be worth watching.

We have a suggested dona.on of $50 but if that's steep, you can donate what you can afford - as low as $5 through
the variable rate plan.

Please sign up today: h4p://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard 10th Annual Event - Thursday

August 13 from 6 to 9 - via Zoom

Cost: $50 suggested dona.on but a variable rate .cket available

http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
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Topic: Wrongful Convic.ons and Prosecutorial Tunnel Vision

Mark Godsey, Director of the Ohio Innocence project is the keynote speaker and will be talking about his book "Blind
Injus.ce" as well as the case of the East Cleveland 3, of whom Laurese Glover will be on hand and talk about the 20
years he did in prison before being exonerated in 2015.

Also speaking, Jeffrey Deskovic, wrongfully convicted at age 16 and Danny Garza from NLG-Sac will talk about being
shot by a rubber bullet at the protests in May.

Mark Godsey: "This is coming up THURSDAY. We need to support organiza.ons like Davis Vanguard, who are
watchdogs for the court system. With the decline of inves.ga.ve journalism, we'll need more Vanguards to keep
them honest. Please tune in, and please consider a small dona.on to Davis Vanguard."

Jeffrey Deskovic: "Their keynote speaker is Mark Godsey of the Ohio Innocence Project. I was their keynote last year
and have con.nued to collaborate with them in a number of ways as we fight wrongful convic.on together, including
but definitely not limited to their publishing my "Looking Back" ar.cles [h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/tag/looking-
back/] Honored to have been invited to speak again this year on the "under card.""

Proceeds go to the Vanguard Court Watch project covering courts from Sacramento to San Francisco.

Reserve your spot today: h4p://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Ques.ons: info@davisvanguard.org

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://www.davisvanguard.org/tag/looking-back/
http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: [StopSQOutbreakUpdates] Press Conference - Wednesday 8.12 1PM PT with
#StopSanQuen.nOutbreak

Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 7:02:14 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald, cres@davisvanguard.org
ASachments: Outlook-image.png.png

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

FYI - The Ella Baker Center is having a press conference today at 1pm with updates and advocacy
around San Quen.n and CDCR. 

Press conference will include two currently incarcerated people calling in from SQ, including long.me
editor of the San Quen.n News, Juan Haines. 

Danielle Harris, from the San Francisco Public Defender's Office, will be speaking at 1:10pm about the
consolidated habeas case in Marin County which includes over 40 individuals in San Quen.n
pe..oning for release based on 8th amendment viola.ons of cruel and unusual punishment. 

Zoom link below -->

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/07/effort-to-release-people-incarcerated-at-san-quentin-moves-forward-in-marin-county-superior-court/
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Hello #StopSanQuen.nOutbreak Community, 

Help us spread the word about our Press Conference tomorrow - Wednesday 8.12 at 1PM PT. Organizers from the
#StopSanQuen.nOutbreak coali.on will be giving updates on the COVID-19 outbreak at San Quentin State
Prison, two months since the initial prison transfer that started the largest coronavirus outbreak in the
country at its height. We continue to demand large-scale releases from San Quentin and across CA prison
facilities to mitigate the impact of the outbreak, both inside and beyond prison walls. Tune in to hear from
public health experts, lawyers, activists, formerly and currently incarcerated individuals as well as loved
ones of those inside. 
Facebook Live link: bit.ly/StopSanQuentinPC. 

Details on the PC:

See below for the Press Release
See a4ached for the flyer 
See here for the Facebook invite
A4end the FB Live on Wednesday 8.12 1PM PT here: bit.ly/StopSanQuen.nPC  

Thanks community,
Isa 

Media Advisory: Public Health Experts,
 Impacted Individuals, Lawyers, and Activists to Provide An Update on COVID-19 

in California’s Prisons

California-
On Wednesday August 12th at 1:00PM PT, the #StopSanQuentinOutbreak
 coalition will host a virtual press conference to provide an update on the COVID-19 outbreak at San 
Quentin State Prison two months into the crisis there. The conference will feature a public health 
expert, a San Quentin healthcare worker, lawyers litigating
 against unconstitutional conditions in prison, formerly and currently incarcerated individuals, as well 
as loved ones of those incarcerated. Panelists will discuss the ongoing health threats to those 
inside, CDCR and the Governor’s continued inaction to provide
 adequate healthcare and mitigation measures, and  the experience of surviving a global pandemic 
behind bars as well as of re-entering society during the COVID-19 outbreak. Attorneys will also 
provide an overview of current litigation regarding prison conditions
 and releases.

Despite early action to mitigate the spread of COVID-19
 in community settings, the Governor’s plan for the pandemic inside prisons remains devoid of the 
urgency and leadership this moment requires.
As of August 11, 2020 (AM), 53
 incarcerated people have died in CDCR custody due to COVID19, 25 of whom were 
incarcerated at San Quentin State Prison. 

Advocates, community-based organizations,
 families, reentry resource networks, and healthcare workers are standing side-by-side ready to 
receive people back into the community. The Governor and CDCR must act now to release people 
and save lives on both sides of the walls.

http://bit.ly/StopSanQuentinPC
https://www.facebook.com/events/644717186403499
http://bit.ly/StopSanQuentinPC
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What:
 Press Conference on Current Conditions Inside the San Quentin Prison COVID 

When:
August 12th at 1PM PT 

Where:
 [media] Zoom Webinar: bit.ly/StopSanQuentinZoom
 / zoom.us/j/96709341029
FB Live:
 bit.ly/StopSanQuentinPC

Panelists Include: 
1. 

James King, Ella Baker Center 

2. 

Danielle Harris, San Francisco Public Defender's Office

3. 

Juan Haines, Currently incarcerated at San Quentin State Prison 

4. 

Dejon Joy, Currently incarcerated at San Quentin State Prison  

5. 

Healthcare worker at San Quentin State Prison 

6. 

Lupe Angulo
- Loved one in San Quentin, survivor, author of
article 

7. 

Recently released person from San Quentin State Prison

8. 

Public health expert  

9. 

http://bit.ly/StopSanQuentinZoom
https://zoom.us/j/96709341029
https://alt947.radio.com/promotion/prison-outbreak-violent-crime-victim-calls-for-mass-release
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Michael Bien, RBGG, co-lead counsel in the
Plata
and
Coleman
 lawsuits 

10. 

Lawyer, representing plaintiffs in grouped petitions for habeas corpus relief 

 
For planning purposes only:
 August 12th at 1pm-2:30pm PST
Media Contact:
 Jessica Brand, Jessica.Brand@wrencollective.com,
 (267) 879-2022 

mailto:Jessica.Brand@wrencollective.com
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-- 
Isabella Borgeson
B.S. Business Administration | Walter A. Haas School of Business
B.A. Ethnic Studies | College of Letters and Science
University of California, Berkeley - Class of 2013

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Harris as VP and What It Means; Disconnec.ng Prosecutors and Police
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 7:01:02 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Prosecutors, like judges, are charged with public duties that transcend those of ordinary advocates. It is
of paramount importance that the public trusts prosecutors to carry out those duties fairly and impartially,”
Chesa Boudin

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 12, 2020

A Different Perspective
on Kamala Harris as Potential Vice President

By David Greenwald

According to Nate Silver’s model released this morning, there is a 79 percent chance that Kamala Harris
will be the first woman to ascend to the office of the Vice President.  Looking at Silver’s notes this
morning, I was surprised by how much volatility there has been in polling from August on and of course
we know what happened in 2016 - so hold onto your hats.

In 2009, I had a chance to interview all of the Democratic candidates for Attorney General.  I met Kamala
Harris at a Starbucks in San Francisco, she was still DA at the time, and it was a remarkable interview in
that it lasted  all of 12 minutes (the others were well over 20) and she was giving one-line answers to
questions about criminal justice reform.
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questions about criminal justice reform.

I would add that my impression of Harris as AG largely echoes my recent columns on current AG Xavier
Becerra - weak on criminal justice reform, disappointing on police accountability, and poor on dealing with
corruption in Orange County.

For a bit of a different viewpoint on Harris however, here are some thoughts in a piece in the USA Today
from SF Deputy Public Defender Niki Solis, who I know and have covered some of her work in San
Francisco.

The piece came out on August 10 - prior to the announcement yesterday.  It does not comport with my
view but it would be hard to question Solis’ credentials on criminal justice reform and therefore it is worth
a read.

She writes: “As a public defender for 24 years, I examined, critiqued and battled Harris when she was the
San Francisco district attorney. And more often than not, Harris and I were on opposite sides.”

At that time, she argued, Harris was the most progressive prosecutor in the state.  “This is not an
anecdotal opinion.  It is  based on facts.”

Writes Solis:

“As San Francisco DA, Harris refused to seek the death penalty — even on a case where a very
respected police officer was tragically killed. Marijuana sales cases were routinely reduced to
misdemeanors. And marijuana possession cases were not even on the court’s docket. They were simply
not charged. Unless there was a large grow case, or a unique circumstance, this was the reform-minded
approach then-DA Harris’ office took. The accusations about marijuana prosecutions being harsh during
her tenure are absurd. The reality was quite the opposite.”

She notes: “Just last month in California, Santa Clara County DA Jeff Rosen said he would no longer
seek the death penalty. This comes 16 years after Harris took the same stance in San Francisco.”

Solis adds: “For those who have heard contrary arguments about Harris’ past work as a prosecutor, rest
assured that you are hearing this from someone whose life’s work has been dedicated to the cause of
equality and justice. I am the chair of the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office Racial Justice
Committee and have scratched and clawed for some semblance of justice in our courts for well over two
decades.”

She concludes: “I grappled with this idea of defending a former prosecutor for a long time, but Harris is
more than that. I have to acknowledge the truth and say what I feel is right to set the record straight.”

Having spent a lot of time around the SF Public Defender’s office over the past year and a half, I would
suspect this is a minority opinion in that department, but I do think to some extent both Biden and Harris
are being judged on criminal justice reform by current standards and that is not altogether fair given how
far we have actually come over the last three years.

Thanks for reading.

Support our work become a paid subscriber and buy tickets... see below!

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 1600 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL52uj3AMZnDeNjIMswDVln-30NVC-azN6nSJGoZknmpBsPnlejuxcL9DCr6sHWCX6BYRXeOa1-EfMku2NNmgedpH6in1EiU64O_Pwg_b2WqRpRLTuOvucXGXYOIh1jiYEEQubs2gcSGFtvYziC_yuF6iPjeOn_us4M_o4GCyGGM7yOmF_QZC8HchNLx5BuH9CxyZaN3LHUDWslFZYhlyzr71GCPkiCFVnclcD-LbJG4Mk=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL52aT7LGZCmQ5SH9jb6ly3kHdm3nHSVndhcw79aVIDloBx9TjHw-tsGuxmpQLzXiwXBKX9ZUJaWZ4f9ZPjDhOCkn-pfsgmCPvWbjo85W86b_QJMTclLCQesjoGd4SbwVPJrjq6_nnVUrX3dlflj0uj0QI89WoDbJeC2WTn-jVGPkdvL6iEapNGZzX2ZggWjB97&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL52aT7LGZCmQ5SH9jb6ly3kHdm3nHSVndhcw79aVIDloBx9TjHw-tsGuxmpQLzXiwXBKX9ZUJaWZ4f9ZPjDhOCkn-pfsgmCPvWbjo85W86b_QJMTclLCQesjoGd4SbwVPJrjq6_nnVUrX3dlflj0uj0QI89WoDbJeC2WTn-jVGPkdvL6iEapNGZzX2ZggWjB97&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5EF9OYgzm82jX6ZuHQi-wpG_vWFvtxhFR0TNYtUy1nfHWScSNJyzRZdEWs-A7V9UTYopTYldzFAOSus6HNKgB-ifyir-1BX_tNHHIZlKUvmuZIdUvXV-4uLxqYesOURyEisHD3oVA5xSIso2zwWgU6E1RGRpoe9WXkX6Dm8r9UP4=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5EF9OYgzm82jX6ZuHQi-wpG_vWFvtxhFR0TNYtUy1nfHWScSNJyzRZdEWs-A7V9UTYopTYldzFAOSus6HNKgB-ifyir-1BX_tNHHIZlKUvmuZIdUvXV-4uLxqYesOURyEisHD3oVA5xSIso2zwWgU6E1RGRpoe9WXkX6Dm8r9UP4=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5Z_d71mWA79PEeMO5PV2_uV9TzfzZJYXrbjofbAR6m1xYtayA5RNHXjaya8QQ4C_GpMtsKT7F8WkUvi116GQBmXJdRgp8a0uu16EA_WED92Ltjv0cotECY-mW-YXn4EAU9DMzdhCsbtxpKbHvjkGZ0MGrTME4hPW6EbJYC5ODm55-hnoCbCU_wBFPjhG-Q_7s&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5Z_d71mWA79PEeMO5PV2_uV9TzfzZJYXrbjofbAR6m1xYtayA5RNHXjaya8QQ4C_GpMtsKT7F8WkUvi116GQBmXJdRgp8a0uu16EA_WED92Ltjv0cotECY-mW-YXn4EAU9DMzdhCsbtxpKbHvjkGZ0MGrTME4hPW6EbJYC5ODm55-hnoCbCU_wBFPjhG-Q_7s&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5rTcMKW79PGC8e9OhnWXsukRspptDpNjQBImDld84VyP42bphH1ne89ylYi9N0HdPYKhlmfiBViUlzYBKWD4Unefy376pB4R6GfIrGFxZytG9O7y7dLM4NjUVI5iA0sm9GLVyr9QzoI_wm3coA3M3Y-BVBweHDmeCXtAfmZrnLls=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5rTcMKW79PGC8e9OhnWXsukRspptDpNjQBImDld84VyP42bphH1ne89ylYi9N0HdPYKhlmfiBViUlzYBKWD4Unefy376pB4R6GfIrGFxZytG9O7y7dLM4NjUVI5iA0sm9GLVyr9QzoI_wm3coA3M3Y-BVBweHDmeCXtAfmZrnLls=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5CRrnQAgoZT2ELVnMhpJKKE_Olj6MzVnzXXO10JqYK5IWSgKu3Sp7cCO-viMzw2Qf64fjp8CpPJ9Kfz8eeRx6LTvKl5F-VRmX-FWHzU8z7ri2C83pnvtc_2yHnMmhV8tpbxwJRc7eqKek-2NENqXxYp-RQ3DJJU8ua2n1q-UybrD5AsqNnrjcROc__ej-_BiOvoDKG7YZSLoKkTQMowRnkxP5ci5ezKUaeBeU91sTo2vKIVt-rke4hNJqRoGHYvJ-CjEF7svij_IcZrSTwEJr24xolsl0DN327gHKJ87I7Tc_TEbomxXmkQ==&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5CRrnQAgoZT2ELVnMhpJKKE_Olj6MzVnzXXO10JqYK5IWSgKu3Sp7cCO-viMzw2Qf64fjp8CpPJ9Kfz8eeRx6LTvKl5F-VRmX-FWHzU8z7ri2C83pnvtc_2yHnMmhV8tpbxwJRc7eqKek-2NENqXxYp-RQ3DJJU8ua2n1q-UybrD5AsqNnrjcROc__ej-_BiOvoDKG7YZSLoKkTQMowRnkxP5ci5ezKUaeBeU91sTo2vKIVt-rke4hNJqRoGHYvJ-CjEF7svij_IcZrSTwEJr24xolsl0DN327gHKJ87I7Tc_TEbomxXmkQ==&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vWg6I9RPjuxy7M5jAoaib8RNhUmqarQZdTbo2p9541XJApFe8XRHDVn-c4xdRCvURAubbCxSXKOdbgKxZ1KF-CJzqwu0bYCkJcsa_2Zls_KsGn4_y44XP1lY0TAl-JH1D18IiVEF-eYFvNnL7Rt1huietim6lvNixbH43a_x0DuTajs1MnNODZhZZlY2eS4lt5PRzUKmU9u7822_d_N2baeBqHOkcfFf8703jY3hx4OhJcfXhqOodLWP-azci2J-3YWsv86Q0OwNEQNq2Rs5p-fx3-sFJhQ1eA==&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vR6QRN1qLjWXUXOWb19uDuFVXjRArBAFp3BJtnsiBQcqlUmM6Hf0q7dWoxgp8X0Hfby35W0Ljmaj8on6XackS9-lXLDeI80fcGaWkTLuGOoI&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vR6QRN1qLjWXUXOWb19uDuFVXjRArBAFp3BJtnsiBQcqlUmM6Hf0q7dWoxgp8X0Hfby35W0Ljmaj8on6XackS9-lXLDeI80fcGaWkTLuGOoI&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
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San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Boudin and Other Progressive Prosecutors
Push to Limit Ability of DAs to Accept
Money from Police Unions

In the wake of high profile officer-involved killings and the
perceived cozy relationship between prosecutors and police
unions, four of the leading reformers in California—Diana
Becton, Contra Costa DA, Chesa Boudin, San Francisco DA,

Read More

Guest Commentary: District Attorneys
Leverage Their Power against Black Lives

There is one set of actors that has long operated as the
engine behind the twinned, racist forces of police impunity
and mass incarceration: our District Attorneys. Yet, despite
the chorus of calls to divest from police forces and reduce

Read More

San Francisco Public Defender Frees Man
Facing Life-in-Prison Charge

Although not completely pleased with the outcome, and
confident they could have won at trial, the San Francisco
Public Defender’s Office Monday pulled a defendant out of
COVID-19 jail by working a deal to have him released

Read More

Missouri Republican Leaders Receive
Backlash at Attempt to Oust Circuit
Attorney Kim Gardner

In a public statement Tuesday, St. Louis County prosecuting
attorney Wesley Bell expressed his outrage at an amendment
proposed by Missouri Republicans that would allow
Republican Gov. Mike Parson to push St. Louis Circuit

Read More

Mark Godsey and Wrongful Convictions–

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vYj12iaEjmTzd42Kb2f1ruU2BYhygcs-6A_8Ibnf1SfB9QS_rSBylkgnmfotWuMhvh3XaujUxoY1jTEDTtpulEzeqCpxZveWUMjN_lILKQYuQqUfMnqQa6A=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vYj12iaEjmTzk74IzzKI3N0DISlVprW7BUrPZWMkYAPeIdZtoKRaQ9vjceaqTcE1wL4X2k7nReWE8wBFYm0B5hcWBJouY6KlryF9SEPzUdrL61DLocXu0Xv6uwtX3Ew9xRs6ngllsQDM&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vYj12iaEjmTz3XS6MnR5Bdpyu-q0QDIjvesr6RTiLFO9dGkdxzYQCdrDnMOj-jDsg3tfn66h9k1bSADLsEaaqljY1OC_yEikunTvERTTIT6mZf6_NYWxU67gg5QUSFYmnYdrhZ6W3qdKI-lAUH9D_-A=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vbAtmHvdjFdk1mOH7j_vZjopWSEdi09UDoqyxRn54_MvkkTDrHUOc2DSkBWIpqmYCHxcHvPDwoyBnbpDm46mFcRhoGAyJsf6sEBMnxiLQIciJpg52Uvk6QZ2AP22suGUufadPU24uOn2&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vQvp3pxqjQJFw8BWGcB-SCWyMXru62g542YrpPS_eGOks8cu-wlkXz6WEe77Ejgh3m6pmOKSXQ7fXi7AFRCR_4PE7hurAflDdHRK-SKwk2KU&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vSEKbrVzTpC5-yQ-ipEzu2v9v1_P0r2M2vFtDjLOHgEzxcXyYoyb-5jxAzJZLmNqgrt0aCAeTl3u2zhOJ3VrKhvoAjtk97lEquGPdYE5mQzo&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5YmvD9nf9LZe9XhQbK1PVDQP9BGxU55Ix0zDYPPY8h-GrAvSaQUAbKxSt6hXDaw-WFNT-wXEnjHtBjOKzfegX7CPqlKNGK4tuvNjHne8FdU1sfMWWbrixdudsH_5mq1b43ZqijJxPg5ChjZ0PcLgM8zFVgbAS6zRbMPdC0Vs4RGZN7oTW9oSZ1th-TeeE2-MoSTnoZo5jkfhVzJGkOxeOETSdT5OCz722AdRhe3NpTeslHlWaPrgP9Q==&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL57CCA5aYFBJNFE9cUcLzcdt42TsyZH07_ZTeNrzvfsnC-6_buNYF1TaSGThGmnVXZWSYjRkb8QCIcRdtwqiXyBbLoJG84YsKDVn3lXt5J3tPBcmrlurOfULeUu0_-eSF-lin9GsUwkbF6GCD2aBcjUumSRXbKCJrS1zG6UFIxw2pFxa4uxM4m7Bwwu3DzFtZW1EyGN5NYPvLfgqBzGBJf8Q==&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5moWwDNXtihO1JUeqjMjw0-Plias5PBox7TIBFPP6qbhkT2gUIYk6FNGSEUfdXHHtN-4bE8bt_01j6WRz9oAqo5uw68cbtulxScabN5scPm9fGY6Ks5rbPhE4kRyIPVy3ReV5e1GLmgzec4bIYcgS5-jn6JvRVyr4495Rhe95ZLSAOd4iE_HFiiUe7VD5YpOlP5aA2qAkZLw=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5AXK0l4_i4CuQIhQMS60Gn03Xwi1Wlf2mG1K4qnimVwxOYkkMnGMsbkY57PjDOJulWzyOZ5NdDizj8RBvPYlk3sCxii5RdVz5hs3mWwQ6BUr62U1eJPgJ9TTr5E0NfmwbZ23_mttitIbyxubY7jDdzvlfkF9zJ88VAr3VvH9NaM5cFKUqpSFH9Lz2mFScRJRhqSSdugM6QIsETaKDhYY3bajXCUjDDu2WKNb3DgL58q8=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
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TOMORROW via ZOOM

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Six Years for Voluntary Manslaughter in
Deadly Shooting Visibly Upsets Victim’s
Family

In a sentencing hearing here in Sacramento County Superior
Court, Mathew Shaffer was sentenced to six years in state
prison for the deadly shooting of a 29-year-old Rancho
Cordova resident, visibly shaking the victim’s family,

Read More

Yolo Judge Nixes Protective Order
Extension, Refuses to Make ‘New Law’

It’s a technicality, but a Yolo County Superior Court judge
couldn’t renew a protective order protecting a victim late last
week, even after an exhaustive search to try to find a way to
so.Pedro Rodriguez last Friday was called

Read More

Civilian Action to Stop Alleged DUI Driver
Focus of Preliminary Hearing

A civilian witness—after watching a dangerous scene unfold
on the freeway—took the keys from what appeared to be a
drunk driver and waited for law enforcement to arrive,
according to testimony here last Thursday at Fresno

Read More

6 Months in Jail Could Have Been Avoided
with ‘Just One Hour of Community Service
a Month’

Fresno County Superior Court didn’t ask much—the
equivalent of about one hour of community service a month—
and Humberto Guzman would be a free man.Instead, he’s
going to jail for six months.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Another COVID-19 Death in San Quentin –

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vT30gyEoTz5Bcc3lkXUcF7gmBU3W2lMtTChzmbdo1VQA0HBAWeb_0brWsSLRA8kg_Wnh0YpdadO25Ugo8jItoNHhNJvfloQQtOibphFlWZJ2pXnpiQMEYeI6zy6nZFT3q5MPG8Y6bVPyXsO1Lm9JCZRv-VLHyZD2Jg8z0mn05BEjI6ScgSd_2kyzflvLBGi1z_B4fduI2U03AU16veHV22U=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5QHO5IUW8lXvc1n4-hnGJyILGT3vNBJ3NwJhFPKQh1P5UoloBjxPO7FO7AkkDwWrDQ33N50ftKSDbeTWDPpVdv2Wl0cpzYcXNK7eqkEtQRiM8sH0yuAsUP3XN2kMFaFxrNfVY6GXMVWxPbqxO8kAR9TyhsTkAM6Cf2QtuA-qKnNuFLWoD9UBzIE9l1sfSxsgnnXYaK4a3vdabTmI0C3I6gniyWbdk9gRX&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5qQgRbvbZBs9ElgNndn5SaoSbgz18t2kS8HPs6O4AhnCeX1MG1t274bQ_ZH6PWQc8I8XZcFTHgDLK9ecsFkMt_lCQEWhi2bfmVHotybn4DHUKm-wDBsj0ADEY2YvEVI2bUXxV0vz1cKm6b4yl2GT7ke7N2J1xR6lpe7v_lE4amknREtlyAQLMgZFIurDkmj0VzzQYJZW-z6M=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5KcrlyDv1Xp1_OM7XxQbUkz9S7KhqTxNKQym0GAF-IVkWIsEi8SMnQDv2HqfmiAf75fmpbfex9xzuAp_S69YeEicW1kit_c1fcwC_IZkl9aOQ7rBSh_Umzes8RCMCd1o3sFde0XpwsayXW0dzNfL0656_Rcdqgwz48ooaTzIL7EezG6gvYzYuVDOBvuvlL7hCOcHXCebJ42Y=&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vaUfWy7QEYL5moAyIZKcu5BteXyiUl6dwrrnGGOtGRL5MyCCVqKhyCmtml0Z2gUVAcEwyME4PzbL8EEUSWEY7Y8Ct34GaeLpzf2CmSc0EvU45ApESp5N-icNFzA6X3KWOg1OgACPOl3QPd3X7Q7zBpUqINQ5Jdmbzv7dq3eToz1W8A-v2ASI3sRomEJlG2aKcBXPEUJMp8sSQf4kR1nPk7qx80dYAr9M9vgYKcliYh-6&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
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Death Toll Rises to 25 – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 11th, there are 8,812 confirmed COVID-19
cases in the CDCR system, 974 in the last two weeks. There
have been 53 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

Santa Rita Jail Admits Numerous Errors In
Daily Reports – Jail Population At Its Peak
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

On Monday, August 10, Santa Rita Jail acknowledged
multiple errors in their recent daily reports. One of these
revealed that over the last two days the jail has administered
only 9 tests, the fewest tests administered in a two-day

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Public Defender Frees Man
Facing Life-in-Prison Charge

Although not completely pleased with the outcome, and
confident they could have won at trial, the San Francisco
Public Defender’s Office Monday pulled a defendant out of
COVID-19 jail by working a deal to have him released

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Nixes Protective Order
Extension, Refuses to Make ‘New Law’

It’s a technicality, but a Yolo County Superior Court judge
couldn’t renew a protective order protecting a victim late last
week, even after an exhaustive search to try to find a way to
so.Pedro Rodriguez last Friday was called

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Six Years for Voluntary Manslaughter in
Deadly Shooting Visibly Upsets Victim’s
Family

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vV5h-XUfCdONwxotqumbLOnxfLEu2Xr2Tm8SRgTLC-J-3ih56ZwE3g1y8gyA7zuwV2myBJl6p7w6zKw2iKFNdGoTinbDnYsSsvOwrO7KYBka3LqoXpO33uOsSUQJ4chqrYo4-SHqKovsC7AOe4GCIT_DoHC5iVbC0A==&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vV5h-XUfCdONAlYejJhYBJzK_JgVGBc_HLOyNdnlCFDm5pm-LKqy8C5op4dfNxHms7r2Ii83VDHPapjAeSF3k2Pv2WDDgcjigUMJXMBG09iRKrC9zN1SwOeNhqjEccN8iS-7zOCakOw4UNFBMs9xp9elFScr4ymyfINJmxc_Xoo3&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XBQidoSni95HEwa_5nF9ckh2RYXSIPBISS3zOruExKEbdLhvRBI0vZ6VCti7UEUQpOV2dlODbZsn_BdflBkvqvUfYjXpRH18H3b5Su--YJu46D09M3qwg4rBK847TqPNG0jSXMqAPoRn7awjbtSrfZOtGULPnx7cCcln8tbxf5K1PRDgllOsl_aTb02UN332&c=OUH8ZNYMr6Ngf0VuA2cUykrSL_g_aJYpP7kDSfZsLq7J-y8TXmzovA==&ch=9FL9cbzi5IABi899uzKysLMloZ1aWzSUL-VFQEAoMtLQHXb479z2Ww==
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In a sentencing hearing here in Sacramento County Superior
Court, Mathew Shaffer was sentenced to six years in state
prison for the deadly shooting of a 29-year-old Rancho
Cordova resident, visibly shaking the victim’s family,

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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$50 suggested donation but variable price tickets available

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 27, 2020

Vanguard 10th Annual Event - Thursday
August 13 from 6 to 9 - via Zoom

Cost: $50 suggested donation but a variable rate ticket available

Topic: Wrongful Convictions and Prosecutorial Tunnel Vision

Mark Godsey, Director of the Ohio Innocence project is the keynote speaker and will be talking about his
book "Blind Injustice" as well as the case of the East Cleveland 3, of whom Laurese Glover will be on
hand and talk about the 20 years he did in prison before being exonerated in 2015.
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Also speaking, Jeffrey Deskovic, wrongfully convicted at age 16 and Danny Garza from NLG-Sac will talk
about being shot by a rubber bullet at the protests in May.

Mark Godsey: "This is coming up THURSDAY. We need to support organizations like Davis Vanguard,
who are watchdogs for the court system. With the decline of investigative journalism, we'll need more
Vanguards to keep them honest. Please tune in, and please consider a small donation to Davis
Vanguard."

Jeffrey Deskovic: "Their keynote speaker is Mark Godsey of the Ohio Innocence Project. I was their
keynote last year and have continued to collaborate with them in a number of ways as we fight wrongful
conviction together, including but definitely not limited to their publishing my "Looking Back" articles
[https://www.davisvanguard.org/tag/looking-back/] Honored to have been invited to speak again this year
on the "under card.""

Proceeds go to the Vanguard Court Watch project covering courts from Sacramento to San Francisco.

Reserve your spot today: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Questions: info@davisvanguard.org

Reserve your seats today: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Date and Time

Thu, August 13, 2020
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM PDT

Location
VIA ZOOM - ONLY ONLINE

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: San Francisco Public Defender Successfully Frees Client; Fights Back
Against a Life-in-Prison Charge

Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 at 7:03:22 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: August 11, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (618) 249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

***PRESS RELEASE***

San Francisco Public Defender Successfully Frees Client; Fights Back
Against a Life-in-Prison Charge

 
SAN FRANCISCO - Yesterday, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office secured freedom
for a man who spent nearly 5 months in jail for an incident wherein he acted in self-defense.
The agreed upon plea arrangement to a misdemeanor charge allowed the man to avoid a
potential life in prison sentence and to immediately gain release from jail, where the risk of
contracting Covid-19 remains high.
 
The charges arose from an incident where Anthony Prater, 53, fought a man he said pulled a
knife on him on March 26. Police arrested Mr. Prater, primarily because the other man had
suffered a cut to his leg during the struggle. Unbeknownst to police at the time, the alleged
victim had a history of violence and threatening behavior.
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Mr. Prater was charged with assault with a deadly weapon, considered a strike under
California’s three-strikes law, and premeditated attempted murder. The legal defense team led
by Deputy Public Defender Kathleen Natividad successfully negotiated a lesser misdemeanor
assault charge after beginning the trial when prosecutors admitted they could not prove their
case. “Mr. Prater accepted the plea deal, despite professing his innocence, so that he could
immediately be released from custody,” said Natividad.
 
“We are pleased Mr. Prater escaped a charge wherein he was facing life in prison, but are
disappointed the case was not dismissed in its entirety,” said Public Defender Mano Raju.
“The result speaks for itself; the case was over-charged from the beginning. Pleas often
happen despite innocence when people cannot fight their cases from out of custody.”
 
Several attempts to get Mr. Prater released from jail prior to trial, where the threat of
contracting COVID-19 was a major concern, were unsuccessful.
  
On Wednesday, Mr. Prater will be released to supportive housing that was coordinated by
social workers at the Public Defender’s Office.  Prater’s attorney “Kathleen Natividad and her
team worked extremely hard and did an extraordinary job with this case. I believe she would
have secured a not guilty verdict if they had completed trial.” said Raju.
 

###
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Burris Pushes Back Against Vallejo PD; District Court Judge Calls on Supreme
Court to Eliminate Qualified Immunity
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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“The fact that he had a gun on his lap, that doesn’t justify shooting him,” Burris explained. “You can’t
wake a person up and then before they even have a chance to do a legitimate move, acknowledge where
they are, you shoot them."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 11, 2020

The Victim is Angry At
the Release of a Murder But the DA and Fox News Are Stoking
the Fires

By David Greenwald
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Small towns and small counties make for some interesting experiences - like writing on a case and
having the victim's sister, the very person who took to Fox News posting on our site in response to the
article.

There has been some interesting pushback on my commentary on the Terebea Williams release.  She
was one of those given early release by Governor Newsom as he attempts to lower the prison population.

He is getting it from both sides - victims and DAs are complaining that he is releasing dangerous
criminals while others are demanding he "release them all."

In this case, which emanated in Yolo County where I reside, the victim’s sister came on the Vanguard and
pushed back against our response to her and Assistant Chief Deputy DA Melinda Aiello coming on Fox
News last week to pushback against the governor.

While I argued that we don’t actually know much about the reasoning by the governor or the parole
board, my article had very little to do with this particular case - in part because we were only given the
victim’s side of the story by Fox News who presented the victim’s sister and the DA - and no one else. 
(And yet I’m attacked for being one-sided).

The victim leads with: “It’s disheartening that victims and their families are continually re-victimized by the
CDCR and governor Newsom. Our family is not the only victims in this travesty. I am heart-broken for the
citizens of California who are being subjected to criminals – both violent & non-violent – being released
back into society before their debt is paid.”

In a second comment, “My brother did not deserve any kind of label associated with DV – he was loving
and giving and would defend anyone being bullied or harassed. The thought that he would have hurt a
woman in any way is incomprehensible to me. His murderer is using her PAST abuse, before she ever
knew Johnny, as the reasons why she killed him. It’s outrageous!”

She added this parting shot: “I’m dumbfounded that the blogger would not reach out to me or another
family member to get the full picture.”

There is a bit of inside baseball in here - “the blogger” is apparently what the DA’s office derisively refers
to me.  It attempts to disparage our work. I've been called many interesting things in addition to accused
of viciously attacking the DA who I have only met once in 15 years. But that’s fine.

I didn’t want to get into a public back and forth with the family, so I will point out a few things here.

First, again, read the article (here), the article is really pushing back on the DA’s office for going on Fox
News, not the family or the victim.

Second, she is dumbfounded that I would not reach out to her - I am not sure how I would reasonably do
that.  Regardless - they gave their full side of the story already on Fox News.  We know how they feel and
anyone who wants to watch their account can do so.

What we don’t know and it would help is the other side of the story.  As Robert Canning, a retired CDCR
psychologist who sits on our board, points out in his comment last week, “we know little about Ms.
Williams from the story – she was convicted of a series of heinous crimes that lead to the death of
another person, she was appropriately sentenced to state prison for her crimes, and has done well
enough in prison to be recommended for parole by the parole board (with Gov. Newsom’s approval as
well).
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“From my experience with inmates, she has probably used her time in prison well. She has grown for the
past 22 years and he may have earned a school diploma, learned a trade, and most likely had no
disciplinarians while in either or both of the female prisons. She has a parole plan that is realistic and
doable, she was found low risk to re-offend by the psychologist for the BPH who did a thorough risk
assessment, and she’s probably been to the Board more than once. These are things that most people,
without some knowledge of prison in California, could not know. It’s more about Ms. Williams’ life than just
what her crime was – it’s the case for release.”

The side of the story here that’s missing then is not the victim’s, it’s Williams.

Third, and here is my real problem - she went on Fox News because she was angry with the governor
and the DA joined her.  Again this is Fox News.  I realize this is a sore subject for the family and I even
empathize with them on this but going on Fox News is using a blunt object to politicize the matter.

The family is really the ones being used here.  Fox News wants to attack Governor Newsom.  The DA
wants to promote their law and order ethos.  And the victims are getting re-victimized alright, by the very
people trying to help them.

We don’t understand this case any better with the DA going on Fox News and that’s not their intention. 
They want to politicize it and use the victim to show how the reform movement is hanging victims out to
dry.

It is unfortunate because as former Davis Mayor Robb Davis and Lisa Rea of Restorative Justice
International have pointed out there are ways to actually help victims heal.  

Just as Robb Davis sees the Lauren Kirk-Coehlo (vandalism case of a Mosque we covered last week)
case as a lost opportunity, so too is this.  If the DA really cared about victims he would stop exploiting and
firing up their anger and focus more on allowing healing to occur.

Thanks for reading.

For the full article… click here.

Support our work become a paid subscriber and buy tickets... see below!

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now over 1500 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Burris Believes Vallejo Police Shooting of
McCoy Unjustified

While the region is focused on the June 2 killing of Sean
Monterrosa by Vallejo police, Vallejo still has not resolved the
2019 shooting of Willie McCoy, where police fired more than
40 rounds into his vehicle as he slept—13 of those shots

Read More

District Court Judge Calls on Supreme
Court to Eliminate Qualified Immunity

District Court Judge Carlton W. Reeves of the Southern
District of Mississippi delivered a powerful message
condemning the United States’ “qualified immunity” doctrine in
a court decision Tuesday.

Read More

Sacramento Judge Grants Rare Demurrer;
Defendant Case Still Continues

In a moment not often seen in pretrial motions, Sacramento
County Superior Court department 60 Judge Scott L. Tedmon
granted Assistant Public Defender Dena Stone’s demurrer for
Raymond Santos, who is currently in custody

Read More

Man Slashes Friend with Knife, Talked S***
About Victim’s Mom

It’s safe to say these two aren’t friends anymore – a
Sacramento man is accused of slashing his friend with a
pocketknife outside of a liquor store during an argument about
the victim’s mother.

Read More

EVENT IS THURSDAY - RESERVE YOUR
SPOT

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Lawyer Has Warrant for Missing Court –
Now He and Client Have Same Lawyer
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In a major plotline twist here in Yolo County Superior Court
Monday, it was the lawyer who was in hot water with a
warrant for his arrest as he began his case representing a
Daniel James Rugg.Attorney Michael Stewart appeared in

Read More

Accused ‘Tio’ Offered $20 to Young Victim
of Sexual Abuse

This Riverside County Superior Court hearing began late last
week with information provided by Police Sgt. Nathaniel
Hanley that, during a physical examination, an 11-year-old
minor disclosed to her doctor that she had experienced a

Read More

Military Officer Stopped with BAC Limit
Below DUI Status – Challenges Search &
Seizure

A military officer, charged with running a stop sign while
possibly being under the influence, pleaded not guilty and his
attorney is filing a suppression motion claiming he may be a
victim of illegal search and seizure.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
Continues – Quarantined Housing Units
Released In Advance Without Explanation
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

A recent inspection of Santa Rita Jail by an independent
consultant published last Monday found that 30% of new
incarcerated people refuse a COVID-19 test and that newly
booked individuals who are considered especially

Read More

Another COVID-19 Death in San Quentin,
Cases Rise in Folsom State Prison –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 10th, there are 8,792 confirmed COVID-19
cases in the CDCR system, 1044 in the last two weeks. There
have been 52 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

Solano County Jail – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails
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The increase in testing is a step in the right direction. Last
week, only one test was conducted in the jail. By
administering more tests, more people can utilize the jail’s
monitored medical housing units designed for those who

Read More

Santa Rita Jail’s COVID-19 Cover-Up –
Quarantined Housing Cut Short Without
Explanation, <10% of Population Tested -
Weekly Highlights - COVID-19 in CA Jails

The Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO) provided less
information in their daily COVID-19 updates these last two
weeks compared to information released previously. Over the
last three weeks, the Davis Vanguard has investigated

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Mock Trial Showdown: Sacramento v. San
Francisco, in Pete Seeger v. People of the
State of Lone Star

It was “only” a mock trial, using fictional names and
characters. On the other hand, it was important to those
involved.For the first time in each of the counties’ histories,
the San Francisco Public

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Lawyer Has Warrant for Missing Court –
Now He and Client Have Same Lawyer

In a major plotline twist here in Yolo County Superior Court
Monday, it was the lawyer who was in hot water with a
warrant for his arrest as he began his case representing a
Daniel James Rugg.Attorney Michael Stewart appeared in

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Judge Grants Rare Demurrer;
Defendant Case Still Continues
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyTC6o9E4ZgFPtpUXeYThvpCvvTp1jabX3-mnR8mXNPX3ZFHGTa4LPPTrt8rZOZN9ghUbxffkqL2t-irrZD_ZL7bDyYILIp9GutTRNaCSEQjiSJTk2GHHf8td0m8-EwOAdnD5Og5Q1TE5dD1Yh0VHq45L13P7d1Mpzu2tOS_hxMwB8pADJ1eTSH3qUfUdIL45-VhDJNt4u25o&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyY1ImIRcEuLhYO2B5uZhb0aHgZMMl0b2zI4rFFoI8_tfKMN22-sDXU15EdviGyUDWOVd3jv2jFytNUoHFXShqnE8h_iJES2jFzaFoD8TsIKgKgN_axTvDbC8br7PSTR6x5ADCfMqjSzU&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyS4-LSaZugybDC_OctmEUTZsU4d53TUMAoERxDymHzBTdharMqKfhIYrqHFQBQcS8tPBkmAX5IqbH9FZrcbaUXJttgvp6_z2_IYa1UoNzZceaAqq_-dEAR-8Gg5pD2K3r-wQY0W6AwwXeXtdzL_xgLAAtA6dqz-RzeJbsCwAo4Zq1LHoB4oMAXGIrBKQSLLHOXW4gi5mKK-cMweq60MWA3GUrWnXz4Jpv4is20dRO3IKB5SunnR3v0P3j7RmapYzyw==&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyZKPBHjdoHO3ZfDJ1RTEoTsGv2nxX0S04q8mjuCMj45HaO7xJ0t9okAOH3fMvK2Si-O6gQeEQUOds8sbY2GN1JkPPeet76VPn95sNFI7N9prbg8yau8dNeizb7B-kOQZdDUjac5FIp0u&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyTC6o9E4ZgFPYoeoZADQ1aQc7FoOTxlhUSX67ccnOESvwGDirBDBJ0xd3W-meQ7YvcnSJLWIA9Rrj1le3LUz4uQxw8kxdlTOS2wg6KHtPZp6HLSlylYrPjYx8tyvSoBKR937kNixrPvNqsrh4GFZWDlIOKbLGSlZnPBwF9IGip7pIm9URXwfzAn6Y63iwAORJ4jtMKR_PnnzOFIiQsx1V0g=&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyY1ImIRcEuLhpvFSjW9tM5YS-R-iwES8OGVmFPkj2X5GpbTtflB8lvJNABY3yFL6OvN3b31VPT9rxTkZiLSsghdt7_uDtVbx3CBHlR5hNbPIwazl0uV2BC6-PXVbrnrpATfEh5TXxiXEMDipKL_z-c8=&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
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In a moment not often seen in pretrial motions, Sacramento
County Superior Court department 60 Judge Scott L. Tedmon
granted Assistant Public Defender Dena Stone’s demurrer for
Raymond Santos, who is currently in custody

Read More

Man Slashes Friend with Knife, Talked S***
About Victim’s Mom

It’s safe to say these two aren’t friends anymore – a
Sacramento man is accused of slashing his friend with a
pocketknife outside of a liquor store during an argument about
the victim’s mother.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyTC6o9E4ZgFPTSksaUlfMgoVIsAKOk1TaUaMY1CFR6JZqQxLG9SvUzLbBB-FXLbvkS5sSH9quAESdjWLZcxIL4ewKVWVRFdolCE9kubXW39r29d9it45xRGybMvpnkiKayaEPdpunGyALJMs3Yow_L0e_6lM-2wP8G4p6336jJn-0-PqaqgF28DPnTtRcyMvbTypPv8UtZnj7vF5eA9hBoI=&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyTC6o9E4ZgFPQ9hc7DTudngCP4Hzw0JFIE3bUgupfO8-h13dT9T0QBsyjN7BxIsab78Wj4uAzBoNBvBlfL7B09IUiMB4MonxpXxNw9Rp20pA3Q4vBWY7xOh32uKAnSIvJtQmBFOB9-Me9gqjJvTWGSaSomXFu7oASxIQBzTGr042Xs65SPNCaMlAI-sOgrMzWA==&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyYM-wyyAIS_z5WbYkJoHhdJijn7Oll5g5d3No7RnXHR9-LIiZauRgnfn5kSthQ2YBhMp9FAXTDA4JoV-dQMuymvAKPf5_lPAEPVQraMe8rsS&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyQeJvR0ZgPERO6aHkN9zcJndoruRnqoq218-1IWQQWgdPutjMKaJQW4src7hKjiOkUXw_5aqXp9CKhqjFkNUuwK7xkd8CuQF7V2sBfJ7hwJ_QztmSzT_H3x4-OOOYChWnu5DRxQLmYMh6MJjeeaeK9AXfu8rdxzQ8V17npbyGthhi0j9rEXghs1jyjw8JSKFXtexsJA4hazSEubzNy2w0Sg=&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YyXiqGPqd1KHFMHMbAEvHSTMX_RHMFvl11bG9GYjDIv3kqdOeyJOxeBLWJOpBJkbzQ4lVoZDPJTdEeif6i1N_r0vFt79CeO0a1TsIpUPGjlecynJDHJmOh6OP8uGoCcSck0zv1eGPjmH86VcRAnu7XE9W7kwZfJGzAsLFd-hLG42PZiYuDDcg5Os29ki4U3tgDeTe2Z6YkAHvZIZtBO-NO_Q=&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017QRC0cbIVejKzFkk9BBoOFQJlMgSyfQfzbrLIXSxXQjS_JU_K_0YybBylCQoGSKm_HhNTedt1Vgyr0oX1wQjEwODoHhCozoR5eQHyKkIICCKVjUxhebthfAUDYXRnNgft67rZ6i_C8Ck9PFjNHXrjA==&c=uzYv8uMuUeqN2gmAr-_t0y_GHo3HVvX6lnJgsuvdCS2RxWgoRatvNA==&ch=HIQvZM8k-QFsCeP_FFObvJZ7jjhtJ_zaCMbxRoU4OnTrFBevt6vkSQ==
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The People's Vanguard of Davis | P.O. Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617-4715

Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About our service provider

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org powered by

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Fwd: CourtWatch Fundraiser
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 at 7:48:07 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Wilson, Jacque (PDR)" <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Date: August 6, 2020 at 9:24:01 AM PDT
To: PUBDEF-Everyone <PUBDEF-Everyone@sfgov.org>
Subject: CourtWatch Fundraiser

To all,

The last two summers the Davis Vanguard has been partnering with the SF Public
Defender's office & our court watch, sending interns into the courts to cover and report
on our court cases. 

On Thursday, August 13, they will have their annual fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of
the Ohio Innocence Project.  This fundraiser helps to fund their court watch project and
should also be very interes.ng for anyone to a4end.

Vanguard 10th Annual Event - next Thursday

August 13 from 6 to 9 - via Zoom

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=ab310da7-0fe1-4189-a97f-19b61261566d
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Cost: $50 suggested dona.on but a variable rate .cket available

Topic: Wrongful Convic.ons and Prosecutorial Tunnel Vision

Mark Godsey, Director of the Ohio Innocence project is the keynote speaker and will be
talking about his book "Blind Injus.ce" as well as the case of the East Cleveland 3, of
whom Laurese Glover will be on hand and talk about the 20 years he did in prison before
being exonerated in 2015.

Also speaking, Jeffrey Deskovic, wrongfully convicted at age 16 and Danny Garza from
NLG-Sac will talk about being shot by a rubber bullet at the protests in May.

Proceeds go to the Vanguard Court Watch project covering courts from Sacramento to
San Francisco.

Reserve your spot today: h4p://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Ques.ons: info@davisvanguard.org

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis,
Yolo County, and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is
public rela.ons.” ― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Racial Jus.ce Act Passes California Senate Public Safety Commi4ee; Narra.ves
of Incarcerated People Trapped in Prisons and Jails

Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 at 7:00:44 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The district court found that, despite knowing the severe threat posed by Covid-19 and contrary to its
own apparent policies, the jail exposed its inmates to significant risks from a highly contagious and
potentially deadly disease,” Supreme Court dissent

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 7, 2020

Incarcerated Narratives
on COVID in Prisons and Jails…
Back in May, we launched our daily COVID at CDCR dashboard and have tracked the atrocity that has
occurred at San Quentin in real time.  This is a project initiated by Aparna Komarla, a senior at UC Davis
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who has put together a team of seven other interns to help track this project.

Here is an excerpt from yesterday’s weekly highlights which includes a long narrative that we reproduce
in part here and recommend you read in full - here.

Incarcerated Narratives

As releases continue throughout the CDCR system, we hope to tell more of the individual stories of
incarcerated people during this time.

Chanthon Bun was released from San Quentin Prison (SQ) on parole this spring in the midst of the
COVID outbreak. He discussed his story with KBVS radio.

When in San Quentin, he opted out of testing in fear of having parole revoked, despite clearly being sick. 

After being released, Bun was not provided any transportation or services from CDCR. He took public
transport into the city and called his lawyer on a borrowed phone. 

He had intense COVID-19 symptoms – hallucinations and motion sickness. His attorney found him taking
a nap in a park. He was able to find isolated housing and medical support through community
organizations. 

Jack Benford was also previously incarcerated at SQ, and was given parole in November after 24 years. 

Because of the COVID-19 crisis, Benford has lost many loved ones. “I lost my mother and my father
during this whole COVID situation,” he said in an interview with KBVS. Both parents died while Benford
was waiting to be released.

Several of Benford’s lifelong friends from prison have also passed away due to COVID.
Benford himself tested positive, and was released to an isolated hotel room after two of his tests came
back negative.

CDCR did not respond with food for Bentford. Instead his community brought food and homemade
meals. 

Mike Madeaux also ran into the same problem as Bentford, as he discussed with CBS Bay Area. After his
release from SQ after nearly 7 years of incarceration, he was provided a hotel room in Novato, where he
had to quarantine for 2 weeks. However, he was not brought any food, a problem that was life threatening
for a diabetic like himself. 

Because of the lack of food delivery and no response from Project Hope, Madeaux was forced to leave
the hotel room to get food from a local store. “I’m diabetic and I’m shaking because I haven’t had any
food,” Madeux said. 

Marin County Public Health officer Matt Willis attributed the mistake to a breakdown in communication.
Dwanda Schwarz’s father was months away from parole when he got infected with COVID-19 at San
Quentin. Now she’s forced to make the difficult decision of whether or not to keep him on life support.
“I was like this is the year, right, Dad? We can see if you can come home and he’s never coming home,”
Schwarz said to Kron4.

At 74 years old, her father has been fighting the virus for weeks after contracting it in June. Despite her
father’s inability to speak, the two continue to communicate through FaceTime calls.
“My dad is not brain dead. He is there, but he just has no control over his body and will not gain that

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFrhCDQjOf6JfClOH0f4e6iY3SL_Oih1_T13rBJTokA83bU3yR2BhmHnIcdlgy71JVZofoNhIXn2uEzdJB9cVTKjtbyYJVRGEqoyCW1JENAfKCSQAsJ-NKIHzoEm2p-CcxR89kmXF1TTFCoBXOR9ESJxymoNVRSaCZXkVeQnl4PrYFdePo_E16MQ==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68jnaEiDsq-mrvuDxnb6q1Hhd-11mkHVu1wAOHExrVvZUcHKTejZLjkrjDvjAJUG7IgziAJIr5Zlz0rDIIGriJfgUh0CHQ7RyTeIDUYbP96Ck7CtqKZd_m6QjCtVJgJLHzSE8roV47_eFtvfWu7QBN-7NYd1G6QEPL0DIN9fSnbehanmpI61QmTDF1mk6MBjlLZitLON3f0kPe20qpYlzHLLY9IvT6KYNXMTOD1UCRUptnTDoomvwj1o=&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68jnaEiDsq-mrvuDxnb6q1Hhd-11mkHVu1wAOHExrVvZUcHKTejZLjkrjDvjAJUG7IgziAJIr5Zlz0rDIIGriJfgUh0CHQ7RyTeIDUYbP96Ck7CtqKZd_m6QjCtVJgJLHzSE8roV47_eFtvfWu7QBN-7NYd1G6QEPL0DIN9fSnbehanmpI61QmTDF1mk6MBjlLZitLON3f0kPe20qpYlzHLLY9IvT6KYNXMTOD1UCRUptnTDoomvwj1o=&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68jnaEiDsq-mrTeuhhkNmYp_BCqARNN06cvdzu2VSn8hDHRWoEPNdFUtp35UeLOCXfuKBA4wl5LmtPZFWPK3X0VKbxr4hPpVgmC7M3PheLdXNdlLXVpdhAMNnt4wm3M7fjDADUa-7Aoerz8xEjcj0lCogM-cKhUaHaSAuxCWc9XdHiCBCRzM5QPL0kml2Rj1xRE3lnO-b0ML_&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68jnaEiDsq-mrTeuhhkNmYp_BCqARNN06cvdzu2VSn8hDHRWoEPNdFUtp35UeLOCXfuKBA4wl5LmtPZFWPK3X0VKbxr4hPpVgmC7M3PheLdXNdlLXVpdhAMNnt4wm3M7fjDADUa-7Aoerz8xEjcj0lCogM-cKhUaHaSAuxCWc9XdHiCBCRzM5QPL0kml2Rj1xRE3lnO-b0ML_&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68jnaEiDsq-mrJgs_Wz8T93_OfjWXLD9tKOeSDRZtY6XUu0YzvqNjZ22GCexZ7ksD4lcHuQ6Qh6puEOLzmpkNvRUXGAkJavN6bnr59eIABmy0X6XablEam6CnO5a00B0X2TP-zu3TbH4etFfoHdIcqQ8yjWyUh0FXb4MgFnPK__LwEUySsldLsdQJaJrp8XA2FVJ4tT-fOSqINRqLXP-HoQ_z6Z8ON9OfRp2vSg72YXW9&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
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back,” Schwarz said.

Although Schwarz wants to hold out until the end, her father has expressed that he no longer wants to be
on the machine. 

“There are so many people who are dying alone and that is the hardest part I think about this,” Schwarz
said. “I feel very helpless right now.”

For the full article… click here.

Support our work become a paid subscriber and buy tickets... see below!

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now nearly 1300 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Racial Justice Act Passes California
Senate Public Safety Committee

The California Racial Justice Act will prohibit the use of race,
ethnicity or national origin in sentencing and convictions
The criminal justice system disadvantages

Read More

Analysis: Vallejo PD Release New
Documents and Videos on 2019 Willie
McCoy Shooting

In 2019, Vallejo Police fired more than 40 shots through a
vehicle of Willie McCoy killing the man as he slept in his
vehicle in one of 18 fatal police shootings in

Read More

My View: Expungement in Islamic Center

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFrhCDQjOf6JfClOH0f4e6iY3SL_Oih1_T13rBJTokA83bU3yR2BhmHnIcdlgy71JVZofoNhIXn2uEzdJB9cVTKjtbyYJVRGEqoyCW1JENAfKCSQAsJ-NKIHzoEm2p-CcxR89kmXF1TTFCoBXOR9ESJxymoNVRSaCZXkVeQnl4PrYFdePo_E16MQ==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68kZgBI_SiSdPqfahmvJEnrxv7MeIWRxPS_H50cB0EttMXYjDonmv0NSa61HMGtvzgnUnYIgo1dkrB32re9OOf-lAv4qGis5Hh81mnvCfWFAMJdZFnGJZYO3U6-9NJFkzx7AX880-UPjiOYYs2Ff1vnOHYOtjkNQS59KE8dfVu9wcQ2wp0Wsc2kh7bZuOQYjVOhvehDjFZoJaSXiYi0-VZukl5lWItQXfPkhIlSRK8LJoBcuXEJp02-TAxhtIVVf5rcpUwn-nSQNYvAGCYfcduRHn88lbalsidw==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68gd4x9QHeITlVaGzG6AcQPRxxyUpnfC3eXJWAZe0GYAvMl1tDW5wXagBdO_bLP8kTG4t-gqZ-ymjZwjIBxbzKNUJBG8xa6cRWtL-wqbEgl1e&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68gd4x9QHeITlVaGzG6AcQPRxxyUpnfC3eXJWAZe0GYAvMl1tDW5wXagBdO_bLP8kTG4t-gqZ-ymjZwjIBxbzKNUJBG8xa6cRWtL-wqbEgl1e&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68uBt5JigiEp_XtXzxw1C2JTyGaxUB_9oshzLM2YP7iOF0dR9y7b-9onK_adsOrhhBDeOhYp4bVJTYZcB6NHlGiY5RzOVvN6m30UcOeCYzPhRkcpf4Km8R8c=&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68uBt5JigiEp_vJT_re7e3zSKZfqgJ5D01LS9mcc9YpyicdfFDEGlqX0a-DwBQ3E4dIxEWm8CtNKotIMcmd2-w5F7jIAlsUnd0wIPdyBNzIxwkMm5-N7TZvu3JOVXTMx1jwn9ur2DfsOg&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68uBt5JigiEp_fRWWZJQDwwAx5UNoVqzTzz-7dEhYRhBSMIt15yUwujbGhSsW4ZaLOumwFHHdPy_qN_HtBapaovGipvLARoxlh7W_GkC_dYjC9rVp6l0dcFE6bH5mqTPvCvnIQpETRzMVAZFZOa8mE20=&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68lF-4GE6bAST8i4zxR-zG4SY1hS7Oyrx7w-COtgAUX2ENPEjXjUogyODwBuBJu4XXxVYSrcK2fEIAIVQwLzwgRjMmtUvXmcoBfyoqKAi1Dej9K8GQSdypeYSlx440ydSgEZ4LclET6SX&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68rtZUPHGXE7HzwiM_RV-3CsWp-dgkvRw8I_Aa3XCYwzXWrWN2vg88_PbvuurMmPeaKnVKRduK7Zz1m_q6wtSEbNEe5g_M-cGrg1RQPD1jSSv&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68oD5SUBOV02JORNS9aLm7ENoQj44iffwg37dJWrlrL1wM1tTh-MzwcDKAv1cwy48FDvzLHNo2fhlB0x8mCN9NvW_azbvOePo9wzS-q4TuZZB&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFjEXYnlYD9x5cs6v-oNagwbFvBGRhy-OJMbuNP5kp5xh0A64txI2FhsuM8SVWjQIMnqUwJaDYLSSIfmezKJtnsayS65-b6w16lDv7UU7uvI6agf8GssvRTbhRfxANh4Ec0sQ0Ld1yc7i09B8TQYzHFSkcKNVlpYzSzIBdSIQ-VlGOZLp4HegsMi4nTa5Ng62e7qQfrAIsarQ=&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68j9Wf76ds-vTodjtxQxZz0I8dMyiMSiFntC5T3lp94cvx3g56I0Y0kggNf7DggjotVVbHnr6WdQRR8TwhgjGVIH5fVK-vKLRpMTErzrkPmEhF8o0wgMGH7tdhcCNubob1wvy2WrTTcMDZWVhVSOxtwRHVMsXlAxUjGTq9JmcEcqQX2BvHeyMtE3ElVy5SUFacg4YdK3zsiCXtSPx8xmpDRWHwpG1oxsFc159lLlBPfkR&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
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Vandalism Case Leads to Debate – Justice
or White Privilege or Both?

Three years ago in Davis, Lauren Kirk-Coehlo in the early
days of the Trump administration committed an act of
vandalism on the Davis Islamic Center, when she broke
windows, slashed tires and most, notably, put bacon on the
door.

Read More

Guest Commentary: There is Room for
Compassion in Criminal Justice

If it is true that the character of a society is measured by how
it treats its most unfortunate, downtrodden, and vulnerable,
then much reform is necessary to make

Read More

EVENT IS THURSDAY - RESERVE YOUR
SPOT

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Lawyer Convinces Defendant to Switch
Plea in Preliminary Hearing

Kyrie Woods Richardson was thinking of pleading not guilty
here at his Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary
hearing. Until his attorney pulled him aside to “chat.”

Read More

Confusion in Yolo County Court – Why
Was Man in Custody?

There was more than a little bit of confusion in this Yolo
County Superior Courtroom Friday after a man was found to
be wrongfully placed in custody—he was later released

Read More

Domestic Violence Case Serves as
Reminder of Immigration Policies

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68qo_yEul4axRrcbtITDilUNMVO4LrhDrzwV5ZOtZntip9p0YR4g58-9yKnGf9qlAp1b38oCNHdWmlrL7upM4Wd-aAhG2E_gUH_3FLBLZFrcThv754qjAlCd4QlqKFask-tA94hrxeC9pLO8NX9jTE-6Q-dsGS306YUP6-1Ot9qay-XPSpIoDuoLkgfnYIap62EonZmh-YSYiJk7HeRj_fpaDhfB7Aqtj8wa5PTYgvt2jiSWTiZZxyC0pGvU2AIWAgg==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68qo_yEul4axRlin0x_y9p3VcGp1YZWEfmy9JhaRkFCeYtB6_c6_bZtpFiSTvrlsfupVLl9LxKeM91DQBgMFCShRnzo2or-HltSJE8cUATvqI4Bn5dT-NiytmV2Tac-y83niuwNoStEZHSMz351DARYQDXesas_2H-b5LlNzxy-4UL8q1Gb-RVjds1sYdFbTXLmBwK9B-NWSs&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68rLFTPx_4sZo68ZUxRLzU-70gKC3RFqqUgEfPwyaHqrPQFzczA2kRS33020gstCTv5zZXCF3QwIb-_tVUiqdHMHC-UXtXMAJWLQJyHtlH5d4uKyg7tzkU9dTIu4uo_NrRWOuGiPRGFvSavhxOr2-SQs65kNt1x5Jxfx3suWkxC-Qu7V1Kr6eyzwMTW-AB5fimtYOB62J9zrwS5Ml7VtGQp4=&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68s-jZYv4F1H26BH6qxk8uWO-T7RpSLarv99f8kf9PIv-sIoyWpqFfs7L7F_6DGgasehSsML_JSbunYjSEqiHTXcs9feJlQVVZKaRRgOyZM20Q-ZmrnRFMAsNH1C33aQT_HZNIRofc_-6yBhI9c2xrfJLUFLdB_MkeHsyx6JXq75o5RJdJE7Bby4HoaLqJDdDW1XUGrgFgx-J&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFWtAGGb2zQECui6HBOmwlTI0rpF3ZPELTNPi4IVFCdxd9r4umebg0YHfTVi2gOi4S_c91Z7z3zZ8E4QIHiY5PC1RLxZy_crn6J9QNgAwA7B5nQjyEjF47koWO8NnBG1ocvwBAaeZx_gPShE_Z9WjDPdbHdcnHl6wtieXMhLXC5ViK9K5ETIwMFQ==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
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When Fresno County Superior Court Judge Francine Zapeda
asked if Juan Flores Ramirez understood the consequences
of his plea, the defendant paused.

Read More

Drunk ‘Fugitive’ Crashes Car; Early Case
Resolution Leads to Probation

A woman charged with two counts of crashing her car into a
parked one while driving under the influence—and marked as
a fugitive because she failed to appear in Fresno County
Superior Court

Read More

‘Either Be High on Alcohol, or Be with Your
Family,’ Judge Warns Unemployed Mom

Rachael Silva was arrested for reckless driving, under the
influence of alcohol, June 23 and when she appeared in
Merced County Superior Court last Thursday, she began by
quibbling that the blood alcohol test was wrong.

Read More

Mock Trial Showdown: Sacramento v. San
Francisco, in Pete Seeger v. People of the
State of Lone Star

It was “only” a mock trial, using fictional names and
characters. On the other hand, it was important to those
involved.For the first time in each of the counties’ histories,
the San Francisco Public

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Incarcerated People At San Quentin Tell
Harrowing Stories of COVID-19 Rampage –
Protests For Better Health Conditions &
More Releases – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As releases continue throughout the CDCR system, we hope
to tell more of the individual stories of incarcerated people
during this time.

Read More

Another COVID-19 Death at San Quentin –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFNU2en9WUaGCYPU6rLhNQ5jKHe0uSkFipMiWrPdCPXD6TzP46dO6k8DVt_LaGXZvdOpxukIrFbXNeNg56qlDo1LyLSYLhQDo8YeOqRUYKXltxpqe5UqtIztOOVGxqluNAT2HZltBVq5NM0M9PEtjqNMqlMKNSiF36pd6rFi30imMPu-DdLZCBmR89i6tJP2iM&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFqQqmwhKE19B7gN7QC4TzozTZtAjEAGqIIVxsB_U0cRjgVQ4sJ-aVGc9RbEShFa__axgaS8tnH5ghYh4gNlSEv_a7dAObXtCRy4_KE-sErOcslcF9vjtwi49S4Iw9Hs4yWB4UwjXvFfQIQIYAqR_P38UqPDE9oW26xhpMoz9t_k7WVlSsOWl8UbtjrOhqoD67R9AcZ-DWWhk=&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFOLo_-tRUZSU8C6WGd6ktq-Fcpc2gAYxJeOjW8qyyByEimDbAbCEX-qfhCPYK4odA55GD8nvDWLpeeVGjrq8HZw8UaaD-rx-d_il76d_MaXt0FqYPhf1oYlCo-JpRIPYwqUDeCcSse-TOgAgJGnOEU9im1Er4Guq50j5eaNo1tKWKU2bldFKwNX-M0UMckpziiZ0Vn-itVA6eT8XWs2WApA==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSF5rhBlWeVd1ODAeZwGNrvyiVZlVDZH6Wvxr3gPtOWecmJlORIboQKq49S6vY91LbtxdazVI_cbXQo9at2hnVwar6kfp6VSOghH151GTCAoQc43RFUUWdepYbFwBTfqJ_xK0EO2MjYMLJaArKAv5dwOrzKsSGCfnSGs7Z04mSCpNtmb0bw7rlIDrXZzeh_UVmFiIShiPjEEnx--fumeuVRn0phpQQWKGzmHYI47R4LePTn6I4VKponEw==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68nq7moQoidSFrhCDQjOf6JfClOH0f4e6iY3SL_Oih1_T13rBJTokA83bU3yR2BhmHnIcdlgy71JVZofoNhIXn2uEzdJB9cVTKjtbyYJVRGEqoyCW1JENAfKCSQAsJ-NKIHzoEm2p-CcxR89kmXF1TTFCoBXOR9ESJxymoNVRSaCZXkVeQnl4PrYFdePo_E16MQ==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
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As of August 6th, there are 8,567 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, 1,327 of which are active and in custody
currently. There have been 51 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Quarantined Housing Units Released In
Advance Without Explanation – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

One individual tested positive yesterday, Aug 5, following 41
tests the day before. The jail continues to test too little to
produce reliable information on how many active cases there
are, although the recent outbreak appears to have died

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Mock Trial Showdown: Sacramento v. San
Francisco, in Pete Seeger v. People of the
State of Lone Star

It was “only” a mock trial, using fictional names and
characters. On the other hand, it was important to those
involved.For the first time in each of the counties’ histories,
the San Francisco Public

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Confusion in Yolo County Court – Why
Was Man in Custody?

There was more than a little bit of confusion in this Yolo
County Superior Courtroom Friday after a man was found to
be wrongfully placed in custody—he was later released

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Begs for Mercy at Sentencing
for ‘Utterly Shameful’ Crime

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68g4hjDu9IqhhSYzxmSbayoIew16UfDw3GdSz728FOALY3Xvg8r0XeB7vXGtKZpxMJxvrJMxrMrkXLQWWqNdGjb85txvNB9JvtFGCwznFUtd9new-TSxJ_PhZgjzHtYgwVLjuY5pTH59YY4qaqdj2FiEGpCtbJQSAAw==&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K26Op8JU7u89pTtux0W8zKmSkSWqa8VaIUVVeICepD-Og5NviTu68g4hjDu9IqhhvzOXoA4aEv-hguWBrFPKCMThAkUx5PAwIcoUzd8ts2iN_rEApiNjXZpm00Yf7iFtSPWHY2S7zUoSjDLjjyKlVwUmC_QX4Gxanw-_Z2Nk9pBd9njFTcG5325Avxs13iq5LZ1jGIkj9JhFuYpFiAJ1Z-JyNI3VY9PT&c=wEOvKl-lzHGFgH2r8SRksnLThYiWa0eLdtCe8x89bwWrk8BPIbb6_g==&ch=cPsNLlJMoA5RhjGJvGRZufadssXVXuH-I0q45AxfhyYwkB-CPmDuuQ==
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Defendant Maleak Japree Cole, facing a long stint in prison
for robbery, fabricated his testimony in an effort to avoid that
fate, said a Sacramento Superior Court judge here Friday.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Expungement as White Privilege; Court Looks Otherway at COVID Condi.ons in
Jail

Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 at 7:00:39 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The district court found that, despite knowing the severe threat posed by Covid-19 and contrary to its
own apparent policies, the jail exposed its inmates to significant risks from a highly contagious and
potentially deadly disease,” Supreme Court dissent

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 7, 2020

Expungement in Three Year Old
Davis Islamic Denter Vandalism Case Leads to Debate
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Davis Islamic Denter Vandalism Case Leads to Debate

By David Greenwald

Three years ago in Davis Lauren Kirk-Coehlo in the early days of the Trump administration committed an
act of vandalism on the Davis Islamic Center, when she broke windows, slashed tires and most notably,
put bacon on the door.

When an investigation found evidence that she was discussing mass killings - they put a $1 million bail
on her case.

But there were no weapons and no evidence that she had reasonable tried to acquire weapons.

In June 2017, Judge Dan Maguire over the strenuous objections of Yolo County Deputy DA Ryan
Couzens, sentenced the woman, who was 30 at the time, to five years of formal probation following the
recommendations of the probation department.

Ms. Kirk-Coehlo plead to the sheet and admitted to among other things a charge of felony vandalism and
vandalism on a religious facility with hate crime enhancements. The maximum sentence was six years,
but it was a probation eligible crime.

At the outset Judge Maguire indicated that Ms. Kirk-Coehlo would be eligible for release at some point –
this was not a life sentence and the question for him was whether the community safer in the long run
with her in prison or with her on probation but getting more intense treatment for various mental health
challenges that she faced.

At the time, Davis Mayor Robb Davis had strongly encouraged a restorative justice process.

Now three years later, a Yolo County judge agreed to expunge her record. The Islamic Center took a
neutral position this week, but Couzens questioned the ramifications for expungement although he
agreed to a shortened probation period.

Judge Rosenberg called the crime, “a one-time act that will not be repeated.”

“The person who is sitting before the court today is quite different from the person who sat before the
court three years ago. The changes are remarkable and commendable,” the judge said.

He added, “I’m quite confident that the different person sitting before the court today will move in a
completely different direction.”

Former Mayor Robb Davis noted on Facebook, "Right or wrong (right I believe), I wrote to the judge (not
Rosenberg) and both defense and prosecutors asking for a process by which this young person could
meet with members of the mosque to talk about the harms and discuss how they could be made right.
That never happened and, in my opinion, was a significant missed opportunity for restoration to occur."

Others however called it "white privilege" and argued as they did when the sentence was handed down
that this solution was not available for a person of color.

The context of this incident is important. 

First, it came at a time when the Muslim Community had felt under fire with Trump pushing for a Muslim
ban.

Second, there were clear signs that the defendant was getting involved with white supremacy.
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On the other hand, $1 million bail seemed absurd. That was particularly the case when the judge gave
her probation.

Was probation warranted? I think so. As pointed out, she may have been writing disturbing things, but
she did not have access to weapons or attempt to acquire them.

Would a person of color have faced a similar lenient sentence? It's hard to know.

Deputy DA Couzens pointed out, "There is no bonified mental health condition that can be addressed."

“She is 30 years old and a college graduate,” he argued, “she should understand that what she did was
wrong.”

But I think what people are missing is this: the case was handled properly by the judge. She had no
criminal history, she made a bad mistake, she got mixed up with people she shouldn't have been, but
instead of destroying her life, they gave her a chance.

The problem here isn't the handling of this case, the problem is that other cases of this sort are
mishandled. I agree with the former Mayor, this would have been a perfect opportunity for a restorative
process which would have allowed the victims - the Muslim community - to have their wrongs addressed.

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now nearly 1300 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Supreme Court Sides with California Jail
on COVID Matter in Another 5-4 Decision
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Earlier this week, the US Supreme Court in a 5-4 unsigned
opinion sided with Orange County Jail officials over
incarcerated people impacted by COVID-19 in a suit filed by
the ACLU.

Read More

Emails Reveal ICE’s Refusal to Test People
in their Care – Judge Orders ICE To
Provide Testing

After ICE had failed to provide COVID testing to immigrant
detainees, on Thursday, a federal judge granted extraordinary
relief — weekly rapid testing, no new intakes, and a dorm for
COVID-positive detainees — for all

Read More

Reimagining LA County: Taking $$ from
Police to Transform Low-Income
Communities

ensions have drastically risen in the U.S. since the killing of
George Floyd – and policy makers have been pressured by
the public for policy reformation to bridge the equality gap for
the Black community and other minority

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Iowa Governor Restores Right to Vote for
Those Convicted of Felonies

Iowa Governor Kim Reynolds Wednesday signed an
executive order automatically restoring the right to vote for
people with felony convictions once they complete the terms
of their sentence, overturning Iowa’s lifetime voting

Read More

Lawyer Convinces Defendant to Switch
Plea in Preliminary Hearing
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Kyrie Woods Richardson was thinking of pleading not guilty
here at his Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary
hearing. Until his attorney pulled him aside to “chat.”

Read More

Caught, Defendant Waives Rights, Pleads
Guilty for Possessing a Firearm

At the end of the day, defendant Nitendra Lal didn’t bother to
fight firearms charges against him here this week – he knew
he wasn’t supposed to possess firearms, he did, he got
caught and pleaded guilty in Sacramento County

Read More

The Danger of Quarantine in Cases of
Domestic Violence in Fresno

If court cases are any indication, the Coronavirus has the
ability to not only affect human beings’ immune systems, but
also violence within a household.According to the National
Coalition Against Domestic Violence,

Read More

Coronavirus Court Precautions Can Lead
to Unforeseen Complications

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, California superior
courts – including Fresno Superior Court – have shifted their
procedures in order to protect the public, with startling
implications.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Another COVID-19 Death at San Quentin –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of August 6th, there are 8,567 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, 1,327 of which are active and in custody
currently. There have been 51 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Quarantined Housing Units Released In
Advance Without Explanation – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails
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One individual tested positive yesterday, Aug 5, following 41
tests the day before. The jail continues to test too little to
produce reliable information on how many active cases there
are, although the recent outbreak appears to have died

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Boyfriend Caught With Blood on Hands
and Dead Girlfriend, Pleads Not Guilty

Jose Rodriguez and Valeria Villagomez dated for several
months. And then, in October 2019, Rodriguez fatally shot
Villagomez, according to evidence presented in San
Francisco County Superior Court here.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Lack of Interpreters Reminds California of
its Troubling Past

Minh Quang Ly was called in for an arraignment hearing in
Yolo County Superior Court, Department 1 last Friday – but
an ever-increasing snafu brought the entire proceeding to a
screeching halt.Judge Peter Williams, who presided over the
hearing

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Lawyer Convinces Defendant to Switch
Plea in Preliminary Hearing

Kyrie Woods Richardson was thinking of pleading not guilty
here at his Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary
hearing. Until his attorney pulled him aside to “chat.”

Read More

Caught, Defendant Waives Rights, Pleads
Guilty for Possessing a Firearm

At the end of the day, defendant Nitendra Lal didn’t bother to
fight firearms charges against him here this week – he knew
he wasn’t supposed to possess firearms, he did, he got
caught and pleaded guilty in Sacramento County

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Judge Orders ICE to Provide COVID-19 Tes.ng to Detained Immigrants
A}er Emails Reveal ICE’s Refusal to Test People in their Care

Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 9:02:35 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
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August 6, 2020 
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American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California

communications@aclusocal.org, (626) 755-4129
 

***PRESS RELEASE***
   

Judge Orders ICE to Provide COVID-19 Testing to Detained Immigrants After
Emails Reveal ICE’s Refusal to Test People in their Care

 
SAN FRANCISCO — This morning, a federal judge granted extraordinary relief -- weekly rapid
testing, no new intakes, and a dorm for COVID-positive detainees -- for all immigrants detained at
Mesa Verde Detention Facility in the wake of a COVID-19 outbreak that hospitalized two detainees and
infected at least 7 others.
 
Federal District Court Judge Vince Chhabria, in his order, affirmed that “The documentary evidence
shows that the defendants have avoided widespread testing of staff and detainees at the facility, not for
lack of tests, but for fear that positive test results would require them to implement safety measures that
they apparently felt were not worth the trouble.”
 
There are at least 8 detainees currently infected with COVID-19 at Mesa Verde as well as 14 staff
infected in recent weeks. Two detainees have been hospitalized: one elderly and medically vulnerable
man was taken to the emergency room and released from ICE custody after a COVID-positive
diagnosis on Saturday. All detainees at the facility are housed in dorms of more than 20 people with
limited capacity for social distancing. In recent days, because of a shortage of space at the facility given
the COVID outbreak, individuals have been detained in the bathrooms of intake cells. And now, at least
half of the detainees at the facility are on lockdown because of COVID infections confirmed in two of
the four dorms.  
 
Incriminating e-mails between ICE and GEO Group, Inc., the private corporation that manages the
detention facility, obtained through the lawsuit, reveal that the two parties rejected a plan to universally
test detained people because they would be unable to adequately isolate those who tested positive. In a
May 21 email, ICE Assistant Field Office Director Alexander Pham recorded that ICE’s San Francisco
management team decided: “due to constraints that the IHSC guidelines would put on our housing
resources we will be limiting the scope of testing as much as possible.” After ICE Headquarters
proposed identifying Mesa Verde as one of four pilot sites nationwide that would implement universal
testing, ICE’s San Francisco Field Office objected, with Field Office Director David Jennings
expressing “some concerns about being a test place – in short we have no place to cohort anyone who
refuses, is positive, etc.”
 
Another e-mail revealed that ICE refused to test contract staff due to fear that positive tests could force
them to change the manner in which they detain immigrants. GEO’s Mesa Verde Warden Nathan Allen
wrote that ICE’s Assistant Field Office Director “mentioned he would rather not have staff testing as
they may also impact ERO functions, i.e., an asymptomatic person testing positive would require
possible dorm cohorts and detainee testing protocols.” 
 
“These emails show a staggering disregard for human life on the part of ICE and GEO,” said Bree
Bernwanger, senior staff attorney at the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay
Area. “ICE chose to risk the outbreak that is now gripping Mesa Verde.”
 
“ICE continues to demonstrate its failure to act to prevent a COVID crisis, which has devastating

mailto:press@aclunc.org
mailto:communications@aclusocal.org
https://lccrsf.org/wp-content/uploads/Binder1.pdf
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consequences to those in its custody,” said San Francisco’s Public Defender Manohar Raju. “This is
particularly unconscionable as Mesa Verde is currently facing an entirely preventable COVID
outbreak.” 
 
“We reached this dire point because ICE failed to take measures to prepare for an outbreak, even when
the signs showed one was imminent,” said Sean Riordan, senior staff attorney at ACLU of Northern
California. “This order is a step towards a system that will protect the people detained at Mesa Verde.” 
 
“Now that the outbreak has arrived, and in the face of ICE’s callous disregard for detainees in its
custody, today’s court order provides essential safeguards necessary to protect the health and safety of
detainees housed at Mesa Verde and residents of the surrounding community,” said Martin Schenker, a
partner at Cooley LLP. 
“What these last few weeks have revealed without a shadow of a doubt is that a government agency,
and those with whom they contract, are deliberately indifferent with respect to the health and safety of
the human beings they incarcerate. It’s infuriating, heart wrenching and, quite frankly, frightening,” said
attorney Judah Lakin of Lakin & Wille LLP.
A coalition of legal organizations is representing the plaintiffs, including the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office, the ACLU Foundations of Northern California and Southern California, Lawyers’
Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area (LCCRSF), Lakin & Wille LLP, and Cooley
LLP. 
 
E-mails between ICE and GEO Group can be viewed here. 
 
Read the order here. 

Review the original announcement of class action suit filed on 4/21/2020 here.
 

###

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Savit’s Victory in Michigan, Gardner in St. Louis, is the Latest in the String of
Wins For Reformer DA’s

Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 7:00:56 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

https://www.cooley.com/people/marty-schenker
https://lccrsf.org/wp-content/uploads/Binder1.pdf
https://lccrsf.org/wp-content/uploads/500.pdf
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-action-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-conditions-during-global-pandemic/
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“Voters want change and are not being moved by a fear narrative that some have been advancing that
would return us to policies of the 80s and 90s that fueled mass incarceration,” Miriam Krinsky

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 6, 2020

Supreme Court Sides
with California Jail in Another Appalling 5-4 Decision

By David Greenwald

I would note that Chief Justice John Roberts is one of the shrewder jourists we have seen.  He was adept
enough to recognize that if he merely sided on issues like LGBT rights and DACA, the rest of the court
could veer hard right and few would notice.  What we have seen in a series of 5-4 votes by the court
lately is pretty appalling whether it’s on the death penalty or now safeguarding the health of people at the
Orange County Jail.

We know little about the reasoning by the court since the 5-4 opinion was unsigned.  But the four
dissenters were by the liberal wing of the court - Justice Sonia Sotomayor, joined by Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, filed an eight-page dissent accusing the majority of failing to safeguard the health of thousands
of detainees.

“The district court’s injunction,” the officials told the justices, “seizes the role of administration of the jail,
prevents nimble responses to the virus in an ever-changing landscape and puts focus on compliance with
the order and avoiding contempt, rather than squarely on combating the contagion.”

The ACLU however responded, noting that the district court had found compliance with CDC Guidelines
to be “piecemeal and inadequate.”

The ACLU noted appalling conditions, in defiance with CDC Guidelines: “leaving detainees packed into
dayrooms sharing the same air and bathrooms without social distancing; symptomatic individuals were
not being separated from asymptomatic ones, and at least one COVID-positive detainee was housed with
individuals who had not tested positive; Applicants provided watered-down disinfectant and make-shift
masks made from blood-stained sheets; and
symptomatic detainees were being denied tests.”

It is not surprising then that 369 detainees have tested positive as of the time of the preliminary
injunction, reflecting “an increase of more than 300 confirmed cases in a little over a month.”

In their dissent, Justice Sotomayor said the officials had misled Judge Bernal. “The jail claimed that it had
already achieved proper social distancing, provided inmates enough soap for frequent hand washing, and
isolated and tested all symptomatic individuals,” she wrote, adding that sworn statements from dozens of
detainees told a different story.
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“Inmates described being transported back and forth to the jail in crammed buses, socializing in day
rooms with no space to distance physically, lining up next to each other to wait for the phone, sleeping in
bunk beds two to three feet apart, and even being ordered to stand closer than six feet apart when
inmates tried to socially distance,” Justice Sotomayor wrote.

“This court normally does not reward bad behavior,” she wrote, referring to the officials’ litigation tactics.
“The district court found that, despite knowing the severe threat posed by Covid-19 and contrary to its
own apparent policies, the jail exposed its inmates to significant risks from a highly contagious and
potentially deadly disease,” she wrote. “Yet this court now intervenes, leaving to its own devices a jail that
has misrepresented its actions to the district court and failed to safeguard the health of the inmates in its
care.”

This is another atrocious and needless decision - can we stop praising Roberts now?

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now topped 1100 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Savit’s Victory in Michigan, Gardner in St.
Louis, is the Latest in the String of Wins
For Reformer DA’s

In 2018 for the first time there was a real emphasis to
challenge incumbent DA’s with progressive reformers – the
result for the most part was not a lot of success. Justice
reform organizations put a lot of money into races like Noah

Read More

Commentary: How Does One Take a
Shooting Stance When You have No

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJM7EueSViF5EhUeIOmribIgASr8rMbKeBIYp-QLDFWN-PEfWn51bZYHcak0lSM6DKLIIgymXqO_NykAv_hwfDyU_62X941oDW-c6cJwTHSYCSRHw1C5TDSvk8ZoMDS6QOHY-UAAXOXR442pyO6Mm7Mdm4dEX5SAor4guQFsvGz1q9QcPEJzcAhlyk7pTTXQLu4XDIDFpRWqobUaC5GHZSyQ_vJ2aZg1HOogfxg1sEYwCwR-F6Ld1BNCIHfzED7ONb-JAjWQQ2CXeShgRaWCmBdRShuXqNnTCqw==&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJLEg14S970INVkELk4fI4a5cV6qA3EUcsdQfe3ytZulLFvaZgPydLeODq-Nj-WOrqYA_Z96229LD9e8Xo2EYQ2lt8aMKiLYMt3Guf2jIcHtz&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJLEg14S970INVkELk4fI4a5cV6qA3EUcsdQfe3ytZulLFvaZgPydLeODq-Nj-WOrqYA_Z96229LD9e8Xo2EYQ2lt8aMKiLYMt3Guf2jIcHtz&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJEqTXvJy-mOU1xymh7A_oyCrKkpcBQkTU4QGPlxTqELqgyFTT6jZZC4n62SjEJGM6ZXu-9oUSEPt8Y5P0RirY_Rw_BZ4C_hvfU8qLajjb3_ccegUAAJ6rl8=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJEqTXvJy-mOUuCeARky1_8_jlpdLK7m2AvnN9Uykm170uwNYkEo1T1xBw-Vv0dHHXT4bJxFftNGjKz_Okjz88RG1mwyImnZj66Tsr5Idh2kYh9R8ZkoENiic-AsbJz2Sx-6VmCQGiAR6&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJEqTXvJy-mOUxnMNwxRyXvGHpbbI6ZjoRvsANo2ieQm6wFZLhK3Fc2N7r5HtIUhg-WLkGGo9ght_vmFzMElmO4tvGiiYN3lu87tbNL6u0tlPD_4S2sx1-EkiUw85P0oWfJLs8M6NwnrKYCsbLgkAQno=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJNfA9yJeBZT4cZqTczJF90kykQezPX4tFMa1N1WYWkS2wpeCjRNkMFTvWV0QKhy3wMHVHyDxNoAPJuY_5e9zdGNwAHTbGb5uqQFS3QZlIm8O1qNzITOhZ0Z0W3-8SyuN_8HZcKFVI3Tc&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJNLg9fPaN-9uEAKI2marhKC4FFGlCUxx_VUmaNPr239vYCQbe8tlWhH4RRcCEgHkIyYPWzUFd4PmhY5GRYsQgiJgSiV7bMgGFAuNyGYx-XnT&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJEcH_k5IDMOpEmYA-ySm40PZiDnQjG8JMfIGIJLhRrClbjxBBj_MVxI7jy8JOz6EuaPXkefYqYISmdvo00cByAsZ_uxqGqAjJQcpTmnUpJwO&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybHgXc4_Ffz11fZzzIPnzK6AcYw2JRGi9pxMngxhfLS2FvTgn5-FT0Fctu_tuVIPxbDCoSJ4zHaWk3KVu4FQ9du6jLYhvk5Zm1kUpU9Y7Iq4LvwpJQ4cdsDGXwpn4tCJ-Znqv8Y5z1oJS5ADdxjUP2U25dvfYsvUKC-Q_9xtVooD-qDxsqC28VBCjvf_Qv4QR0MqgIUHXLLE5wnFWCdVjrEA2O3jHGCxi1cpVLuYa1SitmtS4WyrO5ASQ==&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
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Weapon?

The NFL ran a public service announcement about the killing
of Stephon Clark as part of their anti-racism campaign. The
PSA is narrated by Stephon’s mother, Se-Quette Clark.
Among other things, it notes that Clark’s death

Read More

ACLU Unveils Ambitious Clemency
Program Aimed at State Governors

he American Civil liberties Union (ACLU) has launched an
expansive campaign seeking to release 50,000 people from
state prisons over the next five years by working with state
governors to grant clemency to

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Doomsday Author, Wife Set for Trial for
Murder of 2 Idaho ‘Zombie’ Children

Doomsday author Chad Daybell and Lori Vallow were
arraigned for trial murder today after a preliminary hearing in
connection with the deaths of two children, who Vallow
referred to as “zombies” before they disappeared.

Read More

Even $1 Million Bail Not High Enough to
Free Man Who Threatened Ex’s Boyfriend
and Kids

Assistant Public Defender Sameera Ali came into Sacramento
County Superior Court Tuesday to do what her client asked
and she’s obligated to do – set the defendant free on bail if
possible.The defense counsel ran into a buzz

Read More

Boyfriend Caught With Blood on Hands
and Dead Girlfriend, Pleads Not Guilty

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybHEf8zcKKove45OePhPVX_b-zkH2x7EzHEUguoji_73PrR3wk5KJlgezK4hq0KuRLomy0TOnxZb4ZVJRh0RGRUldnpLqOGwQHzgPubadzprvb9_A6VGDLBuT9aieaEXguJidbG1zg8sAAkZQGDhC3KOIywGijskIhzhI7ixoNScGZZkW56QXU7dlyk44VzTF1kJ5vm0qvbCuw=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybHAN3dhGMmacAlEGVUOi6WP6Z8jtHl-kZPP3yjpoiBtshgJeSyimmToPQkzAQUfKa-HbQSl4a6NuTbp6nOpbLJ2JjrFwW_k0pIausUmB-kxivkw4vlKWjvMvfKpnBMRx8lgAjMqJQLmSna5R69-IGhLNtx_8UrsgPdZnQLwnZUDjOHkKFce_MZZR46IK5YYynx&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJOPYsHnp8JdMRp2PXM22QwDnyg_gPcy9aL8hHS_NbB55ewRVhaKENHutIWYyrmQMIsDontdrcHVwAULbdC__GmvX-Xwq5Ijn72tXLEhTCk3G8kIKJBlucf4SKo8N-lqDWoqaqc7AwK82ilTqjSdwM-shjYF6hCwH4uRL18bZ6mJAXzbR5JZC7X8kPuBKVH7AYl8hrTu7nGMLDwNS_FtRbNc=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybHWsvVkNKtlXmJk3-OQhHs3zjonyXz1GOabD6qmj9hyNMbbH8ZFQfFuTHW37P8Akhfay2zzWmfM3tBX8XF6YEv1geK8jh10qb1tdbEmbAChYOSWUJuEGQ4zbFWfslvNtDxowXIfRuNKAcuTyY3V2r9uvsRImejA3Nf3Lh7I8UZAfVmkZeI0EMkfffHyNHAnfC1c2CUB8EPKgM=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybHa94pkVi5tkOc_r3o0vgEw4HqGaLRtA_OgAtj5mmas1uJDhO8xBANcbsp9nCSucbp21sdlg0eYCkonWJzX1aDpgzOB-cTo1bRPJ0VKc4k-Zg0ZwKowXa3kvnm1Nqsqk4T6ws6NGXT7TbmeHnjV22FWTE9XH8BAMTDfhnQn65Z6MLXCQRVJKIxBZhEuKEwv6S11t5QCqwCQ2fn6K52Cj-dy6FOPh6fuuQZ&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
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Jose Rodriguez and Valeria Villagomez dated for several
months. And then, in October 2019, Rodriguez fatally shot
Villagomez, according to evidence presented in San
Francisco County Superior Court here.

Read More

DDA Says Judge Rehab Plans for
Domestic Violence Defendant ‘Insult’ to
Alleged Victim

During a preliminary hearing in Humboldt County Superior
Court, the defendant’s post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
diagnosis was presented as a mitigation reason in his
domestic violence case.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Asymptomatic Individuals Considered
Recovered & Virus-Free – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CA Jails

An individual who was COVID-19 positive was released from
Santa Rita Jail yesterday. Otherwise, numbers remained
relatively stable. In total, 22 people have been released while
active since March. The jail continues to test too

Read More

San Quentin has 42% of CDCR COVID-19
Deaths – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of August 5, there are 8,429 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, 1,209 of which are active and in custody
currently. There have been 50 deaths across the system thus
far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Boyfriend Caught With Blood on Hands
and Dead Girlfriend, Pleads Not Guilty

Jose Rodriguez and Valeria Villagomez dated for several
months. And then, in October 2019, Rodriguez fatally shot
Villagomez, according to evidence presented in San
Francisco County Superior Court here.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybH7-sGekksGJhwOGfI3JAotFlVBHmg42VqNdj8s0LHVr_2VHpYu0yUUiEaZ059igW363fz_hT3XCTTMs4i5qD_o38FrE0RHUy9eZAcELvSqx9LMBIAkt-Tf05fxnVAVO3xjEX7vhOQ4jjQkwRv9gV8h2cQS9qLhJ5JD90wIlB39H8DHOtxb_A-0h_sDCiDRjFrIFC_juHoDXzRjJz6JbnaUw==&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybHJb-vFkKNEyww2tNrajAHFae9aRcpsob1q2d5EoNADftqOZBx-PIndLe5wKvv39Rzk39I-I8ePoxxMM3jkL63lWx3FMIkqXNVZAAeD0-h6SZ4wjno5IH7BNODBY11SCcAusf5Ruuiiqmc7y8edtNCIyMt8EUB8LWRBhlM-Qotafh35l-dM3VdNH9ESPyS8MInmWd3g9qIPwXpdSxe5QJE7KUJyiV1K8sZ&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJENs2_eZRDtFrF8sPzWqb_cP5wnLf8DovMwvIKjtXOzagiei2gRj2t0il6zYoP6gTYXzgF1p-0dfYVQQV3AtL3KR7UF-DQpHspsbrRTd9ql7x9uYNVgaku5TKZXiZBfZ8Pqnn6gSk33M3YfmmkK0hBYYUfH-YpZseP7kkoYw2Xjp&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJENs2_eZRDtFeSh2G06Gd89SYEZAzfyuVJUUJNJ0VMMApbrfaI4NGO_JUlTr2UNfQIyDW41_3OpqfB07_ZXos5yHBaGSAXBLDt_031tLPrrh7Fb-rCCmwWJDoRX07CtLVDgUmPpkSZK9lC0wze6RFH1O-HfPnpVvtQ==&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJMi5FIYb7nMH2HDtv7zm-GutAq9x86wVFlfgBwETMVQ3jQsoHq9YyQKmFSMkviHMkPnnynnC_rFKgPPD7OzixbjSC_CCgB0YbEJGwiMc58mh2E2XB_Vyy0dFMUdzOuybIhGMhylOGQ-V&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybH7-sGekksGJhwOGfI3JAotFlVBHmg42VqNdj8s0LHVr_2VHpYu0yUUiEaZ059igW363fz_hT3XCTTMs4i5qD_o38FrE0RHUy9eZAcELvSqx9LMBIAkt-Tf05fxnVAVO3xjEX7vhOQ4jjQkwRv9gV8h2cQS9qLhJ5JD90wIlB39H8DHOtxb_A-0h_sDCiDRjFrIFC_juHoDXzRjJz6JbnaUw==&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Lack of Interpreters Reminds California of
its Troubling Past

Minh Quang Ly was called in for an arraignment hearing in
Yolo County Superior Court, Department 1 last Friday – but
an ever-increasing snafu brought the entire proceeding to a
screeching halt.Judge Peter Williams, who presided over the
hearing

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Even $1 Million Bail Not High Enough to
Free Man Who Threatened Ex’s Boyfriend
and Kids

Assistant Public Defender Sameera Ali came into Sacramento
County Superior Court Tuesday to do what her client asked
and she’s obligated to do – set the defendant free on bail if
possible.The defense counsel ran into a buzz

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJEqTXvJy-mOUuCeARky1_8_jlpdLK7m2AvnN9Uykm170uwNYkEo1T1xBw-Vv0dHHXT4bJxFftNGjKz_Okjz88RG1mwyImnZj66Tsr5Idh2kYh9R8ZkoENiic-AsbJz2Sx-6VmCQGiAR6&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJENs2_eZRDtF09Bf-yXs67Gm7o8szjiebX-eld_DG38jWXPc0cnc3z-bVy3eP0j4tm2xPxszoyYgMfH3S0-L3y57zSMPM2ksf5arotX8CEZa1UaPJUn5LKlLC34olgV8vxHa-KB5OPPlT6ucPOCH7AGXVmrUs5RA1NZbGaSwaiKHBLAEAH6bUQjUhRADG--wBJaZg8BTk7k0&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJMi5FIYb7nMHIbWQONlFCj53QFf5E9ABmHUrUhM4KaK-9MM3h1tYX_NkhnEkGnteDSeD_Csij1e-r0X7f3Hk5W8n7vOces82v0V68zxbpP3E9mWeL45WDxbXVGCcAviy6N8FP7nnszLHy94tnHVQZrA=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJKLrhreW7ybHa94pkVi5tkOc_r3o0vgEw4HqGaLRtA_OgAtj5mmas1uJDhO8xBANcbsp9nCSucbp21sdlg0eYCkonWJzX1aDpgzOB-cTo1bRPJ0VKc4k-Zg0ZwKowXa3kvnm1Nqsqk4T6ws6NGXT7TbmeHnjV22FWTE9XH8BAMTDfhnQn65Z6MLXCQRVJKIxBZhEuKEwv6S11t5QCqwCQ2fn6K52Cj-dy6FOPh6fuuQZ&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJBfjCuthby9LCu0xD2ZQ6r7sl_Lo5pjBgyiz3jYX8y8UaH5junvhLCKWASBLXL0YP18wl_4s5KgkUNH8BhDz_DAq3x9GC5C5S4mG0cnbr_1z&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJOse1n3rIP_CD3FpESy2HR3JOsAIbqBFVapEntlA6Oz2k1zh_WodVYR5uxcaC0Q7FRJO2tALClfPbMb2a1x6NoC9QLXpJcrajcsP7RmYuDhwivThLdqRj9iabAEM2V2Ki80bWGjCHHxrKG1V-czsfCwb7V7GpYO8WguM2DAa9b469J92Xt7QavkKXPBv3eKm8Fz30le2R-WNRO6rMmPH_rA=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LV3cZQTdKgaJa-EGEoSIrBwXQGH5rZE_rwebOrS4tWa6QN8vh8qXJK5bL8DlWmSBQ7GcFCxpaNFTCGU2AY0eT88o-_dGltCW9bnf9l3PpuU9tClKfKLlE0y52u5XCUwXmEiVSBcuRXR0SbmbxwZiEtQTjrBXBHnUha2-UfdCrz47Dg-cjIgFmjDu_iWLImBGoZ3XCooxVLBQM4xCIAoCnLssoNkp0689jTzXQmeyfeuCFeDshWQVcTG948v8eGT1RwQFcFhBC64=&c=TOBMfN2VLWxoz_M8jzYtBJ-ARXJI4TIfLCFyryR69lfrmN_USb8uPw==&ch=Xj7s_Vu_cvFvfNA4-cxRrsMgZ8-IAHySnoHg2PzASYUForybofgTXA==
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Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

The People's Vanguard of Davis | P.O. Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617-4715
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Subject: CourtWatch Fundraiser
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 5:23:56 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: PUBDEF-Everyone

 

To all,

The last two summers the Davis Vanguard has been partnering with the SF Public Defender's office &
our court watch, sending interns into the courts to cover and report on our court cases. 

On Thursday, August 13, they will have their annual fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the Ohio
Innocence Project.  This fundraiser helps to fund their court watch project and should also be very
interes.ng for anyone to a4end.

Vanguard 10th Annual Event - next Thursday

August 13 from 6 to 9 - via Zoom

Cost: $50 suggested dona.on but a variable rate .cket available

Topic: Wrongful Convic.ons and Prosecutorial Tunnel Vision

Mark Godsey, Director of the Ohio Innocence project is the keynote speaker and will be talking about
his book "Blind Injus.ce" as well as the case of the East Cleveland 3, of whom Laurese Glover will be on
hand and talk about the 20 years he did in prison before being exonerated in 2015.

Also speaking, Jeffrey Deskovic, wrongfully convicted at age 16 and Danny Garza from NLG-Sac will talk
about being shot by a rubber bullet at the protests in May.

Proceeds go to the Vanguard Court Watch project covering courts from Sacramento to San Francisco.

Reserve your spot today: h4p://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Ques.ons: info@davisvanguard.org

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
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"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Two Progressive Prosecutors Victorious on Tuesday; Yolo DA Takes to Fox News
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 at 7:00:36 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Yolo DA on Fox: "I want to emphasize that as prosecutors were absolutely appalled at the lack of
transparency at the release decisions that are being made on the state level, CDCR has already released
over 10,000 inmates who were convicted and sentenced"

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 5, 2020

Chalk Up Two More Big
Victories For Progressive DA’s

By David Greenwald

Tuesday was another good night for progressive prosecutors as progressives won one seat and easily
held onto another that was under heavy fire.

We interviewed Eli Savit, DA Candidate in Washtenaw County Michigan, home of Ann Arbour.  In a three
way race he won with 51 percent of the vote compared to 43 percent for the closest challenger.  That
means because he is unopposed on the ballot, he will be seated following the November election.

In a statement just posted on Facebook, Savit, “Honored. Humbled. And looking forward to working
together to build a justice system in which we can take pride.”

He wrote, “We’ve seen a sea-change in how Washtenaw County thinks about criminal justice. And it’s
due, in no small part, to the conversations Arianne and Hugo have helped drive.”  He added, “Running in
this race has been the honor of a lifetime. And that’s because of the incredible competitors I had in this
race. I’m so glad that both Arianne and Hugo are members of this community. And I’m grateful to them
both for a race well-run.”

Meanwhile Kim Gardner - as we have been reporting over the last few weeks has been under fire from
the state Attorney General, the Governor and even President Trump.

In the end, it wasn’t close.  She won a hard fought election 61-39 over her Democratic challenger.  She
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faces a Republican in November, but in heavily Democratic St. Louis she’s as good as elected at this
point.

The race was widely viewed as a referendum on the pushback that Gardner has faced since she took
office.

SHe has been under fire from police unions as well as the Missouri GOP elected officials.  There was
pushback for her handling of a high profile case that state lawmakers proposed a bill to transfer power to
the attorney general.

U.S. Senator Josh Hawley, also a Republican, has repeatedly attacked her for not prosecuting Black
Lives Matter protesters.

And of course she was attacked for prosecuting the McCLoskeys for toting their weapon at BLM
protesters last month.

In January, Black female prosecutors from across the country— including Kim Foxx in Chicago and
Marilyn Mosby in Baltimore—issued a statement in solidarity with Gardner, saying she “faced an
unprecedented campaign by the city’s corrupt and racist political establishment to destroy her.”

“Progressives who challenge the status quo are going to get pushback, but for Black women it’s like
quadruple the amount,” said Tiffany Cabán, the Queen DA candidate who narrowly lost in 2019.

“I feel humbled,” Gardner told supporters Tuesday night. “This is an exciting time, but this is also the
people’s time. This is about the people who elected me, the people in this room who fought for equality
and justice and this is about people who sent a resounding message that they want reform in the city of
St. Louis.”

We hope to get some interviews for later in the week.

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now topped 1000 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Yolo DA’s Office Takes to

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbX4_eXo_8r_TH6wib5t4M2Lf8X2dd5fBi4f3QYk-ODMp-F1HKFg275goeAV9fMHbdGvp7dL3Hnb44g3Tey89aft3I5Zd02DHa716mKwhj2yA6H0EGw5avYnSds88OlbOu9fIwpIdZcPt8DvhUaD-uE_JIh-DVltocpV2jZNdsHKhVo1864L0KsEqvYFiL1BKSb4LzjOak8emSZZ423L82-RQXsXzfk6luxqLrlD4sJkeY18DYIslm1PqMlVfhkmef5xorrB8in1YxHEvFAq_4BzD-Cw8l6Do5xQ==&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbX4r0XEKuYOD251Q0L8bOhydWKZMateYMKn7VTRjC6MZ7xinZ3Ac_yuKJ89kHELSIHWjsZdg9Q4BpqwZ24O021MVDXzuSIV-qitSTV6mrGtv3&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbX4r0XEKuYOD251Q0L8bOhydWKZMateYMKn7VTRjC6MZ7xinZ3Ac_yuKJ89kHELSIHWjsZdg9Q4BpqwZ24O021MVDXzuSIV-qitSTV6mrGtv3&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbX4y6FkReYXnh1-HwHEcotYSW0snR-HpP4n9B4SH5zYAYQpTF0WR6xXn0_a9me3_IBVEfZmFIUwnboyPiQw7ca673riCfcqm5Yj6xHgWcPC1VkEfhqlTotb4=&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbX4y6FkReYXnhiMj5tQaUJZv58Ntdb-ZU0YvFgGCYnn0-wOjNkhkaMwOL2HWFL9WWtgEehoc3YBJSOzp57MZht7Xy9WpmCQxDWmV8Zj2o1n8g0n28CXu6uBVAlZaxOYJ2p5EcYy_2pZi6&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbX4y6FkReYXnhMXj21H7ot8M86I2uFJEUWxmwYhCJsJPgZJTJcidtXqXtm1qPU-CHWWdRWz9_LOcMdVUXvl6pvc0CG-wvSq-KV_cCAl2iw1PQABSjZwYiuWGPxte95ldRkzP4Sx9Ur819r7oVN-6jec4=&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbX9WoeJpVQM7MUKDQLX2czplL4YqFlDxGGMv_uzv6Ioe6PQ7W7bHL1z5lZOa2--DWd3zCxl4MVjWdfiMvMAdo1nCBTbRWsCaaAwAF2DwvPMJQwnzkn_YNtDPl-y6kkbrV9f-QhJXZnkBS&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WBOM5_eDDmVbUJFUR6MTF3-up0gixtxkHHRsSMmdX17LRcRIDjAbXz7X3aoPNSiHN54MpSNh56Hyl1O-BK_cJm6mJJTPzKJKOgSnuaJD1hHw8CDzkPdURFuRZl2TqpafvMdxNPN5idNnOCwi7lKzg0P0kGcjViV5&c=cLPGCZrZqG9EBdclqotCxKIbRBQ62y-Xu05KG6UAScX9mtPaUD4nuQ==&ch=ue-GjB0xADdRq8KmJj9F7a8pc8rtXInjbNhOH0_Xjc6NOmUG_adgdg==
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Fox News To Push Agenda

Remember when the Yolo DA was touted by local media as
being one of the most progressive in the state? That seemed
like just two years ago. But now Assistant Chief Deputy DA
Melinda AIello once again is taking to Fox News

Read More

Ex-LA DA Candidate Pushes To Shift
Funding From Incarceration to Community
Engagement

Former Public Defender and DA Candidate Rachal Rossi was
hard hitting on Tuesday as she addressed racial disparities
that exist within the incarceration system.

Read More

CA State Senator: California Police Need to
‘Come Clean’ on Abuse Records

“California police need to come clean on abuse records,”
wrote California State Senator Nancy Skinner in an opinion
article to the East Bay Times recently, noting that her newest
demand of law enforcement

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

AGs Form Coalition Challenging Trump
Restrictions on Asylum Seekers Obtaining
Work Authorization

he Trump Administration recently announced a new set of
restrictions on employment authorization for asylum seekers,
and Tuesday, New York Attorney General Letitia James,
alongside District of Columbia Attorney

Read More

No Body, No Weapon, No Crime Scene –
How Disappearance Led to Guilty
Conviction
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More than five years after Morgan Hill teenager Sierra LaMar
went missing in 2012, Antolin Garcia-Torres was sentenced to
life in prison without the possibility of parole on June 5, 2017.

Read More

Cross-Examination Gets Testy; 2
Defendants Head to Trial, Comrade Heads
to Jail When He’s Found

After a lengthy preliminary hearing here Monday in
Sacramento County Superior Court, two suspects in a
burglary were bound over for trial—their comrade didn’t show
up, and now there’s a warrant for his arrest.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Testing Rates Drastically Decrease as
Positive Cases Persist in Solano County –
Weekly Highlights – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CA Jails

Solano County Jail has one active case in the jail, and two
total positive cases since testing began in June.

Read More

San Quentin has 42% of CDCR COVID-19
Deaths – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of August 4th, there are 8,359 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system and 20,228 tests conducted in the last
two weeks. There have been 49 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Asymptomatic Individuals Considered
Recovered & Virus-Free – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CA Jails

An individual from Santa Rita Jail was hospitalized yesterday,
the second hospitalization due to COVID-19. They seem to
have been released the same day. There have been no
deaths so far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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SF Mayor London Breed Announces Young
Defenders Internship Program

San Francisco Mayor London Breed has teamed up with
Public Defender Manu Raju to create the San Francisco
Young Defenders Program, a “paid educational internship
program to provide employment and

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Lack of Interpreters Reminds California of
its Troubling Past

Minh Quang Ly was called in for an arraignment hearing in
Yolo County Superior Court, Department 1 last Friday – but
an ever-increasing snafu brought the entire proceeding to a
screeching halt.Judge Peter Williams, who presided over the
hearing

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Cross-Examination Gets Testy; 2
Defendants Head to Trial, Comrade Heads
to Jail When He’s Found

After a lengthy preliminary hearing here Monday in
Sacramento County Superior Court, two suspects in a
burglary were bound over for trial—their comrade didn’t show
up, and now there’s a warrant for his arrest.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - When Police Lie; CDCR Has NOT Reduced Its Prison Popula.on Below 100,000
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“While there has been no hesitation to prejudge the outcome of this case, your voices fall silent when the
Circuit Attorney attempts to free Lamar Johnson, a Black man who has sat in prison for 24 years
wrongfully convicted of murder." - Missouri letter from clergy.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 4, 2020

Police Should Not Be Able to Lie To Citizens

By David Greenwald

I was reading the police auditor’s report out of Davis, California and there was an interesting case where
there was a video that showed two people walking near a truck with an open window.  The video cut out
before they could see whether it was those two people who stole a wallet from inside the vehicle.

Nevertheless the police officer claimed that the video showed them taking the wallet and attempted to get
an admission.  It didn’t work and in fact it backfired because they didn’t admit to anything and their
attorney was able to view the video and ascertain the deception.

The Police Auditor, Michael Gennaco writes in the report, “A review of the encounter clearly demonstrates
repeated attempts by the officer to obtain an admission of culpability from the sister, but as indicated in
the police report, she did not admit or deny that she was involved in taking the wallet from the van.”

Furthermore, “During the interview, the mother of the sister informed the officer that as a result of past
encounters the family had ‘zero trust’ in the police. While the officer told the sister that he would show her
the video if she liked, when the mother indicated that she would like to see the video the officer said he
would not do so.”

The family obtained an attorney who ultimately learned that the video did not show either of them taking
the wallet and DPD did not pursue charges.
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Gennaco notes: “Under the law, police can use ruses and exaggerate or mischaracterize evidence as
part of a strategy to gain admissions from suspects. While the technique is legal, a growing number of
criminal justice reformers question whether such strategies are generally advisable.”

He notes that “when the ruse does not work and the individual the ruse is used upon learns that the
information alleged by the police was not accurate, it results in increased distrust of law enforcement by
those upon whom the tactic is used.”

One of the dangers here that the auditor - who did a good job on this - did not mention is that in addition
to undermining trust in the police, police lying is associated with false confessions.

Going back to the 1969 Supreme Court Case Frazier v. Cupp, the Court held that the deception
employed by the police was permissible.

The Court wrote: “The fact that the police misrepresented the statements that [an accomplice] had made
is, while relevant, insufficient in our view to make this otherwise voluntary confession inadmissible.”

"Police interrogation in America is fundamentally dishonest," says Richard Leo, a professor of law and
psychology at the University of San Francisco and a leading researcher on police interrogation practices.
"Police are allowed to lie all the time. They call lying about evidence 'ruses.' It's kind of Orwellian in the
sense that it's not really a ruse. If I'm telling you I've got your fingerprints and your DNA and I have a
surveillance video... and you're a kid and you don't know that police can lie about evidence, you're
thinking, How would I be in a video?"

False confessions are a leading cause of wrongful convictions.  And police lying is a critical component.

If we want to reform policing - maybe it is time to revisit whether police should be able to lie in order to
gain admissions.

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now topped 800 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Analysis: CDCR Has NOT Reduced Its
Prison Population Below 100,000

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWRgfT3wYWV0jT_r4-PimRTaCj2knTzBLLHkFnMolk2PzwtcEKp_fss0qPjCFfta123oNYNJdzag53tvLrWzjQimzw9wMB5zHwNGn12vD0Xu21mGjfbiednU1aDlU57DBGwdOnXBOonbH8zIPY76Sp4dP36syiYJWIfoDAbI21w6KOidqSgwb0JqQ_-R8CWUSSIZ5GrAGuwr5LU8FTmZ0pKdPNfVmac-vo6Cti0q9sv6Fcp8eKLrLUhya_zPs2z57aqwNSDLLWCW0e24CEZz20ECd36poTQl1YA==&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWVWdQi-UdqP4yPedgAM3ByJo-MjVVyVeShjPupQ1mz9oyBUvbXkseEuBafDYR7wuBXTxGsxyxKVhz3t7TDgL0gx76oP1nu17RYeQ3mPIZ0SS&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWVWdQi-UdqP4yPedgAM3ByJo-MjVVyVeShjPupQ1mz9oyBUvbXkseEuBafDYR7wuBXTxGsxyxKVhz3t7TDgL0gx76oP1nu17RYeQ3mPIZ0SS&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWfTfE95Ny6P2CkrycQ7skSauD46AhSjBmiGIhP4qPRLyCjkq2IFD0_qyujLIi-6b6IrqaSA6rDa100hC4pW1DjlxMuoUCnNMdMupyYuHcRoX50FkrthdkGg=&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWfTfE95Ny6P2wWpadGPq8zTAOrET3i0IfyBK2P8S7GX8K6ql7skMw68tzZ4V9O3t8Dx9k47R_1vIzHwwEm_W2vAo6gByJrNgC8LBxtmHmJrYCZ_wVCvB1j5xEbPb2lWyj1He7vDTf6kY&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWfTfE95Ny6P2y3Awzk0hZpzS45C4kzj-CYVhYs5UCwB_2ORAaDt5mfzsV-XkxRFY_RWxXCiIypIaX10sx7AL3K7g0uZHDwlWMEZ0uTpnIowD1mm0yRp6FGr-x0JrELfwKk9qppPACVNXL0CQwWLHIPw=&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWRb1uWwI7fwfHBUqD7FfJMP_xWYpe0g6au6YtzXLHKl6C6YiGJ4GgwFLMNduMT_3IKXpg1kdilV1D--OhKfBkq7_SiMoVVvS9dkUTttNHFnQRD1MEqSsJIz9c9F3po8IzqIMpVF85J54&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWTcHXy96pnS8ZAjf8Ks5Cl4_VY8EB8ZqASmYvFL0jfzTg5j_St6_RYU2yokUn42Nd0GloOoaVIR0C3LwbVxUzaZHabRl0l9wwqgFC7qcuAeP&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWRL2ki_sTpLb-vLh4T7MkNQvUGf8TGzUO8ziA_N37iE5YP3uZM1auwS4iSd2NGWd8sNk12MrXPG_ZdLre8uPiNM9Fs0mXjuKrgmj2lUetnVD&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
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Last week you may have seen it, the California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation announced on Thursday that it
had reduced its prison population below 100,000 incarcerated
people for the first time in 30 years.

Read More

Missouri Faith Leaders Send Letter in
Support of Gardner in McCloskey Incident

Eighty-nine pastors and ministers and rabbis wrote a letter to
Missouri Gov. Mike Parson, Attorney General Eric Schmitt
and Sen. Josh Hawley saying their attacks on St. Louis Circuit
Attorney Kim Gardner over her decision to

Read More

20 State AGs Support Challenge to
Unlawful Revision of Felon Re-
Enfranchisement Law

In an amicus curiae brief, California Attorney General Xavier
Becerra joined a coalition of 20 attorneys general in support
of a lawsuit that challenges an unlawful revision to Florida’s
felon re-enfranchisement law

Read More

SF Mayor London Breed Announces Young
Defenders Internship Program

San Francisco Mayor London Breed has teamed up with
Public Defender Manu Raju to create the San Francisco
Young Defenders Program, a “paid educational internship
program to provide employment and

Read More

FBI Hair Analysis Called into Question
after Santae Tribble’s 2012 Exoneration

After spending 28 years wrongly convicted of and imprisoned
for murder, the exoneration of Santae Tribble in 2012 sparked
a review and investigation of FBI hair analysis.At 17 years
old, Santae Tribble was linked to a

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisKeMtX98pyv2fpAhGQuMQ9iZB7_8gX_xWJ5-eiNEV2htd-ZZq-WXYkXjLhRrZW5bJci0zlknyO46fHTMmlIdnE5ZfeHcRCpNyHAcOSpvb9jpS20qPcicVkaotMD2jKDGe_euNMqQk-R2DKS3RG3sCfkOvYAOsabmNHLgk41Dl9xxPzUAwz7ZVB4WPJquorap4-&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisKTgSWUFN1EMRLpAbVd-ZhAUmNWqjRh_Zz1e-lzTVHE3hXBAS1UsNE9UkxSDEaOVQJIh23n0LVNNULZQmztwe6tdAGbH7sMWxRcJ2ug-BBAwA-cAgxliYfya-3SXyr9wXbCCasa4nCfxMMk9oYczteu0uKxVsEtlElT2LbtNrSj5JhpXR3IsSI5F3qpVp2fhdlHh4IZA_CVUXJQU9dd5n2Sg==&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisK5q3uoo4YiKfptKFGzzf_sHu7doXjYIpw2MBPrlu5dhD-d6BHLPmkeHhFZGN2cxBD6P2bp-FFH9dY_qPkPGw2IG5wvtWMAYDNOh6oDYm-ZyJLFyjlY5VxinZAt4wN7tAo3OgJ-Fp3sAbMiZ02b-XwoFYiK68GNpqiRSn48G8vQM7ZeDSUAq8sJCw7TJXAvf8zt9Y_IpOJ0ij4V0udnfa117y03tCrWtp_&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisK7qSvQHXdsgYXx1WEjPZZmueIoYwi-QBeJ6tMrknp5k0pLoJuJFMC6IfBWBEYGCQkrEiT940XFcRO3XnGrUX9dzanEBARbSsAt6-xhEyZdmXDVBJjxwgSKoIxK3wPlVppDD_-w7ePXPmc4Qmm2ihBsF2PzsZ3vO3qscvHid7YrSDpF8DN18qY33BRng7YfY2lV9eXTZnZr78=&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisKRwhTBmKA08Qxf_c_EnCnSPoIxiBCv8JDpAh0vIOPE3nLpNv1OcHwDfjrVw-W5yKe4LSkp9lYwprrRUfBgaP0dqkI1J2eO190BJcudGn72_n90VVgfr8Rfz3dNkZjCvyxsSoIqeoyj7H6qKKhXBAEN5soy3sk02Nk-i6BEptk6aLuDL9X9n9jM68FKg08ODpDINKqlRpqnlgad5x5gg_gOQ==&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==


Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:13:26 Bri8sh Summer Time
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Defense Attorney Strikes Out –
Sacramento Judge Denies All Defense
Motions

In Valentyn Stepanov’s preliminary hearing this Monday,
Judge Delbert W. Oros was not a friend of the defense. In
fact, he denied every motion the defense brought.Stepanov’s
hearing in Dept. 16 of Sacramento County Superior Court

Read More

Lack of Interpreters Reminds California of
its Troubling Past

Minh Quang Ly was called in for an arraignment hearing in
Yolo County Superior Court, Department 1 last Friday – but
an ever-increasing snafu brought the entire proceeding to a
screeching halt.Judge Peter Williams, who presided over the
hearing

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Testing at Pelican Bay Increases
Rapidly – Cases Count Likely To Rise Soon
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 30th, there are 7,867 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, 903 in the last two weeks. There have
been 47 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Asymptomatic Individuals Considered
Recovered & Virus-Free – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Wednesday, July 29, no new cases have been reported
in Santa Rita Jail for the last three days, although the jail has
tested only 59 people in that time out of the overall population
of 1867. The jail has continued to test so

Read More

Minimal Testing & Defining Asymptomatic

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWaZ5iJuUo0saABmZbg3uEtb6lnYK8tncoLGPWC2t8qPYJ6FrekxlFRpxT8YbeGMAi-cd0bIHd160bdfYEgMtzjcVg-3M8H4YnYnyQ9M9zsmEUJY8fAzpEHDrCLv0NJbHTbHrTlZ57hGFqZ-R1quT4gOUHaeDZLmcW7rPNOv4GmgpAqOxyNZ1ovmxi5LjSZ44LK-Pc8Ijn7RhNcFSS1q5nq8=&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisKl83OzRIJ28ZuuuZnl-p39lOBNByQ6_3TdysbkoP8CxOO_ut7z7HnhbZmI7j94QS5VtpV92pRS0jYEgFfUKHXEmiWltWB63l5WR9uDFrCSoP-l-s8GlSB8DGUTOUS5tsk7twrVX85S5aF_87JKvgOK_dN1meel3MOULw8RZNH62SGVj6LyTHrTktKUlxCuIoz61f1zCN0B9U=&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisKWfqsMxOx_pjs7mTQSKXNcieD4BzR2IbYy_21otIWl-R5JYEIiUmge6UExk2bVu3JS-hnC8DhEC0POtsl_XhbTCU_0YgZRriaBgq32IL5Svzu-qgKxB7z9VkpcxM5H_PfHJ4KVJICMul8gKoyHINic-OYgsYKgCFEiBPSG_baZDfUD3TXOar4OKv4HvN1eDaZ&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWZdivrLnRhWzFQwPi97nV1XsUz3TpYgATjYK4JdCB7yWufG7rm-_6NJW8PREV15q6RdsUKlKJWYqYqKxe_JVG0iS-X4dmogEKx5SfJta1oGpH-mL-7Dojopq7njlKKO6wVx8xXbaRmJQ2lqLH3Thz0MuRcunXDKrLQ==&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWQC-korpMJ-_r34dzC_YT8xigpVGYRysmDujItBKWhYo3LrDOiGNvVaU7po4A6GKreRSa9MQtBKygTBIys2ivfKc6L_IejJQ2eknmckwqZG9NPPBkShWUp0cVYWu6BoAmng_tfwW4U7jv7Cn2-VJYQP-fBjXnB93mQypGDp_emkW&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
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Cases As Recovered – How Santa Rita Jail
Brought Down Its COVID-19 Case Count
Amidst An Outbreak – Weekly Highlights –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of August 2, the recent outbreak in Santa Rita Jail appears
to be subsiding, in sync with a decrease in new daily cases
across Alameda County as a whole. The jail has continued to
test so minimally throughout the recent outbreak

Read More

CDCR Healthcare workers to Govn.
Newsom – “If CDCR does not release more
than half of the prison population, stop all
transfers, and follow public health
guidelines, more people will die.” – Weekly
Highlights – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of July 31, there are a total of 8,096 confirmed COVID-19
cases in the CDCR facilities, with 1,084 new cases in the past
two weeks. 17.8% of the cases are active in custody while 3%
have been released while active. There have been

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Mayor London Breed Announces Young
Defenders Internship Program

San Francisco Mayor London Breed has teamed up with
Public Defender Manu Raju to create the San Francisco
Young Defenders Program, a “paid educational internship
program to provide employment and

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Lack of Interpreters Reminds California of
its Troubling Past

Minh Quang Ly was called in for an arraignment hearing in
Yolo County Superior Court, Department 1 last Friday – but
an ever-increasing snafu brought the entire proceeding to a
screeching halt.Judge Peter Williams, who presided over the
hearing

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisKKSZqL36pMwAFG3HDTQ7weIeUQQkI61uHkRMOGK_0Z7sorByAg5zJ5BbEEUQqphmeZONOpR7CjG4RB1teBlUyTO3tlwsaJpF7ZSbFUOmifEnqu9Fh8nWuA5yElSGprT1FtZ1ZbZuNjDioQLr6TB4OEoTDoZsfUcKZwVljDoAlSqLiqKQggWT544ibWF6uY17e&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OEClkbdwz7clh-0LHEf61RppKYRTq0ji9b5LNKvCb_0JwUCT8ZJuWf9fsu0lQisK0zlhdnt_9wqJ-mHLiCA7a72isZsJdoyTYxIF20a_6iPo5pPfSbTUNiSQNmGikNzjXbGjQVRr3LtwZ4rbkm8aLbws0UOWItF4cLAmWg0KNyaVh7-WMxP30vYkN0Yhc8xNgupuCfjInImwRVyMd9psNmWVG8_jbvZDL7USsSeM2AXBln0wz4_wnw==&c=LL4uduufNuAy2WwKjBies5anoy0ZXOpm9xJrEi9bLZDGY_pnjoNWhg==&ch=urIHEfCrGGkvxNKNbCR5-KdCLekxZCLRn81oFbqZ1zwHG3kuoNlVcQ==
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Attorney Strikes Out –
Sacramento Judge Denies All Defense
Motions

In Valentyn Stepanov’s preliminary hearing this Monday,
Judge Delbert W. Oros was not a friend of the defense. In
fact, he denied every motion the defense brought.Stepanov’s
hearing in Dept. 16 of Sacramento County Superior Court

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The last time that number was below 100,000 was in 1990, when California’s overall population was
almost 10 million less than it is today,” CDCR said.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - August 3, 2020

California’s Prison Population Did Not Fall Below 100,000 Last
Week

By David Greenwald

Major newspapers in California late last week dutifully reported that the prison population had dropped
below 100,000 for the first time in 30 years.

Sacramento Bee: “California’s prison population dropped below 100,000 inmates for the first time in 30
years, the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation said Thursday.”

By the end of July, the in-prison population was 99,929. 

“The last time that number was below 100,000 was in 1990, when California’s overall population was
almost 10 million less than it is today,” CDCR said. 

That’s the same claim made by the San Francisco Chronicle.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Uxf-aZxqeuJCfOhEjEjKsNjdWJrUPZ8HjP3V-fs2jkeFj4yJCc_ALpo0TiT9KjJZJwIX2OS5a_yc40J2ZOYUeSuhYV8iqLNjq2wy7UJZvxLPaq6yZU9iS5b8MJwI5fNSxsHs6k4kNLRYbwqGioeD76FIxHFQ-nlC8D8aue6g3kHB4mz9dqwob3nbFWYU_G8oW0V3pNqSU1A=&c=gq1QoGqzYlXElVYqPi4c6AoEkxaqpwGBMAUmLx86DouRdA7eIdB68Q==&ch=mUujSl14JX92Mx5BcFhh_DoK-s2TPwhbVJYweugrx8I80KnlmBsUIQ==
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“The last time that number was below 100,000 was in 1990, when CA's overall population was 10 million
less,” the agency said.

However, they are wrong.  The 99,929 cited in the media is the number in the institutions.  But that’s not
the total population.  They are not counting 2528 in the camps which pushes the number to 102,457. 
They are not counting the total in-custody, CRPP Supervision population which is actually 106,881.

As someone familiar with the situation pointed out that 99,929 does not count inmates in contract beds,
most of them run by private prisons or those in fire camps.

As the source noted, “If any of those inmates went home for the weekend they would be guilty of escape.
They can't wear their own clothes or eat what they want. 2,054 of them are guarded by CCPOA
employees at a prison the state rents from Core Civic out in the desert in California City.”

It appears the media ran story without bothering to check the actual figures released by CDCR or to
challenge or question the pronouncement.

Thanks for reading.

Two things to mention in brief.

First, we have now topped 700 signatures for Ajay Dev - if you have not signed his petition that will go to
the Governor in consideration of clemency, please do so now: Ajay Dev.

Second, our event is August 13 - we really need you to buy tickets for it and it should be a great
discussion on wrongful convictions with Mark Godsey. TICKETS.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Legislation Would Allow For
Decertification of Bad Cops

In the last two months, we have seen people across the
country take to the streets to demand an end to police
brutality and ask for accountability. However, California is one
of only five states that has no process to decertify

Read More

Sunday Commentary: The Federal
Government Leaves and Portland
Predictably Calms Down
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For the last few weeks we have heard an excuse as to why
the federal agents had to be moved into Portland. But people
on the ground said something very different – that things were
calming down in Portland after weeks of protest

Read More

Looking Back: State and Federal
Governments Need to Overhaul Their
Broken Public Defender Systems

In a criminal prosecution, the defense attorney plays an
important role. As I have previously written, the role of the
prosecutor, by way of both job description and morality, is not
supposed to be simply to win a conviction, but, rather, to

Read More

Commentary: Black August Should Be
Recognized

We call on State Representatives to recognize Black August
as a time to commemorate an unbroken line of resistance to
white supremacy and slavery that continues today as
legalized by the 13th Amendment of the US

Read More

Memphis District Attorney Oppose Death
Row Man’s Petition For DNA Testing

Friday, Pervis Payne’s attorney’s request for DNA testing was
opposed by Shelby County District Attorney Amy Weirich –
Payne, a Black man with intellectual disability and no criminal
record, is scheduled for execution on

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Judge Chastises Cops for ‘Sloppy Police
Work’ in Felony in Vandalism Case
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A Sacramento County Superior Court judge admonished the
prosecution for presenting a flawed case, based on “shoddy”
police work and questionable identification last week in a
preliminary hearing in Dept. 10.

Read More

‘Can I speak?’ – Defendant Adamant There
Should Not Have Been a Warrant for His
Arrest

A defendant in Sacramento County Superior Court here last
Friday for probation violations tried to explain to a judge that
there should not have been a warrant for his arrest – he may
have been right. Or wrong. It was difficult for the

Read More

Fresno Judges Leniency on Payments,
Program Enrollment During COVID-19
Pandemic

In Fresno County Superior Court, judges have been more
accommodating to defendants’ circumstances as a result of
the effects of the coronavirus pandemic. Closures of various
services and a spike in unemployment could be

Read More

Victim Begs Judge to Drop All Charges
Against Husband, Blaming COVID, House
Fire

A victim begged Judge Glenda Allen-Hill to drop all charges
against her husband, Christopher Wilcox, here Friday in the
Fresno County Superior Court, blaming the pandemic, a
medication change and her housing burning down.

Read More

Gallery Cheers Defendant After He Reads
Letter Apologizing for Domestic Violence

A defendant here in Sacramento County Superior Court late
last week who was about to be released after serving six
months for domestic violence, did more than he to do – and
for that he got a courtroom applause.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Asymptomatic Individuals Considered
Recovered & Virus-Free – Breaking Down
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COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Wednesday, July 29, no new cases have been reported
in Santa Rita Jail for the last three days, although the jail has
tested only 59 people in that time out of the overall population
of 1867. The jail has continued to test so

Read More

COVID-19 Testing at Pelican Bay Increases
Rapidly – Cases Count Likely To Rise Soon
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 30th, there are 7,867 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, 903 in the last two weeks. There have
been 47 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Dismisses 4 of 6 Felony
Charges Made Against Defendant

Judge Stephen L. Mock dismissed four of six charges filed
against defendant Christopher Phillip Martin here in Yolo
County Superior Court, which included assault with a deadly
weapon and criminal threat charges.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Chastises Cops for ‘Sloppy Police
Work’ in Felony in Vandalism Case
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A Sacramento County Superior Court judge admonished the
prosecution for presenting a flawed case, based on “shoddy”
police work and questionable identification last week in a
preliminary hearing in Dept. 10.

Read More

‘Can I speak?’ – Defendant Adamant There
Should Not Have Been a Warrant for His
Arrest

A defendant in Sacramento County Superior Court here last
Friday for probation violations tried to explain to a judge that
there should not have been a warrant for his arrest – he may
have been right. Or wrong. It was difficult for the

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: MAYOR LONDON BREED AND PUBLIC DEFENDER MANO RAJU
ANNOUNCE YOUNG DEFENDERS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 at 5:03:03 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Monday, August 3, 2020 
 
Contact:          
Public Defender’s Office, Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org   
Mayor’s Office of Communications, mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org  
                         
 

***PRESS RELEASE*** 
 

MAYOR LONDON BREED AND PUBLIC DEFENDER MANO RAJU
ANNOUNCE YOUNG DEFENDERS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 

Paid internship program, created in partnership with the Mayor’s Office, Public Defender’s
Office, Human Rights Commission, and Teachers 4 Social Justice, provides 25 public high

school students with a 40-week experience to learn about the criminal legal system and public
defense 

 
San Francisco, CA - Mayor London N. Breed and Public Defender Mano Raju today
announced the creation of the San Francisco Young Defenders Program, a paid educational
internship program to provide employment and mentorship opportunities to 25 local public
high school students around criminal justice issues. The Young Defenders Program is part of
the Opportunities for All initiative, which Mayor Breed created in 2018 to connect young
people of all backgrounds to paid employment, job training, and mentorship opportunities. 
 
The Young Defenders Program seeks to invest equitably in youth empowerment rather than
the criminalization of youth, and ensure that youth of color have the opportunity to achieve a
more successful future for themselves, their families, and their community. The program is the
result of a unique partnership between Mayor Breed’s Opportunities for All initiative, the Public
Defender's Office, the Human Rights Commission, the San Francisco Unified School District,

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=a3fe8f2c-cea2-43d8-a41a-9f32dfaeb636
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org
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Defender's Office, the Human Rights Commission, the San Francisco Unified School District,
and Teachers 4 Social Justice. The internship program started last week with orientation, and
the interns begin their placements with the Public Defender’s Office today.  
 
“I know firsthand how an internship can change the course of a young person’s life,” said
Mayor Breed. “We created Opportunities for All to empower youth and give them a chance to
learn new skills and build professional connections, while also getting paid for their time.
When we focus on providing opportunities for all of our young people, those youth go above
and beyond to prove themselves and then succeed in ways they and others never imagined.
This program invests in communities that have historically been left behind and opens up
opportunities that otherwise would have been out of reach. I want to thank all the partners
who have worked to make the Young Defenders program a reality, especially at a time when
it’s more important than ever that we’re making concrete investments in supporting
communities of color.” 
 
“I am proud that we are launching the Young Defenders Program at this moment in time, as
the movement for Black Lives Matter continues to build momentum across the country, and
young people are calling for racial justice and changes to the laws and practices that directly
affect their lives,” said Mano Raju, Public Defender of San Francisco. “Through this program
we have an opportunity to train and educate young San Franciscans on how the criminal legal
system works and how public defenders advocate for people through every step of the
process. My hope is we can start to build a new pipeline of diverse Public Defenders and
criminal justice advocates through this program.” 
 
The San Francisco Public Defender’s Office is lauded as one of the premier public defender
offices in the country, with a deep commitment to community engagement and achieving
structural reforms to the criminal legal system locally and statewide.  The Young Defenders
Program is in line with the Public Defender’s commitment to close the school to prison
pipeline, as evidenced by its community-based M.A.G.I.C. programs which connect youth and
families to opportunities and resources in the Bayview and the Fillmore-Western Addition
neighborhoods. The Young Defenders Program is an opportunity to further guide and
empower young San Franciscans through direct mentorship. 
 
Over the course of 40 weeks, Young Defenders will hear lectures from guest speakers, be
paired with defense attorneys and social workers to complete weekly assignments, participate
in group projects such as mock trials, and develop virtual community outreach events on
topics such as knowing your rights, increasing the diversity of juries, and facilitating restorative
justice. Many will also earn academic credit toward high school graduation while earning
minimum wage for up to 15 hours a week. Due to COVID-19, students will participate in the
program remotely for the time being, and will be provided the technology they need for remote
work. 
 
The first group of Young Defenders were selected for the program through an interest survey
following their summer internship with Opportunities for All. Opportunities for All and the
Mayor's Office will fund the youth stipends, and the Public Defender’s Office will fund the
program through staff time and service hours. As many families are struggling financially due
to COVID-19, it is more important than ever that students have access to paid internship
opportunities. 
 
“The purpose of this program is to expose students to the world of criminal justice from the
perspective of the Public Defender’s Office while inspiring students to use their own power as
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educators and ac.vists for change,” said Athena Edwards, Senior Fellow, Opportuni.es for All. 
 

“I like that this cohort is teaching me things that I need to know about the law and my rights,”
said Aniyah, a San Francisco native and rising junior at Raoul Wallenberg High School. “I also
like my Fellows. They’re very creative in leading our activities and our group conversations
and even though these things can be tricky, it’s fun trying new things. I enjoy being a part of
this cohort and getting to experience different job techniques, while doing activities outside of
my comfort zone.” 

“It’s a good opportunity for me to learn about criminal justice,” said Shamira, a San Francisco
native and rising sophomore at KIPP San Francisco College Prep. “Last week in orientation,
we did our first presentation. My partner and I focused on Breonna Taylor, and how the police
who killed her have not been arrested. We learned a lot about laws, but also used our own
knowledge and understanding for the presentation.” 

 “I'm excited to be starting my second year interning with Opportunities for All,” said India Brar,
a student joining the Young Defenders program. “I am extremely passionate about helping
people especially ones in need and believe that being placed with San Francisco's Young
Defenders program was not only more than I could've asked for, but will allow me to make a
difference which is something I am looking forward to."  
 
Since taking office, Mayor Breed has consistently prioritized funding for programs that make
San Francisco more equitable. As announced on Friday, the Mayor’s budget continues to
prioritize equity, with funding both from the General Fund and redirected from the City’s law
enforcement departments. Mayor Breed has proposed using funding to reinvest in the African
American community and to repair the legacy of racially disparate policies on health, housing,
and economic outcomes for African Americans in San Francisco.  
 
In addition to redirecting funding from law enforcement departments, the Mayor’s budget
includes ongoing and new investments from the General Fund to support vulnerable
populations throughout San Francisco, prioritizing several children- and youth-focused
initiatives that will ensure more equitable outcomes for future generations of San Franciscans.
Specifically, the Mayor’s proposed budget for Fiscal Years 2020-21 and 2021-22 includes $5.5
million in funding from the General Fund to continue the Opportunities for All program. 
 
“I am grateful for the ability to connect Opportunities for All with Teachers 4 Social Justice and
the Public Defender’s office to launch this program,” said Sheryl Davis, Executive Director,
Human Rights Commission. “Opportunities for All provides young people with the opportunity
to not just develop skills and build their social networks, but programs like the Young
Defenders, centers youth voice, encourages and empowers youth to address issues of
inequity, to transform systems and challenge business as usual. I look forward to learning
from the youth and seeing the impact they will have in the community and the criminal justice
system.” 
 
"This is the City, the School District and community based organizations working together to
do the most for young people, especially during this time,” said Jeremiah Jeffries, public
school teacher and coordinator for Teachers 4 Social Justice. “SF Young Defenders is a
concrete example of where we should be reallocating funding to, away from policing and
criminalization of youth, toward education and giving youth a foundation to build careers
focused toward justice." 

https://medium.com/@LondonBreed/equity-a8a2b56f67d
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“In my role as Board of Education Commissioner and Education Advisor to the Mayor, the
creation of SF Young Defenders is the fulfillment of one of the many promises we asked the
public to trust us to fulfill,” said Jenny Lam, Commissioner, San Francisco Board of Education.
“The potential I see in these young people and in this opportunity is why cross institution and
community partnerships can be so powerful and should be the rule not the exception for how
to get things done for young people.” 
 
In October 2018, Mayor Breed announced the launch of Opportunities for All (OFA), a
program to address economic inequality by ensuring that all young people can be a part of
San Francisco's thriving economy and explore different career paths. In the first full summer of
the OFA program in 2019, there were more than 3,800 total placements, including at least
1,500 new placements.  
 
To date, the summer 2020 OFA cohort has placed over 1,400 youth in internships.
Additionally, 68 Opportunities for All Fellows and 12 Senior Fellows were placed. Fellows are
college aged young adults who work directly with high school students, creating project
design, and developing their projects and presentations. OFA introduced the Senior Fellow
position this year, 12 upper-class college students, and postgraduates, who each managed a
small group of Fellows, offering daily, direct engagement, facilitating meetings, and supporting
the project design for their cohorts.   
 

### 
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Problems Mount for Vallejo Police Department; Nevada Sheriff Refuses to
Enforce Law For Library

Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 at 7:00:49 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“I wish you good luck with disturbances and lewd behavior, since those are just some of the recent calls
my office has assisted you with in the past,” Nevada Sheriff Daniel Coverley

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 31, 2020

How Many Bad Apples and is Vallejo an Aberration or a
Bellwether

By David Greenwald
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The latest news out of Vallejo is just reminder of how deep the problems lie there.  A former police
captain reported that some officers bent their badges to mark fatal shootings.  Open Vallejo’s
investigation found that of 51 current and former Vallejo officers who have been involved in fatal
shootings since 2000, at least 14 had their badges bent by a colleague afterword.

This comes on the heels of other serious allegations.  The state is already investigating the possibility the
president of the POA had destroyed evidence in the recent fatal shooting of Sean Monterrosa.

The police chief says he is "deeply disturbed" by the allegations.  "If there is credible evidence found, I
will expand the inquiry into an official investigation," Williams said in the statement.

However, shortly after Open Vallejo published its story, Lt. Michael Nichelini, the Vallejo police union
president, called the story "beyond inflammatory" statement obtained by the Mercury News. He said
that he was not aware of the alleged badge-bending practice. "Frankly, it's a ridiculous notion," he said. 

Beyond this rather inflammatory is a bigger issue - just how deep do the problems go with Vallejo police
department.  And is this department exceptionally bad or should it serve as a bellwether.  

In our column earlier this week, I calculated the extent to which the Monterrosa shooting had to impact
the department.  There was the alleged shooter who has not been named but we know to be Officer Tonn
- Tonn in a five year period was involved in three other shootings prior to this one.

Then you have the guys on the scene who have clearly helped in covering this up, you have the POA and
president Michael Nichelini.  How high up does it go?  Is the chief himself involved?  We would guess
there had to be no fewer than eight people involved here.

I reached out to someone familiar with the situation on the ground at Vallejo.  She estimated that of the
110 sworn officers in the Vallejo Police Department, between 20 and 25 of them are bad officers.  

But I think that is a low number.  Because remember in order for police officers to get away with use of
force, shootings and other misconduct they have to be in a culture that allows them to.  There are the
people who have their badges bent.  There are people who bend the badges.  And the people who know
about it and try to keep it quiet.

Is Vallejo exceptionally bad?  Probably.  Spoke to someone familiar with San Francisco and who had
worked on tracking Police Accountability Board issues, they believe the San Francisco number is closer
to 10 percent of sworn officers.

Remember San Francisco has been plagued by things like the text message scandal.  It has also been
the location for a number of high profiling shootings like Mario Woods.

A few years ago I was tracking “bad cops” in Davis - a small college town 80 miles northeast of San
Francisco and 15 miles west of Sacramento.  At that time, I estimate 10 to 15 percent of the officers in
Davis problematic.

But again - basing this just on bad behavior ignores the institutional culture.

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4zUH4tdctrrbLgEnP6UfPz8MMu8QYP4N7JxlDU4U2hTxEA0OGwD4qgTedAYyUb5SuojdCTCq5KR1XKq3ks62AU5IbIwXEo9D1ei1B-ciZ_pCyOgS4gNA6zIyz2rBEK8rltOX3wi34OoEXhgVpQI9Zu3NxlkKuHSM79eHgHhzVcTvQSQmN8bER6-_bOZwTz4nyQ==&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4zUH4tdctrrbjAbwhcopR_be3R5ClWiBddJAE6hXaxHgQWFPNloPdnszY8t7rDRH41kotKYvbzkxfZ6Tox_Bkdqyh30UxlmqHDqj5_EZZHqyVPL7MEAjgVJwejJQXm1EutLlssIYC2dlRbcDLS4T5QjrSo3V0_8q8gk9ry79TGmqBNMqJVFnNxoJdfe3uwsYJCDdOx6Xh6kRq6mjyaa44RwJRUlZ9DSkDwgUVPvF58PrsUtiqXQJIRDujAqBYEIUtg==&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4zUH4tdctrrbjAbwhcopR_be3R5ClWiBddJAE6hXaxHgQWFPNloPdnszY8t7rDRH41kotKYvbzkxfZ6Tox_Bkdqyh30UxlmqHDqj5_EZZHqyVPL7MEAjgVJwejJQXm1EutLlssIYC2dlRbcDLS4T5QjrSo3V0_8q8gk9ry79TGmqBNMqJVFnNxoJdfe3uwsYJCDdOx6Xh6kRq6mjyaa44RwJRUlZ9DSkDwgUVPvF58PrsUtiqXQJIRDujAqBYEIUtg==&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB46iNzGq8SO_vukGiW57zGn-WVmv7cL0G04noUbxHXuOATH5JXgPAs9INVEpbxhGWqZYEkTjKCt3r1xdfqQ_0EMaWn3TzbBVe4NeP5HQzG3QW&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Criminal Case against Anti-Abortion
Activists David Daleidan, Sandra Merritt to
Move Forward

David Daleidan and Sandra Merritt, two individuals who
attempted to expose alleged infanticide at Planned
Parenthood, will be headed to trial later this year, according to
a hearing Tuesday in San Francisco Superior Court.

Read More

Nevada Sheriff Said Won’t Respond to 911
Calls for Help Because of Library’s
Support of Black Lives Matter

Sheriff Daniel J. Coverley this week told the Douglas County
Public Library Board of Trustees that because of their support
of Black Lives Matter and the obvious lack of support or trust
with the Douglas County Sheriff’s

Read More

DA Rachael Rollins: The Intersections of
Race, Health, and Police Brutality
Explained

Boston District Attorney Rachael Rollins hosted a Zoom
seminar Wednesday to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the
passing of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and to
further explain the “Truth, Justice,

Read More

Man Wins, but Loses as DA Needs to
‘Strengthen Her Case’

A Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary hearing in
the case of People v. Purefoy went full circle Wednesday—
from a request for a continuance to a refiling.In the end,
defendant Thomas Purefoy couldn’t win for losing.

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB44ug_GN1GRB-5hV_pyot9qSU6SDSM3mwGl2vufiWhmLr6lWyUGpK2tcvpvpZ0JPGe1ykBpJyPof6IBiGOCMKPeey2YaLohcb8SQLSE2LOVcJvshbZgfNJCngSuOJ11YjJEFye-Gv1IjC&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB44ug_GN1GRB-0ydxLBBxjLwQwftKIIqZo31MehapiyY7r0Wmc9XYvorJep5BRqWuTNEBL1HKVoZFMgjc9kh3VCb59-VMAuSc9cdELrPXDjQ8mCxbLL10NMo9ElxgB3-qlgrTqbPP809p8_qtErOAwWw=&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4zsHr6nO81HaJTMVvc3B0BYpgxkdBkmZQ1k7f8xlRCvMBGfuQEKXyIA1e_kuawvgLsXKD-JALagZoCMiI3GQlVCk5IoSZDpZVdLusVS6ojiLYe4nHyCaMwKuMh_kLf0bo-7Od_vsGAxV&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4yW0bHytzoVKCZgsv1NnHfLlRon-ynURhfocmXbuXOiCUjT7QeyWChXrOSz6L4pvmkmnvPp2XsdRnyvjC5F8ju0ouhBL9XsPM9S3dbLxpdOg&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB49h9Kt4sC_IWoXs0v4gBLjz5cdMKaXVSSY-vn_cgcSSOfY59WDnLKs_oHX0BiGHun8Bne2Pz3It9deDmhzjHhORFxZuVndFHlsj8LhRclYdW&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4zUH4tdctrrbiCe4kbbVT120vYlaM1SkxbYFglJWVFFCRYu5oLNdoiL_LovOuZ9DW9bNvQmuCPpEjuGVCfy8NscD9Hl6P9xIhLpwzx1jKe_IAeApsNU2rd1XIM6Ii5336YIZZsrzeasyBXjF9SE7Jhbiev3P3H5EFUBzjSyq8OhL0Q6foLjewRhp-PBm9x-Vq8o7b5BpNDoalSsCdcFbpM6poZ59sZ0Wrw0IJLGFvKkZtIQ_UcDBq1g=&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Defendant’s Possible Mental State May
Influence His Rock-Throwing Trial

A few months ago, Jeffrey Matthew Corson allegedly threw a
rock at a courthouse entrance door, and was then charged
with vandalism. But his adventures have only continued.Court
documents suggest the events

Read More

Change.org Petition: Bring Ajay Dev Home

Ajay Dev is a 53-year-old father of two. He is currently serving
a 378-year aggregated sentence in Mule Creek State Prison
in Amador County for sexual assault, a crime that he and
several hundred others are adamant he is innocent of.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Asymptomatic Individuals Considered
Recovered & Virus-Free – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Wednesday, July 29, no new cases have been reported
in Santa Rita Jail for the last three days, although the jail has
tested only 59 people in that time out of the overall population
of 1867. The jail has continued to test so

Read More

COVID-19 Testing at Pelican Bay Increases
Rapidly – Cases Count Likely To Rise Soon
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 30th, there are 7,867 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, 903 in the last two weeks. There have
been 47 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB45WVYv6VGMVi4er3O5rrKc86feXFNCtHAfksVYMiDxyCDUc65W8JiI2KylkpHARM8wosasQXI0uoDw5eDhTeJmIFuHTko7qPzUjN19gA5281gbBMk2lL_ygKvqtm2a80hY3TejTV3OezT8qGwhH4u--eysIlSaclaxiy1fUXQsQakBAuDD6Rwd7UjBkoa0GvW674naQdEfMMlZH61yxYBuI=&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4zUH4tdctrrbciII5C-AqVQLGResL9ezIOrkKcLd23GZX3XCfEOkG4X3ssEbhaHYA4GLhDww2DyzSLnCWkybaqcsm4SGh7DWi7H2L4hQYqloiadAyq32duWI9ELnt_flpQnUQPPW_qlH4qe-D_J42L9VJPw_7FkqIQWfB45nFGxIYi1nmXzoB76KW7bRhV1Cedsfp-cu4ZhUNONsWabEzd8=&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4wFIUo0MQk6wQPwRyd2tE-E9fVhOX-JKaGEHiwgr0WZwLlvO239dBkHPCWqTQQnAc-y9_y3XcBem_OIUb3LUYWKmVZmy0KP6_ovUQnILhIN2fx-TLYxSomIW3H-LlaXEsg9a0Y7BSgckuy5quez56N7-2goOa8BlmsLqPvTsk_vp&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB427d0KR3MUjR_PIKWRs7esyKnszf7C30_4snN_nTgrBKKyEW7-O_tu2O4jGlQptd-pzperb9BmJt3g5Yipsz485DKonTI_S4vRvkpRXDBVbBYxF7zeXgyFE7gc2mMPodc1bL4ibFoRqQQOBZDi3p5UW5uvX8ZXylUPeUU4S5vp7V&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4-Rlc-oXbQlG5T2fpQ7g5n0oY9XscOgeJ3Q_CAtoj7qrhIfQ7APVlFZxKHyfvdgJMjAs25I4KyYY6PsmwworONDf9wrA7YDJjzQiOCDSeiYgaJHrm8Got8OTx9kom7fGXhIj2qrWLbZoviuD-4qIupO1kdvmJfdxDg==&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
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Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Dismisses 4 of 6 Felony
Charges Made Against Defendant

Judge Stephen L. Mock dismissed four of six charges filed
against defendant Christopher Phillip Martin here in Yolo
County Superior Court, which included assault with a deadly
weapon and criminal threat charges.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Stabbed after Months of Altercations
with His Neighbor

Not exactly a good neighbor moment—after months of
altercations between neighbors, one of them burst into the
other’s house and stabbed him.In a preliminary hearing in
Sacramento County Superior Court

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB44ug_GN1GRB-5hV_pyot9qSU6SDSM3mwGl2vufiWhmLr6lWyUGpK2tcvpvpZ0JPGe1ykBpJyPof6IBiGOCMKPeey2YaLohcb8SQLSE2LOVcJvshbZgfNJCngSuOJ11YjJEFye-Gv1IjC&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019cVz-h6n45zPoKD_lW9-Uq-Bh7qfkRNEqcva1C620Tw2wlEEYsyB4wFIUo0MQk6wcphbXRaaReZVtfRuPcDC8SCZ9-pqyh1yR6ZBJveaJVb_lgVr28wtpWjYoj1BK7ShxgGElH-z28b08N2Dh80bKQbK4fstHIf769cUT7oUSqrNBFV5_O81iUER7JUVVAdw_K6E05WAaFZxWKgvjDgmlbKhyQDJg8roumeqis2acc_eLouRd1_KyQcSvqOwnSyv&c=xSD_eBjphdXLEjpqFnkipanV85aLOG-RmR9TRRzHXNfVLcEt1RazRg==&ch=JM3GoWfJkz1f1AmJImeIL_8gT5qhymaUnP5K0KbAXa1A11pC6NynHA==
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - E Cleveland 3's Laurese Glover Joins Us; Conserva.ves Opposed to Death
Penalty Argue Other Conserva.ves Wrong

Date: Thursday, July 30, 2020 at 7:00:49 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“At each step I always kept thinking, ‘OK, the adult court will get it right. We got a better chance than the
juvenile court,’ and then we got convicted,” Glover said last year. “Then I thought, ‘OK, the appeals court
is going to get it right.’”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 30, 2020

14 years ago…

By David Greenwald

That’s right on this fateful day July 30, 2006, I came up with the crazy hair brained idea of starting a little
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blog that I would write on things like police misconduct and reform. At the time, that was a controversial
notion. So controversial that they shut down the Human Relations Commission over it.

That is only one of the things that I marvel at. What was controversial in 2006 liberal Davis has become
mainstream. The very civilian review board that was proposed by the HRC in 2006 was implemented in
Davis in 2018. The idea that Black and Brown people were disproportionately impacted by the police has
become accepted in this community.  

We saw over 1000 people march on Father’s Day for Black Lives. 2000 people signed a petition for a
school board election upset over the board not selecting a woman of color.

The Vanguard has changed too. In 2006, I created the Vanguard on free blogger app in the basement of
the UC Davis Social Sciences and Humanities building.

Today the Vanguard has published 10 articles. Those articles were written by 13 different authors, only
one of whom was outside our organization. We have several paid employees, six supervisors, over 60
interns, multiple regular volunteers, a ten-member board, and a growing revenue stream.

Frankly I would not believe you if you told me this in 2006.

While the founding of the Vanguard was obviously a critical moment in our history, another moment also
looms large. It was around this time of the year, three years later in 2009, that I received a call from a
family to the east of Sacramento.

I went out and met with them. It was then that I met Peggy Dev and her sister Patty Pursell. They told me
the story of Ajay Dev, Peggy’s husband, who a few weeks earlier had been convicted of 76 felony counts
including 23 counts of forcible rape; 23 counts of forcible sexual assault; 27 counts of lewd acts with a
minor; and 3 counts of attempting to dissuade a witness.

They believed Ajay Dev was wrongly convicted. At that time, I knew little about wrongful convictions and
was somewhat skeptical of their claims of innocence.

Nevertheless on August 9, 2009, I attended along with intern Royston Sim, a court hearing for the
sentencing of Ajay Dev. To by astonishment he received a massive 378 year sentence.

Little did I realize at the time, but this would become another defining moment in my life. Over the next 11
years, I would continue to work on and return to this case. It was this case that convinced me of th need
to launch the Court Watch Project which I did in January 2010. And become the basis for what the
Vanguard is today.

11 years later, I am 100 percent convinced of the innocence of Ajay Dev. While his Habeas evidentiary
hearing has stalled in part due to the deceptive prosecutorial moves of Yolo County Deputy DA Ryan
Couzens, and in part due to the slowdown of the courts and international travel due to COVID, now is the
time. With the push on to release incarcerated people, Ajay Dev with an amazing record in prison and a
strong case for innocence is a perfect candidate for commutation.

His family along with his commutation attorney have launched a Change.org petition:
https://www.change.org/CommutationforAjayDev

So far, as I write this, 192 people have signed the petition (I was just launched on Tuesday
afternoon). We need 1000 to present to the Governor. Please help.

Finally, in two weeks we will have our tenth annual fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey. I’m really excited to

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY8Xjxj4mCyGygyrA62YyOFYMhJcTAYdTErLxWkRv-6_nZ_2HAzpF4nyQVqayihgMVj4VV7lW4vkk9QdfolVHGeqmPUF7A04qt4dmy7yddzlUU=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
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announce that we have now added Laurese Glover (story and video here), from the East Cleveland
3. He spent 20 years in prison for a crime that he did not commit.

To put this into perspective, 1995 when they were convicted, I was a senior at Cal Poly. In 2015, when
they were released, we were planning the 10th anniversary of the founding of the Vanguard. I had a wife
and three children.

This event will enable us to hire another reporter. That has been our goal all year.

And we have a special deal, while the cost of the event is $50, we have a variable rate ticket, where you
can pay as little as $5 if that’s what you can afford and watch it on Zoom.

Hit this link and then tickets to reserve your spot: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

We’re launching a major Twitter push so be sure to reserve your tickets today.

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Wrongful Convictions Disproportionately
Impact Black and Brown People

In two weeks, Laurese Glover will join us for our 10th annual
Vanguard fundraiser. The keynote speaker is Mark Godsey,
the Director of the Ohio Innocence Project. Laurese Glover,
along with Eugene Johnson and Derrick Wheatt,

Read More

Conservatives Opposed to Death Penalty
Argue Other Conservatives Wrong

Death Penalty Focus, an anti-death penalty organization
based in Sacramento, convened Wednesday over Zoom as
part of their weekly webinar series on the current state of the
death penalty—they feel most conservative

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY8fiGruAowlykY3Aq_nLrJjdMwJtx2CTgElab7H5c6JBUnRNj3_huAfZcVKkADxxWPKTLrjcseiyTfljCxBq722cxAreAUDv-LejXXLcvo7qwI-I7BQn9m-A43eNehZv36BnSBA-uQySz7V6dyWjckFudZ80I677mpmvobn5Ll7h-3drZAlYhEb48DmH9cvf7hV_NSzksjMVQ=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_Lg22wPqqZHr-YR-5Xa0kSPZ8LwA5xcTyJClvufrMQaA9iAderIRinrv4HLFDuANYaeWCXXDfpTmi_n6XqjrAmzP2GbaqRxYGuJjQnKAlZU_d&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_Lg22wPqqZHr-YR-5Xa0kSPZ8LwA5xcTyJClvufrMQaA9iAderIRinrv4HLFDuANYaeWCXXDfpTmi_n6XqjrAmzP2GbaqRxYGuJjQnKAlZU_d&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LmzfVRqQgBcqROdJBxepn9oA_3dHYwy0ZG8wBMChv0RqGNNV_4quLCvzft_6MA_zO2oRVw3YBU-kpSZ1uCVzJYQF7ZSD70KiQgHosbHWo9qyxSSzzA8UXRg=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LmzfVRqQgBcq9hwvqm8qbbGgoKuIkYkOZnWEhsrisVc-MwDiaNywmynSHte4vStbpCkBPEYXqupbPyG81NbOicOW7vMqSoTghQYbfQE0E8JFb6VtefAdoYUSTZ5xuQW0N63PQsnW95JO&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LmzfVRqQgBcqc1XDcPefmG3XKm3kwoX6KAa-iM1P8taTOJ5YZ9IMmdNZcd3C4MZUB8XCHtHatzD5rImd8F7moMiqyRYjVq_1AFRrCf5u6UJLMvwML945bADC7CaGFidEcbOIV4uQn1o30eCyShuKbQc=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LqPeDM_zTikAPwfQWwn1B4RokgDDiNmmuPhJuEHgKhbxKAUY5yCoz4W5zKAjDfGKBodoDGhdIwFcBkZ_A8IiC8uWPciQLbYk6I6KOYtjtlJ5b8TbMYbIQXNrH2TFgocaam4EcWcx-kTz&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LszYcXeW7WSoU3LCts4fdvi5OU435qdPHoI-i0RlMeC_ruyvdYJ25UKQvbh6CY0wRFA6OTBDpEldAfBWkrH-DmMo24_5zZfWCBCE1OjTh_J-&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_Lmup_ViwnD3ZXR-QinBLPz88La19HDhAq6QfX4hpSmKtm3l_jFEi8XDznIrld_0AvDLbYlmLWnSD-WbhlHUciM3mK4koGaf4Lf7RB8Thla3w&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY8fiGruAowlykY3Aq_nLrJjdMwJtx2CTgElab7H5c6JBUnRNj3_huAfZcVKkADxxWPKTLrjcseiyTfljCxBq722cxAreAUDv-LejXXLcvo7qwI-I7BQn9m-A43eNehZv36BnSBA-uQySz7V6dyWjckFudZ80I677mpmvobn5Ll7h-3drZAlYhEb48DmH9cvf7hV_NSzksjMVQ=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY8vuAvZ4h8KDeZSOmVHGnVR1tojTgFlEgNNQpYoNzW5T0MZSUk3vxZxki44coupb5kwa5ERk6Pc9yCBMTtorCfCqNPdMHuEMmilaMbqsaN6BZ5imdOcWeoziVlqiooBN405Kq5zWPmVy2Ht1vuklNlQIACnACuU2CEPk9v_nHFVFJWzQNC40rVSFSDiuWhAGVFiv5uLfgT7dg=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
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Progressive Candidates in Wisconsin
Focus on State’s Prison System

Nine candidates running for two Wisconsin State Senate
seats took part in a forum hosted on Zoom and broadcast on
Facebook Tuesday night—many of the candidates criticized
Governor Tony Evers’ failure to follow

Read More

Progressive Philly DA Disappointed PA
Supreme Court Fails to Act to Reform
Philly’s Broken Cash Bail System

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s decision not to act to
reform “Philadelphia’s unjust and inefficient cash bail system”
was a disappointment, said Philadelphia District Attorney
Larry Krasner this week.

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Accused Domestic Abuser Set for Trial in
El Dorado County Court for Attacking On-
Again Off-Again Girlfriend

A close friend’s recount of an assault convinced a county
judge here to determine that there is sufficient evidence for an
alleged domestic abuser – charged with violating a protection
order and attacking his on-again-off-again

Read More

His Dog Killed, Fresno Man Kills Tenant’s
Dog with a Shotgun

Two dogs were killed here in Fresno, and one man—whose
dog was one of those dead—is facing charges of killing the
other dog, and threatening to kill the dog’s owner.

Read More

Change.org Petition: Bring Ajay Dev Home

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY8umgIhlXLpwNxxUKAYXwo5wDIAnYcxMpARBZxs9dfdrgjjLhQVFBA4q4TQVXsh3ZXHjly1fJOLtRn10ancPNklF8Zuz8IEIbH4ltZmtDj9HLPq15WLVZBr1MBZyigGP4kxyKq49oANLoJS1WnehavxmIPtxHWiXreArOVx59Atn2zi_oU0dbUjWGNEHo6AwZ0&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY8Ot9CfBk2lNHeglz-iPjvm13Ie0V0Rcjc8E31Kt_dqA7-OtUmtRgHU5VZMWWTCfLFfyxGiH2GQ4PaYjAwwj6Yy6OsnH4N8haqrAgmgLSx6CcMyyBGrPZLrI2lhPkqDT_zx2VVYOjBx2KhtCCGmVUoLnvHaN_Q2XbluQhFAGuZVA23d8pFO6jaTGKGPVu1PURKVp98F1LD_6SieEWMSVB1UKK-RVDP7T3Z4JV7WMduDxMNVQ4DFPq3tHRIEMZdnuMW&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhbX7E3GuByDO2XS-l4UD_JxFBn3yudAR6RWqaglrzne1YgQzP1K7xwLCdgFoyAZfCdwiCAvB4yPG3FICJ3AvAbSgiApYkx-lICU341DLrAQFDRP0PeBzkAetv5bqw4fno16GGXmqn017_GIaX-reMl0S9dg-w9eeuZaREoYnhZeH6C9579zPYVFTHYT2n_KL_QVHpnMIMC_qwafhpSP0hU=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_Lsh4FcoS0YYGmoKgvPvXNzORrKfx5Aoawqlfzc5tnPsoS-fZYISUgV8wfHHnwvuciDieujTh7D70cXFGwSaVjBUwLBUpuCCNyPfCGQHZZAk_mzlpKPV4U_BE0HDCe1dRiEE5ilDQtQLCxRIqDe9R73w53lwppl0TKzDIMh_LTanjbwAGHIv_VuFrtG4hqgZI8QAF71GdIUQ8a6u8GjzdfAtvhJJcZukJb9xinalQ3RD3l8Ag-Cd1hmWh5xWUtjNJSiTIA9mScP9v&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY8BRFo8NMbXcZbApx1nj1TsbQLmvmf8e7eA8USPDBCRrZduQWVboAMuluzsJPE7zPDUX5jMKd6lifhdqvZ3awbqmLIJU1wqXLPw5X4QgrVwOchiroJo_xEEJ8yG8Hmsw1OmNkt1ByAjUKTE6F2LdNO-87mgxWXNVIYcP0WQdhAOVp66mpDQ401br7L9EnpfxTC&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
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Ajay Dev is a 53-year-old father of two. He is currently serving
a 378-year aggregated sentence in Mule Creek State Prison
in Amador County for sexual assault, a crime that he and
several hundred others are adamant he is innocent of.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Jail Halts Testing – Active in Custody
Counts Falsified? – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CA Jails

The COVID-19 outbreak in Santa Rita Jail continues, contrary
to the deflated numbers reported by the Alameda County
Sheriff’s Office. They claim that only 37 people currently have
the virus, but their testing remains too

Read More

Pelican Bay Testing Ramps Up – 17% Of
Population Tested Over 2 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 28th, there are 7,703 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, 938 of which were confirmed in the past 2
weeks. There have been 47 deaths across the CDCR system
thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Dismisses 4 of 6 Felony
Charges Made Against Defendant

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LhR62NIqxkY89BHDCm66eDlu2i0Emtyfs8JIauMHKHN8CYkRuPY2X_L0yrYJpY-Ly2mMziNV5DrEbagr-FNSXoWUwGLqXf1Z_1JtSA_yt_kA9cOm1RkCJNWi8UPyyuGwNXzau_yWzRIlV-6n5bVERrlGHWtr76L3fIBILas97t8W&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LgnIyWQphsMpWEgMYp53lhtOTypmYRW8eJuZbTPXbksKyP8I3tubcNMD7fiziXmCYQ684LuVF3JkmCuVBa2qq_43btWxkH0RfhS__s8UrKhss7JDkdZ1_bJ3tTCcadVTL42Iiyx7jhksyz3j34nMSgrE1mCjseERnoE-1vFlcdlW&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LnQ1AAfqY8ahceocR1xdprcY9gYq0HVc_Rfx4GnAYbWmeJR3KR3tifZqigrmRKkZ749gYAvMtH0YjJ5HvXQufmMfi4hjN3QRRxxPs4p1zXFXb3lFn9IwQxmHL2WxZl3o9RcSYOH0lgLCDESA3IkWQnQap8X0_OiWmg==&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LnFl8D6CBBAsDgpNTUMNerS26g4QrB_twsVmZ-GnakFyXAv4KUHJN9RQLggVuS6tA2DuvZBXCxlsF1GUQYRtXEpwnx0be8-QYOfo43b2czMlsFtcQigbeH_Y_VzCKxWJlkJNmoHBURWR&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_Lui9N8Tb_L6RjWCXQa6g2Da3HAIs93E4qB3748jtVH9BqWN763j-FOWbo5PZ_od2SqQOCeZNeFQedWviT-TH1pisoQyBT3CrvW5qXPkbEmrbz3kwSogEpoaQY0RdNiPc3yu64iymQjWBoiTFYyoiov2PRh4NaoZe3gYYY6oyFfhE0OEsfCfVml0=&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oK6z7ZjzWk8ZolNzOb5XQSAaKNnklbWXENv9QKF7z55uKYYPyMv_LmzfVRqQgBcq9hwvqm8qbbGgoKuIkYkOZnWEhsrisVc-MwDiaNywmynSHte4vStbpCkBPEYXqupbPyG81NbOicOW7vMqSoTghQYbfQE0E8JFb6VtefAdoYUSTZ5xuQW0N63PQsnW95JO&c=3qGJEno6nee8v4WI7WEHoefHbZricQaH70W4wDF7JKFqNaswUc_UjQ==&ch=FJgXtCF-PXg7hYHnVZXFcMw1Qpvum9ikl1lQ8f7GEnXyobGBQTAxBA==
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Judge Stephen L. Mock dismissed four of six charges filed
against defendant Christopher Phillip Martin here in Yolo
County Superior Court, which included assault with a deadly
weapon and criminal threat charges.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Stabbed after Months of Altercations
with His Neighbor

Not exactly a good neighbor moment—after months of
altercations between neighbors, one of them burst into the
other’s house and stabbed him.In a preliminary hearing in
Sacramento County Superior Court

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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“In the 16 hours we were detained, we witnessed a blatant disregard for every COVID-19 precaution
Governor Newsom preaches about. We are outraged that people incarcerated in prisons, jails, and
detention centers face these life-threatening risks every single day."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 29, 2020

Another View on Becerra…
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Another View on Becerra…

By David Greenwald

Yesterday’s column noted that Xavier Becerra, California’s AG, has been weak on police reform in
addition to looking the other way at prosecutorial misconduct.

In Slate, in article published by Lara Bazelon on Monday, she levels another criticism at the AG: “As
COVID-19 Ravages California’s Death Row, the State Attorney General Fights to Keep It Packed.”

She makes a great point here we are over a year after the governor, Gavin Newsom, issued a
moratorium on executions, but stopped short of commuting all of their sentences to life.

Now instead of the state actively executing people, the state if consigning some to death by COVID.

So far: “San Quentin Prison, where 720 men live under sentences of death, has been engulfed by the
virus. More than 2,100 people at San Quentin have been afflicted, including nearly one quarter of those
on death row. To date, eight death row prisoners have died from complications stemming from COVID-
19, comprising half the prison’s fatalities.”

But it turns out we are complicit in this.  Not only did state prison officials badly flub the crisis, but one of
the major factors worsening the pandemic is overcrowding of the prisons.

And it is here, that once again, the Democratic and ostensibly very liberal state Attorney General, Xavier
Becerra, “has continued to fight to cement these convictions. “

SHe noted that he has “often heralded (been) as a hero of the left due to his numerous legal battles
against the Trump administration.”

But just like his predecessor Kamala Harris, who may well parlay her perception as a combatant against
the Trump administration into the No.2 spot on the Democratic ticket with a frontrunner possibility for
2024 assuming Biden wins and is a one-term president, Becerra’s record on issues of criminal justice
reform is really lacking.

Bazelon charges, “back home, he is sending his deputies into court to uphold death sentences,
including those involving egregious prosecutorial misconduct, false testimony, and racially biased
arguments.”

Bazelon presents the case of Michael Hill, a Black man, sentenced to the death penalty in 1987 for the
shooting death of a store owner and his four year old son during a robbery.

The key to the case was governmental misconduct which did not come to light until 2007.  It was at this
point that all three democratic attorney generals from Jerry Brown to Kamala Harris to Xavier Becerra
have conspired with the Alameda County DA’s office to keep the evidence hidden.

Becerra is “fully complicit with the Alameda County District Attorney’s Office in the suppression of the
truth, resulting in Michael Hill’s wrongful incarceration on death row for decades,” Hill’s attorneys wrote in
a May court filing.

Bazelon points out several other cases where Becerra’s office has fought to defend the conviction of
people where there was misconduct and grievous errors.

Becerra has gotten away with it with his reputation intact, as has Harris, largely due to his efforts against
the Trump administration and the fact that reporters are not exposing the truth sufficiently.

But increasingly the record has come out here.  

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Jailed Immigration Law Lawyers Charge
‘Retaliation,’ Extra-Legal Treatment at Gov
Home Protest

Fourteen people – nine of them immigration law attorneys –
were not only arrested Monday at CA Gov. Gavin Newsom’s
Fair Oaks mansion protesting “life-threatening conditions
facing people in prisons, jails and

Read More

Update on the Portland Protests (Video)

Vanguard reporter Roman Mendoza has been on the ground
at the Portland protests for the past few days. Here is his
latest round of video.

Read More

Efforts to Release Incarcerated From San
Quentin Move Forward in Marin County
Superior Court

A COVID outbreak at San Quentin State Prison has led to
calls from reformers and others for a massive reduction in the
prison population. That release has been slow.
A Marin County Superior Court judge has ordered the

Read More

ACLU Claims Prison Population Change
During COVID-19 Does Not Result in High
Crime Rates

The ACLU’s latest study explores the relationship between
incarceration and crime in communities, determining that the
reduction of jail populations during COVID-19 did not
correlate with changes in crime.

Read More

Join Our Growing Sponsor List From
August 13
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Defendant Blames COVID for Not
Completing Plea Deal Work – Judge
Disagrees, Offers Last Chance

At his sentencing hearing this past Monday, Dontay
Henderson provided a series of excuses why he hadn’t
completed his probation guidelines, and promised that he
needed just a little more time.

Read More

Accused Domestic Abuser Set for Trial in
El Dorado County Court for Attacking On-
Again Off-Again Girlfriend

A close friend’s recount of an assault convinced a county
judge here to determine that there is sufficient evidence for an
alleged domestic abuser – charged with violating a protection
order and attacking his on-again-off-again

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Coverup
– Jail Halts Testing – Active in Custody
Counts Falsified? – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CA Jails

The COVID-19 outbreak in Santa Rita Jail continues, contrary
to the deflated numbers reported by the Alameda County
Sheriff’s Office. They claim that only 37 people currently have
the virus, but their testing remains too

Read More

Pelican Bay Testing Ramps Up – 17% Of
Population Tested Over 2 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 28th, there are 7,703 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, 938 of which were confirmed in the past 2
weeks. There have been 47 deaths across the CDCR system
thus far.

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Dismisses 4 of 6 Felony
Charges Made Against Defendant

Judge Stephen L. Mock dismissed four of six charges filed
against defendant Christopher Phillip Martin here in Yolo
County Superior Court, which included assault with a deadly
weapon and criminal threat charges.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Attorney Claire White Knows Math
– Convinces Judge to Reduce Bail by
$100K for Client

Some lawyers know math. In the case of defense counsel
Claire White, she knew the bail keeping her client in jail just
didn’t add up right.Friday in Sacramento County Superior
Court, Judge Patrick Marlette

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
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Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Effort to Release People Incarcerated at San Quen.n Moves Forward In
Marin County Superior Court

Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 at 10:04:44 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 28, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628) 249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS RELEASE**

Effort to Release People Incarcerated at San Quentin 
Moves Forward In Marin County Superior Court 

Habeas petitions allege that California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
actions constitute “cruel and unusual punishment” as decisions led to an explosive

and deadly Covid-19 outbreak at San Quentin 

A Marin County Superior Court judge has ordered the California Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation (CDCR) to respond urgently to petitions requesting immediate release of
21 people at San Quentin State Prison. The petitions were filed by incarcerated people at San
Quentin and attorneys representing people there over the past month. 

The petitions come after a fateful decision by CDCR in late May to transfer 121 people from
California Institution for Men (CIM) - then the state prison with the highest COVID-19 rate in
California - to San Quentin. There were no confirmed cases of COVID-19 at San Quentin prior
to the transfer. As a result of the transfer, over 2,000 people living and working at San Quentin
have tested positive for COVID-19 and 19 have died. The crisis has led to severe staffing
shortages, near total and indefinite lockdown, and a state of extreme fear for those trapped
inside and their families. Currently, the COVID-19 infection rate in San Quentin is 63% while
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California’s infection rate is 1%. 

"Incarcerated people at San Quentin are scared to death," said Marin County Public Defender
Jose Varela. "Judge Howard has ordered CDCR to respond. And his seeking quick input from
all parties reflects the important human rights issues at the heart of this litigation."  

The cases were filed individually as “habeas corpus” petitions - a legal recourse requesting a
court to determine whether a person’s incarceration is lawful. The petitions allege a violation
of the U.S. Constitution’s 8th Amendment prohibition against “cruel and unusual punishment.”
The petitions request immediate release to escape the deadly conditions caused by CDCR.
The cases were subsequently joined together and will be heard by Superior Court Judge
Howard. Attorneys for petitioners include attorney Charles Carbone, the Santa Clara County
Alternate Defender, the Marin County Public Defender, the San Francisco Public Defender,
and the Alameda County Public Defender.

Arielle Callin-Thomas, wife of petitioner Lawrence Thomas, stated, “My husband is currently
housed in the gym at San Quentin State Prison and is fearful for his life and wellbeing. The
inhumane treatment and lack of due diligence CDCR has shown during this global pandemic
is incredibly heartbreaking to say the least.”

Health officials have consistently warned of the risk overcrowded prisons and jails pose to
public health, as outbreaks in congregate living spaces threaten to overwhelm local hospitals.
Public health professional and organizer Swati Rayasam said, “For those who are
incarcerated, screening was never going to be enough. Incarcerated people are a vulnerable
population and therefore more susceptible to COVID-19; additionally, incarcerated people also
represent other vulnerable communities, such as low-income populations, people of color,
people with disabilities, the elderly, and those with pre-existing medical conditions who are
also more susceptible to COVID-19. It’s troubling to see CDCR’s apparent lack of
consideration of cumulative risk to protect its highly vulnerable population from COVID, and its
reliance on general recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control when the Bay
Area is flush with public health professionals.”  

After visiting the prison on June 13, Berkeley Public Health experts issued a letter urging
officials to take several steps to protect the lives and wellbeing of those incarcerated at San
Quentin, as well as prison staff; they recommended reducing the population by 50% via
decarceration. After the transfer from CIM to SQ, the population count in mid-June was 3,547,
today the population is 3,429, representing a 3% reduction - 16% of which is due to the 19
deaths. Meanwhile, CDCR continues to tout this as “the biggest reduction in prison population
in recent history.” While the California Department of Corrections says it has identified
approximately 8,000 currently incarcerated people for release statewide, advocates and public
health experts say it is not nearly enough to forestall additional, avoidable deaths due to
COVID-19, caused in part by the agency’s irresponsible decisions.
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“If the state cannot take care of the people in its custody - at the very minimal level of ensuring
they stay alive - then the courts must act” said Danielle Harris, Managing Attorney in the
San Francisco Public Defender’s Integrity Unit. “Reducing the prison population is the only
safe answer. CDCR has demonstrated its inability to come up with a sufficient plan, and
transferring people from one unsafe lockup to another is demonstrably not the solution. We
are grateful that the Marin court agrees the issue is an urgent one. Our community partners
stand ready to support any released folks through reentry.”

“This case is about saving lives, but it’s also about protecting human dignity and wellbeing,”
said Mano Raju, Public Defender of San Francisco. “Every incarcerated person is suffering
under the current conditions of confinement, with no end in sight. They have no human
contact with loved ones, and their mental health is suffering in addition to the threat to their
physical health. The only solution is to dramatically reduce the prison population through
releases.”

“People continue to die needlessly because the prison system is failing us,“ said Charles
Carbone, Prisoner Rights Attorney in San Francisco. “The prison system’s failures are on full
display now with deadly consequences for prisoners and those in the free community.  Marin
County Court is wise and responsible to tackle this urgently.”   

Judge Howard’s expedited schedule for the case is promising because the process can
ordinarily take a long time. It is also significant that he is considering an evidentiary hearing
because it would enable petitioners to present evidence in a public and open courtroom (if
only  a virtual one) regarding the public health crisis in correctional facilities in general and
CDCR’s mishandling of the situation at San Quentin, specifically. 

“The pandemic has had a disproportionate impact on communities of color because of
systemic health and social inequities,” said Jessica Delgado, Deputy Public Defender at the
Santa Clara County Alternate Public Defender, “but if you also consider long-standing racial
disparities in arrests, prosecutorial charging, and court sentencing decisions - which have
fueled the mass incarceration of people of color in California prisons - our failure to act
decisively is nothing short of calamitous.”

“Systemic racism has caused our prisons to be overcrowded. And systemic racism has helped
make Black and Brown people easy prey for COVID-19,” said Brendon Woods, who is the first
Black Chief Public Defender in Alameda County and the only Black Chief Public Defender in
California. “If the Governor will not act and CDCR will not act, we are forced to go to the courts
to see if they will take action. We are exhausting every single avenue in an attempt to save
lives.”

"The COVID-19 outbreak at San Quentin Prison not only threatens the lives of the people who
are incarcerated, but also those who live and work in the surrounding community,” said
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Jessica Jackson, Former Mayor of Mill Valley. “I commend the Marin County Superior Court
for recognizing the urgency of this situation and calling on the CDCR to review the received
petitions as soon as possible. A prison sentence should not be a death sentence."

###

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Police Ma4ers from Vallejo to San Jose and Southward; Vivid Descrip.on of the
COVID Crisis in San Quen.n

Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 at 7:00:34 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

AG Xavier Becerra: “Absent a conflict of interest, abuse of discretion or other exceptional circumstances,
the Department of Justice generally does not assume responsibility for investigations or prosecutions of
officer involved shootings.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 28, 2020

Back to the AG Becerra is Weak Theme

By David Greenwald

For those who have read by stuff over the years, I have themes that I develop and modify over time.  I
like to present them and update them as conditions warrant.  One of those theme has been highly critical
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of the Attorney General who we would think as a relatively to very liberal former congressman should be
a leader on issues like police reform, prosecutorial misconduct and the like - but like his predecessor
Kamala Harris, he has actually been quite weak on these fronts.

The maddening thing is that Xavier Becerra talks a good game.  In June, he had a press conference
laying out all of the police reforms he supports - most of which take acts of the state legislature.

As he pointed out in June: "This is a moment for America." He said, "We have a chance to do
something."

But when Becerra had a chance to act - he has failed to do so.

Look no further than the informant scandal in Orange County where two liberal and quasi-progressive
Attorney Generals not only failed to hold the DA and Sheriff’s Department accountable for clear egregious
misconduct, but they at times defended those agencies.

That brings us to the Sean Monterrosa case.  The AG is willing to do a pattern and practice investigation. 
He is willing to investigate the Union President Michael Nichelini for possible obstruction of justice, but he
is not willing to take over the overall investigation.

In a letter to Oscar Bobrow, the President of the California Public Defenders Association (CPDA), the
Attorney General writes,  that while he understands and appreciates the concerned expressed in their
letter, the role of the AG’s office “in intervening in a local criminal investigation and prosecution is limited.”

In the letter on July 27, the office explained, “there is no legal basis for such an action.”  The AG’s office
added that PC 1424(a) does not require recusal unless “the evidence shows that a conflict of interest
exists that would render it unlikely that the defendant would receive a fair trial.”

They cite caselaw that a conflict only exists where “the circumstance of a case evidence a reasonable
possibility that the DA’s office may not exercise its discretionary function in an evenhanded manner.”
Second they said that the conflict must be “so grave as to render it unlikely that (any) defendant will
receive fair treatment during all portions of the criminal proceedings.”  In other words, “there must be an
actual likelihood of unfair treatment.”

The AG concludes, “In this case, there is no apparent basis for finding  that either element has been
met.”

The AG has the discretion of course to do this - they has simply stated the law that they are not required
to do so.  This despite the fact that the DA has asked them to take over.  This despite the climate
surrounding police shootings.  

This despite the belief that DA’s cannot fairly conduct officer involved shootings because of inherent and
built in biases and institutional arrangements.

Following the death of George Floyd in Minnesota, Minnesota AG Keith Ellison said, "If we do not use this
moment as an inflection point then there will certainly be another situation like George Floyd and Breonna
Taylor and at that time the uprising and social disruption may be even worse."

LIke his counterpart in Minnisota, Becerra has talked the talk.

But when he has had a chance to do something about it, he has not walked the walk.  California clearly
needs stronger leadership from its AG if it wants to hold police accountable.

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRjDFeaxZPxGVSKj63a7fwUQn9XsJG3bRWAF642fcOpL0DgOsPbQX7HCQ3-p1ZXoYN1Z7Ng7vaRJ-683Qrwc28DHPrStmKGf2Vsg2AlkqO4SX&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Attorney General Again Declines To Take
on Monterrosa Investigation

While over the weekend it was reported that the POA in
Vallejo has been suspended having been implicated in a
possibility of obstructing justice by destroying evidence in the
June 2 shooting death of Sean Monterrosa at the

Read More

San Jose Police Officer on Leave after
Video Shows Woman Kicked, Dragged
Outside of McDonald’s

Video footage of a woman being kicked and dragged in a
McDonald’s parking lot in San Jose has led to a San Jose
police officer being placed on administrative leave.The
incident occurred on Wednesday, July 22, 2020, and

Read More

SF District Attorney: Why Police Officers
with Prior Misconduct Shouldn’t Be
Trusted

Chesa Boudin, San Francisco District Attorney, wrote an
article for the New York Times on July 27, 2020, explaining
why “[w]e shouldn’t trust the reports of officers with prior
misconduct.” He believes that we must look to local

Read More

Working Families Party Endorses George
Gascón for Los Angeles County District
Attorney

The Working Families Party—citing endorsements of
progressive district attorneys, members of Congress and
others—Monday announced its endorsement of former San
Francisco District Attorney George Gascón for District

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Fundraiser – August
13 – On Zoom – Get Your Tickets!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRljrU-DzTOWiszvmuF9WIcSGn2jLTlFfbc-HRBJrGNWJ7Q6RGTBTXzIeCNka2mkeGe2t80ED2aiYGt-FCVwMaUJ5nqV28Sz9ghIumkQuWCgUkHI1AxYDMto=&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRljrU-DzTOWiYw0xTGb1tkX497xf4BEYVCFP87v559iDZ333hyENiOMi5Eh8Db10F3VG_2PHfSvC2y_T-8yBtwk_c1YpJ43n0Cj9kbwbzHQAQpSP3rvHzBNhI2cJ0EfGdiIwCPeS3rsd&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRljrU-DzTOWiZ0o-f55eYNcktsdKQYSkm403dHCSzkyBjKb0B4pakh0TYTn4Kts3XGluvKCktDFUaEnhTBFL5mAeNSNn5NGTB9vW8XkC5jMLE_OkcjG_WcJujWA4K7TIz5snBwD9sFRbP-yvy7Hnqt8=&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRt2MAGnY8Oo-xR6f4-m_i7Cj53_RScStHY_abzY4x3UXJtbANCNJ53Ex3BBGNCqiwiBskub9DpWjBmhQlDrk-Ne1qA3w_1Ztq6dE9evhJFTFXuL844dgUoutHOoyYzSUoxZZMNlcFrpD&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRlsSM3Vbb019Ok-E1nMoANM7fr02vb-w3JOnJH_ox0HR7y7MXtlB591cT5bnDXylvsKSZw-2VgD7ay2V-CSujx-cMvkogNO3siawZqXLbvGZ&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRqzX-c8J9L94c1kFy9f_rhAdOPb6YCIcI-o7p8V2Yee2C5dTinFSh3aJiMCPrIsobn0d3FtrkrPpEEPMA0adutRtoa06a-7QXLV0xjsA6ojS&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRvIw1VYaYOpuaQh3gckqzMU-sLYbSx7idfkdzYxXBP_t7a5rOKa-TtgK2Jc-S-tvU-129UjqvT2AeT89Vn0n_h12jwGGz9GIMkazRN5FXl6trsGQ7R0MyANdk0x50K3R2VsTejoh00cspa-3ZKCVuwJnvSXEVZ7Ti9lgSQurBeWwlgR8eTZOqMyjT2B6yUwPF5dHzzt1udi1Zd1fD6PiX6M=&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRvIw1VYaYOpuERvxutcvlvS48CjRhyAR4DTvr4Baz43YkkAU98U5EpmWoXCGVvn_YEQ6uVPoECK2CUXARUHn1S5-65Tb_G3xpMKh5ZrejENcFV_DGQV9RI1eDBGIkXhfc6kfWEaOdV2XwCW66BSV3ji_CXBILQ3uiXdc3PeZFcFY-XiGVVtAkSQaUmx5yjUqfZTtp1c18n5Ve_4o4Zb25-9DZ0n6wbrjkcUYvUWPeCCfx4v_rC4-4dQ=&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRvIw1VYaYOpuM7PxNawuGo_G0rXYHZHuAQmgqRETCgSSABIvD3rVnNWpvcglCEp8jLZIPxwN_U8-qOLs3ClTfG3xoEIQ66J38jzbTAWr0VfYH1h6uMkuHAJ77BhKbcTaOGR53aHebC9wGhCkkE25LKsu0Ds9y5Wd35ilrUk1v7sRdWZssgvq9ViozTzVijKC-_pTDCYoJk_rtiz9UqqfNzUP55rrIteUlNGMY80dgzBX&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRvIw1VYaYOpulhUpfSsUJD6Ld1D1cu4W4XqydVzEeNhOHlEVgFJnxrGlzRFDgskZVvO4IdxaEeji5ThIbAJMLCyQ1FG7-C-YgGxI6cxsGr0DMbRTFCeruPGaJ5Md-BZ1GNVtUGv8gTjFGKJ54JTz1Gf6EJAgIU6uwg3PMRQ3PiwQilcwLGd2BlQYVd_lIZ7zjUM4n0C0rUKC_JCEbyR3_J2bNTRvrIw3TU197HtP9sfG&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Seattle Police Department Restriction of
Force Plan Blocked by Federal Judge

A federal judge has approved a temporary restraining order
(TRO) filed by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) to block
implementation of a Seattle Police Department directive that
bans the use of 40 mm launchers, blast

Read More

Defense Attorney Claire White Knows Math
– Convinces Judge to Reduce Bail by
$100K for Client

Some lawyers know math. In the case of defense counsel
Claire White, she knew the bail keeping her client in jail just
didn’t add up right.Friday in Sacramento County Superior
Court, Judge Patrick Marlette

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Alameda County Jail – COVID-19 Outbreak
Coverup? – Weekly Highlights – COVID-19
in CA Jails

The most recent of the two staff deaths was a woman who
worked in administration for the county coroner’s office. The
second was ACSO Deputy Oscar Rocha, who had worked at
SRJ, in addition to Rene C. Davidson Courthouse

Read More

Numerous Errors & Inconsistencies in
Alameda County Jail’s COVID-19 Counts –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Two staff members at Santa Rita Jail died this weekend from
complications related to COVID-19: Alameda County Sheriff’s
Office (ACSO) Deputy Oscar Rocha and a woman who
worked in administration for the County Coroner’s

Read More

San Quentin Has 40% Of CDCR Deaths – 4
More Deaths Over Weekend – Breaking

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRpdNoCc2WXr0dKkzUqkJFFIPwcy9fbm-2P5Cn_zIPenyzX5K4uirOkizLdHQz05m4xULkoeKump24dk6U2jBv2rFSrJBFCB52R2VI2tHMs7k8NSFbBUhjvA8HLEkwNXND1BPM5x2mJi-7SJcS3pXDctbxRC5rrhD2D0bK__eQDmr3r0G9KRgoc562zeAafuSQgKEZIN11B8pgEDkoS51DXM=&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oFaVaAZN0FWAgHNoqo8G93C9q7h7mZeTmn-fZge65EuEKJiuSZ2ZRvIw1VYaYOpu8P3zj83Veav2fGVaDnJVxE6dPMwYhDH8COZCYqvZw2CgBP117vK2bvSYaZSdO5mgU45Q-_bdED6Z1GVWjspjSu1NNRtMwjEvVy3lKiF5jNtPh054lzSORm6z96BH4ARaP4_mIZDtQ7p8aigJzxwCNCmjPVRzm6dcvciMeotN5RW4y4VMiy8s1D4U_rELRrXqhFzJOni8OH3iJpBpx1jFgQ==&c=91J0_v1LeolvEJKFTEfdT1PjCA58RNsWJsm5k0Tag0jqeyWT3I3SYw==&ch=QNQNUJViFRct5f44gkhdP7L833Bo1--WBS4YRCU2VU7-Ddqhw5jCjA==
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Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 27th, there are 7,681 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, 1,033 of which were confirmed in the past
2 weeks. There have been 47 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

A Visual Timeline of COVID-19 in CDCR’s
San Quentin – May to July 2020

ON May 30 - 121 incarcerated persons are transfered from
CIM in Chicago to San Quentin... click here to see what
happens next...

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Dismisses 4 of 6 Felony
Charges Made Against Defendant

Judge Stephen L. Mock dismissed four of six charges filed
against defendant Christopher Phillip Martin here in Yolo
County Superior Court, which included assault with a deadly
weapon and criminal threat charges.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defense Attorney Claire White Knows Math
– Convinces Judge to Reduce Bail by
$100K for Client
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Some lawyers know math. In the case of defense counsel
Claire White, she knew the bail keeping her client in jail just
didn’t add up right.Friday in Sacramento County Superior
Court, Judge Patrick Marlette

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: 17 DAYS TILL OUR ANNUAL EVENT - Please Read
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 at 10:00:24 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Our 10th Annual Event – Keynote Speaker: Mark Godsey, Ohio Innocence Project – August 13

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 27, 2020

Mark Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project
Headlines Zoom Event
In 2017 Mark Godsey explained why wrongful convictions happen in the criminal justice system –
confirmation bias and tunnel vision of police and prosecutors lead them to pursue the wrong people in
order to gain convictions.
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Mark Godsey, the director of the Ohio Innocence Project, will be the keynote speaker on August 13 at the
Vanguard Court Watch’s 10th annual fundraiser. He will be joined by an exoneree that helped to free.

With COVID - we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time on
August 13.

The event is open to anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50 - however, you may
select the variable pay option and donate what you can, and you will be able to attend. Just hit the tickets
button on the top left and select the amount you wish to donate.

Donations go to fund the Vanguard Court Watch project and our expansion efforts into additional court
rooms.

·        Sponsorships still available starting at $100

·        More information please contact: info@davisvanguard.org

·        The Vanguard is a 501(c)3 non-profit - contributions are tax deductible - EIN - 46-3013126

·        The Vanguard's 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey, the director of the Ohio Innocence
Project and acclaimed author of Blind Injustice."

In his book, "Drawing upon stories from his own career, Godsey shares how innate psychological flaws in
judges, police, lawyers, and juries coupled with a “tough on crime” environment can cause investigations
to go awry, leading to the convictions of innocent people."

The event is the Vanguard's annual fundraiser. Founded in 2010, the Vanguard Court Watch goes into
courts in San Francisco, Sacramento, and Yolo County to monitor and report on everyday injustice in the
court system. Our operations have expanded to include our weekly Everyday Injustice Podcast, national
criminal justice reform coverage, a daily newsletter, and focuses on wrongful convictions, felony murder
reform and the progressive prosecution movement. To see the work of the Vanguard to
davisvanguard.org or follow us on Twitter @DavisVanguard

Reserve your seats today: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Date and Time

Thu, August 13, 2020
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM PDT

Location
VIA ZOOM - ONLY ONLINE
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Portland Explodes, Moms Intervene; Coverup in Vallejo Shoo.ng? See How
Deep it Goes

Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 at 7:00:32 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“I have a right to be here!” - "You're impeding my job." Portland exchange

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 27, 2020

Excluding Violent Offenses From Reform Efforts Won’t Work

By David Greenwald

The first wave of the criminal justice reform movement has been focused on reforms aimed at the “nons”
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The first wave of the criminal justice reform movement has been focused on reforms aimed at the “nons”
- non-violent, non-sexual, non-serious crimes.  From a political standpoint it makes a lot of sense.  

There are primarily two problems with the approach - it doesn’t really reduce mass incarceration and
second and most importantly we are over-incarcerating violent offense because they are being sentenced
well past the point where they are dangerous.

That is not to say that we should simply release people, because clearly there are those who committed
very bad crimes who continue to pose a threat to public safety if released.  We have started to see some
reforms in California to address these - things like 1170D which allow for the DA to petition to court for
early release based on progress in prison.  We have also seen youthful offender programs to allow those
who were very young at the time of their crime to apply for parole consideration.

One problem with excluding the “nons” is that it limits the impact of criminal justice reform.  For instance a
report in the Prison Police Initiative cites a New Orleans law as an example.

Alexi Jones writes: “in 2011 Louisiana passed H 138, a geriatric parole bill allowing parole consideration
for people who have been incarcerated for at least ten years and are at least 60 years old. However, it
excludes people convicted of violent or sex offenses,
which account for two-thirds of the people who meet the age and time served requirements. Ultimately,
only 2,600 people became eligible for parole under this new law, while 5,700 people remained ineligible
because of past convictions.”

This is clearly a limitation and New Orleans is not alone.

That report cites six reasons to argue why lengthy sentences don’t make sense.  Among the most
compelling: long sentences do not deter violent crime, people convicted of violent offenses have among
the lowest recidivism rates, and people age out of violence.

Of those the one I find most compelling is the last.  Arrest rates for violent crimes spike prior to age 24
and then decline - dramatically.

Jones writes: “The “age-crime curve” can be explained in part by the fact that brain development
continues well into people’s twenties, particularly in the prefrontal cortex, which regulates impulse
control and reasoning.”

As a paper by the Executive Sessions at Harvard Kennedy School explains, “Young adults are more
likely to engage in risk-seeking behavior, have difficulty moderating their responses in emotionally
charged situations, or have not fully developed a future-oriented method of decision-making.” 

40% of those serving long prisons sentences were incarcerated by age 25 and those sentences ignore
the law of diminishing returns for excessive sentences.

If there is a crucial nexus here it would be to develop ways to identify which people have actually
changed in prison and aged out of the process.  I believe we could probably cap mandatory sentences to
20 years and then evaluate whether the individual presents a risk to society.

We are not there yet.  This past week a few past violent offenders in my county were paroled, the DA
pushed back against their releases and many people were concerned about threats to public safety even
though the people involved are over the age of 60 and have an extremely low probability of recidivism.

This is clearly a next battle to reduce prison populations however.

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Next Time You
Want to Argue It’s Just a Few Bad Apples
Look No Further than Vallejo

We hear it all the time, when a police shooting occurs or
another incident that cannot easily be explained away, we
hear from defenders of the police – it is just a few bad
apples. The problem with that view will become evident in a

Read More

Portland Update: Chaos Erupts After PPB
Declares Riot

Marching through Portland, a Black Lives Matters group stops
at the Portland Marriott Hotel, where federal officers are
residing. At 10:28 PM a man from Oakland, CA, gets to the
mic, and tells Portland that demonstrators in Oakland are
marching with them in solidarity.

Read More

PORTLAND & FED POLICE: Marches,
Movements, Moms, and Mobilizations

On the steps of the Multnomah County Justice Center, a local
Black Lives Matter speaker makes a passionate “Thank You”
to the Wall of Moms, while surrounded city and county
officials, along with estimates of more

Read More

Did Vallejo Police Union President Destroy
Evidence in Monterrosa Killing?

Multiple media reports over the weekend have noted that the
president of the Vallejo police union is one of two police
officers who has been suspended by the department, under
investigation for destroying critical evidence in

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Fundraiser – August
13 – On Zoom – Get Your Tickets!
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Yolo Judge Dismisses 4 of 6 Felony
Charges Made Against Defendant

Judge Stephen L. Mock dismissed four of six charges filed
against defendant Christopher Phillip Martin here in Yolo
County Superior Court, which included assault with a deadly
weapon and criminal threat charges.

Read More

Three Defendants Set to Stand Trial for
Smuggling Methamphetamine Letters into
Jail

An alleged elaborate plot to smuggle drugs into a Sacramento
County jail seemingly fell flat, and at a preliminary hearing in
Sacramento County Superior Court here, three defendants
were set for trial as the court

Read More

Man Accused of Pimping Girlfriend – He
Texted Her ‘I’m Glad I Own U’

A Sacramento man accused of pimping and pandering, after
being arrested in a prostitution sting operation led by the
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department earlier this year, is
also accused of pimping out his

Read More

Man Punches Wife Twice, but Judge Rules
Not Serious Enough to Be Felony

A Merced man more or less admitted he punched his wife—
twice—but the injuries were not serious enough to be charged
with a felony after a pretrial hearing in Merced County
Superior Court.

Read More

Child Porn Case Reveals Fresno Man’s
History of Sex Acts with Cousins as Young
as 4 Years Old.
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A young Fresno man here was sentenced to county jail with a
longer state prison stint suspended for possessing child
pornography, although authorities learned that he had a
history of lewd acts involving two cousins aged four and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Solano County Jail Reports First COVID-19
Case – Questions Persist About Accuracy
of Counts – Weekly Highlights – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Solano County Jail reported its first positive case of COVID-
19 on Wednesday, July 22. The Solano County JDF has still
not reported any positive cases.

Read More

Board of State and Community Corrections
Gives CDCR $15 Million For Housing
Newly-Released Individuals Due to COVID-
19 – Weekly Highlights – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 24, there are a total of 7,481 confirmed COVID-19
cases in the CDCR facilities, with 1,054 new cases in the past
two weeks. 27% of the cases are active in custody while less
than 3% have been released while active.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Judge Dismisses 4 of 6 Felony
Charges Made Against Defendant

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MFUp6liSM0bjh8q3hKAgcc_xm-29-9RkZ2JqJdeFP72LQvgbdfLGjQTWz9Det1JGGRmORA4Prt6wawXhQWWTP46F9EdMQiPxU3oWw5hmwu7_95Ii9VPnA6Xa3H9XlhKyq4nOqhV8S13jMtZrqM0PWd8rTKR-4oX3Ez9k6yalLlsdUy484xBGebwSVThp2pvCgXNW2GOOFt4McLVH57VPWTGi8Ts3zlvq203pcAUuy0xI3RwZLeoDhJkWgXoWbxLysMrsbmA4-senswpuHMg3IH3QtklL92XtOhJ0psaSy0A=&c=zhvisJtF9w1K8e8TARgZPxnYQERSE6dR90unsP8oszHl3oiO2Vy_MQ==&ch=0JD3Ch9X7jTLFbRO0fP2w7TR9aQC2PvK5w3wYRqUtgxkBzCHTjtYwQ==
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Judge Stephen L. Mock dismissed four of six charges filed
against defendant Christopher Phillip Martin here in Yolo
County Superior Court, which included assault with a deadly
weapon and criminal threat charges.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Three Defendants Set to Stand Trial for
Smuggling Methamphetamine Letters into
Jail

An alleged elaborate plot to smuggle drugs into a Sacramento
County jail seemingly fell flat, and at a preliminary hearing in
Sacramento County Superior Court here, three defendants
were set for trial as the court

Read More

Man Accused of Pimping Girlfriend – He
Texted Her ‘I’m Glad I Own U’

A Sacramento man accused of pimping and pandering, after
being arrested in a prostitution sting operation led by the
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department earlier this year, is
also accused of pimping out his

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley: "We know what works – we just don’t fund it.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 24, 2020

Wrongful Convictions Like Other Aspects of Criminal Justice
Reform Imbalanced Toward Black and Brown People

By David Greenwald
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As we continue our nation’s racial reconciliation, is important to understand that racial disparities
permeate the entire criminal justice system.  Wrongful convictions are no different.  As we are three
weeks from our annual event with Mark Godsey of the Ohio Innocence Project (please attend) - it is
important to note that while there are many whites who are wrongly convicted and by no means are
wrongful convictions only a problem for Black and Brown people, we may fail to recognize the racial
component of wrongful convictions.

For the past two weeks we have been running a series of articles highlighting the wrongful conviction
cases identified by the Brooklyn Conviction Review Unit.  

Nina Morrison of the Innocence project noted that virtually all of them - 24 of the 25 cases were either
Black or Latino.

These men served “an average of over 17 years in prison; the one white exoneree, a victim of a politically
motivated election fraud prosecution, served no prison time.”

She notes, “The report also finds that the evidence police gathered against many of these exonerees was
clearly flawed from the outset — raising obvious questions about why so many Brooklyn citizens of color
were prosecuted at all, and why none of the system’s actors stepped in to halt these prosecutions or
rectify them for decades.”

To me it is really important to be aware that police misconduct does not only consist of excessive force or
officer involved killings - it is also one of the leading causes of wrongful convictions.  It punctuates other
problems - prosecutorial misconduct, Brady violations - the withholding or destruction of evidence, false
confessions and even eyewitness identification problems.

As Vanessa Potkin of the Innocence Project points out: “Though research on the role race plays in
wrongful convictions has been limited, existing studies show that Black people are seven times more
likely than white people to be wrongfully convicted of murder,1 and that Black exonerees spend an
average of 10.7 years in prison before they are released, compared to 7.4 years for white exonerees.2

“The reality is, eyewitness misidentification and police misconduct often lead to wrongful convictions, but
it’s important to discuss the racial inequalities that exist when either of these things occur.”

She noted, “The rush to judgment and presumption of guilt is prevalent in cases where the accused is
Black. These racial disparities have serious consequences, especially in capital punishment cases.”

She noted the case of Pervis Payne, on death row in Tennessee for murder where there are of course
serious concerns about whether he’s actually guilty.

She writes: “Prosecutors relied on heinous racial stereotypes to concoct a false narrative about Pervis,
ultimately ending with a jury convicting him and sentencing him to death. And crucial evidence from the
crime scene (which was withheld from the defense team) has never been tested for DNA.”

Plotkin adds, “Pervis, like 42% of defendants on death row, is Black — and like many studies have
shown, because the victim was white and because he is Black, his odds of being sentenced to death
were much higher.”

So join us for a discussion of wrongful convictions on August 13.  Your contribution will help us hire a new
reporter to better cover the criminal legal system.

Hit this link - http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com
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Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

DA Boudin and Congresswoman Ayanna
Pressley Discuss Police Reforms and
Explain Defunding Police

The issue of defunding the police has drawn a lot of attention
but also a lot of confusion. At the Commonwealth Club on
Thursday evening, San Francisco Chesa Boudin, and Boston
area representative Ayanna Pressley

Read More

VANGUARD ANALYSIS: Suspicious Deaths
of Women in the U.S. Military

The murder of Vanessa Guillen sparked outrage across the
U.S. and led to a surge of questions surrounding women’s
deaths in the military including: the correlation between
sexual assault or sexual harassment and murder,

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
‘Brian Davidson’ (1987)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Federal Court Signs Order to Protect
Journalists, Legal Observers during
Portland Protests

The ACLU late Thursday reported that U.S. District Judge
Michael Simon “blocked federal agents in Portland from
dispersing, arresting, threatening to arrest, or targeting force
against journalists or legal observers at protests.”

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Fundraiser – August
13 – On Zoom – Get Your Tickets!
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Strong Likelihood of Strike in Plea in Case

A young man in his mid-twenties here in Sacramento County
Superior Court pleaded guilty and no contest to serious
felonies, and is facing just-as-serious time in prison.Alec
Balda-Schuiling is facing the possibility

Read More

Zoom Poses Challenge to Credible
Defendant Identification

A bailiff’s cinematography on Zoom and a law enforcement
officer’s technical confusion challenged the integrity of a
defendant identification in a preliminary hearing on Monday
morning.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Outbreak Continues at Santa
Rita Jail With 103 Active Cases In Custody
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

There are no new cases in Santa Rita Jail as of Tuesday, July
21, although there are currently 103 active cases. There have
been no deaths so far.

Read More

Nearly One-Third of CDCR’s Coronavirus
Cases in San Quentin – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 22, there are 7,123 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system. 998 of those cases are new in the past 14
days. There have been 40 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlJPJ-vhtRHjxYhY9_C15uWbn2wRDeKBwpTiJgiDYcFK9p_21R3t4v9BoFAz-dmwEd2lvV0vVJEHKH-G6vWXElCRjhQNSNVv91aUeEvJZhgDC4XZ_jWcv_29cz23ysWLN8a1Ioob1RsP4Eq6z3Mg8puewnjF90Nr0pbd12B6YJomMSX22o7L_vReWdqxlj4ehoI4MnoI05eUOjh6m4JG6dXU=&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlLpl4HdRc-4DZfc7alEyg5p60rBxdDe7mQGTKwep1Ne5IoQhJCLwk8cc5XZI_DcXjohOptKo6LO1UmLf5WcvdaVzPKaavAtcswwmP-9__cB3eVK2fmRdmM5Kd-FIFkjVg6BJa_Klq3F3TC3VbkB8Wsw6EdgPMlySkHMz6328MmRMsA2pCisU-qs=&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlLpl4HdRc-4DTi2mVDNwPxM1Xjdf4QTYrWo2I2FRGS3eIGhPN4a0cHdqaAU-s_-2Uq0UHp05_VE72APlf11WEhdVHcvVPWYnycaF0OJdBQNZfRN5GUf6HvI6kC_Fsy-wgZGzbi9eACvuejLnSheCKnbqG9HXD7dqI-zcosfGYN7GK1ltoc0M3_voYiPWrrpuXw==&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlAz1PvVOiTpmYIZSizQdaMP6CQ6VblKCIkYlpL8SrbaSikcnWEyVIy_NIXIH7LbEQ_CXEoNi5XOhP5KWhRMulIcctVJIk1wt2Dg3ZA6H2e5QIw58pLDYayWEwRLNqLy6UnTvbO7hF2mZ3Qh-DL3JUJEihXDXto7Kt0tJIpXBWt0x&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlDF-VOV5e6T_AuM59BAhvk6JO-KUjbaU1-eLMp83C1s1sIx0mFRFRXPTnDYy3WIGCQG4qKoH27-Ftuk5T6bS95W-KEoZvyVWd7V-_5eIoNazOgR-X2kxgkRLe3J9dLxOnXlR5NMeZ6l3oeYDmGrt0GvXHuo5nWJb2A==&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlKmUcctaVK9PX5eQOeYWKZ-FvghuLgkGRHrI9PuHJPr8_-6_ZTyqZBqhUeF-pMGs0RYdyL-TufdG3KeJp9o1ZbwLaMp52thi2xH7gDZe1vwfWhRLZ7ZiB0iR0v4nKqQxGvNYfKrqBHLR&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
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San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Strong Likelihood of Strike in Plea in Case

A young man in his mid-twenties here in Sacramento County
Superior Court pleaded guilty and no contest to serious
felonies, and is facing just-as-serious time in prison.Alec
Balda-Schuiling is facing the possibility

Read More

Zoom Poses Challenge to Credible
Defendant Identification

A bailiff’s cinematography on Zoom and a law enforcement
officer’s technical confusion challenged the integrity of a
defendant identification in a preliminary hearing on Monday
morning.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlOQVt2QsSG78DBBAt8DcXT-89CXIw-i8PtRWkSDD4hvacU1b1qCTr014qA_CbydzrYH0QMAt4DEqofm2gnL8vF9TNflm3Z-FkRuETu_bqAL7-t69j-rlH4nhxIgTf61jCZGgM4MSMPpS4P0HLPCXeJYg3W_ehbZIzhHAwir1xjM6_ywYUUInCx8=&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlK-7hP4x5-Tgqw1ZBrFHyDEatan9IUeN2hhwPlb2V5di4BWB-chbxhuQIsTWWGW1ceqvC6pqAf7KmgTrV2V3V7o1cFwk04MtTxq1UGVl_3UuZEKiVg2hm7JIEYq2Jo0GaXtGu-lqSmGEcnh4TVD9OFVfc-ouE3JtRv2neXZm5v8NrX6B4iQkPA418z7hOar3hA==&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlKmUcctaVK9PWohRDUletZ2B3Z3N9Kb-MPy_scRtfpkB-GI-TnY3QhxYSaJfRfTCa8vA3V4X7Zh378-DQieYL9w9pa1i-BlyS0tl_jeM6s_gw2emuAYKkul7s44WCUR7VJzDXig5Cinn0QBM4eaq5sE=&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001u-a3r_ESmAlpbO2KMahPWUUqoYcqLHvtuvI5zevJYsmXXc7zecfKlLpl4HdRc-4DZfc7alEyg5p60rBxdDe7mQGTKwep1Ne5IoQhJCLwk8cc5XZI_DcXjohOptKo6LO1UmLf5WcvdaVzPKaavAtcswwmP-9__cB3eVK2fmRdmM5Kd-FIFkjVg6BJa_Klq3F3TC3VbkB8Wsw6EdgPMlySkHMz6328MmRMsA2pCisU-qs=&c=rBKLT3HhwFLzXNca38DYPpcoRQ9t-Ic1iffI16cVISGymHuRbgJSlA==&ch=OsqVKW1SxfLNOsYWAJnF2aAwUIT4HmcF4WsGPMPqktcVEwLj6ositg==
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Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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“This arrest is a reminder that no one is above the law,” said District Attorney Boudin. “My office will
continue to hold accountable our law enforcement officers, whom we trust to know and abide by the laws
around gun possession.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 22, 2020

Two DAs Have Opposed Reforms, Will Rosen's Finally Take
Hold?

By David Greenwald

Last month Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig took on Public Defender Tracie Olson over a perceived slight
when she pointed out that the Black jail population in Yolo County was about 28 percent compared with a
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three percent share of the overall population. Meanwhile in Santa Clara, Jeff Rosen filed a formal
complaint against Deputy Public Defender Sajid Khan over his blog post.

While Jeff Rosen had fostered a progressive reputation over the creation of a conviction integrity unit with
the partnership of the Northern California Innocence Project, Jeff Reisig had tried to create one with the
creation of a Neighborhood Court which diverted very low level offenders into a restorative justice
program.

But underlying those notable achievements, is a record that is really not progressive. Both fought Prop 47
and both have opposed felony murder reform. Both have sought the death penalty and opposed
abolition. When Jeff Reisig was nearly taken out in 2018 by a progressive public defender, Jeff Rosen
endorsed him.

The landscape keeps shifting. While the voters and the state legislators have pushed through numerous
reforms - both of these DAs have steadfastly opposed those efforts - in some cases actively and
forcefully.

But progressive reform has marked new levels in the nearly two months since George Floyd’s death. We
have seen public opinion shift strongly towards criticism not only of policing but the criminal justice
system itself in an acknowledgement of racial inequities.

In the past two months, we have seen three progressive DAs - Mike Schmidt (Oregon), Mimi Rocah (New
York) and Jose Garza (Texas) win overwhelmingly - in two cases against established DAs.

In the meantime, Jeff Reisig has continued to attempt to push back against the notion that his policies are
creating racially disparate results.

On Wednesday, Santa Clara DA Jeff Rosen unveiled a new array of social justice reforms. Critics are
likely to be skeptical and for good reason. But we will see where this goes.

Some of his proposals are falling with the times - ending cash bail, ending fines and fees from indigent
defendants, creation of a Law Enforcement Integrity team to investigate misconduct by police officers.

He is also going to no longer seek the death penalty It is worth noting that while Jeff Reisig has put two
people on death row, Rosen has only sought the death penalty four times - two the jury rejected it and
twice he pulled it back.

Despite the rather modest nature of the reforms, San Jose Police Officers’ Association union president
Paul Kelly criticized Rosen’s policy changes, calling them “reckless” and “politically motivated.”

“Jeff Rosen has just issued an open invitation to every drunk driver, criminal and violent gang member to
resist arrest, impede investigations and openly challenge every police officer in our county,” Kelly said in
a statement. “While the rest of the county is working to de-escalate dangerous interactions between
police and the community, Jeff Rosen is purposely escalating confrontations that will only lead to
increased uses of force and injuries or worse to police officers.”

Meanwhile, Santa Clara Public Defender Molly O’Neal commended Rosen’s reform proposals. Earlier
this week, O’Neal called on the San Jose Police Department to make changes to police oversight.

“We are thrilled to see that the district attorney is abandoning further death penalty prosecutions and
knows that justice is better served without the state engaging in killing for the sake of showing that killing
is wrong,” said O’Neal. We look forward to further criminal justice reform and welcome this move by our
district attorney.”

It would appear to be Jeff Reisig’s move.

Thanks for reading.
 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ylVeXkl-D21jQZgaaKPOzy59U34uKf-l9c-fNcytxLAcsnzay3I7rIRUGI2-DZOAmpge12OZVPLPU3vzzpRwlQyktu7y4uwBGeuEGUqy6Mw1y4fjzUVvW-5KmNte-nE5xCsaFU7ClIBmfWmnBsc7eAiWtGiyuRxb&c=nZMyQSl-7ARi14jSWpgfxS4fnkHAML3WERU1IwLQ5GDyaNovJj8nbQ==&ch=WB4EhW9WKrXP4Eus9EZSwLAJmnh2FgVtsuUTRwBHM1cWy8codk7ykA==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Santa Clara DA Unveils ‘Bend the Arc’
Social Justice Reforms, Abandons Death
Penalty

Nearly two months after the killing of George Floyd, Santa
Clara District Attorney Jeff Rosen has announced – as have
other DA offices nationwide – social justice reforms that his
office is implementing that will address racial

Read More

Guest Commentary: Reporter Facing
Criminal Prosecution in Santa Clara
County Releases New Video (Video)

Silicon Valley reporter Susan Bassi, who is being criminally
prosecuted by Santa Clara County District Attorney Jeff
Rosen, has released a new video related to her criminal case.
At the local level, the video has attained viral status,

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
‘Robert Hicks (1991)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

LA County Supervisors OK Reforms to
Fight Racism, Gender Equality – Fund
Alternatives to Jail

Inspired by the advocacy of powerful grassroots groups, five
members of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
approved progressive and substantive motions Tuesday to
fight anti-black racism and gender inequality and to fund

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Fundraiser – August
13 – On Zoom – Get Your Tickets!
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

District Attorney Krasner Files Charges
Against Officer for Attack on Protesters

Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner Tuesday
announced criminal proceedings against Philadelphia Police
Officer Richard Paul Nicoletti for his actions during a Black
Lives Matter demonstration on PA Interstate 676 on

Read More

Case Dropped Not Dismissed – There’s a
Difference

The good news for a three-strikes ex-felon here Friday is that
his bail was cut in half – the bad news is that the Sacramento
County Superior Court judge still left him with a cool $1 million
to bai lout of county jail.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Outbreak Continues at Santa
Rita Jail With 103 Active Cases In Custody
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

There are no new cases in Santa Rita Jail as of Tuesday, July
21, although there are currently 103 active cases. There have
been no deaths so far.

Read More

Second Outbreak at Avenal State Prison –
80+ Cases Overnight – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 22, there are 7,123 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system. 998 of those cases are new in the past 14
days. There have been 40 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco
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San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Cuts Bail, But 3-Strikes Ex-Felon
Still Needs $1 Million to Bail Out of Jail

The good news for a three-strikes ex-felon here Friday is that
his bail was cut in half – the bad news is that the Sacramento
County Superior Court judge still left him with a cool $1 million
to bai lout of county jail.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Protests As Cases Soar in Santa Rita; SF DA’s Office Files Charges against Sheriff’s
Deputy
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“This arrest is a reminder that no one is above the law,” said District Attorney Boudin. “My office will
continue to hold accountable our law enforcement officers, whom we trust to know and abide by the laws
around gun possession.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 22, 2020

Public Opinion is Shifting on BLM But There are Limits

By David Greenwald

The Washington Post yesterday released a poll that pretty clearly defines the contours of public
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opinion. The Black Lives Matter movement is increasingly supported with a record 69 percent believing
that Blacks and other people of color “are not treated as equal to white people in the criminal justice
system.”

However, the public in general opposes shifting police funding to social services. They also oppose the
removal of statues of Confederate generals or presidents who enslaved people.

As the Post puts it: “There is increased public scrutiny of police treatment of black Americans, but less
unity on broader questions about how to address the country’s treatment of black Americans since its
founding.”

For me at least, the biggest take away is the shift in public opinion on how people of color are treated in
the criminal justice system.

In 1997, by a 55-38 margin, the public believed that Blacks were treated equally. By 2014 that had
reversed to 54043 against Blacks being treated equally. Now it is a staggering 69-26 margin for unequal
treatment.

In addition, a key point I keep making to people, more people say recent police killings of black people
are “a sign of broader problems” in police conduct.

That’s important because you can make the argument that police shootings or killings are relatively rare
events. But disproportionate policing, use of force, racial profiling, those are occurring every day.

But underlying these movements is a pretty heavy partisan split on the broader issue.

Overall, 55 percent of US adults believe the killing of unarmed Blacks by police are signs of broader
problems. As the post points out, that is down from 69 percent. And where that is coming from primarily
are Republicans. 82 percent of Democrats, 57 percent of Independents, but only 21 percent of
Republicans believe that.

In addition, 52 percent of whites now believe that “black people face discrimination in their own
communities.” That compares with 8 in 10 Blacks who believe they experience racial discrimination.

In my view, these mark major changes over just a few years ago.

The Black Lives Matter movement enjoys good support with 63 percent of Americans including 54
percent of white people supporting it.  

But on the issue of cutting police funds, the support drops. Only 40 percent of US adults believe we
should be cutting police funds to spend more on social services. Even among Blacks and Democrats that
number is just 59 percent.  

The numbers are bad across the rest of the board: 14 percent of Republicans, 34 percent of whites, 42
percent of Independents.

There is a generational gap there with over half under 40 supporting the shift and less than a third of
those over 40.

There is opposition to reparations. 63 percent oppose.

Meanwhile, 52 percent of Americans oppose removing public statues honoring Confederate generals,
while 43 percent support their removal. That includes an 80 percent majority of Republicans and 56
percent of independents in opposition, while 74 percent of Democrats support the removal of these
statutes.

There is even stronger opposition to removing presidential statues.

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001rqTz1B2nE2itXDsdhjQ2V4YL1g8dWZePgMaF3KUY0ekapW9H1hUldlCIIAOv7BoGHIDMyjcFkaodl6fB50LIK7bfSrXh2gn3YJl7g4kMb3PUGkziDaHkhhGZQ10y7J3MoqFG8XHZzN0HHymt-3EG3wD3jtpIgoGa&c=aNDiG6cSVBMANhlbMk3HJIaWMr01jYLLf1C-3kWLYeQz7Pfbic_WYQ==&ch=JJqwostX4BBSD3Yg7Hxsmktjc_2n8OiZFlaDlAhmlEk2OsGIAG_PGA==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Over 60 Elected Prosecutors Sign Letter in
Support of Kim Gardner and Prosecutorial
Discretion

St. Louis City Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner on Monday
announced she was filing charges against Patricia and
Mark McCloskey who pointed weapons at protesters outside
of their home a few weeks ago in an incident that has receive
heavy national coverage.

Read More

SF DA’s Office Files Charges against
Sheriff’s Deputy

When Chesa Boudin ran for district attorney he vowed to
make the results of his charging decisions public, and he
vowed to hold police accountable for misconduct.
“In San Francisco we are working to not only enact changes

Read More

California Assemblymember Advocates for
Cell Phones in Prisons

California Assemblymember Sydney Kamlager, whose district
covers parts of Los Angeles, advocated for the expansion of
cell phones in California state prisons in a video briefing for
The Appeal, a journalistic organization covering the legal

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
‘Miguel Foster’ (2007)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Fundraiser – August
13 – On Zoom – Get Your Tickets!
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

Defendant Pursued by Police Said He
Bought Stolen Car for $1,140 and Weed

Bryant Dimitri Clark concocted a long-winded tale that
included Yum Yum Donuts, and buying a car from a guy
named “Midnight.”But Judge Allen H. Summer in Sacramento
County Superior Court didn’t buy it, and Clark now faces trial,
starting in September.

Read More

COVID-19 Uncertainty Keeps Defendant in
Infested State Prison

For defendant Nah Duc Hoang, the uncertainty of COVID-19
cases in state prisons, not the merits of his case, kept him
imprisoned for the time being.In a hearing here to determine
the possibility of Hoang’s release,

Read More

Case Dropped Not Dismissed – There’s a
Difference

A little bit of a law school lesson follows below in the case of
Shawn Kelly, a man who was freed here last week in
Sacramento County Superior Court.It’s how he was set free
that is interesting.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Protests To Free Incarcerated People At
Santa Rita Jail Amidst COVID-19 Outbreak
– Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

Only 3 new cases have developed in Santa Rita Jail over the
weekend, in contrast to 40 on Wednesday night and 55 on
Friday, making for a current total of 106. There have been no
deaths so far.

Read More

Another COVID-19 Death at San Quentin –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
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As of July 21, there are 6,981 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system. 26.9% are active and in custody. There
have been 40 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Pursued by Police Said He
Bought Stolen Car for $1,140 and Weed

Bryant Dimitri Clark concocted a long-winded tale that
included Yum Yum Donuts, and buying a car from a guy
named “Midnight.”But Judge Allen H. Summer in Sacramento
County Superior Court didn’t buy it, and Clark now faces trial,
starting in September.

Read More

Case Dropped Not Dismissed – There’s a
Difference

A little bit of a law school lesson follows below in the case of
Shawn Kelly, a man who was freed here last week in
Sacramento County Superior Court.It’s how he was set free
that is interesting.

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Legisla.on Introduced That Would End Mandatory Incarcera.on for Nonviolent
Drug Offenders

Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 at 7:00:36 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Chesa Boudin: “The war on drugs has continued to cost the state of California over $47 billion a year
even though we know it is a failure—it does not work.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 21, 2020

Local Prosecutors Can Help Fix Racial Inequities in the Criminal
Legal System
by David Greenwald

The discourse in this country has shifted since the death of George Floyd. We have seen what appeared
to be close DA races end up as blow outs with incumbents going down to resounding defeats. We have
also seen District Attorneys and Sheriffs target public defenders.
There is an interesting article in the San Diego Union Tribune focusing on San Diego District Attorney
Summer Stephan.
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The article notes: “Questions about the fundamental fairness of the criminal justice system have
resurfaced in the aftermath of the Memorial Day killing of George Floyd by Minneapolis police and the
nationwide protests that ensued.

“Top among them is whether poor defendants are woefully over-matched when it comes to their legal
defense.”

San Diego like elsewhere sees the district attorney with a huge resource disadvantage. In San Diego, the
DA spends more than twice what the public defender spends, despite the fact that “80 percent of criminal
defendants cannot afford to hire their own lawyer.”

The advantage is actually quite a bit larger than it shows on paper. After all, the DA benefits from the
huge expenditures of local law enforcement and their efforts to investigate and gather evidence before
the DA even touches the case or spends a dime.

As the paper points out: “Researchers have sounded alarms for years that prosecutors enjoy huge
advantages when it comes to criminal trials. Prosecuting attorneys dictate charges, they have near-
limitless resources and they have the weight of lengthy prison terms or even the death penalty when
negotiating pleas.”

“There’s no question that as a general proposition, indigent criminal defense is vastly underfunded,” said
Clark Neily, an attorney and criminal justice scholar at the Cato Institute, a libertarian Washington D.C.
think tank.

“Are prosecutors equipped with enough leverage to get anybody to plead guilty? The answer to that is
yes,” Neily said. “That should be deeply troubling.”

Of note is one area where Stephan acknowledged her office does need to keep improving – “making sure
Blacks, Latinos and other minorities receive the same treatment as White defendants.”

“It’s a work in progress,” Stephan said. “Any leader that tells you they’ve got it and they’ve eliminated
racism and bias, I don’t think they’re telling the truth.”

Compare that of course to how Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig reacted to the same issue as raised by Public
Defender Tracie Olson. 

Jeff Reisig argued that the stats were misleading and that she was accusing his office and law
enforcement of engaging in racism. At no point did he really acknowledge that the system was broken
and that everyone had to do better.

The point came up yesterday during Senator Scott Wiener’s press conference where he is looking to end
mandatory incarceration for nonviolent drug offenses.

Drug enforcement is probably suffers from the most racial inequity.

As San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju pointed out, “The racial inequalities [exist] because of
where law enforcement is choosing to use their resources to start.”

When I raise these issues of racial inequity, I inevitable get pushback by those on my site who are
apparently unfamiliar with the research that shows that whites and Blacks use drugs around the same
rates – but Blacks are far more likely to be arrested and of course serve time.
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As one study showed, “Over the course of their lives, white people are more likely than Black people to
use illicit drugs in general, as well as marijuana, cocaine, heroin, methamphetamines, and prescription
drugs (for non-medical purposes) specifically. Data on more recent drug use (for example, in the past
year) shows that Black and white adults use illicit drugs other than marijuana at the same rates and that
they use marijuana at similar rates.

“Yet around the country, Black adults are more than two-and-a-half times as likely as white adults to be
arrested for drug possession.”

Furthermore: “In the 39 states for which we have sufficient police data, Black adults were more than four
times as likely to be arrested for marijuana possession than white adults.”

Clearly this is not just on local prosecutors. But, local prosecutors can either be part of the problem or
part of the solution. We are increasingly seeing local prosecutors who want to be part of the solution.

Thanks for reading.

 
Join us on August 13 for our 10th Annual Fundraiser featuring Mark Godsey of the
Ohio Innocence Project - tickets here: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com
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San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Trump Threatens to Send Federal Officers
to Other Cities in Wake of Portland

After receiving serious pushback for federal actions in
Portland, President Trump continued to escalate the tension
—threatening to expand his actions to other cities.
“We’re not going to let New York and Chicago and
Philadelphia, Detroit

Read More

Legislation Introduced That Would End
Mandatory Incarceration for Nonviolent
Drug Offenders

Under current law, certain drug offenses in California carry
with them mandatory jail and prison sentences. On Monday,
Senator Scott Wiener along with co-sponsor
Assemblymember Wendy Carrillo announced SB 378, which

Read More

St. Louis Circuit Attorney Files Charges
Against Viral Couple Who Brandished
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Firearms at Protestors

Mark and Patricia McCloskey – who brandished their firearms
from their mansion lawn at passing peaceful protester almost
a month ago in video then went viral – had charges filed
against them today by St. Louis Circuit Attorney

Read More

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

New Jersey recently announced controversial legislation that
would dramatically increase the transparency of police officers
in the state, and designed to protect innocent people and
regulate corrupt officers.

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Fundraiser – August
13 – On Zoom – Get Your Tickets!

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
‘Nelson Lewis’ (1997)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Defendant Defends Self, Noting ‘Who
better to represent me than me?’

Last month, an altercation between Jason Diaz and an
unnamed victim ended with Diaz striking the man with a metal
pole – at least that’s what the prosecution claims, but wasn’t
able to provide evidence that was the case last

Read More

Woman Sentenced After Flinging Saw At
Her Ex-Boyfriend’s Fiancé’s Head
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When Citrus Heights Police officers responded to a
disturbance phone call they found a woman inside pleading
for her life.It was the mother of the defendant, who is now in
jail on $1 million bail.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

COVID-19 Outbreak in Santa Rita Jail – 101
Cases in 4 Days – Breaking Down COVID-
19 in CA Jails

As of July 18, there are 101 active confirmed COVID-19
cases in Santa Rita Jail (SRJ), more than double the total
number of recorded cases prior to this week. The majority of
the cases were confirmed on Thursday and Friday,

Read More

39 Coronavirus Deaths Across CDCR –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 20th, there are 6,951 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system. 29.6% are active and in custody. There
have been 39 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

First Post-COVID Trial Begins in San
Francisco

San Francisco’s first post-COVID criminal jury trial began
Monday morning for judge, jury, lawyers, and defendant on an
alleged burglary charge, here in San Francisco County
Superior Court.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Man Set to Stand Trial for
Assault with a Metal Pole

Last month, an altercation between Jason Diaz and an
unnamed victim ended with Diaz striking the man with a metal
pole – at least that’s what the prosecution claims, but wasn’t
able to provide evidence that was the case last

Read More

Mother Pleads to be Freed from Son,
Who’s Now in Jail on $1 Million Bail

When Citrus Heights Police officers responded to a
disturbance phone call they found a woman inside pleading
for her life.It was the mother of the defendant, who is now in
jail on $1 million bail.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Abigail Swallow, Layla Mustafa, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Michelle Lagos

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011fR6v0M1VnGxfcJnEAclJT4R8qqIMOLOExdx3W5tCUhrAaPh-ICRIQlTRvfRXDOcpl5Hd8fshBMkBbvB0lIbobAZXDRLLuhjqJ-exRCR4yu27q8SFGrVCRhJ_LqD1xW0yAW7szKuht1--OqfrQnFsw==&c=_iEKGUDQOUpkTFxWNjWegitdXuBlfEYs81ZFYDz2o_jdOVf_ZDkhUw==&ch=qNOEoG72U1amUTUAh5Y4SdtsvSKjy75HOq3WQxR_KqrdGRQFyqeV2g==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=7841573e-75fd-46d4-a6d9-f70aceda066d
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-service-provider
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

She just message me that she's running five minutes late

On Mon, Jul 20, 2020 at 10:09 AM Tovah Ackerman <tovahackerman@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi all,

Reminder that this mee.ng with the reporter from the Appeal will be happening at noon today.

h4ps://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139  

Hope to see lots of you then.

Tovah

On Fri, Jul 17, 2020 at 5:15 PM Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org> wrote:

Thank you for making this happen.  Such movers and shakers.  

 

From: Tovah Ackerman <tovahackerman@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 5:01 PM
To: Ruby Wilks <rwilks@usc.edu>; Tovah Ackerman <tovahackerman@gmail.com>; Hamilton, Heather (PDR)
<heather.hamilton@sfgov.org>; mella be4ag <mellabe4ag@gmail.com>; henrys.epleman@gmail.com; Ayanna
Gandhi <ayannagandhi@gmail.com>; anna.okada@berkeley.edu; Ariella Seidman-Parra <ariellaseidman-
parra@drewschool.org>; js.jaden11@gmail.com; Yuanqi Zhou <yuanqiizhou@gmail.com>; Nikki Suzani
<carpediem1382@gmail.com>; Vvelazquez@dons.usfca.edu; taricmansour1@gmail.com;
Domenici40@gmail.com; Ally Cline <ally9cline@gmail.com>; Kelsey Kitzke <kgk2122@barnard.edu>; Jeanne4e
Parada <Maxx9jp@gmail.com>; Michael Frye <michaellawyerfrye@icloud.com>; caramirez23121@gmail.com;
gould2019@lawnet.ucla.edu; Angelina Caplanis <acaplani@lawnet.uci.edu>; Tao, Amy <art@uchas.ngs.edu>;
thuynh@email.j�u.edu; Larkin White <larkin.f.w@gmail.com>; wonjunoh@berkeley.edu;
jakobseidner@gmail.com; Abigail Swallow <abigailswallow2022@u.northwestern.edu>; Layla Mustafa
<lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
<valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Michelle Lagos <mlagos@davisvanguard.org>; David M. Greenwald
<info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Monday Mee.ng with The Appeal

 

 

Hi All,

 

On monday 7/20 at noon we will be mee.ng with a reporter from The Appeal to discuss the recent
demonstra.on at San Francisco Department 22 and our difficul.es ge�ng the SF courts to stream their
proceedings.

 

All are welcome, especially those who were available to come in person on that day.

mailto:tovahackerman@gmail.com
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:tovahackerman@gmail.com
mailto:rwilks@usc.edu
mailto:tovahackerman@gmail.com
mailto:heather.hamilton@sfgov.org
mailto:mellabettag@gmail.com
mailto:henrystiepleman@gmail.com
mailto:ayannagandhi@gmail.com
mailto:anna.okada@berkeley.edu
mailto:ariellaseidman-parra@drewschool.org
mailto:js.jaden11@gmail.com
mailto:yuanqiizhou@gmail.com
mailto:carpediem1382@gmail.com
mailto:Vvelazquez@dons.usfca.edu
mailto:taricmansour1@gmail.com
mailto:Domenici40@gmail.com
mailto:ally9cline@gmail.com
mailto:kgk2122@barnard.edu
mailto:Maxx9jp@gmail.com
mailto:michaellawyerfrye@icloud.com
mailto:caramirez23121@gmail.com
mailto:gould2019@lawnet.ucla.edu
mailto:acaplani@lawnet.uci.edu
mailto:art@uchastings.edu
mailto:thuynh@email.jfku.edu
mailto:larkin.f.w@gmail.com
mailto:wonjunoh@berkeley.edu
mailto:jakobseidner@gmail.com
mailto:abigailswallow2022@u.northwestern.edu
mailto:lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:mlagos@davisvanguard.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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Here is the zoom link: h4ps://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139  

 

Let me know if you have any problems ge�ng into the zoom mee.ng.

 

Tovah

 

--

Tovah Ackerman

Post-Bar Fellow

San Francisco Public Defender's Office

555 7th Street

San Francisco, CA 94103

Phone: (415) 335-6006

Email: tovahackerman@gmail.com

Pronouns: she/her

-- 
Tovah Ackerman
Post-Bar Fellow
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
555 7th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: (415) 335-6006
Email: tovahackerman@gmail.com
Pronouns: she/her

-- 

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139
mailto:tovahackerman@gmail.com
mailto:tovahackerman@gmail.com
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David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - A Progressive Wave; San Francisco DA Looks to Resentence Incarcerated People
under New State Law

Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 at 7:00:11 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Chesa Boudin and Miriam Krinsky: “this action comes too late to prevent the explosive and deadly
outbreak at the overcrowded San Quentin prison and to save the lives of over 30 people behind bars who
have died from COVID-19.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 20, 2020

Progressive DA’s Not Just Winning They Are Dominating

By David Greenwald

When Jose Garza faced Incumbent DA Margaret Moore last week, remember, he was facing the sitting
DA and remember this had been a close race when they met in March.  In fact, Moore was narrowly
behind 44 to 41, about a 6000 vote gap.

What happened in the runoff was staggering.  Garza won by more than a two to one margin 68 to 32 -
and 81,584 to 37,874 advantage in votes.  He increased his vote total in a field that saw far fewer voters
than in March.

This is only the latest in a string of such victories.

In May, the week before George Floyd, Mike Schmidt won in Mulnomah County (yes, the home of
Portland) which has been on the news.  He won with 75 percent of the of voting, beating out Ethan
Knight, a former senior Multnomah County prosecutor who has been an assistant U.S. attorney since
2007.
Schmidt, who touted himself as a progressive reformer, will succeed District Attorney Rod Underhill, who
is retiring from his position after serving two terms.
Schmidt issued a statement Tuesday night regarding his win.
"The message from Multnomah County voters was loud and clear: They are ready for major reform in our
criminal justice system," Schmidt said. "I want to commend Ethan Knight on a hard-fought campaign and
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thank him for his commitment to public service.…We had a serious discussion of the issues, and it
served our community well."
And of course Mimi Rocah in a race we covered, dominated incumbent DA Tony Scarpino on June 23. 
She won 68-32.

Scarpino, 66, was seeking his second four year term.  Rocah, 49 is a former federal prosecutor as well as
an MSNBC legal analyst.

A big factor at least in the margin - a police scandal.

“I think that contributed to what was the overwhelming kind of resounding size of the victory,” she said.  “I
don’t think it’s just that.”

One notable exception is Matt Toporowski.  Two weeks ago, he conceded to incumbent David Soares. 
He ended a progressive campaign backed by Mayor Kathy Sheehan and national celebrities.

“Today I conceded in the race for Albany County DA, and I did so standing tall, proud and with a smile on
my face. I have over 14,000 reasons to feel that way because that's how many people voted for me as a
first-time candidate,” Toporowski stated.

That one was narrow - a 1200 vote difference on election day but it grew to 3500.

That was the exception.

We have seen an interesting progression here.  In 2018, there were a lot of DA’s races that were
challenged, but not a lot of wins.  Last year, there was the notable narrow loss of Tiffany Caban but the
big narrow win for Chesa Boudin.

This year, the damn is breaking with these races turning into blow outs - in spots where incumbents are
getting absolutely destroyed.

It also bodes well for the grassroots efforts that could be at play come November.  We will see how that
factors into larger races down the line.

Thanks for reading.

 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Francisco DA Looks to Resentence
Incarcerated People under New State Law

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4ti5zFqyB2VFTu0OQNe0BB4ne8SkgYoxaf_8-p9fpFrVMw3nk9CmHgYR38q_uWrAr3DNcjta3v4c3HA11_5vOuP1pqDrKqUvBPf4lBhS2S3GXua1w-3YmNKE=&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4ti5zFqyB2VFTnhiEAtfRJKirv1gkegnX0Y426uHzylstU01KLxUScFE-H4EekElWiS_jtpoBu4QBDGOElc-0P6UvUoRmdbsdfXDpIS2E-URSCwIMyeO9-IMwkXnByizwIcDOzMdGogha&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4ti5zFqyB2VFTvpqYjshq72lSbfluw2PGJQb3po9G4f2jHVX-eH7ifOUNo4hJnZsgmoRfwTPNclzHzi8emkggtAUHeG82YdvFcDoIJovFRxT_TPRaNn1DH4t-tFeT5n2j0y6Hwcrp5wVnDolA9dnZaDA=&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tj_HyEsRC3CTcBIvsBwrQs2o3wl7xz9SZ43rVn14EA25z9sWt-gGOu93wm3kSP-gIS3cLlUDzNceUOSc46NG8kdugfyFQ8vC7EX1KtmlV2Qdkcp9EClooyZJd5W4YwGzdxBQn4vCCDyF&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tn-o1UkPtJUpkVae5vq7qv4s-I-mxHVn-4SwuzruATUO4VmqhtiUPLnzZX5pJLCTUrqj8lhRnQ7oeIW6mJDJSykcVSB93YlM7aQObbOvGG8k&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4trCSrBwuYM5Du022PsfEK4_R5Bljvk9yaVXov5FOP5xJVONsvCMMNEBsMX4qliADInqhwi-mTIKnQWRJ2GlH-4v6bJdGnCbT45TDiM1hQnaL&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
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Ten days ago, legislators and reformers gathered at San
Quentin to call for Governor Newsom to release prisoners in
following recommendations from public health experts to stem
the rampant outbreak of COVID-19 in San Quentin

Read More

Vallejo Mayoral Candidate Critical of
Discarding Evidence in Police Killing

Revelations are flying in Vallejo that police have lost or
discarded key evidence. As a result, on Friday Speaker
Nancy Pelosi called on the FBI to investigate the shooting of
Sean Monterrosa. After turning down several calls for

Read More

Leg Black Caucus on the passing of
Representative John Lewis and Reverend
C.T. Vivian

Our nation was dealt a crushing blow with the passing of Civil
Rights icons Representative John Lewis and Reverend C.T.
Vivian on Friday. Their lives intersected years ago studying
theology at the American Baptist College

Read More

Defendant Defends Self, Noting ‘Who
better to represent me than me?’

“I feel that I can represent myself better than anybody else
can.”Defendant Jesse Rayburn made this bold statement at
his arraignment in Sacramento County Superior Court late
last week, when arguing for why he is capable of representing
himself.

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Fundraiser – August
13 – On Zoom – Get Your Tickets!

With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

New Jersey Legislation Would Open Up
Police Officer Files, Expose Misconduct

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUnKPPJExFoc5Xb6zfDQhscOfBqOVV151xtISKbTJkau4cM5TorLZ9LNs0WFQGZHZerxhVZiyMZ6ZijJQ7w8iT1JWULCQQyuDfaT86rxn7Eizj0GDYf0dkKvnwAHHEx7SwHzOip0ZikZz_v1lQcHYOjaHKF4OV2kuJAeT1k_HihuJ44uWbm4DFhR1c6cu7fCdzK-j-XrKFvzesdz6hNCtX1w==&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mU7jgXWx-n0Pm18jNTxAFzzB1kSJ5xsmF8H8t-mLNzWVGkX9LjnitN_achfWzGGwZxp2hb0c-7gx3-jpwI2vEKVt98A2Il5TYnT0RyW4MV5kfvridQmNZfvIdgJxCs8NG8vKMv1CQHjGn3b17cyJWQRdQp-JXbMmbi-Op3SQdAU50vayC34G9hFltfyj6mQ6VcwoDFtOILAkM5HHveJEMrmA==&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUqX5rIGbdAsCiXN8tnmu7EYFl3mjEYqfIf8WCM1LCqDT-AL8cc-imLzwwQhuWVfgXFCk4x-EWvyTbtVUSiekKvPUnqeNdruaI4QDxtsaJA7hozUvubvr-tP9tCyExHLyrVvQn6bKPFlEWbgS2yPtZuVUOdbq7o8mlODR0gHVCUAIpOZzsFotPRMbamlRRnNg9dxHFQeCikeh93VJ5VaiVFFyQo_xIvDHJ&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUh5TZJh6K8WwifRzczDcIP2DK68fNCoQtP2gyAgTwDf1pNU_1ZvCLyppUhgSGz9BvwNAl4ZZE79GStxicpAI3AREu4XPqRkjlyUxD9rXEzYgG00z51x75-4C61cWuNq0P_Yo9zW-vIsvHUjkz-J9vHsKeOZM3ryHo8em6QgjtD13g6Y_zODzEPzFhE0z-h1Hk&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tmn5rOxrknvE7mva7-RctimwzLBLSOzFdsabtA8v3NCi5B6CBHvy3RWIOgWNej1Zsdz2X7Uzu0yvQIDJ71al-44l3CrKEgfeDRCQxdu-O0zwTLEUyfHJ_aMLFJ3ICiijRPBzzXIjUlYw08GW1rHctklZu2YZ-WRQF91wi_BD0nQyE4-Np-ip2HB2fRjisL5ytmEWtwaMWp64vgzcoXD1WEg=&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
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New Jersey recently announced controversial legislation that
would dramatically increase the transparency of police officers
in the state, and designed to protect innocent people and
regulate corrupt officers.

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
Spencer Mitchell (2005)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Woman Sentenced After Flinging Saw At
Her Ex-Boyfriend’s Fiancé’s Head

There are all sorts of weapons defendants here in
Sacramento County Superior Court have been accused of
using to cause mayhem, injury and death: handguns, rifles,
shotguns, knives, swords.

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Outbreak in Santa Rita Jail – 101 Active
Cases in 2 Days – Weekly Highlights -
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of July 18, there are 101 active confirmed COVID-19
cases in Santa Rita Jail (SRJ), more than double the total
number of recorded cases prior to this week. The majority of
the cases were confirmed on Thursday and Friday,

Read More

Questions Arise as Solano County Jails
Continually Report 0 Cases – Weekly
Highlights – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CA Jails

The total number of confirmed cases is still 0 in both Solano
County Jail and Solano County Juvenile Detention Facility
(JDF), while there are 2,372 confirmed cases and 31 deaths
in Solano County itself.

Read More

6 Individuals on San Quentin’s Death Row
Died of Coronavirus, Shortage of
Firefighters due to CDCR Quarantine –

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUOA5G8WyO0glH4-H34Q1qTOHgRx7h89jau8iYPDEhNh7HT5CBnMJfvnjPokw2KtqTIvv92NvIr7jwrk3qBt65mMPF-5t-xnxgyazvI1RAsADq1IMuxf7bUx1F7HazIgD529P7jYDuDFjwauTBgi7yI_eDu3WLrWEVnAXlKfMPxt3-yv17iIw4jFsR2Qkbs8G1XxVJJGmrPbhzLyyVkLVgjQ==&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUL4oMfFojDHvpUnKmFa8HGsVoOpnm1phsaRvO-uJ_ATKIZYopGJYgR2ap4KyeknOcArgyDTrn4pDV-wK9uhhDuaDtzwq77OzkxoBXpKlzMfkMvVMC3pvKuO8yd3Zos9R9NjizIfFBLKWVmEieJfgkBu_xHaLo5o_pNWtU4FLaIVL_7UmjIJL9Sg==&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUXtotV0gTvw1oa_KZwhcU92FaK00mSVwls_GYn6SGchA4EzNCjHsnxHI4TTNW5uOkeS2WFzRRQKJCJHCL_Ja6SSukC86NSoxkw2RfLqKuQZrfcCLqWNAoYEieq7VKFxqXVUcX75exC5CXTZtW64iHIVMiIqrD2x_hI1riieNsw9ZveM2piJttm1BGWqRTGVg8ZP0y3c3aB8s=&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUh0Fak3bwZgYj9GS6Sz63EBCwBh00BQN_R3iWoWwZTM441VT1aSPSQD54NuCuNAO3dZp0NV2OWIfDBfjTC-b_dwfby6xPKVhg3j5Gcl9Ym7Ggm2ZTBNDbzfRVfvq2rLyzY9rj7YJCe2vUxhaXNZHq732F31MUXEGeH_KGvRVe5IdhJLDkPXpvvr5btaTh2gLD&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
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Weekly Highlights – Breaking Down
COVID-19 in CDCR

As discussed in our last weekly report, twelve Northern
California Fire camps were put into quarantine after part of
the camp’s population was exposed to an outbreak. The
California Correctional Center (CCC) in Susanville first

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco DA Looks to Resentence
Incarcerated People under New State Law

Ten days ago, legislators and reformers gathered at San
Quentin to call for Governor Newsom to release prisoners in
following recommendations from public health experts to stem
the rampant outbreak of COVID-19 in San Quentin

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Defends Self, Noting ‘Who
better to represent me than me?’

“I feel that I can represent myself better than anybody else
can.”Defendant Jesse Rayburn made this bold statement at
his arraignment in Sacramento County Superior Court late
last week, when arguing for why he is capable of representing
himself.

Read More

Woman Sentenced After Flinging Saw At
Her Ex-Boyfriend’s Fiancé’s Head

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUdkoCH_RL93q7NDgzerES8u8pYeCl1UcrQjj7tiWsOXwuVHIJvET0746mfc4DAZjbljXdsetDoEONc0tE7pOqDJ_MyzdsMr9i4WrZ46uMPVGr5jWSvuGHamYdLq9slbgrJ3Mp6ltO8rhtv4AFDxEfbbT2lAjuNtnCheAZXDdJy4fChWmRdoHNxA==&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tmt8x0DM59_pOZheQPdI5Qm5BmWAvorjgN6a0dhzssEuuP0kTJjW4K9cGA--gMMv01QVsBY4kma2d0D1xplCQCsiBEeKJXfOZI5HcMpfWzNSYxBrvoJ3rUzRUSL3SSgy_SlNjyXqbWVJ&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUnKPPJExFoc5Xb6zfDQhscOfBqOVV151xtISKbTJkau4cM5TorLZ9LNs0WFQGZHZerxhVZiyMZ6ZijJQ7w8iT1JWULCQQyuDfaT86rxn7Eizj0GDYf0dkKvnwAHHEx7SwHzOip0ZikZz_v1lQcHYOjaHKF4OV2kuJAeT1k_HihuJ44uWbm4DFhR1c6cu7fCdzK-j-XrKFvzesdz6hNCtX1w==&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4ti5zFqyB2VFTnhiEAtfRJKirv1gkegnX0Y426uHzylstU01KLxUScFE-H4EekElWiS_jtpoBu4QBDGOElc-0P6UvUoRmdbsdfXDpIS2E-URSCwIMyeO9-IMwkXnByizwIcDOzMdGogha&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tmGXkv9gMKFSYBSFkypPqBb0dBFvDjd3Mcq_0rVSW8JPrxaT8OFDe5FYrqqVLIVALPt8npT30xKv9i-uK5-HAts-sy4vaDcTXN4kYr1_y7UxTjdcRM0W1veUJ4dY7gOE9NLgqM3MqAUqrM1k1MuZAEIUI1FULlnprP-MB4ogKcRMDrJTvk_P1bgpyOnQ4VYZ0A==&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tmt8x0DM59_paKpFeS-LOp_tJnqLmYrJBv0u_4pfp9fW1kX7TN-Hf3CO43y74fzI3fKZdqid6PcIElTInQZARQYzjJk46yczkAd1oJC3jrGnKujFT5grX03Pkz2mnaEW_JrVKZPmuw3XD6fzVQtnw-s=&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YW0RvnU1qKdtE5dZ7-F3RmcKvo0H1crQ0zsww3P6-JNROaZy7ia4tvqniYCbU8mUh5TZJh6K8WwifRzczDcIP2DK68fNCoQtP2gyAgTwDf1pNU_1ZvCLyppUhgSGz9BvwNAl4ZZE79GStxicpAI3AREu4XPqRkjlyUxD9rXEzYgG00z51x75-4C61cWuNq0P_Yo9zW-vIsvHUjkz-J9vHsKeOZM3ryHo8em6QgjtD13g6Y_zODzEPzFhE0z-h1Hk&c=2Dj6sl0YnDpTp72FoZ2ZnkKX5_ijEKlkYcg3t2cwz2O_OJlyZ1-NKA==&ch=9m8EBhKCGpl1GQHUMCjb2rZqeneREqCK5n7fSS1y53_TFEwmXq6nPg==
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There are all sorts of weapons defendants here in
Sacramento County Superior Court have been accused of
using to cause mayhem, injury and death: handguns, rifles,
shotguns, knives, swords.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: RE: Monday Mee.ng with The Appeal
Date: Saturday, July 18, 2020 at 1:14:55 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Tovah Ackerman, Ruby Wilks, Hamilton, Heather (PDR), mella be4ag, henrys.epleman@gmail.com,

Ayanna Gandhi, anna.okada@berkeley.edu, Ariella Seidman-Parra, js.jaden11@gmail.com, Yuanqi
Zhou, Nikki Suzani, Vvelazquez@dons.usfca.edu, taricmansour1@gmail.com,
Domenici40@gmail.com, Ally Cline, Kelsey Kitzke, Jeanne4e Parada, Michael Frye,
caramirez23121@gmail.com, gould2019@lawnet.ucla.edu, Angelina Caplanis, Tao, Amy,
thuynh@email.j�u.edu, Larkin White, wonjunoh@berkeley.edu, jakobseidner@gmail.com, Abigail
Swallow, Layla Mustafa, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Michelle Lagos, David M. Greenwald

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Thank you for making this happen.  Such movers and shakers.  
 
From: Tovah Ackerman <tovahackerman@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 5:01 PM
To: Ruby Wilks <rwilks@usc.edu>; Tovah Ackerman <tovahackerman@gmail.com>; Hamilton, Heather (PDR)
<heather.hamilton@sfgov.org>; mella be4ag <mellabe4ag@gmail.com>; henrys.epleman@gmail.com;
Ayanna Gandhi <ayannagandhi@gmail.com>; anna.okada@berkeley.edu; Ariella Seidman-Parra
<ariellaseidman-parra@drewschool.org>; js.jaden11@gmail.com; Yuanqi Zhou <yuanqiizhou@gmail.com>;
Nikki Suzani <carpediem1382@gmail.com>; Vvelazquez@dons.usfca.edu; taricmansour1@gmail.com;
Domenici40@gmail.com; Ally Cline <ally9cline@gmail.com>; Kelsey Kitzke <kgk2122@barnard.edu>;
Jeanne4e Parada <Maxx9jp@gmail.com>; Michael Frye <michaellawyerfrye@icloud.com>;
caramirez23121@gmail.com; gould2019@lawnet.ucla.edu; Angelina Caplanis <acaplani@lawnet.uci.edu>;
Tao, Amy <art@uchas.ngs.edu>; thuynh@email.j�u.edu; Larkin White <larkin.f.w@gmail.com>;
wonjunoh@berkeley.edu; jakobseidner@gmail.com; Abigail Swallow
<abigailswallow2022@u.northwestern.edu>; Layla Mustafa <lrmustafa@ucdavis.edu>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
<jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>; Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Michelle Lagos
<mlagos@davisvanguard.org>; David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: Monday Mee.ng with The Appeal
 

 

Hi All,
 
On monday 7/20 at noon we will be mee.ng with a reporter from The Appeal to discuss the recent
demonstra.on at San Francisco Department 22 and our difficul.es ge�ng the SF courts to stream their
proceedings.
 
All are welcome, especially those who were available to come in person on that day.
 
Here is the zoom link: h4ps://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139  
 
Let me know if you have any problems ge�ng into the zoom mee.ng.
 
Tovah
 
--
Tovah Ackerman
Post-Bar Fellow

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139
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Post-Bar Fellow
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
555 7th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: (415) 335-6006
Email: tovahackerman@gmail.com
Pronouns: she/her

mailto:tovahackerman@gmail.com
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Subject: Monday Mee.ng with The Appeal
Date: Saturday, July 18, 2020 at 1:00:49 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Tovah Ackerman
To: Ruby Wilks, Tovah Ackerman, Hamilton, Heather (PDR), mella be4ag, henrys.epleman@gmail.com,

Ayanna Gandhi, anna.okada@berkeley.edu, Ariella Seidman-Parra, js.jaden11@gmail.com, Yuanqi
Zhou, Nikki Suzani, Vvelazquez@dons.usfca.edu, taricmansour1@gmail.com,
Domenici40@gmail.com, Ally Cline, Kelsey Kitzke, Jeanne4e Parada, Michael Frye,
caramirez23121@gmail.com, gould2019@lawnet.ucla.edu, acaplani@lawnet.uci.edu, Tao, Amy,
thuynh@email.j�u.edu, Larkin White, wonjunoh@berkeley.edu, jakobseidner@gmail.com, Abigail
Swallow, Layla Mustafa, Wilson, Jacque (PDR), Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Michelle Lagos, David M.
Greenwald

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Hi All,

On monday 7/20 at noon we will be mee.ng with a reporter from The Appeal to discuss the recent demonstra.on at
San Francisco Department 22 and our difficul.es ge�ng the SF courts to stream their proceedings.

All are welcome, especially those who were available to come in person on that day.

Here is the zoom link: h4ps://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139  

Let me know if you have any problems ge�ng into the zoom mee.ng.

Tovah

-- 
Tovah Ackerman
Post-Bar Fellow
San Francisco Public Defender's Office
555 7th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: (415) 335-6006
Email: tovahackerman@gmail.com
Pronouns: she/her

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/7843517139
mailto:tovahackerman@gmail.com
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - “ADO for Black Lives” – Alternate Public Defender Speaks Out on Treatment by
Deputy Sheriff in Solano County

Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 at 7:00:42 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Shelly Saini: “We are the ones who hear what happened when the body worn camera was not activated.
We feel frustrated ourselves when we see the patterns of police departments and particular officers
engaging in discriminatory conduct time and time again.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 17, 2020

We Have Been Running a Series on Brooklyn…  Innocence
Project Calls For Policy Reforms
For much of the past week, we have been running stories on the 25 wrongful convictions reported out of
Brooklyn.  Brooklyn’s Conviction Integrity Unit and DA Eric Gonzalez deserve a lot of credit for their
comprehensive report that “addresses the grievous errors and misconduct by both police and prosecutors
that tainted these cases.”

Nina Morrison of the Innocence project noted that virtually all of them - 24 of the 25 cases were either
Black or Latino.

These men served “an average of over 17 years in prison; the one white exoneree, a victim of a politically
motivated election fraud prosecution, served no prison time.”

She notes, “The report also finds that the evidence police gathered against many of these exonerees was
clearly flawed from the outset — raising obvious questions about why so many Brooklyn citizens of color
were prosecuted at all, and why none of the system’s actors stepped in to halt these prosecutions or
rectify them for decades.”

What the report outlines are the following errors:



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:18:00 Bri8sh Summer Time
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Misconduct or serious error by prosecutors
Police misconduct 
Brady violation
False confessions
Eyewitness identification problems

There is nothing new with these findings per se - but remember that the work of the Innocence Project
over the last two plus decades has improved greatly our understanding of flaws in the criminal legal
system.

Morrison notes: “Many prosecutors around the nation have formed “conviction review” or “conviction
integrity” units in recent years. These are specialized, independent units whose sole focus is to
reexamine and reinvestigate claims of wrongful conviction.”

But this report is extraordinary and it marks “the first public examination ever commissioned by any
elected prosecutor in the United States of the reasons why its own office made the decision to throw out
more than two dozen deeply flawed convictions in its own county.”

Gonzalez should be commended because, “It is also the first time an elected district attorney has ever
allowed outside researchers — much less staff from an innocence organization — to analyze documents
from its own files regarding that process.”

On the other hand, “The report is necessarily limited by its exclusive focus on the CRU’s own
investigations and conclusions. The CRU’s conclusions reflect its own view of these cases, based on the
evidence it had available and/or considered significant at the time. We recognize that many of these
wrongly convicted persons and their advocates may have very different perspectives on why they were
sent to prison for crimes they did not commit, and that key facts about these cases and the officials
involved may not be included here.
“However, there are still profound takeaways from this report for all who seek to fix our broken criminal
legal system, particularly since it constitutes the district attorney’s own acknowledgment of what went
grievously wrong in these cases and its devastating human toll.”
Among the policy recommendations that emerge:

Banning Police Deception/Assessing Reliability of Confession Evidence.

Rejecting Repeated Presentations of the Same Person When Witnesses are Asked to Identify a Suspect
/Requiring Witnesses to Rate How Confident They are When an Identification is Made. 

Changes to recognition of problems with eyewitness testimony.  Level of confidence expressed at the
time of the initial identification is important to capture with a recognition that over time that value subsides
and the identification becomes contaminated by other factors.  

Also, given the lack of evidentiary value offered by an in-court identification, they should no longer be
permitted.

Assuring Police and Prosecutorial Accountability. 

Prosecutors’ offices should better assess the integrity of the evidence they may use in a criminal case.

Thanks for reading.
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YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

“ADO for Black Lives” – Alternate Public
Defender Speaks Out on Treatment by
Deputy Sheriff in Solano County

It was a routine visit to her client at the Solano County Jail in
Fairfield on June 24, that landed Shelly Saini, a Solano
County Deputy Alternate Public Defender since 2018, that
landed her in the middle of unexpectedly being at the center
of a complaint filed by a Sheriff’s Deputy.

Read More

Judge: City of Sacramento Sweeps of
Homeless Camps Violate County COVID-19
Health Orders

It may not have been everything the Sacramento Homeless
Union wanted, but the determined group scored a major
victory here Thursday afternoon when Sacramento Superior
Court Judge Laurie Earl issued a Writ of Mandate, requiring

Read More

35 Prosecutors Call On Governors To
Reduce Prison Populations to Limit
COVID-19

On Friday, 35 elected prosecutors representing over 31
million people across the country issued an open letter to
governors calling upon them to dramatically reduce state
prison populations to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 and

Read More

Christian Cooper Distances Himself from
Amy Cooper Investigation

Writer and editor Christian Cooper is distancing himself from
Amy Cooper, the now infamous woman who called the police
because bird-watching Christian Cooper “threatened” here..In
a story in the Washington Post, Christian wrote:

Read More

We Have Major Updates to Announce For
the August 13 Event

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GBf9OatTkpqutuz7sDlk0s4COpu0nhl5se_ppAZ3Nev6hrdGndLAydEvfrir5JXMr300HtU0-IlKrTIUQYRO66KKRRj9HVwRJHHTU8VRxxzQdAsMLAB3kFA=&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GBf9OatTkpqu-3sQ7pyoTyIYI0mwsv34HejqZZgTi7Lg5I3uoWTeUx98tY0DBxJ4R-feEA_ZAv6kT5w-Xtx6pB-Yb9yv1uhBDTFOiARoQcOvuiHaacn-AUaUn6fd1KCAsbS2IOZv2R7y&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GBf9OatTkpqup5gBm-4GlNf8DtW51aSEOGpni-4DYJxld1stHd0ObN09T1P8B3vvQoj7xUmaZBkpx4WAKluKLMdtyqKFkc1mmSAGRchLxo1Jdhkfx8Q702CfbUhWJT6lgZAvEGgt6HdPJqyZrhdQiVo=&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GCaNnUjAvozhvc8LUPC3nHc84iZmH4klRNKAvIiskmvpP6PwpeEH52cOKb5YxpYzFUSyFxNQT9xKZm6D-_z4uonFYPzV6WoIIiT5SY280X0H5mgQQjt8LIcC360_EufJW0yURaSaroAt&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GApdvGS5aFSxTIv3Qb7hBbQDQoV6RLvvzbI641RG6VpnSVeyjiwuH7JLjqrPnGZxeOSwFmtvXy9Q1btiCApylFNCVAXDbxogbRVFbfa93KHD&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GPRcsSZzwFoPqR8j7TVrznm_XJKOSqNIYOP4r_8Tb7se8PSQB__2G4MbzL1t8G8Dbw1-GwcDxHyWTvLx3gNZp_-3hhegFG8sc-kT8rcgmukz&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GJhBVAZeIYwguwXPgYad5Q8Xv8UXnMQdr4lG4VA5l9xl63kUtZq5s3t9FZGhfY4fu8XIrYD_oHTUTHi7uSFySSMBKYdF5k8PYvq_MrG5WxNFxmDUTo_ens6p2SWeouG3_IPnz7c5Ykx-E-2NkMTd5fvwtk2qi-GNnorwkED9xn1XkS1LUdFHDzpEfS5JcU3tK06fvcmYB6uQzOWZNGyPCDDFIqVtnqorjzdC-gmXOX4BuZ9rLrjjDQLPfMaFAPOnaw==&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GJhBVAZeIYwgOkWCCxmd2tmbB8PyU-PXLfo0IwVqsnto7OHCeVfSdxnfpkIXkmzqEYxJfqj9NvWj57eTCEMZ2IwBkQWA6mZuiTxkjHQfiN-VhOXRZC7xAppOBcGZovkEik_ozUABNdDRfKCJ4TStemvBh-60-lLIUsQ61emstjzfFTgLE9mrv3Jd94a7EqjjZUL0Z5p_GfOZ5DuR2khtyM_b7GAPqr9JygzSyf4-i5D6&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
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With COVID – we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark
Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is open to
anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is $50
– however, you may select the variable pay option and donate
what you wish and you will be able to attend.

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
Alan Anderson & Nathan Jones (1985)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Man Held for Trial, Accused of Sexually
Assaulting 14-Year Old Girl

A Sacramento man accused of sexually assaulting a 14-year
old girl in 2007 was bound over for trial here in Sacramento
County Superior Court Tuesday at his preliminary hearing
after Judge Steven Gervercer found

Read More

Woman Beats Ex, Steals His Car –
Pretends To Be Him Via Text

After allegedly assaulting her ex-boyfriend, a Sacramento
woman reportedly stole his car and cell phone, proceeding to
text his family members saying he was suicidal.In a bail
hearing Monday

Read More

Defendant’s Posted Bail Falls Short of
$5,000 in Domestic Violence Case

After being refused further treatment at the University of
California, Davis Medical Center, a Sacramento woman
allegedly attacked a Sacramento police officer, lunging for her
gun and then vandalizing the room in April, according

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

516 Cases at San Quentin in 2 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GJhBVAZeIYwgsB5ES3OfhDAiadXrrmd_XcnJbI3aDei9JmcJFT5VZ221NvNyXq_hNGvD1FRUYK5d3A0vSRdKzVSeHM2QNNka9Ynr-TmrDuZtzmXpp4hfzdVGCFSNO5DiBw1nnz1jFSI--pbCyi0MGWUJzTTp8Y6l0fjSlp3WMSzH1HMdAcpLGKbibJak3jnU5vKK3yPEArkKXKfNkwG4xUI=&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GJhBVAZeIYwgsBoUMQipSUHbjaSOQiOXAozEHD3IUvPCtRRyVyDc208_sRJf6VUjrgl2b5bqRX224CNTMaz7_7OMs1O6RlsdKEMgl1xa9xhWwUX3vSpINfRVTNaFewUXouVI5y0Fd8zPrzMGNb4T3_X2mhO-W0Cz1nBR_LeBgW3uQIm_GrsWHeuecALY-k7s9YNxnvMB2Sfa&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GJhBVAZeIYwg2V6GljjDAaHZ4oAcfA6DR2KC4RfYgfpNX-7E5GpPgopN_BKOlcZIa9fBG-Vzx_aR2ICu3KTrFecErZTUBfbGwYBom_a6L2BiFGGqzqsRPk7tS-2WnA8_g1omO4zvrjTDKn8aPLe44tPISrwv3lKuSECGDy3QuLEeq6CqQ-lVYDAgKUkKcfoFwULdgKuxJqUFldEBYEUNfCM=&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GJhBVAZeIYwgGMorNS_tcze3hWauHK9DaCuYX-qtZNVl1kxdMtAdxDzaxC6AeqBKCqPWidULrlOYUqoWZ2CNw3wYxTPUb5GDHoPAYuHnyrC8NAql-dTcdfTegzaO2NSOQ9KKVP21ENkAOClp1Qp7l1fRIhN3-_bboQU-eN2xFjdX79IfM2KH6suThAEdVjMaCw==&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GHZ31cHR9GxxEFHNaFi0keTv0P9syJliYSKzZa45B_NuNPavXhN8xBOC8Na6bi05ZY7JlF8_pb7OZfQ3C6t2OVKUXzLVIksXzWg-F-8M08MLZZIIpwFueqvU7-It7JUiiqNEKs4k45-Jy82lmndQkJus-G4C1EMTR4M7ORuZxNphE-HZ7aZizYxBx_scFN2oag==&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
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As of July 16th, there are 6,744 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system. 2,332 are still in custody. There have been
39 deaths across the system thus far.

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

No new cases were reported on Wednesday, July 16. There
are 6 active cases in SRJ, down one from yesterday following
the third release of an incarcerated person. The Jail has
cumulatively had 76 cases since Spring.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

This Week’s COVID-19 Timeline in State
Prisons: 8,000 to be Released – Too Little,
Too Late?

As COVID-19 cases and death tolls continue to rise within
state correctional facilities, the call for widespread release has
grown – Friday, Gov. Newsom announced the release of up to
8,000 by August by state prison, that report 5,841

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Held for Trial, Accused of Sexually
Assaulting 14-Year Old Girl

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GGgEkZ-JZXvQ06_TJAYVWev8H37pf00Drz_3NDs-ZBX7-OjNnmKbZj_aS0LrOXniyvZNg_Ehvy7vaUC8QyXEHqCIzhrocB9mm0kCzin7Px4up-gDj5_KHJkYkYsKVm5SJ06LLDpKddWNz6lLCLVgBX3SWiGp0n5Aaw==&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GDoiFwrtuDebOH5MYB1gkNAyW0R6xgaVCxigtJgyZXNg_Fc_pjxTizmHqdV0_N67vgFiRA1kT8z4-jZu7Ba2uxB2J6xLxhlAXj3EMBUHKD-MAU6S-VrkyZdvBkU6AXvrhP4Ju7xBOkAZ&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GGEC04URSGiYh-N8a-4ork2CM7FyAI0EROyFOJW52Ochw12DU1Q1RJfz2DQRPX7JxOLGsTp7lp5IM8a2Xi1xjY4L3D80b3SA21ZqdGjdcDbpHlJzQiqcaVzBWlz9TVa3rl3LaNRUj_ktFyt0t0uCzCvlhRE89I-_KxY7XlL4TSWrix6PedfyW61U4wug5Oxz5uJW5tOYVLu3VpvB00BVx5FjGl-qeKzawpns5_XLgXEX&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nOrBXsh8lGqW_44yDx85PGu6nQjNwP3188MvFcpCq2F8CSoyE2J9GBf9OatTkpqu-3sQ7pyoTyIYI0mwsv34HejqZZgTi7Lg5I3uoWTeUx98tY0DBxJ4R-feEA_ZAv6kT5w-Xtx6pB-Yb9yv1uhBDTFOiARoQcOvuiHaacn-AUaUn6fd1KCAsbS2IOZv2R7y&c=TzhhalC6Va3tKPq8pv0Yn8cLY5m0JCuN8c2OSR9GqDCBez48cF3J5g==&ch=0G3J7riIO337DmZKjitx9-qmtiFasPeJ2nMWcY7GGcIAtO1EQHevug==
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A Sacramento man accused of sexually assaulting a 14-year
old girl in 2007 was bound over for trial here in Sacramento
County Superior Court Tuesday at his preliminary hearing
after Judge Steven Gervercer found

Read More

Woman Beats Ex, Steals His Car –
Pretends To Be Him Via Text

After allegedly assaulting her ex-boyfriend, a Sacramento
woman reportedly stole his car and cell phone, proceeding to
text his family members saying he was suicidal.In a bail
hearing Monday

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: IMPORTANT UPDATE ON OUR ANNUAL EVENT - PLEASE READ
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 at 9:05:12 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
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To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Our 10th Annual Event – Keynote Speaker: Mark Godsey, Ohio Innocence Project – August 13

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 16, 2020

UPDATE ON OUR FUNDRAISER
With COVID - we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark Godsey will
appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. We are also adding an exoneree to the event.

The event is open to anyone who wishes to attend. The suggested donation is
$50 - however, you may select the variable pay option and donate what you
wish and you will be able to attend. Just hit the tickets button on the top left
and select the amount you wish to donate.

Donations go to fund the Vanguard Court Watch project and our
expansion efforts into additional court rooms.

Sponsorships still available starting at $100

More information please contact: info@davisvanguard.org

The Vanguard is a 501(c)3 non-profit - contributions are tax
deductible - EIN - 46-3013126

The Vanguard's 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey, the director of the
Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed author of Blind Injustice."

In his book, "Drawing upon stories from his own career, Godsey shares how
innate psychological flaws in judges, police, lawyers, and juries coupled with a
“tough on crime” environment can cause investigations to go awry, leading to
the convictions of innocent people."
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The event is the Vanguard's annual fundraiser. Founded in 2010, the Vanguard
Court Watch goes into courts in San Francisco, Sacramento and Yolo County
in California to monitor and report on everyday injustice in the court system.
Our operations have expanded to include our weekly Everyday Injustice
Podcast, national criminal justice reform coverage, a daily newsletter, and
focuses on wrongful convictions, felony murder reform and the progressive
prosecution movement.

Reserve your seats today: http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

Date and Time

Thu, August 13, 2020
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM PDT

Location
VIA ZOOM - ONLY ONLINE
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - US Wants to Execute Mentally Ill Man with Alzheimer's - Why?
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Rebecca Woodman, said he is "a 68-year old, severely brain-damaged and mentally ill man who suffers
from advanced Alzheimer's disease and dementia."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 16, 2020

Why are we executing people?

by David Greenwald

For some reason the Trump administration decided it was a good idea to start executing people at the
federal level again.  To illustrate a few things here - first, the president apparently has the ability to get
people executed.  It is not clear what they gained from doing so - but they were able to do it.

Daniel Lee was a convicted killer who was executed on Tuesday morning the first federal execution in 17
years.
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His last words were "I didn't do it. I've made a lot of mistakes in my life but I'm not a murderer. You're
killing an innocent man," according to a pool report.

Ruth Friedman, Lee's attorney, said in a statement Tuesday, "It is shameful that the government saw fit to
carry out this execution during a pandemic."

"It is shameful that the government saw fit to carry out this execution when counsel for Danny Lee could
not be present with him, and when the judges in his case and even the family of his victims urged against
it," Friedman said. "And it is beyond shameful that the government, in the end, carried out this execution
in haste, in the middle of the night, while the country was sleeping. We hope that upon awakening, the
country will be as outraged as we are."

The lower court had blocked it, but the appeal was denied by the Supreme Court on an unsigned 5-4 vote
that split along ideological lines.

Exactly how this served the needs of the victims is not clear.  The attorney for the victims told CNN, the
family is "heartbroken" and said "the government prevented them from being there and family did
everything they could to be there."

Attorney General Bill Barr said that, Lee "finally faced the justice he deserved."

"The American people have made the considered choice to permit capital punishment for the most
egregious federal crimes, and justice was done today in implementing the sentence for Lee's horrific
offenses," Barr said in a statement.

Justice Stephen Breyer in an opinion joined by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, said that he thinks it's time
for the court to revisit the constitutionality of the death penalty.

"The resumption of federal executions promises to provide examples that illustrate the difficulties of
administering the death penalty consistent with the Constitution," he said.

The second execution has been halted for now.  Wesley Purkey was found guilty of kidnapping a child
that resulted in the child’s death.

A lawsuit has been filed stopping the execution for the moment.

“Five minutes before this filing, Mr. Purkey’s counsel learned that the Government appears to have had
scientific confirmation in their possession of significant structural abnormalities in Mr. Burkey’s brain that
are consistent with cognitive impairment such as vascular dementia and other conditions,” read the
lawsuit.

That only stopped it temporarily.  On Wednesday evening the Supreme Court once again cleared the way
for Purkey’s execution on the same 5-4 opinion.

Purkey's attorney, Rebecca Woodman, said he is "a 68-year old, severely brain-damaged and mentally ill
man who suffers from advanced Alzheimer's disease and dementia."

"Though he has long accepted responsibility for his crime, he no longer has a rational understanding of
why the government plans to execute him," Woodman said on Wednesday. "By staying Wes's execution,
the court's action signals the importance of allowing him to present the extensive, available medical
evidence demonstrating his incompetency to be executed."

Since commonsense is out the window, I will ask the obvious question here: what possible purpose is
served by executing a man who is mentally ill, and suffers from advanced Alzheimer’s and dementia?

The Trump administration might be bent on doing this, but theirs might be the death knell that shows just
how absurd the death penalty is at this point in our history.

Or maybe not.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Discovery of Government Withheld
Evidence Convinces Judge to Block
Federal Execution

A last-minute lawsuit leads to a pause in the second
scheduled federal execution after a nearly two-decade
hiatus.Wesley Ira Purkey was found guilty of kidnapping a
child resulting in the child’s death in

Read More

CA Fair Juries Act Introduced in
Legislature to Expand Jury Pools

CA State Senator Scott Wiener (D-SF) re-introduced
legislation yesterday that would expand the pool of
prospective jurors to include any state tax filers, claiming that
it would ensure that jury pools are more diverse

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
Kevin Harrison Case (1991)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Letter: Opening the Courts Now Makes No
Sense
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Our courtrooms have been closed for months, during which
time Yolo County experienced relatively few cases of COVID-
19. Yet now that cases are shooting up, courts are suddenly
opening for business.

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Within 90 Minutes of Execution, Black Man
Retried and Exonerated

Derrick Jamison is a Black man who was within 90 minutes of
exoneration, on death row, for 20 years in Ohio for a crime
that he did not commit.It started August 1, 1984 when a
bartender in Cincinnati,

Read More

UC Davis Patient Rips Room, Lunges for
Cop Gun, Court Told

After being refused further treatment at the University of
California, Davis Medical Center, a Sacramento woman
allegedly attacked a Sacramento police officer, lunging for her
gun and then vandalizing the room in April, according

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

Wasco State Prison Cases Double
Overnight – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of July 15th, there are 6,556 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system. 103 were confirmed since yesterday There
have been 35 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails
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On Tuesday, July 14, four new incarcerated people tested
positive, the highest single-day jump since mid-May when
Santa Rita Jail was reported to have a COVID-19 outbreak
out of control. There have been no deaths thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

This Week’s COVID-19 Timeline in State
Prisons: 8,000 to be Released – Too Little,
Too Late?

As COVID-19 cases and death tolls continue to rise within
state correctional facilities, the call for widespread release has
grown – Friday, Gov. Newsom announced the release of up to
8,000 by August by state prison, that report 5,841

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

UC Davis Patient Rips Room, Lunges for
Cop Gun, Court Told

After being refused further treatment at the University of
California, Davis Medical Center, a Sacramento woman
allegedly attacked a Sacramento police officer, lunging for her
gun and then vandalizing the room in April, according

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales
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Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: UPDATE ON THE VANGUARD FUNDRAISER - ZOOM- AUG 13 - Mark Godsey
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020 at 6:05:05 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: undisclosed-recipients:;
BCC: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

UPDATE ON OUR FUNDRAISER

With COVID - we have now moved the event to Zoom. Mark Godsey will appear at 6 pm Pacific Time. The event is
open to anyone who wishes to aSend. The suggested dona8on is $50 - however, you may select the variable pay
op8on and donate what you wish and you will be able to aSend. Just hit the 8ckets buSon on the top lec and
select the amount you wish to donate.

Dona.ons go to fund the Vanguard Court Watch project and our expansion efforts into addi.onal court
rooms.

Sponsorships s.ll available star.ng at $100

More inforna.on please contact: info@davisvanguard.org

The Vanguard is a 501(c)3 non-profit - contribu.ons are tax deduc.ble - EIN - 46-3013126

The Vanguard's 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey, the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and
acclaimed author of Blind Injus.ce."

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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In his book, "Drawing upon stories from his own career, Godsey shares how innate psychological flaws in judges,
police, lawyers, and juries coupled with a “tough on crime” environment can cause inves.ga.ons to go awry, leading
to the convic.ons of innocent people."

The event is the Vanguard's annual fundraiser. Founded in 2010, the Vanguard Court Watch goes into courts in San
Francisco, Sacramento and Yolo County in California to monitor and report on everyday injus.ce in the court system.
Our opera.ons have expanded to include our weekly Everyday Injus.ce Podcast, na.onal criminal jus.ce reform
coverage, a daily newsle4er, and focuses on wrongful convic.ons, felony murder reform and the progressive
prosecu.on movement.

Reserve your seats today: h4p://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Trump Targets St. Louis Prosecutor; One Day A}er Execu.on, Alzheimers Pa.ent
Next on the List

Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 at 7:01:02 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

"It is unbelievable the Governor of the state of Missouri would seek advice from one
of the most divisive leaders in our generation to overpower the discretion of a locally
elected prosecutor," St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner said

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 15, 2020

Progressive Prosecutor Finds Herself in the President’s Ire For
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Contemplating High Profile Prosecution

By David Greenwald

It is a high profile national case that once again finds St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner, the chief
prosecutor, in the spotlight with the Governer and President Trump potentially going after her again.

At issue is the high profile case of Mark and Patricia McCloskey, both attorneys in their 60s. The couple
in an incident caught on video, wielded guns on June 28 as protesters marched by their mansion on the
way to the home of St. Louis Mayor Lyda Krewson.

A police report said the couple heard a loud commotion and then saw a large group of people break
through an iron gate marked with "No Trespassing" and "Private Street" signs.

The video showed protests as they walked through the gate and then Mark McCloskey wielding a long-
barreled gun and Patricia McCloskey standing next to him waving a handgun.

The couple described it as though they were facing an “angry mob” but the crowd was likely not
concerned with their property having the target of the mayor.

Missouri’s Governor, Mike Parson, a Republican, said on Tuesday that the president told him that he was
concerned about the possibility that the couple would face criminal charges.

Governor Parson co-authored Missouri's "castle doctrine" law that justifies the use of deadly force when
protecting one's home.Parson said he told Mr. Trump that it's difficult to remove an elected official from
office in Missouri.

"I think the president didn't like what he was seeing, and the way people are being treated," Parson said.
"I think you'll see some sort of actions."

President Trump defended the couple on a recent interview. He said, "they were going to be beat up
badly, if they were lucky" and that their house was going to be ransacked and probably burned. He called
talk of prosecuting them a disgrace.

Governor Parson said that while it is unclear what they can do, referring to President Trump or AG Bill
Barr, but that he expects that both "are going to take a look at it."

Meanwhile Kim Gardner fired back on Tuesday stating that her office has not decided whether to file
charges.

She said in a statement, “Today, both the Governor and Donald Trump came after me for doing my job
and investigating a case. While they continue to play politics with the handling of this matter, spreading
misinformation and distorting the truth, I refuse to do so. As I always do, I am reviewing all the available
facts and the law and will apply them equally, regardless of the people involved.”

"It is unbelievable the Governor of the state of Missouri would seek advice from one of the most divisive
leaders in our generation to overpower the discretion of a locally elected prosecutor," Gardner said,
adding that "It is also incredible that at a time when our nation is dealing with a rapidly spreading deadly
virus and our State reported a record number of new infections, they are launching these dog-whistle
attacks against me."

Thanks for reading.

 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Analysis: City Releases DPD Stop Data
from 2019, Hints At Disproportionate
Policing

For years, we have heard complaints from communities of
color about disproportionate policing in the city of Davis by the
Davis Police Department. Newly released data show that 9
percent of traffic stops involved Blacks while 21 percent
involved Latinos – hinting at disproportionate policing.

Read More

Death Row Prisoner Wesley Purkey
Suffering from Alzheimers – Incompetent
for Execution?

Wesley Purkey is scheduled for federal execution Wednesday
despite his serious mental health issues and Alzheimer’s
dementia “so severe that he doesn’t even understand the
reason for his execution.” Purkey’s

Read More

BROOKLYN CONVICTION REVIEW UNIT:
The Case of Jeremy Alvarez (2001)

The Kings County District Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, in
concert with The Innocence Project and WilmerHale Law
Firm, released a 100-page report in July – “426 Years: An
Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Firm that Offers Sex-Offender Background
Checks Didn’t Do What Promised, Pays $1
Million in Civil Penalties and Restitution

San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin announced
here Monday that a company that does sex-offender
background checks – Care.com – will pay $1 million dollars in
civil penalties and restitution and will be subject to

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYtyITbfd2L-ctFAqBNqxcsYUUE5Lopuc0MJowKjtcZra5p4wTI1GilWKtwn2jWFzqrp3WLcwRgYBEhGzUmPHKkwzAIlIHzWcPj-FfcCeetf5MM-gnLO4wJPg=&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYtyITbfd2L-cttbCeHZdrsWbFMP5mmpRws8WHukeym9SLX6NvyZtfEMNsxmtia3pqLhatvmkpNIAj1-Djwk9r5u916My4nFjHUYY_eu-ZpoxyFhsWJX7Jvr-Wu8Px21aHxjfuZNNYjKPI&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYtyITbfd2L-ctKqMZESAgqy9ZdsXVzP38K8waWcCzq8uFy4gLuW9lwIX4z2X9bWixGBxtPweheRIXDuU89CmI503ExMzZzWdL2A7q3kdJmgN2DEUn70r4m7XnwUKddIbCdkBRlO1I-7im2iu-OpisVqw=&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt7wiWQumpOXasJqMpSp5wkvcTTSJ1o94UCgvS8kQyQ0zw06x_661zqnOQH4RoGFKEu1z3yIqdKlb5odc_MDsfz6XTwyc-c46se_sqa8yzjsY9xuAbW8g3w-PD2i8ohoMIkQbW2cLfJM4&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt8oBiT5VZLGB-v2Hg7WZXtJxv5dlLXXO46BHN1trAgaTg75ghe7l5Ov5pnxJysJcjD6uNUiBIQusZWVdWOur2T_iPVDJn1DEc8E0BNHpxN12&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9VcNqjwUZXn8ITrWMF3biPh0xokxi-o4HvAcpeBo-L69yxUlLZd-01E96IXAtDatU2x-j98rTGB8_W6hKw66OBbZFcOc-mVYpH2JoOlAdLq&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9yRxt5RMGtN-PEZSrcJy7jS-gDywkWpDV9kQA-2-jWynb7HPOm4exFkHnHz3ytxtmsSb2Y77X4CtFrC9jvBWeOKNslrEG_yxmdE2YJZem-NvvH6pjpkDwlZ0C34fBXUgjZy3WBRbaMtKcpfYwl4qZsJM1lakFJj8Ibld662smzlGlYWUUho9YOf_BobYq3XrApEj7GgrzZqlLkFmBTZfIh8EU2lJAj57g==&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9yRxt5RMGtNaKUM4xHyR8OP5QTlaPgmTHCHVxha79I8jtqu22pCmNem-Q4jS34XLpp1v5DTknJ769iKuGu7r9oF_p3y3vkzJaVROmUnyv3XashwvsNAbl9QAdfNeMTT39zzFbX0ezU1PnvOQh5tBDdmqwxStGtygCMul1KaimCEE3f2LMYD--Zo-chleGZl1JmzSJHhP_w-30IG-k1U7NQ3g3eARbg8ZNHrejibNdiG&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9yRxt5RMGtN6mmNdEPa-wO1MpOSkxuV_Z3lUE6Y5UGMxPVlf06-MZtzktguSZ0JO-8ls9lTYlPVtdaAl3XTrOw6-AVbOUG-GQT-HUfzEjHwBfrlfxAF58zjCTat_PpZerc-ft0Pi28g6aWt10W3xI9RPDMU4EBcYhQZ0B6s0yaxHuDiLa-l-LX3dZu0IyvpZE_bohvXSYEC&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9yRxt5RMGtNG6rxhfGGUT2V8aHDsUvMpRbw6aFcKCnbSxeVFf40qT_G0mmkzg9-F9CiJvsVAI3JLft_2lAfu5NOEhk0nEQJbqlm2oxApLe6VIRvMCY07kJZv321nY6fLAgfinmp182uRR0B_hX3mwZag60cqi6pp8BLF34C-wjFJHJGQJr-0lR2ct8-Ruh6vJMakE9394jPMPNTHb_PDzM0cWwn4-rq5yz2UHdzvouFH7HmbvWGkdkfM0kD7-U-8MAq1T09R8Qi2LwWADFg7es=&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
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Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Victim Tells Tangled Tale of Complicated
Case of Love, Death and Revenge Beating

Three witnesses here in Sacramento County Superior Court
were called to the stand – not in person but remotely as is
common in these post COVID-19 days – to recount the
events of the evening of July 2, 2019.

Read More

Sacramento Public Defender Convinces
Judge Bail Was $400,000 Too High

It was over before it got started her Monday in Sacramento
County Superior Court for defendant Deron
Richards.Richards was removed by the bailiff from his
preliminary hearing on Monday morning

Read More

Defender Argues Victim Lied on 911 Call;
Judge Still Finds Probable Cause for
Arrest

A public defender here in Fresno County Superior Court
argued that there was no probable cause for his client’s
arrest, and that the victim was the first aggressor.Defendant
Domingo Rosiles is facing trial for domestic

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

New Cases Emerge at Calipatria State
Prison, 2 More COVID-19 Deaths –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 14th, there are 6,453 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2,392 active in custody. There have
been 35 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt5Sg9pxUnvGh_hJFH1-5zdnwrMuPInILOClrwjIVDJJ044PDa58qV6atq3xsVdAeaY2PdjaAEY_yK0H-hbMkj6Yv1159pG4mFUHmtI_iM8j1u3W6PnWHVeZg8SWY7VyYBNUFGNxDMB3DcI9sR6KfNVJT7m9pUkjaLD3dq4py5iBnPJXowAPWnP927G64QFf2abyjsuKb2mKgsrgPfCdwL_E=&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9yRxt5RMGtNKtdoX-721pnY1M8wxbpBGBNMoImqmtfKPnMxp4biWvFR1tvCKefiEC7e7ewBkRy0ulMzQoEm6dPIlK-F1mo5nm3Ef5wmaSHt130vCT8GCtw2bAGhlEdaSclOUeB5QVDJXzLREgvXUYEzba2Kw2JFYxcNgbtIqL92yBh-j4rMETS1JeDKu32JEOsV7f-9i05Fl5TQlZeVAYe2iuqgm5mvPg==&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9yRxt5RMGtN4lO3RwLYjI5a5iApE8o_4kzWnQXqJJkKsqExUjuBK8Bgfyyr-dkgaZWvg7l8jvGkokKUZoIHSCaJYW5hJ-C5JZKuAuZD0Fw3TSuHx4ge5SBDZc1B0PuoZmCDAFS2OgUsKMzrersasSpl1PlucqjB7ouvNeGh4FBje8NZz3iNsbTgiO51F5H6_tM_P9hvr9IsYHeoPsnONGEoTJdAsOnknOyonYmEPtqwW86cpIpWYIs=&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9yRxt5RMGtNhrkBUEmBfGUGg4ScGSDZv91MkcbI7wJHmsbGcIGAx73Zoew6dTf7fLvH1JD4rAmoNdjqgKdb7s0TLiCBHP57DzjuIkoeDezdSoS-_0de_-laiT7_etWGDqPn3XcA8yZxQN1lg5Uhg1PVFP8R6kQBHayGx4qnbDg9zNS_Bx3hK9aK40Y8FekzDzpPQL5LQiaf1tnEZGdNnQtsqgfX3lvlrzTBRgeZoVqP&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt_PmKanQ-3FcmX5289zsE8sQW6P3GM3bSeOcEThVyzRc8KyZC18QW7n44T2EdLerqO0of7vYNA09w3chgmr4ZAdgIlEypE1Gc6VcCi0nGfRwRhuJ0xJugip9QJ4253tm-I9VoVAFuqVXlN6XCrHu4xYaySaRWrIZ-w==&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
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As of Monday July 13, no new cases have been reported in
the San Francisco County Jail facilities. There are 22 total
confirmed cases.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

This Week’s COVID-19 Timeline in State
Prisons: 8,000 to be Released – Too Little,
Too Late?

As COVID-19 cases and death tolls continue to rise within
state correctional facilities, the call for widespread release has
grown – Friday, Gov. Newsom announced the release of up to
8,000 by August by state prison, that report 5,841

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Victim Tells Tangled Tale of Complicated
Case of Love, Death and Revenge Beating

Three witnesses here in Sacramento County Superior Court
were called to the stand – not in person but remotely as is
common in these post COVID-19 days – to recount the
events of the evening of July 2, 2019.

Read More

Sacramento Public Defender Convinces
Judge Bail Was $400,000 Too High

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt6CuRaX-YTuQgB8HCBRKtH_pwtHs2I2OFN1vppbKX6QNgLll5jKrDRm1Uz8VHyNp4eBcRUXvHgeBEknsjSmxFEWzYHV5qYttmlzrFGOyHXCteoxt6tOWQC15pPcxc-TMaCba4CJvOB6vasgRN_79dWp01Yt-pqdOVNtkkAril23Z&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYt9DDKsdeHLLrlBtgZ_bK5KKrmGQgfA8sRfpUPAHN5VGgBtLTaYGj4t72EJDjBXfBfi-YSGA_oMGJeOgOVmUEftw8Hyztiz2Jx_r1yt0-ELJFp27HzE3Sor-sGhkVXEy-HwJBZiyj7cG5&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYtyphLRtFKM4ru1SrIWLU0cNdZlMUxAbgLqlWIY7ZT-sz-bWTYQ0LrrYhjBMDUiQt4z3Q6cMRYse_qU5G31tFH5mAJwxENy7jQ_X3REG1y0AxEt5GOAk-s7J9pJkbUtabvk-XnB-BWhCM89sbp1CKZItEa_LD11eSJdYv3pPOvoN6j48kPy6Xi3dT7amUIxA6ciXFYWgouqWByQMW2QE8KrVFI0ke9je85nBlihkf7n5y&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001deILrMk00Z2ZXfkhhtBOyihz8RKXrcYPMrTkqgUprgdeqcif6fbYtyITbfd2L-cttbCeHZdrsWbFMP5mmpRws8WHukeym9SLX6NvyZtfEMNsxmtia3pqLhatvmkpNIAj1-Djwk9r5u916My4nFjHUYY_eu-ZpoxyFhsWJX7Jvr-Wu8Px21aHxjfuZNNYjKPI&c=CC9OuDiWRln2x5VMPAv_Bx7w8qR9oo4aiGTGBhVawoqkWXty-4MqHw==&ch=vtvSoV3fEsgQMQleeuRpRwptamadX6TPx4T-Xrv8nEazAMW53JexpQ==
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It was over before it got started her Monday in Sacramento
County Superior Court for defendant Deron
Richards.Richards was removed by the bailiff from his
preliminary hearing on Monday morning

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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John Burris: "It was a masscre"

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 14, 2020

A tale of Two Courthouses… Sacramento Passes the COVID Test
So Far

By David Greenwald

Last week I wrote about our visit to the San Francisco Court - ironically to convince the presiding judge
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to provide court hearings to the public via streaming video.  What I found in the court was alarming.

Unlike other courthouses - there is no screening procedure.  No questions.  No temperature checks.  We
simply enter with required masks and social distancing.

The courtroom had at least 50 people in it.  It was a good sized courtroom.  But between the judge,
counsel, and staff, plus the people in the audience, the room even while social distancing occurred, had
too many people.

I came away with the belief that this was a dangerous situation.

People wear masks, but one prosecutor sneezed downward, not covering her mouth, mask off.

Some of the attorneys pulled the masks away to speak.

Some of the audience wore the masks below their nose.

No one was checking, there was no screening.

More importantly with a confined space and that many people, masks are going to limit the effectiveness.

Compare that to Lauren Smith’s coverage of her visit to the court.

She writes: “I prepared myself for a disorganized, and bustling courthouse with hardly any precautions
taken for COVID-19.  But, after arriving and entering the courthouse, I found out I was wrong. I was
pleasantly surprised.”

Outside of the court was chaotic: people weren’t wearing masks.  No one was social distancing.

“Once I passed through the doors, it all changed,” she writes.  “The temperatures check was quick and
non-invasive. I gave my name, and a deputy came up and asked if I was with the Vanguard. I said yes,
and was waved into the mammoth building.

“Wearing a mask at all times was required. I even saw a judge admonish someone in the courtroom
whose mask had slipped down below their nose.”

So there you have it - everything that San Francisco did wrong - Sacramento did write.
But, as we learn from the LA Times article yesterday, the problems exist across the state.

“Inside California courts, lawyers fume that mask wearing is mixed during pandemic,” the Times
article reads.

They report: “Christine Kroger, a deputy public defender in San Joaquin County, did an “inventory” last
week to see how many people were wearing face coverings in the county’s courthouse.”

For example in one department: “Judge and court clerk had masks, court reporter had mask around
nose, bailiff, no mask, D.A., no mask.”

“I am angry that my co-workers are being put in peril and potentially bringing the virus back to the office
because we have a bunch of idiots over there who don’t want to follow the rules,” Kroger said in an
interview said the Times.

Indeed.  That was our experience in San Francisco.  It was not our experience in Sacramento.  Now with
roll backs, who knows what to expect in terms of courts in the future.  But for now, I feel okay sending our
interns into Sacramento Courts.
Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Unarmed Man is Shot 18 times, His Unborn
Child Also Died, Family is Suing

Veteran Civil Rights Attorney John Burris, who has
represented such high profile police incidents as the beating
of Rodney King and the killing of Oscar Grant, calls the
shooting death of Erik Salgado and his unborn child the

Read More

Sacramento Superior Courts Post-COVID-
19 – A Vanguard Reporter’s First Look
Inside

This morning, walking up to Sacramento Superior Court, I
prepared myself for a disorganized, and bustling courthouse
with hardly any precautions taken for COVID-19.But, after
arriving and entering the courthouse,

Read More

Updated story: Supreme Court Rushes
Last Minute Decision To Execute Man For
First Time in 17 Years

Updated story: in the late hours on Monday, the US Supreme
Court cleared the way for the first execution in 17 years with
an unsigned ruling. The unsigned 5-to-4 ruling saw Justices
Stephen Breyer and Sonia Sotomayor dissenting.

Read More

Proud Boys Hate Group members attend
Philadelphia’s FOP Police Union Party

District Attorney Jack Krasner issued a statement that
expressed his disdain and disappointment for the Fraternal
Order of Police Headquarters in Philadelphia, which, on
Thursday, July 9, 2020, hosted a party where

Read More
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Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Report by Brooklyn DA Office Reveals 25
Wrongful Convictions: The ’63 Case of
Dylan Gold

Eric Gonzalez, the Kings County District Attorney in New
York, compiled a report detailing the first 25 wrongful
convictions identified by the Conviction Review Unit (CRU)
since 2014. These wrongful convictions dated

Read More

Sacramento Public Defender Convinces
Judge Bail Was $400,000 Too High

Sacramento County Public Defender Amanda Massimini
argued long, and hard here in Sacramento County Superior
Court last week that half a million dollars in bail was far too
high for someone charged with heroin charges, and

Read More

COVID CDCR and Jail Dashboards

2 More COVID-19 Deaths in San Quentin –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 13th, there are 6,289 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2,438 active in custody. There have
been 33 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of Monday July 13, no new cases have been reported in
the San Francisco County Jail facilities. There are 22 total
confirmed cases. 

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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This Week’s COVID-19 Timeline in State
Prisons: 8,000 to be Released – Too Little,
Too Late?

As COVID-19 cases and death tolls continue to rise within
state correctional facilities, the call for widespread release has
grown – Friday, Gov. Newsom announced the release of up to
8,000 by August by state prison, that report 5,841

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Superior Courts Post-COVID-
19 – A Vanguard Reporter’s First Look
Inside

This morning, walking up to Sacramento Superior Court, I
prepared myself for a disorganized, and bustling courthouse
with hardly any precautions taken for COVID-19.But, after
arriving and entering the courthouse,

Read More

Sacramento Public Defender Convinces
Judge Bail Was $400,000 Too High

Sacramento County Public Defender Amanda Massimini
argued long, and hard here in Sacramento County Superior
Court last week that half a million dollars in bail was far too
high for someone charged with heroin charges, and

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001E9pQkN5fPrAIBkQYI8u9Z5vlQlqQxfiiuv_p7N6XFKOUgccIb6OfRxwbUNBlHnClR-1N69fTASIF4_NJn4Z0SWbFA4Vre68Ff1u8E4g3f5EvhBRNTZfjbAd-MSJEdu6MUcTTsfAdjAULz4Webn00S_fY6MYvOSUbxgCBSoV0uvoZ3AO2KWj3iHYSTCvoqTQgMSKJ9nTf3I9_KNZ_aMEdUPoCaSvznUvYdur4GgTB7Ej-8fCsxcXmvF8vTMJ1Wvm8QbMR0G2naJsnQqiD0BDFkdovref1s22j&c=Kjk586lmireLhIIJgb8rYmzRc4PIvgEq5IUSLnAlPVAYojtZknlcrw==&ch=5aBzhnFF5VM441-_O-BAW0KdA_24oPMI-oq9Ezk1ziZEVUqleeKuFQ==
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Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sheriff Files Complaint on Public Defender in Solano County Based on Her
Wearing a BLM Mask

Date: Monday, July 13, 2020 at 7:01:01 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Letter: "At its core the statement ADO for Black Lives is about recognizing black people are human
beings and their lives have value. For one to be offended by this affirming and fundamental principle
underscores how little this sergeant understands what it means to be black in America today."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 13, 2020

Black Lives Matter Even When Police Kill Whites…

by David Greenwald
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Last week a woman whose white son was killed by police in Florida posted a comment basically that all
lives matter.  I tried to explain why this was the wrong approach, but she quickly got angry and blocked
me.  It is unfortunate because having observed police interactions - it is not only people of color that
suffer - though  they suffer disproportionately.  Instead it is marginalized people’s across the board.

It is something I have to remind myself of these days.  In Davis, we had an incident where a young Asian
doctor was “Karened” by two white people and the two white female police officers handled the incident
poorly in my view.  That becomes all the more striking because in our family’s personal drama, we have
had mostly good interactions with the police.

I constantly have to remind myself that we are not seeing a true picture - what we are seeing is how
police respond to people of privilege, not how they respond to communities of color and the marginalized.

What complicates this is - is you have people of color who are privileged but get treated with suspicion
that white people who are privileged never see.  You have people who are white who are marginalized
who get treated like other marginalized people.

There is a really interesting piece in the New Republic that I just read: “When Cops Kill White People,
Black Lives Still Matter.”

As the article correctly points out, “The roots of modern policing are steeped in a white supremacy from
which none are immune.”

I have to constantly point out to white privileged folks who have never had to consider whether a simple
traffic stop will be their last moments on earth - Blacks for hundreds of years have distrusted police. 
Police enforced both slavery and white supremacy in the south.  Police failed to protect Black victims of
crime in the north and wrongly harassed and arrested them.  When Jim Crow ended in the 1960s, the era
of Mass Incarceration and the War on Drugs was launched, once again targeting Blacks and people of
color.

So why should Blacks and people of color and marginalized people trust the police?  This isn’t new.  It’s
only knew that privileged white people have gotten - through videos - to actually see what people of color
have to live with.

TNR notes the case of 32 year old Tony Timpa, a white businessman who called the police and needed
help.  “While Timpa never threatened officers on the scene or resisted arrest, he acted erratically. It
wasn’t long before an officer pinned him under his knee,” the account goes.

Just like the case of George Floyd, after four minutes of restraint, Timpa was unresponsive and medical
responders began CPR which was futile.

An autopsy later confirmed sudden cardiac arrest due to “excessive physical restraint,” also citing
cocaine and the narcotic Tramadol in Timpa’s system.

The case of Timpa is being used by conservatives to argue that Black Lives Matter is simply built on a lie.

TNR argues the opposite: “The case that Black Lives Matter activists have been making—that America’s
policing traditions are built upon a superstructure of enforcing and upholding white supremacy—is as true
in Timpa’s instance as it is in the case of George Floyd.”

The reality is that “state violence against black bodies and poor white bodies are two, equally instructive
sides of the same coin.”

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tJ7te0klJ1p2OWXJnhFtxaWrozMHPqV2jGjDmPpuvl6vxQuzBK7ZIJ6pigvbxGSvs4QgIwk34q9NyMp0dI4DT_apvBuSwpJ0RO-mml0rJ6K55pDSkMS_iyabh2VMrQmhIvRJLKZYvYFE5c93zfb9nH5tbJQMBT86XeEc69mUkXsSJ50hDeNSBkHnf_glVv4pnlf4K2RuE0kG6dLOGkVITpB0dLQNFQRzn8FcJf9JqNg1uDNXHwOwga0ZPWQvYfCd9Lf8L-4F5Vu8oA-V3rwvlQAyZgJGpUfHl1w1DgiM2eNjvzznS2Oc26xzVDBVyXdvC6pTNc0XXHSZCboe_tq15L0rWN9nBkI8KZQCs6ZcH3xUnyuLSMkLAEY3DNJFiz6-HRTDOtzUPI2i0wp4LRJNthrdtg7XLD8j4PX9_TwxPt6p0-HWyj3n0g4DGGVUVg13BXQO0gF8gF_t0ualqAK8yZNA1QXKOzbTrs8M9y-kKD9BpvKkhqsEEYBzyM9ALrQMF2cfGDA1Hczji_NqscQTCtrmGNTUppKVE-z4lp-f-702OWypWoVrnTrnUQoIPYjyzlf2ud_aeqVmrWP-BnkMzzfcOVuhW6s8&c=YliVvonSvOLIifjPDzj9Zvt-jhvYbrdMR0-pnU_NhnFiA376LOt5Yg==&ch=BRQiBes8gSgu47Z3mvbrI3fOmEqrVjYrt-pe5oBbKlHaJwUEEtW2GQ==
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In fact, “Far from undermining the case that reflexive anti-black racism exists in policing, the reality of
systemic violence against marginalized whites offers a means to better understand how narrowly
whiteness is still conceived, how far both institutions and individuals will go to protect it, and how badly
we all need a police reform movement rooted in anti-racism, such as Black Lives Matter.”

The truth here is complex.  The reality is racism is real.  I see people of color treated very differently by
the police and by others than I get treated for doing the exact same things.

As a reporter, I have often trekked into neighborhoods with cameras and recording equipment.  I have
never been questioned.  Dr. Lam was on Facetime with his wife and as an Asian man was told he didn’t
belong there and was questioned.  And yeah, he acted a big indignantly to it.  Because he has probably
grown tired of being treated with suspicion.  Can’t say I blame him.

Thanks for reading.
 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Letter: Sheriff Files Complaint on Public
Defender in Solano County Based on Her
Wearing a BLM Mask

Solano County Deputy Alternate Public Defender Shelly Saini
tirelessly and compassionately advocates for her indigent
clients, who are predominantly people of color. In the wake of
the killings of George

Read More

Biden-Sanders Proposal Calls for Ending
LWOP for Juveniles, As Polling Finds
Majority of Voters Agree

Last week, the Biden-Sanders unity task force released policy
recommendations across the spectrum. One of the big planks
was in criminal justice, calling for protecting communities by
reforming the criminal justice system.

Read More

Report by Brooklyn DA Office Reveals 25

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tJ7te0klJ1p2OWXJnhFtxaWrozMHPqV2jGjDmPpuvl6vxQuzBK7ZIA6pDDPTJG4uChEAdm8Pf8vJwGCTVDgZ90MKrw6Z0JvoHCY0k8_AFgi50QbeL5bHLlGsFM7cNF45nbsrpyPA9l_NkB-1xLH5-edmX0qn3vHeghFtcZkWNiE=&c=YliVvonSvOLIifjPDzj9Zvt-jhvYbrdMR0-pnU_NhnFiA376LOt5Yg==&ch=BRQiBes8gSgu47Z3mvbrI3fOmEqrVjYrt-pe5oBbKlHaJwUEEtW2GQ==
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Wrongful Convictions: Man Who Served
24.5 Years for a Murder He Did Not Commit

On Thursday, July 9, 2020, the Kings County District
Attorney’s Office along with The Innocence Project and
WilmerHale Law Firm, released a 100-page report titled “426
Years: An Examination of 25 Wrongful Convictions in

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Defendant Makes Personal Plea at
Sentencing to ‘Strike’ a Former Strike to be
a ‘Positive Influence’

Defendant Gabriel Anthony Urbieta made a personal plea to
the court here, arguing an oral Romero motion to avoid an
additional strike for the combined crime of possessing
firearms and a hit and run – he promised the court “I can

Read More

Car Thief Escapes Five Years in Prison
Through Salvation Army Rehab Program

A car thief may have caught a big break here in Sacramento
County Superior Court last Thursday – he escaped five years
in jail if he completes a two-year Salvation Army rehabilitation
program in Stockton.

Read More

Victim Pleads for Charges to be Dismissed
Against Boyfriend, Charges Police Were
‘Aggressive’
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During an arraignment in Fresno County Superior Court, the
defendant’s girlfriend and alleged victim asked that the court
drop any and all charges against him in a domestic violence
case, charging that law enforcement

Read More

Testimony Suggests Santa Rita Jail Staff
Manipulate Testing, Jail Staff Allowed to
Return While Asymptomatic – Weekly
Highlights – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CA Jails

As of July 11, there are two active confirmed COVID-19 cases
in Santa Rita Jail (SRJ), the only jail in Alameda County.
There have been a total of 69 cases so far, but no deaths.

Read More

1644 Cases in San Quentin, Bay Area
Hospitals Overwhelmed, Shortage of
Firefighters – Weekly Highlights – Breaking
Down COVID-19 in CDCR

Two federal judges, Kimberly J. Mueller of Sacramento and
Jon S. Tigar of Oakland are hoping to create a panel of
judges that can order the release of prisoners. After visiting
several prisons, Tiger has asked the state to begin

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

This Week’s COVID-19 Timeline in State
Prisons: 8,000 to be Released – Too Little,
Too Late?

As COVID-19 cases and death tolls continue to rise within
state correctional facilities, the call for widespread release has
grown – Friday, Gov. Newsom announced the release of up to
8,000 by August by state prison, that report 5,841

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“A Bit of Stretch” – Yolo Judge Tosses
Felony Robbery Charge
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Yolo County Superior Court Judge Paul Richardson released
an unhoused man from custody, throwing out a felony robbery
count at a preliminary hearing Friday after calling the
ambitious charges by the District Attorney Office “a bit of a
stretch.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Makes Personal Plea at
Sentencing to ‘Strike’ a Former Strike to be
a ‘Positive Influence’

Defendant Gabriel Anthony Urbieta made a personal plea to
the court here, arguing an oral Romero motion to avoid an
additional strike for the combined crime of possessing
firearms and a hit and run – he promised the court “I can

Read More

Car Thief Escapes Five Years in Prison
Through Salvation Army Rehab Program

A car thief may have caught a big break here in Sacramento
County Superior Court last Thursday – he escaped five years
in jail if he completes a two-year Salvation Army rehabilitation
program in Stockton.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tJ7te0klJ1p2OWXJnhFtxaWrozMHPqV2jGjDmPpuvl6vxQuzBK7ZINhkVi5y9e6RboTWZxY9qzSOjDKDld97QHU11pQ3n9SWnUoZHJSGu5GVXL2zv0QAj-H5Nj8CA4RsJ3Vh3gJR8tBMHas7lrQ8v_vg_MRZiGGNjmJ7JJn12PERNp2vFfZ7LLp-YCpsD7CRpyfy5yudLIYzo7kDkhl23xXd_M6wbv7rrYpRiZZhhlAh-vT-LXOCQNwwshL0jgqOUJgqMt7bMUE=&c=YliVvonSvOLIifjPDzj9Zvt-jhvYbrdMR0-pnU_NhnFiA376LOt5Yg==&ch=BRQiBes8gSgu47Z3mvbrI3fOmEqrVjYrt-pe5oBbKlHaJwUEEtW2GQ==
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Hello all - 

This is our annual fundraiser.  We are having it on August 13 and it features Mark Godsey of the Innocence Project. 
Right now it is scheduled for the UC Davis Conference Center but most likely on Wednesday we will make the final
call to do Zoom and figure out how to structure it.

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tJ7te0klJ1p2OWXJnhFtxaWrozMHPqV2jGjDmPpuvl6vxQuzBK7ZILy50h1IHTREUDUExBS_JLXHc1eoN2Yfe5Xv_NnA_4FsQ8NDtRSbvsJFL2cSO2h16JX6coyvnr66r0BdiMNB4x34iVy36pGODQ==&c=YliVvonSvOLIifjPDzj9Zvt-jhvYbrdMR0-pnU_NhnFiA376LOt5Yg==&ch=BRQiBes8gSgu47Z3mvbrI3fOmEqrVjYrt-pe5oBbKlHaJwUEEtW2GQ==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=b3c26b1d-a3d9-49c1-adc5-a64b6f0da429
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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The event is one month from today.

But I am asking you today to please support the Vanguard and our work exposing flaws in the criminal jus.ce system. 
For those not familiar - we have a court watch in Yolo, Sacramento, and San Francisco coun.es.  This fundraiser helps
us hire staffing maintain our program.  This year - more than ever - we are pushing the envelope.  Hit the link below
to get .ckets or sponsor.

h4ps://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/

Hello -

I am wri.ng you today to see if you would be interested in sponsoring and/ or a4ending our event - August 13 - Mark
Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project will be speaking in Davis.

The Davis Vanguard - founded in Davis in 2006 - runs a court watch now in San Francisco, Sacramento and Yolo
Coun.es. We have a weekly podcast featuring wrongful convic.ons, progressive prosecutors and much more. And we
cover na.onal criminal jus.ce issues on a daily basis.

This fundraiser - our tenth annual - helps to fund our opera.ons and put interns into the court room to shine a light
on misconduct and mass incarcera.on.

Among our early sponsors: SF DA Chesa Boudin, the California Innocence Project, Obie Anthony, the Jeffrey Deskovic
Founda.on, UC Davis and UC Davis Law School, and the San Francisco and Yolo County Public Defenders Offices.

I'm including a copy of our flier and our Eventbrite Link. I hope you will consider sponsoring our event.

Thanks,

David

h4ps://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/

https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
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-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Advocates and Criminal Jus.ce Leaders A4empt to Pressure Governor to
Respond to San Quen.n COVID Crisis

Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 at 7:00:23 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Assemblymember Marc Levine: “We’ve seen what has happened since then. Nothing less than the worst
prison health screw up in state history.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 10, 2020

Bearing Witness at San Quentin

By David Greenwald

James King from the Ella Baker Center, himself a formerly incarcerated community leader, read a letter
from a person at San Quentin, who noted the conditions of the prison.  It was an horrific account of what
was happening - the horror, the inhumanity, the incompetence, perhaps more than anything else the
incompetence is the story here.

But at the end, King makes a comment that kind of captured the day for those of us who are covering this
story and trying to do it justice - the account as heart wrenching and graphic as it was, King said, “Doesn’t
do justice” to the situation.  He said, “he is still downplaying what they are going through in there.”

That’s how I felt listening to the comments the entire time.  We know the data.  We know the numbers. 
We don’t know what it’s like to walk through the facility and see the human suffering.

Said the inmate: “this is the sickest I’ve been in my life. This is the most alone I’ve ever been in my life.”

My brother in law died on March 29 - he was in a hospital, on a ventilator, getting as good a care as you
can imagine, but he was sedated and isolated from his family as he lay dying.  Now imagine being forced
to live in a cell 23 hours a day, head to foot with other inmates, being as sick if not sicker than you’ve ever
been in your life and getting no treatment.

That’s just beginning to understand the horrors.

The account that will like stay with me for the rest of my life was “Mama bear.”

The words alone do not do justice to her account - the pain, the anguish, the helplessness that this strong
woman is facing.

“My son’s life is important, he’s important to his sons, he’s important to me,” she said. She wanted them
to be fed properly and have their health care needs addressed. “They’re dying in there.” She added,
“Free my baby, I can take care of him.
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“This is not about they did a crime—they’re humans,” she said.
But when I see the comments on social media - people can’t look past the fact that these people
committed crimes, some of them horrible crimes.  There are no eyes and no ears on these facilities.  

As we stood watching the press conference someone who worked at the facility asked what was going
on, what people were protesting, and she reacted at the end to saying, good, because I work there and
am being exposed to all of this.

The words from the legislators were telling.

Marc Levine: “This is nothing less than the worst prison health screw up in state history.”  He added, 
“People have lost their lives because of these decisions by people who still have their jobs.”

Senator Scott Wiener called this “a humanitarian disaster that is compounding another humanitarian
disaster called mass incarceration.”

Assemblymember Ash Kalra: “What COVID-19 is doing is not creating this trauma, it’s exposing it. It’s
exposing the trauma that has been there for decades.” He added, “When we think about where we are
today, we have to recognize it’s taken decades to get here.”

Phil Ting: “We knew if COVID got to any one of these facilities… that once you get COVID, you can’t
shelter in place.  There’s no way not to have COVID spread like wildfire. It’s putting up a stack of kindling
and lighting a match. That’s what it’s like inside.”

Assemblymember Rob Bonta said, “We are in the middle of a humanitarian crisis.” He called it “an
unforced error” that was “wholly avoidable” and “based on acts of commission by the state of California.”

People are shrugging off COVID, but we have not even seen the worst of this because we have now
allowed it to gain a foothold in this country.

Thanks for reading.

 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Legislators, Advocates and Criminal
Justice Leaders Attempt to Pressure
Governor to Respond to San Quentin
COVID Crisis

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDoD0c_ooOKmaUMRWQ0sa0lXuDwpUbi2CMYywurwfec5LKThtJXZb8hEQXVAA2m9Qnf-AxjyL6cz7WWAo4aZuqwFEOZ9aXgsPjeeEGaL98SDOdRoThGM78N8=&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDoD0c_ooOKman0xNMfSWVbWfkQlDb2-fzIvRHnHz5I0HS_k82DQKi6GuPr49q_cj9AAcDimss9zYJWsVIAckxRA5EwHgsYc537oc47__mD18XiR8oaQLedXNJNlK_iz6KqB4k8riuRsQ&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDoD0c_ooOKmaQbYKICTaPuGgrEFY5jJvuqjCxcjNjr_6z4nx0Tv8IDPRAu6DaM_2IbWtWSOkgC6pg6Utqh_87M2AdxbEyOJkpteOGyA8BBLCFw6vMWcf_YZkHsvFCD_9moqrTXTNzC8pxfiqJx_i7jw=&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDupdV1tdEIWZcl66Q_yg9HwfZ162ItIbKOD9Mj5UN63-PmQROH6R-xeuMP4F1f88dh8H1pNiMtMIgNjyD8b-18TB__c1GjnnrRjcfuZ0_3DcWBRrnsDTeB3kcFQegKZfSBtQKG7lu_xZ&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDvfnU2Uf5CLEtUfmx7_pTKs0ixbef-SHoQT9mBdj0ps8wKQiE87HNx_C4m0JSl9DRSNM4ctM_75cYLziiWJQl9HTanupDGneSRFYY4H8KwqV&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDmG0OowcbyFWlTQ_IIsAgCPxNuXHcZ0bCWo7czoXpHiYkEo4I_I3OMldj7gMyW40ilsJ5PfII_kQK2-jTMWyENjsQxS2-_aET907llQN1sso&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
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With COVID cases at San Quentin soaring from none to over
1400 in just under a month, five Bay Area Legislators flanked
by prison advocates and criminal justice leaders urged
Governor Newsom to reduce the population at San

Read More

Open Letter to Gov. Gavin Newsom from
Criminal Justice and Prison Scholars

More than a decade ago you showed courage, initiative, and
deep commitment to human rights and dignity when, as
Mayor of San Francisco, you opened the door to same-sex
marriages. As Governor, you showed the same courage

Read More

Letter: Recommendations for Reducing the
Prison Population and Protecting People in
California Prisons

This is an immeasurably difficult time. With 2,419 incarcerated
persons with active cases of COVID-19 in California prisons
statewide and over 1,500 people who are incarcerated or
work in San Quentin testing positive, I am

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Members of Congress Urge Independent
Investigation Into Death of Army Specialist
Vanessa Guillén

Texas Rep. Sylvia Garcia and 87 other congressional
members this week expressed support for a letter to
Department of Defense’s Inspector General Sean O’Donnell
by Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand and Rep. Jackie Speier that urges

Read More

“We are Deputies of the Police” – Scholars
Speak Out About Policing Outside of Law
Enforcement and the Role of Technology

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDjrRnlT3ysDoJP5uNZCYzeajq7Fm2Zif9LB0eUjprdw2MXh-qLX8uDWJ3CydBBcHqLZCossYV4ilSn7z9ykdjzAIZTkc231z4wYQYzEHBOu8T8UNn9xJKmx4Uk7PkbXdTD-J9jnjvibems3PMbU9YbLx32Ltbs7Ce-TGfK7ssYNKOOvCGzYRauUhZ0JMVAvV1EB1ndIXFg_S9hQd-doLgFlbXlSwu_iDwyXv50tekrvMbnUFJIOClo4abGDvhf0Gq57tbkdvXls9P9YlBZSFJls=&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDjrRnlT3ysDo-IVfHZh2sPiOAp9BC4pa38d5P-2e4LxdCLQQaMMLYcNrovbTMQlZNU_QzzjVBwdSixRa3ecgYQtKIuDM3bNa1DIruc2rgm8fcZtGd5FPLXUnLSGGgR1KpCcDS0rIU9T_R5xB1G2czlbq0nlVOKcql9eFSEkNkERseO9qiMKtdbKy2zIn0UIAXMKGbq2mJMaUCpz2W-mYRqI=&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDjrRnlT3ysDoj9R-ajkw8_BLnVHh_RAdMLX5q3GUjm29ZCrJumSWy4x9EbzM38fPSeeuyNf7FXbeR_nAW9JNFxqlfOtLJCKUEuh5bskDq7rN3qximkebZfe88CY-96ov8Ud2HSnEBC_YQFe1zvm0wrzdHWMjpXIWwV3U6oPXO2ylykwfxNtrC2dDbiAKq5bhK4dAYHuFhwLK8BMLfyCNgYMzVOc2PnBUgUrtWXyqD4kSD6lHqGHUx9MNprf4rEW9vg==&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDu5l_IvSyZwpeqOUKxYm00cC8EtkPYA8giLGEtIzvrUEbkAxnUczpBb95MGD6BzMbxEPNwW63GUbBzLttwiw_0xkuVvkvPVmhvZ3ZkfPqR3goq2PN3NBi2GWuHsultbSjobzNTTxNyVU1nW7ZNp2YUDXZm405Ko6u2ta6DxMdg2ILvjNsd0u-ltyo1hA7ssTLD3AH-Z-SlYn2gEx00Fhjmg=&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDjrRnlT3ysDoHPFUtn3-2XSb_wd9zKzMBO0X-akrnOtIm-2F8OoTjMMpKhKVB_2bBI93gAFn2JGPV8HKVrx-nODZ9P8VDVsQJp3dsyobo5gqTSRl07mJ2UF6YRKFxfYgQQG-1Skwmy81petFPx6LfNKXxnt8fB5r7lkcBQYr39PqrvBXhvKmVqgr2Or43ukjhTC8y1HayKDYbZfAiQpw50i3qklpSICyodfl5AFkmyDvI3zXnAf2g5A=&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
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Renowned scholars Dr. Ruha Benjamin and Dr. Dorothy
Roberts – who have devoted their impressive careers to focus
on issues like health, technology, and social justice – in a
livestream webinar Wednesday discussed today’s

Read More

Man Released Multiple Times but Keeps
Committing More Crimes

Defendant James Wallace didn’t like his $1 million bail here—
he wanted to get out of custody and go back to building ponds
and mini-golf courses, he said.But the court wasn’t having any
of it. Sacramento

Read More

Wife’s Testimony Brings Judge to Tears,
Secures Better Offer for Husband

A wife’s fierce testimony in a domestic violence case
seemingly led to what appeared to be some tears in Judge
David Gottlieb’s courtroom in Fresno County Superior Court
here earlier this week—and a better offer from Deputy

Read More

Complications in Sentencing: Victim
Requests Treatment – Gets Jail Too.

Unlike many defendants in Fresno County Superior Court,
Brian Pittman wanted treatment. In fact, he requested
it.Pittman was brought in front of Judge Francine Zepeda
Tuesday for sentencing

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of July 7, there are 5,365 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2,368 active in custody. There have
been 28 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Push To Restore Zero Bail in San
Francisco Amid Growing Number of
COVID-19 Cases in SF Jails

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDjrRnlT3ysDo9-Mcaqn_9WC9FyT-kaV9j2NZE-NVK6hd8sDzadXGcHxOFwX24TPptopCQyI--ErHjtfNDS4I_tqlVrqghrxOm15Q6ERW9Sxl_lhdBhNiOV5frP7J2fV4igAETr_XNtTAw-2FKpnyvkroljSF5ySoWVmX41Nsim0k4QvC4sX0ByIR4WYWQLIMsvBFxGZnFdqaqWmC0-pn4eSbqpR2UX4Y94FVKrLHgjNRMrdHtH2T1RuYaFY7uDvc9t16igawcxSzxuXerUB1Ygk=&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jI8kGENOGTxI6vLzzrAm0q6dOuTbV7GvhmvaScjSFg00bLS8-AZmDjrRnlT3ysDosBWX8_UChF7DZ2TskQ_otiJ2BdAz8ZvuLiEkYEfvBhh48avZIkd0msFZEdLxXmpA9orRmKvV9phq5UlaRbu216pMiYXXIdxjoDtFnVe8bSNUjBojvrjaMCFYcHebojIhNcNF1TO7VW_TPtQYmLUVHmYypbPwEK-p5hdF82Lie_M1ri93xsmB381DJ_NZCgkm&c=OPbZsEvhSnRGJ2l9jg2WVf4OM4GZPLUyWtsLU8OTIwK2IrDl7aGQZQ==&ch=o7gesAK6Ylfln3h_6DRANtjBeUNYxOpLfjk26-VTy_1WuwlD3xpVJg==
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Up until the last month, Sa Francisco had managed its jail
population better than most counties and avoid large numbers
of COVID cases in part because they managed to reduce the
jail population. But in the last month, with the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Letter: Recommendations for Reducing the
Prison Population and Protecting People in
California Prisons

This is an immeasurably difficult time. With 2,419 incarcerated
persons with active cases of COVID-19 in California prisons
statewide and over 1,500 people who are incarcerated or
work in San Quentin testing positive, I am

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Released Multiple Times but Keeps
Committing More Crimes

Defendant James Wallace didn’t like his $1 million bail here—
he wanted to get out of custody and go back to building ponds
and mini-golf courses, he said.But the court wasn’t having any
of it. Sacramento

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Vallejo Releases Video which Does Not Show the Monterrosa Shoo.ng; Push To
Restore Zero Bail in San Francisco

Date: Thursday, July 9, 2020 at 7:00:23 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Paul lived in conditions that were at the time the worst prison conditions in the United States,” said
Charles Carbone, a prisoner rights attorney

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 9, 2020

Once Again We Find Out - Video Only Works When It’s On

By David Greenwald

I have long been an advocate for body worn cameras and I remain so.  But we have learned in the five
years or so is that they are only as effective as the systems that govern their use.

How many times have we seen a critical incident and somehow conveniently the video either isn’t on or
didn’t record.  I get suspicious whenever I hear this and I think police practices can do a lot to ensure that
videos are on as I will explain shortly.

Last night speaking to John Burris - a civil rights attorney who has been doing this for a long time and has
been involved in high profile cases like Oscar Grant and Rodney King.  He was very frustrated last night
with the handling of the video by Valljo police.

The first problem is that the video that was released yesterday does not align with what the chief initially
said at his first press conference.
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“The most shocking part of the entire video was there was no video of the shooting,” Burris said.  

He found this particularly surprising because the day that the shooting death was announced in early
June, the police chief gave descriptions that he claimed came from the video.

“He said that he saw Sean running, stopping, kneeling down as if he was trying to surrender and he got
shot,” Burris said. The chief purportedly said, “I’ve never seen anything like it.”

“That certainly suggests there was a video,” he said. “Today he said, there’s no video. His description
was that Sean was running, he kneeled down in a crouching position, as if he was going to attack the
police – who were in front of him in a pickup truck.”

He was particularly alarmed that the chief was describing the video early and “now he says there was no
video.”

“The question is, what information did he have that allowed him to make the statement that he made
early,” he said.

What was also alarming is what was not shown in the video. “We didn’t see him running,” he said. “We
didn’t see him go to the ground. We didn’t see any preliminary steps that were made by the boy before he
was shot.”

“It was a sham on the part of Vallejo PD,” he said.

Vallejo as is required by state law has body cameras. But according to Burris, it came on but after the
shooting. There was also a drone, “but the drone somehow got destroyed.” Also the video from
Walgreens itself was “destroyed.”

“Conveniently all the video tapes were destroyed or not available,” he said. “We certainly didn’t see any
of the shooting.”

This is a huge problem and not limited to Vallejo.  There needs to be an automatic recording so that
police officers cannot turn off the camera themselves and there needs to be real consequences when a
critical incident occurs and the video doesn’t work.  The presumption of innocence should shift away from
the officer at that point.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Vallejo Releases Video which Does Not
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Show the Monterrosa Shooting

Bowing to pressure as well as the state law, Vallejo has finally
released the video of the June 2 fatal shooting of 22 year old
Sean Monterroa, a San Francisco man at the hands of Vallejo
Police Officers.

Read More

Push To Restore Zero Bail in San
Francisco Amid Growing Number of
COVID-19 Cases in SF Jails

Up until the last month, Sa Francisco had managed its jail
population better than most counties and avoid large numbers
of COVID cases in part because they managed to reduce the
jail population. But in the last month, with the

Read More

Soccer Champ Megan Rapinoe Endorses
Police Reformer George Gascón for LA
District Attorney

World Champion soccer player and political activist, Megan
Rapinoe, of the U.S. Women’s National Team announced
today that she endorses George Gascón’s campaign for Los
Angeles County District Attorney, citing

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Case Management Conference Set to
Address COVID-19 Cases in California
State Prisons

A U.S. Northern District judge formally announced a case
management conference to discuss the rapid spread of
COVID-19 in California state prisons, severely impacting
elderly and medically vulnerable incarcerated people in state

Read More

1,000 Plus Faith Leaders Oppose Trump
Admin’s Decision to Resume Executions
Shortly
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After 17 years, the Trump administration is restarting federal
execution in July—and faith leaders are not happy.On July 7,
a joint statement signed by over 1,000 faith leaders globally

Read More

Man Accused of Fleeing Cops in Car Chase
Maintains Innocence

A defendant here, accused of taking law enforcement on a
merry chase before being arrested, will be held for trial in
Sacramento County Superior Court—despite some questions
about whether he was the person driving.

Read More

‘Horseplay’ Could be Cause of Car
Accident That Threw Baby from Vehicle;
Mother Facing Child Endangerment

Horseplay in a moving vehicle caused a fatal crash—
tragically, a driver was killed, and a baby was ejected from the
car on the night of May 8, 2019, according to information
provided in Yolo County Superior Court here Wednesday.

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of July 7th, there are 22 total cases in SF County Jails,
four active in custody, out of 808 total jail population.

Read More

6 COVID-19 Deaths in San Quentin –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 7, there are 5,365 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2,368 active in custody. There have
been 28 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Push To Restore Zero Bail in San
Francisco Amid Growing Number of
COVID-19 Cases in SF Jails
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Up until the last month, Sa Francisco had managed its jail
population better than most counties and avoid large numbers
of COVID cases in part because they managed to reduce the
jail population. But in the last month, with the

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘Horseplay’ Could be Cause of Car
Accident That Threw Baby from Vehicle;
Mother Facing Child Endangerment

Horseplay in a moving vehicle caused a fatal crash—
tragically, a driver was killed, and a baby was ejected from the
car on the night of May 8, 2019, according to information
provided in Yolo County Superior Court here Wednesday.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Accused of Fleeing Cops in Car Chase
Maintains Innocence

A defendant here, accused of taking law enforcement on a
merry chase before being arrested, will be held for trial in
Sacramento County Superior Court—despite some questions
about whether he was the person driving.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Broad Coali.on of Legal and Medical Experts Urge SF Courts to Restore
‘Zero Bail’ Amid Growing Number of COVID-19 Cases in SF Jails

Date: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 at 11:30:15 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 8, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628) 249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
LINK: http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/07/broad-coalition-of-legal-and-medical-experts-urge-sf-courts-to-
restore-zero-bail-amid-growing-number-of-covid-19-cases-in-sf-jails/?preview=true&_thumbnail_id=7673 
 
 

***PRESS RELEASE***
 

Broad Coalition of Legal and Medical Experts Urge SF Courts to Restore
‘Zero Bail’ Amid Growing Number of 

COVID-19 Cases in SF Jails 
 
SAN FRANCISCO - San Francisco County jail has seen a 40% increase in positive COVID-19
cases since June 18, 2020.  This surge prompted a broad coalition - including the Bar
Association of San Francisco’s Criminal Justice Taskforce (BASF-CJRTF), the Public
Defender, the District Attorney, San Francisco Pretrial Diversion Project, and Jail Health
Services - to send a joint letter to the San Francisco Superior Court, urging it “in the strongest
possible terms,” to restore the zero bail policy in San Francisco to help reduce the jail
population during the ongoing pandemic. 

The California Judicial Council implemented an emergency bail schedule on April 13 to help
reduce jail populations to help guard against the fatal consequences of outbreaks in
overcrowded jails. It specified zero dollar bail amounts for people charged with low-level
offenses to be quickly released from custody without having to post bail.  

When the Judicial Council repealed the emergency bail schedule on June 10, it allowed local
jurisdictions to continue using it to protect the health of the incarcerated, jail staff, courts, and
the community. Several major counties have continued using the zero dollar bail schedule -
including Los Angeles, Sacramento, Contra Costa, Alameda, San Diego, Santa Barbara,
Santa Clara and Fresno.  

San Francisco Superior Court decided not to continue using the zero dollar bail schedule. This
has led to an increased number of people remaining in jail longer, even as new cases of
COVID-19 are on the rise. In San Francisco county jail, twenty people have tested positive for
COVID-19 since the jail started testing people upon arrival on April 18, with eight confirmed
cases of COVID-19 since June 18. 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/07/broad-coalition-of-legal-and-medical-experts-urge-sf-courts-to-restore-zero-bail-amid-growing-number-of-covid-19-cases-in-sf-jails/?preview=true&_thumbnail_id=7673
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Dr. Lisa Pratt, Director of the Department of Public Health Jail Health Services, emphasized
the importance of keeping the jail population low in order to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
“Social distancing is already challenging in a jail, but San Francisco jails have successfully
avoided a major outbreak of COVID by listening to medical experts and keeping the jail
population low,” she explained.  “The decision to revoke the zero-bail policy fails to prioritize
the real public health concerns of a spread of the virus in jail—and puts everyone who lives
and works in jail—as well as those who interact with them—at higher risk of the virus.”
 
“Removing zero bail signals an assumption that our current public health crisis is over, which
is clearly not the case,” said San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju. “As the crisis at San
Quentin State Prison and in other overcrowded jails and prisons across the country makes
abundantly clear, we can’t control the spread of the virus without dramatically reducing the
incarcerated population. San Francisco Superior Court’s decision to move away from this
policy means that people with low level, non-violent offenses eligible for immediate release
just last month, are now being booked and held in jail before a judge can review their case.
This increases the risk of spreading COVID-19 throughout the jail population and community.
San Francisco should follow the lead of other counties throughout the state and act in
accordance with the recommendations of public health officials.”
 
“Any additional time spent in custody because of the lack of Zero Bail increases the risk to
individuals in the jail, our staff, community partners and Sheriff and Court employees,” said
David Mauroff, CEO of San Francisco Pretrial Diversion Project. “Reinstating Zero Bail
supports our shared public health priorities and reduces jail exposure and the number of
people in jail.”
 
“We are disappointed with the San Francisco courts for moving away from an effective public
health policy despite the fact that the overwhelming majority of people released on zero bail
did not re-offend, and many were never even charged with a crime,” said District Attorney
Boudin.  “Our office stopped seeking bail in San Francisco long before this policy went into
effect precisely because forcing people to post bail does not protect public safety and merely
criminalizes the poor.  With the revocation of the zero-bail policy, many people will sit in jail
even before seeing a judge—putting them and everyone around them at risk.”
 
“Incarceration during the coronavirus pandemic is a racial justice issue, and people of color
are facing worse health outcomes and higher risk of death from coronavirus,” said Yolanda
Jackson, Executive Director and General Counsel of the Bar Association of San Francisco.
“Elimination of Zero Bail further perpetuates the racial disparities of both pretrial incarceration
and the public health crisis, and will also take a financial toll on economically vulnerable
communities of color.”
 

###
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“Paul lived in conditions that were at the time the worst prison conditions in the United States,” said
Charles Carbone, a prisoner rights attorney

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 8, 2020

We Can’t Lose SIght of the Problem of Bail During the COVID
Crisis

By David Greenwald

Someone flagged my attention to a “Blue LIves Matter” article out of the Los Angeles area where a 13
year old girl was killed “after a carjacker forced his way into their vehicle on Sunday and sped off with
them still trapped inside.”  The kicker - the man was release with no bail after being charged with
vandalism and possession of a dirk or dagger.

The argument from Blue Lives Matter - at least implicitly is - that had he not been released on no bail, this
horrible tragedy would never have happened.

But there is a problem with that view.  It doesn’t take into the account the bigger picture.  For one thing,
as we have pointed out time and again over the last few months, the actual recidivism rate for zero bail
releases has been less than five percent.  
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Moreover, as we have noted from an LA Times editorial, it is not like the crime rate is up.  We have
recently seen an uptick in shootings across the country, but even with those notable incidents in places
like Atlanta, Chicago and New York, murders are down, crime is down.

So what is the argument here?  Blue Lives Matter doesn’t make one so it’s hard to know.

The implication though is that this man shouldn’t have been released?  But why?  Vandalism? 
Possession of a dirk or dagger?  Maybe.  Did he have a criminal history of violence?  Was this somehow
predictable?

If those are the questions - they seem legit.  We should have a thorough analysis of each person who is
released to understand whether they pose a realistic threat to the community.

On the other hand, if the argument is we should do away with zero bail because of incidents like this - I
think we need data.  Why should the majority of the people - over 95 percent - who are arrested and
released and cause no problems be punished because a few people act badly?

But there is a bigger issue.  We are seeing it now at San Quentin.

As of our most recent update out of San Quentin, over 1400 people have tested positive for COVID-19 at
San Quentin alone.  Six of them have died.  System wide there are now 5365 confirmed cases.  There
have been 28 deaths across CDCR so far - and given the very recent spike, that number is going to
quickly go into the hundreds.

As we reported last week, experts are telling us that the answer is decarceration.

As we have reported for months now, Chesa Boudin, the San Francisco DA recognized from the start and
listened to public health officials when they told him that the only way to keep everyone safe - the
incarcerated, staff and the boarder community was the reduce prison populations.

That has kept San Francisco Jail relatively safe.  Just 22 total cases in San Francisco jails and only four
active in custody.  Meanwhile they have greatly reduced the population of their jails.

Think about it - the death of the 13 year old girl is a horrible tragedy.  But the impact of COVID running
rampent in San Quentin has resulted in 6 deaths already and probably many more.

Given the low percentage of recidivism, it seems like a reasonable risk.  But of course it should be
undertaken with careful consideration as to the records of those being released and a realistic
assessment of the risk they pose to the community.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Legal Community Critics Largely Criticize
Sacramento City Council Police Reforms

When the Sacramento City Council approved relatively minor
police reforms this past week – after massive calls to defund
city police – critics of the Sacramento Police Dept. almost
uniformly said it was way too little, and too late

Read More

44 Years Later, Redd Comes Home – An
Inside Account

At age 63 and during a pandemic, Paul Redd begins to build
his life outside of prison after 44 years of incarceration.
A succinct but impassioned summary of Redd’s experience in
the system can be found on his lawyer Danielle Harris’

Read More

Arizona Congressional Members Demand
Answers to Phoenix Police Killing – Chief
Promises Footage Within 14 Days

Rep. Diego Rodriquez and Sen. Martín Quezada look for
answers regarding the July 4 police department killing of
James Garcia by requesting the Phoenix Police Department
release all officer-worn body camera

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Deputy Public Defender Insists on Credit
for Defendant – Probation is Sticky Issue

A defendant here has a big decision to make after savvy
Deputy Public Defender Martha Sequeira posed some
interesting questions during a Zoom live stream hearing
Monday in Yolo County Superior Court, which could result

Read More

Victim Calls Police, Lies about Her
Boyfriend – Judge Releases Him
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The Michigan chapter of Council on American Islamic
Relations (CAIR-MI) announced a lawsuit Monday against
Macomb County Jail in Michigan, in support of a Jewish
prisoner who was denied a Kosher diet.

Read More

Victim/Witness Reveals Pregnancy in
Domestic Violence Case

A victim in a domestic violence case revealed during the
middle of a hearing here in Fresno County Superior Court that
she was pregnant and pleaded for the judge to issue a
peaceful contact order for the defendant.

Read More

Fresno Judge Breaks Protocol, Issuing a
Protective Order for a Domestic Violence
Case over Zoom

During an arraignment in a domestic violence case, Judge
Monica Diaz eventually granted the defense’s request to be
served with a peaceful contact order through remote
measures, despite the judge’s original demand for the

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of July 7, there are no active cases at Santa Rita Jail. One
individual who tested positive yesterday was released shortly
after. There have been 66 total cases identified since April
and no deaths thus far.

Read More

6 COVID-19 Deaths in San Quentin –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 7, there are 5,365 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2,368 active in custody. There have
been 28 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

44 Years Later, Redd Comes Home – An
Inside Account
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At age 63 and during a pandemic, Paul Redd begins to build
his life outside of prison after 44 years of incarceration.
A succinct but impassioned summary of Redd’s experience in
the system can be found on his lawyer Danielle Harris’

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Deputy Public Defender Insists on Credit
for Defendant – Probation is Sticky Issue

A defendant here has a big decision to make after savvy
Deputy Public Defender Martha Sequeira posed some
interesting questions during a Zoom live stream hearing
Monday in Yolo County Superior Court, which could result

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Preliminary Hearing Doesn’t Go Well for 6
Defendants Whose Own Text Messages
Show Planning of Series of Robberies

Six defendants charged with a series of attempted robberies
and burglaries in the Roseville and Sacramento area heard
text record evidence implicating them in each of the break-ins
here in a Preliminary hearing at

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Courtwatch Interns Urge Safe, Public Access to San Francisco courts With No
Success

Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 at 7:00:16 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We are here today, despite the health risk it creates, to make a humble request that San Francisco
Superior Court take action to broadcast court proceedings live on YouTube as soon as possible. This will
allow us to can exercise our rights, provide information to the public, and remain safe during this global
health crisis,” David Greenwald

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 7, 2020

We Need Public Access to the Courts - But SF Court IS NOT
SAFE

By David Greenwald

We are covering courts across the state remotely - Sacramento, Yolo, Merced, Fresno, Contra Costa,



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:21:07 Bri8sh Summer Time
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even Santa Clara and Alameda, but for reasons that don’t make a lot of sense, San Francisco has been
problematic.

At the urging of our partners at the San Francisco Public Defenders Office, I emailed the clerk of the
court, the response: “We are still establishing our LIvestream process.  Please check back in a couple of
weeks.”

Based on that, we decided to do a small action.  We reached out to our body of more than 50 overall
interns across the state and about nine of them accompanied me to the court, presiding Judge Gioski. 
We had a short letter that was delivered to the bailiff, we sat in court quietly, politely, well dressed and the
judge kindly addressed us briefly but once again put us off - we are working on it.  

Leaving aside the fact that it is not very complicated to stream onto YouTube from Zoom, I was appalled
by what I saw in the courtroom.

Unlike other courthouses - there is no screening procedure.  No questions.  No temperature checks.  We
simply enter with required masks and social distancing.

The courtroom had at least 50 people in it.  It was a good sized courtroom.  But between the judge,
counsel, and staff, plus the people in the audience, the room even while social distancing occurred, had
too many people.

I came away with the belief that this was a dangerous situation.

People wear masks, but one prosecutor sneezed downward, not covering her mouth, mask off.

Some of the attorneys pulled the masks away to speak.

Some of the audience wore the masks below their nose.

No one was checking, there was no screening.

More importantly with a confined space and that many people, masks are going to limit the effectiveness.

Wrote the NY Times over the week, 239 experts claim the coronavirus is airborne.

“The W.H.O. has resisted mounting evidence that viral particles floating indoors are infectious, some
scientists say. The agency maintains the research is still inconclusive,” they write.

The problem is even with these precautions, “the virus lingers in the air indoors, infecting those nearby.” 
Limited ventilation in the old building, lack of other precautions seems problematic.

As a member of the public I was in the courtroom for an hour.  I wore an N95 mask.  How effective is,
someone walked by me smoking a cigarette outside and I barely noticed.  Normally I gag when a smoker
comes by.

They are putting defendants, courtroom staff, the attorneys (and most of the prosecutors were on Zoom),
and the judge at risk.  It doesn’t seem worth it, when we can do this and have been doing it via zoom.

We need to close down the courtrooms and open them up via Zoom.  Let us do our jobs, but let us do so
safely.

Thanks for reading.

 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

THE VANGUARD’s Courtwatch Interns
Urge Safe, Public Access to San Francisco
courts With No Success

The Vanguard News Group – whose Courtwatch program
covers county courts throughout California – Monday paid a
visit to file a grievance with San Francisco County Superior
Court for not making its courtrooms accessible

Read More

City of Sacramento Sued Over Law Making
It Illegal to Not Stand for the National
Anthem

In what could be one of the most unusual lawsuits of its kind –
but very relevant as poignant police brutality protests continue
in Sacramento and around the U.S. – a man is suing the city
of Sacramento because he could be jailed for

Read More

Amicus Signed By Prosecutors and Other
Reformers Calls For Access to Life-Saving
Overdose Prevention Sites

85 current and former prosecutors along with law
enforcement officials and other leaders filed an Amicus on
Monday in the hopes of combating the epidemic of opioid-
related deaths.

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Muslim Group Files Lawsuit Against Jail
For Denial of Kosher Food to Jewish Man
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001609ouXPAG_Xn9JWvbseqMKi8ATvgdKjgFHqx7pLZZrpgaLhcMksgqK8Cvn6u_hwM6cITCGtwr7Wfvu0_iHAvSzcJVus0LQLHpdPiWuGeotdCElUdbkFSDBfFDPJ8fgMxVsiY4N_4qhiLyqxk_nEp4p1vZe0PT8L1&c=SosoNVGqj2J_fA5cnZMSFS3OGrLCIvcP8zmFenTf_LtT-no3J2kBSA==&ch=UD9irn8RyHlYjrv27mHjnBzaDYuoGjPNvmq4DZ3TLHxdwtNhKsYAGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001609ouXPAG_Xn9JWvbseqMKi8ATvgdKjgFHqx7pLZZrpgaLhcMksgqMyW1W8I-oHq3QyoX8FbujpYIFwngRvZIneDPdEZKE5fIhPanu5-hQgYDZrbNylLgJGeuipLLACqDM75dIb8B-4BskJCp2E1q4j9_sIMXmEU&c=SosoNVGqj2J_fA5cnZMSFS3OGrLCIvcP8zmFenTf_LtT-no3J2kBSA==&ch=UD9irn8RyHlYjrv27mHjnBzaDYuoGjPNvmq4DZ3TLHxdwtNhKsYAGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001609ouXPAG_Xn9JWvbseqMKi8ATvgdKjgFHqx7pLZZrpgaLhcMksgqIc4_lepGvtzQq0_-yEY89m3AFq_xd2Dn9Rlerkkt1sPW3I2HRyRLBlI7_82JIl893AX3x2vLxqn56Lg1W1gMvWWpY8XtSoYjM1GY7TwmDZMlrVmlosWSGGcuzgKFFsi75CN2mByHro3RQH28_HxB1V8QK_lQwWsEv8HMSgD3mThp1vlFPjRwV47bnLrGn4PJnsGuzDGs2FYT92oYNmdrN_2jZUIYTrh-q9K3IkcHOD1sv_v3X-8zIg=&c=SosoNVGqj2J_fA5cnZMSFS3OGrLCIvcP8zmFenTf_LtT-no3J2kBSA==&ch=UD9irn8RyHlYjrv27mHjnBzaDYuoGjPNvmq4DZ3TLHxdwtNhKsYAGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001609ouXPAG_Xn9JWvbseqMKi8ATvgdKjgFHqx7pLZZrpgaLhcMksgqIc4_lepGvtz7t_My9p2FTkTMysMolaW1Qn13pzdFwzQ0xbQOtcYDhT8CowiV8sqGGmutEwXl-OO45YAX1PLQTkxYbJnutLhTNsRgM8UgFnY9Eb2k7lbzfTB0xEKHEm17TMXH4zU3S8rd6mubRST4VWoFZDjmcqaMuiBDXF3e8ccR0lQZsoeRbMZLeQozUAu5wLt-DNl4sv6j8DHbpB41lpOgIJ_td4v-6MAg54VarEO&c=SosoNVGqj2J_fA5cnZMSFS3OGrLCIvcP8zmFenTf_LtT-no3J2kBSA==&ch=UD9irn8RyHlYjrv27mHjnBzaDYuoGjPNvmq4DZ3TLHxdwtNhKsYAGw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001609ouXPAG_Xn9JWvbseqMKi8ATvgdKjgFHqx7pLZZrpgaLhcMksgqIc4_lepGvtzYg8A80i6Mb-82ZbieDWT4RPWM28dXFZ8HMnY_jbGMhyRy2cNO95Dt-SglEZ4b_ml4P4Dxjp422NrPAlkmbC1CbsnEGaIS-jnz1HTXCS9Hz4ORyFInL3Noi-m5bF6ELprghgkUtZoJg541YQQ33YJci1w0AWWfRrs070y4pgFhOIn7j8kcDEaAWEtFu4xQGBclbHvSDbnoewWEU6y9h6bdgtaoPNlJWR8YAhPYJhaGVMCDXGtDvML2TxuUrslYHlQ&c=SosoNVGqj2J_fA5cnZMSFS3OGrLCIvcP8zmFenTf_LtT-no3J2kBSA==&ch=UD9irn8RyHlYjrv27mHjnBzaDYuoGjPNvmq4DZ3TLHxdwtNhKsYAGw==
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The Michigan chapter of Council on American Islamic
Relations (CAIR-MI) announced a lawsuit Monday against
Macomb County Jail in Michigan, in support of a Jewish
prisoner who was denied a Kosher diet.

Read More

Preliminary Hearing Doesn’t Go Well for 6
Defendants Whose Own Text Messages
Show Planning of Series of Robberies

Six defendants charged with a series of attempted robberies
and burglaries in the Roseville and Sacramento area heard
text record evidence implicating them in each of the break-ins
here in a Preliminary hearing at

Read More

Yolo Inmate Insists His Release Date is Off
by Four Years

An inmate at the Sacramento State Prison addressed those in
the Yolo County Superior Courtroom here Monday about a
letter he had issued to the courthouse, where he insists his
listed release date, and credits, are incorrect.

Read More

‘I Wanna See Your Last Breath’ – Fresno
Man Threatens to Kill Girlfriend

A man was charged with assaulting and threatening to kill his
girlfriend by throwing her body into their pool – and allegedly
saying he wanted to see her “last breath,” according to
evidence presented here during a Fresno County Superior
Court hearing.

Read More

COVID-19 in SF County Jails & Santa Rita
Jail – Breaking Down COVID-19 in CA Jails

As of July 6th, there are 22 confirmed cases in SF County
Jails #2, #4, and #5 and no deaths thus far. SF County Jail #1
has 16 confirmed cases as of June 30th, making 38 total
cases across the SF County Jail system.

Read More

3 COVID-19 Deaths in San Quentin –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
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As of July 6, there are 5,343 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2,445 active in custody. There have
been 25 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

THE VANGUARD’s Courtwatch Interns
Urge Safe, Public Access to San Francisco
courts With No Success

The Vanguard News Group – whose Courtwatch program
covers county courts throughout California – Monday paid a
visit to file a grievance with San Francisco County Superior
Court for not making its courtrooms accessible

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Inmate Insists His Release Date is Off
by Four Years

An inmate at the Sacramento State Prison addressed those in
the Yolo County Superior Courtroom here Monday about a
letter he had issued to the courthouse, where he insists his
listed release date, and credits, are incorrect.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Preliminary Hearing Doesn’t Go Well for 6
Defendants Whose Own Text Messages
Show Planning of Series of Robberies

Six defendants charged with a series of attempted robberies
and burglaries in the Roseville and Sacramento area heard
text record evidence implicating them in each of the break-ins
here in a Preliminary hearing at

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales
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Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - San Quen.n Acts Like They Carried Out a De Facto Execu.on; Reisig, PPIC Study,
and Racial Disparity in Criminal Legal System

Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 at 7:00:38 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“This Court should order the Sheriff and Respondents to show cause why petitioners are denied essential
humane living conditions and medical care,” Sacramento Law Suit

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 6, 2020

Is CDCR Executing Incarcerated People at San Quentin by
COVID?

By David Greenwald

In March of 2019, Governor Gavin Newsom suspended the death penalty in California, arguing at the
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time, “Our death penalty system has been—by any measure—a failure.”

He wrote, “It has provided no public safety benefit or value as a deterrent. It has wasted billions of
taxpayer dollars. But most of all, the death penalty is absolute, irreversible and irreparable in the event of
a human error.”

The executive order which he signed argued that capital punishment was inherently unfair and has been
applied more often to people of color and those with mental disabilities than to people of privilege, or
whites.

The conditions at San Quentin have been a matter of concern with over 1400 total cases now reported at
the facility—and media reports have cited negligence on the part of prison officials, who brought the
deadly virus to the facility in an effort to move prisoners from another facility. The prison officials failed to
test or quarantine the transported prisoners, which started the problem at San Quentin, beginning around
June 11.

Yesterday the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation in a press release announced the
deaths of two men at the facility. But the announcement looked more like CDCR had executed the two
men—rather than that they died as the result of a pandemic, with the prison officials themselves bearing
a large responsibility for the disease even entering the facility.

The announcement read, “Scott Thomas Erskine, 57, who had been on California’s death row since
2004, and Manuel Machado Alvarez, 59, who had been on death row since 1989, both died on July 3,
2020, at outside hospitals from what appear to be complications related to COVID-19.”

The release then goes into very specific details about the crimes of each men.

Sam Levin, the LA correspondent for the Guardian tweeted, “Quite shocked California prison officials
announced two more Covid deaths with detailed descriptions of their convictions, referring to them as
‘condemned inmates,’ because they were on death row.”

He asked, “Is the implication these deaths are acceptable because of their convictions?”
He reminded his followers that it is “worth remembering that Gov Newsom suspended the death penalty
last year, saying, ‘I will not oversee the execution of any individual.’”

Mr. Levin points out, “So far he’s done virtually nothing to stop the spread of Covid to death row, San
Quentin and across CDCR. 5,000 have been infected. 24 have died.”

Kate Chatfield, Senior Advisor for Legislation and Policy at The Justice Collaborative, tweeted, “Why is
their crime of conviction relevant?”

She later tweeted, “I expect full reporting on any abuse suffered in foster care. I expect full reporting on
any abuse suffered in a juvenile jail. I expect full reporting on their family’s income level. I expect full
reporting on whether they were sexually abused.”

The CDCR is acting as though this were a de facto execution—as though they were carrying out the
sentence the state imposed by other means and disregarding the explicit orders by the governor.

Thanks for reading
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Reisig, PPIC
Study, and Racial Disparity in Criminal
Legal System

Part of the defense offered by Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig in
face of criticism that Yolo County has about 28 percent of its
jail comprised of Blacks while the share of the overall
population for that group is three percent, are all the steps

Read More

Sacramento Prosecutor Reprimanded by
Court for Making ‘Personal Attack’ at
Routine Bail Hearing

Late last week, in what appeared to be a routine bail review
hearing in Sacramento County Superior Court quickly
morphed into a sometimes heated exchange between
defense and prosecution lawyers over discovery issues.

Read More

History of Robberies Trumps COVID-19
Pandemic – Bail Hiked to $300,000

A history of robbery offenses trumped the threat of COVID-19
here in the Sacramento County Superior Court last Thursday
just before the holiday break.Nineteen-year-old Jelani
Steward, who has a history of robberies

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Zoom Communication Causes Merced
Public Defender to Scream “DON’T
INTERRUPT ME’
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Frustrated by Deputy District Attorney Misty Compton’s
interruption of his argument vouching for the defendant’s
release, Assistant Public Defender Vincent Andrade startled
the courtroom by screaming “Don’t interrupt me, Ms.

Read More

Man with Multiple DUI Cases Gets Jail,
Fines and Long Probation

Fresno County Superior Court Judge Ana de Alba seemed to
prioritize DUI (Driving Under the Influence) cases over others
just before the 4th of July holiday last week.Defendant
Guillermo Zoquitecatl originally appeared before

Read More

Judge Chastises Mother for Bringing Her
Child to Court

In Fresno Court Wednesday, presiding Judge Glenda Allen-
Hill reprimanded a young mother appearing in court for
bringing along her infant child.Janelle Raminez entered the
courtroom for hearing concerning domestic

Read More

My View: Is CDCR Executing Incarcerated
People at San Quentin by COVID?

In March of 2019, Governor Gavin Newsom suspended the
death penalty in California, arguing at the time, “Our death
penalty system has been—by any measure—a failure.”
He wrote, “It has provided no public safety benefit or value as
a deterrent

Read More

Looking Back: Case Not Handled
“Righteously”

This is the first installment of the new weekly column Looking
Back. “Looking back” will feature reprints of articles that
Jeffrey Deskovic previously wrote while a columnist at The
Westchester Guardian, which encompass topics that are
applicable here in CA as well as across the country and not
simply applicable to NY

Read More

Guest Commentary: Commutations Are
Not The Answer To Life Without Parole
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Twenty years ago, I played a role in taking two innocent lives
due to gang violence. Although I didn’t kill anyone, the
prosecution sought the death penalty against me, and I made
the decision to sign a plea deal and be sentenced to life
without parole

Read More

Hunger Strike at San Quentin As Outbreak
Continues, CDCR Intake Halted, Face
Masks Required by Staff – Weekly
Highlights – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of July 3, there are a total of 5,268 confirmed COVID-19
cases in the CDCR facilities, with 22 deaths. 26% of those
positive cases are from the San Quentin State Prison (SQ).
According to J. Clark Kelso, the federal court-appointed

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

With 2,582 incarcerated persons with active cases of COVID-
19 in California prisons statewide, and over 1,100 people
incarcerated in San Quentin testing positive, the San
Francisco Public Defender’s Office is mobilizing to free people
as

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man with Bat/Stick to Stand Trial for
Vandalizing Pest Control Vehicle in West
Sac

Motive was not disclosed here in Yolo County Superior Court
of why a man would use a pest control vehicle as his personal
batting cage and art canvas, but he will be standing trial for
the vandalism, in any case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Father Sentenced to Only 14 Years in
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Prison for Rape, Abuse of Daughter After
12-year-old Dies

A Sacramento man who raped and abused his biological
daughter will only serve 14 years in state prison.Carewin
(Glenn) Czekaj, the defendant, had been charged with 12
separate counts related to the repeated

Read More

‘Mommy, I Want A Pancake’ – Attorney’s
Daughter’s Hunger Brings Cuteness to the
Courthouse

With shelter-in-place restrictions forcing parents everywhere
to work from home, there’s been an abundance of cute
interruptions in the workplace – Sacramento County Superior
Court’s Dept. 61 experienced that firsthand last

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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An Appalling Level of Injustice…
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Francisco Public Defender’s Office on court watch in San Francisco.  That means that I have worked
closely with Jacque Wilson and have a tremendous amount of respect for him and the work he does. 
With that said, I have 15 years of experience working on cases of grave injustice - and I think I know
injustice when I see it.

The amount of injustice that Jacque’s brother, Neko, has had to face is frankly appalling on so many
different levels.

The sad part of his case is that Neko Wilson got a second chance in 2018 when he was re-sentenced
from felony murder and released from prison after a decade.  He quickly established what became a very
successful business.

Then strangeness befell him.  All of this began in 2003, when Neko was stopped was stopped on the
highway in Navajo County, Arizona, with just under 5 pounds of marijuana. The prosecutors did not
charge him until 2005 and he defended the case in 2006. He was placed on probation in 2006 and
released in California where he remained on probation until 2009.

When he was released from prison in 2018, apparently Arizona was determined to punish him for what
they have determined is a violation of probation from 2009.

Mind you - Neko Wilson served for a decade.  The base offense is transportation of marijuana.  At this
point, that is hardly a grave offense.

But the prosecutor in Arizona for reasons that boggle the imagination do not want to let this go.  They
want him to serve another eight years.  They don’t want to give him any credit for the decade he spent in
prison.

Under the best of times, this would be a worrisome case that smacked of overzealous and even vindictive
prosecution.

But these aren’t normal times.  Navajo County jail in Arizona is overrun with COVID.

As his attorney Lee Phillips explained during yesterday’s press conference, “He suffers two conditions
that the CDC has identified as being conditions that subject him to the highest possible risk of death or
serious injury if he’s infected.”

Worse yet, the conditions are horrific - locked down, cramped, no social distancing, small cell with two
other people.  This is another disaster waiting to happen.

As Jacque Wilson put it, “We have individuals who are housed in the county jail there who are being
treated less than human.”

And the prosecutor is fine with this.  He is not willing to allow Neko Wilson to be released pending
adjudication of this case which could now drag on for months, even years, putting Neko and many like
him in direct harms way.

All of this for a marijuana conviction that was adjudicated 17 years ago.  Why does Javert insistent on his
pound of flesh?  That’s a good question.

Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

State Supreme Court Asked to Intervene
on Behalf of Inmates in Sacramento
County Jails

The Sacramento County Public Defender Office filed a nearly
400-page pleading document June 29 – made available
exclusively to THE VANGUARD Thursday night – that asks
the Supreme Court of California to intervene on behalf of

Read More

Guest Commentary: Tragedy of COVID-19
in Prisons Shows Need for Decarceration

As countless Americans take to the streets in defense of
Black lives and call for the transformation of policing, we must
not neglect the threat that COVID-19 continues to present and
the urgent need for immediate decarceration.

Read More

Public Defender Still Fighting to Free
Brother from Arizona Jail

Earlier this week the Arizona Court of Appeals ordered a new
hearing for Neko Wilson, who has been fighting a marijuana
charge for the last year since a California court released him
after 10 years after he plead to two counts of

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Law Professors Attempt to Persuade
Congress to Hold Police Accountable
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More than 300 law professors around the country signed a
letter addressed to Nancy Pelosi, Kevin McCarthy, Mitch
McConnell, and Charles Schumer, asking them to pass
legislation to hold law enforcement accountable.

Read More

Father Sentenced to Only 14 Years in
Prison for Rape, Abuse of Daughter After
12-year-old Dies

A Sacramento man who raped and abused his biological
daughter will only serve 14 years in state prison.Carewin
(Glenn) Czekaj, the defendant, had been charged with 12
separate counts related to the repeated

Read More

‘Mommy, I Want A Pancake’ – Attorney’s
Daughter’s Hunger Brings Cuteness to the
Courthouse

With shelter-in-place restrictions forcing parents everywhere
to work from home, there’s been an abundance of cute
interruptions in the workplace – Sacramento County Superior
Court’s Dept. 61 experienced that firsthand last

Read More

22 Total COVID-19 Deaths in CDCR –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 1st, there are 4,969 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2611 active in custody. There have
been 22 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

With 2,582 incarcerated persons with active cases of COVID-
19 in California prisons statewide, and over 1,100 people
incarcerated in San Quentin testing positive, the San
Francisco Public Defender’s Office is mobilizing to free people
as

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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Man with Bat/Stick to Stand Trial for
Vandalizing Pest Control Vehicle in West
Sac

Motive was not disclosed here in Yolo County Superior Court
of why a man would use a pest control vehicle as his personal
batting cage and art canvas, but he will be standing trial for
the vandalism, in any case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Father Sentenced to Only 14 Years in
Prison for Rape, Abuse of Daughter After
12-year-old Dies

A Sacramento man who raped and abused his biological
daughter will only serve 14 years in state prison.Carewin
(Glenn) Czekaj, the defendant, had been charged with 12
separate counts related to the repeated

Read More

‘Mommy, I Want A Pancake’ – Attorney’s
Daughter’s Hunger Brings Cuteness to the
Courthouse

With shelter-in-place restrictions forcing parents everywhere
to work from home, there’s been an abundance of cute
interruptions in the workplace – Sacramento County Superior
Court’s Dept. 61 experienced that firsthand last

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Prosecutors and Shaun King Announce Truth, Jus.ce and Reconcilia.on
Programs; State Zeroes on San Quen.n

Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 at 7:00:56 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

NY Times: "The transfer of inmates — an effort intended to slow the virus, which instead apparently
created a new outbreak — has been denounced by health officials and a state lawmaker as a public
health failure."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 2, 2020

Decarceration is the Answer - Use Science of Aging Out and
Others Factors To Guide the Process

By David Greenwald
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The Senate hearing on Wednesday came down to the notion of decarceration.  The problem from a
health perspective is simple: with COVID cases on the rise, social distancing in overcrowded prisons is
physically impossible.  The solution - release people from prisons.

When you start talking about people at San Quentin, that is scary to a lot of people.  But it shouldn’t be. 
There is a science to this.

Mark Mauer, director of the Sentencing Project, has advocated for a 20-year cap that gives judges or
parole boards the opportunity to add more time if necessary.

A New York Times article points out, “Research by American social scientists shows that all but the most
exceptional criminals, even violent ones, mature out of lawbreaking before middle age, meaning that long
sentences do little to prevent crime.”

The peak of criminal rates are somewhere between the age of 16 and 19 for violent crimes, while forgery,
fraud and embezzlement peak in the early 20s.

“For most of the crimes the F.B.I. tracks, more than half of all offenders will be arrested by the time they
are 30,” Dana Goldstein reports.

Criminal careers also do not last long, as research by “criminologist Alfred Blumstein of Carnegie
Mellon and colleagues has found that for the eight serious crimes closely tracked by the F.B.I. — murder,
rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-theft, arson and car theft — five to 10 years is the
typical duration that adults commit these crimes, as measured by arrests.

“Property criminals, like burglars and car thieves, tend to stop in their 20s, while violent criminals are
more likely to continue into their early 30s. Drug-crime careers can be lengthier, stretching into the mid-
30s, yet long sentences have had little effect on the drug trade,” the article notes.

“When you lock up a rapist, you take his rapes off the street. When you lock up a drug seller, you recruit a
replacement,” Professor Blumstein said.

All of this ties into improving research on brain development that “suggests that the parts of the brain that
govern risk and reward are not fully developed until age 25, after which lawbreaking drops off.”
There is also the fact: “Young people are more likely to be poor than older people, and poorer people are
more likely to commit crimes.”

The answer here is basic.  Identify people who have served a long time, are within a year or so of their
release, or are of age to age out of committing crimes.  They can also partner with the Innocence Project
and other organizations to identify people who are likely to have been wrongly convicted and release
those folks as well.

The policy made sense previously from a social justice perspective, from the perspective of latest science
and from an economic necessity.  Now it is a public health issue.

It will be interesting to see what Governor Newsom chooses to do in the face of this monumental threat.

Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Three Prosecutors Join with Shaun King
To Announce Grassroots Law Project to
Create Truth, Justice and Reconciliation
Programs

On Wednesday, Chesa Boudin (San Francisco), Larry
Krasner (Philadelphia) and Rachael Rollins (Boston) joined
together to announce the formation of local “Truth, Justice
and Reconciliation Commissions” in each city.

Read More

Medical Expert Calls for Immediate
Decarceration of San Quentin Prisoners

Incarcerated people in San Quentin are searching for
answers, as overcrowding and poor operating conditions
continue to increase the risk of contracting the coronavirus. In
response to these concerns, Dr. Sears of the

Read More

SF Public Defender’s Office Mobilizing to
Release People from San Quentin Amid
Escalating COVID-19 Outbreak

With 2,582 incarcerated persons with active cases of COVID-
19 in California prisons statewide, and over 1,100 people
incarcerated in San Quentin testing positive, the San
Francisco Public Defender’s Office is mobilizing to free people
as

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Philly ‘Vigilantes’ Beat Journalist After
Standoff with Black Lives Matter
Protestors
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Protestors

A confrontation between a bunch of so-called “vigilantes” and
Black Lives Matters protestors morphed into an attack on a
television journalist here.George Graf, on or about June 1,
was part of a mob

Read More

Sacramento Judge Needs Time to Fashion
Sentence to Prevent Future Domestic
Violence

Sacramento County Superior Court saw a debate late last
week over whether to release a man serving a jail sentence
for various domestic violence related incidences, with all
parties being asked to weigh what is best for the defendant,
the victims, and the community.

Read More

‘Ill’ Defendant Turns Out to Be Healthy,
Awaiting Arraignment

A healthy Sacramento man did not receive arraignment for
nine days because the county jail noted him as “ill” in their
records.Justin Collins, the defendant, was in court for
arraignment.

Read More

Sobbing Defendant Begs Judge For the
Chance to Find Her Son

Taisha Washington stood in court crying. Begging for the
judge to allow her to find her son, whom she hadn’t seen
since being arrested.Washington was brought before Judge
Laurie M. Earl in

Read More

22 Total COVID-19 Deaths in CDCR –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of July 1st, there are 4,969 confirmed COVID-19 cases in
the CDCR system, with 2611 active in custody. There have
been 22 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
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Defender

With 2,582 incarcerated persons with active cases of COVID-
19 in California prisons statewide, and over 1,100 people
incarcerated in San Quentin testing positive, the San
Francisco Public Defender’s Office is mobilizing to free people
as

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man with Bat/Stick to Stand Trial for
Vandalizing Pest Control Vehicle in West
Sac

Motive was not disclosed here in Yolo County Superior Court
of why a man would use a pest control vehicle as his personal
batting cage and art canvas, but he will be standing trial for
the vandalism, in any case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Judge Needs Time to Fashion
Sentence to Prevent Future Domestic
Violence

Sacramento County Superior Court saw a debate late last
week over whether to release a man serving a jail sentence
for various domestic violence related incidences, with all
parties being asked to weigh what is best for the defendant,
the victims, and the community.

Read More

‘Ill’ Defendant Turns Out to Be Healthy,
Awaiting Arraignment

A healthy Sacramento man did not receive arraignment for
nine days because the county jail noted him as “ill” in their
records.Justin Collins, the defendant, was in court for
arraignment.

Read More

Sobbing Defendant Begs Judge For the
Chance to Find Her Son
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Taisha Washington stood in court crying. Begging for the
judge to allow her to find her son, whom she hadn’t seen
since being arrested.Washington was brought before Judge
Laurie M. Earl in

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - San Quen.n Now with Over 1000 COVID Cases; Prosecutors, Others Discuss
LGBTQ+ Future in the Legal System
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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NY Times: "The transfer of inmates — an effort intended to slow the virus, which instead apparently
created a new outbreak — has been denounced by health officials and a state lawmaker as a public
health failure."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - July 1, 2020

San Quentin Shows Just How Explosive COVID Is

By David Greenwald
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It registered as a blip - San Quentin which houses California’s death row on June 11 registered 16
positive COVID- cases.  Before that, the focus had been on Chino and other facilities.  It was barely on
the radar.

19 days later, there are now 1065 confirmed cases at San Quentin.  The number of cases exploded in
just a few weeks and it was as we have since learned all based on a mistake.

As first the San Francisco Chronicle and now the NY Times reported, “The inmates were being moved to
San Quentin as part of a plan to halt the spread of the coronavirus by reducing the number of inmates
at the California Institution for Men in Chino, where nine inmates had died and nearly 700 had been
infected.”

At the time, “there were no inmates known to have had the virus at San Quentin,” but within days, “some
of the 121 prisoners from the buses introduced the virus at San Quentin, public health officials say.”

Writes the Times yesterday, “The transfer of inmates — an effort intended to slow the virus, which instead
apparently created a new outbreak — has been denounced by health officials and a state lawmaker as a
public health failure.”

In a way the California prison system is a microcosm of the state of California itself.  For the first two
months of the outbreak, California was spared the worst.  We locked down early.  Kept the virus in
check.  And appeared to be spared the worst.  

But we got complacent.  We started opening up too soon.  We stopped practicing social distancing and
wearing masks.  Now the COVID virus is raging out of control in California as well as Arizona, Texas and
Florida.

In the prison system, reformer have been warning for some time of the conditions inside prisons.  That is
because there are a high number and large concentration of people in confined spaces, unable to socially
distance.  There is substandard medicine and health care.  We have not provided sufficient supplies of
masks or taken other precautions.

In the early days of the pandemic, March 18, prosecutors around the country signed a letter declaring,
“we believe that the current crisis creates an even more pressing need for elected prosecutors, public
health officials, and other leaders to work together to implement concrete steps in the near-term to
dramatically reduce the number of incarcerated individuals and the threat of disastrous outbreaks.”

Three months later, SF District Attorney Chesa Boudin noted, “Overcrowded jails and prisons are exactly
the type of tinderbox in which COVID-19 and other diseases can spread like wildfire,” he added.  He
believes it is a risk not only to the jail population but also, given the churn and the staff coming and going,
to the whole community.  “So what we did was we listened to the advice of public health officials.”
The San Francisco Public Health Official said that they couldn’t prevent death or significant spread,
“unless we significantly reduced the jail population.”  He said, “We listened, we took action.”
But now the worst fears are being realized and so what the Governor must do is figure out who in the
prison system he can release.  Who poses a public safety threat and who is incarcerated that really do
not need to be.

I believe we will see a large number of people in our prisons released in the coming months.  Stay tuned.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Sacramento Legal Observer Shot in Face
by Police at Protest Demands Arrest of
Officer

In honor of pride month, the Institute for Innovation in
Prosecution hosted an online Zoom panel discussion on the
LGBTQ+ Community and the legal system Tuesday –
featuring many individuals fighting within the system for

Read More

ACLU Client Finally Released After Being
Held for More than 17 Months Without
Charge

Federal Courts here announces the release of Adham Amin
Hassoun, an American resident unlawfully detained for more
than 17 months under a provision of the Patriot Act enacted
under the Trump Administration.

Read More

Man Tells “Ex” He Would Shoot Her in
Face – He Gets 8 Month Offer; He’s
Thinking About It

Sean Rushton threatened to shoot an ex-girlfriend in the face,
a crime that would result in death or severe bodily injury and
faced years in prison in Sacramento County Superior Court
here late last week.

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Judge Has 2nd Thoughts, Release Woman
to Maintain Her Spot in Sober Living

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-StfBAMHTS6jE-LlYhvJCDcfH5gMZc0M02YdvUfpXbzmtCsKttqU8x5DpiffUc3n4qHzXDN6tBt56jMvq5ApolXRyfO3HXqnqRD2PEp9DhFZ0NcT75wel8w=&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-StfBAMHTS6jSfW2YPO-2HFiPaZUYMLoIEf98qPiumlVdso6yyN0eCQeZAWcf5xpajZSp7Muq-bwk0NjtzE9ITYKu65OSBkfDtnfqufvLF1Mw18vwIhihks7hbqG7U6UdP6dDmGwEcYS&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-StfBAMHTS6jEN8BHc41cK_QmzieNP6i1i8fQeV7LtgoKrVjpzznTw2hCcF8CTaMcA59xwRWMzwnDodfDSzLc3Ab2nJJBOLSgqOQ9-JhLF_YLFQKZsGJjR-haXpCjVYuM4pEPagiSN0YoI7rlkZwcxg=&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-RPrha2WMZM5HYAPJTM-zD7WRPsCvcubZZKXAXQCN1wkGbQUejpoDv7ySrnbtrRNKRHcM3QrO7wQec8uZSPHpkdW3gJ-j9kwdCHQPXRcBbl3zjri8arKEHudT8w-ftNv39MC2U-fPDoT&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-e9n3Q2eAzBMJ8O6SG3UAyMRfNMDK93e4BnfhTT_nVeaBUteG0ZB34GuM1xHN_imqVO2wKwJvEoJTy6hlIm_PKjLYXYQiCdJceUq8gRbekBv&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-fC9kYSJilGACeWGt4j7qNM05Ke1tNTr4esolmzPsSSI2XuI5SRwvqH6SUv_2irinVQhbjnMZT1n31LQA_Z6fh-AuxnpBaKT7Ao_3nJSUmH2&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-ZEKKevWSS9bfKB6RnkTOEuqC6-eHLJR6stAVMT28LI5dwDasmTIJ06h9NubGIoXIvi14CCfYG1fA41ycujUAIAKu_pHmzzs4N7LYULf4_vB2KRDO2_a0lBbTQ8rOv8c6NLk8vpkJGA8WAw9kHsk1DmL8GulvBS27_49cLzUWxeZrZDRthTUsmn1eSV-l-d4FR2gps6LiIxrfvWBcWkH0WSIdcfxrd8x-Hc0zhzWAJtb&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
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Center

A judge here in Sacramento County Superior Court reversed
herself and released a defendant, reinstating probation after
the woman mentioned she would lose her place in a sober
transitional living home if she had to finish 30 days in jail.

Read More

1,500 Cases In CDCR Over 2 Weeks –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of June 30th, there are 4,909 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, 1454 in the last two weeks. There have
been 22 deaths across the CDCR system thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man with Bat/Stick to Stand Trial for
Vandalizing Pest Control Vehicle in West
Sac

Motive was not disclosed here in Yolo County Superior Court
of why a man would use a pest control vehicle as his personal
batting cage and art canvas, but he will be standing trial for
the vandalism, in any case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘New Normal’ Post COVID-19 Jury Trials
Resume in Sacramento Superior Court

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-ZEKKevWSS9bOo2VfzqWUmhxXGZjJ9ZwpbyogTB3yHZ-yLXa8HlIqlAc8IWieopSdWdal9ZxZmtAwmAeAG40OIJAjziZFIUtFxe1vLUlLqWfsj5ZrLum6nEtnnK8CdDa4elVxNqWWheU0RpaWxvL-M4QleSevzc1jF_B7EJC3mHpCyNldMrsTv0zZ53PDwcRwEEZFKGHNM20nwsqVduFpUFgi-itZQFScg==&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-SHPbMfG15FAznZJ6xFV4xjlw9PwkocJBOYPNZiPkO6-J09HkTQB5rjXzBDx1K7KPnnQCrKpACckag7z4XOsR1aKVhiPSaOMV92PhqJL9aV9MgEuMBfsMadLozZ7ot1xF2h1FnJ9LX5P69r2EbLwmv3214wJ4_kiQw==&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-RH24YJ_re9i7IRy4BYbisn2X17U7QyCTeDzyJ6ZH4d1Fep2AyPUYXgLZHjDO5XXoyl_LvkpZlppj0HRql-WgsHpyWXGFCApkC1sf3gVZPQxuzhvBKX2gma4aIv8cIozE3XHPKlUPpq6&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-WMJ8IsO8FRhgWsFVB4Belsq0gqPkil_JVem08-iRpWWSuqKn4TP6pbEkDTtYwRIsMg0ZZOwPtN4qQsAOxRvd-nmzrdxgQ5k7NDxOqBGnE1c0KMbotB8WP2iMsiQTTbH6fB29UbxDpy7X0NS7yTkGNnxl4gscCcLg5lvSPvfQHk4Pe8XSCkSlG7gU0WP5w_89igcOCDcLphSuFGoo1tfLF-VdTkTKT4OSA==&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-StfBAMHTS6jSfW2YPO-2HFiPaZUYMLoIEf98qPiumlVdso6yyN0eCQeZAWcf5xpajZSp7Muq-bwk0NjtzE9ITYKu65OSBkfDtnfqufvLF1Mw18vwIhihks7hbqG7U6UdP6dDmGwEcYS&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-aPX6KXUNaj2JKFJ3Fb2a8bOTpgkXfbHIlWcxctXCXomzNyeYt2fs_SZOAUrvnX9DRL4xuoVHDUNqthKkLLimYY-iFogHUJVTNffVFfJackms5ojLDAuaN4Q3eEYSH2AGlEotpRvAiwqHOlMOQZapMQ02emeDQS-cqJw19ChLHyhCJpQftrffNvHwR2fbwgPBdRFm_2cCUVT7lTJfP7F228vUBBsXStX87tL88w_mTsL&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
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The Sacramento County Superior Court resumed criminal jury
trials about a week ago, but with new, never-before-seen
health precautions after a nearly three-month suspension in
response to the COVID-19 crisis.

Read More

Victims of Serial Sexual Offenders Read
Horrific Accounts at Sentencing

Three victims of serial sexual offender Jason Hook read their
accounts of mistreatment by him in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week.They were horrific stories.

Read More

Defendant Hires Six Attorneys in Attempt
to ‘Game the System’

During the flurry of arraignments, sentencings, and
continuances on the Sacramento County Superior Court Dept
62. calendar, several defendants tried to voice their concerns
and queries to Court Commissioner Ken Brody.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-dJoNv0cTHeD5-rVesaB6R0AtNw7--2dyjdg13_e8kIxDE7Gyy3b9IpuceLJXbZ0IrwnS6YdZ03hnhx-AwMW8XM4clmLftCno-zaLaCOMGWh0zpmSQEwKaIDtvLgaqCAkGV1UWmjFQNPHlbg6ZKTNz0co42fDhlhZrGg8odbw-bF6pa3jjhvH9EqXlGpBq1m8EE4CcJprb3zS1XpZZHKkPM=&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-dJoNv0cTHeD1li-Mt0wJ9JxX_WRAzZrcmPa8-2_kXED0qCc3X0yiprT76UWyQa3J3vZkqvuRkF67F17nIlyJoxbjRqMdxtppbEC1HUOwPbEaSygIjY3bzmAAQyeH_nT5PX6jrx6dDNIXAB5_iptN-_MbI1uHfp9tmTFGX4XrhM9HbEuRP6Ue1_dSZeQxCuQ6XBLRZBdeerlc28VyNhkeqY=&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-dJoNv0cTHeDQhN4LyiByuqamVyaQtOnmFDnhVMxQbpuq86nPYDsVcdLcPtqQ84Kr6qiPopM4US0WRfgQtVPD6vYNcbcUtxZd1zUOPtDr-YlOyRXYInZtLA1WIfA4pgrzjOV_gncgwyUAFDQkRtct-JCYKqzVzSFy5nooKD3_bI5TGParv42TjQOV6uJlDHgzn4k_VZLmMYo&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-ZjmSpJf0hcAIJ62uSgC99tThLj4Yo7Kd6sskjHUiGB2WGucaQD3Zau77K0Z5iptCgKLuiEF1twUh2rgW-SihTfDUW8cDswttMATkH03ldYB&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXlsvoNxhHhVywvkpsvCfh_Y6e64Ixvsk6qFCvCs4ZnpQXqbvqyM-aPX6KXUNaj207dhlN6B79o-tvyGvK8RiaaXSF_JLvzbk97ks9rEwdB_U5Qe8sYPXtZaLaM7Ha1ZOtklnWJ4IqZUYK7zoCrVC_-rXFAlJJFGzMYkgdAfJzC2y7lb4aAEESg0IKDRMM0prwYzz4Fb_HE_meaM7TTjjteo8b3zbJJxv2-K33q-5f_Ll73SuytpUuTrYTKSPAADYz1D_R5oETU=&c=ZUmNfFR6gLiDaZYuG5Z79OsDLzfBjQKivm6ltMmhvm8qna7OznrsKA==&ch=d4_5GIyZNJrwByebVL8EdD8BldyFHL2O2mDS8VrmqZmRgp-AlBTxrw==
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF Public Defender’s Office Mobilizing to Release People from San
Quen.n Amid Escala.ng COVID-19 Outbreak

Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 at 4:02:09 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 1, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249.7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

***PRESS RELEASE***

SF Public Defender’s Office Mobilizing to Release People from San Quentin
Amid Escalating COVID-19 Outbreak

SAN FRANCISCO - With 2,582 incarcerated persons with active cases of COVID-19 in
California prisons statewide, and over 1,100 people incarcerated in San Quentin testing
positive, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office is mobilizing to free people as quickly as
possible to prevent the continuing spread. The outbreak at San Quentin came after CDCR
transferred 121 men from the CA Institute for Men (CIM), a known hotspot for the virus where
16 people have already died. 

“At this point, the only way we can protect the lives of people at San Quentin and the larger
public is to reduce the prison population as quickly as possible,” said Public Defender Mano
Raju. “San Quentin is cited as the premier example of a rehabilitation- and redemption-
focused institution. It is time to honor that image by releasing people based on who they are
today, not based on what they may have done years or decades ago.”
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today, not based on what they may have done years or decades ago.”

“My office stands with the Incarcerated people inside San Quentin, as well as the San Quentin
Inmate Family Council, and incarcerated people and their loved ones across the state, and
fully supports their demands to the Governor and CDCR,” said Raju. “Not only is the treatment
of incarcerated people inside California’s prisons unconscionable, but so is the lack of
information and transparency regarding the outbreak,” he said.  

To address this crisis head on, the Integrity Unit at the San Francisco Public Defender’s
Office, which handles, among other things, post-conviction relief work, has mobilized to reach
out to people in San Quentin who may be eligible for resentencing and reduced sentences
under the law. “Many people incarcerated in California have served many years in prison and
have worked towards personal growth through education, self-help programs, and gaining
professional skills. Many living in San Quentin, and prisons across the state, are over 55,
deemed low risk, and most have medical conditions that increase their risk of complications
from COVID-19. My office has reached out to people in prisons throughout the state and
intends to continue outreach to all who may be eligible,” said Raju.

Those who are released will be supported in their reentry plans, including support finding
housing, additional community support, healthcare, employment options, cell phones and care
packages. Public defender reentry staff will also assist with applying for benefits like health
insurance and social security, obtaining state identification and a driver’s license, and
continued job search as needed. 

“We are committed to safe release and reentry for as many people as possible - made
relatively easy when we see the phenomenal programming and work records of those in San
Quentin,” said Danielle Harris, Managing Attorney of the Integrity Unit. “We are acting
because neither the Governor nor the CDCR are addressing the emergency conditions in San
Quentin or around the state, despite their broad authority. Knowing it is a matter of life and
death for some, we are using whatever legal tools we have to urgently help these men and
their families.” 

###

http://bit.ly/StopSQOutbreakDemands
http://bit.ly/sqifcc19
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Police Records Made Public and 911 Calls Diverted; Sacramento Legal Observer
Shot in Face by Police at Protest Demands Arrest of Officer

Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 at 7:01:31 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“There was no reason to shoot me. I was filming excessive force on others (by police),” said Garza

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 30, 2020

Why We Need a Hard Version of Defunding the Police

By David Greenwald
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Senator Nancy Skinner rolled out a stronger version of SB 1421 to expand access to police records.  She
also rolled out SB 773, the Community Assistance Response Act. This proposed bill would attempt to
redirect nonviolent calls to services other than the police, like social workers and medics. This would
include a CAHOOTS program like the one in Eugene, Oregon that I strongly support.

But while you can call that a soft-defunding the police - taking services and functions that do not belong in
the hangs of police officers out of their jurisdiction - we need more.

Police culture fundamentally needs to change.

We can see that in the latest incident in San Jose where the Facebook group is pushing out racist
statements.  I see it when I converse with law enforcement on social media - the overwhelming number of
to the right of Trump, anti-immigrant, and in varying forms, racist.

We saw in San Francisco a few years ago with the texts that were homophobic and racist.

We hear excuses but this is the way these people actually think.

The Washington Post ran a story yesterday - “police chiefs and mayor push for reform” but then “they run
into veteran officers, unions and ‘how culture is created.’”

It is easy to blame unions for this problem.  The problem is the union is a composite of the rank and file
cops - anti-reform, racist, right wing.

Writes the Post: “Police and city leaders have repeatedly adopted changes, only for these efforts to run
headlong into two formidable and interconnected forces: veteran officers who resist these efforts and the
powerful unions fighting discipline. This combination can make it difficult for departments to evolve, even
after they publicly pledge increased training and greater accountability, former law enforcement officials
and experts say.”

One answer to that is a harder version of defunding the police-  Delete the budget from the police
departments and start again from square one.

The problems of the police department are deeper and more ingrained than simply transitioning
resources.

The problem is policing.  There is a lack of accountability.  Look at the Minnesota police officer who killed
George Floyd.  Derek Chauvin - he had a history of complaints against him - 18 of them.  While Chesa
Boudin of the SF District Attorney’s office has taken steps to prevent officers with a history of complaints
from being hired or retaining their job we have done remarkably little.

But it’s worse than that, as John Burris wrote in his Blue v Black book from two decades ago - police
officers come from isolated backgrounds and have little education and sophistication.

He writes, "What is the inevitable result when you take a young kid out of a relatively isolated
environment, with little education or sophistication, place him in a military setting for a couple of years,
then give him a gun and assign him to a minority neighborhood in an American city? My conclusion? The
pattern of abuse stretched back to recruitment."

That’s the problem and what needs to be changed and can’t be changed by a simple redirect of
resources to other functions.

Thanks for reading.

 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Sacramento Legal Observer Shot in Face
by Police at Protest Demands Arrest of
Officer

Monday, on the same day that the City of Sacramento said it
was dismissing charges against 65 people arrested for curfew
violations during the George Floyd police brutality protests a
month ago, a legal observer shot in the face by

Read More

Police Records Made Public and 911 Calls
Diverted: 2 Newly Proposed Bills Could
Change California Police Permanently

The California State Senate Monday introduced two new
police reform bills that could change the face of state law
enforcement.The first measure would increase public access
and use of police conduct record

Read More

The Supreme Court Gives Federal
Executions the Go-Ahead

The Supreme Court rejected a petition contesting the recently
enacted federal execution protocol, effectively ending a 17-
year hiatus of federal executions in America. Four inmates
whose executions were put on hold by circuit

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Golden State Killer Pleads Guilty and
Admits to More than 70 Heinous Crimes

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6YzjVP7Eg3GaDhNGUzrX46ADvMdzrnX7AiAuqz_IpQfwMKF75ZfweBm4T6pP4Vk9KaOlWDQXvsK7wCq4COM0Do1wKTiUDMR4Gn3J57URKFLrKw2qyPSLD95Y=&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6YzjVP7Eg3GaDaxOuzClGEHt3kOd32ldxtT98hGDZ-5lJGD1rjUiY-DLkx9K35e9_5zWjcXVQYeXK9oMlkiyCAQnnOHHFUtMbbkObDShB1wxfFTmpECeJ_hCRpUlaM6q4k90PdvKSjOCo&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6YzjVP7Eg3GaDZ4_XOX8PsDBeHqXA3eAm0B65UesTGZifkgWltNRxiOfy8Uc4ToYPQZrWfDbONy29-JJSLLtY44rNGPDdhe3FIfdJ_maHSMyZ6Q-rFFU3F3Z4b-TguyMxbRlUChWUw6KGwLHqXOKjpD4=&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y_b-Uteybgv2cSDGa_fD-F_iWYg6g71j9GaL330lK3v2gRZsC1Zu1Si8L41gA2mdO15dSepx5fkttAns-f1OcVxQK3YtIw97AnH7N2lIMIbidHMYnPawNKX3R10wJFEQLnpCi7B_ppsi&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y39bwQAqfJ8_zJSnK3xeLhpbnBdpEvVBOVEqDxLZAL1M_BFbw_3gcmWuxgJI9BzkNoYPcpQ2NVGHaBKtjwd9x8_mqAHzPfYYJ0jirc9eeqoe&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0R6Hp_oKgprIXaS8p8inv2bx249f4cmkSRQ_uwbdx1F0MFX_mR1xa2b_JFoVg_ORLX2UQ_GAHT9204dzAzGjWOiVDsBKcQUj7-ZqK9OJfOE&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0MC6cn8fCRS8zFoxM9xuIaJZWQsJeiUt5T1xPQT5PNPC7kFG5KqTskvNbqjKG-NIruLO-RohS6DtrlcSDB9xYUeadm5DPV1u_jpMkw1kSKnygEa-W7VPiISZnXJFEWwTK5Eiqe4XmuFi1mZvfoA717Hl0Y9Gccv0iOQV7hr95VJxqphsrEgb2YVvTm25AWzbM9f9DA1YELsy0wsX9DscpFRizobcgIKyBZ4e5ITu9yz&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0MC6cn8fCRSZhWdxvNe97nE_pVXN-IA656AUNuXPGZP7NS8liTqwhNCWqG98T7eksyHM4z_7DAjNV0doQPBgd8BZHAjGfy2hVkr9xY0NlFdZy4l0s2wvdhcksk55342USF53DOiLVOEwHLJ0uBgwU-jk_gT5kd---CKv_FGspPEardjIXgLIdLEB7aCJrVnWkGFHT3ZwharDgQxQso18bN8Pw7d0JZrv7dGwylXpzxKD9OaQrrwFpWKYM7DiJIVDzzoFyvi7_zDYxy3aHvRWFU=&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0MC6cn8fCRSbpQ3qxI4CmD8NO8UpUbY_-XSQW66qJ16uzHJkqnIwrpEDNm-5gXDKKz5TKx33Qas2QXwAP3hWSJnHCbkqjzUpPD36UQNfi5_kE__gr3P7hBUe0HfV0NUJ3-CkwZoUPFnLUZQ6N9BR7Mq9_jiEoNJ8bCUkzJKhWCUTONkwZbGAnx7czSQU86vNw==&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y_ig54KNkyX92LKcEY5TM09mBZyiABUVo-E3vk3efhCv4c2eSD_Ughz_XTJRdNhZ7YaNPYcqJl1i2Gn8TPtlMzuT7ZlB3hqe1KKhfg-skTWNLRT4_PyzUAl4nliC3O62gSVVr0H9fV1YDzAVdHvjaWXFd73cYO9_qXVo4rEP_drHL7VjLB_hoP-4wJO_hjMZjK5PxlJ9GcOMkfFBgT8hW7E=&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
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Committed in 70s and 80s

Forty five years after the first crime in a spree of violent
burglaries, murders and rapes across California, spanning a
decade in the mid 1970s through mid 1980s, Joseph
DeAngelo pleaded guilty to all charges pressed against him

Read More

Slumber Party Gone Wrong: Tamla
Horsford Case Re-Opened

Last week, Deputy Doug Rainwater of Forsyth County
admitted the “case will be examined closer by Georgia
Bureau of Investigation,” even though the case was
supposedly closed more than a year ago. 

Read More

Woman Stabs Sleeping Boyfriend on New
Year’s 2019; Judge Gives Her Break at
Sentencing

A woman was sentenced for slashing her boyfriend in the
face, chest and back with a knife while he was asleep in their
home in Fresno County on New Year’s Eve, 2019 – Anissa
Greene was convicted of corporeal injury on

Read More

Fresno Judge Issues Protective Orders for
Domestic Abuse Cases Despite Dissent
from Alleged Victims

Two alleged victims of domestic abuse here last week in
Fresno County Superior Court begged the court to not
prosecute those accused of abusing them – in both cases,
Judge Glenda Allen-Hill ignored their pleas and

Read More

400+ Cases Confirmed in San Quentin On
Weekend – Breaking Down COVID-19 in
CDCR

As of June 29th, there are 4,798 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system, 604 of which have been confirmed since
Friday. There have been 21 deaths across the CDCR system
thus far.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0MC6cn8fCRSO-vghUkyg6oilEKCt0pgwrtPkcKTaFvJZg2ElG31qYwPhTT4iqdypNHp5WlRdzjDSxqw513VKvEJjgQkgCGzB_Ua4543l_U4eKUku4nJDWlIkg0kIBs44T7URYCd2Y7CnrOvFaVjBMlTcYMy7sSGXty6a4aCXZFWSObT5c1YyTETgmcSu7RpVOx9W9zW84BqbNZH-P93n13DYT85XhkrgCJbVAADRpX4kJDJtAqFnnRkzUuwdQ3o-A==&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0MC6cn8fCRSxHsQ3R8zzoezzqHT6PKOrefuDC2oo8zm1a0xcuASCL3V32qX5G0qY-pAcbW2HF0FCaX8JyVOPYMY4MKuTfoc82r7Tce1MkRPj8U9_rfoKRFSDVWBuCNuGFrsrWl6Icf3SAcpZqOJWRs5R7IpMdZ-1M23-a6YARFkxYy5BaX_aPNi7J1cp7WUgg==&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0MC6cn8fCRSLlo4cYfNLN1TCygMmL6xU_om9haiL-hANK_OP62eG4kV6zsL4PAF6mHTbOrrA8BLBwfMLr_9LY3dA-ovTpK8h0QIehv1-YhDos6SaSiE8ez8_EIFOGinvG0jpTipJRYvPAN8VUdW8QRSk57LJnPzDIPwhE9ErPbovvntZz2QnfhQHZaGbCt3bnHe5HLHC0fRiyVjmBX7k-OBOCTza6W--z50sqFPVGr0&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y0MC6cn8fCRSyGqsoOgVhqwAsg6SzJVrZZOwL-BXNyX1PSxk553rK2R1VDgGk3dH7Vrlko7JrW5hCa6k0GL27XjRGk3A82rMeGEPL2GEQk5SmnlkLjd3cGnxJ2Qzl4j15wrZUT948Se2caDUPnCbmLefUd8pnONBo269tL4esSXbPOmM2eg-GTosFSxOnSu46XJ8_naZpuI53IjdIlueSdUo7op1qofK6brdY1FSd6pP1arMIK4SrkHrYC7o8gwRow==&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y_ig54KNkyX91jPptnlmpojPQSGtRTXvFQ2P-N-11QVxkkf99sN7ZGm_k6Fca9NaamXrMejdM6JiVkgy0qDfvr2N42bYDtrYxVHURbkWQhQwDUixWjhAHjUO_2gTsitj-S6tcEuLjURXIT3TJeBdxfRDxMiJ85jedQ==&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y-KbE0DP1iDyijU8wQjLHI8BbWfpaiCfjma-VL0qFri249ODYpIY5Emcdk7GnI6lb9lgaR2XYEV7sVq3aMH3hovLTGXJM9rb4B_KOmhR4Y0k9cmK1a43ax9VJx_Hu0yDExoDsSXOGdRV&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
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San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man with Bat/Stick to Stand Trial for
Vandalizing Pest Control Vehicle in West
Sac

Motive was not disclosed here in Yolo County Superior Court
of why a man would use a pest control vehicle as his personal
batting cage and art canvas, but he will be standing trial for
the vandalism, in any case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘New Normal’ Post COVID-19 Jury Trials
Resume in Sacramento Superior Court

The Sacramento County Superior Court resumed criminal jury
trials about a week ago, but with new, never-before-seen
health precautions after a nearly three-month suspension in
response to the COVID-19 crisis.

Read More

Victims of Serial Sexual Offenders Read
Horrific Accounts at Sentencing

Three victims of serial sexual offender Jason Hook read their
accounts of mistreatment by him in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week.They were horrific stories.

Read More

Defendant Hires Six Attorneys in Attempt
to ‘Game the System’

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014ma22DntdRvLYPby6_uz_QYBicypVbfj3nPaKeXOrZBdW1cDMwX6Y_PSDZfKBMb7Fvz3GrfJMrJ-6IsGSrrs6HuWoiL-v7v-nkfLQHMkqVsMDoxdXNv1K8CsDLfoWLhsRIoYEQTUIHoBqui8nto5HbVASrvPSCcyTY1mwp9rFo_nZdqtuT9QWaBdbuSd_MvfCLR7FIHZ6Xkik1MwhSOh_oliadInA6j5c93Qakq-5_b96nt2Tu9zlQHl52U1h0WqBK1WiLfoojTz6CdNNq6qNQ==&c=KukObDSIwrhm-9jw-2lv1qOYtva0qRGK0c0S-PBzOP4ZH2kIR0Uddg==&ch=QASHK8JoGfWxkWOZFpzoLS7NXmFxJd_cfnCnCFKrzoWNfgi3wucmUQ==
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During the flurry of arraignments, sentencings, and
continuances on the Sacramento County Superior Court Dept
62. calendar, several defendants tried to voice their concerns
and queries to Court Commissioner Ken Brody.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Santa Clara DA Targets Journalist with Pe4y Prosecu.on; San Jose Police Make
Racist Comments on FB Group

Date: Monday, June 29, 2020 at 7:00:16 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Santa Clara DA Jeff Rosen: “In the last few months, Ms. Bassi has escalated her level of hostility towards
me.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 29, 2020

San Jose Police’s Racist Postings

By David Greenwald
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Last week we covered a Medium article by Shaun King detailing a private law enforcement Facebook
page where members, presumably law enforcement made plans to kill him.  After reading that, an
anonymous poster on Medium, who describes himself as the “partner of an active law enforcement officer
in a San Francisco Bay Area police department” exposed a San Jose Police Department (SJPD) private
FB page.

Writes, the anonymous writer, “San Jose cops, both retired and active, use “10–7ODSJ” as a platform to
freely express their true thoughts and ideas, something they defend as their First Amendment right.
However, in closely reading their posts, it is very disturbing to find how much hate, prejudice and racism
they harbor.”

Now the media reports that four police officers in San Jose have been placed on administrative leave.

Mayor Sam Liccardo in a statement late last week said: “I demand and expect a full investigation, and
further expect that racist, anti-Muslim or menacing comments expressed by any current SJPD Officer will
be met with termination. 

“Our Chief fired an officer for tweeting a similar statement in 2016, but an unaccountable arbitrator—
immune from public or court review—reversed the termination, and forced the department to reinstate the
officer. 

“For that reason, as I articulated in my police reform proposal this week, I will push for changes to a
disciplinary process that allows unaccountable arbitrators to reverse termination decisions of the Chief,
and I will further push for independent investigation of all racially discriminatory conduct.  This is precisely
why these reforms are so important.”

“While I have no control over what former employees post online, I can voice my outrage after hearing
about these comments made online,” the police chief, Eddie Garcia, said in a statement. “Any current
employee involved with bigoted activity online will promptly be investigated and held accountable to the
fullest extent in my power. We have no place for this.”

Chief Garcia added that officers who engaged in misconduct online have in the past been fired.

“I have previously responded with discipline up to termination after an investigation into off-duty online
activity that runs counter to our standards of conduct,” he said.

The President of the San Jose Police Officers’ Association, Paul Kelly said in a statement he was
saddened by the accusations.

“The news that I read today about members of our union and former members of our union participating
in an online ring of hate makes me sick,” Mr. Kelly said in a statement. “I say this to anyone that
participated: The San Jose Police Officers’ Association will provide you no shelter, no protection. We will
not represent you, because you do not represent us and you do not represent our community.”

There is of course little new here.  San Francisco Police Officers a few years ago were caught making a
series of sexist, racist, and homophobic tweets.  I have regularly seen police officers and sheriff’s
deputies making unbelievably racist and altogether inappropriate comments on Facebook.

The department will treat this on an individual level and punish those who participated - as they should. 
But the problem is systemic and until it is addressed as such, the mentality that pervades these
messages will remain.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Reisig This
Isn’t (Just) About You

When Public Defender Tracie Olson pointed out, quite
correctly, that in the Yolo County Jail on April 20, 2020, the
population was about 28% Black in a county with a population
of just 3 percent Blacks, Yolo County DA Jeff

Read More

Santa Clara DA Targets Journalist with
Petty Prosecution

A bitter divorce and a bad experience in the family courts
drove 55 year old Susan Bassi to become a self-described
investigative reporter. She has a YouTube channel with over
13 thousand subscribers and one of her video, one of an

Read More

Appellate Court Again Declares SB 1437
Constitutional, Accepts Appellant’s
Petition to Appeal Conviction

The Sixth Appellate Court has accepted the petition of
appellant Malik Alaybue to vacate his murder and attempted
murder convictions, concluding that “Senate bill 1437 is
constitutional [in compliance with Proposition 7 and 115]

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

‘New Normal’ Post COVID-19 Jury Trials
Resume in Sacramento Superior Court
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The Sacramento County Superior Court resumed criminal jury
trials about a week ago, but with new, never-before-seen
health precautions after a nearly three-month suspension in
response to the COVID-19 crisis.

Read More

Victims of Serial Sexual Offenders Read
Horrific Accounts at Sentencing

Three victims of serial sexual offender Jason Hook read their
accounts of mistreatment by him in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week.They were horrific stories.

Read More

Mule Creek Correctional Officer Has Guns
Confiscated, Could Lose Job Over
Domestic Dispute Threat

During the flurry of arraignments, sentencings, and
continuances on the Sacramento County Superior Court Dept
62. calendar, several defendants tried to voice their concerns
and queries to Court Commissioner Ken Brody.

Read More

COVID-19 or No COVID-19, Fresno Judge
Wants Defendant’s Community Service
Done – Or It’s Jail

Despite the shelter in place, and the lockdowns due to
Coronavirus pandemic in California that took began in mid-
March, Superior Court Judge Ana de Alba refused to accept
Todd Allen Metcalf ‘s extension to begin his

Read More

COVID-19 or No COVID-19, Fresno Judge
Wants Defendant’s Community Service
Done – Or It’s Jail

Despite the shelter in place, and the lockdowns due to
Coronavirus pandemic in California that took began in mid-
March, Superior Court Judge Ana de Alba refused to accept
Todd Allen Metcalf ‘s extension to begin his

Read More

COVID-19 or No COVID-19, Fresno Judge
Wants Defendant’s Community Service
Done – Or It’s Jail
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Despite the shelter in place, and the lockdowns due to
Coronavirus pandemic in California that took began in mid-
March, Superior Court Judge Ana de Alba refused to accept
Todd Allen Metcalf ‘s extension to begin his

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man with Bat/Stick to Stand Trial for
Vandalizing Pest Control Vehicle in West
Sac

Motive was not disclosed here in Yolo County Superior Court
of why a man would use a pest control vehicle as his personal
batting cage and art canvas, but he will be standing trial for
the vandalism, in any case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

‘New Normal’ Post COVID-19 Jury Trials
Resume in Sacramento Superior Court

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25qXendxdvh7VJT0aNiy-LPZGNohNlSUhHtFkfB_kXuxa6DDHaSdbN6CE_OxS8FcYg8oQUcpY3AVdCnfLBTXjJYvJ6tfKvGR-sU7PTRxVeDE7LP_eI0yXnIlqKVQAemWGDSm-RW2pXo4TBRBI2LRIQ2u6ZbvUkjoxQMW3aCuA5HPBkg2mW78zFBsB0h1Iwbz1P8xkLNOU_Sq8tyP5OqIULu0c38OFS-XxS_F9MEvGDjuC&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25j-XCKdeSBleCNUqNqpaNlW05hOUSnaisGJywUFn4PEMbTocKjHvFDX6GOYy0XXQCq0-OU2pqEyfTdoItA-NgaKqlrFJnZBCTKmsw2dy0SBYd7JqYcP_9jUNZTdGmqwLQ20alDcKDFBBhqe10fM0d8HwONiMpDhbFpUykB5ee3vNFcftSMXMj4EF6RlVLxFcGktCCx07pYKQGWV4DykmYI8=&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25noDhY6sdpaeKoQXPxjmjnPztHuYKJPaNudXrK3efhz7ElX2XNSGBMiNqE113DB-YErXoOcVQj4hX5CLBAASxFQL9oKt4kie3wZDwDPHSXfEyMXgsaJmMQ7zulR_-ImSIYFcK10HX1pH&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25u-5EtMCm_8eIkL9Z7eDrw4HjoFGsAa5h72l9vgQ7ITpnInefLvAgJ7l9KqI16fled1k32VD2F8p0rIcHWXBvYJpCwKrc413zmXvnKCavKTJZVmz7EXdm-NkaFfJJapPS2knJkfdMcu6L3weXale_sd-Qi6FSip2DS-WuMUnPGXwudnPIAO3uCIGq8sXvz69Cqxx0BJe-ncvhfr1COuWQzjcIcyDelUyEw==&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25g7nnKZnY4p1HUSuWN_2kUcaUkQapZtl5ASCB7E7Nw6qJrhAFcHegGaCG7g4BFDcIv8ZiinxORLQA7edykPVqfgUh9bCMgvssK0CsKOcE_XR_S-GL5QMYTIzn4iZBYwX4df7H-cFywe7&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25j-XCKdeSBlezP6Xe9KOChs5dk5Fis__a9zlx9HH0Ptn5phgYSGSSRI37XApb2x2HcbZjAZHOBeFZ6gxnqmFnneGPY_UaMxaEnD9L2vMFzu619hzth1Cd7_q7bU3Cr9YnxZj4NiPZQH2ZIwMIdYYeALcQJ9AtWvKrG0DzuElldY4imdEwdxij7H-3iymMPtZnIYm_1FtY6pQFcvdDTx3Q3U3K3MK4Zwqt3V-3Q7Ham_5&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
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The Sacramento County Superior Court resumed criminal jury
trials about a week ago, but with new, never-before-seen
health precautions after a nearly three-month suspension in
response to the COVID-19 crisis.

Read More

Victims of Serial Sexual Offenders Read
Horrific Accounts at Sentencing

Three victims of serial sexual offender Jason Hook read their
accounts of mistreatment by him in Sacramento County
Superior Court late last week.They were horrific stories.

Read More

Defendant Hires Six Attorneys in Attempt
to ‘Game the System’

During the flurry of arraignments, sentencings, and
continuances on the Sacramento County Superior Court Dept
62. calendar, several defendants tried to voice their concerns
and queries to Court Commissioner Ken Brody.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 71 – El
Paso DA Candidate Yvonne Rosales

Last July, DA Jaime Esparaza announced he would not seek
reelection after serving 28 years. In 2016, Yvonne Rosales,
running as a reformer, narrowly lost to Esparaza.
Rosales began her career as an assistant district attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25qXendxdvh7VBMOwMfUQTzMBGfcF89Gs2g6yU1zfQ-ZtOojtI35mpGO7BJMHe1e5NBPGKKmamMvJ3CgWrH38_Q5EOWWL7bzoKZdxAww9DhZxbr6MLja47e1HPAnMGuGKppC_jagGK0EhUPeATK75RKOUFMZqB1P8t29ynaIzQx8oMm4dTKFJfs9bXj2JnaP8qLXnIYLUFaet1ktFPOnAA9Y=&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25qXendxdvh7V3qXS_vCpuT-z1wr0Bw-8-byRaWcdPcEJaYUbKzmf6GtrA21ElGtr-H9Z1mCe3bYKT53tb8fxrrE5vO1P5Wp3G5YFO3Um3b7gkJXU7Uo6TFFCOmqxHfZm--DFd0sKaNId9jhLO3VKvIEgXcY8DxIQ725BA7V0DipnOgLhtoHAIfolim97oeSnsiRpAk6vMWalo1F8_2AcRvA=&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25qXendxdvh7VLwAszmG3ffsDMiSPsbRMhB1tzRwujwsTxgsbCKs7LvnzKhWgvCev7UUiWXIXuY57DH5QaEuhsfLXwTlWTtlhBUZMT-l_f3pRrqqMJNRC5gV5fr0jdfsHNBAPob0TE_RETKa6bYI9TvOOmQLMY6NucT22t_TwDV_wYRBq4L7G2D5iCEAPvbcEciXBdabihbcU&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25o7iycrjXMHGxXsYjjREQLITFdGPt8uOh630G5Io0yZOj-2XC8q_PuIU4CgykIncSp2XZaMjUOxOHi6eG_0ZdJtfKGmvsk3J2PRpYiW9OhBl&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
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Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

The People's Vanguard of Davis | P.O. Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617-4715

Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About Constant Contact

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: PDs for CA Police Reform - updated
Date: Friday, June 26, 2020 at 7:26:47 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: Public Defenders' Recommenda.ons for Police Reform sign-ons.pdf

We also updated the link on our press release to include the new le4er for download. 
h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/06/public-defenders-call-for-major-statewide-police-reform/

Added - Tulare, Sonoma, San Diego

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0019AplBaMHozRLYoHMI_hEFIZZK0UiOQ2y7lQEXbByv1firxoNw6R25uF5h6zQpAdzcQUTyVYGkuzUUQXytelEIvSXQe9fIPO-UHTNkAbMRBdp0TPoSOclheTU73PIGxkSaONeR4KepvpH3YzumM3Y4Q==&c=d8CE4i8RFu3VSKxX-7FlCrktdNIPyiAT1P5PmxM3jxujEaCMcsoPNQ==&ch=cxPlj0J2MCi3CEE2rFzqOU2Ej1cMvLDoPP7SKROv9fLFJv_wsm063A==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=228c91fb-ac07-4503-9bdb-48f1773c9e1c
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/06/public-defenders-call-for-major-statewide-police-reform/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - A Progressive Tidal Wave Coming? Public Defenders Call For Police
Accountability

Date: Friday, June 26, 2020 at 7:01:21 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Sajid Khan: "I am deeply disappointed, hurt and sad that Mr. Rosen and members of his office read my
editorial words calling for District Attorney’s offices to be held to task by the public for their role in
perpetuating police violence and dehumanizing black lives as a call for violent protest or for protests that
could result in violence against members of this union."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 26, 2020

A Tale of Two AGs
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A Tale of Two AGs
by David Greenwald

It was an interesting contrast listening to Minnesota AG Keith Ellison speaking on police reform at the top
of the hour at a John Jay College Conference on Thursday followed by California's Attorney General
Xavier Becerra.

Ellison spoke with conviction and passion on the issue of police accountability and reform.

He said, "If we do not use this moment as an inflection point then there will certainly be another situation
like George Floyd and Breonna Taylor and at that time the uprising and social disruption may be even
worse."

His message was clear: this was an opportunity for change, we had better not squander it and he noted
that there is rare bipartisan agreement that we need change.

He also was concerned that the recommendations that came through his state legislature left them "with
no real change."

He said, "Activists should point their energy at the legislature to come up with something."

Ellison pushed for independent investigation and independent accountability. And for him that meant that
the State Attorney General's office needed to take the lead because county prosecutors have to closely
work with police, and they are cognizant of the impression that that creates a lack of independence or at
least the perception of the lack of independence.

There is a trust deficit.

This is the problem that Xavier Becerra has - he was quick to push out police reform proposals in his
press conference last week, and he was talking about the need for Pattern and Practice Investigations,
as Ellison had noted, the Trump administration has introduced none since 2017 when they came on
board.

But while Becerra acknowledged last week similar two what Ellison said Thursday, "This is a moment for
America." He said, "We have a chance to do something."

But when Becerra had a chance to act - he has failed to do so.

As we reported earlier this week, KRON in San Francisco reported, "There will be one less investigation
into a Bay Area deadly police shooting."

They reported that the AG's office declined to investigate despite the fact that DA Krishna Abrams sought
outside assistance as well.

The position of the AG's office was, “Absent a conflict of interest, an abuse of discretion or other
exceptional circumstances, the Department of Justice does not assume responsibility for local
investigations or prosecutions typically handled by local authorities. We have confidence in District
Attorney Abrams‘ capabilities to fully and fairly complete the investigations before her.”

So while Keith Ellison recognizes that county prosecutors need independent investigations from the state
in order to gain the trust of the citizenry, Becerra when he is handed the opportunity to do so, dropped the
ball.
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This despite activists and attorneys screaming for help on the Vallejo matter which still has the potential
to explode if the video ever drops.

As Civil Rights attorney John Burris put it earlier this week in Fairfield, “When you have a kid who is trying
to kneel, who is trying to surrender and you shoot him in the neck, and shoot at him a bunch of times, I
don’t know what that is other than murder.”

There is plenty of reason to doubt the Solano County DA's ability to do a fair investigation.

“She’s not doing her job,” Melissa Nold responded. “In every other state, you’re seeing officers that are
getting prosecuted. In California it feels like it is Mississippi 1964. They are murdering unarmed men.”

So once again Becerra talks the talk, but fails to hold police agencies accountable when he has the
opportunity.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

DA Rosen’s Attempt to Silence Public
Defender Backfires

The story of Sajid Khan’s blog post that turned into a tempest
for the Santa Clara County DA’s office when DA Jeff Rosen
attempted to file a whistleblower complaint over the line
Public Defender blew up nationally as Washington Post

Read More

Progressive Cruises to a Blow Out in a Key
NY DA Race

In Tuesday’s primary in New York, many were watching two
key District Attorney races. In Westchester County, Mimi
Rocah appears to have soundly defeated incumbent DA
Anthony Scarpino in their primary

Read More
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Plot to Kill BLM Activist Shaun King

Members of a private Facebook group for California Law
Enforcement Officers is openly plotting to assassinate civil
rights activist and writer Shaun King.King shared multiple
screenshots of malicious comments posted, which

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

California Public Defenders Issue
Recommendations for Meaningful
Statewide Police Reform

We write in our capacity as California Public Defenders to
outline our hopes and expectations for meaningful statewide
reforms to California’s system of law enforcement. We
understand that time is of the essence with impending

Read More

Progressive Prosecutor Panel Opines on
COVID-19, Police Accountability, and Mass
Incarceration

A panel here this week hosted by the Institute for Innovation
in Prosecution at John Jay College – spearheaded by Bay
Area public defenders and San Francisco District Attorney –
discussed the issue of mass incarceration and

Read More

Rep. Pressley and D.A. Rollins Discuss
‘Structural Racism’ in the U.S.

Structural Racism, and how it impacts health, public safety,
education, jobs, housing and other aspects of society, was the
focus of panel discussion here featuring Congresswoman
Ayanna Pressley and District Attorney Rachael Rollins.

Read More

Preliminary Hearing on Gang-Related
Murder Charge Moves Forward
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A Sacramento man’s preliminary hearing for a gang-related
murder charge concluded last week, and it didn’t go well.On
September 28, 2017 the defendant, Lakquan Solomon drove
up and

Read More

Mule Creek Correctional Officer Has Guns
Confiscated, Could Lose Job Over
Domestic Dispute Threat

A keen eye is not being trained on law enforcement officers’
use of force on the job – but what about similar bad behavior
in the officer’s own household?A Sacramento County
Superior Court judge was asked

Read More

150+ Cases in San Quentin Over 2 Days –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of June 25th, there are 3,988 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system. 388 were confirmed since Monday.
There have been 20 deaths across the CDCR system thus far

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“If I’ve got to get dressed everybody’s got
to get dressed,” Judge admonishes
shirtless lawyer on Zoom

A car crash on Chiles Road led to the discovery of a man’s
possession of methamphetamine, among other drugs,
according to court testimony here in Yolo County Superior
Court.The question in his court hearing became whether the
search was unlawful.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Preliminary Hearing on Gang-Related
Murder Charge Moves Forward

A Sacramento man’s preliminary hearing for a gang-related
murder charge concluded last week, and it didn’t go well.On
September 28, 2017 the defendant, Lakquan Solomon drove
up and

Read More

Mule Creek Correctional Officer Has Guns
Confiscated, Could Lose Job Over
Domestic Dispute Threat

A keen eye is not being trained on law enforcement officers’
use of force on the job – but what about similar bad behavior
in the officer’s own household?A Sacramento County
Superior Court judge was asked

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00101KFQPs7eRIQA-HSCmhw-K68S-h0cR40kUaAjRAXsgCBMsHPjwazKbZfZCBGwuQ8RdDzxzMn0fPjjHwRPIfPi1LcpYuEya6awSoXYswhqniEtw0hUzHM7t2XCzyUYJiHXFIuIDm9HhnqAF259CXc1Yz6wtVtevIfV7SZA9M2o9Y39njSub6Zx8YybM3-DQ0GGEMKg93hLOszhCNe1q_FPEs7ZQLlNF-1VIyE4tNy993KJt49uOH1xY2H0M3BQFGNaFm-4rGVpjz9oGv3LV5keMmBU1AFRJV5NFDB8xQYnlY=&c=3I5SeVFjDDqGSgXqqxo9r5aNKytpnvkfgmvIGAEWbfsGjqrDV4miYg==&ch=ev6nrMVRB4xRr4DzHARXFpT_e2cd_W0IGTcY1ykMv8mT1JbRclIrKA==
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Public Defenders Call for Major Statewide Police Reform
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2020 at 9:38:52 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: Public Defenders' Recommenda.ons for CA Police Reform.pdf

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 25, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249.7946 -
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

***PRESS RELEASE***
Public Defenders Call for Major Statewide Police Reform

Public Defenders sent this letter to Governor Newsom and California Lawmakers today calling for major
statewide police reforms, seeking "meaningful, radical change" in line with the movement of the moment. 

See full letter attached. 

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sac County Will Require Masks for Guards, Incarcerated People; Sajid Speaks
Out, Progressive Waves in NY Primary

Date: Thursday, June 25, 2020 at 7:01:08 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
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Sajid Khan: "I am deeply disappointed, hurt and sad that Mr. Rosen and members of his office read my
editorial words calling for District Attorney’s offices to be held to task by the public for their role in
perpetuating police violence and dehumanizing black lives as a call for violent protest or for protests that
could result in violence against members of this union."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 25, 2020

Two Progressive Prosecution Races in NY Worth Tracking
We have been following progressive prosecutor cases across the country and in NY where they held the
primary on Tuesday, there were two races in particular we covered - Mimi Rocah in Westerchester
County and Matt Toporowski in Albany.

Both progressives ran against incumbents in the Democratic Primary.

In Westcester it wasn't even close. 68-32. They are withholding declaring victory because there are still
tens of thousands of ballots to be counted. The final results are not expected for several weeks but
whoever wins this, will be the DA and right now, there seems little chance that a result of that magnitude
is going to change.

According to WNYC, recordings aired earlier in the month by a whistleblower cop in Mount Vernon,
contained " allegations of police framing and brutalizing innocent residents."

Rocah's campaign made them an issue. Incumbent Scarpino, who investigated the tapes, dismissed
them as "unprosecutable hearsay" and issued a statement that Rocah is "not privy to the investigation
being conducted by our Office." It also said, "this story in itself is putting our investigation at risk."

Rocah importantly is not claiming victory, but said, "This is bigger than me. This is about the movement in
this country, in the county for reform in the criminal justice arena."

We have seen some big shifts in late absentees, but most of them have moved toward, not away from
progressives.

In Albany the scene is very different. Matt Toporowski challenged longtime incumbent David Soares in a
contentious race.

Soares leads but by just 1200 votes. Again with huge amounts of absentee ballots to count. Folks familiar
with the situation believe that Toporowski would need about 52 percent of the vote to pull ahead - that
would be doable although it would take a shift in the votes counted so far - but something we have seen
in other races.

A local news station points out this is a battle of opposition with the war being waged on bail reform and
defunding the police - an issue that did not even reach our radar when we interviewed Toporowski in May.

“The idea of defunding the police, in a community that uses the police more than any other community, is
just absurd," said Albany County District Attorney David Soares. "It is absolutely absurd. What we need
to do is support our police. We need to enhance the presence in these communities and maybe people
will stop shooting.”

“If we’re going to condition someone’s freedom on what they have in their wallet, I think that is
fundamentally unfair and really unconstitutional," said Challenger Matt Toporowski. "So I was in for bail
reform. It hasn’t caused more crime like my opponent has said. It hasn’t caused these shootings like my
opponent has said. This is fear mongering.”

We will know the results of both sometime it would appear in July. Mimi Rocah appears likely to be the
next DA while Matt Toporowski has an uphill climb still.
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next DA while Matt Toporowski has an uphill climb still.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Quentin Cases Soaring at 344 Cases,
Triggering Concern and Attention From
Reformers

Sacramento County Sheriff’s Dept. deputies – THE
VANGUARD has learned – are now being required to wear
face coverings in county jails, and the jails are required to
provide masks to inmates under an agreement filed
Wednesday between

Read More

California State Senate Votes to Put a
Measure on the Ballot That Would Restore
CA Affirmative Action

The California Senate followed calls for racial justice
Wednesday, and passed a bill that if the voters approve in
November could eventually allow for affirmative action
again.The California Act for Economic Prosperity, or ACA 5

Read More

Grand Jury Indicts Ahmaud Arbery’s
Suspected Killers on Murder Charges

The three men accused of shooting and killing Ahmaud
Arbery – who was chased while jogging in a South Georgia
neighborhood – were indicted Wednesday have been each
indicted on nine counts, including four counts of felony

Read More
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Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Guest Commentary: We’re Not Satisfied.
The Movement To Manifest Black Lives
Matter Marches On.

Yesterday, we got word that Santa Clara County District
Attorney Jeff Rosen withdrew a whistleblower complaint
against me over my blog posts where I highlighted the role of
prosecutors in perpetuating police violence and

Read More

Uncorroborated False Accusations Add to
Systematic Racism in U.S.

The Montana Innocence Project is working on a
#barriers2innocnece – the impact of false accusations – to try
to combat systematic racism among many other issues in the
criminal justice system.One of the most well-known stories
about false

Read More

Leading Prosecutors Call for Prosecutorial
Reform, Redefining ‘Camaraderie’ with
Police

St. Louis Chief Attorney Kimberly Gardner and Philadelphia
District Attorney Larry Krasner are making make a national
call for prosecutors to more effectively hold police officers
accountable.Noting a long-standing history

Read More

SF District Attorney Adopts Racial Equity
Pledge to Combat Racial Injustice in the
Criminal Legal System

San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin announced
that, in an effort to ensure the staff in his office work to
promote racial justice, he invited them to join him in taking a
racial equity pledge to commit to eradicate inequities in

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
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Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“If I’ve got to get dressed everybody’s got
to get dressed,” Judge admonishes
shirtless lawyer on Zoom

A car crash on Chiles Road led to the discovery of a man’s
possession of methamphetamine, among other drugs,
according to court testimony here in Yolo County Superior
Court.The question in his court hearing became whether the
search was unlawful.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Use of Russian Interpreter Adds to Light-
Hearted Restraining Order Modification
Hearing

A hearing on the modification of Bielykh Anatolii’s restraining
order terms called for a Russian translator, which added a
little light-heartedness to the Sacramento County Superior
Court Zoom hearing.

Read More

Woman Charged with Child Abuse,
Possession of Firearms and Drugs

At a Sacramento County Superior Court hearing here,
defendant Brianna Saks was facing charges of two crimes on
separate occasions after she allegedly abused her child by
exposing her to methamphetamine – the child tested positive
for the drug

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESoYxdRba5ZncP1rIZdg7Qeh0X9kRLLRqb31zUCY7fF_ljX-zBWLCLnYU2zW_3MQBxs-_QfMMmCjbgiKE5G7WCSh5QjPL4oC1faWw-5rj9DYxjApdouv-HkVTO8zYmXpwfQgZEr8cyttU&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESvDXFnNr0B1Dh82BwAV1WiQq32vRUW6mpTLGnJB0PSVgXiux2CHw8gyBkgJRiJKfr4XbIdDE5xmJBuhTQnwI35WNgoYzIqUv3JwWi6Tf_sH2FFYc4PJMC29krJAzfMzUb2wFLZ9tsdsBthPDR5O7on5p2gxDVQWR6MLzlRzssvKxANTuk-SrJONqYE0MX-anxmJ9l6Y2ZV7yuD1uQs16GUOODPXIaFkpPw==&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESoogDwOAfphlhv3kiCtwm40dZpn04zD04SNNnTQT4jckU_Tt1y52b5fyWQpoWJDToGrefG1BkLa5KTr_3BpJ0TkZ_BFqtKkwgEA3WBJ39HaN-UXcWNvReFqyM6HGWQX7EBEAs6jX53Ci&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESjXC2WNUS35D9b3ZjTObfcb50I61oxXW0qiUJzU2PG3zkikCGebEXVxvrvdEoYW2YMMcT5KDmJdrPRZJ4K6Hj2GWNHYXXXgpbt6cQzIRan1W-xtv3-lqLdoaEYiqXew3kfKUYuud0RWmhMUn9eOf_e5A8K9eido0udZUnk5HfkpU&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESoYxdRba5ZncPLXaSxck8LssDlXlwfHi_QNJAuFWeIo5Ea9UKYCMY5-GJJ5xL0-q-zgJ_iq3ucJh8Ofv5QZftySODOs_swgdxaIWhd4X0_utLyciIARL0ZDcd4l7py1rEI8USxrtamWmc9nHnImbzbU=&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESjXC2WNUS35D9tp_ekeLmqb0L3sFIHaEB6OLNKtff-l2XCOprtX5B6-ERA329AB848EI3oHF4xuQex9JSYWSBehHnzwKCqbWbqmULFf6b08MJ4sgYM4HQSCYZxqi3argsdwMIyJ2qCoTysG8e-IQ6HzEs0S7CsYG_WlzftZ86B2FbRQ7BRVeAVMcIrADST7FMhHNp6LRYuC5SbGMYQqadGEB6zGrLOePl1mxo5yuyWPi&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESjXC2WNUS35DvS7xPtGed9TAee669Bi8VoMF1AYyaFBMsrdqmjfAUBM_KLU_4Hwlg9vrazfiAYvNRCHl3FJWUMEN4oODxFTkXD1hoWAvYSHkjzs_tOAeQ8I7fmMXan9H8pgPhjOynPvYm1K551KEz9nIywppiGmU0vrmttkJLIjd0X9VJDAqlBLsMUDz6qMUy9zuWyTf6EvT&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ip_aboMOMheRsAqZkAKDlMSHsNlrtXvBcBs3TPgu17FaQMLjYpSESocVXci5ppPdjK0ju8vB2U5BwSJHY4NAdkd9AeZnjsYbKmzNeqGa-mgFcjs-xJ3x6Wy_c_hQQB2YpoZDXpN7aC6-nVNehK98fKh34wgtDeoZ&c=BjD5u_QWaTM5udYc2rrAU-6aCK8Any9Xt_ZmEZhhw-1Pyc08LKGamw==&ch=K4nXU9pfX8let4Hm8OAtT4gcInkuyMpjPOQrPhubkWKLyorDE8wBKg==
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Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Subject: Our 10th Annual Event – Keynote Speaker: Mark Godsey, Ohio Innocence Project – August 13
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 at 10:01:12 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Support our work - attend our 10th Annual Event

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 24, 2020
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Dear readers -

The Vanguard is a 501c3 non-profit. We rely heavily on the support of our
readers to main operations. Right now we are operating with a small paid staff
and a large group of court watch interns in San Francisco, Sacramento and
Yolo Counties and we are covering the courts and criminal justice reform.

This event is our annual fundraiser which helps us bring you the news
each morning.

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey, the director of the
Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed author of Blind Injustice.

In his book, “Drawing upon stories from his own career, Godsey shares how
innate psychological flaws in judges, police, lawyers, and juries coupled with a
‘tough on crime’ environment can cause investigations to go awry, leading to
the convictions of innocent people.”

The event is the Vanguard’s annual fundraiser. Founded in 2010, the Vanguard
Court Watch goes into courts in San Francisco, Sacramento and Yolo Counties
in California to monitor and report on everyday injustice in the court system.
Our operations have expanded to include our weekly Everyday Injustice
Podcast, national criminal justice reform coverage, a daily newsletter, and
focuses on wrongful convictions, felony murder reform and the progressive
prosecution movement.

SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE NOW –

http://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com
Tickets: General Admission ($50), Student/ Low Income ($20)

Date and Time

Thu, August 13, 2020
5:00 PM – 6:00 PM PDT

Location
UC Davis Conference Center
550 Alumni Lane
Davis, CA 95616

Please note due to COVID-19 and regulations we may move this to a Zoom-only event. That
decision has not been made yet. But please support our fundraiser as it funds the Court Watch
project and many of our operations.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iOkXRqIP5WDIJMJ8VYAcRm3To3g0l3PjpH2CewI7fk0uGgONCV3FLB_Su7iCy43bp0SDGfcftCb0he-0UuMRruWCHm8v_JV4p_7OS2gMxjIa1MeTK81qi5ljpF5LjCpNgUHReOPs8Xcfcldvvj9OamAn61PUGoHq&c=iU2YZ24NOJHnrp_mdYaDVRFvXCUe0OtaRn3FSTj5RGh7EKO6zIRwRA==&ch=E94FThaHlEktdlcqc9DOWpg5cGDfjbCpWX-S1vKyD-ULNz4xV-X2vw==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Quentin Cases Soaring at 344 Cases,
Triggering Concern and Attention From
Reformers

For much of the past week, the Vanguard through its
Dashboard on CDCR COVID-19 cases has been tracking a
startling and concerning rise of cases at San Quentin Prison.
Yesterday, Aparna Komarla of the Vanguard reported

Read More

Media group urges Newsom to act as
inmates face increasing COVID risk

A media advocacy group has sent a letter to California Gov.
Gavin Newsom urging him to address a rapid increase in
coronavirus infections at San Quentin state prison.
The letter, sent to the governor’s office on Monday and

Read More

Guest Commentary: 650 Public Defenders
Stand Behind Sajid Khan

Late Tuesday it was reported that DA Jeff Rosen was
dropping the whistleblower complaint filed against Public
Defender Sajid Khan. “I am withdrawing the county complaint
that addressed workplace safety and security

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Cases in San Quentin Rise Exponentially –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iOkXRqIP5WDIJMJ8VYAcRm3To3g0l3PjpH2CewI7fk0uGgONCV3FLEoEaXCo-znA1QxWVssuOh6anVMYIEx7gKqRuDhne7_McAThKdOpOAP51UfSClAcS5CcGg5WtILRC_P2ZlgG7q5B3GXiaOEQeoYKo4WF450sKL262B96UtY=&c=iU2YZ24NOJHnrp_mdYaDVRFvXCUe0OtaRn3FSTj5RGh7EKO6zIRwRA==&ch=E94FThaHlEktdlcqc9DOWpg5cGDfjbCpWX-S1vKyD-ULNz4xV-X2vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iOkXRqIP5WDIJMJ8VYAcRm3To3g0l3PjpH2CewI7fk0uGgONCV3FLEoEaXCo-znAzKsXZ8yxle3vmaq21wNS6erejD6f3Y7Oj5LNGP21YAZcIhCGMyYyoOFFqPOvW5J0WaQZxLWCgXlHaclV69ke0IKmeSR91b8EqIVrYaJq8GI0xLpZJIPCPW7bBUqVfsxs&c=iU2YZ24NOJHnrp_mdYaDVRFvXCUe0OtaRn3FSTj5RGh7EKO6zIRwRA==&ch=E94FThaHlEktdlcqc9DOWpg5cGDfjbCpWX-S1vKyD-ULNz4xV-X2vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iOkXRqIP5WDIJMJ8VYAcRm3To3g0l3PjpH2CewI7fk0uGgONCV3FLEoEaXCo-znAfPlRjW-2XJo1h3QNeTawvmN4UEbhXor-9outpx49PYbeBrJbHX0f6aL4wbPfdvYRQ9ymRqHQHHpfFNRKFDBKjgANfX-uQYcThtuUb5-YkHnE4zESS__pfLb_vcA3rWNUO0ydblDXU6I=&c=iU2YZ24NOJHnrp_mdYaDVRFvXCUe0OtaRn3FSTj5RGh7EKO6zIRwRA==&ch=E94FThaHlEktdlcqc9DOWpg5cGDfjbCpWX-S1vKyD-ULNz4xV-X2vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iOkXRqIP5WDIJMJ8VYAcRm3To3g0l3PjpH2CewI7fk0uGgONCV3FLD6AmdSC3RkqtKBIw1hqSZfyvNu3t5w1SFqG52eniKsl0esbyRcAIAY2wtO0SPLxgMXT8GYx6qMcUOpxA3YkJCMMTVrbCxUyps4R_peHKQeS51Hghp5LxgQEB4HwDhnusRH3eVN8DM1h&c=iU2YZ24NOJHnrp_mdYaDVRFvXCUe0OtaRn3FSTj5RGh7EKO6zIRwRA==&ch=E94FThaHlEktdlcqc9DOWpg5cGDfjbCpWX-S1vKyD-ULNz4xV-X2vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iOkXRqIP5WDIJMJ8VYAcRm3To3g0l3PjpH2CewI7fk0uGgONCV3FLD2ipoIUfMYHewbVZvYGcxoUEzuMPR00dXSetTHTlB1IPjDG9mw30RLHXrpo243n_RJwcUIuXTpX-GaqgVH9pyHORnUBjky-wNAnvjpyFscD&c=iU2YZ24NOJHnrp_mdYaDVRFvXCUe0OtaRn3FSTj5RGh7EKO6zIRwRA==&ch=E94FThaHlEktdlcqc9DOWpg5cGDfjbCpWX-S1vKyD-ULNz4xV-X2vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iOkXRqIP5WDIJMJ8VYAcRm3To3g0l3PjpH2CewI7fk0uGgONCV3FLGH6otpkKO-hwzLa37GsuONpwfOOoCTEjdLk24Ewt3Pm2PlvtMglDuAdWh2eRP2afL4vKMDr4VuNUkMlvYiB4sZZHs0qkbu-5UoGLLWKhJOt&c=iU2YZ24NOJHnrp_mdYaDVRFvXCUe0OtaRn3FSTj5RGh7EKO6zIRwRA==&ch=E94FThaHlEktdlcqc9DOWpg5cGDfjbCpWX-S1vKyD-ULNz4xV-X2vw==
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As of June 23rd, there are 3,734 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system. Over 300 were confirmed over the
weekend. There have been 19 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

CA Police Chief Group Claims It Wants to
Lead the Way in Police Reform

The California Police Chief Association announced a new
platform of guiding principles and policies intended to join law
enforcement with community leaders, elected officials and
social justice organizations across the

Read More

Motion Filed to Stay Execution of Texas
Convicted Murderer

A motion to stay the execution of Texas prisoner Billy Joe
Wardlow was submitted to the U.S. Supreme Court Monday –
If the stay is not granted, Wardlow will be executed on July 8,
just 15 days from now.The motion is seeking to stop the
execution

Read More

Georgia ACLU Opposes Adding Police as a
Protected Group

The ACLU of Georgia has announced it is opposing the
inclusion of officers as a guarded class, as legislation now
being considered in the Georgia Legislature.Late on June 22,
2020, the George Senate Rules Committee changed

Read More

Pregnant Defendant Accused of Assaulting
Mother Pleas for Early Release

A pregnant defendant charged with bodily injury, drawing a
deadly weapon, and trespassing private property sought early
release from custody to care for her two other children when
she appeared here in Sacramento County Superior

Read More

Pre Father’s Day: Father and Son Charged
in Fresno Domestic Violence Case

Maybe it was fitting that late last week, just days before
Father’s Day, that a father and his son were charged with the
same crime here in Fresno County Superior Court, and likely
spent Father’s Day in jail together.

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“If I’ve got to get dressed everybody’s got
to get dressed,” Judge admonishes
shirtless lawyer on Zoom

A car crash on Chiles Road led to the discovery of a man’s
possession of methamphetamine, among other drugs,
according to court testimony here in Yolo County Superior
Court.The question in his court hearing became whether the
search was unlawful.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Use of Russian Interpreter Adds to Light-
Hearted Restraining Order Modification
Hearing

A hearing on the modification of Bielykh Anatolii’s restraining
order terms called for a Russian translator, which added a
little light-heartedness to the Sacramento County Superior
Court Zoom hearing.

Read More

Woman Charged with Child Abuse,
Possession of Firearms and Drugs

At a Sacramento County Superior Court hearing here,
defendant Brianna Saks was facing charges of two crimes on
separate occasions after she allegedly abused her child by
exposing her to methamphetamine – the child tested positive
for the drug

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - San Quen.n COVID Cases Explode, DA Drops Complaint; AG Won't Take Vallejo
Case

Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 at 7:00:56 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Mano Raju: “About half of the entire California prison system has been deemed at low risk for
reoffending, by CDCR’s own assessment, In fact, people in prison for some of the most serious offenses
have the lowest recidivism rates.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 24, 2020

California AG Talks A Good Game - But When It Comes to Follow
Through It Falls Short
by David Greenwald

Last week, we covered the press conference where Attorney General Xavier Becerra pushed for reform
to policing. Near the end of it, he said, "This is a moment for America." He added, "Not only a moment, it
really is a movement."

He said, "We have a chance to do something."

But those who have been following his work as Attorney General - just as we followed that of his
predecessor Kamala Harris - have noted the lack of follow through from the AG on difficult issues of
reform.

He was notably lacking in cracking down on the Informant Scandal in Orange County just as Harris
was. He has been notably lacking in following through on investigating officer involved shootings.

Last week, Civil Rights Attorney John Burris, one of the leading attorneys on police shooting cases in the
nation, told the Vanguard following the shooting of Sean Monterrosa, this is “an historical moment,” which
he said, “is brought about by the consequence of what has taken place.

“I have been dealing with this AG’s office now for several years trying to get them to focus in on Vallejo…
and no response,” he said.

But “another shooting takes place” and “for whatever reason they decided this was the time to get
involved” and, while he realizes it is political, “nevertheless it is important that the move has taken place.”

That hope has faded once again.

Last night, KRON in San Francisco reported, "There will be one less investigation into a Bay Area deadly
police shooting."

They reported that the AG's office declined to investigate despite the fact that DA Krishna Abrams sought
outside assistance as well.
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This comes a day after John Burris flanked by family members of Monterrosa and several other families
whose loved ones were victims of Vallejo police violence asked the DA to prosecute or recuse.

The AG's office in a statement said, “Absent a conflict of interest, an abuse of discretion or other
exceptional circumstances, the Department of Justice does not assume responsibility for local
investigations or prosecutions typically handled by local authorities. We have confidence in District
Attorney Abrams‘ capabilities to fully and fairly complete the investigations before her.”

As we know from Monday's press conference, neither Burris nor the family have much confidence in the
ability of Abrams' office to do this fairly.

John Burris said, “When you have a kid who is trying to kneel, who is trying to surrender and you shoot
him in the neck, and shoot at him a bunch of times, I don’t know what that is other than murder.”

But as Melissa Nold from his office pointed out, " there’s been hints that (Abrams is) biased.”

“Those hints that she’s biased were the Blue Lives Matter flag she has as her Facebook profile picture,”
she said. “Anyone who believes Blue Lives Matter, doesn’t believe that anyone else’s lives matter. She
has not prosecuted Black lives, Brown Lives or white lives, the only thing she has shown she cares about
is upholding freedom for blue uniforms. That is the ongoing grievance that these families have.”

Some people say that they should let the DA do her job.

“She’s not doing her job,” Melissa Nold responded. “In every other state, you’re seeing officers that are
getting prosecuted. In California it feels like it is Mississippi 1964. They are murdering unarmed men.”

So once again Becerra talks the talk, but fails to hold police agencies accountable when he has the
opportunity.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Quentin Cases Soaring at 344 Cases,
Triggering Concern and Attention From
Reformers

For much of the past week, the Vanguard through its
Dashboard on CDCR COVID-19 cases has been tracking a
startling and concerning rise of cases at San Quentin Prison.
Yesterday, Aparna Komarla of the Vanguard reported

Read More
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Media group urges Newsom to act as
inmates face increasing COVID risk

A media advocacy group has sent a letter to California Gov.
Gavin Newsom urging him to address a rapid increase in
coronavirus infections at San Quentin state prison.
The letter, sent to the governor’s office on Monday and

Read More

Guest Commentary: 650 Public Defenders
Stand Behind Sajid Khan

Late Tuesday it was reported that DA Jeff Rosen was
dropping the whistleblower complaint filed against Public
Defender Sajid Khan. “I am withdrawing the county complaint
that addressed workplace safety and security

Read More

Vanguard 10th Annual Event – Mark
Godsey – Ohio Innocence Project – August
13

The Vanguard’s 10th Annual Event will feature Mark Godsey,
the director of the Ohio Innocence Project and acclaimed
author of Blind Injustice.”

Read More

Cases in San Quentin Rise Exponentially –
Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR

As of June 23rd, there are 3,734 confirmed COVID-19 cases
in the CDCR system. Over 300 were confirmed over the
weekend. There have been 19 deaths across the CDCR
system thus far.

Read More

CA Police Chief Group Claims It Wants to
Lead the Way in Police Reform

The California Police Chief Association announced a new
platform of guiding principles and policies intended to join law
enforcement with community leaders, elected officials and
social justice organizations across the

Read More

Motion Filed to Stay Execution of Texas
Convicted Murderer
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A motion to stay the execution of Texas prisoner Billy Joe
Wardlow was submitted to the U.S. Supreme Court Monday –
If the stay is not granted, Wardlow will be executed on July 8,
just 15 days from now.The motion is seeking to stop the
execution

Read More

Georgia ACLU Opposes Adding Police as a
Protected Group

The ACLU of Georgia has announced it is opposing the
inclusion of officers as a guarded class, as legislation now
being considered in the Georgia Legislature.Late on June 22,
2020, the George Senate Rules Committee changed

Read More

Pregnant Defendant Accused of Assaulting
Mother Pleas for Early Release

A pregnant defendant charged with bodily injury, drawing a
deadly weapon, and trespassing private property sought early
release from custody to care for her two other children when
she appeared here in Sacramento County Superior

Read More

Pre Father’s Day: Father and Son Charged
in Fresno Domestic Violence Case

Maybe it was fitting that late last week, just days before
Father’s Day, that a father and his son were charged with the
same crime here in Fresno County Superior Court, and likely
spent Father’s Day in jail together.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“If I’ve got to get dressed everybody’s got
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to get dressed,” Judge admonishes
shirtless lawyer on Zoom

A car crash on Chiles Road led to the discovery of a man’s
possession of methamphetamine, among other drugs,
according to court testimony here in Yolo County Superior
Court.The question in his court hearing became whether the
search was unlawful.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Use of Russian Interpreter Adds to Light-
Hearted Restraining Order Modification
Hearing

A hearing on the modification of Bielykh Anatolii’s restraining
order terms called for a Russian translator, which added a
little light-heartedness to the Sacramento County Superior
Court Zoom hearing.

Read More

Woman Charged with Child Abuse,
Possession of Firearms and Drugs

At a Sacramento County Superior Court hearing here,
defendant Brianna Saks was facing charges of two crimes on
separate occasions after she allegedly abused her child by
exposing her to methamphetamine – the child tested positive
for the drug

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out
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On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/06/san-quen.n-cases-soaring-at-344-cases-triggering-concern-and-a4en.on-
from-reformers/

Sent from my iPhone

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/06/san-quentin-cases-soaring-at-344-cases-triggering-concern-and-attention-from-reformers/
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From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Package of Reforms

Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 at 7:00:12 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

John Burris said, “When you have a kid who is trying to kneel, who is trying to surrender and you shoot
him in the neck, and shoot at him a bunch of times, I don’t know what that is other than murder.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 23, 2020

On Statues Coming Down
One of the most interesting parts of what we have seen in the last month has been finally white
Americans recognizing the history of racism. We have seen the push to take down (finally) Confederate
statues, we have seen a push to ban the Confederate Flag, the SEC is pressuring the state of Mississippi
to change their flag.

Fascinating article in the NY Times yesterday told the story of Greg Reese, a white stay at home dad, in
Campton, Kentucky, who " peeled off the Confederate flag magnet he had placed on its trunk six years
earlier. He did not put it back on."

Writes the Times, "It was a small act for which he expected no accolades. It should not have taken the
police killing of George Floyd, Mr. Reese knew, to face what he had long known to be true, that the flag
he had grown up thinking of as “a beautiful trophy” was “a symbol of hate, and it’s obviously wrong to
glorify it.”

This past weekend about 50 or so Sikh demonstrators marched in my hometown of Davis demanding
that the city take down the four year old Gandhi Statue. Four years ago in what seemed a weird
confrontation hundreds on both sides of the issue came to City Hall arguing that need to put it up or take
down. The council voted 3-2 not to reconsider the decision to put it up.

My sympathy for the Sikh position has grown in those four years.

As Pieter Friedrich explained that when you are dealing with Confederate heroes, "what you get is what
you see - a statue of a racist."
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But he said we “face a more complicated journey when we are confronted by statues of people who, we
are told, represent the justice, quality and peace and yet actually and in fact represented the exact
opposite.”

That is really the part I don't get. Gandhi to me is a tougher call than Robert E. Lee.

I mean that in no disrespect to the Sikh's who believe that Gandhi was a racist, and helped to foster hate
crimes and genocide against them. On the other hand, Gandhi and his non-violent resistance tactics
helped to inspire the American Civil Rights Movement and Martin Luther King. Maybe it would be easier
just to honor Tolstoy, who helped inspire Gandhi.

But let me focus here on Robert E. Lee and the legacy slavery. For some reason, we have whitewashed
history here.

As a Jew, I believe we should view slavery as akin to the holocaust.

Think about it - from 1619 to 1865, just under 250, Black people lived in slavery. 

At the height it was 4 million people, so we are talking about at least 10 million

People were kidnapped and shipped over here under horrific conditions

People were kept in chains, beaten, raped, mutilated, killed

People lived entire lives as slaves for several generations

The level of brutality visited on the Black people sanctioned by our democratic government is frankly
appalling. I recently re-read Fredrick Douglas' account of slavery - I think we have whitewashed from
history just how bad it was.

We are not even getting into the history of American genocide toward indigenous peoples.

The Civil War was an act of treason. On the slave issue couched in other terms, the south broke away
from this nation and fought a four year bloody and brutal war for state's rights - the right to have and own
other human beings.

To make matters worse most of the statues we are talking about did not originate during Reconstruction,
they came into being during the 1910s during one of the most brutal periods of racism and the
reincarnation of the KKK. Tulsa, which we were talking about in 1921, hundred years from next year, was
the site of one of the most brutal massacres of blacks in this nation's history.

That's what we're honoring. In Germany after the holocaust, they banned Nazi rememberances. By doing
that, they have delegitimized their despicable history. In the US, we have allowed states to fly the rebel
flag and allowed the south to honor Confederate heroes, but as Greg Reese pointed out above, this is not
to commemorate the past, this was to remind Black people of their place.

So for me, tearing down the confederate flags and statues is a necessary step to stamp out the legacy of
racism and genocide.

We have never owned up to the past and we what as a nation did. Never. It's time. In fact, it's long past
time.

Thanks for reading.
 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Attorneys for Monterrosa Family Demand
Solano DA Prosecute Officer Who Killed
the Young Man

Make no mistake, when the video of the shooting death of
Sean Monterrosa at the hands of Vallejo police becomes
available and it’s as bad as family and supporters of the 23-
year-old say, when he was gunned down by an officer as

Read More

Criminal Justice Reform Bill Introduced
Last Week As Part of Juneteenth
Legislative Package

The California Legislative Black Caucus (CLBC) announced
an expansion to their 2020 legislative package and called for
the Capitol Dome to be light up in red, black and green. As we
celebrate Juneteenth, we recognize the American

Read More

California Legislator Presses for Change in
Law on False Police Reports against
Blacks

Prior to the death of George Floyd at the hands of Minnesota
police, the nation was rocked by an incident that occurred in
Central Park where a woman was caught on video, calling the
police on a Black man who asked her to

Read More

Use of Russian Interpreter Adds to Light-
Hearted Restraining Order Modification
Hearing

A hearing on the modification of Bielykh Anatolii’s restraining
order terms called for a Russian translator, which added a
little light-heartedness to the Sacramento County Superior
Court Zoom hearing.

Read More

“If I’ve got to get dressed everybody’s got
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to get dressed,” Judge admonishes
shirtless lawyer on Zoom

A car crash on Chiles Road led to the discovery of a man’s
possession of methamphetamine, among other drugs,
according to court testimony here in Yolo County Superior
Court.The question in his court hearing became whether the
search was unlawful.

Read More

Woman Charged with Child Abuse,
Possession of Firearms and Drugs

At a Sacramento County Superior Court hearing here,
defendant Brianna Saks was facing charges of two crimes on
separate occasions after she allegedly abused her child by
exposing her to methamphetamine – the child tested positive
for the drug

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

“If I’ve got to get dressed everybody’s got
to get dressed,” Judge admonishes
shirtless lawyer on Zoom

A car crash on Chiles Road led to the discovery of a man’s
possession of methamphetamine, among other drugs,
according to court testimony here in Yolo County Superior
Court.The question in his court hearing became whether the
search was unlawful.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Use of Russian Interpreter Adds to Light-
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Hearted Restraining Order Modification
Hearing

A hearing on the modification of Bielykh Anatolii’s restraining
order terms called for a Russian translator, which added a
little light-heartedness to the Sacramento County Superior
Court Zoom hearing.

Read More

Woman Charged with Child Abuse,
Possession of Firearms and Drugs

At a Sacramento County Superior Court hearing here,
defendant Brianna Saks was facing charges of two crimes on
separate occasions after she allegedly abused her child by
exposing her to methamphetamine – the child tested positive
for the drug

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - The War is On Against Public Defenders in California; Schiff Pulls Endorsement
of Lacey in LA
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Adam Schiff: "This is a rare time in our nation's history. We have a responsibility to make profound
changes to end systemic racism & raform criminal justice."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 22, 2020

Schiff Pulls Endorsement From Lacey Making a Potential
Powershift
Last November when Chesa Boudin won a narrow victory in the San Francisco DA's race - he did so
despite having the entire Democratic establishment backing his opponent Suzy Loftus. This was the
same for Larry Krasner in Philadelphia and Tiffany Caban in Queens earlier in 2019, in what became a
narrow defeat.

So when Jackie Lacey - who had previously run as a reformer ran for reelection, the Democratic
establishment in Los Angeles naturally lined up behind her despite her disappointing record as a reformer
and failure to hold police accountable.

While George Gascon, the former SF DA, split the progressive reform vote with Public Defender Rachel
Rossi, they carved out just enough to force a November runoff. Gascon had a chance as things stood on
March 3 - but the landscape has now shifted dramatically.

To illustrate that Adam Schiff, one of the most powerful members of the Democratic House pulled his
endorsement of Jackie Lacey.

In a tweet this weekend, he wrote: "This is a rare time in our nation's history. We have a responsibility to
make profound changes to end systemic racism & raform criminal justice."

"@LauraFriedman43 and I no longer feel our endorsement of Jackie Lacey a year ago has the same
meaning. We have decided to withdraw it."
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The Lacey campaign issued a statement.

“As the first African American woman to hold the LA County D.A.’s office, I am proud of my record of
taking on systemic racism and reforming criminal justice — from bail reform, to reducing juvenile cases
by nearly 50%, to increasing our office’s focus on mental health treatment instead of incarceration,” she
said. “I am singularly focused on doing the work of the people of L.A. County during this time of crisis.”

Meanwhile Elizabeth Warren backed George Gascon.

In a tweet, Warren said Gascón “has been a national leader in criminal justice reform and a powerful
advocate for rethinking our approach to public safety and ending mass incarceration.”

In a sign of further trouble, LA Mayor Eric Garcetti also appears to have walked back his endorsement
noting "it may be" time for change in the DA's office in an interview with the Appeal. However, Eric
Garcetti himself nor his staff have clarified the meaning of that.

Progressives had made a lot of headway over the last year but the last month appears to be radically
changing the field even more.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

ICE Confirms Medical Provider At Mesa
Verde Detention Center Tests Positive For
COVID-19

Earlier this month, a federal judge granted a preliminary
injunction to lawyers challenging conditions of detention filed
on behalf of everyone detained at the Mesa Verde Detention
Facility in Bakersfield. The judge’s order

Read More

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing
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Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

California Public Defender’s Association
Supports the Right to Free Speech by
Deputy Public Defender

The California Public Defender’s Association wishes to
express its complete support for Santa Clara Deputy Public
Defender Sajid Khan and his right of free speech under the
First Amendment in response to the absurd attack and

Read More

Sacramento Judge No Friend of ‘COVID-19’
Reduced Bail – Bail Motions Have Varied
Success

It’s no secret that Sacramento County Superior Court Judge
Michael Savage is not a fan of the state Judicial Council’s
“zero bail/low bail” mandate to keep county jails as empty as
possible to reduce the chances of COVID-19 taking hold.

Read More

“If I’ve got to get dressed everybody’s got
to get dressed,” Judge admonishes
shirtless lawyer on Zoom

Last Friday morning, in Sacramento Superior Court
Department 63, private criminal defense attorney Jonathan
Gonzales learned the perils of appearing to court via Zoom
video-conferencing.

Read More

Habitual DUI Offender Gets No Jail in
Fresno Sentencing

Luckily, “Three Strikes You’re Out” wasn’t the case for a man
sentenced in Fresno County for the same Driving Under the
Influence offense.The repeat DUI offender received a lenient
sentencing term – hint, he’s not going to jail

Read More

Guest Commentary: What We Wish Yolo
District Attorney Jeff Reisig Had Written…
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMRrYIbhTMxhI2vkHzBdg7mH5uglaSJBagoxRojUbR23YCPGd1mAu1iL6XAXwqgKTSVCfq8F87ps90501quErqexmWU5p4nDIlUTaeLxoAwFkq7hmaBrr1fZUm79gC9XSPNaoQHVIH0auQiJJBp-VLfiDYaLi4p6QdP8WIxPURRTWyLSAoT_v4TuiGoZrpulLvw==&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
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When the Yolo County Public Defender is attacked by the DA,
the Community pushes back with a letter signed by 87 Yolo
County residents explaining how the DA should have
responded to Public Defender Tracie Olson's systemic
challenges...

Read More

My View: The War against Public
Defenders Continues in California

First Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig launched an attack on Public
Defender Tracie Olson for comments she made in an
interview, where she cited reliable jail data to point out that 25
percent of the jail population was Black in a county

Read More

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Ends Zero Bail Policy,
Draws Criticism from DA and Public
Defender

San Francisco, unlike other counties, made the decision to
end the policy of zero bail during the COVID-19
pandemic. The zero-bail policy was designed to ensure that
jail populations could be maintained at low, safe numbers in

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Accused of Pimping a Minor in Yolo
County Court

During a remote preliminary hearing in Yolo County Superior
Court, a man was charged with human trafficking a minor,
among other women in his prostitution ring.The defendant,
Jasyn Iez Bigasan Carter, was held to answer

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMUiDfr27ebEmrQeYCTAqPEtVWANDgRjp0lygktzhBcF3EDvTaXJbAiUHXa2gNK5w0q8rASLuvM46YmbiYfxhul2pyk1CUCUPA7ASepd-UPLCRD2Nh32pGvXGv35EBi9vTXcjxhH1sCigYV-yPdNqJkfr5pTgXIvBI5NUKYYnOH3-QiEZFUdOYCZd3in6H0ueQbSAL8EESPMC1UNkWHDSjn1Voj0RbCRgbQ==&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMSadhstDyhsYDTtxzR-aZ3Mv0RsP5why40rVyknCmrMdqbrMdpyrc0BS-98ZQoKwpFzI4CDrh4yAv6FOi0HGFgoDQQnIQ9s7kVJhUYmcAVTdzgvWIyL0TOhP569okaRX1lD7StqRidAgu7eFiZ9NTaJ3hACldVSPFeDl0Tb1kxxix5KMSm48XVdFdSUHBmnZ_7vmZiS3UVMx&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMSadhstDyhsYWTiTkfJr-hj9fFdliLxblcH-hMp2CT-WX11UOdkhKVhu97YLWnP3OHVAxuRzfJHLMfMRVX33cJBAFwzJO2gerhHsgmWoP2kQziMDV8GsXknB381JZVV4nI7d34pjAJxZSyvutEXeqbbQ1o5F8ujAFVeEFdDeawQD5clarqASgL6KMJHES61wddgyFrXVyVm-ZZNMGB8jYKYeNHScCMDhBA==&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMY8Lgp3OSYY7ce36Bes3YbdTy_Nu2OVrl5rB3kB-Ooq-rjJ1ChAojkw4F0Td9rTBTdrYWeDLdgMHRImhElQY2y9ERDmxghPbJMsOva6h7wW4Lq_g83-aOyK9me4H3iNLdMTJtWYELS9r&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMSadhstDyhsYWTiTkfJr-hj9fFdliLxblcH-hMp2CT-WX11UOdkhKVhu97YLWnP3OHVAxuRzfJHLMfMRVX33cJBAFwzJO2gerhHsgmWoP2kQziMDV8GsXknB381JZVV4nI7d34pjAJxZSyvutEXeqbbQ1o5F8ujAFVeEFdDeawQD5clarqASgL6KMJHES61wddgyFrXVyVm-ZZNMGB8jYKYeNHScCMDhBA==&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMdjKDfn7SM0Z7JRC2ET-ZTfmQPO1xr_CVDhFA6WjPu1huI2Ic90OraE7Umbwm8MuSnSdYUUaUWFicnzY29YjZLu9NSR6wSCZY71RhXN518_CApyi1PJKRVfPeCc2sDYa5iLRU80SVVaT&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMYAmnb-pV6Hf4Itj6reTXfIWGnLHbqWiBCIjGTWPBMC17xpQEZX6VLqLbTRMvkRz8n5tlv0Jfms-XiTF4ABwc8QkZ9z6uFoNfbbaOmr_Mf_SFDcsXjkjpiOfkg4Vj0AeQbW4317GjC7SfEpD5AIsg4p-sYOY4jjmThG-oVkhWDh-IA0T9TjrFL0-75b5lUt6gg==&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Judge No Friend of ‘COVID-19’
Reduced Bail – Bail Motions Have Varied
Success

It’s no secret that Sacramento County Superior Court Judge
Michael Savage is not a fan of the state Judicial Council’s
“zero bail/low bail” mandate to keep county jails as empty as
possible to reduce the chances of COVID-19 taking hold.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Episode 70 – Calvin
Handy Discusses Race and Policing

Since May 25 and the death of George Floyd at the hands of
officers in Minnesota, protesters have taken to the streets and
the nation has been debating policing and the legacy of
racism.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMRrYIbhTMxhI6i8MLenwdTbwFKtwaamJz74wjSUwwS8tyDNMw4j93yKITPyElccpSusoxzAns9VZCVQ0lOGDOc01V98aC4ymA-IJbjrWZCwmiO2RQrDZhNC72eg0qsvcdkz_U-ioWucC_LULK4r3X8E1oX0M6bq6Kw0eJoHXDjOY5Rkj4HaY9MZzDVamQJzyjWCd9U4O9QIZ5pr5KlEkfok2kLPlZaI6PX7VUk0m8BnV&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012z8EzmQbc4QH6FM1pF7E2_VWEvBAs3nUuOJHg4P5sbDDTovwQO9YMeRKvkGo-jmQWkbngGor7OEuPgEUpUnRAj5XKnbIQBRkU-eN6kg4JuSKIPJcdo30VciUfmeO9NYVVKe1XSoeU0UyZdLTiL2jhCWzIsfE7m2F&c=_uGHkEy-IJ_w0GnLAvKULLvLnlDcCg7t3RsanF06vmiDgmNbuDH35w==&ch=ZntH3q66Wmy0trDXrrwo16Tana20vXUkJ7SxEc62gxhOElWUWF6cVw==
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Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About Constant Contact

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2020 at 1:39:03 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Raju, Manohar (PDR)
CC: Goossen, Carolyn (PDR), Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)

Ok. Thanks for taking the .me and sending this along.

Best,
Valerie

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jun 19, 2020, at 5:34 PM, Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org> wrote:
>
> "The $0 bail schedule only applied to low level offenses and was created to protect public health during the
pandemic. The pandemic has not gone away. We need fewer people in jail at this .me, not more. This decision to not
follow the zero-bail schedule puts poor people, people of color, their families, and the broader community at further
health risk.”    

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=9e88136c-deff-4599-aa79-c4b796aec34d
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
mailto:manohar.raju@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2020 at 1:34:21 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Raju, Manohar (PDR)
To: Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)
CC: Rodarmel, Danica (PDR), Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

See revisions. Decided to get rid of  protest issue and add more layers to first point...

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 19, 2020, at 4:59 PM, Goossen, Carolyn (PDR) <carolyn.goossen@sfgov.org> wrote:

Agreed!
 

From: "Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)" <danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>
Date: Friday, June 19, 2020 at 4:59 PM
To: "Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)" <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>, "Raju, Manohar (PDR)"
<manohar.raju@sfgov.org>, "Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)" <carolyn.goossen@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
 
I think it looks great! 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 4:57 PM
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Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org>; Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)
<danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>; Goossen, Carolyn (PDR) <carolyn.goossen@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
 
Suggested comment:
 
"The $0 bail schedule only applied to low level offenses and was created to protect public
health during the pandemic. The pandemic has not gone away. We need fewer people in
jail at this .me, not more. This decision to not follow the zero-bail schedule puts poor
people, people of color, their families, and the broader community at further health risk.”  
 
 
Talking Points Doc $0 Bail: 
h4ps://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM
4Gg/edit?usp=sharing

Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2020 at 12:59:54 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)
To: Rodarmel, Danica (PDR), Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Raju, Manohar (PDR)

Agreed!
 

From: "Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)" <danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>
Date: Friday, June 19, 2020 at 4:59 PM
To: "Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)" <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>, "Raju, Manohar (PDR)"
<manohar.raju@sfgov.org>, "Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)" <carolyn.goossen@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
 
I think it looks great! 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 4:57 PM

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM4Gg/edit?usp=sharing
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Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org>; Rodarmel, Danica (PDR) <danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>;
Goossen, Carolyn (PDR) <carolyn.goossen@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
 
Suggested comment:
 
"The $0 bail schedule was created to protect public health during the pandemic, and the pandemic has
not gone away. We need fewer people in jail, not more. Now, with millions of people protes.ng police
violence, it would be another act of state violence if they are jailed for exercising their rights, which
could further increase the risk of spreading this deadly disease to those in and out of custody and in
our courtrooms."    
 
Talking Points Doc $0 Bail: 
h4ps://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM4Gg/edit?
usp=sharing

Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2020 at 12:59:13 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Raju, Manohar (PDR), Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)

I think it looks great! 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org>; Rodarmel, Danica (PDR) <danica.rodarmel@sfgov.org>;
Goossen, Carolyn (PDR) <carolyn.goossen@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
 
Suggested comment:

"The $0 bail schedule was created to protect public health during the pandemic, and the pandemic has
not gone away. We need fewer people in jail, not more. Now, with millions of people protes.ng police

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM4Gg/edit?usp=sharing
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violence, it would be another act of state violence if they are jailed for exercising their rights, which
could further increase the risk of spreading this deadly disease to those in and out of custody and in
our courtrooms."    

Talking Points Doc $0 Bail: 
h4ps://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM4Gg/edit?
usp=sharing

Subject: Davis Vanguard wants a quote about SF ending $0 bail
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2020 at 12:57:31 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Raju, Manohar (PDR), Rodarmel, Danica (PDR), Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)

Suggested comment:

"The $0 bail schedule was created to protect public health during the pandemic, and the pandemic has
not gone away. We need fewer people in jail, not more. Now, with millions of people protes.ng police
violence, it would be another act of state violence if they are jailed for exercising their rights, which
could further increase the risk of spreading this deadly disease to those in and out of custody and in
our courtrooms."    

Talking Points Doc $0 Bail: 
h4ps://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM4Gg/edit?
usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM4Gg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CargypDNNg_ad9pKiRyyQbzkr2JfF8B3WC4hvJTM4Gg/edit?usp=sharing
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: ICE CONFIRMS MEDICAL PROVIDER AT MESA VERDE DETENTION CENTER
TESTS POSITIVE FOR COVID-19, EXPOSING ITS CONTINUED FAILURE TO PROTECT HEALTH DURING
PANDEMIC

Date: Friday, June 19, 2020 at 10:38:44 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 19, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender’s Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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**PRESS RELEASE**

ICE CONFIRMS MEDICAL PROVIDER AT MESA VERDE DETENTION
CENTER TESTS POSITIVE FOR COVID-19, EXPOSING ITS CONTINUED

FAILURE TO PROTECT HEALTH DURING PANDEMIC

 

SAN FRANCISCO – On June 19, 2020, government lawyers disclosed that a medical provider
at the Mesa Verde Detention Center in Bakersfield, CA, tested positive for COVID-19. The
disclosure came at a hearing in connection with a class action lawsuit challenging conditions
of confinement in ICE detention facilities during COVID-19. Federal District Court Judge Vince
Chhabria ordered ICE to present by Monday at 5pm what ICE has done and will do in
response.

“Today, ICE dropped the bombshell news that a medical provider at its privately run
detention center in Bakersfield tested positive for COVID-19. It is incomprehensible that,
amidst a global pandemic, ICE has failed to take even the most minimal steps to ensure
access to testing,” said Emi MacLean, an attorney in the San Francisco Public Defender’s
Office. “It is outrageous that ICE is doing virtually nothing to protect people from the threat of
COVID-19 despite the extraordinary risks the pandemic poses for people in detention. There
are no excuses. ICE detention in this context is unconscionable.”
 

Despite being several months into the pandemic, ICE has not mandated testing in its
facilities, and has tested no staff or detainees at the Mesa Verde Detention Center. ICE
reported that the medical provider in question obtained a test independently. ICE did not
disclose any measures it was taking to ensure the health and safety of its other staff and the
people in ICE custody.

 

“Enough is enough. We demand accountability. We also join with key leaders and
organizations throughout California to insist that the state launch an independent
investigation into the practices of GEO and ICE during this pandemic, which have put lives
at risk,” says Francisco Ugarte, Manager of the Immigration Defense Unit at the San
Francisco Public Defender’s Office. 

###
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“This gross use of excessive force against protesters is an escalation of police violence which shows a
decision was made at the highest levels to employ dangerous projectiles in an attempt to discourage
protesters from exercising their constitutional rights to demonstrate,” Mark Merin, Civil Rights Attorney

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 19, 2020

Defunding the Police
by David Greenwald

That is the buzzword. I had heard calls in the past for abolition of the police. But with the actions of
Minneapolis, such calls not only are getting louder, they are gaining traction.

The problem is that what defunding the police means is different for different people. So I am looking at
two specific angles that address problems as I see them - support services that are being housed by the
police that do not need to be housed by the police. And second, looking at ways to remake the profession
of the police - because I think it's fundamentally broken as I explained recently.

I have been watching police in court for ten years. In a big way, that is what court watch does. We not
only watch the prosecutors, we see the police.

What I do I see - a lot of bad policing. A lot of unconstitutional policing. Not just excessive force - though
we see a lot of it. Poorly educated police officers. Officers ignorant of the law. Officers who lack
education. Officers who lack cultural awareness. 
I talk to officers a lot and some of them are really nice guys, they definitely care about their community
and they genuinely want to help people. But some of those make Donald Trump look like a bleeding heart
liberal - which is hard to do. The thing is that politics informs people's worldview just as their politics is
informed by worldview. And you have people in positions of power who take to their workplace
unconcious prejudice and bias and that causes a problem.

One of the problems with police officers is most of them start out very young - 20 to 22 years old.

Most of them do not have a formal education beyond high school.

Most of them are out of a relatively isolated environment where they do not encounter people of
color. They come from rural areas and they get transplanted to cities.

A lot were in the military which some would argue trains them for polcing - but it doesn't. Policing is a very
different mind set.
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As John Burris, the civil rights attorney wrote 20 years ago in his Blue v. Black book, "What is the
inevitable result when you take a young kid out of a relatively isolated environment, with little education or
sophistication, place him in a military setting for a couple of years, then give him a gun and assign him to
a minority neighborhood in an American city? My conclusion? The pattern of abuse stretched back to
recruitment."

So reading that and understanding what I have seen for the last ten years personally, I think what defund
the police has to fundamentally mean is that we change the entire profession of policing.

We are asking people who are undereducated and undertrained to do far more than they are skilled at
doing and the result is the problems that we have.

And by the way, police aren't necessarily even that good at what they are trained to do - fight crime.

Thanks for reading.
 
Become a sustaining donor: $10 a month or more –
hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Federal Complaint Filed Over ‘Wartime’-
Like Injuries During Protests

This reporter was a combat correspondent in a real shooting
war. And, what took place late at night and in the early
morning hours on Sacramento’s downtown streets over the
past nearly three weeks is about the closest you’ll

Read More

Kentucky AG Vows to Investigate Truth
Behind Breonna Taylor’s Murder

Kentucky Attorney General Daniel Cameron Thursday
released a statement addressing the office’s ongoing
investigation on Breonna Taylor’s death, promising Taylor’s
family, those who protested Taylor’s death, and

Read More

Capitol Bill Would Classify Racist 911 Calls
at ‘Hate Crime’

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYq769kt6cOtEASOm3fLXPjvIwmYRj-2BvW1YeVJU2an9iChFyIurunrtxdUm0UjcjJPer3Du0qogrX83rllEXKWEMSMi_DT6vrbLlV3yWeV-Pn1BhQ86XuU=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYq769kt6cOtEYd7wz2hk1-3Sd80Mkv4Q1LvoS4jr_T-czH8YvDqKzlr8EmroinzfNgv8bBAUGRNknuilMuiJbIdqjbCsfd0rrgVavaGIXK1gWz-ogSecJDBKC-gLwvbbZNQfMamF3SGy&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYq769kt6cOtE74KFWXLKOthxtWRiZ531dB4s6JF79b840MZtL_AQydPBje9ftAV8a65eDwLK6A18LZntZ5b2qUSFg5p3ap1MXr4kC9DznxVsu4cvqYQJQreu7cxrW1NcaPtHemLmzhtBwsBC5ZjSi6o=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYiC8Lk2vm4WDGQSDWe5w1NbbxbSS1q9c-fJ5kGXCbqCtVHK43Ry3eigIpuNtZCP7WV1w8NX9XyKKyrKxgQmCo9ZDMx87oaF-Xff3aPh3PcyHU8PdwAqKvhOZBHOj9kzGeEHAg4aW81H3&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYnaos84PVtwdtxcGPuQawe3hnYDM3mKjV1DQJX751UUCt0Mc877EhyoFf0skw-yi-Yiq_5fKkSe4FIwwGaMohixwNpZHQrUtOO6h-5AtDSwz&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYnK1bHRyiE18bsEVcewMrqpbrdSxfC_RD68jtTCK3dtVWp54ncXEAFUzF-TadP6YPp-MoWEVFupuqQ2UzABDH5JkWjTCc2MwabJNzTNcFXV1&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYutC6m1OPdhLh9RVJqGBdCB7GNSPNi0LMmYoVRRGo9Xbagqey00w8wlvIaA77L54Jl3sjzhAKymLLola1sD11kB0TCL5yiH8_gq4-Rtg7qtwsWAuq43bVCWCTEHLYJRvrnsc1w5PsmjGmyQfMKfX2NFA_2545Cer-uSoBohMuysWXowl8Mh5g1Qk_Dt7FzgMTRlExZqwxHlDBCNfY7prXCk=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYutC6m1OPdhLQ0iw_0ziXb3TI4iuP-6EqzpG9wuJ-a5NWJBtY4xWGUznX-5taAx7dnUW9GqVKzx9moKTarVROmC6gxZVM_ud37VlUtCazto9lyui--d-HUD3PwlHsCGVyCZHemW5VnCX0D8mFi93Q6Fn1-WKUsCOtFlmzzlH2U4ZqIEVTahBm6m4bSsdpnuCYdnXpAk1D8gPvw5_czsgiYM=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
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Legislation has been introduced here that would “impose
serious consequences” on those who make 911 calls
“motivated by hate and bigotry.”The bill was written after a
incidents where people falsely call 911 when they see a

Read More

Four California DAs Call on Victims’
Compensation Board to Provide Support
For Victims of Police Violence

Last week, San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin announced a
plan to provide victim support services to victims of police
violence in San Francisco. This week, he and three of his
progressive DA colleagues are pushing to make it

Read More

Bill To Reinstate Affirmative Action Moves
Forward

Last week, the State Assembly passed Legislation that would
repeal barriers to state contracting, employment and access
to higher education for women and minorities. The California
Act for Economic Prosperity and Opportunity for

Read More

Law Enforcement Leaders Aid Lawsuit
Against Presidential Commission
Examining Policing and Criminal Justice

Today, dozens of law enforcement leaders across the U.S.
formally challenged the processes and membership of the
Presidential Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justice, citing its lack of transparent

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.18.20

As of June 18th, CDCR facilities have reported 3,332 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 26,948 individuals. More than 120
additional cases have been reported since Monday. There
have been 17 COVID-19 related deaths

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYnUdCIoH9w7-e94U_pMw1Gn0UngGyu_3Vzq0Dr6zh5OxSD7dm2kSAYV9mvqgbpePhmGx-5vsHQt8D2dcyV09zAMsoQqHGxq0PE5ONxy-3w5B9b16lMnE6NF1gYKxDGDl3pIuXfPVahydbe55TYW6URrvKvj1zRspoHd8VQYvzqtlkOXk-m6w34wJO7BTsEQgFNI_nCfy1n0f&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYutC6m1OPdhLFJSvBYxP2b6wRimySF9Sz41VYoH6RPI4nLNug15CAMLfpPDjYIP3gDyjJngXCRnLQmWYMSW9xsbYlZffF456oUjzvx4Wg0Yi14AefHpOSBGFHIUnB0lBQhaHrMO2kkZSrT6P38KyjPN6qJXSpf8GMUA1npuaxVJTkVEIRyVrDrvSk4REzO8zmRlBLxhNkHZMk_W3a1MpY2PRH15BDncfr2aCFJ0gKXZ3EeU7o6x8HYq_7JCW-GVj9w==&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYutC6m1OPdhLbuJZADplzEQupsB2Z5uTS6IeFUHZfNHAtMNZXDbFn8geKaGcPSqB3cYHbFejofnqIR7Jta9Ol-qqZhqrJMbgm-Zx9yHXgbkWAmXz_w0dg9_nEqVUIPeJRuzTVAIO3mGxeT152N4ni45Zq9itFPFbmMWZ3w1kVdRzvfL4K--atR0ssYw5wFNsCw==&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYutC6m1OPdhLYF4k4B94O1M4I8dQUADdwSWOGrCnGpPxjnqzCuGj0Ja-XztF5t2_ZREi0Hi3YBNYk8f8QH3h10cZI0Iel2TVEHSX9FcOplOFX0JsFfLmuGel1I-jLIU34LKPWWpDotYKFe4my8ThqRNBEUzzrTJxbmAObEWLVtDnNSPR1CAxngZkLFZOkVEpDzY3sU05lG8QaTSLP6uBP8t1MMSxoGPRuZHeDLVjBA0ikKGaqlJnE_CLgukVxcZ00pUUjvrpL2aO&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYutC6m1OPdhLK98W0s4hd-seCf0Ya-JzNSFbdgK_Rho5YZ_Rw8ug_v7sxe-soGj45ECo82r8-_o7ENoyqa522tg3zXidTkoD2heDy3ogNEz_Gm2MOBlhMTy-L5HCFzKObmoj1rSrPdckBfDvCWgQ8JeIyjs8HxMHTX8dZu_wcuuAC3v-d2MJMp4=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYgQIMOQ4ji1BPQ1zNOlxr6ydEFyAO6mfwQV8jtQA_6swU_Ar4T3Rw7THO43zeM_qIZaY4DEYfDc5-FGQZu9RjYAWTy4ItFRZYBLp4LSM7apUa6DxAdwlSZHl75RLxqeub3n4CdeYt46X&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
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A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Accused of Pimping a Minor in Yolo
County Court

During a remote preliminary hearing in Yolo County Superior
Court, a man was charged with human trafficking a minor,
among other women in his prostitution ring.The defendant,
Jasyn Iez Bigasan Carter, was held to answer

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Domestic Violence Defendants Fear Losing
Children Due To No Contact Orders

Fathers accused of domestic violence made their feelings
about no-contact orders with their children well known – with
a few expletives deleted – here at Sacramento County
Superior Court.“There’s so many black fathers out

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Wrongful Conviction Project – Episode 2,
Franky Carrillo

Franky Carrillo was one of the cases featured on Netflix’s
series, “The Innocence Files,” the story begins in 1991 when
Donald Sarpy was shot and killed in a drive-by shooting as he
was standing in the driveway of his home in

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYrlS3ja0Wez2I2N45dnNAx14OtDkyM0XazGyFyViz17ywm_MYwKS2OzzgLlnybtKDi5GSZWgFNJjgqxLJX269AcWxLRj104Gje7UynXWA3r-8K69XhY_LYnqE8Kn5F9E2iOCZWZUZsvIr8KDW238PJTEY1Q0CjvdcrvZNQEtdjpiDeNPySHSEa3HlFsa-3hbRLFfF7JfTFU-I8RqNLxpa4c=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYq769kt6cOtEYd7wz2hk1-3Sd80Mkv4Q1LvoS4jr_T-czH8YvDqKzlr8EmroinzfNgv8bBAUGRNknuilMuiJbIdqjbCsfd0rrgVavaGIXK1gWz-ogSecJDBKC-gLwvbbZNQfMamF3SGy&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYnUdCIoH9w7-kV3Nb7J63Z-jI2euwRTchzgw_bmowuyocYJ4SwQbbeUI_1NYgZuUMRQdvZ5K0zFHYPB11jRh8UGOrNfpzjE7x4jzqo_5lT3qbMT_t8Jw9FIKQNb5ZR7VDo_4aOiKksqAl8N9IFfvks_4APqmfV2Zx8CX1cHG7ZcBwaNzVaKYmpZl1HsVw-L8Jw==&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYgQIMOQ4ji1BjXw7NRMAOOEvotvXTFLRQRsg9jvaL5LA0EDVIVcR9c2J1oeF51WuPdRJM1R-D_lh6_w6WwAApzgf9HKh6E9nETCGhmKe6N8yoColf34Cdao9IldoI0NUE5przNy0IM1A7k9UtiVaJXQ=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYnUdCIoH9w7-LaNs2VG_H9IPiFk_1CAEzGdfczpWvTbGtSW8x3i20WIETxfq6UfYQUgUe7RE7spCB-PT94Tk1PLz8ZJXxxZ5Rdt2sutw2zt8ANek6gdND8i4FQ90KHaNPbFdyvHTVFSClaxfHaOAnbM4JFhcnSOcavlWMnoGAAUyOD1fZMaiNrp3dN46yRRwHMDBPBRML5dKSZjtPu-g1xKIxUXzWDuFTg==&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYhIZfCf6yLrgwgVkI-i-YMtF-NLejjSxSgh-7dIJmNJ8SxsYcrdBj7nvwSccZx1TmID0j7ZJLEXeZcC19bny58Cfrx_2QY2pAG6WSKzyhseq&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYgjPZpSkBxy8RRdwOhy7kVSTXBDXesEbKY_s7MME7ITSRBkwb-gslPWcB2hvnYW-qjtWswO1is1WWcWcBdtlh6gvpmO7QAy2E8AwwKiQn_-pQ4no--LaR9upsC187fflxpx2aI7W6z_9OfmEqG8yV8dcCtYZOBpuj1O2JBWun4LQ-T55-0k-bEgPf1VnWDzudg==&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RwF0MXtLNmEa2gxubIW1ABamtuq3Hy07uRabZpBW9rizfbYTRVWJYg96po8tDwuLXnEOk52iSAYUg0v5Ctm_Dww2-jkJ7WRcnFeM6FsCf-sqpj8lApK9PAu6I7tDhpQhJ2pRDOHU02Cuq8qxz_icoPrGeOYq6te93WWM5z5vl211scwocQLS6i6xwPWJFSS7oQEanPchxLZsWTrbOg0O8fyfKUSYA_h6rxhDLev3GTMWP7ZGrgUzWxbK43gS2ICLj1aK69bZTdw=&c=Y9M0PZCmIOzoSWp9QVpphlkvmLngqO9gNbP2WTdNVboKeuAQGA0srQ==&ch=fAZoj4S2gG9kge2cRQ12vFPc8uJvV_rEiz4rotT-Uk1wxqm2GBkQ-A==
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“Based on the ways that the officers conducted themselves immediately after the shooting did not reflect
any fear or danger of Mr. Brooks, but their actions reflected other kinds of emotions,” said the DA.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 18, 2020

Officer Charged with Felony Murder
It was pretty clear that Garret Rolfe would be charged with a crime after the DA over the weekend called
the shooting, "unreasonable."

This is really an example of how not to do a police encounter. There were a number of analysts who
called the shooting, "lawful but awful," implying that the shooting was unnecessary but not generally
illegal.

The problem that you begin to see is really at the end of the encounter. After a struggle with the police,
Brooks runs away and holds the Taser. Rolfe gives chase attempting to stun Brooks.

At this point he is running away at full stride, he looks back and points the Taser he is holding and fires
it. But the problem is that running away, it has no real accuracy and it misses widely. According to people
I have talked to - at that point, Brooks isn't even a threat to the officer since he's already discharged the
Taser.

At this point Rolfe draws his gun and fires it three times, hitting him in the back and he Brooks is down.

There are problems with how they handle it at this point, The officers are standing over him. The
prosecutor claims that footage shows Rolfe kicking at Brook's body as its limp and the second officer,
Brosnan standing over it.

THe DA clarified that neither of these actions taken as Brooks was “fighting for his life” was sanctioned
Atlanta police “control techniques" and worse, they did not attempt to render assistance.

Would it have mattered? Hard to know, but Brooks was still allive and he didn't die until he arrived at the
hospital.

The DA’s office determined that the Taser that was in Brooks’ possession when he was killed had already
been fired twice when Brook’s fled, meaning it could no longer have been used against the officers.

The DA pointed out, "the officer may not use deadly force to prevent escape unless the officer has
probable cause to believe that the suspect poses an immediate threat to death or serious immediate
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injury to the officer.”

Howard’s team concluded from the evidence review that Brooks did not pose a threat to the officers at the
time of his death.

“Based on the ways that the officers conducted themselves immediately after the shooting did not reflect
any fear or danger of Mr. brooks, but their actions reflected other kinds of emotions,” said the DA.

This is going to be an interesting case. In the George Floyd case, the incident is much more clear cut - no
struggle, no escape. Brooks struggled with officers, fired a Taser and was running away.

Still, the escalation from a man who was intoxicated but sleeping in his car to the use of deadly force
should definitely cause us to question the use of force and the escalation thereof.

I can't help but wonder what the harm would have been to simply let him run off on foot, they had his car,
they had ID'd him, why not arrest him later?

There are reports that some officers are walking off the job in Atlanta. If those are correct, that tells us
what we need to know about the culture of police departments and how difficult it is to hold police officers
accountable for errors that result in the death - usually of Black and Brown people.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

‘Our Office Could be Decimated’ – 3
County Public Defenders Exposed to
COVID-19 Positive Inmates; Other Court
Staff Threatened

As first reported in THE VANGUARD early Wednesday, and
confirmed late Wednesday, COVID-19 appears to be
spreading insidiously in Sacramento County’s jail – at least
four cases reported this week among inmates, and three

Read More

Atlanta Officer Who Shot Rayshard Brooks
Charged With Felony Murder
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-Wz-l6t2gt8ldnNG93nG5nlvTBwgAKjmoeknjRYblTUiB_ar9hY73vldlku0SrZ2HhyOPDf2sx2Ou9rPAGzruVbRf79JysPbFNu8FmlF31ZBjqrqaXQhOJY=&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-Wz-l6t2gt8lRw0fHBAc2cV1g_YDP3rmSt4GmJPFGjoJXIJ9nuDdCNZ9gChw_WWibxQzw-2cC68XsZZFb4CoQr6xMCI-XFtCTpRWu7zI7dG1RtCbaTU8xocCO_zBq_YM5QheYvcM30qW&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-Wz-l6t2gt8ldiwnFCoVDKGnnvyQfACwScTl1Cpe99swFEk2exe-vndE7VaRGmNpzZdmTwgx5aEWv7fBAquezcp3qsr5twZ7kJ6JxIDWwasNIlVhsP5WuLdQkLQZ2WxSB6o-AVh9DSsMB919FOyQG0c=&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-XVJu6uRICmO4sQCYUYo_2yiQRaJobnzB25zzfn18NOLFnxuhndO_f5_Wg4w84Fjd5INZBmfhNKIZt-sfuKOjbai2y72J7mIWFuxHBAgebFfQGyROFZCJqRZZ1Tk1yAnJRVBvYEF7Vkt&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-We4Lo-QQBaYYdFD1LRoR5rpqWze86zq804b8mZbTRX8iYL53dl3XNavz_mnp0VUshrvYN0AjDzk4C3rHYH2kshtpv65PFlzkTVrBxoaK3Xg&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-ZoaXkI7x1cag66wlXW3Jj9C8l46kRrud_euKb1HPtwzDQPLctZTeHiNzd9fj23nEpLtxpggDVSRUozttdPsVhP8gkVMhxxYdNeNYSXROf-j&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-TQLwDOh8G5IYIEX-yMpZ0wPFlwy3g93DlFUbqu2z3ovmlC5HeynslKZyN94Qnol0tIeQGiyYfgr4-rPj11qJD8wuMdomXaeec0YDCE9aKcQWeXhA87VI68BArEa4uxR6lgghZipirUnd4DSmQoQGd1KFF2ug48I4spP_MuTppeZ-0F2KhxNs6UJfSTdHnNkrkr0x-uFUUDXn6SGh8T3vgyKVSO8Kz_Vec2wtUAPteAEvc74MRePrDtGeTDTuAlcvKMovdtDtkBQWiCMvabC3ac=&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
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Garret Rolfe, the Atlanta police officer placed on
administrative leave for shooting and killing 27-year-old
Rayshard Brooks in a Wendy’s parking lot, was charged with
felony murder Wednesday afternoon.At a press conference

Read More

Capitol Bill Would Classify Racist 911 Calls
at ‘Hate Crime’

Legislation has been introduced here that would “impose
serious consequences” on those who make 911 calls
“motivated by hate and bigotry.”The bill was written after a
incidents where people falsely call 911 when they see a

Read More

AG Barr Announces Resumed Scheduling
of Federal Executions

Attorney General William Barr this Monday ordered the
Federal Bureau of Prisons to schedule the executions of four
men on death row, announced the Department of Justice
(DOJ).The four men – Daniel Lewis Lee, Wesley

Read More

SF Public Defender Hails New Policy to
End Posting Mug Shots of Those Arrested

Those arrested for a crime here will no longer have their
mugshots plastered all over the city’s social media accounts,
or released to the news media – perhaps prejudicing their
trial, according to a statement release by the Public
Defender’s Office.

Read More

Domestic Violence Defendants Fear Losing
Children Due To No Contact Orders

Fathers accused of domestic violence made their feelings
about no-contact orders with their children well known – with
a few expletives deleted – here at Sacramento County
Superior Court.“There’s so many black fathers out

Read More

Man Accused of Pimping a Minor in Yolo
County Court

During a remote preliminary hearing in Yolo County Superior
Court, a man was charged with human trafficking a minor,
among other women in his prostitution ring.The defendant,
Jasyn Iez Bigasan Carter, was held to answer

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-TQLwDOh8G5IbBUR7cURCMunDLYDYwIODuzCn7gdcnbw-CGKRj2Xuwkg0No4-MaCC3QXSi232dsQ_psnc7mISpJwaexa0vNAFB7SQKYYYc047RB0nKBUQglLWHvOmpJe_0eujWS8N8JGM2YlUELFxMY2jEygnbwkvYH5fLsdBOszql4kRsXZOkldSCam59Jwwvd11r1cQ3nk&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-TQLwDOh8G5IeDEQbNt9xb4U-rCt8wzz8VYnNSVWijWsjSovFjz4ILm_1IHtF6xcLxY4oUP8ehn860-cILWH_hYrzAXNEb_W-O_nME8Y6_c8UVXhIq05BWZwgbvy9alYErsQhkjTz2JIpBUne5gFmNou5n7BRB2eUbuechqVtgGbJuRXhNAyJCgxS11pAWEUHAaGLCpj8cS8&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-TQLwDOh8G5IujVmHcO9rx8GcbGNN4WJxvvA-bu2a7_rj23wAEAdsJj5zSJr2JAGuW75AMQ9JECJWrGuvhhZBeaP63K-4UDfX_Bez5_rmVPpWZEKM5gd3uVVI9rE1Trk5k1Ey5kzDrlvDnkFF9na7UqsUPHqcCZdyB-n77slUxOvdnhuLh0AtMGoy8IKeH99NS39EiRHhLHlvxAh6456MUrCmnRuJI5PSg==&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-TQLwDOh8G5Iuix_0NKgitn9FVhWhlxQ9n0c1MJkcWPF_YlVCBUgFxqxDuZ3P88SyvNnpQ9S8XE5M29gH72f5e1Vs_pyylonSVw3NHxOHhjs7VNjOhehnhM5uVhpThWoeiD4gzP5KIYY5HEI6udDe0uwRc_EHjt3kFMhESHtbzbL40JfBxCNvf7I4SKMeNFhysj1i-Yj0JFdIb6sgl6n9_f2MhxHp0DEWg==&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-TQLwDOh8G5IMBj-e2IodmOM-A0vx7sZaAW3Vw57f1SdBbTen-tGSBDLR3n32sSy9SBKU5eeBec3EJ40FBbk1EdtidFEj46vaQ7VkEG3RNP5vN55dIhVtjQLJ4J1IwVsXU7OBEctB5VuPcWg_NwHcZJ3fi2tt5FimWJjyAGsuFXCCMWWBzNDgdVocSgywkps2Q==&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
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Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.17.20

As of June 16th, CDCR facilities have reported 3,274 COVID-
19 and have tested 26,412 individuals. More than 50
additional cases have been reported since yesterday. There
have been 17 COVID-19 related deaths across the

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Accused of Pimping a Minor in Yolo
County Court

During a remote preliminary hearing in Yolo County Superior
Court, a man was charged with human trafficking a minor,
among other women in his prostitution ring.The defendant,
Jasyn Iez Bigasan Carter, was held to answer

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Domestic Violence Defendants Fear Losing
Children Due To No Contact Orders

Fathers accused of domestic violence made their feelings
about no-contact orders with their children well known – with
a few expletives deleted – here at Sacramento County
Superior Court.“There’s so many black fathers out

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Wrongful Conviction Project – Episode 2,

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-TQLwDOh8G5IPy6mH7BrQlSOp6A1J98MSJbUTFrybCfVvgqkjwKqmNVHjVlTVwQREh4_j51NqP8ONuv9Itirjjt0i9K-38zWhUNOxug52Z4SDGtpXLAzt4TzFaZ4FiVOGHDQfQ5Aje5U4KMzB-mhVeC_7FHQS_dn8tm2R0MBrcwQ8Hl4e24J2M4=&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-WrrGLA8iBCY3Ex-AQwdnjyogtsM4NbcmhAWMTCQXa055_H79PNVJhvHUIsBRoQ4IPo0TNGDv0FeokCaaYp7sRtAJeyntVE9Hf3t9C_2OVC1F56PGcR978goHi3KqUYjwXMgUmsziZ-P&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-SThyC_xn45oXGfDZ38Mn57UCPf62p9pAh2WpfEr_Oc1mNxCNw3CYtRqoMF6QyQFCREy2vfnH7jFFq-3qWDJil-tcnbZ3ovPbDd8XrJE8uoyQWWHqRXG-TEoLGq5o1nie_w695PHd1lUwVzqKXJuUtk_UqG3eQ0stk8G6taKEldTcsPzYXr9hhYYDBg-rUIuvhcx_EDzF7ccptsv_umOaw4=&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yuqudRGmr9vVFuSQUlMubDPcNnkW3YYH6FFEGpdn-IQOuUYNr4dD-Wz-l6t2gt8lRw0fHBAc2cV1g_YDP3rmSt4GmJPFGjoJXIJ9nuDdCNZ9gChw_WWibxQzw-2cC68XsZZFb4CoQr6xMCI-XFtCTpRWu7zI7dG1RtCbaTU8xocCO_zBq_YM5QheYvcM30qW&c=xMsTsM0RKuS4rwwLAfzXwDT8N_-DNwkbQ3ROEM6LCmOVTVhYyfbHgQ==&ch=wlFyCv8_m4PBNTu2nVgI4IkIlCQ88egYP1HvR2NRQp-39v5U1jfG1w==
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Franky Carrillo

Franky Carrillo was one of the cases featured on Netflix’s
series, “The Innocence Files,” the story begins in 1991 when
Donald Sarpy was shot and killed in a drive-by shooting as he
was standing in the driveway of his home in

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Tracie Olson responded: “Honestly we see black people go to prison for crimes that white people don’t go
to prison for…On April 20th, I looked at the jail population. We had about a little under 200 people in the
jail, 49 of whom were black. So that’s 25% of our Yolo County jail population is black. Yolo County’s
demographic population is 3% black. So we have over an 800% over-representation of black men and
women in our local jail. So it is a local problem.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 17, 2020

Yolo DA Again Shows He is No Reformer
by David Greenwald

In a commentary today, I laid out my critique of Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig's unnecessary and over the
top attack on Public Defender Tracie Olson. There are two statements in that attack by the DA on Tracie
Olson that warrant more scrutiny.

First, he closes with this: "more than ever, we need the public we serve to have faith and reliance on the
fair and racially neutral administration of justice."

I could probably write a book on everything wrong with this statement. But I will make the point very
simply. Jeff Reisig is showing that he does not get it. He does not get Criminal Justice Reform. He does
not get Black Lives Matter. He does not understand that the system does not and never has provided
anything resembling fair or racially neutral administration of justice.

I actually am at a complete loss for words. He does not get it. Mass incarceration. The fact that Black and
Brown people are arrested a disproportionate amount of time. That they are charged
disproportionately. That they are convicted disproportionately. That they are sentenced
disproprotionately. There is no place in the criminal justice system where we have anything that even
remotely resembles a fair and racially neutral administration of justice.

That's why people are risking everything to be in the streets. That is why people like me can write about
criminal justice reform and have an audience.

Second - he seems to think he is different and that he has done more than most to rectify it.

He writes: "In point of fact, Ms. Olson knows that the Yolo County District Attorney’s Office has been a
state and national leader in bringing transparency and racial equality to our justice system."

I know Tracie Olson. Tracie Olson is a friend of mine. Tracie Olson would yell "BULLSHIT" in response to
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that statement - and probably has already.

This year we have seen across the nation, a wave of progressive prosecutors both running for and
winning office.

In his few short months I have seen Chesa Boudin, the San Francisco DA - end charging based on
pretext stops. Stop asking for bail. Stop charging gang enhancement and other status based
enahncements. He has cracked down on police misconduct.

What has Jeff Reisig done in his 14 years as DA?

He has OPPOSED every single criminal justice reform measure that has come though California, many
of which heavily impact Black and Brown people.

Prop 47 - he opposed.

Prop 57 - he opposed.

Prop 64 - legalization of marijuana - he has opposed.

Bail reform - he has opposed.

Felony Murder rule reform - he has opposed.

I cannot think of a single criminal justice reform measure he hasn't opposed. His office is still challenging
SB 1437.

He had his chief deputy on TV last week opposing zero bail.

He wants to hang his entire hat on the Neighborhood Court Program. That is fine. But he is at least ten
years behind the curve on other reform efforts that has reduced incarceration throughout the state and
have done so over his vehement objections.

At the end of the day, when we analyzed the data prior to the 2018 election where he was almost
knocked off by Public Defender Dean Johansson, Yolo County was in the middle of the state in crime
rate, and at the top of the state in per capita prison population and per capita felony trials.

Yolo County has a 3 percent Black population but Black men make up one quarter of the jail
population. Jeff Reisig did not talk about how we need to do better.

Every time I listen to Chesa Boudin talk out of San Francisco, he talks about what they have done, but
how much more they need to do. Jeff Reisig falls short, because he sees no evil. There is no point in time
when he acknowledges the shortcoming of the system.

He has simply attempted to dress up his record as something other than business as usual.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Three Sacramento Public Defenders
Quarantined After Exposure to COVID-19
Inmates, According to Tip to THE
VANGUARD

At least three – and maybe more – Sacramento County
Assistant Public Defenders were reportedly told late Tuesday
evening that they should quarantine after County Jail inmates
they represented tested positive for COVID-19.

Read More

Commentary: The DA – He Doth Protest
Too Much

Last Monday all across the state and around the nation,
Public Defenders took to the streets marching for black lives.
Following that event, ABC 10 interviewed Yolo County Public
Defender Tracie Olson as well as Monica Brushia, one of

Read More

Death of Rayshard Brooks Prompts Atlanta
Mayor to Reform the Use of Force in
Policing

Embattled Atlanta Mayor Kiesha Lance Bottoms Monday
announced that at a news conference that she would be
signing a series of administrative orders that include new
rules for the city’s police officers to use de-escalation

Read More

Beyoncé’s Letter to Kentucky AG Calls for
End to Pattern of Inaction

“Don’t let this case fall into the pattern of no action after a
tragedy,” wrote Beyoncé Knowles-Carter to the Attorney
General of Kentucky about the death of a Black woman in the
state.

Read More

Sacramento Judge Declares $800K Bail
Excessive, Reduces to $225K After
Defendant Intervenes
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Over the past nearly three weeks, hundreds of thousands of
people took to the streets in cities across the U.S. and the
world to protest systematic racism and police violence after a
man named George Floyd died in Minneapolis from deadly

Read More

Prosecutors Use Music Video as Evidence
in Bay Area Murder Trial

In the first Bay Area trial since courts ramped up activity since
the COVID-19 shutdown, a music video by Bay Area rapper,
Charles “Prezi” Gardner, became a key piece of evidence in
the ongoing trial of the murder of 19-year-old Anthony Singh..

Read More

43 Year Old Man Given His First Chance at
Rehabilitation

Jail or rehabilitation treatment. That was the choice here in
Fresno County Superior Court Monday for 43 year old Phon
Phothisen. who ultimately was given his first chance at
rehabilitation during his sentencing hearing

Read More

Yolo DA Attacks Public Defender Over
Claims of Disproportionate Incarcerated
Black Population

During the interview, Yolo County Public Defender Tracie
Olson told the news station, “Honestly we see black people
go to prison for crimes that white people don’t go to prison
for…On April 20th, I looked at the jail population. We had

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.16.20

As of June 16th, CDCR facilities have reported 3,219 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 25,510 individuals. California
Institute for men reported 2 more deaths today, making the
death count at their facility 15. Across CDCR, there have

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court
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A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Cast of Characters, Conflicting Officer
Testimony Featured at ‘Day at the Old
Court’

“You can’t tell the players without a program” yell barkers
selling programs at a ball game. And it also just might apply to
Dept. 11 in Yolo County Superior Court here after a dizzying
cast of characters were referenced during testimony.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Judge Declares $800K Bail
Excessive, Reduces to $225K After
Defendant Intervenes

Over the past nearly three weeks, hundreds of thousands of
people took to the streets in cities across the U.S. and the
world to protest systematic racism and police violence after a
man named George Floyd died in Minneapolis from deadly

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Wrongful Conviction Project – Episode 2,
Franky Carrillo

Franky Carrillo was one of the cases featured on Netflix’s
series, “The Innocence Files,” the story begins in 1991 when
Donald Sarpy was shot and killed in a drive-by shooting as he
was standing in the driveway of his home in

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out
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On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: San Francisco Public Defender Successfully Advocates for SFPD Mug Shot
Policy Change

Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 at 8:23:52 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 16, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (618)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 

***PRESS RELEASE***
 

San Francisco Public Defender Successfully Advocates for SFPD
Mug Shot Policy Change

 
SFPD’s Proposed New Policy Means that Mug Shots of People Arrested for

Crimes Will No Longer Be Posted and Spread through the Media
 
 
SAN FRANCISCO – After years of advocacy from the Public Defender’s Office and
community advocates, on June 12, 2020, SFPD Chief William Scott made a long-awaited
policy change to prohibit the release of mugshots to its social media accounts or to the media
absent certain criteria.
  
“This policy reversal comes after several years of mugshot posting on the Tenderloin Station
Twitter feed. The Public Defender’s Office has advocated for this important change so that
those arrested and presumed innocent are not convicted in the court of public opinion before
their day in court,” said Public Defender Mano Raju.  

“This moment has the nation transfixed on issues of racial justice, police misconduct, and
criminal legal system reform. America is cognizant that people of color are disproportionately
impacted by all aspects of the criminal legal system – from arrests, to prosecution and
sentencing. Releasing mugshot after mugshot of mostly young men of color feeds implicit
biases that exacerbate an already broken system,” said Raju. 
 
“Releasing mugshots after arrest also undermines an arrestee’s constitutional rights because
it contributes to false identification and can make securing an impartial jury difficult or
impossible,” he said. 
 
Lastly, the online photos last long after the public’s attention has drifted elsewhere. “As a
reminder: most who get arrested are not convicted of a crime. And many of those who are
convicted can eventually have those convictions expunged. But, the online image is forever
and hinders that person from gaining meaningful employment or even housing. At a time
when the nation has renewed its focus on rethinking the collateral consequences of a criminal
conviction, having seen the devastation wrought on communities from decades of tough-on-
crime policy, this policy takes a step in the right direction,” said Raju.
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“This is a needed step towards the sweeping reforms the Racial Justice Committee has been
advocating for,” said Rebecca Young and Niki Solis, co-chairs of the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office Racial Justice Committee, a group of public defenders that have
consistently raised concerns about this issue at Police Commission meetings for years.
“We applaud Chief Scott for taking these important steps to stop dehumanizing and
compromising the due process rights of those they arrest.”  
 
Public Defender Mano Raju echoed these sentiments but also believes the policy should go
even further. “While I'm pleased that SFPD has listened to our concerns and proposed
changes to stop the practice of sharing mugshots of people charged with crimes, I worry that
without further safeguards, the new policy could allow the same practices to continue for
people who have been convicted of crimes, no matter how minor the crime.  If a 19 year old
San Franciscan is convicted for a minor non-violent crime, do we want their mugshot to be
easily searchable for the rest of their life? I don’t think so. San Francisco is a city that believes
in second chances. The exception in the policy should not become the rule.” 
 
SFPD plans to discuss the new policy at the next Police Commission meeting on June 17,
2020. 
 

###
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Cal AG to Reform Policing; Supreme Court Denies ACLU Pe..on to Reconsider
Qualified Immunity

Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 at 7:01:09 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We have seen across the country repeated instances of police violence inflicted upon people of color
and the Black community—often by officers with prior known misconduct, yet whose words prosecutors
continued to trust in filing charges,” said District Attorney Chesa Boudin.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 16, 2020

California Attorney General Pushes For Change To Policing
by David Greenwald

Attorney General Xavier Bacerra has a long list of recommendations for reform to policing. There is a
catch - he doesn't really have the power to implement any of it.

Still, the Attorney General see this as an opportunity to change - even if many reformers will be quick to
point out that the AG has been very slow to embrace reforms or use the authority that he has to
investigate and hold police accountable.

Will it be different now.

On Monday he said, "This is a moment for America." He added, "Not only a moment, it really is a
movement."

He said, "We have a chance to do something."

The AG has a long list:

*  Intervention: All agencies should have a policy requiring officers to intervene to stop another officer
from using excessive or unnecessary force;
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*  Ban Chokeholds and Carotid Restraints: All agencies should have a policy prohibiting the use of
chokeholds, strangleholds, carotid restraints or other restraints, or body positioning that is designed to, or
which may foreseeably result in, the cutting off of blood or oxygen to the person;
* De-Escalation: All agencies should require officers to de-escalate situations, when possible, before
using force;
* Proportionality: All agencies should provide express guidance on proportionality to ensure officers
understand the relationship that should exist between the force they use and the threat presented in a
particular situation. The guidance may include adopting a spectrum, chart, or matrix, which can take the
form of a graphical representation;
*   Verbal Warnings: All agencies should require officers to give verbal warning, when feasible, before
using force, whether lethal or less-lethal;
*   Moving Vehicles: All agencies should prohibit officers from discharging a firearm at the operator or
occupant of a moving vehicle unless the operator or occupant poses an imminent threat of death or
serious bodily injury to the public or an officer. All agencies should also prohibit officers from discharging
a firearm from their moving vehicle, providing only for exceptions that require such actions to end an
imminent threat to human life;
*   Deadly Force As Last Resort: Consistent with the core concepts of de-escalation, necessity, and
proportionality, all agencies should require that deadly force be used only as a last resort when
reasonable alternatives have been exhausted or are not feasible to protect the safety of the public and
police officers;
*   Comprehensive Reporting: All agencies should create a general order dedicated to use of force
reporting and investigations, requiring comprehensive reporting that includes both uses of force and
threats of force; and
*   Canine Use: All agencies should discontinue the use of “find and bite” and “bite and hold” techniques
and instead implement “find and bark” or “circle and bark” techniques, where canines are trained and
deployed to alert by barking, rather than biting a suspect as a first response, and then circling and
barking until the handler takes control.

Significantly, in addition to calling for the inclusion of these use-of-force recommendations where needed
in state law, the Attorney General highlights the following initial areas to either support or sponsor major
criminal justice reform legislation:

*   Decertify peace officers for serious misconduct, including provisions requiring law enforcement
agencies to complete investigations even after a peace officer leaves a department;
*   Expand reviews of law enforcement policies and practices, by enhancing DOJ’s capacity to review and
proactively help law enforcement agencies across the state reform their policies and practices to align
with community needs;
*   Require policies and training on bias by proxy, which occurs when a person calls the police and makes
false or ill-informed claims about individuals they are biased against — as well as provisions for auditing
the effectiveness of such training;
*   Place clear limits on crowd control techniques during protests or mass gatherings, including
restrictions and guidance on the use of rubber bullets, tear gas, pepper spray, and batons;
*   Forbid the use of pepper spray against children in juvenile detention, which can traumatize juveniles
and undermine efforts to build trust; and
*   Reexamine the role of police in addressing homelessness and mental health crises, recognizing that
police officers are increasingly called upon as first responders to engage with people facing
homelessness who may suffer from mental illness or other medical conditions, and that officers are not
generally equipped to handle situations involving mental health crises or referrals for social services.

On decertificaiton, he explained that currently there is no system in place to decertify a peace officer, but
he believes that if POST or another agency certifies police, there should be a way to remove certificates
and prevent officers with a lengthy list of sustained complaints from practicing. That will require legislation
and cooperation from law enforcement.
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One thing they can do is the pattern and practice investigation. Right now he listed Vallejo, Kern County
Sheriff, and Bakersfield PD as agencies they are looking into. He also mentioned an investigation into
Sacramento PD out of which some of these recommendations have come and San Francisco PD.

“Our communities are safer when our police departments can build public trust through good policies,
practices, and training. This review and reform agreement we announce today with the City of Vallejo
represents a critical step the Vallejo Police Department must take to build trust with people who have lost
faith in them,” said Attorney General Becerra.

As John Burris told the Vanguard last week, this is about picking up the slack from feds.

But as Burris also pointed out, he had been trying to get the AG's office to look into Vallejo for years.

“I have been dealing with this AG’s office now for several years trying to get them to focus in on Vallejo…
and no response,” he said.

But “another shooting takes place” and “for whatever reason they decided this was the time to get
involved” and, while he realizes it is political, “nevertheless it is important that the move has taken place.”

This is indeed a moment, the question is whether this will become more window dressing or the start of
meaningful change.

Thanks for reading
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Boudin Will Not Charge Cases That Rely
on Officers with Serious Prior Misconduct

For years, District Attorney working hand in hand with police
have looked the other way and minimized police officers with
spotty to bad records on officer misconduct and use of
force. This despite the fact, that many DA’s

Read More

Supreme Court Denies ACLU Petition to
Reconsider Qualified Immunity
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The U.S. Supreme Court decided Monday to not wade into
the sticky subject of “qualified immunity,” the legal doctrine
that immunizes law enforcement and public officials from
lawsuits.Recent police brutality protests and killing

Read More

Video Footage Shows Police Arresting and
Opening Fire on Non-Protestors

Videos from the George Floyd protests show police officers
arresting and shooting rubber bullets at innocent bystanders,
including a pregnant woman in a passing car and a women
carrying groceries home.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Scrutinizing Bernie
Sanders’ 10 New Prosecutor
Endorsements

When it comes to candidates for top prosecutor in many of
America’s biggest cities, Bernie Sanders’ previous
endorsements have foreshadowed some of the most exciting.
In 2019, the Senator and erstwhile presidential

Read More

Sacramento Judge Declares $800K Bail
Excessive, Reduces to $225K After
Defendant Intervenes

An expected simple scheduling hearing in Sacramento
County Superior Court last Friday, June 12, instead turned
into a full-fledged bail review when defendant Majestic Boyd
interrupted proceedings to plead for a reduction in his

Read More

Cast of Characters, Conflicting Officer
Testimony Featured at ‘Day at the Old
Court’

“You can’t tell the players without a program” yell barkers
selling programs at a ball game. And it also just might apply to
Dept. 11 in Yolo County Superior Court here after a dizzying
cast of characters were referenced during testimony.

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.15.20
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As of June 15th, CDCR facilities have reported 3,208 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 25,211 individuals. More than 200
new cases have been reported, and over 4,232 additional
tests have been administered since Monday, June

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Cast of Characters, Conflicting Officer
Testimony Featured at ‘Day at the Old
Court’

“You can’t tell the players without a program” yell barkers
selling programs at a ball game. And it also just might apply to
Dept. 11 in Yolo County Superior Court here after a dizzying
cast of characters were referenced during testimony.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Judge Declares $800K Bail
Excessive, Reduces to $225K After
Defendant Intervenes

An expected simple scheduling hearing in Sacramento
County Superior Court last Friday, June 12, instead turned
into a full-fledged bail review when defendant Majestic Boyd
interrupted proceedings to plead for a reduction in his

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Wrongful Conviction Project – Episode 2,
Franky Carrillo
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Franky Carrillo was one of the cases featured on Netflix’s
series, “The Innocence Files,” the story begins in 1991 when
Donald Sarpy was shot and killed in a drive-by shooting as he
was standing in the driveway of his home in

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Scott Sanders, Orange County Public Defender: “In one year, it’ll come off their record…almost for sure.
It’s disgusting. I mean it’s truly disgusting…Here you have report after report with false information. With
many many many defendants. And this is your version of justice? It’s shameful.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 15, 2020

Rayshard Brooks - Lawful But Awful?
The shooting of Rayshard Brooks coming nearly three weeks after the death of George FLoyd will be an
interesting test of the legal system.

In California this is an easy call. Under AB 392, the California use of force bill that was signed into law,
deadly force is only justified if there is an "imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the officer or
another person" or "to apprehend a fleeing felon if the officer reasonably believes that the person will
cause death or serious bodily injury to another unless immediately apprehended."

Brooks in this case is running away when he was shot in the back twice by an officer. He had a taser, but
his attempt was wildly off the mark. Under California law, he would not be authorized to use lethal force.

In Georgia though it's less clear cut.

Fulton County DA criticized the handling of the fatal shooting but said a decision on whether to bring
charges is pending.

"(Brooks) did not seem to present any kind of threat to anyone, and so the fact that it would escalate to
his death just seems unreasonable," DA Paul Howard said.

He added, "It just seems like this is not the kind of conversation and incident that should have led to
someone's death."

Legal analysts agree. But the question is legality.
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Cedric Alexander, the former police chief of DeKalb County, east of Atlanta, said the encounter Friday
night outside a Wendy's restaurant should never have escalated into a use-of-force situation.

"Could they have done something different than arrest him?" he said. "We need to get policing back to
doing preventative enforcement. That's the key."

Steven Gaynor, a police union president in suburban Atlanta, said he believed the shooting was
"legitimate." He argued that the use of a stun gun by someone not trained to use it can be lethal.

"If I'm an untrained individual and I aim it at your head, that could be deadly," he said. "You could lose an
eye."

But the analysis I've seen is "lawful but awful."

These are cases that could be considered technically legal, but avoidable.

And in this case, it was simple. He was running away on foot. They had already identified him and they
had his car.

There is a way to avoid these problems - police need to change their rules of engagement. They can do
this most of the time with minimal risk. First they assess whether the individual poses a true threat. And if
they don't, simply let them go and come back at a better time.

In this case, come back the next morning when the man has sobered up, come with more people, and
apprehend him.

What the police do not understand - or at least not enough of them - is that by going a lethal route here,
you end up further polarizing the community against you.

Thanks for reading.
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Black Men Found Dead in SoCal Desert
and Manhattan Reminiscent of South
Lynchings
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Three Black man were found hanging from trees during the
past few weeks of police brutality protests – two in desert
cities northeast of Los Angeles and another in
Manhattan.Observers note their deaths are alarming

Read More

Alleged Looter During Sacramento Police
Brutality Protests Wins Pretrial Release
After Outpouring of Community Support

An alleged “looter” during the two week of protests against
police brutality and the killing of George Floyd by police in
Minneapolis was released here in Sacramento County
Superior Court after identification issues, and an outpouring

Read More

LA DA Candidate Gascón Releases Cop
Reform Docs, Hits at Current DA’s
Recalcitrance

George Gascón, a current candidate for Los Angeles District
Attorney (DA), released two documents related to criminal
justice reform this past Friday, targeting his opponent, current
Los Angeles DA,

Read More

Defendant Under COVID-19 Lockdown
Unable to Hire Private Attorney

A Sacramento County man was appointed a public defender
by a Sacramento County Superior Court judge last
Wednesday despite his claim that his father had been
attempting to get him private legal

Read More

ACLU Urges UN to Address US Police
Brutality

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has released a
statement demanding, along with a coalition of 600 other
human rights groups, that the United Nations Human Rights
Council (UNHRC) hold a special meeting to address

Read More

Huge and Angry Protest Remains Peaceful
in Vallejo over Shooting Death
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The latest in a long series of officer-involved shootings in
Vallejo led to an angry march and demonstration on Saturday,
as a crowd of what appeared to be more than 500 people
came to show support for 22-year-old Sean

Read More

Police Beat Women to Ground in Tampa
and Philadelphia; Cop Charges Police
Trained for War, not to Protect and Serve

Videos were taken of police violently apprehending women
during peaceful protests—the senior officer filmed hitting a
woman with a baton and pinning her to the ground has been
suspended and charged with assaulting a protester.

Read More

Video Reveals Police Attack People in/near
Homes during Curfews

Video footage has now surfaced of police officers firing
projectiles and spraying Mace at people who are inside their
homes.While hundreds of videos have been aired on social

Read More

My View: Slapped on the Wrist, Deputies
Who Mishandled Evidence Get
Misdemeanors and No Time

Over the last 20 days the nation has focused on the
egregious loss of life at the hands of law enforcement. The
triggering event was a use of force against George Floyd and,
since then, more than 600 videos have emerged of

Read More

LAPD Filmed Beating Celebs, Veterans,
Black Store Owners

Police officers across LA are intentionally attacking and
hurting police brutality protesters—and that includes
Hollywood celebrities, military veterans and even store
owners who are Black.In the wake of George Floyd’s death,
there have been protests across the city of Los Angeles

Read More

Poignant Video Shows Peaceful Protester
Arrested Delivering Emotional Message to
Police
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In Marion Square, a peaceful protester who knelt at a
distance before a large, armed group of police officers
delivered a message of “love” about respect for one another
and unity.And then he was arrested.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Waiting for His Appeal, Despite COVID-19
Threat, Woodland Man’s Request for
Release Denied

Despite the growing number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in
California jails and prisons, Yolo County Superior Court Judge
David Rosenberg denied Brandon Ryan Vidales bail—the
judge said he had good reasons.

Read More

Yolo County Judge Cuts Bail by $25,000

A man sitting eating his lunch at a McDonald’s parking lot
here said he was confronted by a man—now being held for
attempted carjacking—who at first started asking about the
victim’s truck, and then struggled to steal the keys to that
truck.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Alleged Looter During Sacramento Police
Brutality Protests Wins Pretrial Release
After Outpouring of Community Support
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An alleged “looter” during the two week of protests against
police brutality and the killing of George Floyd by police in
Minneapolis was released here in Sacramento County
Superior Court after identification issues, and an outpouring

Read More

Yolo Court: Conversation About Truck
Escalates into Attempted Carjacking

A Sacramento County man was appointed a public defender
by a Sacramento County Superior Court judge last
Wednesday despite his claim that his father had been
attempting to get him private legal

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Wrongful Conviction Project – Episode 2,
Franky Carrillo

Franky Carrillo was one of the cases featured on Netflix’s
series, “The Innocence Files,” the story begins in 1991 when
Donald Sarpy was shot and killed in a drive-by shooting as he
was standing in the driveway of his home in

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Scott Sanders, Orange County Public Defender: “In one year, it’ll come off their record…almost for sure.
It’s disgusting. I mean it’s truly disgusting…Here you have report after report with false information. With
many many many defendants. And this is your version of justice? It’s shameful.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 12, 2020

SLAPPED ON THE WRIST: Two Sheriff’s Deputies Plead Guilty in
the Evidence Booking Scandal
By David Greenwald
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Over the last 20 days the nation has focused on the egregious loss of life at the hands of law
enforcement. The triggering event was a use of force against George Floyd and since then, more than
600 videos have emerged of questionable uses of force against mostly peaceful protesters across the
nation – we have in the last week published over 10 accounts chronicling dozens of videos.
 
But that is the tip of the ice berg as many here reading this well understand. One of our articles today
urges the readers to remember prosecutorial reform as a necessary step. And here I will argue that while
use of force gets the headlines, the false statements by police, withholding of evidence, and mishandling
of evidence is a leading cause for hundreds, thousands and probably far more in wrongful convictions.
 
This year we have watched as another scandal has engulfed Orange County’s sheriffs department with
help now from two different prosecutor offices.
 
This week we saw two deputies accused of making multiple false statements in police reports about
whether evidence charged with a misdemeanor and pleaded guilty.
 
The prosecutors announced that they will not serve jail time or pay a fine.
 
According to published reports, Deputy Bryce Simpson made false statements in 74 different police
report about evidence booked. Deputy Joseph Atkinson also made false statement about booking
evidence.
 
The lawyers reading this understand the severity of these charges. In order for evidence to be
admissible, there has to be a chain of custody. That is essential so that the accused and their attorneys
can be assured of knowing that evidence introduced against them at trial and in charging is real and not
simply manufactured by the state.
 
When law enforcement fails to book or otherwise properly handle evidence, when they leave it in offices
and on desks, the defendant has no way to ensure that the evidence used against him is real or if it was
simply conjured up by the state in an effort to frame them.
 
We have heard complaints over the years that officers who use excessive force and officers who kill
civilians do not face appropriate consequences for their actions. They rarely get charged, rarely get
convicted, and if they do, it is for minimal time.
 
The same thing is happening here.
 
Under state law in California, it is a felony to knowingly make a false statement in police report. It is also
now a felony to commit intention Brady Violation – and false statements about handling of evidence
would be an attempt to conceal exculpatory evidence and therefore also a Brady Violation.
 
But Orange County DA Todd Spitzer, who defeated in 2018, Tony Rackauckas because of the latter’s
involvement in a sheriff’s department informant scandal,  let these officers off with a slap on the wrist.
 
In a statement, the DA said, “The public has an absolute expectation that their law enforcement officers
will carry out their duties lawfully.”
 
He added, “When law enforcement officers break the law, it deprives defendants and victims of their
rights, compromises the criminal justice system, and erodes the public trust in ways that it may never be
able to recover. The entire system relies on the trust that those sworn to uphold the law are following it
themselves.”
 
But others are saying that the DA is now letting off the deputies with a slap on the wrist and they should
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have been charged with felonies.
 
“It just makes a mockery of the justice system,” said Scott Sanders. Sanders is the Orange County Public
Defender who brought forward this latest scandal – and it was his work that exposed the informant
scandal as well.
 
“If a regular citizen walked into the police department and filed dozens of false police reports, they would
be on their way to prison. In Orange County, the people who should be held to a higher standard don’t
have to serve a single day in custody. They don’t even have to do an hour of community service,” he
added.
 
“[The two deputies] absolutely dishonored their badge and engaged in incredible misconduct in case after
case that qualifies for felonies, and they made this backroom deal, so that they would not have to feel a
slap on their wrist…For the District Attorney’s office to hold this out as accountability is embarrassing.
And to do it in this time period when all eyes are focused on creating a justice system where all officers
are held to a higher standard, it’s frankly astonishing what they just did.”
 
Sanders went on to point out that the charges will come off their record in a year. But Spitzer responded
that the deputies now have criminal records and have lost their jobs.
 
The reality is that for whatever reason this nation fails to hold law enforcement accountable for their
actions. We throw the book at people over things like property crimes and substance abuse, but when it
comes to official abuse of power – which is really what this is – and the stealing of a private citizen’s
freedom, we let them off scot-free.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Wrongful Conviction Project – Episode 2,
Franky Carrillo

Franky Carrillo was one of the cases featured on Netflix’s
series, “The Innocence Files,” the story begins in 1991 when
Donald Sarpy was shot and killed in a drive-by shooting as he
was standing in the driveway of his home in

Read More

Sacramento Police Officers Choke
Protestor 6-11-20
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One video shows Sacramento police officers choking a young
black man while arresting him during a recent George Floyd
protest.The young man was later identified as 18-year old
Tyzhon Johnson

Read More

Guest Commentary: Don’t Forget
Prosecutors When It Comes to Defunding

Since the brutal murder of George Floyd by Minneapolis cops,
activists across the country have passionately called to
defund the police. Few similar calls have been made about
prosecutors’ offices.

Read More

SF DA’s Office Receives Grant to Expand
Restorative Justice Diversion Program

One of the priorities of the Chesa Boudin was the utilize more
restorative justice programs as his office moves away from
standard models of prosecution and incarceration. On
Thursday, they were awarded a grant to help them do

Read More

North Carolina Promises Big Step
Addressing Racial Inequality in the Justice
System

North Carolina state executive leadership – from the state
supreme court chief justice to the attorney general – said it
was in full support here Tuesday of Gov. Roy Cooper’s
Executive Order that demands a

Read More

Even Conservative CA Bastion Yorba Linda
Sees Hundreds Protest Murder of George
Floyd

reds of individuals showed their support for George Floyd and
the Black Lives Matter Movement by gathering together in the
city’s downtown area for a peaceful protest.George Floyd was
murdered by Minneapolis police officer Derek

Read More

Zero Dollar Bail, COVID-19 Ignored by Yolo
Judge
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Yolo County Superior Court Judge Peter Williams ignored the
State Judicial Council’s order Wednesday. And, in a way, he
ignored COVID-19, too.The judge used his discretion to
ignore the State Judicial

Read More

Yolo County Judge Cuts Bail by $25,000

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Peter Williams did a nice
thing – kind of – here in Superior Court.He didn’t release a
defendant who threatened to kill a man over a telephone
conversation on zero bail, but he did cut the bail about in half,
$25,000.

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.11.20

As of June 11th, CDCR facilities have reported 3,117 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 23,040 individuals. More than 100
new cases have been reported since Monday, June 8th.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Zero Dollar Bail, COVID-19 Ignored by Yolo
Judge

Yolo County Superior Court Judge Peter Williams ignored the
State Judicial Council’s order Wednesday. And, in a way, he
ignored COVID-19, too.The judge used his discretion to
ignore the State Judicial

Read More

Yolo County Judge Cuts Bail by $25,000

Yolo County Judge Cuts Bail by $25,000
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

High Bail for Man Who Assaulted Mom,
Great Grandfather

A man suffering from mental illness who has been in and out
of residential treatments since high school and assaulted two
of his family members – his mother and great grandfather –
was hoping to be released on bail Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court here.

Read More

Gun Enhancement Change Potentially
Saves Defendant 25 Years to Life

Both sides of the isle won and lost here last Friday at the
sentencing hearing for attempted murder and attempted
murder for two defendants at Sacramento County Superior
Court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Wrongful Conviction Project – Episode 2,
Franky Carrillo

Franky Carrillo was one of the cases featured on Netflix’s
series, “The Innocence Files,” the story begins in 1991 when
Donald Sarpy was shot and killed in a drive-by shooting as he
was standing in the driveway of his home in

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju Applauds SF Police Commission Budget Vote -
Echoes Public Call for Fundamental Change

Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 at 9:03:53 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 11, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

***PRESS STATEMENT***

SF Public Defender Mano Raju Applauds SF Police Commission Budget
Vote - Echoes Public Call for Fundamental Change 

"I was very glad to see our San Francisco Police Commissioners unanimously voting to reject
the police budget at 2:30am this morning after 9 hours of public comment, over 99 percent of
which featured San Franciscans of all ages and backgrounds demanding SFPD be defunded
and disbanded. 

However, we also learned in the meeting last night that so far, the police department is only
being asked to cut 3 percent (or $23 million) of their nearly $700 million budget.  Moreover,
these cuts would come from vacant positions alone, leaving unaltered the number of officers
on the streets and SFPD’s policing methods and structure; in other words, it would be
business as usual. 

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=09f90bd3-d17f-4873-a5a5-54c377114457
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Meanwhile, as caller after caller pleaded with the Commission for meaningful, urgent change,
records of discipline proceedings against Sergeant Justin Erb for killing Jessica Williams, an
unarmed black woman in a car in 2016, were finally made public and told a grim story. The
Department of Police Accountability (DPA) initially recommended Erb be fired for shooting and
killing Williams in violation of numerous department policies, but Chief Scott  wanted to
impose no punishment at all. The Commission disregarded both recommendations and
imposed a 45-day suspension in a split vote. Two commissioners who voted for that brief
suspension instead of termination are still on the Commission; Commissioner Dion-Jay
Brookter and Commissioner Damali Taylor. 

DPA is only as powerful as the commissioners allow it to be. Commissioners who reject the
recommendations of the independent oversight body have no place on the Commission when
the public they represent so clearly wants violent officers out of SFPD.

The public call for transformative change is urgent. The rejection of what amounts to an
invisible budget cut is the very least we must do to answer this call. The real work must now
begin, in the form of fresh leadership on the police commission, and concrete ideas and
implementation of plans to reinvent and reduce policing in San Francisco, led by the values
we all hold, and the communities most impacted. 

Mayor Breed and Supervisor Walton’s calls to re-direct  funding from the SFPD to support the
African-American and other marginalized communities is an important first step. A much
smaller, much altered police department and policing model is what San Franciscans are
calling for and the current moment demands nothing less."

###
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Judicial Council Ends Zero Bail over Objec.ons of Reformers; SF DA Provides
Services to Police Vic.ms

Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 at 7:00:57 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

LA County Public Defenders tweeted: “There has been no rise in crime and the public is demanding
change. Rescinding the emergency bail schedule would place our attorneys, our clients, and the public at
significant risk of exposure to #COVID19. ”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 11, 2020

A Big Mistake - Judicial Council Ends Emergency Bail Schedule
by David Greenwald

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001BI9ciXAE3Ni1W0GGaVh3ZCoRkZPEplH_lokD0Yv2hbrP73QPjDJMDOQC3Je91CRLhHZziqr87nFkuzPbMlGq0ATZ2x3iI1EX1F3-2Vs7bqH1ad4FAu_48PF0kRX_fQ-A7xXlLpI7X0zNn9nuUdD4Y-0iVuwgN72W4ZxK464A-2YobYnzg7EAlAMvC-O0Tq83&c=6rxFSHZwD8h7e0hCoeDqXgfMEoFLEcgHuyt-IiXDTzwhoa6dHazxEA==&ch=A-GLH1fVMRy8GOqNE2M0eV7kPUxbPDv9KuL8mU4d35UZ67djzJ6HNA==
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The emergency that caused California to shutdown for two months is apparently over - even as new
cases in California are soaring and public health officials are warning of dire consequences.

“They have made a conscious decision that we are moving on,” Dr. Howard Markel, a leading professor
of the history of medicine at the University Michigan told the NY Times. It was a message aimed for
Washington, but it could and perhaps should be aimed for California as well.

Dr. Fauci, an increasingly isolated voice was warning on ABC that protests the last two weeks are likely
to exacerbate the pandemic, even as many demonstrators were wearing maks.

“Masks can help, but it’s masks plus physical separation and when you get congregations like we saw
with the demonstrations, like we have said — myself and other health officials — that’s taking a risk,” Dr.
Fauci said. “Unfortunately,” he added, “what we’re seeing now is just an example of the kinds of things
we were concerned about.”

And so even Governor Gavin Newsom, faced with a falling economy and growing unrest on both sides of
the divide, has relented.

On Wednesday, the Judicial Council as expected voted 17-2 to end the emergency bail schedule.

"The Judicial Council's action better reflects the current needs of our state, which has different health
concerns and restrictions county-to-county based on the threat posed by COVID-19," said Justice Marsha
Slough, a Judicial Council member and chair of the Executive and Planning Committee.

She said, "We urge local courts to continue to use the emergency COVID-19 bail schedule where
necessary to protect the health of the community, the courts, and the incarcerated. We are also asking
courts to report back by June 20 on whether they plan to keep the COVID-19 emergency bail schedule,
or another reduced bail schedule."

The COVID-19 emergency bail schedule set bail at $0 for most people accused, but not yet tried, of
misdemeanors and lower-level felonies.

DA Chesa Boudin out of San Francisco warned last week, “Mass incarceration undermines public safety.

“Overcrowded jails and prisons are exactly the type of tinderbox in which COVID-19 and other diseases
can spread like wildfire,” he added. He believes it is a risk not only to the jail population but also, given
the churn and the staff coming and going, to the whole community. “So what we did was we listened to
the advice of public health officials.”

The San Francisco Public Health Official said that they couldn’t prevent death or significant spread
“unless we significantly reduced the jail population.” He said, “We listened, we took action.”

Alameda Public Defender tweeted yesterday, "Judicial Council makes terrible decision & votes to rescind
emergency zero-bail."

His coleague on the other side of the Bay, Mano Raju, the San Francisco Public Defender attempted to
rally opposition to the plan on Twitter, " we must tell @CalCourts
 NOT TO END the Emergency $0 Bail Schedule! They created EBS to protect public health in the
pandemic. W/a raging pandemic & millions of ppl protesting police brutality, now is NOT the time to jail
more ppl 4 low-lev offenses & exercising rights."

But to no avail. The key to addressing the COVID crisis in the jails was reduction of jail population. Chesa
Boudin last week declared that their efforts reduced the jail population in half.
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Truth be told, the change will not impact counties like San Francisco, where the DA earlier this year
effectively ended cash bail anyway.

But counties like Alameda, Sacramento and Yolo, figure to see increasing jail populations.

"Now, it's time to really deal with some of the impacts of that emergency bail schedule and the court
closures," said Yolo County Assistant Chief Deputy District Attorney Melina Aiello to KCRA 3.

She said, "The problem was this was imposed on every single county in the state that counties were
taken out of the conversation and the ability to craft their own responses."

But the Sacramento Public Defender's office put out a different statement:

"There is still a great deal of uncertainty regarding the potential spread of the [coronavirus]. For health
reasons alone, it is not prudent to repopulate our jails. We hoped that this emergency bail schedule would
spark a broader discussion about over incarceration in Sacramento County. Other California counties are
considering adopting the emergency bail schedule as their standard bail schedule.

"This measure is in the best interest of the community and consistent with evidence-based practices
related to over incarceration and recidivism. Recent studies on incarceration suggest that communities
are less safe when there is excessive pre-trial incarceration. The permanent adoption of the emergency
bail schedule could be a factor in reducing recidivism in Sacramento."

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Francisco DA Expands Support For
Victims of Police Violence

While the District Attorney’s office provides a range of
services for victims of crime, they were unable to provide
services for victim’s of police violence. But on Tuesday, San
Francisco DA Chesa Boudin put forward a new policy

Read More

Video Footage Show Police Arresting and
Attacking Journalists at Protests, Including
Sacramento
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At George Floyd protests across the nation, journalists from
various local and international news outlets are falling victim
to police brutality and arrests while covering these news
stories.

Read More

Law Enforcement Caught on Video
Slashing Tires at Minneapolis Protests

Minneapolis police are currently under fire after the grisly
murder of George Floyd – now, law enforcement officers in
the area are in hot water again after video surfaced
showing officers slashing tires of the cars near protests.

Read More

Judge Restricts Use Of Force On
Protesters In Denver After Violent
Incidents

Police officers have taken extreme measures against people
protesting police brutality in Denver, Colorado, leading a
District Court Judge to order an injunction restricting the use
of force against protesters.

Read More

Des Moines Police Violently Pepper Spray
Residents, Baby in Elevator

During protests in Des Moines, police officers have repeatedly
attacked peaceful protesters with pepper spray, using
unnecessary levels of force and emergency protocol to deal
with picketers protesting

Read More

Defendant will Escape Homelessness,
Reunite with Family and Seek Mental
Health Help

The criminal justice system is designed to punish people for
their bad acts, and encounters with the system are dreadful
for most and come with long lasting consequences, court
experts say.

Read More

Poem: Rise up Defenders of Justice! Rise
up!
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On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81 year
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago. But the
Innocence Project and others believed him wrongfully
convicted. The Midwest Innocence Project believed that the

Read More

Photos from Sacramento BLM Public
Defender Event

A Poem from Sacramento Assistant Public Defender Allison
Williams

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant will Escape Homelessness,
Reunite with Family and Seek Mental
Health Help

The criminal justice system is designed to punish people for
their bad acts, and encounters with the system are dreadful
for most and come with long lasting consequences, court
experts say.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

High Bail for Man Who Assaulted Mom,
Great Grandfather
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A man suffering from mental illness who has been in and out
of residential treatments since high school and assaulted two
of his family members – his mother and great grandfather –
was hoping to be released on bail Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court here.

Read More

Gun Enhancement Change Potentially
Saves Defendant 25 Years to Life

Both sides of the isle won and lost here last Friday at the
sentencing hearing for attempted murder and attempted
murder for two defendants at Sacramento County Superior
Court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More
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LA County Public Defenders tweeted: “There has been no rise in crime and the public is demanding
change. Rescinding the emergency bail schedule would place our attorneys, our clients, and the public at
significant risk of exposure to #COVID19. ”
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Yolo DA Continues to Push Against Zero Bail
by David Greenwald

For two weeks now we have been tracking the rise of COVID in the California Prisons through our
dashboard. We are in the process of making plans to extend the tracking to the jails - and as the judicial
council appears ready to end zero bail even as COVID-19 cases are rapidly rising again in California and
in at least 19 states total.

One of the major discussions that has taken place over the last two months in the criminal justice reform
circles has been the need to reduce jail and prison populations. That has been made even more clear
when you couple overcrowded prisons and jails with the potential for COVID to roll through unchecked.

Inability to socially distance, substandard health care, lack of resources, and an aging and vulnerable
population sets itself up as a potential mass death trap.

That's why reformer like SF's DA Chesa Boudin has been speaking out consistently over the last two
months for release and reduction.

As he pointed out on Friday: “Mass incarceration undermines public safety.”

“Overcrowded jails and prisons are exactly the type of tinderbox in which COVID-19 and other diseases
can spread like wildfire,” he added. He believes it is a risk not only to the jail population but also, given
the churn and the staff coming and going, to the whole community. “So what we did was we listened to
the advice of public health officials.”

As the LA Times pointed out two weeks ago the zero bail changes "makes perfect sense" as it "keeps
jails from filling up with suspects who haven’t been convicted of anything and who pose little danger to
the public if they are sent home with instructions to come to court on the appointed date."

Moreover, " the order allows them to detain suspects, just as before, if they can convince a judge that
releasing the person would pose an unacceptable risk to public safety."

And the bottom line: crime is not going up as a result of this. Chesa Boudin pointed out how few people
have committed crimes prior to their original release date.

On the other end of the reform spectrum, Yolo County DA continues to send out press releases, “Two
more individuals previously released from custody as a result of California Judicial Council’s Statewide
Emergency “0” Bail Schedule were charged with new crimes. The “0” Bail Schedule became effective
April 13, 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.”

The number released who have committed new crimes is believed to be around 14 or less than five
percent of the overall numbers released though we do not have exact figures at this point.

The Yolo DA notes, “Thirty-year-old Woodland man, Clifford Garrison, was arrested on May 22, 2020, for
negligent discharge of a firearm and was released on $0 bail. “

He was then re-arrested a week later on May 31, for allegedly felony evading a peace officer with
reckless disregard and driving under the influence. He was released again on $0 bail. The Yolo County
District Attorney’s Office filed two complaints. The first alleging the negligent discharge of a firearm; the
second alleges felony evading with reckless disregard and driving under the influence.

The DA notes: “Due to the court setting dates out 4-5 months out, Garrison’s arraignment is set on
November 3, 2020.”
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Melinda AIello, his Assistant Chief Deputy DA, in a CalMatters article, argued, an “important issue not
fully considered by this policy is that some individuals have mental health and/or addiction issues that
drive their criminal behavior. When these individuals are in custody their needs can be assessed,
treatment can begin, and they can be transferred to treatment facilities.”

She added, “Immediate release precludes us from connecting these individuals with the services
necessary to address their issues and prevent recurring criminal conduct. This does nothing to protect
our community, potential victims or the offenders themselves.”

But nowhere in her op-ed does she acknowledge the other side of the story here - the real danger to
public safety if jail populations are not shrunk.

Nowhere does she acknowledge the advice of public health professionals.

And most important, nowhere does she or Jeff Reisig her boss, acknowledge, that the actual rate for re-
offending is less than five percent. I don't want to discount her concerns about getting the right treatment
- that's a clear flaw in the system, but that's a flaw that existed long before Zero bail.

Thanks for reading
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Judicial Council Considers Ending
Emergency Bail Schedule

The Judicial Council of California is considering ending its
temporary emergency rules governing the emergency bail
schedule. The move comes as California begins a phased re-
opening and the courts are beginning to restore

Read More

Major Court Win Against ICE; Yuba County
and Mesa Verde Detention Centers
Population Cut In Half
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A federal judge – already not happy with the government’s
responses to a lawsuit critical of COVID-19 protection for
immigration detainees – Tuesday ok’d a preliminary injunction
to a myriad of lawyers

Read More

NYPD Arrest Black Food Delivery Man,
Journalist, Man Watching Protests From
His Home

The New York Police have been recorded arresting a black
food deliveryman and a man for observing protests from the
front step of his home in the midst of massive peaceful

Read More

Video Footage Shows San Jose Police
Officer as Aggressor on Multiple
Occasions During Protests

As police officers from the San Jose Police Department have
patrolled at peaceful protests in Downtown San Jose, multiple
video footages show Officer Jared Yuen as the primary
aggressor against protestors,

Read More

Video Supports Cincy Protestor Claims of
Abuse, and Denied Without Water, Food,
Toilet Facilities for More Than 10 Hours

Protestors arrested for breaking the 9 p.m. curfew here are
charging – and video tends to support their claims – that they
were abused and denied food, water and toilet facilities for
more than 10 hours while they

Read More

Poem: Rise up Defenders of Justice! Rise
up!

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81 year
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago. But the
Innocence Project and others believed him wrongfully
convicted. The Midwest Innocence Project believed that the

Read More

Photos from Sacramento BLM Public
Defender Event
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A Poem from Sacramento Assistant Public Defender Allison
Williams

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.09.20

As of June 9th, CDCR facilities have reported 3,019 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 21,255 individuals. More than 160
new cases have been reported since Friday. There have been
12 deaths in California Institute for Men, in Chino,

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Given Short Furlough to Visit
Doctors – PI’s $$ Demands Also Issue

Defendant John Clayton Dunham had battled cancer before,
and he was frightened.At a pretrial hearing here Friday in Yolo
County Superior Court before Judge Timothy Fall, Assistant
Public Defender Monica Brushia recounted his story of how
the cancer had reappeared

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

High Bail for Man Who Assaulted Mom,
Great Grandfather

A man suffering from mental illness who has been in and out
of residential treatments since high school and assaulted two
of his family members – his mother and great grandfather –
was hoping to be released on bail Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court here.

Read More
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Gun Enhancement Change Potentially
Saves Defendant 25 Years to Life

Both sides of the isle won and lost here last Friday at the
sentencing hearing for attempted murder and attempted
murder for two defendants at Sacramento County Superior
Court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81-year-
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 9, 2020

CONTACT: 
Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

***PRESS RELEASE*** 

Federal Judge Orders Government to Maintain Emergency Protections
Which Have Decreased Population at Two California ICE Detention

Centers by More Than Half
 
SAN FRANCISCO — This afternoon a federal judge granted a preliminary injunction in
response to a class action legal challenge by immigrants detained at two California
immigration detention centers where conditions are rife for the spread of COVID-19.
 
Having already issued a series of individual release orders to reduce population levels, the
Court ordered ICE to “at a minimum, lock in place the safety improvements achieved in recent
weeks.” The two facilities, Mesa Verde Detention Facility in Bakersfield and the Yuba County
Jail in Marysville, currently hold 200 people, which is less than half the population at the time
the case was filed on April 20. The facilities held 427 people at the facilities on April 25.
 
Judge Vince Chhabria of the U.S. District Court of Northern California in this order criticized
ICE’s “obstinance” in opposing release of individuals “on a blanket basis” in “positions that are
downright irrational, not to mention inhumane.”
 
“Release to me has meant everything; a person can’t stay healthy, can’t stay safe in there,”
said Livia Pinheiro, who was released May 26. “My girlfriend is still detained; she’s suffering
and she’s also at high risk. I want to be part of that fight for her, the same way people fought
for me.”
 
The order provided that, “ICE’s conduct and attitude towards its detainees at Mesa Verde and
Yuba County Jail since the pandemic began have shown beyond doubt that ICE cannot
currently be trusted to prevent constitutional violations at these particular facilities without
judicial intervention.”
“In my final days there, I had just had an operation, and the jail put me inside a dirty cell in
which I didn't have water,” said Jose Luis Lopez Guevara, a 78-year-old who underwent heart
surgery in ICE custody, and who the Court ordered released over ICE’s opposition. “There are
still so many people in the jail, suffering in the same conditions, and they must be released
too.”   
Judge Chhabria also noted that ICE has provided at least one misrepresentation to the court.
Contrary to ICE’s assertions that it was quarantining people transferred into the two facilities,
ICE transferred at least two people from a facility with dozens of confirmed COVID-19 cases
and released them directly into dormitories.
 
A coalition of legal organizations is representing the plaintiffs, including the San Francisco
Public Defender’s Office, the American Civil Liberties Union Foundations of Northern
California and Southern California, the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San
Francisco Bay Area, and the law firms of Lakin & Wille LLP and Cooley LLP.
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Quotes from Co-Counsel

“Today a federal court confirmed that ICE cannot be trusted to protect the health and
safety of those in its custody,” said Mano Raju, the elected Public Defender of San
Francisco, and co-counsel in the litigation. “We are pleased with the decision, and our
Immigration Unit will not stop fighting until every person is released from these
inhumane conditions.”

“The Court’s order lays bare ICE’s utter disregard for both the law and the safety of people in
its custody,” said Bree Bernwanger of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San
Francisco Bay Area. “The need for court intervention is a sign of systemic failure: we cannot
trust law enforcement agencies to protect the value of human life.”

“This result represents a major step toward protecting our clients from COVID-19 and
shielding the healthcare systems in surrounding communities,” said Martin Schenker, Cooley
LLP partner. “ICE must not remain indifferent to the health of detainees under its control.”

“Today’s decision affirms a truth our clients have lived with for months: ICE cannot be trusted
to responsibly address the deadly threat of COVID-19 to immigrants in its custody,” said
Jordan Wells, staff attorney at the ACLU of Southern California.

“Judge Chhabria rightly rejected the government’s assertions that district courts lack the
authority to remedy ICE’s constitutional violations and release individuals during a life-
threatening pandemic. That is plainly false,” said Judah Lakin of Lakin & Wille LLP.

“This order is a critical first step in keeping in place the protections that our clients have fought
hard for, and we will continue that fight alongside them,” said Angélica Salceda of the ACLU
Foundation of Northern California.
 

###

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Public Defenders Across the Country March For Defending Black LIves;
Congressional Leaders Propose Police Reforms
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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“For decades, we have stood between our clients in the Black community and this
jailhouse. Now more than ever, we need support from the Mayor and our city
leaders to continue the fight against the injustice that is now plain as day to many,
but has been clear to us all along,” said SF Deputy Public Defender Niki Solis.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 9, 2020

Congressional Democrats Unveil Police Reform Package
by David Greenwald

On a day when Joe Biden announced he would not support calls to defund the police, congressional
Democrats led by Karen Bass, pushed forward a strong reform package.

"No, I don't support defunding the police," the presumptive Democratic presidential nominee said on
Monday. But he said, "I support conditioning federal aid to police based on whether or not they meet
certain basic standards of decency and honorableness. And, in fact, are able to demonstrate they can
protect the community and everybody in the community."

Meanwhile Karen Bass, Cory Booker, Kamala Harris and Jerrold Nadler introduced what they are callling
the Justice in Policing Act of 2020.

Bass, who chairs the Congressional Black Caucus said on Monday, "What we are witnessing is the birth
of a new movement in our country with thousands coming together in every state marching to demand a
change that ends police brutality, holds police officers accountable, and calls for transparency."

Senator Kamala Harris said, "America’s sidewalks are stained with Black blood. In the wake of George
Floyd and Breonna Taylor’s murders, we must ask ourselves: how many more times must our families
and our communities be put through the trauma of an unarmed Black man or woman’s killing at the
hands of the very police who are sworn to protect and serve them?"

She added, "As a career prosecutor and former Attorney General of California, I know that real public
safety requires community trust and police accountability. I am proud to join my colleagues in introducing
this historic legislation that will get our country on a path forward."

Senator Cory Booker stated, "America has a serious and deadly problem when it comes to the
discriminatory and excessive policing of communities of color - and that policing exists within a system
that time and again refuses to hold police accountable for their brutality. For too long, this has been
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accepted as a cruel reality of being black in this country."

He said: "That ends today with the landmark Justice in Policing Act which, for the first time in history, will
take a comprehensive approach to ending police brutality."

The Justice in Policing Act of 2020:

   Prohibits federal, state, and local law enforcement from racial, religious and discriminatory profiling, and
mandates training on racial, religious, and discriminatory profiling for all law enforcement.

   Bans chokeholds, carotid holds and no-knock warrants at the federal level and limits the transfer of
military-grade equipment to state and local law enforcement.

   Mandates the use of dashboard cameras and body cameras for federal offices and requires state and
local law enforcement to use existing federal funds to ensure the use of police body cameras.

   Establishes a National Police Misconduct Registry to prevent problematic officers who are fired or leave
on agency from moving to another jurisdiction without any accountability.

   Amends federal criminal statute from “willfulness” to a “recklessness” standard to successfully identify
and prosecute police misconduct.

   Reforms qualified immunity so that individuals are not barred from recovering damages when police
violate their constitutional rights.

   Establishes public safety innovation grants for community-based organizations to create local
commissions and task forces to help communities to re-imagine and develop concrete, just and equitable
public safety approaches.

   Creates law enforcement development and training programs to develop best practices and requires
the creation of law enforcement accreditation standard recommendations based on President Obama’s
Taskforce on 21st Century policing.

   Requires state and local law enforcement agencies to report use of force data, disaggregated by race,
sex, disability, religion, age.

   Improves the use of pattern and practice investigations at the federal level by granting the Department
of Justice Civil Rights Division subpoena power and creates a grant program for state attorneys general
to develop authority to conduct independent investigations into problematic police departments.

   Establishes a Department of Justice task force to coordinate the investigation, prosecution and
enforcement efforts of federal, state and local governments in cases related to law enforcement
misconduct.

Thanks for reading

 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Yolo Public Defenders Bear Witness To
Local and National Victims of Police
Violence in BLM March

For 8 minutes and 46 second Yolo County Public Defender
Tracie Olson read out the names of victims of police
killings. When the time elapsed, she reminded her colleagues
and community members that had gathered for

Read More

Sacramento Public Defenders Rip Racist
Court System in George Floyd Rally
Monday

In a dramatic and unprecedented move, the Sacramento
County Public Defender Office Monday held a demonstration
against police violence and unequal treatment of people of
color in the court system, joining

Read More

‘The Next Civil Rights Movement:’ San
Francisco Public Defender Joins Offices
Around Nation
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“I know this is the next Civil Rights Movement,” said San
Francisco Deputy Public Defender Jacque Wilson about the
George Floyd protests erupting around the country – Monday,
the San Francisco Public

Read More

Footage Shows Police Officers Boxing in –
‘Kettling’ – Protestors Before Curfew

Viral videos show police officers in various cities preventing
protestors from leaving protest areas, forcing mandated
curfew violations.In response to the massive protests,
resulting from George Floyd’s death at the hands of a
Minneapolis officer,

Read More

Suffolk County DA Rachael Rollins Calls
Out ‘Bad’ Cops and Prosecutors After
Death of Floyd

Suffolk County District Attorney Rachael Rollins addressed
Boston protestors and the press in front of the Massachusetts
State House in Suffolk County, calling out both police and
prosecutors for failing to make bad

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 69 –
Wife of Walter Barton Speaks Out

On May 19, Walter Barton became the first person executed
in the US in over two months, convicted of killing an 81 year
old acquaintance nearly three decades ago. But the
Innocence Project and others believed him wrongfully
convicted. The Midwest Innocence Project believed that the

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.08.20

As of June 8th, CDCR facilities have reported 3,011 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 20,979 individuals. More than 150
new cases have been reported since Friday. There have been
12 deaths in California Institute for Men, in Chino,

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6n0Ky0x4ZUSz9LIybMPGB93LZNKzSPdW_UtQB8Pif0_1uahqRMIZcqNffmhNnaSN-NMiSJ7OdLLIp7cf_DFDwy1j-I1BbZbLmyCeAwZ97h6BJazfMZDxCsuFORIlWePa6_uWwmPoJ0yTDQKUXPb1mF1GzPcrPTPOWMhlgVBpXQexWb9Hw6P_DJ-m-yy42IlsQDGJ-1QQWrnVc7wKqh1h81Tj4uDkED7Lp2HT49i8k8FzU&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6n0Ky0x4ZUSz9ZspLVe4erhjZlRRTZ65_PxJ_FSteUmYhHjFPW52uAKwaVFhysIvTzWcNdPIBvnOI1p9BhtFnWXiDcaDupdCDoRSGF5QIPEFYn0N6xjRUJGdYdEBXspNtaXxJUvSP2tWgAiRe4Y9QSBHMYgyHfkTgHjKewxnzwlaD7A0R8SfBeH7D6PJ1sga4TUj5tFxVwYXuf8GTUhayR_4=&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6n0Ky0x4ZUSz93oQgSdus6qh2F-2OQtkvlAxEsS9ATIyyQGdaFcpOqwTYw_-0uKCaT0_arp9HMOXuq66xxis4XU21ZSbOhVxhdfHlcOzlZGgeGGG7iwimAkqgNB_KF_Di5Kv9f4oaVtEXGhgsEFuekQDtxS-GYwuKaMIGX7TLS6iytimZWgiwjh8B9knFCMoMJ9O-czKn7Cgug4ILu7bVN4MC0hFacLwjd0jcU9w_8jtS&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6n0Ky0x4ZUSz9o9azok00IXYaykttJkfObXib12kBQB5OKx0JcQoar1shALD-RoZqQmOivDOHN-P4eLoTQOWHijgYA9JoXpq7jCmZQ35Tn0uh3waXHAh5mXyCuClX03GQjy3JMq6MZbhb-pkyz1vw3tW7dDXidfcBSCFZX5RONuGHK6dcKA9HurAGMBuqdu7ZV7890AFVc7xGmpFvyhduybw=&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6n0Ky0x4ZUSz9svtunPLc8-Py4D1Dm5wXaL2DqDwbzzib-0UsoUgomTepLcFi8ie2sLomsl4KOkSh8NUXHPzH9D-hZNU1ciwFNAfJm0DoDmXx-T5eK7cBbQ2N8IbfBBXSG_DRXm1BsBDRX345CKCECsBbt_5ZX6QSem27Rpacjx_wT-jdUdPEn_I=&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
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A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Given Short Furlough to Visit
Doctors – PI’s $$ Demands Also Issue

Defendant John Clayton Dunham had battled cancer before,
and he was frightened.At a pretrial hearing here Friday in Yolo
County Superior Court before Judge Timothy Fall, Assistant
Public Defender Monica Brushia recounted his story of how
the cancer had reappeared

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

High Bail for Man Who Assaulted Mom,
Great Grandfather

A man suffering from mental illness who has been in and out
of residential treatments since high school and assaulted two
of his family members – his mother and great grandfather –
was hoping to be released on bail Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court here.

Read More

Gun Enhancement Change Potentially
Saves Defendant 25 Years to Life

Both sides of the isle won and lost here last Friday at the
sentencing hearing for attempted murder and attempted
murder for two defendants at Sacramento County Superior
Court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6n83Dg21EJWOthbpMV_rqAW6LGtD6I3525yXOEo1yKcy_fyopi5NaGIRQypmMatSH2dslWscXzd2lVSl1jBUwDtWPntXPOEykRrCIvHJifMq0WgANa1HMk0OxEYy9qchtGLL9Ip6pXDdxMW5UrKVC_gSbwRBQLqzsWMMtLLivY9iT2poNWDAivAh8pf2b0Ka81ljfyz65PmUHmGQ2Y9ioDj4=&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6nyYIlIEFk_Fr6LRvGTYQUnki8HYZt5d56l4ZWuj_qiUJ3O2PRiu52VYSxKEQdtRTQRiFVfi0BkmsuZBIziVsfb9DY_3RBKUo8syTjQl9mRK0-ptkke3csrstOJjms0cTY6lRnAca_yj8&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6nw0YMl-pYGWUGIfgPIkqZ0mW3ReSkflZQJCywVN8-egM7sEH8kJ-53lWbGhvfo5Re6uJBRkCrIHLir_iJQZJKzi5xOuVRolmdrNcJqn0daWx8vCKs6zPT6aIz7288zEc46p5jqySktp-eT4z45rOoOfNj52zrZNBkg4w-w_CD3TvAApaieknedjxhwA1f9BU1wcJViTmA--et7J0-1Tns3g=&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6nyXy6Vyfb6cGohdwFw-uF3opGmKuEsmMCT0NJBdWl2dn8OR-GPL6fjchlqwBypkF-QdXbQ_OZrfgI1wnu7c6jsVxysDWcrlHyUu5bSWnRM-IBENhayJXSxMHW0V35qpxf8xxHMYrKPOBl-z16NrWD64=&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6nw0YMl-pYGWUjE54v4YHZmsDUO_dIitzuqa4bhnPlhlvbMLSIxReNjGg93oYGS4Ya771gdcfn7sDoto3R2Xv5Pktj6DdzkUHAsrAJVC0wgZKvNBrvYP9k0We2nUfSncuCh42u8mXiu45WujrrE2tyuMzH7zDCaJcGgHfLow4NTQkTkhWQVnQSdrjG93aENWPAg==&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6nw0YMl-pYGWURWJPa2grHklJEu0odQG7i87ai6ZQA1n3xyUZJyJWIGjUUq9zyQMMA6E68ZUHOnYOQjeZCozl3IORqS3skNEw9fanUm7Q5GI_iCecfgCGESYWjAE1AdlaiyD0J8DQKwf-mshPs5odbxnHxNT83OxqoQLquOiVqEyQnT99Vbk3PIxVp3EiE2BoNsLZyr9u1ZoHAOOYhN1Z04g=&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p7ps63-Iei2qIQdQumIkbA3SMdSmbhC9jIm9JLQx37T988y940A6nzOeFQwVnkcNfMcO9A5KXCUPW-u3VBmKfvzEb3HgE3d0gPzM_0iEt74OLR0l1yRqD7TOoMQIYoqeu5mndFnpk1U9A_3UQCpM9Xur-PU8kqqb&c=uAERWcaZJXaz4vGXLFqrGp-apYT5H1KWDELDymCONB_2YdTZp4Awwg==&ch=SGsRlVz4FNDna_8YUHfROD9FFxj4EqtU_SaT5d8ZWRfR04zJJzTRgw==
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Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE: SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC DEFENDERS HELD A DEMONSTRATION IN SOLIDARITY
WITH PUBLIC DEFENDERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY CALLING FOR RACIAL JUSTICE AND AN END TO
POLICE BRUTALITY

Date: Monday, June 8, 2020 at 9:26:12 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 8, 2020

CONTACT:  Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

 

**PRESS RELEASE**

SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC DEFENDERS HELD A DEMONSTRATION IN
SOLIDARITY WITH PUBLIC DEFENDERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY

CALLING FOR RACIAL JUSTICE AND AN END TO POLICE BRUTALITY

SAN FRANCISCO - On Monday, June 8, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office held a
demonstration to speak out against a system that has failed to hold police accountable for violence
against our communities. This was part of a nationwide day of solidarity where at least 70 public
defender offices held independent demonstrations for racial justice in unity with the Black Lives
Matter movement.

The  San Francisco demonstration was organized by the Racial Justice Committee of the San
Francisco Public Defender’s Office and took place on the steps of the San Francisco Hall of Justice.
The hour-long demonstration included speakers from the office and the community, followed by a
demonstration where public defenders laid down or took a knee for 8 minutes and 46 seconds to
commemorate the amount of time a Minneapolis police officer knelt on George Floyd’s neck, killing
him. Demonstrators held signs with pictures of people who have been killed by police and chanted
their names.

The event was emceed by Deputy Public Defenders Kwixuan Maloof and Rebecca Young. Speakers
from the Public Defender’s Office included Chair of the Racial Justice Committee Niki Solis, Deputy
Public Defender Phoenix Streets, and San Francisco’s elected Public Defender Mano Raju; and
from the community, Founder of Wealth & Disparities in the Black Community Phelicia Jones.

“For decades, we have stood between our clients in the Black community and this jailhouse. Now
more than ever, we need support from the Mayor and our city leaders to continue the fight against
the injustice that is now plain as day to many, but has been clear to us all along,” said Deputy Public
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Defender Niki Solis.

“The criminal legal system’s abject failure to hold police accountable for their unjustified acts of
excessive force and perpetual violations of the constitutional rights of people of color fosters the type
of arrogance we see in Derek Chauvin’s face as he snuffs out George Floyd’s life,” said Deputy
Public Defender Rebecca Young. “Until people with the power to hold police accountable start doing
so, communities of color will continue to distrust police and politicians. Public defenders have long
understood the problem. Hold police accountable for their abuses of power. If it were happening to
your child, this is what you would want.”

“These avoidable and tragic deaths at the hands of police are just one point of a system in need of
deep structural reform, which not only includes police violence, but also dishonesty and other
misconduct for which police officers rarely face any discipline or accountability,” said Public
Defender Mano Raju. “Communities of color routinely face bias and structural obstacles to fairness
in this system. Our work as public defenders makes us inextricably linked to the Black Lives Matter
movement because we have to relentlessly advocate for those we represent in an attempt to
overcome these obstacles to equal justice.”  

###
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Is Defunding the Police a Movement Sweeping the Na.on; Con.nued Coverage
of Police Violence

Date: Monday, June 8, 2020 at 7:00:23 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We committed to dismantling policing as we know it in the city of Minneapolis and to rebuild with our
community a new model of public safety that actually keeps our community safe,” Council President Lisa
Bender said yesterday.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 8, 2020

We Have Heard About Progressive Prosecutors - But What About
Sheriff's
by David Greenwald

We have been punishing the movement for progressive prosecution and re-thinking criminal justice
issues for some time. But in this time of consideration of defunding the police (see my commentary from
this morning on the website), we should also consider another path forward - progressive sheriffs.

I got to listen to Sheriff Jerry Clayton for the first time in the discussion on their role in COVID-19
Decarceration (see article below).

He said at the outset that he likes to be invited to these discussions with prosecutors like Chesa Boudin
and Stana Deberry (who spoke at our event last October) because there is no comprable space for
Sheriffs. He has found himself as the lone wolf.

But guess what, listen to him and he speaks the language of reform.

He sees the problem of racism in policing and throughout society.
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He could be describing my county when he talks about Washtenaw County, home of Ann Arbour and the
University of Michigan. It is slightly bigger than my county, Yolo County home of Davis and UC Davis - but
the fundamental are similar.

He describes his county as "progressive in a lot of issues not necessarily as it relates to race – there is a
lot of inequity in our county. And I think the danger in a progressive county like this is, we fool ourselves
into thinking that the progressive nature that we hold transcends all issues and we have to be honest and
it doesn’t.”

That has been my experience in Yolo County. Except that unlike Washtenaw, our sheriff is a right wing
Trump supporter - who has packaged himself a little more progressively. We also have a very traditional
law and order DA in Yolo County.

In 2018, a public defender nearly knocked off that DA. Washtenaw County has Eli Savit who is running
for DA against a more traditional DA.

Sheriff Clayton not only sees the problem of race - but over incarceration.

The county has 350,000 people with a relatively small jail – 400 people.

“But even at 400 people, it has always been on my mind that a large percentage of the people don’t need
to be in that jail,” he said. “Most of the people in our jail – they’re not a threat.”

“They should only be in our jail, if they present a public safety threat,” he said. “We should be able to
assess those people and get the rest out.”

Sheriff Clayton said, “COVID-19 has been the catalyst to move others in our system to reduce the
population.” Their capacity if 400, average daily population is 350, and their current population is 152.

“The immediacy of being able to reduce our population as quickly as we did, really allowed us to create
the kind of housing plan where we could at least start to implement the type of social distancing that the
CDC recommends,” he said.

The Sheriff also said he wrote the judge “that I support all of your decisions with respect to releasing
people just so that I would give them some backing so if something went wrong they could say the sheriff
on board with our decision making criteria.”

Eventually, he said, COVID-19 will pass and “the question is how do we continue the momentum.”

He noted a couple of things. For one, blacks represent only 6 percent of the population but 29 percent of
those incarcerated. He also said that the third most common offense that caused someone to be
incarcerated in their county was “driving while their license was suspended.”

Their recommendation was to make the charge a civil rather than a criminal offense. And also, to not
have a license suspension be an add-on to a charge that has nothing to do with driving in the first place.

“We owe to ourselves to not let it go back to the way it was, when COVID-19 ceases to be the global
pandemic,” he said. Deflection, diversion, re-entry he said are the keys to keeping people out of the
system.

Pretty heady stuff and love hearing it from a Sheriff. I think we need a few of Sheriff Clayton's across the
country.

Thanks for reading.
 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Why
Disbanding or Defunding the Police Isn’t
As Crazy As You Think

Yesterday the Minneapolis City Council announced their intent
to defund and dismantle the city’s police department. Some of
my friends on social media see it as the end of the world. But
I will argue here that this is a

Read More

Prosecutors and Sheriff Talk About
Decarceration During the COVID Pandemic

On Friday, the Pretrial Justice Institute Hosted a Discussion
on the role of the prosecutor and sheriff in COVID-19
Decarceration. Miriam Krinsky from Fair and Just Prosecution
called COVID-19 “a ticking time bomb”

Read More

Caught on Camera: Police Attack
Protestors with their Vehicles
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Among rubber bullets and pepper spray, some police forces
are using their own modes of transportation as a weapon
against protestors during the George Floyd protests.

Read More

Police Destroy Medical Supplies and Water
Bottles Amid Protests

Videos from the George Floyd protests show police officers in
Asheville, NC, and Columbus, OH viciously destroying
demonstrators’ medical supplies and plastic water bottles in
the third day of demonstrations here in response to the death
of George Floyd.

Read More

High Bail for Man Who Assaulted Mom,
Great Grandfather

A man suffering from mental illness who has been in and out
of residential treatments since high school and assaulted two
of his family members – his mother and great grandfather –
was hoping to be released on bail Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court here.

Read More

Defendant Given Short Furlough to Visit
Doctors – PI’s $$ Demands Also Issue

Defendant John Clayton Dunham had battled cancer before,
and he was frightened.At a pretrial hearing here Friday in Yolo
County Superior Court before Judge Timothy Fall, Assistant
Public Defender Monica Brushia recounted his story of how
the cancer had reappeared

Read More

Gun Enhancement Change Potentially
Saves Defendant 25 Years to Life

Both sides of the isle won and lost here last Friday at the
sentencing hearing for attempted murder and attempted
murder for two defendants at Sacramento County Superior
Court.

Read More

Police Open Fire on Peaceful Protestors in
Contra County City of Clayton

Footage shows police officers opening fire on young, peaceful
protestors in the East Bay suburb of Clayton for curfew
violations.The scene has been repeated throughout the state
of California, from Sacramento

Read More
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Former Cop Arrested in Attack on Two
Maryland Women Posting Anti-Police
Brutality Posters

A now-viral video surfacing here shows a man—later
identified as a former police officer—pulling up on a bicycle to
attack two women who were posting anti-police brutality
posters. The biker also rammed his bike into the man
recording into the incident.

Read More

Police Shooting in Vallejo Leads to AG
Investigation into Troubled Department

For years civil rights attorney John Burris has been trying to
get the California Attorney General’s office to investigate the
Vallejo Police Department—which has seen an unusually
large number of officer-involved shootings

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Given Short Furlough to Visit
Doctors – PI’s $$ Demands Also Issue

Defendant John Clayton Dunham had battled cancer before,
and he was frightened.At a pretrial hearing here Friday in Yolo
County Superior Court before Judge Timothy Fall, Assistant
Public Defender Monica Brushia recounted his story of how
the cancer had reappeared

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

High Bail for Man Who Assaulted Mom,
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Great Grandfather

A man suffering from mental illness who has been in and out
of residential treatments since high school and assaulted two
of his family members – his mother and great grandfather –
was hoping to be released on bail Friday in Sacramento
County Superior Court here.

Read More

Gun Enhancement Change Potentially
Saves Defendant 25 Years to Life

Both sides of the isle won and lost here last Friday at the
sentencing hearing for attempted murder and attempted
murder for two defendants at Sacramento County Superior
Court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001zVuqz5DDLf6PV6XbE9XrbevER-J8tUgZ6vNnKxtcfuqWsXwdr69nZ7FoS6f958eGhAVLw0aI-ZXp6vemG_VszEOyX2VPMhDoxhFLMg3YZBNIVbFNHT1-xxaJDQJysV3r9tgVJMz4NKj-Z_eTH9cuUMovDKCBVnG7zECyUPKe9WRxrfhyltLgYRR4xQ7T9IYp-VdWdYb81vOnkXf7RbO-thIkCgInK_x8s_JfNwe4EXhYaEz-CbGRc-OmppmpftgRfGHwasF4NFc=&c=vq_YAYLqOflDjugSje8-QOWY5bl-lumTJtkh3ZWK70YItHl4Ws5Gfw==&ch=jPHgWiwKQfXKTKD7NfIUFkZfj-QJa-CCkz_ee7k_au3RM3drSMfZdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001zVuqz5DDLf6PV6XbE9XrbevER-J8tUgZ6vNnKxtcfuqWsXwdr69nZwNmjxqFlMO5e4C_rk04avziB0Qqh6sR4X5B2q4B2MKTgs33CG9Lxg0Q7mXizhRuBLFRrj93uXo229BLaICtIsqmJhBajwECEHYcB32e6W07&c=vq_YAYLqOflDjugSje8-QOWY5bl-lumTJtkh3ZWK70YItHl4Ws5Gfw==&ch=jPHgWiwKQfXKTKD7NfIUFkZfj-QJa-CCkz_ee7k_au3RM3drSMfZdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001zVuqz5DDLf6PV6XbE9XrbevER-J8tUgZ6vNnKxtcfuqWsXwdr69nZ0iXW-RdnRvRseEYnLSajO2pZxAp6ZeUv0lKbfSLUo5nhwptB4iwvnKQgfdCi-OJekRkhCDruKc42_aD0wakfXsowm7GD5iuRHewYkAjk2TyGTa_vnWTvbvgvzjK_Q9nZ2-bPliWbhy7yfQUOB6crfbu_XCfhLm8UPN3V4fN-TTYuyFDqFpYw_3kunLPAjDGUfH7zGiA1w2LROim5TGuxqcXPWq79i2WejHaA9kT2THnfmqjP44WA7U=&c=vq_YAYLqOflDjugSje8-QOWY5bl-lumTJtkh3ZWK70YItHl4Ws5Gfw==&ch=jPHgWiwKQfXKTKD7NfIUFkZfj-QJa-CCkz_ee7k_au3RM3drSMfZdg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001zVuqz5DDLf6PV6XbE9XrbevER-J8tUgZ6vNnKxtcfuqWsXwdr69nZ-BTkNzqYV1n0_QAiUkne-3YHarlkacFrBXAcG4YVOZc14V9MRcpRKpz2vYLqF7eGGpsSrz5bdk6GLv_cXtnvN6AqdQo5MhbDhWKN_djqbHKPUeowqvPb4XZHLE54gjVbP_9MwI0X3UlJMMXzrtYtbjuBjhNh2bO_s83CNCf0g_ri5oRh1f7UON0lVHRVGf-ePSWrXx4bv32nVAF-Zn5qJs=&c=vq_YAYLqOflDjugSje8-QOWY5bl-lumTJtkh3ZWK70YItHl4Ws5Gfw==&ch=jPHgWiwKQfXKTKD7NfIUFkZfj-QJa-CCkz_ee7k_au3RM3drSMfZdg==
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Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: TODAY - SF PUBLIC DEFENDERS TO HOLD A DEMONSTRATION IN SOLIDARITY
WITH PUBLIC DEFENDERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY CALLING FOR RACIAL JUSTICE AND AN END TO
POLICE BRUTALITY

Date: Monday, June 8, 2020 at 2:58:42 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

A reminder - 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 6, 2020
CONTACT:  Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 

**MEDIA ADVISORY**
 

SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC DEFENDERS TO HOLD A DEMONSTRATION IN
SOLIDARITY WITH PUBLIC DEFENDERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY

CALLING FOR RACIAL JUSTICE AND AN END TO POLICE BRUTALITY
 
WHAT:
 

San Francisco Public Defenders will hold a demonstration to speak out against a system that
has failed to hold police accountable for violence against our communities. This is part of
nationwide movement of public defender offices that will be holding independent
demonstrations in solidarity. We do this for racial justice. We do this because Black Lives
Matter. 

There will be speakers, a performance, and a demonstration - where public defenders will lie
down or take a knee for 8 minutes and 46 seconds - to commemorate the amount of time a
Minneapolis police officer knelt on George Floyd’s neck, killing him.

 
WHEN:

Monday, June 8th

12:00-1:00pm
 
WHERE:
 

Hall of Justice – Front Steps
             850 Bryant St., San Francisco

LIVESTREAM:

Facebook: San Francisco Public Defender's Office
Instagram: @sfpublicdefender 

 
###

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: SF PUBLIC DEFENDERS TO HOLD A DEMONSTRATION IN SOLIDARITY WITH
PUBLIC DEFENDERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY CALLING FOR RACIAL JUSTICE AND AN END TO POLICE
BRUTALITY

Date: Saturday, June 6, 2020 at 6:25:07 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 6, 2020

CONTACT:  Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 –
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

 

**MEDIA ADVISORY**
SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC DEFENDERS TO HOLD A DEMONSTRATION IN

SOLIDARITY WITH PUBLIC DEFENDERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY
CALLING FOR RACIAL JUSTICE AND AN END TO POLICE BRUTALITY

 

WHAT:

San Francisco Public Defenders will hold a demonstration to speak out against a system that
has failed to hold police accountable for violence against our communities. This is part of
nationwide movement of public defender offices that will be holding independent
demonstrations in solidarity. We do this for racial justice. We do this because Black Lives
Matter.

There will be speakers, a performance, and a demonstration - where public defenders will lie
down or take a knee for 8 minutes and 46 seconds - to commemorate the amount of time a
Minneapolis police officer knelt on George Floyd’s neck, killing him.

 
WHEN:

Monday, June 8th

12:00-1:00pm

 
WHERE:

Hall of Justice – Front Steps

            850 Bryant St., San Francisco

 

###

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Brutal Police Case in Buffalo, ACLU Demands Sacramento, Other Communi.es
Rescind Curfews

Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 at 7:00:57 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Their lawful efforts to stop excessive force by law enforcement have been met, at times, with excessive
force and now a curfew that improperly curtails their constitutional rights,” said Shilpi Agarwal, a senior
attorney at the ACLU of Northern California Foundation.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 5, 2020

Videos Across the Country Emerge Showing Police Brutality
by David Greenwald

We are going to have so many videos to go over in the next few weeks it is going to be difficult to get
them the attention that they deserve. But the video out of Buffalo, though not a fatality is particularly
disturbing.

A 75 year old man is walking down the street, head down and walks toward the advancing police. 

After he stops in front of them to talk, an officer yells, “push him back” three times; one officer pushes his
arm into the man’s chest, while another extends his baton toward him with both hands.

The police officer shoves him down. He loses his balances and flails backwards. His head hits the
ground. He is seen motionless and bleeding. 

I am not sure what is more disturbing here - the fact that the officers look at him and walk away or the fact
that the police claim he tripped when he was clearly shoved.

"Police say a 5th person was arrested during a skirmish with other protesters and also charged with
disorderly conduct. During that skirmish involving protesters, one person was injured when he tripped &
fell."

As the New York Times report, "Fury among online supporters of the protests was heightened by the
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police department’s initial claim that the man “tripped and fell,” a description at direct odds with the
video."

The Mayor said the man is in serious condition. Two police officers were suspended without pay on
Thursday night.

Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York condemned the actions of the officers in a statement late
Thursday night.

“The incident in Buffalo is wholly unjustified and utterly disgraceful,” Governor Cuomo said. “I’ve spoken
with City of Buffalo Mayor Byron Brown and we agree that the officers involved should be immediately
suspended. Police officers must enforce — NOT ABUSE — the law.”

The Mayor said, "After days of peaceful protests and several meetings between myself, police leadership
and members of the community, tonight’s event is disheartening."

In Atlanta six officers that pulled out and tased two college students were charged with a slew of charges.

"I agree with Mayor [Keisha Lance] Bottoms and I agree with our police chief, Erika Shields, when they
both have conveyed in so many separate ways that the conduct in this incident — it is not indicative of
the way that we treat people in the city of Atlanta," Fulton County, Ga., District Attorney Paul Howard told
reporters Tuesday.

But we have seen this all over - many photos with officers taking a knee but then many videos of
gritutous and largely unnecessary excessive force and pettiness. What happened in Buffalo was
completely unwarranted and petty.

Thanks for reading.
 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq25YXMGQgSNvsWG5H6aOlJwqiaqMytaHkFJi8kxcOw9j2jGi0FeiIJPsTZV7SttB0_3jFUamkf9u__J-D_QMaRFuuNKzKnzru6w==&c=&ch=
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j4wI4WajzE9KEpI3qWzOUKHw_vFs-n2oqqUjFOrky37by8jjGzyp5E_R9zARvHBFP2T7Jf0K7eS9YSwKnURawXBkFcaV7YBifpYE_W30xT1UTYupxb2k3pPA=&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j4wI4WajzE9KEY3UeCNwGoVGAt4mGZSPkDf6PRf0grPxYrrRENMm2Kl5ef6gR_eafR-kzk5vIjc8xw27YnxYr8fIhPCHiAGX2Zn0qJbQnpXCdRqpxDQ7ir_pkpE0AcU_rbsZ6vVQwpC3r&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j4wI4WajzE9KEI4uq7H0pX8PRZ_W-47DvHQS0hxJE2cH_mTFY9aRk68xsmmWwp6F62YAMdctGyA8JBSNvbWqQcF2nFOb-W7zWnq9L3HxC41Szq8ira-eh-QaOZzSHCCoW3RLQnalvwrug73ykNx6cLVY=&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j47PT2BqyUfQce1C-u60zMeMNHGqLQ5L3VONASleyJUAZJMUqySVk1BfnvFt4BKzvHcOTqGy_OwupLTSdnZXSlqVO6KH1oLZEewQd6-cmzcLWNFBffkmjKgp8VDGsU1CRpCSu-avXpWSd&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j48CNsI9meb9hXAkbI1Ojwq8XjkQJTMWdZpunpMCVV94QGG2JVd1yrD4L-wd1ohosn0svTlp_FwR17PeOgE-CRLC1Ha9UVDJSmlMHMVuSZ35C&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j4zRLJMUvRyusx0GI3goAIi51VAeBySPQMB1o5WhMLLUf8a7EGYa6tJZm5_XPtAOOombmoZQVTi7mfk54izKzfaVBCHww1FgwiQznpv3JLBMI&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

ACLU Demands Sacramento, Other
Communities Rescind Curfews

Earlier this week, the Southern California ACLU filed a lawsuit
to stop the city of Los Angeles from imposing a curfew. On
Thursday, the Northern California ACLU sent a letter to the
Mayor and City Council, requesting that they

Read More

California Leaders Discuss COVID and the
Need to Reduce Prison Populations

While concerns about the conditions of prisons and jails were
aired prior to the current pandemic, COVID-19 has raised
those stakes to me the potential that even a minor arrest or
incarceration will lead to death in California’s jails

Read More

SF Protestors Demand Police Reform
following George Floyd Murder

Thousands of protestors marched through San Francisco’s
central neighborhoods Wednesday afternoon, sending a
powerful message about solidarity in a time of crisis.In the
wake of George Floyd’s murder

Read More

Community-Based Alternatives to Policing
in California

In the recent wake of the death of George Floyd, people all
over California have taken to the streets, and helped push the
Assembly Appropriations Committee to introducer the
C.R.I.S.E.S. Act, AB 2054

Read More

Moment of Silence after Prosecutor Reads
Victim Statement Aloud to Defendant

A Sacramento man listened as a prosecutor read a statement
written by the victim during judgment and sentencing in
Department 60 of Sacramento County Superior Court
Thursday.

Read More

No ‘Love’ Tops Yolo County Mental
Hearings Roundup

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j41grdAstnjzTTDRlE5Bgu1H4MEQ-Tq1_wtOxLfg0aJTkK5LgxpHGkhqyRMejboezFsaYwhd2HI0F-cgsRR5N4lzwxfrSvKSCpbZ1GecHcMcMZlLdU6Mspe-MlVsbNKu_vgOb3AR3Uk83ul6BaWuLGMn4oOi5CXvTilENt7dw2XRsj0If3a9ZXCcgHa8gpqwBKA==&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j41grdAstnjzTkRiZJs1NKIP8vOTYXYBu0cdw8_TFW7jhKDZJgE64kBLxdDxSjm1dr4fS6eYXUzuTzuCU3QYFVBfVUg8mKmeRiyhNezM1FaGqhuC-cAQzYf73JyP5ZAc4_BG2tINGizMVhl7e_Irvw0yIAuzHVWzU_FcBToiqQhMxVxihtvZ8Kbvg-UOuJm8h4TToFgVWoeYcb8Dk_AcsQs1IwL_oCDnwvw==&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j41grdAstnjzT7ATLtiSkg5DGQnS2S3_q489Vu5yoeYcSlDBaJOX9l0_-6zArI4abKJvlt7AgwnGCN3EyW1uHzwKVef-YnnMA9223fMx73heVgmD7jvZFjSI_e0OpdCZpjC0a76xY5WViU4JzlC7VgFYXBM7rEdk9t_PtYXkldSfP7tq7tnivppV_YeIJVcRN2qPWzJ2SMvwq&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j41grdAstnjzTcH7kPh2uuu6Eti119RuUBr6g_mzJw6BnWmXncwwbNwHlUje_gww8p8pahRjFKPAeIHy2Yrju23_PI9ksAT2b_QyxLolzaoIQBiosg2cfF69bSlC50IwuaGom5jzkphMY8Zf9Rw1T0AIcCyaY9GqII8hpd6O-jvs2RsGYC3kOuqgKeBDq2aR4qA==&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j41grdAstnjzTB3EBMIxEvnajdLsY3AVWkurhpXiS8cwwBj0JIDm3BBizbKjiR4HEqM96_GL_IWoDCFPmW0aa99QpFIswqGoy9U_HyJQDferAgtBQmmPJhzVlheqq59cJUiVriaCPCFghBuhdpkcxYyBQkCc5kBhT4PrEoA4eILQtBZ_UKGmWksVhYIUlG9jl3jBeDT89W3_qRiNnIO6UjEkNOyxRQJf98g==&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
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In the first in a series of mental health hearings in Yolo County
Superior Court here Thursday, Juanita Beatrice Love had no
“love” for her attorney Zachary Malinski.After a give and take
between the two, Love was released

Read More

Man Stabbed Boyfriend after Cat-Calling
Girlfriend; Another Man Waived Scythe at
Stranger

During remote arraignments at Sacramento Superior Court
this week, a man was given a seven-year sentence for
assault with a deadly weapon and great bodily injury after he
cat-called a woman from his car and

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.04.20

As of June 4th, CDCR facilities have reported 2,680 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 17,472 individuals. On Friday, the
confirmed cases count was 1,319, nearly half of today’s
count. The sudden spike in cases raises alarms about

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

No ‘Love’ Tops Yolo County Mental
Hearings Roundup

In the first in a series of mental health hearings in Yolo County
Superior Court here Thursday, Juanita Beatrice Love had no
“love” for her attorney Zachary Malinski.After a give and take
between the two, Love was released

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p9lDi0568tcBUTGnbyvKrf6blTtUSMOP6aW9bSbGVWClc2j3V16j41grdAstnjzTmkATyRodu95jAwV0lOqm4C95lrV2HVtTjnbWDfvL4lpXlIhUmE6u6ZV10uZuVNXXdvR5t8ekPPEHFN5KDMmuZBXYy2lG2MY1rVZT3ogSAC9OL3UUVQ8Sw3mNNh9KdNDGCoaAUXy8uZ9J3Q60uGJIpOMl-d6LTt1fOVmSwM_gjDg=&c=LXuuEzjC_Kxg0rAJu_F9aFZnoGJu19cQESZnITc4ut4I072h4S-MqQ==&ch=utqWV29rTArATFSO6Y-zxYEaokegvumzxbWXOu6Rgpb5Lac4E2fyBw==
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Moment of Silence after Prosecutor Reads
Victim Statement Aloud to Defendant

A Sacramento man listened as a prosecutor read a statement
written by the victim during judgment and sentencing in
Department 60 of Sacramento County Superior Court
Thursday.

Read More

Man Stabbed Boyfriend after Cat-Calling
Girlfriend; Another Man Waived Scythe at
Stranger

During remote arraignments at Sacramento Superior Court
this week, a man was given a seven-year sentence for
assault with a deadly weapon and great bodily injury after he
cat-called a woman from his car and

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - COVID Cases Explode in CDCR; San Francisco Moves to Not Hire Dirty,
Dangerous Cops

Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 at 7:00:40 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Across the nation, we have seen the repeated failures of our legal system to hold police accountable for
the violence, abuse, and even murders committed against people of color and especially Black people,”
Chesa Boudin.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 4, 2020

ACLU Sues Minneapolis Law Enforcement After Aggressive Riot
Tactics Targeted Journalists
By Dominique Kato

MINNESOTA - On Tuesday, The ACLU of Minnesota filed a class-action lawsuit on behalf of journalists
who have been tear-gassed, pepper-sprayed, shot in the face with rubber bullets, threatened and
arrested by law enforcement without cause, while covering protests over the police murder of George
Floyd.

On Monday May 25, 2020, George Floyd, a Minneapolis citizen, was murdered by an officer of the
Minneapolis Police Department, Derek Chauvin. Floyd was pinned down on the street, becoming
unresponsive while Chauvin knelt on Mr. Floyd’s upper back and neck. Two officers aided in holding him
down, and another stood by. All four officers have been fired by the City and Chauvin has been charged
with second-degree murder and manslaughter.

Due to the videos of this incident spreading across social media thousands of people gathered across the
country to protest and mourn Mr. Floyd’s murder. These protests have led to the escalation of unlawful
force deliberately targeting reporters and protesters. The lawsuit holds that the actions brought on by law
enforcement are in violation of the First, Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments. The lawsuit demands a
temporary restraining order, an injunction to stop law enforcement from attacking and targeting
journalists, and damages compensation for the plaintiff.

The Minnesota ACLU, Fredrikson & Byron P.A. and Apollo Law LLC are suing the City of Minneapolis,
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Minneapolis Chief of Police Medaria Arradondo, Lieutenant of Minneapolis Police Department Robert
Kroll, Minnesota Commissioner of Public Safety John Harrington, Minnesota State Patrol Colonel
Matthew Langer, and John Does, unidentified individuals who committed the acts specified in the brief.
Jared Goyette et al. v. City of Minneapolis et al. was filed in the U.S. District Court in the Minnesota
District.

The Plaintiff Jared Goyette, a freelance journalist, brought this action on behalf of other similarly situated
people, members of the news media, who will in the future watch and record protest activity and the
conduct of law enforcement officers on duty. The Plaintiff Class is defined as, “All members of the news
media who intend to engage in news gathering or reporting activities in Minnesota related to the protest
activities that followed the death of George Floyd and the law enforcement response to those protests.”

Count one of the lawsuit argues there has been a violation of the First amendment which protects
freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom of assembly, freedom of the press, and right to petition.
They allege the defendants retaliated against journalists for participating in a constitutionally protected
activity. They noted the defendant’s retaliation is “part of a pattern or practice of unconstitutional conduct
that is certain to continue absent any relief.” The lawsuit notes that the Plaintiff class reasonably fears
retaliation in the form of chemical agents, unlawful seizure, and excessive force and that there is a need
for more police training.

Count two of the lawsuit alleges there has been a violation of the Fourth Amendment which protects
people from unlawful searches and seizures. They claimed that the plaintiff class were seized by
defendants when the officers terminated their freedom of movement and when they arrested and
detained them. As a result of these acts the lawsuit states, “Defendants acts were objectively
unreasonable and constituted unlawful seizure and excessive force.” Further, they note that they did not
commit any crime since members of the media are exempt from curfew orders and permitted to cover
protests outside of restriction times, nor did they pose a threat to anyone.

Count three of the lawsuit alleges a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment stating that the Due Process
rights were violated when Defendants arrested members of the Plaintiff Class without probable cause
and deployed chemical agents without warning. The Due Process clause declares that states may not
deny any person "life, liberty or property, without due process of law." They further noted that the Plaintiff
Class fear further violation in the future if they continue to do their jobs.

Click here to read the full article
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Francisco Moves to Not Hire Dirty,
Dangerous Cops

Peace officers with a known history of serious police
misconduct cannot be hired by the San Francisco Police Dept
or the San Francisco Sheriff’s Dep. under a revolutionary
resolution introduced here by SF

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities – Biweekly Update

The findings overwhelmingly suggest that COVID-19 is going
undetected, untested and neglected in several CDCR
facilities. The staggeringly high positive test rates at
Chuckawalla State Prison and Avenal State Prison raise

Read More

South SF Protests Rage On – 1 Today – in
the Wake of George Floyd’s Murder

The sound of fireworks cracking and paint cans spraying filled
the Bay Area streets this week, following the tragic death of
George Floyd. George Floyd’s death has sparked nationwide
protests

Read More

Peaceful Demonstration in Oakland
Highlights Youth Activism, Community
Solidarity

An estimated 15,000 people gathered in front of Oakland
Technical High School on Monday, June 1 to join the
nationwide protests in response to the recent killing of George
Floyd, an unarmed Black man, by Minneapolis police.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Biden-Bernie ‘Unity
Task Force’ Makes Dispiriting Criminal
Justice Reform Picks
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In an attempt to unite the centrist and progressive wings of
the Democratic Party, presumptive 2020 presidential nominee
Joe Biden and runner-up Bernie Sanders put together six
“unity task forces” to shape policies, with the

Read More

‘Death by Juror Bias and Questionable
Evidence’: Scott Peterson Appealing Death
Sentence

In a virtual hearing before the California Supreme Court
Tuesday, attorney Cliff Gardner argued that Scott Peterson
did not have a fair trial more than 15 years ago—that the jury
was prejudiced, they didn’t follow

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.02.20

As of June 2nd, CDCR facilities have reported 2,347 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 15,927 individuals. On Friday, the
confirmed cases count was 1,319, nearly half of today’s
count. The sudden spike in cases raises alarms

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Fell Asleep at Davis In-N-Out
Drive Thru – Marijuana, Heroin, and
Methamphetamine Found in Car

A man, during a remote preliminary hearing in Yolo County
Superior Court Monday, was charged with possession of a
controlled substance for sale, possession of a firearm,
possession of narcotic paraphernalia

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HxCy7mclHlwuLAOAjng5cM2AQJwKUO89GPJgzV6_XDlERmZ3bexMjmjegfVZ3gu3Ulojja-sTlh-XRa4XlUJZft1ZmpHcCS27G_p1x4aJ5ur_afcWrihFOK8cXYKUAA506w1aoCfmXZb7e34ufuiH60x6BRcRt2YU7Xavw-3sSTNg1sr488M2CLfn6joomU0zI2jw8mL8xCfgIEUPprYbIL_QnGZczmf0k_peMCsMxynMcetEW7_mVh03YkOIRWWujXHWJ1JOgBRwKTrj09xxsIRKD-5QRob&c=K0Gw0DrBC4gYpcxcL0E3Uyj2aCPTRmDUTno9eeBo-YOKVPOlppoCQw==&ch=vTU7jqpC2hamIHYKVFfsErCj78BOiXiESCmgJmU_WO_JmAaJp6OCrQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HxCy7mclHlwuLAOAjng5cM2AQJwKUO89GPJgzV6_XDlERmZ3bexMjmjegfVZ3gu3__9zdPeifEjdU0z1iUZssXS6WyT9XdNYqvYUZcfVUrqGBvDtp8RCBW74RhyOQO8QdkcuN3CxA9pzIAsf4c1mEhN_qiIaxoh64bYMLwI7BW8j58nSCRJLcwI8aVo10cYs4yynMGWSSAso4flnQ5snCVqDwQ9qQ_dLNwqOCU4A5L8=&c=K0Gw0DrBC4gYpcxcL0E3Uyj2aCPTRmDUTno9eeBo-YOKVPOlppoCQw==&ch=vTU7jqpC2hamIHYKVFfsErCj78BOiXiESCmgJmU_WO_JmAaJp6OCrQ==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HxCy7mclHlwuLAOAjng5cM2AQJwKUO89GPJgzV6_XDlERmZ3bexMjjZbFHuUBAK1tnIEsbOfGwmsa-4_1eFhQJkxdLG4n6NzeIcG28PN213yWYBmA6iRcXwk0CQ-UniK6gzIamin0vzg8uAsUHqgEOn9WQVAjqkj-OB9nR08Jo0wh4PCn_RiMhWMujABWsPKEQwv71psWxvVroqVd4-eMw3sNmRyhrdi4F5dghpTvhQCKpHsbt0nFYDbWex1q83Bpi8u3YTRq8k=&c=K0Gw0DrBC4gYpcxcL0E3Uyj2aCPTRmDUTno9eeBo-YOKVPOlppoCQw==&ch=vTU7jqpC2hamIHYKVFfsErCj78BOiXiESCmgJmU_WO_JmAaJp6OCrQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HxCy7mclHlwuLAOAjng5cM2AQJwKUO89GPJgzV6_XDlERmZ3bexMjuxRHKOlyBTN78nPvLuCCfh_CH54I7-VmNqK_DGvdL7qxbC6fxXzFNDM9UPtIEYecf4OTjmnriAINO1pPx1oC3z8-HZ7MX-L_AsT3GF9HBwxYuHkMbC1gm25t5DyNcafAL8r9O8XO--u&c=K0Gw0DrBC4gYpcxcL0E3Uyj2aCPTRmDUTno9eeBo-YOKVPOlppoCQw==&ch=vTU7jqpC2hamIHYKVFfsErCj78BOiXiESCmgJmU_WO_JmAaJp6OCrQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HxCy7mclHlwuLAOAjng5cM2AQJwKUO89GPJgzV6_XDlERmZ3bexMjq3M_YB-EYxErwAZuObKxSA2dit3Z645RypvxnrttU360hGUkIptqonN-TbR-jpfdiw72yBCg_ZVL3DLuEok4pFaL1HFSPbx5jbZrS4PPQ2gwerg5_NJ00_yMXJ6Ep0JCZdGOSkMqfmrpSFd3h4Plj_nTsAzBYKlx5TcaR_W2blfqG9xvWeB2kaUN9bsfLbfeLB_uWMBqTMyZ4trshoHNDCsI7grwfVfM2hC09s0U0T59tsPn1zuT4j6ujI9L3BQhQ==&c=K0Gw0DrBC4gYpcxcL0E3Uyj2aCPTRmDUTno9eeBo-YOKVPOlppoCQw==&ch=vTU7jqpC2hamIHYKVFfsErCj78BOiXiESCmgJmU_WO_JmAaJp6OCrQ==
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Mother’s Love: Mom Prefers Son Not Be
Prosecuted

A mother’s love—that is what was in play Tuesday in
Sacramento County Superior Court.The court was asked to
remove a stay-away order from his mother that in-custody
defendant Ronald Anastasia in a case that had been set for a
preliminary hearing.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
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YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Black Caucus Talks About Struggles and Reform Efforts; A PD Talks About the
Complicity of DAs in Police Brutality

Date: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 at 7:00:36 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Assemblymember Shirley Weber: “This country has taught itself to hate African Americans. The death of
George Floyd is a brutal illustration that we have not come to terms with that.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 3, 2020

ACLU: Curfew Order Exceeds State’s Authority
In a letter yesterday to LA County, the ACLU urged them to rescind or restrict their curfew order.

Here’s a key excerpt:

We respectfully request that you, in your capacity as Chair of the Board of Supervisors, rescind or
substantially restrict the Curfew Order adopted on May 31 and re-issued on June 1 and June 2, 2020.
The Order in its present form is neither authorized by state statutory law nor consistent with the United
States Constitution, including the Constitution’s prohibition on restrictions of speech and assembly, its
protection for the freedom of movement, and its most basic notice requirements. We recognize that in the
last few days some individuals have damaged and stolen property in areas where many others have
engaged in peaceful protests, but that unlawful conduct cannot justify a state of emergency in the entire
county that effectively places over 10 million people under house arrest for twelve hours every evening
and morning. The Constitution does not permit the County to order such a sweeping restriction on free
speech and travel across a county of 10 million people to address a few localized attacks on property.

The Curfew Order Exceeds the State’s Authority Under Govt. Code § 8634
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 The Order exceeds state statutory authority because it extends far beyond any emergency it seeks to
address. The state and its subdivisions have authority to order a curfew to address a genuine “local
emergency.” Govt. Code § 8634. In its first clause, the Order states that it responds to threats to persons
and property arising from “civil unrest in the County,” see Curfew Order cl. 1, which presumably refers to
the protests against police violence that have taken place in certain parts of the County over the last few
days. However, so far as we are aware protesters in Southern California have threatened no person’s life,
and damage to property has occurred only in commercial districts in a few isolated regions. Nonetheless,
the Order applies throughout the entirety of Los Angeles County’s 4,751 square miles, and to nearly all of
its 10 million residents. See Curfew Order ¶ 4 (listing nine narrow exemptions). It therefore applies in
numerous regions where no protests of any kind have occurred, let alone protests threatening life or
property. While it is conceivable that a “local emergency” could encompass all of LA County – such as
perhaps after a severe earthquake – protests or damage to property in a few isolated locales do not give
rise to an emergency in the entire County.

The Curfew Order Violates the First Amendment

The Order also violates the First Amendment. The “principal function of free speech under our system of
government is to invite dispute. It may indeed best serve its high purpose when it induces a condition of
unrest, creates dissatisfaction with conditions as they are, or even stirs people to anger.” Texas v.
Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 408–09 (1989) (citation and quotation marks omitted). The Order dramatically
restricts free speech by entirely suppressing all demonstrations occurring after 6pm.

Full letter here:
https://www.aclusocal.org/sites/default/files/aclu_socal_lacurfew_20200602_demand_ltr.pdf

 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

California Legislative Black Caucus Reacts
to George Floyd’s Death

The California Legislative Black Caucus offered sobering
words for Californians on Tuesday during a press conference,
but also the hope of change for the future.
“When you have spent the vast majority of three decades

Read More

The Connection between Police Brutality
and Wrongful Convictions

On May 25th, George Floyd, a 46-year old Black man, was
killed by police after an officer kneeled on his neck for nearly
nine minutes. Floyd’s life and future is one of many taken
unjustly by police brutality. Between 2013 and

Read More

Guest Commentary: Meet You at the DA’s
Office

In this moment, we appropriately unleash our anger and
frustration at police departments across the country for their
continued brutality, violence and harassment imposed upon
black people. But to best honor George Floyd, we

Read More

Guest Commentary: Biden-Bernie ‘Unity
Task Force’ Makes Dispiriting Criminal
Justice Reform Picks

In an attempt to unite the centrist and progressive wings of
the Democratic Party, presumptive 2020 presidential nominee
Joe Biden and runner-up Bernie Sanders put together six
“unity task forces” to shape policies, with the

Read More

‘Death by Juror Bias and Questionable
Evidence’: Scott Peterson Appealing Death
Sentence

In a virtual hearing before the California Supreme Court
Tuesday, attorney Cliff Gardner argued that Scott Peterson
did not have a fair trial more than 15 years ago—that the jury
was prejudiced, they didn’t follow

Read More

Mother’s Love: Mom Prefers Son Not Be
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Prosecuted

A mother’s love—that is what was in play Tuesday in
Sacramento County Superior Court.The court was asked to
remove a stay-away order from his mother that in-custody
defendant Ronald Anastasia in a case that had been set for a
preliminary hearing.

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.02.20

As of June 2nd, CDCR facilities have reported 2,347 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 15,927 individuals. On Friday, the
confirmed cases count was 1,319, nearly half of today’s
count. The sudden spike in cases raises alarms

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Fell Asleep at Davis In-N-Out
Drive Thru – Marijuana, Heroin, and
Methamphetamine Found in Car

A man, during a remote preliminary hearing in Yolo County
Superior Court Monday, was charged with possession of a
controlled substance for sale, possession of a firearm,
possession of narcotic paraphernalia

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Mother’s Love: Mom Prefers Son Not Be
Prosecuted
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A mother’s love—that is what was in play Tuesday in
Sacramento County Superior Court.The court was asked to
remove a stay-away order from his mother that in-custody
defendant Ronald Anastasia in a case that had been set for a
preliminary hearing.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Video Surfaces Showing SFPD Officer With Knee On Teenager’s Neck; Plus More
Date: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 at 7:01:22 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Chesa Boudin: “The case never should have been filed. I personally went to court to dismiss it today and
I have already implemented policy changes–more to come–to ensure that we won’t file that kind of case
in the future.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 2, 2020

What Makes Floyd's Killing So Explosive?
by David Greenwald

The question I was answering all day on Monday was what made the death of George Floyd
different. After all, we have seen officer involved killings from Michael Brown and Eric Garner in 2014 to
onces like Laquan McDonald, Tamir Rice, Philando Castille and locally Stephon Cark.

We had riots in 1992 after the officers acquitted in the Rodney King shooting were acquitted. There were
limited riots in Ferguson after the death of Michael Brown. "Hands up, Don't Shoot," "I Can't Breathe" and
of course "Black Lives Matter" have become rallying cries.

But there is something different?

I don't think it is one thing.

First of all, I think in Minneapolis, the black community has probably not gotten over the acquittal of the
office who killed Castille in 2016. 

Just like one reason I think Sacramento is so bad right now is that the black community has unresolved
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anger over the lack of accountability for the death of Stephon Clarke and before him other officers.

The truth is, in just about every major city there is a dead black man at the hands of police officers whose
case was not properly handled.

Second, after being kept inside for two months during the COVID-19 pandemic, people were restless and
wanted to get out of their homes.

Third, the COVID-19 pandemic has disproportionately hit people and communities of color and there has
been a failure to reconcile that.

Fourth, the economy has collapsed and again that has disproportionately hit people and communities of
color.

Finally there is the Trump factor. Instead of being a voice of calm and unity, he has fanned the flames.

"These THUGS are dishonoring the memory of George Floyd, and I won't let that happen," he tweeted.
"Just spoke to Governor Tim Walz and told him that the Military is with him all the way. Any difficulty and
we will assume control but, when the looting starts, the shooting starts. Thank you!"

The NY TImes reported yesterday, that protesters were dispersed with tear gas so Trumpp could pose at
a church.

“He did not pray,” said Mariann E. Budde, the Episcopal bishop of Washington. “He did not mention
George Floyd, he did not mention the agony of people who have been subjected to this kind of horrific
expression of racism and white supremacy for hundreds of years.”

Meanwhile Houston Police Chief told the president to keep his mouth shut if he couldn't be constructive.

After nearly four years of Trump who has if nothing else racheted up the rhetoric and divide in this
country, the situation was ready burst and it has.

Thanks for reading.

 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq25YXMGQgSNvsWG5H6aOlJwqiaqMytaHkFJi8kxcOw9j2jGi0FeiIJPsTZV7SttB0_3jFUamkf9u__J-D_QMaRFuuNKzKnzru6w==&c=&ch=
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Things Got
Worse on Sunday Night – Much Worse

With the nation up in arms over the killing of George Floyd at
the hands of Minneapolis police officers, a video emerged in
San Francisco this weekend showing of an SFPD officer
using the same deadly tactic, kneeling on the

Read More

Guest Commentary: Why Do We Police
Protests against Police Violence?

Wouldn’t it be safer and smarter to just let our citizens and
people express themselves and not pit them against already
trigger-happy, testy, easily insulted armed cops whose
careers and jobs are being called into question?

Read More

Bay Area DAs Call on State Bar to Prevent
Elected Prosecutors from Accepting
Money or Endorsements from Law
Enforcement Agencies

Amidst the national protests in light of the death of George
Floyd to end police brutality and institutionalized racism, four
Bay Area district attorneys have asked the State Bar of
California to instate a new

Read More

33 Candidates Vow to Cut the NYPD
Budget by $1 Billion

On Monday, Janos Marton, a civil rights attorney and
candidate for Manhattan District Attorney, released a letter
urging candidates running for office in 2021 to promise not to
take campaign funds from law enforcement unions,

Read More

Michigan DA Candidate Eli Savit Protests
Police Brutality

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18AAy4n6X5zWn5IMpjR3ecjPkwXFCo0xeYyccwhlwdzPhVN0-TSSrkjEE5GzadrkgTKpAFhVKX1tUeXePQ4V5ITyj1IqUfYmBgvHUrE13Mg6vrE3_uQ88DLI=&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18AAy4n6X5zWnsRYKBdttM5gfdUtjXP1uHGOXJpcdEKgNZOkUNN_T22AKIE_pGo8rsmAwy3dxhLZ6NjFB1XZGyqlcWSpD_c7hX-vOo7rsNfBvwqEkLKWnWrj5aiclu7JPA7FuBsraIliZ&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18AAy4n6X5zWnw2rAsKWFWyBD_SiFWAJROg9i32xJOMJOJyowNh-Hp0JC0axZ_vmJY13Npnjl_LWNUrF_IXSMxyZIJSZ_P1dLwoD1TIP6FR1fW_Xf5a0684ZsBOT-CS1kk1UiN6q_ZejLkM5R3C1MPKA=&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18GOdzYki6C6vCJdiadP9cZME_qBeh97tXIP5JJl15QzQ1hVbJxTIQEzbLW71XFVIIdhOw6Vlg11RAWfFj6FjefHNE-EL4sC7oCR9x1zlXHohhtA5ZXD-VrZNaXn45U0BkDZo5JMDLkO1&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18HkEMw3mX5pFhe573oV9AU3QeZHPl1EaG6WjwNgp1aeoBtpFP8ROLFkdYZMoIjkBrsQbnqsHboQGng2bqYkUfWPtLpaC8OQuosKA4aNy8hnV&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18AZu5FOuDXDwMrl5bjqjSvOKkjOcnmRttRXdNS__d9uhez7lUiP7vZtSMUDLEv4OsB4vnl6hU5T8GzGxhiMZmN2FQtz-DmzxLTONIY75qLND&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DY1RmPW5uMBtgfSVoWzCOGFnrK8oO2LeyMnszOZMqOHH_jwQwvkIPrPcxJ_8SIDxgvA4hznWwkGbSCLLbBn5tzFTKjY2bL-Jj9M6DUdFvoq6NI9sPHAikxBUo15UG0MjR7ZB6OYCi9ML63ujwWAfWXkZx3qbxPVFbAvG-gI11d-CGEGnqwvoeM6C65OkjBeaGmfcSm5u0J2&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DY1RmPW5uMBZuieyQVuyd2hZHG-R8jObjAElNPywA4oMTrqVTz89ABaPqI9WqK_pdfxNixy2GcSXqKYGW5MRKG4ynjWF6HiJtkn8EIHkjmmIxK2oTb5zPhoAmu82YgVsK0VV_2iGM3T7gg1_bGX2nrdzkTuc7_HMXXI9fzvbaPUn0EGC_akJN-xHRlUav-EdVEDif9CpGIClLJcwp0t-WA=&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DY1RmPW5uMBQustf6nsX_Qvd6jJGayVBFm-RQqEYcCZED7UpmXNLJ_9pesVTaZvi5E_mOmm16f3gx6E4960vXTnrfOA79V7ScoAYrex6aAtEcoBscDm5PZ3EQs_QqLMdSbzqysJ-no2E5HWJTPRPLzyR2h6qQktxakRRXuRiKaPR5IFqhgoymywwOI-5s10RAddmZ1JXfIeV2Z8hakIAWr_Bp5bEwuKz0ye3GB2sn0rvddFirMHMtxslkFu-uHotRo3N6MVTW4eo_k-I-y-TToXCCFKOguVKA==&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DY1RmPW5uMB6TbvVlqkSQuZBg5TBjxEZBE0xOUY4uVTrfokZ-_rd59HtOvLji5-IuS7HUEalxt36IG-YNa8UOFO_Uvlwe4CiqYCdLB-slcsgK6a_vaxyBjCVlSqGLZ3_qnDZko3aDHlvwgRCCi75TN8HX2rI9TDTG3MU067NQfhuGEaf0wSE6twEAJBmxWMsA==&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
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A police officer here was caught on camera punching an
unarmed black woman, and a Washtenaw County District
Attorney is speaking out against it, and suggesting the
prosecutor may be biased in favor of the police.

Read More

Defendant Fell Asleep at Davis In-N-Out
Drive Thru – Marijuana, Heroin, and
Methamphetamine Found in Car

A man, during a remote preliminary hearing in Yolo County
Superior Court Monday, was charged with possession of a
controlled substance for sale, possession of a firearm,
possession of narcotic paraphernalia

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 6.01.20

As of June 1st, CDCR facilities have reported 2,237 COVID-
19 cases and have tested 15,647 individuals. On Friday, the
confirmed cases count was 1,319, nearly half of today’s
count. The sudden spike in cases raises alarms about

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Man Threatens To Burn Down Entire
Street Where Stalker Victim Lived

Myisha Jones, facing a preliminary hearing Tuesday in Yolo
County Superior Court, changed her plea from not guilty to no
contest to the charge of violating giving false identification to a
police officer.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18Ov_mwC39AyZeTBnAnVNnRmB5VtkutVu-nGpwdAPdMmL12KypkwG-Q7-VGza0Xbce-eJcZrjryKOIqm04iVVYaG_YBmov7sglTQepccb4VWTNoXNS5-O7wgd2wAalrY0YUBlSbh4V76ygNrX3LClJYACasDvrRJoG7lN0iDsj3Ljh1zngKfFbPQn7GnfwpDm8Q==&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DY1RmPW5uMBTgdhMDkzzS31KVQEMlDh84xbY0K4PO6i4IXGACgU8qW3s30NgeChTMo5mr_9AbNYV7Q3Ed1TCmcWBBjqISMkn4FojIsDbl3HzlHOxGWpeD9viNotIO2SHSduYrYDX0e_gh5gi29zeZK9MoQSOhDPJ2ffykKwLpAnVi8dTcOdjCJ4vxB0TODpjj59__LVa9O2vY9DsCI7PSb3fdRadj2GwBzNErMECR5ugfq5MSlCS1ynDJ2zBfXMeg==&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DY1RmPW5uMBwaMXO_mHbzYoyGv5MVjIB4187pNSyKFXwRIhERt-V_bWY7O6amA4oaA2nCIC7EKBBxxmnRGb0jMxmvBxLn8mpaerbIKNapH208GYf2ucWyZHBqM_La3-E4i9V57W5Cd3keLdngXebJTXtEocTkjlQe8FI0oCjxNLbsz1yauosik=&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18EIMuA3yhgPL-x4N8qpT4_-qj6jPQazTwOzjm_g16X6T7yMck3RNBlBmSo5Sc9nFrCNWMjP8enIu4F_zQJP7wgooyKrUO0ZxcEaK9dUqP1_dWVej6ij4PAncgQofD3ACI9BBW87HqR57&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DJl0MDykJxyGPB8Z1WgLv06PfdKzWLcENTAjAgVuM6drPJxMqa3BzMem6N20_pLoUyz-CXlWNVF8wWDcYPyDw6mXVIvKZ2x1ZH9ySaUbwIk2m_VVX4ESMvJ1pMH2NRaGSz13MYU9rbtT6mlTKax1LCXC4ei0HCwczi7eNqn2OLQxpwf5SIUgG81ujklkJHifUcORIuEv0-6OuKjgWdipX0=&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18AAy4n6X5zWnsRYKBdttM5gfdUtjXP1uHGOXJpcdEKgNZOkUNN_T22AKIE_pGo8rsmAwy3dxhLZ6NjFB1XZGyqlcWSpD_c7hX-vOo7rsNfBvwqEkLKWnWrj5aiclu7JPA7FuBsraIliZ&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18Kkv-i6AnS4jngDNTzhB-8Hl2cATNWLR0Sr_ZRBDIeHroFVMn3_ikE_rpu1nc86Lau8Ua2KUox8ngPdHjXZMcc_DvBrzAnd_FCYxVe2eKbJ7BCDH9qbYDb9rcLqG3s9Wq0_Zm05WSZlFiGJGaBprLPKm0WtZqACq4CYhDe0tgPMmBPKKCfnE4VtR_qL5QkMmbhleLE3b_vkWN4wCn_54pig=&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
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Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Woman Bursts Out in
Frustration During Arraignment in
Sacramento

A woman said she wanted to be released and did no crime
while denying consent to proceed with her arraignment
remotely in Sacramento Superior Court – she also said she
didn’t want to talk to anyone, even the Court Commissioner,
complaining they were bullying her.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18EIMuA3yhgPLvnB-FwpfhvLIzj13Lmf_BaTlqSnBhJbZZAxtvsV0JKVFtkdPYJFBYirRtAlFNhU0jFrwONMxikOTUmMYkNX89wca0O-aM5Jg--gjZUqraaFVOI7mx2NAzvh8NqwoUGPZHloFJhjoXMU=&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18DJl0MDykJxyDAQLgkSRskvt3bF5Dd2X0_Qpmx-tq44LKCkq9iMr8zPYDeAvGXaqrEgGBbV7kqe4XKLg-ydqmkyItSQVC_y0YyCj_15g1TF23-JMoNFRm8ccXSvC3D59pOFwh7_HtLWZ9V7LmV8xL0sJj23DD_xx-widVxrBUeWmjLM_blmGOlkFIoXLr4g4khxFy1BoWyJmJcG5exRgQu35m3aIHmALLw==&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pbE0PHU-4ofSXGHOuZDT6LlKyFeZRiYBW-GDyzdtXaGJ7qcvfDV18MdISP5g6Gmu0QISYlHQ93bTHonlj5Uy2ysA_heqwzkBNFIFSd-5E_k0Epm63wZ8frbnKU6pjRHCqsOLSqX0nLux_mXy0zkHwGaXWK3e0SVu&c=jIuYQA06OLsBxxWc5P7QRLRv2QMi32mkuv5lHrNREq8RTWBItYAygA==&ch=UGtLON86mn3AG_TOR6LIiJqH9OFtZ5GLuRZBDC9Qcv0aJCcr1UkwNg==
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF PUBLIC DEFENDER MANO RAJU CALLS FOR MAJOR REFORMS AFTER
VIDEO SURFACES SHOWING SFPD OFFICER WITH KNEE ON TEENAGER’S NECK

Date: Monday, June 1, 2020 at 9:02:40 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 1, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – San Francisco Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**PRESS STATEMENT**

SF PUBLIC DEFENDER MANO RAJU CALLS FOR MAJOR REFORMS AFTER VIDEO
SURFACES SHOWING SFPD OFFICER WITH KNEE ON TEENAGER’S NECK 

The country is mourning after a Minneapolis police officer murdered George Floyd, an unarmed
Black man accused of a nonviolent offense.  What happened to George Floyd is happening all over
the United States with miserable regularity. Anyone paying attention can see that our country is
plagued by police use of excessive force and violence, especially against communities of color. 

In fact, on Saturday, my office  learned of a video of an SFPD officer using the same deadly tactic,
kneeling on the neck of an immobilized Black teenager. 

On January 25, 19-year-old Kajon Busby was thrown to the ground by three SFPD officers who had
been called to a verbal dispute between Kajon’s mother and the next door neighbors. Officer Valle
kneeled on Kajon’s neck and back, pinning him face down on the sidewalk while her partners
handcuffed him. Valle continued to use her knee to put pressure on Kajon’s neck and head for
nearly a whole minute after he was cuffed. In the video, Valle can be heard attempting to explain the
violence by telling the cameraman, “We told you to leave, but you didn’t want to,” as if that fact, if
true, justified this violence. All three officers then misrepresented the events in their reports, Valle
claiming she put her knee on Kajon’s back only, and the two others attempted to omit Valle’s violent

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=9c84c6ae-d61e-431c-a7e3-b4e5141d5f9e
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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conduct altogether. 

Police who abuse their power should not be wearing a badge. While oversight and early intervention
is important, it means nothing if there is rarely any meaningful disciplinary action or change. A
massive overhaul of our policing system is needed, and it must be driven by the wisdom of the
communities most impacted by systemic abuse.

The time for incremental reform in the SFPD has long passed. Therefore, we are calling on the
Police Commission and Chief Scott to do the following now:

1. Issue a general order to the department forbidding any officer from applying pressure on a
person’s neck and head while a person is on the ground. This new policy comports with
SFPD’s policy against other potentially deadly detention holds such as chokeholds or
hobbling. This policy must be made explicit and take effect immediately.

2. Make the use of potentially deadly detention holds a form of misconduct that leads to
immediate termination.

3. Make systemic reforms the top priority of the Police Commission, requiring that the
Commission agendize only reform measures and discipline matters, and that the SFPD devote
adequate personnel to implement the remaining California DOJ recommendations  pursuant to
the Collaborative Reform Initiative without further delay. 

4. End the two-tiered system of justice: speedily investigate officers accused of violent and/or
dishonest misconduct. Investigations that take months and sometimes years - while the
offenders continue to act under the color of the law - endanger those who bear the brunt of the
abuse and empower the abusers. 

5. Increase investments in alternatives to policing. Our over-reliance on law enforcement to
respond to every call for help in our communities has led to more violence and over-
incarceration. Instead, we must invest in other forms of social support and respond to crises
by assessing needs and providing the necessary support. The systems currently in place are
not the only options - we can build something different. Diverting funds from policing to
community-based and trauma-informed approaches is the first step of many needed to help
ameliorate the devastating effects that over policing has had on communities of color. 

Further, I ask the Police Commission and Chief Scott to join us in a coalition to work to identify and
enact statewide legislative reforms, including amending provisions of the Public Safety Officers’
Procedural Bill of Rights that impede the swift termination of officers who abuse their authority - for
example, by accelerating the administrative appeals process. 

I am heartened by Chief Scott’s recent statement condemning the police murder of George Floyd
and by the Chief’s desire to implement anti-bias measures. However, the current pace of reform is
neither rooting out violence and racism in SFPD, nor protecting our community members equally,
nor holding violent or dishonest police accountable. San Francisco deserves better.

##

REFERENCES:
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Video surfaces among George Floyd death fallout showing SFPD kneeling on a man’s neck – SF Examiner –
May 30, 2020: h4ps://www.sfexaminer.com/news/video-surfaces-amid-george-floyd-death-fallout-showing-
sf-police-kneeling-on-mans-neck/  

 

SFPD Collabora.ve Reform Phase II Report from the California Department of Jus.ce, March 4, 2020:
h4ps://oag.ca.gov/system/files/a4achments/press-
docs/Final%20Hillard%20Heintze%20Phase%20II%20Report%20for%20the%20San%20Francisco%20Police%2
0Department-1.pdf

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Things Got Worse on Sunday Night – Much Worse; See Our Local Coverage
Date: Monday, June 1, 2020 at 7:01:25 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Sam Stanton tweeted: “I have never willingly left the scene of a news story because of personal peril in
my 38 years in the business. But when my editor ordered me to leave tonight, I did it.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - June 1, 2020

Is This the End of the American Experiment in Democracy?
by David Greenwald

It is sobering to wake up in the morning and and see what transpired in the dead of the night - none of it

https://www.sfexaminer.com/news/video-surfaces-amid-george-floyd-death-fallout-showing-sf-police-kneeling-on-mans-neck/
https://oag.ca.gov/system/files/attachments/press-docs/Final%20Hillard%20Heintze%20Phase%20II%20Report%20for%20the%20San%20Francisco%20Police%20Department-1.pdf
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is good. Read tweets from veteran reporters in Sacramento who were ordered by their editors to leave
the scene.

As veteran news reporter Sam Stanton tweeted: “I have never willingly left the scene of a news story
because of personal peril in my 38 years in the business. But when my editor ordered me to leave
tonight, I did it.”

It's a pretty sobering situation. Six days into a riot - usually calmer heads are prevailing. Then again
usually the person in the White House is going into the Oval Office, putting on the appropriate attire and
somberly addressing the nation.

Instead, the President bunkered down in the White House - itself under seige and fired off more angry
tweets that shed might heat than light.

This year has been something for the ages. I'm not sure we fully appreciate the magnitude of what we are
seeing right now.

For all of the strangeness of the last four years - it appeared that the country might survive - divided and
frayed - but survive. How strange it seems now that the most normal thing that has happened this year
was that the President of the United States was impeached but not convicted.

It turns out that may be the highpoint for all involved.

It is really dangerous to try to predict what is going to happen this year. After all, nothing has been
predictable. As late as February, I don't think most people in this country were that concerned about the
specter of COVID - and yet by mid-March most of the country was shutdown and we prepared for a
public health emergency.

Things never seemed normal. Protests emerged about the lock down - you can argue fanned a bit by the
president who was maybe a bit more concerned about the impact of the economy on his presidential
chances than the impact of several hundred thousand deaths.

The protests by and large worked. Fearful of the collapse of civil government or perhaps the prospect of
revolt - governors started opening the states before public health officials felt such a move was wise.

We still really do not know what the implications are of those decision - the media is focused more on the
riots and protests - understandibly so - but we also know that Friday had more new cases in California
than ever before.

You think you know what's going to happen in November? You were probably wrong four years ago, but
think about this - last week at this time, you had know idea that George Floyd would be killed by
police. Something horrible but not outside of the ordinary.

What was outside of the ordinary was the reaction to that - protests that became sustained riots and riots
that have gotten worse and more widespread, not better.

Everyone who is looking at polling right now - remember George Floyd and how the unusual event can
emerge out of nowhere and change the entire landscape.

Reading the political tea leaves - does this benefit the President? On the one hand, taking the world's
eyes off his handling of COVID and possibly the economy is probably a plus. But it's hard to argue law
and order when the world spirals out of control on your watch.

Are we doomed? I'm not going there yet. But let's just say, I don't think contemplating it is so absurd at
the moment.

Thanks for reading.

 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Things Got
Worse on Sunday Night – Much Worse

If there was hope that calmer heads would prevail on Sunday
– that hope was shattered – literally – by another night of
chaos in what is rapidly becoming the most serious threat to
civil government in the history of our this nation.

Read More

Cooler Heads Prevail – Barely – in
Woodland

A Woodland protest organized by a group of young people
drew nearly 150 people at its peak across the street from the
Yolo County Courthouse. The protest drew among others
Supervisor Gary Sandy and Supervisor-elect

Read More

Tensions High in Davis as City Issues a
Statement of Unity

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq25YXMGQgSNvsWG5H6aOlJwqiaqMytaHkFJi8kxcOw9j2jGi0FeiIJPsTZV7SttB0_3jFUamkf9u__J-D_QMaRFuuNKzKnzru6w==&c=&ch=
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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There was a brief standoff as police in riot gear from the Davis
Police Department and CHP blocked access to I-80 on
Sunday afternoon.Earlier the City and Police Department
issued a statement...

Read More

Guest Commentary: Powerful Profound
Solutions to Quell the Turbulent Waters
and Navigate Away from a Looming Social
G Revolutionary War

On Friday Night, the 29th, it was a peaceful and profound
protest demonstrating injustice not just by police but by
horrifically unfair criminal charges—or none at all to those
who committed unspeakable crimes.

Read More

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

‘The Partnership’ For Domestic Abuse
Survivors

Chesa Boudin, San Francisco District Attorney, California
Governor Gavin Newsom, and Airbnb have partnered to
support domestic abuse survivors.The partnership is also a
collaboration with The California Partnership To End Domestic
Violence

Read More

Sacramento Woman Bursts Out in
Frustration During Arraignment in
Sacramento

A woman said she wanted to be released and did no crime
while denying consent to proceed with her arraignment
remotely in Sacramento Superior Court – she also said she
didn’t want to talk to anyone, even the Court Commissioner,
complaining they were bullying her.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Woman Who Threw Dog to Its Death
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LPVBPiygVW4vitjl1Iql-Jbyhy3mj7FV_M_zgLSRzhIcSBMe3PT_Kskldy3xlPIwVK3wYJqxTnWwGVtMVR5LnPjW8bh3Mj3UblhHJiQqfLMr_07FCsFgzsZaocVbHoD15Zq-1gsBuFaSg57WHrRRVEYK5wYSMivWMqz545rvph0kCYGFLw9VUh43j0zYaCNKAf56dsoOwT-uOpCZe-xpMmDYpViCm01Yx9XvL1WoaX84UNKkD4sDu9wmBYxtNqucTnERgOvYyC5sJh6opwymow==&c=Jhq3l4Sa8hAdRX8dXNaXad1j0A1mlWLBzZnT7mtPndhylJDfEctsPg==&ch=6ix2b5dQx0HStGtj5m0zCrIA1RzwWs1NcJ_AFRP6FnA3gsUFGuSsow==
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Granted New Trial by Appellate Court

A California Appellate Court has granted Wakeen Best, who
was previously found guilty of animal abuse, burglary, and
vandalism, to a new trial on grounds that the trial court erred
in denying her Faretta Motion to represent herself at trial.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Man Threatens To Burn Down Entire
Street Where Stalker Victim Lived

Myisha Jones, facing a preliminary hearing Tuesday in Yolo
County Superior Court, changed her plea from not guilty to no
contest to the charge of violating giving false identification to a
police officer.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Woman Bursts Out in
Frustration During Arraignment in
Sacramento

A woman said she wanted to be released and did no crime
while denying consent to proceed with her arraignment
remotely in Sacramento Superior Court – she also said she
didn’t want to talk to anyone, even the Court Commissioner,
complaining they were bullying her.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LPVBPiygVW4vitjl1Iql-Jbyhy3mj7FV_M_zgLSRzhIcSBMe3PT_Km_2oyvMKGvcppEc2P31enZYA92f5z_L_ScP7-moyht5OWcckT7zPUknHHjRSa7So9nSx5HO6Ovw4yPHAwtWIKcvjLazS8hoqHbiwajv_fsJm3lqOnx3uXFiI49TNYSDaVoBQaMYFoFk&c=Jhq3l4Sa8hAdRX8dXNaXad1j0A1mlWLBzZnT7mtPndhylJDfEctsPg==&ch=6ix2b5dQx0HStGtj5m0zCrIA1RzwWs1NcJ_AFRP6FnA3gsUFGuSsow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LPVBPiygVW4vitjl1Iql-Jbyhy3mj7FV_M_zgLSRzhIcSBMe3PT_Kg-qClz37sQ4YKKxOlwpcUu0KlkolYRc6Pgjz6LeN_I5108llCGybgZppeK-ILVdE6gbL8RUxvTU6wf-KwbYXHJrYK_L56XV1aAYmC-hs-Wn53vCFUTYiXLYKwD-iUJSHdb_0n2ZSJTjhikwlaRzuCT_xvPygf1cfpVOHB97sfLnQR6vLnk9zU24xikKoO7FCzJ3gSRCOrpNGuAJI80Gn6s=&c=Jhq3l4Sa8hAdRX8dXNaXad1j0A1mlWLBzZnT7mtPndhylJDfEctsPg==&ch=6ix2b5dQx0HStGtj5m0zCrIA1RzwWs1NcJ_AFRP6FnA3gsUFGuSsow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LPVBPiygVW4vitjl1Iql-Jbyhy3mj7FV_M_zgLSRzhIcSBMe3PT_KtFpAP6AMb-caNHs5TZ29xMpTbzqB0JA-KVAhAnaHvN-anEZCHvKgir5-50hV7cyM6USnIg8g7uiTRUjdyhMjAQW-mBIcook4vZJBv2FUubpode44YRTFijGIbeK6vjs8-igJWneoysYbKB1ZgcnzN0=&c=Jhq3l4Sa8hAdRX8dXNaXad1j0A1mlWLBzZnT7mtPndhylJDfEctsPg==&ch=6ix2b5dQx0HStGtj5m0zCrIA1RzwWs1NcJ_AFRP6FnA3gsUFGuSsow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LPVBPiygVW4vitjl1Iql-Jbyhy3mj7FV_M_zgLSRzhIcSBMe3PT_Kskldy3xlPIwVK3wYJqxTnWwGVtMVR5LnPjW8bh3Mj3UblhHJiQqfLMr_07FCsFgzsZaocVbHoD15Zq-1gsBuFaSg57WHrRRVEYK5wYSMivWMqz545rvph0kCYGFLw9VUh43j0zYaCNKAf56dsoOwT-uOpCZe-xpMmDYpViCm01Yx9XvL1WoaX84UNKkD4sDu9wmBYxtNqucTnERgOvYyC5sJh6opwymow==&c=Jhq3l4Sa8hAdRX8dXNaXad1j0A1mlWLBzZnT7mtPndhylJDfEctsPg==&ch=6ix2b5dQx0HStGtj5m0zCrIA1RzwWs1NcJ_AFRP6FnA3gsUFGuSsow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LPVBPiygVW4vitjl1Iql-Jbyhy3mj7FV_M_zgLSRzhIcSBMe3PT_KsH2Z17bLBQvg7Ol_hEr27WZR-SS1uqOS8GGTJ8Ji69pfu2GXxcPEj9_M2x0_lK4sZFmWJkYS4_jjsMBoxpqTc7axOK_EWv0EB1x6li9mpJf&c=Jhq3l4Sa8hAdRX8dXNaXad1j0A1mlWLBzZnT7mtPndhylJDfEctsPg==&ch=6ix2b5dQx0HStGtj5m0zCrIA1RzwWs1NcJ_AFRP6FnA3gsUFGuSsow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LPVBPiygVW4vitjl1Iql-Jbyhy3mj7FV_M_zgLSRzhIcSBMe3PT_Kj3UI3ceg9ltsU3EVwuVJchulV3rXg9XiwdhvlN-SYfRfBVXHUzITB0udFMASxKnWD6nGJusOZ7rji-LFohZne2Ps9PFo4qiHhCjfCKdU5prXenx7rqVMxSjRypaD5nipRGWXsf1EScy-91iz1Wb0iNHVERY-cn-JMC7_PZwhk6TffrZmFL1stEm8ZtSe4FFAIy8dsTwZYuLi1fW9CguO0MhRkt4Eqw51fTVopQ4xWAvoHxW-knLQxU=&c=Jhq3l4Sa8hAdRX8dXNaXad1j0A1mlWLBzZnT7mtPndhylJDfEctsPg==&ch=6ix2b5dQx0HStGtj5m0zCrIA1RzwWs1NcJ_AFRP6FnA3gsUFGuSsow==
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Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE/PRESS STATEMENT: SF PUBLIC DEFENDER MANO RAJU CALLS FOR MAJOR
REFORMS AFTER VIDEO SURFACES SHOWING SFPD OFFICER WITH KNEE ON TEENAGER’S NECK

Date: Monday, June 1, 2020 at 6:16:28 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Central Park and Floyd; Sac Pays For Sheriff's Mistakes; First Post COVID-19 Jury
Trial Wraps Up in Sacramento

Date: Friday, May 29, 2020 at 7:15:08 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Carson Wentz: "Being from North Dakota, I've spent a large part of my life surrounded by people of
similar color, so I'm never gonna act like I know what the black community goes through or even has
gone through already."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 29, 2020
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Central Park Video...
by David Greenwald

It is interesting that we now have three pretty accute incidents that frame around race. The killing of
George Floyd in Minneapolis. The killing of Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia. And the video in Central Park that
emerged this week of Amy Cooper who called the police on Christian Cooper on May 25 after he asked
her to leash her dog.

Eliza Orlins, a public defender who is running for Manhattan DA had op-ed in the Washington Post this
week.

She writes: "That viral video circulating of a white woman calling the police on a black man in New York’s
Central Park on Monday was sadly all too familiar. The privilege that the woman in the video sought to
weaponize with her 911 call is real — and the system that enables it is overdue for reform."

WHen Christian Cooper asked her leash her dog in an area where that’s required, she warns him, and in
fact, threatens him, that she’s going to call the police to falsely report that “there’s an African American
man threatening my life,” which she then does: “Please send the cops immediately,” she pleads into the
phone.

Orlins notes as a public defender this is all too familiar.

She writes: "A white person calls the police on a black man. The police arrive and take the side of his
white accuser, refusing to believe his version of events. He is arrested and arraigned. An outrageous bail
amount is set. His family can’t afford to buy his freedom. He gets sent to Rikers Island, where he sits for
days, months or sometimes years.

"Eventually, his case is resolved in some way — either because the charges are dismissed or because
he decides to plead guilty to a lesser charge. In the meantime, he may have lost his job, his home, his
children or some combination of the three."

Chrisian Cooper avoids this fate but as Orlins writes: " the elements of the problem are plain to see."

She notes that usually there is a 911 call.

She writes: "In cases I’ve taken to trial, the district attorney has offered recordings of “hysterical 911 calls”
as evidence of my clients’ guilt, urging the jury to “just listen to the fear in her voice,” saying, “You can tell
she can sense a threat,” and asking questions such as, “Why would she lie?” All too often, it works."

As someone who has been covering cases in courts for a decade - we see these 911 calls used as
evidence all the time. No one ever questions whether they are contrived by the caller though.

And as Orlins points out: "usually, there is no video."

As she further notes: "Under normal circumstances, these stories from our criminal punishment
bureaucracy can be devastating."

"A spurious accusation in a park could mean a death sentence," she writes noting the danger from
COVID but forgetting the case of Kalief Browder who was arrested for stealing a backpack, taken the
rikers, traumatized and eventually committed suicide.
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But she does recognize the nexus between Cooper and George Floyd, "all of this assumes the police
don’t show up and deliver the death sentence on the spot. By now anyone who chooses to needlessly
report a person of color to police has heard the litany of names such as George Floyd, the African
American man who died just Monday after a Minneapolis police officer was filmed pinning Floyd’s neck to
the ground with his knee."

This is a profound observation.

I was especially mvoed though by the insight of Carson Wentz on the death of George Floyd. Carson is a
white QB with the Eagles but more notably, grew up in a predominantly white community in North Dakota.

“Can’t even fathom what the black community has to endure on a daily basis,” Wentz wrote. “I don’t
understand the society we live in that doesn’t value all human life."

He added, "Being from North Dakota, I've spent a large part of my life surrounded by people of similar
color, so I'm never gonna act like I know what the black community goes through or even has gone
through already."

That comment delivered in the tragedy of Floyd's death, could just as easily apply in the case in Central
Park.

Thanks for reading.

 
Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Protests From Coast to Coast, Anger Boils
Over in Minneapolis Leading to One Death

Protests erupted across the country for a second straight day
following the deadly encounter on Monday by four police
officers in Minneapolis that led to the death of George Floyd.
Demonstration turned violent on Wednesday and early

Read More

Amid Sex Trial, and Dueling Pleadings,
Zoom Slip May Have Revealed Sacramento
Court Jury Trials Soon to Return?

After months of COVID-19 mandated empty courtrooms, trials
may begin sometime around the middle of June, according to
information informally – and maybe accidentally – discussed
on a live stream give-and-

Read More

First Post COVID-19 Jury Trial Wraps Up in
Sacramento

Jeffrey Powell’s nearly three-month long trial on five counts of
burglary wrapped up Thursday, and apparently became the
first trial in the post COVID-19 period to finish in Sacramento
County Superior Court.

Read More

Guest Commentary: ‘Miami-Style Smart
Justice’ Is an Ugly Parody of ‘Progressive’

The National District Attorneys Association is the main
professional body for American prosecutors, and like the
Fraternal Order of Police, it is retrograde when it comes to
justice. The organization has fear-mongered about youth

Read More

Court Holds That SB 1437 Does Not Apply
to Attempted Murder Convictions

A California Appellate Court held that the SB 1437, which
amended the felony murder rule and the natural and probable
consequences doctrine, does not apply to attempted murder,
while the matter is currently still pending

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities 5.28.20
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As of May 28th 2020, CDCR facilities have reported 1,220
COVID-19 cases and have tested 11,940 individuals. There
have been 9 deaths associated with the California Institute for
Men (CIM), located in Chino in San Bernardino

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Man Threatens To Burn Down Entire
Street Where Stalker Victim Lived

Myisha Jones, facing a preliminary hearing Tuesday in Yolo
County Superior Court, changed her plea from not guilty to no
contest to the charge of violating giving false identification to a
police officer.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

First Post COVID-19 Jury Trial Wraps Up in
Sacramento

Jeffrey Powell’s nearly three-month long trial on five counts of
burglary wrapped up Thursday, and apparently became the
first trial in the post COVID-19 period to finish in Sacramento
County Superior Court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LcF_aAn9bkT-0cwhZQwD4CB-0B2OIAKh7elFuGCkF4Mg7SK8rh7kLN7Bc8d7kE85Yg2C0gBUNmHevQxvcUucTvBIfj2d5VHDkLC6q9LuiuDNVs2GWzxaFey_VNbK6Vbd5AAICyj87gJryPhrZVR2QwULw6B6WrMgoQEvR8sa1_cKcIr0kjKkfijb_dMbg0bt&c=3-DdFHpm607eUqn0CNcmRPV5IyI6YJFnkasVVThDE7MY59O4nmdkjw==&ch=rgao4UyXLb_SS1ZhseFQvrg5HMAt1zmRcf4xBRaTGvxvWNA7e8vVJQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LcF_aAn9bkT-0cwhZQwD4CB-0B2OIAKh7elFuGCkF4Mg7SK8rh7kLHJduyibNhyKLIUoWOPmKIzGMSWIQ7wg5vYtFSkBqgWOovsJhd8dhXojQ7sZL9xQ1nUqwSXz4A1Q8ShQY3Z2sD7jD4sraXM-yIh9xWTr76IFHSPQfXAeMfSOMGipyUzcSzwbDaGNqbKG84StG9EfbBq7Ha5FbLUboYqrbh8BeY9q0J1G3m-ny23Q_KNphGH3N_ivvS8XINkSreTwRNwYX0I=&c=3-DdFHpm607eUqn0CNcmRPV5IyI6YJFnkasVVThDE7MY59O4nmdkjw==&ch=rgao4UyXLb_SS1ZhseFQvrg5HMAt1zmRcf4xBRaTGvxvWNA7e8vVJQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LcF_aAn9bkT-0cwhZQwD4CB-0B2OIAKh7elFuGCkF4Mg7SK8rh7kLOLYdHcfPgEMu7V4pIsOjiPlw2HWbytoPFgc4QoBmmvj7YYYvrAhDZIg1CK7t31LiFBTGb86tzvMbH55PFBL3e0E8u-86-RMUzFyqzao6FrvjYTzvl-lmoQVdeQMGR-j5v6XNtU99crwM4ZU0VlrSkI=&c=3-DdFHpm607eUqn0CNcmRPV5IyI6YJFnkasVVThDE7MY59O4nmdkjw==&ch=rgao4UyXLb_SS1ZhseFQvrg5HMAt1zmRcf4xBRaTGvxvWNA7e8vVJQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LcF_aAn9bkT-0cwhZQwD4CB-0B2OIAKh7elFuGCkF4Mg7SK8rh7kLAQHBk06AvUwq0fcbhsQcx-1fYDjaoSGwEbGZzH4J0BGwxZOSnNt5oRor_SyOh3KbcoKx3OPktdD9yUREr3-nm3WTv882UL4nXO_469VdltKW9UOFi0OIsvUjGakD9mygNwc7RdfpoOMy20V_dkmdRP89BPwQdwSyRlOuVPuS1aT7cJBkaCxTEXktS0_8JuEEQ==&c=3-DdFHpm607eUqn0CNcmRPV5IyI6YJFnkasVVThDE7MY59O4nmdkjw==&ch=rgao4UyXLb_SS1ZhseFQvrg5HMAt1zmRcf4xBRaTGvxvWNA7e8vVJQ==
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Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Vanguard Launches COVID Dashboard From Jails and Prisons; Protests Erupt
Over Floyd Death

Date: Thursday, May 28, 2020 at 6:55:05 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Mayor Jacob Frey: “We are reeling, and I understand the anger and pain, and we need the public’s help
in keeping the peace tonight. We need that in order to get through this together.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 28, 2020

Vanguard Launches COVID Dashboard for CDCR
Yesterday we launched the first step of a project that will allow people to track COVID-infections in
California prisons and jails. The first step was launched yesterday - with a dashboard of California
prisons. The second step will be with jails and other facilities which we hope will come shortly.
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The project was developed by Aparna Komarla.

The California Department of Corrections & Rehabilitation (CDCR) publishes a daily update on COVID-19
testing & confirmed cases in its 35 state prisons and facilities. This project collects, analyzes and reports
on CDCR data to draw attention to coronavirus infection trends in particular facilities, and also break-
down numbers for cities and counties of interest. 

The first dashboard provides COVID-19 infection and testing information as of May 27th, 2020 in 35 state
prisons and facilities under the jurisdiction of CDCR.

Across California, CDCR facilities have reported 1,216 confirmed COVID-19 cases and have tested
11,807 individuals. There have been 9 deaths associated with the California Institute for Men (CIM),
located in Chino in San Bernardino County.

Sacramento County houses two CDCR facilities – Folsom State Prison (FSP), located in Represa and
Sacramento State Prison (SAC), located in Folsom. FSP has reportedly tested 155 individuals, however
there are zero positive cases. SAC has tested 80 individuals and similarly reports zero positive cases.

There are zero confirmed cases in CDCR facilities located in Marin County, Solano County, Sacramento
County, Amador County & San Joaquin County.

These will be published daily around 2 pm Pacific Time in the Afternoon.

To see the dashboard: https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/05/breaking-down-covid-19-in-cdcr-
facilities/

 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Protests From Coast to Coast, Anger Boils
Over in Minneapolis Leading to One Death

Protests erupted across the country for a second straight day
following the deadly encounter on Monday by four police
officers in Minneapolis that led to the death of George Floyd.
Demonstration turned violent on Wednesday and early

Read More

Amid Sex Trial, and Dueling Pleadings,
Zoom Slip May Have Revealed Sacramento
Court Jury Trials Soon to Return?

After months of COVID-19 mandated empty courtrooms, trials
may begin sometime around the middle of June, according to
information informally – and maybe accidentally – discussed
on a live stream give-and-

Read More

Groups Use Cuomo to Stop “Empty
Gestures” and “False Hope” Regarding
COVID-19 in Prisons

The Release Aging People in Prison Campaign (RAPP) along
with several other criminal justice groups are against New
York State’s current efforts to protect incarcerated individuals
from COVID-19 and call on the

Read More

Yolo Man Threatens To Burn Down Entire
Street Where Stalker Victim Lived

Myisha Jones, facing a preliminary hearing Tuesday in Yolo
County Superior Court, changed her plea from not guilty to no
contest to the charge of violating giving false identification to a
police officer.

Read More

Breaking Down COVID-19 in CDCR
Facilities

This dashboard provides COVID-19 infection and testing
information as of May 27th, 2020 in 35 state prisons and
facilities under the jurisdiction of CDCR. Across California,
CDCR facilities have reported 1,216 confirmed COVID-19

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2VlSI_dzOnnnNbxl75w7sRhSIHYmb8m4cG8OKZ6pm_vsjCKz3NwPydKsMJ_6g1jxcYj-Vryxvjhg7Rumtw1K_411H4lV-c3aKQMmkqzrB2Jcz8kCn94r_A8eF2u13z7GksPr7LHVO-JHGcizUMnWmi8z4pCf6KxBsZRQdcgRph5M3sSaxgzgpNS4Ev9m8aKM7HPGwSjvsrNi3bN_Ob4DrL6bQ-EcrSXDgg==&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2VlSI_dzOnnnZAvBxttJnzSs05geQWd7OFG0xDzl_Tv18cJRX1Vc-VWWs1ALxRAswocR81mv-7EX1Vg71H8GujMwj9zgs5FskmMeZHwrBBF_qd8eCXx8IUPYOzaCVmdOimQiw19CP27quDLbHcMoN76ydGtBG4xi7CJzskDtIu1VyROEF553ydQ2AXwR9EJUCZo7iohdl9plPekJQ72sxVgoouRSFn80qzKYwHcGPCjh&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2VlSI_dzOnnn2S3eHIL9U5MWWnp_bioXkmvvPQBij3nibMuaAUi3V8HHdQtMPB9sgxuorK-Ny83PXHyMMkPhIguAaDLUfLZ8FVJdRgHeU3o64xBnNwu3iVPn1XiIktCSpT0ryl8VN92a8hHQ16UhcTnGxKFYwlEvB1v2ZSo3Zq6zpPaXjSVGa4NZwF3KxZOyYN81kbRWTBHAOWXIImLr3IM=&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
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Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Man Threatens To Burn Down Entire
Street Where Stalker Victim Lived

Myisha Jones, facing a preliminary hearing Tuesday in Yolo
County Superior Court, changed her plea from not guilty to no
contest to the charge of violating giving false identification to a
police officer.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Amid Sex Trial, and Dueling Pleadings,
Zoom Slip May Have Revealed Sacramento
Court Jury Trials Soon to Return?

After months of COVID-19 mandated empty courtrooms, trials
may begin sometime around the middle of June, according to
information informally – and maybe accidentally – discussed
on a live stream give-and-

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2VlSI_dzOnnn2S3eHIL9U5MWWnp_bioXkmvvPQBij3nibMuaAUi3V8HHdQtMPB9sgxuorK-Ny83PXHyMMkPhIguAaDLUfLZ8FVJdRgHeU3o64xBnNwu3iVPn1XiIktCSpT0ryl8VN92a8hHQ16UhcTnGxKFYwlEvB1v2ZSo3Zq6zpPaXjSVGa4NZwF3KxZOyYN81kbRWTBHAOWXIImLr3IM=&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2URUfFC45ircfcidlhJLroh3Ez2UM-ziCwdinG47MvfVZnDgek4_jU-pUsczBDd6NeO-U0rtV3Tjhmd69MsT37ul7od7pjtgAxkY_f5IkfJhTkTdY_KlSrxZV38RunFdVnClZddhnPoVIl7ZJy2c7kg=&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2VlSI_dzOnnn2pjp9ifef0OFqkklPxyb1hoUf9cLZKSkVHDAcf8YJYrHf_ANt1WxnzeRV_hT2NYbtf57Ug_9rxqXvjJtA2ObqlXYVtg-a1fji2sQHXhoz6zjyV5YYm7Wp5WFp5X9ASOgllvOZjKSPVqKuPL5BTynfidN25J9H40CWRLWCLdlvTUXWHVr4EV8MLKO5Xp-6H0auVyx5DeQi5nComfhZ3Pes7LJRTHXE89GjIXO-PYdTwG1Qogpkjy_bK-lcWCazo9m&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2TBGyUQUm1mfIiLQbG6C_SFVmwRLrAhHWEOon3b4zNZpP5VtATtGBFJw3AG7nArsU0xDXQxZFL_srTMbB-y8-BjBPX6xPL26KzIet7oqXIfz&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ef_QpCHii6VECgFxtImZm6TRStVeZYokT9VVYOPnfUE493Novuzx2bdOPbEl_fYOpdF1NRKUjM-LGYVzYczD6Hz6oZB9_xPqWKw8ZKIu0-fy75BKHVAQ9vZz5Abxy35vgs4lnkPlaOI659JMeQF12rChAwfuVmuorrUeWuaBjKLdQec5-GkB_wWiJsWWXvCC3qMB86MO7IE1Scu9se2SrxC3YWYIlfgbFUecv6U4VFCxG0SDBZGYNKhM1Gu1YNxM2mOEzoDDaVqyt1Wxh-IvbPyjRQ0roo-fg59_B_QvI6E=&c=Qy1JVfXrLFoN0VU6I-OmPY6rDjbSiqK1Ag8DTr6KNFSPisYRrinHvg==&ch=ETchA_Q_D76Ur_F6Y6gJPUmOYsZ0ulPOhzUW8KSLLSIUVBW2HiktMg==
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - "I Can't Breathe" - Another Eric Garner Moment; Plus a Vanguard Exclusive from
Sac on Homeless Enforcement

Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 at 7:00:50 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Minnesota Police Officer: "He's talking, so he's breathing."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 27, 2020

Minnesota Police Killing Brings Back Protests and Anger Over
Treatment of Black Men by Law Enforcement
by David Greenwald

For awhile after a slew of police killings and protests brought investigations, use of force changes and
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body worn cameras it seems that the number of incidents had declined. But over the last few months we
have seen a resurgence of police incidents and shootings, the latest may top them all.

The authorities acted quickly when video surfaced showing a black man in custody indicating that he
could not breathe.

In a scene remiscent of Eric Garner's 2014 death, the video shows FLoyd telling the police officers that
he couldn't breathe as they held him face down on the ground with a knee on the back of his kneck for
around five minutes.

Floyd says, "Please, man. I can't breathe."

The officer then kneels on his neck even as Floyd complains of stomach pains and then begins to lose
consciousness.

Bystanders are heard telling the officers to let him up and check his pulse. As bystanders shout their
concern, one officer says, “He’s talking, so he’s breathing.”

The video shows him stop talking, he grows limp, being loaded onto the streetcher and taken away.

Mayor Jacob Frey announced the firings on Twitter, saying “This is the right call.”

Floyd's death is under investigation by the FBI and state law enforcement officials.

Mayor Frey on Facebook apologized to the black community for the treatment of 46 year old George
Floyd, who worked security at a restaurant.

“Being Black in America should not be a death sentence. For five minutes, we watched a white officer
press his knee into a Black man’s neck. Five minutes. When you hear someone calling for help, you’re
supposed to help. This officer failed in the most basic, human sense,” Frey posted.

The situation harkens back to the case of Eric Garner, put in a chokehold, famously said that he could not
breathe. The pleas were ignored and he ultimately went into arrest and died.

What is interesting personally is that a former Vanguard employee, her brother was hit with multi-tasers
by the local police. He begins to complain that he can't breathe, the cops dismissively say almost the
same thing, if you can talk, you can breathe.

Within a minute, he begins throwing up, going into culvulsions and he ends up dying.

The police need to re-think this. Does it occur to them that the measure of being able to breathe might not
be determined by the ability to talk? Is this a lack of medical training? That it is possible that a person can
still talk even if you are not getting enough air to their brain. 

The senselessness of this encounter is mindboggling. Police responded to a call of a man suspected of
forgery.

The police said the man was found sitting on top of a blue car and “appeared to be under the influence.”

“He was ordered to step from his car,” the department’s statement said. “After he got out, he physically
resisted officers. Officers were able to get the suspect into handcuffs and noted he appeared to be
suffering medical distress.”

Something went wrong here - terribly wrong and the cops did not handle this properly.

Thanks for reading.

 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

VANGUARD’S Exclusive Look at Homeless
Lawsuit Against City/County of
Sacramento, Police Chief & Sheriff to Stop
‘Sweeps’ that Violate County/CDC
Guidelines

The city and county of Sacramento continue to ignore CDC
COVID-19 guidelines and orders of the Sacramento County
Health Officer by conducting unlawful sweeps and rousts – all
over the county, and as recently as Tuesday morning –
charged an extensive,

Read More

Guest Commentary: Cop’s Memorial Day
Killing of Black Man Encouraged by Local
DA Culture

Minneapolis, Memorial Day 2020. A Black man’s head lies on
the asphalt, and the white Minneapolis police officer holds an
upright position, with his knee snugly pressed against the first
man’s neck. The cop slowly chokes the life

Read More

Supreme Court Affirms Ohio Judge’s Order
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to Release Medically Vulnerable
Incarcerated People

On May 26, 2020, the Supreme Court refused the Trump
Administration’s request to block a lower judge’s trial ruling to
release over 800 medically vulnerable incarcerated people
from the Elkton Federal Correctional Institution in

Read More

Court Reverses Denial of Petition for
Release as SB 1437 Continues to Be Found
Constitutional

The Fourth Appellate District, Division Three, reversed the
trial court’s denial of the defendant’s Penal Code section
1170.95 petition, a petition to dismiss a murder conviction,
due to finding that SB 1437 did not violate the

Read More

Former Georgia Death Row Prisoner Is
Released after 43 Years for a Murder He
Did Not Commit, Due to New DNA
Evidence

Johnny Lee Gates is set free, 43 years after being sentenced
to death in Georgia for a murder he has steadfastly
maintained he did not commit. More than 40 years after he
was convicted and sentenced to death

Read More

Community Leaders Ask District Attorney
Candidates Their Visions for Public Safety
Beyond Mass Incarceration

On May 22, Working Families, a progressive grassroots
political party working to build a multiracial movement of
working people to transform America, hosted a webinar with
community leaders, asking DA candidates from across the

Read More

My View: “I, Walter ‘Arkie’ Barton, am
innocent and they are executing an
innocent man!”

The question out of Missouri this is week is one of the most
fundamental we can ask in the criminal justice system—did
we just execute an innocent man? And perhaps more
importantly—why? That is the question that keeps running
through my head. What’s the rush?

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

West Sacramento Man Allegedly Beats
Wife with Baseball Bat

A West Sacramento man faced a preliminary hearing on five
felony charges after allegedly striking his wife in front of her
child.The defendant, James Neil Hinton, is being held on eight
counts total for inflicting corporal injury, assault likely to

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Two Men Charged with Corporal Injury on a
Spouse – Told Officers He Would Cut Her
Head Off

During arraignments in Sacramento County Superior Court
Friday a man was charged with false imprisonment and
corporal injury on a spouse/habitant, another man was also
charged with corporal injury for

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx
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Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Alameda Sheriff's Offer Distorted Picture of Santa Rita; Lawsuit To Release
Vulnerable Prisoners Filed Against Shelby County Jail

Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 at 7:01:14 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Zero bail is a fail when it comes to public safety, that is the opinion of officials at one Bay Area detention
facility. Those officials told KRON4’s Haaziq Madyun releasing inmates has lead to a recent spike in
crime.” - Report from KRON in San Francisco.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 26, 2020

Media Again Picks One-Sided Reports to Illustrate Problems with
Zero Bail

By David Greenwald
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Over the last several weeks, we have shown how Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig is cherry-picking data on
recidivism and ignore other data that shows the overall recidivism rate thus far is quite low.
 
Now it’s Alameda County doing the same thing, and KRON Channel 4 giving a very one-sided report. As
we know from our webinar last week, Yolanda Huang filed a lawsuit at Santa Rita because of how bad
the conditions are there.
 
Yet programs to release inmates is being called a failure by the Sheriff’s Department and reported by
KRON without a counter-balance.
 
“Zero bail is a fail when it comes to public safety, that is the opinion of officials at one Bay Area detention
facility,” they report. “Those officials told KRON4’s Haaziq Madyun releasing inmates has lead to a recent
spike in crime.”
 
“We’re catching people with guns, with stolen vehicles and we’re turning them around and releasing them
out the door, hours later and they’re doing it again,” Alameda County Sgt. Ray Kelly said.
 
They are now saying, “some of those former inmates are responsible a recent crime wave in the East
Bay.”
 
How do they know this? Have they studied the data? Analyzed it? Or are they simply arguing correlation
equals causation?
 
“At least in Alameda County we are seeing a lot of car thefts, we’re up to three, four, five vehicle pursuits
a day, just in the Sheriff’s Office jurisdiction, burglaries and thefts are through the roof,” Sgt. Kelly said. 
 
He added, “Since we have been dealing with the pandemic we have been keeping track of re-offenses.
We’ve had over 50 people be rearrested. We have one individual leading the pack probably national with
seven re-arrests.”
 
But while they provide 50 people rearrested – they fail to provide out how many and KRON does not seek
to find out.
 
KRON does note: “Inmate advocates in favor of zero bail due to COVID-19 see it differently because of
what they say is the high risk of infection in the often overcrowded conditions. However Santa Rita
officials say the jail has been transformed to accommodate inmates with COVID-19.”
 
“The jail is a safe space to weather the COVID-19 pandemic. 24-hour access to health care. There is a
specific area of the jail that is designated for COVID-19 positive individuals,” Sgt. Kelly said. “The majority
of those individuals are quarantined in there. They have the same services and activities. they get extra
medical care provided to them. All of the patients that have had COVID-19 have recovered.”
 
They mention advocates, but where is the quote or interview with them.
 
One of those might be Alameda County Public Defender Brendon Woods. Yesterday he tweeted that
Santa Rita is the fith largest jail in the nation and yet only two people in custody have tested positive for
COVID-19.
 
“Early releases & #zerobail helped to prevent massive outbreak. Jails & prisons everywhere need to
#LetThemGo to save lives,” he tweeted.
 
Meanwhile, Yoland Huang last week disagreed with the steps taken by the jail to protect inmates.
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Huang, who has filed numerous suits challenging conditions in jails long before COVID-19 came onto the
scene, said jails “provide the minimum to keep (inmates) alive. That’s it,” noting that inmates don’t even
get a splint when their bones break.
 
Then there are the types of conditions for people who test positive for COVID.
 
“They get yanked out and put into solitary confinement, and get one hour a day out,” said Huang,
explaining that those sick prisoners have to stick their head out of the door tray slot to have a nurse take
their temperature.
 
Her investigation that led to the federal action also found that even shivering inmates, who have the virus,
are limited to one blanket unless their attorney is persistent at harassing the jail to get another blanket,
the Vanguard reported last week.
 
She added that deputies, according to reports she’s getting from Santa Rita inmates, are “not practicing
good habits. They do not change gloves from housing to housing unit. There’s quite a big spread (of
COVID-19) in Santa Rita….the jail treats it like it’s no big deal.”
 
But of course the people watching the report by KRON would get nothing on this side of the story.
 
Thanks for reading.
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SF Memorial Day Car Protest Targets
Senator, ‘Serious Failures of U.S. Foreign
Policy’

Protests are few and far between since mid-March when
California and most states issued stay-at-home orders to try
to blunt the killing machine known as COVID-19 – the new
protest “strategy” has now become the “caravan protest.”

Read More

Lawsuit To Release Vulnerable Prisoners
Filed Against Shelby County Jail

With the election of Mike Schmidt as Multnomah County
District Attorney confirmed on May 19, a new era should be
dawning in Portland, Oregon. Succeeding Rod Underhill, a
Democrat who staunchly supported the death penalty and

Read More

Minnesota Adopts Eyewitness ID Law to
Prevent Wrongful Convictions

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Two Men Charged with Corporal Injury on a
Spouse – Told Officers He Would Cut Her
Head Off

During arraignments in Sacramento County Superior Court
Friday a man was charged with false imprisonment and
corporal injury on a spouse/habitant, another man was also
charged with corporal injury for

Read More

Sheriff ‘Lying’ about Sacramento Jail
Conditions and COVID-19, Charge Inmates
and Prisoner Advocates Sunday at ‘Die-In’

If comments here Sunday by medical professionals,
community leaders, and those inside the Sacramento County
main downtown jail are to be believed, the 2020 Pandemic
known as COVID-19 is about to

Read More

Community Leaders Ask District Attorney
Candidates Their Visions for Public Safety
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Beyond Mass Incarceration

On May 22, Working Families, a progressive grassroots
political party working to build a multiracial movement of
working people to transform America, hosted a webinar with
community leaders, asking DA candidates from across the

Read More

City and County Must Leave Homeless
Alone, Orders County Health Officer –
Homeless Union Doesn’t ‘Trust’ Officials,
Still Plans to File Lawsuit

Homeless advocates hailed the Sacramento County Health
Officer’s new guidelines revealed late Friday that mirrored
federal CDC recommendations requiring local officials not to
“cite, clear or relocate encampments,

Read More

Guest Commentary: Woodland Police
Killed My Brother and I Will Not Be
Silenced

February 8, 2017 is the day that forever changed my life, the
day that cops killed my big brother, Michael Barrera. He was
only 30 years old. As my first friend in life, the person that
knew me better than I knew myself, my protector, it’s

Read More

My View: “I, Walter ‘Arkie’ Barton, am
innocent and they are executing an
innocent man!”

The question out of Missouri this is week is one of the most
fundamental we can ask in the criminal justice system—did
we just execute an innocent man? And perhaps more
importantly—why? That is the question that keeps running
through my head. What’s the rush?

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails
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As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

West Sacramento Man Allegedly Beats
Wife with Baseball Bat

A West Sacramento man faced a preliminary hearing on five
felony charges after allegedly striking his wife in front of her
child.The defendant, James Neil Hinton, is being held on eight
counts total for inflicting corporal injury, assault likely to

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Two Men Charged with Corporal Injury on a
Spouse – Told Officers He Would Cut Her
Head Off

During arraignments in Sacramento County Superior Court
Friday a man was charged with false imprisonment and
corporal injury on a spouse/habitant, another man was also
charged with corporal injury for

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate
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Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Opening Thoughts

It’s a Good Idea To Ask Questions About the EPS Report
Like any fiscal analysis, the EPS analysis of the Aggie Research Campus now Davis Innovation and
Sustainability Campus, relies on a lot of complicated assumptions and decisions about how to model.
 While I think the city and probably the project applicants would prefer to see one number, the reality is
that a range of estimates is probably more appropriate.
 
A good approach to looking at the analysis is one taken by a subcommittee of the Finance and Budget
Commission. They met following the FBC meeting on ARC two weeks ago and will meet again on
Wednesday with a full battery of questions for EPS and City Staff.
 
Indeed their questions illuminate something kind of odd overall with the city – it is not completely clear
how and where the city is getting its employment figures.
 
The question asked by the subcommittee for example: “We would like to ask EPS to review the data
around number of City of Davis employees as it appears that the number is inflated by UC Davis
employees working on campus which is outside the city limits. If this number is inflated then we would
ask for the model to be re-run with a more accurate persons served calculation, See Table B-2.”
 
Looking at Table B-2, we see that they estimate number of employees at 27,897. Clearly that includes UC
Davis employees. Recall earlier this week, using the CAFRA numbers they listed 35,900 total city
employees, with 24,629 being employed by UC Davis.
 
But there are some oddities even there. For example, there aren’t 24 thousand employees even on the
UC Davis – Davis campus. That 24 thousand figure appears to include about 13 thousand employees on
the Davis campus but also 11 thousand at medical center.
 
It makes it difficult to analyze things of this sort when the data is murky at best. But the subcommittee is
correct to ask questions, gain clarity.
 
The approach I would question would be a comment from Alan Pryor on the Vanguard this week. He
made a series of criticisms about the EPS report, drawing the conclusion: “I disagree that ARC will
provide more net revenue to the City.”
 
He is certainly entitled to that opinion. But some of the basis for that opinion is questionable.
 
For example, he argues that the assumptions are “based on the rosiest sets of assumptions we have
ever seen from EPS for a city project.”
 
But then he makes a major error when he writes: “The EPS report assumes grossly inflated office
rents/leases (i.e. $2.92/sq ft/mo) which is far in excess of regional average office rent/lease values
($2.15/sq ft) which 36% increase justify inflated land and building value estimates which justify inflated
property tax revenues and receipts."”
 
The problem is that when they analyze commercial rents, EPS sets the rent at $2.92 for Office but $2.33
for Flex and R&D space. 
 
Alan Pryor argues that the average for the region is $2.15 per square foot. Their two Davis examples one
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on Drew and one on Second Street find rent at $2.21 to $2.37 per square foot which seems in line for
what we would expect rent to be in Davis compared with the region. How they get to $2.92 is that they
assume that the lease type will be Full Service Gross rather than Triple Net (which they assume for
R&D).
 
They explain that Full Service Gross includes taxes, utilities and maintenance in the rent which they
estimate will add 30 percent to the value. Whereas Triple Net means all of those expenses are paid
directly by the occupant.
 
In other words, they are not making a rosy assumption here. They are simply assuming costs will be
included in the rent.
 
It is understandable that someone might miss this technical explanation. But that’s why asking questions
rather than jumping to conclusions is the reasonable approach.
 
Thanks for reading.
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The Measure J renewal process will continue this week as the
issue comes before the Planning Commission. A few weeks
ago the council was supportive of moving forward with the
process with only what are considered a few minor

Read More

My View: “I, Walter ‘Arkie’ Barton, am
innocent and they are executing an
innocent man!”

The question out of Missouri this is week is one of the most
fundamental we can ask in the criminal justice system – did
we just execute an innocent man. And perhaps more
important – why?

Read More

Guest Commentary: H.R. 40 (Reparations)
Is Not a Symbolic Act. It’s a Path to
Restorative Justice

For nearly three decades, my former colleague Rep. John
Conyers of Michigan would introduce H.R. 40, legislation
seeking to establish a commission to study and develop
reparation proposals. Though many thought it a lost cause,

Read More

$25 Donation Will Keep the Vanguard
Going

One publication noted just how bad: “Buzzfeed is cutting staff
pay, Vice is cutting benefits, and newspaper giants like
Gannett and the Boston Herald are laying off and furloughing
workers. On Friday, Vox became the latest outlet to announce
cuts with a mix of furloughs, reduced hours and salary cuts.”

Read More

If you want to donate to the Vanguard - click here to contribute

Oklahoma Becomes Third in the Nation to
Require Statewide Tracking of Jailhouse
Informants

When Oklahoma Governor Kevin Stitt signed a new law
cracking down on unreliable jailhouse informants—
incarcerated witnesses who testify in exchange for leniency in
their own cases – Oklahoma moved ahead of the national
curve addressing the use of jailhouse informants.

Read More
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Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Another Example of the Media Failing to Do Its Job; Podcast w Bronx
Congressional Candidate, Minnesota's Eyewitness Law and Oregon's Progressive Victory

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 at 7:05:15 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

Richard Van Zandt, Yolo Public Defender tweeted: “It is with a heavy heart that I must announce, the Yolo
County District Attorney’s Office is at it again.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 22, 2020

Minnesota Passes a Landmark Eyewitness Identification Law
by David Greenwald

Last Saturday the Minnesota Governor signed into law, bipartisan legislation that will require the adoption
of statewide best practices for lineup procedures. The law authored by Republican State Senator Bill
Ingebrigtsen and DFL Representative Dave Pinto is a major step forward in protecting against eyewitness
misidentification, the leading cause of DNA-based exonerations in the United States.

“At no time should an innocent person go to prison,” said co-author Sen. Bill Ingebrigtsen, R-Alexandria,
in a statement. “This is just another tool that will help keep that from ever happening. As a former sheriff, I
am proud to be part of this initiative.”

“We must ensure law enforcement agencies use sound, science-based practices to identify perpetrators,”
said Rep. Pinto. “Establishing guidelines for eyewitness identification will maximize the reliability of these
procedures and better protect the innocent.”
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“Adopting statewide, scientifically-based lineup practices will protect the innocent and provide law
enforcement with more accurate evidence,” said John Kingrey, board co-chair of the Innocence Project of
Minnesota who helped write the bill.

Eyewitness misidentification represents nationwide a major problem contributing to wrongful
convictions. The Innocence Project cites data that shows that such mistaken identifications account for
71 percent of all wrongful convictions later overturned by DNA.

In Minnesota, according to the Innocence Project, David Sutherlin was wrongfully convicted of a 1985
rape in St. Paul. In 2002, DNA proved his innocence and revealed the actual culprit, who could no longer
be prosecuted because the statute of limitations had passed.

“The worst situation is a botched eyewitness ID, the most powerful and least reliable form of evidence,”
said Senator Latz, a Democrat. “This law will bring more consistency and confidence to criminal
investigations and prosecutions, increasing the likelihood that the right defendant faces justice and the
innocent person is never charged. As a result, we will all be safer.”

n 2014, the National Research Council convened a taskforce of the nation’s leading eyewitness
identification experts – including Professor Nancy Steblay – that issued a set of best practices for
preventing mistaken identifications. While some jurisdictions were already using the recommended
procedures, a 2016 survey conducted by the Minnesota Police Chiefs Association & Sheriffs’
Associations revealed that half of their agencies had no written lineup policies at all.

The new law standardizes best practices throughout the state by requiring the Minnesota Board of Peace
Officers and Standards Training (POST) to develop a model policy and all law enforcement agencies to
adopt written procedures that include four key reforms:

* Using double blind or blinded administration meaning the official conducting the procedure is unaware
of the suspect’s identity to prevent suggestiveness. If that is not practical the administrator can use a
photo lineup procedure that prevents him or her from seeing which are being viewed by the eyewitness at
a given time.

* Instructing the eyewitness that the perpetrator may or may not be present in the lineup.

* Selecting non-suspect fillers to place in the lineup who match the eyewitness’s description of the
perpetrator.

* Documenting the eyewitness’s level of confidence immediately after an identification is made.

“The Legislature is to be commended in addressing this important criminal justice reform initiative,
especially when you consider what they were able to accomplish due to the pandemic crisis,” said Sara
Jones, Executive Director of the Innocence Project of Minnesota.

“I am very pleased to see the eyewitness identification reforms enacted by the Minnesota legislature,”
said Nancy Steblay, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology at Augsburg University. “In over four decades of
research, eyewitness scientists have come to better understand the fragile nature of memory and the
ways in which eyewitness memory can be vulnerable to error. The enacted reforms specify science-
based best practices for the collection of eyewitness memory evidence.”
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Another Example of the
Media Failing to Do Its Job

One of the continuing themes that has been ramped up in
California and indeed across the country is the push back by
traditional law and order DAs and sheriffs on COVID-based
releases from jails and prisons.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Portland, Oregon’s
Seismic DA Result Demands Our Attention

With the election of Mike Schmidt as Multnomah County
District Attorney confirmed on May 19, a new era should be
dawning in Portland, Oregon. Succeeding Rod Underhill, a
Democrat who staunchly supported the death penalty and

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Assembly Committee on Labor and
Employment Passes AB 2992, Expanding
Protections for Victims of Violent Crime
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In Assemblymember Shirley Weber’s latest press release, the
Assembly Committee on Labor and Employment has passed
the AB 2992 legislation through a bipartisan vote, which
would provide the victims of violent

Read More

Yolo Court Whips through Cases in
Thursday Zoom Hearings

It was largely a lot of shuffling paperwork here Thursday in
Yolo County Superior Court—seen on live-stream, with a
number of cases moved down the road in a series of short
hearings.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo Court Whips through Cases in
Thursday Zoom Hearings

It was largely a lot of shuffling paperwork here Thursday in
Yolo County Superior Court—seen on live-stream, with a
number of cases moved down the road in a series of short
hearings.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

California Parole Reform Bill Passes
Senate Public Safety Committee

A bill to eliminate the use of uncorroborated allegations
(allegations not confirmed or supported by other evidence and
information) from a confidential informant as evidence in state
parole hearings passed the Senate Public
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Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 68:
Melissa Mark-Viverito Runs for Congress
in the Bronx

Melissa Mark-Viverito, born in Puerto Rico, has been a
councilmember in New York City, representing areas of the
Bronx for several terms, and she is running to replace
longtime House of Representatives incumbent Jose Serrano.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - VANGUARD’S COVID-19 & JAILS WEBINAR: Lawyers Paint Dark Picture of the
‘Virus’ and Jails from Coast to Coast

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 at 7:01:55 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“This is a discussion of COVID-19, its impact on our jails and how it is alerting many in the reform
movement that we need to move forward on decarceration. As of now, there are more than 3,200 people
in prison in this state who have contracted COVID-19…at least 16 inmates died,” Josh Kaizuka

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 21, 2020

Another Example of the Media Failing to Do Its Job
by David Greenwald
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We had a great event last night talking about COVID and the jails. I also gave a brief presentation on our
work as the Vanguard and the need for the court watch project as we start to make plans to expand in LA
and implement a ten jurisdiction court watch plan over time.

One of the points I always make is that the media lacks the resources and reporters these days to
adequately cover the courts. Well perhaps I give some of the media too much credit.

Last week, we saw the media eat up the story out of the LA Jail spun by the Sheriff down there that
inmates were attempting to infect themselves.

A bigger issue that I see is the media simply taking as one critic pointed out - the word of law
enforcement and sheriffs and DAs and using it as though it were an objective source. What the media
needs to do is approach claims skeptically and look up the data in order to see if an anecdote is an outlier
or part of a bigger pattern.

We have been hammering the Yolo DA for the last few weeks for distorting the picture on recidivism
among jail releases.

Our Sunday article noted that the Yolo County DA had issued six press releases detailng seven cases
where someone released on zero bail, committed a new crime.

But thanks to a presentation by Yolo County Sheriff Tom Lopez, we know that those as of Sunday
represented all of the recidivism in Yolo County.

Thanks to the sheriff’s presentation before the board of supervisors, we now know that, as of Tuesday,
there were only four cases of recidivism in the county out of 117 people who were released.

In the worst-case scenario then, these three additional people committing new crimes, at worst, pushes it
to 7 out of 120. That is five percent. Given that the overall recidivism rate is somewhere between 50 and
70 percent, I would say that we are doing fairly well.

But none of the other media seems to understand the need to do this.

KCRA on Monday reported the story of the Yolo DA's office filing multiple felonies against 23-year-old
Kenneth Smit.

They report: "He was arrested for auto theft on May 14 and then released under following new guidelines
set up by the Judicial Council of California. The guideline, which went into effect April 13, ends cash bail
for most misdemeanor and lower-level felonies during the COVID-19 outbreak as a way to mitigate the
spread of the virus in county jails."

However, "the DA's office said there are multiple examples of inmates being set free in a game of catch
and release."

“This is not a risk-free situation,” said Melinda Aiello, assistant chief deputy district attorney for Yolo
County.

What they never report is what we reported - five percent. 

CBS Sacramento on Monday, "A man arrested in connection to the theft of a U-Haul truck in Sutter
County has been released from custody due to the order setting bail for most minor crimes at $0 over
coronavirus concerns."
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The Chino Hills newspaper reports that San Bernardino DA Jason Anderson told the Chino Hills City
Council Tuesday "that the emergency rule issued by the Judicial Council of California setting bail
statewide at zero dollars was “sprung” upon his office with only a week to implement it."

Give that paper and that DA credit. They acknowledge: "He said there have been 446 arrested under
zero bail. Of that amount, 31 have been re-arrested."

“That number is less than 10 percent of 446, but it’s 31 more than we would like who are having an
impact on our law-abiding citizens,” he said.

Of course there is another story to tell here - and it's not being told. We are not learning about the
success stories. We are not discussing in these articles the risk of leaving people in custody in
overcrowded conditions.

Instead, we hear that is 31 more than we would like - instead of we reduced the jail by x-amount which
allowed more people to be safe.

The Chino Hills did better but never interviewed anyone who was a proponent of the system. Not a public
defender. Not a reformer. So even with better stats, they did not give the public a rounded picture.

That is why we keep hammering on this story.

Thanks for reading.
 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

VANGUARD’S COVID-19 & JAILS
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WEBINAR: Lawyers Paint Dark Picture of
the ‘Virus’ and Jails from Coast to Coast

Lawyers from New York to the San Francisco Bay Area and
Sacramento weighed in the murky but deadly subject of
COVID-19 in local jails Wednesday night, in what is the first in
a series of online “Justice” webinars, sponsored by The
Vanguard.

Read More

California Parole Reform Bill Passes
Senate Public Safety Committee

A bill to eliminate the use of uncorroborated allegations
(allegations not confirmed or supported by other evidence and
information) from a confidential informant as evidence in state
parole hearings passed the Senate Public

Read More

Missouri Executes First Person Since
COVID-19: A Man Who Claims Innocence

In a series of hearings in Sacramento County Superior Court
here Wednesday, the talk was mostly about finishing classes,
not murder and mayhem.In the end, all of the cases, even
those where the court did not have proof of completion

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Two Men Accused of Robbing Two
Chainsaws Are Charged With Grand Theft
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Two Yolo County men are being charged for allegedly stealing
two chainsaws from a local arborist, the chainsaws valued at
$2150 in total.During a preliminary hearing, defendants Brian
Ronald Martin and Christopher Michael

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

California Parole Reform Bill Passes
Senate Public Safety Committee

A bill to eliminate the use of uncorroborated allegations
(allegations not confirmed or supported by other evidence and
information) from a confidential informant as evidence in state
parole hearings passed the Senate Public

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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“Make no mistake: ICE and the administration are responsible for this death. No one should be held in
civil detention during a pandemic." - Eunice Cho, ACLU
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“I, Walter ‘Arkie’ Barton, am innocent and they are executing an
innocent man!”
by David Greenwald
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by David Greenwald

Why? That is the question that keeps running through my head. What's the rush? The US had not
executed anyone since March 5 - pre-COVID. Why rush to execute Walter Barton when there was
substantial evidence of innocence?

The Innocence Project last year identified 18 people proven innocent and exonerated by DNA testing in
the United States after serving time on death row last year. But the worst part of that is we really don't
know how many actually innocent people have been executed.

I believe Cameron Todd Willingham is one of them. This weekend I finished my read of David Dow's
"Autobiography of an Execution" - Dow is anything from a "shouting lunatic, and the farthest thing from a
bleeding-heart abolitionist" the New York Times book review noted and yet, he was pretty convinced that
his client executed at the end of his book was innocent.

In the case of Barton - this is no proof of innocence. But the evidence is there to cast doubt on guilt -
serious doubt. Last week we learned that three jurors involved in his original 2006 trial now express
"misgivings" about their convicted based on the new blood spatter evidence.

"At his trial, a prosecution expert argued the three small bloodstains were the result of spatter resulting
from blows to the victim," according to one account. But a new crime scene analyst believes that if Barton
had killed the victim, whose throat was cut, he would have been covered in blood not with small blood
stains on his clothing.

"The jury foreman said he would have been "uncomfortable" recommending the death penalty based on
the new evidence," the Kansas City Star reported.

Shouldn't that have been enough to pause things and make sure we are not executing an innocent man?

I get it - this took a long time. The case was tied up for years with mistrials, appeals and two previously
overturned convictions.

The Missouri Supreme Court narrowly upheld his conviction in 2007, with multiple judges dissenting.

One dissenting judge, Michael Wolff, wrote: "How could Barton have perpetrated the kind of violent,
forceful attack that killed Ms. Kuehler and walked away quite unstained by the effort?"

Then there was the ABA, who called on the Governor to issue an execution reprieve.

The ABA cited "unprecedented limitations on effective representation" due to the coronavirus pandemic.
In Barton's case, coronavirus restrictions have made it difficult for his attorneys to investigate the new
evidence, the group wrote.

They cited the case's "troubling history" and "lingering doubts around guilt," and called on the Governor to
commission an inquiry board to review Barton's conviction and sentence.

In a letter to Parson on Friday, The Innocence Project, the Midwest Innocence Project and the MacArthur
Justice Center echoed this call for an independent inquiry.
It noted Barton's conviction "rests entirely upon evidence now known to be two of the leading causes of
wrongful conviction: incentivized jailhouse informant testimony and blood spatter evidence, an infamously
unreliable forensic 'science.'"

"The evidence against Mr. Barton has always been weak and circumstantial—so weak it took the state
five tries over the course of 15 years—to convict and sentence him to death," the Innocence Project
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wrote. "Just two pieces of evidence were used to secure Mr. Barton's conviction, both of which have now
been fatally undermined."

Meanwhile the state Attorney General’s office said that the evidence was not new and did not suggest
that no reasonable juror would vote to convict him.

That standard is way too high - especially in a death penalty case. The new evidence should have a
reasonable likelihood of changing the outcome of a trial. Unlike a wrongful conviction case where the
individual is still in custody - in this case, you can't bring the executed back. We should be sure -
reasonable people are not.

So again I am left to wonder, why are we executing this guy? What is the compelling reason? We have
seen enough of these cases proven to be wrongful convictions over the years that we should be reluctant
to execute when there is any doubt that the guy did it - and in this case that doubt is sufficient that if he
had a trial today, he would not have been convicted beyond a reasonable doubt.

It should be noted the last execution was also a fiasco. Nathaniel Woods was executed in Alabama after
Supreme Court denied a stay and Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey refused to step in and stop the lethal injection.

 Advocates had argued Woods, who was convicted in the murder of three police officers in 2004, did not
directly take part in the slayings and should have his execution delayed.

The decision came after Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey reviewed the letter requesting a reprieve from the death
sentence, but said she would allow the execution to proceed.

Neither of these executions seemed necessary and both call into question the ability of the criminal
justice to get decisions right.

Thanks for reading
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Death, Hunger Strikes Plague – COVID-19
Lurks – at ICE Detention Camps in
Marysville, Bakersfield

In the few weeks since a U.S. District Judge granted an
emergency order to require U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) to consider releasing detainees from
California’s two ICE holding facilities because

Read More

Guest Commentary: Why Freedom of
Expression and Public Health Must Coexist

For centuries, people in this country have assembled to
demand change and protest abuse of power. Protests have
been central to nearly every major political advancement
since the founding of the United States. The right to protest

Read More

Missouri Executes First Person Since
COVID-19: A Man Who Claims Innocence

After nearly two decades in and out of courtrooms to fight for
his innocence, Missouri man Walter Barton was executed on
May 19, 2020, marking the first execution in the nation during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Read More

California Take Another Step Towards
Relieving Family Debt

San Diego County recently joined the majority of counties in
California that have discharged old juvenile fees in order to
relieve struggling families of financial strain. In response,
advocates for criminal justice reform

Read More

Sacramento Man Sentenced after Pimping
a Minor

In-custody defendant Lorenzo Ledbetter was sentenced to
prison for six years for “pimping” a minor – and his
“professionalism” in committing the crime bought him that
higher sentence, said the court Tuesday in

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRC3Aw6E8Vev9gcODf6jbrEbGRj6sKzB16bA4YlucDzySZpN6sAt9XKJQ-bsFsyVkvALwjZ9JeCJfYOSpbEuOg5yVkaozQ6EkfvhSMNdnnzQdxRfiWGOT_zYw8yRZk5TSOvnAWVA1g0ceC&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
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SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Two Men Accused of Robbing Two
Chainsaws Are Charged With Grand Theft

Two Yolo County men are being charged for allegedly stealing
two chainsaws from a local arborist, the chainsaws valued at
$2150 in total.During a preliminary hearing, defendants Brian
Ronald Martin and Christopher Michael

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Man Sentenced after Pimping
a Minor

In-custody defendant Lorenzo Ledbetter was sentenced to
prison for six years for “pimping” a minor – and his
“professionalism” in committing the crime bought him that
higher sentence, said the court Tuesday in

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRCxQxXyQoE4eutaeR78NRe_AnVm4o8v1iMArmfk0ZUrnGWl0wafLw-GiD2lhLOXjn60O-8w0lGh11AtPWhfQpuHkn3cwsKBBCxSKFhiO3SvrReF3404Z47NAvLSUTQV9Ql_2wjocY40wIsEdznwxyFDXvMVWkOvjt7Dc8VsfT4jrl6B7nC12bNRYqEjl9zw-rqlEPhTRF3I0NTZ5cYTPsaBGYWVa-n3o2mheRKgPMhWqDvZyXNJTqgF8=&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRC_UgFOoN6LVK3nKbxJaLTGoGAyfzeE7DtUksS3IDXwq_YiHxEjTpY-mcSzcjVTULCEjmVTeWz1mKOGgKzfy1vsV_3TckxGS__Rnc4xuvSV1LQ9jxon2o0KyaYbzW8_sU_-ar6P-ua03R&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRCyurkf0QrPMLbqdTRgN_u_1YgeFaHs5h71VCGNnrRbvMnUspxHyDDCK1ttuRfKxCSBiSVRkhaQrdsMRoFdcgW8qygWPLtM77rBfdnkq1FSPe1sxXRHr7yUGfjfnCdK2Xkpq-CQTMPpUoXkwXWIGuSTysUCA5jayX0xd1UrT1Q6gHaynLTMDPUcBa565tDEaMYha3CQsAC101IGHtXyb6nYE=&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRC3Aw6E8Vev9gCb3aqdpL_R3BtgxWDUeTUvX9Bu_czoQrCaKC1WOXJHSyVb-7ZONhZTI-wSSyEOcLoz3sOSzAC65ElHdg_mcgVyEe2GpiNZWw3UManAuSbY9k9ijTEHc0iUDeMIr2ybaHKeR5CtVklJc=&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRCxQAqPUVYFyUtEK-No9hNzYgp_PAZ0a1n4oq4g8MeQ1cDdFLmhgcT733zD4ul4c3T_tJFZLUp6E1beZ4lr8qrVMt0cxTWeqjtpNQ34AfiuxD3WMMgKQL70ds5yXuUWPM44ik9tDKCW_qTR7YgmDphPZ_h3gYt8icwoe0M7CJKcXYz1-ok_WJhF4=&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRCyzF2l8y6zTAZm25D5vekwsuBZBa9a44rdJ7gAJBUwUEQdoPWlojduUg-hzo5w7tfP-vst0UX85_TImOZ8qketVItqdung-0ba8L3Ab4TiDd&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fmIRhCGUTmqVBUoEaGAT1TpkwdEeQSN7m9lKtcXMJzVrsGgdALXRC8LC_hOGbLGwO4E_4mEUjVlzvd07cbZAHtyY3IcnfslDhQpeWUycJk3-VgYm0vvPX2TegxzSK20XbMcIQse2ljt-7VQif3vAnljlFgpnXP-Verd1NfQqUoQKHcAXtd0wAyoV_rZEmDtccsXgQU47LP1mYMamfPRuuo6bxQT9z5znqNCM25WpAIDaZM8qrVcmNt-RIaJUl9WEkGMIvHG_VFg=&c=0evsiSbqmQbbRJAE-RERnMzQVauLQ1t3wipENcj9eI6lXEdTsp9EFw==&ch=RezxHBR1mUZ45h-8LK4ndQz52vSP-ib9adIys8prAa1z74JLDgibAA==
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Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Oregon Reformer Wins; Death, Hunger Strikes Plague – COVID-19 Lurks – at ICE
Deten.on Camps in Marysville, Bakersfield

Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 at 6:30:28 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Make no mistake: ICE and the administration are responsible for this death. No one should be held in
civil detention during a pandemic." - Eunice Cho, ACLU

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 20, 2020

Another Huge Win For the Progressive DA Movement
 
By David Greenwald
 
Mike Schmidt became the latest reform-minded candidate to run on a progressive platform against a
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status quo candidate and win. He won in Multnomah County – home of Portland.
 
It was not even close. The 39 year old Schmidt defeated his establishment opponent, a 45 year old
assistant US attorney by a 3 to 1 margin – 76 to 24 percent.
 
“The message from Multnomah County voters was loud and clear: They are ready for major reform in our
criminal justice system,” Schmidt said late Tuesday. “Tonight we celebrate a new era for our criminal
justice system, but tomorrow the real hard work begins.”
 
John Legend made a very late endorsement on Monday. He tweeted that Oregon Criminal Justice
Commission executive director Mike Schmidt “is the clear choice for Multnomah County District Attorney.”
 
“I believe we need major reform in our criminal justice system,”  Schmidt said last week.
 
He added, “When you look at the fact that our director of corrections and even our county sheriff have
said over and over that our jails and prisons are our largest homeless shelters, our largest drug and
alcohol treatment facilities, our largest mental health treatment facilities … it starts to really become
evident that we need to do something different.”
 
This was an interesting campaign, because unlike in some jurisdictions where the establishment
candidate has tried to repackage in reformer-lite clothing, Ethan Knight ran as an establishment
candidate.
 
“I'm absolutely the establishment candidate if that means the candidate with the most support from first-
responders, the most support from the legal community and from folks who've done this work,” Knight
said. “Now, having said all that, there are certainly aspects of what is generally been described as the
reform movement that I'm supportive of.”
 
He also said, “I don’t believe we need to tear the entire system down. I think we can agree there are
changes we need to make, but there’s also a lot that we do well.”
 
“I think the justice system, at its best, is a fair system that is divorced from politics and political whims and
those who may be reacting to entirely different forces in society and culture,” he said. “It's based on
treating everyone equally and fairly.”
 
Meanwhile it appears Schmidt won by speaking the language of reformers – stop targeting people of
color, holding police accountable, treating kids like kids, ending mass incarceration, decriminalizing sex
work, drugs and homelessness. Although both candidates advocated for ending cash bail and making it
easier for convicted felons to expunge their records after living crime-free for five years.
 
It is interesting to see just how far this movement has progressed in just three years. In 2017, people like
Larry Krasner stunned the establishment with a key victory, but in 2018, most of the reformer lost. That
momentum has picked back up as we saw Chesa Boudin pick up a huge victory in San Francisco last
November – last June, Tiffany Caban nearly won in Queens.
 
We have been interviewing progressive prosecutors across the country. Here is our compendium from
March and we have since interviewed a bunch more: https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/03/listen-
to-our-everyday-injustice-progressive-prosecution-podcasts/
 
Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX5_H8xlWrXQ6ed-ss1F_FBqnQu7lwa16Y_2pH2-HVhoEj9sFHupX_t-I1KoRsZ6SNRzjYm_JtGLpbcocKtTZdBPuTS4xO3FNe3JzbNeOKkcdyC5ctRCHGgGbAySqHMI430YpjVOFSoFLq2OY3iPDbGIQeG6u_xA-BVJDggCjnC-_NyS3LjNtzIqsw8-wVhGJLMd35hITxBr6-&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==


Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:34:25 Bri8sh Summer Time
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Death, Hunger Strikes Plague – COVID-19
Lurks – at ICE Detention Camps in
Marysville, Bakersfield

In the few weeks since a U.S. District Judge granted an
emergency order to require U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) to consider releasing detainees from
California’s two ICE holding facilities because

Read More

Guest Commentary: Why Freedom of
Expression and Public Health Must Coexist

For centuries, people in this country have assembled to
demand change and protest abuse of power. Protests have
been central to nearly every major political advancement
since the founding of the United States. The right to protest

Read More

Missouri Executes First Person Since
COVID-19: A Man Who Claims Innocence

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq25YXMGQgSNvsWG5H6aOlJwqiaqMytaHkFJi8kxcOw9j2jGi0FeiIJPsTZV7SttB0_3jFUamkf9u__J-D_QMaRFuuNKzKnzru6w==&c=&ch=
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwL17CvovBvbUKzt1yPYmj8uodjcZ-Jrnc3pgUH_JXuufw_9TSuq2_mNOHRlYh24us38UJgjut1QCqffdYWeKE8Agv22R9rRWdC8AN_Kd7CnB5TcpH7ncZbF6JCujAJwcKGeKoJN5ktgdNdPjwY3P24_Yzorl9_LvQCj-gGCJbfimbtUQxCZnw==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX51gUpxAIAnm9lfTGXZqMpIYW91oqjjDP4fg5j3XdD_6qtZCdPIppjLF1Rgep4msQdZhjyy9_8TBkLGWqD_GTcmKyttQPwjGvHsmc5k3qMdnwoHRyHwbXThA=&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX51gUpxAIAnm9P3Sff7XGZoy8v209J3Lu79te-HH6Wo4Jg5ayB5msf5hWvG9-0MFENjh4k7UbuZyBITHrRS8AY0WLP3oTy2ZYLNEnTVeZTCc4j5DUNJ0fRyssm9xnIzk39eJtER564UTl&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX51gUpxAIAnm9l9bJWF1NEEDd6dUUTzJBEK4D_kqNhwx6RRQqVebbmezME_4UL6vRE7odp-rqynsFdgoS_JJLCmZsiCPQFEoCYYobXewuRFzPY-I0CaXLNbC4Uo3OZs-0-CfXU7hstQ20t523KUiw_pU=&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX58ZW1OWCUaSKGqMazJo_EsrATmLb1rDCm9kp68C0c0OtLxHMYvymEizBND0Vj8c51Y_zLeVcT7N9pdzJSXJppmD_p04bWxsnP07GsoT5-pgKUuP1-NqLjnYOCxLgu4AcLWmdAkLE9Nh7&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX59MnmbPP4tB9gg5PnGVvA-WEqBGr9Bz_an89WLSo3wq39U7ftEBfoAz-8wunr-6W6W3hIxSr6-JaJ3zVM6XydHwuTjPU4lKSqgMUhnF5SVbm&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX5zmV_Nvp9rkd0KLUA0G_bl15GkMsgkmLyOscErmkD6ZQzWvtUkrgFV-UiaPqoZBZ45_dWesF3HEfJmzdyPUhjB9HckSDZ77SfQregIN3reKe&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX5wuFK_YSDtGpm5kke8ykfCf8rh1ixIm8m7w-8-yAXyLC7k0oA0podyMAjfPwN2gX0fJ1d7YnZfJbsPkmphL1TnL96KJl2R1MXewIYCJciEl1eBeaWNLlVjn1U3jm7vN8vvlyq_h-W5zwNY0bjsxnjEwIbA_XG7fFQUh5VsRZZI9_oOHMi7dnnVUUqaHt_r0MnqYGloMe_0OgUGe2HGDMwkj4Ri-eUHhds99Ohzb2D5F5hI0YhKbcpXs=&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FpPfm_zfk7F4BdU9cb10yzCuZRLWVeOS7MdevNz_e82YpieYPkqX5wuFK_YSDtGpsLUTmU6vX0GWd2Ns4xgsW4m0ssa-3bjuI5tGvUSiJHw8sQj7bmv_zy9D4dfd5Pto-Y-pIOD1AI9aVUCvZ4Kt7AbvVfiVePSzuJ-_0m2m_t8MRRktNibFr1CEp5sliAf1xgdUCeGorCrNDtZGfWeIA93a4zQeduxFb-3ujG0ktTwTHA4LXYpqdIsFg_3KR7wcbE4zzDXnqJg=&c=4EF4GkHz7PEXXzM99oyiAL6hc2PHYxvsVTtT3ILe9jpZvX0jxDLjOg==&ch=ttutEwO54-W8F4aBNIDqob3R8zwHPshiVQeXDzPuP6C03mkEqC0hMA==
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After nearly two decades in and out of courtrooms to fight for
his innocence, Missouri man Walter Barton was executed on
May 19, 2020, marking the first execution in the nation during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Read More

California Take Another Step Towards
Relieving Family Debt

San Diego County recently joined the majority of counties in
California that have discharged old juvenile fees in order to
relieve struggling families of financial strain. In response,
advocates for criminal justice reform

Read More

Sacramento Man Sentenced after Pimping
a Minor

In-custody defendant Lorenzo Ledbetter was sentenced to
prison for six years for “pimping” a minor – and his
“professionalism” in committing the crime bought him that
higher sentence, said the court Tuesday in

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Two Men Accused of Robbing Two
Chainsaws Are Charged With Grand Theft

Two Yolo County men are being charged for allegedly stealing
two chainsaws from a local arborist, the chainsaws valued at
$2150 in total.During a preliminary hearing, defendants Brian
Ronald Martin and Christopher Michael

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Man Sentenced after Pimping
a Minor

In-custody defendant Lorenzo Ledbetter was sentenced to
prison for six years for “pimping” a minor – and his
“professionalism” in committing the crime bought him that
higher sentence, said the court Tuesday in

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Tonight Zoom Discussion: COVID-19, Jails, and Why We Need Criminal Jus.ce Reform
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 at 6:12:51 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
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Hey everyone - this event is tonight...  you do need to RSVP to Dani (dcsilva@davisvanguard.org) if you plan to
a4end.  The event starts 6 pm pacific .me.  Event is open to a4orneys.

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

mailto:dcsilva@davisvanguard.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - US Court Reverses Stay in Missouri DP Case; Todd Spitzer Opposes Zero Bail
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 at 7:01:12 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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“After considerations, it is hereby ordered and adjudged that the stay of execution is hereby vacated and
the case is remanded in accordance with the opinion of this Court,” the Court Granting the Execution on
Barton

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 19, 2020

New Orange County DA Proving Not To Be a Reformer
By David Greenwald
 
In 2018, Orange County DA Tony Rackauckas facing serious questions about his handling of the
informant scandal was challenged by former Republican Assemblymember Todd Spitzer, who promised
to clean up the office. Spitzer would prevail in the election, denying Rackauckas in his bid for a sixth term
as Orange County DA.
 
Immediately it seemed Orange County was back in scandal crisis. This time after revelations, again
stemming from the work of Public Defender Scott Sanders, that 70% of Orange County’s deputies hadn’t
booked evidence on time – 27 percent of the deputies waited a month or longer and some never booked
it at all -even as they told their superior they had.
 
That is a big problem because you now have cases where the evidence has lost its chain of custody and
in some cases that evidence will have to be thrown out and that could mean cases thrown out, the guilty
could have to go free in some cases.
 
Worse yet there was a failure to notify defendants about the problems with the evidence against them –
that is a Brady Violation and violations of the right to a fair trial. We are talking thousands of cases.
 
Todd Spitzer claims the sheriff had never told him about the problems. The Sheriff has said Spitzer
should have been aware of the issue because the D.A.’s office was notified when the internal audit was
launched in 2018.
 
But this isn’t just about the handling or mishandling of the evidence scandal. Todd Spitzer simply is not a
reformer.
 
This weekend, he had an op-ed in the Orange County Register, pushing back against zero bail.
 
“Now is not the time for social justice experiments like $0 bail,” he writes.
 
He writes, “The California Judicial Council, a little-known state entity that controls the entire court system,

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001W1Zaww0OxNQEe4iopLcFb7Ut6MU9BA4oPJFNGkqxYLEOPDmh8N-0hRC4ggVUg3f8dYcRpZh7T_OnhycvV7f0SwaB0SaMgMh61yd6Tt8enkWhmUJiSbpX8hUhFHOiPmu6eRIJnoXMheqWSZdRSHTilWucYOpg6sbpwSKWm71uR1SBKKNXWgCS8ZpdF-5I9l6bTzK4_LXI7O89e3_UgyeUyh9MuWRV5B6saIHeksnfTD9KFvT0-cRzac2q1M3NPk0Eso9AdH1Tp93_jJmJyWaqNg==&c=-_kkyQ9rOQ747bdIKCRHTyrhIq57cJBDxTjzYL214nt1-Fkee6Gxog==&ch=p3pWYLfMQtCYhPWVwpS8sSxrGZiucTl8Bf8AbS3dEdycvSXXoe4rcg==
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decided to use the COVID-19 crisis to implement its views on pre-trial release. In doing so, its members
put public safety at risk.”
 
Indeed he notes that the voters will have a chance to approve SB 10, the bill that ended cash bail in
California and replaced it with a risk-assessment system after an initiative qualified in November to
overturn the law.
 
Writes Spitzer, “Voters will decide if ending bail makes common sense for public safety. We have a lot of
examples why this is now highly questionable.”
 
The craziest thing he writes though regards Orange County Sheriff Don Barnes – the same person
responsible for overseeing the evidence scanal.
 
He writes, “Orange County Sheriff Don Barnes has taken proactive steps to protect the health and safety
of jail staff including implementing all safety measures mandated by the Centers for Disease Control.”
 
So we are to trust Don Barnes to ensure the safety of those held in custody when he can’t even ensure
that his office properly processes evidence.
 
Spitzer continues: “While the initial urgent need to reduce jail population was an important and necessary
assertion, the Judicial Council unnecessarily and dangerously mixed its socially progressive goals of
ending bail into these emergency rules.
 
“That social agenda has exploited this pandemic as an excuse to empty jails and prisons across the
nation in order to justify such measures as keeping with protection of the public. Rule 4’s misuse has
exposed the ruse.”
 
Like other counties – Spitzer points out examples of people who have been released who have re-
offended within days. Of course nowhere does he cite the overall recidivism which in most counties has
been less than five percent.
 
Spitzer then blames the situation on Commissioner Joseph Dane, who he accuses of failing “to properly
consider the risk to public safety when ordering release, instead making a record totally relying on the
pandemic and Rule 4 as his authority.”
 
Concludes Spitzer: “We didn’t need an experiment to tell us what we already knew: when you let
criminals out of jail, they will commit more crimes”
 
Thanks for reading.
 
 

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Guest Commentary: California Strips
Incarcerated People of Complaint Rights
during Pandemic

In September last year, the Prison Law Office, a nonprofit
working for incarcerated people in California, sent a letter to
Warden Molly Hill of the California Institution for Women, a
state prison outside of Los Angeles. It complained that one

Read More

Execution Reinstated for Innocent-
Claiming For Missouri Man After Court
Vacates Stay

Missouri is maintaining their scheduled execution of 64-year-
old Walter Barton for today after his stay of execution petition,
granted on May 5, 2020, was vacated two days ago.

Read More

Two Men Accused of Robbing Two
Chainsaws Are Charged With Grand Theft

Two Yolo County men are being charged for allegedly stealing
two chainsaws from a local arborist, the chainsaws valued at
$2150 in total.During a preliminary hearing, defendants Brian
Ronald Martin and Christopher Michael

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails
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As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Two Men Accused of Robbing Two
Chainsaws Are Charged With Grand Theft

Two Yolo County men are being charged for allegedly stealing
two chainsaws from a local arborist, the chainsaws valued at
$2150 in total.During a preliminary hearing, defendants Brian
Ronald Martin and Christopher Michael

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Friday Arraignments: An Uppercut,
Corporal Injury/Elder Abuse, Restraining
Order Violation and Threats to Neighbors

In a string of arraignments here in Sacramento County
Superior Court on Friday, a man allegedly uppercut his
girlfriend and threatened to shoot up her home; another was
charged with corporal injury and elder abuse

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA
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Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - US Court Grants Stay in Missouri DP Case; ACLU Files Lawsuits on Behalf of
Terminal Island and Lompoc Prisoners

Date: Monday, May 18, 2020 at 6:55:04 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“It has long been said that a society’s worth can be judged by taking stock of its prisons,” Justice
Sotomayor wrote. “That is all the truer in this pandemic, where inmates everywhere have been rendered
vulnerable and often powerless to protect themselves from harm. May we hope that our country’s
facilities serve as models rather than cautionary tales.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 18, 2020

Stay Granted in Missouri Case
Last week Missouri was set to execute 64 year old Walter Barton. Barton was convicted of the first-
degree murder of an 81-year-old woman, Gladys Kuehler, and sentenced to death. The murder occurred
in 1991 at a trailer park.

As we reported last week, new concerns have arisen regarding a key piece of evidence that led to his
conviction. 



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:35:07 Bri8sh Summer Time
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"A new revelation in the blood splatter stain that was found on Barton’s clothing suggests that the blood
was transferred onto his clothing after Barton and the other witnesses found the victim. A blood splatter
expert also said that the assailant would have far more blood on his clothing than Barton had," the
Vanguard reported.

The motion for stay of execution argues the Court “is empowered to issue a stay of the execution
scheduled for May 19, 2020,” arguing that a key statute applies "where a § 2254 petition is pending and
has been brought in a timely fashion, and the scheduled execution does not provide adequate time for
the Court to consider the merits of the petition for habeas relief."

The court in granting the stay, notes, "briefing on the petition for habeas corpus relief and motion for stay
of execution was complete on Monday, May 11, 2020. The petition for habeas corpus relief, filed in this
Court on May 4, 2020, within a week after the Missouri Supreme Court’s ruling on April 27, 2020..."

The court rules, "the Court requires more time to consider the merits of the claims beyond the 15 days
available in this case between the filing of the habeas petition on May 4, 2020, and the scheduled
execution on May 19, 2020."

The key issue here is that in 2015, Barton's attorney asked a crime scene analyst to examine the
evidence.

The analyst found that the stains on Barton’s clothing were not consistent with typical impact stains.
Instead, they are believed to be transfer stains from when Barton’s shirt touched the existing bloodstains.

This was all contradictory to what was initially testified to in 1993.

We also noted that in 2009, three years after Barton was sentenced to death, the National Academy of
Sciences released a report that found conclusions made by bloodstain pattern analysts are generally
“more subjective than scientific,” stating that there are “[enormous uncertainties].”

Upon hearing about these findings, three jurors from the original jury that convicted him said that the new
revelations would have affected their deliberations. They signed affidavits confirming their statements,
calling the new evidence “compelling.” The jury foreman also said that, based on the evidence, he would
have been “uncomfortable” recommending the death penalty.

But the system has not availed itself to overturn the conviction.

Indeed on APril 27, the Missouri Supreme Court denied Petitioner’s February 3, 2020 petition for habeas
corpus relief.

However, this stay will at least allow the US District Court to consider this new evidence and whether it
warrants a new trial.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

ACLU Files Lawsuits on Behalf of Terminal
Island and Lompoc Prisoners

The ACLU of Southern California among others has filed a
class action lawsuit on behalf of incarcerated people at two
facilities – Terminal Island and Lompoc. COVID-19 has swept
through the federal prisons in Lompoc and on Terminal Island
like wildfires.v

Read More

Gascón States Excessive Force Case
Needs ‘An Independent Advocate,’ Not a
‘Multi-Million Dollar Pawn’

LA District Attorney candidate George Gascón criticized the
current DA’s approach to excessive force cases among
officers in the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD),
especially in regard to an excessive force case in Boyle
Heights

Read More

Judge Sentences Man Who Confessed to
Therapist of Downloading Child
Pornography

In Yolo County Superior Court, a man was sentenced to four
years after admitting to his therapist and parole officer that he
downloaded over 600 explicit photos and videos of minors

Read More

Friday Arraignments: An Uppercut,
Corporal Injury/Elder Abuse, Restraining
Order Violation and Threats to Neighbors
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In a string of arraignments here in Sacramento County
Superior Court on Friday, a man allegedly uppercut his
girlfriend and threatened to shoot up her home; another was
charged with corporal injury and elder abuse

Read More

Sunday Commentary: Yolo DA Continues
to Present Anecdotes on Zero Bail

Every time the Yolo County DA has put out a press release on
someone committing a new crime after being released, they
have failed to put the story in proper context. Nowhere do
they let the media or the readers know that these cases
represent less than five percent of all released.

Read More

Justice Sotomayor Writes Scathing
Objection to Handling of COVID Matter by
Texas Jail

On May 14, the Supreme Court denied two Texas
incarcerees’ request for a reinstatement of a trial judge’s order
instructing corrections officials to take steps to protect
prisoners from COVID-19, to which Justices Sotomayor and

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Sentences Man Who Confessed to
Therapist of Downloading Child
Pornography

In Yolo County Superior Court, a man was sentenced to four
years after admitting to his therapist and parole officer that he
downloaded over 600 explicit photos and videos of minors

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Friday Arraignments: An Uppercut,
Corporal Injury/Elder Abuse, Restraining
Order Violation and Threats to Neighbors

In a string of arraignments here in Sacramento County
Superior Court on Friday, a man allegedly uppercut his
girlfriend and threatened to shoot up her home; another was
charged with corporal injury and elder abuse

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
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“It has long been said that a society’s worth can be judged by taking stock of its prisons,” Justice
Sotomayor wrote. “That is all the truer in this pandemic, where inmates everywhere have been rendered
vulnerable and often powerless to protect themselves from harm. May we hope that our country’s
facilities serve as models rather than cautionary tales.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 15, 2020

Supreme Court Will Not Step Up To Protect Those Incarcerated
by David Greenwald
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On Thursday, the US Supreme Court refused to hear a request from two inmates at a Texas geriatric
prison. The brief order was unsigned, but in a powerful statement, Justice Sotomayor joined by Justice
Ginsberg.

In the suit, the inmates at the geriatric prison allege that their facility failed to protect them from the
dangers of Covid–19.

The district court had heard testimony that was "unrebutted" regarding the "imminent dangers faced by
the inmates, some ofwhom have already died." In addition, it heard testimony about the facility's
lackluster efforts to keep the illness from spreading and "the facility’s inexplicable failuresamounted to
deliberate indifference for its elderly inmatesin violation of the Eighth Amendment."

Justice Sotomayor notes the high bar for overturning it, and notes, "Under the circumstances of this case,
where the inmates filed a lawsuit before filing any grievance withthe prison itself, it is hard to conclude
that the Fifth Circuitwas demonstrably wrong on this preliminary proceduralholding."

Nevertheless, Justice Sotomayor writes separately to "highlight the disturbing allegations presented
below."

The facility at issue (the Pack Unit) houses about 1,200 inmates, more than 800 of whom are 65 or older
and risk of COVID-19 spread is "particularly high."

On April 11, 2020, one inmate, Leonard Clerkly, was transferred to the hospital because of difficulty
breathing, a symptom the hospital linked to Covid–19. He was pronounced dead mere hours later.

However despite attempting to implement what would seem to be reasonable guidelines, the court "heard
unrefuted testimony that, despite the prison’s claim of enhanced cleaning measures, its cleaning protocol
in practice remained virtually the same."

Further, "The facility’s failures to comply with its own safety protocol became even clearer after Clerkly’s
death."

As the Justice notes, despite the fact that the man had difficulty breathing and died only a few hours after
being transported to the hospital, the prison “made no representations” to the District Court that “they
identified Mr. Clerkly as symptomatic, evaluated him for potential COVID-19 infection, or isolated or
treated him for COVID-19 at any point before his transport to the hospital on the day of his death.”

In fact, the prison “did not implement further precautionary measures until three days after Mr. Clerkly’s
death.”

“It has long been said that a society’s worth can be judged by taking stock of its prisons,” Justice
Sotomayor wrote. “That is all the truer in this pandemic, where inmates everywhere have been rendered
vulnerable and often powerless to protect themselves from harm. May we hope that our country’s
facilities serve as models rather than cautionary tales.”

Judge Ellison having heard this evidence, ordered prison officials to undertake some 14 measures to
combat the spread of the virus. The three judge panel of the US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in
New Orleans, blacked the order ruling that he had exceeded his authority.

Thanks for reading.
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

New Courthouse ‘Normal’ – Sacramento
Courthouse Now Requiring Mandatory
Temperature Checks & Masks

When will “live” – as opposed to “virtual” live-streamed-on-
Zoom – hearings, including trials, resume at the Sacramento
County Superior Court?

Read More

Missouri to Carry Out First Execution
Since COVID-19 on Man Despite New
Evidence of Innocence

Despite the fact that many states postponed lethal injections
amidst the coronavirus pandemic, Missouri is maintaining
their scheduled execution of 64-year-old Walter Barton on
May 19, 2020.

Read More

Sentencing Project Talks Strategies On
Reducing Incarceration During COVID-19
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The Sentencing Project recently hosted a Zoom to talk about
current COVID-19 decarceration strategies used across the
nation, ranging from mobilizing jail releases to providing
personal protective equipment.

Read More

Domestic Violence Continues During
Shelter In Place– Two Men Charged with
Corporal Injury, Another Accused of
Assault with a Deadly Weapon

During remote arraignments here in Sacramento County
Superior Court Thursday, three out of four cases were for
domestic violence – two men allegedly punched and
strangled their girlfriends, another hit his wife’s car with his

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Commentary: Yolo DA Continues to
Cherrypick Bad Cases

Data rather than anecdotes should be driving public policy
decisions during this COVID-19 crisis. And yet, what we have
seen from the Yolo County District Attorney, in the form of
press releases, has been a relatively steady stream of
anecdotes apparently aimed at laying the ground work for an
argument against the Judicial Council’s zero bail policy.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

New Courthouse ‘Normal’ – Sacramento
Courthouse Now Requiring Mandatory
Temperature Checks & Masks
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When will “live” – as opposed to “virtual” live-streamed-on-
Zoom – hearings, including trials, resume at the Sacramento
County Superior Court?

Read More

Domestic Violence Continues During
Shelter In Place– Two Men Charged with
Corporal Injury, Another Accused of
Assault with a Deadly Weapon

During remote arraignments here in Sacramento County
Superior Court Thursday, three out of four cases were for
domestic violence – two men allegedly punched and
strangled their girlfriends, another hit his wife’s car with his

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Vanguard Court Watch Presents: COVID-19, Jails and Why We Need Criminal Jus.ce Reform
 
Join Us for a roundtable discussion of COVID-19, the jails and why we need criminal jus.ce reform -
Wednesday, May 20, 2020 at 6 p.m./Pacific. 
 
This is a discussion by invite only to lawyers in Sacramento, Yolo, San Francisco Bay Area, and other NorCal
loca.ons.
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has forced the issue of criminal jus.ce reform onto the forefront of the discussion -
mass incarcera.on and pretrial deten.on have collided with the reality of COVID-19 pu�ng people – from
inmates to guards and defense lawyers - in harm’s way and forcing us to debate the ques.on of who needs to
be in jail.

In a discussion moderated by Sacramento A4orney Josh Kaizuka and hosted by the Vanguard, we have five
a4orneys from across the region and the na.on who are heavily involved in this issue.  

Janos Marton is a civil right a4orney in New York who is running for DA in Manha4an and was involved
previously in the closed Rikers movement.  

Yolanda Huang is a San Francisco Bay Area civil rights a4orney who recently filed a lawsuit in federal court in
San Francisco to force the jail in Alameda to protect incarcerated individuals from COVID-19.  

John Stoller is an Assistant Public Defender in Sacramento who has filed numerous suits a4emp.ng to gain
release of inmates from Sacramento county jails to allow for safer condi.ons.

Michelle Spaulding is a private a4orney in Sacramento who represented several sick incarcerated clients -
they went public about condi.ons, which Michelle has called  a "horror.”
 
Jacque Wilson is a Deputy Public Defender in San Francisco, two of his brothers are in prison, one with COVID,
and he is working to get them released.

The discussion takes place at 6 pm pacific .me on Wednesday, May 20.  To register email:
dcsilva@davisvanguard.org

-- 

mailto:dcsilva@davisvanguard.org
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David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Discussion Looks at COVID Response by LA DA Ahead of November Elec.on;
Yolo DA Con.nues to Cherrypick Bad Cases

Date: Thursday, May 14, 2020 at 7:10:10 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
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George Gascon: “Crime has not gone up... We need to make sure that we do not go back to where we
were.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 14, 2020

Media Botches LA Jail Story
by David Greenwald

One of the more interesting facets of the Los Angeles jail story is the lack of critical coverage by the
media - most of whom simply picked up the LA Sheriff's press release and/ or press conference and
covered it uncritically without any counterweight.

I happened to be on a webinar yesterday on media coverage during COVID-19, and LA Times reporter
Robert Greene pointed out, on Monday the Sheriff released video that purported to show that there were
inmates that were infecting themselves in order to win early release.

"Unfortunately a lot of news outlets took what the sheriff said and ran with it," he said. "You'll see a lot of
reports that take the sheriff's assertion on face value. There was a scheme to infect themselves, purpose
of that scheme was to get release from jail or to join in a lawsuit."

"These are all assertions from the sheriff - none of them have been verified independently," he said.

He pointed out, "If you look at the video yourself - and I encourage you to do that - it seems to me what
you will find is not necessarily proof of a scheme of inmates to infect themselves, what you'll find is the
Sheriff's utter inability to have social distancing in jail."

Even though he said, "the sheriff has reduced the number of jail inmates by something like 9000,
nevertheless, they're still housed in dorm areas or common areas where a person is not able to socially
distance himself or herself from others."

The sudden rise in COVID-19 in the jail, he surmised, "has at least as much to do with the practices in the
jail as it does with some purported scheme."

The sheriff said, "until that point he was successful at keeping COVID-19 out of the jail."  He said, "Think
about it, how can a bunch of inmates infect each other by circulating an infected cup that an infected
person drank from if there was no infections there in the first place."

He found that the video shows something really astounding, "that there really is no social distancing in
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the jail despite the reduction in the number of inmates."

Law Professor John Pfaff pointed out something else important, "When they put out these articles, they
quote law enforcement as objective relayers of facts on the ground."

He argued, "Law enforcement is not an objective stater of facts. They are a politically invested interest
group that's found their traditional approach to law enforcement under sustained attack and they are
pushing back relentlessly."

As I pushed this story yesterday - people do not seem to be wrapping their mind around the simple fact
that the video is not proof of a plot and the real problem here is that there is no social distancing - my
guess is that if we got the videos for the last month we will see no social distancing in the same area -
this was not simply a one or two time anomally.

Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Yolo DA Continues to
Cherrypick Bad Cases

Data rather than anecdotes should be driving public policy
decisions during this COVID-19 crisis. And yet, what we have
seen from the Yolo County District Attorney, in the form of
press releases, has been a relatively steady stream of
anecdotes apparently aimed at laying the ground work for an
argument against the Judicial Council’s zero bail policy.

Read More
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Commentary: Does LA Sheriff’s Story Add
Up About Intentional Infection at Jail?

With challenger George Gascon headed to a runoff against
incumbent Jackie Lacey in November in LA’s District Attorney
race, the discussion is ramping up on what the DA’s office
needs to do to save lives during the COVID-19 discussion –
but while George Gascon participated in the LA Justice

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Albany County DA candidate Matt
Toporowski plans victim support through
Restorative Justice program

“Knowing that justice is not achieved merely putting a
convicted person behind bars,” Matt Toporowski, the
progressive Democratic candidate for Albany County District
Attorney, announced plans this week to implement a
Restorative Justice program that will empower survivors of
crime and reduce recidivism rates.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Commentary: Yolo DA Continues to
Cherrypick Bad Cases

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mA1s8ggV1D3iimse1Jm5nVVpDMQfFVPTR-eXiDBNw5Z2X__ulgzv_rUStp-0GVa06I9ZO0xExjPWh4pFLVcH3EgoNiEZzIoWubTBJebUarO5q4lNlP1UIMtfxtn_rakX1ZE6eMtRaqDPf42lz7jkNxqtJp039rEJIopMws7j-JT5eZndQ1IrgI4Hind_0eo2EcNf8L6n4kdTg5VxTJpruj_hKraDb_viQy3g-oC_T3__BSpkY92xqYdapsAqXIanuxUEozxol2k=&c=vXErT4esbORDbRQNUYRjNiecOyqrxiGTCDBq4BslPVp5yZLs-upk3g==&ch=YxMw6Gxt6hCWU0B443JygGfXUQU9iP_qAMTtZD51TfrSsjPqjhp0KQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mA1s8ggV1D3iimse1Jm5nVVpDMQfFVPTR-eXiDBNw5Z2X__ulgzv_ptasVzpNdU9qA9Tmkw-5t-uUSRZzXYLxjMYzYEMuMDuugG-pIK4n09tRyWh6Mp44iQVlQVmtguA88jSCi_1wKzZnKRRfiYDIfb0jAZZ42w8d-EDoJQtl6r47G-TKZ7UXsT246ysGIdmmIu4m8O7DneBWCpUlUZzvURq0kiE2QfO7e3YpAynb4GSWUdl_L_2iVI-irHkvME-q4mz8GZn_uM=&c=vXErT4esbORDbRQNUYRjNiecOyqrxiGTCDBq4BslPVp5yZLs-upk3g==&ch=YxMw6Gxt6hCWU0B443JygGfXUQU9iP_qAMTtZD51TfrSsjPqjhp0KQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mA1s8ggV1D3iimse1Jm5nVVpDMQfFVPTR-eXiDBNw5Z2X__ulgzv_rUStp-0GVa0WiR0JQm7qQ4swNTCqY1vXQfzgR95OQLrKHlJSiZdtTKhxtjIHjQWNw1Q9BOzQXSKKq2csx-K7WwT7O_FKrIQOfFZIhP5AQXj-8mfuR-8brqYrMxFJlWSx7VRlZMJm807I0hNHN32ihcG30QtZWNV4JTEp4c-mF1rJYedOmjuiBrz9MBy1gqsdc4htP95TXjnFwAZ4FYBELWLQtks2cFKumW08RgRV4hUeC1O9QTSiAgsuXPoIZwqDw==&c=vXErT4esbORDbRQNUYRjNiecOyqrxiGTCDBq4BslPVp5yZLs-upk3g==&ch=YxMw6Gxt6hCWU0B443JygGfXUQU9iP_qAMTtZD51TfrSsjPqjhp0KQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mA1s8ggV1D3iimse1Jm5nVVpDMQfFVPTR-eXiDBNw5Z2X__ulgzv_oQj3kQLFMEqqg4vYDQ83kJWhG-1MKmkp9RAynnmisnvg1gBAX_np7WN3aF7_ru2MKY1sNugI48uBj_oJk0gncAp08b8I1ChRuMGYnbyqv0ljk7l-bNvxTdqGiYwpmeqgYyumhjzlqTq&c=vXErT4esbORDbRQNUYRjNiecOyqrxiGTCDBq4BslPVp5yZLs-upk3g==&ch=YxMw6Gxt6hCWU0B443JygGfXUQU9iP_qAMTtZD51TfrSsjPqjhp0KQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mA1s8ggV1D3iimse1Jm5nVVpDMQfFVPTR-eXiDBNw5Z2X__ulgzv_g0UAKzgzFI_hh1ukvudmSXvcMkVEf9vunSyXsZI7mtaiOHOiAcnleSeT36haIfEwd1xYgTK3lTW-pDzqLv_GgAJHwCY9EqlK0YR2L9P7wVWMgp6IkUMnIJarwurnMZdw-wukGjmu0w_zY0YehZ6nPX1hMcK03kaAdcZTxrwypQyR1gCuVrO-MlMxVFMfdHLjLAkgNdmr1feMyMW6KrQaVnLj8f6vGPcrvtYlq_0XguhnFo9y68Bd5M=&c=vXErT4esbORDbRQNUYRjNiecOyqrxiGTCDBq4BslPVp5yZLs-upk3g==&ch=YxMw6Gxt6hCWU0B443JygGfXUQU9iP_qAMTtZD51TfrSsjPqjhp0KQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mA1s8ggV1D3iimse1Jm5nVVpDMQfFVPTR-eXiDBNw5Z2X__ulgzv_qmdwFrvdIBpMUuutt2BGmiIDp7IyXoE6SAUNiRYP6XSXGJhnVjQZv_LIMEZvLLcc6zFvk4vl8gXHIBmqiCcPzEt-wbnqgnSZePRRNqtoFEktDJBQOqTVnbz-Jlv4qYqdy7Ewr7pHW-L&c=vXErT4esbORDbRQNUYRjNiecOyqrxiGTCDBq4BslPVp5yZLs-upk3g==&ch=YxMw6Gxt6hCWU0B443JygGfXUQU9iP_qAMTtZD51TfrSsjPqjhp0KQ==
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Data rather than anecdotes should be driving public policy
decisions during this COVID-19 crisis. And yet, what we have
seen from the Yolo County District Attorney, in the form of
press releases, has been a relatively steady stream of
anecdotes apparently aimed at laying the ground work for an
argument against the Judicial Council’s zero bail policy.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Ranked MMA Fighter Charged with
Threatening to Kill Spouse in Front of Their
Child

Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) fighter Matthew Betzold, accused of
beating up a woman and threatening to kill her, is being held
on $500,000 bail here after a hearing in Sacramento Superior
Court Monday.

Read More

Two Defendants Lose Composure during
Arraignment, Another Broke into Mother’s
Home through Her Window

In just a few hours of live-streamed court drama here Friday,
four cases aired included two female defendants who burst
out in court, with one pleading, “Please, my children,
please,” and yet another defendant who allegedly tossed a
brick through his mother’s window..

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - LA Sheriff Story on Inten.onal Infec.on Ques.oned; Sac Sheriff Rails Against
COVID Precau.ons
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Robin Steinberg: “this is exactly the kind of distraction that we see being raised in the media when
somebody gets bail and then something bad happens – no one talks about the 9000 people who got
released who went home to their families and their families were able to thrive and they went back to their
jobs and did better.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 13, 2020

Yolo DA Continues to Cherrypick Bad Cases
by David Greenwald

Since April 20, Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig has put out five press releases that depict four cases where an
individual was arrested, released on zero bail, and then committed a new crime. In that time, the DA has
put out a total of ten press releases - so half his press releases have related to this subject.

Based on this you would think that the zero bail and jail population reducation are an abysmal failure. In
fact, Yolo County Sheriff Tom Lopez gave a presentation to the Yolo County Board of Supervisors on
Tuesday and apparently those are the only four cases of recidivism in the county. That is out of 117
people who were released.

The upside of course is that the zero bail fees have helped to further reduce the jail population. The
Sheriff reported yesterday that the lowering of bail has meant 92 people have been released reducing the
jail population overall by nearly one third.

The detention facility in Yolo County is small. It has a 455 inmate maximum capacity. By March 9, that
population was 291. Now it is down below 200 at 173. Only one of the inmates released early due to
COVID was rebooked on new charges.

The bottom line according to the Sheriff is that the zero bail - which he opposed in an op-ed last month -
is not resulting in a large number of new charges.
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There is nothing unique about Yolo County - we have been covering jail issues across the country and we
have noticed that there is scant attention paid to the many successful people who have been released
and huge attention on the few that have committed a new crime.

On May 7, the Yolo DA put out a press release that 32 year old Vladimir Moscaliuc has been charged with
attempted carjacking by the Yolo County District Attorney’s Office. He was arrested the first time on April
29 - on a technical violation basically and released the same day. He then committed a new crime a week
later.

But what the DA didn't point out again was that he was only the fourth such case.

This is not an isolated phenomena. 

Robin Steinberg a former public defender who founded the Bail Project speaking at a virtual event in LA
last night remarked, “this is exactly the kind of distraction that we see being raised in the media when
somebody gets bail and then something bad happens – no one talks about the 9000 people who got
released who went home to their families and their families were able to thrive and they went back to their
jobs and did better.”

Earlier she pointed out, "don't get distracted by the cherry-picking of the bad cases - the person arrested
three times in one day under the zero bail policy type stories. THese are exceptions and they obscure the
larger story of the human costs of jailing people because they can't pay bail - and they obscure the
successes of the overwhelming majority of the people who return to their families and their communities,
have better life and better cases outcomes when they're out."

But the DA in Yolo - as is the case elsewhere - is only focusing on the negative. It's too bad. There are
probably some good stories to tell that are positive.

Thanks for reading.
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b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617
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Warned of COVID-19 Jail Threat,
Sacramento Sheriff Rails Against
Precautions Even As Inmates Get Sick

Sacramento County Sheriff Scott Jones can’t say he wasn’t
warned that he should take profound steps to stop COVID-19
from raging through the county’s jail, as it has torn through
New York City, the U.S., and the world.

Read More

Commentary: Does LA Sheriff’s Story Add
Up About Intentional Infection at Jail?

The story made headlines across the country – LA Sheriff
Alex Villanueva had a press conference on Monday to present
what he claims is video evidence that the inmates plotted to
spread COVID-19 in the jail.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Bill Against Discrimination During Jury
Selection Process Passes California
Assembly Judiciary Committee

The Assembly Judiciary Committee passed AB 3070 though
its first phase of California’s legislative process.
On May 11, 2020, an 8 to 3 committee vote pushed further
along a bill that aims to end discrimination in the jury selection
process of California.

Read More

Man Released After 27 Years for Wrongful
Conviction of Three Counts of Attempted
Murder

Los Angeles County man Quintin Morris, who was sentenced
three life sentences plus 12 years for three counts of
attempted first-degree murder in 1994, was granted clemency
27 years after his wrongful conviction.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page
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SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Bail Lowered But Not Eliminated For Man
Who Allegedly Threw Rock

An in-custody defendant appeared Friday in Yolo County
Superior Court, and was charged for throwing a rock at
someone on his street – but the defendant argued he was
defending himself after the victim “kicked him in the nuts”. .

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Ranked MMA Fighter Charged with
Threatening to Kill Spouse in Front of Their
Child

Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) fighter Matthew Betzold, accused of
beating up a woman and threatening to kill her, is being held
on $500,000 bail here after a hearing in Sacramento Superior
Court Monday.

Read More

Two Defendants Lose Composure during
Arraignment, Another Broke into Mother’s
Home through Her Window

In just a few hours of live-streamed court drama here Friday,
four cases aired included two female defendants who burst
out in court, with one pleading, “Please, my children,
please,” and yet another defendant who allegedly tossed a
brick through his mother’s window..

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 67 –
Mimi Rocah Westchester DA Candidate

Mimi Rocah is a former Assistant United States Attorney in
the Southern District of New York, serving from February
2001 until October 2017.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Boudin, Rollins and Garza on COVID and Our Broken Jus.ce System
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 at 7:15:20 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Chesa Boudin: “We have taken steps to prevent (its spread) and thus far it has been successful. The
number one thing we did and I wish the President of the United States would have done this from the
beginning, we have listened to and followed the advice of public health officials.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 12, 2020

Jail Inmates Reportedly Purposefully Try to Infect Themselves
by David Greenwald

The weird story out of LA comes from their Sheriff who claimed that two groups of inmates at the LA
County Jail apparently attempted to themselves with the coronavirus by sharing water and a mask, and
within two weeks 30 prisoners tested positive.

The Associated Press reports that there was surveillance video from two units in the jail which " captured
inmates in one unit sharing a container of hot water and others in a second unit sniffing a mask."

He also said, "the inmates used hot water to try to raise their temperatures just before a nurse checked
them."

"The sheriff said the inmates mistakenly believed that if they were infected they would be freed."

What do we make of this? Some of our more conservative readers used this as example to apparently
argue against policies of jail release.

It is actually not clear that this actually worked. 

 “He said there’s no evidence the mask or water container came from an infected inmate, and the
prisoners may have just been trying to spread the virus if they had it.”

One of the readers said: "It doesn’t take Einstein to figure out that inmates will purposely try to infect
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themselves or others if they know it will lead to the releasing of prisoners. The video shows just that."

That may well be - no one will deny that some will attempt to manipulate the system.

However, I think this points out a few other things.

First, this is not actually a way out of jail. They are not releasing people with COVID - in fact it may be just
the opposite.

Second, the reason that this worked is that the jail official failed to do social distancing.

Third, we know that there are serious problems all over the country. Many of the biggest COVID hotspots
are jails and prisons. We have seen the reports from Rikers and Ohio and even parts of LA - this is not a
manufactured problem. It is a real one and it was very predictable.

Rachael Rollins said that in order to flatten the curve, in order to beat COVID-19, we need to do the two
things that public health officials recommend, social distancing, not being in groups of ten, and extreme
hygiene – “the worst place you can be in the world is in a jail or a prison, where overwhelmingly
individuals have a six by eight cell, an open toilet with no seat covering” – “This is an awful situation pre-
COVID-19 adding that it is intolerable.”

All this story illustrates is that the jail officials in LA were too slow to protect themselves and the public
from the spread of this disease.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

COVID and Our Broken Justice System
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Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, criminal justice
reformers have been hustling to get people out of jails and
prisons. On Monday, Real Justice held a discussion with DA’s
Chesa Boudin (San Francisco) and Rachael

Read More

Rachael Rollins Moves to Vacate 64 Guilty
Pleas Following Drug Lab Scandal

Suffolk County District Attorney Rachael Rollins has asked
the state’s Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) to vacate guilty
pleas of 64 people facing drug charges who pleaded guilty to
91 drug charges after test results revealed the substances
were not illegal drugs.

Read More

Ranked MMA Fighter Charged with
Threatening to Kill Spouse in Front of Their
Child

Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) fighter Matthew Betzold, accused of
beating up a woman and threatening to kill her, is being held
on $500,000 bail here after a hearing in Sacramento Superior
Court Monday.

Read More

Two Defendants Lose Composure during
Arraignment, Another Broke into Mother’s
Home through Her Window

In just a few hours of live-streamed court drama here Friday,
four cases aired included two female defendants who burst
out in court, with one pleading, “Please, my children,
please,” and yet another defendant who allegedly tossed a
brick through his mother’s window..

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Bail Lowered But Not Eliminated For Man
Who Allegedly Threw Rock

An in-custody defendant appeared Friday in Yolo County
Superior Court, and was charged for throwing a rock at
someone on his street – but the defendant argued he was
defending himself after the victim “kicked him in the nuts”. .

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Ranked MMA Fighter Charged with
Threatening to Kill Spouse in Front of Their
Child

Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) fighter Matthew Betzold, accused of
beating up a woman and threatening to kill her, is being held
on $500,000 bail here after a hearing in Sacramento Superior
Court Monday.

Read More

Two Defendants Lose Composure during
Arraignment, Another Broke into Mother’s
Home through Her Window

In just a few hours of live-streamed court drama here Friday,
four cases aired included two female defendants who burst
out in court, with one pleading, “Please, my children,
please,” and yet another defendant who allegedly tossed a
brick through his mother’s window..

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner
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Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More
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“Isn’t that appalling to justice?” Chief Judge in North Carolina

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 7, 2020

There Will Be No Justice in 44 Year Old Wrongful Conviction
Case - Only Questions
by David Greenwald

One of the "good" things about the COVID-19 situation is the ability to cover cases on the other side of
the country - and listening to the hour long oral arguments from North Carolina was illuminating to say the
least.

Ronnie Long was convicted of rape in 1976 and remains in prison on a life sentence 44 years later.

The case hinged on questionable eyewitness testimony and a dishonest police investigator who lied and
who withheld evidence.

Judge Keenan said, “Please don’t ignore what I see to be the elephant in the room here, Detective
Isenhour lied on the stand, he did perjure himself.”
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To me the most telling exchange came at the end between Chief Judge Roger Gregory and the state's
attorney Phillip Rubin.

“You talk about there’s no chance… that this would have made a difference,” he said. But he pointed out
that during the trial the prosecutor said that not only is the victim’s testimony accurate, “but totally
consistent with every piece of physical evidence existed – that’s what the prosecutors told the jury. That
was not true.”

When he started to dither, the Chief Judge pressed, “that’s a yes or no answer.”

He acknowledge, “Your honor I don’t think that was fully accurate, but if I may explain…”

“The answer is no it wasn’t,” Judge Gregory said. “We’re talking about justice and looking back some 44
years.” He walks through the evidence withheld and the inconsistencies. “Isn’t that appalling to justice?”

Rubin responded, “I don’t think so because I can put it in context for you.” He said, “All of the evidence in
this case is consistent with his guilt. I would take a very different view of this case if it wasn’t.”

He added, “There is nothing shown that actually exonerates Mr. Long.”

This is the problem that we face in a microcosm. Questionable identification, lack of physical evidence,
and the investigator either lied or whatever Mr. Rubin said - I'm not sure how what he said actually soften
the blow.

Long has been in there 44 years - an appallingly long sentence even if he perpetrated this crime,
especially in light of the lack of the evidence in this case.

 After listening to this hearing I will say this - this is not justice.  Ronnie Long will never get justice
here. He has been robbed of 44 years by an all white jury and a dishonest police officer and the system
has limited to no ways to correct it.

We need to change the way we look at wrongful convictions and figure out something better. I hope the
court does the right thing, but this system is broken.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Wrongly Convicted Man Gets a Hearing
Before the Fourth Circuit After 44 Years

After 44 years, Ronnie Long, convicted and many people,
including Jamie Lau from the Duke Project for the Innocence
believe wrongly convicted on bad eye witness evidence,
finally got a hearing before the full Fourth Circuit Court of
Appeals on Thursday.

Read More

Confirmed COVID-19 Case in Sac Jail;
Court Filing Suggests Poor Inmate
Conditions, Sickness

News reports late Thursday confirmed that at least one
inmate at a Sacramento County jail has had a positive
COVID-19 test – but THE VANGUARD has learned there may
be other coronavirus patients in the county jails, where
inmates are not being given protective equipment, like masks,
and are living in squalid conditions

Read More

The ACLU Demands Mass COVID-19
Testing of All Prison Employees and
Incarcerated Populations

The ACLU is demanding the immediate testing of all prison
employees and all incarcerated populations to limit the spread
of COVID-19. The demand comes shortly after the ACLU
partnered with scholars to create a model of what the effects
of COVID-19 could have on incarceration facilities.

Read More

Death Penalty of Defendant in 2001
Homicides of Three Teenage Boys Upheld
by Supreme Court of California

The justices of the Supreme Court of California reviewed a
direct appeal from the appellant, Alfred Flores, III, who was
convicted of three counts of first-degree murder and
sentenced to death, and upheld the Superior Court’s
conviction.

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sunday Commentary: Should Shaun Moore
Have Been Released?

It was a bizarre case to begin with. Shaun Moore, 40, made
headlines locally when he was arrested for allegedly stealing
a COVID-19 test sample from a Davis hospital. He is facing
charges in Yolo County. At arraignment two weeks ago, the
DA tried to argue that he should be denied bail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

One Defendant Charged with Threatening
to Commit a Crime Resulting in GBI Given
Pretrial Release, Another Given $5,000 Bail
for Protective Order Violation

The Sacramento Superior Court chose to allow pretrial
release for a defendant charged with threatening a crime
resulting in great bodily injury, and gave another defendant
charged with violating a protective order in a domestic
violence case $5,000 bail.

Read More

Two Sacramento County Men to be
Released on Probation Following ‘No
Contest’ Pleas
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On May 7, 2020, the Sacramento Superior Court heard two
settlement hearings for two Sacramento men. Both men
submitted pleas of no contest and were subsequently granted
probation.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner

Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - A Discussion on Closing Jails and Prisons; Big Day of Giving - Double Your
Dona.on to the Vanguard

Date: Thursday, May 7, 2020 at 7:00:12 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Inez Bordeaux, who is working to close jails in St. Louis, said, “I don’t really believe that the criminal
justice system can be reformed. How do you reform a system that knows that injustices are happening
and does nothing to correct them?”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 7, 2020

BIG DAY OF GIVING - DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT -
TODAY YOUR DONATION WILL BE MATCHED UP
TO $2000

TODAY ONLY!

Thanks to four generous donors, your donation will be matched up to
$2000 today only.

The Davis Vanguard has been reporting in Yolo County for over 10
years, providing local and criminal justice news.

Over the years, we have expanded our criminal justice reporting to
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Sacramento and San Francisco and now national coverage with our
Everyday Injustice Podcast.

Your contributions have helped us grow. Now, we need your help to
sustain ourselves in the face of the COVID-19 crisis, where we
continue to give updates on how events are unfolding.

We are accepting online donations at #BigDayofGiving2020 to
support our programs and daily reporting. Every dollar counts towards
our goal of $10,000.

Click here to donate: https://www.bigdayofgiving.org/vanguard

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

A Discussion on Closing Jails and Prisons

Closing jails and prisons goes beyond simply closing down a
building. If done right, it means changing the laws so that
fewer people end up incarcerated—an important issue in a
system of mass incarceration, but now with the proliferation of
COVID in our jails and prisons, a matter of literal life and
death.

Read More

Defendant Hope for Sympathetic Judge
Doesn’t Work Out – Case Ongoing

Igzabihair Yamakosi no doubt had hoped a sympathetic judge
would rule in Sacramento County Superior Court here
Wednesday that his prior run-ins with the law could be
forgotten, and he could move forward fighting what he and his
family believe are unjust charges he currently faces.

Read More

Police Pursuit of One for an Alleged Stolen
Vehicle Ends with Two Suspects
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On May 22, 2019, defendant Tyrell Cousins and a woman
surrendered to police officers after being chased for an
allegedly stolen vehicle.When Cousins was allegedly first
fleeing from the police, he had dived out of a stolen Chevy as
it moved at around 10 miles per hour. Police chased him on
foot after he was seen jumping a fence alone into a nearby
apartment complex.

Read More

Man Who Stole Phone from Friend Accepts
Plea Deal of Two Years in State Prison

Defendant Victor Osborne accepted a plea deal here in
Sacramento County Superior Court Wednesday after being
accused of attempting to have sex with a friend in a parking
lot before taking her iPhone last December.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sunday Commentary: Should Shaun Moore
Have Been Released?

It was a bizarre case to begin with. Shaun Moore, 40, made
headlines locally when he was arrested for allegedly stealing
a COVID-19 test sample from a Davis hospital. He is facing
charges in Yolo County. At arraignment two weeks ago, the
DA tried to argue that he should be denied bail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Hope for Sympathetic Judge
Doesn’t Work Out – Case Ongoing
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OIRw4fMKuJXmNg9Pc1V5nAvJf1MSh3iyU2jp6US5Tv8iLctM5vGoweayfd9pwZX5AD1CMBUcTIBykVWrbuR4Y4f70vgp_WhMXVZ1wyfammW-atE-g7Dh5_OT_NS0HFDPXcf7qlD3IJMke29SPeB_ja_QsuyWaLv_uOb4jXh7SlCxOjbBOaHslT1yziNcVQDJMKxNOjo4Tpk=&c=5Jx13j4NU9v7rKKJ9bDgxgLQHGJJqRuh7nmN7gobarr3ia7pXSsPDg==&ch=QyC2g0xZ5vey48iBCvZUfxpIbp2E730LTTY5YreDOJ3LYP6xvLKGxw==
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Igzabihair Yamakosi no doubt had hoped a sympathetic judge
would rule in Sacramento County Superior Court here
Wednesday that his prior run-ins with the law could be
forgotten, and he could move forward fighting what he and his
family believe are unjust charges he currently faces.

Read More

Man Who Stole Phone from Friend Accepts
Plea Deal of Two Years in State Prison

Defendant Victor Osborne accepted a plea deal here in
Sacramento County Superior Court Wednesday after being
accused of attempting to have sex with a friend in a parking
lot before taking her iPhone last December.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner

Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More
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Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About Constant Contact

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Re: Quote
Date: Thursday, May 7, 2020 at 5:58:37 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)
To: Raju, Manohar (PDR), David M. Greenwald
CC: Auyong, Angela (PDR), Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Hi David!
Here is a quote from Mano: “The San Francisco Court Watch program has provided a cri.cal presence
in courtrooms that may otherwise never be observed by the public. By keeping watch on our legal
system, and mentoring students and everyday ci.zens to become thoughrul journalists, SF Court
Watch adds a unique and valuable service by engaging the public in the discussion of jus.ce.”
 
 
Thanks!
 
Carolyn
 

From: "Raju, Manohar (PDR)" <manohar.raju@sfgov.org>
Date: Thursday, May 7, 2020 at 8:53 AM
To: "David M. Greenwald" <info@davisvanguard.org>
Cc: "Goossen, Carolyn (PDR)" <carolyn.goossen@sfgov.org>, "Auyong, Angela (PDR)"
<angela.auyong@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Quote
 
Hi David:
Meet Carolyn. She supervises our PIO Valerie and is one of our Policy Directors. It will he be4er to work
through them for quota.ons, etc. 
 
Thx!

Sent from my iPhone

On May 1, 2020, at 9:04 AM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=02e07963-35dc-46f3-a1ab-dd00f4f88315
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or
a4achments from untrusted sources.

Hey Mano - I was wondering if you could send me the quote on our work with SF Court Watch. 
Thanks.
 
On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 8:31 AM David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

Thanks Mano.
 
On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 11:58 AM Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org> wrote:

Yes for sure 

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 18, 2020, at 8:17 AM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
wrote:

 

Hi Mano - 
 
Need a small favor, we are pu�ng, together a funding reques.ng and I was
wondering if I could get a quote from you on our work in SF Courts. 
 
Thanks in advance.
 
David
--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:manohar.raju@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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Subject: Get Your Dona.on Matched! Support the Vanguard on Big Day of Giving
Date: Thursday, May 7, 2020 at 5:05:18 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Your donation on Big Day of Giving is Crucial to Keeping the Vanguard going

Vanguard Premium Morning News - April 23, 2020

Davis Vanguard

Opening Thoughts

BIG DAY OF GIVING - DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT -
TODAY YOUR DONATION WILL BE MATCHED UP
TO $2000

TODAY ONLY!

Thanks to four generous donors, your donation will be matched up to
$2000 today only.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qwvYrdA3Cq_mJDrxhGvMLmq8QIJ6Pd1xRATaEKKXghKDNkksHYacW9Orsov2ncF4ulwJ1YEdwFF25v-fNrC0f6KaW08q8ItYf_Ih-_x_rroet3XSPzMuTuLIdooeS_F7MCBsRuY86VGpkI9qv4m67w==&c=bAXUpeye0VaHZu7OOEFiiIuy92RjP5fuELPlk3p2tbxJaQIo0jILtQ==&ch=tQM6jzCMRVoKsjnV6LgGABbgvA91vJaMewjfdAlR_HnrxqprRdejEA==
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The Davis Vanguard has been reporting in Yolo County for over 10
years, providing local and criminal justice news.

Over the years, we have expanded our criminal justice reporting to
Sacramento and San Francisco and now national coverage with our
Everyday Injustice Podcast.

Your contributions have helped us grow. Now, we need your help to
sustain ourselves in the face of the COVID-19 crisis, where we
continue to give updates on how events are unfolding.

We are accepting online donations at #BigDayofGiving2020 to
support our programs and daily reporting. Every dollar counts towards
our goal of $10,000.

Click here to donate: https://www.bigdayofgiving.org/vanguard

The Vanguard on Social Media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

If you want to donate to the Vanguard - click here to contribute

If you want to donate to the Vanguard - click here to contribute

If you want to donate to the Vanguard - click here to contribute
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qwvYrdA3Cq_mJDrxhGvMLmq8QIJ6Pd1xRATaEKKXghKDNkksHYacW0wRZTKiL-OHXeOSMS902p8z2VBKM4Vy4d5YRYcg-NCgLauxiVAco8ImJZsj1NGtPLT-C2FY46WmbdZxObzEZFl9ZluRCFUAx8x-KxVi1q1j&c=bAXUpeye0VaHZu7OOEFiiIuy92RjP5fuELPlk3p2tbxJaQIo0jILtQ==&ch=tQM6jzCMRVoKsjnV6LgGABbgvA91vJaMewjfdAlR_HnrxqprRdejEA==
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“That our client should have a summit with the officer is not going to happen until after the officer is
punished and disciplined. He has to acknowledge, the department has to acknowledge (what
happened),” Civil Rights Attorney John Burris.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 5, 2020

Facial Recognition Bill Passes Over Objections from the ACLU
by David Greenwald

Back in February Assemblymember Ed Chau introduced a bill that would allow private industries and the
government to use face recognition technology to track individuals in California.

But civil liberties groups like the ACLU object to the technology and this week urged arguing that face
recognition has the potential to harm people of color and immigrants by violating civil rights and liberties.
Organizations also argued that this proposed bill is only trying to capitalize on the COVID-19 public health
crisis.

AB 2261 states that such approved facial recognition technology would “improve security, provide
individuals with efficient identification experiences, locate missing or incapacitated persons, identify
victims of crime, and keep the public safe.” The bill goes so far as to suggest that such technology will
prohibit “uses that threaten our privacy, our democratic freedoms, and our civil liberties.”
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prohibit “uses that threaten our privacy, our democratic freedoms, and our civil liberties.”

On Tuesday, despite opposition from the ACLU and a letter from 55 civil rights organizations, public
health and technology scholars condemning AB 2261, the measure passed the privacy committee.

Matt Cagle, Technology and Civil Liberties Attorney with the ACLU of Northern California said: "The
ACLU of California was disappointed to see AB 2261 advance out of the Privacy Committee today and
we urge the Appropriations Committee to reject this bill.

"Members of the Privacy Committee rightfully acknowledged concerns with the serious shortcomings of
this bill that would not protect Californians from invasive facial recognition.

"This technology risks the health and safety of the Californians already most impacted by this pandemic.
Now is not the time for costly legislation that could make it harder for people to find work, buy food, or
care for their loved ones.

"We will continue our fight against this bill and urge the Appropriations Committee to prioritize bills that
protect and support Californians rather than bills that spread a discriminatory technology that make us
less healthy and safe.”

The ACLU believes that facial recognition technology has been used to “oppress religious minorities and
discourage free expression.”

Similarly, public health scholars opposed the bill and technology by maintaining that the diversion of
public health resources into the development of intrusive technology will “define public health outcomes
for decades to come.”

Thanks for reading.
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Commentary: Violent Arrest in Manhattan
This Week Leads To Questions When
Armed Protesters To Get No Resistance

The video has gone viral, all over the news and social media
of a man in New York where the video shows the officer
approach an African American man, he has his taser drawn,
then hits him, and throws him to the ground.

Read More

After COVID-19 ‘Break,’ Law That Would
Restore Affirmative Action Passes
Committee

Assemblymember Shirley N. Weber (D-San Diego) – fresh off
major police reform victories the last legislative session –
pushed through two key measures Tuesday through
committee on just the state legislature’s second day back
from a COVID-19 pandemic break.

Read More

Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley
Demands Immediate Decarceration Efforts
in Five States

On May 5, 2020, Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley of
Massachusetts’ Seventh Congressional District published a
letter addressed to the governors of California, Illinois,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York demanding
governor-granted clemency and release of incarcerated

Read More

Man Arraigned, Pleads “No Contest” the
Same Day; Woman with No Pants Who
Threatened Customers Gets Short Jail
Term and Stay Away Order from Dollar
Tree

A woman accused of wearing only a shirt but no pants who
threatened employees at a Dollar Tree store dodged longer
jail time here Tuesday when a Sacramento County Superior
Court Commissioner opted to sentence her to a short
sentence and probation..

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
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Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sunday Commentary: Should Shaun Moore
Have Been Released?

It was a bizarre case to begin with. Shaun Moore, 40, made
headlines locally when he was arrested for allegedly stealing
a COVID-19 test sample from a Davis hospital. He is facing
charges in Yolo County. At arraignment two weeks ago, the
DA tried to argue that he should be denied bail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Arraigned, Pleads “No Contest” the
Same Day; Woman with No Pants Who
Threatened Customers Gets Short Jail
Term and Stay Away Order from Dollar
Tree

A woman accused of wearing only a shirt but no pants who
threatened employees at a Dollar Tree store dodged longer
jail time here Tuesday when a Sacramento County Superior
Court Commissioner opted to sentence her to a short
sentence and probation..

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
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St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner

Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Two Police Incidents - a Bea.ng in Sacramento and a Killing in San Leandro
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 at 7:07:42 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“That our client should have a summit with the officer is not going to happen until after the officer is
punished and disciplined. He has to acknowledge, the department has to acknowledge (what
happened),” Civil Rights Attorney John Burris.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 5, 2020

Virginia is Beginning to Reform Their Draconian System
 
By David Greenwald
 
Over the last several months we have interviewed two prosecutors in Virginia as well as covered a
wrongful conviction and the laws in the state are draconian to say the least. Not only does Virginia lack
parole – which means that people cannot be released prior to the expiration of their sentence, unlike in
most states, the threshold for a new trial is absurdly high.
 
However, in April, House Bill 974/Senate Bill 511, sponsored by Delegate Charniele Herring (D-Arlington)
and Senator John Edwards (D-Roanoke) was signed into by Governor Ralph Northam.
 
The law removes restrictions in the writ of actual innocence law that have made it nearly impossible for
wrongfully convicted people to obtain relief. 
 
“This is a seismic shift for exonerating innocent Virginians,” said Shawn Armburst, Executive Director of
the Mid-Atlantic Innocence Project, which is dedicated to overturning wrongful convictions in Virginia,
Maryland and Washington, D.C. “Many of our clients have been denied justice for so long under these
laws, and now they can finally live up to their potential to overturn wrongful convictions and reveal the
truth.”
 
Darnell Phillips has been among those impacted by the previously restrictive writ of actual law. He was
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released after spending 27 years in prison and then lobbied the state asking lawmakers to fix the law.
 
“A}er so many decades, tes.fying at the Capitol was the first .me anyone from the
Commonwealth of Virginia ever really listened to my side of the story. When I heard the law
passed, I never felt so good. Now I have a fair shot at proving my innocence.”
 
In 1990, Phillips was convicted of raping a 10-year-old girl in Virginia Beach. In 2001, DNA
tes.ng of hair evidence excluded Phillips but his pe..on for relief was rejected on
procedural grounds.
 
The Innocence Project notes, “Over a decade later, DNA testing on additional items recovered by the
Virginia Beach Police Department also excluded Phillips, and the victim stated that she had not actually
been able to identify her attacker and only identified Phillips because of lies told by the police. “
 
Despite this evidence, the Virginia Supreme Court rejected his writ of actual innocence in 2018.
 
Their basis was that the DNA testing was conducted at a private laboratory and the court did not believe
the new information met the high standard of proving “clear and convincing” evidence of innocence.
 
“These legislative changes represent a major step in much-needed post-conviction criminal justice reform
in Virginia. We are optimistic about increased access to justice for the wrongfully convicted in the
Commonwealth,” said Deirdre M. Enright, Director of the Innocence Project Clinic at University of Virginia
Law School.
 
Under the old law, onlyfour people have been granted relief under the Writ of Actual Innocence law since
it was created in 2004.
 
The new law would remove hurdles to allow innocent people to overturn wrongful convictions by:

1. Removing the one-writ limit: Previously people were limited to filing one writ of actual innocence
based on non-biological evidence, even if new exonerating evidence was discovered at a later
date. The new law removes the one writ limit to allow courts to consider new non-biological
evidence of innocence when it becomes available. 

2. Removing bar on guilty pleas: Despite the fact that 1 in 10 DNA exonerees in the United States
pleaded guilty to crimes they did not commit, the writ of innocence excluded people who entered
plea agreements. The new law removes this restriction to allow people to apply whether they
pleaded guilty or were convicted at trial. 

3. Creating a more reasonable burden of proof. Previously, Virginians were required to prove by
“clear and convincing evidence” that no juror would have found guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
The new law changes the burden of proof to “preponderance of evidence” which is in line with the
majority of other state laws regarding newly discovered evidence. 

Thanks for reading

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:37:55 Bri8sh Summer Time
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(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Civil Rights Firm Files Claim After Deputy
Beats 14 Year-Old After Flavored Cigar
Incident

A prominent Bay Area civil rights firm filed a claim – the
precursor to filing a federal civil rights complaint – with the
Sacramento Sheriff’s Dept. Monday over the brutal beating
that one of its deputies, identified as Brian Fowell, inflicted on
a small, 14-year-old boy last week.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Death in San Leandro

I live in Oakland California about 3 miles from San Leandro
California. San Leandro is what some call a “bedroom
community” to Oakland. It’s a City where restrictive covenants
and land use permits were used to stop Black people from
moving from Oakland to San Leandro.

Read More

Face Recognition Bill Opposed by ACLU of
California
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On May 4, 2020, 55 civil rights organizations, public health
and technology scholars condemned AB 2261, a face
recognition bill, as harmful to Californians by its ability to
disproportionately affect minority communities.

Read More

Second District Court of Appeals Instructs
Los Angeles County Superior Court to
Continue Previously Denied Resentencing
Petition

The California Second District Court of Appeal hears an
appeal in which two defendants were denied resentencing
under Senate Bill 1437 and section 1170.95 of the Penal
Code for a gang-related crime involving a firearm in 2006.

Read More

Sacramento Man Denied Release After
Alleged Violent Actions

In the Sacramento County Superior Court, the judge denied a
defendant reduced bail and release based on his multiple
counts of violent crimes.

Read More

Man Caught with $77,000 Cash and Illegal
Firearms Arrested

A man was allegedly found with illegal firearms and $77,000
in cash from his illegal sale of marijuana.The defendant was
charged with illegal firearm possession and transportation.
His bail was maintained at $580,000 because of his prior
strikes and the sophistication of his marijuana operation.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DcI2w-OmAA_Qb9_GJUozqJLex1jSm5bzI_yl3nr_3Z3h5NS6XA4nHN4nTOpDgkC9bV_mu4aUNZQyZN2xjr42V6pY-jVeFbQfxjt1ODQiM6qlMamDNlpQfy5SjTy1wa78KtMP-Of8MjRAOTK-t7-VTabC2gJNAwXvpKHuUY_a26bcoDPb8ZWbUoQ-FRduMKow&c=tSrywG2f7gLfLOdqs1C3k3iA6bYZLyJWdI7o5g60OHS9imgAVYOQqw==&ch=4vAw_5gSNZvZYwZgZUhtF1ewlnqFM4wkdSxkaj5yEogv9In8tuSQgw==
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Sunday Commentary: Should Shaun Moore
Have Been Released?

It was a bizarre case to begin with. Shaun Moore, 40, made
headlines locally when he was arrested for allegedly stealing
a COVID-19 test sample from a Davis hospital. He is facing
charges in Yolo County. At arraignment two weeks ago, the
DA tried to argue that he should be denied bail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Man Denied Release After
Alleged Violent Actions

In the Sacramento County Superior Court, the judge denied a
defendant reduced bail and release based on his multiple
counts of violent crimes.

Read More

Man Caught with $77,000 Cash and Illegal
Firearms Arrested

A man was allegedly found with illegal firearms and $77,000
in cash from his illegal sale of marijuana.The defendant was
charged with illegal firearm possession and transportation.
His bail was maintained at $580,000 because of his prior
strikes and the sophistication of his marijuana operation.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DcI2w-OmAA_Qb9_GJUozqJLex1jSm5bzI_yl3nr_3Z3h5NS6XA4nHPANOqXe1TOD6aTk4YZ6x0D6oARjfl4r90ufe_ng610JPcegGjQivgRFd6-XE061Pagzqn6QEN7CKcicQVaTn4ZOWvgRHmPfQPtasfyB_zOpJCoLjH5zDXQwg1q-gf4_imzWmQHGDxx3uIa1JbcVF-BxRqC52eMMsY8_Zrw9K_kBQxItzd85gJHz_La9BI6A1g==&c=tSrywG2f7gLfLOdqs1C3k3iA6bYZLyJWdI7o5g60OHS9imgAVYOQqw==&ch=4vAw_5gSNZvZYwZgZUhtF1ewlnqFM4wkdSxkaj5yEogv9In8tuSQgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DcI2w-OmAA_Qb9_GJUozqJLex1jSm5bzI_yl3nr_3Z3h5NS6XA4nHA493LJrGW9E_NESGOGOoP6Gjjr9FSpKZOy6YAGaNQMt7ok6FWDwtzWs76bTmryhvNrtp6KpxtOoVx6AcnxCsN3lA15z17BFNpxHI3Jj6ANvJ-R1JPIJVNh9_td0ekVUDaRMZbhmCOuCOY9oI9QiafA=&c=tSrywG2f7gLfLOdqs1C3k3iA6bYZLyJWdI7o5g60OHS9imgAVYOQqw==&ch=4vAw_5gSNZvZYwZgZUhtF1ewlnqFM4wkdSxkaj5yEogv9In8tuSQgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DcI2w-OmAA_Qb9_GJUozqJLex1jSm5bzI_yl3nr_3Z3h5NS6XA4nHNMBU2Q_sOR2VQ69w1LVJfZwF9KoKiZVJIitPNwuaUyw5l3z9CKEBaiOvR1J4xBh9lCcdxN_zNqlNFK0kQFhSG-yRZX0PgFqkN9YO6WnGdxw6XiXdQbTQig5uHovWIYoFq0DK-qOUGCg5FLA_WTzZA_qhGAVH_CWHglu56MLAPHy29_KQUlQ2qlNmEp28WuQ0nZvOKDisp5R&c=tSrywG2f7gLfLOdqs1C3k3iA6bYZLyJWdI7o5g60OHS9imgAVYOQqw==&ch=4vAw_5gSNZvZYwZgZUhtF1ewlnqFM4wkdSxkaj5yEogv9In8tuSQgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DcI2w-OmAA_Qb9_GJUozqJLex1jSm5bzI_yl3nr_3Z3h5NS6XA4nHNMBU2Q_sOR2r-VayFP0Aio3LZ8T074-bBoBjjzSoGLSJEEod7vdhgYLThNzacGIT3YGeVpexc1e8D4xF6_vjV8Rq_SMbWT-tTb2I9u2wST65Anch-qxQdMrqdlfeQU0MU5GMvCZjsLiXaZ4CBame5ysZFm7-gAczQRbYGYj_L5yfck4X5qrnge2f3a5vYkPCA==&c=tSrywG2f7gLfLOdqs1C3k3iA6bYZLyJWdI7o5g60OHS9imgAVYOQqw==&ch=4vAw_5gSNZvZYwZgZUhtF1ewlnqFM4wkdSxkaj5yEogv9In8tuSQgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DcI2w-OmAA_Qb9_GJUozqJLex1jSm5bzI_yl3nr_3Z3h5NS6XA4nHO0q-SExfTZKms-nS-eZw78dFwId0MaWkA0qB_cCAymTcxn66BahoJoX8-65JTJ9_NomtYjCjPtVV7X7ReN8xVPGsKcKBtuO8ybd5_Ol0Owd&c=tSrywG2f7gLfLOdqs1C3k3iA6bYZLyJWdI7o5g60OHS9imgAVYOQqw==&ch=4vAw_5gSNZvZYwZgZUhtF1ewlnqFM4wkdSxkaj5yEogv9In8tuSQgw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DcI2w-OmAA_Qb9_GJUozqJLex1jSm5bzI_yl3nr_3Z3h5NS6XA4nHLMFDIiTNQ13uTiTGy31OkOjXWVjkzxGZ2__IKkB75O7RfzUHJ4tFFOK--xmS-83tfbHU8D5SAOUAHUAs-94nwiAoNJ8wDtUwrAwmOps2f8ZXj--AzZE6JFCNo0wYgNqWgnKq_e8t7l2N96RmxwV23Ls3CLD6__BSsTOeNwdGjZ7ptf51NzfYSYqswvuSNiidahtAO5ldq3Z4L8ZDNJPBnw=&c=tSrywG2f7gLfLOdqs1C3k3iA6bYZLyJWdI7o5g60OHS9imgAVYOQqw==&ch=4vAw_5gSNZvZYwZgZUhtF1ewlnqFM4wkdSxkaj5yEogv9In8tuSQgw==
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Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Live Hearing in Sac During COVID Times; Prisons Hammered by COVID; Podcast
with Albany DA Candidate

Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 at 7:00:50 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

California Judicial Council: “However, courts are clearly high-risk places during this pandemic because
they require gatherings of judicial officers, court staff, litigants, attorneys, witnesses, defendants, law
enforcement, and juries in numbers well in excess of what is allowed for gathering under current
executive and health orders.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 4, 2020

COVID-19 Hotspots Can Teach Us A Lot - Prisons and Jails in the
Hotzone
The New York Times breaks down the hotspots for COVID-19. Looking at it, it makes us wonder if we
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could not forge a better strategy to contain the outbreak without crippling the economy.

Looking at the top 10 -

Marion Correctional Institution — Marion, Ohio   2,343
Pickaway Correctional Institution — Scioto Township, Ohio   1,661
Smithfield Foods pork processing facility — Sioux Falls, S.D.   1,095
Trousdale Turner Correctional Center — Hartsville, Tenn.   1,037
Cook County jail — Chicago, Ill.   970
U.S.S. Theodore Roosevelt — Guam   969
Cummins Unit prison — Grady, Ark.   911
Tyson Foods meatpacking plant — Logansport, Ind.   900
Lakeland Correctional Facility — Coldwater, Mich.   824
G. Robert Cotton Correctional Facility — Jackson, Mich.   673

What do we see here...

SEVEN of the top 10 are prisons or jails.

Two of them are meat packing plants.

One is the aircraft carrier in Guam.

And the deadliest outbreaks have been in nursing homes and long-term care facilities.

The pattern there is clear - someone gets sick, it spreads due to the necessity of close contact, and soon
it wipes out large numbers of vulnerable people.

The New York Times reports it has "identified more than 6,800 nursing homes and other long-term care
facilities across the United States with coronavirus cases."

More than 118,000 residents and staff members at these facilities have contracted the virus, and 19,600
have died.

Writes the Times, "That means more than a quarter of the deaths in the pandemic have been linked to
long-term care facilities. Older people and those with underlying health problems are most vulnerable to
Covid-19, making the consequences of a nursing home outbreak especially devastating."

Not on the top 10 are churches - but they have the same factor and we have seen some clusters there.

How much of this is preventable? A huge number on the top 100 list are prisons and jails. Reformers
have been warning officials that these are ripe breeding grounds for the spread of the disease: tight
quarters, poor access to health care, and a vulnerable population.

Nursing homes are a huge part of the death toll. I worry particular given my grandmother who is 105
living in a facility in Florida - but they have managed through screening and conscientious efforts to keep
their facility COVID-free. 

It is possible. The top 500 clusters on the NY Times list account for 60,000 cases. But they also account
for a high percentage of the deaths. Figuring out how to deal with close quarter facilities with vulnerable
populations might take a huge edge off this pandemic.

Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Defendant Forces Rare ‘Real’ – Not Zoom –
Prelim Hearing to be Held in Sacramento
Court

It’s rare, but a defendant in Sacramento County Superior
Court refused to have her preliminary hearing held via the
video streaming service Zoom this past week,

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More

Guest Commentary: RJI Recommendations
for Countries Responding to Covid-19 in
Prisons & Jails

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwSRxfhlZplhfLXDjWlRzvlCxG6gw2YbmCAWRKDBckwHV0-oqxXZe1G_8bf01T18BMHixdLwoveUmBeA3atMEqTno7GaLX-FZug==&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwWvvypXYRcthXRsDFtb_Ek_bB00SFOSx2-YN7hbUK8UxO3wPuklVBNzVBq-YBqhTazLBMDy6Jf8u-KGwh_R1RTdvSFQnKkUVwXajkiTXFJtePmUpwRlthcVyocZt3IT4IQ==&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwbUaWGyWZSAkp1Yw1Irm1XZvH8pEGkbxFkbsSi6OpEz6MkShhSaCnX4buOisEnQ3ezr-IH04FbS3mdu0kW6ERYVYHT8ZFsLDmgs17h8aSjMRi2JtN4yvEME=&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwbUaWGyWZSAkollH_HggXtCFUaJU1U6hJp9zGWEZ_ZuiysfzNkr2FfyB7E5E98CEZfVlufQ3WK1wv1nd_PAckA4yrIRgocxxDGA40uwtTdSmKqdDEmKyUblhFkXa620vx5itUxMs2Zs9&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwbUaWGyWZSAkfeSG_sgG8kMu3I6RMuIDvRHE2hV9v0f04KC7qeMlzxBIQi5x0EmruONfluhOULjQ4aGM3JC4gLg_4Jeh2L4tWAJ-uH4mUJONP3xaBmtDzzRIWPLgZ-m1SgsENuXTh9m7FG-UyUeUd4Y=&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwd8cgjWeMWRcHBoN_BMQTl0Tj2jP9a3HgFFozOAFIePzv517vfEBowQKwIqiYXKHYW8udmHkE0PsYu1xTSPp--xuSStGH7ytaM-kPyfSQn-YZQ-8Fwz0ZBf5oXJ_flcF-Mr_eMVpUHXI&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwSn1ApYDttx1pRWBYUFzBg-Woyye-H7yfGC2XBbKzIlpHICMl80upvWJL9QA3KbtL6cj9dbTI5DbraXWlKZKj3fy4w-HI16YLbCFDMVOym86&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwbBkGpdD_XUY81ktrkxK0quPcREoHLcwvFkgzBM-OmkA3OFeqgIao1klGUWyQsZpth4kxlXpqlyGKhQNAZID8UsLNYWQsW4_KD2fo6RKoQbV&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwVKqNHgrsxfBMHOZwS6kSIq5Vnp-wDSXCJxBwiBEGw2XAEMuCgt64VN1DG58Bfq_VYwchinrVMxddN_4-jEg3U7zcKu_mlOlwaMAXFxDV4uCA9xzu8hmSP1gzrtbZMzZmn3QMKLuaPSpFk9LA2msJNZZeeyL7lbcYfY0kqvgXZLTRHEeM_0Onk_qK_MqMtb6fVPYpFe2FvsfaJrYaWOk8aFWIWKXT3rPyg==&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwVKqNHgrsxfBpPQqM_fvPUGfzm5IU4rk3zxu8m-58xOdOZbhpxzODjx6Omo9bKw0yCmBVcZJIEINF-bNEFN5S5nZVP-v5gtnrZLndmTT3pK6MHSGMDyt9J-nudPMs5BaHfJsoO7VD2r_GexcKfNcgCQS2yoZmwScw9ZuESQiJJJxEIGTCIbXVVaoAP8xGX6X4HQXk_KFEt1ksg7frsg1LiU=&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
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On March 27th, RJI issued a press statement on covid-19
urging justice systems globally to respond to the extreme
public health threat of covid-19 by addressing overcrowding of
prisons while releasing targeted offenders who present the
least risk of re-offending

Read More

California’s Fourth District Court of Appeal
Strikes Down on Misinterpretation of $0
Bail Schedule

Confusion over the interpretation of Emergency Rule 4, which
establishes a statewide Emergency Bail Schedule, was
addressed as petitioners challenge the consistency of an
order in San Diego County Superior Court’s implementation of
the rule.

Read More

Man Accepts Plea on Stalking Charge,
Must Complete 24 NA Meetings

On May 1, 2020, the defendant, Javier Cobian Davalos,
accepted a plea agreement which required him to plead no
contest to a stalking felony.

Read More

Live Court Hearings Create
Communication Issues in Sacramento
Court

With the switch to virtual courtrooms in response to COVID-
19, the Sacramento County Superior Court faces increasing
communication issues between attorneys and their
defendants.

Read More

Sunday Commentary: Should Shaun Moore
Have Been Released?

It was a bizarre case to begin with. Shaun Moore, 40, made
headlines locally when he was arrested for allegedly stealing
a COVID-19 test sample from a Davis hospital. He is facing
charges in Yolo County. At arraignment two weeks ago, the
DA tried to argue that he should be denied bail.

Read More

My View: Dan Wolk’s Appointment to
Judge Further Skews Yolo’s Bench

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lybnLc9ZS1mGY17vu-nl0cRBGhmC74TCLdBUZbN8LpZhUGYBlBrOwVKqNHgrsxfBfJeu5A9CkdfXexNFVt_5-3OzUIqymNFOBtNMp0zluIVlVhGH-k5sVDeHDzcezM0Gk2r0E_o1bM7e3njzNXRZDQibEqK9C-3pUWyoe8xkEf4i_3-MY34WTnIWr1V3QMzLft3Q_OWuUI2fNYZY67Ji04vtcFGNES_vaVOr3LdyEsFvpyjnTd_l2qQBgF7Bxj0Uxvi35r-AknmyYH4tw_LRfo5uBeTGdFwdwdGLFMiZ860=&c=UJX4eCjXsbzxZyJb6AEmVmq7ztliW5ZiyW7FOXXv-D7H2jvRXkB59Q==&ch=RlBg1tcoeaW1gXhpnbrMVSK1GKwuYEZxQXZpWjDx1-dZRT5Rgl5UqA==
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Even before this week, Yolo County’s bench seemed out of
step with the rest of the state. For the last 13 years, according
to various media sources, California’s bench has become
more diverse—more women, more people of color. Not Yolo
County.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sunday Commentary: Should Shaun Moore
Have Been Released?

It was a bizarre case to begin with. Shaun Moore, 40, made
headlines locally when he was arrested for allegedly stealing
a COVID-19 test sample from a Davis hospital. He is facing
charges in Yolo County. At arraignment two weeks ago, the
DA tried to argue that he should be denied bail.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Accepts Plea on Stalking Charge,
Must Complete 24 NA Meetings

On May 1, 2020, the defendant, Javier Cobian Davalos,
accepted a plea agreement which required him to plead no
contest to a stalking felony.

Read More

Defendant Forces Rare ‘Real’ – Not Zoom –
Prelim Hearing to be Held in Sacramento
Court
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It’s rare, but a defendant in Sacramento County Superior
Court refused to have her preliminary hearing held via the
video streaming service Zoom this past week,

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 66 –
Matt Toporowski Runs for Albany DA

Matt Toporowski is running for DA in Albany, NY. A current
defense attorney and former prosecutor, he is challenging the
incumbent DA in the Democratic primary, scheduled for June
23.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner

Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Judge Won’t Lower Bail for Sick Inmate; Podcast with St Lous Prosecutor Kim
Gardner

Date: Friday, May 1, 2020 at 7:10:25 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“I do not know if Rodney Reed is guilty or innocent, but the harm done by executing a potentially innocent
man is immeasurable,” Joe Gonzales wrote. “There is no harm in taking our time to ensure we get it
right.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - May 1, 2020

Should Shaun Moore Have Been Released?
 
by David Greenwald
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Shaun Moore made headlines locally when he was arrested for allegedly stealing a COVID-19 test
sample from a Davis hospital. Facing charges in Yolo County, California, the DA tried to argue that he
should be denied bail.

He was charged with two felony counts and one misdemeanor, which are attempted possession of a
restricted biological agent, second-degree burglary and petty theft by false pretenses.

During the hearing in Mid-April, the Yolo County District Attorney’s Office argued that Mr. Moore “poses a
great risk to public safety” due to leaving the sample unattended which “poses a risk of death and bodily
injury.”

They argued that he should he should be considered an exception to the California Judicial Council’s
Emergency Order Rule 4.

Judge David Rosenberg ruled Mr. Moore to be released on his own recognizance but to be given a GPS
monitor and ordered to stay 100 feet away from Sutter Davis Hospital.

The judge reasoned: “I suspect this particular defendant has some mental-health issues that have to be
sorted out, and I would invite the public defender to determine Mr. Moore’s (mental) competence.”

After his release, he was ordered to be supervised by the probation department and wear a GPS tracking
device.

Now he has been rearrested and charged with petty theft and sexual battery - both misdemeanors.

We don't have the details of either crime, though petty theft is a misdemeanor in California and
misdemeanor sexual battery could be touching someone on the rear or a woman on the breasts in an
unwanted way.

The DA is of course using the incident as we reported yesterday to argue against the zero bail ruling by
the Judicial Council.

But it seems to us that this case far from calling into question the zero bail rule, actually calls into
question the criminal justice system that has an approach of detain or release without providing the
people being released with the necessary tools.

In another situation, Manhattan DA candidate Janos Marton made a key point, “If people are being
released at the foot of the Rikers Island bridge with a metro card and the clothes on their back, we
shouldn’t be shocked if not everyone has a great outcome. Getting people on their feet has to be part of
the equation, for everyone’s benefit.”

Yolo County's public defender notes, “If a large number of people released from jails and prisons re-
offend, then we as a community have created a system that can be described as nothing less than a
complete failure.”

In this case, Judge Rosenberg suspected there were mental health issues at play, instead of having the
resources to get Moore the resources he needed, he was put on the street on supervision.

This is not an argument for pretrial detention. In fact, I would argue bail is patently unfair as well. A
wealthy person arrested for the same thing as Shaun Moore would still be out on the street while the poor
person would be behind bars, at risk for COVID-19 and other problems.

We need a better option here. The answer is not pretrial detention, it is better access to services.

Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Are These Stay at Home Orders
Constitutional? Experts Say Yes For the
Most Part

There have been lawsuits filed, there have been a lot of
complaints, mainly from the right, but concerns as well from
the left about the constitutionality of the stay at home
orders. But most legal experts believe that government has
broad authority in emergencies to issue emergency orders.

Read More

Judge Won’t Lower Bail for Sick Inmate
Who Talked About Poor Jail Conditions

A Sacramento County Jail inmate who went public about 10
days ago in an exclusive jailhouse interview with THE
VANGUARD about COVID-19-like symptoms suffered by
those incarcerated inside county facilities was denied reduced
bail Thursday, even though his accuser recanted, and he
continues to have health issues.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner
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Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More

Criminal Justice Leaders File Brief In Effort
to Condition Public Safety Funding In
Cooperation With Immigration
Enforcement

Over sixty criminal justice leaders including 36 elected
prosecutors from 24 states around the nation have filed an
amicus curiae brief in the United States Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit.

Read More

A Riverside County Judge’s Interpretation
of the Criteria of Compassionate Releases
Questioned

The Fourth District Court of Appeal in California reconfirmed
the requirements for “compassionate releases” after being
brought aware of the statute’s violation in the case of the
People vs. Torres.

Read More

Two Zoom Court Hearings Leave
Defendants Jailed – Both Have Medical
Problems That Delayed Proceedings

In the first case, one defendant, (no first name available)
Anderson, is clinically bipolar and not taking his medication,
according to court records that acknowledged he’d missed
three hearings. Judge Kevin McCormick wouldn’t continue
with his hearing until he can be present.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
Measures in the SF Jails
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As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Deputy District Attorney Motions to Make
Jails an Extension of the Court

On Monday, April 27, the Yolo County Superior Court received
a motion to designate a space within the Monroe Detention
Center as an extension of the court. The court is now
considering if this is a viable option, given the current COVID-
19 pandemic.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Won’t Lower Bail for Sick Inmate
Who Talked About Poor Jail Conditions

A Sacramento County Jail inmate who went public about 10
days ago in an exclusive jailhouse interview with THE
VANGUARD about COVID-19-like symptoms suffered by
those incarcerated inside county facilities was denied reduced
bail Thursday, even though his accuser recanted, and he
continues to have health issues.

Read More

Two Zoom Court Hearings Leave
Defendants Jailed – Both Have Medical
Problems That Delayed Proceedings

In the first case, one defendant, (no first name available)
Anderson, is clinically bipolar and not taking his medication,
according to court records that acknowledged he’d missed
three hearings. Judge Kevin McCormick wouldn’t continue
with his hearing until he can be present.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 65 –
St. Louis Prosecutor Kim Gardner
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Kim Gardner was elected chief prosecutor in St. Louis in
2016. Since then she has been taking on the system – the
first black circuit attorney in St. Louis, in January she filed a
federal civil rights lawsuit that accuses the city, the city’s
police union and others of a coordinated and racist conspiracy
aimed at forcing her out of office.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 64 –
Joe Gonzales, Bexar County DA

Bexar County, Texas, Criminal District Attorney Joe Gonzales
took office in January of 2019 on a pledge to reform the office,
restore public confidence, and make the office more
accountable to the voters.

Read More
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“I do not know if Rodney Reed is guilty or innocent, but the harm done by executing a potentially innocent
man is immeasurable,” Joe Gonzales wrote. “There is no harm in taking our time to ensure we get it
right.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 30, 2020

Yolo’s DA Continues to Push Back on Zero Bail
 
by David Greenwald
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When Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig ran for reelection in 2018, it was the first time he challenged since his
initial win in 2006. He managed to convince the local editors that he was among the more progressive
DAs in the state, even though at that time he was eclipsed by his own challenger, Public Defender Dean
Johansson, but also by candidates around the state – Noah Phillips in Sacramento, Diana Becton in
Contra Costa, Pamela Price in Alameda, and Genevieve Jones-Wright in San Diego. Of those only
Becton won and Reisig managed to hang onto his office by the skin of his teeth.
 
He has since been thoroughly surpassed across the nation, but even at the time, he had opposed every
single reform in the state of California including Prop 47 which reduced cases to misdemeanors, he has
fought every single petition for SB 1437 (Felony Murder Reform) and he has been a strong opponent of
bail reform.
 
During the COVID crisis, we have not heard much from him. But now in the last three weeks, he has put
out four press releases highlighting people released under the Judicial Council’s zero bail ruling who
have re-offended.
 
There was a bizarre case in Yolo County a few weeks ago. On April 15, a 40 year old man, Shaun Moore
was nearly denied bail after being charged with stealing a COVID-19 sample from Sutter Davis Hospital
and impersonating a federal employee for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
 
Judge David Rosenberg ruled Mr. Moore to be released on his own recognizance but to be given a GPS
monitor and ordered to stay 100 feet away from Sutter Davis Hospital.
 
Judge Rosenberg stated, “I suspect this particular defendant has some mental-health issues that have to
be sorted out, and I would invite the public defender to determine Mr. Moore’s (mental) competence.”
 
And of course, he reoffends. He was released on April 15, and three days later, he allegedly committed
petty theft in West Sacramento.  And then allegedly committed sexual battery in Woodland.
 
The DA’s office apparently does not believe in innocent until proven guilty, they write: “Three days later,
on April 18, Moore committed a petty theft in West Sacramento. And on April 20, Moore committed a
sexual battery in Woodland. Moore is currently being held at the Yolo County jail. Moore was in court
today and his supervision violation was addressed with bail being set at $10,000. “
 
As Eli Savit, candidate for DA in Michigan pointed out in our article earlier this week: “it’s important to
focus on numbers right now, and not anecdotes.”
 
He noted, “That’s true, particularly, because the purpose of COVID-related releases is to ensure that
people never get sick, and never die. That kind of stuff just doesn’t make headlines: you never see a
headline about someone continuing to be healthy, or staying alive.”
 
Jason Williams, a councilmember in New Orleans running for Prosecutor in Orleans Parish, added, “A lot
of people we’re talking about getting out, wouldn’t spend a whole lot of time in jail in the first place.”
 
So, he said, “why would we want to keep them in there, risking them getting infected and then coming
back out into the community and reinfecting others.”
 
But the Yolo County DA clearly wants to play this game – highlighting all of the cases of people who were
released and re-offended, ignoring the many who didn’t, and ignoring the fact that most of those people
would have been out a few months later anyway.
 
Thanks for reading.
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Flavored Cigar Leads Now-Reassigned
Rancho Cordova Cop to Brutalize Teen;
Viral Video Seen by Millions, Including
Celebs, Politicians

A small flavored cigar. That’s what 14-year-old Elijah Tufono
allegedly had been given by an adult Monday, and it led to his
vicious beating by a police officer.

Read More

Federal Court Considers Releasing ICE
Detainees from Mesa Verde, Yuba County
Detention Centers, Criticizes Government’s
Inaction

A U.S. District judge here Wednesday – rejecting the
government’s argument for a delay – granted an emergency
order for a temporary restraining order to require ICE to
identify

Read More

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
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Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Missouri Supreme Court in the Process of
Deciding a Prosecutor’s Role in Reversing
Wrongful Convictions

The Missouri Supreme Court is currently considering a motion
filed by St. Louis Circut Attorney Kim Gardner for a new trial
for Lamar Johnson on the basis of wrongful conviction.

Read More

A Burglary Case and a Narcotics Case Are
Given $0 Bail

On April 29, 2020, a burglary case and a narcotics case
received $0 bail.In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
California Judicial Council released Court Emergency Orders
on how to

Read More

Investigator Questioned During Assault
with a Gang Enhancement Hearing

In response to COVID-19, courthouses have been
transferring hearings online to continue with proceedings. On
April 29th, 2020, via Zoom-live streamed on the Sacramento
Superior Court Channel on YouTube, a hearing was held for
an assault charge with a gang enhancement.

Read More

Youth in Juvenile Detention Centers at
Higher Health Risks for COVID-19

Youth in juvenile detention centers during the COVID-19
pandemic are deprived of social contact with family members
and are at a higher health risk than the general youth
populations.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Expresses Concern
Over Ongoing Public Health Crisis
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Measures in the SF Jails

As we near two months into this pandemic and resulting
shelter-in-place orders, I want to thank you for your continued
efforts to keep people safe inside of the jails. We appreciate
the measures you have adopted to move toward the
recommended social distancing guidelines.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Deputy District Attorney Motions to Make
Jails an Extension of the Court

On Monday, April 27, the Yolo County Superior Court received
a motion to designate a space within the Monroe Detention
Center as an extension of the court. The court is now
considering if this is a viable option, given the current COVID-
19 pandemic.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

A Burglary Case and a Narcotics Case Are
Given $0 Bail

On April 29, 2020, a burglary case and a narcotics case
received $0 bail.In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
California Judicial Council released Court Emergency Orders
on how to

Read More

Investigator Questioned During Assault
with a Gang Enhancement Hearing

In response to COVID-19, courthouses have been
transferring hearings online to continue with proceedings. On
April 29th, 2020, via Zoom-live streamed on the Sacramento
Superior Court Channel on YouTube, a hearing was held for
an assault charge with a gang enhancement.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 64 –
Joe Gonzales, Bexar County DA
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Bexar County, Texas, Criminal District Attorney Joe Gonzales
took office in January of 2019 on a pledge to reform the office,
restore public confidence, and make the office more
accountable to the voters.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 63 –
Jodie Sinclair and Her Book ‘Love Behind
Bars’

In 1981, Jodie Sinclair was a journalist visiting the Angola
Prison in Louisiana to do a story on the newly-reinstated
death penalty. She met Billy Sinclair

Read More
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Subject: FYI - Le4er from SF Public Defender Mano Raju to Sheriff Paul Miyamoto on the Ongoing
Public Health Crisis Measures in SF County Jails

Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 at 9:58:06 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: 4.29.20 Le4er from Public Defender Raju to Sheriff Miyamoto re COVID19.pdf, AG GC 8658

Info Bulle.n.pdf

Hi David,

Your ar.cle on recidivism was awesome, by the way!

Just wanted to bring this latest le4er to your a4en.on.

1. 4/29/20: Le4er from SF Public Defender Mano Raju to Sheriff Paul Miyamoto on the Ongoing
Public Health Crisis Measures in SF County Jails

2. 4/14/20: Bulle.n from the CA A4orney General Regarding the Sheriff's Authority During COVID-
19

It's also posted on our website along with the other le4ers our office has sent to other agencies. 
h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/covid-19-san-francisco-public-defenders-office-responds/

Hope you are well,
Val

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/covid-19-san-francisco-public-defenders-office-responds/
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - New Judicial Appointment Whitens an Already White Bench; Bexar County
Texas DA on the Latest Podcast

Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 at 7:01:14 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“I do not know if Rodney Reed is guilty or innocent, but the harm done by executing a potentially innocent
man is immeasurable,” Joe Gonzales wrote. “There is no harm in taking our time to ensure we get it
right.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 29, 2020

The Making of Yolo County as a California Backwater…
By David Greenwald



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:39:21 Bri8sh Summer Time
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If you look at Governor Newsom’s judicial appointments overall on Tuesday – you would applaud
them.  In fact, the last two Governors have greatly diversified the bench overall.
 
In March of 2019 after Governor Jerry Brown stepped down, a survey found that for the 13th straight
year, California’s judicial bench has grown more diverse, according to new data released by the Judicial
Council.
 
Governor Brown’s  appointments, including the nearly 200 appointments made in his final year in office:
women accounted for more than half of those appointees, and 41% identified as non-white.
 
In an article in March of this year, Governor Newsom continued that trend, last year, his first, he
appointed a majority of women and nonwhites to the bench.
 
That continued on Tuesday. Governor Newsom appointed 14 people to the bench – 8 women and just
two white males.
 
The problem in Yolo County however is that for some reason, that diversity is not trickling here. For those
not aware, Yolo County (where I reside) is the home of UC Davis and sits about 15 minutes away from
the State Capitol on the other side of the Sacramento River. It is small, but increasingly diverse with a
majority Latino population.
 
The bench in Yolo County after the appointment of Dan Wolk on Tuesday – 9 men, two women one of
whom is Latina.
 
How does this happen?
 
The problem is very clear – five of the last six appointees were white males. 
 
In 2008, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger appointed employment lawyer Samuel McAdam. In 2010, he
appointed, Dan Maguire, who was his deputy legal affairs secretary.
 
In 2012, Janene Beronio, one of the two women on the bench, was elected when retiring Judge Mock
stepped down at the end of his term.
 
In 2015, Governor Brown appointed Sonia Cortes, the first Latina to be judge in Yolo County.
 
In 2018, he appointed Tom Dyer and Peter Williams, both of whom were attorneys in his administration.
 
Now in 2020, Governor Newsom appoints Dan Wolk, the former Mayor of Davis and the son of State
Senator Lois Wolk.
 
Why has Yolo County become the place to stick political appointees? At least in the case of Dan Wolk, he
grew up in Davis and lived in Yolo County most of his life except for going to college. But several of the
appointees were Sacramento residents who were clear political favors.
 
Being next to the Capital is apparently to Yolo County’s detriment. For a long time, the bench in Yolo was
not only white and male but it was dominated disproportionately by Republicans. But that is slowly
shifting. 
 
Dan Wolk’s appointment means there are now five Democrats on the bench – Dave Rosenberg who was
also a political appointee back in 2003 by Gray Davis. He was the Governor’s large fundraiser before
being elevated to the bench as the Governor was being recalled, and now the four most recent
appointments – Cortes, Williams, Dyer and now Wolk.
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Still with all due respect to the last three appointments, Yolo County deserves better than to get a rash of
political appointments with little regard to the overall lack of diversity of its bench.
 
Contrast that to San Francisco which in March elected three progressive women to its bench. It is hard to
imagine two more different judicial environments – and given the notion of equal justice under the law
and the fact that the vast majority of criminal defendants in Yolo County are black and brown, a
disproportionate number mind you, it would seem that a bench more reflective of the population
demographics would be more fair.
 
Thanks for reading.
 
 

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Former Davis Mayor Wolk Appointed
Judge in Yolo County

The vacancy created back in 2018 by the retired of Judge
Janet Gaard has been filled by a familiar face for Davis
residents, as Governor Newsom on Tuesday appointed Dan
Wolk, a former Davis Mayor, to the vacant judge position

Read More

Guest Commentary: Recipe for Disaster –
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‘Unmasking’ Yuba County Jail’s Response
to COVID-19

As communities worldwide fight to contain a pandemic that
has brought entire nations to a standstill, many detention
facilities’ responses remain woefully inadequate.

Read More

Constitutionality of SB 1437 Reaffirmed in
Second District Court of Appeals

Despite the Ventura County District Attorney’s arguments that
SB 1437 is unconstitutional in that it conflicts with
Propositions 7 and 115, the Second District California Court of
Appeals finds that SB 1437 is constitutional and does not
impose on the two propositions in the case of the People v.
Bucio.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 64 –
Joe Gonzales, Bexar County DA

Bexar County, Texas, Criminal District Attorney Joe Gonzales
took office in January of 2019 on a pledge to reform the office,
restore public confidence, and make the office more
accountable to the voters.

Read More

Deputy District Attorney Motions to Make
Jails an Extension of the Court

On Monday, April 27, the Yolo County Superior Court received
a motion to designate a space within the Monroe Detention
Center as an extension of the court. The court is now
considering if this is a viable option, given the current COVID-
19 pandemic.

Read More

Several Men Were Deemed Public Threats
to Alleged Victims of Their Crimes and the
Public

During virtual court arraignments, several men’s bail amounts
have been deemed exceptions to the California Judiciary
Court’s emergency rule and were not set to $0.

Read More

District Attorney Brings Up Victim Impact
Statements During Live Court Hearings
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A new UC Davis student organization held its first general
meeting on April 28, 2020. This new organization aims to
educate students on the flaws of the criminal justice system
and advocate for reformative legislation.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

After Long Battle, Public Defender
Successfully Secures Release of
Transgender Client from ICE Detention

Yesterday, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
secured the release of Lexis Hernandez Avilez, a 41-year-old
transgender woman who spent the last 17 months detained
by ICE, most recently in Texas.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Deputy District Attorney Motions to Make
Jails an Extension of the Court

On Monday, April 27, the Yolo County Superior Court received
a motion to designate a space within the Monroe Detention
Center as an extension of the court. The court is now
considering if this is a viable option, given the current COVID-
19 pandemic.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Several Men Were Deemed Public Threats
to Alleged Victims of Their Crimes and the
Public

During virtual court arraignments, several men’s bail amounts
have been deemed exceptions to the California Judiciary
Court’s emergency rule and were not set to $0.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 64 –
Joe Gonzales, Bexar County DA
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Bexar County, Texas, Criminal District Attorney Joe Gonzales
took office in January of 2019 on a pledge to reform the office,
restore public confidence, and make the office more
accountable to the voters.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 63 –
Jodie Sinclair and Her Book ‘Love Behind
Bars’

In 1981, Jodie Sinclair was a journalist visiting the Angola
Prison in Louisiana to do a story on the newly-reinstated
death penalty. She met Billy Sinclair

Read More
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"Many of the most urgent relief measures have failed to reach the most impacted and vulnerable to the
virus, particularly low-income workers, the poor and unhoused, Black and indigenous communities of
color, the undocumented community, and incarcerated people,” said the coalition.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 28, 2020

Focus on Numbers Right Now, Not Anecdotes
by Eli Savit
DA Candidate, Washtenaw, Michigan

In general, I think you need to always start with the baseline. No system is 100% perfect: people re-
offend. Some people re-offend after serving a jail or prison sentence. Others re-offend after being
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released on cash bail. Still others re-offend after being charged with a crime, but released on their own
recognizance. And so on.

What we know is that the system we have doesn't prevent recidivism--so any response to COVID-19
should be measured against that baseline.

And so we need to measure the recidivism rates for people released due to the COVID-19 pandemic
against the recidivism rates for similar cohorts. Let's say, for example, that a jurisdiction traditionally holds
people on a cash bond if they're arrested for drug-related crimes. Let's also assume that, to stop the
spread of COVID-19 in jail and in the community, that jurisdiction decides to release those people without
bond pending trial.

What I'd look at is a comparison between (a) the recidivism rates of those charged with that particular
type of crime in "normal" times; and (b) the recidivism rates of those charged with that particular type of
crime during the pandemic, and who were released. We need to be realistic here: the recidivism rate isn't
going to be zero in either cohort. But if the rate is roughly comparable (or lower) for people released
without bond during the pandemic, that's almost certainly a success, because we're preventing the
spread of the virus behind bars--and saving lives.

The same is true for people who are released from prison because, e.g., they're elderly. You want to
compare the recidivism rates among that group to the general recidivism rate among people who are
released when they're older. And for people who you’re releasing because they’re near the end of their
sentence, I think the relevant window would be whether they commit a crime during the period before
their sentence was otherwise to end.

It’s important to focus on numbers right now, and not anecdotes. That’s true, particularly, because the
purpose of COVID-related releases is to ensure that people never get sick, and never die. That kind of
stuff just doesn’t make headlines: you never see a headline about someone continuing to be healthy, or
staying alive. But it’s a real benefit—and one that targeted releases are meant to ensure. And keeping
people alive—even if it doesn’t make headlines—should be all of our focus right now.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

What Happens When People Released Due
to COVID-19 Concerns Commit New
Crimes?

In the days and weeks immediately following the rise of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the criminal justice system, fearing a
major human rights disaster, pushed for an expedited release
of large classes of people being held in custody—particularly
low level offenders deemed not to be a threat.

Read More

COVID-19 Safe Car ‘Direct Action’ Targets
Local, State, Federal Officials, Demanding
Permanent Change

Sacramento City Police vehicles for hours flanked and
followed more than 50 cars full of protestors – the COVID-19-
safe way to protest for the time being – as they targeted state,
federal and local lawmakers, urging them to make changes to
help residents not just now during the

Read More

Constitutionality of SB 1437 Reaffirmed in
Second District Court of Appeals

Despite the Ventura County District Attorney’s arguments that
SB 1437 is unconstitutional in that it conflicts with
Propositions 7 and 115, the Second District California Court of
Appeals finds that SB 1437 is constitutional and does not
impose on the two propositions in the case of the People v.
Bucio.

Read More

Strongly Contested Preliminary Hearing in
Drug, Child Endangerment Case Ends With
Both Defendants Losing

It was a strongly contested preliminary hearing here in live-
streamed Zoom Sacramento County Superior Court Monday
– many preliminary trials are not too adversarial – but a full
morning of testimony, Judge Ernest Sawtelle overruled
protests from defense lawyers to hold two defendants to
stand trial.

Read More

No-Shows in Sacramento Court Create
Delays in Justice System
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Despite the newly instated live-stream hearings, some
defendants are still unable to make court appearances due to
medical reasons amid the pandemic.

Read More

District Attorney Brings Up Victim Impact
Statements During Live Court Hearings

During one defendant’s sentencing in the Sacramento County
Superior Court, the issue of victim impact statements was
brought up by a District Attorney, given the virtual courtroom
set up.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

After Long Battle, Public Defender
Successfully Secures Release of
Transgender Client from ICE Detention

Yesterday, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
secured the release of Lexis Hernandez Avilez, a 41-year-old
transgender woman who spent the last 17 months detained
by ICE, most recently in Texas.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Representing Himself Pro Se Denies
Extradition and Absconding Allegations in
Court

On April 24, 2020, the defendant, Daniel Lopez, represented
himself pro-se via Zoom at the Yolo County Superior Court.
Due to the lack of communication between Mr. Lopez and his
investigators, the technical difficulties, and several other
issues,

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Strongly Contested Preliminary Hearing in
Drug, Child Endangerment Case Ends With
Both Defendants Losing
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It was a strongly contested preliminary hearing here in live-
streamed Zoom Sacramento County Superior Court Monday
– many preliminary trials are not too adversarial – but a full
morning of testimony, Judge Ernest Sawtelle overruled
protests from defense lawyers to hold two defendants to
stand trial.

Read More

No-Shows in Sacramento Court Create
Delays in Justice System

Despite the newly instated live-stream hearings, some
defendants are still unable to make court appearances due to
medical reasons amid the pandemic.

Read More

District Attorney Brings Up Victim Impact
Statements During Live Court Hearings

During one defendant’s sentencing in the Sacramento County
Superior Court, the issue of victim impact statements was
brought up by a District Attorney, given the virtual courtroom
set up.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 63 –
Jodie Sinclair and Her Book ‘Love Behind
Bars’

In 1981, Jodie Sinclair was a journalist visiting the Angola
Prison in Louisiana to do a story on the newly-reinstated
death penalty. She met Billy Sinclair

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 61 –
Former Alameda DA Candidate Pamela
Price Talks About Police Accountability

Jacquelyn Esser is running for DA in Honululu, Hawaii. She
was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona and moved to
Hawaiʻi in 2000 to attend the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.
She graduated in 2004 with a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and earned a law degree at the University of
Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - What Happens When People Released Due to COVID-19 Concerns Commit New
Crimes?

Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 at 7:00:40 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Eli Savit, DA Candidate in Michigan: “it’s important to focus on numbers right now, and not anecdotes.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 27, 2020

Jail Release Working in San Francisco
by Chesa Boudin

We have seen low recidivism rates for those whom we have early released in San Francisco. But the true
measure of our success is whether we can avoid a COVID-19 outbreak in our jail. The spread of COVID-
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19 in our jail would endanger not just those who are incarcerated but would put the hundreds of people
who work in our jails, as well as the communities to which they return, at risk as well.  

Recidivism is a reality in our justice system. That often reflects our failure to address the underlying
reasons why someone commits offenses—because of mental health struggles, addiction, trauma, or
poverty, for example. In San Francisco, 75% of the people booked into jail are mentally ill or struggling
with drug addiction—or both. One of my priorities as DA has been to expand the services and treatment
available to those who commit crimes and to address the underlying problems leading to the offenses.

As we have worked to reduce our jail population, our goal is to connect those we release with as much
support as possible to address the roots of their struggles and avoid recidivism. We have been able to
connect people we are releasing with services to set them up for success. For example, we identified a
woman in custody on a misdemeanor who was facing a high-risk pregnancy. With the help of our reentry
partners, we released her to a prenatal facility. But we need continued resources to be able to provide
help to all who need support.

What we have done in San Francisco is working. We have succeeded at reducing our jail population by
almost 50% while also keeping the public safe. Our crime rates are down, which validates the careful
approach we have taken in determining which people to release from custody. We are confident the
public is safer because of the actions we have taken to reduce our jail population.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

What Happens When People Released Due
to COVID-19 Concerns Commit New
Crimes?
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In the days and weeks immediately following the rise of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the criminal justice system, fearing a
major human rights disaster, pushed for an expedited release
of large classes of people being held in custody—particularly
low level offenders deemed not to be a threat.

Read More

Sacramento ‘Cancel Rents’ Car Rally Joins
Dozens Nationally in Protest

Car protests that “respect” social distancing are becoming
quite the norm in the Capital City now – over the past several
weeks, at least four car “rallies” have scooted through mostly
abandoned city streets here.

Read More

Netflix’s The Innocence Files: Arrest,
Convict, Move on to the Next

The final segment of Netflix’s The Innocence Files spotlights
yet another major cause of wrongful convictions—
prosecutorial misconduct—by following the stories of three
exonerated men.

Read More

Man Representing Himself Pro Se Denies
Extradition and Absconding Allegations in
Court

On April 24, 2020, the defendant, Daniel Lopez, represented
himself pro-se via Zoom at the Yolo County Superior Court.
Due to the lack of communication between Mr. Lopez and his
investigators, the technical difficulties, and several other
issues,

Read More

Sunday Commentary: Dealing with
Wrongful Convictions and the False
Allegations of Rape in the Me-Too Era

I grew up in the 80s and early 90s at a time when society was
just recognizing the prevalence of sexual assault and rape. It
was my generation that became sensitized to the concept of
“date rape” and disgusted by the re-traumatization of women
that occurred particularly when they accused an acquaintance
of forcing them into unwanted sex.

Read More

THE VANGUARD Asks SF Courts to Allow
Press Access to Courtroom Proceedings
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THE VANGUARD – similar to consumer groups demanding
remote access to the courts on a federal level – last week
officially requested that the Superior Court of San Francisco
County also open up its courtroom proceedings to the public
via remote technology.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

After Long Battle, Public Defender
Successfully Secures Release of
Transgender Client from ICE Detention

Yesterday, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
secured the release of Lexis Hernandez Avilez, a 41-year-old
transgender woman who spent the last 17 months detained
by ICE, most recently in Texas.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Representing Himself Pro Se Denies
Extradition and Absconding Allegations in
Court

On April 24, 2020, the defendant, Daniel Lopez, represented
himself pro-se via Zoom at the Yolo County Superior Court.
Due to the lack of communication between Mr. Lopez and his
investigators, the technical difficulties, and several other
issues,

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Superior Court Moves to Try
Co-Defendant Grocery Outlet Robbery

On April 21, the Sacramento County Superior Court found
that the prosecution presented enough evidence to move to a
trial for two individuals charged with the robbery of a Grocery
Outlet store.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 63 –

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001syrS7pcSJAZr6w99JyuRHMtoIMIjxC73Ahp5kDiQvMxdum2m71aHOhw0aoVldpmACeI_PXCHjOvXSN6zmFsXH4lFk976T7pzM1lprN7fJCdatWd3YCQbw3EvfZ-3_2dOxa08LiYn5XFzORXSH5Och83O5ZueINIHgwBlroOCcajzc9gTLOCs2XxSTnvdT2xOaD5ymhU8Ga7if8f4G1j14QUgcROoVG9tlj2d7P-w0O2gUyXADxqCNpKQSiAA0gCSoGNh9PYRUpEko8pi1dPSag==&c=bnt8OBBV_e2WdVKrjFfU7OGD-bvHsyNLHzjNNyYjOvtBXhd1GG_B3Q==&ch=P11TplTerKsg03HlPzMuwhU4r-jPb6i_4Jbibg0zz8uHf-XVOvmESQ==
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Jodie Sinclair and Her Book ‘Love Behind
Bars’

In 1981, Jodie Sinclair was a journalist visiting the Angola
Prison in Louisiana to do a story on the newly-reinstated
death penalty. She met Billy Sinclair

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 61 –
Former Alameda DA Candidate Pamela
Price Talks About Police Accountability

Jacquelyn Esser is running for DA in Honululu, Hawaii. She
was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona and moved to
Hawaiʻi in 2000 to attend the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.
She graduated in 2004 with a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and earned a law degree at the University of
Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Spit Bag Arrest Leads to Lawsuit Against Sac Police; New Orleans DA in Hot
Water; Podcast Features Tales of Angola Prison and the Death Penalty

Date: Friday, April 24, 2020 at 7:00:21 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“If you’re afraid or you don’t have the money to bail out of jail, don’t commit a crime,” Riverside County
Sheriff Chad Bianco.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 24, 2020

Riverside Sheriff Latest to Stand Against Zero Bail and Jail
Releases
The Judicial Council has given the direction but already we have seen in a number of counties in
California which have less progressive leadership pushback. First, we covered Sacramento DA Anne
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Marie Schubert and her refusal to grant jail release.

Then it was Yolo County with both the Sheriff and the DA.

Now we have a story out of Riverside County down in Southern California, to the east of Los Angeles.

“It’s ridiculous and the people should be outraged,” says Riverside County Sheriff Chad Bianco.

He told a Palm Springs NBC Affiliate: "If you’re afraid or you don’t have the money to bail out of jail, don’t
commit a crime."

He told the TV station that "this move was purely political because those left to implement it were left out
of the conversation."

In language similar to Yolo County Sheriff Tom Lopez, Sheriff Bianco said, “no one consulted me about
the status of my jail … if they would have it would have a resounding, no we don’t need this zero bail.”

The judicial council responded, “A judge still has discretion to deny or raise bail if they find good cause
the defendant is a threat to public safety and conditions can be placed on a defendant’s release.”

Inevitably when you release large numbers of people from custody, you will have some that re-offend.

Opposition to these releases will of course point to cases where an individual does re-offend.

That's what happened this week with Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig, an opponent of bail reform and other
criminal justice reforms.

He sent out a release about a Woodland auto theft suspect who was released from Yolo County Jail
under California’s emergency zero-bail order. The man found himself back in custody on multiple felony
charges this week, including allegations that he stole two more cars, using one to lead police on a high-
speed pursuit.

Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson noted, “while it’s not a perfect system, it’s the lesser of two
evils, with the primary evil being keeping scores of poor people in jail just because they’re too poor to pay
money to get out."

She added, “I think it’s telling that no one talks about the rich person who posts bond and then reoffends.
That certainly happens, too.”

And from our perspective, they point to the few people that reoffend and ignore the many who don't, who
are able to keep their jobs and stay safe.

As ABC reports, “After 44 years in prison, man dies of the coronavirus 24 days before release: William
Garrison was in prison for 44 years for a killing committed during a home invasion when he was 16. The
60-year-old was finally preparing for release from prison in Michigan when he contracted the novel
coronavirus. He died 24 days before his scheduled release date."

Realistically is Garrison more a of threat if they release him a month or two sooner?

Janos Marton, who is running for DA in Manhattan told us, "There will be instances where people
released break the law, parole, or conditions like house arrest. In this moment we must distinguish
between people who harm or seek to commit harm to others, and other types of offenses we can deal
with in the community."

He also pointed out, "If people are being released at the foot of the Rikers Island bridge with a metrocard
and the clothes on their back, we shouldn't be shocked if not everyone has a great outcome. Getting
people on their feet has to be part of the equation, for everyone's benefit."

Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going
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What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

‘Spit Bag’ Arrest of Frail Black Youth Leads
to Lawsuit against City of Sacramento,
Private Companies

On April 21, 2019 – a little more than a year after unarmed
Stephon Clark was gunned down by Sacramento city police in
his grandparent’s backyard, spawning militant protests and
costing taxpayers millions of dollars from lawsuits – city police
put a “spit bag” over the head of a frail 11-year-old Black
youth.

Read More

Top New Orleans Prosecutor Loses
Immunity over His Illegal Jail Threats

The city’s top prosecutor learned that the murdered young
man was the boyfriend of the woman’s daughter. So he had
investigators call the woman to find out what she knew. When
the investigators did not get the responses they wanted, the
prosecutor sent her several missives, ordering her to come to
his office.

Read More

New York Raised the Age of Criminal
Accountability from 16 to 18: The Efforts It
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Took and Progress Made So Far

New York’s first annual report by the state’s Raise the Age
(RTA) Implementation Task Force reveals various efforts
made at state, local and community levels to ensure the
smooth implementation of the RTA law.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 63 –
Jodie Sinclair and Her Book ‘Love Behind
Bars’

In 1981, Jodie Sinclair was a journalist visiting the Angola
Prison in Louisiana to do a story on the newly-reinstated
death penalty. She met Billy Sinclair

Read More

ACLU of Connecticut Files Lawsuit
Requesting the Release of At-Risk
Incarcerated People

A federal class-action lawsuit was filed by the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) of Connecticut on behalf of those
incarcerated in state prisons and jails and in efforts to protect
these individuals from COVID-19.

Read More

Economic Crimes Unit to Be Established in
San Francisco to Protect Workers’ Rights

On Apr. 21, 2020, San Francisco District Attorney Chesa
Boudin announced the launch of a new “innovative” unit within
the District Attorney’s office to protect workers’ rights.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

CA ICE Centers Sued over COVID-19
Threat; Court Asked to Immediately
Release 400+ Immigrant Detainees

ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) detainee
centers in Marysville’s Yuba County Jail and Bakersfield’s
Mesa Verde Detention Facility are now being targeted by a
class action suit, and a federal court is being asked to
immediately release hundreds of immigrants now
incarcerated in the county jails.

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo County Superior Court Denies
Bail/Early Release Under New Emergency
Rules

On April 21, the Yolo County Superior Court denied bail/early
release requests made under the new emergency rules to
defendants the court found to be public safety concerns.

Read More

Looting charge in a multiple charge case
brings bail to $10,000 from $0

On April 22, 2020, An arraignment was held in Yolo County
Superior Court in 3 cases involving a new complaint in an
existing case and two pending violations of mandatory
supervision.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Superior Court Moves to Try
Co-Defendant Grocery Outlet Robbery

On April 21, the Sacramento County Superior Court found
that the prosecution presented enough evidence to move to a
trial for two individuals charged with the robbery of a Grocery
Outlet store.

Read More

Man Self-Sabotages Case, Gets $1 Million
Bail for Entering a Residential Home and
for His Behavior in Court

A man charged with burglary proclaimed his innocence and
repeatedly spoke over the judge when he was asked for his
consent to do his arraignment remotely here in the
Sacramento Superior Court.

Read More

Man Repeatedly Calls Complaining
Witness’ Testimony ‘Lies!’ as He Is
Charged with Battery of a Stranger
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A man charged with a violation of a misdemeanor for battery
and a misdemeanor for resisting arrest for allegedly sneaking
up behind a woman and attacking her received $75,000 bail
and was denied O.R.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 63 –
Jodie Sinclair and Her Book ‘Love Behind
Bars’

In 1981, Jodie Sinclair was a journalist visiting the Angola
Prison in Louisiana to do a story on the newly-reinstated
death penalty. She met Billy Sinclair

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 61 –
Former Alameda DA Candidate Pamela
Price Talks About Police Accountability

Jacquelyn Esser is running for DA in Honululu, Hawaii. She
was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona and moved to
Hawaiʻi in 2000 to attend the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.
She graduated in 2004 with a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and earned a law degree at the University of
Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - The Case of Franky Carrillo; Shot While Protes.ng ICE; Man Denied Pe..on For
Resentencing

Date: Thursday, April 23, 2020 at 7:00:49 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The prevailing epidemiological models largely fail to take into account our incarceration rates and the
complete absence of social distancing in our jails which is why we had to build our own model,” said
Lucia Tian, chief analytics officer, ACLU.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 23, 2020

The Case of Franky Carrillo
by David Greenwald
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In 2012, I got a chance to watch Ellen Eggers, a state public defender talk about Franky Carrillo, who was
just freed after nearly 20 years of being wrongly convicted. It was so impressive we had Ellen Eggers,
Franky Carrillo and Linda Starr from the Northern California Innocence Project among the speakers at
our second annual event in July of 2012.

Franky was a classic case of misconduct by the sheriff's deputy but eyewitness misidentification.

What went wrong? There was a driveby shooting that left a man dead and it was in front of witnesses and
deemed to be gang-related. The problem is that it was on a roadway that was dark and no one really saw
the shooter.

The Innocence Files documentary did a good job of showing the exact problem. Sheriff's Deputy Craig
Ditsch - himself part of the notorious quasi-law enforcement gang at that time, the VIpers, mishandled the
identification as he questioned Scott Turner.

After viewing hundreds of photos, Turner recognized Franky Carrillo as someone he thought was an
aspiring gangmember. Based on that, five other individuals identified Franky as the shooter.

The DA at the time thought she had a solid case - six people after all identified Franky.

But it was all based on poor technique by the Sheriff who made all of the classic mistakes of not doing a
double blind identification. 

The classic part of the post-conviction hearing was getting the judge to agree after everyone had
basically recanted to go out and see if he could see the shooter's face under similar conditions.

As Ellen Eggers told it, and unfortunately this part did not make the documentary, she was with the DA
and after witnessing the drive by, his response, "you can't see shit."

Eventually the DA in this case was a bit more creditable than some and realized that they could not
morally justify keeping Franky Carrillo in prison. He agreed to concede the case and not attempt to retry
him.

Eye witness identification really is problematic and this case actually underscores that problem - lighting
conditions matter. But even under ideal conditions, the ability of people to identify someone they don't
know in a traumatic and fast moving incident is over-estimated by the legal system and as a result,
misidentification is one of the leading causes for wrongful contictions.

Thanks for reading.

$25 Donation Will Keep the Us Going

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

MY STORY: I was shot in my car while
protesting treatment of immigrant
detainees by ICE

What follows is a first-person account by Susan Pelican, a 78-
year-old RN and midwife, and long, long time resident of Yolo
County, of her experience protesting while socially-distancing.
Her car protest took place weeks ago, and it was non-
eventful…except for her getting shot. She’s doing fine. But her
report is nonetheless fascinating

Read More

Man Convicted of Second-Degree Murders
and Gross Vehicular Manslaughter Denied
Petition for Resentencing

The Fifth District Court of Appeal affirmed the judgment of the
Kern County Superior Court which denied the petition for
resentencing of a man convicted of two counts of second-
degree murder and one count of gross vehicular

Read More

Netflix’s ‘Innocence Files’ Continue with
Limitations of Human Memory

The second subseries of Netflix’s The Innocence Files
focuses on two wrongful convictions caused by mistaken
witness identifications. Episode four and five investigate the
case of Franky Carillo who was convicted of a gang-related
drive-by shooting that resulted in the death of Donald Sarpy

Read More

ACLU Model Shows Failure To Reduce
Prison Populations Will Lead To Higher
COVID-19 Death Toll

The findings of the new epidemiological model indicate that
COVID-19 could claim the lives of approximately 100,000
more people than current projections stipulate if jail
populations are not dramatically and immediately reduced.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luwJFzAZFl6d1HQZYwn6GYOQDw1ARqbwBzZLBbX73F5728zFQKWzxRxQAJLNC2q9XBglrDRCHbtTxy4r5b-_Tjxd2a3fQ-_gK-Ql9K8RsOqf08v4ct_D8rxeg0F1s61JNHYcrk9NY6bzXRfhENTd6j2zcNMfBJFtdIvbdObYHpLooVL-mmc4qXD-2uTTUpR&c=QOfpH1VRCcIA2B02ccuBWweROXkJSLbzcXjaxykWiahnpTsCWUUQ-w==&ch=ffFBRaflLQrBh3lvdz1PI1aPdjiVOxjLXWLhKqAMg5Gb8Q7pQbgLKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luwJFzAZFl6d1HQZYwn6GYOQDw1ARqbwBzZLBbX73F5728zFQKWzxRxQAJLNC2qLiLeL3YdtSs2D1EILL4BthXrHXXCxdfIZPiIOoSxqkpeJBNcRTCgT9GxzIyEqJaykdQREY_mfT1FYjlX9kbDClChj6hmVwl5gYT-1bA95tJLxaSDSvXJXjSJk_iWLmUr8jURxjLwnRw=&c=QOfpH1VRCcIA2B02ccuBWweROXkJSLbzcXjaxykWiahnpTsCWUUQ-w==&ch=ffFBRaflLQrBh3lvdz1PI1aPdjiVOxjLXWLhKqAMg5Gb8Q7pQbgLKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luwJFzAZFl6d1HQZYwn6GYOQDw1ARqbwBzZLBbX73F5728zFQKWz-R--8FRGkljHiIMB3avp2nCNcvcbCaEGQuTFZGTUdClbsfw7Ax8O8LxLGOVc7jZ5dMf9lC9WXOkdDs42TcumWD_VBlTCraURsqCd6XkDq9GTpM3wpJzBQAF7aHnxpycwFiZ81FCLIvW&c=QOfpH1VRCcIA2B02ccuBWweROXkJSLbzcXjaxykWiahnpTsCWUUQ-w==&ch=ffFBRaflLQrBh3lvdz1PI1aPdjiVOxjLXWLhKqAMg5Gb8Q7pQbgLKA==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luwJFzAZFl6d1HQZYwn6GYOQDw1ARqbwBzZLBbX73F5728zFQKWz-wWSd7xDp7ErGqGpXgOuUvvaQof5I6SkHrailb0fRP2mv1VKRAa9Jq16O61okKV28QS4OTUQ5LgWtarGDfsmYoM5QDCUT2FC0AsUNRXPY96aKne4IaPWEUwXrnD1IJGJ5swL9b1d65eTT2OqMrfynN4L_iHL_wwP-k4tALlhoyA7qoBMMQGr07s28frs25wlbn1-_DAKQqb_vwLqfYPQQO9hjWPdDygWpvd09fyM3Gb&c=QOfpH1VRCcIA2B02ccuBWweROXkJSLbzcXjaxykWiahnpTsCWUUQ-w==&ch=ffFBRaflLQrBh3lvdz1PI1aPdjiVOxjLXWLhKqAMg5Gb8Q7pQbgLKA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luwJFzAZFl6d1HQZYwn6GYOQDw1ARqbwBzZLBbX73F5728zFQKWz-wWSd7xDp7EbrA-YJMB6kWEi4PgAZpwrRO9l-OPZJUDwyEqb6TtSjiCuwbteEKV1bCEjQQdZH-b2URcOOB7dOZS8oIINXPkHdase_fV5VEvVhs4nMREr7C7-DXpKfxAuvCQqRJgSpJZ0CR9ucvvqZyBUBoDo-rPDHigy1XntK91bEHbfUv3MMMKLX3sdyvKn8uOfJ-MEJ6GVt3lcjW6gfImK2bB_vNOaWIRPwyYfKjBDxLpi8Ekx0-cOQBc8InZZg==&c=QOfpH1VRCcIA2B02ccuBWweROXkJSLbzcXjaxykWiahnpTsCWUUQ-w==&ch=ffFBRaflLQrBh3lvdz1PI1aPdjiVOxjLXWLhKqAMg5Gb8Q7pQbgLKA==
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

CA ICE Centers Sued over COVID-19
Threat; Court Asked to Immediately
Release 400+ Immigrant Detainees

ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) detainee
centers in Marysville’s Yuba County Jail and Bakersfield’s
Mesa Verde Detention Facility are now being targeted by a
class action suit, and a federal court is being asked to
immediately release hundreds of immigrants now
incarcerated in the county jails.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Yolo County Superior Court Denies
Bail/Early Release Under New Emergency
Rules

On April 21, the Yolo County Superior Court denied bail/early
release requests made under the new emergency rules to
defendants the court found to be public safety concerns.

Read More

Looting charge in a multiple charge case
brings bail to $10,000 from $0

On April 22, 2020, An arraignment was held in Yolo County
Superior Court in 3 cases involving a new complaint in an
existing case and two pending violations of mandatory
supervision.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Superior Court Moves to Try
Co-Defendant Grocery Outlet Robbery

On April 21, the Sacramento County Superior Court found
that the prosecution presented enough evidence to move to a
trial for two individuals charged with the robbery of a Grocery
Outlet store.

Read More

Man Self-Sabotages Case, Gets $1 Million
Bail for Entering a Residential Home and
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for His Behavior in Court

A man charged with burglary proclaimed his innocence and
repeatedly spoke over the judge when he was asked for his
consent to do his arraignment remotely here in the
Sacramento Superior Court.

Read More

Man Repeatedly Calls Complaining
Witness’ Testimony ‘Lies!’ as He Is
Charged with Battery of a Stranger

A man charged with a violation of a misdemeanor for battery
and a misdemeanor for resisting arrest for allegedly sneaking
up behind a woman and attacking her received $75,000 bail
and was denied O.R.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 61 –
Former Alameda DA Candidate Pamela
Price Talks About Police Accountability

Jacquelyn Esser is running for DA in Honululu, Hawaii. She
was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona and moved to
Hawaiʻi in 2000 to attend the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.
She graduated in 2004 with a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and earned a law degree at the University of
Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 59 –
The Wrongful Conviction of Anand Jon
Alexander

Anand Jon Alexander was a rising star in the fashion industry
in 2007 when he was arrested and ultimately convicted of one
count of rape and many counts of lesser sexual offenses.
Although there were no injuries on anyone and he had no
history of violence, he was sentenced to 59 years to life in
prison.

Read More
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“Hundreds of lives are at stake. The systemic crisis at Mesa Verde and YCJ must be resolved at a
systemic level. And it must be resolved quickly" - court pleading.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 22, 2020

COVID-19 Has Disproportionate Impact on Communities of Color
by David Greenwald

Early on in the epidemic some suggested that COVID-19 knew no color or boundaries - but the more we
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have learned, the less that turns out to be true. While we have seen wealthy and powerful people get
COVID-19 - the people most impacted by this are those least able to socially distance, who cannot work
for home, who are on the frontlines of the struggle and who lack health care to be able to intervene early
in the progress of the illness.

“COVID-19 is not a great equalizer,” Aimee Alison, President of She The People said on Monday. In fact,
structural racism continues to perpetuate health and other disparities in communities of color during this
global pandemic.

Congresswoman Chu said, “Communities of color are clearly some of the ones that are most impacted by
the virus—but they are some of the people deemed most essential.”

She noted that they “disproportionately are represented in fields like health care, grocery stores and
transportation, meaning they’re putting themselves at risk for our sake.” She said, “These same
communities are also some of the most vulnerable.”

She noted that, with adequate testing, there will be less need to quarantine. But she noted even here
there are problems for communities of color, who often lack separate rooms to be able to quarantine at
home and protect their families.

“We need to ensure that we have ways that people can recover in our lowest-income minority
communities,” she said.

Representative Ayanna Pressley pressed the CDC to release data on racial and ethnic data on COVID-
19 which showed tremendous disparities.

“History has shown us that our communities of color disproportionately bear the brunt of all of our nation’s
biggest crises in large part because our government has consistently and historically left so many of its
people behind,” she said.

She added, “This pandemic has exposed these painful truths, but it didn’t create it.”

California Governor Gavin Newsom on Tuesday met via conference call with members of the California
Legislative Black Caucus (CLBC).

“It was a productive conversation,” said CLBC Chair, Assemblymember Shirley N. Weber, Ph.D. "Our
primary concern is that African Americans in California contract and die of the virus at higher rates. The
Governor listened and committed to work with us to collect data on the disparate impact of the COVID
virus on our community."

Weber said CLBC members expressed their concern that statewide school closures through the fall will
widen the achievement gap for students of color.

"We cannot have these students out of school for six months and think everything is going to be okay,"
she said. "The Caucus made it clear to the Administration that we need to work together on a statewide
plan for recovering the instruction they've lost. They - and we - will pay a high price if we do not approach
this problem with commitment and innovation."

"We are in a crisis and it is hitting our community particularly hard," Weber said. "The CLBC will continue
to engage the Administration on issues that affect our community - healthcare, jobs, K-12 recovery, small
businesses, etc. We need the Black community to listen to health experts, stay home, practice social
distancing. and stay engaged to make sure our voices are heard.”

Testing will be a key and the Senate put $25 billion in for testing - a good start but probably not nearly
enough.

Thanks for reading.

-- MEDIA IS EXPERIENCING EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENTS

*** WE NEED TO RAISE $30,000 More ***
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So far, we have raised $19000 - I figure we need about $31,000 more to get us through six
months. Anything you can do to put a dent in that is much appreciated.

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!
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Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

CA ICE Centers Sued over COVID-19
Threat; Court Asked to Immediately
Release 400+ Immigrant Detainees

ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) detainee
centers in Marysville’s Yuba County Jail and Bakersfield’s
Mesa Verde Detention Facility are now being targeted by a
class action suit, and a federal court is being asked to
immediately release hundreds of immigrants now
incarcerated in the county jails.

Read More

Sacramento Superior Court Moves to Try
Co-Defendant Grocery Outlet Robbery

On April 21, the Sacramento County Superior Court found
that the prosecution presented enough evidence to move to a
trial for two individuals charged with the robbery of a Grocery
Outlet store.

Read More

Man Self-Sabotages Case, Gets $1 Million
Bail for Entering a Residential Home and
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for His Behavior in Court

A man charged with burglary proclaimed his innocence and
repeatedly spoke over the judge when he was asked for his
consent to do his arraignment remotely here in the
Sacramento Superior Court.

Read More

Man Repeatedly Calls Complaining
Witness’ Testimony ‘Lies!’ as He Is
Charged with Battery of a Stranger

A man charged with a violation of a misdemeanor for battery
and a misdemeanor for resisting arrest for allegedly sneaking
up behind a woman and attacking her received $75,000 bail
and was denied O.R.

Read More

SCOTUS Finds Non-Unanimous Jury
Verdicts Unconstitutional

The US Supreme Court ruled on Monday that non-unanimous
jury verdicts in Oregon and Louisiana are unconstitutional.
Louisiana and Oregon have been the only two states to allow
non-unanimous verdicts, as a result of racially motivated
legacies.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

CA ICE Centers Sued over COVID-19
Threat; Court Asked to Immediately
Release 400+ Immigrant Detainees

ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) detainee
centers in Marysville’s Yuba County Jail and Bakersfield’s
Mesa Verde Detention Facility are now being targeted by a
class action suit, and a federal court is being asked to
immediately release hundreds of immigrants now
incarcerated in the county jails.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Almost Denied Bail After Allegedly
Stealing A Potential COVID-19 Sample and
Abandoning It In Near a Pharmacy
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vNWmQsQWRuf7VNyD3GXbHzQ_hdu6EDTuY0452Vn-F0kGICcvWeecxPOm9Yf9K7CljNoZYirKlgEfYu453O9gXmlFV1W5diY9NcB8U7pYwQH7EEECoyZ-TKmwq7GnllSva3WbpgT05S_2iGvmzpIPZKPyBOt7B1jAP_Pe9hZn5Qm1j3oQg8A9pTye-hJLrSAt_r_tM0dlnHPq2uLgzGsVdatoRm56pvwMqXznzzWeo1h7nfcbnzSoy_7Lul6GMYawIA==&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vBTfUOP-QmuEzxn_awyOslfAolxurTJCBG4sZedNddjvIfY0m0uUnZ85BYMpBGzG5CrgdSopffrGVzyIJPQwRaZJGV4knpipRJpAs6z5siljRGINs9KdVLyfqFVLcE5JGFEHy-tc2NMwqotL04F9lz6TYh_B39fZxFS_8AJfgnKAzk1M1sEQoiBEfj2nj0T0FA==&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vGPdrLdvjhbOKJYkHVIQbhDDVt8M_GO8xyBN6jFjisxbux5MVrTu99tdIey_ViDwwJ47bpnopR65ieolCDv2EEO1Ex61NnsRcWsXs15l5I-rCIHGHu6ZTrXQalrZ6cFA92GnDA8THMED&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vNWmQsQWRuf7fqi32qIEC2mHbAe3q2b48lMubgWI2hSwfGHNhQvmhg2QUfywf2kPz3gM7aQfFKC8E7iMKEmbN7accwbZrRlb71GzAMFiX6lx-Mf5KMwfA5JHnzt2eKk1d0JqGdChBjIEmbo0OD3VKMFgTdW8Gw8wieDnBpJVrQi011z4c1Ho23xZ0MtJ46o_D--tj8kaxYwjfKgHRsikB26rOr-zm2xNI3rponi4f_XCs2uZn0y78NziutMnorz4Ow==&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vIgUFTE-D82WReX0_Qk_calSZ91rPZmpKjTY8utV143tL9cQUVITdycReSJ0zKM6o3UR_O74bcAdIbaKxh_PCqGJEtwwQyXkFwa5rVQR8bNw2SYfM5mITcto1oxtpxu9DCTdlAMZVky7&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
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A man was almost denied bail after being charged with
stealing a COVID-19 sample from Sutter Davis Hospital and
impersonating a federal employee for the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention employee.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Superior Court Moves to Try
Co-Defendant Grocery Outlet Robbery

On April 21, the Sacramento County Superior Court found
that the prosecution presented enough evidence to move to a
trial for two individuals charged with the robbery of a Grocery
Outlet store.

Read More

Man Self-Sabotages Case, Gets $1 Million
Bail for Entering a Residential Home and
for His Behavior in Court

A man charged with burglary proclaimed his innocence and
repeatedly spoke over the judge when he was asked for his
consent to do his arraignment remotely here in the
Sacramento Superior Court.

Read More

Man Repeatedly Calls Complaining
Witness’ Testimony ‘Lies!’ as He Is
Charged with Battery of a Stranger

A man charged with a violation of a misdemeanor for battery
and a misdemeanor for resisting arrest for allegedly sneaking
up behind a woman and attacking her received $75,000 bail
and was denied O.R.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 61 –
Former Alameda DA Candidate Pamela
Price Talks About Police Accountability

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vOLbOki28xPRWGeakkY5RMuCQJNzC90bxyVWpORJ1mzIspk3w8AIShNutypD1S39X7uhTLpo_i0sp0X38q3CVozcGNMJTJ5YrhRaOSb44uqOV5NiSOefO0QYPtd5uiI-z13Di3Ils5gQohqRnpgkZZT_u-TZpvSeaGSl5Bvm7UUtdo2TJewNwr_h95k-e80VuiIJdQoKXarCzX78ZRnHp2tkzLv6ZBiGh2hvX1I9Z1tXPPpbGPTWzlUo5xojmfCi7o7PyG450g3I&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vGPdrLdvjhbOllijYaNES6WXotgxEY_W5AEOQrW_zIpDlXCFvHXkDYuHj5SVqoqYAIvhGHkurpPifIU_ewVKf4DKbjwI0Dlii3WonWjkgQGFl_s45m4YdE6NV5nXV2p1G0PS85N1mJky7jH0smOGQgo=&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vNWmQsQWRuf7DV61Ch5mqYuF4wXaY_bOkwrajvFai_y47VNeXDMIody9WXowvPqavMqJe2ZIP9y3MMOqFnwFXodPIVM-8oDfKfOkpLG8dGwn4MY8rQv02K8szstLnLAPM4wN9P3mlmruV7-TIWoHY0sP-9qFXhiIRY-QcRNjgDiJ7Z-b378GAFDXjtzguX4pxJ-a_bduj3luHUObMURWWuAR9rBNhVL2vg==&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vNWmQsQWRuf7U88HRf_a6CSAs9prDmEFusLuKQwGqiQn3_3zCxfBXLYN2-DqGfgvhilVJ0vWbkZ04M_jDQCKIIbPi4zQECYVRUM_PvlUOzwg4UeSTWqnWMAoFBGZ5fy0fs7abTKp-lOo8pLwXjH4xNkpp_jUGIHAcDfz2XKM_ethMrttD9CJm0uCMco9dZIOhnnPL3MYzLBtUkaYLFY4sDTNbDZ4FN1YVDILGahTdQNTPd426A-h87vBh8dlPt0nUw==&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vNWmQsQWRuf7VNyD3GXbHzQ_hdu6EDTuY0452Vn-F0kGICcvWeecxPOm9Yf9K7CljNoZYirKlgEfYu453O9gXmlFV1W5diY9NcB8U7pYwQH7EEECoyZ-TKmwq7GnllSva3WbpgT05S_2iGvmzpIPZKPyBOt7B1jAP_Pe9hZn5Qm1j3oQg8A9pTye-hJLrSAt_r_tM0dlnHPq2uLgzGsVdatoRm56pvwMqXznzzWeo1h7nfcbnzSoy_7Lul6GMYawIA==&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Xa74-j8PFBgGhDVIEkTvfSGxWRjrF_PVMp17j96WPEkPEiyLhGF5vMcrBwYR43_TqiDi1VQHKjzuIHYJ1l7ihGVnLJ91nscieGktg1JgN0QmwqdlceiVcSLCg1ncXEAN5L3LJcnQg5dSJCE7vtP3CKbYFh7t327r&c=HZFegTtp1E5TLbLd-mw30J-S3DL6cqdudGxMpj0Hy0U8YibhF7pCZA==&ch=5jAEFUseCTHnEug-rZTahOLyZ9Y6o68Qwm1VLrKL59BGpz8Rjxgi5w==
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Jacquelyn Esser is running for DA in Honululu, Hawaii. She
was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona and moved to
Hawaiʻi in 2000 to attend the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.
She graduated in 2004 with a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and earned a law degree at the University of
Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 59 –
The Wrongful Conviction of Anand Jon
Alexander

Anand Jon Alexander was a rising star in the fashion industry
in 2007 when he was arrested and ultimately convicted of one
count of rape and many counts of lesser sexual offenses.
Although there were no injuries on anyone and he had no
history of violence, he was sentenced to 59 years to life in
prison.

Read More
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Subject: RE: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 6:13:06 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: cres@davisvanguard.org

h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-
immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/

-----Original Message-----
From: cres@davisvanguard.org [mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 10:06 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees

So you see links at the bo4om for the news conf. recording etc??? Can you forward me that link and/or screenshot it?
When you have .me.
Thanks. Because now I'm wondering what's up. Thank you and sorry to be a pest. :)

Right now I'm watching and covering Zoom prelims in Sacramento - are u doing that down there?

Thanks,

Cres

On 4/22/2020 9:41 AM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
> I'll let IT know, but from my end, when I look at the web page (not as an admin), it's all there. Thanks.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: cres@davisvanguard.org [mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org]
> Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:05 AM
> To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
> Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-action-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-conditions-during-global-pandemic/
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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>
>
> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>
>
>
> S.ll isn't loading right....only the release, nothing else? When I
> worked at the Bee we always blame "the IT guys." :) Even when we made
> mistakes on the copy desk. ;)
>
> On 4/22/2020 8:35 AM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>> Thanks for le�ng me know. Looks like it wasn’t loading properly.
>> Have you checked it since?
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone
>>
>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 11:30 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>
>>> 
>>>
>>> this is what it looked like later tonight.
>>>
>>> <cbbhodjlphbdplej.png>
>>> On 4/21/2020 11:25 PM, cres@davisvanguard.org wrote:
>>>> Could be going nuts, but FYI, when you first sent that link it had
>>>> all the info, from the recording to par.cipants, etc. As promised.
>>>>
>>>> Guess what, it's not there now (11 p.m.)? Same link but info not at
>>>> bo4om.
>>>>
>>>> Luckily, finished my piece, although I did want to see if I could
>>>> get a s.ll pix off the video.
>>>>
>>>> In any case (and  yes, I closed my browser and tried it again and
>>>> again), please let me know what happened. :) (In between my job at
>>>> the Bee and the Capitol, I edited a computer magazine so all things
>>>> computers interest me).
>>>>
>>>> Thanks,
>>>>
>>>> Cres
>>>>
>>>> On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>>> No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work.
>>>>>
>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>
>>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>>
>>>>>> 
>>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>>> links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Please add me to the press list when you can, too.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Take care, stay safe.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Cres
>>>>>>
>>>>>>> On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>>>>> Hi Cres,
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press
>>>>>>> conference video with the names of all the par.cipants in the
>>>>>>> video descrip.on.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-fil
>>>>>>> e
>>>>>>> -class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from
>>>>>>> - extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> 
>>>>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>>>>> links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> Valerie,
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento
>>>>>>>> bureau. Can you shoot me the follow-up release and info
>>>>>>>> (including the
>>>>>>>> recording)
>>>>>>>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> Cres
>>>>>>>>

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-fil
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 6:06:13 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

So you see links at the bo4om for the news conf. recording etc??? Can
you forward me that link and/or screenshot it? When you have .me.
Thanks. Because now I'm wondering what's up. Thank you and sorry to be a
pest. :)

Right now I'm watching and covering Zoom prelims in Sacramento - are u
doing that down there?

Thanks,

Cres

On 4/22/2020 9:41 AM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
> I'll let IT know, but from my end, when I look at the web page (not as an admin), it's all there. Thanks.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: cres@davisvanguard.org [mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org]
> Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:05 AM
> To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
> Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
>
>
> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>
>
>
> S.ll isn't loading right....only the release, nothing else? When I worked at the Bee we always blame "the IT guys." :)
Even when we made mistakes on the copy desk. ;)

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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>
> On 4/22/2020 8:35 AM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>> Thanks for le�ng me know. Looks like it wasn’t loading properly.
>> Have you checked it since?
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone
>>
>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 11:30 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>
>>> 
>>>
>>> this is what it looked like later tonight.
>>>
>>> <cbbhodjlphbdplej.png>
>>> On 4/21/2020 11:25 PM, cres@davisvanguard.org wrote:
>>>> Could be going nuts, but FYI, when you first sent that link it had
>>>> all the info, from the recording to par.cipants, etc. As promised.
>>>>
>>>> Guess what, it's not there now (11 p.m.)? Same link but info not at
>>>> bo4om.
>>>>
>>>> Luckily, finished my piece, although I did want to see if I could
>>>> get a s.ll pix off the video.
>>>>
>>>> In any case (and  yes, I closed my browser and tried it again and
>>>> again), please let me know what happened. :) (In between my job at
>>>> the Bee and the Capitol, I edited a computer magazine so all things
>>>> computers interest me).
>>>>
>>>> Thanks,
>>>>
>>>> Cres
>>>>
>>>> On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>>> No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work.
>>>>>
>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>
>>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>>
>>>>>> 
>>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>>> links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Please add me to the press list when you can, too.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Take care, stay safe.
>>>>>>
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>>>>>> Cres
>>>>>>
>>>>>>> On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>>>>> Hi Cres,
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press
>>>>>>> conference video with the names of all the par.cipants in the
>>>>>>> video descrip.on.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file
>>>>>>> -class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-
>>>>>>> extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> 
>>>>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>>>>> links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> Valerie,
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento
>>>>>>>> bureau. Can you shoot me the follow-up release and info
>>>>>>>> (including the
>>>>>>>> recording)
>>>>>>>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> Cres
>>>>>>>>

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file
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Subject: RE: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 5:41:41 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: cres@davisvanguard.org

I'll let IT know, but from my end, when I look at the web page (not as an admin), it's all there. Thanks.

-----Original Message-----
From: cres@davisvanguard.org [mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:05 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

S.ll isn't loading right....only the release, nothing else? When I worked at the Bee we always blame "the IT guys." :)
Even when we made mistakes on the copy desk. ;)

On 4/22/2020 8:35 AM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
> Thanks for le�ng me know. Looks like it wasn’t loading properly.
> Have you checked it since?
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 11:30 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>
>> 
>>
>> this is what it looked like later tonight.

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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>>
>> <cbbhodjlphbdplej.png>
>> On 4/21/2020 11:25 PM, cres@davisvanguard.org wrote:
>>> Could be going nuts, but FYI, when you first sent that link it had
>>> all the info, from the recording to par.cipants, etc. As promised.
>>>
>>> Guess what, it's not there now (11 p.m.)? Same link but info not at
>>> bo4om.
>>>
>>> Luckily, finished my piece, although I did want to see if I could
>>> get a s.ll pix off the video.
>>>
>>> In any case (and  yes, I closed my browser and tried it again and
>>> again), please let me know what happened. :) (In between my job at
>>> the Bee and the Capitol, I edited a computer magazine so all things
>>> computers interest me).
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>>
>>> Cres
>>>
>>> On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>> No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work.
>>>>
>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>
>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> 
>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>> links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(
>>>>>
>>>>> Please add me to the press list when you can, too.
>>>>>
>>>>> Take care, stay safe.
>>>>>
>>>>> Cres
>>>>>
>>>>>> On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>>>> Hi Cres,
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press
>>>>>> conference video with the names of all the par.cipants in the
>>>>>> video descrip.on.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file
>>>>>> -class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-
>>>>>> extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>>>>>>
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>>>>>>
>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>>
>>>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> 
>>>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>>>> links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Valerie,
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento
>>>>>>> bureau. Can you shoot me the follow-up release and info
>>>>>>> (including the
>>>>>>> recording)
>>>>>>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Cres
>>>>>>>

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 5:05:00 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

S.ll isn't loading right....only the release, nothing else? When I
worked at the Bee we always blame "the IT guys." :) Even when we made
mistakes on the copy desk. ;)

On 4/22/2020 8:35 AM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
> Thanks for le�ng me know. Looks like it wasn’t loading properly.
> Have you checked it since?
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 11:30 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>
>> 
>>
>> this is what it looked like later tonight.
>>
>> <cbbhodjlphbdplej.png>
>> On 4/21/2020 11:25 PM, cres@davisvanguard.org wrote:
>>> Could be going nuts, but FYI, when you first sent that link it had
>>> all the info, from the recording to par.cipants, etc. As promised.
>>>
>>> Guess what, it's not there now (11 p.m.)? Same link but info not at
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>>> bo4om.
>>>
>>> Luckily, finished my piece, although I did want to see if I could
>>> get a s.ll pix off the video.
>>>
>>> In any case (and  yes, I closed my browser and tried it again and
>>> again), please let me know what happened. :) (In between my job at
>>> the Bee and the Capitol, I edited a computer magazine so all things
>>> computers interest me).
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>>
>>> Cres
>>>
>>> On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>> No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work.
>>>>
>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>
>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> 
>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>> links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(
>>>>>
>>>>> Please add me to the press list when you can, too.
>>>>>
>>>>> Take care, stay safe.
>>>>>
>>>>> Cres
>>>>>
>>>>>> On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>>>>> Hi Cres,
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press
>>>>>> conference
>>>>>> video with the names of all the par.cipants in the video
>>>>>> descrip.on.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-
demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>>>>
>>>>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> 
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>>>>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
>>>>>>> links
>>>>>>> or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Valerie,
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento
>>>>>>> bureau. Can
>>>>>>> you shoot me the follow-up release and info (including the
>>>>>>> recording)
>>>>>>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Cres
>>>>>>>

Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 4:35:36 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: cres@davisvanguard.org
ASachments: cbbhodjlphbdplej.png

Thanks for le�ng me know. Looks like it wasn’t loading properly. Have you checked it since? 

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2020, at 11:30 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org" <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

this is what it looked like later tonight.

<cbbhodjlphbdplej.png>

On 4/21/2020 11:25 PM, cres@davisvanguard.org wrote:

Could be going nuts, but FYI, when you first sent that link it had all the info, from the
recording to par.cipants, etc. As promised. 

Guess what, it's not there now (11 p.m.)? Same link but info not at bo4om. 

Luckily, finished my piece, although I did want to see if I could get a s.ll pix off the video. 

In any case (and  yes, I closed my browser and tried it again and again), please let me
know what happened. :) (In between my job at the Bee and the Capitol, I edited a
computer magazine so all things computers interest me). 

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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Thanks, 

Cres 

On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote: 

No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
<cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote: 

 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not
open links or a4achments from untrusted sources. 

Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :( 

Please add me to the press list when you can, too. 

Take care, stay safe. 

Cres 

On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
wrote: 
Hi Cres, 

Everything you need is in here: docs and link to
the press conference 
video with the names of all the par.cipants in
the video descrip.on. 

h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/de
tained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-
against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-
extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-
pandemic/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM,
"cres@davisvanguard.org" 
<cres@davisvanguard.org>
wrote: 

 
This message is from outside the
City email system. Do not open

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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City email system. Do not open
links 
or a4achments from untrusted
sources. 

Valerie, 

I was on the presser today from
the Vanguard - Sacramento
bureau. Can 
you shoot me the follow-up
release and info (including the
recording) 
AND most importantly the
actual filing??? 

I'm trying to get a story out
today. Thanks, 

Cres 
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Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 7:29:56 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: cbbhodjlphbdplej.png

this is what it looked like later tonight.
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On 4/21/2020 11:25 PM, cres@davisvanguard.org wrote:

Could be going nuts, but FYI, when you first sent that link it had all the info, from the recording to
par.cipants, etc. As promised. 

Guess what, it's not there now (11 p.m.)? Same link but info not at bo4om. 

Luckily, finished my piece, although I did want to see if I could get a s.ll pix off the video. 

In any case (and  yes, I closed my browser and tried it again and again), please let me know what
happened. :) (In between my job at the Bee and the Capitol, I edited a computer magazine so all things
computers interest me). 

Thanks, 

Cres 

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote: 

No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
<cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote: 

 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or
a4achments from untrusted sources. 

Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :( 

Please add me to the press list when you can, too. 

Take care, stay safe. 

Cres 

On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote: 
Hi Cres, 

Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press
conference 
video with the names of all the par.cipants in the video
descrip.on. 

h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-
immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-
immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-
during-global-pandemic/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM,
"cres@davisvanguard.org" 
<cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote: 

 
This message is from outside the City email
system. Do not open links 
or a4achments from untrusted sources. 

Valerie, 

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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I was on the presser today from the Vanguard -
Sacramento bureau. Can 
you shoot me the follow-up release and info
(including the recording) 
AND most importantly the actual filing??? 

I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks, 

Cres 

Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 7:25:19 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Could be going nuts, but FYI, when you first sent that link it had all
the info, from the recording to par.cipants, etc. As promised.

Guess what, it's not there now (11 p.m.)? Same link but info not at bo4om.

Luckily, finished my piece, although I did want to see if I could get a
s.ll pix off the video.

In any case (and  yes, I closed my browser and tried it again and
again), please let me know what happened. :) (In between my job at the
Bee and the Capitol, I edited a computer magazine so all things
computers interest me).

Thanks,

Cres

On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
> No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work.
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org" <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>
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>>
>>
>> Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(
>>
>> Please add me to the press list when you can, too.
>>
>> Take care, stay safe.
>>
>> Cres
>>
>>> On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>> Hi Cres,
>>>
>>> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press conference
>>> video with the names of all the par.cipants in the video descrip.on.
>>>
>>> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-
immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>>>
>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>
>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> 
>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links
>>>> or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Valerie,
>>>>
>>>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento bureau. Can
>>>> you shoot me the follow-up release and info (including the recording)
>>>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>>>
>>>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>>>
>>>> Cres
>>>>

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-action-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-conditions-during-global-pandemic/
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Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 5:45:27 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Oh, forgot to ask you to say hi to fellow NLGer Emi - I was the
co-founder in Sac about 2012 a}er I le} the ACLU board here. :)

On 4/21/2020 9:19 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
> No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work.
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org" <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>
>>
>>
>> Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(
>>
>> Please add me to the press list when you can, too.
>>
>> Take care, stay safe.
>>
>> Cres
>>
>>> On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>>> Hi Cres,

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
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>>>
>>> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press conference
>>> video with the names of all the par.cipants in the video descrip.on.
>>>
>>> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-
immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>>>
>>> Sent from my iPhone
>>>
>>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> 
>>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links
>>>> or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Valerie,
>>>>
>>>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento bureau. Can
>>>> you shoot me the follow-up release and info (including the recording)
>>>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>>>
>>>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>>>
>>>> Cres
>>>>

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-action-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-conditions-during-global-pandemic/
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Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 5:19:39 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: cres@davisvanguard.org

No problem. Will do! Thank you for your work.

Sent from my iPhone

> On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:50 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org" <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>
> 
> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>
>
>
> Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(
>
> Please add me to the press list when you can, too.
>
> Take care, stay safe.
>
> Cres
>
>> On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
>> Hi Cres,
>>
>> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press conference
>> video with the names of all the par.cipants in the video descrip.on.
>>
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>> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-
immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone
>>
>>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>>
>>> 
>>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links
>>> or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Valerie,
>>>
>>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento bureau. Can
>>> you shoot me the follow-up release and info (including the recording)
>>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>>
>>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>>
>>> Cres
>>>

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-action-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-conditions-during-global-pandemic/
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Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 2:50:36 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

Thanks. :) Forgot I could have just gone to your page. :(

Please add me to the press list when you can, too.

Take care, stay safe.

Cres

On 4/21/2020 5:53 PM, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) wrote:
> Hi Cres,
>
> Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press conference
> video with the names of all the par.cipants in the video descrip.on.
>
> h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-
immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-action-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-conditions-during-global-pandemic/
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>> On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org"
>> <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links
>> or a4achments from untrusted sources.
>>
>>
>>
>> Valerie,
>>
>> I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento bureau. Can
>> you shoot me the follow-up release and info (including the recording)
>> AND most importantly the actual filing???
>>
>> I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,
>>
>> Cres
>>

Subject: Re: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 1:53:52 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: cres@davisvanguard.org

Hi Cres,

Everything you need is in here: docs and link to the press conference video with the names of all the par.cipants in
the video descrip.on.

h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-ac.on-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-
immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-condi.ons-during-global-pandemic/

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2020, at 4:56 PM, "cres@davisvanguard.org" <cres@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted
sources.

Valerie,

I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento bureau. Can
you shoot me the follow-up release and info (including the recording)

mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
mailto:cres@davisvanguard.org
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/detained-immigrants-file-class-action-lawsuit-against-ice-demand-immediate-releases-from-extremely-unsafe-conditions-during-global-pandemic/
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AND most importantly the actual filing???

I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,

Cres

Subject: URGENT presser today re: ICE detainees
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 at 12:56:29 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

Valerie,

I was on the presser today from the Vanguard - Sacramento bureau. Can
you shoot me the follow-up release and info (including the recording)
AND most importantly the actual filing???

I'm trying to get a story out today. Thanks,

Cres
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Yolo DA A4acks Zero Bail; EXCLUSIVE: Is COVID-19 Lurking in Sacramento Jails?
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 6:50:11 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Aimee Alison: " Contrary to what many have been saying, COVID-19 is not the great equalizer. In fact,
structural racism continues to perpetuate health and other disparities in communities of color during this
global pandemic."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 21, 2020

Yolo DA Already Attacking Zero Bail Based on Single Case
by David Greenwald
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The good news out of Yolo County is that we received word that they were broadcasting court
proceedings from Department 1 - the only open criminal adult department - live.

However, over the weekend, Yolo County Sheriff Tom Lopez pushed back against the zero bail order
noting, , “Unfortunately, the efforts of this office and the efforts of our public safety partners throughout
Yolo County are not being considered as decisions at the state level are made and imposed upon us.”

The sheriff writes, “Effective Monday, April 13, the California Judicial Council instituted a new emergency
order mandating $0 bail for most misdemeanors as well as nonviolent felonies, while also mandating the
release of other, potentially dangerous, pretrial inmates. We are concerned about the consequences that
the blanket release of inmates will have here in Yolo County.”

Like clockwork, the Yolo DA pounced on an apparent example of a man released as a result of the Zero
Bail schedule, who was then arrested on auto theft charges, looting during a state of emergency, and
violation of a shelter order.

The Yolo DA's office writes in their press release: "Woodland man Jacob Dakota James has been
charged with multiple felonies by the Yolo County District Attorney’s Office after being arrested by
Woodland police on April 18, 2020, following his release from custody. James was released as a result of
California Judicial Council’s Statewide Emergency “0” Bail Schedule, which was adopted on April 6,
2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic."

They write that he had pending multiple felony charges after being released from custody in Yolo County
on April 9. He committed additional felonies on April 13, and on April 18, at which time he was arrested
again by Woodland police.

These types of cases will in fact happen. DA Chesa Boudin back in December as he was prepared to
take office and end cash bail knew at that point that someone who was released would commit a crime
and there would be blowback.

But he pointed out that those reports will not talk about all the people released who did not commit new
crimes. They will not talk about the people who were able to keep their jobs, their homes, and their
families together.

During this COVID-19 emergency, many vulnerable people who have been incarcerated have been
released and most have not gone on to commit multiple felonies. Most are able to shelter in place, and
not have to be exposed to dangerous conditions in our jails and prisons.

Moreover, bail as Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson pointed out, is inherently unfair.

She told the Vnaguard, “Two people are charged with the exact same crime. One is rich. One is poor.
One pays money in order to go home. The other stays in jail. That’s our current bail system and one of
the causes of mass incarceration.”

As SF Public Defender Manu Raju recently put it, “It is always unjust that some people are held in jail
simply because they cannot afford to purchase their freedom. Reducing the number of people held
pretrial solely because they can’t afford bail will allow court resources to be used more effectively and
ensure California continues to flatten the curve.”

Once again, Yolo County DA Jeff Reisig shows himself to not be a reformer - and in fact - an opponent of
change in the criminal justice system. He has taken one example to attempt to discredit the judicial
council's policy that for the most part has worked well for clearing the jails and reducing jail populations.

Thanks for reading.

SPONSOR OUR 10th ANNUAL FUNDRAISER
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I am writing you today to see if you would be interested in sponsoring our event - August 13 - Mark
Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project will be speaking in Davis.

The Davis Vanguard - founded in Davis in 2006 - runs a court watch now in San Francisco, Sacramento
and Yolo Counties.  We have a weekly podcast featuring wrongful convictions, progressive prosecutors
and much more.  And we cover national criminal justice issues on a daily basis.

This fundraiser - our tenth annual - helps to fund our operations and put interns into the court room to
shine a light on misconduct and mass incarceration.

Among our early sponsors: SF DA Chesa Boudin, the California Innocence Project, Obie Anthony,
the Jeffrey Deskovic Foundation, UC Davis and UC Davis Law School, and the San Francisco and
Yolo County Public Defenders Offices.

https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

EXCLUSIVE: Is COVID-19 Lurking in
Sacramento Jails?

Is COVID-19 lurking inside Sacramento County’s two jails?
County officials say no, but former and current inmates
suggest something else.

Read More

SCOTUS Finds Non-Unanimous Jury
Verdicts Unconstitutional

The US Supreme Court ruled on Monday that non-unanimous
jury verdicts in Oregon and Louisiana are unconstitutional.
Louisiana and Oregon have been the only two states to allow
non-unanimous verdicts, as a result of racially motivated
legacies.

Read More

Situation in California Prisons Precarious
as First COVID Death Occurs at CDCR

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGH38yYgHnwWoqQSK3DqTwELrSY99-SomzMfwiEm62eOvqoDFOBQ3qerijUqt7sJMiUwzEoiagfxtBwoZvg_Nq9WhFt9UPy4J0T67YuQspww9xrdSiAwlIx4=&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGOSi_qS_t4XnJTXzMmaif1GOkQC1FX4tz9QDB9CIJO77yiMjxy2G5ipKMrupRhpWRWBDlH07xRgYsjt2EOwXnf6qO3oJg7fqmcDB4VDJ_CfMWClex8oH_Ug=&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGOSi_qS_t4Xn1aBR9JB-UgXir-uwnrduOlV137h_eirWRSEiSYRlg9DywJOk931Rjzob__lF7O34LgECn-6b6Lvf1ZMyDJsiKH3HObMw8fOWZGLAaDYoUB26USuzmG966G6zXQUBu37F&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGOSi_qS_t4XnYT14wifuTOkf6gwY7iDUqRNdfJw-mFNi0w0g1gzbaMyaACv_9mcIJ_xkmT1ZlmmVQj1lEINK37U9GBrmvdanSeKCE3madH2t8Q03CQb3okdiwMTrb_O_HEp46FFROlsvAvsRdLH6hnI=&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGBqZiGlYtCewucU5UxQPu84dc8E2A-bskNTHSkTlzBxdl3sxjTum9bkhvkXq8aXkqXlKvAHzExdknrbGEF_VnCqxBnsx0UCXT57ggDfMnYUgknuGYFnJwwI-XRp1ji14nwkPKIBCeC5a&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGBPV2AS8MO_fNUeyl8D0kXlvsN_9zQS6MenjWgufVYr-tBLIXKSLHe1dCn4MjPJ0WuyuBE6835cHeULuzADiU9K802v-uMDAKF3xOEIxsNZj&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGP2YrUdcDsiO4JYAMrvm2frC_Ul-fCMPIzoxVc6hAoar_0zgOxA0fzmM3X0Fw1B9Xa_24c0Ra2WBoJ7EdQCBSwgPULEb5kNPHihaUXfwHOKB&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGN8AWiJerAp9mEfF51zzz3NfhytzoNDprN5cVjBT81HKxNxb8GtfINAiuBszWnCR3AMrcCpzUOxAeCTI6FcFIwowZODy6DoKGtq5iu99FtApOylu0V6YJYPZ9UY6KSefsc0rXMcvkphtaVJLmaigTsiBiiJ7dSH38ZoONeUhorK6R7rrWn84TnU=&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGN8AWiJerAp9NO0-rjl1tJ-f9ZGOtucYp98d7OpmeGElfPTCFemJ9xbMCiyheeTcEiaR1069-srKls_p7IC2d8txuEh8N3zS9WcCKALxN_ZTlnHz_YKCNJMv6XU5xR_CnLDDNEjYNclauhVDKvi9ycjfGbzhsm-dfhQCEEACTbPM1GlE5Z3mjOfB9wrCbgMHng==&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
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The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
(CDCR) today announced an inmate from California
Institution for Men (CIM) in San Bernardino County passed
away at an outside area hospital from what appears to be
complications related to COVID-19.

Read More

Two Men Denied $0 Bail Due to Protective
Orders

Two men did not receive $0 bail due to protective order
violations, with one receiving $20,000 bail for allegedly
ignoring a domestic violence stay-away order and another
being denied release after returning to his parents’ home to
allegedly retrieve his mail and important documents.

Read More

Sacramento Courtroom Sets Reduced
Bails With One $0 Bail Case

In the Sacramento County Superior Court, defense attorneys
argue for bail reductions, citing the potential risk of spreading
COVID-19 in prisons. Two weeks ago, the Judicial Council of
California

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco to Close County Jail 4

Legislation introduced by Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer to the
Board of Supervisors will close County Jail 4, a maximum-
security facility, by November 21.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Almost Denied Bail After Allegedly
Stealing A Potential COVID-19 Sample and
Abandoning It In Near a Pharmacy

A man was almost denied bail after being charged with
stealing a COVID-19 sample from Sutter Davis Hospital and
impersonating a federal employee for the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention employee.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGGMm8BRx00B4cqHeYtzNXS5sKNluGmBPRgwli__VfAITV3t_B7Mqn3vS2BVmElCV4fATdbkUIeisbYbzxn7PUKokMC_L1XCa75zBE8KqnoQThN9Mt5eh9P49ylpLknysUEIIMDvz_pFmVzZbgk7ZTer_Q62sWEjWf2ZB-hJwKU4xWS1fcd-Zb24eEflAeHHYSsJZmh4Tsp2Mc8QOb9ZRp5MK-Mtv8Qo53Q==&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGN8AWiJerAp9Ut96yFDxPWLxHG-kiuDPCSjbnkwFVfmYKG9hZH2N-WlyE9j3GPU16-emNpYEy7h48L8BjlO0bS2ePs-yD7p8GlEXYJ7iO2iRcOdr5F9B9A3mKDrIifBRKjpWXALMwS6jTA-4sP8qmzlAWX2a7pqk2FAmgOW-9T1ct_axaZ6rFUI=&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGN8AWiJerAp9-1w6GIQlZrP2DTv9uoSHF2lkP1ztq9zpEpUxAhtDhu3KQy6srl7i68LaX2AjRqE6rbx_Ks0IS9IT6Gh5e4Nxfqa60dHnb8xsMSR4tCdl_vdQt8d-lXLpib8YgG1SD7BdMJ0PiCmUjW2dbH7B4ajClkVrRaWk9yFubjm8BTKizPKVeUc6t86WiszdU0hdWJWr&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGI1i4-I3KHgK6lMLvlK1SwXXyK70UDDLUSC2OcM-Tk29YSbk2rE2rBUbNEZCNo53e_aIq4bbXRdeVhPqaq2FWje-2s13cZs7l-abvs87GQZ3xpj1WfeD8FIo6wF0w1e4wtMRSU3eiDvd&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGKK8QZTZ1vVaDMiwAWXFnjrZfJ7MCUrD5hHWlDsS3_UVuSyyRrCaLIYpsKzUNcim6GKb0XJ_MSWPQvfH8gst_Wk0jfjeG2BnY6YjZIhPIxmFIRw6Uw80JgJ5QUGtE4BQWcvRqWbXbiB0ytMLf3vQoiforsSS5QhIH7zUgwgZQEyb&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGOSi_qS_t4Xn1aBR9JB-UgXir-uwnrduOlV137h_eirWRSEiSYRlg9DywJOk931Rjzob__lF7O34LgECn-6b6Lvf1ZMyDJsiKH3HObMw8fOWZGLAaDYoUB26USuzmG966G6zXQUBu37F&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGPFMylXIA0Mn15PYZmwUotl1xUnIgncqZn_RzNDA1N7uFe3DBvIIlMxq7f-qKzzD6QBzUuBw5olroFd4wosppbKyLOz-btAnTYHKPiWyPSY3TJVQDnyfyOw8I91IFwm-fCcra2gzSspKWbt5CHU9dRwgInfiIm2DMrH3OLNhV4QyjxrUaCLMGJjdkv9MVjO-C09xhnJslutOmITpfLpHAXzJX96F-CsRbzdtYKbTKRB07sOFcuuE74QUcYM0q1kEho7jJFhLYyGg&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGI1i4-I3KHgKC-g8SVMe7oi-SGxm2IWK2OPk81cAfci5hrS9DRcslB70bpJrgJeoMXc9u0ONZWwevTdGwzoifL7w1lzh2EFLOZmMOk0dMgHxODsWOFx8nrbtIjRfRE7GuHsW2zpXz_Q0Q4vN8s-3SGY=&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
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Two Men Denied $0 Bail Due to Protective
Orders

Two men did not receive $0 bail due to protective order
violations, with one receiving $20,000 bail for allegedly
ignoring a domestic violence stay-away order and another
being denied release after returning to his parents’ home to
allegedly retrieve his mail and important documents.

Read More

Sacramento Courtroom Sets Reduced
Bails With One $0 Bail Case

In the Sacramento County Superior Court, defense attorneys
argue for bail reductions, citing the potential risk of spreading
COVID-19 in prisons. Two weeks ago, the Judicial Council of
California

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 61 –
Former Alameda DA Candidate Pamela
Price Talks About Police Accountability

Jacquelyn Esser is running for DA in Honululu, Hawaii. She
was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona and moved to
Hawaiʻi in 2000 to attend the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.
She graduated in 2004 with a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and earned a law degree at the University of
Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 59 –
The Wrongful Conviction of Anand Jon
Alexander

Anand Jon Alexander was a rising star in the fashion industry
in 2007 when he was arrested and ultimately convicted of one
count of rape and many counts of lesser sexual offenses.
Although there were no injuries on anyone and he had no
history of violence, he was sentenced to 59 years to life in
prison.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGN8AWiJerAp9Ut96yFDxPWLxHG-kiuDPCSjbnkwFVfmYKG9hZH2N-WlyE9j3GPU16-emNpYEy7h48L8BjlO0bS2ePs-yD7p8GlEXYJ7iO2iRcOdr5F9B9A3mKDrIifBRKjpWXALMwS6jTA-4sP8qmzlAWX2a7pqk2FAmgOW-9T1ct_axaZ6rFUI=&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGN8AWiJerAp9-1w6GIQlZrP2DTv9uoSHF2lkP1ztq9zpEpUxAhtDhu3KQy6srl7i68LaX2AjRqE6rbx_Ks0IS9IT6Gh5e4Nxfqa60dHnb8xsMSR4tCdl_vdQt8d-lXLpib8YgG1SD7BdMJ0PiCmUjW2dbH7B4ajClkVrRaWk9yFubjm8BTKizPKVeUc6t86WiszdU0hdWJWr&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGCEsUD0b2LlqgcpJuYuxSqOBf-mXT0dKwqN0Cu6BDQSnQGutpT4Mnwrm94QndnDeNtOtc8LXF1jkPckxRTC-D0j2qsBmCOP_-BFXX9zGYini&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGGMm8BRx00B4HsZPkUCXqH7N1BfLK2JgjMtl-KZPhnEBTUOlSCxGlGGrGO7A5YnW1ceyqd0jMfxpuZYO93YyHASQrb97m6J98sF20hh6gGeFk2c7Tv2HZBvnGC31BmIyoQcBTjmclCkzcMiND4A3BmmmUpFMcACR7TFsrVe8N8kyaV85ir7xyH18_x9RcXbE43NAlG7lvRwrNFu7KBxOjvWG1BwMjKNhiA==&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGLvt0cugPa3cdNikOY-FHjY5lPt9sz8s0tRrOdLQYaZkS8WxeupfvvM-IbPv_0K7bQ61XEW0iyhE4i46BONs9H-VT2iVfi0l6HSJ5cjRQ9EsfGNe-0M3xhpA5U4gi3C1Lqdf4icK_6Kwugyk2G_wO6aiyev9EfxNstTaCekuouYzlBkB-igrTOvZ4WElLxf5FtWot0fxEvf_qd7kHbg3lXhx25Jnwm-wvb3fGwvIot_X&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
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Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

The People's Vanguard of Davis | P.O. Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617-4715

Unsubscribe valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

About Constant Contact

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: Copy of pleading re: ICE detainees
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 6:46:41 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: cres@davisvanguard.org
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001XCsy8qn4EgZf_tTwKHZrQNAOLCbBEKFNEeh1qnyMvPYNh7bnggGyGCLtVQqtzMgGgRPZpOprmLUDiQLrr_N4HngEhNPK21rOwCzHjGdNdY9PgqDbwgHMRgzlpzL4-tYL_MP3m2-l9o7S6XmJIXi75Q==&c=P7InIQv6yHCJ491II7y-kCI8Ap9bycgaLgC_rw0xY62qqcIDWAWyEw==&ch=0D7uJhz9NxSg-cjvWCDI5LdTO6F2wcY2WAvGGsBkiySYMdWDAayXPw==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=b91d94c5-bf8b-42a7-979a-a60bc053af2b
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a4achments from untrusted sources.

V,

Just got off the zoom presser...where can I get a copy of the pleading
that you've filed? (I looked on the SF site but didn't see it yet).

Thanks,

Cres Vellucci, Sacramento Bureau Chief
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: DETAINED IMMIGRANTS FILE CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT AGAINST ICE,
DEMAND IMMEDIATE RELEASES FROM EXTREMELY UNSAFE CONDITIONS DURING GLOBAL
PANDEMIC; Lawsuit Also Defends First Amendment Right to Hunger Strike Over Dangerous
Condi.ons

Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 5:01:30 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

For Immediate Release:  April 21, 2020
 
CONTACT:
San Francisco Public Defender’s Office (628) 249-7946 (cell) Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
ACLU SoCal Communica.ons, 626-755-4129 (cell)  communica.ons@aclusocal.org, 
ACLU NorCal (415) 621-2493( cell)  press@aclunc.org

DETAINED IMMIGRANTS FILE CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT AGAINST ICE, DEMAND IMMEDIATE RELEASES FROM
EXTREMELY UNSAFE CONDITIONS DURING GLOBAL PANDEMIC 

Lawsuit Also Defends First Amendment Right to Hunger Strike Over Dangerous Condi8ons
 

SAN FRANCISCO – Immigrants detained at the Mesa Verde Deten.on Facility and the Yuba County Jail filed a
class ac.on lawsuit against Immigra.on and Customs Enforcement (ICE) last night, asking the federal district
court to order the immediate release of people in deten.on from fundamentally unsafe condi.ons which
endanger their health and lives in the midst of the global coronavirus pandemic. 

There are more than 400 individuals detained by ICE at Mesa Verde and Yuba County Jail. While a federal
district judge has ordered the release of some individuals in response to legal challenges, this is the first class
ac.on filed on behalf of everyone detained at these two facili.es.  

“Social distancing is impossible here,” says Brenda Ruiz Tovar, a 31 year old mother who is detained at Yuba
County Jail even though she has prevailed in her immigra.on case - twice - because the federal  government
has appealed the decision. “We are crammed together. If there is an outbreak here, we will all catch it.”  

Javier Alfaro, a 39-year-old father detained at Mesa Verde, said, “I learned about ‘social distancing’ from
watching the news in the deten.on center. Even if the authori.es had told us about social distancing though,
it doesn’t seem like there would be any way to prac.ce social distancing here.” 

Immigrants at both of these facili.es generally sleep in packed dormitory rooms on bunk beds bolted to the
floor only a few feet from each other. They use shared bathrooms, shoulder to shoulder with someone at the
next sink and arms length from the next stall. They line up to get meals in crowded cafeterias, and are not
provided resources for adequate sanita.on and hygiene.

People detained at Mesa Verde held a hunger strike last week challenging their con.nued deten.on in unsafe
condi.ons amid this pandemic. They faced retalia.on from deten.on center authori.es who threatened to
deny them access to commissary food unless they broke the hunger strike. This case also challenges the
illegal retalia.on against those protes.ng these condi.ons. 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:press@aclunc.org
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A coali.on of legal organiza.ons is represen.ng the plain.ffs, including the San Francisco Public Defender’s
Office, the ACLU Founda.ons of Northern California and Southern California, Lawyers’ Commi4ee for Civil
Rights (LCCR) of the San Francisco Bay Area, Lakin & Wille LLP, and Cooley LLP. 

“Despite consensus among public health experts that these condi.ons will lead to an outbreak of the deadly
coronavirus, ICE has consistently failed to take necessary steps to protect the health of the people detained,”
said San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju. “We cannot sit and watch our clients suffer in these
outrageous condi.ons--we have to use whatever legal tools we have to protect them.”

“Our clients are trapped,” said Bree Bernwanger, senior staff a4orney at the Lawyers Commi4ee for Civil
Rights. “There is no ques.on that the condi.ons of their deten.on are likely to cause a devasta.ng outbreak,
but ICE is refusing to do the one thing that could prevent it: release people.” 
 
“Everyone in these facili.es faces a risk of death because of how .ghtly they are packed together,” said Bill
Freeman, Senior Counsel at the ACLU of Northern California. “ICE must immediately reduce the number of
detainees so that they can achieve the necessary social distancing and be safe.”

“While social distancing is now ubiquitous in all corners of American society, and government authori.es
have been ordering reduc.ons in prison and jail popula.ons throughout the country, ICE’s deten.on centers
remain a glaring aberra.on,” said Mar.n Schenker, a partner at Cooley LLP.

“ICE has remained obs.nate in its resistance to meaningfully reduce the popula.ons at Mesa Verde and
Yuba,” said Judah Lakin of Lakin & Wille LLP. “ICE’s ac.ons unnecessarily place hundreds of people in harm’s
way in a manner that is not only irresponsible, but also plainly uncons.tu.onal.”
 
“People on the inside of ICE facili.es have not been wai.ng for courts and lawyers to intervene. In the
tradi.on of Gandhi and Mar.n Luther King, they have been organizing to call a4en.on to their awful
condi.ons and the need to release them,” said Jordan Wells, a staff a4orney with the ACLU of Southern
California. “This lawsuit supports the leadership of these hunger strikers on the inside.”
 

###
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Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Major Legal Ac.on To be Announced To Combat COVID-19 Spread in California
ICE Deten.on Centers

Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 1:09:08 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 20, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – San Francisco Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

 

*** MEDIA ADVISORY***

 

Major Legal Action To be Announced To Combat COVID-19 Spread in California
ICE Detention Centers

 

WHAT:

A coalition of attorneys representing individuals detained by ICE will hold a press conference along
with a man recently released from ICE custody, family members of people incarcerated by ICE, and
medical experts to announce a major legal action against ICE. The coalition of attorneys are from the
San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco
Bay Area, ACLU Foundations of Northern & Southern California, Lakin & Wille LLP, and Cooley
LLP.

WHEN:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 from 10:00-10:30am

WHERE:

Via Zoom meeting –  

https://zoom.us/j/93926224448?pwd=ZUo4MGwrZit4WWNXWlA5YlBHMWFUQT09

             Meeting ID: 939 2622 4448

Password: 191919

One tap mobile: +16699006833,,93926224448#,,#,191919# US (San Jose)

Phone: 1(669)900-6833; Meeting ID  93926224448#; #; Password: 191919#

 

WHO:

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://zoom.us/j/93926224448?pwd=ZUo4MGwrZit4WWNXWlA5YlBHMWFUQT09
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Charles Joseph, recently released from the Mesa Verde Detention Center in Bakersfield, CA, following
a legal challenge

Family members of people recently or currently in immigration detention 

Medical Experts

Bree Bernwanger, Senior Staff Attorney at the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights (LCCR) of the San
Francisco Bay Area

Emi MacLean, Attorney at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office

Angelica Salceda, Attorney at ACLU Northern California

 

##

 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - We Will Sue To Open Up the Courts to the Public; Sheriff Opposes Zero Bail;
Podcast with Hawaii Progressive Prosecutor Candidate

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 7:00:16 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We don’t do secret proceedings in this country,” said David Snyder, executive director of the San
Francisco-based First Amendment Coalition.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 20, 2020

We Need Public Eyes on Courts - We Are Planning To Sue in Two
California Counties To Force It
by David Greenwald

We have been covering extensively and almost exclusively the courts in Sacramento. We seem to be the
only media doing so.

But a more troubling occurance is that court is proceeding without the ability of the public or the media to
observe.

The San Jose Mercury News reports: "Alameda, Contra Costa, San Mateo and Santa Clara counties are
all utilizing remote video hearings during the current state of emergency but none currently have a
mechanism for routine public observation."

We were told that in Yolo County, home of Davis, there are empty court rooms. There is no family, no
public and no press allowed. And yet the court is proceeding.

The same is occuring in San Francisco.

“We don’t do secret proceedings in this country,” said David Snyder, executive director of the San
Francisco-based First Amendment Coalition. “The U.S. Supreme Court has made clear that the best way
to ensure courts aren’t abusing their tremendous power is to allow the public, press and defendants’
families to watch what courts are doing.”
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We have decided to intervene.

On Thursday, attorneys for the Vanguard, sent a letter to Judge Garrett Wong, Presiding Judge in San
Francisco.

Dear Judge Wong:

I am writing on behalf of the People’s Vanguard, a news media outlet that reports on the
courts in San Francisco and advocates on behalf of the public in respect to the public’s right to access
information (“Vanguard”).

My client requests to exercise its public right to be present during criminal proceedings that take place
within the San Francisco Superior Court system (the “Court”). Currently, due to the C-19 outbreak, there
is no public access to any Court civil or criminal proceeding.

There appears to be no protocol in place for my client and members of the public to attend Court
proceedings remotely.

The technology to allow public access is inexpensive and easy to effectuate. Although an
accessible video feed would be ideal, the public could attend hearings telephonically via a muted
telephone line. Using a muted telephone line, the public could dial into and listen in on proceedings
without interrupting those proceedings.

My client realizes the difficulties of respond to the C-19 crisis. However, due to the ease of setting up a
system where members of the public could listen in on hearings allows you to remedy the problems
associated with denying the public access to criminal proceedings, my client insists that The People’s
Vanguard, and the public the Vanguard serves, be provided the means to remotely access Court criminal
hearings as they are taking place.

Today, our attorney will send a similar letter to Judge Sam McAdam in Yolo County.

Our intention will be file a lawsuit by the end of the week in both courts if we do not get a reasonable
accommodation.

Thanks for reading.

SPONSOR OUR 10th ANNUAL FUNDRAISER

I am writing you today to see if you would be interested in sponsoring our event - August 13 - Mark
Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project will be speaking in Davis.

The Davis Vanguard - founded in Davis in 2006 - runs a court watch now in San Francisco, Sacramento
and Yolo Counties.  We have a weekly podcast featuring wrongful convictions, progressive prosecutors
and much more.  And we cover national criminal justice issues on a daily basis.

This fundraiser - our tenth annual - helps to fund our operations and put interns into the court room to
shine a light on misconduct and mass incarceration.

Among our early sponsors: SF DA Chesa Boudin, the California Innocence Project, Obie Anthony,
the Jeffrey Deskovic Foundation, UC Davis and UC Davis Law School, and the San Francisco and
Yolo County Public Defenders Offices.

https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX5WIMhb-ywlYTT1Ol7hNq5CD7r7AANSvrM-c34OA-pWoIa9R2uEFMoUMNiEHO7JL2lCyeo-yXdS0Au30lu1AVBRkxY2gV-UbzRZOaEVzckLUQDrjq99pTtc=&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Homeless Union Charges Sacramento
Local Govt Misleading About Response to
COVID-19 Threat to Unhoused

While the city and county of Sacramento have banked
millions of dollars to help the homeless during the COVID-19
pandemic, the Sacramento homeless union has informed
THE VANGUARD

Read More

Monday Morning Thoughts: Yolo Sheriff
Opposes Zero Bail Order – Does Explain
Why

I have been surprised for how long local Yolo County officials
have stayed out of what has become a national discussion,
practiced at each local level about criminal justice reform.

Read More

Situation in California Prisons Precarious
as First COVID Death Occurs at CDCR

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
(CDCR) today announced an inmate from California
Institution for Men (CIM) in San Bernardino County passed
away at an outside area hospital from what appears to be
complications related to COVID-19.

Read More

Netflix’s “Innocence Files” Opens With Bite
Mark Evidence Leading to Wrongful
Convictions

Jacquelyn Esser is running for DA in Honululu, Hawaii. She
was born and raised in Phoenix, Arizona and moved to
Hawaiʻi in 2000 to attend the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa.
She graduated in 2004 with a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and earned a law degree at the University of
Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law.

Read More

My View: Disgraced Forensic Dentist Goes

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX56WUHf__VePxCSVoG8VoTpydWnrswr49hdph7rqY8v8DzcgBtl5IqSutmRB7PmuqehqTzlXVC2wrLGrRI2f_AuYerWdjoXLpveR5cC5dpvJhXyW6rO_vlM=&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX56WUHf__VePXkJFYhyVN-EHC6dhAWoypwC9o0wgG4gcLxWAhz3M_n4fsxKchcmkdOEHQ1be22HDNkXb01Hy1yQCyFriNhqHCrZ20mszVSyQ5KmZvGcdXgeRs6VdDxt5l35kpmlFY6Sn&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX56WUHf__VePMOVJLXduxXEtlFFVjAE0VJDlr568Rh1JfZjf7LbER-lstcFBTWrZVcQ_7ybqIqGRK61f6X7ZUE9dq5Dr4dLVpeZTs1FWdn8urQk5XwrapGE7e2ISjwouaVzzKO241WsXAK4BnRVeRLU=&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQXyxqgznkghOcxOWSUAtKuHG_NWpENUnZpviqhcuozahaMy_lopp8s0mH2MmUZ9943eYTLDoitSw5BtXTleuuGClzSQ7wrsGid0n_az-lkV5v7DF9i5HbAtEds2dxnazz7H2BvL28tNt9&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX9mq7-vWTkCj93GX9x2TVtLktAEDAnlFPuA1URTYhK3jnz7ww8Xztp_iPqm0ZT2asTjiARJeXYgsfA9Ww4CMcf0DTsiEiuXECl_PQk00J_Vi&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQXxfkgubUevELaosBnKH0alIAidMfu7KC6H5rS56g9DfH1Uqeh9TsEfBVHP2OURWczKRAA7puvOBe4duWSxVhXZND_aWDDwV8EM54643dszeT&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX9DL_6i7Wxu1kBjGscFdZAjQHqRLm-dRRPm-zujWsYjzmcCCGjPzS7z8GZFUp7Twb7oRM_jUvtnMbpCRPnW2ZmUB7_ZKmm_xt9g-vZ4ZtVAWtmrIvNwlaxtbRk8uRHqQ4Bu08ThuIH1XV-Ac8-EhVXzCP_V6oQTyM-nD2sWbQ2jdZQXB9YI1wgDvXT-UdRDL1ZfmsMy3KDuut3Igq7Tsz-9MJ-Z4dd5iNEdK2tdwXZkiol7LUTiZDLldaOzXQzAevA==&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX9DL_6i7Wxu1xXebPMyCItrgAJdIwoe8HIRSsyO8XJEN0yUEKMAs1Uuz9_L5aL_G5QUCSTwhDO3yHdVOf5HcEabl5OJuO9vO-KhilAg7zDrwgRilfy1pOexV6bE0sAtJKu3R-R3vbW9moh-ZVP4vtLbxThzZ2k1m-wr_KgrssUBuuM13naZfoGBwI9z3eOuTs-bfONqIXV808ArkSBLTlbNOAM2wyQlasw==&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX9DL_6i7Wxu1twVmltWkRu_Y5MFgCFFIFF_BEBKmfD1DEfjZOt8Kwx-uRB3Kx2xh9R9EgPTFDdq4WkuzF7h7-MaKpGIcCtYBJx9RG8fY0t2_SB2W7kZn5UJS2IrXDE4eBKi_f8ZZXfM5CVz_9OOZqtK4pIThSLz5wJYh7WKCblaAZWxzRoPusjn7Yw0bYtl3ZDQgeF-5W_cRsV02PiyHPd-0QPYHagLArQ==&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX9DL_6i7Wxu1EaLv2H-hVevBaT69DbEGLa2w7Tiy6pkaoaJM855Wf1113UgGjPgpdrAa2_ZGP0DRazdajpU5puGZToCpjr1Sjy_9KohixME1gHG4nCJ8_vu_dk4CiRKYVZLLnVAgHx9ZWH-dYwHzDKobBejhaWD0napEQwTF6yiIiz9nE2vbTTHTksIlRyiqdcar_G5MnIqhPKTlaFYau_z-553H1auTWA==&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
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on the Attack on Innocence Files

The Netflix series, the Innocence Files, tracks three stories
over nine episodes. The first three focus on the story of Levon
Brooks and Kennedy Brewer. Those who have read Radley
Balko’s book are well familiar with this story and the story of
Michael West.

Read More

Guest Commentary: Courage in the Time
of COVID-19

From CPDA - During these bewildering times, leaders at all
levels are being asked to think in ways never imagined.
Courage is a quality that does not always rise to the surface
during challenging times. Taking the known road, waiting for
others to act first

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco to Close County Jail 4

Legislation introduced by Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer to the
Board of Supervisors will close County Jail 4, a maximum-
security facility, by November 21.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Almost Denied Bail After Allegedly
Stealing A Potential COVID-19 Sample and
Abandoning It In Near a Pharmacy

A man was almost denied bail after being charged with
stealing a COVID-19 sample from Sutter Davis Hospital and
impersonating a federal employee for the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention employee.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Witness Recants But Man With COVID-19
Symptoms Still Held on Felony Counts

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX4dJnNL3epnOSrEFzRDcM2qt-0reOisP4GJ-01LlcWJrhq_uM8SjqDxBXYtZRxf35MMMIuEPMoz7q24PbbKI-g6akIiILkdz_RV1rGz4e-YMzIpogp7aBlXxHqNFjg2XADzPIeKDo2XwtE9nHoExEZ6h9_0o_Y8iSlOkHUgCkA_2BaDp9z-VSJ0vYQEUcXqb3JNvRvs8HpoXMmDzVWfXDSQ=&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX4dJnNL3epnOK9fNMoPg9IJ3L3yv49DEXeUKAoQiumS1iCyOWlj2knirpKwUx5vTfs0PlnbpVjt3zetmTUeG1E5FWF8PSV1oEXz1EeCiJyTYqtJ2yFcf1a9z8V0fJvg6pzsxTFJvlHNVjB2IHkFgx-5POF6X_DmtFmYwWt8_YQYDl3da6EAvMvU=&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQXysiTRzAFIQQLvshH8ttH_8Y78VifYD5kSq0GgAx1PyjgFqbJL6M2u4TDZ8c0aBvpBi9LRz9Z7tfG9FME9f1WLYbzPgZX3gS__2kQO0XW6swONS3N-SxCYAUbiBvjbiAKLSXFAvc90yd&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX0v2gnBgBnk99ASlKMa7uQnQZIxIHuhqQ0kT7CJaQrrpcnZz0_M33X144TB9CfD4S6Mlh0T4eaKHt_7vBTuznbY30jrdT_iSyO4Kbfr7jpX_9k3aBPHamJuGAiYsP7SxxiBWjb8I8HDRaZEVh40dYKwwCzT0FPoGUt3kGf5n9Qmj&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX56WUHf__VePXkJFYhyVN-EHC6dhAWoypwC9o0wgG4gcLxWAhz3M_n4fsxKchcmkdOEHQ1be22HDNkXb01Hy1yQCyFriNhqHCrZ20mszVSyQ5KmZvGcdXgeRs6VdDxt5l35kpmlFY6Sn&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQX5CG-bV0QWIjKceRA27wR5V0Dyy28OpOm_ey3iWrg1aDMliFu2LuJbaz6LHQljwJmi6pkydKKLvCUYIEsnT3GKlS8CUMYQRXsP1m2cR8tzRYYGrYHoBSTAFHNP73RD-N2uVnLyIs4Ra3iR90AVF_7boNOqRzN6N--RilXZ5bJRgKybL_uAXiI5YpIRk0XjxF24P3eEjCgAAgskgzooFNNdhM9fJC9ZxSExp-vOxryTy3B0MyrWxWHfC110p1oI7aa1eOB3JVvQ8d&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VFJAQ4COAffMUYd6c3i-DMYCV1wbIfN9iXguNQRsWXeVJDriK8oQXysiTRzAFIQQws-Qr2CUThurmHZQrHmTHJb9J7tdQ-ty_XkXFqf2F3rwyu-9xs0GnWKNhrc7pSWpFalL9iJKTcbcIw6QHNNGqXRXURUA4ek4Bq-9rV_vBStHakz8LT2oiVtGfaA2e6qozkn-leEIl5c=&c=oE6s-m5yZ0rqWngRB-PVlONtKEpaaKEnyInKXXeHY1dudtCFdHgVhw==&ch=PYy5716jZTTZYV7vY51daRCCMIKBeGtuyDWqj5KzaGpcGu6Nuxe91w==
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Despite the victim of a domestic violence complaint recanting
her testimony Wednesday here in Sacramento Superior Court
during a live stream preliminary trial, Judge Steven Gevercer
ruled that Frederick Garner – whose attorney said he was
suffering from fever and flu – should be bound over for trial.

Read More

Sacramento Judge Schedules Releases for
the Majority of Incarcerated People over
Zoom Court Hearings

With the switch to virtual courtrooms, the Sacramento County
Superior Court has been releasing more incarcerated people
amid the coronavirus pandemic in an attempt to keep the
county jails emptier in case COVID-19 gets loose in them.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 60 –
Arlington Prosecutor Parisa Tafti

Arlington Virginia Commonwealth Attorney Parisa Dehghani-
Tafti was elected overwhelmingly in November after stunning
incumbent prosecutor Theo Stamos by a 52-48 margin.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 59 –
The Wrongful Conviction of Anand Jon
Alexander

Anand Jon Alexander was a rising star in the fashion industry
in 2007 when he was arrested and ultimately convicted of one
count of rape and many counts of lesser sexual offenses.
Although there were no injuries on anyone and he had no
history of violence, he was sentenced to 59 years to life in
prison.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Public Defenders Push For Zero Bail Release; SF Has First COVID Case in Jail;
Podcast interviews Former Alameda DA Candidate Price

Date: Friday, April 17, 2020 at 7:00:57 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Mano Raju: “While we knew it was nearly inevitable the virus would make its way into the jail, I am still
deeply concerned to learn today that an incarcerated person in the San Francisco County Jail system
tested positive for Coronavirus."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 17, 2020

New Report Invites Governors To Utilize Clemency Powers To
Slow COVID-19
By Murcel Rahimi

COVID-19 continues to spread across the nation into jails and prisons. A report published by The Justice
Collaborative Institute in collaboration with Data for Progress challenges governors to make full use of
their executive power to release larger numbers of people from detention in order to create less crowded
conditions in the face of the pandemic.

Nearly 3 in 4 Americans have now been ordered to stay home and remain indoors, while many states
have ordered non-essential businesses to close. Due to their population levels, many state prisons are
unable to comply with CDC hygiene standards and are accelerating the pandemic. People who are
incarcerated are more likely to have chronic health conditions than the general public. Incarcerated
people tend to age faster than the general population, and their physiological age outpaces their
chronological age by anywhere from 7 to 10 years, according to the report.

Nearly every state constitution permits the governor or a board of pardons to grant clemency to
incarcerated people. This can be done through a couple of different ways:

Commutation- to shorten a custodial sentence, usually to time served.

Reprieve- temporary suspension of a sentence; it does not affect the amount of time served, but rather
allows recipients to resume their sentences at a later date.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXue-d_WBddxxuntly-e7GFVMufpgXgxH4Kc1LFngmErgAa-u4xsaplIRro87UTUIagegqWyhpzCAdpZm76TLJSwJLYGpoOrx6Q1fAqwSNIds-U2L_QwJ_Z-h6edTBBF3UiWd6hvNWvuew6dQb1L5mq238SUIEas6HOD2m-fVUmrPHkeqZZec6Axs_NGKdE_iyZ2Jj3qZyjet3dq6Yg0Cj6SszgU2ufPMwnhTHwt-UDygFXmwoDJEg==&c=oxpL1Oj664vd3T-CPyJoe__MKNn2Zc5l8ULJcDcjskRS6Hc0n4M-lw==&ch=DnxJqkbsHCpyRSo8HORhazjk0_LbJhVyWzS7Y3_UY2cm7S426rXw7w==
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Furlough- allows a person to serve a portion of his or her sentence outside a prison or jail.

Compassionate Release- an umbrella term for mechanisms that release individuals “when terminal
illness, advanced age, sickness, debilitation, or extreme family circumstances” outweigh continued
imprisonment.

“Our political leaders have ample tools at their disposal to avoid humanitarian disaster in prisons and
jails, but they must act now,” said Ben Notterman, a fellow at the NYU School of Law Center on the
Administration of Criminal Law and a co-author of the report.

SPONSOR OUR 10th ANNUAL FUNDRAISER

I am writing you today to see if you would be interested in sponsoring our event - August 13 - Mark
Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project will be speaking in Davis.

The Davis Vanguard - founded in Davis in 2006 - runs a court watch now in San Francisco, Sacramento
and Yolo Counties.  We have a weekly podcast featuring wrongful convictions, progressive prosecutors
and much more.  And we cover national criminal justice issues on a daily basis.

This fundraiser - our tenth annual - helps to fund our operations and put interns into the court room to
shine a light on misconduct and mass incarceration.

Among our early sponsors: SF DA Chesa Boudin, the California Innocence Project, Obie Anthony,
the Jeffrey Deskovic Foundation, UC Davis and UC Davis Law School, and the San Francisco and
Yolo County Public Defenders Offices.

https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Public Defender Pleading Uses Experts,
COVID-19 Threat to Justify Release of Non-
Violent Inmates on Zero Bail

Not one, but several Sacramento Superior Court judges this
week acknowledged “that 150-page motion” – it’s actually
“only” 144 pages with exhibits – the Sacramento County
Public Defender Office produced to argue the Sacramento
County District Attorney

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 61 –
Former Alameda DA Candidate Pamela
Price Talks About Police Accountability

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXue-d_WBddxxuntly-e7GFVMufpgXgxH4Kc1LFngmErgAa-u4xsag6JDXXhh-bUFc6ERcbhhPsb5AQguqJ-7G9xJhkRrrx61-uUmIjeKg-_3P4hcvAw1nQIHifFpBlIG4C9-lZdxGPG0pqn-CvGwBLUYo6faa5Gyk62FqtH1F8=&c=oxpL1Oj664vd3T-CPyJoe__MKNn2Zc5l8ULJcDcjskRS6Hc0n4M-lw==&ch=DnxJqkbsHCpyRSo8HORhazjk0_LbJhVyWzS7Y3_UY2cm7S426rXw7w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXue-d_WBddxxuntly-e7GFVMufpgXgxH4Kc1LFngmErgAa-u4xsaovPWQSigUfHkt7xTPG8FKX54NchM6EfTKxH2gbB5y5XA2H6zOTWe3Vaf7hcoJuYJ37Giiuc87eF-rNu3z2ObK-wndh2czyM2AmtFwg1Njz45SzIqaMMXUA=&c=oxpL1Oj664vd3T-CPyJoe__MKNn2Zc5l8ULJcDcjskRS6Hc0n4M-lw==&ch=DnxJqkbsHCpyRSo8HORhazjk0_LbJhVyWzS7Y3_UY2cm7S426rXw7w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXue-d_WBddxxuntly-e7GFVMufpgXgxH4Kc1LFngmErgAa-u4xsaovPWQSigUfHPC3p5ti7jJ_qqNIXwVkpS7jyu769S6q2Pj45vtlWsMmrpOlnmATOJ4-cVuh4Y9310bZ8jetO_ArEOdQXXJeP4oGG9ZElRliUihjkKg3u57oxDYk-XoTDBXwPaVXdD4cn&c=oxpL1Oj664vd3T-CPyJoe__MKNn2Zc5l8ULJcDcjskRS6Hc0n4M-lw==&ch=DnxJqkbsHCpyRSo8HORhazjk0_LbJhVyWzS7Y3_UY2cm7S426rXw7w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001fXue-d_WBddxxuntly-e7GFVMufpgXgxH4Kc1LFngmErgAa-u4xsaovPWQSigUfH4Hb_qU1kuZ1yuzZFtUQdC0-dG93WdDUtcCss9Mz-3BiJ1JPaj4AYa-KygoQUiysqfUerZZsOUHHOYrxU-CLyngF478eJNPiLXuJqDS9_kwNMLRl6MvTOauqX5VcILszyfVAcBvXgTTk=&c=oxpL1Oj664vd3T-CPyJoe__MKNn2Zc5l8ULJcDcjskRS6Hc0n4M-lw==&ch=DnxJqkbsHCpyRSo8HORhazjk0_LbJhVyWzS7Y3_UY2cm7S426rXw7w==
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Pamela Price ran for DA in Alameda County, home of
Oakland in California but was unsuccessful in 2018 in
knocking off incumbent Nancy O’Mally.

Read More

First Confirmed Case of COVID-19 in San
Francisco County Jail Prompts Public
Defender to Ask for Increased Efforts

In response to the first confirmed case of coronavirus in an
incarcerated person in the San Francisco County Jail system,
San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju calls for increased
efforts to keep people out of jails,

Read More

Netflix’s “Innocence Files” Opens With Bite
Mark Evidence Leading to Wrongful
Convictions

The first 3 episodes of Netflix’s The Innocence Files question
the validity of forensic science with three cases of wrongful
convictions caused by the admissibility of bite mark evidence.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco to Close County Jail 4

Legislation introduced by Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer to the
Board of Supervisors will close County Jail 4, a maximum-
security facility, by November 21.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Almost Denied Bail After Allegedly
Stealing A Potential COVID-19 Sample and
Abandoning It In Near a Pharmacy

A man was almost denied bail after being charged with
stealing a COVID-19 sample from Sutter Davis Hospital and
impersonating a federal employee for the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention employee.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page
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Witness Recants But Man With COVID-19
Symptoms Still Held on Felony Counts

Despite the victim of a domestic violence complaint recanting
her testimony Wednesday here in Sacramento Superior Court
during a live stream preliminary trial, Judge Steven Gevercer
ruled that Frederick Garner – whose attorney said he was
suffering from fever and flu – should be bound over for trial.

Read More

Sacramento Judge Schedules Releases for
the Majority of Incarcerated People over
Zoom Court Hearings

With the switch to virtual courtrooms, the Sacramento County
Superior Court has been releasing more incarcerated people
amid the coronavirus pandemic in an attempt to keep the
county jails emptier in case COVID-19 gets loose in them.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 60 –
Arlington Prosecutor Parisa Tafti

Arlington Virginia Commonwealth Attorney Parisa Dehghani-
Tafti was elected overwhelmingly in November after stunning
incumbent prosecutor Theo Stamos by a 52-48 margin.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 59 –
The Wrongful Conviction of Anand Jon
Alexander

Anand Jon Alexander was a rising star in the fashion industry
in 2007 when he was arrested and ultimately convicted of one
count of rape and many counts of lesser sexual offenses.
Although there were no injuries on anyone and he had no
history of violence, he was sentenced to 59 years to life in
prison.

Read More
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju's Statement on First Confirmed Case of
Coronavirus Case in SF Jail

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 9:00:23 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 16, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 

 
***PRESS STATEMENT***

 
San Francisco Public Defender’s Statement on First Confirmed Case of
Coronavirus in San Francisco County Jail
 
 
“While we knew it was nearly inevitable the virus would make its way into the jail, I am still deeply
concerned to learn today that an incarcerated person in the San Francisco County Jail system tested
positive for Coronavirus. This is the exact scenario my team has fought day in and day out to avoid by
reducing the jail population. That this confirmed case comes after a substantial jail population reduction
demonstrates why we have not been content to rest on the tremendous work done thus far, and why we
continue to fight for people to be released. 
 
It is vital that the jail population reduction work not only continue but accelerate. Despite the reductions
in the jail population, multiple strangers still share sinks, toilets, and bunk beds. These conditions
prevent social distancing and proper hygiene and continue to be dangerous for everyone living or
working inside the jails.
 
I recognize the work that has already been done across multiple city agencies in an effort to prevent the
spread of COVID-19 in our jail system, but any positive test poses a direct threat to the safety and
security of the jail population and makes clear that more must be done. We need to continue taking
preventative measures to prevent the spread of the virus, rather than waiting for the situation to get
worse. This must not be a repeat of what happened at MSC South, San Francisco’s largest congregate
homeless shelter.
 
For this reason, I am calling on the courts and the Sheriff to continue releasing as many individuals
from the jail as possible and to ensure that all people who remain are provided personal protective
equipment, adequate cleaning supplies, soap, hand sanitizer, and information that will help them remain
healthy. Those housed in our jails deserve to be safe and treated with dignity both during their
incarceration and upon release. This is also why my office has worked hard to ensure that every one of

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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our clients released is met with support and the safest available place to go. 
 
I am also calling on the Human Services Agency and the Department of Public Health to immediately
implement the Board of Supervisors Ordinance passed this Tuesday requiring that the City procure
8,250 additional private hotel rooms for people without homes. This ordinance includes the requirement
that hotel rooms be provided to people coming out of our jail system who have no place to go, and we
must make those rooms available as soon as possible.
 
Finally, I am calling on the San Francisco Police Department to continue reducing the number of people
being arrested and booked into the jail. Today’s news, combined with the state-wide Emergency Bail
Schedule implemented this week, means that we should completely cease arresting and booking people
on misdemeanors and low-level felonies. Under the Emergency Bail Schedule, these offenses now
require zero dollar bail amounts, meaning people booked on these charges will be immediately released
from the jail. Therefore, police should move to a cite-and-release system for all of these offenses, since
they will be released regardless. 
 
This is a do-or-die situation, requiring aggressive and urgent action across all our city departments. We
cannot afford to be reckless with the lives of anyone in our community - especially those most at risk
and least able to protect themselves. We must keep going. This virus does not discriminate.”
 

-          Mano Raju, San Francisco Public Defender

                ###
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Dynamic Progressive Prosecu.on Panel Illustrates Inequi.es in System; Court
Coverage Shows On Ground Challenges

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 7:00:19 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Mano Raju: “The most effective way to protect people from COVID-19 continues to be releasing them
from jail and allowing them to safely isolate.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 16, 2020

COVID Presents Opportunities For Reform
One of the upsides of COVID-19 is that by forcing everyone to go to video meetings, we get to see things
we might not have in the old world. And so what probably would have been a local discussion with some
interesting candidates for prosecutor yesterday, ended up as an event we could all watch.

Make no mistake - COVID-19 is a huge tragedy. And in some ways it was an avoidable tragedy.

But in other ways it is an opportunity - an opportunity to do what we should have done before.

As Eli Savit - who we had previously interviewed on a podcast - pointed out, “The coronavirus crisis has
shown a light on a lot of the inequities in our society and a lot of the things that we are doing wrong... I
think we need to learn from this crisis."

And he's right - in so many ways.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001dhVWH5oFTkEuGJPpAPh3XitwlPeGhNuJJkY_q1s7NwA-y75jWloJHWad98Uhp-TsexfsEy7VzYuNkEsLbIJBhDoI4vJfs6w3slDb0v7OOOrN-78Fhe6vWqpCQRWTE_WGZYBnLESzChEX54g5F6bzNqjt_i8Pn_ChJOV8hiYilsrKzE_44Wj08zX9VROiIDu2UlffUmhbdaP9g7sCG6HBTD8rj0xAK-oq8KHFYcUR7O_MTljsQNjNznmE4FcZbmvSYWiI5N5rh5Cldmx7IpYznOxbwXAAtyCl&c=3BKBb3JiRqgJLJC4cSOY-FlwEUdnFrVUogMYUgWy2bmKkfAPNAhEOg==&ch=AhpcFho8Gi6mea6x33K6SP6PsUlYYQia6uTWSmG6EEpYDmr1SmXEbg==
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“It is beyond the pale right now to arrest someone into a jail,” he said “which is a petri dish for the virus
and to hold them for a small, low level, quality of life offense. A crime for which they don’t really pose a
threat to the community.”

“I’m hopeful that if any good can come out of this crisis, it’s that we can learn from this, we can recognize
that what we’ve been told about what public safety demands for so many years is just not true,” he
said. “We can start to build a fairer and more equitable justice system.”

Eli Savit added that they need to listen to the public health experts, who have recommended that we
decarcerate our prisons.

What they are telling us right now, he said, “It is imperative that we decarcerate our prisons.”

In fact, our article today shows that the distinguished publication, the New England Journal of Medicine is
calling for "decarceration" and yes they are using that term.

“We believe that we need to prepare now, by “decarcerating,” or releasing, as many people as possible,
focusing on those who are least likely to commit additional crimes, but also on the elderly and infirm,”
doctors wrote in a paper published in the presitigious New England Journal of Medicine.

Janos Marton added, “it raises fundamental questions about what’s broken about our current criminal
justice system that a lot people… are reluctant to admit.”

“What is the public safety reason to keep someone who is 70 years old in prison?” he said noting a lot of
studies that people’s public safety risk goes down significantly when they hit 40 years old.

“There are 170 clemency requests sitting on the governor’s desk who have done at least 30 years of
prison time,” he said. “There is no public safety argument for 113 or 114 to be kept behind bars.”

This is a key point that both Janos, who was also a guest on our podcast, Eli Savit and the third guest,
Melba Pearson a candidate in Miami Dade all made - decarcereate.

There are people being held in prison and jail who are not threats. They are not threats to public safety.

As Janos Marton pointed out, “for a whole lot of people, there are active better choices out there than jail
and prison.”

Eli Savit argued that the criminal justice system is “arbitrary” and that it is “impervious to study or
research or any sort of introspection about whether what we are doing is actually working.”

He said, “We do things in the criminal justice system without any sort of data or theory to back it up.”

For those of us watching the Innocence Files on Netflix this week, that is a lesson that gets hammered
home as we watch the testimony of forensic dentist Michael West, whose untested theories have sent
countless innocents to prison.

What is clear is that Eli Savit, Melba Pearson and Janos Marton are all young leaders that could become
dynamic forces for criminal justice reform. 

Thanks for reading

SPONSOR OUR 10th ANNUAL FUNDRAISER
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I am writing you today to see if you would be interested in sponsoring our event - August 13 - Mark
Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project will be speaking in Davis.

The Davis Vanguard - founded in Davis in 2006 - runs a court watch now in San Francisco, Sacramento
and Yolo Counties.  We have a weekly podcast featuring wrongful convictions, progressive prosecutors
and much more.  And we cover national criminal justice issues on a daily basis.

This fundraiser - our tenth annual - helps to fund our operations and put interns into the court room to
shine a light on misconduct and mass incarceration.

Among our early sponsors: SF DA Chesa Boudin, the California Innocence Project, Obie Anthony,
the Jeffrey Deskovic Foundation, UC Davis and UC Davis Law School, and the San Francisco and
Yolo County Public Defenders Offices.

https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Progressive Prosecutor Candidates
Discuss Decarceration and the Justice
Reform Amid COVID-19 Threats

Can the end result of the global pandemic thrat of COVID-19
be a fairer and more equitable justice system? That’s what
prosecution candidates from across the country – Janos
Marton from Manhattan, Melba Peearson from Miami-Dade,
and Eli Savit from Michigan talked about in a panel discussion
Wednesday

Read More

Yuba County ICE Car Protest Called
‘Essential’ Activity Amid COVID-19 Fears

Nearly 50 “socially-distanced” vehicles from throughout
Northern California loudly and persistently honked car horns
as they circled the controversial Yuba County Jail here
Tuesday for more than an hour, calling for the immediate
release of ICE detainees.

Read More

COVID-19 in U.S. Prisons Can Have a
Global Impact; Doctors Call For
Decarceration to Reduce COVID-19
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Implications

Doctors share knowledge on the implications of the threat of
COVID-19 in jails and prisons on incarcerated populations
and the world and how to flatten the curve for incarcerated
populations and called for decarceration of the inmate
population in order to combat the spread of the disease
through vulnerable incarcerated populations.

Read More

Sacramento Law Enforcement Promises to
Now Crack Down on COVID-19 Scofflaws

The State Judicial Council mandated last week, under an
emergency COVID-19 order, that counties in California empty
out their jails – but Sacramento law enforcement threatened
Wednesday to maybe toss people in jail for “reoccurring or
blatant violations” of state and county health orders to “stay-
at-home” during the coronavirus pandemic.

Read More

Man Almost Denied Bail After Allegedly
Stealing A Potential COVID-19 Sample and
Abandoning It In Near a Pharmacy

A man was almost denied bail after being charged with
stealing a COVID-19 sample from Sutter Davis Hospital and
impersonating a federal employee for the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention employee.

Read More

Witness Recants But Man With COVID-19
Symptoms Still Held on Felony Counts

Despite the victim of a domestic violence complaint recanting
her testimony Wednesday here in Sacramento Superior Court
during a live stream preliminary trial, Judge Steven Gevercer
ruled that Frederick Garner – whose attorney said he was
suffering from fever and flu – should be bound over for trial.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco to Close County Jail 4

Legislation introduced by Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer to the
Board of Supervisors will close County Jail 4, a maximum-
security facility, by November 21.

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Almost Denied Bail After Allegedly
Stealing A Potential COVID-19 Sample and
Abandoning It In Near a Pharmacy

A man was almost denied bail after being charged with
stealing a COVID-19 sample from Sutter Davis Hospital and
impersonating a federal employee for the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention employee.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Witness Recants But Man With COVID-19
Symptoms Still Held on Felony Counts

Despite the victim of a domestic violence complaint recanting
her testimony Wednesday here in Sacramento Superior Court
during a live stream preliminary trial, Judge Steven Gevercer
ruled that Frederick Garner – whose attorney said he was
suffering from fever and flu – should be bound over for trial.

Read More

Sacramento Judge Schedules Releases for
the Majority of Incarcerated People over
Zoom Court Hearings

With the switch to virtual courtrooms, the Sacramento County
Superior Court has been releasing more incarcerated people
amid the coronavirus pandemic in an attempt to keep the
county jails emptier in case COVID-19 gets loose in them.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 60 –
Arlington Prosecutor Parisa Tafti

Arlington Virginia Commonwealth Attorney Parisa Dehghani-
Tafti was elected overwhelmingly in November after stunning
incumbent prosecutor Theo Stamos by a 52-48 margin.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 59 –
The Wrongful Conviction of Anand Jon
Alexander
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Anand Jon Alexander was a rising star in the fashion industry
in 2007 when he was arrested and ultimately convicted of one
count of rape and many counts of lesser sexual offenses.
Although there were no injuries on anyone and he had no
history of violence, he was sentenced to 59 years to life in
prison.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - SF To Shut Down Jail 4; Incarcerated Person Describes Corcoran
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 at 7:01:18 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Mano Raju: “The most effective way to protect people from COVID-19 continues to be releasing them
from jail and allowing them to safely isolate.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 15, 2020

Inside Looking Out - From an Incarcerated Person at Corcoran
An incarcerated person at Cororan, who we have been working with for the last decade because he is not
only wrongly convicted, but also eligible for relief at least partially under 1437 wrote us last week about
the conditions at Corcoran. He called yesterday to say that they remain free of the virus, but concerned
about the lack of precaution by the guards.

From the incarcerated person...
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I am currently housed at the Substance Abuse Treatment Facility at Corcoran (SATF). We have been on
a quarantine program for a week now. They are trying to keep the gathering of crowds but its not really
working as they still play basketball and soccess as (well as) other sports.

How we will get sick is that someone who works here will bring it in.

I'm on F yard which houses 900+ inmates in 3 buidings called blocks

So far this yard has no confirmed COVID-19 cases. Yet!

We heard of one on G-yard but not yet confirmed.

The staff won't tell us anything. On 4-4-20 they sent 100 inmates across the street to old Corcoran
SHU. This place is in no way ready for whats coming. There will be no way for them to deal with this
when it happens.

We are all worried about the future. We watch the news every night and see it surrounding us and can do
nothing.

I have been keeping a journal and writing down the spread in the counties in and around the prison. THe
prison is located in kings county which at this time has only 5 cses of COVID-19. But three othe r
counties that surround Kids are Tulare - 107, Freson - 108 and Kern at 225 as of 4-5-20.

This prison has over 7000 inmates on 7 yards.

This is a powder keg just waiting for a match.

I'm really worried about whats coming. No so much of the illness, but about the care that won't be
coming. They still let people wander around not even thinking about the consequences of their actions.

Thanks for reading...

SPONSOR OUR 10th ANNUAL FUNDRAISER

I am writing you today to see if you would be interested in sponsoring our event - August 13 - Mark
Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project will be speaking in Davis.

The Davis Vanguard - founded in Davis in 2006 - runs a court watch now in San Francisco, Sacramento
and Yolo Counties.  We have a weekly podcast featuring wrongful convictions, progressive prosecutors
and much more.  And we cover national criminal justice issues on a daily basis.

This fundraiser - our tenth annual - helps to fund our operations and put interns into the court room to
shine a light on misconduct and mass incarceration.

Among our early sponsors: SF DA Chesa Boudin, the California Innocence Project, Obie Anthony,
the Jeffrey Deskovic Foundation, UC Davis and UC Davis Law School, and the San Francisco and
Yolo County Public Defenders Offices.

https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/
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San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Francisco to Close County Jail 4

Legislation introduced by Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer to the
Board of Supervisors will close County Jail 4, a maximum-
security facility, by November 21.

Read More

$0 Bail Contested for Two Cases
Considered ‘Public Safety Risks’

Several arraignments ended with the defendant’s bail set to
$0 with the exception of two cases where the defendants had
been deemed a public safety risk.Due to the California
Judicial Council’s new emergency bail policy, offenders’ bail
can be set to $0 in order to reduce the population of
incarcerated

Read More

Sacramento Judge Schedules Releases for
the Majority of Incarcerated People over
Zoom Court Hearings

With the switch to virtual courtrooms, the Sacramento County
Superior Court has been releasing more incarcerated people
amid the coronavirus pandemic in an attempt to keep the
county jails emptier in case COVID-19 gets loose in them.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco to Close County Jail 4

Legislation introduced by Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer to the
Board of Supervisors will close County Jail 4, a maximum-
security facility, by November 21.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

$0 Bail Contested for Two Cases
Considered ‘Public Safety Risks’

Several arraignments ended with the defendant’s bail set to
$0 with the exception of two cases where the defendants had
been deemed a public safety risk.Due to the California
Judicial Council’s new emergency bail policy, offenders’ bail
can be set to $0 in order to reduce the population of
incarcerated

Read More

Sacramento Judge Schedules Releases for
the Majority of Incarcerated People over
Zoom Court Hearings

With the switch to virtual courtrooms, the Sacramento County
Superior Court has been releasing more incarcerated people
amid the coronavirus pandemic in an attempt to keep the
county jails emptier in case COVID-19 gets loose in them.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 60 –
Arlington Prosecutor Parisa Tafti

Arlington Virginia Commonwealth Attorney Parisa Dehghani-
Tafti was elected overwhelmingly in November after stunning
incumbent prosecutor Theo Stamos by a 52-48 margin.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 59 –
The Wrongful Conviction of Anand Jon
Alexander

Anand Jon Alexander was a rising star in the fashion industry
in 2007 when he was arrested and ultimately convicted of one
count of rape and many counts of lesser sexual offenses.
Although there were no injuries on anyone and he had no
history of violence, he was sentenced to 59 years to life in
prison.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017z60_8gx6kCfDXDjOf6IoIr4-vKATgD4ry1QLe5MuToxtksN9iqVxROUCnsfKUcmFil5QxkgddbkWG2XMdD6Sosv8HGTP3bji718EUx2QQmnj1U_VfdQIXk3UHzhXIQgCuQ-4HAdQTLx4eMH561GyhbFRXm_bq-6WCFdZAKElPF3tP2pND6girWBm59WXv207fBKfeeRRuCRz-uZCMy2KxGBRobiC0bIZqq3kUxhD7bxrBxap3EOnf6iwZRNdn7zP6jUGKCoYTt1N4mb1iCNgsgE8vtxydfp&c=FL_agq3DKdnMcfzMVI_oNferw9lZPGFAwEAByQpr7ZNuLQfYB5VMpg==&ch=kdL3_JIIuwrhjS2UBINbOLYP8IThkq5VLkJqfd1u_wyrCM4PlwV3yA==
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Subject: Legisla.on to close CJ4 - being introduced at BOS 4.14.2020
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 10:27:47 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: 'David M. Greenwald'
ASachments: Legisla.on to Close CJ4 - being introduced at BOS 4.14.2020.pdf

 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: SF Public Defender Mano Raju on Board of Supervisors Legisla.on to Close CJ4
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 8:52:33 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 14, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
 

***PRESS STATEMENT***
 

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju’s Statement on the Board of
Supervisors Legislation to Close CJ4

 
 
“After months of collaborating with Supervisor Fewer’s office and community partners on the
legislation to close County Jail 4, I am proud that it will be introduced at the Board of Supervisors
meeting today.
 
County Jail 4 has been a known public health risk for decades: it has been deemed seismically unsound,
people are crammed together in tiny cells, and sewage sometimes backs up into sleeping areas.

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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The COVID-19 pandemic has raised these urgent concerns to an emergency level. Social distancing and
safe “sheltering-in-place” is impossible in conditions where multiple strangers must share one toilet,
one sink, and sleep on shared bunk beds. While all congregate living spaces within the jails raise
concerns during this pandemic, County Jail 4 has always been by far the worst. 
 
My office will continue our work to improve conditions inside the jails, while also fighting for people
to be released. The most effective way to protect people from COVID-19 continues to be releasing
them from jail and allowing them to safely isolate. Our efforts to release as many people as possible
from our jail system has helped reduce the population to 40 percent below the average daily
population. 
 
I also want to make clear that there has been a steady decline in crime, arrests, and jail bookings in San
Francisco even before the pandemic began. Because of our low levels of crime, and the shrinking jail
population, I am confident that we can close this jail without investing in building another jail or
sending people out of county. 
 
The COVID-19 crisis has shined a light on just how important it is for us to be looking at all of our
systems, including our public safety systems, through a public health lens. I believe that now, more than
ever, we have both the responsibility and the opportunity to reexamine our response to harm and the
needs of our community with more dignity and care.”
 
##
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Public Defender Mano Raju Says “Zero Bail” measure is cri.cal tool to
prevent spread of COVID-19 in jails throughout the state

Date: Monday, April 13, 2020 at 10:41:56 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 13, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (618)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
LINK: http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/public-defender-mano-raju-says-zero-bail-measure-is-
critical-tool-to-prevent-spread-of-covid-19-in-jails-throughout-the-state/

 
***PRESS RELEASE***  

 
Public Defender Mano Raju Says “Zero Bail” measure is critical tool to prevent

spread of COVID19 in jails throughout the state
Today’s Emergency Bail Schedule implementation means people should be released from jails

throughout the state starting at 5pm
 
San Francisco --- On April 6, the Judicial Council of California voted to implement a set of 11
emergency rules to help address the COVID-19 crisis. Those measures included an Emergency Bail
Schedule, effective today, which will eliminate cash bail for misdemeanors and most low-level felony

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/04/public-defender-mano-raju-says-zero-bail-measure-is-critical-tool-to-prevent-spread-of-covid-19-in-jails-throughout-the-state/
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Schedule, effective today, which will eliminate cash bail for misdemeanors and most low-level felony
offenses with the goal of safely reducing jail populations across California. 
 
The Emergency Bail Schedule applies to people currently held in jail pre-trial, and anyone arrested on
the applicable offenses while the emergency rule is in place. The emergency bail schedule outlines 13
exceptions, allowing money bail to be set according to local bail schedules for people arrested for
serious or violent felonies, domestic violence, DUIs, and several other offenses.
 
“I applaud the implementation of the Emergency Bail Schedule, and the Judicial Council’s recognition
of the vital role courts play in safely reducing the number of people in jails across California. People
forced into congregate spaces like jails are at risk of serious illness and death, and we need to release as
many people as we can across the state” said San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju. “It is always
unjust that some people are held in jail simply because they cannot afford to purchase their freedom.
Reducing the number of people held pretrial solely because they can’t afford bail will allow court
resources to be used more effectively and ensure California continues to flatten the curve.”
 
“Due to these statewide changes, we should see an increase in people released from jails throughout the
state starting today.  Local jurisdictions are required to apply the new bail schedule to every person in
pretrial custody and every newly arrested person at 5:00 p.m. today,” said Raju. 
 
“Furthermore, police departments throughout the state should cease arrests immediately for offenses
now carrying a  $0 bail amount, and should instead move to a cite-and-release system in order to save
critical law enforcement resources and reduce exposure to officers, jail staff, and citizens who would
otherwise be brought to jail, booked, and immediately released with an order to return to court at a
future date,” said Raju.
 

“My office and many others have been fighting for years to end money bail because it is a wealth-based
system that does not center public safety. Though it has taken an international public health crisis to get
us here and the remaining money bail system is still discriminatory and ineffective, this is a big step in
the right direction,” said Raju. “Our community is grateful.”
           

##
 

Emergency Rules are here: https://jcc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8234474&GUID=79611543-
6A40-465C-8B8B-D324F5CAE349
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

https://jcc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8234474&GUID=79611543-6A40-465C-8B8B-D324F5CAE349
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Sacramento Judge Calls Zoom Court Hearings ‘Brave New World’; Senator
Wiener in Podcast Talks About Wrongful Convic.on Legisla.on

Date: Thursday, April 9, 2020 at 7:01:11 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Wrongful convictions cause concentric circles of harm: to the wrongfully convicted and their
communities, to the crime victims who were told a false story and face re-traumatization, to the jurors
who unwittingly participated in the injustice, and to the integrity of the system as a whole," Chesa Boudin

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 9, 2020

For the Wrongly Convicted - They're Not Even Supposed to Be
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For the Wrongly Convicted - They're Not Even Supposed to Be
There in the First Place
by David Greenwald

There has been a lot of focus in the last month about the need to release low level offenders from the
custody of our jails and prisons in the wake of the threat of COVID-19. I join with those who argue that
this is a golden opportunity to change the way we handle custody situations - because if we are going to
argue that these people should not be in custody now and represent a low level threat to society, we can
argue that two months ago and six months from now.

However, at the same time, there is another class of people who we need to address - those people who
should not be in prison in the first place because they are innocent of the crimes charged.

In the last week, in our podcast series, we have highlighted some of the most egregious injustices you
can imagine.

First, we had the story of Joann Parks who in 1989, her three small children were killed in a fire. Instead
of being able to mourn the loss of those precious young lives, she instead had to fight for her own - and in
1993 she was convicted of murder and sentenced to life without parole.

The problem is that the evidence that she set an arson and killed her kids is based on extremely flawed
science. And after having her latest appeal rejected in 2018, she had her sentence commutted by
Governor Newsom on March 27.

Second, we have the case of Ronnie Long who was convicted of rape by an all-white jury in 1976. He
has spent 44 years in prison based on flawed eyewitness identification by the victim, now deceased and
evidence that was withheld by police that showed that the physical evidence did not match his.

Today, we have a podcast where we interview Senator Scott Wiener, a state representative in California,
who has introduced legislation, SB 938 that would give judges more discretion to not allow expert
testimony that is flawed. 

SB 938 is sponsored by the California Innocence Project, the Loyola Project for the Innocent, and the
Northern California Innocence Project.

And tomorrow, we have a podcast interviewing attorney Tim Milner and Clemency Advocate, Amy Povah
from the Can-Do Foundation about the case of Anand Jon Alexander,

The former fashion designer has been sentenced to 59 to life for rape in a case marred by the
withholding of key exculpatory evidence and that blatantly appealed to racial prejudices.

You can catch those and our entire Everyday Injustice series of podcasts here:
https://soundcloud.com/davisvanguard (see below for links to all three recent podcasts).

Thanks for reading

SPONSOR OUR 10th ANNUAL FUNDRAISER

I am writing you today to see if you would be interested in sponsoring our event - August 13 - Mark
Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project will be speaking in Davis.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutlDQ0n2YFTMZQzEwfGRuTe4yrDttkPi6J6ONfItu7Ud_ZO5u70lztCgtQda4WTz67UwyxnvXoVUsntO8p_5Qg4QzKCAD87CpEXYLpv08BseF&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
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The Davis Vanguard - founded in Davis in 2006 - runs a court watch now in San Francisco, Sacramento
and Yolo Counties.  We have a weekly podcast featuring wrongful convictions, progressive prosecutors
and much more.  And we cover national criminal justice issues on a daily basis.

This fundraiser - our tenth annual - helps to fund our operations and put interns into the court room to
shine a light on misconduct and mass incarceration.

Among our early sponsors: SF DA Chesa Boudin, the California Innocence Project, Obie Anthony,
the Jeffrey Deskovic Foundation, UC Davis and UC Davis Law School, and the San Francisco and
Yolo County Public Defenders Offices.

https://vanguard-godsey.eventbrite.com/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Sacramento Judge Calls Zoom Court
Hearings ‘Brave New World’

The recent State Judicial Council emergency order
lengthening timelines for most court hearings appeared to be
the shadowy, but dominating issue this week in Sacramento
Superior Court Judge Lawrence Brown’s virtual courtroom.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 58:
Senator Wiener Discusses Wrongful
Conviction Legislation

In February, Senator Scott Wiener introduced new criminal
justice reform legislation, Senate Bill 938. This bill would
amend the standards used for evaluating expert testimony
and forensics in court pre- and post-conviction. Faulty
forensic and scientific evidence

Read More

The Supreme Court Denies To Hear Texas
Man’s Appeal of Biased Trial

On April 6, the Supreme Court denied a writ of cert to one of
the Texas Seven who claims an unfair trial after discovering
that the judge who sentenced him to death is racist.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutuNXgFjvcyqmlsykRmCiMZTIUm17UrIfWqik77K6p74diCQQSyA62PRWgngI-8Dxhdpykmfd6mLKjcFWawhYqOoYCXHbpzg5Ee-Cc1AMzMSba2BkHYPFreM=&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutnNVbQWCu7_h4W50KBuLSv_LmYWA_wCbIfFuZHJaYcFxE3ojCqNCKa8BTLM5fyQ4RxpBjW6m-PX4oZWZx6vJY72577blyD06vhuBd3Tl7gIOQOL7Sc_OnQw=&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutnNVbQWCu7_haZvzP1TRhmkhsfUN5qBWRSB4Ye_ua9xNYlZ6n-lUcf9agmqiNPFvFelW8dMFMByB0JSNv9JiTXNw0W30nkEEd5ai7yiqjwfCOBYflxYj0F3CPOT-TbM1YdAiHoIjLUXf&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutnNVbQWCu7_hcr3pBCyFU1INFEikCNv2LmLyZJwFo5eeU7oVPchfCFUVjauzWM6E5oR8RPsqEEjZ-NpJ1NQSa8lWa_Gkh2CPzlqQMRLwqVceskxNlzVKTmA7X6ShuKj7-PqX0rmW2iuHKraX67wPqDs=&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutvIg6hQynX8vlj4xwyycEGuDwg7CWRKW8nKKNQlG_rc0_3YONMwuBpFAuRq6gEd6YknsFnSYJF2oIDRuHqPlHTVhYFLdazsCKi8aV9lBOfeHmkNlf48Az9bGFICEia5E-04QHAA48rx1&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutlmXtZgzyzCkJEloDIj2wy5UYnjYutZSZmb8HwrGw4Rz1FsTLcfigiQrphN-ilUs1eXIstJB-SUdJmtlGRjbYaVYI9L_eJLz5BiKYkLDGXzh&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutrsB9Akp6clSm73SGgmBnS9MmNSSGnTUUbfPfU68MXOkxZW-mJJ6NC6KeuuFJehSbIsFe2p156cwvU1DbdWWfYPa-IevCMg92Fw3onCbUVxV&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutkTDWVId3y1gLf7Gg0DMzFRLlWd_8eow301KT7A7R9RSM7whwdIO14XeWDKc76Zq8giQRtwSJD8OFqWABtT3mYwN7P6KDkXiohjewDzm8Wx6UEv-HpugoLdlosROUZkAQW4plYN9yRa85pokEG_htf2wEntzuuzk8InFIBCLZm-XKf5dUBYpzOkeHexkZBTZdCUsgprso4HP&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutkTDWVId3y1gW6sCR2sFtId0t-kalp9dyOkRdwBpbv7tq4JQ7Ftojqb7cuFMYVVURZbX2yapjSmKpCVx-gPRZbZbHJ0SZnvrwxbKrc9EXxWZAMJ8eLeH4TIFgHKeK30-0Txmu5o8wZjagdrVVhtOtsggT7f5KE0oJ-A4XNZZfZCiGGmUk0QFm07x8eYL9RaAm1QPFdeZNbopsLE5uk41KXbShqOfTNgc64jlY6hgua4ZqNsnZmx3nq4=&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutkTDWVId3y1gO2AbJm7HKof2IkUjDfuo8ta2gNDgtycTUroqtksw0W1z1ELRN5n35ZJ7YIQExYFDH9K5LxykkT7I_zyFfmcoyK9XQcmH52-Ewp7DLDfNubF68V4GsZzVTceVXOVfr7_MOPBFAZ6kzrSaZ6E4enwPdLJJOwg-xBioNt2OQ-VTJYt9u1hQzTE1ZKE9VoUKPHdCc6bS3VzRPTc=&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
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Groups Renew Calls for Governor Cuomo
to Grant Emergency Clemencies

Groups renew calls for Governor Cuomo to grant emergency
clemencies and for the parole board and state prison system
to adopt community demands.

Read More

Philadelphia DA Urges Governor to Use
Reprieve Powers to Curb the Spread of
COVID-19 in Prisons

On Wednesday, District Attorney Larry Krasner called on
Governor Tom Wolf to use his power to pardon incarcerated
people, especially those with compromised immune systems,
in the hopes of stopping the spread of COVID-19 in
Pennsylvania communities.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Transitioning into the Electronic Court
System

The COVID-19 pandemic has momentarily transformed
California’s criminal justice system; some argue that this
change is exactly what is needed for the 21st century, while
others argue that it violates the right to confront one’s
accuser.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Judge Calls Zoom Court
Hearings ‘Brave New World’

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gGbOZjGGe4kMMnuCXoL8eBAimZG5DJjfXygRuNJg7gILyYbiJLeutkTDWVId3y1gUsmAZk0W-y6o0HFiG_DetpMcv0hcb8bJGbHAN0Siem_KRX-RhdKA5NKc58L9B8bew6lTxezrOEFDaWJYh8gQJ9osKH_dwWAd1sdj_fdwf0ztwypoyA6mjwQszPXV4soRFKSuPKpkPnsMqHMy_hF1J4ZwyCV99sULFTvDHyyFaXcV-YX2sPAMdeFODFxHo2ybHlOFWzcta80=&c=ZEpTg5MNczftbC-FpSt9W8BJIgfOS_k5HUzPD5jb8fugcqkTUmbcsA==&ch=O9hmQx_LLt9OMylhVnrkmjExJnI4KIzSOeGu6WvGPY_ZLKQEWapv2w==
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The recent State Judicial Council emergency order
lengthening timelines for most court hearings appeared to be
the shadowy, but dominating issue this week in Sacramento
Superior Court Judge Lawrence Brown’s virtual courtroom.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 58:
Senator Wiener Discusses Wrongful
Conviction Legislation

In February, Senator Scott Wiener introduced new criminal
justice reform legislation, Senate Bill 938. This bill would
amend the standards used for evaluating expert testimony
and forensics in court pre- and post-conviction. Faulty
forensic and scientific evidence

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 57 –
Brooklyn DA Eric Gonzalez

Eric Gonzalez was appointed the DA of Kings County
(Brooklyn), New York in 2016 after Ken Thompson, his
predecessor died. In 2017, he won his own term.
We talked extensively about the COVID-19 threat to Brooklyn
and also the conditions at Rikers Island, the notorious jail he
referred to in the interview as a “hell hole.”

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 56 –
Duke Wrongful Conviction Clinic
Discusses Ronnie Long

Ronnie Long has served nearly 44 years in prison for a crime
he did not commit. He was arrested in 1976 on trespass
charges, charged and later convicted of rape, sentenced to 80
years and has been in prison for more than 40 years despite
evidence of an unfair trial and that he was wrongly convicted.

Read More
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***PRESS RELEASE***
 

Federal Judge orders ICE to release four detained immigrants at risk of serious
illness or death from COVID-19 infection

 

SAN FRANCISCO – On April 8, 2020, a federal judge ordered the release of four immigrants
detained in two ICE detention centers in California on the grounds that their age and medical
conditions make them especially vulnerable to the potentially fatal COVID-19 infection.

“None of these [individuals] is in a position to meaningfully limit his exposure to COVID-19
while at Yuba or Mesa Verde,” Judge Chesney affirmed in a ruling Wednesday.

The judge’s decision came in response to a lawsuit filed by the ACLU Foundations of Northern
California and Southern California, Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco
Bay Area, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, and Lakin & Wille LLP.

“Immigration detention is unnecessary generally, but now with COVID it is putting people at risk,” said
Shelly Clements, the wife of Charles Joseph, one of the plaintiffs ordered released. “I feel blessed that
my husband is coming home.”

Collectively the four plaintiffs suffer from a range of serious medical conditions, which the
CDC has identified as placing people at a particularly high risk of contracting this highly
contagious disease.

Salmon Medina Calderon has been diagnosed with diabetes. He has lost all of the vision in one
eye and 70 percent in the other. Gennady V. Lavrus also has diabetes that requires insulin
injections. Charles Joseph suffers from severe asthma. J. Elias Solario Lopez, 82, has a history
of hypertension and kidney disease.

“This decision is an important step,” said William Freeman, senior counsel at the ACLU
Foundation of Northern California. “The stakes for the release of detained persons are at an all-
time high as the threat of the COVID-19 outbreak places them at an elevated risk of serious
ailments or death.”

San Francisco Public Defender Manohar Raju said that, “The judge recognized that releasing
vulnerable immigrants because of the COVID pandemic is urgent, constitutionally mandated,
and in the interest of public health. Immigrants in ICE detention centers should be released
immediately. It is unfortunate we had to resort to the courts for this relief. ICE should be doing
this on its own.”

“ICE’s abysmal response to COVID-19—including its intransigent refusal to heed public health experts
and release as many detainees as necessary—violates the Constitution,” said Jordan Wells, an attorney
with the ACLU Foundation of Southern California. “Worse, it risks human life and threatens to
exacerbate the pandemic. We are relieved for those who the Court ordered ICE to release. And we will
continue fighting for everyone unsafely languishing in ICE prisons.”
 
Bree Bernwanger, senior staff attorney at the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco
Bay Area, issued the following statement: “Our brave clients have shown that while the rest of world
takes unprecedented safety measures in the face of a global pandemic, ICE has endangered their lives
by continuing business as usual. But in this decision, the Court recognized that no immigration policy is
more important than protecting human life.”
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more important than protecting human life.”
 
 
Judah Lakin of Lakin & Wille LLP, issued the following statement: “ICE’s refusal to change its policies
and practices during this pandemic is not only disheartening, but clearly unconstitutional. We will
continue to fight not only for the remaining plaintiffs in our lawsuit, but the greater incarcerated
population at large.”
 

#
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Cell: 628.249.7946
www.sfpublicdefender.org/media
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Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson put it: "It took a worldwide health crisis to lower bail to
amounts that public defender clients can afford, which is $0 in most misdemeanor and low-level felony
cases."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 7, 2020

Will This Moment Prove to Be a Blip or a Revolution?
by David Greenwald

The focus right now in the criminal justice reform movement - getting people out of prison and jail who
don't need to be. But for people like me, the key question is - if we can do this now, why can't we do this
in six months? A year?

We interviewed Eric Gonzalez, the DA of Brooklyn last week, who spoke about his efforts to reduce the
number of people behind bars during this public health crisis.

But it was Farhadian Weinstein, his office's general counsel who made an even more important point: "If
we consider it safe to release certain prisoners now, why not a few months ago?"

Mr. Weinstein argued this is something more, "a dire warning to confront uncomfortable truths about our
prisons and their populations that predate the virus."

“Mass incarceration is a policy that makes no sense,” says Lauren-Brooke Eisen, the director of the
justice program at the Brennan Center, a public policy institute. “This moment proves we don’t need to
have jails and prisons bursting at the seams.”

Indeed what this crisis is forcing us to confront is the question of who absolutely needs to be in custody
because they truly represent a public safety risk and who doesn't.

Ms. Eisen continued, "We’re seeing really important changes that we hope district attorneys and
correctional departments will continue to push for once this pandemic is over."

But it is slow and uneven progress. On Sunday in California, a federal court while sympathetic to the
issue denied a request to order releases arguing that they lacked the authority.

Then yesterday, the California Judicial Council issued a statewide emergency order setting bail at $0 for
most misdemeanor and low-level felony offenses, in an effort to empty jails and limit the spread of
COVID-19.
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The interesting thing about this - the silence of the DA's. They didn't oppose it. But other than Jackie
Lacey, who is facing a November runoff who issued a lauditory - if ironic - statement, we saw no DA's in
the mainstream of California's prosecutors who said anything about it.

As Yolo County Public Defender Tracie Olson put it: "It took a worldwide health crisis to lower bail to
amounts that public defender clients can afford, which is $0 in most misdemeanor and low-level felony
cases."

The key question will be - now that we can show that the world doesn't end with the elimination of bail in
most low level cases, can we finally just end the practice and can we finally get to the point where we
clear our jails and prisons of people who don't need to be there?

We have a moment in time where change can occur - we will see what happens.

Thanks for reading.

Now we need your help. We are trying to raise $50,000 to fund us for the next six months. So far
we have raised $11,500.

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

State Judicial Council Drops Bail to Zero
for Most in Move to Blunt COVID-19
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Progressive reforms sought for decades – the dissolution of
bail to minimize the number of incarcerated in jails, and
consideration for those facing eviction and foreclosure by
monied landlords and banks – were made possible, at least
for now

Read More

Reaction to the Judicial Council Reducing
Bail to Zero

It was a highly anticipated move by the California Judicial
Council and while we captured some reaction from across the
state – but interestingly enough, other than Jackie Lacey

Read More

Courthouse Balance of Privacy and
Transparency, COVID-19 Safety and
Sanitation

Even the judge wore a mask—complying with new
recommendations to wear “face coverings” to combat COVID-
19—as Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary
hearings began again Monday for the first time in weeks.

Read More

Transitioning into the Electronic Court
System

The COVID-19 pandemic has momentarily transformed
California’s criminal justice system; some argue that this
change is exactly what is needed for the 21st century, while
others argue that it violates the right to confront one’s
accuser.

Read More

Over 100 Advocate Groups across the
United States Call for the Suspension of
Juvenile Fees and Fines

In response to the health and economic crisis presented by
the COVID-19 pandemic, a collection of national, regional,
and state organizations have called for an immediate
nationwide moratorium of juvenile “fines, fees, and paying
negative consequences for nonpayment.”

Read More

Fashion Line Profits to Go to National
Cash Bail Network Fund in Response to
COVID-19
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uBgHyCsdKLqNkaqtRj_SVGz9le9gP8GUPQyb2U7-EPRpaIAXnlYcypZzc9LH09AOWSsiSkar-AH56CxM4uWSbgQZPlovt6KBp7h91G2WJ6lxiBayvDW5Q51A9OiwRJmXTZOFAq9Ub5VbblHEVkbD4CMBatw3wGxkcbVfmLtUsVDaCqpEpsfH6ZeIwZZR0y30He-hdcjZVX0SG1eFHG6UCptd5zGV37iEiMPD3VaefLMY07FLa4NtYA==&c=gDGP9EY6h3z-1qXlpYJCmCjMpgfSo3c6kLeBvq7AwOEaXYad2M3IZg==&ch=iYSUQc74xA59DX9frmy8AsXrhvVFUKxu_TyANzpjq25Lsg3jGaMIUA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uBgHyCsdKLqNkaqtRj_SVGz9le9gP8GUPQyb2U7-EPRpaIAXnlYcypZzc9LH09AOMuxwpsiDtDe2rTF5H1WXlbuKeWsdy-vXz078Hv9B4cr2pSwm_LPBl0xtX2zihckME_-ClM-xoIfItxodcx5_bwZb0knYZSz-0j03y4lY8ifu264Rzyn2j0wFE8JCS_PIiyftt-VxKfYgwLknE8uMGj6URXPpQwv2XNKnr61B-S2hQ8Ey4YdlQBvSy5lTCWkfMQ8BWTA18iEuPAmRRYzTpg==&c=gDGP9EY6h3z-1qXlpYJCmCjMpgfSo3c6kLeBvq7AwOEaXYad2M3IZg==&ch=iYSUQc74xA59DX9frmy8AsXrhvVFUKxu_TyANzpjq25Lsg3jGaMIUA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uBgHyCsdKLqNkaqtRj_SVGz9le9gP8GUPQyb2U7-EPRpaIAXnlYcypZzc9LH09AOZXWxhYfjIoCNLLU96y4cz5f4oFUEAWDchKViKWofKvyNRo3OXGVh5B1iXGPAAegemkLZCkcDdJ7jhDJZ7pntFqLRUf1bA1fciOKc0aua_zcIt3lWZIQkSjY9M0m4MwFqsqrC8e70hD29BPWcYk1HmSCpWn-GeX1DGp79dlebWGE=&c=gDGP9EY6h3z-1qXlpYJCmCjMpgfSo3c6kLeBvq7AwOEaXYad2M3IZg==&ch=iYSUQc74xA59DX9frmy8AsXrhvVFUKxu_TyANzpjq25Lsg3jGaMIUA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001uBgHyCsdKLqNkaqtRj_SVGz9le9gP8GUPQyb2U7-EPRpaIAXnlYcypZzc9LH09AOsDCrvtda39g1WSIwxHL8dfcTEmBoVu7dsLrU35hXco1lAw3S8DlrX0h25Ybafz3iRyKKA14Y6s_JUFq-CKKNZpN5eEDw2x5NZnkgP_GVRq4_6ZYUYlNd0WK1JNbYwYUa99WE5eCcQTDmVClRqJvNG7S3j_aDTsk3s63jius88cmegz-Aj6tKmDrWqAlGVN0_g66FgBtpYVpVWBU7LFgY214F_CbK3IXmX5OOwZVjW4bTpQiPE6Hpqw==&c=gDGP9EY6h3z-1qXlpYJCmCjMpgfSo3c6kLeBvq7AwOEaXYad2M3IZg==&ch=iYSUQc74xA59DX9frmy8AsXrhvVFUKxu_TyANzpjq25Lsg3jGaMIUA==
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With the coronavirus pandemic expanding, many prisons
across the nation are working to release eligible incarcerated
individuals to prevent the further spread of the virus.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Transitioning into the Electronic Court
System

The COVID-19 pandemic has momentarily transformed
California’s criminal justice system; some argue that this
change is exactly what is needed for the 21st century, while
others argue that it violates the right to confront one’s
accuser.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Courthouse Balance of Privacy and
Transparency, COVID-19 Safety and
Sanitation

Even the judge wore a mask—complying with new
recommendations to wear “face coverings” to combat COVID-
19—as Sacramento County Superior Court preliminary
hearings began again Monday for the first time in weeks.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 57 –
Brooklyn DA Eric Gonzalez
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Eric Gonzalez was appointed the DA of Kings County
(Brooklyn), New York in 2016 after Ken Thompson, his
predecessor died. In 2017, he won his own term.
We talked extensively about the COVID-19 threat to Brooklyn
and also the conditions at Rikers Island, the notorious jail he
referred to in the interview as a “hell hole.”

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 56 –
Duke Wrongful Conviction Clinic
Discusses Ronnie Long

Ronnie Long has served nearly 44 years in prison for a crime
he did not commit. He was arrested in 1976 on trespass
charges, charged and later convicted of rape, sentenced to 80
years and has been in prison for more than 40 years despite
evidence of an unfair trial and that he was wrongly convicted.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - 9th Circuit Turns Down Suit to Release Incarcerated People; Podcast: DA
Gonzalez discusses Rikers and Pretrial Release

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 7:00:32 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We take no satisfaction in turning away Plaintiffs’ motion without reaching the important question of
whether Defendants have implemented constitutionally adequate measures to protect the inmates of
California’s prisons from the serious threat posed by this unparalleled pandemic. But we are bound by
(federal law) to reach this conclusion,” 9th Circuit Court.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 6, 2020

Federal Court Refuses To Act, New Solution Could Be Cutting
Bail For Low Level Offenses
by David Greenwald

The bad news over the week, as reported by the Vanguard and other entities, a federal court refused to
act to release prisoners - despite being sympathatic to their plight.

“We are living in unprecedented times. The spread of COVID-19 is a global crisis, a crisis that is
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heightened in the most vulnerable groups among us. One such group is before us today,” acknowledged
the federal judges, who according to Cres Vellucci, "almost sounded despondent when they said the brief
filed was beyond the court’s jurisdiction."

He added, "The judges seemed to take no pleasure in turning down the COVID-19 plea."

“We take no satisfaction in turning away Plaintiffs’ motion without reaching the important question of
whether Defendants have implemented constitutionally adequate measures to protect the inmates of
California’s prisons from the serious threat posed by this unparalleled pandemic. But we are bound by
(federal law) to reach this conclusion,” wrote two judges in the response.

In response, San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin told the Vanguard, “If we forget about the people who work
in prisons and jails or those who are incarcerated there we will lose to COVID-19 and we will lose
ourselves. Mass incarceration makes us less safe - that is more clear in the midst of this pandemic than
ever.”

Meanwhile the AP reports California leaders are scheduled to hold an emergency meeting on
Monday including a proposal to hold criminal and juvenile proceedings by video or telephone in order to
ensure that defendants are not held in custody without timely hearings.

“During the COVID-19 pandemic, trial courts must protect defendants’ constitutional rights to have the
assistance of counsel and to be personally present with counsel, and at the same time take steps to
protect the health of defendants, judicial officers, court staff, counsel, and all those who are required to be
present in court,” a report prepared for the meeting said.

Alameda County Public Defender Brendon Woods posted on Facebbok: "Last week we were able to get
our Court’s bail schedule changed to $0.00 for most misdemeanors & $0.00 for all felonies with a max of
4 years or less in prison with some exceptions. Bail will be $500 for misdemeanor probation violations &
$5,000 for felony probation violations."

If the judicial council acts as expected, those provisions could become statewide.

As Farhadian Weinstein, the general counsel of the Kings County District Attorney’s Office pointed out in
a New York Daily News op-ed on Wednesday, " for those of us in law enforcement, we must recognize it
as something more — a dire warning to confront uncomfortable truths about our prisons and their
populations that predate the virus."

The critical point here: "If we consider it safe to release certain prisoners now, why not a few months
ago?"

In short - while these changes are emergency changes, they may well pave the way for more lasting
reform if they prove to work.

Thanks for reading.

Now we need your help. We are trying to raise $50,000 to fund us for the next six months. So far
we have raised just under $10,000.

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd2T-W2LQLMtDOhuO6kVqGIYhneYl8vzcJZIZOP2x6PgDdkVdkjs5p4BvwQO_moAKAxD56ajluuCrWdqPFgFYwTxzvvBK_Temuw==&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKndyL7jdxjaJw8pC_qpP9Xs5cS9C-URcd14x-qLrm4JXa8mGMvM9o-r4VxrlEaTAtZR7Hv8T8oHl0LFEwZC9Gf4Xh64PD0NC3s4xDg8TDvzbzF6WVQF3SXjHQfHjxbVtzBNA==&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
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Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Tulare DA
Pushes Back Against Governor
Commutation

Tulare DA Tim Ward is the Secretary-Treasurer of the
conservative California District Attorneys Association. A little
over a week ago, California Governor Gavin Newsom
announced he was granting 5 pardons and 21 commutations.

Read More

Sympathetic Federal Court Panel Can’t
Release COVID-19 Threatened State
Prisoners

Just as a Sacramento Public Defender Office motion was
rejected by Sacramento County Superior Court in an attempt
to stop a COVID-19 surge by releasing incarcerated from
county jails, a federal court panel late Saturday tossed out an
emergency plea to release potentially tens of thousands

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 57 –
Brooklyn DA Eric Gonzalez

Eric Gonzalez was appointed the DA of Kings County
(Brooklyn), New York in 2016 after Ken Thompson, his
predecessor died. In 2017, he won his own term.
We talked extensively about the COVID-19 threat to Brooklyn
and also the conditions at Rikers Island, the notorious jail he
referred to in the interview as a “hell hole.”

Read More

NY Politicians Disagree with New NY Bail
Rollback

On Apr 2, 2020, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo passed
a budget bill that included a controversial change to the

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd5-aAzICcB-UHwPiq31sDTU-OzTTcKh0z7ZDqSI-UOqexHoGScHTuck7ZOxCye4bHyLVmsaC3dGzbvNtMD6WgXkM7x_tfuOo3Fmj8XglYsQVhMAy0oHJzFYNCmO28hllHJ5Mw0xF1Eh2iUgkL7RnRUQ=&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd78ZcRGg90h2tOMdz6uXXI46e87MHumamjlVkyuqsrxBbvjcImqlyvJ1hHkYbDiu2G-6PdGbPaiF7d3Wx-XkV6SnSKovWJ4CL8fmrSTr2nKZ9oGgf66eAuA=&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd78ZcRGg90h2u2Hc3rAEhYlBsqUMhtkV46c2XW35OnKZIi_KtRIG7cm_-FccKxPJemmJ2mjLreS86HNI2VosSKmWTpZ5B8kuNAiHtX_fMuHmt2OS8wb7nrS5SQlgA7IgkfApS3OimLVA&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd78ZcRGg90h2yhE_K3zOReDhYMmCZ_Aqpxd79QUwX1_m0pwerTfjz1BmH3AndRg_nSMgDsgSy77gweD3L0UR7mnln8VrKSwZApRJuJ7IyPPc7tpw_vvkLbqtBNY-1-qpAix91doppHMxZtVE28lqMfk=&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd2LYcBnkz17oY_YUCd_hqD-LS8GVZ7-F99hEJNA3RtnNEH3FUN_0Eg7nxl-O-7I8dswC-QUFaFB9EzuvI-JDWE-rvS7mfPcu79VLZQYTPEfH0O4I6RUPT5IoA-a0BPzOeH_HbLkdKSvZ&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd_4DhWc81WJqkvuyXkm9wbSECgkaXT8l0pjH6XnYMMVLUXLxATvWDy62egtcoBXkmE7qTyJzGNjReyxe_nwXliIHzbCLvIG542Wyll3Mfbnn&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd3hwwUZX4IEBNRVvztohJbUORU2Y5gxk4bvUg9-EyoLg1Tnhja2QvMBCmC1aBYj0jMROQ1hYGDTrfB7WYSKcf-2px_I8rLfxY3_wAfUdAORO&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd3gyrz4C26cyh5aP6c1XuE1t-0_kqPiCdgcguh8_A205uckt3kDlsXxHjgNqSxfFwWfKB6MR1AICD1V-ASKr4quvzjieDiW36fGbKE-WGLI_WJjhc6FS56KTNHQfZl2TxzbA0XwMHtHsxG44UBgxVsXMNflqjOPENvVSBzv7CNcEqBb7SxLJoXz4crxuAoiqDgMt2ls20jI0hPJ2oUu4ELDrp5_AhKKUtg==&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd3gyrz4C26cyWXgUDCabWf99Dyaeoo4YHkqbKY04HhOKfTrcIg2RiV2BOjqpOuicRTd6Ht_Tp_ykfLleBm599d0HUPX_zxrMHiMFXyUcMTolbj2giXx9LSySe_rn2Bc8_dx2j8_vmL593CJCYUQXAuDNiO2Rrh6ktMqRdqb7FViBX7LgTF5Lhju2rVoHI458bpLsSwsopxbGTqyggoHwoQkrM0fBEv6Xcg==&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd3gyrz4C26cyxFu0CeCeD5qu65ctDMAs7gA3asi5I9N4o-WCvHG6VukzWvoGvQD6SupjQFLlzjJVCr2FbXV5QmV-c5hBxzdAwoiU4IX1zUmm-Y0CfkCcKRJsBd5CYjeD8141q6dSuphkGB1k2ndRtRmKJofNflZ-VTmqqOI44-T3Ym2FcOg_jOMsuedWOUs8sMypT2IPJ13-&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
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a budget bill that included a controversial change to the
state’s bail law.Since Jan. 1, 2020, the New York state bail
law eliminated cash bail for most misdemeanors and felonies;
only extremely violent crimes were subject to cash bail.

Read More

Philadelphia District Attorney and Public
Defender’s Offices Work towards Reducing
Population of Incarcerated

District Attorney Larry Krasner and Public Defender Keir
Bradford-Grey released a statement in Philadelphia urging
courts to reevaluate sentences for release to prevent the
spread of the Coronavirus in facilities.

Read More

National Lawyers Guild Opposes Cities’
Move to Stop Providing Records because
of COVID-19

Cities in California – claiming they are already bogged down
with the cost of fighting the COVID-19 pandemic – are now
urging the governor to suspend numerous state laws because
they’re simply too busy to do the work.

Read More

Sacramento Public Defender Asks Appeal
Court to Intervene, Release County Jail
Inmates because of COVID-19 Threat

In what could be described as a bold, desperate attempt, the
Sacramento County Public Defenders Office has filed an
“emergency request” with the 3rd District Court of Appeal,
asking for the release of nearly 1,700 people confined in the
Sacramento jail system, according to the pleadings made
available to THE VANGUARD Friday.

Read More

Video Arraignments Continue in
Sacramento Court; Sanitation Practices
Still Being Tested

“This hearing is being conducted remotely through the
interactive video conferencing app Zoom,” judges said aloud
on camera from the mostly empty Sacramento County
Superior Courtroom – the phrase that was repeated prior to
each arraignment throughout the week.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd3gyrz4C26cyaMR27_DRO44Gaclb0MDoO7mwkCs7t2FOqRGZsTDqLVoZgtsJHwjna0rp6OT-SazK8bAO186jTNiTQUth66QorJ-QQDXsfNazQuwMQnw8hwsXKVzPnZol3AzjuXq9ywKDmDCrb21E4_VcCsX-a37otcuFmxWc1ryTWprROp4SjYs=&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd3gyrz4C26cyNb4Xi-vddnq4973bWT6CdLle_ym_m5qn293BdKE5Cuivitxb4eRqVVXOIJjFRoWq6n2NmwqeDiDNFR1BJhGfVq--EIYkyNaDol4fBrtiaNrLNTQXPCv-CAM8h5-uB400z_yE0N1VwgS2RP4JyvPwBHkVaHQliL8SMRcCbHWar0qInpAhuK8_V6sHu_1dnojwSJp7-NiQQgVi2E64DZ8IlZ77B7WTzUOo_GEZOTHASIeNHITdiiyorTOycu14mSO0&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd_4OHEMqc-lkHFpGBGG0q5I6jAaYd_wY3DnYGwIcWhbKF1XjiTA96lxlBM5qUF7YSNV-sXXS5qazvDSNlWzvZkbUc4U-LB0yI_QLA8BJ-T9XoZB9NCkhEXvr3eZMYPXyF6QcS-aVqn-J2_FHwdc9E4eHRSliWoXNNpDNMyMTW_J_as5zxoCPPKgFs_2gxoLgJOwXCSLb-q9h10cKCajC6fQnCqGohC1TPtnSapPHqOQn&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKndx1lgnIC-YGaEIbOd4x7QYc0pJkdqMgPvKtCmBWJgFNLcsv1FivbSwiq8gIJTo298HAoAJP0CRfuzkTePyHbhRFPjAvPnemlXOrnVpJr_2HehMNECPET28iDep19aB19j-tAN-mKWoJBwwfhFsUP7OVrs_Wo0QXLPU0hZDOy3Y0YWx3vlEeRbTYbn9qk7iLc_ZtGD909zXjkXJNgUi6ncmnfRXpolT9CFnQ9omclfDvB678gd0yjxycak_IN_BImWsy7xRpLL0Wd&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKndx1lgnIC-YGa0_0vjcGFcTpVNrqVlSTCUrkfx75zc-xkxetRy1zxbbjaD9hPoCxJKXHOXaNXqNFVYTN-INsQUlhwHarsl7HoiZSls9JFMLQwjqGIbzoNk_oN753ACWeLy-z3vg2_7z3_A6bWi9pHh-qExU94nhdVShEhipDHEkMI0pTjtblGH1o5fYuR-_geMbWG63ZHJsDVzmK5i1sG4e5T3jv1e5KjD0bsZF_MLyvP&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd6xZuJj3IxJtSrKe_LeX584urY2lX3r-AnkvwrCUbAJmffTWnSlE-wAlDksz99HLXOilsfeXjU2n067s4hBiwImy0NL0PDH0a6WcexmZsO83gm6g6qeKh1XG3PYxn55s0pYHN_ChxGhe&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
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SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of
Eligible Youth in Juvenile Detention
Facilities

To ensure that the incarcerated people in San Francisco’s
juvenile detention facilities are protected from COVID-19,
Public Defender Manohar Raju has written a letter to Chief
Juvenile Probation Officer Katherine Miller asking for the
release of those eligible.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Public Defender Asks Appeal
Court to Intervene, Release County Jail
Inmates because of COVID-19 Threat

In what could be described as a bold, desperate attempt, the
Sacramento County Public Defenders Office has filed an
“emergency request” with the 3rd District Court of Appeal,
asking for the release of nearly 1,700 people confined in the
Sacramento jail system, according to the pleadings made
available to THE VANGUARD Friday.

Read More

Video Arraignments Continue in
Sacramento Court; Sanitation Practices
Still Being Tested

“This hearing is being conducted remotely through the
interactive video conferencing app Zoom,” judges said aloud
on camera from the mostly empty Sacramento County
Superior Courtroom – the phrase that was repeated prior to
each arraignment throughout the week.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd0UUgPINZSXh_CHo_G5Hpo65Q2whja6cGiMMSN-H877VpCzHHMZL414D_UluW0oK7DEZgtYrH4F-5i3qQzuXDV1YDRtZb-hGXLYVNPSWMmarwbk-vd8OGPwcMYOFLj5qaakKy9DbaMFYRL7TM7eCCAGJDsr-8RgCoPgg0vN2p2hSfHr2gq-6xgu7FAjKZQHjJXf6ECzoUqJL_upv1HJ7ObmvTJBxFn0MIdaeqPDX8MvgzGzsKBhv_2M=&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd78ZcRGg90h2u2Hc3rAEhYlBsqUMhtkV46c2XW35OnKZIi_KtRIG7cm_-FccKxPJemmJ2mjLreS86HNI2VosSKmWTpZ5B8kuNAiHtX_fMuHmt2OS8wb7nrS5SQlgA7IgkfApS3OimLVA&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd9B4ahZZMBkbJau03Us9TqQrOcsFID0ImEYfuAQnfiB-QdjRtiou3mgAVmvFBPHs7cZo_0KYC6mIth5Lm5zeyscMF4Rdqx-W5PpI1kHEU4nAWJRAZ-QbKNn81irg3nZzG17buuxewlyap8RpRKj0t99Ga7e3thM9fqVGtMWvcNzDdrd6jDKDM3YShoBdWjjcsiH38ijwq2X4HV0xRZaUmS-N1yLen70peA==&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKnd6xZuJj3IxJtI9qmrLM1sr1heNcilat12qIz0fwPZXgKX4Zvs5puiKjTT0urF3utd2mYqgWgWS-b_rLPRB5IQBr-R6zlMujngtR0OOdxt9A9wlxi5QWO-CxlWWQw-hh7Dw019UR4iTj3GpSua5JIwQw=&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0016jK4XFfEXWyN1zDf_t67sABONJFYezgleT98iYxEzWtVNC6tuFKndx1lgnIC-YGaEIbOd4x7QYc0pJkdqMgPvKtCmBWJgFNLcsv1FivbSwiq8gIJTo298HAoAJP0CRfuzkTePyHbhRFPjAvPnemlXOrnVpJr_2HehMNECPET28iDep19aB19j-tAN-mKWoJBwwfhFsUP7OVrs_Wo0QXLPU0hZDOy3Y0YWx3vlEeRbTYbn9qk7iLc_ZtGD909zXjkXJNgUi6ncmnfRXpolT9CFnQ9omclfDvB678gd0yjxycak_IN_BImWsy7xRpLL0Wd&c=VyU3qeGdTTu98chrVVKSIASGRXa8LP8hMOUcYbPNXI1A1aYaFVC9ww==&ch=5xA7kWFK057a87WcNnhoXdBNFmUKIhmRc6_V_9oB4d-23HBD_Sz4fQ==
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 57 –
Brooklyn DA Eric Gonzalez

Eric Gonzalez was appointed the DA of Kings County
(Brooklyn), New York in 2016 after Ken Thompson, his
predecessor died. In 2017, he won his own term.
We talked extensively about the COVID-19 threat to Brooklyn
and also the conditions at Rikers Island, the notorious jail he
referred to in the interview as a “hell hole.”

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 56 –
Duke Wrongful Conviction Clinic
Discusses Ronnie Long

Ronnie Long has served nearly 44 years in prison for a crime
he did not commit. He was arrested in 1976 on trespass
charges, charged and later convicted of rape, sentenced to 80
years and has been in prison for more than 40 years despite
evidence of an unfair trial and that he was wrongly convicted.

Read More
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“It’s always been a hell hole,” Eric Gonzalez said bluntly.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 3, 2020

If We Can Release Them Now - We Shouldn't Have Had Them in
To Begin With
by David Greenwald

Criminal justice reformers have been accused more than a few times in the past month of trying to exploit
the COVID-19 crisis in order to get policy changes we wanted anyway.

That is certainly one way to look at it. I look at it somewhat differently however. We have a problem -
over-incarceration and poor jail conditions and COVID-19 is making it worse. Far worse. Far more deadly.

On Wednesday, for example I spoke with a woman whose ex-husband is in jail in Sacramento, bad and
life threatening health conditions and they want to treat it with a laxative. The guy doesn't have COVID-
19, but just as the 22 year old who hung himself on Rikers Island in 2015 after sitting in solitary for two
years for stealing a backpack, this guy doesn't deserve to die over the low level office and the delayed
justice in Sacramento.

As Brooklyn DA Eric Gonzalez told me yesterday, "Rikers has always been a hell hole."

But now, there is a movement to actually do something about it.
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A good op-ed appeared in the Daily News on Wednesday by Farhadian Weinstein, the general counsel of
the Kings County District Attorney’s Office.

As he points out, " for those of us in law enforcement, we must recognize it as something more — a dire
warning to confront uncomfortable truths about our prisons and their populations that predate the virus."

The critical point here: "If we consider it safe to release certain prisoners now, why not a few months
ago?"

He notes: " For years, those of us working to address mass incarceration — advocates, legislators,
progressive prosecutors — have focused on reducing incarceration by reducing the number of people
who enter the prison system in the first place."

But as he argues, " as the pandemic shows all too clearly, we must also take on the back end — and
release people whose incarceration is unnecessary and unjust."

This is exactly right. For years we have been fighting the front-end battle of mass incarceration. And we
should have. We were over- arresting, over-charging, and over-sentencing people who were not really
threats to society.

I started this because of one case - a man who is innocent was sentenced to 378 years in
prison. Ironically now, his habeas hearings are being delayed in part due to this crisis.

The first major case we covered showed exactly the problem with the system. A man stole a $3.99 bag of
shredded cheese from a local grocery store. He had a long long long list of priors but all of them were
petty theft variety.

Back in 2010, you could charge someone accused of petty theft with a prior with a felony and he became
eligible for 25 to life under California's three strikes law. The judge finally struck one of the strikes but he
still got sentenced to nearly 8 years.

So that end was easy to point out and address. The back end, releasing people who are accused of
minor or non-dangerous offenses has been pervasive but now for the first time - we are having a
conversation.

Many have said that there will be a "revolution" of sorts because of the COVID-threat. It may be in the
prisons and pretrial custody situation that we finally see that change.

Thanks for reading.

Now we need your help. We are trying to raise $50,000 to fund us for the next six months. So far
we have raised just under $10,000.

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Brooklyn DA Discusses Rikers Island,
Calls For Releases

The latest news out of New York is grim, but the situation on
Riker’s Island is grim with soap and space in short-supply,
and as of Thursday evening, according to one media account,
at least 231 incarcerated people along with 223 staff
members having tested positive for COVID-19.

Read More

California Supreme Court Affirms LA Death
Penalty Decision

On April 2, 2020, the Supreme Court of California affirmed the
Los Angeles County Superior Court’s denial of James Michael
Fayed’s death penalty appeal.

Read More

NY Senate Corrections Chair Addresses
Measures Taken To Protect Incarcarated
People Amidst COVID-19 Crisis

With over 100 positive cases of COVID-19 in prison facilities
in New York state, there are concerns that not enough is
being done to protect incarcerated persons and guards in
New York prisons.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 56 –
Duke Wrongful Conviction Clinic
Discusses Ronnie Long
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Ronnie Long has served nearly 44 years in prison for a crime
he did not commit. He was arrested in 1976 on trespass
charges, charged and later convicted of rape, sentenced to 80
years and has been in prison for more than 40 years despite
evidence of an unfair trial and that he was wrongly convicted.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of
Eligible Youth in Juvenile Detention
Facilities

To ensure that the incarcerated people in San Francisco’s
juvenile detention facilities are protected from COVID-19,
Public Defender Manohar Raju has written a letter to Chief
Juvenile Probation Officer Katherine Miller asking for the
release of those eligible.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

COVID-19 Threat Forces Sacramento
Courts to Open Via Teleconference Only –
Only Minor Hiccups Reported

Sacramento County Superior Court ramped-up – some might
say that might be too strong a word – its operations
Wednesday afternoon for the first time since COVID-19 forced
the closure of the courthouse weeks ago.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 56 –
Duke Wrongful Conviction Clinic
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001392W0M_7RlI6zQ9gu5gryDiMyNIHw30tp7q3wOoEcuuV_MNDE9homm0E1MUENqAdx1EfHpoMhjKBwl48ipmxuNbAJ-PgjI6GrDDPJ2Bi8e2cPNalWAiZfkpJz_JAT-60QNWw-A7b2FQ3mY4m2cgB0nsFELcpSdwZ8ogzDYBvdqIyHNctuDKGDCABUN1e3FClYk1jS6FdbmY=&c=VD4_ZVspCQIcagZ3WqYAloxYKf_tLCkT54s56yAvoVvLwyev2qa0nw==&ch=iYZFZYmylM-v6b6QidGTSzvxUYvyTelz-liMADM9CfodVptSGp3vHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001392W0M_7RlI6zQ9gu5gryDiMyNIHw30tp7q3wOoEcuuV_MNDE9homhP3jt31THg7kttFFgMno3ZUtkVHOxGDkdDewdlrovbWQD8DajvIn8zh2taRqIoseuHyxk_rhLnku3FrjXbszRMsN-4P5Xw3rdSSav4HtGPy4QGy1cJ-aRaVZk5_7hGOcdKwZFLCNDckYei9A0UuxFKPzut4typArlxnRrqChxqalUqOiIcvX8MwEAH05xrYECnFZb8c_Ca6np05v4_3we0FwiSXXpyrqJy4jrfVQqddFtnNqXFGmA1OfCQ-i3ClsA==&c=VD4_ZVspCQIcagZ3WqYAloxYKf_tLCkT54s56yAvoVvLwyev2qa0nw==&ch=iYZFZYmylM-v6b6QidGTSzvxUYvyTelz-liMADM9CfodVptSGp3vHQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001392W0M_7RlI6zQ9gu5gryDiMyNIHw30tp7q3wOoEcuuV_MNDE9homgtfUhInB1nUwKLb2MlVfTquTVDC67VL075P2KocN546hb94OtoC_mNHliVBRJ54KnlDc4uM8gd1WpLlP97DyaDwya-gKBhLAHez16gxBgy5&c=VD4_ZVspCQIcagZ3WqYAloxYKf_tLCkT54s56yAvoVvLwyev2qa0nw==&ch=iYZFZYmylM-v6b6QidGTSzvxUYvyTelz-liMADM9CfodVptSGp3vHQ==
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Discusses Ronnie Long

Ronnie Long has served nearly 44 years in prison for a crime
he did not commit. He was arrested in 1976 on trespass
charges, charged and later convicted of rape, sentenced to 80
years and has been in prison for more than 40 years despite
evidence of an unfair trial and that he was wrongly convicted.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 55 –
Story of Joann Parks Wrongly Convicted of
Arson Murder

In 1989 she was a young mother who lost her kids in a tragic
fire. Except the investigators at the time, using archaic
methods, determined that it wasn’t a tragic fire, it was arson
and therefore murder and on the basis of this evidence, Ms.
Parks was sentenced to life in prison.

Read More
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Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard ar.cle: SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of Eligible Youth in Juvenile
Deten.on Facili.es

Date: Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 11:46:01 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Lee, Patricia (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), PUBDEF-Managers

This is great press!  Just FYI I will talk more about it on our Monday 4:00 call re our juvenile jus.ce partners
mee.ng today to set up an “Amnesty Court” to clear juvenile arrest and bench warrants. 
 
Thx,
Pa�
 

From: "Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)" <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Date: Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 3:33 PM
To: PUBDEF-Managers <PUBDEF-Managers@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard ar.cle: SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of Eligible Youth in Juvenile
Deten.on Facili.es
 
SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of Eligible Youth in Juvenile Detention
Facilities
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-public-defender-calls-for-the-release-of-eligible-youth-in-
juvenile-deten.on-facili.es/
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-public-defender-calls-for-the-release-of-eligible-youth-in-juvenile-detention-facilities/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Davis Vanguard ar.cle: SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of Eligible Youth in Juvenile
Deten.on Facili.es

Date: Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 11:33:48 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: PUBDEF-Managers

SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of Eligible Youth in Juvenile Detention
Facilities
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-public-defender-calls-for-the-release-of-eligible-youth-in-
juvenile-deten.on-facili.es/
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-public-defender-calls-for-the-release-of-eligible-youth-in-juvenile-detention-facilities/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Davis Vanguard ar.cle: SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of Eligible Youth in Juvenile
Deten.on Facili.es

Date: Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 11:33:48 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: PUBDEF-Managers

SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of Eligible Youth in Juvenile Detention
Facilities
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-public-defender-calls-for-the-release-of-eligible-youth-in-
juvenile-deten.on-facili.es/
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-public-defender-calls-for-the-release-of-eligible-youth-in-juvenile-detention-facilities/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Our Exclusive Covereage Takes You Inside Prisons and Jails and a Video Court
Hearing in Sacramento

Date: Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 6:50:07 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“They wouldn’t test us – we’re dead,” Corcoran State Prison Incarcerated Person

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 2, 2020

Yolo DA is Worried About Gouging - Progressive Prosecutors
About People Dying in Jails and Prisons From COVID-19
by David Greenwald

Fearing a human rights disaster, progressive prosecutors from across the country like San Francisco's
Chesa Boudin and many others have stepped up to take the unusual step of urging states to release
people from jails, prisons and immigration dentention centers.

“Our country’s jail and prison populations have exploded over the last few decades, a result of people
being prosecuted more often for less serious behavior; an increase in the severity of sentences imposed;
and our cash-based pretrial detention system, which keeps hundreds of thousands of people in jail prior



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:47:12 Bri8sh Summer Time
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to any determination of guilt and merely because they can’t afford to pay bail,” a letter signed by 31
prosecutors read.

They write: “The result of these practices is overcrowded jail, prison and immigration detention facilities
that force people together in close quarters without access to proper hygiene or medical care, sometimes
living barracks-style in gyms or other open spaces, breathing the same recycled air for up to 23 hours per
day. These conditions are fertile ground for the spread of a virus like COVID-19.”

Chesa Boudin tweeted, "If we forget about incarcerated people we’ll lose to the virus and we’ll lose
ourselves."

SF DA's office tweeted, "In San Francisco we reduced the jail population by 25% since the emergency
was declared. We must avoid the tragedy unfolding in NY where my dad is incarcerated. Crime rates are
plummeting. Public health and public safety demand reducing jail and prison populations. Immediately."

Philadelphia's District Attorney's office tweeted: "The greatest challenge at this moment, both for
community and government, is to effectively respond to all health threats — especially those that can be
just as deadly as the pandemic."

Even Cyrus Vance, no reformer tweeted on Tuesday: "On 3/18 we consented to the release of 173
"parole violators" to limit the spread of COVID-19, and protect incarcerated NYers and correctional staff
alike."

Sacramento's DA tweeted, "We're all in this together" as they published a Youtube statement by DA
Schubert on the public health crisis.

The Yolo DA is not worried about vulnerable jail populations. They have tweeted just three times since
March 20 - twice warning of price gouging and once saying that its Citizens Academy has been
cancelled.

DA Jeff Reisig's own twitter, which we are blocked from has nothing since 2018. The only recent press
release from the office - on price gouging.

While the rest of the criminal justice world has been alarmed by all sorts of developments and pushed for
policy change and reform - the Yolo County DA is apparently, checked out.

Thanks for reading

Now we need your help. We are trying to raise $50,000 to fund us for the next six months. So far we have
raised just under $10,000.

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLJ8qdTV769iN5kPNO1iCq55Oq5UfoJXrxER3FhanZnFwV-MDJYVqWrs6mYFCzu18hRPyEc4NlbD2jBTW2jq4OHItvhBTJF4K5A==&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLP750YO7zloouq2GiMYLGcHgf2bOIy24phTKi1HQ9Bj_9QgJxq6nggfCsOr7fCPPoXS9i89eESzBiLu0cMV2sAVigu0dv5sonR1vymhlB_JkEkgZCsvmjDEFmX5Jc5PTqQ==&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLN8uEGfqUsZxdBkapZuH4_CRXBVi8Z14vwtL3BikBmEOIS7Y34oOWIeEzcvhwP096yiwMHS_hsoVzWJi_QZ7i8NYb2BkV2969MVzgM2KYFrS36Yd5wqUt0G5e5_9Sc9etcf_OdDnSAXZ90QBq2D2ZG4=&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Vanguard Exclusive: Incarcerated People
Describe Current Conditions, Lack of
Health Care in Prisons and Jails

The Vanguard spoke on Wednesday to an incarcerated
person located at Corcoran State Prison, a maximum security
prison located in Kings, County.

Read More

COVID-19 Threat Forces Sacramento
Courts to Open Via Teleconference Only –
Only Minor Hiccups Reported

Sacramento County Superior Court ramped-up – some might
say that might be too strong a word – its operations
Wednesday afternoon for the first time since COVID-19 forced
the closure of the courthouse weeks ago.

Read More

Mayor and City of Sacramento Charged
With Violating CDC, Governor ‘Shelter-in-
Place’ Orders

The Sacramento Homeless Union, its president Crystal
Sanchez and the California Homeless Union/Statewide
Organizing Council are on a collision course with Sacramento
Mayor Darrell Steinberg.

Read More

SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of
Eligible Youth in Juvenile Detention
Facilities

To ensure that the incarcerated people in San Francisco’s
juvenile detention facilities are protected from COVID-19,
Public Defender Manohar Raju has written a letter to Chief
Juvenile Probation Officer Katherine Miller asking for the
release of those eligible.

Read More

New York Defense Groups Denounce
Governor Cuomo’s Reversal of Bail Reform

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLBPFb1Ro1Fv1CBOr0oLX98REooy4Gu7RjmvHdJkZXUHGk7pRNnx1soIiBs4pE0YXdTf4w5MWE6fsw3RIf61-ZA46s2WsCUo7p1eV5RvPHUfU2TctvsQGGSQ=&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLBPFb1Ro1Fv1nyxsQ9hIK74xdNKMcrEsY2rYwSuVK91lYycw4KrGxPJdd3zY1kVyGpqGzSL29909XKrFhN1ZBVmm2y1wvjmTvF0dF5rhVnoGhECJlkEesc8STzrwKMI3nh3GUhQke2G-&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLBPFb1Ro1Fv1nNB09WLIwEazR7-apikyrCWTmJTP3RN4sgNwe_1ltHfSkPO6YOLHEu00A0Qr09LGOZ0YpYGxZgKop1qJLOFT4_-OL9v5WPiE3rIOYTbNHhcUQ6ulBRLnZEOKtjECCs4V94LhJHIIyao=&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLDCT2fhtUt0eTLUiYEU4bql0T9tzCX_C_fO9siymLOpbEOTlSWuzJWMcwxy5jhBbxSf_-D7jaNsRjYSnsWHOx2WLP3QeTgQhRj-Bz9dEWx_hjuIIcSFvhLCHyMTuicMpw1P5txq7EPGq&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLI9_fdjbYxf1kHwp4xNiMw40HZZiChHU49PXApIWtf-0u03ZvgnWHJA8gDl44aTpBxbMkveKqAqUB5gClBdsuCfbzFppxpmdBey8mofq7s7A&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLDRc1e901Ypw0jxt0balXerWUYCefVJ4WY-umno8L4nXYWTsJmJDFoVI-JgVp5OzHdbaf4LCmkXc6F6Kzo1Hen58UyV8OssX-dYJczfDJukd&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLLwN6CDg7hepHGdew0a9AWZ_IGS1ROiTsYVjvaO_oi5XyK0q_mQCaxR1V0R-NxsaQSOsA7IMtKc0_aaGckd93DRiy3FNHetgj6SbQARoCTmvScFiVzzRofb4bo7A2rBj569TpTdII0mWH9bQn8VYAyNtQWvmgBXfrjYlbUel97afQryaT9N97wnR0xBIVxzGLhbp3uzExI3EAtLsdmsxyH1wF-GgL2i69UufdNgXv1Sr&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLLwN6CDg7hepmqTX4pIMCTClyu4G6iV_ZK5fXIzM4nsQW1xx-Xed8j9RFUkRFWMKJkLyJ3jK5iGZPha8OsfANRp0iYKQMejYv-AvOZa9k1oZOxIXTQ5lN6wQUkJnF5Bu0dgcEVPdTBDMrdA__ms8nGdKK7M17wQUtYriXbjVpMkonoz02FhK-IU-G6xHb34xqconJRjvipLKCO8mvHv2qieDPEp2DswSgJgf76JU9qy-91W5jDJPMAjlDNlE7x6VpQ==&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLLwN6CDg7hepgdBW4pEHWe0W8pe3OMBZVGO-33TspLYBPzZnHKYOnMw45M4cQ60zM8z5HjoUM_Lgw_C-L85yDAJm5wi4BIP7mZOW8bIlEIUF4pO0uRpIBOpOz-yoIE4DOd-CN0iKpkV9UFWfAayOu42PCYXLng_3qjFT2FIsyAL3Azr_cKHCD50VB5-qHVX1wdunTPIWJBYHCRV1v_sE0hJs30jP4t_CYWUYRrlhLiGy&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
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Governor Cuomo’s Reversal of Bail Reform

A number of New York defense groups released a statement
together, advocating against the return of the state’s cash bail
system – a threat posed by the state government’s
forthcoming budget.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defender Calls for the Release of
Eligible Youth in Juvenile Detention
Facilities

To ensure that the incarcerated people in San Francisco’s
juvenile detention facilities are protected from COVID-19,
Public Defender Manohar Raju has written a letter to Chief
Juvenile Probation Officer Katherine Miller asking for the
release of those eligible.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

COVID-19 Threat Forces Sacramento
Courts to Open Via Teleconference Only –
Only Minor Hiccups Reported

Sacramento County Superior Court ramped-up – some might
say that might be too strong a word – its operations
Wednesday afternoon for the first time since COVID-19 forced
the closure of the courthouse weeks ago.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 55 –

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLLwN6CDg7hepHDRJ3X_IB41qMm2GyMI3R9eMbTjCFJNuFc2AYxf64zW6-X7sZSzn8CkLweLcQvMiukmAVDRzonk2xOAUUexwfb80iSQwCXBtC8d_N52ooGb_ptTRGbUdggTqnRvtodQ4ISdCgUebsTJM6wylQXIzApvIiv0fbFkkLl4bjRsiyNNycjAsUxuZDuTWnpNBWAhb4czXDNpgJs4=&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLLwN6CDg7hepTacOwv8Wy1hZPRCwatw_wbjeQsfneDbCvMvvQIR8pyxP49qrVI-5S8VDm6yvEfAJmAsosL5nmiFxGQ00JEoiXLhyZHl-fCHRO8_e7jEAaajusGrHFyFF9epDWPxXJOjcees5-8aLB0OrdU7DhHZzP3QzZwKljqmZ6CNOTEEMMVKe0rE3Yrydf1na72uZOeRYS7k-8WDjTuxfo_bv1YE8k_vQGg01Rd82H_3K9yivGK0=&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLGCdUGdk-J98SBHqcVha7U2wScV-o5b8ew2WfQDWnOY7XRhhweB2XiQvrNmJSW2QLHPLYkUUE9QYU98zyPmStodOHFM7q0pxIlDp3WaiBDWZ9vcpDY7e5ogu68sA63r7FW-i8vcp2-m4RxcSzurxGxyxE5FC1S0QGICKYOmXltV-vgmVU0TXgW5relmvMFlDnsJNqBELNrQZSFig9S8_UO_Dn15HhwQ6Jw==&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001--dVWx8xtqUlZXwwHyELFNUbwpxeT3cX3dCtew6OkwWsGHwMYiwbLLwN6CDg7hepmqTX4pIMCTClyu4G6iV_ZK5fXIzM4nsQW1xx-Xed8j9RFUkRFWMKJkLyJ3jK5iGZPha8OsfANRp0iYKQMejYv-AvOZa9k1oZOxIXTQ5lN6wQUkJnF5Bu0dgcEVPdTBDMrdA__ms8nGdKK7M17wQUtYriXbjVpMkonoz02FhK-IU-G6xHb34xqconJRjvipLKCO8mvHv2qieDPEp2DswSgJgf76JU9qy-91W5jDJPMAjlDNlE7x6VpQ==&c=5mV58kvDHapl4u0ko6ZlBRDJrH1MmRlQp4nOUHNwPMVP_238c0cxcA==&ch=qZKnzyFlJUTU9H7uk5hjWlRma7BfH-OSULN_VcIw26sydi_i958iYA==
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Story of Joann Parks Wrongly Convicted of
Arson Murder

In 1989 she was a young mother who lost her kids in a tragic
fire. Except the investigators at the time, using archaic
methods, determined that it wasn’t a tragic fire, it was arson
and therefore murder and on the basis of this evidence, Ms.
Parks was sentenced to life in prison.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 53 –
Boulder DA Michael Dougherty

Michael Dougherty came to Boulder from Manhattan and
worked as a deputy in the DA’s for nearly twenty years before
being appointed in 2018 to replace the long time prosecutor.
He then won on his own. He now is running to be elected to
his first four-year term.

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: RE: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
Date: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 at 8:24:02 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Sounds great. Thanks for the update.
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 01, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Danielle Silva <dcsilva@davisvanguard.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
 
Changed it, but will have to wait an hour or so to tweet it for the changes to take hold.
 
On Wed, Apr 1, 2020 at 12:15 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Truly appreciate your a4en.on and flexibility on this, and your work overall!
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 01, 2020 12:13 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Danielle Silva <dcsilva@davisvanguard.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
 

 

Sorry - I will make a note of that for the future as well.  Will change the title and tweet it out again.
 
On Wed, Apr 1, 2020 at 12:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hi David,
 
Thanks so much to the Vanguard for picking up on the letter we sent to Newsom offering some
expertise and solutions for reducing the prison population statewide. Great article by Lea Barrios:
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-attorney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-
inmates-amidst-covid-19/, but we were wondering if it would be possible to change the title of the
article  by removing the word “inmates” and changing it to “incarcerated people.”

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:dcsilva@davisvanguard.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-attorney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-amidst-covid-19/
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I was about to retweet the article when the word “inmate” was brought to my attention as a word
that our office, and by resolution of the City, we’re trying to phase out. I know it’s a tough habit to
break and certainly a word that has been used as a convenient term. We would welcome you and
your writers to consider adopting it going forward, especially as it relates to Court Watch.
I hope all of you are well in the midst of all this. Look forward to connecting again soon!
 
Best,
Val
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
Date: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 at 8:23:18 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
CC: Danielle Silva, Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Changed it, but will have to wait an hour or so to tweet it for the changes to take hold.

On Wed, Apr 1, 2020 at 12:15 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Truly appreciate your a4en.on and flexibility on this, and your work overall!

 

From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 01, 2020 12:13 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Danielle Silva <dcsilva@davisvanguard.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?

 

 

Sorry - I will make a note of that for the future as well.  Will change the .tle and tweet it out again.

 

On Wed, Apr 1, 2020 at 12:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hi David,

 

Thanks so much to the Vanguard for picking up on the le4er we sent to Newsom offering some exper.se and
solu.ons for reducing the prison popula.on statewide. Great ar.cle by Lea Barrios:
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-a4orney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-
amidst-covid-19/, but we were wondering if it would be possible to change the .tle of the ar.cle  by removing
the word “inmates” and changing it to “incarcerated people.”

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:dcsilva@davisvanguard.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-attorney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-amidst-covid-19/
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I was about to retweet the ar.cle when the word “inmate” was brought to my a4en.on as a word that our
office, and by resolu.on of the City, we’re trying to phase out. I know it’s a tough habit to break and certainly a
word that has been used as a convenient term. We would welcome you and your writers to consider adop.ng it
going forward, especially as it relates to Court Watch.

I hope all of you are well in the midst of all this. Look forward to connec.ng again soon!

 

Best,

Val

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

--

Sent from Gmail Mobile

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: RE: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
Date: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 at 8:15:26 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
CC: Danielle Silva, Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Truly appreciate your a4en.on and flexibility on this, and your work overall!
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 01, 2020 12:13 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Danielle Silva <dcsilva@davisvanguard.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
 

 

Sorry - I will make a note of that for the future as well.  Will change the title and tweet it out again.
 
On Wed, Apr 1, 2020 at 12:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hi David,
 
Thanks so much to the Vanguard for picking up on the letter we sent to Newsom offering some
expertise and solutions for reducing the prison population statewide. Great article by Lea Barrios:
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-attorney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-
inmates-amidst-covid-19/, but we were wondering if it would be possible to change the title of the
article  by removing the word “inmates” and changing it to “incarcerated people.”
 
I was about to retweet the article when the word “inmate” was brought to my attention as a word that
our office, and by resolution of the City, we’re trying to phase out. I know it’s a tough habit to break
and certainly a word that has been used as a convenient term. We would welcome you and your
writers to consider adopting it going forward, especially as it relates to Court Watch.
I hope all of you are well in the midst of all this. Look forward to connecting again soon!
 
Best,
Val
 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-attorney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-amidst-covid-19/
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Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
Date: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 at 8:13:07 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
CC: Danielle Silva, Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Sorry - I will make a note of that for the future as well.  Will change the .tle and tweet it out again.

On Wed, Apr 1, 2020 at 12:10 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hi David,

 

Thanks so much to the Vanguard for picking up on the le4er we sent to Newsom offering some exper.se and
solu.ons for reducing the prison popula.on statewide. Great ar.cle by Lea Barrios:
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-a4orney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-
amidst-covid-19/, but we were wondering if it would be possible to change the .tle of the ar.cle  by removing the
word “inmates” and changing it to “incarcerated people.”

 

I was about to retweet the ar.cle when the word “inmate” was brought to my a4en.on as a word that our office,
and by resolu.on of the City, we’re trying to phase out. I know it’s a tough habit to break and certainly a word that
has been used as a convenient term. We would welcome you and your writers to consider adop.ng it going
forward, especially as it relates to Court Watch.

I hope all of you are well in the midst of all this. Look forward to connec.ng again soon!

 

Best,

Val

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-attorney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-amidst-covid-19/
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Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Thanks! + Changing the word "inmate"?
Date: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 at 8:10:41 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: info@davisvanguard.org
CC: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

Hi David,
 
Thanks so much to the Vanguard for picking up on the le4er we sent to Newsom offering some exper.se and
solu.ons for reducing the prison popula.on statewide. Great ar.cle by Lea Barrios:
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-a4orney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-
amidst-covid-19/, but we were wondering if it would be possible to change the .tle of the ar.cle  by
removing the word “inmates” and changing it to “incarcerated people.”
 
I was about to retweet the ar.cle when the word “inmate” was brought to my a4en.on as a word that our
office, and by resolu.on of the City, we’re trying to phase out. I know it’s a tough habit to break and certainly
a word that has been used as a convenient term. We would welcome you and your writers to consider
adop.ng it going forward, especially as it relates to Court Watch.
I hope all of you are well in the midst of all this. Look forward to connec.ng again soon!
 
Best,
Val
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/04/sf-district-attorney-and-public-defender-unite-to-release-inmates-amidst-covid-19/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - State to Release 3500; Unique ICE Protest in Sac; Podcast of Governor's
Commuta.on

Date: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 at 7:01:00 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We know that Anne Frank didn’t die in the gas chambers, but she died of a communicable disease in the
crowded and dirty conditions of a detention center,” charged Sam Tunick, an organizer with Never Again
Action Bay Area. “We don’t want to see history repeated – we are doing what we wish bystanders during
the Holocaust had done for our ancestors.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - April 1, 2020

Adapting Court Watch to a World Without Courts For Now
by David Greenwald

For ten years we have been on the frontlines and on the cutting edge. In 2010 we launched our court
watch out of Yolo County and became one of the first to do it - and most unique still. There are many
court watches, but rather than simply tweeting and videoing on social media, we train college interns on
how to write articles and report on what is going on.
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The result is that for ten years we have seen first hand the injustice in the court room and our mission is
to bring them to light through journalistic techniques.

We have expanded to Sacramento and San Francisco as well and have been able to see that injustice is
still happening hidden from the glare of mainstream media and the public.

As Mark Godsey from the Ohio Innocence Project has said - everyone county needs a Vanguard Court
Watch.

But with coronavirus and the shutting down of the courts, there are no courts to cover.

What do we do? IMPROVISE. For all my time doing this, the key to progress is improvisation. Find
something not working - change it. Find something that works, stick with it.

As we have expanded our criminal justice reform mission, we have expanded what we do anyway.

Last year we have added our podcast series - Everyday Injustice. We have a great podcast today
featuring Raquel Cohen of the California Innocence Project - well worth listneing to.

Cres Vellucci, a retired Sacramento Bee reporter, has been doing great work covering the frontliens of the
battle to release inmates.

And now we have 12 interns who are charged with covering national criminal justice reform - wrongful
convictions, mass incarceration, progressive prosecutors, as well as the frontline battle for saving those
in jails and prisons.

We had actually moved in that direction earlier this year - assigning interns who didn't get to write court
articles to do more national criminal justice issues. But now, we are going full on with it. 

It was fun on Monday night, we had our Zoom meeting where we normally meet in our Davis Conference
room. We had interns all over the state - Orange County, LA, San Francisco, East Bay, Sacramento and
Davis.

Bear with us - there will be a little work in progress. But the breadth of our coverage will be spectacular.

Thanks for reading.

Now we need your help. We are trying to raise $50,000 to fund us for the next six months. So far we have
raised just under $10,000.

What can you do…

(1)   One .me dona.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org and hit “donate” at the top
b.      Paypal to info@davisvanguard.org
c.      Check – Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

(2)   Subscrip.on

a.      Online – hSp://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber
b.      By check - Davis Vanguard, PO BOX 4715, Davis 95617

Thank you for your consideration - thanks for reading!

Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQuu_G0UUTffiIXKrItyBGKlE9mO8nk_kIz90SAVk7-V5UJKcQRNvAI-jMPSnXZEDSTa_SO5uomJIgHipvxZyuj-YzOAWZdKdxw==&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQusDdHaueEcnkUX6CaED5fliTulo29EMLlxOJyqXgiyBfawB1WzfKeUn9VBYvikYY3zlB_EniU6fJwEXCoi89yQk7qCtCBFBT8wJ0w2UqWPNn580ij1RCr2g-8nsOxiboQ==&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQrWjOerSXpSNWC99bcdCl3MhBzVlzwiflY_aI22LzT353G1uMFWBd-DN1iTxN3T_k-l_Xaxn-iRt0BXh33yjCTCH4NOHRxV1YShuAoBUHZnZmSiD0D7wCg_6Ygc1nZKsyRN8tcwjLQYX1Iv7F8xGo98=&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

CA ICE Detention Centers Could Turn Into
COVID-19 ‘Death Camps,’ Warn Capitol Car
Protestors

COVID-19 could soon turn immigrant detention centers in
California into “death camps,” warned more than 100
immigrant advocates tucked inside 50-placard emblazoned
vehicles Tuesday as they circled the State Capitol as part of a
multi-city, car-based direct action calling on the governor to
free immigrants from the ICE centers.

Read More

State Inmates Released Early? May Join
Sacramento County Prisoners Getting
COVID-19 Break

It looks like thousands of state prison inmates may be getting
an “early out” – joining at least 600 and maybe more
Sacramento County Jail inmates who have been released
early since last week in an effort to combat a potential
COVID-19 outbreak in jails and prisons.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 55 –
Story of Joann Parks Wrongly Convicted of
Arson Murder

In 1989 she was a young mother who lost her kids in a tragic
fire. Except the investigators at the time, using archaic
methods, determined that it wasn’t a tragic fire, it was arson
and therefore murder and on the basis of this evidence, Ms.
Parks was sentenced to life in prison.

Read More

SF District Attorney and Public Defender
Unite to Release Inmates Amidst COVID-19

To prevent the spread of COVID-19, representatives from the
San Francisco District Attorney’s and Public Defender’s
offices have written Gov. Gavin Newsom imploring the state to
consider resentencing to release eligible inmates.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQgTWYex4CwxPE8DbizYfU_UFrETUsNfHuVDvEoc8R_SpMPGqij_PwS4m32aTMScazHxey7DPVu-vaurzh-auD2cyZ2IXux2QpMLZDYDeyLaIhiYGtR8UFzc=&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQgTWYex4CwxPxXOAnowpVq4fJDKkxvtXUDtMnLqSyP7pTD2iwNWRGU-xgLgJE0anOP4igTRe6oVVqx3D9uS-FctclObhITSGAWHklxL5U5-toYPp-G1TQxVgVqNs40kbvaWQxIShpLeW&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQgTWYex4CwxPzMoCbmZrx9T4gVDrJ0fMOjbVoL4I8cDdtz9L-KpR_ybncHuLcyQRNibzfxIBg3eMA0ZPuYaZgIuR3Dz1SQJG5NrD2k9McC0QH-7MGCZ8zUVtcQKMixUzyf5m9hg9d0I0JyeBY1T4GhQ=&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQkcsfPpdqIe3NT4slqPMC_n8S_zsFaMsHoAUd7BJVixoEEJc-16JaT_8EvZ8QiHG2TSXke32Q4QlyUUNDJMWMRl7SDjwr7CbD2FRUtxnscBsOFWS3cUiOZitj9kWv1IDyNdArB3kGAwG&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQo4qhwebu2kXcXQq1epQIp056jGYwhXDByMds6KNYt6d8RWBlzdz02RT-pGRXhPZ2uT7DbHgYBxJh6GKmh0KYEIFcDUF8Akj_rBaf7oTeFsb&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlMDRy6Fqghdm8mn4ckXY14fOUzahsrqVRUjEZIt5M_px4xit63FPFZKirtqGL4wvQF-X0m71WrrkS57mKN09oB2fJDE1xUWzDxyt6cC4JV4&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlrZvKQ4jJRnR5lZnzqnFu-idZNxxo2PLz0a291zq1AP4rID2ZOZ_Tq7j0nLxpAXlq2M4Jwd1Yr-kRprwZkCPMNZIp3LtGaOA5Dy2jgT8QuOJloekgnSaJvqDJ91Cjo-o01Fhrp22JGGPpj-BCNBIjuuSdZyP-dth_v1AlGbSEKz_ZjGcqjOzE7nI9nwM4rsaXBBKBHE22wSdRxbp06waHYFfJFV9tcxFWDFl2JtBdDa&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlrZvKQ4jJRns_Xj5a5ydyEuDND70EwWpugbMyXxunNpPwKZ3kBOEp-DwMASI3H42XtFmr1dUAP2IKzfzaInDjge5HVNgJ127DQmWCVpJ_lzr27rvLh_8YSQio3zFwszHa5Ui2KEJ8mGpUFD2Y4vkQGk3RpDvfsDjkE0h_54aGT3szB4cZQTDfRkVfhUl2k5buGbA9HgaBD3cdzCRi8GfFb1QuoxnslBxYRyhRRJdfKr&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlrZvKQ4jJRnIpQe1p406ie7v3CVyYaJPw1iAXQ1ZeihLu0W3heJHKx7XuVU1Wy4LJA-NtZLOU18MtHIQbK_A9rgQlrHhOafDoIWzrpq2DSK4K-se3I1VqApCE6MmnGkYNPNisiIiywGHHrkCnrOiNKKQPv6cTptHA4HG0atPP6CLX9ddN-nQwJqnc_vQ8oEjbRQYfJ85uA9wP5qLNswBPrS3_pT2pZeZPw8GkdFwIPN2G2k1gy0uVI=&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlrZvKQ4jJRn7m8d590lWy8YTEXo-ducQP0lRa9-F8zFUH1lxdE7DyAOAuYE91pA1c_xDNqkTxDz9Ow5ToNn-BDveCUFlscXXgAIXh-R1-yBy32KsJMINoeYVJm_jehW_YU4gBZPvE0XvJ-u1i8YkWm1PgPoAOW74w6ZZm7svWauU0xCdbxGP6lWCjvXgeR4n8USuM5beU8_oZUdDTMHeLAXkQMtCQY3Cw==&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
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Federal Court Rules To Release Of
Individuals At High Risk OF Contracting
COVID-19

The United States District Court for the Middle District of
Pennsylvania ruled that immigration officials must immediately
release the ten individuals who sued for their release as well
as those who remain in the detention facilities.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF District Attorney and Public Defender
Unite to Release Inmates Amidst COVID-19

To prevent the spread of COVID-19, representatives from the
San Francisco District Attorney’s and Public Defender’s
offices have written Gov. Gavin Newsom imploring the state to
consider resentencing to release eligible inmates.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

State Inmates Released Early? May Join
Sacramento County Prisoners Getting
COVID-19 Break

It looks like thousands of state prison inmates may be getting
an “early out” – joining at least 600 and maybe more
Sacramento County Jail inmates who have been released
early since last week in an effort to combat a potential
COVID-19 outbreak in jails and prisons.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlrZvKQ4jJRnSe6YDCrK1vvXw0qMi6mKW2GnyB2jFpi5kMtrRwfReBK6bhOlkiQJvREtImkxqxPIfKje6X54hcI3tEudUd1pV0znVeV4TCR0Um_TWkioTu0eZfFTQFa99L8UtzCYAi1Xegt1f3P_5NQua-vfxcJ1lJD8S2xqIPGTzXW1QD-fvvqFd5LPTzCYU0EFQs6laekRKIC70s8kqR1YNmMk9juM8uLa8-xmT5L9&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlEGx0Ywacvc2larj_Xc8-qvLShiiW9QK_KqaAzpRIO5qFFpdFqDjMgbon4pnd1a6JQioRUTg7GNIbaG3f7B_CACDRFMmJqHZmpQ3xN9_zOKjq7PNh96UEYG7oMmYpK7Us3j9h18eRwU&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlrZvKQ4jJRn7m8d590lWy8YTEXo-ducQP0lRa9-F8zFUH1lxdE7DyAOAuYE91pA1c_xDNqkTxDz9Ow5ToNn-BDveCUFlscXXgAIXh-R1-yBy32KsJMINoeYVJm_jehW_YU4gBZPvE0XvJ-u1i8YkWm1PgPoAOW74w6ZZm7svWauU0xCdbxGP6lWCjvXgeR4n8USuM5beU8_oZUdDTMHeLAXkQMtCQY3Cw==&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQgTWYex4CwxPxXOAnowpVq4fJDKkxvtXUDtMnLqSyP7pTD2iwNWRGU-xgLgJE0anOP4igTRe6oVVqx3D9uS-FctclObhITSGAWHklxL5U5-toYPp-G1TQxVgVqNs40kbvaWQxIShpLeW&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQnOAbfsS2YdV2YGPh6sFV3oRBaDwpCMPG_47SmI-Z3M8jICPRkyGXe01oJgtmZJO-Jcz7-YitzHmfw7k66DFLKGEupBNNeeLWiLMG8Iaeem2kzeL-YwkQKPaSfzOp0FSLotXUkX22zg_f4g6VdGugqWSDSpaY25aWuG2vgH-V7fJRgdAx_BdgMINt27LREdwwQl6krE9xN8v9Wzozmkp83KNfJqaC6NjzQ==&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlEGx0YwacvcTbcjxoBYaqCLRzdOjZYxTg5TbBavaSopTdCYBFBki259inP69-rSWJ04f_8EIDnrJsc5ZzBQ8IIpXIzDR9c6hgs0skmv-1_IcL6c1Zp0Ra5mAg0aSWBrJTacR_AqJLlPiZAfT-LMYbg=&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001c3niUIARSlhoKapmDNPXokw0kai0Uj2qthUT-A8LeiVrQMy6TciyQlrZvKQ4jJRns_Xj5a5ydyEuDND70EwWpugbMyXxunNpPwKZ3kBOEp-DwMASI3H42XtFmr1dUAP2IKzfzaInDjge5HVNgJ127DQmWCVpJ_lzr27rvLh_8YSQio3zFwszHa5Ui2KEJ8mGpUFD2Y4vkQGk3RpDvfsDjkE0h_54aGT3szB4cZQTDfRkVfhUl2k5buGbA9HgaBD3cdzCRi8GfFb1QuoxnslBxYRyhRRJdfKr&c=Bwmj7hVR_ny9Jj7xgcCcnGq_7HwE45r5rx8rObWc7sw9NN56PJMICw==&ch=Y-VIxexcNsZdm40WUDwo03F9QGvr_sUYGlE1WICJPFDqUl8-0E3WoA==
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 55 –
Story of Joann Parks Wrongly Convicted of
Arson Murder

In 1989 she was a young mother who lost her kids in a tragic
fire. Except the investigators at the time, using archaic
methods, determined that it wasn’t a tragic fire, it was arson
and therefore murder and on the basis of this evidence, Ms.
Parks was sentenced to life in prison.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 53 –
Boulder DA Michael Dougherty

Michael Dougherty came to Boulder from Manhattan and
worked as a deputy in the DA’s for nearly twenty years before
being appointed in 2018 to replace the long time prosecutor.
He then won on his own. He now is running to be elected to
his first four-year term.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Civil Libertarians, Defense Lawyers Have Concerns About Due Process Rights;
Sac Violates CDC Orders with Homeless

Date: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 at 7:00:10 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Civil Rights Attorney Keith Staten: “The order by the Chief Justice stands to violate rights Guaranteed by
the sixth amendment of the constitution in regard to a speedy preliminary hearing for felony offenses and
trial. It also expands the time to be brought to court for arraignment from two to seven days. The state of
our pandemic and the need to take action to save lives seems to be a justification to delay justice."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - March 31, 2020

Officials are Failing to Act in Time to Prevent a Calamity in Jails
and Prisons
by David Greenwald

Civil libertarians and defense attorneys expressed alarm in California at the Judicial Council directive on
Friday that would instead of releasing prisoners would hold them in detention aparently indefinitely -
exposing them and the system to a potential deadly outbreak of COVID-19.
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California is not alone. One prominent example now comes out of Texas, where on Sunday, Governor
Greg Abbott issued an executive order preventing the release of thousands of people from jail.

The Governor acknowledging that COVID-19 "represents a public health disaster" has issued executive
orders suspending Texas laws in response to COVID-19, "aimed at protecting the health and safety of
Texans and ensuring an effective response to this disaster."

The Governor noted that "several counties are now reportedly considering the broad-scale release of
arrested or jailed individuals as a result of COVID-19, including potentially those who
have ccmmitted felonies, in order to reduce the size of the jail population."

He argues that such release "would not only gravely threaten public safety, but would also hinder
efforts to cope with the COVID-19 disaster."

Therefore he ordered that "individuals who pose a significant risk to the community or the victim, or who
present a significant risk of flight, should be detained, and Texas judges are legally required and oath-
bound to determine bail..."

“As the new coronavirus continues to spread in Texas’ two biggest county jails, Gov. Greg Abbott has
made it harder” for thousands of people to get out of jails, according to the Texas Tribune.

“In an executive order Sunday, Abbott barred [people] accused or previously convicted of violent crimes
from being released from jails without paying bail.”

However critics argue that allowing people with the same criminal history to be released "if they have
access to cash" is “a distinction that bail reform attorneys argue makes the order unconstitutional.”

This decision by the governor to suspend a swath of bail law "comes as advocates and local
governments across the country are working together to minimize the population in local jails, where the
risk of the new coronavirus is particularly high given poor sanitary conditions and close quarters."

Over the weekend, Harris County jail announced its first confirmed case with another 30 prisoners
showing systems and as many as 500 who have been exposed.

The Tribune notes: " Health experts have warned that even a minor outbreak in the jail, one of the
country’s largest, could overwhelm the city’s hospitals and pose a risk to the health of the jail’s thousands
of staff members."

Texas gets singled out here only because the decision was clearly laid out in the Governor's order. But
even in California, Governor Newsom has to date not issued a blanket order for release and the state has
moved to suspend due process and speedy trial rights.

Thanks for reading.
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COVID-19 Court Closures Extended by CA
Supreme Court Chief Justice – Civil
Libertarians, Defense Lawyers Have
Concerns

Late Monday, California Supreme Court Chief Justice Tani
Cantil-Sakauye issued an order that further turned the
Superior Court system in the state upside down, sideways
and, in effect, off until at least mid-April.

Read More

Sacramento Violating CDC, Governor
‘Shelter-in-Place’ Orders, Claims Homeless
Group; 3 Unhoused Arrested

Three homeless people – in a brave and blatant attempt to
abide by the state of California’s “shelter in place” mandate in
response the coronavirus pandemic – were nonetheless
arrested here just a few miles from the State Capitol late
Sunday when they entered a long-abandoned property to find
that shelter.

Read More

Lawsuit Demands Release of Immigrants at
Risk of Death from COVID-19

Today, six people detained at Adelanto ICE Processing
Center in San Bernardino County with medical conditions that
make them highly vulnerable to serious illness and death if
infected with COVID-19 filed a lawsuit in federal court against
U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) calling for
their immediate release.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 54 –
Salt Lake DA Sim Gill

Sim Gill, born in India, is the first Indian-American prosecutor
in the US and one of only two elected Democrats in the entire
state of Utah. He first was elected in November 2010.

Read More

Governor Commutes Sentences of Four
People, Including Subject of Book,
Represented by the Innocence Project

Four of these individuals that were granted Clemency were
California Innocence Project Clients: JoAnn Parks, Suzanne
Johnson, Rodney McNeal, and David Jassy.

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Judge Orders ‘Video
Conferencing’ for Foster Youth Visits –
Advocates Say Should be Policy Statewide
During COVID-19 Crisis

The COVID-19 inspired “stay at home” order in California has
had some unintended consequences, and one of them is how
long will foster children have to wait to see their parents
again.Wednesday

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Court Wednesday Orders Hundreds
Released from Sacramento County Jails to
Prevent COVID-19 Breakout

In a story first reported in THE VANGUARD earlier this week,
hundreds of inmates from the Sacramento County Jails – in
response to the threat of a COVID-19 breakout – were
ordered to be immediately released from custody Wednesday

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 53 –
Boulder DA Michael Dougherty

Michael Dougherty came to Boulder from Manhattan and
worked as a deputy in the DA’s for nearly twenty years before
being appointed in 2018 to replace the long time prosecutor.
He then won on his own. He now is running to be elected to
his first four-year term.

Read More
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 52 –
Virginia Prosecutor Buta Biberaj

Buta Biberaj was elected last year as Commonwealth
Attorney in Loudon County Virginia. She ran as the
progressive reformer and became the first new top prosecutor
in 16 years.

Read More
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“Judge visitation ordered by dependency court judges in San Francisco for all San Francisco dependency
court cases will be made available via teleconferencing" - SF Family Court Judge Monica Wiley

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - March 27, 2020

Colorado Officially Ends the Death Penalty
by David Greenwald

This week, Colorado GOvernor Jared Pollis signed a bill into law making Colorado the 22nd state to end
the use of capital punishment. He also commuting the sentences of the three men - all black from the
same jurisdiction - still serving sentences on death row.

What would have been unthinkable even ten years ago - has become commonplace.

“Commutations are typically granted to reflect evidence of extraordinary change in the offender. That is
not why I am commuting these sentences to life in prison without the possibility of parole,” Polis said in a
written statement. “Rather, the commutations of these despicable and guilty individuals are consistent
with the abolition of the death penalty in the state of Colorado, and consistent with the recognition that the
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death penalty cannot be, and never has been, administered equitably in the state of Colorado.”

THe decision to sign the death penalty bill was not a surprise - he vowed to do it if it reached the desk.

The commutations were of mild controversy.

He acknowledged there is disagreement among the families of victims, but added “I hope this decision
provides clarity and certainty for them moving forward. The decision to commute these sentences was
made to reflect what is now Colorado law, and done after a thorough outreach process to the victims and
their families.”

At least one victim’s family on Monday expressed disappointment about the news.

18th Judicial District Attorney George Brauchler, whose office handled the prosecution of all three death
row inmates, blasted the commutations as political opportunism timed to coincide with a pandemic.

“There’s no rush to commute the sentences of people who have been on death row for one to two
decades,” Brauchler said. “If you were looking to bury this horrendous decision, this was the best way to
do it.”

Today we run the podcast recorded a few weeks ago with Boulder DA Michael Dougherty.

Mr. Dougherty has been opposed to the Death Penalty for some time.

“I’m strongly opposed to the death penalty, and it should be abolished in Colorado,” Dougherty said. “I
don’t believe any state or country should put its citizens to death.”

In testimony to the legislature, Mr. Dougherty said he has not made his stance on capital punishment
secret, and has yet to pursue a death penalty case during his time as Boulder DA. He expressed moral
concerns about the government sentencing a person to death and possible wrongful convictions

He added, that he also has concerns about the practical hurdles involved in pursuing the death penalty,
including the time, resources and appeals involved.

He also said he has not seen any convincing data proving the death penalty serves as a more significant
deterrent than life in prison.

You can listen to our discussion of the death penalty as well as mass incarceration, bail reform and
restorative justice. See the link below.

Thanks for reading.
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Advocates Say Should be Policy Statewide
During COVID-19 Crisis

The COVID-19 inspired “stay at home” order in California has
had some unintended consequences, and one of them is how
long will foster children have to wait to see their parents
again.Wednesday

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 53 –
Boulder DA Michael Dougherty

Michael Dougherty came to Boulder from Manhattan and
worked as a deputy in the DA’s for nearly twenty years before
being appointed in 2018 to replace the long time prosecutor.
He then won on his own. He now is running to be elected to
his first four-year term.

Read More

Fired Louisiana Prosecutor Had ‘Whites
Only’ Sign in Property He Owned

Jason Brown, who has worked in several parish DA’s offices,
was accused of using illegal tactics to win at least one case
before arriving in Calcasieu Parish, where he was terminated
over alleged dishonesty in a continuance motion.

Read More

Listen to our Everyday Injustice
Progressive Prosecution Podcasts

Over the course of the last several months, we have spoke to
a few dozen progressive prosecution candidates and
prosecutors that have already been elected. The discussions
have been poignant and telling. While each of the prosecutors
is rooted heavily in their own communities, they have a
common language of attempting decarceration and racial
disparities in the system.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Judge Orders ‘Video
Conferencing’ for Foster Youth Visits –
Advocates Say Should be Policy Statewide
During COVID-19 Crisis
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The COVID-19 inspired “stay at home” order in California has
had some unintended consequences, and one of them is how
long will foster children have to wait to see their parents
again.Wednesday

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Court Wednesday Orders Hundreds
Released from Sacramento County Jails to
Prevent COVID-19 Breakout

In a story first reported in THE VANGUARD earlier this week,
hundreds of inmates from the Sacramento County Jails – in
response to the threat of a COVID-19 breakout – were
ordered to be immediately released from custody Wednesday

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 53 –
Boulder DA Michael Dougherty

Michael Dougherty came to Boulder from Manhattan and
worked as a deputy in the DA’s for nearly twenty years before
being appointed in 2018 to replace the long time prosecutor.
He then won on his own. He now is running to be elected to
his first four-year term.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 52 –
Virginia Prosecutor Buta Biberaj
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Buta Biberaj was elected last year as Commonwealth
Attorney in Loudon County Virginia. She ran as the
progressive reformer and became the first new top prosecutor
in 16 years.

Read More
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“Because the parties agree that it is in the best interest of public health to reduce the population of the
Sacramento County Jail System…the court finds good cause to order the Sacramento County Sheriff
to…release all confined persons…who are serving county jail commitments with 60 actual days or less
remaining on their sentence,” read the order signed Wednesday by Sacramento County Superior Court
Assistant Presiding Judge Michael Bowman.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - March 26, 2020

Push to Release Inmates in California As Coronavirus Spreads
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by David Greenwald

Yesterday we reported that despite concerns and actions in other states, the Governor of California has
not pushed to do a prison release.

This prompted criticism and concern from SF DA Chesa Boudin.

“We know that there are many, many people in state prison who do not pose a danger to the public if
released,” San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin told the Vanguard on Tuesday.

He pointed out, “There are so many people in prison, however, that keeping them there does pose a
serious public health risk in the context of COVID-19. Jails and prisons pose the real risk of becoming
major vectors for the spread of disease and I urge the Governor and other District Attorneys to follow the
advice of medical professionals and take immediate steps to reduce the jail and prison population.”

In fact, the San Francisco DA argues in a lengthy interview with Forbes that COVID-19 probably doesn’t
end without criminal justice reform.

But events are moving quickly.

Lawyers for prison inmates asked a federal three-judge panel late Wednesday for an emergency order
that could force state corrections officials to release thousands of inmates due to the coronavirus
pandemic.

The motion seeks “emergency relief to prevent unnecessary irreparable injuries and death that are
certain to occur if the COVID-19 virus is allowed to take its natural course in the still-overcrowded
California prisons."

“The state must act now if it is to stop the global COVID-19 pandemic from running rampant in its prison
system and striking down the most vulnerable people in its custody,” the attorneys said in an emergency
motion filed late Wednesday. “As Rick Raemisch, the former executive director of the Colorado
Department of Corrections, recognized: ‘These prisons are bacteria factories. I don’t think people
understand the gravity of what’s going to happen if this runs in a prison, and I believe it’s inevitable.
You’re going to see devastation that’s unbelievable.’”

This could more closely align California with states like New Jersey and Iowa.

In New Jersey the stakeholders, which included the AG’s Office, Prosecutors, Public Defenders and the
state branch of the ACLU, agreed “that the reduction of county jail populations, under appropriate
conditions, is in the public interest to mitigate risks imposed by COVID-19.”

The ACLU-NJ reports that the “order could impact up to 1,000 people incarcerated in county jails.”

The prosecutor still has the ability to challenge “the release of specific individuals where they contend
there exist significant risks to the person being released or to public safety.”

More on this rapidly breaking news later today.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Court Wednesday Orders Hundreds
Released from Sacramento County Jails to
Prevent COVID-19 Breakout

In a story first reported in THE VANGUARD earlier this week,
hundreds of inmates from the Sacramento County Jails – in
response to the threat of a COVID-19 breakout – were
ordered to be immediately released from custody Wednesday

Read More

Federal Lawsuit Asks Court to Immediately
Release COVID-19 Vulnerable ICE
Detainees in Yuba County Jail

Yuba County Jail – the scene of hunger strikes and rallies
protesting inhumane conditions and mistreatment of
immigrants housed here – is one of two ICE detention centers
in California targeted in a federal lawsuit calling for the
immediate release of 13 immigrants especially vulnerable to
COVID-19.

Read More

Listen to our Everyday Injustice
Progressive Prosecution Podcasts

Over the course of the last several months, we have spoke to
a few dozen progressive prosecution candidates and
prosecutors that have already been elected. The discussions
have been poignant and telling. While each of the prosecutors
is rooted heavily in their own communities, they have a
common language of attempting decarceration and racial
disparities in the system.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 52 –
Virginia Prosecutor Buta Biberaj

Buta Biberaj was elected last year as Commonwealth
Attorney in Loudon County Virginia. She ran as the
progressive reformer and became the first new top prosecutor
in 16 years.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

DUI Jury Trial Closing Statements
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A woman was charged with two counts of driving under the
influence of alcohol after allegedly side-sweeping a FedEx
truck and making a dent in the right hand corner of a Jeep.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Superior Court – Like the
State – Locks Down for the Month. At Least

The Sacramento County Superior Court made official early
Thursday evening what everyone from lawyers to judges
knew was coming – a total courthouse lockdown through at
least March 30, and possibly long after that.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 52 –
Virginia Prosecutor Buta Biberaj

Buta Biberaj was elected last year as Commonwealth
Attorney in Loudon County Virginia. She ran as the
progressive reformer and became the first new top prosecutor
in 16 years.

Read More

Everday Injustice Podcast Episode 50 –
Tiffany Caban former Queens DA
Candidate

In 2019, Tiffany Caban, a career public defender ran for DA in
Queens, NY and came within an eyelash of beating the
establishment backed candidate.

Read More
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Justice Breyer: “Kansas has not simply redefined the insanity defense. Rather, it has eliminated the core
of a defense that has existed for centuries: that the defendant, due to mental illness, lacked the mental
capacity necessary for his conduct to be considered morally blameworthy.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - March 24, 2020

DOJ Seeks New Emergency Powers
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by David Greenwald

To the concern of many, during this time of national crisis surrounding the coronavirus, the US DOJ is
seeking the authority to delay judicial proceedings.

This, some fear, could allow judges to detain people indefinitely without trial during emergencies. 

Some of the language: "may, in the event of a natural disaster, civil disobedience, or other emergency
situation requiring the full or partial closure of courts or other circumstances inhibiting the ability of
litigants to comply with deadlines imposed by statutes or by the rules of procedure applicable in the
courts of the United States, enter such order or orders as may be appropriate to delay, toll, or otherwise
grant relief from time deadlines imposed by otherwise applicable statutes and rules of procedure for such
period..."

As Politico first reported last week, "The move has tapped into a broader fear among civil liberties
advocates and Donald Trump’s critics — that the president will use a moment of crisis to push for
controversial policy changes."

Of course, as Politico notes, the DOJ requests, "are unlikely to make it through a Democratic-led House."

But they are fairly broad encompassing several stages of the legal process including initial arrest,
processing of cases, statutes of limitation, and investigation.

Under one proposal, the AG would have the power to ask a judge of any district court to pause court
proceedings “whenever the district court is fully or partially closed by virtue of any natural disaster, civil
disobedience, or other emergency situation.”

“Not only would it be a violation of that, but it says ‘affecting pre-arrest,’” said Norman L. Reimer,
executive director of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. “So that means you could be
arrested and never brought before a judge until they decide that the emergency or the civil disobedience
is over. I find it absolutely terrifying. Especially in a time of emergency, we should be very careful about
granting new powers to the government.”

“That is something that should not happen in a democracy,” he said.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

SCOTUS Allows States to Bar the Insanity
Defense
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On Monday in a major turn in the law, the US Supreme Court
ruled in favor of the state of Kansas and against a man who
argued the state law violated his constitutional rights by
refusing him the option of an insanity defense.

Read More

New Jersey Authorizes Release of 1000 to
Prevent Coronavirus Spread

Today the state of New Jersey takes a major step toward
relieving a potential human rights crisis by agreeing to release
up to 1000 people from its jails—in what is being called the
most significant action to date to address the risk of
transmission in crowded and poorly maintained jails.

Read More

Early Release of Some Sacramento County
Jail Inmates Urged for Safety of Residents,
Jailers and Prisoners

THE VANGUARD has learned that appeals are being made to
the Sacramento County Public Defender Office by medical
professionals, residents and community advocacy groups
demanding the immediate release of 1,000 or more non-
violent inmates from Sacramento County jails because of the
coronavirus threat.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 52 –
Virginia Prosecutor Buta Biberaj

Buta Biberaj was elected last year as Commonwealth
Attorney in Loudon County Virginia. She ran as the
progressive reformer and became the first new top prosecutor
in 16 years.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

DUI Jury Trial Closing Statements

A woman was charged with two counts of driving under the
influence of alcohol after allegedly side-sweeping a FedEx
truck and making a dent in the right hand corner of a Jeep.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man Allegedly Imprisons Wife in Car
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Following Prior Domestic Battery Incident

A woman denied domestic abuse claims in court after making
a statement to the police that her husband physically
assaulted her and damaged her car.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Superior Court – Like the
State – Locks Down for the Month. At Least

The Sacramento County Superior Court made official early
Thursday evening what everyone from lawyers to judges
knew was coming – a total courthouse lockdown through at
least March 30, and possibly long after that.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 52 –
Virginia Prosecutor Buta Biberaj

Buta Biberaj was elected last year as Commonwealth
Attorney in Loudon County Virginia. She ran as the
progressive reformer and became the first new top prosecutor
in 16 years.

Read More

Everday Injustice Podcast Episode 50 –
Tiffany Caban former Queens DA
Candidate

In 2019, Tiffany Caban, a career public defender ran for DA in
Queens, NY and came within an eyelash of beating the
establishment backed candidate.

Read More
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju Calls for Release of Immigrant
Detainees at Yuba County Jail and Mesa Verde Deten.on Center

Date: Thursday, March 19, 2020 at 8:14:29 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: 2020.03.19_Public Defender Mano Raju le4er to ICE Field Office Director David Jennings

calling for release of immigrant detainees[2].pdf

�

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 19, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 -
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**Press Statement**
 

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju Calls for Release of
Immigrant Detainees at Yuba County Jail and Mesa Verde

Detention Center

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=56df3177-cb7a-44b6-9b2f-9c141a179dbc
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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“All of our incarcerated clients - including our clients in immigration detention centers
- continue to be at a heightened risk of being exposed to COVID-19, and my office is
fighting every day for their health and safety.
 
Immigration detention facilities are particularly at risk with regards to spread of
infectious diseases because of congregate-style sleeping arrangements, crowding,
the proportion of vulnerable people detained, the lack of proper sanitation supplies,
and consistently inadequate medical care resources.
 
Yuba County Jail and the Mesa Verde Detention Center - the two ICE detention
centers where most of our immigrant clients are being held - are not equipped to
keep detainees or staff safe during this public health crisis. For over forty years,
Yuba has been under court-ordered Consent Decree due to its failure to provide
detainees with adequate medical care. The Mesa Verde Detention Facility is a
privately run, for-profit facility that houses up to 400 non-citizen detainees in
congregate settings who are in civil detention.
For these reasons, I sent a letter today to ICE Field Officer David Jennings,
requesting the immediate release of detainees from these two locations.  
 
Congress has explicitly granted ICE the authority to release detainees for “urgent
humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.”  ICE not only has the authority to
exercise discretion and release individuals from custody, but also has routinely
exercised this discretion to release vulnerable detainees in the past. Detainees can
be released to federally-approved alternatives to detention such as telephonic
reporting requirements or even electronic monitoring.
 
In this crisis, every single detainee held at Yuba and Mesa Verde is vulnerable to
contracting and spreading the virus, and should be released from custody and
provided opportunities for alternatives to detention immediately. We must take these
urgent measures now to protect immigrant detainees, detention center staff
members, family members, and the broader community from contracting this virus.”
 

##
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju Calls for Release of Immigrant
Detainees at Yuba County Jail and Mesa Verde Deten.on Center

Date: Thursday, March 19, 2020 at 8:10:18 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 19, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 - Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**Press Statement**
 
San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju Calls for Release of Immigrant

Detainees at Yuba County Jail and Mesa Verde Detention Center
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“All of our incarcerated clients - including our clients in immigration detention centers -
continue to be at a heightened risk of being exposed to COVID-19, and my office is fighting
every day for their health and safety.
 
Immigration detention facilities are particularly at risk with regards to spread of infectious
diseases because of congregate-style sleeping arrangements, crowding, the proportion of
vulnerable people detained, the lack of proper sanitation supplies, and consistently
inadequate medical care resources.
 
Yuba County Jail and the Mesa Verde Detention Center - the two ICE detention centers where
most of our immigrant clients are being held - are not equipped to keep detainees or staff safe
during this public health crisis. For over forty years, Yuba has been under court-ordered
Consent Decree due to its failure to provide detainees with adequate medical care. The Mesa
Verde Detention Facility is a privately run, for-profit facility that houses up to 400 non-citizen
detainees in congregate settings who are in civil detention.
For these reasons, I sent a letter today to ICE Field Officer David Jennings, requesting the
immediate release of detainees from these two locations.  
 
Congress has explicitly granted ICE the authority to release detainees for “urgent
humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.”  ICE not only has the authority to exercise
discretion and release individuals from custody, but also has routinely exercised this discretion
to release vulnerable detainees in the past. Detainees can be released to federally-approved
alternatives to detention such as telephonic reporting requirements or even electronic
monitoring.
 
In this crisis, every single detainee held at Yuba and Mesa Verde is vulnerable to contracting
and spreading the virus, and should be released from custody and provided opportunities for
alternatives to detention immediately. We must take these urgent measures now to protect
immigrant detainees, detention center staff members, family members, and the broader
community from contracting this virus.”
 

##

Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju Calls for Release of Immigrant
Detainees at Yuba County Jail and Mesa Verde Deten.on Center

Date: Thursday, March 19, 2020 at 7:37:54 PM Greenwich Mean Time
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: 2020.03.19_Public Defender Mano Raju le4er to ICE Field Office Director David Jennings

calling for release of immigrant detainees[2].pdf
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 19, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - SF Public Defender's Office - (628)249-7946 -
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

**Press Statement**
 

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju Calls for Release of Immigrant
Detainees at Yuba County Jail and Mesa Verde Deten8on Center

“All of our incarcerated clients - including our clients in immigration detention centers -
continue to be at a heightened risk of being exposed to COVID-19, and my office is fighting
every day for their health and safety.
 
Immigration detention facilities are particularly at risk with regards to spread of infectious
diseases because of congregate-style sleeping arrangements, crowding, the proportion of
vulnerable people detained, the lack of proper sanitation supplies, and consistently
inadequate medical care resources.
 
Yuba County Jail and the Mesa Verde Detention Center - the two ICE detention centers where
most of our immigrant clients are being held - are not equipped to keep detainees or staff safe
during this public health crisis. For over forty years, Yuba has been under court-ordered
Consent Decree due to its failure to provide detainees with adequate medical care. The Mesa
Verde Detention Facility is a privately run, for-profit facility that houses up to 400 non-citizen
detainees in congregate settings who are in civil detention.
For these reasons, I sent a letter today to ICE Field Officer David Jennings, requesting the
immediate release of detainees from these two locations.  
 
Congress has explicitly granted ICE the authority to release detainees for “urgent
humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.”  ICE not only has the authority to exercise
discretion and release individuals from custody, but also has routinely exercised this discretion
to release vulnerable detainees in the past. Detainees can be released to federally-approved
alternatives to detention such as telephonic reporting requirements or even electronic
monitoring.
 
In this crisis, every single detainee held at Yuba and Mesa Verde is vulnerable to contracting
and spreading the virus, and should be released from custody and provided opportunities for
alternatives to detention immediately. We must take these urgent measures now to protect
immigrant detainees, detention center staff members, family members, and the broader
community from contracting this virus.”
 

##
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Subject: “Prisons Are Known Incubators and Amplifiers of Disease,” Making It a High Risk Area for the
COVID-19 Pandemic | Davis Vanguard

Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 3:48:56 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
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h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/03/prisons-are-known-incubators-and-amplifiers-of-disease-making-it-a-high-
risk-area-for-the-covid-19-pandemic/

Sent from my iPhone
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Subject: “Prisons Are Known Incubators and Amplifiers of Disease,” Making It a High Risk Area for the
COVID-19 Pandemic | Davis Vanguard

Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 3:48:56 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
To: Valerie Ibarra

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/03/prisons-are-known-incubators-and-amplifiers-of-disease-making-it-a-high-
risk-area-for-the-covid-19-pandemic/

Sent from my iPhone

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/03/prisons-are-known-incubators-and-amplifiers-of-disease-making-it-a-high-risk-area-for-the-covid-19-pandemic/
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Jury Acquits Mother Charged with DUI a}er Fleeing Domes.c Abuse
Date: Thursday, March 12, 2020 at 5:24:07 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 12, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

Jury Acquits Mother Charged with DUI after Fleeing Domestic Abuse

 

SAN FRANCISCO -- Yesterday, a jury found Liz Anaya, 31, not guilty of DUI charges that
arose when she was fleeing domestic abuse from her partner. 

Her attorney, Deputy Public Defender Nitin Sapra, successfully argued that she had not
planned on driving that night, but only did so out of necessity to get away from a dangerous
situation.

“The circumstances surrounding DUIs are often much more complex than meets the eye. Ms.
Anaya was terrified for her life, and was just trying to get away from a violent situation. I am
glad that the jury saw this for what it was -- a young mother doing whatever she needed to do
to flee an abuser,” said Sapra.

Ms. Anaya had been in an abusive relationship for 4 years. During the trial she shared that
her partner had taken control over her life, cutting her off from family, friends and her
profession as a hairstylist. The night of February 25, 2019, when he came home, he realized
that she had had a drink with their housemate, and he became outraged. He then began to
batter her, and she feared that he would beat her as he had done before. She was able to flee
her home and drive around the corner, where she turned off the car, put on her hazard lights,
and called her son who was on his way home.  Meanwhile, her partner called the police and
accused her of drunk driving. 

Body worn cameras showed that police arrived and talked to her partner for several minutes
outside the home before they went looking for Ms. Anaya. They found her in the car with the
engine off, but instead of asking her about the domestic disturbance or why she had fled her
home, they proceeded with a DUI investigation. 

Prosecutors refused to dismiss the case prior to trial. 

Ultimately, the jury agreed that, despite having alcohol in her system, she had only driven out
of necessity to escape a situation that was more dangerous than her driving a short distance,
where she did not injure any person nor destroy any property.

                                                ###
 
 
Valerie Ibarra

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Public Defender Seeks Immediate Release for People in Jail at Heightened Risk of
Coronavirus

Date: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 at 6:34:56 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 10, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org – (628)249-7946
 
 

**PRESS RELEASE**

Public Defender Seeks Immediate Release for People in Jail at
Heightened Risk of Coronavirus

SAN FRANCISCO -- Today, the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office will begin filing
motions to seek the immediate release of all clients being held pre-trial in San Francisco
county jails who are at heightened risk for illness from coronavirus. 

People at heightened risk for the virus include: people over 60, those with heart or lung
disease, diabetes, and immunosuppressed individuals who are suffering from cancer, HIV, or
autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, or multiple sclerosis.  

“We are taking this action to protect older adults and those with compromised immune
systems who are extremely vulnerable right now. People who are incarcerated in jail are
already exposed to an unsafe environment. The cramped and unsanitary conditions in jail put
the older or immunocompromised population at a much greater risk of contracting and
spreading coronavirus,” said Public Defender Mano Raju.

Raju added, “We are committed to working with the District Attorney, the Sheriff, and the
courts to identify safe alternatives to pre-trial detention for these individuals.” 

In a letter sent today, the Public Defender also asked the Sheriff to assess all sentenced
persons in jail to see who is eligible for immediate release on electronic monitoring or work
release programs, and to then begin processing their release. 

“Given the public health emergency posed by coronavirus, my office is seeking the immediate
release of all incarcerated people sentenced to county jail in San Francisco who have less
than 6 months left to serve,” said Raju.  “These are cases where the court has already
decided that it’s safe to release someone into the community, and will be doing so in the very
near future. This will help reduce the population on the inside, allowing for recommended

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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distance between individuals during this public health crisis.”

“Our office pursues all avenues to ensure the safety and wellness of our clients every day. 
We are asking that the Sheriff, and others with the power to release people, act with similar
urgency in the face of his increasingly serious public health crisis,” said Raju.    
 ##

 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: PRESS CONFERENCE CANCELLED 3/9 at 850 Bryant
Date: Monday, March 9, 2020 at 4:37:22 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Due to public health concerns, this press conference has been cancelled. We
apologize for the inconvenience and will let you know if & when it gets
rescheduled.
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 9, 2020
 
CONTACT:
Edwin Carmona-Cruz – FREE SF Coalition – 415.652.0663
Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – 628.249.7946
 
 

**MEDIA ADVISORY** 
 

 SF PUBLIC DEFENDER’S OFFICE TO JOIN THE FREE SF COALITION
FOR PRESS CONFERENCE CONDEMNING RECENT I.C.E. ARRESTS

AT CALIFORNIA COURTHOUSES
 

What:
In the wake of community outcry over ICE’s arrest of a San Francisco resident in front of the SF Hall of
Justice on 3/3, and similar incidents in other parts of Northern California, the FREE SF Coalition and
community organizations, with speakers from  the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, will hold a press
conference Monday that will highlight the region's robust infrastructure of defense for our immigrant
communities. 
 

Who:
              FREE SF Coalition hosting speakers & organizations:
              - Abigail Salazar, FREE SF 
              - Mano Raju, San Francisco Public Defender
              - Emi MacLean, Deputy Public Defender             

  -  Luis Angel Reyes Savalza The Rapid Response Network for Santa Clara County
              - Renee Saucedo, Alianza de Mujeres Activas y Solidarias (ALMAS), Graton Day Labor
Center in Sonoma Co.
              - Father Richard, Faith In Action Bay Area
              - Yolanda Jackson, Bar Association of San Francisco

 
 

When:
Monday, March 9, 2020 – 12:00-12:30PM

Where:
San Francisco Hall of Justice (front steps)
850 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
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#

 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: PRESS CONFERENCE CONDEMNING RECENT I.C.E. ARRESTS AT CALIFORNIA
COURTHOUSES - Mon. 3/9 at 12noon 850 Bryant, SF.

Date: Monday, March 9, 2020 at 1:24:30 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
BCC: .mredmondsf@gmail.com, ddebolt@bayareanewsgroup.com, news@ebar.com,

joe.eskenazi@missionlocal.com, SF Bay View, hi@joshwolf.net, .ps@sfist.com,
esernoffsky@sfchronicle.com, mbarba@sfexaminer.com, julian.mark@missionlocal.com,
m.bajko@ebar.com, sgaiser@sfmediaco.com, newsroom@baycitynews.com,
editor@s�ay.mes.com, editor@eastbayexpress.com, editor@eltecolote.org,
sfweekly@sfmediaco.com, news@sfweekly.com, Michael.toren@gmail.com,
newsroom@baycitynews.com, pma.er@sfchronicle.com, Joe.Eskenazi@missionlocal.com,
editor@fogcityjournal.com, editor@noevalleyvoice.com, editor@potreroview.net, SF Bay View,
editor@sfrichmondreview.com, editor@singtaousa.com, editor@thewesternedi.on.com,
editor@westsideobserver.com, editors@newfillmore.com, news@sffoghorn.info,
emilamok@gmail.com, hknight@sfchronicle.com, por.a@chinesenews.com,
shawn.huang@chinesenews.com, assignment@singtaousa.com, rang@asianweek.com,
idac@bayareametro.com, lisa.xin@bayvoice.net, liazhu@chinadailyusa.com,
mingng119@gmail.com, queweihang@gmail.com, lihui.zhou@epoch.mes.com,
jingzhe.cao@epoch.mes.com, jean.ho@newsforchinese.com, info@pandodaily.com,
margarita.argente@philippinenews.com, bernice.yeung@propublica.org, lailakearney@gmail.com,
editor@singtaousa.com, assignment@singtaousa.com, flora.xu@singtaousa.com,
shiqiao.peng@singtaousa.com, s�ay@epoch.mes.com, vnnb@vietnamdaily.com,
mdinzeo@courthousenews.com, pamela@skylight.is, info@davisvanguard.org,
j.ferrannini@ebar.com, c.laird@ebar.com, vivian.ho@guardian.co.uk, sbollag@sacbee.com,
mdinzeo@courthousenews.com, contact@kalwnews.org, news@kpfa.org,
andyrubio@hotmail.com, news@chineseradio.com, cantonesedj@chineseradio.com,
assignmentdesk@kqed.org, calreport@kqed.org, forum@kqed.org, news@kpfa.org,
news@kpoo.com, pshuler@kqed.org, roseaguilar@me.com, Tyche Hendricks, Farida Jhabvala
Romero, Ann Garrison, Ann Garrison, bndinsmore@cbs.com, dinsmore@kpix.cbs.com,
newsdesk@kpix.com, assignmentdesk@kron.com, news@kpoo.com, assignmentdesk@kqed.org,
news.ps@foxtv.com, rob.roth@foxtv.com, news.ps@nbcbayarea.com, news.p@kts}v.com,
vic.lee@abc.com, hespinosa@abs-cbni.com, jwan@ktsfnews.com, kachan@ktsfnews.com,
awong@ktsfnews.com, Theresa.hong@ntdtv.com, Vivian.lan@ntdtvsf.com, ning.han@ntdtvsf.com,
wendy.yi@ntdtv.com, jinlu@skylinktv.us, Kenji.Lui@tvbusa.com, sheren.tam@tvbusa.com,
no.cias14@univision.net, tvespanol@tvespanol.net, Hun.ngton, James, Henry Lee,
suzie.liu@singtaousa.com, carolyn.johnson@abc.com, carolyn.tyler@abc.com,
carolynsaid@gmail.com, lwhite@kpix.cbs.com, ccnnesrelease@bayareanewsgroups.com,
chase.marilyn@gmail.com, cheryl.jennings@abc.com, chin@kpix.cbs.com, chinnie26@gmail.com,
cjohnson@bloomberg.net, clima@poli.co.com, cmarinucci@poli.co.com,
community.affairs@foxtv.com, communityvideofilming@yahoo.com, culle0110@mail.sfsu.edu,
cynthia@ebar.com, dakizuki@bayareanewsgroup.com, dan.ashley@abc.com, dan.noyes@abc.com,
dan@jweekly.com, DarwinBondGraham@gmail.com, datebookle4ers@sfchronicle.com,
delvecchior@sfarchdiocese.org, denise@youthradio.org, dford@kpix.cbs.com,
dhorowitz@theguardsman.com, dritsher@revealnews.org, druiz@peoplepowermedia.org,
dsiders@poli.co.com, editor@eastbayexpress.com, editor@eltecolote.org,
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editor@fogcityjournal.com, editor@noevalleyvoice.com, editor@nysingtao.com,
editor@sfappeal.com, editor@s�ay.mes.com, editor@sfrichmondreview.com,
editor@singtaousa.com, editor@thehill.com, editor@thewesternedi.on.com,
editor@visionhispanausa.com, editorial@newamericamedia.org, editorial@remezcla.com,
giobri01@yahoo.com, Gregory.Lee@FOXTV.COM, JudiB@sfcenter.org,
julian.mark@missionlocal.com, jwan@ktsfnews.com, jward@kpix.cbs.com,
jwildermuth@sfchronicle.com, kado@kpix.cbs.com, kalw@kalw.org, ka.e.marzullo@abc.com,
katy_steinmetz@.memagazine.com, kcbscomments@kcbs.com, kcbsnewsdesk@cbs.com,
kcbsnewsdesk@kcbsradio.com, keminkie@mail.sfsu.edu, kgotv.desk@abc.com,
kkennedy@bhnc.org, kpixnewsmanagers@cbs.com, Kristen.sze@abc.com,
ksullivan@revealnews.org, ktvu.comments@foxtv.com, kwalsh@kmaxtv.com,
laura.kutch@abc.com, lauren.smiley@gmail.com, lauren.weber@huffingtonpost.com,
lcha@berkeley.edu, lcochran5@bloomberg.net, lilian.kim@abc.com, lisa.amin@abc.com,
lmegid@univision.net, local@mercurynews.com, lreportero@aol.com, lrudman@radioproject.org,
lwaxmann@sfexaminer.com, lwilliams@cironline.org, lyanne.melendez@abc.com,
m.bajko@ebar.com, malia.wollan@gmail.com, marcosg106@aol.com, mariam@curbed.com,
ma4hew@techcrunch.com, mcollins@theguardsman.com, mercedes@curbed.com,
merope@tortoisemedia.com, metro@sfchronicle.com, metrodesk@sfchronicle.com,
Michael.toren@gmail.com, mike@baycitybeacon.com, mimi.kwan@abc.com,
missiondispatch@yahoo.com, mitch@westsideobserver.com, mjcosta67@aol.com,
nsawyer@sfmediaco.com, rak0408@earthlink.net, rshaw@beyondchron.com,
rshirinian@kts}v.com, rswan@sfchronicle.com, rose@cjjc.org, rosenheim@kpix.cbs.com,
sanfrancisco@bizjournals.com, sarah@pandodaily.com, sau@ktsfnews.com,
sclose@newamericamedia.org, sco4@sco4lay.com, sf@chineseradio.com, sf@singtaousa.com,
s�ade@tvbusa.com, sfwebmaster@worldjournal.com, sgaiser@sfexaminer.com,
smar.n@kqed.com, soumya.karlamangla@la.mes.com, srichards@bayareanewsgroup.com,
stories@nbcbayarea.com, sue@jweekly.com, sueb@jweekly.com, tamlinearthly@gmail.com,
rang@asianweek.com, tgoldberg@kqed.org, .me-fmg-pr@.meinc.com,
.mredmondsf@gmail.com, .ps@missionlocal.com, .ps@ny.mes.com, .ps@portolaplanet.com,
.ps@techcrunch.com, trefny@kalw.org, 4hadani@sfchronicle.com, tvprogram@kpix.cbs.com,
USinfo@theguardian.com, Vic.lee@abc.com, Wayne.freedman@abc.com,
webmaster@beyondchron.org, wmurray@cbs.com, wsj.ltrs@wsj.com,
xpressnewsstaff@gmail.com, zijunguan@gmail.com, Goossen, Carolyn (PDR), Beinart, Amy (BOS),
4listens@kron4.com, a.emslie.sf@gmail.com, abc7listens@kgo-tv.com, abigail@newsdata.com,
accionjg@aol.com, acooper@sfchronicle.com, adrianrrodri@gmail.com, aharris@cironline.org,
akmakovec@cbs.com, Alan.Wang@abc.com, alanma4hewsanchez@gmail.com,
albertol@sfcenter.org, Allison.Wisk@la.mes.com, Ama.Daetz@abc.com, amy.hollyfield@abc.com,
anne4e@kalw.org, APyle@usatoday.com, araceli.mar.nez@laopinion.com, asad@curbed.com,
Ashley.Dunn@la.mes.com, assignment@singtaousa.com, assignmentdesk@kqed.org,
assignmentdesk@kron.com, awong@ktsfnews.com, barackdas@gmail.com, bcns�all@pacbell.net,
beau.evans1101@gmail.com, ben.trefny@gmail.com, bernalwood@gmail.com,
bernice.yeung@propublica.org, berry@kron.com, bferrari@univision.net, bjreeves@mail.sfsu.edu,
breakingnews@kron4.com, brock@curbed.com, burritojus.ce@gmail.com, byu@cbs.com,
c.hall.roberts@gmail.com, calbuzzer@gmail.com, cantonesedj@chineseradio.com,
carolyn.johnson@abc.com, carolyn.tyler@abc.com, carolynsaid@gmail.com, cayers@kpix.cbs.com,
ccnnewsrelease@bayareanewsgroup.com, Chase.marilyn@gmail.com, cheryl.jennings@abc.com,
chin@kpix.cbs.com, chinnie26@gmail.com, cjohnson@bloomberg.net, clima@poli.co.com,
cmarinucci@poli.co.com, coburnpalmer@yahoo.com, community.affairs@foxtv.com,
communityvideofilming@yahoo.com, culle010@mail.sfsu.edu, cynthia@ebar.com,
dakizuki@bayareanewsgroup.com, Dan.Ashley@abc.com, dan.noyes@abc.com, dan@jweekly.com,
datebookle4ers@sfchronicle.com, delvecchior@sfarchdiocese.org, denise@youthradio.org,
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dford@kpix.cbs.com, dritsher@revealnews.org, druiz@peoplepowermedia.net,
dsiders@poli.co.com, editor@eastbayexpress.com, editor@eltecolote.org,
editor@fogcityjournal.com, editor@noevalleyvoice.com, editor@nysingtao.com,
editor@sfappeal.com, editor@s�ay.mes.com, SF Bay View, editor@sfrichmondreview.com,
editor@singtaousa.com, editor@thehill.com, editor@thewesternedi.on.com,
editor@visionhispanausa.com, editorial@newamericamedia.org, editorial@remezcla.com,
Emily.Fancher@sfchronicle.com, eric.thomas@abc.com, eve@evebatey.com,
feedback@beyondchron.org, flora.xu@singtaousa.com, fortunemail_le4ers@fortunemail.com,
gabriela@eltecolote.org, geoff.glaub@abc.com, giobri01@yahoo.com, goode@ny.mes.com,
helenegoupil@gmail.com, hello@hoodline.com, hespinosa@abs-cbni.com, hi@joshwolf.net,
hknight@sfchronicle.com, holler@uptownalmanac.com, hollykernan@pacbell.net,
ianastew@gmail.com, inaki@eltecolote.org, info@ap.org, info@asiaweeksf.com, info@cjjc.org,
info@singtao.com, jagonzal@ccsf.edu, jay@sfist.com, jc94606@yahoo.com,
jchen@singtaousa.com, Jean.Elle@nbcuni.com, jemcki@ny.mes.com,
jennifer.seelig@entercom.com, jezibella2000@aol.com, jgarofoli@sfchronicle.com, jim@ebar.com,
jim@ebar.com, jmcevoy@kqed.org, jmoss@bizjournals.com, joe@kpix.cbs.com,
joe@sfexaminer.com, jon.ramos17@gmail.com, jonathan.bloom@abc.com,
jorg_stratmann@.meinc.com, joseph@singtaousa.com, jsaba.ni@sfexaminer.com,
JudiB@sfcenter.org, Julian.mark@missionlocal.com, jwan@ktsfnews.com, jward@kpix.cbs.com,
jwildermuth@sfchronicle.com, kado@kpix.cbs.com, kalw@kalw.org, ka.e.marzullo@abc.com,
Katy_Steinmetz@.memagazine.com, kcbscomments@kcbs.com, kcbsnewsdesk@cbs.com,
keminkie@mail.sfsu.edu, kgotv.desk@abc.com, kkennedy@bhnc.org,
kpixnewsmanagers@cbs.com, ksullivan@revealnews.org, ktvu.comments@foxtv.com,
laura.kutch@abc.com, lauren.smiley@gmail.com, lcochran5@bloomberg.net, lilian.kim@abc.com,
Lisa.Amin@abc.com, lmegid@univision.net, local@mercurynews.com, lreportero@aol.com,
lrudman@radioproject.org, lwaxmann@sfexaminer.com, lwilliams@cironline.org,
lyanne.melendez@abc.com, m.bajko@ebar.com, malia.wollan@gmail.com, marcosg106@aol.com,
ma4hew@techcrunch.com, mercedes@curbed.com, sanfrancisco@bizjournals.com,
metro@sfchronicle.com, metrodesk@sfchronicle.com, michael.toren@gmail.com,
mike@baycitybeacon.com, Mimi.Kwan@abc.com, mariam@curbed.com,
missiondispatch@yahoo.com, mitch@westsideobserver.com, mjcosta67@aol.com,
mlundgren@sfchronicle.com, mmontgomery@cironline.org, mollie.reilly@huffingtonpost.com,
msayre@cbs.com, nancy@youthradio.org, news@ebar.com, news@kpfa.org,
news@nicheiweekly.org, news@sfweekly.com, news@theguardsman.com, newsdesk@kpix.com,
newseditors@wsj.com, newsroom@baycitynews.com, news.p@peoplepowermedia.net,
news.ps@foxtv.com, news.ps@nbcbayarea.com, nilay@theverge.com, ninna@kalw.org,
No.cias14@univision.net, nuala.bishari@gmail.com, nwojcik@mail.sfsu.edu,
partner@hoodline.com, penar@sfusd.edu, pfeffer.elizabeth@gmail.com, pilar.nino@nbcuni.com,
preulbach@modernluxury.com, producers@kgoradio.com, pshuler@kqed.org,
pturn.ne@bayareanewsgroup.com, ramseysnapshot@gmail.com, rebecca.bowe@gmail.com,
release@bloomberg.net, rgerharter@igc.org, rgonzales@npr.org, richard.kim@huffpost.com,
lcha@berkeley.edu, robert.pnsc@gmail.com, roger@streetsblog.org, rose@cjjc.org,
rosenheim@kpix.cbs.com, rosenheim@kpix.cbs.com, rshaw@beyondchron.org,
rshirinian@kts}v.com, rswan@sfchronicle.com, sarah@pandodaily.com, sau@ktsfnews.com,
sclose@newamericamedia.org, sf@chineseradio.com, sf@singtaousa.com, s�ade@tvbusa.com,
sfwebmaster@worldjournal.com, Soumya.Karlamangla@la.mes.com, stories@nbcbayarea.com,
sue@jweekly.com, sueb@jweekly.com, tamlinearthly@gmail.com, rang@asianweek.com,
tgoldberg@kqed.org, .me-fmg-pr@.meinc.com, .ps@ny.mes.com, .ps@portolaplanet.com,
.ps@techcrunch.com, trefny@kalw.org, tvprogram@kpix.cbs.com, USinfo@theguardian.com,
vic.lee@abc.com, wayne.freedman@abc.com, webmaster@beyondchron.org, wmurray@cbs.com,
wsj.ltrs@wsj.com, xpressnewsstaff@gmail.com, zjunguan@gmail.com, rak0408@earthlink.net,
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Goossen, Carolyn (PDR), Gonzalez, Ma4 (PDR), Raju, Manohar (PDR), Bas.an, Alex (DAT), Michael
Durand, PUBDEF-Managers

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 9, 2020

CONTACT:
Edwin Carmona-Cruz – FREE SF Coali.on – 415.652.0663
Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – 628.249.7946
 
 

**MEDIA ADVISORY**
 

 SF PUBLIC DEFENDER’S OFFICE TO JOIN THE FREE SF COALITION FOR PRESS
CONFERENCE CONDEMNING RECENT I.C.E. ARRESTS AT CALIFORNIA

COURTHOUSES

What:
In the wake of community outcry over ICE’s arrest of a San Francisco resident in front of the SF Hall of
Justice on 3/3, and similar incidents in other parts of Northern California, the FREE SF Coalition and
community organizations, with speakers from  the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, will hold a press
conference Monday that will highlight the region's robust infrastructure of defense for our immigrant
communities. 

Who:
              FREE SF Coalition hosting speakers & organizations:
              - Abigail Salazar, FREE SF 
              - Mano Raju, San Francisco Public Defender
              - Emi MacLean, Deputy Public Defender (aSorney for the                     man arrested outside of SF Hall of Jus8ce on 3/3)
              -  Luis Angel Reyes Savalza The Rapid Response Network for                  Santa Clara County
              - Renee Saucedo, Alianza de Mujeres Ac.vas y Solidarias                       (ALMAS), Graton Day Labor Center in Sonoma Co.
              - Father Richard, Faith In Ac.on Bay Area
              - Yolanda Jackson, Bar Associa.on of San Francisco

 
When:

Monday, March 9, 2020 – 12:00-12:30PM

Where:
San Francisco Hall of Justice (front steps)
850 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94103

Why:
The FREE-SF Coalition, community organizations, and the San Francisco Public Defender's Office
condemn the due process violations conducted by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) outside of
San Francisco’s Hall of Justice this past Tuesday 3/3, when ICE arrested a man who was heading into
court for an unrelated matter.

According to the FREE SF Coalition:

This comes after a series of state law violations from ICE in Sonoma and Fresno Counties, and at
courthouses across California in its newest attempt to further separate families and instill fear in the
immigrant community.

Immigrant rights organizations have created a robust infrastructure of community defense that has
successfully defeated ICE intimidation tactics in the past, and community groups are stepping up organizing
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successfully defeated ICE intimidation tactics in the past, and community groups are stepping up organizing
efforts in order to do so again. Community members and organizations will continue to uphold our
community values of compassion, respect, and love for every individual, regardless of immigration status. 

###
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: ALL CHARGES DISMISSED AGAINST EDGEWOOD EMPLOYEE
Date: Friday, March 6, 2020 at 12:10:01 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 5, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – San Francisco Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 –
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 

 
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

ALL CHARGES DISMISSED AGAINST EDGEWOOD EMPLOYEE
 

 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA  -  This morning, all charges were dismissed against Kenneth Ofigho,
31, a former employee of Edgewood Center, who has consistently maintained his innocence
after being wrongly accused of inappropriately touching a minor in April 2019. 

 
The charges were dismissed after a lengthy review of all the evidence, including the lack of
any DNA evidence, and a witness who was present and did not corroborate the allegations.
The court also diligently reviewed over 700 pages of records from Edgewood Center, which
describes itself as a facility that helps individuals and their loved ones who struggle with
mental illness and behavioral health issues. Ultimately, Assistant District Attorney Lalah Morris
dismissed the case due to insufficient evidence to support the burden of proof.

 
Deputy Public Defender Sylvia Nguyen said, “Mr. Ofigho has been living a nightmare for
almost a year and, unfortunately, he will suffer the professional ramifications of these false
allegations for years to come despite his innocence.”

 
Mr. Ofigho had absolutely no contact with the criminal legal system prior to these allegations.
Numerous current and former co-workers, along with family and friends, submitted letters of
support and offered to testify to his good character.

 
Ms. Nguyen added, “The presumption of innocence failed Mr. Ofigho from the start. Since
these accusations were made, he was taken to jail, later placed on house arrest, lost his job,

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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and was publicly humiliated by having his name and picture circulated in the news media.
Thanks to our team’s relentless investigation and persistence in seeking the truth, he has
been vindicated and is finally free to move forward with his life.” 

###
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF Public Defender Mano Raju and District A4orney Chesa Boudin
Condemn ICE Arrest Outside San Francisco Criminal Court

Date: Thursday, March 5, 2020 at 5:08:04 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 5, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – San Francisco Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 –
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 

**PRESS RELEASE** 
 

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju and District Attorney Chesa
Boudin

Condemn ICE Arrest Outside San Francisco Criminal Court 
 

San Francisco-- On election day, Tuesday March 3, federal immigration agents arrested a
San Francisco resident in front of the courthouse steps of 850 Bryant Street as he was
entering criminal court for a hearing. ICE agents acted without a judicial warrant and therefore
in violation of state law.
 

The San Francisco Public Defender and the District Attorney have condemned this action,
and are calling on ICE to stop making courthouse arrests.  Advocates say that this is the first
time this type of courthouse immigration enforcement has occurred in San Francisco. Two
weeks ago, ICE agents arrested at least 3 people at the Sonoma County Superior Court
Campus.
 
“California law explicitly forbids a civil enforcement agency, including ICE, from making a civil
arrest without a warrant outside a courthouse. ICE’s illegal conduct undermines community
trust and public safety. This type of action scares people—including victims, witnesses, the
accused, or those participating in treatment – and deters them from coming to court,” said San
Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju. “San Francisco will not allow such egregious abuse of
power to go unchecked; we will provide immediate and zealous representation to anyone
subject to such illegal activity.” 
 
“ICE actions in or near our courthouses deters people from accessing our justice system,
making us all less safe,” said San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin. 
 
“ICE’s conduct here disturbed and disrupted the entire court,” said Emi Maclean, Deputy
Public Defender. “We will stand up to prevent these attacks. The Bay Area has a vibrant
network of legal and community advocates who are ready to provide immediate and
aggressive defense for immigrants caught up in these kinds of illegal actions.” 
 
Studies have proven that sanctuary cities are safer than non-sanctuary cities. Crime is lower

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/10/03/sanctuary-cities-do-not-experience-an-increase-in-crime/
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in sanctuary counties compared with non-sanctuary counties. Victims are also more likely to
come forward, and immigrant communities are more likely to participate as witnesses to
crimes.
 
There will be a joint press conference with the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office and
community organizations on Monday, March 9, at 12pm on the steps of 850 Bryant Street,
San Francisco. Details to follow.
 
###
 
 
 
##
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT: PUBLIC DEFENDER MANO RAJU OPPOSES THE SHERIFF’S PROPOSAL TO MOVE
INCARCERATED PEOPLE TO SANTA RITA JAIL

Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 at 11:23:32 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 2, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
 

**PRESS STATEMENT**
 

STATEMENT BY SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC DEFENDER MANO RAJU
OPPOSING THE SHERIFF’S PROPOSAL TO MOVE INCARCERATED

PEOPLE TO SANTA RITA JAIL
 

“I am extremely disturbed to learn of Sheriff Miyamoto’s plans to move up to 100 people currently

held in the San Francisco County Jail to Santa Rita Jail in Alameda County.

 

Nearly 50 people have died in Santa Rita Jail in the last 5 years, and the jail has been deemed by

East Bay Express as “The most dangerous place in Alameda County.” Two people have died in

custody in Santa Rita since the beginning of 2020 and the causes of death for each have yet to be

made public. The second person was a 25-year old with mental health issues who died on February

26.

Transferring people from San Francisco County to Alameda County is not just dangerous, it also

undercuts the progress that San Francisco has made to ensure that incarcerated people are treated

with basic human respect. Community advocates and families of incarcerated people have fought

and won changes to our local laws that improve family connection and increase access to basic

necessities in San Francisco County Jails. As of this year, phone calls made by people held in San

Francisco County Jails will be made free, and food and basic hygiene products will no longer be

marked up beyond cost. 

 

The proposed move will also undermine San Francisco’s sanctuary ordinance. Unlike San

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Francisco, the Alameda County Sheriff’s Department actively collaborates with ICE’s deportation

machine, which has led to the deportation of countless community members.  Moving non-citizen

detainees to Alameda will not only jeopardize public safety, but will also lead to the separation of

countless San Francisco immigrant families to deportation. We cannot let that happen.

 

Finally, sending incarcerated people nearly 40 miles away makes it more difficult for family members

to visit, and also for attorneys to meet with clients and work on cases to move them forward. It is

already difficult for folks who are held at San Bruno jail - this will make it much harder.

 

While I agree with Sheriff Miyamoto that we need to close County Jail 4 in the Hall of Justice

immediately, I believe that we can do so safely and quickly without sending anyone out of county.

 

The numbers of people in jail continue to be at an all-time low. Today, we have 1,126 people in San

Francisco jails, which means that more than 25% of our 1578 bed jail system are empty.  If County

Jail 4 closed tomorrow, we would still have 1,180 beds in the system-- more than enough beds to

house all of the people who are in custody. 

 

Moving people to Santa Rita does not utilize the already available resources we have here in San

Francisco. I urge the Sheriff to rescind this proposal, and to work with my office, our law

enforcement partners and community organizations to find a new way forward.”

 

-Mano Raju, Public Defender of San Francisco

 

###
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Mother of Mario Woods Administers Oath to SF Public Defender
Mano Raju at Packed Community Inaugura.on

Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 at 11:14:54 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: Mano Raju Oath with Gwen Woods.jpg

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: February 28, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 –
Link with more photos available:http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/02/mother-of-mario-woods-
administers-oath-to-san-francisco-public-defender-mano-raju-at-packed-community-inauguration/
 
 
Mother of Mario Woods Administers Oath to San Francisco Public Defender
Mano Raju at packed Community Inauguration
 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA – On February 27, 2020, in front of a crowd of over 300 people at Brava
Theater, San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju took his oath of office and pledged his service to
the community as part of the annual Black History Month Celebration of the Public Defender’s Office.

His oath was administrated by Gwen Woods, mother of Mario Woods, who was shot and killed by San
Francisco police in 2015.

Before administering the oath, Gwen Woods, surrounded by a group of mothers who have lost their
children to police violence, urged Raju to “stay hopeful” and to remember that the people he and all
public defenders serve have a story, and to “hear it.”

Woods, who is from the Bayview in San Francisco, said that she has spent her whole life combatting
stereotypes about her community. “Hope runs out because the narrative becomes so redundant. When
you grow up in a community where black boys tell you, ‘I’m not going to live to see 25,’ that’s a
hopeless society,” said Woods.  She implored Raju to, “Let them know they count, they matter.”

Public Defender Raju’s social justice oath emphasized his commitment to serve San Francisco’s most
vulnerable communities with an understanding of our shared humanity and pledged to “see all the
beauty, power, and potential of each person I defend.”

Raju stated in his speech that, “This shared humanity is why we aggressively litigate our cases and
humanize our clients to judges and juries, and why long after the cases are done, we are also fighting to
connect our clients with the treatment, employment, and housing they need to stay out of the system
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and be with their loved ones and communities.” He further stated that, “Serving clients with the utmost
integrity, to me, means rejecting the stereotypes and narratives about who our clients and their
communities are, and fighting for their right to be treated with dignity.”

The Black History Month event, hosted by the department’s Racial Justice Committee, also featured
speeches by Supervisor Shamann Walton, Youth Commissioner Rome Jones, the rapper Prezi, and
numerous public defenders.

Supervisor Walton said, “Having a public defender for the people is imperative. By having a
community inauguration, it definitely sheds light on the type of person he is. I am proud and excited
that Mano is carrying on the legacy of fighting for justice at the Public Defender’s Office.” Walton
noted that Raju is already working with the Board of Supervisors on issues of police accountability.

Deputy Public Defender Niki Solis, Chair of the Racial Justice Committee, said that public defenders
are “on the frontier of a civil rights battle” and are uniquely positioned to effectuate change in a system
that overwhelmingly incarcerates people of color and disproportionately removes African American
children from the home or places them on electronic monitoring. Solis noted, “We call out racism when
we see it.”

Youth Commissioner Jones, who serves on the working group helping to rewrite the San Francisco
police department’s general orders about bias in policing, noted that Black youth are underrepresented
in the conversations where decisions are made, and urged his fellow youth to, “Make them put us in
positions to really respect us and hear us out.”

 
Mano Raju’s Public Defender Oath:

I will be compassionate, relentless, and courageous in the fight for justice.

I will remain committed to racial justice.

I will grow excellence among defenders.

I will honor the brilliance of the intergenerational resilience of our clients and their communities.

I will remember that my representation of individuals will impact their entire family and community,
and therefore strive to stay engaged with that family and community.

I will work toward structural changes that contribute to ending the mass incarceration system that has
devastated our society for far too long.

I will commit to fighting against unjust and racist immigration laws, to defend all people regardless of
their birthplace or immigration status, and to fight mass deportation as vigorously as I fight mass
incarceration.

I will keep burning the flame of hopefulness because we know that hopelessness is the enemy of
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justice.

I will be willing to see all the beauty, power, and potential of each person I defend.
 
 
To watch the program on Facebook live, please visit the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
page, here.
 
#

 

 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

https://www.facebook.com/sfpublicdefender/videos/189724279034612/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARDMndIOVVWaSYEGBtBIL6InCQyIXEGhIiyRFQ8hteNTWjEEvixkiza-_2SLDHDPwXVt0P4m5wVLE2pR&hc_ref=ARSxcWxaFNmoJyNdXDFBYaDhUbM5E7SIJ0BlCx4rfmDI-TJf9FsFsadPznYvD3m1CwU&__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARAmTVrreATHmgWpPlhTteJ9r07i5SxYvpfLh1T9XxzBu1YRJNJA4PtBA8_ggbUGmfCBj7-7atXWhvw4HhFYPIsVZ9Cn3lGNzAjCtXXiYGsogi0_T-W3XnMy20nigywwujoDNf1m2sl47PptqVJIRs7s3EflALQCBktHkh-ciRGoqYnTutbQqikqSvjgLAa6I0TJPTlfvMxHK88ePCDgLkrUqU9PyNx0T6Q9cMu8y8jfliZ9XeIWKFaMGoWHFR_FQeDSo6r_EZXy1Z4zlvZiGENEMvlmBKwg2i9G-EXKTiDmTWshJMC_JezJRw9PwOz13F_VApNV5dpeSqzOzhYmc8J0t7EwOXZ4DaRnXAzENSQNT1FvJT-fRf9oMX5Gx_mus3LtmgOZcy-NQpaSJ297vNNY8fyGbyBFcn-jImWT3WNsQLPtFxrrLYwCVIVsW4aKzbYWwjc62l_yqYsvf30yLOU_lsWg9ixId_s7V_y0gX5_hQ&__xts__%5b1%5d=68.ARDetmPEGJjJBnvEDhfeNVQQ23NnYEjP4yy1Vi_O1K57jhDOhW5156SsdB1ttCB9JgSDu1kNvFbes7mMY-A_fx_Xyb1BIlvLZsB7Z-T_CJYIO5_TJZx2OI69h58rIvrBml-ycGG133aevWgut_RzFH32yM_tUFWEOjz-uOERmCpnsBxFfSOmgMYNviNMYf0M6dQbjyN2857-Ah4fIgVNWAPkEsK51_vWLoEYciDqeaCv80veB1fRdPwNHbfxqHlJ5LjkU_Eza-_9IDx5zFI7CQgOZa-G7kKu2NEBejdHbvuWjgSTB73q9ZVMS5elrMeBQFzDt778bZGxVX6yXpmQOkQ30clOl4A-j4NX22JtaXIUn3cNdWOgQr6WyXwtit2zPDk0Jyv9VSUQ8wiz81WLackwi-9J0E1lWbkB8bKqy5HvprW4I3kppmsyM_YPB1NgC3RTDjJCDLASOfunBNb85kpNmmPTQgQVpq-6XTq-ceC2Iw
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Officials Unveiled "Jeff Adachi Way" - new street name to honor late SF Public
Defender

Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 at 1:53:44 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: February 26, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 – Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
LINK: https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/02/city-officials-unveiled-jeff-adachi-way-new-street-to-honor-
the-late-san-francisco-public-defender/
 
 

***PRESS RELEASE***
 

City Officials Unveiled “Jeff Adachi Way”
New Street to honor the Late San Francisco Public Defender

 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA – On Wednesday, February 26, 2020, Public Defender Mano Raju, Supervisor
Matt Haney, the Adachi family, and community supporters of the late San Francisco Public Defender
Jeff Adachi unveiled the new name of the street that runs directly behind the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office, “Jeff Adachi Way.” The singular block of Gilbert Street between Bryant and
Brannan Streets will not only honor Adachi’s legacy, but also serve as a daily reminder and motivation
to all public defenders who walk across the street to the Hall of Justice every day to fight for the rights
of their indigent clients and their families.
 
San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju, who was appointed and subsequently elected to the position
after Adachi’s passing said, “Jeff Adachi forged a path for so many public defenders to courageously
fight for the rights of our indigent clients and stand up to the inhumane failures of the criminal legal
system. This street, that we walk every day, being named after him is not just a passive tribute, but will
be an active presence for all of us to continue to walk the Jeff Adachi Way in our pursuit of true justice
and meaningful reform.”
 
Supervisor Matt Haney, whose office helped pass the resolution to rename the block said, “Renaming
the street that Jeff Adachi walked nearly every working day of the last 30 years is an entirely fitting
tribute to his legacy. Jeff inspired multiple generations of lawyers to follow his example; to be fearless,
to never waiver in the struggle for equal justice under the law,” says Supervisor Haney. “He was more
than just a Public Defender, he was a community organizer that championed the fight to protect the

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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vulnerable and marginalized.”
 
Deputy Public Defender Rebecca Young, who advocated for the street to be renamed, added, “It is
entirely fitting that the first street in San Francisco to be named after a Japanese American be named for
Jeff Adachi, a true champion against the systems that exacerbate prejudice and poverty and in turn feed
the jails.”
 
Jeff Adachi began working at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office in 1987. His developed a
reputation as an phenomenal trial lawyer, which led him to become the Chief Attorney in 1999. He was
elected to lead the office in 2002 as California’s only elected Public Defender, a role he served until his
passing in February 2019 at age 59. In his tenure, he elevated the office to national prominence as
leader for criminal justice reform, human rights, and police accountability. He was a beloved warrior
for justice in San Francisco and throughout the country.
 
 

#
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JURY ACQUITS DRIVER WHO ACTED IN SELF-DEFENSE WHEN
CONFRONTED BY INTOXICATED PASSENGERS

Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 at 2:00:23 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: February 25, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628) 249-7946 –
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
LINK: https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/02/jury-acquits-driver-who-acted-in-reasonable-self-
defense-when-confronted-by-intoxicated-passengers/
 
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

JURY ACQUITS DRIVER WHO ACTED IN SELF-DEFENSE WHEN
CONFRONTED BY INTOXICATED PASSENGERS

 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA – On February, 25, 2020, a jury acquitted a former Lyft driver, Vincent
Perrault, 46, of assault charges related to an incident in which he acted in self-defense when
confronted in the street by intoxicated passengers whom he asked to exit his car around 2:00am on
December 27, 2016, after they were being disruptive and told him to, “shut up and drive.”
 
Deputy Public Defender Matthew Sotorosen said, “Mr. Perrault has no criminal history and was not
looking for a fight when he asked the four passengers to exit his vehicle because it was unsafe for
him to drive. The only reason he got out of the car was to close the door that they had left open, but
three of them came after him in the street before he could do so.”
 
Sotorosen called an expert witness who testified that Mr. Perrault had had a “fear response” when
three of the passengers came out into the street to confront him after he got out of the vehicle to
close the rear passenger door that they had left open upon exiting curbside. After a verbal
altercation that involved some shoving, Mr. Perrault ended up hitting the two male passengers each
once. One of the men fell back and hit his head on the pavement, which resulted in a herniated disc
that later required surgery.
 
Mr. Perrault remained at the scene and answered questions from the police. There were segments
of the body worn camera footage that had no audio, but it did show that the rear passenger door
was still open. Police arrested Mr. Perrault that night, but he was released the next day and no

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/02/jury-acquits-driver-who-acted-in-reasonable-self-defense-when-confronted-by-intoxicated-passengers/
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charges were filed at the time.
 
Charges were only filed almost a year later, by which point Mr. Perrault was living out of state and
was unaware of the warrant issued for his arrest in October 2017. He was re-arrested in May 2019,
and had to return to San Francisco where public defender Sotorosen got him released pre-trial.
However, he was subjected to electronic monitoring for several months, which made it difficult for
him to obtain work and caused strain to his family and personal finances.
 
Sotorosen said, “We certainly take seriously the fact that someone was hurt, but the jury understood
that Mr. Perrault had acted reasonably upon a survival instinct by defending himself from the
perceived threat of being outnumbered and under attack.”
 

#
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Cell: 628.249.7946
SFPublicDefender.org
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: MEDIA ADVISORY: Unveiling of "Jeff Adachi Way" - new street name to honor late Public Defender
on 2/26 at 12pm

Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 at 7:50:28 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: February 25, 2020
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra – SF Public Defender’s Office – (628)249-7946 –Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
 

***MEDIA ADVISORY***
 

City Officials Unveil “Jeff Adachi Way”
New Street to Honor the Late San Francisco Public Defender

 
WHAT:

San Francisco Public Defender Mano Raju, Supervisor Matt Haney, the Adachi family, and
community supporters will unveil the new street sign for “Jeff Adachi Way” in honor of the late San
Francisco Public Defender who passed away one year ago.

 
WHERE:

The intersection of Gilbert and Bryant Streets, one block east of 7th Street.
Gilbert Street, between Bryant & Brannan Streets – now renamed “Jeff Adachi Way” –  will be closed
off to traffic for the event.

 

WHEN:

Wednesday, February 26, 2020, from 12:00-12:15pm. (Street closed:11:45am-12:15pm)
 
WHO:
                       

Mano Raju, San Francisco Public Defender
Matt Haney, Supervisor for District 6
Mutsuko Adachi, Widow of Jeff Adachi
Rudy Corpuz, Founder & Executive Director of United Playaz
 

#
 
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
(628) 249.7946
SFPublicDefender.org
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Subject: RE: SB 1437 Hearings in SF Media Coverage (Davis Vanguard)
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 at 1:07:41 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Rodarmel, Danica (PDR)
To: Cox, Brian (PDR), PUBDEF-Integrity

Woooo!
 
From: Cox, Brian (PDR) <brian.cox@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 8:34 AM
To: PUBDEF-Integrity <PUBDEF-Integrity@sfgov.org>
Subject: SB 1437 Hearings in SF Media Coverage (Davis Vanguard)
 
Authored by our very own Steph. Link.
 
Brian Cox|Deputy Public Defender
Public Policy Unit
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
Phone: (415) 575-6401
 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/02/sb-1437-hearings-in-san-francisco/
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Subject: SB 1437 Hearings in SF Media Coverage (Davis Vanguard)
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 at 4:34:02 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Cox, Brian (PDR)
To: PUBDEF-Integrity

Authored by our very own Steph. Link.
 
Brian Cox|Deputy Public Defender
Public Policy Unit
Office of the Public Defender | City & County of San Francisco
Phone: (415) 575-6401
 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/02/sb-1437-hearings-in-san-francisco/
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Subject: Re: Vision Zero clip
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 1:48:41 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Danielle Silva
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: image001.png

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Hi Valerie,

Thank you for this information - this is very helpful.

Best,
Danielle Silva

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 5:20 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

h4ps://sfgov.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=fa37f1274b4446f1bdddd7bdf9e708ff

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

-- 
Danielle Eden C. Silva
Davis Vanguard Internship Coordinator and Assistant Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis
https://www.davisvanguard.org/

Facebook Pages:
Davis Vanguard: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/
Davis Vanguard Court Watch https://www.facebook.com/DVCW2019/
SF Court Watch https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/

We're also on YouTube, iTunes and Soundcloud!
https://www.youtube.com/user/davisvanguard/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/vanguard-court-watch-podcast/id1474153632
https://soundcloud.com/davisvanguard

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/
https://www.facebook.com/DVCW2019/
https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
https://www.youtube.com/user/davisvanguard/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/vanguard-court-watch-podcast/id1474153632
https://soundcloud.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: Vision Zero clip
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 1:20:01 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: dcsilva@davisvanguard.org
ASachments: image001.png

h4ps://sfgov.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=fa37f1274b4446f1bdddd7bdf9e708ff

https://sfgov.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=fa37f1274b4446f1bdddd7bdf9e708ff
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Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: Ques.ons re: Trammell case (from Davis Vanguard)
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 12:40:10 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Johnson, Seiya (PDR)
CC: dcsilva@davisvanguard.org
ASachments: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - Jury Acquits Woman in Tragic Pedestrian Death.doc

Hello Seiya,
 
Our SF Court Watch affiliates from the Davis Vanguard received the press release about Ms. Trammel’s case,
and Danielle Silva is working on a story about it. She has some ques.ons here. A couple of them you may not
have answers for, but most of them are just clearing up details about the case:
 
QUESTIONS:

-          When did the trial start? How many days did it last? How long did the jury deliberate?

-          Were there any other charges?

-          What was the prosecutor’s argument?

-          Did the DA bring any witnesses? Did any officers tes.fy?

-          Did the vic.m’s family ever speak on this case? Or give a statement? (They were present for the
verdict.)

-          Had previous accidents happened at Mission X Ney that ended up in court cases?

-          Has the City or Vision Zero addressed this case in par.cular?

 

If you possibly have .me to respond today, that would be appreciated. She’s got a deadline to finish
some.me tomorrow.

Please let me know how I can be of assistance. You can email your answers to: dcsilva@davisvanguard.org  or
if you prefer to speak with her, you can text her first at 650.483.0354 to set up a .me to talk.

 

Thanks so much,

Valerie

mailto:dcsilva@davisvanguard.org
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Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Jury Acquits Woman in Tragic Pedestrian Death
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 10:50:30 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: February 3, 2020
CONTACT:  
Valerie Ibarra, Public Information Officer, SF Public Defender’s Office
Phone #628.249.7946
Email: Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
LINK: https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/02/jury-acquits-woman-in-tragic-pedestrian-
death/
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

JURY ACQUITS WOMAN IN TRAGIC PEDESTRIAN DEATH
 

 SAN FRANCISCO – On January 31, 2020, a jury acquitted Troylene Trammell, 57, of vehicular

manslaughter, finding Ms. Trammell was not negligent. The tragic accident on a March 2017 night

took the life of a woman crossing an unregulated crosswalk at Mission and Ney Streets.

Jurors learned that the crosswalk was positioned mid-block, with no signage or traffic lights at the

time. The low visibility in that area made it difficult for drivers to see pedestrians. Surveillance video

showed that other drivers in front of Ms. Trammel also had not stopped despite a pedestrian in the

crosswalk. By the time Ms. Trammell saw the woman, who had almost finished crossing, it was too

late. The woman was taken to the hospital where she died hours later.  

Deputy Public Defender Seiya Johnson explained that Ms. Trammell has been a pillar of her

community in the Bayview, dedicating her life to mentoring disadvantaged youths. She also is the

primary caregiver for her disabled adult sister, who was in the car with her that night. The jurors

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/02/jury-acquits-woman-in-tragic-pedestrian-death/
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primary caregiver for her disabled adult sister, who was in the car with her that night. The jurors

heard from Ms. Trammell’s son and a close friend who testified about her character. They ultimately

determined that this was a terrible accident rather than the result of any negligence.

“The jurors were incredibly thoughtful and even presented a note to the judge attached to their

verdict, asking if there was anything they could do to make that intersection safer,” said

Johnson. “This was a very emotional case, and there is no happy ending. A woman lost her life and

Ms. Trammell’s heart will forever ache for the woman and her family.”

#

 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FEDERAL JUDGE IN NOR CAL DISTRICT RULED SF IMMIGRATION JUDGE
VIOLATED CONSTITUTION WITH UNFAIR BOND HEARING FOR SF HUSBAND AND FATHER

Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 at 11:36:27 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: January 30, 2020
 
CONTACT:    Valerie Ibarra, Public Infromation Officer, SF Public Defender’s Office – Phone #
628.249.7946
                        Jennifer Friedman, Deputy Public Defender – jennifer.friedman@sfgov.org
 
LINK: http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/01/federal-judge-rules-that-sf-immigration-court-
violated-constitution-wrongfully-depriving-san-francisco-father-and-husband-of-a-fair-bond-hear/
 
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

Federal Judge Rules that SF Immigration Court Violated
Constitution, Wrongfully Depriving                                        San

Francisco Father and Husband of a Fair Bond Hearing
 

This ground-breaking decision marks the first time a federal judge in
California held that the government must justify detention in initial

immigration bond hearings.
 
 

 
San Francisco, California — On January 23, 2020, Federal Judge Edward Davila for the Northern

District of California ruled that the government’s 2018 bond proceeding for Mario Ixchop Perez, a

father and long-time San Francisco resident, violated the constitution. The Federal Court ruled the

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/01/federal-judge-rules-that-sf-immigration-court-violated-constitution-wrongfully-depriving-san-francisco-father-and-husband-of-a-fair-bond-hear/
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inquiry was improper because it wrongly placed the burden on Mr. Ixchop to disprove he was

dangerous. The Court ordered a new bond hearing where the government must bear the burden of

proving Mr. Ixchop is a danger to the community.

 

In 2018, an Immigration Judge held that Mr. Ixchop failed to meet his burden of proving he was not a

danger to the community based on alcohol related offenses, the last of which occurred in 2015.

Since his last arrest in 2015, Mr. Ixchop has completed extensive alcohol rehabilitation, maintained

sobriety, and has been a model community member.

 

Mr. Ixchop’s deportation proceedings began in 2014 when, he claims, ICE agents violated the law

when arresting him outside a hospital while his wife was giving birth. In 2018, ICE ordered him back

into custody due to the 2015 arrest, and Mr. Ixchop turned himself in.

 

This week’s ruling marked the two-year anniversary of Mr. Ixchop’s detention. He is currently

detained at a for-profit detention center in Aurora, Colorado, separated from his U.S. citizen wife and

three children, ages 5, 4, and 2. All live in San Francisco and are struggling financially and

emotionally without him. 

 

Jennifer Friedman, Deputy Public Defender with the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office,

litigated the federal court case. Mr. Ixchop’s new bond hearing is set for Friday, January 31 at 1:00

p.m.

 

STATEMENTS:

Jennifer Friedman, Deputy Public Defender:

“The Northern District of California now joins a growing consensus across the country, ruling that

immigration bond hearings violate due process. Mr. Ixchop should be out of custody at home with

his family, and this decision gives him a chance to do just that.”

 

Mr. Ixchop Perez, from Aurora Colorado:

“I am pleased that they have granted me a new chance at bond. I want to be released to be with my

wife and my three children to support them. I think the judge’s decision is fair. After two years of
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being detained by ICE, all I’m asking for is another chance.”

#
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 at 8:40:21 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Maclean, Emilou (PDR), David M. Greenwald

Hi Emi,
We meet at 12:15 pm 2/3/20 in the atrium. Can you a4end.  The mee.ngs are 30 mins.  Jacque.
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 10:44 AM
To: Maclean, Emilou (PDR) <emilou.maclean@sfgov.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
 
That’s a good ques.on, Emi. I’m sending this along to Jacque, who coordinates the Court Watch efforts.
Thank you.
 
From: Maclean, Emilou (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 9:28 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
 
This is great! Are they going to do this more?
 
Emi MacLean
Deputy Public Defender
San Francisco Public Defenders Office
 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 9:11:22 AM
To: PUBDEF-Immigra.on <PUBDEF-Immigra.on@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
 
FYI - h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observa.ons-for-immigra.on-court-in-san-francisco/

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:PUBDEF-Immigration@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observations-for-immigration-court-in-san-francisco/
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FYI - h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observa.ons-for-immigra.on-court-in-san-francisco/
 
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 at 6:43:44 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Maclean, Emilou (PDR), Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

That’s a good ques.on, Emi. I’m sending this along to Jacque, who coordinates the Court Watch efforts.
Thank you.
 
From: Maclean, Emilou (PDR) 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 9:28 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
 
This is great! Are they going to do this more?
 
Emi MacLean
Deputy Public Defender
San Francisco Public Defenders Office
 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 9:11:22 AM
To: PUBDEF-Immigra.on <PUBDEF-Immigra.on@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
 
FYI - h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observa.ons-for-immigra.on-court-in-san-francisco/
 
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observations-for-immigration-court-in-san-francisco/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:PUBDEF-Immigration@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observations-for-immigration-court-in-san-francisco/
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Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: Re: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 at 5:28:18 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Maclean, Emilou (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

This is great! Are they going to do this more?

Emi MacLean
Deputy Public Defender
San Francisco Public Defenders Office

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 9:11:22 AM
To: PUBDEF-Immigra.on <PUBDEF-Immigra.on@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
 
FYI - h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observa.ons-for-immigra.on-court-in-san-francisco/
 
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observations-for-immigration-court-in-san-francisco/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Davis Vanguard spent the day in immigra.on court
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 at 5:11:22 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: PUBDEF-Immigra.on

FYI - h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observa.ons-for-immigra.on-court-in-san-francisco/
 
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/observations-for-immigration-court-in-san-francisco/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Rebecca’s Amazing Victory covered by CourtWatch
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 at 6:04:27 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Young, Rebecca (PDR), David M. Greenwald, Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Harris, Danielle (PDR), Raju,

Manohar (PDR)

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/judge-grants-re-sentencing-to-man-in-prison-since-1974-under-sb-1437/

Shared via the Google app

Sent from my iPhone

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2020/01/judge-grants-re-sentencing-to-man-in-prison-since-1974-under-sb-1437/
https://itunes.apple.com/app/google/id284815942
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Jury Awards Stockton Man $710K; Judge Reject's Yolo DA's A4empt to Deny
1437

Date: Friday, January 24, 2020 at 7:00:45 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“For years I’ve been fighting to end this discriminatory and unsafe approach to pretrial detention,” District
Attorney Chesa Boudin said. “From this point forward, pretrial detention will be based on public safety,
not on wealth.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 23, 2020

Why Bail Reform is Needed
by David Greenwald
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In California, bail reform is one of the reforms the legislature which has done so much in the last few
years has failed to deliver on. In 2018, the legislature greatly watered down SB 10 to the point where the
ACLU felt it could no longer support the legislation. 

Even then it got bogged down by legal challenges to the multi-billion bail industry and now a ballot
measure that would reverse SB 10. Given everything, this is probably doomed to fail, but other than the
greed of the bail industry is there really a reason we need money bail?

When I first learned about bail reform, in about 2012 from the late Public Defender Jeff Adachi, the
stunning statistic that depending on the county, somewhere between two-thirds and three-quarters of all
people in local jails, in the pre-realignment days, were there awaiting trial.

If you think about that - that means a huge population of people who have been convicted of no crime,
who are considered innocent until proven guilty are sitting in custody largely because they lacked money
to pay for bail.

This is the injustice of the system. It is the LIE of the bail industry. It means that if I have enough money, I
can pay my way to freedom. If I don't have enough money, I sit in jail and watch as the system slowly
plays itself out.

Let me make a couple of key points here.

First of all, let us say I have a lot of money like a Jeffrey Epstein or a Harvey Weinstein. If you put a $1
million bail on me, I can put my 10% down, $100,000, and be free until trial. And then we can take our
sweet time, and delay, delay, delay.

If I'm poor, I might not even have enough for $25,000 or $50,000 bail. And then I sit in custody and wait
for my case to come up.

At the end of the day, we know two things. First, that money makes the difference for most people being
out versus in. And second, very few people are judged risky enough for there to be no bail.

Granted they will often use bail as a way to ensure someone stays in custody, but they aren't supposed
to. 

Right now is there really a safety issue considered here? Does a millionaire who can afford to put down
$100,000 pose less of a risk than a poor person who can't?

Another point to note is that the system moves slowly. I was just with the family of a person who has been
wrongly convicted and in prison over a decade. He is facing a hearing under SB 1437 that could free
him. But the entire game is, put it over two weeks. I need more evidence. I need discovery.

Delay, delay, delay. The person in custody is not working, they can't support their families, they can't
make rent - they risk jobs, housing, and family. And thus they are under tremendous pressure to plead
out to end the insanity and move on with their lives.

The poor thus are hugely disadvantaged in all facets of this because those who can buy freedom do and
can afford to wait out the process.

We don't need bail. We need to be able to have reasonable risk assessments and then impose conditions
- no conditions, supervised release, and even electronic monitoring and home detention will probably
work and for those individuals who are really a risk - bail is not an answer - keep those people in custody.
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Now if you show you can't handle being released on OR, then it is time to revisit it but experience has
shown, most people will make their court appearances and not get into trouble.

Sometimes the system won't work and someone released will commit a new crime. It is going to happen,
but we have to remember that for every one of those are perhaps hundreds of others able to keep their
jobs and housing because they were not held pretrial.

Thanks for reading.

Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Judge Rejects DA’s Attempt to Deny 1437
Hearing, Asks For Briefing on Prima Facie
Showing

Judge Paul Richardson rejected a request from Deputy DA
Ryan Couzens to rule that the SB 1437 petitions for James
Olague and Ernesto Arellano do not qualify for relief under the
new felony murder law and over his objections asked for a full
briefing on whether there is prima facie evidence that the two
would qualify for resentencing under the law that took effect
on January 1, 2019.

Read More

Stockton Jury Rejects Officer Testimony,
Awards $710,000 to Black Teen Beat by
Police

“Not all superheroes wear capes,” said Joseph Green about
his legal team late Wednesday after a five woman, seven man
jury here awarded him $710,000 for his claims against the city
of Stockton and police officers Robert Johnson and Robert
Wong, who participated in his beat down and false arrest at a
Stockton convenience store.

Read More

Flawed Evidence and Hasty Execution

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-By3OlPqL-0yKyThK0hliOHnaaZG_ylevrxw6X0HNjonNycYT4poEm83KTPbyvCqFqebB7JbzA1Wrt4JLXkiFRVj3E1SlNFkWcBiekN_CMe8-AkyRr7ulb84ra3ZvOcNHkqE_dsK94I2XB9rBynqbPk=&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-HQuccAbiwdv2bNGrNnxI9dlbph34Xczpv2f5tAqJNAiZ53TEF5TPvv701zdM40Fl9RQLofOf5-1t3jLAU2AC5JcSoq7I9tz9nVYEHBOz6HXFa-1_0K8bto=&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-HQuccAbiwdvt5qtmJGRjzM--cMx9SZWA55dRkIKLpXjB3-EZk9b1WqvBaXIuC1t2uxbVZy6SDIRONpeYu6NdJgcPeoi20YXqJyCPruDwikgnJX2zTfMmqcUDj_XrF_VXZpJ94tIeO2F&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-HQuccAbiwdvmbqA4x5nxy9NT2VjFEGEeeYaHDsiSYFQepG1aJ7tAL7086GsCmgoXKw-lrVBF0CiXqcEu-AMiT6-8X-AmbxAnplPyNnzuqIrjp5LGdb7kT9UaIVYPgZPg5vW5W-fhbrl6xslk0CDPMg=&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-MZWo3n4Xj-eYimJ1EdnGdkK8jH7h5vqrXhm8-UQ12ozOmj2LiadmPA_afl-ddFB4RsxmwIPuPU65Afw1deaYb7wlhx9GYA6h-bo0sUjbc0pWQ5skJq7aH_QeAnlC6FsVclQTABa4MJ-&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-Hol8nYD9UKmul7OEjmY-KDYl_L-X4qqawLHjg7uycLxTGw0QdXJe3W5dZ3VuOIvzBKhYOKElqiYLQZsmWGvaRjVXICXwNZt69oEUgF12gBN&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-IE57Djvy0R30eUOov5B1z37OEhQL9QX7jM-WcHfq6KJYp_eyKI4wkITnb3Jfn5N4Qzm3GEAwD9pLOjOgqzr3N_4PjxwxxPr-gTEZElhDlFq&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-HNIFsfBQAyV7JpGMqaLMT9-T3npym81W_YnXmbDtBszrNYKKfygL1_p6fmBFsrJFYpNgv9EZ5rZh9JVXkWhkA5cEaKfxzPQ3hqttY7bAJWB8yjIyQFklt434NaURWExYZfISs7gAW3Lp5wCRcA_3wduBT41ANUXEJYaHKFEextbMKu02HcDL7ncWzXRzaKH1o0B6MmoIAq8FZEhIbAG98nBAad9BFSztcRyuJ1uPirE&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-HNIFsfBQAyV8MN_N-jWMHXtrJ5mzQ0mu26EjnOAzLutVDUGm4mCJ_vHMosjVpg2SpFbIRhVtZXOHF7Z130aDiZK6c6fsx2mkFCbBLNT0fmJURpDv13MasOvQxpW7c41GgLqVa1Epdhpq_Kx6Ju1hEDBcw5xVgZrIhs1aDI2DO852a1lm-7PIpkWaNMChIqJKu-FouYkMvk7P0JPeSObmLMWLCcCsUO2IWqElz7ZAIoN&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
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Leads to ACLU and Innocence Project
Lawsuit Against Arkansas

The shroud of uncertainty behind the execution of Ledell Lee
has lead the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
Innocence Project, and Arkansas lawyers to sue the State
intending to address the errors of the case in the attempt to
clear Lee’s name and locate the true perpetrator to the crime.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Stockton Jury Says It Believes Victim of
Police Beating in 1st Phase of Civil Rights
Suit Decision

The 12-person jury now deliberating in a San Joaquin County
Superior Court civil rights lawsuit here against Stockton police
officers Robert Johnson and Robert Wong – accused of
beating Joseph Green, a 16-year-old Black teen in 2011 –
spent only a few hours Tuesday before telling the court that
they believed Green didn’t do what the officers claimed he
did.

Read More

Judge Rules Man in Prison Since 1974 Not
Actual Killer, Defers on Resentencing
Under 1437

A San Francisco judge is not ready to rule just yet on whether
Zachary Vanderhorst acted with reckless indifference in his
involved in a 1974 robbery in which his co-defendant, David
Carter, 16 at the time shot and killed the victim. He did find
after another hearing on Friday, that there

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Rejects DA’s Attempt to Deny 1437
Hearing, Asks For Briefing on Prima Facie
Showing

Judge Paul Richardson rejected a request from Deputy DA
Ryan Couzens to rule that the SB 1437 petitions for James
Olague and Ernesto Arellano do not qualify for relief under the
new felony murder law and over his objections asked for a full
briefing on whether there is prima facie evidence that the two
would qualify for resentencing under the law that took effect
on January 1, 2019.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-HNIFsfBQAyVubhooQFy1R8M6VLpYE2pKd1KecEldwXq5ezHci0wTdhHAqNn6CkCrZ5UQIU1Hymjnmdp53VgzPa3WVrOYTRx6AvH8MIalqOFo_dyVPHwqm4VjDPvdxf1RbPxHjuFArGzrDoa2yJOG0D82-dP3zGUQek5zaWIc6_GQvXrdn8Rkp6YNwolhenRzk-3eYi-nPC2yHyTkSmG3BCraKMZgM6fME1fCJ-xKAworlHjMmGvDiU=&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-IPOnU7ENgUZwtww4EUk35oiNj-0bva2-qKAOhNqn7lFUMqjliJ02Qe7lHBVSdiDwBhaVbTlsm7NrVnAJhx-qJcsv9xX4Be9wAVPot-JW06oKmF7Jr_qwjSb5E0qp-LaiQDFJFZ-4HxB&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-BkNHO_3Cs54WBV6OfuWe_xF9WLeWDdQgVphdSp5BqNiD60_g0yF68RSXRCmi7DpPRa7uie3_bRkpeofRWDhAb6-S9MYuW-55MUmgwgF4EqYqQm1_iWO7GbFFcuP_H9Lb7lV550EjW13f173gbxkJxXlNVoXq-Rr3obgqGR9apo8Dk0BFzKGKrhLaq8sM8JX-989-wp0ksLzo-Vy2-lgqSu0ewO9steFdSAwDmbKf7UjTNAxbfLafPftxwJUOGeDBQ==&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001hbJWb69jqlRxK4j4Uzu_5lJGxyMscuT_KDecuSjaedzTaEKTzDlJ-BmV2lKuGzvXBiqLOkc2fVj-hnEmo9FgnNXy2OWLEKqHavu6H_z-4rg0W9Vnl2zy9zebrHTQraUZuOk6BO1E9ynpWLs8WMVQ-VBd2kXnuV09GGJYjhbI58neTBkzYpfdPBeTUgSwlV2_JutjgnkcxHpFY4nTZTR1Z_8IKNeGM6LKjcy_czAiuB6QirgFXI4gKvZ7TeH0RwQ1LMODtE7Y5FEOFT-hhLZaOhTG0dL8MTiW&c=mlcQajBbhb0t4-l9XTrqyeg7TynSWpOA--bk2UaXFctaW3EFLRS4oQ==&ch=_S2_h2xktrGzAK5GQf7v0z6DvrY4OLk25Je1dpOij9wgdrxqJzugiA==
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Man Allegedly Beats Woman in Davis
Complex Parking Lot before Attempting to
Prevent Witness from Calling 911

A man allegedly inflicted violence on his partner and refused
to let her exit the vehicle before he attempted to silence the
witnesses who tried stopping him.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Stockton Jury Rejects Officer Testimony,
Awards $710,000 to Black Teen Beat by
Police

“Not all superheroes wear capes,” said Joseph Green about
his legal team late Wednesday after a five woman, seven man
jury here awarded him $710,000 for his claims against the city
of Stockton and police officers Robert Johnson and Robert
Wong, who participated in his beat down and false arrest at a
Stockton convenience store.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 33 –
Janos Marton Takes on Longtime
Incumbent in Manhattan

Janos Marton is taking on longtime Manhattan DA Cyrus
Vance, who has served as DA for over a decade. Marton has
led the effort to close the infamous Rikers Island jails, and
refers to his opponent as “the city’s leading jailer.”

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 32 –
Maria Evangelista a Public Defender
Running for Judge in SF

San Francisco Public Defender Maria Evangelista is running
for an open judge position in San Francisco, she is attempting
to become the first Latina judge elected in San Francisco
history.

Read More
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Didn't Take Long For Chesa Boudin To Get on the Trump Radar

by David Greenwald
When we first met Chesa Boudin last summer, he was still several months away from his election in
November - and while he was on the radar of activists and those watching the progressive prosecution
movement, his campaign was still relatively obscure in the larger political world.

By the time, he won a very narrow race in November however, he has exploded in stature. To give you
one sense for how much, his twitter feed as late as September had just over 2000 followers. This
morning it was 23,000 followers - a tenfold increase.

Last May, President Trump went after Suffolk County prosecutor Rachael Rollins who along with
Middlesex County DA Marian Ryan filed a lawsuit to block ICE agents from state courthouses.

President Trump proceeded to blast them. 

“These are people that probably don’t mind crime, they don’t mind what’s going on,” Mr. Trump said. “You
look at MS-13, they say in the world there’s nothing more evil. These are some very very bad people. To
try to protect them, I don’t think so.”

On January 19, in an op-ed in the San Francisco Chronicle, Kimberly Guilfoyle, national chair of the
Trump Victory Finance Committee and a senior adviser to Donald J. Trump for President, called CHesa
Boudin "San Francisco's dangerous new DA."

She writes: "Instead of handcuffing criminals, Boudin is handcuffing the prosecutorial process and Lady
Justice herself."

SHe adds, "This dangerous reality is also being peddled by a new brand of Bernie Sanders-endorsed
Democrats across the country. And, worse yet, the ideology is seemingly inspired by American
communist revolutionaries who gained notoriety during the late 1960s and early 1970s."

Donald Trump Jr. then tweeted: "Great write up by @kimguilfoyle who worked in that office for years and
understands the insanity of what’s going on in San Fran and CA generally."

But Chesa Boudin was not going to be intimidated and he fired back: "You imprison children and separate
families. I won't. You use your power to sow hate and fear. I will use mine to protect the vulnerable and
provide safety and justice for all."

That tweet late in the day on January 19 received 1,100 retweets and 7,800 likes.

As Shaun King later tweeted, "You know @ChesaBoudin is getting things EXACTLY RIGHT as District
Attorney when Don Jon Junior has to weigh in to complain. This is also how you know
@realDonaldTrump & family are not really serious about changing the justice system in serious ways."

Shaun King is clearly right - to be criticized by that crew, you have to be doing something right.

Thanks for reading.

As a programming note, join us tomorrow for our latest podcast features Janos Marton, a leading
progressive candidate for DA in Manhattan, who is taking on Cyrus Vance and yesterday just called for
Mr. Vance to resign in light of his support for sexual predators like Harvey Weinstein and Jeffrey Epstein.

Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00105_X8PAkXrJFw-phKcLZx5Cd5TsvGWfn5OYKQPoVw1jL1-en2M6IQUZkncUX_Fq3yXgUoAil6_riqNwH4ixlvYCCT5znMTTDxNVAqXuLX9DWfVO9EdSxUI28emH0QeKnwjo8DdceQinIj2IfOFmv_4WRnRlLAVr_svvVTEOgkKZ_-dBI-Z9C6VQL5FBtqSmICuUPLew4u3Q=&c=Z3KcYiP5mmmCH4zO2y99f2XELypMmpktq6i573nbKTSUu_OTSqMreQ==&ch=d8UhLNT8aerfuF46Te4hEB4My0yo4z--dvzOohMf_9uQV7C63PH8sQ==
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Taxpayers Face Escalating Liability as
Wrongly Convicted Inmate Sues CDCR for
Facilitating Hate Crime

The Vanguard has learned that a pre-dawn 911 call from R.J.
Donovan Prison led to an ambulance transporting a high-
profile prisoner to Sharp Chula Vista Medical Center (San
Diego).

Read More

Immigrant Representation in Court in
Doubt as Move to Van Nuys Is Planned

Last week the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office put out
a press release condemning a Trump Administration decision
announcing that the San Francisco Immigration Courts would
stop hearing cases of detainees at the Mesa Verde Detention
Facility, which houses numerous public defender clients.

Read More

Stockton Jury Says It Believes Victim of
Police Beating in 1st Phase of Civil Rights
Suit Decision

The 12-person jury now deliberating in a San Joaquin County
Superior Court civil rights lawsuit here against Stockton police
officers Robert Johnson and Robert Wong – accused of
beating Joseph Green, a 16-year-old Black teen in 2011 –
spent only a few hours Tuesday before telling the court that
they believed Green didn’t do what the officers claimed he
did.

Read More

Why So Many Prosecutors Enjoy
Uncontested Re-Election

There is so much we don’t know about local prosecutors’
offices. Despite handling the vast majority of US criminal
cases, virtually none of them collect, let alone publicize, data
on charging practices, plea bargains and sentencing.

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Stockton Jury Says It Believes Victim of
Police Beating in 1st Phase of Civil Rights
Suit Decision

The 12-person jury now deliberating in a San Joaquin County
Superior Court civil rights lawsuit here against Stockton police
officers Robert Johnson and Robert Wong – accused of
beating Joseph Green, a 16-year-old Black teen in 2011 –
spent only a few hours Tuesday before telling the court that
they believed Green didn’t do what the officers claimed he
did.

Read More

Judge Rules Man in Prison Since 1974 Not
Actual Killer, Defers on Resentencing
Under 1437

A San Francisco judge is not ready to rule just yet on whether
Zachary Vanderhorst acted with reckless indifference in his
involved in a 1974 robbery in which his co-defendant, David
Carter, 16 at the time shot and killed the victim. He did find
after another hearing on Friday, that there

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Trial of Alleged Gang Member Making
Criminal Threats Resumes

On Friday, January 17, the prosecution brought six witnesses
to the stand to testify on the charges placed against Daniel
Jaime Vallejo.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Immigrant Representation in Court in
Doubt as Move to Van Nuys Is Planned

Last week the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office put out
a press release condemning a Trump Administration decision
announcing that the San Francisco Immigration Courts would
stop hearing cases of detainees at the Mesa Verde Detention
Facility, which houses numerous public defender clients.

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 32 –
Maria Evangelista a Public Defender
Running for Judge in SF

San Francisco Public Defender Maria Evangelista is running
for an open judge position in San Francisco, she is attempting
to become the first Latina judge elected in San Francisco
history.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 31 –
Genevieve Jones-Wright Progressive
Prosecutor Candidate

Genevieve Jones-Wright was a public defender who ran for
district attorney in 2018. She pushed for improving public
safety and rehabilitation as opposed to increasing
prosecutions, as well as taking on mass incarceration.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Judge Rules Man in Prison Since 1974 Not Actual Killer, Defers on Resentencing
Under 1437
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From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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“Once LA County voters take a look at Gascón’s dangerous record as District Attorney of San Francisco,
they’ll be frightened,” LAPPL’s Board of Directors said in a statement

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 21, 2020

Wrongful Case Turns Ugly With Prison Attack
by David Greenwald

One of the probable wrongful convictions cases we have been following is the case of Anand Jon
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Alexander. He was a rising star in the fashion design world, but in 2008, a number of young women that
he acknowledges having consensual sexual relations with accused him of rape.

What happened next is an almost classic example of everything from prosecutorial misconduct to jury
misconduct. 

 He certainly did not get a fair trial. One key problem at trial, the entire prosecution case hinges on the
fact that the alleged victims did not know each other. This was a key point raised by the prosecution at
trial. But they failed to turn over evidence in the form of emails and My Space communications showing
that these victim not only knew each other, but were conspiring to fabricate a case against Mr. Jon.

But it is also a case, as we reported in September, where the prosecution appealed to very overt
racism. In closing arguments, the prosecutor portrayed him as a "dirty" "smelly" foreigner, who had a
preference for young white women.

This passed week Anand Jon Alexander has made headlines in papers across the world, but his
attorneys filed a lawsuit against CDCR for an attack that happened at Donavan State Prison.

His attorneys are calling this “a grievous assault perpetrated by another inmate” and believe this “was
likely a racially motivated hate crime.”

Write his attorneys: “The attack caused grave bodily injuries, including multiple stab wounds to his face
and right eye (requiring over a dozen stitches at the upper orbital), five facial fractures, a lower orbital
floor blowout, sinus and nasal fractures, a deviated septum, a 50% abrasion of the right cornea, long term
impairment of his vision and respiration, serious nerve damage, PTSD, psychological collateral damage,
ongoing therapy, work, and education restriction.”

At least two serious surgeries have been recommended by medical examiners and “they presently
cannot rule out permanent damage.”

I talked to him from prison yesterday - he and his legal team were actually caught off guard that the
prison attack story and lawsuit caught on in the media.

He told me: "While making progress in overturning my wrongful conviction, as well as self help programs,
the last thing I wanted to deal with is some sneak attack stabbing , related injuries and long-term effects."

He added, " The way some of those in care and custody- entrusted with my safety, health and security
betrayed their obligations left me with no choice but to take fair and proportionate legal action. because
this sort of deliberate indifference has cost too many lives already."

And concluded: "They say the caterpillar transforms into the butterfly not because it for randomly chooses
to you but because it is too painful to remain caterpillar."

Overall it is very clear that Mr. Jon did not get a fair trial. There are efforts to get him an evidentiary
hearing in their Habeas petition or possibly a commutation by the governor.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Judge Rules Man in Prison Since 1974 Not
Actual Killer, Defers on Resentencing
Under 1437

A San Francisco judge is not ready to rule just yet on whether
Zachary Vanderhorst acted with reckless indifference in his
involved in a 1974 robbery in which his co-defendant, David
Carter, 16 at the time shot and killed the victim. He did find
after another hearing on Friday, that there

Read More

LA Police Union Contributes $1 Million To
Anti-George Gascón PAC

The union representing the Los Angeles Police Department
has contributed $1 million to defeat district attorney candidate
George Gascón in a high-stakes election to determine who
will oversee the country’s largest prosecutor’s office.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 32 –
Maria Evangelista a Public Defender
Running for Judge in SF

San Francisco Public Defender Maria Evangelista is running
for an open judge position in San Francisco, she is attempting
to become the first Latina judge elected in San Francisco
history.

Read More

Trial of Alleged Gang Member Making
Criminal Threats Resumes

On Friday, January 17, the prosecution brought six witnesses
to the stand to testify on the charges placed against Daniel
Jaime Vallejo.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Judge Rules Man in Prison Since 1974 Not
Actual Killer, Defers on Resentencing
Under 1437
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A San Francisco judge is not ready to rule just yet on whether
Zachary Vanderhorst acted with reckless indifference in his
involved in a 1974 robbery in which his co-defendant, David
Carter, 16 at the time shot and killed the victim. He did find
after another hearing on Friday, that there

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Trial of Alleged Gang Member Making
Criminal Threats Resumes

On Friday, January 17, the prosecution brought six witnesses
to the stand to testify on the charges placed against Daniel
Jaime Vallejo.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Police Practices Experts Square Off in
Excessive Force Suit Against Stockton
Cops

Police practices expert witnesses Robert Clark and R.K. Miller
– both former cops and both paid thousands of dollar each to
opine for clients – disagree on many things.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 32 –
Maria Evangelista a Public Defender
Running for Judge in SF

San Francisco Public Defender Maria Evangelista is running
for an open judge position in San Francisco, she is attempting
to become the first Latina judge elected in San Francisco
history.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 31 –
Genevieve Jones-Wright Progressive
Prosecutor Candidate
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Genevieve Jones-Wright was a public defender who ran for
district attorney in 2018. She pushed for improving public
safety and rehabilitation as opposed to increasing
prosecutions, as well as taking on mass incarceration.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Police Prac.ces Experts in Stockton Trial; Wrongfully Convicted Inmate Sues; SF
Judge Candidate on Latest Podcast

Date: Monday, January 20, 2020 at 7:25:06 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Attorneys for Anand Jon: "he was the victim of a grievous assault perpetrated by another inmate. It was
likely a racially motivated hate crime. The attack caused grave bodily injuries, including multiple stab
wounds to his face and right eye..."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 20, 2020

But Does It Really Bend Towards Justice
Today is MLK Day. There are three or four quotes that we will hear all day long and one of them is, "The
arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice."
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We are all familiar with the history of civil rights in this country. Having spent much of last year re-reading
much on the civil rights movement - I am struck by three key points.

First, I think we greatly under-appreciate the extent to which the movement of reform was met by violence
- severe violence and in many cases deadly violence. Think about the response from the white south -
firebombs, shootings, kidnappings, beatings.

A point I have made here previously is the extent to which police were complicit not just in the south, but
also in the north, in supressing civil rights for African Americans as well as other people of color - and yet
many wonder why the distrust.

Second, the extent to which the FBI under J. Edgar Hoover was not only conducting surveillence but
through COINTELPRO was attempting to disrupt the civil rights movement is stunning.

Third, the extent to which the "Southern Strategy" as engineered by Nixon transformed the political
system and shifted the political power to Republicans and the south. Overt segregation went away, but
the system simply transformed itself.

I think all of this plays out in the current political landscape.

Michelle Alexander's essay this weekend is long but
great: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/17/opinion/sunday/michelle-alexander-new-jim-crow.html

Too much to quote so here are some key points:

"The reality is that, during both the Obama and Clinton years, highly racialized and punitive systems
thrived under liberal presidents who were given the benefit of the doubt by those who might otherwise
have been critics."

"Many of us saw these presidents as “good people” with our best interests at heart, doing what they could
to navigate a political environment in which only limited justice is possible."

She notes: "These systems grew with relatively little political resistance because people of all colors were
willing to tolerate the disposal of millions of individuals once they had been labeled criminals in the media
and political discourse."

Finally: "If there is any silver lining to be found in the election of Donald Trump to the presidency, it is that
millions of people have been inspired to demonstrate solidarity on a large scale across the lines of
gender, race, religion and class in defense of those who have been demonized and targeted for
elimination. Trump’s blatant racial demagogy has awakened many from their “colorblind” slumber and
spurred collective action to oppose the Muslim ban and the border wall, and to create sanctuaries for
immigrants in their places of worship and local communities."

So has the arc of the moral universe transformed itself and led toward justice. Certainly in some ways. 

But it bears noting the thesis of her New Jim Crow - the idea that mass incarceration constitutes a new
system of racial oppression that is every bit as coercive and debilitating as slavery and the original Jim
Crow.

What we see under mass incarceration is a huge percentage of particularly black men end up
disenfranchised, unable to vote, unable to access housing, and unable to secure quality jobs. The
schools to prison pipeline means that many do not have the schooling and the education to break free.
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As Ibram Kendi wrote: "Two years after Obama’s election, Alexander put the entire criminal justice
system on trial, exposing racial discrimination from lawmaking to policing to the denial of voting rights to
ex-prisoners."

Ms. Alexander's thesis calls into question whether we have progressed towards justice or merely
transformed and sanitized our institutions of injustice.

A great illustration of this might be the criminal justice system in San Francisco. Walk into the Hall of
Justice and you would never know that the population of San Francisco was just four percent African
American. Why is that? And why have we allowed that to continue>

These are questions that should be addressed on MLK Day - but won't.

Thanks for reading.
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https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Police Practices Experts Square Off in
Excessive Force Suit Against Stockton
Cops

Police practices expert witnesses Robert Clark and R.K. Miller
– both former cops and both paid thousands of dollar each to
opine for clients – disagree on many things.

Read More

Wrongly Convicted Inmate Now Suing
CDCR After Being Stabbed By Another
Inmate at Donovan

He was once a rising star in the fashion design world, but in
2008, Anand Jon Alexander was convicted of multiple counts
of sexual assault and received a life sentence in prison. He is
widely believed to have been wrongfully convicted of these
crimes.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 32 –
Maria Evangelista a Public Defender
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Running for Judge in SF

San Francisco Public Defender Maria Evangelista is running
for an open judge position in San Francisco, she is attempting
to become the first Latina judge elected in San Francisco
history.

Read More

Punishment without Crime

Duke University hosted a panel on Alexandra Natapoff’s
Punishment Without Crime: How Our Massive Misdemeanor
System Traps the Innocent and Makes America More
Unequal. The panel discussed their viewpoints of the book
and followed with a short question and answer.

Read More

Immigration Courts Move Bay Area
Immigration Cases from San Francisco to
Southern California

The Trump Administration announced this week that the San
Francisco Immigration Courts would stop hearing cases of
detainees at the Mesa Verde Detention Facility, which houses
numerous public defender clients.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Immigration Courts Move Bay Area
Immigration Cases from San Francisco to
Southern California

The Trump Administration announced this week that the San
Francisco Immigration Courts would stop hearing cases of
detainees at the Mesa Verde Detention Facility, which houses
numerous public defender clients.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Case Against Man Accused of Criminal
Threats and Driving Under Influence
Continued
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A man was allegedly intoxicated over the phone as he was
allegedly threatening and tailgating a couple who had left the
towing company site.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Police Practices Experts Square Off in
Excessive Force Suit Against Stockton
Cops

Police practices expert witnesses Robert Clark and R.K. Miller
– both former cops and both paid thousands of dollar each to
opine for clients – disagree on many things.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 32 –
Maria Evangelista a Public Defender
Running for Judge in SF

San Francisco Public Defender Maria Evangelista is running
for an open judge position in San Francisco, she is attempting
to become the first Latina judge elected in San Francisco
history.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 31 –
Genevieve Jones-Wright Progressive
Prosecutor Candidate

Genevieve Jones-Wright was a public defender who ran for
district attorney in 2018. She pushed for improving public
safety and rehabilitation as opposed to increasing
prosecutions, as well as taking on mass incarceration.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: San Francisco and Alameda County Public Defenders condemn DOJ
decision to remove deten.on cases out of San Francisco

Date: Friday, January 17, 2020 at 7:56:16 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

For immediate release: January 17, 2020
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Valerie Ibarra (628)249.7946
Francisco.Ugarte@sfgov.org
Raha.Jorjani@acgov.org
 
Link:
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Immigra.on Courts Move Bay Area Immigra.on Cases from San Francisco to Southern California
---------
San Francisco and Alameda County Public Defenders condemn DOJ decision to remove deten.on cases out of
San Francisco as interfering with their ability to defend detainees, demand transparency and seek a halt to
recent decision
------------------------
San Francisco, Calif. — The Trump Administra.on announced this week that the San Francisco Immigra.on
Courts would stop hearing cases of detainees at the Mesa Verde Deten.on Facility, which houses numerous
public defender clients.
The decision by the Department of Jus.ce will make it more difficult for San Francisco and Alameda County
public defenders to appear in immigra.on court on behalf of immigrant detainees because those cases will
now be heard in Southern California. Un.l this week, Bay Area immigrants held at the Mesa Verde Deten.on
Center had their cases heard in San Francisco. Now those cases will be heard in a newly constructed
courtroom in Van Nuys, Calif. -- nearly 400 miles away.
In recent years, many public defender offices, including Alameda and San Francisco, began providing
deporta.on defense services to indigent immigrants. Despite that, immigra.on courts made this decision
without asking for public defender input and without consul.ng any of the communi.es impacted by moving
these cases out of the Bay Area.
On January 14, 2019, the Alameda and San Francisco County Public Defenders requested the San Francisco
Immigra.on Court meet with them to discuss moving cases. So far, federal authori.es have not responded.
The federal DOJ runs all immigra.on courts.
“Our program has provided vital legal services to hundreds of detainees who were unable to afford a lawyer,
and this move will deprive immigrants of legal services they need,” said Francisco  Ugarte, head of the
immigra.on unit at the San Francisco Public Defender. “Given our considerable role and the drama.c impact
immigra.on proceedings have on immigrant communi.es throughout the state, the immigra.on courts have
an obliga.on to consider our input, involve us in court planning, and meet with vital stakeholders.”
The Department of Jus.ce has not provided a ra.onale for its decision.  There does not appear to be a
demonstrable change in the number of immigrant detainees in Northern California.  The administra.on has
also constructed a new immigra.on court in Sacramento, Calif. These new courts were built on the heels of
successful efforts in the Bay Area to significantly expand the capacity for removal defense representa.on
before San Francisco’s detained immigra.on courts. 
“Moving cases away from legal resources is a step away from jus.ce rather than a step towards it. The role of
public defender offices in protec.ng due process and access to jus.ce cannot be overstated,” said Raha
Jorjani, head of the Alameda County Public Defender’s immigra.on unit. “We are indigent legal defense
experts serving some of the most marginalized members of our communi.es. Rather than seeking input and
ge�ng the benefit of that exper.se, the Court chose to lock us out of the process. And we will all lose as a
result.”
The Alameda and San Francisco Public Defender offices seek a halt to the Court’s decision to move cases out
of San Francisco and con.nue to seek a mee.ng with the San Francisco Immigra.on Court to discuss the
upcoming changes and what deliberate steps if any have been taken to protect the due process rights of the
individuals directly impacted by these decisions.
#
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Bryan Stevenson: "It was far too easy to convict this wrongly accused man for murder and send him to
death row for something he didn’t do and much too hard to win his freedom after proving his innocence."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 13, 2020
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No Mercy - The State of the Court System Stacked Up Against
the Poor and Innocent
by David Greenwald

On Friday, I got to see the local opening of Just Mercy, the movie that depicts Bryan Stevenson and his
work in Alabama based on his 2014 book. The movie focused primarily on the wrongful conviction of
Walter McMillan and his eventually successful efforts to get him exonerated from death row.

The book Just Mercy played a hugely important role in my work in the court system. In 2015, I read the
book as I was flying across the country to go to my grandmother's 100th birthday. Reading about these
cases, Mr. McMillan's was just one such case, I recognized that what we were doing in the courts - at the
time in Yolo County in California, needed to be replicated in every county across the country.

In most cases, these wrongful convictions occur where no one is paying critical attention to the
cases. The media swallow's the prosecution case, doesn't investigate or question the assumptions, the
defendants are often poor people of color (though sometimes they are white), they have insufficient
assistance of counsel, and they end up not believing they that they would ever be convicted until they
are.

Once convicted, the system fights hard to prevent convictions from being overturned. Often there is no
mercy at all. 

We watched in tears at the scene in which one of Mr. McMillan's friends, a poor black man suffering from
PTSD from Vietnam is executed.

His was not a wrongful conviction case - he admitted to planting the bomb that killed people though it
seemed he never intended for the bomb to do so.

As Mr. Stevenson writes: "The power of just mercy is that it belongs to the undeserving. It’s when mercy
is least expected that it’s most potent—strong enough to break the cycle of victimization and victimhood,
retribution and suffering. It has the power to heal the psychic harm and injuries that lead to aggression
and violence, abuse of power, mass incarceration."

There are some other quotes for which Mr. Stevenson has become welknown.

As he wrote: "It was far too easy to convict this wrongly accused man for murder and send him to death
row for something he didn’t do and much too hard to win his freedom after proving his innocence."

And of course, “We have a system of justice that treats you better if you're rich and guilty than if you're
poor and innocent."

“One of every nine people sent to death row is found to be innocent and exonerated. Would you fly an
airline that had that high an error rate?” asks Bryan Stevenson, executive director of the Equal Justice
Initiative.

I was stunned to learn that Mr. Stevenson in his 30 year career has freed 130 people from death
row. That's a shocking number. What should be even more so however is the difficulty by which that is
obtained and the large number of people who will never be freed despite the fact that they were convicted
without the benefit of competent legal counsel and on evidence that is shaky at best.

After reading the book in 2015, I was so moved, I made an appointment in San Francisco to talk to Jeff
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Adachi, the public defender at the time about expanding the court watch into San Francisco. He was
intrigued with the idea, but neither us were ready.

It would not be for another four years when I met with Manu Raju, a few months after the death of my
friend, Mr. Adachi, that we would revisit the idea and this time, with the help of Jacque Wilson, the time
was right and we have been running a court watch in San Francisco since last June - an eye opening
experience which has become even more so, since the election of Chesa Boudin to DA.

The system is changing, but it is still stacked against the innocence. Thousands of people have been
exonerated, but many more still languish beyond bars without help and without hope of mercy.

I particularly worry about people like my friend Ajay Dev, who were convicted on the basis of flawed
testimony with no physical evidence and thus limited ways to prove their innocence after the fact.

Thanks for reading.

Like our work - can you contribute $10 a month - hit this link -
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Man to Be Freed Nearly 28 Years After 1992
Felony Murder Sentence

When San Francisco Judge Brendan Conroy announced that
he was granted the motion for re-sentencing under SB 1437,
and gave Anthony Scrivani a new sentence of six years rather
than the life term he was serving, the man who has served in
prison since 1992 broke down in court crying.

Read More

Nearly 200 Rally at Yuba County Jail for
ICE Detainees – Japanese Americans Lead
Protest

If the rally in Marysville last Saturday opposing immigrant and
refugee camps – a loud peaceful event attended by nearly
200 people – is any indication, a “National Pilgrimage to
Close the Camps” in D.C. in June will be a protest of major
and historic proportions.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 30 –
Former SF DA Gascon Talks LA DA
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Candidacy

He is running on a progressive platform. Listen as George
Gascon describes why he made the move, discusses his
campaign for district attorney in Los Angeles and talks about
the strengths and shortcomings of his time in San Francisco
as well as his decision not support Suzzy Loftus who was
appointed to fill his position, but ended up losing to Chesa
Boudin.

Read More

Sunday Commentary: Yolo DA’s Depiction
of Parole Denial Dehumanizing and
Offensive

A press release by the Yolo County DA’s Office and its
accompanying Facebook post drew our attention late this
week. Under the banner “Child Molester Parole Denied,” the
DA’s office at the same time celebrates the fact that they were
able to prevent the release of a man who has served 22 years
now after an original 15-year to life sentence and depicts him
in dehumanizing terms.

Read More

Jury Acquits Man after Public Defender
Calls Delayed SFPD Investigation &
Identification into Doubt

On Monday, January 6, 2020, a jury acquitted Vihn Tran, 38,
of felony charges related to a nighttime attack near Union
Square in October 2018. Deputy Public Defender Seth
Meisels presented evidence undermining the identification of
Tran during what Meisels called a poorly run investigation by
the San Francisco Police Department.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Man to Be Freed Nearly 28 Years After 1992
Felony Murder Sentence

When San Francisco Judge Brendan Conroy announced that
he was granted the motion for re-sentencing under SB 1437,
and gave Anthony Scrivani a new sentence of six years rather
than the life term he was serving, the man who has served in
prison since 1992 broke down in court crying.

Read More

Jury Acquits Man after Public Defender
Calls Delayed SFPD Investigation &
Identification into Doubt
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001X23Kaxv9WK2YD2tQEKB2aAasl5qtmR2rtV5_WyoSE8v_iwj980cS4RL_k-ZwR29WdxDcS4zD5OYrE8Du9V0tFXg4ZnBbsk0ptasPzFw08upoKPhFMmXpRJCcBZtvSJk3WXDwH4z_2gLGmX9OmRIzMH_cwSfK1Tnw-nu0mcfbaI1EGBaBL4_w2wbQ2ibptfp2elyznh3kyLuBCTsHEZxDofQGUHfNEGNH6f8vsGlbRF6i0daXrbzdXDKjBib-pUvF5Y6Ie78fSVMnMpvH12ndE_bRp01SjSBGhbHN2NrBx9M=&c=lmoD1WSjUttpoVljWn96MXJcNgSCqobhjb5eRNIpPAO2JWTVJW2Rpw==&ch=XMoDKXvwCSEc9zwB10Fm4MvuRK9dyRUqMrnVvW7UJEjWDiV03D4gMQ==
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On Monday, January 6, 2020, a jury acquitted Vihn Tran, 38,
of felony charges related to a nighttime attack near Union
Square in October 2018. Deputy Public Defender Seth
Meisels presented evidence undermining the identification of
Tran during what Meisels called a poorly run investigation by
the San Francisco Police Department.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge Rosenberg Takes Over Attempted
Murder Case of Knights Landing and
Yolano

The defense submitted a 995 motion along with bail motions
that will be heard on February 19, 2020. Department 14 will
now handle all case matters of the Gonzales case.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Nearly 200 Rally at Yuba County Jail for
ICE Detainees – Japanese Americans Lead
Protest

If the rally in Marysville last Saturday opposing immigrant and
refugee camps – a loud peaceful event attended by nearly
200 people – is any indication, a “National Pilgrimage to
Close the Camps” in D.C. in June will be a protest of major
and historic proportions.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 30 –
Former SF DA Gascon Talks LA DA
Candidacy

He is running on a progressive platform. Listen as George
Gascon describes why he made the move, discusses his
campaign for district attorney in Los Angeles and talks about
the strengths and shortcomings of his time in San Francisco
as well as his decision not support Suzzy Loftus who was
appointed to fill his position, but ended up losing to Chesa
Boudin.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 29 –

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001X23Kaxv9WK2YD2tQEKB2aAasl5qtmR2rtV5_WyoSE8v_iwj980cS4RL_k-ZwR29WdxDcS4zD5OYrE8Du9V0tFXg4ZnBbsk0ptasPzFw08upoKPhFMmXpRJCcBZtvSJk3WXDwH4z_2gLGmX9OmRIzMH_cwSfK1Tnw-nu0mcfbaI1EGBaBL4_w2wbQ2ibptfp2elyznh3kyLuBCTsHEZxDofQGUHfNEGNH6f8vsGlbRF6i0daXrbzdXDKjBib-pUvF5Y6Ie78fSVMnMpvH12ndE_bRp01SjSBGhbHN2NrBx9M=&c=lmoD1WSjUttpoVljWn96MXJcNgSCqobhjb5eRNIpPAO2JWTVJW2Rpw==&ch=XMoDKXvwCSEc9zwB10Fm4MvuRK9dyRUqMrnVvW7UJEjWDiV03D4gMQ==
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Joseph Tully and the State of Collusion

Joseph Tully is a criminal justice attorney out of Martinez who
represented among others Paul Fullerton and Heidi Lepp. He
is the author of a book called, California “The State of
Collusion.”

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JURY AQUITS MAN AFTER PUBLIC DEFENDER CALLS DELAYED SFPD
INVESTIGATION & IDENTIFICATION INTO DOUBT

Date: Friday, January 10, 2020 at 11:54:23 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 
For immediate release: January 10, 2020
 
Contact: Valerie Ibarra – (628)249-7946 or Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
Link: http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/01/jury-acquits-man-after-public-defender-calls-delayed-
sfpd-investigation-identification-into-doubt/
 
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/01/jury-acquits-man-after-public-defender-calls-delayed-sfpd-investigation-identification-into-doubt/
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**PRESS RELEASE**
 

JURY ACQUITS MAN AFTER PUBLIC DEFENDER CALLS DELAYED SFPD
INVESTIGATION & IDENTIFICATION INTO DOUBT

 
 
SAN FRANCISCO - On Monday, January 6, 2020, a jury acquitted Vihn Tran, 38, of felony charges

related to a nighttime attack near Union Square in October 2018. Deputy Public Defender Seth

Meisels presented evidence undermining the identification of Tran during what Meisels called a

poorly run investigation by the San Francisco Police Department.

 

After a man suffered an unprovoked attack where he was punched, kicked, and robbed of his phone

while walking home from work one night in October 2018, the victim ran to police to report the

incident, describing the assailant as a slim Vietnamese man, age 25-30. Six months later, police

finally reviewed local surveillance video which yielded images of the assailant, and circulated those

images to all officers in an internal crime alert bulletin. Sergeant Terence Saw (who was involved in

a controversial shooting of a wheelchair-bound man in 2011) claimed that he recognized the man in

the surveillance as Tran, a person with whom he had a 5 to 10 minute interaction two months earlier.

Officer Kimberly Ng was then assigned as the investigator, and pulled an old photo of Tran to

include in the lineup which she presented to the victim at the end of May 2019.

 

Ng testified that when composing the photo lineup, she chose Asian men with hair similar to Tran’s.

She did not consider age, build, or specific ethnicity. As a result, Tran was the only man of

Vietnamese origin included in the lineup. The victim noted Tran was the “closest,” and the only one

with a “Vietnamese face,” but asked, “What if it’s not the guy?”  The victim was told not to worry,

because police would continue to investigate. That further investigation never materialized, and the

District Attorney’s office, under previous DA George Gascón, filed charges against Tran.

 

During testimony, the victim conceded that he was not completely sure Tran was the assailant, and

that he had seen another man in a different social setting who looked identical to the assailant.

 

Meisels called an expert witness who testified to the inherent unreliability of memory and eyewitness

identification, and the fallibility of police identification. In this particular case, the gross delay in
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presenting a biased lineup to the victim provided much doubt that Tran was the assailant.

 

“Police investigators did not conduct a timely investigation, and as a result they lost the opportunity

to figure out who the real perpetrator was,” Meisels said. “Mr. Tran was erroneously charged

because one officer thought he resembled the perpetrator – but a resemblance should be the

beginning of an investigation, not the end.”

 

According to the National Registry of Exonerations, mistaken eyewitness identification is one of the

leading causes and contributing factors of wrongful convictions. Thanks to a hardworking public

defender and a careful jury, Tran avoided becoming another troubling statistic of a flawed justice

system.
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“Never before in our history have we had so many DAs who are explicitly running on an anti-incarceration
message and winning,” Nathan Ballard.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 9, 2020

Chesa Boudin Sworn In
by David Greenwald

Rarely does the swearing in of a District Attorney attract a lot of attention. But in an election that everyone
in the progressive prosecution movement is watching, Chesa Boudin was sworn in last night as the
District Attorney.

While Larry Krasner was the first major breakthrough for the movement, Mr. Boudin is in position perhaps
to surpass Mr. Krasner in part because of San Francisco's place in the overall progressive movement and
the reduced chance that California government officials - unlike those in Pennsylvannia - would push
back.

Last night Mr. Boudin was sworn in by San Francisco Mayor London Breed - an interesting twist in itself
as the UC Davis graduate had supported his opponent Suzy Loftus and even appointed her to office
when George Gascon stepped down in October.

Mr. Boudin ran on a platform of ending mass incarceration, eliminating cash bail, and tackling racial
disparities in law enforcement. He reiterated that commitment before a capacity crowd at the Herbst
Theatre.

“Until we distribute opportunities with more equity, until the institutionalization of punishment and
retaliation is replaced with the institutionalization of restoration and redemption—until then, we will
continue to fail those harmed by crime,” he said.

His message last night was simple: "join me."

He told the crowd: “Join this movement. Join us in rejecting the notions that to be free we must cage
others, that to seek justice we must abandon forgiveness, that to empower our protectors requires
tolerating excessive force, that to be safe we should put the mentally ill and addicted in cages, and that
jails and prisons should be the primary response to all of our social problems.”

“Our work will yield the most comprehensive restorative justice program in the country,” Mr. Boudin said.
“Restorative justice saves lives. I know this because it saved mine. Victim services, especially for limited-
English speakers and marginalized communities, is a critical and under-resourced part of the criminal
justice system.”

“We know there is a balance between justice and fairness and I appreciate that Chesa Boudin
appreciates that balance,” Mayor London Breed said. “He knows that we need so desperately to reform
our criminal justice system. But we don’t have to do so at the expense of keeping our community safe.”

Making a surprise appearance was US Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor.

“Your personal strength and commitment to reforming and improving the criminal justice system is a
testament to the person you are and the role model you will continue to be for so many,” she said.
“Chesa, you have undertaken a remarkable challenge today. I hope you reflect as a great beacon to
many.”

Everyday Injustice will be recording several podcasts today including one with former SF DA George
Gascon who is running for DA in Los Angeles. That podcast is expected to be posted on Monday.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Arguments Submitted on SB 1437 and
Special Circumstances in Halloween Case

Originally Judge Richardson was going to move from criminal
to family court, but late in December that changed and so the
1437 case involving James Olague and Ernesto Arellano, two
of the defendants in the original Halloween Homicide case
who were convicted of a 2002 double murder

Read More

Man Charged With Grand Theft Felony In
Preliminary Hearing After Failing To
Respond to An Officer

A man rented an $8,000 stump grinder and utility trailer for 24
hours and failed to respond to an officer almost two weeks
after the items had been stolen from him, according to the
preliminary hearing.

Read More

Ex-Fiancee Calls 911 As Man Allegedly
Swerves Off the Road With Child In Back
Seat

A man allegedly cut through multiple lanes of traffic after his
ex-fiancee called 911, ending an argument filled car-ride from
Reno with a child in the back seat.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defenders File Restraining Order
against I.C.E.
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On Friday, January 3, 2020 the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office filed a Motion for Temporary Restraining
Order against Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and the Yuba County Sheriff’s Office with the U.S. Federal
District Court

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Arguments Submitted on SB 1437 and
Special Circumstances in Halloween Case

Originally Judge Richardson was going to move from criminal
to family court, but late in December that changed and so the
1437 case involving James Olague and Ernesto Arellano, two
of the defendants in the original Halloween Homicide case
who were convicted of a 2002 double murder

Read More

Man Charged With Grand Theft Felony In
Preliminary Hearing After Failing To
Respond to An Officer

A man rented an $8,000 stump grinder and utility trailer for 24
hours and failed to respond to an officer almost two weeks
after the items had been stolen from him, according to the
preliminary hearing.

Read More

Ex-Fiancee Calls 911 As Man Allegedly
Swerves Off the Road With Child In Back
Seat

A man allegedly cut through multiple lanes of traffic after his
ex-fiancee called 911, ending an argument filled car-ride from
Reno with a child in the back seat.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Is ‘Target’ Letter to Mother of Sacramento
Black Lives Matter Founder an Effort to
Silence BLM Leader?

The Sacramento County District Attorney’s Office has given
notice that it may be investigating someone who has been in
telephonic contact with the mother of Sacramento Black Lives
Matter founder Tanya Faison.

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 28 –
Meet Eli Savit Washtenaw County’s
Progressive DA Candidate

Eli Savit is an attorney, a law professor, and a former public-
school teacher. A former law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Eli currently serves as the City of Detroit’s senior
legal counsel, where he leads criminal-justice reform work for
Michigan’s largest city.

Read More
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“Never before in our history have we had so many DAs who are explicitly running on an anti-incarceration
message and winning,” Nathan Ballard.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 8, 2020

What Will the Pushback Look Like Against Chesa Boudin?
by David Greenwald

KQED ran a piece this week called, "Can S.F.'s Chesa Boudin Flip the Script for the Nation's Progressive
DAs?."

In it, they quote San Francisco Political Consultant Nathan Ballard, a close associated with Governor
Newsom.

He told them "the uptick in the number of new liberal prosecutors across the country is notable."

“Never before in our history have we had so many DAs who are explicitly running on an anti-incarceration
message and winning,” he said.

"But even with the support of a majority of voters, this new class of DAs will still have to work within a
framework that might be more resistant to major change. “In other cities and states, state attorneys
general are intervening with a more tough on crime law and order approach,” said Ballard. “And they are
interfering with the DAs’ more progressive inclinations.”"

As we saw in Philadelphia, in a short term, Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner has remade the
office with changes to sentencing recommendations, bail and who to charge.

But his efforts got resistance from police officers, victim advocates and the system itself.

And so in July, Pennsylvannia Lawmakers themselves passed a bill - by he Republican legislature and
signed by the Democratic governor - "giving authority to the state’s attorney general to prosecute certain
firearms violations in Philadelphia — and nowhere else in the state. The provision will expire in two years,
or just after Krasner’s first term ends."

Suffolk DA Rachael Rollins caught the attention of President Trump who called into a Boston radio station
to accuse Ms. Rollins of being uninterested in crime.

“These are people that probably don’t mind crime, they don’t mind what’s going on,” President Trump
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said.

While Nathan Ballard's words of caution are well considered nationally and as we start looking at places
outside of where you might consider the hotbeds of progressivism, San Francisco might be the perfect
storm to see what exactly can be done in a community likely to embrase progressive reform.

It was a close race. The establishment supported a more traditional DA candidate in Suzy Loftus. In other
towns, at other times, her message would have been progressive. But she is cut closer to mold of
Kamala Harris and maybe George Gascon than Chesa Boudin, Rachael Rollins and Larry Krasner.

You will see victims groups and police pushback.

But the California legislature that has supported things like use of force changes, and reforms like SB
1421 and SB 1437 is probably not likely to pushback against Mr. Boudin.

The voters in the state have passed things like Prop 47, Prop 64, and Prop 57 over the objections of
many traditional prosecutors.

You have Governor Newsom who defied many DA's by putting a moratorium on death sentences.

And you have AG Xavier Becerra, who while we have been critical of him on prosecutorial and police
misconduct, has been a thorn in the side of the president on things like ICE and immigration.

This is just not a state likely to implement something like they did in Pennsylvannia.

So Mr. Boudin will have as free a hand as local voters are willing to give him and we shall see just how
far progressive prosecution can go.

Thanks for reading.
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YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Is ‘Target’ Letter to Mother of Sacramento
Black Lives Matter Founder an Effort to
Silence BLM Leader?

The Sacramento County District Attorney’s Office has given
notice that it may be investigating someone who has been in
telephonic contact with the mother of Sacramento Black Lives
Matter founder Tanya Faison.

Read More

Queens County DA Reiterates Commitment
to Ending Cash Bail After Critics Say She
Reneged
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After less than a week on the job, Melinda Katz, the newly
elected top prosecutor in the New York City borough of
Queens, is facing accusations that she has broken her
campaign pledge to end all money bail.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 28 –
Meet Eli Savit Washtenaw County’s
Progressive DA Candidate

Eli Savit is an attorney, a law professor, and a former public-
school teacher. A former law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Eli currently serves as the City of Detroit’s senior
legal counsel, where he leads criminal-justice reform work for
Michigan’s largest city.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defenders File Restraining Order
against I.C.E.

On Friday, January 3, 2020 the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office filed a Motion for Temporary Restraining
Order against Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and the Yuba County Sheriff’s Office with the U.S. Federal
District Court

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Is ‘Target’ Letter to Mother of Sacramento
Black Lives Matter Founder an Effort to
Silence BLM Leader?
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The Sacramento County District Attorney’s Office has given
notice that it may be investigating someone who has been in
telephonic contact with the mother of Sacramento Black Lives
Matter founder Tanya Faison.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 28 –
Meet Eli Savit Washtenaw County’s
Progressive DA Candidate

Eli Savit is an attorney, a law professor, and a former public-
school teacher. A former law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Eli currently serves as the City of Detroit’s senior
legal counsel, where he leads criminal-justice reform work for
Michigan’s largest city.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Boudin To Weigh in on Charging Police in 2017 Shoo.ng; Reform Prosecutors
Start Taking Office And Ba4ling the Courts

Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2020 at 6:30:07 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“When (police) don’t (respective the law) we need an independent district attorney who’s willing to
enforce the law equally,” Chesa Boudin.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 7, 2020

Will New DA Mean Police Accountability
 
by David Greenwald

On Wednesday, Chesa Boudin will be sworn in as the new District Attorney of San Francisco. One of his
big planks was police accountability - now we will find out how serious he is.
 
During one of the debate, Chesa Boudin said, we need to work with the police, but the police need to
respect the law.
 
“When they don’t we need an independent district attorney who’s willing to enforce the law equally,” he
said. He said as DA, he would personally make charging decisions in every officer-involved shooting
case.
 
According to a San Francisco Chronicle article yesterday, he will likely get his chance to make his mark
early.
 
Notes the Chronicle, "Of the five cases Boudin will review when he takes office, one stands out the most:
the 2017 fatal shooting of Keita O’Neil by rookie Officer Chris Samayoa, who had just graduated from the
police academy and was on his fourth day of a 16-week field training program. The case is being closely
watched by legal observers and advocates as a possible test case for the new district attorney, who
campaigned on holding law enforcement more accountable."
 
What separates this case is that the 42 year old Keita O'Neil was unarmed and apparently fleeing when
the Officer fatally shot him in the head.
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Police Chief Bill Scott at the time, fired Officer Samyoa weeks after the shooting, indicating his belief that
the shooting was wrongful.
 
Of course, police groups argue that the officer was “doing what he was trained to do.”  They believe that
his dismissal was an overreaction and that "criminal charges would be even more unreasonable."
 
The Chronicle notes that he was the only candidate in the race who would have charged the offices in the
killing of Mario Woods in 2015.
 
George Gascon, who will be on the Everyday Injustice Podcast this Thursday, cleared five officers who
fired 26 rounds at Mr. Woods.
 
Use of force expert Ken Williams during the 2016 Justice Summit held by the late Public Defender Jeff
Adachi was critical of the handling of the Woods shooting. He told Jeff Adachi, “What you see in the
Mario Woods video is shocking.”
 
He concluded that while Mario Woods “was most likely armed” the officers failed to utilize de-escalation
tactics and the space that they had to properly de-escalate the situation before shooting became
necessary.
 
In the video Mario Woods, hit by less than lethal force stands up and puts his hands by his side. 
 
“He’s already been shot” at this point, “by less than lethal force. He’s already been sprayed with
mace. Does that mean that the police have to stop trying to negotiate with Mr. Woods?” he asks. “Why
didn’t they continue to try to use less than lethal force? That is not something that I’ve heard the police
answer.”
 
Jeff Adachi also asked for an independent investigation.
 
“I believe this tragedy may have been avoided if the police department was under an active civil rights
probe by your office,” Jeff Adachi wrote in a press release. “At the very least, it would have signaled to
SFPD officers that their practices were being monitored by an investigation that carried legal
consequences.”
 
Meanwhile the shooting of Mr. O’Neil also caused an uproar in San Francisco. It occurred at the end of
the police chaise where he got out and ran toward a pursuing patrol car.
 
According the Chronicle, “Police released body camera footage from Samayoa’s chest shortly after the
shooting that showed the officer drawing his pistol from the passenger’s seat as the cruiser was still
moving. A second later, Samayoa opened the side door and fired a single shot through the window,
hitting O’Neil in the head as he ran beside the car. Police said O’Neil was unarmed.”
 
“It would be egregious not to have prosecution,” said Melissa Nold, an attorney representing O’Neil’s
mother in a wrongful death lawsuit against the two officers and the city. “This is low-hanging fruit and
easy for the district attorney. The officer was fired.”
 
She added that “if there’s not going to be prosecution on this case, it’s really a bad statement on what the
district attorney’s future is going to be like.”
 
The Chronicle notes that Mr. Boudin will be asked to review four other officer-involved shootings – 2017
nonfatal shooting of Sean Moore, the 2018 killing of Jesus Delgado Duarte, the September shooting that
killed a dog and left David Wesser with a hand injury and the another shooting last month of Jamaica
Hampton.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

As Reform Prosecutors Take Office, Courts
Start Working against Them

A new year means that all the candidates who won local
elections in November get sworn in and start doing the work.
One such person is Steve Descano, the new
Commonwealth’s Attorney of Fairfax County—by far the most
populous local criminal court jurisdiction in Virginia.

Read More

It’s Time for LA’s District Attorney’s Office
to Lead the Way on Decriminalizing
Homelessness

Last year, two-term Los Angeles District Attorney Jackie
Lacey took a trip to an elementary school in Pacoima where
more than 20 percent of all enrolled students are homeless.
She said she was touched by a Los Angeles Times story
about the school, and thought she should pay the children
there a visit.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 28 –
Meet Eli Savit Washtenaw County’s
Progressive DA Candidate

Eli Savit is an attorney, a law professor, and a former public-
school teacher. A former law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Eli currently serves as the City of Detroit’s senior
legal counsel, where he leads criminal-justice reform work for
Michigan’s largest city.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defenders File Restraining Order
against I.C.E.
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On Friday, January 3, 2020 the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office filed a Motion for Temporary Restraining
Order against Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and the Yuba County Sheriff’s Office with the U.S. Federal
District Court

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Face Stabbing Victim Recants, Claims
Husband Didn’t Do It – Judge Doesn’t
Believe Her

A scissors plant in the face of the victim sounds like an open
and shut case – but after hours of confusing and evasive
testimony by the spousal abuse victim at a preliminary
hearing Thursday, defense attorney Claire White argued that
defendant Andre Lamont Smith should be freed from custody.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 28 –
Meet Eli Savit Washtenaw County’s
Progressive DA Candidate

Eli Savit is an attorney, a law professor, and a former public-
school teacher. A former law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Eli currently serves as the City of Detroit’s senior
legal counsel, where he leads criminal-justice reform work for
Michigan’s largest city.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cQxqSNWuBZW5HZ9UCRRQsduDEWsx-kYl6BozkOCVVncMTNqnm3l6GenhJsUgHTNPt90b54P0HqAy0S-_Srk4-J5Tf6o3QsTZDGT8upVmI4Z6HN047mhTZ0bS9P-Sp6Y28wCgyNFzEoFas7E3vInH6zUL8hzEI2Q9RoPI4feJbwzdrQNh9Mj7dh5tUJCNTgcxX3isHZqk8IQ=&c=JiXjno3k1zbb6uQOSnIT1ebMDoQx-rVC5rb3BOIt0w1sC6Wm91si7w==&ch=RgLX7FaizyBTQRt9uyNSQDCYo4hHCtHo2RYXe5fX6zm0qTAgEL0uDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cQxqSNWuBZW5HZ9UCRRQsduDEWsx-kYl6BozkOCVVncMTNqnm3l6GaH7pP4-dqJMbn2tSdKgzNdN4gfI-gPQA9-ISDrJvojO2fgZuo36owCS9aOrsGyetDHRPUTreBHhGLyYVA-uPWNyKpqMP3evU24_eVt1A7-onnDW9zRXWe6uQGf6xinaKYhuITIaYqFhkvoOdRUhFQEtPQWCfJAX39ErEM4lB4vD3ux6Hov1YHHEf2oUMUvl0ha1rL6qCGi3uxJkhTrc79IcKf1UiHVFPg==&c=JiXjno3k1zbb6uQOSnIT1ebMDoQx-rVC5rb3BOIt0w1sC6Wm91si7w==&ch=RgLX7FaizyBTQRt9uyNSQDCYo4hHCtHo2RYXe5fX6zm0qTAgEL0uDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cQxqSNWuBZW5HZ9UCRRQsduDEWsx-kYl6BozkOCVVncMTNqnm3l6GeGrLSJ0xju_zE8pPZf2Z3-84vtmEV2_7csd20bqOaUV2_by20NYYyKGY2fNdAqbK-DzUwPFqMXvhCdNyi6UUiCG7vfYqM4S8u23NWIVd5DH&c=JiXjno3k1zbb6uQOSnIT1ebMDoQx-rVC5rb3BOIt0w1sC6Wm91si7w==&ch=RgLX7FaizyBTQRt9uyNSQDCYo4hHCtHo2RYXe5fX6zm0qTAgEL0uDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cQxqSNWuBZW5HZ9UCRRQsduDEWsx-kYl6BozkOCVVncMTNqnm3l6GZzAbl_KvgKfw3_3lLa2NEl6bMo_fSZnlLPbRs7uPFwQCbY2VNflORzUnQlYbxj3pTHUbAp382jO6b8rsLgUPRh0kt2NzowyFPlNp0Fcj-bSRMy3prXgba0YUhT3cldRyr9iv6pcyrrE9CCixKkylUZuUWoGl0Yc3a5eC6cgx-KIa9bwgDEPhyAdgbDh_QAeTvQav0iUkTpmOkyP9Pb4XrRYSf6fW4mYsrOjs7RAMi5X-hkwcFB5XFQ=&c=JiXjno3k1zbb6uQOSnIT1ebMDoQx-rVC5rb3BOIt0w1sC6Wm91si7w==&ch=RgLX7FaizyBTQRt9uyNSQDCYo4hHCtHo2RYXe5fX6zm0qTAgEL0uDA==
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Orange County PD Alleges Sheriff’s Depu.es Promoted Despite Evidence of
Wrongdoing; Podcast Features Progressive Prosecutor Candidate From Ann Arbour

Date: Monday, January 6, 2020 at 6:40:10 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We’re saying, ‘No more,’” Assemblymember Bonta said at a press conference in October. “No more
inhumane treatment of individuals in for-profit, private facilities. No more profiteering on the backs of
Californians.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 2, 2020

The Bail Reform Challenge
 
by David Greenwald

Everyone is pushing for bail reform - but at the same time they are braced for the first time someone is
released who then does something horrific. Rape. Murder. Something worse.
 
When I met with DA Elect of San Francisco, Chesa Boudin, back in December, he knew it was
coming. The media will not talk about the people who are released who keep their jobs, keep their
homes, aren't forced to take plea agreements to charges that are not provable in a court of law. They will
zone in on the guy who got out, who then commits a secondary crime.
 
In NY - the moment came quickly. Just a few days into Bail Reform. It wasn't a tragic murder or rape, but
rather the hate crime.
 
 Assemblyman Simcha Eichenstein of Brooklyn is quoted in local media stating: "They are afraid to walk
the streets... So what I am doing with this proposed piece of legislation is, I am focusing on the hate
crimes piece only. I think we need to understand that people who are filled with hate should be in a
separate category.”
 
Her proposed legislation would "reinstitute cash bail for hate crimes, many of which are included on a list
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of crimes no longer eligible for bail under the new law."
 
And she is not alone. The same publication is reporting, "State Senator Jim Gaughran also has a bill that
would go even further, reinstating 52 crimes that were made ineligible for bail. He’s also looking to add a
dangerousness factor for judges to consider when deciding whether to set bail."
 
“Unfortunately, the way the bill was ultimately adopted in the budget is that it includes some crimes that I
believe really should be crimes that a judge should have the discretion to set bail if he or she determines
it is necessary,” Senator Gaughran said.
 
But wait - why? Do people not understand what bail is? Do people not understand that cash bail means
that people with money get out, people without money stay in. How exactly does that protect us from hate
crimes?
 
So person who committed hate crime who has money gets out. The person who committs the hate crime
who doesn't have money stays in.
 
How does money mitigate risk to the public? (Remember people who put down money for bail are putting
down 10% for the promise to appear - that money is gone whether they are later acquitted or convicted or
they commit a new crime).
 
There is a solution to the problem - if someone is too dangerous to release - don't. You don't need bail to
do that. Not sure exactly why people think bail provides protection. It doesn't. It simply discriminates
against the poor.
 
Thanks for reading
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Orange County PD Alleges Sheriff’s
Deputies Promoted Despite Evidence of
Wrongdoing

In December, the Vanguard reported two audits in Orange
County, showed that more than a thousand Sheriff’s deputies
holding onto evidence for days and sometimes weeks or
longer before booking it and a separate audit finding that
potentially thousands of items of evidence were missing.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 28 –
Meet Eli Savit Washtenaw County’s
Progressive DA Candidate
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Eli Savit is an attorney, a law professor, and a former public-
school teacher. A former law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Eli currently serves as the City of Detroit’s senior
legal counsel, where he leads criminal-justice reform work for
Michigan’s largest city.

Read More

Face Stabbing Victim Recants, Claims
Husband Didn’t Do It – Judge Doesn’t
Believe Her

A scissors plant in the face of the victim sounds like an open
and shut case – but after hours of confusing and evasive
testimony by the spousal abuse victim at a preliminary
hearing Thursday, defense attorney Claire White argued that
defendant Andre Lamont Smith should be freed from custody.

Read More

SF Public Defenders File Restraining Order
against I.C.E.

On Friday, January 3, 2020 the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office filed a Motion for Temporary Restraining
Order against Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and the Yuba County Sheriff’s Office with the U.S. Federal
District Court

Read More

Sunday Commentary: Washington Post
Editorial Board Calls Death Penalty
“Unworthy of America”

The death penalty has been in decline in America for a
number of years – more and more states are banning it, the
number of people executed has dwindled, and the number of
states using the death penalty has decreased.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

SF Public Defenders File Restraining Order
against I.C.E.

On Friday, January 3, 2020 the San Francisco Public
Defender’s Office filed a Motion for Temporary Restraining
Order against Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and the Yuba County Sheriff’s Office with the U.S. Federal
District Court

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Face Stabbing Victim Recants, Claims
Husband Didn’t Do It – Judge Doesn’t
Believe Her

A scissors plant in the face of the victim sounds like an open
and shut case – but after hours of confusing and evasive
testimony by the spousal abuse victim at a preliminary
hearing Thursday, defense attorney Claire White argued that
defendant Andre Lamont Smith should be freed from custody.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 28 –
Meet Eli Savit Washtenaw County’s
Progressive DA Candidate

Eli Savit is an attorney, a law professor, and a former public-
school teacher. A former law clerk to Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Eli currently serves as the City of Detroit’s senior
legal counsel, where he leads criminal-justice reform work for
Michigan’s largest city.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 27:
Linda Parisi Talks About Capitol Riot Case

Everyday injustice talks to Sacramento Attorney Linda Parisi
who disputes the notion that the anti-fascists are the moral
equivalent of the neo-Nazis and talks about the case against
her client, Mike Williams.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF PUBLIC DEFENDERS FILE RESTRAINING ORDER AGAINST ICE FOR
TRANSGENDER DETAINEE TRANSFERED TO TEXAS ISOLATION ON CHRISTMAS NIGHT

Date: Saturday, January 4, 2020 at 12:37:44 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: January 3, 2020

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org or (628) 249-7946

LINK: https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/01/sf-public-defenders-file-restraining-order-against-

ice-for-christmas-night-transfer-of-transgender-detainee-to-texas-isolation/

 

***PRESS RELEASE***

 

SF PUBLIC DEFENDERS FILE RESTRAINING ORDER AGAINST I.C.E.

FOR CHRISTMAS NIGHT TRANSFER OF TRANSGENDER IMMIGRANT

DETAINEE TO TEXAS

WHERE SHE IS BEING HELD IN ISOLATION

 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA — On Friday, January 3, 2020 the San Francisco Public Defender’s

Office filed a Motion for Temporary Restraining Order against Immigration and Customs

Enforcement (ICE) and the Yuba County Sheriff’s Office with the U.S. Federal District Court,

Northern District of California, requesting an immediate hearing on behalf of a female

transgender immigrant who was illegally transferred on Christmas night to a remote detention

facility in Texas. She has since been detained there in segregated confinement, forced to

wear male clothes, and denied the ability to call her lawyer at no cost. 

 

BACKGROUND:

 

Lexis entered the U.S. as a baby and has resided here since 1979.  She was assigned male

at birth, yet has struggled throughout her life to understand her identity, chafed at masculine

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2020/01/sf-public-defenders-file-restraining-order-against-ice-for-christmas-night-transfer-of-transgender-detainee-to-texas-isolation/
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norms, and sustained verbal and physical abuse from her immediate family into adulthood. In

2018, she was taken into ICE custody, placed in removal proceedings, and has been detained

in immigration custody ever since.

 

In January 2019, San Francisco Deputy Public Defender Hector Vega took on Lexis’s case

and helped her obtain some critical support she needed, including medical treatment, therapy,

legal recognition of her female name and gender, and legal representation in her pending

immigration case. *

 

However, on Christmas night 2019, officials at the Yuba County Detention Center approached

Lexis in her cell and misled her to believe that she was being fully released and going home.

Instead, Yuba deputies released Lexis directly to ICE, which took her to an airport and forcibly

transferred her to a remote detention facility in Texas, where she is now detained nearly 2,000

miles away from her lawyer and community. Lexis was denied the ability to call her attorney

prior to arriving in Texas. She has remained in segregated confinement at the Prairieland

Detention Center in Alvarado, Texas, ever since, where she has no connections, no support,

and no lawyer. ICE continues to punish Lexis, forcing her to wear male clothes, identifying her

by her previous name and gender, and refusing to provide her gender reassignment

treatment.

 

The San Francisco Public Defender is challenging ICE’s transfer and detention of Lexis as

cruel and inhumane, and demands her release in a Temporary Restraining Order filed today

with the Northern District of California.

 

*The San Francisco Public Defender’s Office launched a deportation defense unit in 2017 to

remedy the lack of right to court-appointed counsel in deportation proceedings.

 

STATEMENTS:

Lexis (from Prairieland Detention Center, Texas):
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“The conditions of my detention have worsened and have had a huge impact on my mental

health and my ability to move forward. I think this has been so cruel to me. ICE and the other

officers know how difficult the last 14 months have been for me and yet have had no

compassion for the way they detain me and move me around like I mean nothing.”

 

Hector Vega, SF Deputy Public Defender, Lead Attorney:

“We are gravely concerned for Lexis’s health and safety. The few times that we have been

able to talk since Christmas, she has been in tears and asking me to help her come back.

This was a callous act from a heartless agency and we demand that ICE release Lexis from

custody. She deserves to finally truly express herself and her gender identity with the support

of her community. She poses no danger to society and deserves to be released from custody

and have her human rights respected.”

 

Genna Beier, SF Deputy Public Defender, Co-Counsel:

“Lexis bravely began her gender transition while in ICE custody, and yet at every turn the

agency has denied her medical care and basic human dignity. ICE’s actions betray a complete

lack of humanity and disregard for the law. We stand with Lexis in her fight, we affirm her

inherent worth and strength, and we hope that the District Court will mete out some justice.”

 

#

 

 

The mission of the San Francisco Public Defender’s office is to protect and defend the

rights of our indigent clients, through effective, vigorous, compassionate, and creative

legal advocacy.
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Private Prison Group Sues California over New Law; A4orney Discusses Capitol
Riot Trial
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“We’re saying, ‘No more,’” Assemblymember Bonta said at a press conference in October. “No more
inhumane treatment of individuals in for-profit, private facilities. No more profiteering on the backs of
Californians.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - January 2, 2020

Private Prison Industry Strikes Back But Are Private Prisons the
Problem?
by David Greenwald

In our article below, GEO Group, filed a lawsuit in federal court challenging AB 32, a new law that would
take effect January first banning new private prison contracts in California.

Under AB 32, authored by Alameda Assemblymember Rob Bonta, the state will begin phasing out the
use of private prisons – barring the state from keeping overflow inmates in privately-run facilities
beginning in 2029.

Currently, according to an October LA Times article, the state houses “about 1,600 inmates in three
prisons in Kern and San Bernardino counties, run by the Florida-based GEO Group. Under the new law,
California cannot renew those contracts, which expire in 2023, or enter into new ones after this year
unless it needs them to keep the prison population under a court-ordered cap.”

“We’re saying, ‘No more,’” Assemblymember Bonta said at a press conference in October. “No more
inhumane treatment of individuals in for-profit, private facilities. No more profiteering on the backs of
Californians.”

The issue of private prisons is actually a lot more complex than you think. Researcher John Pfaff did a lot
of data analysis and eventually concluded that private prisons are not a huge driver of mass
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incarceration.

His argument, if you want to fight mass incarceration - change your prosecutor.

As one expmaple, a huge part of the increase in incarceration is due to charging decisions by
Prosecutors.

He said in an article in the Atlantic, “Roughly speaking, half of this increase in felony filings comes from
cases of misdemeanors being charged as felonies.”

But it is not private prisons. As he tweeted in April, "Blaming private prisons helps us avoid the real failure
at the heart of mass incarceration. It’s not the profit motive of a shadowy cabal of financiers."

He adds: "It’s a public sector policy failure. And a POLITICAL failure, driven by a punitive electorate—by
us."

That doesn't get private prisons off the hook. After all, if you read Shane Bauer's great expose on a
southern private prison, you realize that they may not drive mass incarceration, but they are big problems
in terms of lack of training, standards, and human rights abuses.

The Marshall Project in September, notes, abolishing private prisons is not a silver bullet. They find, "The
vast majority of prisoners are held in publicly run prisons. But the private sector affects their incarceration
in different ways."

My view then is that private prisons while they have exerted influence on the system, the public prison
unions are probably bigger factors. Moreover, the momentum is now squarely in favor of decarceration.

In short, I would argue focus on civil rights abuses by both private and public prisons, but focus
decarceration efforts on prosecution not punishment.

Thanks for reading.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Private Prison Group Sues California over
New Law

On Monday, a Florida corporation, GEO Group, filed a lawsuit
in federal court challenging AB 32, a new law that would take
effect today banning new private prison contracts.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 27:
Linda Parisi Talks About Capitol Riot Case
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOnxWVBR34PgS7VazZ4DjG3Ebpd7XnzGjfpQt1JjCBR9WBc735KaDxs-LI6N3CNaa9fBDr-LQsfUaKHGFJfyytQYUmgCaVlt8gqL4UlfS6145CDeg9O_NZpuWfOr7vugJ61PV7K6x18IK&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOu3juad3w5u_5thQkXPWeFlJYzdFPe_acWro52aRUqoxF4Pf34QfQuP92da63BwxYQafLJBfmfzxAao9px_VtBUWjlPLv8zs4khulaeMP7iS&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOp1H2sf9Kk9vbwxD6fB98_gNaDGEbVGg94XJJ24cghg3d38263irFhgDJxHhr3U2j55KJQTT4VNSSjU1Owbw9wtWM53LEFXLR2ZenuMHSWHq0VZiqvYr2vsWrbbRSBGx30cRhNgScYIVZpvNaGQYompoDcrYNohEj94anu9qmJR-xU__z-M7D2c=&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
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Everyday injustice talks to Sacramento Attorney Linda Parisi
who disputes the notion that the anti-fascists are the moral
equivalent of the neo-Nazis and talks about the case against
her client, Mike Williams.

Read More

2019 Was a Watershed Year in the
Movement to Stop Solitary Confinement

Back in 2016, then President of the United States, Barack
Obama, called solitary confinement “an affront to our common
humanity” and ordered the Justice Department to implement
reforms to the practice in U.S. prisons.

Read More

Felipe Rodriguez Exonerated of All
Charges in 1987 Queens Murder Case

Today, the Hon. Joseph Zayas of Queens County Supreme
Court granted a motion to vacate the 1990 conviction of
Innocence Project client Felipe Rodriguez and entered an
order dismissing all charges against him. Rodriguez served
27 years in prison before today’s exoneration.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 26 –
1437 Constitutionality and the Davidson
Case

The Harvest Cycle Davidson v. El Dorado County case
features two separate questions: the constitutionality of SB
1437 and whether Mr. Davidson was a major participant in a
2016 robbery and thus acted in reckless indifference to
human life.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOozCCbYNjQLFZP7M9OgWhwqzYuL27uHc2qmmO562io1XaTz_QvOOJmZ6o1qyOqLeAjS1a_IPMB9KkCvKjiTUX80ep5BMLTDbLiTMNjbmtJFAMsyyt2pLVq_ciLFBwC6I-n_HzgB8iLmVZsOVW9h5wiKBf5oL_sbtf92ZWav0oBF4vTeZPqgvGF8UIAI9MywWcC6Lnl1aNNSyHkKusPAuD1Y9q_mChRuQTA==&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOp1H2sf9Kk9vZJEiPOQ7zgY3Tu1bvN2XSe0G9XpNo7mb7sO3ivSXeqbI6TjDAgOVnvJcmd4p-jWhuM6adaZHFPlKqpOk0UY_8mHvELy2xeV7MLWZHJY3YVMNw_yhRJU_cV_NALeFmZkNaIkSLVFu9abOSL71R2UPuRjQoemg_CTI-9Qx1ne1h1KJ-P_zu6tbpWNa4qY52CMukpQqOnVLQVo=&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOgOeyaN1T8_xWRvEV9iwI_cWWjAN6yodrqNfe9QUVHCmMnsjDbKrbECIkOVRzKByhhhN9QaPrdibiRprU75ubEOFy9NAG4MmP5SXt1wC-zgZ4BvPoACFqe0xU1UakIOVxs290xZL3RVpPHrJOFKkbUXMzZsxuGucZS-k4Pj-LBro9u92Gl7FKnUTlWdIVyKe7HIEtg9-0xO0JdNYHAAnYF4=&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOpXsprFwMPxM-DpO84gr2g_dg2_cr_kcgudjrdvRAbaSWOWrgMyEm2mCXU29zzXqRDU_7EiuL9TOSQEbE7mZdV-NCM72IS1rW2M23OUvO-ISEmniSuWisDNKHKCAnF2hNgkep-5UbVm2jgm9H1LWUBFW8lB49zZ2D40T8jM2QmGQNPl2r7y-NkYVtYXg0KtJ8Vl0yAz2brePVQeHFgzbkpKshSjqgpmXEc286o8KGCSp&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOsg79LEwgnVAO3-pib-mZY2edN5p0W7HunkU7uDU5lIvuHwapBzrr-2hW6N1N7JycWOHEer0oKaOq3ekALnqTyD6f21OEQOktSTK3u0Y-r8EkRsmfcMuskxQd5M_6U-G1sAeFWfpGS9l&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yCw6_sGUoSC1TCuusnZ8Mz4RnH6nMRrmu_E-oANHcsbwuXLOXhpjOjfILNZb8yxv1dW72YW8kllICtlixU_4QgtPUFxUrR5s78GIbwCoTQYPjBuLOqWB0T91sYrN1mn8RKFYFB0l2vfcPdE9a6pg8N4Axpd2uUwKVJVoCdVECY6mr7IPxINNturUcGSFHXfx0mvtCLqWlKEZ3uKBQpIqkY13PUkvpPwRgd394Py6o7H97FXJUuF_ttoKodeAAKKevmGnL5fpfF0=&c=mmQ3lkitiT_n291wZyzE4weURo0Fm2M0KMwFI8RScBYKcASGYooFaA==&ch=fx87mPYTWUJxib1XahnoGKnlX8Yogiln-DQqS7ocyftNR3SUqx5Gsw==
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February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man to Spend Holidays in Coma – Black
Lives Matter Sacramento Wonders if Jail
Foul Play is Cause

A Sacramento Black man will be spending the holidays
languishing in a coma at the UC Davis Medical Center here –
he may have been the victim of a chokehold by Sacramento
Sheriff’s deputies at the county main Downtown jail, charged
Black Lives Matter Sacramento Monday.

Read More

DA Dismisses Case Where Defense
Claimed Sacramento County Jury Pool is
Racially Biased

A criminal case here in Sacramento County Superior Court
was dismissed in the interest of justice late Friday, about a
month after a judge ruled it must go forward despite questions
by defense lawyers that Sacramento juries may racially
discriminate.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 27:
Linda Parisi Talks About Capitol Riot Case

Everyday injustice talks to Sacramento Attorney Linda Parisi
who disputes the notion that the anti-fascists are the moral
equivalent of the neo-Nazis and talks about the case against
her client, Mike Williams.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 26 –
1437 Constitutionality and the Davidson
Case
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The Harvest Cycle Davidson v. El Dorado County case
features two separate questions: the constitutionality of SB
1437 and whether Mr. Davidson was a major participant in a
2016 robbery and thus acted in reckless indifference to
human life.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - SF DA Takes Aim at Gang Charges; New Podcast - 1437 Cons.tu.onality and the
Davidson Case

Date: Monday, December 30, 2019 at 7:10:16 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Chesa Boudin: “I think that the way that gang allegations and enhancements are prosecuted in San
Francisco and in much of California, if not the country, are explicitly racist.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 30, 2019

Civil Rights Leaders Announces He Has Stage 4 Cancer
 
by David Greenwald

John Lewis, one of the last remaining Civil Rights Leaders from the 1960s announced yesterday
he has stage 4 pancreatic cancer and will remain in Congress as he gets treatment.

Here is the article we ran in May 2016 when he came to UC Davis give the commencement
address at the Law School....

On March 7, 1965, John Lewis was attacked and beaten by Alabama State Troopers as he and a group
of protesters attempted to cross Edmund Pettis Bridge in an incident that became known as Bloody
Sunday.

Now a 76-year-old congressman since 1987, John Lewis quipped to a large class of Law Graduates at
the King School of Law, named for his mentor Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., that he has been arrested 40
times during the civil rights movement, five since he became a congressman, and he figures he will be
arrested again. While his message was upbeat during the address, he told reporters after the
commencement that he worries about the nation, going forward, and in particular about the driving factors
of dissent in the presidential election.

He said he loved coming to a university like this “where there is so much hope, so much optimism.”
Congressman Lewis was clearly moved as he described being able to touch the statue at King Hall,
made in honor of Dr. Martin Luther, Jr. “If it wasn’t for Martin Luther King, Jr., I wouldn’t be standing up
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here,” he said. “He helped free the black people.”

He told the graduating class, “You’re needed more than before. You must be headlines and not taillights.”

John Lewis described his days with the freedom rides and even before, when he saw signs that
separated the white man from the colored man. He said he asked his parents and teachers why, and
“they said, that’s the way it is. Don’t get in the way. Don’t get in trouble.”

He said, “But individuals like Martin Luther King, Jr., and Rosa Parks and so many others – it’s time for
me to tell you something, I’ve gotten in trouble, big trouble, necessary trouble. As young lawyers, you
have a moral obligation, a mission and a mandate to get in trouble, to get involved, to make the world,
this little real estate we call earth, a better place for all human kind. You can do it and you must do it.”

“It’s because of the movement, the civil rights, the social justice, the women’s rights, the farmers, the gay
rights, the immigrants’ rights that we’ve come a distance,” he said. “But we still have a great distance to
go.”

John Lewis continued, “You heard me say I’ve been arrested a few times. Yes. I went to jail. Forty times
in the 60s and five more times since I’ve been to congress. I’m probably going to get arrested again some
day,” he said. “When you see something that is not right, not fair, not just, you must stand up, speak up,
and speak out.”

He told the group of aspiring lawyers that, without lawyers, the civil rights movement would not have been
possible. He talked about the colored signs he saw. “Those signs are gone today,” he said, and “the only
place our children and their children will see those signs will be in a book. In a museum. On a video.”

“Just a few short years ago, in the states of the Confederacy, many children could not register to vote
simply because of the color of their skin,” the congressman said. “There are still forces in America today
that are trying to make it harder and more difficult for people to participate in a Democratic process.”

He called the vote “the most powerful non-violent tool we have in a Democratic society, and we must use
it.”

John Lewis told the graduates, “I gave a little blood on that bridge to Selma. I had a concussion.  I
thought I was going to die, I thought I saw death.” But somehow and in some way, they were able to get
through, and congress passed the voting rights act. President Lyndon Johnson signed it into law.
He said, “We’ve come a distance (as a society). We’ve made a lot of progress, but we’re not quite there
yet.”

He told reporters after the commencement that he sleeps well at night and doesn’t have any ill effects
from that experience. But he said, “It’s impossible to forget that day when we crossed that bridge – we
were orderly, peaceful, there was men, women, and little children. I still cannot understand why Governor
George C. Wallace wanted to give the order to the troops. He said that there were men waiting on the
other side of the bridge prepared to kill us. I said, brother, do you fear people? And he didn’t have an
answer.”

He said it was impossible to forget what happened. “We had a constitutional right to march that day.”
While John Lewis expressed a message of optimism, it is clear that he was concerned by the mood of the
country. “I worry about this attempt to divide the American people based on race and class and sexual
orientation,” he said. “I’m deeply concerned about the future of our country.”

He said, “I said earlier today we need to be headlights and not taillights.” Mr. Lewis noted, “I hear people
say we want our country back – do we want to go back or do we want to go forward? Don’t we want to
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make progress? Don’t we want to continue to bring people together and lay down the burden of class and
race?”

He noted that we are a land of immigrants and he quoted A. Phillip Randolph from the 1963 March on
Washington: “’Maybe our forefathers and foremothers all came to this great land on different ships, but
we are all in the same boat now.’ That’s still true today.”

He said that he saw progress in the debate on police tactics. He noted that, in congress, “there’s a great
deal of discussion in a formal way between Democrats and some Republicans, in the Senate as well as
the House, that they need to get a handle as to what is going on with the police departments all around
America.”

He said that we have to fix it the same way that they had non-violent workshops and discussions during
the 1950s and 60s, and he wants to see the community and police officers sit down and talk. “Get to
know each other better,” he said.

John Lewis said, “I don’t know what is happening” in terms of the tone that we seem to have reverted to
in recent years, particularly around the presidential campaign.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: New SF DA
Aims Sights at Gang Laws ‘Infused with
Racism’

In 2010, the Vanguard’s fledgingly Court Watch Project
followed a six month Yolo County trial as a group of lawyers,
volunteering their time, attacked the West Sacramento Gang
Injunction.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 26 –
1437 Constitutionality and the Davidson
Case

The Harvest Cycle Davidson v. El Dorado County case
features two separate questions: the constitutionality of SB
1437 and whether Mr. Davidson was a major participant in a
2016 robbery and thus acted in reckless indifference to
human life.

Read More

Cash Bail is Being Used as Ransom to
Keep People Who Are Poor Behind Bars
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Imagine you are one of the 4,000 people arrested every year
in Canadian County, Oklahoma, a county with less than
200,000 people. Maybe the police find marijuana in your car
during a traffic stop, maybe the police have mistaken you for
someone else, or perhaps you can’t afford the $40 per month
you owe the court from a different charge.

Read More

Complaints about Police Abuse: Strip
Search and Rectal Exam

A federal civil rights lawsuit alleges that police in the village of
Oak Lawn, a Chicago suburb, violated a man’s constitutional
rights by performing illegal searches of his vehicle and
person, including strip-searching him and ordering a doctor to
perform a digital rectal exam on him.

Read More

Court Bars Police from Using Chokehold
on Someone Not Resisting

The 9th District Court of Appeals ruled on Tuesday that police
cannot use a chokehold on someone who is not resisting.
They ruled that there a “robust consensus” among appellate
courts nationwide that such police conduct violates the ban on
unreasonable searches and seizures under the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations
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It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man to Spend Holidays in Coma – Black
Lives Matter Sacramento Wonders if Jail
Foul Play is Cause

A Sacramento Black man will be spending the holidays
languishing in a coma at the UC Davis Medical Center here –
he may have been the victim of a chokehold by Sacramento
Sheriff’s deputies at the county main Downtown jail, charged
Black Lives Matter Sacramento Monday.

Read More

DA Dismisses Case Where Defense
Claimed Sacramento County Jury Pool is
Racially Biased

A criminal case here in Sacramento County Superior Court
was dismissed in the interest of justice late Friday, about a
month after a judge ruled it must go forward despite questions
by defense lawyers that Sacramento juries may racially
discriminate.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 26 –
1437 Constitutionality and the Davidson
Case

The Harvest Cycle Davidson v. El Dorado County case
features two separate questions: the constitutionality of SB
1437 and whether Mr. Davidson was a major participant in a
2016 robbery and thus acted in reckless indifference to
human life.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 25 –
Trische Duckworth and Survivors Speak
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Trische Duckworth helped found Survivors Speak in February
2018. They have heavily focused on wrongful convictions due
to Ms. Duckworth’s work with the Vesey Family since 2014.

Read More
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NIcole Fortier and Kimbery Buddin-Crawford: "Though Michigan is a particularly bad actor, states across
the country continue to apply outdated sentencing laws that keep people locked behind bars for
excessively long times. These laws are implemented despite large bodies of research that show that
longer prison sentences ultimately do not make our communities safer."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 26, 2019

Reading Sacco-Vanzetti as a Wrongful Convictions Case
by David Greenwald

Over the holiday break, one of my books of reading is the case of Sacco and Vanzetti in 1921, at the
height of the red scare and following a series of high profile bombings, Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo
Vanzetti, both Italian-Americans, were convicted of robbery and murder.

Reading this history as a wrongful conviction case - many of the key elements line up with problems of
any conviction - reliance on problematic eyewitness identification, bad forensic work on the ballistics, a
biased judge who conducts a fundamentally unfair trial, tunnel vision leading prosecutors to ignore more
likely suspects, prejudice against the defendants leading to ignoring things like alibi evidence and
possible alternative suspects, and a legal system deciding that the rulings were within the trial court's
discretion and therefore unwilling to throw out the verdict and order a new trial.

The evidence against the two was thin, but of course they didn't help themselves telling the police a
number of lies that were easily disproven and cast suspicion on them - even as the evidence did not
align. Mr. Vanzetti would claim that he had simply attempted to avoid naming fellow anarchists and
friends.
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In the end, there is of course uncertainty in this case, as author Bruce Watson points out in his 2007
account of the cause celebre trial - no one can explain what the two men were up to the night of their
arrest and that, “no matter how much one wants to shout their innocence, questions remain.”

But looking at this case with fresh eyes knowing what we now do about wrongful convictions - this one
lines up rather classically.

They had a myriad of witnesses - some claiming to have seen the men, some changing their story under
pressure from investigators and the prosecutor, and others coming out to testify for the defense - in a lot
of ways this hinged on eye witness identification and it is here that we see a huge red flag.

As Felix Frankfurter, a future Supreme Court Justice wrote in the Atlantic writes: "The inherent
improbability of making any such accurate identification on the basis of a fleeting glimpse of an unknown
man in the confusion of a sudden alarm..."

Key evidence for the jury was matching the bullets to a weapon that was owned by Sacco. However, as
we now well know, the science of such bullet matches is questionable at best. And even at the time, there
was conflicting expert testimony as to whether it was true.

For instance after the fact, one expert said, ""Had I been asked the direct question whether I had found
any affirmative evidence what ever that this so-called mortal bullet had passed through this particular
Sacco’s pistol, I should have answered then, as I do now without hesitation, in the negative."

Prejudice and tunnel vision played a huge role here. The public outcry pushed the Governor of
Massachusetts to form a committee to do an inquiry as to whether he should pardon or commute the
sentences - it was a highly respected committee that included the Harvard President.

And yet - to no avail.

The Governor for instance demanded to "see documentary evidence on everything," but then discounted
the alibi. Mr. Vanzetti, "claimed he had been selling eels during the Bridgewater burglary. Where was the
proof?" When told there were 16 witnesses who swore they had bought eels, Governor Fuller responded,
"those are Italians. You can’t accept any of their words."

I also found the response from the esteemed jurist Oliver Wendell Holmes fascinating - at the last
moment, even he, one of the most respected jurists in our nation's history refused to intervene.

“Prejudice on the part of the presiding judge, however strong,” he said, did not give him authority “to
interfere in this summary way with the proceedings of the State Court.”

It was flooring what he said.

He told the attorneys intervening on behalf of the condemned, Sacco and Vanzetti “did not get a square
deal,” but said he "could not toss aside the separation of state and federal courts."

Later, Justice Holmes’s secretary asked him whether justice had been done. “Don’t be foolish, boy,” Mr.
Holmes answered. “We practice law, not ‘justice.’”"

Change a few of the background details and the Sacco and Vanzetti case fits well with what we see today
with wrongful convictions.

As the late Antonin Scalia once wrote, "mere factual innocence is no reason not to carry out a death
sentence properly reached."

That may well have summed of the Sacco and Vanzetti case. 

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Man to Spend Holidays in Coma – Black
Lives Matter Sacramento Wonders if Jail
Foul Play is Cause

A Sacramento Black man will be spending the holidays
languishing in a coma at the UC Davis Medical Center here –
he may have been the victim of a chokehold by Sacramento
Sheriff’s deputies at the county main Downtown jail, charged
Black Lives Matter Sacramento Monday.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 25 –
Trische Duckworth and Survivors Speak

Trische Duckworth helped found Survivors Speak in February
2018. They have heavily focused on wrongful convictions due
to Ms. Duckworth’s work with the Vesey Family since 2014.

Read More

Across the Country Harsh Sentencing
Laws Are Tearing Apart Families and
Communities

During the holiday season, in the picturesque town of
Petoskey, Michigan, Kimiko Uyeda and her son Marshall
celebrate with an annual tradition of selecting a new ornament
to add to their tree. Year after year, Kimko and Marshall add
to their collection of ornaments as a part of their tradition.

Read More

Habitual Offender Laws Are Like ‘Death
Sentences’

At 56 years old, Paul Houser knows he will most likely die in a
Mississippi prison. He arrived there in 2007, a year after
police pulled him over and discovered he had purchased six
packs of cold medicine and four lithium batteries,

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 24 –
Nazgol Ghandnoosh Discusses Sentencing
Reform
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Nazgol Ghandnoosh is a Senior Research Analyst at The
Sentencing Project, a nonprofit organization engaged in
research and advocacy for criminal justice reform. Nazgol
holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of California,
Los Angeles (2013).

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Man to Spend Holidays in Coma – Black
Lives Matter Sacramento Wonders if Jail
Foul Play is Cause

A Sacramento Black man will be spending the holidays
languishing in a coma at the UC Davis Medical Center here –
he may have been the victim of a chokehold by Sacramento
Sheriff’s deputies at the county main Downtown jail, charged
Black Lives Matter Sacramento Monday.

Read More

DA Dismisses Case Where Defense
Claimed Sacramento County Jury Pool is
Racially Biased
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A criminal case here in Sacramento County Superior Court
was dismissed in the interest of justice late Friday, about a
month after a judge ruled it must go forward despite questions
by defense lawyers that Sacramento juries may racially
discriminate.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 25 –
Trische Duckworth and Survivors Speak

Trische Duckworth helped found Survivors Speak in February
2018. They have heavily focused on wrongful convictions due
to Ms. Duckworth’s work with the Vesey Family since 2014.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 24 –
Nazgol Ghandnoosh Discusses Sentencing
Reform

Nazgol Ghandnoosh is a Senior Research Analyst at The
Sentencing Project, a nonprofit organization engaged in
research and advocacy for criminal justice reform. Nazgol
holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of California,
Los Angeles (2013).

Read More
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Claimed Sacramento County Jury Pool is Racially Biased
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“We don’t have a fair jury system because we won’t spend the dollars to make sure it is constitutionally
correct. People should be very, very concerned that our juries are not fair, just and constitutional,” Claire
White.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 23, 2019

What Can We Do About Yolo's Gender Imbalance
by David Greenwald

Some people automatically assumed that when we ran the story about the lack of women in Yolo County
government and on the bench, that the point was to highlight it for the Provenza-Deos race.

But the reality is that we are far more concerned about the judiciary. Last year Governor Jerry Brown -
who by the way had a really good track record of appointing women and people of color to the bench -
appointed two white men to replace two retiring women.

That threw the gender balance way out of whack - with the breakdown going from 6-4 in favor of men to 8
to 2.

What is most frustrating here is that Governor Brown did more to diversify California's bench than
anyone. Women accounted for more than half of his 200 appointments in 2018 and 41 percent were non-
white.

In Yolo County however, that number is not so good. Two white men replace two white women. Curiously
enough during his tenure as Governor, he named three people to Yolo County's bench - one women who
was a person of color. A fourth new judge was elected directly by the voters, also a woman.
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Statewide, the Judicial Council surveyed California judges in December 2018 and the change from
2006 to the present is rather remarkable. In 2006, about 27 percent were women, that is now 36%. In
2006, about 10 percent were Latino, Black or Asian. Now that number is about 26 percent. 

In a state that is majority-minority that is still not good enough - but it is better.

But Yolo County is still stuck in the dark ages here. This is not a white county. The total population is
nearly half people of color. 47.5 percent of the population is white. 31.4% is Hispanic with another 13.6%
Asian.

Worse yet, the four judges assigned to criminal court are white males - David Rosenberg, Tim Fall, Paul
Richardson and David Reed. That decision was entirely in the hands of presiding judge Sam McAdam
who rotated the two women - Sonia Cortes and Janene Beronio off of criminal court while reducing the
number of criminal courtrooms from 6 to 4.

There is an expectation that Governor Newsom could appoint someone by the end of this year. That
would be good - but we have to hope it would be a woman of color to balance the scales just a bit.

This was entirely preventable. Governor Brown had several quality women candidates and instead he
appointed two men from his own administration - these were political appointments, and to make matters
worse, neither were Yolo County residents.

Moreover presiding Judge Sam McAdam needed to be more sensitive to the optics of having four white
men presiding over criminal matters, the vast majority of whom are young men of color.

How this system corrects itself is going to take some time. A lot of these judges figure to be locked into
place for some time. THat means in ten to twenty years from now, we could be having the same
conversation - if not worse.

Thanks for reading.
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YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: Keeping an
Eye on Crime Rates Crucial For
Progressive Prosecution Reform

The historic drop in crime rate over the last several decades
combined with the disproportionate incarceration in the US
compared to the rest of the world has fueled criminal justice
reform which has eventually led not only to a change in
policies but also a change in leadership.

Read More

DA Dismisses Case Where Defense
Claimed Sacramento County Jury Pool is
Racially Biased
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A criminal case here in Sacramento County Superior Court
was dismissed in the interest of justice late Friday, about a
month after a judge ruled it must go forward despite questions
by defense lawyers that Sacramento juries may racially
discriminate.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 24 –
Nazgol Ghandnoosh Discusses Sentencing
Reform

Nazgol Ghandnoosh is a Senior Research Analyst at The
Sentencing Project, a nonprofit organization engaged in
research and advocacy for criminal justice reform. Nazgol
holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of California,
Los Angeles (2013).

Read More

A Fair Chance at Opportunity: The U.S.
Government Bans the Box

When Rep. Elijah Cummings (D-Md.) reintroduced the Fair
Chance Act earlier this year, he said: “This bill would give
individuals who are reentering society from prison a fair
chance at truly achieving the American dream.”

Read More

Misplaced Outrage Over Kentucky
Governor’s Pardons Harms Criminal
Justice Reform

News went viral last week after the departing pro-Trump
Republican governor of Kentucky, Matt Bevin, pardoned and
commuted the sentences of hundreds of prisoners. A torrent
of headlines and thousands of tweets decried his decision to
release “violent criminals” convicted of all types of heinous
and shocking crimes.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014fjKbA0TCUXTsFJRlIrMpsCH0obMnJhN6rjh1_YihVBzeCbZFRi2H7rlRcAd43jIjIf_qVgRSCtfgW97KyvwvufefACb5TdTV_qNi4_pJL9V9jzXcMVW5xfZKF44ujAWFk0gwW7paIZykYMd9F7G3SaeOfKdAWgYvKD3Q7TbTVlsB74_wYSwnQJeFi40JbxM&c=7TSFps6wyuCoY9gproZVUXLXbPQhb2SSZSmdsKjDwc0gzqHNwfMskg==&ch=8En7tSWGMPriUKzmKvJfTqb8JmDKjLDJ8TqGlwYYwcKTil1qTlvAzA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014fjKbA0TCUXTsFJRlIrMpsCH0obMnJhN6rjh1_YihVBzeCbZFRi2H23KWfGfQV9OaxGVThqlPMxjBs1nQvez91fk1ITM7preQ4WHfkojefjb0TVwuwqWdI4XY_hsGPbL1vJAv_OBFba8RWDB084WeQgQjWyGp59j3jirJlrkMA1BbR_Rlht2O1CGNzh2UoZhit7cPH0ed7z-57je4SGZ70beqTzeTa-ZXyf86olnl1IbGzdrxsN5PO1S4hJt5DXy1UNNMiqUi1o=&c=7TSFps6wyuCoY9gproZVUXLXbPQhb2SSZSmdsKjDwc0gzqHNwfMskg==&ch=8En7tSWGMPriUKzmKvJfTqb8JmDKjLDJ8TqGlwYYwcKTil1qTlvAzA==
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Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

DA Dismisses Case Where Defense
Claimed Sacramento County Jury Pool is
Racially Biased

A criminal case here in Sacramento County Superior Court
was dismissed in the interest of justice late Friday, about a
month after a judge ruled it must go forward despite questions
by defense lawyers that Sacramento juries may racially
discriminate.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 24 –
Nazgol Ghandnoosh Discusses Sentencing
Reform

Nazgol Ghandnoosh is a Senior Research Analyst at The
Sentencing Project, a nonprofit organization engaged in
research and advocacy for criminal justice reform. Nazgol
holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of California,
Los Angeles (2013).

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014fjKbA0TCUXTsFJRlIrMpsCH0obMnJhN6rjh1_YihVBzeCbZFRi2H-7nkSjAIQVrkaMEQsrdOHYyshD6U91hwsY3B6W8gb5vIZjUixErDwZpwz3hTsE3QhzuI-jO21G_vrlVVGyUlbUFyBWgMd2fMd_--3sPx65PGdYbb_Wj6BTkmKYeRxZavSWL3FSzI57WmystSLdhFqzt81UAl6hJW8MFJKSmScvpCxHFN5_hVEldyca3gbQgLzTulnFwnSsgWAYMFiHMjf44JDoctw6h1sNlPDSRRXWp&c=7TSFps6wyuCoY9gproZVUXLXbPQhb2SSZSmdsKjDwc0gzqHNwfMskg==&ch=8En7tSWGMPriUKzmKvJfTqb8JmDKjLDJ8TqGlwYYwcKTil1qTlvAzA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014fjKbA0TCUXTsFJRlIrMpsCH0obMnJhN6rjh1_YihVBzeCbZFRi2H1CLPpJkEV6tOFdcO2gC2Yi76xJBDBQoWX-PnpDOD1yXe3szCp6iUcsfHdVrp42f7noPMtqvfqeB1DvbTb0_zpUhh6Vca5E4nCnSSupKndql&c=7TSFps6wyuCoY9gproZVUXLXbPQhb2SSZSmdsKjDwc0gzqHNwfMskg==&ch=8En7tSWGMPriUKzmKvJfTqb8JmDKjLDJ8TqGlwYYwcKTil1qTlvAzA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014fjKbA0TCUXTsFJRlIrMpsCH0obMnJhN6rjh1_YihVBzeCbZFRi2H-7nkSjAIQVrVB2CtS6_Xl2BjHT7nWmJmB0paSS07B3h9uDZ-7Tt9yjuVzqt9A1VQ-zQM0NwfHENM44KQafTwbv95M9SXmi5zB4wObJ_tQKb_JijAsjxGMHH7yIkMU0y-gflkisEme08tLO7F9KiGFPg2dRU5hcvfPwPymgjvaPkzTgqLkuy6DP6Mj4u1Hw5qUD6hj82pY1hsLvjGBku2drfiEirBR4gOvWwCEPMRmUc&c=7TSFps6wyuCoY9gproZVUXLXbPQhb2SSZSmdsKjDwc0gzqHNwfMskg==&ch=8En7tSWGMPriUKzmKvJfTqb8JmDKjLDJ8TqGlwYYwcKTil1qTlvAzA==
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Subject: FW: CourtWatch Photos
Date: Monday, December 23, 2019 at 5:45:53 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Roberts, Larry (PDR)
ASachments: IMG_4392.JPG, ATT00001.txt, IMG_4396.JPG, ATT00002.txt, IMG_5167.JPG, ATT00003.txt,

IMG_5227.JPG, ATT00004.txt

-----Original Message-----
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2019 7:42 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: CourtWatch Photos

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org


Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:57:25 Bri8sh Summer Time
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Subject: RE: CourtWatch Photos
Date: Monday, December 23, 2019 at 4:51:09 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

Thank you for sending these. I'll see if Larry can find  a place for any of them.

-----Original Message-----
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2019 7:42 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Subject: CourtWatch Photos

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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Subject: RE: Court Watch/intern photos?
Date: Monday, December 23, 2019 at 3:46:58 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), David M. Greenwald

Valerie.  This is something I regret we did not do as much as I’d like.  I did send some pics.  Thanks.  Jacque
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2019 3:16 PM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: Court Watch/intern photos?
 
Hello David and Jacque,
 
We are pu�ng together our annual calendar (yes, it is cu�ng it down to the wire this year, but Larry and I are
confident that we can get it done) and we realized that one of the pages we are working on is about the
programs we have to inspire the next genera.on of legal professionals/public defenders. I’m planning to
men.on Court Watch and was wondering if either of you happen to have any good photos that you might be
willing to let us use for the calendar. It could be anything that shows interns/students/etc.
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: CourtWatch Photos
Date: Monday, December 23, 2019 at 3:42:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), David M. Greenwald
ASachments: IMG_4392.JPG, ATT00001.txt, IMG_4396.JPG, ATT00002.txt, IMG_5167.JPG, ATT00003.txt,

IMG_5227.JPG, ATT00004.txt
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Protests Push Governor Newsom to Pardon Immigrant; Latest Podcast Features
Police Auditor

Date: Friday, December 20, 2019 at 7:15:07 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We ask for forgiveness and redemption…to open the governor’s eyes to see how he (Joseph) has
changed his life…for the governor to take the step to make this truly a sanctuary state,” Speakers on the
Charles Joseph case

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 20, 2019

Programming Notes and a Plea For Help
 
 
With the winter break and our court watch programs operating on skeletal staffs without our student
interns, the next two weeks will see a scale down of our operations - we will have daily articles still posted
at davisvanguard.org, but the newsletter will only operate twice a week:

Monday, December 23
Thursday, December 26
Monday, December 30
Thursday, January 2

Normal Monday through Friday coverage will resume on Monday, January 6

Support our work - become a paid subscriber or a donor:

We have raised around $4400 in this year end fund drive. But we are winding down with just 12 days left
in the year. So we need some help finishing it up - $1600 to raise.

Three ways to contribute:

(1) Gofundme: https://tinyurl.com/yyultcf9

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMPOIhr3OFZtY6xrgy9AEy-jyVzVshKZUKGjKWbjm3psPdpkFxPDq5XpredGBEuvntG94nWw2hpZc-uwS-p08yggaSzHlLsqnmA==&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
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(2) PayPal - go to davisvanguard.org and hit "donate" at the top or send it directly
to info@davisvanguard.org

(3) Check - Davis Vanguard, PO Box 4715, 95617

Also, if you are not a paid subscriber - now would be a great time to become one. It costs just $10 a
month. You can sign up here: http://davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber

Why become a subscriber? If you appreciate our work - then subscribers are how we pay for our growing
staffing, travel, office, and supply costs.

Think about it - think about what the Vanguard brings to this community and consider becoming a paid
subscriber.

Thanks for reading. Please help!

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Governor to Play Santa Claus this Holiday
to ICE’s Grinch? Family of Detained Fijian
Hope So

Gov. Gavin Newsom could play Santa Claus to the U.S.
Immigration and Border Enforcement (ICE)’s Grinch this
holiday season.At least that what supporters of Charles
Joseph hope will happen.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 23 –
Michael Gennaco talks about police
accountability

Michael Gennaco was hired as the police auditor by the city of
Davis in the wake of the Picnic Day incident. Mr. Gennaco is a
veteran auditor who has reviewed cases and incidents across
the nation.

Read More

Constitutionality and What Reckless
Indifference Are Issues in a Key 1437 Case

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMJ5BFavWdfMnPmhGf_Xbd6GvUI1K6qwMy5IqqnJsOvg-nJeZQUO9gW61Tf5VikoTvd7xRlhzyklmF95ED7tHzSeAi9KemZP9Bg==&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMO51YuaBOjXu5vCHOi675mXsBKztLsiCjw2RuTZaw8mm1_t0VlzAuw8B5A50HUfvpMmMr7Lz4_agmMtwVTkqgLdcEpHreSS0DiMVlFg9mb0ttlAuYzHbEi8qFCoT8-Ekgamp9lrppPumTZsGSfDZ_ng=&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMGYZNPQNAy4_hzg7CAmmKyYrNEPfphyI7o_vvzsp8pE887vGESJGUA182HrqcNEpWaw-yGEwLRFAqrHkfbHchVY8NFikUgXm-fQP77MIU8nvjAvJLg1ZYyI=&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMGYZNPQNAy4_GAiI4Rk96Q6K3CE-dz1_rciurlFAMfl6Se2dcD4sKVdYss56NN5Sc0IoSaLoQVqP95KWg1l8HYi1zqh4LyxzIdQ-H_Wrd9iuUlJGS5BIjxSGFAVhnCcwYBYJsSLux_iH&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMGYZNPQNAy4_VAakrRG4Gd7BFoh5V5uTsxnUDrz00lYkri4Td2IZeBD4YchzrYd_KAoelY5EKWlwrfMiiLoM0C37F-gIOqSLl1ViYdJ7q5VRRUmz5ForzP1Sdfcx5VMgQgSJdDFHKl0w9Qd7WKy1WiI=&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMN1Cp5O4fhK5oC8m6wvV4rr-WI3aYHbcMW84vVly4GfGj2YBaEaPCAL5IpriAaPt2yMQwqosIqww8MI2GCVeEiekVEyQVd1brclxJulnu-sRkW63j7mfNV1E1iPTM8pjL5tmZL8TrJP0&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMDvFfZ96FDcXU94RUAJaQglIUELMQ9h7BgGhtfGuIBt4B7IzbgzGFtqPcV_jd57UbEB6mIKDTOLi6_hNngYE9uLOVvMBCvzkXBTfdeJ8YNI9&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMMA7RC7Daai1oRzAGNFcC9meZBmOrEnbVPYNI6edk2TfcoF4ZonnjRbojfepGbeJGSMeROEaVUi9ef5nWCVO3e9S7V0tDrgLt8e0PleXosSL&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMO586cdzRQgCSMfDDHHWPQCKAmEybBnJT3zFCEgCbEcoM9ZvKglrcQOOT8ri45nbe9iSupTjBHC9AS-5hCM1zb_WI5fa8kRzBufO0BMLQlsCWy-3yYvjvXTDubBaGfsdVH1XyXF0jfnJ9Jy5_Du4y2vB0lOGsG3L27OcYysVJw249zlzsdJ_gYh_6l5H9MFzLhiBc257C7DlHfKKJVrMNHq4PGgEfkv8qyVNyqiD0fg3GD3lhBO_MEU=&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMO586cdzRQgC4gaiwWnmvOTq8XwbKWK3B74qQBoJRYw51ezDOe_O-S_XOtbj1P_EAb35TOn_X8W2lPqkgQeWi_stfccdMxidbsV9-18jw3xsXSgZlYMCr3ZhJ5b5_ipDfFGlClCCSy0uGLOoJFcK1JRLRJwN2Wmz8apkksEXZfgc_c9optA_Lr9TLEpPdsIeL0cxTPHD92_9S4dyAjj8-7vWz-laV7k2IAEH-gjwnr5m&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
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In the month since the 4th District Court of Appeals ruled in
both Good and Lamoureux that SB 1437 is constitutional, we
have seen in many counties, acknowledgment by the judge
that SB 1437 is currently constitutional and an indication

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Governor to Play Santa Claus this Holiday
to ICE’s Grinch? Family of Detained Fijian
Hope So

Gov. Gavin Newsom could play Santa Claus to the U.S.
Immigration and Border Enforcement (ICE)’s Grinch this
holiday season.At least that what supporters of Charles
Joseph hope will happen.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 23 –
Michael Gennaco talks about police
accountability

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMLUyW7E7uejqyJMRfUlA2_HOw3iT2bK2FyxfRs4E-VgGcwELvL_xAT2PnoTU5Q8MmmQOcgFSRSUAY8hLLNryZoQymBFSLHa4nbAniJVYvO00tmrZQdmrp4mG08ydZcVywM4y4MOoXzMqVcqlIQCWl2KOkgTNFeWZO1Wnxq42UekJRXZNPd1Mbqim_4HIhK-8ly5T06qkujwQY8KR7IemqYV1HxEa55wtww==&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMC-eAxp8RBSnQxNokS1b-mQZixWF1I034X2tPNZ6w0UgVoPEdPpuAv4YowoIwlEvN8_tDEzuPMKZuTDPUdGxm-Rg0CkAGGzqqnx8r4v-OeBo22BrHPejug_dzKmYkxVpa9mrqpA_WE1A&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMIQeuVM2CA9c1GvPT_VqHn557r6sy42ipwAAeVArYbGtNBuDJp1aHQZboEo0MywCqNDIU5SJYHHGQ4wJ2JaLXTUM2v12hhfdO2pqCCEZNcvDTW1_pG_eGzoDVYJQWVoBIm_zx_aXdMrjCCTgllDJpmXmEKW7oBlj7LZyppkmIMLdEU9uur9yrHYZa_lJ2CynKazZkjJ9gr7hy56q3QaMp4I=&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMGYZNPQNAy4_GAiI4Rk96Q6K3CE-dz1_rciurlFAMfl6Se2dcD4sKVdYss56NN5Sc0IoSaLoQVqP95KWg1l8HYi1zqh4LyxzIdQ-H_Wrd9iuUlJGS5BIjxSGFAVhnCcwYBYJsSLux_iH&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMAJLaSKFxvVrQDO1XqT_B78JwsK1O8u_dLek8V5AVYIZnL_TfkjGWzEDrhmPvUBPpxJrFke37Cmew1NTTm72yXXCYlKZdj938fzdYT0Io_h21HQRZeOyBJozbbzBtJmODqR79cIoDYYAaz8MFJsUBRJaLGspDut76G46GFnerXZ7f7SUn5c0beWeky-wS0_sCMzrDDetCmAFVeGfdQa7WTUVXK9VOjUhHlHJFzrpDuW4l-__TPSEt74OtRbZp2SIYeSq16uSM5xF&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMC-eAxp8RBSn9kNJBDUlsqCFk67ammE5MEF_f71-jJEN0hl40GggaAvfEHRuytYKH2cUxtrB1p76drbNvvt-ie3NKeaUidgu8o2NZ88JaaCSem8Ih87ZDdiq_Z3YKjrgBlsho4LNgzus-frWJ7zYsjg=&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMO586cdzRQgCSMfDDHHWPQCKAmEybBnJT3zFCEgCbEcoM9ZvKglrcQOOT8ri45nbe9iSupTjBHC9AS-5hCM1zb_WI5fa8kRzBufO0BMLQlsCWy-3yYvjvXTDubBaGfsdVH1XyXF0jfnJ9Jy5_Du4y2vB0lOGsG3L27OcYysVJw249zlzsdJ_gYh_6l5H9MFzLhiBc257C7DlHfKKJVrMNHq4PGgEfkv8qyVNyqiD0fg3GD3lhBO_MEU=&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oqlgFZFvfYXP09JbI-egqjICaklQEEJaAuPfxUAItfb6zfKqU7wWMO51YuaBOjXuIL-B1WsQCTgI150jGtIVOKyia6GrxP5Z_X3njRoSKEftXpRvnwyH-CLLDtxU8gFiiiT05pcktXmrRs7sUd89-tNinOqbT00K&c=gVvS4jkrP-XdiLQEQvx5NQgKlByWPZHMSfEGSrw8p626eCNgjkTBTg==&ch=-xwg4OBnZcLkbxYdCESKw2Cu4PDYvWu_rdpTMh7tXhWThfIPKa0paw==
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Michael Gennaco was hired as the police auditor by the city of
Davis in the wake of the Picnic Day incident. Mr. Gennaco is a
veteran auditor who has reviewed cases and incidents across
the nation.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Looking at Crime in 2019 - Good News For SF, Mixed for Philly; Cons.tu.onality
and What Reckless Indifference Are Issues in a Key 1437 Case

Date: Thursday, December 19, 2019 at 7:00:26 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Paul Boylan: “Defendant seems to be arguing that he isn’t liable for imprisoning his ex-wife because it
was the Iranian government that did it, not him. This argument is more than offensive. It is meritless."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 19, 2019

Violent Crime Continues to Fall? National Trends and Good News
For San Francisco. Mixed For Philly
 
 
by David Greenwald
 
The Brennan Center's report paints a complex picture: "With the end of the year approaching, trends in
crime for 2019 are snapping into focus. They offer some good news, including decreases that offset a
spike from 2015 and 2016 in many places. But there are also some reminders of the need for innovative
solutions to urban violence."
 
The data here are critical. Criminal justice reform momentum will only continue as long as crime
continues to remain at or near historical levels.
 
Last week, I met with DA-Elect in San Francisco, Chesa Boudin, the entire movement whether it is bail
reform, felony murder rule reform, sentencing reform hinges on the idea that at the very least crime
doesn’t start to sky-rocket.
 
Even in San Francisco, while the voters put their faith in a new path forward with Chesa Boudin, the
backdrop to the campaign was concern over rising property crime.
 
Moreover, as Mr. Boudin related to us, changing the bail system is going to mean that someone who got
out will end up committing a series crime and ultimately someone will get killed. When that happens there
will be huge pressure and pushback over reforms. The question for the movement is going to be whether
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the good stuff outweighs the bad stuff.
 
So watching the data on violent crime, nationally is vitally important.
 
The Brennan Center points to the long-term trend on murders. From 1960 to 1980, “the murder rate
roughly doubled, climbing from 5.1 per 100,000 people to 10.2. After a short dip, murder rates reached
their most recent high point in 1991, peaking at 9.8. This increase was not confined to just homicide:
rates of crime and violent crime also rose dramatically. In some cities, the trend was even sharper, with
New York City experiencing 2,245 murders in 1990 alone, corresponding to a murder rate of more than
30 per 100,000.”
 
The crime rate then started falling. By 2014, it reached 4.4 per 100,000 – less than half the peak and in
places like NYC, it was 90 percent from the peak.
 
This trend stalled and reserved in 2015 with it going back up to 5.4 – an increase, but nothing like 1980 or
1990.
 
That led to a lot of concern especially in places like Chicago. Writes the Brennan Center: “Thankfully,
though, the new crime wave that some warned was just over the horizon never materialized. Violent
crime appeared to stabilize in 2017 and then dropped sharply in 2018.”
 
SO now what? Murders declined in Chicago – again. It is not back to 2014 levels, but they have made
progress. 
 
In San Francisco, Suzy Loftus focused on property crime, but the data through October shows “significant
declines in the number of homicides (down around 18 percent) and reported rapes (down 14 percent)
contributing to a roughly 7 percent decrease in violent crimes reported.”
 
But even better news, “Property crimes are down 5 percent overall, with the number of reported
burglaries falling 16 percent. These are small declines, though, considering San Francisco’s relatively
high rate of property crime. In 2018, San Francisco’s property crime rate was the third highest among
cities with populations of 500,000 or more.”
 
So even among property crime, San Francisco saw decreases.
 
Not as good a news for Philadelphia – but not terrible. Given the 2017 election of Larry Krasner and his
slew of reforms.
 
Homicides in Philadelphia were up by 10 percent in 2018 prompting concerns that this was a
consequence of his reforms.
 
However, “through December 1, violence appears to be stabilizing, with violent crime rising by just 4
percent — within the realm of yearly variation. That increase includes a less than 1 percent rise in the
number of homicides, though; upticks in robbery and aggravated assault account for most of the
increase.”
 
Moreover, “Philadelphia’s violent crime rate was 909 per 100,000 in 2018, the lowest it’s been since at
least 1990. If trends continue, the violent crime rate in 2019 will remain near the bottom of that trend.”
 
They go further to note: “Critically, relative stability in violent crime trends has occurred even as the jail
population dropped.”
 
The Brennan Center concludes: “It’s too soon to evaluate Krasner’s impact on the city, but these are
important data points to consider when evaluating the effect of criminal justice reform policies.”
 
These are trends we should all be watching as more and more centers engage in criminal justice reform.
 
Thanks for reading.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyU0CJpm7djb1Mmc9r90MyB2_EH4h8H9Fo7cpuvc-vCu1cfkBpE4IP1ggX-E-4ZCPCkW6npOI79B2JZ6TZ_ZGEQB8q5f8gOdumU5QzCzEVNbsurXZ7hktjYNdDDCWqTOfD3e4SLjmo1WuB1h74uv78xt8pl-H14NIh-gKzwu3ztG4M6oX_MWSt0giVABRk57DHJx8Ms1M7ZOO&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyU0CJpm7djb1Es9LKxeHmwMu-vzJZQ4KIOPfvaOOZ6c49Fg19DIVYpCL8S-afmGmq2huw9KZ-9dGx4nCr_GKX3nCEmYDzQtW_yNciDeVpwpFQo1h1VygHVVd2zjkyVpZ4EYStw6icxJEx32m112lNmVEa1_gxtEq7CFkFpoYBa2VXiih_VRwsMc=&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
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So far we have raised over $4100 for our Winter Fund Drive. 

Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Constitutionality and What Reckless
Indifference Are Issues in a Key 1437 Case

In the month since the 4th District Court of Appeals ruled in
both Good and Lamoureux that SB 1437 is constitutional, we
have seen in many counties, acknowledgment by the judge
that SB 1437 is currently constitutional and an indication

Read More

Vallejo: Police Kill With Near Impunity

Since 2010, no Vallejo officer has been disciplined for using
deadly force, despite multiple shootings of unarmed people—
including a man holding a can of beer. And active police union
leaders have been involved in the shooting investigations.

Read More

Yolo County Has Become a “Good Ole
Boys Club”

The judicial assignments in Yolo Superior Court were
released recently with some revisions over even a few weeks
ago and one thing became quite notable – the number of
criminal courtrooms has been shrunk from six the current
term, down to four.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyXJXqo2vHzT8Qr_bFrcixwEnjSZI1E8eKv00pkrCBVY0rA2AaZKRB2J6C51qsRIYAKO3-VSSJ-ODiPAEv7PWMmAjm6g1EENR9mA_DPqA_f9P9OQkfJeLHg4EZQlQJjMwPWMS7hAhiWO7xMtK5mFqT3OSSAxw2WQdPQ==&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RydNWLroewpe6qooQVL_Y1o9i2CyzhXGZH6HtRlUSndElmnFzGpWCRXZct8cpAOX2FoLDBlWwq_NKG8DZgS8J2PYnD7w-QOsb7rNBwxP4d5W69J7ECYLRKFA5EYwpLpR4gA9a2cXlQq6Q&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RycwbNCRlMQYAHtzVwWsmfNlStkbkocl3TsUklTlaNvegkXdkkKCTKdGlwAh1iZ829uOwISiQYUOEmUH8PbY1C4_OoWValNIwUg==&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyTzJgN7HdzjbexK1q5ZL7WU1mrrgPqypRP7gu0f9ZxpZkknnmM6YCFD6nRtwxwqwFnawoREPEE0OHgUdvBj7vdAZ6u3kh94gpBIQLJaIWwosN57d2_5gapA=&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyTzJgN7HdzjbLxLm9Ciq9e7AijegURNOZlTReaRpusDA84AM_LYqalHUgTMyhSjVnh2aoHO6ZRgJuryREPeJGA9BuqVjC59TqVqoYoOMOTNvkD1quKNIK-FCp7JvwPrKZFRtvwYbcShI&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyTzJgN7Hdzjb1AIzC7wRYbCIwnPH8lLzoWG2HbkTQvCmvacSEI7WeQLV-Aw7GUhjVAwjFa2bEdRmn_gEYc8TQwlIEfgZKWNiW-XuHND8p7aGcCRJg7_lkp6ucnVTZMR_ZQMABnw9ysjVWGR8nWD56tU=&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyawuQZu6MUSTZXfiNlLY-7sFMt32V2dw4iPu2EBfQgwxZ4lfTgKWCPQVKB_ijtQLZ_FILeD70O0zT5NCXIKlbIpsL_7xAHJIprekarQdsvH8-DfmpsdqE5llrDU7DeI-dWEjRoyI8NzB&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyXBuF_1fm5m4Te3Prhudxc3b_JEd18TBFKdwOH5IKbN1sqxN1ThYzd4Fydcklj_GpBCmcwvPEcB70tZMUZQfBxZEAKA59iaR2P1dMj06XW8w&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RySEkKEmPu9qfAPwAElyIIaKTrLECb46VwLF7hyK9ug1sMdmtzdJWNVvwB9Q3QzF27fyZRpmgzcoZisTsui6PAsm5PO2ms0WLg1UGmjc_bXC5&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyfmhdEHMOX6rXMRctxiLzNWAxTsTflfTOCXsbjrh7O_GQFE04JL5-H2h2PCeZFGPsJQn28kt24bsYs8aIzrZgRkp-sMNO0faCJavQJlj90mrZJxVuCKwYChVQG3iaWQv81RK3YaleYbVMZTew-2yEiWZNSEh2AJ1czyBD_ktZ0G2P5xDcIj0x1rEshAAi48C1-0AN_wGHtSOl4iM4LO_1Y-ObGGZkDhhzw==&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyfmhdEHMOX6rIbyZr8fBHKuQDiCX9cM1_iEgUhP-c7WY6tm1TLnC3Y9yPNtBqeLaTK4CzvTDRar8gdgAYL4myZo2HjS40BXr60XCmJ0qL_rAe22Q5uw9cic0iemsW6hA0ydP-xNVUjr_c4lJ0g4mQtY6M3LJQqmmUNIXoLRzC5mA&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyfuP5WJ4ixfGQXK9CYEU2uE136ijYQieDdLGzifyorTzpchuiEN1HBfGmmqgH_fyalOR30QKTfJHCujEMxkYam-_lRrsFgEGaeeAi6KqoaDtEYzPrgpUGNj6waSOrzOXTbWiSOovWRWisA-03AHob_RhZX_yhviPyMyJZEVWOdkseup9z329hEs=&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyTkao1rVQ3M68ppC69qN7n25zZ_-rgyZy7GMNGw-2qgAtpdjU8Gl3SB85idH6b7SPH5gMXTE9_5xFWYhwUv5Sq7_zendFg1ev0nC4PAPlq61hjsxGnAaRQStz_yjEwtZ94qLsV_2-PBQ&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
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Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Sheriff’s Dept. Scores ‘F’ in
Police Violence Scorecard

The new Inspector General just hired by the Sacramento
County of Supervisors to oversee the Sacramento County
Sheriff’s Dept. may not know what a big job he has in front of
him.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 22 –
Joe Kimok, Progressive Prosecutor
Candidate

Joe Kimok is a progressive candidate running for Broward
County State Attorney in Florida. He is one of eight
Democratic candidates vying for the August 2020 primary, in a
race dominated by the specter of the Parkland shooting and
the upcoming death penalty trial for the shooter next year.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8Rydz1Q7t3imL5l37_z0TvikBzhVaa0nGTpgz77XqWKAxmILI4Gewd6Ve0kO2Hs5vTJs92nc72AxyZFsPfZxhnimt9IEm2CDtbCtu-dpF9wVzyT2JBdlKsKoq9vw23kkWtEie6TR7L90CzMlWxN8NQ98Lek7hi3IrcypFUQRTo6In9jKIjSE6R8v-oTuw957go2tZXXTMIYqoM5PAyAe1CkPM=&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyTzJgN7HdzjbLxLm9Ciq9e7AijegURNOZlTReaRpusDA84AM_LYqalHUgTMyhSjVnh2aoHO6ZRgJuryREPeJGA9BuqVjC59TqVqoYoOMOTNvkD1quKNIK-FCp7JvwPrKZFRtvwYbcShI&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyfUroDT4WtCERhsW8w29luyKTN2JqlA1KVXrm1C0HIq99MmDPIL70YftFOXagi62pfz51TjohU7LjFE5WxyIg447RrZkgFYOSBhnBF99OggaPxL_sRqixgu-XDreOB0PMTsdKL3MRn-jPG79yCH08oaeWjdTbOkC81OXy_5oWGBUGXEMrDWx58Udk-9sRpXNzfQ9giqKJdfnpzjYuybdhlFG9zhv1WHthnmx_RSnaTUurNKYZuzVmR80EIxWtJ_lnnYx5FiSA7dh&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyTkao1rVQ3M6VUpN68DWF-eiJ4wYQqvvKf_Do3cTknky9l99Xr3u4BwB_WA9Pf85KTNKwPwJu6AJehDV-KwDcXcWL3Q0YJdyUGKlyloSHD7dtaOG7LDWIYmjYE8-eArKhFOW7k0XTNQwk_NWX_XjRvA=&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyfUroDT4WtCEApmX5NbGpaN1dFxfU0jzaVb1vGkpH4qajbgTu09IJL2U1YOA1Pe9SHZ5jgcUaIT-_DB6WHRN00g_G0c16nHK1KdDCsGlsQJAXM0wqBE-g_dXwqIPYmAjE6v57YqHu7JRstCdROxwpwPkEV4RG3vXSinTRmGGhWcSojSyp8ZfVom3xbRYWbeLDhc0PlHNjPNC&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8Rya2NA5fp339IgWHFwdxWiO_5ikXl2L3uziEypyemVuheT6SssQM7VEQBPvgsm3lYf0FHHGkR6icKLjAn8IK2oJmaelCMetegtZ6FejxSJLcb&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001gnUPAkNSzqrfLn5mcIjcjSPtTIVZ9EHsAYx_bBksP0EDqDagnf8RyS3QsvxMad5NJWxA_6vaJYkYlb-Pk0YzeXxu-wtK38ZqSRfU9itw_CnboI9MqxkMfW4kCIxl_HVNel8Jr1jrkVWXBADnkgO0bDVzdioc4Xa75eiIhYnrHV2JICtoWyabs_DYWSlIZ2HXSV5MOI9QohML23tctjnwtXva1fhQPaKemrpwBMMrpKGz_L8lmu7gussvzD0jVOQUzVW3klhUeT522k10WH9BFw==&c=-6eEtOXi-nZiaW_kDKHJyoTf6HvB3y7gY-fiHXEDIyFBbfCdMmIPPw==&ch=I28phsPZ173EG2z6V2ivg9-kygG2wqL1ol_WEFfxkPw3ltb7nvtS8Q==
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Subject: Court Watch/intern photos?
Date: Wednesday, December 18, 2019 at 11:16:00 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald, Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

Hello David and Jacque,
 
We are pu�ng together our annual calendar (yes, it is cu�ng it down to the wire this year, but Larry and I are
confident that we can get it done) and we realized that one of the pages we are working on is about the
programs we have to inspire the next genera.on of legal professionals/public defenders. I’m planning to
men.on Court Watch and was wondering if either of you happen to have any good photos that you might be
willing to let us use for the calendar. It could be anything that shows interns/students/etc.
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Good Ole Boys Network in Yolo; 1437 Mo.on Granted in San Mateo, Iran Law in
California?

Date: Wednesday, December 18, 2019 at 6:40:05 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Paul Boylan: “Defendant seems to be arguing that he isn’t liable for imprisoning his ex-wife because it
was the Iranian government that did it, not him. This argument is more than offensive. It is meritless."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 17, 2019

Good Old Boys Club
 
By David Greenwald
 
We haven’t done the math to look at the issue statewide, but at the very least, it is troubling to see just
how white and male the Yolo County Bench has become. 
 
The problem began last year, we pointed out that Governor Jerry Brown who was generally lauded for his
diverse approach to judicial appointments and rightly so, for some reason decided to put two of his own
associates Tom Dyar and Peter Williams on the bench in Yolo County.
 
Previously he had filled an appointment by placing Sonia Cortes – a Latina woman with a background in
civil rights to the bench. But replacing two women retiring with two middle-aged white men was not a
good look.
 
But now the problem has been magnified by presiding judge Sam McAdam putting as the criminal judges
– four older white men and pulling the two women that were serving in criminal courts into other areas.
 
Is there an optics problem here? We asked several people familiar with the Yolo County bench and they
had some rather pointed remarks.
 
This is amplified by the astonishing lack of women in Yolo County Government period. None of the five
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board of supervisors are women. None of the three remaining elected positions – County Clerk, District
Attorney and Sheriff are women.
 
Neither are the top administrative positions in the county – Administrator or County Counsel.
 
The lack of overall diversity is rather astonishing in a county that is majority-minority. Whites are less than
50 percent of the total population. And yet, of the judges just Judge Cortes is Latina. Of the eight elected
positions only Jesse Salinas clearly punches the box.
 
Yolo County becomes even more striking because while this is a small county, it is not a red county. Far
from it. It overwhelmingly supported Hillary Clinton in 2016 over Donald Trump.
 
And it has overwhelmingly supported criminal justice reform – supporting by large margins Prop 47, three
strikes reform, even ending the death penalty, Prop 57 and Prop 64 to legalize cannabis.
 
Longtime district attorney Jeff Reisig was nearly defeated in 2018 by Public Defender Dean
Johansson. And yet up until last week, Yolo County judges were ruling that SB 1437 was unconstitutional
– even David Rosenberg generally considered liberal and appointed by former Democratic Governor
Gray Davis.
 
The bench is still disproportionately conservative – and while some blame falls on Governor Brown for his
appointments, the overall bench has been shifting in recent years with three appointments by the recent
Democratic Administrations – and a fourth one apparently on the way.
 
We hope to see a woman who is a person of color for the sake of diversity.
 
Thanks for reading.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
So far we have raised over $4100 for our Winter Fund Drive. 

Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Yolo County Has Become a “Good Ole
Boys Club”

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIRBzAXcsLsFOJ8iu6yswlt4z2ySZDev24PIUYsqv6Rj3HlIw9SEL4_CokttgPFzRlzx3wbjztgUaqwQclR2LJZ5WcXyIsT0CgaeRWadXcyHS2nGXQ5NScg0QdhqyXqDFFc5QTXC-f_NSFD6x_8SjEsaV_yh4ZTMFKg==&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIdDLniuj2FbtLbOiaTvOFL72m4IFibX0SAnkCJ0grNdxGpuRjygj8riH-b7p2zyczf21tAmhnlLzUc4zWvXVCPncEQ0ETjk-3bkRLTdy-Df-MdbNn-CeTzd5Mxw1l1YbxX4jmr0FYT5a&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbISn3MrowdqYcqnFsXgt58noGE93DGKtyqzw3hzFdX47oaUPEYI_3MSb16K1NtJS3fbBSZ4hU9NnzmDoiIYZCVHpK8ZyeVWQZAg==&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIfMBlenDpyiP96S2_UcS_6Sl-sCgsA9HXuCzqPjc9L-YKGvTXGoAbm5h1r1-Es1tJ3Nnhp2q7QTVSJEKToekia2WPXGe3SvPdi0JHJ1q9xyt2UT3Iyqjtwo=&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIfMBlenDpyiPeioMzqQ-fpXBuUtT-qEOnFtAjAWcyt6W-AhQodGI7Km3q-TuibYjTxy2korfovjpFK95RZqhga42VN7Jncp272AbCYpylwrEBKKRD4hvws1gZ9_2cFDfkqizwTnhhC8F&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIfMBlenDpyiPGiRGpm2-ayhCzRNUvDpD1wj2w7pnMU-dU6Haaol8jiGHYj3mgtjNcTcjiHRsw3zLZKgHLgIIH8RAQmx4N-CoNKbUCtnKT6MmILD2s02y60A-hQ-0j9y08gCkO6pmlZjrfcQ2RAfL6Vk=&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIReGENorEulRzaSgVTMA9E2hI3KhRGwDEgYjdLiECdkm7SlL4fY_XXP04Cxn9QzB9pwLK4_TvdMn_o2xE06ZPqOKPfoAV_iwIKyN-xTSESMRfYRxB081PFl2il53TZ8jFfB_wNPvhyn0&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIYuASVXZLT-fe3LskJscGGLczpgOGVQK07ztqjIm166iQ03dGrDlXkK_oB986RXKjmjU9djIyUcF88NJayZCraE3_4edtIkZ8K3mkS8rKMAa&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIUWpskrRTOwND9VKfKL-2-3P9ipUkWW-P3KV9JtkV0Vfu1tUnLZYVJvS1VoqiHonawe_BBGNe3eL3hMxyic-6Tne-eXx094_fwV_Juo36lwZ&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
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The judicial assignments in Yolo Superior Court were
released recently with some revisions over even a few weeks
ago and one thing became quite notable – the number of
criminal courtrooms has been shrunk from six the current
term, down to four.

Read More

1170.95 Motion Granted in San Mateo After
Man Served 8 Years In Prison

The Superior Court of San Mateo recently granted an 1170.95
motion for a man who plead no contest to felony murder in
2011 and has been in custody for 8 years.

Read More

Does Iran Law Govern California Law?
Former Wife Claims Ex-Hubby Had Her
Detained in Iran

A case brewing here in Yolo County Superior Court may not
be quite the “international incident” that wars are fought over,
or fodder for blockbuster films, but then again it may be.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbId5wnnDf6vKXGfic2bpUNrNp5WAyFcdDdK5OX49qCD-8MQN5H-UtewMcnE759In5MUovtK9uiHBTLNfpMilBGWakeFC-IPtEMqCwFj6bmgTc9kyUXnbOX2T8c7zqacZeEFosvWBzBtJbKmta89Vc0lGwhhXBVyZ9F9qAKw8eZagtfLjU-8I2AAs=&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbId5wnnDf6vKXJWAv-oqdq8eDA3SDH4CKEHCeWHz90ixUopoQTwtbd77pq0cOAb89jcQkB8gMu9wqwP18DwtBYSfn0hhLsiovNrrJy-aaovoNirmSS7dqV4DeQkYmq-FEQexmkfyG4kbxOI6gHV09MBuH8Oh-0v3RV8lXH_lJXiIUxYniguXX_06hvU_v7oq3jmq__evryY26KGwUo1RMYDY=&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbId5wnnDf6vKXxE0Z91y1sRYJOyT4NGq7LUCndAk5tMr-Jph0GMoQ3UGL6ceYmdwGb6bmUIU1Nr4j9mYCB91m_AIatBJlV2QPGxCBwfI79SH8UJsBxPT7qlyJxD0jCUEakKFqL01lVqP0l5MUrFiIazfmx0FU9jxsr51BjcFwDpGe29Kv5vRTk8Hwtj4bZMZHldufmQdqCzmTzd1RSzmGdCAcUfwBwrkFgHSwirqHUVEE&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIctu9mXYv8V2Z5LdUliTvJE3mDYnZzvpWOlE3_51I-Kk2D95AGn9ocHr9eny-RvKDkaTzgbOKoTXXWrOfeiLLkVCXMt-9nLLmnuNQIg6uhWsmat7qjQ5HZuScIU9Ad8uNtJYFIcdFHlq&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIfFgYvJAr2XnliNAEIrvQI8OyBG_GitSqmlI0PHgNED93afjLwczxXDm48Ofs68o1j-wz6zvL83Dq7g5X6uo3MgdsCVh0huOQqrM6I8-MTkw9H76N805J_Cl2sxpzRag4aDTAsj5iI2p0CmxVKRL1C6VGKH9qZb_klrtOE85FjPGFkaYDtd25yCmr3t7w0VUZlUtMK5DTd0cFbUe1VRJqhw=&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbIfMBlenDpyiPeioMzqQ-fpXBuUtT-qEOnFtAjAWcyt6W-AhQodGI7Km3q-TuibYjTxy2korfovjpFK95RZqhga42VN7Jncp272AbCYpylwrEBKKRD4hvws1gZ9_2cFDfkqizwTnhhC8F&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LbTL7b_ETdJtuQwFEPMvZe_B4-7QOamhs-EuNRoGeFsaSbDnTcKbITX4Tznq-yr8Rd6965L0eyxj18YlOfIIJWK7-1xQs2VGQ-TLstlwbS_L1g-qfTyJ4hU-gPkcqS08WWda8-0XK67GzScvI-as0VJzWALXSbaaeTXtIUsCHU_G1-z2ApgA5dJggnj_UM-F7Aq6H7oWPFgIWi38shIQNI2Qs8Hb1E64EniFGU8nfJvKZjcIHiik2cIGU3Pd92YE5wXBP4kXBSLM_EsNOc6CKrl30CAsIh-EwvZIaZ2swbjaJdveNFTEr5kp48FjH69t&c=7NZ7K_2hd8FPBGRaW9YkB1aRHbvxaZQ95U5f1wgis-kVkP1HLpnUuA==&ch=0YN07uNUwHwXh0SzK7oNZcAVGyHOKcayga50_Trh30hu-RU28ol0vw==
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Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Sheriff’s Dept. Scores ‘F’ in
Police Violence Scorecard

The new Inspector General just hired by the Sacramento
County of Supervisors to oversee the Sacramento County
Sheriff’s Dept. may not know what a big job he has in front of
him.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 22 –
Joe Kimok, Progressive Prosecutor
Candidate

Joe Kimok is a progressive candidate running for Broward
County State Attorney in Florida. He is one of eight
Democratic candidates vying for the August 2020 primary, in a
race dominated by the specter of the Parkland shooting and
the upcoming death penalty trial for the shooter next year.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Wrongful Convic.on Project Launched; Dev Ma4er Postponed; Sac Sheriff Gets
an F

Date: Tuesday, December 17, 2019 at 6:35:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Cres Vellucci: "(Sacramento County Sheriff) scored 59 percent (F) on Police Violence, 17 percent (F) for
Police Accountability, and 66 percent (D) on Approach to Policing."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 17, 2019

Restorative Justice International and Vanguard to Partner on
Wrongful Conviction Project
 
We are really excited to announce this partnership....

Restorative Justice International (RJI) and the Davis Vanguard will be partnering to launch The Wrongful
Conviction Project (WCP). The project will shine a light on wrongful convictions while urging the
application of restorative justice to seek systemic reform of our justice system(s). The project will produce
joint podcasts on wrongful convictions, work on prosecutorial reform and support public policy changes
needed to right the wrong of wrongful convictions.

“We are excited about launching The Wrongful Conviction Project with our partner the Davis Vanguard,
an organization we have worked with on many criminal justice reform efforts. We know that there are far
too many innocent men and women behind bars who must be exonerated,” said Lisa Rea, President,
Restorative Justice International. “Restorative justice principles apply to wrongful convictions because all
those in the justice system who help to convict and imprison innocent individuals should be held
accountable.” Ms. Rea continued. “Those who are exonerated after serving time in our prisons are
victims of crime.”

“We can talk all we want about criminal justice reform, decarceration and prosecutorial misconduct. But
for me, restorative justice allows for a fundamental shift from a punishment based system that is
fundamentally broken to a system that finds better ways to address and repair harm,” said David
Greenwald, President, Davis Vanguard.
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Restorative Justice International is an association and network advocating for victims driven restorative
justice with over 6000 affiliates and members around the nation and globe. RJI works for systemic justice
reform based on restorative justice principles to encourage offender accountability, healing of crime
victims, as much as possible, and increasing community engagement in the justice system.

The Davis Vanguard is a community-based watchdog and news reporting organization that publishes
daily coverage of local government and criminal justice reform. The Vanguard seeks to bring
transparency, accountability and fairness to local government and the courts, while promoting social
justice and democracy, and adhering to principles of accuracy and fairness in our reporting.

RJI and the Davis Vanguard have worked on issues related to wrongful convictions including supporting
legislation to address wrongful convictions in California and nationally and telling the stories of exonerees
including Jeffrey Deskovic of the Deskovic Foundation.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
So far we have raised over $4100 for our Winter Fund Drive. 

Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Commentary: Why We Need Sentencing
Review Units

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--Yf0EdunHQ8Is4InG7F_LDgfxyLWlSlWi07-wRDlJe6E6gPkwFJjWK8DX7CH2HXz5wlEs2NgSKYlPYqCQLHGBw61IaoozEgAA99Fj9hX-Z-UV5zLFfMZssQWD5ZO-zBilkJc_sdFXmxcWAJz84T2L2-i15uG124EBgw==&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YUpJbdw2NqYFxHODEuoejY66D-rw18Pet1vYHjdbqrNjNhcCk4GnIr-NxaLO1dMBi1T-2gN3iWds9V6N2q04GTHCkmER7UBpsKmTxqycQeuu9NrNCutqj-J5I0MkaBb72ftDgT-NeCf_&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YWMNQPip_GWLRDJWdD1qPHyRkViGwuhe7iCzHMnInxZjAZ_I5omKWE4leAvr1P8nxhwMXaf2cs1cYMWbYHx7IIWGtUx0zyiQbg==&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YWTfak8zJsn69zcjqDRp95PU_iXbx_A9gK-fuXL-Zlal7dHp5qR8qkFeeziEWk0QBKnZA0Hs3BTWmhcGz0QmPSfcqPXLaUdZb5DRr5eH7uHja25FNWF0MhE=&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YWTfak8zJsn6gxGiVpSX_bS43jKw0tCvsRTFtEWwVKcGJNufGDucPYu0sOburEEStBGbQ5NjGHjz4Fvryyvoo4EQmTahr7Fr4XwUGjOBpXiUyymxb4TzpCFBgxdGCRfc9O5GqN6m8tu6&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YWTfak8zJsn6aKQpoF4-VaUYhR1yl8zcAPE0qT6eHIDnHDhHbSmghSwtdTsHqY7GhFpH_TrzS7C1Etdb9zfQn-Q5Vs6MTPEQ2GtL3moX2FGjpa7AlEQoNYE7IRzI723NxV7gU3ssRo5B3x2ZXt78q-s=&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YWzV8BSBB6mfBtPfedSEliMutwhbv8t_-FBPDL0yWc2d03tKlFOBS4JdZmrM__VrrF8HwiVVKW8LV80s9bE3nP5LMpWsTPx0oq-SrDNNV31BPzQ6phZZb83sUP0JGRj0mzsSjtB00Sbi&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YRwbzvXlLfdCTQI8IC_SwrYEc5gUFFkeN0HzOPOpGoObJQA8u3P32mqKqBlDep-Gp-3bTpTxFP2IB3eLc4EMz_xklZO5G765KxEpZslvx_a0&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YfAdeC45UbPXSSv2R1Smf_wJ_9caZc1Ua46mHc1X-M-MewvHYRT5ZVuw9zBd7Oc3VirMejE_orvkKAm1LvTErwr8ir5yboZzQg_GWM1OuvKr&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001w5AKvx5t6M3P3Rwd9YddCJTajdT_gCwW1WNV1UYV0aVIAokBfr--YYXmW9-poYwYhV2aaiICSAHunLsNLkw92M0NSttOPcSPWvqAFBR_YMuRDddf554GGLd2XQpUNC6EKvZUsfbOOme6BEXtbzerqhuy-4rM-qmHJN7vLu9NKvXQJLHYpz8OmXYQpFPIOBZY9DWlcKUNIkrtRaQ8CzPSMXVQYN16rW88VfUzwwvh3tAFEXyT4XCf4nD5aL4rsmVpYvBVIySw3NgQL5ApNkn_2yZS-HaHp_fTzizO21MPz8_1bXP_XJAvCKveausyyofn&c=Wc2s4xMCBmYHMLYSS03E1RCqJBhwRHmocFSy5PBu09cwfiNXVQGe6A==&ch=RwSd7zlFvu2yHqlc1l38FrDdUpFueg0FKmn2vCvUWnRQC4QHji05ug==
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On Aug. 1, 2019, the New York Times published an opinion
piece speaking in favor of Sentence Review Units and stating
all District Attorneys should have one. This article was written
by James Forman Jr, a law professor at Yale, and Sarah
Lustbader, a senior counsel at the Justice Collaborative.

Read More

Sacramento Sheriff’s Dept. Scores ‘F’ in
Police Violence Scorecard

The new Inspector General just hired by the Sacramento
County of Supervisors to oversee the Sacramento County
Sheriff’s Dept. may not know what a big job he has in front of
him.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution

A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Dev Hearing Postponed Again Until
February as Both Sides Attempt to Get
Translation of Prison Phone Conversations

It has been over a month since the last hearing on October 28
ended as the petitioner accused Deputy DA Ryan Couzens of
hiding the ball with the transcript – and it appears it will be
some time longer before the evidentiary hearing in the 10
year old Ajay Dev case continues.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Sheriff’s Dept. Scores ‘F’ in
Police Violence Scorecard
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The new Inspector General just hired by the Sacramento
County of Supervisors to oversee the Sacramento County
Sheriff’s Dept. may not know what a big job he has in front of
him.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 22 –
Joe Kimok, Progressive Prosecutor
Candidate

Joe Kimok is a progressive candidate running for Broward
County State Attorney in Florida. He is one of eight
Democratic candidates vying for the August 2020 primary, in a
race dominated by the specter of the Parkland shooting and
the upcoming death penalty trial for the shooter next year.

Read More
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Joe Kimok: “Our prisons are starting to look like nursing homes. As a result of unnecessarily long prison
sentences handed out over the past several decades, Florida taxpayers are spending billions of dollars to
continue to incarcerate folks who simply no longer need to be in prison… No one is the same person at
50 that they were at 20. We should bring folks home that are no longer a danger to our community.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 16, 2019

Prosecutors Must Hold Police and Law Enforcement
Accountable
 
By David Greenwald
 
A few weeks ago, we covered the story from Orange County, where an audit found that sheriff's deputies
were not booking evidence upon receiving it and it also, in a random sample, found that evidence missing
altogether in cases.
 
As Scott Sanders put it - at what point did the DA become aware that this was a problem? And what did
they do once they learned?
 
Along similar lines from this summer - July 22, 2019 - an open letter from the Southern California ACLU
and allies.
 
The key: "Jackie Lacey Must Stop Relying on Law Enforcement Officers with Histories of Misconduct,
Dishonesty, & Racism to Prosecute L.A. County Residents."
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They write: "Precinct reports, officer observations, and police testimony are commonly considered by
judges and juries as the strongest pieces of evidence against the accused. But, not only should an
officer's word be subject to the same level of scrutiny as that of the general public, growing reports of law
enforcement misconduct highlight the danger of formulaically depending on officers to secure a
conviction. District Attorney Jackie Lacey can stop this insidious practice of prosecuting cases that hinge
upon the testimony of law enforcement officers with demonstrated histories of dishonesty, violence, and
racism."
 
The letter notes as well that Ms. Lacey is building cases based on unreliable law enforcement officers.
 
They called on this practice to stop noting: " Tainted prosecutions lead to false convictions and make our
communities less safe. Relying on the word of an officer who cannot be trusted harms both the victim and
the accused, destabilizing families, and compromising the integrity of our criminal justice system."
 
Police accountability is an underrated function of the DA’s office. We think of it in terms of prosecution
often. For instance, Sacramento DA Anne Marie Schubert earned the ire of many activists when she
declined to attempt to prosecute officers involved in shooting such as the one that killed Stephon Clark or
misconduct such as the office who beat jaywalker Nandy Cain.
 
But what about the de facto justification of bad police practices? That gets far less publicity, but is in
many ways just as serious.
 
As Patrice Cullors wrote in July: “This makes prosecutors one of the only checks on police power. And
the system treats them as special: they speak for “the people.” They are vested with the unique power to
choose whom to prosecute, when, and for what. They are the sole arbiters of the plea bargains in which
over 90 percent of cases end.”
 
That represents a huge problem – in over 90 percent of cases, people are convicted without actually
testing the veracity of the evidence in a court of law.
 
As the race for DA heats up in Los Angeles, this figures to become a bigger and bigger issue.
 
Thanks for reading.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
So far we have raised over $3666 for our Winter Fund Drive. 

Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Sunday Commentary: Why Don’t We Have
a Sentence Review Unit?

On Monday, Ajay Dev’s case will be back in Judge Janene
Beronio’s Yolo County courtroom. As most who have read
these pages for any length of time know, I have long believed
that Ajay Dev was wrongly convicted on 76 counts of raping
his adopted daughter.

Read More

Judge in Yolo Rules 1437 Constitutional,
DA’s Office May Still Challenge

A scheduled hearing on the constitutionality of SB 1437 in
front of Judge Sonia Cortés suddenly became easy when the
judge noted the rulings of the 4th District Appellate Court on
Gooden and Lamoureux, and Deputy DA Melinda Aiello
acknowledged that these rulings were binding on the court.

Read More

Los Angeles County D.A. Jackie Lacey
Skipped The First Democratic Debate of
the Race

Jackie Lacey, the incumbent Los Angeles County district
attorney, was a no-show Wednesday night at the first debate
for Democratic candidates in the DA race, leaving her
opponents free to point out her absence on the dais and on
the issues.

Read More

The Death Penalty in 2019: A Year of
Incredible Progress, Marred by
Unconscionable Executions

America made big strides in 2019 on its path to dismantle the
racist, unfair, and inhumane death penalty. Today,
dramatically fewer states permit the death penalty than any
time in the modern era, and the number of people on death
row is at a 27-year low.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

Insufficient Physical Force, but Sufficient
Grounds for Prosecution
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxexvVASSLWIsNhdq_h6PFBXfuyeE0B1ZuVCISq99vrr5-3sZF0d656qiMbpU7w6PfZIa27g8gZH-f8OJAiTZlUxWCnKmk-X_QYa1Nl3jX43B_ALmZM50AxBgMYRvBBwK8YvN5d3xG_cmGOSnsOEu8GEhDCRZEx1k1mbajpHb5RZ8ZHCjoDVdkQpiOWKUJ8lGSeINvi_9X0m6-ZmfGfX2B6ck=&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxe8cBB2iGBWSvRzGcvfncB303mY5AhAF_KotL0YX9aOIQq7aCzu2zkUHFX2tpAbM-LnUz3BgSFDPTV9LT8oaQp3YjBGgNpRF5ZL6KnEtp48JbuAUfz7tE1knAnWz-P1D4HNnJaDoFIrVaOFabfJ_72kwROwhN0e3qRJuHr7N6terBGEnTy1UqS5IwihNdRwLLiWBqgH5SnW6P3SImee6cGQjIGSFfUvJ1DF_0rB0UD3BE&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
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A San Francisco resident named Edward Ramirez found
himself facing the potential charge of attempted robbery after
allegedly trying to steal a female victim’s purse.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Judge in Yolo Rules 1437 Constitutional,
DA’s Office May Still Challenge

A scheduled hearing on the constitutionality of SB 1437 in
front of Judge Sonia Cortés suddenly became easy when the
judge noted the rulings of the 4th District Appellate Court on
Gooden and Lamoureux, and Deputy DA Melinda Aiello
acknowledged that these rulings were binding on the court.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Militant Anti-Vaccination Activists Make
Headlines, Face Criminal Charges –
Lawmakers Seek Restraining Orders

A lobbyist or big money donor is one thing. But state
legislators here inside the Capitol Dome have apparently had
it when it comes to anti-vaccination advocates, who now find
themselves with multiple court dates in criminal court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 22 –
Joe Kimok, Progressive Prosecutor
Candidate

Joe Kimok is a progressive candidate running for Broward
County State Attorney in Florida. He is one of eight
Democratic candidates vying for the August 2020 primary, in a
race dominated by the specter of the Parkland shooting and
the upcoming death penalty trial for the shooter next year.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxe8cBB2iGBWSv_-78Ci2-3I2sq0nrHJ-HauF2MTLLZ62gDDb68JGyhWwcx-YN27OvzcM5R4RQ-IW8co4FaqZ8bIB6TDhHVw-wDMx1fUE8ctAuBQXJKxNwV5il-P_BazJ0bSWj6bEzGoqgH9sp4eti60iiIWAo3giXCmfGQ5dqMkxOBF6KywIcB76MwDvGomd5zskyu_q9QZL-6m_fLEk46to=&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxe3iRKGV0ucOVOyAPEXOC3M2Nw2WA5HvPq5S5jX_9qOsueb7SKKAsQVJm3pQsCVihYWviCoB8pc2JBnQs3osEgGBHaWnAcXWF9KeCCgDRa9syOUkqh0Qoe4CQqUIcmG0Y2SCZLXhwHWvq&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxexvVASSLWIsNhdq_h6PFBXfuyeE0B1ZuVCISq99vrr5-3sZF0d656qiMbpU7w6PfZIa27g8gZH-f8OJAiTZlUxWCnKmk-X_QYa1Nl3jX43B_ALmZM50AxBgMYRvBBwK8YvN5d3xG_cmGOSnsOEu8GEhDCRZEx1k1mbajpHb5RZ8ZHCjoDVdkQpiOWKUJ8lGSeINvi_9X0m6-ZmfGfX2B6ck=&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxe2Ofvs4qMB2QP2cnQsEKkWXPGkfBvhfdAug8O8T7j9W7zLyBk1B9U4d3CoNuQ4vsqgyhkpewY_lD9Ev3v3Bay5RaVcRa3IMfgtQEW2eX5cDsCGnGNs5J2k-BLkULOaKEoUz-ZEpIfkJinM_l6deJc9U=&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxe68goQNM1nK7KBDuJVlLp4s6FekDvuTZviXCVHL5Mg8a1z1BWDAikJUOpiz4kb2xnHMP8DrjCe3i5WCzlRCzbUFQNVqH_cppqa5mM5cQ52Q9K93m-R0fph4NxBZHnhgn_jDP5Pp4LQE_ZLNfhDRjs3oVgP-jiezwr6QpHyzWWSSetlpw5fA9ZGFUYKWsgEs-Ayj_ZjNl2_uW62xVD6wJbOYZVpkkzuOgOar1n0-BCBPmqAxX71ePHDwaRUVOu38v1Ca4Dbt7NKm5&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxe7Oo3MQe55boaxiEVoD8-w0XfUgUXMdWmsr3JyoNJVyuNJKmbUNBnlc1YpepqRTL3Puy_KXQ1X39Ra5-9N7DUapl0RiWwK6K9f7yC3J6C_qj&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nAm8B-HwEIwfMixzDkSnlUYsKWw-6om38Ac7EO-2w69rfjCzeJNxe7Rfk0pWmLVcLFDPsyjdtEf4hhuyngBh-oVPggjn7ztGJx1AoD-62BTEhkI5inIViGDk92wWAEJbXc7TqqPMPk2SXLbwuMPmawYYaFU7tIynMgwO179LIS-dDAhy3slnz15Z5zyzGYSaaw_OziT-efB4ddZILgiMpYJKgfAvrJRDyTdI8fB_eOWW4byG-23UtZh8zEiZIwvrnvoPfqrmHV_4gRIcQXJ5tA==&c=eSy83_4aD8mhD_zjUkiLam9SDGUfO-3UDyJLbZCz0FcXrLZymzkIqQ==&ch=woOK9xlno2Nb55nAAYSYedAgyh7uB9kP_o1zPsk-o6bljGlpCnGb_g==
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Reconsidering Who Is Kept In Prison, Prosecutors Can Right Past Wrongs—If
Only The System Lets Them

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2019 at 7:10:12 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Nazgol Ghandnoosh: “The growth in the lifer population has outpaced the overall growth in the prison
population and it’s happened during a time when crime rates have been falling.... Crime rates are about
half the rate that they used to be at in the 1990s… And yet we’ve only begun to make a dent in the
number of people incarceration and have made no dent in reducing the lifer population.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 11, 2019

What we can learn about Wrongful Convictions from the 40s and
50s  
                              
By David Greenwald

In my reading, I happened about the book, “The Court of Last Resort” written by lawyer-turned-author
Erle Stanley Gradner, most notable as being author of the series Perry Mason.



Monday, September 19, 2022 at 01:59:09 Bri8sh Summer Time
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From the late 40s until the late 1950s, he had put together a group of folks from lawyers to retired police
officers, investigators, and other professional experts to do what we would today call post-conviction work
– re-investigating the cases of dozens of convicts who claimed that they were innocent long after their
appears were exhausted.
 
 
They would publish their articles in a monthly magazine, Argosy for ten years from September 1948 to
1958.
 
He got remarkable buy-in from authorities – unlike we see today. For instance, he would often get officials
to halt or delay executions. In one case, Mr. Gardner writes, “Governor Warren, despite any previous
statements he may have made, did the right thing and he did it in a decent manner. He promptly
commuted the sentence of the defendant to life imprisonment so that there would be an opportunity for a
further investigation.”
 
They would then often get pardons and commutations from governors, and other cooperation.
 
Even prosecutors. For instance, Mr. Gardner notes that one attorney general was “one of the most fair-
minded attorneys general I have ever met.” He notes that the AG decided that if the defendant had “been
improperly convicted it was up to his office to take the responsibility of conducting an investigation, and
this was done with vigor and absolute fairness.”
 
In another case, the prosecutor Gerald O’Brien was said to be “anxious to convict the guilty” but at the
same time, just as “anxious to see that the innocent are liberated.”
 
“If there is any chance that Louis Gross was wrongfully convicted,” O’Brien said, “my office wants to find it
out. If Argosy Magazine is conducting an investigation I will join with it and I’ll do everything I can at this
end. I’ll start investigating right now.”
 
How far would he go?
 
Writes Mr. Gardner, “convinced that Louis Gross was innocent. Thereupon O’Brien did something that is
practically without precedent in the annals of prosecution. He himself went into the Wayne County Circuit
Court, and before Judge Thomas F. Maher filed, as the public prosecutor, a motion asking that Louis
Gross be granted a new trial.” He said, “As Prosecuting Attorney of Wayne County, I believe it is my duty
to protect the innocent as well as prosecute the guilty.”
 
Today – as we know from countless accounts, AGs, DAs and other prosecutors dig in rather than admit a
mistake had been made.

I was most impressed with Mr. Gardner’s insight into eyewitness identification and false confessions.
 
He writes: “It is in the field of eye-witness identification rather than in the field of circumstantial evidence
that the most tragic injustices occur.” He even seemed to understand the possibility of contaminated
memories: “How much of that identification is predicated upon a recollection of the face of the man who
held him up, and how much of it upon the fact that he studied the photograph so carefully that he became
familiar with a photographic likeness?”
 
He doesn’t quite go far enough here - but I was impressed by what was none, at least to some as early as
the 1940s and 50s.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
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So far we have raised over $3666 for our Winter Fund Drive. 

Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Reconsidering Who Is Kept In Prison:
Considering Second Look Legislation

The Justice Collaborative hosted a webinar on Second Look
Legislation, methods that offer alternatives to incarceration
early or later on in prison sentences.

Read More

Prosecutors Can Right Past Wrongs—If
Only The System Lets Them

Lamar Johnson, a 45-year-old man in St. Louis, has sat in
prison for nearly 25 years for a murder he has always
maintained he didn’t commit. And Circuit Attorney Kim
Gardner, who now heads the office that prosecuted Johnson
in 1995, is championing his case—and his innocence.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 21 –
Dusty Turner Wrongly Convicted in a Bad
Virginia System

In 1986, Dusty Turner was convicted of 1st degree murder
and abduction and sentenced to 82 years in prison in Virginia
– a state lagging behind in criminal justice reform and which
has no parole.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013pH0JxahiEJJdd2Y3aVGLVCmtfw1kC9O1-tJjad6sBXbaiNwmrkT6t2HZ1OuMkV5v6BA659GLOa_Od_wMjQvgcFdoIIw2QY21B0Y3xWZmNM8I-srZF3HWPzU23-Vkeb495w8A42jE6JfcfY89Ouc05I3zbP4mvpizDh3oezYwqf8yWQ9aRKEtbbNhcyXGrE7RDlZGkD_AxkOE5_mL4bJNw==&c=JllLHb_YWWP_gjHHMjs2H2MJYAm8g59SN2rrMP-5VUgskSEBRI4XYg==&ch=VE1-ioD1yJ7vFJoZC5UgnSEXmEp85kBAhie7gDEvnAR38xuQQEah9Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013pH0JxahiEJJdd2Y3aVGLVCmtfw1kC9O1-tJjad6sBXbaiNwmrkT6hr9BiEQLIwW-7fEhItN5aaAXCeD7ngEI86Kib5Hi7PBLvTXwWobJkyG2ONjxC_D9mx3cPWAxtaKj2px91hSer1HBge5WaNfvpaCgtStVXq7xJDvF4vJcZsqQVHFVNpoeh-te6jfk0gF&c=JllLHb_YWWP_gjHHMjs2H2MJYAm8g59SN2rrMP-5VUgskSEBRI4XYg==&ch=VE1-ioD1yJ7vFJoZC5UgnSEXmEp85kBAhie7gDEvnAR38xuQQEah9Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013pH0JxahiEJJdd2Y3aVGLVCmtfw1kC9O1-tJjad6sBXbaiNwmrkT6vzoO-2NNYOxHSO6j26jODPQonLiD0_XewaVtV3dn54IRVnYJscW18Mi4-7uZ1RjjqU3lXMuBBdYK0fRQYN6ymFOkjhCHoaeJg==&c=JllLHb_YWWP_gjHHMjs2H2MJYAm8g59SN2rrMP-5VUgskSEBRI4XYg==&ch=VE1-ioD1yJ7vFJoZC5UgnSEXmEp85kBAhie7gDEvnAR38xuQQEah9Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013pH0JxahiEJJdd2Y3aVGLVCmtfw1kC9O1-tJjad6sBXbaiNwmrkT6hwUxSvjjc1dkLkITs_BcACKvC5lvn49evU1g8zMr1XxYV8rJmNOLW--8Sjuu0LBmLSXHEl4zAZpfUZmlmIOS3wbIj70ZkpI2Keqv2U24hXTg9PD7T64SBQ=&c=JllLHb_YWWP_gjHHMjs2H2MJYAm8g59SN2rrMP-5VUgskSEBRI4XYg==&ch=VE1-ioD1yJ7vFJoZC5UgnSEXmEp85kBAhie7gDEvnAR38xuQQEah9Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013pH0JxahiEJJdd2Y3aVGLVCmtfw1kC9O1-tJjad6sBXbaiNwmrkT6hwUxSvjjc1djqAhe9glONOZvwAHFqJ-U3I_-N0ka-evHY5nstbhlFHaNkuEmSDXI1y24jgUXw_LZY1TC_o_8BbRCpgtQ4z52MfdAb0rulvCFXrXglW2IYa9388OLBnB2S2zHJkfG0QJ&c=JllLHb_YWWP_gjHHMjs2H2MJYAm8g59SN2rrMP-5VUgskSEBRI4XYg==&ch=VE1-ioD1yJ7vFJoZC5UgnSEXmEp85kBAhie7gDEvnAR38xuQQEah9Q==
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Like our Facebook page

Mentally Ill Man Acquitted in the Attempted
Rape of 100-Year-Old Woman

Tiandre Howard Kidd faced charges of burglary, attempted
rape, and elder abuse for his crimes alleged against a 100-
year-old San Francisco woman. However when the jury
returned earlier this week, the jury acquitted him on the main
charges while only convicting him of two misdemeanors:
battery and elder abuse.

Read More

Arguments Arise On Whether a Defendant
Was Illegally Detained

In Department 10 of the San Francisco County Superior
Court, a Deputy Public Defender argued illegally held his
client due to their lack of reasonable cause.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Woodland Woman Receives Death Threats
in Her Own Home

On the evening of Nov. 17, 2019, a Woodland resident was
making dinner when she heard a loud bang outside her
house. When she looked out the window she saw her
neighbor, John Martinez Rodriguez, standing in her driveway
near her car. He allegedly began to yell, “I’m gonna kill you,
b****” and also made direct death threats using her name.

Read More

Woman Allegedly Shot Man in the Face
Will Face Trial

During the preliminary hearing, the alleged victim, who gave
his testimony through a Spanish translator, came into court
and testified that the defendant suddenly came up from his
right side when he sat down on a bench along a hiking trail in
West Sacramento with his wife.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Community Still Skeptical After
Sacramento Supes Hire New Sheriff
Inspector General
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Weeks after the public and at least one other supervisor
balked, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
Tuesday approved the hiring of a new inspector general for
the Sheriff’s Department, and approved a “memorandum of
understanding” to help keep

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 21 –
Dusty Turner Wrongly Convicted in a Bad
Virginia System

In 1986, Dusty Turner was convicted of 1st degree murder
and abduction and sentenced to 82 years in prison in Virginia
– a state lagging behind in criminal justice reform and which
has no parole.

Read More
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Jury finds man who entered Chinatown apartment by mistake not guilty
of intending to rape the 99 year-old resident

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2019 at 12:51:33 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  December 11, 2019
 
Link: https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/jury-finds-man-who-entered-chinatown-
apartment-by-mistake-not-guilty-of-intending-to-rape-99-year-old-resident/
 
Contact:  Valerie Ibarra at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office (628)249-7946 or
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
 
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

JURY SAYS MAN WHO ENTERED CHINATOWN APARTMENT BY

MISTAKE

IS NOT GUILTY OF INTENDING TO RAPE THE 99-YEAR-OLD

WOMAN RESIDENT
 

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/jury-finds-man-who-entered-chinatown-apartment-by-mistake-not-guilty-of-intending-to-rape-99-year-old-resident/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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SAN FRANCISCO – On Monday, December 9, 2019, a jury found Teandre Howardkidd, 27,

not guilty of intending to rape a 99-year old woman in her Chinatown apartment last New

Year’s Eve. The defense presented a neuropsychologist to explain that Mr. Howardkidd was

suffering from schizophrenic delusions when he accidentally knocked on the wrong door in his

uncle’s apartment building, leading to a series of very unfortunate events.

 

Mr. Howardkidd went to visit his uncle in Chinatown, only to find the layout confusing because

the building had been renovated since he’d  last been there. When he knocked on the wrong

door and the woman opened it, Mr. Howard Kidd immediately walked into the bathroom to

wash his hands, then went into the bedroom where he lay down on the bed.

 

The 99-year-old resident testified that she went over and grabbed Mr. Howardkidd to pull him

off the bed, all the while speaking to him in Chinese. Still delusional, Mr. Howardkidd thought

she was making a sexual advance toward him, which led him to pull down his own pants and

then reach out for hers. The victim pushed him away and explained that Mr. Howardkidd then

just got up and left, never touching her otherwise and never speaking to her. Surveillance

video showed that Mr. Howardkidd was in the apartment for approximately four minutes.

 

Deputy Public Defender Sujung Kim said, “This situation started off as an honest mistake.

Teandre wasn’t there to harm anybody – he was acting and responding through the lens of his

mental illness. The jury heard all the facts and knew Teandre did not intend to rape anyone.”

 

Although Mr. Howardkidd has an extensive history of accessing emergency psychiatric

services in the City, he was released with no follow-up treatment plan or care. Mr. Howardkidd

– who has no history of sexual offenses – was acquitted of all felony charges and found guilty

of two misdemeanors, including elder abuse for the distress he inadvertently caused.

 

Ms. Kim added, “This case has been lumped in with other recent stories about African
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American men committing attacks on Chinese seniors, but it has nothing to do with any other

incidents. It is dangerous and unwarranted to use race to associate these unrelated crimes.”

 

#
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - SF Cookie Case Grows More Bizarre As It Se4les; Reports Finds Failures in
California Sheriff's Offices

Date: Tuesday, December 10, 2019 at 6:35:06 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

SF Public Defender Dana Drusinsky: to “punish them for any transgression (such as the cookie incident),
does not achieve (the desired) result.” She added, "This is a systemic failure."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 10, 2019

Judicial Conduct in SF Something Strange
by David Greenwald

The case of Gregory Fields was already high profile after Public Defender Danielle Harris tweeted on

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Wednesday and it went viral.

The Deputy DA in the case was eminently reasonable. After public defender Dana Drusinsky laid out her
thoughts on releasing her client, the only point of disagreement was one of probation - she wanted it
terminated, the judge and DA wanted it to remain until January 2021.

The case became bizarre because of the conduct of Judge Michael Begert.

His questioning of the defendant seemed wholly inappropriate. He asked if he had sanctioned the media
exposure that his attorneys apparently sought out after he was discharged from residential therapy due to
consuming a cookie and then allowed him to remain but only if he started again with a 30-day detox and
30-day blackout period. He didn't want to be cut off from his family and support system.

The Judge seemed offended by all of this - again strangely since he was in that office and knows how it
operates.

He attempted to ignore the requests of Deputy Public Defender Dana Drusinsky when she asked that he
address her, not her client. He questioned her claims even though as a collaborative court, she noted that
the record of proceedings is not nearly as thorough as in regular criminal courts.

That the judge would react in this way seemed odd from the start. And in many ways, Mr. Fields is a
victim here. He chose to go through the drug court program even though he could have been out
sooner. He worked hard to clean himself up to get himself out of his situation.

It is one thing if you have someone engaging in conduct that would be detrimental to his continued
treatment. It is another thing to punish him for a minor transgression.

As Ms. Drusinsky argued, to “punish them for any transgression (such as the cookie incident), does not
achieve (the desired) result.”

This is a guy who wanted treatment, the judge acknowledged that treatment options for the indigent were
not nearly as good as those available for people with better means. That's a problem and one that the
judge might want to focus on rather than seeming hurt when the public defender's office elevates a clear
injustice to the court of public opinion.

Ms. Drusinsky is right this is indeed "a systemic failure." One that was made worse by a judge who
motivations and actions did not seem to align with the needs of the defendant at this point in time.
Thanks for reading.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
So far we have raised over $3119 for our Winter Fund Drive. Tomorrow (Tuesday) is Giving Tuesday. And
as a result, any funds raised by the Vanguard though the Facebook page will result in your contribution
being matched. Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv1TNy9oPv6XA70_zq8PCva58OmTLauXK9PROSkhdfh8ETXuETIRKhvOogpfHcwVx4iGYIQkNJCPDkBU6q4G8yENWt_g9hvFG_lCCWert9PwltVwbSmzqfxcE8yY-jXlN_Le2WKTsgPER&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv1TNy9oPv6XAM6FGkFiF4s5uEmxSYGq8HItTr0PLYbaru0FHrwFzsoCWcAC7aSGBtpmzYfRBYN3f9cOZyqZJbkvko7eT58wD66Vj4nMauFwjovkVQ2b8PSTK19vyTSvbnhpr7IIQWFEl8tRbzr4FPf8=&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv-fJS9uP9OlYeXdjsU63NCglJfG-IQ6CJSsp72rosk_kuX85uhMUfKhXVpb-DeWjALd6TxtxLi7ANqOge6cgMO0-U8xxpHK4wwQLzDlZwDFvwBUATlLyuA3v4VZ-Erp1e7Yf_qT8wmu2&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv4pJUlsC7HQ_nXjaaMxC4tBfMhetfmVJMXkLAFFc1IwA4Hbk7Wv7XfjjuBBO_fxUuthoVzQ93b9Uj0iMvRTgbTw852wMcNm7moBhQFYhT-UY&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv_hiqkLqraHpiYsOYHE_8MdqEBwDx04XCUEpuutzO8KUXc3YLfX3QJ13oc5L73Glnk4JoJyStPRhcA8WUf4Nm2Zeo2NEkMW17ApWmp8jHu9a&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

San Francisco Man Tossed by Treatment
Program for Eating a Cookie, Released on
Time-Served in Truly Bizarre Hearing

The case of 42-year-old Gregory Fields gained national
notoriety last week when Danielle Harris, the director of public
policy at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, tweeted
that Mr. Fields had was terminated from rehab for consuming
a cookie.

Read More

39 California Sheriff’s Departments Score
an F on Violence Alternatives,
Accountability, and Approaching Policing

Thirty-nine California Sheriff’s Departments scored an 60% or
less overall on the California Police Scorecard, an interactive
data map that uses information from databases like the
California Department of Justice

Read More

A San Francisco Man Is Currently in Jail
for Eating a Cookie in Rehab

San Francisco Superior Court Judge Michael Begert is
probably feeling lucky that he is not facing reelection for
another five years.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Man Tossed by Treatment
Program for Eating a Cookie, Released on
Time-Served in Truly Bizarre Hearing

The case of 42-year-old Gregory Fields gained national
notoriety last week when Danielle Harris, the director of public
policy at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office, tweeted
that Mr. Fields had was terminated from rehab for consuming
a cookie.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Woodland Woman Receives Death Threats
in Her Own Home

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv8R26YaH1zwbebnGWe1gPySoutx0hI6MYw72U0PHEEJ0C-1qZ-sH0LFjMrLWVtpUqHFSjJKA0u966WGLsxEU1vXz_3rtHs_sfamJgCrlynR1PxtovdjcTnz1mHZCuCvWLHZOPZYkgg3UcryQb7pA_kbAECzVf_qL1s4JRizrD8m3kYQCv5qxHeeaOTU_AwzlYNJdJ1uvj3o2fVKeUUMcaEENjKI3gH0QhfKBcsO_JizaThCjVgLs86z9oojiNQqYIt7fdnGBypshW3riSIf5S1g=&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv8R26YaH1zwb2UIbMy1_wuJBKJE0aYXtn4frKYs7Y_NVjfw_Qe0GrkS1WPk4yO6OEx1XuuWhx73bfuHStrHah7yRKqGIzGqHWfbu8Amxd8meOZu9x4NugByeboEaQXQkIQl7tctpO_U8e_v6aAI4iaf7oc8Tc7kKNnWrdZdsqDslJ3Ium9hT10RSpSVitO-qJgxDBorpo257RPdsleIUInrwEm_AolMDSNHk-Z6PqSpByg5jOnP8OJdgi8kW04p25MnD-3qkQNGg&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv8R26YaH1zwbsQr3U0RYg7BQtNhrKt9HO2PL4wu_UtAKlgsbyzbKIzcRnq2Dgu8YOnTgT0v_vXL7wqogwao9leVQH-l4ohgAdB8waIRtun--Jd7xWjjh71OMTOqbPlRjIXNnffdf7wHxHJhwXj6_JbssA-WrQlIhdri0ZgIG_rj4JLykbyAupFOfe1j7goeG0a-to4veq4VaaM8U4VWIyfs=&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv0MJgvhYLovu-BEgeKs2XyJEqZOA5IBtxXX3H_sO06myGrX9JJcfFsQr2PIKOOcY0mQBostcr17ZkV7z08KhLALyDYVAFQ6XFwWQtm1RWq7I5Qyb52E3FCu1T2VfZM1A1Yhn0GhnTRMx&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv8R26YaH1zwbebnGWe1gPySoutx0hI6MYw72U0PHEEJ0C-1qZ-sH0LFjMrLWVtpUqHFSjJKA0u966WGLsxEU1vXz_3rtHs_sfamJgCrlynR1PxtovdjcTnz1mHZCuCvWLHZOPZYkgg3UcryQb7pA_kbAECzVf_qL1s4JRizrD8m3kYQCv5qxHeeaOTU_AwzlYNJdJ1uvj3o2fVKeUUMcaEENjKI3gH0QhfKBcsO_JizaThCjVgLs86z9oojiNQqYIt7fdnGBypshW3riSIf5S1g=&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv1TNy9oPv6XA70_zq8PCva58OmTLauXK9PROSkhdfh8ETXuETIRKhvOogpfHcwVx4iGYIQkNJCPDkBU6q4G8yENWt_g9hvFG_lCCWert9PwltVwbSmzqfxcE8yY-jXlN_Le2WKTsgPER&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
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On the evening of Nov. 17, 2019, a Woodland resident was
making dinner when she heard a loud bang outside her
house. When she looked out the window she saw her
neighbor, John Martinez Rodriguez, standing in her driveway
near her car. He allegedly began to yell, “I’m gonna kill you,
b****” and also made direct death threats using her name.

Read More

Woman Allegedly Shot Man in the Face
Will Face Trial

During the preliminary hearing, the alleged victim, who gave
his testimony through a Spanish translator, came into court
and testified that the defendant suddenly came up from his
right side when he sat down on a bench along a hiking trail in
West Sacramento with his wife.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

City of Stockton Settles Cop Killing Case
with Family for $395,000

The long, long journey for Dionne Smith-Downs since her 16
year-old son James Rivera Jr. was shot and killed by Stockton
police officers nearly 10 years ago came to some closure
Friday morning here in U.S. District Court when the City of
Stockton agreed to a $395,000 settlement to Smith-Downs
and James Rivera Sr., parents of the teen.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv8sS8XPZiI56-_nzIEEe4SUvoHICiSb8s3MQCT6SowvsKWN69wJLSMFpW_Bsr2mE_Il3DbkaTI63Ge_nnNLa4s8OQDo6WJu7FMAHAxKngPIsY6mb3TT4_oGGb2KVCwwzxFuxNbqQCvQYr-9Ay40wx-MJyFvYSfoD7E1n1zjcqosrt-s4j0rYxIUFe2wztungSw==&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv8sS8XPZiI56dj4G8_g0k_sA9zaHv33av6jLMSgt97rPsiCw9c-6MqiNZWIHMce9VyjNordxlznIab-u5R4AihO2fIkf4Y1eI1msA_l9bSzMthDeXoDcoQMIqMZlq6nTuyupqcHlaOn1VVYoiCPFuu0ZovURZLcfBpCLaFQGpazggNLN4UVjQFbl7_j-EajB-Q==&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv0MJgvhYLovuocZ6ZuzkS2WLYGHAK9ClbQPSXan38osYM9nsN-i0fwV468oavEGcJsyAPzBXsI7PbKQR7YiTxNJ9RD-XWYsPOzpY8nvyjJBqa9db-JRSW6YWvQaz566MmOY5IzLqYssuog_--RRdpJg=&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv08QcGT9M0-VEZS4drmuio7idcimA7ObHp28j_06qdX1-19E-8j4YI4uKoQB5Jm6I5YCo19Kh3G4Y_o4pp58L3Xvtn53IRsATOT6cDgY-j2grcaaw000N9yQd6YYV77PEpecU7poGmGLmrUHSabVI69HXj-UfCNodwvikABT1YZ9I0qHh_G64pqmLuD-p-9HgBna57p7NhCJfNSqQsSsFZPut6rsJYI9lQ==&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParv7jtuPTtIenpiWtCipc4bnyVXl_T_6HJyjae-s3_sWxZy_ibxDJBijNP8w185tonCt7LXLI7OtR45VHFHVDMkxrWU1EflQAb311_dtmGFVSY&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017MvylOt-y2AfbEqL4-duQTE2FIHitiXsGH7NFLf6l820E-guaParvyGTp1yEdNmnlOGwLfoxf4XgEP6tLKzun133vPeVO8OMOXYapBN02zUnO3kQbmptZeywomP5l93Bw3v31L8Withn3222tEByLetDs3AH-Qqpu1BvYZyUPuBlzSIhqU9MZQ==&c=ekzX0fGIIjpKc9nPVDxxUd08TtfBVht5nMT-VPjo1Y0qdUvgHAB0Iw==&ch=3y2DbhRiVBBHNwjWNPbb0WUze7LXY5DReZjtCZ0TXDhe1jycHVUQNg==
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Se4lement Reached in Stockton Police Shoo.ng; Harris County D.A. Kim Ogg
Didn’t Deliver on Her Promise of Reform

Date: Monday, December 9, 2019 at 7:05:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“At no time during this assault did (Green) push, strike, punch, kick or spit on either officer or do anything
that could be construed or interpreted as threatening to be non-compliant….Green cried out for someone
to get his mother and Johnson said, ‘shut up or I will punch you again’ or words to that effect,” the lawsuit
claims.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 9, 2019

Not So Harmless Error
by David Greenwald
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In the seminal 2010 report put out by the Northern California Innocence Project – Kathleen Ridolfi and
Maurice Possley found 707 cases of prosecutorial misconduct. In 548 of those 707 cases, “courts found
misconduct buth nevertheless upheld the convictions, ruling that the misconduct was harmless.”
 
In these case, the courts rule, “the defendants received fair trials notwithstanding the prosecutor’s
conduct.”
 
As Gabe Newland put it in an article in the Appeal last month one of the disturbing features of the
American criminal system is the legal doctrine of harmless error.
 
He writes: “appellate judges routinely affirm convictions tainted by legal error whenever they feel
confident that the person appealing the conviction is guilty.”
 
He goes on to argue: “The doctrine receives far less attention than stories about the misbehavior of
police and prosecutors, but as one of the most frequently invoked doctrines in all of criminal appeals, it
has a profound influence on the behavior of everyone inside our criminal system, including police,
prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges.”
 
But the magnitude of this problem is enormous.
 
He cites one study of the California death penalty appeals. It found that “during a 10-year period, roughly
90 percent of death sentences imposed by trial courts were upheld on appeal even though nearly three-
quarters were infected by constitutional error.”
 
In Florida, meanwhile “harmless error,” he argues “may soon decide the fate of 173 people on Florida’s
death row, all of whom were sentenced in a way that the U.S. Supreme Court later decided was
unconstitutional. “
 
Harmless error may sound harmless. But as Mr. Newland notes, the list of things that constitute harmless
error are quite expansive anything from the use of illegally seized evidence to illegally coerced
confessions.
 
Wait a second that doesn’t sound like such harmless error.
 
This becomes a problem when we look at the situation in Orange County. Public Defender Scott Sanders
told me last week that there are two different problems emerging as the result of an audit.
 
The first problem is one of evidence being improperly booked. Instead of booking evidence right away,
they waited six to 12 days which means that the evidence is sitting around – under a desk and in a car.
 
Big deal, you might be tempted to say, but the problem with such evidence is that there needs to be a
clear chain of custody. Otherwise, how do we know that the evidence got from the scene of the crime to
the police to the courts without being tampered with?
 
Is it a harmless error to book evidence on day six rather than day one? Moreover, and perhaps more
importantly, is the failure of the prosecution to discover this evidence to the defense – the fact that
evidence was booked late and its chain of custody in doubt – is that a Brady Violation and therefore the
type of harmful error that could cost a case?
 
To me, the failure to turn over that evidence is absolutely harmful – it fails to allow the defense to impeach
the foundational evidence? Moreover, it is harmful because the evidence is now in question – was it
collected at the scene or was it tempered with or planted.
 
It sounds like a harmless error until you recognize the implications of it.
 
Thanks for reading.
 

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001sK1GCBwRlOKdE_We6izxcBZ7KBiaPctJIgHfjQbgp5oQncBwJ7YCfTYf0u4Np5RhmA323p8-_QuMfRv6vQUusd5Rn9qKka9dIJV_1VM5xzIlAd1kcOi_pdPE5uxYxkjMa-P6p-bMTxaIC-nOo-2s2ATwXnlApP7TZT9XeE2KENxKA-m5G9Kb3w==&c=KXFvAlkTG2WQ4qf1upqihm3ml6T5CiACg39C2v3pcvK95xVjX49ckw==&ch=-lBCci3leDilovVZjGzLU8KIEc9H-2dDkdXKj2Psc4fItonrZQZP2Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001sK1GCBwRlOKdE_We6izxcBZ7KBiaPctJIgHfjQbgp5oQncBwJ7YCfTYf0u4Np5Rh3_JmQC1knCDI78zhQg6p5VcPGsKtctQcGMdI4ZbZDkrZmrTQjMMVwifvS1DQ2O9SWZnDnWl4-SgR6zAqdpyxVhRUdIpqS5f0aDWcnbrDhzoJg9pStBjwMnwa_f5Bi3fkM2iOCqBxF3yvsE1DpFgT3I1YvA2NTJUWckyFyCUVPYVApnTLmX5bMaOLs7tbzFkPB23fLKtla6XwCGQNhbYi_IqSm-jdCVe_&c=KXFvAlkTG2WQ4qf1upqihm3ml6T5CiACg39C2v3pcvK95xVjX49ckw==&ch=-lBCci3leDilovVZjGzLU8KIEc9H-2dDkdXKj2Psc4fItonrZQZP2Q==
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So far we have raised over $3019 for our Winter Fund Drive. Tomorrow (Tuesday) is Giving Tuesday. And
as a result, any funds raised by the Vanguard though the Facebook page will result in your contribution
being matched. Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Monday Morning Thoughts: December 4
Was the 50th Anniversary of the Murder of
Fred Hampton

As someone born in 1972, I am too young to remember
contemporaneous accounts of the death of Fred Hampton
and the trial that ultimately brought some measure of justice
in 1982 – 13 years later.

Read More

Harris County D.A. Kim Ogg Didn’t Deliver
on Her Promise of Reform

Kim Ogg was elected district attorney of Harris County, Texas,
in 2016 on a criminal justice reform platform, but has spent
her first term largely pushing the status quo.

Read More

City of Stockton Settles Cop Killing Case
with Family for $395,000

The long, long journey for Dionne Smith-Downs since her 16
year-old son James Rivera Jr. was shot and killed by Stockton
police officers nearly 10 years ago came to some closure
Friday morning here in U.S. District Court when the City of
Stockton agreed to a $395,000 settlement to Smith-Downs
and James Rivera Sr., parents of the teen.

Read More
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My View: Audit Report Reveals Problems
with Davis Policing

The city of Davis efforts at police oversight really began in
2005 and 2006, resulting in the creation of the Police
Ombudsman. This occurred nearly a full decade before a
national debate on policing started in 2014 over incidents in
Ferguson and Staten Island, NY.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Public Defender Responds
to D.A. Dismissing Gun Case Against
Zarate in Steinle Case

Today, on December 4, 2019, the San Francisco District
Attorney dismissed all charges against Jose Ines Garcia
Zarate, who was accused of murder and other charges
relating to the tragic death of Kate Steinle in July 2015.

Read More

Drug Court Derails SF Man’s Recovery for
Eating a Cookie

On Monday, December 2, 2019, Gregory Fields, 42, was
remanded to SF County Jail to serve six months because he
would rather not start over at Harbor Lights, the residential
treatment program that kicked him out for eating a cookie.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Woodland Woman Receives Death Threats
in Her Own Home

On the evening of Nov. 17, 2019, a Woodland resident was
making dinner when she heard a loud bang outside her
house. When she looked out the window she saw her
neighbor, John Martinez Rodriguez, standing in her driveway
near her car. He allegedly began to yell, “I’m gonna kill you,
b****” and also made direct death threats using her name.

Read More

Woman Allegedly Shot Man in the Face
Will Face Trial
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During the preliminary hearing, the alleged victim, who gave
his testimony through a Spanish translator, came into court
and testified that the defendant suddenly came up from his
right side when he sat down on a bench along a hiking trail in
West Sacramento with his wife.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

City of Stockton Settles Cop Killing Case
with Family for $395,000

The long, long journey for Dionne Smith-Downs since her 16
year-old son James Rivera Jr. was shot and killed by Stockton
police officers nearly 10 years ago came to some closure
Friday morning here in U.S. District Court when the City of
Stockton agreed to a $395,000 settlement to Smith-Downs
and James Rivera Sr., parents of the teen.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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About Constant Contact

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SF PUBLIC DEFENDERS ASK JUDGE TO RELEASE MAN PUNISHED FOR
EATING A LEFTOVER COOKIE

Date: Sunday, December 8, 2019 at 10:29:02 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
BCC: .mredmondsf@gmail.com, ddebolt@bayareanewsgroup.com, news@ebar.com,

joe.eskenazi@missionlocal.com, editor@s�ayview.com, hi@joshwolf.net, .ps@sfist.com,
esernoffsky@sfchronicle.com, mbarba@sfexaminer.com, julian.mark@missionlocal.com,
m.bajko@ebar.com, sgaiser@sfmediaco.com, newsroom@baycitynews.com,
editor@s�ay.mes.com, editor@eastbayexpress.com, editor@eltecolote.org,
sfweekly@sfmediaco.com, news@sfweekly.com, Michael.toren@gmail.com,
pma.er@sfchronicle.com, editor@fogcityjournal.com, editor@noevalleyvoice.com,
editor@potreroview.net, editor@sfrichmondreview.com, editor@singtaousa.com,
editor@thewesternedi.on.com, editor@westsideobserver.com, editors@newfillmore.com,
news@sffoghorn.info, emilamok@gmail.com, hknight@sfchronicle.com, por.a@chinesenews.com,
shawn.huang@chinesenews.com, assignment@singtaousa.com, rang@asianweek.com,
idac@bayareametro.com, lisa.xin@bayvoice.net, liazhu@chinadailyusa.com,
mingng119@gmail.com, queweihang@gmail.com, lihui.zhou@epoch.mes.com,
jingzhe.cao@epoch.mes.com, jean.ho@newsforchinese.com, info@pandodaily.com,
margarita.argente@philippinenews.com, bernice.yeung@propublica.org, lailakearney@gmail.com,
flora.xu@singtaousa.com, shiqiao.peng@singtaousa.com, s�ay@epoch.mes.com,
vnnb@vietnamdaily.com, mdinzeo@courthousenews.com, pamela@skylight.is,
info@davisvanguard.org, j.ferrannini@ebar.com, c.laird@ebar.com, vivian.ho@guardian.co.uk,
sbollag@sacbee.com, contact@kalwnews.org, news@kpfa.org, andyrubio@hotmail.com,
news@chineseradio.com, cantonesedj@chineseradio.com, assignmentdesk@kqed.org,
calreport@kqed.org, forum@kqed.org, news@kpoo.com, pshuler@kqed.org,
roseaguilar@me.com, Tyche Hendricks, Farida Jhabvala Romero, Ann Garrison,

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=5dc2e78e-3ab6-47f1-a847-450360e22d66
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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bndinsmore@cbs.com, dinsmore@kpix.cbs.com, newsdesk@kpix.com,
assignmentdesk@kron.com, news.ps@foxtv.com, rob.roth@foxtv.com,
news.ps@nbcbayarea.com, news.p@kts}v.com, vic.lee@abc.com, hespinosa@abs-cbni.com,
jwan@ktsfnews.com, kachan@ktsfnews.com, awong@ktsfnews.com, Theresa.hong@ntdtv.com,
Vivian.lan@ntdtvsf.com, ning.han@ntdtvsf.com, wendy.yi@ntdtv.com, jinlu@skylinktv.us,
Kenji.Lui@tvbusa.com, sheren.tam@tvbusa.com, no.cias14@univision.net,
tvespanol@tvespanol.net, Hun.ngton, James, Henry Lee, Harris, Danielle (PDR),
tmwilliams@ny.mes.com, Raju, Manohar (PDR), Gonzalez, Ma4 (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: December 8, 2019
 
RE: Hearing on December 9, 2019
 
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra, San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
(628) 249-7946 or Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

PUBLIC DEFENDERS ASK JUDGE TO RELEASE SF MAN

PUNISHED FOR EATING A LEFTOVER COOKIE
 

 
WHEN: Monday, December 9, 2019, at 9am

WHERE: San Francisco Superior Court; 850 Bryant St. – Drug Court – Courtroom 23, 3rd Floor

WHAT: A new Drug Court hearing for Gregory Fields, 42, resident of San Francisco.

 

On December 4, 2019, The San Francisco Public Defender’s Office issued a press release about

Gregory Fields, who was disciplined by Drug Court for eating a leftover cookie without asking at his

residential treatment program, Harbor Light. Fields is serving 6 months in the county jail for the minor

transgression. He was given only two options through SF’s Drug Court (one of several Collaborative

Courts in San Francisco Superior Court): (a) he could return to Harbor Light only if he would start the

program over, which includes a 30-day “blackout” period where he could not contact family or friends

– or – (b) serve six months in county jail. Despite staying clean in the interim and finding his own

outpatient services, he was not offered any alternatives by case workers or the judge.

https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/drug-court-derails-sf-mans-recovery-for-eating-a-cookie/  

 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/drug-court-derails-sf-mans-recovery-for-eating-a-cookie/
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Now, Mr. Fields has requested a new hearing, which will take place on Monday, December 9, exactly

one week after he was remanded into custody by Judge Michael Begert.

 

Mr. Fields’s attorney, SF Deputy Public Defender Dana Drusinksy, says the punitive choices given to

Mr. Fields show a systemic failure: “If the court and providers were in fact focused on Mr. Fields’s

recovery, they would not have locked him up for eating a cookie.”

 

After the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office and our Director of Public Policy, Danielle Harris,

spoke out about the issue on Twitter, there has been an outcry of community support and engagement.
 

#
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Friday Bonus
Date: Friday, December 6, 2019 at 9:20:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Happy Friday, here's what we need...

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 6, 2019

If you are enjoying our
newsletter... please become a paid subscriber
We are a month into our new newsletter - Everyday Injustice. Very excited by the quick growth in readers.
This is my plug to those readers who have not signed up to help us out by becoming monthly donors.

So what we have we been doing? We are running court watches in three counties in California. We are
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covering issues of prosecutorial misconduct and wrongful convictions with our weekly podcasts. We just
got some funding to track every single 1437 case through California.

There is a lot more that we will be doing. There is a lot more that we can be doing. But we need the
funding to hire investigative reporters, full time court watchers and much much more.

Can you help us? Can you afford $10 a month? If not, how about $5 or even $1? Every little bit counts.

We have people giving as much as $300 per month and as little as $1. It all helps.

I got a great email yesterday from Mark Godsey, who heads up the Ohio Innocence Project. He wrote:
"You are doing great work. I wish your model was copied everywhere."

That was my vision nearly five years ago. This year, we moved into San Francisco. Next year, who
knows.

It all starts here. At $10 a month.

To become a monthly subscriber: https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Some people want to just make a flat donation - we can accommodate you as well -
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001GtWV7CNLtbT1lmeNw1VwcxX064i6H54Wv2IuddasLU_cjyvOW7YyHpByMuegPIvVS80UDxL9H6yi4d2u4Fp5tUILEStuW0nQs9glFSDL21D8nodP09FUyaphObHICtz-ApZ7FFOMqAka-bBT1ThF05HajMGBQ9Mg7DKvCZjGZBo=&c=W_06R36ubF-g2TmJX6cUkYTJXhfCIGoN4wazUsKzmONRV3buLHa_Fw==&ch=lE08JDQ8wGgcYdso8AmG_ZNQBxpIVFEjkMKmaJwoSNKqC1KTRqC9IQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001GtWV7CNLtbT1lmeNw1VwcxX064i6H54Wv2IuddasLU_cjyvOW7YyHpByMuegPIvVD4Z3oN98O5Q70zzJmnYE3IRz-pDovaHTEgN-aLImXFwpGZ7ds4ayrFG4RZkVySpPooswqteFWJekd0-Ul8eVj6yrpKS6wlHJSiINUnjam8wZkcUyRvMBcoUMyYGJm8o2&c=W_06R36ubF-g2TmJX6cUkYTJXhfCIGoN4wazUsKzmONRV3buLHa_Fw==&ch=lE08JDQ8wGgcYdso8AmG_ZNQBxpIVFEjkMKmaJwoSNKqC1KTRqC9IQ==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001GtWV7CNLtbT1lmeNw1VwcxX064i6H54Wv2IuddasLU_cjyvOW7YyHhxhVOilJxCfSMNdQMBIuXNdIcxsRDzAbyl_5f3wJ5UaBJk7F6tBwDrnmFVuTtV4SzVbjRUAJqqbAAZDtp6N0yyqhn1JxLDMfGzXzdynfl6Z&c=W_06R36ubF-g2TmJX6cUkYTJXhfCIGoN4wazUsKzmONRV3buLHa_Fw==&ch=lE08JDQ8wGgcYdso8AmG_ZNQBxpIVFEjkMKmaJwoSNKqC1KTRqC9IQ==
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - A Police Bea.ng in Stockton goes to trial; A Bad Raid in Davis; Kamala Harris’s
Exit Shows That Prosecutors No Longer Get a Pass

Date: Friday, December 6, 2019 at 7:00:33 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“At no time during this assault did (Green) push, strike, punch, kick or spit on either officer or do anything
that could be construed or interpreted as threatening to be non-compliant….Green cried out for someone
to get his mother and Johnson said, ‘shut up or I will punch you again’ or words to that effect,” the lawsuit
claims.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 5, 2019

Yolo Public Defender is the Hero But Who Bears the Burden in
the Kidnapping Case?

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=ea4a2e71-fc67-4d32-90f7-9afe42470cd3
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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the Kidnapping Case?
by David Greenwald

Davis Police Auditor Michael Gennaco presented his finding to the Davis Police Accountability
Commission on Thursday evening. There were several troubling and mishandled cases that he
highlighted including a raid based on GPS data where a Davis man who taken from his home in the
middle of the night at gunpoint based on faulty data placing a murder suspect at the location – when he
was found 70 miles away the next day.

The kidnapping case that we highlighted yesterday is interesting. Mr. Gennaco told me privately and said
it publicly that even without the bad identification, he believes that the defendant in this case would have
been held in custody.

Mr. Gennaco gave a tremendous amount of credit to the work of the public defender in this case – Yolo
County Public Defender John Sage (though he was not recognized by name) and largely agreed with me
that with less robust representation, this man may very well have been wrongly convicted.

Nevertheless, the identification process, done by an experience Davis Police Sargent – it would appear
from the transcript we have to be Sgt. Mike Munoz – was problematic. Given that the young victim, 12
years old at the time, only saw the man through the mask, Sgt. Munoz constructed a line up by placing
paper over the six individuals face to reveal only the eyes.

How the victim would be able to identify the “correct” individual in the first place leads one to wonder
exactly what kinds of non-verbal cues and conscious and subconscious “suggestibility” the police officer
was conveying.

Mr. Gennaco correctly notes that the new law will prevent this – requiring bot the double-blind process as
well as the video recording to allow him to better assess what went wrong.

The IPA in his report then writes that he “was concerned about the advisability of even conducting an
identification procedure considering the limited opportunity the victim had to view the perpetrator and the
fact that he was wearing a mask that covered his nose and mouth. In short, the juvenile victim had scant
identifying information upon which to base her identification.”

Mr. Gennaco also makes another critical point. While you can defend this was permissible under state
law, any objective observer would know that this was extremely flawed.

And yet… he notes that the DA still introduced the evidence of this identification. And the judge in this
case allowed it to stand despite rigorous objections by Mr. Sage.

His point: there were many failures in this case and many of them occurred at the level of DA and Judge
which he does not have the purview to oversee.

While Mr. Findlay lost 20 months in this case, but for the work of John Sage, it may have been 20 years
or longer.

Thanks for reading.

Thanks for reading.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
So far we have raised over $2019 for our Winter Fund Drive. Tomorrow (Tuesday) is Giving Tuesday. And
as a result, any funds raised by the Vanguard though the Facebook page will result in your contribution
being matched. Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001t5kSRDvCJxciQzG6w_NyAStRT7yX00iOrFmvv-RS0iXEv6bqPHJ-CiFs3DMbix2oWvu-QLuOQMa3i6gE2r0AR694dD2aHpZq54CATljEO7cE_Mi5xUMHwIBvG5F18GvW5wPOhVLFQqi_JFY2xR6LJZEBfmf6Cv921jVsfn6Us8JNYBS2CEiyaTted-hkhCwBqcRoBQEJqLnvypFbl9Rfvw==&c=p4snjrWZOwV2elUTfAev3pZFBEZibyGoM7TWXdB9RBG6tNMqSax4Hw==&ch=hH2kJfnIjWzHKyLRAoY5YfQFG-bPt2ekSE2ugANqrB0BRckBKtWvtg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001t5kSRDvCJxciQzG6w_NyAStRT7yX00iOrFmvv-RS0iXEv6bqPHJ-ClBuJDRoofhPqTHT-GsyDY_LZJEzMBkH-AS682M67I9NXWtxaLjexe_I48GP0yEhqOGG083_cV4hFHOKZbY7US7lAm72pA_QsphceecZbgfg9S066svEWiw-PeP6mKbQncSQFO_h7p8U&c=p4snjrWZOwV2elUTfAev3pZFBEZibyGoM7TWXdB9RBG6tNMqSax4Hw==&ch=hH2kJfnIjWzHKyLRAoY5YfQFG-bPt2ekSE2ugANqrB0BRckBKtWvtg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001t5kSRDvCJxciQzG6w_NyAStRT7yX00iOrFmvv-RS0iXEv6bqPHJ-CpZveqyLwNQWapen-ZJc7RkVfctlEkMY_L1M3yiUI_78zMGCWM_-wPzf5uqEXch_kTz-wSS__bAs-07Olz1VqLZg6qvCYJoK7w==&c=p4snjrWZOwV2elUTfAev3pZFBEZibyGoM7TWXdB9RBG6tNMqSax4Hw==&ch=hH2kJfnIjWzHKyLRAoY5YfQFG-bPt2ekSE2ugANqrB0BRckBKtWvtg==
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Auditor’s Report: A Bad Raid in Davis

Last night at the Davis Police Accountability Commission
(DPAC) meeting, Michael Gennaco briefly summarized and
discussed his first semi-annual report. One of the cases that
he summarized came to them in an unusual manner – a claim
filed with the city requesting reimbursement for almost
$10,000 worth of damage to the floors of their home.

Read More

Trial Nears – After Nearly 9 Years – of
Stockton Cop Accused of Beating Teen

Nearly nine years after a Stockton City police officer allegedly
beat him while his mother was getting gas at a convenience
store, Joseph Green – then a 16-year-old African American
teen – may get his chance to see the officer in court.

Read More

Kamala Harris’s Exit Shows That
Prosecutors No Longer Get a Pass

Kamala Harris dropped out of the race to become the 2020
Democratic presidential candidate on December 3, blaming
lack of funds.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch
Like our Facebook page

San Francisco Public Defender Responds
to D.A. Dismissing Gun Case Against
Zarate in Steinle Case

Today, on December 4, 2019, the San Francisco District
Attorney dismissed all charges against Jose Ines Garcia
Zarate, who was accused of murder and other charges
relating to the tragic death of Kate Steinle in July 2015.

Read More
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Drug Court Derails SF Man’s Recovery for
Eating a Cookie

On Monday, December 2, 2019, Gregory Fields, 42, was
remanded to SF County Jail to serve six months because he
would rather not start over at Harbor Lights, the residential
treatment program that kicked him out for eating a cookie.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Defendant Found Guilty of Sexual Battery
and Resisting Arrest

In a jury trial, Christopher Luster faced charges of two
misdemeanor counts. The first charge was a sexual battery
charge. The second charge was for resisting a public officer.
These two violations of the law allegedly occurred on Aug. 2,
2018. Jury deliberation took place on Dec. 5, 2019, and
concluded with a verdict.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
Like our Facebook Page

Sacramento Sheriff Breaking State Law by
Cooperating with ICE, Charge Critics; Call
for AG Probe and Grand Jury

It’s no surprise that Sacramento County Sheriff Scott Jones
may well be, as immigration advocates charged Wednesday,
breaking California law – he’s known to flaunt his authority,
and locked out an independent oversight inspector when he
didn’t like the IG’s criticism of his deputies.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
see our podcasts

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction
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In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Bad ID Leads to Admonishment; Immigra.on Case in Sac, Steinle Case Sees Gun
Charge Thrown Out

Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 at 7:10:21 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Michael Gennaco: “The IPA is concerned about the advisability of even conducting an identification
procedure considering the limited opportunity the victim had to view the perpetrator and the fact that he
was wearing a mask that covered his nose and mouth.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 5, 2019

Davis PD and Yolo DA Need to Be Admonished More on Eye
Witness Problem in Kidnapping Case
By David Greenwald
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Davis’ newly hired Independent Police Auditor is correct to be concerned about the eye witness
identification practices in the kidnapping case involving a 12 year old girl. It was a frightening case
involving a then-junior high student who happened to be a friend of my junior high child at the time. But
unfortunately, while the girl was traumatized by the experience, they caught the wrong person.

(See the article below for more details).

When we learned about the dismissal last October – there were several aspects of the case that were
troubling. Troubling enough that I forwarded the matter to the Independent Police Auditor. I hadn’t heard
anything from him until the report came out on Tuesday.

The big problem here: the girl never saw the suspect because he had a mask on. And amazingly, an
experience police Sergeant – not just an officer – conducted a photo line up, placed paper over his
corresponding areas of the face and had her attempt to identify it.

She picked out a photo of the suspect – surprisingly enough given all the facts of this case – and said it
“sort of looks like him.”

Given that it has been proven that he is the wrong person, we have to question how she could have done
that even by chance. 

There are all sorts of problems with eye witness identification that the auditor points out in his summary of
the case. One of the big ones is the need to do a double-blind identification, where the person who
conducts the line up does not know who the suspect is in order to prevent conscious or subconscious
suggestibility.

The IPA concludes that they were “concerned about the advisability of even conducting an
identification procedure considering the limited opportunity the victim had to view the
perpetrator and the fact that he was wearing a mask that covered his nose and
mouth.”

That is actually if anything an understatement. Once again, we view a case that with
less aggressive defense, is a wrongful conviction. You have a scary allegation, a
suspect found in the area, and identification from the victim.

As it was Sander Findlay was in custody for an astounding 20 months despite the
fact that early on Public Defender John Sage had evidence that his cell phone was
not in Davis at all, but at Berryessa – some distance away.

That wasn’t enough to get a release or drop the charges, they had to show evidence
from his interlock mechanism that he was actually in his car and at that location.
Without that diligence, we may be talking about another wrongful. This was written
off as a teaching moment and the IPA did not find officer misconduct, but this was a
mistake that cost Sander Findlay 20 months of freedom and could have been far
worse.

Thanks for reading.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
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So far we have raised over $2019 for our Winter Fund Drive. Tomorrow (Tuesday) is Giving Tuesday. And
as a result, any funds raised by the Vanguard though the Facebook page will result in your contribution
being matched. Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Davis Police Auditor Admonishes Handling
of Eyewitness Identification in Kidnapping
Case

In October 2018, the Yolo County DA’s Office announced it
was dropping charges against Sander Findlay, after holding
him in custody for 20 months on kidnapping charges.

Read More

Sacramento Sheriff Breaking State Law by
Cooperating with ICE, Charge Critics; Call
for AG Probe and Grand Jury

It’s no surprise that Sacramento County Sheriff Scott Jones
may well be, as immigration advocates charged Wednesday,
breaking California law – he’s known to flaunt his authority,
and locked out an independent oversight inspector when he
didn’t like the IG’s criticism of his deputies.

Read More

San Francisco Public Defender Responds
to D.A. Dismissing Gun Case Against
Zarate in Steinle Case

Today, on December 4, 2019, the San Francisco District
Attorney dismissed all charges against Jose Ines Garcia
Zarate, who was accused of murder and other charges
relating to the tragic death of Kate Steinle in July 2015.

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch

San Francisco Public Defender Responds
to D.A. Dismissing Gun Case Against
Zarate in Steinle Case

Today, on December 4, 2019, the San Francisco District
Attorney dismissed all charges against Jose Ines Garcia
Zarate, who was accused of murder and other charges
relating to the tragic death of Kate Steinle in July 2015.

Read More

Drug Court Derails SF Man’s Recovery for
Eating a Cookie

On Monday, December 2, 2019, Gregory Fields, 42, was
remanded to SF County Jail to serve six months because he
would rather not start over at Harbor Lights, the residential
treatment program that kicked him out for eating a cookie.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Suspect Skates Away From Officer in
Sexual Battery Case

A man that matched the description of the dispatch report
skated away from the patrol officer after being stopped for
questioning.

Read More

Spit Mask Leads to Possible Prison Time

The defendant allegedly spat multiple times at Woodland
police officers who were called to the scene after a close
relative feared for her safety.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Sacramento Sheriff Breaking State Law by
Cooperating with ICE, Charge Critics; Call
for AG Probe and Grand Jury

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kfra2mZiY94ls3D6MdPhdq8E6CNG81YYXKNAb0mga_f3rTY6Fcp2hOufR8AMnNbK0-VaWw5craMVXkDzcn2vzMEvAx_pQ160FeJbE7QhDzAS1cmpbl-6nH11u1TG95qy8YhyghFhXpDNpN3aODsUkBSGwnEY7MElqPt1B7_Ict4gwUAOIBdKnX8Zg4w660cdVLnaGEJZAbub0lLqz_TRIACU2tAsrSTfs2cWcxjeLVg13QupUHDVy1w0VoqF3onsT5oAkwuVWOlwC2BptcJlElkuUeEyIKnUgM1coswzbcs=&c=16iTOpNMponlJqDZ3FrfyJ_FnKL5fmfa5EwClA4NAdvM3qxqLqcq2g==&ch=v7iDpKiRBi_8IuVdatUh21xaag_itJpqQoVD9KnLu_0a6RgpzxN2Fw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kfra2mZiY94ls3D6MdPhdq8E6CNG81YYXKNAb0mga_f3rTY6Fcp2hOufR8AMnNbKz-6w_a-o4y4zWiFxJvZvaFAIO0BfXM4Rev6E8E6lN7905qfH8UJJo-eI0EvUw8PT99-e34dA1npNKlFC_PsHNnRlfeOW88QqifFUyfjCtSulika3zxgoL5DJEocCd7tIXmtp9iut-8twJj5ie231kCxJZTMEyVKgI2lGJRsoObJKcdcJBbkcdA==&c=16iTOpNMponlJqDZ3FrfyJ_FnKL5fmfa5EwClA4NAdvM3qxqLqcq2g==&ch=v7iDpKiRBi_8IuVdatUh21xaag_itJpqQoVD9KnLu_0a6RgpzxN2Fw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kfra2mZiY94ls3D6MdPhdq8E6CNG81YYXKNAb0mga_f3rTY6Fcp2hOufR8AMnNbKcuRZV6a-Kl-D6GFi3w3F2qM35Px26eYoYzCfdSB90hpcWb9Nca0-eK6M5xb2ldIzV4xIpYh38svdNf9DwLk1ypIaWFJIoTVw6lxpiqMhwrYVjMLTW2Lb16jj8Dpqla8eGoUFI7w29VAPVj358NW1VXRvJrFjc5dZSWXQCmB1GkBN9Fk69iXYNA==&c=16iTOpNMponlJqDZ3FrfyJ_FnKL5fmfa5EwClA4NAdvM3qxqLqcq2g==&ch=v7iDpKiRBi_8IuVdatUh21xaag_itJpqQoVD9KnLu_0a6RgpzxN2Fw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kfra2mZiY94ls3D6MdPhdq8E6CNG81YYXKNAb0mga_f3rTY6Fcp2hOufR8AMnNbKbEeCRMphA7NtNURXUqEtIBawh39y47RoCUaZHSRRa5qzU3gGKxK54VMG0l9ZyvRTfODY1_gFSOmLe0czYcnxZnwCTNOWVNM5EGHvXMudWljZYDw3DBZCGlNQbX7737tNjqpYFqDxqf8pueLARtVCp3EN8Ofg0rzg&c=16iTOpNMponlJqDZ3FrfyJ_FnKL5fmfa5EwClA4NAdvM3qxqLqcq2g==&ch=v7iDpKiRBi_8IuVdatUh21xaag_itJpqQoVD9KnLu_0a6RgpzxN2Fw==
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It’s no surprise that Sacramento County Sheriff Scott Jones
may well be, as immigration advocates charged Wednesday,
breaking California law – he’s known to flaunt his authority,
and locked out an independent oversight inspector when he
didn’t like the IG’s criticism of his deputies.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Subject: RE: Quick minor correc.on
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 at 5:54:37 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: image001.jpg
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Excellent. Thank you.
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 9:53 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Quick minor correc.on
 
Yes. It’s updated
 
On Thu, Dec 5, 2019 at 9:44 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Thank you. Please let me know when the link has been updated. Excited to share it. Vanguard rocks!
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 9:41 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Quick minor correc.on
 

 

Got it
 
On Thu, Dec 5, 2019 at 9:38 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good morning David,
 
Thanks to you and Cres for covering the press conference yesterday in support of Enrique Nambo
who was transferred to ICE by Sac Sheriffs.
 
Hoping you can make a minor correction before I share the excellent write-up via our social media:
“Her office is filing a complaint later this week claiming Jones’ office broke the law when it
handed Enrique Nambo, a Sacramento father, over to ICE Aug. 7 of this year when Nambo was
being released after four days in jail for a DUI.”
 
Emi Maclean let me know that “Enrique is filing the complaint,” not necessarily our office. It’s a
detail that will likely be cleared up in the next few days and I can keep you posted on that. For
now, however, it’s not us.
 
Thank you!!
Val
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

--

David M. Greenwald
Executive Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Investigative Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and information about the city of Davis, Yolo
County, and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Re: Quick minor correc.on
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 at 5:52:52 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: image001.jpg

 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Yes. It’s updated

On Thu, Dec 5, 2019 at 9:44 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Thank you. Please let me know when the link has been updated. Excited to share it. Vanguard rocks!

 

From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 9:41 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Quick minor correc.on

 

 

Got it

 

On Thu, Dec 5, 2019 at 9:38 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good morning David,

 

Thanks to you and Cres for covering the press conference yesterday in support of Enrique Nambo who was
transferred to ICE by Sac Sheriffs.

 

Hoping you can make a minor correc.on before I share the excellent write-up via our social media:

“Her office is filing a complaint later this week claiming Jones’ office broke the law when it handed Enrique
Nambo, a Sacramento father, over to ICE Aug. 7 of this year when Nambo was being released a}er four days in
jail for a DUI.”

 

Emi Maclean let me know that “Enrique is filing the complaint,” not necessarily our office. It’s a detail that will
likely be cleared up in the next few days and I can keep you posted on that. For now, however, it’s not us.

 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Thank you!!

Val

 

 

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

--

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard

Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: RE: Quick minor correc.on
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 at 5:44:43 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: image001.jpg

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Thank you. Please let me know when the link has been updated. Excited to share it. Vanguard rocks!
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2019 9:41 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Quick minor correc.on
 

 

Got it
 
On Thu, Dec 5, 2019 at 9:38 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good morning David,
 
Thanks to you and Cres for covering the press conference yesterday in support of Enrique Nambo
who was transferred to ICE by Sac Sheriffs.
 
Hoping you can make a minor correction before I share the excellent write-up via our social media:
“Her office is filing a complaint later this week claiming Jones’ office broke the law when it handed
Enrique Nambo, a Sacramento father, over to ICE Aug. 7 of this year when Nambo was being
released after four days in jail for a DUI.”
 
Emi Maclean let me know that “Enrique is filing the complaint,” not necessarily our office. It’s a
detail that will likely be cleared up in the next few days and I can keep you posted on that. For now,
however, it’s not us.
 
Thank you!!
Val
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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--

David M. Greenwald
Executive Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Investigative Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and information about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Re: Quick minor correc.on
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 at 5:41:14 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Got it

On Thu, Dec 5, 2019 at 9:38 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good morning David,

 

Thanks to you and Cres for covering the press conference yesterday in support of Enrique Nambo who was
transferred to ICE by Sac Sheriffs.

 

Hoping you can make a minor correc.on before I share the excellent write-up via our social media:

“Her office is filing a complaint later this week claiming Jones’ office broke the law when it handed Enrique Nambo,
a Sacramento father, over to ICE Aug. 7 of this year when Nambo was being released a}er four days in jail for a
DUI.”

 

Emi Maclean let me know that “Enrique is filing the complaint,” not necessarily our office. It’s a detail that will
likely be cleared up in the next few days and I can keep you posted on that. For now, however, it’s not us.

 

Thank you!!

Val

 

 

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Quick minor correc.on
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 at 5:38:03 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: info@davisvanguard.org

Good morning David,
 
Thanks to you and Cres for covering the press conference yesterday in support of Enrique Nambo who was
transferred to ICE by Sac Sheriffs.
 
Hoping you can make a minor correc.on before I share the excellent write-up via our social media:
“Her office is filing a complaint later this week claiming Jones’ office broke the law when it handed Enrique
Nambo, a Sacramento father, over to ICE Aug. 7 of this year when Nambo was being released a}er four days
in jail for a DUI.”
 
Emi Maclean let me know that “Enrique is filing the complaint,” not necessarily our office. It’s a detail that
will likely be cleared up in the next few days and I can keep you posted on that. For now, however, it’s not us.
 
Thank you!!
Val
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: PRESS STATEMENT - SF Public Defender Responds to DA Dismissing Gun Case Against Garcia Zarate
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 at 1:42:36 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: December 4, 2019
 
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org or (628)249-7946
 
LINK: https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/san-francisco-public-defender-responds-to-
d-a-dismissing-gun-case-against-jose-ines-garcia-zarate/

 

**PRESS STATEMENT**

San Francisco Public Defender Responds to D.A. Dismissing Gun

Case Against Jose Ines Garcia Zarate
 

SAN FRANCISCO – Today, on December 4, 2019, the San Francisco District Attorney

dismissed all charges against Jose Ines Garcia Zarate, who was accused of murder and other

charges relating to the tragic death of Kate Steinle in July 2015.  It took the criminal justice

system four and a half years to reach this conclusion, even though, ever since early July

2015, it was clear based on scientific evidence that the shooting was an accident: the result of

a single shot ricochet that travelled more than ninety feet.

 

San Francisco police investigators and crime lab technicians, after conducting an investigation

shortly after the shooting, concluded that the case involved a long distance ricochet from a

fully loaded weapon with no manual trigger safety.  The fully loaded gun had been unsafely

stored in the backseat of a federal agent’s car near the Embarcadero.  The car was

burglarized, not by Mr. Garcia Zarate, and somehow the gun ended up under a swivel chair on

Pier 14.  Mr. Garcia Zarate, homeless, sat down on the chair, picked up a discarded bundle

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/san-francisco-public-defender-responds-to-d-a-dismissing-gun-case-against-jose-ines-garcia-zarate/
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from under it, and in so doing, accidentally discharged the gun which was wrapped inside the

bundle.  Only one bullet discharged from the gun.  The gun was pointed at the ground, the

bullet ricocheted off the concrete floor, travelling ninety feet before hitting Ms. Steinle. All facts

in this case were the hallmark of a tragic but accidental discharge of a gun — and indeed, due

to the ubiquitous nature of guns in this country, more than one person is killed each day from

an accidental shooting. 

 

Even though the prosecution, police, and defense were all aware that these undisputed facts

pointed toward factual innocence, the DA nevertheless charged Mr. Garcia Zarate with

intentional murder, and aggressively prosecuted him. 

 

Donald Trump, then campaigning for president of the United States, used the case to promote

his false narrative about dangerous Mexican immigrants, rushed to judgment, and called on

the public to demonize and deport the undocumented.  The national press, including CNN, the

Associated Press, Washington Post, and Fox News, followed suit — simply repeating Trump’s

narrative without criticizing it, and without acknowledging that the forensic evidence pointed

toward innocence.  They sold stories, but they ignored the facts.

 

But facts do matter, and by the time an independent jury of 12 people had an opportunity to

determine guilt or innocence, they unanimously chose innocence on the murder charges as

well as involuntary manslaughter. The jury did convict Mr. Garcia Zarate of possessing a gun.

However, Mr. Garcia Zarate appealed that conviction because the trial judge failed to instruct

the jury that momentary possession constituted a defense to the charged crime.  Three

independent judges — including a former prosecutor — unanimously held that Mr. Garcia

Zarate’s conviction should be reversed because he had a valid defense, namely, that he did

not know the bundle he picked up contained a gun.

 

Yet despite these undisputed facts, President Donald Trump and former Attorney General Jeff

Sessions have demanded further prosecution of Mr. Garcia Zarate. He now faces federal
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charges for gun possession, and is exposed to ten years in prison.

 

Francisco Ugarte, one of the lawyers on the criminal case, said, “The final outcome in this

case exposed Donald Trump’s false and racist narrative about immigration.  We were

representing an innocent man, whose place of birth and immigration status are irrelevant to

the facts of this case.  We are absolutely convinced that a federal jury will see through the

Trump Administration’s politicized motives in this unjust new case against Mr. Garcia Zarate,

and will find him factually innocent of criminal charges.”

 

Mr. Garcia Zarate was represented by the San Francisco Public Defender defense team of

Matt Gonzalez, Francisco Ugarte, Michael Hinckley, Zachary Dillon, Danielle Thompson, and

Clare Kane. 

 

The federal trial against Mr. Garcia Zarate is scheduled for January, 2020.   

 

# #

 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - Drug Court Derails SF Man's Recovery for Ea.ng a Cookie
Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2019 at 11:35:43 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: December 4, 2019
 
CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra at the SF Public Defender’s Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org or (628)249-7946
 
LINK: https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/drug-court-derails-sf-mans-
recovery-for-eating-a-cookie/  
 

**PRESS RELEASE**
 

Drug Court Derails SF Man's Recovery for Eating a Cookie
 

When an SF man was kicked out of a residential treatment program for taking
a cookie without asking, Drug Court gave him two choices, go back and start

all over again or spend six months in county jail. He chose jail.
 
 

SAN FRANCISCO – On Monday, December 2, 2019, Gregory Fields, 42, was remanded to

SF County Jail to serve six months because he would rather not start over at Harbor Lights,

the residential treatment program that kicked him out for eating a cookie.

 

Mr. Fields was placed in the residential treatment program through Drug Court while on

probation for a 2017 vandalism charge.  Harbor Lights requires a 30-day detox followed by a

30-day blackout period where Mr. Fields, who lives with his mother in San Francisco, was not

able to contact her or anyone else. Mr. Fields completed both of these challenging phases

and was regularly attending meetings and court. However, after a Harbor Lights outing, where

they made and handed out lunches to homeless people, Mr. Fields returned and ate one of

the leftover cookies without asking. That’s when Harbor Lights told him to leave.

 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
https://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/12/drug-court-derails-sf-mans-recovery-for-eating-a-cookie/
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Fields immediately called his case worker, who persuaded Harbor Lights to let him stay, but

only if he started the program over from the beginning, including the grueling blackout period.

Mr. Fields did not want to be shut off from the world again for no therapeutic reason and thus

went home to his family.

 

In the interim, Mr. Fields sought outpatient treatment on his own to maintain his newfound

sobriety, including showing up at Drug Court for group meetings run by the SF Department of

Public Health, but was turned away. He found another outpatient program for himself and was

willing to return to his placement without starting over, but those were not options.

 

At his next weekly appearance at Drug Court, no other treatment programs were offered. The

only alternative offered was six months in SF County Jail. Mr. Fields, who has been clean for

over three months, told the judge that he would rather go to jail.

 

Despite the risk to Mr. Fields’s long-term recovery, which ultimately impacts personal and

public safety, Judge Michael Begert remanded him into the County Jail to serve six months at

taxpayer expense.

 

“The program’s response was grossly disproportionate to the unauthorized snacking offense,

and the court’s response to the low-level rule violation is counterproductive and inhumane,”

said Deputy Public Defender Dana Drusinsky, who has seen Mr. Fields’s upward progress

over many months. “If the court and providers were in fact focused on Mr. Fields’s recovery,

they would not have locked him up for eating a cookie.”
# #

 
 

 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Orange County PD Outlines Massive Scandal; Kamala Harris’s Criminal Jus.ce
Record Killed Her Presiden.al Run

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2019 at 7:00:46 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Scott Sanders: “They’ve know for a long time that they have massive problems with how they handle
evidence. For whatever reason they chose this moment to determine just how big a problem it was.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 4, 2019

Criminal Justice Issues A Factor in Kamala's Demise As
Presidential Candidate
by David Greenwald

As University of San Francisco professor Lara Bazelon writes: "While there are a number of reasons why
her candidacy was not successful, chief among them was her decision to brand herself a “progressive
prosecutor.” She was not, at least not by today’s standards."

While this is definitely a factor - a lot of people who would frankly be looking at a relatively young,
actractive, articulate and energetic woman of color, probably were turned off by her record as a DA and
AG.

As I have written before, there was a bigger problem than this for Kamala Harris. Her record did not
match her rhetoric overall. In a way she was trying to position herself between more centrist Democratics
like Biden and Buttigieg and more progressive candidates like Warren and Sanders. I questioned a few
months ago where there was any real space there.

Still, running to left when you have a record of at best a centrist was going to be hard.

I think Professor Bazelon nails it when she writes: "In truth, Harris’s record reveals that she is a centrist
on criminal justice. Had she run on that record or reckoned with it—including acknowledging the harm her
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status-quo policies inflicted—the outcome might have been different."

She adds, "It is understandable that Harris would want to claim the progressive prosecutor label—it is
trending nationally now. It signals to voters that a candidate will break from the failed tough-on-crime
policies of the past."

The case of Maurice Caldwell bears this out. Mr. Caldwell made a cameo appearance at our October 26
event on progressive prosecutors. He was our keynote speaker in 2011 when he was released from
prison after 20 years of wrongful incarceration.

He has since been fighting for compensation. I consider him a friend.

This is an earlier press account: “Harris' district attorney's office repeatedly delayed responding to the
innocence claims of Maurice Caldwell by filing for extensions as Harris ran for attorney general in 2010,
keeping Caldwell in prison for more than a year despite evidence that someone else had committed the
murder for which he was convicted, according to court records. A judge admonished Harris' office for the
delays and said they might warrant sanctions.”

We also have an interview today with Scott Sanders from Orange County. The AG's office in the
informant scandal under both Kamala Harris and more recently under Xavier Becerra did next to nothing -
and in fact de facto defended the DA's office in Orange County.

When the judge recused the Orange County DA from the case death penalty case of Scott Dekraii, it was
Kamala Harris' office that fought them on it.

The AG's office under the watch of Kamala Harris followed by Xavier Becerra opened an investigation
into sheriff’s department's conduct in this matter including serious allegations of perjury in their testimony
during 2014 and 2015 evidentiary hearings in the death penalty case.

Writes Scott Moxley, a reporter for the Orange County Weekly, “This supposedly ongoing probe appears
to have been nothing more than a sham.”

Mr. Moxley notes that to some extent the AG’s office has contributed to this problem. He writes, “In
addition to producing no charges, AG investigators obeyed an assistant sheriff’s commands that
interviews not be recorded. Perhaps worse, Deputy AG Michael T. Murphy huddled this year with
Hutchens not to pressure her to clean up her soiled act, but rather to offer strategy on how to downplay
the scandal during her own testimony in front of Goethals, according to court records. Murphy also gave
immunity to numerous members of Hutchens’ command staff involved in the scandal.”

Mr. Moxley concludes: “If the AG’s office heeded the judge’s call for honest oversight of law-enforcement
shenanigans, officials had the perfect opportunity in the Orange County snitch scandal to demonstrate
rehabilitation. But it seems they are destined to blow it once again by sending an unambiguous message
to dirty cops: You’ve got a free pass to lie on the witness stand and walk away smiling.”

Kamala Harris was very strong as AG on issues like same-sex marriage and immigration, but when it
came to police and prosecutorial misconduct, she and her successor were extraordinarily weak.

Not to mention the allegations of her office's handling of wrongful conviction cases.

As reported in 2012 by the LA Times: "California Atty. Gen. Kamala D. Harris has fought to uphold the
conviction that sent the Greek immigrant to prison for life. Lawyers for her office tried to overturn the
innocence finding on the grounds that Souliotes has not proved exoneration."

Her record here just wasn't strong. It would have been one thing as Professor Bazelon put it, if she
acknowledged her shortcomings and moved on from it. It is another to attempt to run as a reformer, when
she was not as a DA and not even more recently as Attorney General.

Thanks for reading.

We Succeeded - but are still raising money in our fund drive...
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So far we have raised over $1819 for our Winter Fund Drive. Tomorrow (Tuesday) is Giving Tuesday. And
as a result, any funds raised by the Vanguard though the Facebook page will result in your contribution
being matched. Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Orange County Public Defender Discusses
Latest Evidence Scandal That Could Put
Thousands of Cases in Question

Two audits showed Orange County Sheriff’s deputies holding
onto to evidence for days and sometimes weeks or longer
before booking it. In addition, a separate audit showed
evidence was missing.

Read More

Kamala Harris’s Criminal Justice Record
Killed Her Presidential Run

News broke on Tuesday that Kamala Harris was ending her
run for president. While there are a number of reasons why
her candidacy was not successful, chief among them was her
decision to brand herself a “progressive prosecutor.” She was
not, at least not by today’s standards.

Read More

Police Officer’s Identification of Defendant
Under Question

A gang-related murder trial continued in department 16 on
Monday morning after the Thanksgiving break, presided by
Judge Eric R. Fleming. The entire day was dedicated to
questioning the officer that identified one of the defendants,
leading to his arrest.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfota0TUEpsk2HGT6oeNZjQ52w8ZXvuHYntUiaHMD26u-l5Pu-s0PXq38g1hizWhKq9bskTv6rgyXATI86Zqj2A_K8xAlZLsb1KknaEG_fuH7z-nuWE2jRjFnWL4PeP1J58ShDY2lr2HFFTwNdUQaH0GBveGkO9V4ag==&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfvvG7w24VvMFZJ4YCzgwDC3Jlubd548q08o0i8criIXOO_9U71yPv4IszgcAnGWaWXfVqqDGnHM32RsPlUqAH067wDDbDaxd--mMB16GtOPPWY7_pm1PlWWHLC2z-W5r-8kS3x1oBYnP&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfoUyFKsjcuG2pgzuMHl6rv0I6St6eRnrMBaldtSyJXphsjODLkdKgqDQlNQApFX0ZDkQ2H2xSKy-U7IJYaNzS-4xAU1rrVCt_Q==&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfqIYTM_sYOePiJjcumEh_7n17F8cCuaq0O8Aol_FNcv5ccPb45v3BOzEOM4JJd1lLbHdE4Awa5qDYQUZIhy844L2nLdxyPR_8RDLOG8SCloYiNlE5cdfMlc=&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfqIYTM_sYOePzk1nTecDWeHQXfgyOtD8xRmsGQTRTgnRazijWFclQmiPtDWVhz8R2sldaQG6HRdLI8Uu-bwX2XaWXDvXUBrgdNUdM_a4flTHE7joUPUFKo7EYJUXJhl0uYGP6Vw1sFh9&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfqIYTM_sYOePuiVOxb10H1c8y0FLWAoxDUpoBRyyPgZtMoEZGvBrlF5QS0syFmfQ7rLAMdxUxJkdEWFKMOEu_wvnuGdl3kYSWPzY7emA-Z3_EbEdAkLQYUWTnxSdoNqOLRhr3kZ7EPZvOd3C0-JHzII=&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfsEgTx2CoRMg9qxOYFUimDw57lS7bGnIS6nKeaLn7y90AYcFjpCWMzZEPaYVWvVjWMdCOkrhh9qVtcEdS5s0U-dMrwYqriyFCc7g9Ot5-fLAxOTBkcCe7dVlYc88mSHZdRgU1NOJIC89&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfvYL7yOCmgTlud92M6PUEVDvZc7qYBTwp__dEI02KIf1ecbXL7HAnpZXV34QZOnln8tESr8D6gIehThHrie9njmSzP4ctEzXoWJuo9lJRrJU&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfv6aDTIF3sAou9wP9pj5bKQa2s-jZH1NRwVP6yptGeHEwkxkvGaGF-wHgn6mP3z_Lz3_FMvNVgZnHPmOJ5DQwU8xtoXkTHcvUkrz6opnNeu3&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfkJFiGioqtgh9MB4dOzD6mirjPULup8zbFbS0CQy1z1mRXuJgAqDzi5_1UbLaC4n0FeoqZ4ExhcYJXinWXRGwS8015jOHZcPMYhmXhnyzStjMwOxiQJP1bijsd7S7O_pCL0N9mQmwvuzO4lgj9MEi3HrDpmd0reHrblRQKY6MQhM6fwJjv6iyv7_IGz61KeoAkCO-9BW_vAv0Yy7Hka78-ThkjIUxk0rn98EQBi7KyQPDIbaFeio6WaOnpZU6CVWCK_5mKPvjQAa&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfkJFiGioqtgh8JZlsEp_uTPKwCVkthr9y-clunj5fsfufHP5LhCbiHNfC5WQc5almMmpRSlXcyX0Gl8XWxgnSkYmdMJ8UFRrQWnFsCZ-liRtSi_O_1a-f1TXNl8sFWkzx4NmG3LYsSU4XIeaCf46ga5AzTR5WQvk7hoXa6EnvDOyMWJvJ9GJE-ydrWZWinl33hV2HtFyEB00T5_Bn59hO4E=&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfkJFiGioqtghECyDn9mNu71YgWTRDBuyrZ7cuo94d3AFOzirkksg8sW6RY4-DsJ7J8ZmsnYDncrtn7Ccs0hcz3mYn5T4YvWiGVhgOuTmo1HdJe1w_ZrLg1ZvFzXw-tLVWamSboWnwLBcvZsOa5pZEr66c307x0DccN2PVH9_Fa8GYUqqFORxCOYaM_DT6vN9x64qZvnI2vZD&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
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San Francisco Court Watch

Police Officer’s Identification of Defendant
Under Question

A gang-related murder trial continued in department 16 on
Monday morning after the Thanksgiving break, presided by
Judge Eric R. Fleming. The entire day was dedicated to
questioning the officer that identified one of the defendants,
leading to his arrest.

Read More

Contested Evidence: A Sign of an
Unreliable Testimony?

A former San Francisco firefighter was accused of allegedly
punching and choke holding a male victim. The District
Attorney prosecuted the case under a grade of felony, while
the defense responded by requesting relief under Penal Code
17(b) in the preliminary hearing presided by Judge Christine
Van Aken on December 2, 2019.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Hearing Delayed For Man Currently
Serving Life Without Parole Denied For
Felony Murder

A motion for the production of documents filed by the family
members of Joseph Navarrete was request denied and the
hearing delayed as prosecutors claimed it was never served
to the district attorney’s office.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Former Girlfriend of Victim in Murder Case
Continues Fight for Freedom Under SB
1437

A few days before Thanksgiving, San Francisco defense
lawyer Juliana Drous filed new pleadings here asking
Sacramento Superior Court to vacate the murder conviction of
her client, Nicole Carrol

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfkJFiGioqtghECyDn9mNu71YgWTRDBuyrZ7cuo94d3AFOzirkksg8sW6RY4-DsJ7J8ZmsnYDncrtn7Ccs0hcz3mYn5T4YvWiGVhgOuTmo1HdJe1w_ZrLg1ZvFzXw-tLVWamSboWnwLBcvZsOa5pZEr66c307x0DccN2PVH9_Fa8GYUqqFORxCOYaM_DT6vN9x64qZvnI2vZD&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfkJFiGioqtgh1U_CYCcG1L3b1sOEzkhN7o8hq87YjzMX_-Dcmoh7Xlp_tl42kJFnhlL7obdPUnmz-lovyNEGKGDmGCpyQLyIiAipjUbZG-WQxh9b7e6BBA5y0yitWjp_T9rw98nCKVogUFuA-fyjpMleLWG7DT8tkiYQSbmkNbCemW8AYHASyFDuzwOoeqJ3Eg==&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfqdnXDVPUWhxLIoc9FyRHNrISnewnZyPBk64_BjmknKOktKPvhO7WgdzGKSQflpbi0OTHoYrRazyrlrtwXJpFNZGzAmsxzGsynjx2-TyBm5LaCrC78Ja3jPVnqFxpG_nLgDj7hHLNYB8f8l7MAFqBVqjDse7VqvRnKqHXBHBnwHU8KcNSYLxW3w2Y_m948AE9djXTdxCr0yKUTCVSE8yJ3BMXPaegv0ziHuw-C4vi9ht&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MVkgCBrXubwrgiZegCtU_pWHRJKU4FUDfBFooU4r9lscsPXAfBtwfv2ND3CLQqhbxVPOmqogMIBoLcYodYMQMgYwxWw7PQhO_NIWuv1_jW1ZrSAqoPsbQAW9Was_CyglL2XKu0CpxK7oSUH0tjjatWru22Xd3ndacEAaV0SHjnkeYlnSutw7M6NNOkXbvDj9wFw98shEvBU0Ow7EY-Ibb4fT93NOsgv3V0bfETCGyoDlUXCvCnprH64yud87imxrPEA-GXltFlYDD7SZuNcilEP0ljaoQKSo&c=3n6rAunfZRfmCnoilNzEqtD7RsB4oeWx3dl1JiIIcCaHhHvRe2Y1Ng==&ch=cnj5qiNGMPsRRSQLbZ3hyXiqe1oxrwR7GQ-U1hkH3Zin4N6Vnhpzkg==
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George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Subject: Re: Sacramento - Wed. 12/4/2019 - press coverage/inquiry
Date: Tuesday, December 3, 2019 at 11:24:30 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
CC: Maclean, Emilou (PDR), Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Thanks Valerie.

Hi Emi - any help you can give us would be greatly appreciated.

On Tue, Dec 3, 2019 at 2:18 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hi Emi,

 

I am introducing you, via email, to our partner at the Davis Vanguard, David Greenwald. He does our SF Court
Watch program.

One of the reporters that works at the Davis Vanguard in Yolo County, Cres Vellucci, received the press release for
tomorrow’s press conference will be covering it. However, he was hoping to get some more background
informa.on ahead of .me. Connec.ng you and David here to discuss whether you have any other informa.on you
could share with Cres.

 

Emi Maclean: emi.maclean@sfgov.org

David M. Greenwald: info@davisvanguard.org

 

I’m cc’ing Francisco to keep him in the loop and in case you need to check in with him first.

 

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. I’m heading into a mee.ng soon, but will be available later
this a}ernoon.

 

Thank you,

Valerie

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:emi.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Sacramento - Wed. 12/4/2019 - press coverage/inquiry
Date: Tuesday, December 3, 2019 at 10:18:47 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: emi.maclean@sfgov.org, David M. Greenwald
CC: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)

Hi Emi,
 
I am introducing you, via email, to our partner at the Davis Vanguard, David Greenwald. He does our SF Court
Watch program.
One of the reporters that works at the Davis Vanguard in Yolo County, Cres Vellucci, received the press release
for tomorrow’s press conference will be covering it. However, he was hoping to get some more background
informa.on ahead of .me. Connec.ng you and David here to discuss whether you have any other
informa.on you could share with Cres.
 
Emi Maclean: emi.maclean@sfgov.org
David M. Greenwald: info@davisvanguard.org
 
I’m cc’ing Francisco to keep him in the loop and in case you need to check in with him first.
 
Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. I’m heading into a mee.ng soon, but will be available
later this a}ernoon.
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:emi.maclean@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - 1437 Hearing Delayed in Yolo; 100 year old vic.m steals show in San Francisco;
#GivingTuesday

Date: Tuesday, December 3, 2019 at 7:00:56 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

"Are you crazy?" testimony of 100 year old victim of attempted rape

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 3, 2019

TODAY IS GIVING TUESDAY - YOUR DONATION COUNTS TWICE
Everyday we present the stories of ordinary injustice that plague our legal system. In order to bring you
that coverage, we need your help.

Today is #GivingTuesday and we are a non-profit which means your donation is tax deductible. Here is
your chance to give back.

Double Your Contribution:
So far we have raised over $1000 for our Winter Fund Drive. Tomorrow (Tuesday) is Giving Tuesday. And
as a result, any funds raised by the Vanguard though the Facebook page will result in your contribution
being matched. Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKXMW3vrD7y8am7uPqozaG0hdFuIxqyB43gZjtzqDFjYv4qLVRslW9nWwyYkJVcsCeYy1RDsnP1MsxxQY34-VVh0-nFYsCQ8LmEvSgRMJc2mh8AqXelgDCuo16iHgKAaM4g_KBlRuxlBLQ8C3ruZHyb9RUTustRXmJg==&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKeIxtjzjZqnDbXmL4XDhUB3ntPZjnoLJ73201VlNPphEegXk1yO4xYA6BDuyTSreJJuxC_EW8L5jFagziaPcKqlzgCMzN9DWxG1n_I_t2unajNDlodAOApjt9mY4zKnodcf3XACprTrv&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKU1AcDmt2aX3yV15OfilD9Bfe8b1Lg7-qzCOSybeiJrMD85qUmNo1DMtfMXeVczK7QMZY-ElkjN3EQnsWphBOYHDXEuwl-hgrw==&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKQO2uWvcO5qyTdsAh-KZ7sYFGDnyyFY0RjJ5TCimJf9TI0Q6oZmVV1aMzRNdh4BJwYDCshV3zOvkAFUD2tLT2l2IibjQ4MtDeBcmfMF0d96FcP1UB73JW1M=&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKQO2uWvcO5qy66yb8IzQWxTqCgseMhmFYWjgvQRBsCK1ejOnB5L2O4vnl1ln5F8ceLxxICY69D05_SihR7XHlqwYLlHk3EoomcMu5a-VmEHs5U2JWd4Mgio1P7TxjcK4wuCRmH7zjx3j&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKQO2uWvcO5qyzDudrWyzMfwXC2y_JfI5XI4q76uBUFX0qhDMkSznPZ7Bm-mjdS1FEVS88TSg0Zp6LC52viMTXOtz6fcTeAEgfLGk8pu7q5Me5_loN3WwgOlehxUQ-UfwER24HIfQkIP9IwC8vIGnAag=&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKQ_2hPQhS3rUQwW5qRjvue7xUkUj4lyciN33HRcR4B6jF-5A1mdNpgMmgML9aS6Bg3N6tCXd80_Ivu0rgLMzbi2eFh0e31Gc0prSdgCaq0UhXyYNtEL59ktLPBbJFapiT70hEPc26Tyh&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKbmRThoGcJy2ITmaq2oPob6nVXtZKTetKrBXmpo2FRGKNJTzJgcSC-kxMCcq-WlkM7Pc3GJFRjsQ4WzX3fMNErRNqtZQqwjrzoNo_F87mdMA&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKbvk4_PCDY5ato3tikrLPuevOlWiwVAZ0rODej5esCfBs0PRapNQEmKIriwGXNarNjScJMPJ6HTMW56qwy5RLKTmLB_DMR8W6f9v4Wuo658s&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
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Hearing Delayed For Man Currently
Serving Life Without Parole Denied For
Felony Murder

A motion for the production of documents filed by the family
members of Joseph Navarrete was request denied and the
hearing delayed as prosecutors claimed it was never served
to the district attorney’s office.

Read More

100 Year Old Victim Steals Show in Rape
Trial

Tiandre Howard Kidd faces the charges of burglary with the
intent to sexually assault as well as elder abuse for his
alleged crimes on a 100-year-old San Francisco woman. The
trial opened Monday with his public defender

Read More

No Mercy: Judge Denies Motion to
Suppress and Reduce Charges

At a preliminary hearing held at Department 9 on November
27, 2019, Judge Rita F. Lin denied the defense’s motion to
suppress and request to reduce the case from a felony to a
misdemeanor, ordering the defendant to answer for his
charges.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

100 Year Old Victim Steals Show in Rape
Trial

Tiandre Howard Kidd faces the charges of burglary with the
intent to sexually assault as well as elder abuse for his
alleged crimes on a 100-year-old San Francisco woman. The
trial opened Monday with his public defender

Read More

No Mercy: Judge Denies Motion to
Suppress and Reduce Charges

At a preliminary hearing held at Department 9 on November
27, 2019, Judge Rita F. Lin denied the defense’s motion to
suppress and request to reduce the case from a felony to a
misdemeanor, ordering the defendant to answer for his
charges.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKZVK7LWHk_SgPrhqTx-VPqF_PeLnVEx4VMbGLqoUNUwjaJlIdqb-sLtpZCdxmJQ7OZcByukqD6VwtoltzCJ4MNjgXSaaEx9ef4RS6PetQZA_-ewSbjHWxVCJfbEAdWxNt_bScaaMQ25pApdNHnEezuDHVYUkFmY-HbAOFHcdD6hr44hIuVwsz-rvNYbLQq3s_YgTucWvFpY53UjekbIo5aGo07ppHUc0JR6IU9zF2TBC&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKZVK7LWHk_SgG20X8pm9iO1RsRoHAMJ9c8clJMfDRmaUJ1-WjGx6mu_pcahuzjJYG6bjhSb5PniHby9x48MaJP_fdU_Qxv1nSYu9pV1Yn3DvGR_EWDwLC0o0_vqgI8SZ3-6GWnOV--y80pOvMyWUt0GVYkNZoCQAadrBxBq8VbhKX7bXwJfZB6Q=&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JgTexKncv7DEgvQ8g9VDjgxOetybuVkpZk7dTs-7KoXcECMEZUHJKZVK7LWHk_SgRR-fxapvMG1ntymgZC1nE5ryO_GAH5ZZnGFVxonPsHiyEIggvWNE3B6LoFJPNShLUhy9729k8djlIyCbAv78Kkj2jOZzrT7UP5iWw9izfUzrgE9j2TTrOkIH54RhSbQW9NtaFyMqUpIKX-SzAWSUgDmLUg_NARJcIbT_fd3npxubUM03talu_AXlv02TCBzh&c=bfvB4-wA1lx5--rVjPYk-BelpVdqGgWXNZazC8H9N9yoRJjgygoF9w==&ch=FMvd6VQ9cWoRM-E4ywGleS8WQPMSCMWIF5XdvRPYwFQsrEkbkZcB9A==
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Yolo County Court Watch

Hearing Delayed For Man Currently
Serving Life Without Parole Denied For
Felony Murder

A motion for the production of documents filed by the family
members of Joseph Navarrete was request denied and the
hearing delayed as prosecutors claimed it was never served
to the district attorney’s office.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Former Girlfriend of Victim in Murder Case
Continues Fight for Freedom Under SB
1437

A few days before Thanksgiving, San Francisco defense
lawyer Juliana Drous filed new pleadings here asking
Sacramento Superior Court to vacate the murder conviction of
her client, Nicole Carrol

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Sac Bee: "The ramifications are real: Orange County’s guilty could go free; the innocent wrongly jailed on
convictions built on tainted evidence – or evidence that was never filed at all."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - December 2, 2019

Here we go again - Orange County Leads the Way On Corruption
For years, we covered the Informant Scandal whereby the Orange County Sheriff's Department had
hidden evidence of planting informants near notorious murderers who magically confessed to key details
of their crimes - and then failed to turn over potentially exculpatory evidence to defense attorneys.

This was uncovered by Public Defender Scott Sanders, who was the keynote speaker back in 2014 for
the Vanguard and recently spoke about the incident on our podcast.

Now a new scandal has come forward. According to an article in the Sacramento Bee this week, the
word is "disastrous."

Writes Bee reporter Darrell Smith: "Disastrous. That’s what one attorney is calling the rapidly growing
evidence scandal that has swept the Orange County Sheriff’s Department and that threatens to alter the
criminal justice landscape in one of California’s largest counties.

"The ramifications are real: Orange County’s guilty could go free; the innocent wrongly jailed on
convictions built on tainted evidence – or evidence that was never filed at all."

There were back to back bombshells here. First, internal reports revealing that hundreds of sheriff’s
deputies sat on evidence and then even further evidence that dozens of others lied about filing it.

Writes Smith: "Now Orange County Sheriff’s officials are blasting assertions by the county’s assistant

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ss-Sps5fJFlcrhER3lmyRVJYdD1JwLUd1yPVu6TdA7MvLTrEqjINnY28AW9428kSE0mnsmhK6V9oy2aO9Q8OZ8mbDiDrXlVSBjlQP_W-0AnAZAXB1rZhGTsOAH1gX0tebfMxr4yq3hNouY5WF0vOlxHiH30W9yXggJ4yOhoo3OU1u37DcjxWc04BEpRRlREW1AKW8yUNLaANUCURF_MShpc-Zv26D9EisqrgphOdk-ThWAFdzEGWLF3cVvML9Sn9ugYkBAyjtaWZAojyB36v8XCx320OqBEd&c=ItHMYr4LLDohTLcGXmU2ZAdPeQPWIHnINywI_QdjbKyHirzfe-8vfQ==&ch=_dNR5KRKRW6kax7BmvaQ7BMiHgJZT7qp1QVSdUPk69psIz2ULL4-Ew==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ss-Sps5fJFlcrhER3lmyRVJYdD1JwLUd1yPVu6TdA7MvLTrEqjINnY28AW9428kS5_V9fm3McojG7WIOeP4KOeyodSvF0giywOqeH5ZeOZ9K4KgViIPA6M0xHKN390mez8B4LDVLMuLGfU32xtXREfi48lOTmcQp60U_IkxTiQ_TgOoXqPEpMOwIvLuXYXtt_FF5flAmadMbBnwp7Md7XA==&c=ItHMYr4LLDohTLcGXmU2ZAdPeQPWIHnINywI_QdjbKyHirzfe-8vfQ==&ch=_dNR5KRKRW6kax7BmvaQ7BMiHgJZT7qp1QVSdUPk69psIz2ULL4-Ew==
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public defender, Scott Sanders, that deputies failed to book evidence in as many as 9,000 cases and are
fielding terse demands from the county’s district attorney for more information in the wake of the audits
that showed two years of nearly department-wide evidence mishandling."

The report is damning however. The internal audit samples about 450 reports out of 72,000 cases that
were flagged in the first audit. The audit then found, in about half of the sampled reports, "no evidence
was booked."

Mr. Sanders projects that about 9000 cases "were mishandled over two years."

The Sheriff's department disagree. They claim, "To take that (data) and extrapolate that out is incredibly
disingenuous."

Maybe. But that's ignoring the scope of their problem. Even if 9000 proves to be a high number, the
number of cases not filed is extraordinary.

As Mr. Sanders put it on November 26: "We do the calibrations and they call us disingenuous. That's
absurd."

Absurd indeed. Thanks for reading.

Double Your Contribution:
So far we have raised over $1000 for our Winter Fund Drive. Tomorrow (Tuesday) is Giving Tuesday. And
as a result, any funds raised by the Vanguard though the Facebook page will result in your contribution
being matched. Here is the link to that opportunity:
https://www.facebook.com/donate/2610810765667645/10156416539387455/

For those of you who don't want to use Facebook - you can still donate through GoFundMe:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

You can also go onto our page: http://davisvanguard.org and hit donate or even send a check to: Davis
Vanguard, PO Box 4715, Davis, CA 95617

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Former Girlfriend of Victim in Murder Case
Continues Fight for Freedom Under SB
1437

A few days before Thanksgiving, San Francisco defense
lawyer Juliana Drous filed new pleadings here asking
Sacramento Superior Court to vacate the murder conviction of
her client, Nicole Carrol

Read More

There’s A Pattern Of Police Unions
Attacking People Who Call For Criminal
Justice Reform, Especially When They Are
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Justice Reform, Especially When They Are
Black

When Philadelphia Eagles safety Malcolm Jenkins wrote an
opinion piece urging the city’s recently re-elected mayor to
pick a new police commissioner who isn’t “in lockstep with the
union,” the police union’s response was strikingly—and
revealingly—personal.

Read More

Faulty Eyewitness ID and Racial Profiling
Lands Innocent Man In Jail For Two Weeks

On November 25, 2019, a San Francisco man, Robert
Thomas, was released from the county jail after being
wrongfully identified as the perpetrator of an assault. Deputy
Public Defender Ilona Solomon, who represented Mr. Thomas

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Faulty Eyewitness ID and Racial Profiling
Lands Innocent Man In Jail For Two Weeks

On November 25, 2019, a San Francisco man, Robert
Thomas, was released from the county jail after being
wrongfully identified as the perpetrator of an assault. Deputy
Public Defender Ilona Solomon, who represented Mr. Thomas

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Police Self-Inflicted Injury Contributes to
Felony Charge

In a preliminary hearing, the defendant, Joaquin Cordova,
plead not guilty to a felony charge of driving under the
influence and a misdemeanor charge of driving without a
license, and denied a case enhancement for a prior burglary
conviction.

Read More

Homeless Man Looking for Blanket
Charged with Second Degree Burglary

A homeless man was stopped by Woodland police while
sifting through items from a vehicle parked at a car repair
shop. Michael Mori pleaded no contest to the charges of petty
theft, second-degree burglary, and prowling along with
restitution fees.

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch

Former Girlfriend of Victim in Murder Case
Continues Fight for Freedom Under SB
1437

A few days before Thanksgiving, San Francisco defense
lawyer Juliana Drous filed new pleadings here asking
Sacramento Superior Court to vacate the murder conviction of
her client, Nicole Carrol

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Happy Thanksgiving from Everyday Injus.ce
Date: Thursday, November 28, 2019 at 7:15:07 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Happy Friday, here's what we need...

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 28, 2019

Hope You Are Enjoying Our
Coverage... Now a Favor...
We are currently taking our Thanksgiving Vacation and will return on Monday, December 2.

We are a few weeks into our new newsletter - Everyday Injustice. Very excited by the quick growth in
readers. This is my plug to those readers who have not signed up to help us out by becoming monthly
donors.

So what we have we been doing? We are running court watches in three counties in California. We are
covering issues of prosecutorial misconduct and wrongful convictions with our weekly podcasts. We just
got some funding to track every single 1437 case through California.
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There is a lot more that we will be doing. There is a lot more that we can be doing. But we need the
funding to hire investigative reporters, full time court watchers and much much more.

Can you help us? Can you afford $10 a month? If not, how about $5 or even $1? Every little bit counts.

We have people giving as much as $300 per month and as little as $1. It all helps.

I got a great email yesterday from Mark Godsey, who heads up the Ohio Innocence Project. He wrote:
"You are doing great work. I wish your model was copied everywhere."

That was my vision nearly five years ago. This year, we moved into San Francisco. Next year, who
knows.

It all starts here. At $10 a month.

To become a monthly subscriber: https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Some people want to just make a flat donation - we can accommodate you as well -
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE - FAULTY EYEWITNESS ID & RACIAL PROFILING LANDS INNOCENT MAN IN JAIL FOR
TWO WEEKS

Date: Wednesday, November 27, 2019 at 11:19:08 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
To: info@davisvanguard.org

 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: November 27, 2019

Hi David,

I am home sick today, so I’m sending this from my phone, which is a bit wonky. When I sent this out an hours or so
ago, I don’t think you received it.

Good News is that the Bay View picked it up.

Wishing you and yours a happy and healthy Thanksgiving!

Best,
Val

CONTACT: Valerie Ibarra - Office of the SF Public Defender:
(628)249-7946 or Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=b490d881-65cf-4b2b-b5cc-d81b8d4c5833
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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**PRESS RELEASE**

 

FAULTY EYEWITNESS ID AND RACIAL PROFILING

LANDS INNOCENT MAN IN JAIL FOR TWO WEEKS

 

SAN FRANCISCO – On November 25, 2019, a San Francisco man,

Robert Thomas, was released from the county jail after being

wrongfully identified as the perpetrator of an assault. Deputy Public

Defender Ilona Solomon, who represented Mr. Thomas, directed the

Deputy District Attorney handling the prosecution to compare the

photos of the perpetrator with her client, which unequivocally showed

Mr. Thomas was not the assailant.  Other than being a black man and

carrying a bag from a nearby Target store, Mr. Thomas did not

resemble the perpetrator.

 

On November 11, a man used a bicycle helmet to assault a San Diego

man while he and his family were waiting for an elevator at the Powell

Street BART station. The assailant fled and was identified as: a black

male, 30-40 years old with some facial hair, shiny squared glasses or

sunglasses, a dark blue old-style bike helmet, and carrying a Target

bag. No clothing description was given. 
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After the assault, while speaking to BART police, the victim’s wife saw

Mr. Thomas carrying a bag from Target and identified him as the

assailant to police. The identification was only corroborated by general

agreement from other family members who saw her pointing out Mr.

Thomas. Mr. Thomas was arrested though he did not understand why.

Importantly, Mr. Thomas had no bike helmet, nor facial hair, nor any

type of glasses, and had just entered the BART station.

 

Nearby surveillance footage from the Union Square area later showed

the man presumed to be the actual assailant wearing a bike helmet,

carrying a Target bag, and wearing square sunglasses and distinctive

clothing (a teal jacket and a small child-size backpack being worn on

the front of this body) walking in the area right outside the BART station

immediately following the assault. 

 

On November 16, BART Police Officer Ian Reid observed this same

distinctive character at the Powell Street BART station wearing a teal

jacket, square sunglasses, with a small child-size backpack worn on

the front and a bike helmet. Officer Reid detained, questioned, and

photographed him. Two days later, Officer Reid submitted a

supplemental report to the District Attorney who was prosecuting the

wrongful case against Mr. Thomas, alerting them to the possible

misidentification.

 

Meanwhile, Deputy Public Defender Ilona Solomon had repeatedly

requested evidence from the District Attorney, including surveillance
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footage of the attack itself, demonstrating that Mr. Thomas was

wrongfully arrested. Charges were dismissed on November 25 and Mr.

Thomas was released later that day.

 

“Robert Thomas spent two weeks in jail because of faulty eyewitness

identification and racial profiling,” Solomon said. “The prosecution and

its agencies, including BART police, should be required to turn over all

evidence to the defense immediately, so that innocent persons are

not jailed without cause.”

 

Mr. Thomas’s case adds to the growing momentum to reevaluate cases

based solely on eyewitness identification. Danielle Harris, Director of

Public Policy for the San Francisco Public Defender commented,

“For over 100 years, social scientists have taught that uncorroborated

eyewitness identification is not reliable, especially when stress is high

and those involved are of different races.”

 

Interviewing witnesses together can also be problematic and lead to

wrongful accusations with serious consequences for innocent people

like Mr. Thomas. Although the eyewitness identification was

corroborated by the family members in this case, it resulted in them

accusing a person who did not even fit their own description of the

assailant.
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Progressive Reform Under A4ack; Yolo DA Not a Progressive Reformer
Date: Wednesday, November 27, 2019 at 7:11:10 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“This is a pretty dramatic shift in opinion,” Gallup Senior Editor Dr. Jeffrey Jones

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 26, 2019

The Fight For Progressive
Reform is Just Beginning
by David Greenwald

Chesa Boudin won the election a few weeks ago in San Francisco despite opposition from the city’s
police union but also the entire political establishment. Unlike in other locales, it is unlikely that state and
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local officials will attempt to remove authority and block actions. That’s because San Francisco is one of
the most progressive cities in the country and California has among the most liberal legislatures and
governors in the country.
 
But as the New York Times reports this week, the same is not true elsewhere.
 
The Times highlights the case of Lamar Johnson where prosecutors decided he was innocent and asked
a judge to grant him a new trial – only to be opposed by the state attorney general of Missouri – who
helped to convince a judge to deny the request.
 
Writes the Times: “The pushback faced by prosecutors in Mr. Johnson’s case is not unique. Across the
country, similar clashes are playing out as prosecutors who were elected in recent years promising a
different approach to criminal justice have seen some of their efforts frustrated. Opponents with a more
traditional view of law and order are taking concrete steps to try to block them in court and strip them of
discretion or money to run their offices.”
 
The Times notes that these reforming prosecutors have “met fierce criticism from law enforcement and
other elected officials when they promised to crack down on police misconduct, prosecute fewer
nonviolent crimes and reverse potentially wrongful convictions.”
 
For decades, DA’s have enjoyed unlimited discretion and courts have granted them immunity when they
have committed misconduct – even misconduct that has led innocent people to be convicted and
sometimes sent to death row for decades.
 
Writes the Times: “What is now at stake is the latitude of prosecutors to make decisions meant to slow,
instead of accelerate, the pipeline to prison.”
 
“When D.A.s were ramping up, no one had a problem,” said Miriam Krinsky, a former federal prosecutor
who is executive director of Fair and Just Prosecution, an umbrella group of district attorneys seeking
change. “Now we’re in a different moment, where some are trying to de-incarcerate, and some people
invested in the status quo are trying to clip their wings.”
 
The Times notes: the pushback has major implications, and if the judge’s ruling in St. Louis – for example
– is upheld on appeal, “it could make it almost impossible for prosecutors in Missouri to reopen similar
cases in the future, no matter how persuasive the new evidence.”
 
We also know what has happened in Pennsylvania where “legislators passed a bill this summer
targeting the handling of gun cases by the Philadelphia district attorney, Larry Krasner. The law gave
the state attorney general, Josh Shapiro, the power to prosecute some charges on his own, regardless of
input from the local prosecutor’s office.”
 
This according to many reformers is “a bald attempt to curb discretion that lawfully belongs to Mr.
Krasner”
 
State Attorney General Josh Shapiro, after some outcry supports repealing the measure.
 
The fact of the matter is that we are seeing these attempts across the country even as voters are
becoming more and more amenable to criminal justice reform and supporting progressive prosecutors.
 
See the full article in the Times: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/25/us/prosecutors-criminal-
justice.html
 
Thanks for reading.
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San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Once Again Showing Why
Yolo DA Reisig Is NOT a Progressive

During the campaign for District Attorney in 2018 that Jeff
Reisig won by a surprisingly narrow margin – he and his
supporters played up the progressive achievements of the
District Attorney.

Read More

Court Rules Police Can’t Lie About Lie
Detectors

In 1997, four Navy sailors in Norfolk, Virginia were arrested
for the rape and murder of a young woman. The men were
trained to endure stressful situations, but they could not
withstand the long, relentless police interrogation

Read More

Defense Uses Dash Camera Footage in
Opening Statement of DUI Trial

The defense points to the arresting officer’s dash-camera
footage in a driving under the influence trial, arguing the
defendant was “stopped for driving short of perfection.”

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Defense Uses Dash Camera Footage in
Opening Statement of DUI Trial

The defense points to the arresting officer’s dash-camera
footage in a driving under the influence trial, arguing the
defendant was “stopped for driving short of perfection.”

Read More

SF Judge in SB 1437 Matter Will Decide if
Defendant Was Major Participant in 27-
Year-Old Case

On November 22, 2019, an SB 1437 evidentiary hearing was
heard in Department 25 regarding the resentencing of the
defendant, Anthony Scrivani, who has been serving a 27-year
sentence for a robbery gone bad in 1992. There was never a
trial. Mr. Scrivani plead guilty to felony murder and has been
in prison ever since.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001zZt6D3qVAccV3DPM0QvA9fHxnxUoZXykqNaXkZEFpr8B_LDACKsPPuVdW31H8DVtUWiNxettEcXuNNuvoiHKWy-_zAWK0Vo8eE63l4P3TSpfRFmyl1pabJonYTTyoNuwEDkn4H-JSaI4G-SA2D0cINQiSXZf7puMnl_QzdsxnW6TTX_0xqwRvBR461LMCJMqVng7JWLz0SlgfELbGVM96xE3t7bplViv0KKD-DksQWSSMnzGh2kd59EGc8-abP-QxcC29DEpA5M=&c=bVJsSiakUhBA1Q7j_2rgz00SLBEbah8m3e-LC20M2PaSUPVH77S7Vw==&ch=IREaLbcWew-8L3oDvsxzH4sV7qhJzANPlpHXQRaRr_ojjzKdx5-5Kg==
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Yolo County Court Watch

Police Self-Inflicted Injury Contributes to
Felony Charge

In a preliminary hearing, the defendant, Joaquin Cordova,
plead not guilty to a felony charge of driving under the
influence and a misdemeanor charge of driving without a
license, and denied a case enhancement for a prior burglary
conviction.

Read More

Homeless Man Looking for Blanket
Charged with Second Degree Burglary

A homeless man was stopped by Woodland police while
sifting through items from a vehicle parked at a car repair
shop. Michael Mori pleaded no contest to the charges of petty
theft, second-degree burglary, and prowling along with
restitution fees.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001zZt6D3qVAccV3DPM0QvA9fHxnxUoZXykqNaXkZEFpr8B_LDACKsPPgfkS3p9K6-l6i3dLTDNUhdOEV5uISPy-qUc555PbNVlrKO2bYjhQYBGAgC2DJxVTpbxByRViEMipEWXMwrGTUEEzBBjhV6UOJ4ZvOHcCDfr1wV_omj1BXAEwCpcVvXXobzRJxhTbpfzQSdUJQQpmORm8tmn3wOsX6FPQyyLkWXTJvbBY6_NsxyQ9vmU3bmagE_rJTSCSOdSS94XcxqYYXPQKXkXsS0w61XRZ4Mz22a2&c=bVJsSiakUhBA1Q7j_2rgz00SLBEbah8m3e-LC20M2PaSUPVH77S7Vw==&ch=IREaLbcWew-8L3oDvsxzH4sV7qhJzANPlpHXQRaRr_ojjzKdx5-5Kg==
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“This is a pretty dramatic shift in opinion,” Gallup Senior Editor Dr. Jeffrey Jones

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 26, 2019

A Massive Shift on the
Death Penalty
by David Greenwald

In 1998, Americans favored death penalty over life in prison by a margin of 61-29. While that was a high
water mark, during the 1988 election when Michael Dukakis was buried in part over his opposition to the
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death penalty the margin was around 56-34. It was to the point where Democratic politicians stopped
opposing the death penalty.
 
A key moment was when Bill Clinton in January of 1992, flew back Arkansas to oversee the execution of
Ricky Ray Rector – despite what would be serious about his mental state. Governor Clinton wanted to
reverse the Democratic Party’s perception that they were soft on crime.
 
But mass incarceration and I believe work by the Innocence Project has convinced the voters that the
death penalty may not be worth it. Since 2000, the support for the death penalty has softened.
 
It has been breakeven or thereabouts for some time now. In 2012 when voters in California rejected a
measure that would ban the death penalty, it was about 49-46 support. By 2016, when voters again
rejected a ban and approved a proposition that would speed up executions it was about 50-50.
 
But all of a sudden opposition to the death penalty has exploded. In the 2019 Gallup death-penalty poll,
60% percent of Americans asked to choose whether the death penalty or life without possibility of parole
“is the better penalty for murder” chose the life-sentencing option. 36% favored the death penalty.
 
This is a 15 percentage point shift in just 5 years.
 
In 2014, the last time Gallup asked the question, 50% said the death penalty was the better approach to
punishing murder, while 45% preferred life in prison.
 
“This is a pretty dramatic shift in opinion,” Gallup Senior Editor Dr. Jeffrey Jones, who conducted the
survey, told the Tulsa World.
 
Surprisingly perhaps, the numbers are really across the board. 19 point shift by Democrats, 16 by
Independents and 10 by Republicans.
 
Still in the abstract, voters remain favorable to the death penalty.
 
When they asked, “Are you in favor of the death penalty for a person convicted of murder?”
 
For the second straight year, 56% said they favored the death penalty, while those opposing the death
penalty increased by one percentage point to 42%.
 
This is also a shift. In 1994, 80 percent supported capital punishment in the abstract and it was over 60
percent from 1976 to 2016.
 
This year in California, Gavin Newsom felt comfortable enough to put a moratorium on the death penalty,
but not strongly enough to commute everyone’s sentence.
 
The shift is there, but the voters in California are clearly seeing the issue in the abstract even as the
measure is coupled with LWOP.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

SF Judge in SB 1437 Matter Will Decide if
Defendant Was Major Participant in 27-
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Year-Old Case

On November 22, 2019, an SB 1437 evidentiary hearing was
heard in Department 25 regarding the resentencing of the
defendant, Anthony Scrivani, who has been serving a 27-year
sentence for a robbery gone bad in 1992. There was never a
trial. Mr. Scrivani plead guilty to felony murder and has been
in prison ever since.

Read More

Why Are Prosecutors Still Seeking to
Execute People Who Have Innocence
Claims and Untested DNA?

On Nov. 15, Texas’s highest criminal court postponed Rodney
Reed’s execution indefinitely to allow time for a Bastrop
County trial court to review evidence that he says shows he
never murdered 19-year-old Stacey Stites.

Read More

San Francisco DA-Elect Chesa Boudin
Announces Transition Leadership Team

District Attorney-elect Chesa Boudin announced today his
Transition Leadership team – a group of special advisors that
will help guide the process of establishing the new District
Attorney’s office and implementing key policies.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

SF Judge in SB 1437 Matter Will Decide if
Defendant Was Major Participant in 27-
Year-Old Case

On November 22, 2019, an SB 1437 evidentiary hearing was
heard in Department 25 regarding the resentencing of the
defendant, Anthony Scrivani, who has been serving a 27-year
sentence for a robbery gone bad in 1992. There was never a
trial. Mr. Scrivani plead guilty to felony murder and has been
in prison ever since.

Read More

All Charges Go Ahead in Attempted
Robberies

In a preliminary hearing held on Friday in Department 20,
under Judge Teresa Caffese, two alleged victims testified
about attempted robberies and assaults.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xGmSKfDMKagpfIz-pyQPt6r8ownjD3Aia08CS3Ah3CbPYNfZsz0IcqMReEeknl9t_0wmxD2Ejd0naWH7y4YxIZ1Ske_rLSC_FR0UGaMxxvL2puqJk9Yb5K4RAT9rh7z7fFaDKdiud3Dmnmoi3l6aV92Kvsoi1TRMaNKXU7oYR2gkoGCAjQR5gC4TNY5ikTt-NWef2FTT3fQg7J072nzO7ZXrGO26UqpjelGuKMz9qghYNzC2YNLZe38=&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xHCeKVHRF16O9Ga5YaZoXB02yxR_abcY-6m75WiJzV9AOWHSudwy0-Y-6LSaPkxsXoQDHQpBE2oTfr1no7TPERfBgXVy2Yn0PQY_3HNp1pfGrjUISLgHoHnWG5d8aORQH-CGzWlIf6GQnEV5fgEZqR7xgT4rxVumZZX4pGsspbq-w-I6l45OOwxIUfIPOtJybBaWxyXhswWCjAy0UR4XZIZx3zYlkjDf2BoM8FJ_VMpTHBX9gTvHIFw=&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xNSZx75DRNxkAdT5yzThsrJQkwZjpy6u736Z1pq11bKadayi_-U4_Gj0YDqObL2xWD7bcJPpUaaT8iwXJpUKDJ0RjNybIHScnCGH0zcTEiJrtmNuscwzURfIYynXPTPGMXaXogbwwLBxR3SZehrvsJOnZ-n1Vch5AWRBRNngNEvjYYuLTV7iMwkpWQlvETdHAvkOFjqq7JaH-cqyzF4GUro=&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xGmSKfDMKagpfIz-pyQPt6r8ownjD3Aia08CS3Ah3CbPYNfZsz0IcqMReEeknl9t_0wmxD2Ejd0naWH7y4YxIZ1Ske_rLSC_FR0UGaMxxvL2puqJk9Yb5K4RAT9rh7z7fFaDKdiud3Dmnmoi3l6aV92Kvsoi1TRMaNKXU7oYR2gkoGCAjQR5gC4TNY5ikTt-NWef2FTT3fQg7J072nzO7ZXrGO26UqpjelGuKMz9qghYNzC2YNLZe38=&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
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Yolo County Court Watch

Police Self-Inflicted Injury Contributes to
Felony Charge

In a preliminary hearing, the defendant, Joaquin Cordova,
plead not guilty to a felony charge of driving under the
influence and a misdemeanor charge of driving without a
license, and denied a case enhancement for a prior burglary
conviction.

Read More

Homeless Man Looking for Blanket
Charged with Second Degree Burglary

A homeless man was stopped by Woodland police while
sifting through items from a vehicle parked at a car repair
shop. Michael Mori pleaded no contest to the charges of petty
theft, second-degree burglary, and prowling along with
restitution fees.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xGmSKfDMKagplHFKigRQ0d2bJK0UYy1WJwzw_fEZTyAL97X3xrRk5sKUHA_jrvC0dhkcmV6eyahgjmbpIW1txx3l40K9KFHcfEc0_cOv7z8hSug4kyB3YDXBj7AzzPTwPe4WNdWIWQA8_qddBmpwYdKnBHG2ytADD6GEo_lQL1tXYItQEuz8qNeLYQCOUO5v8w==&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xEpQdP8O9_2HUVSZlRaqxzfVbdIj3NQ-SVsZ8cyoSPEpdNq95UVtL3oXUmU78zSRPzYoRz2tk9qj7WCwwlWasKQiSg_ZhTTeOhRctDcwcx5cLT9BRqcgSPv6QYE81IvnL6Pql0bvlsgPxvczJ9kcApz2nyvyEaWKnopHr87DvH47kFSEeqO_MVx7BaXHbBSNO6Q_rGLfpH3Mlxfbpd4DQ0A=&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xJ5pJ74yRGpBcmyXj8zF-EEv1MpNX1hKHoh2_jmivrB7FQSuGtpLa5Qor29Hmqo7UF2T2-bF59rc4TJwkuwvg0aKT0DP4L4gDSwHWzhVadciKSCgiGnh6tulLxQsoUaKAhbuaGNlWc9XXgUbbTOgMnUt6fnETGTxz1OgFovU53wlXd-iXBeLuctb8tv0yU1kYDGcvz0Y_-yX1BYq17rgvL99QrbrOIUeSESP-fI3VuNv&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001aRlHaYoV06gUOe_WHsZzbQcMTrCIef0GHBYqKtFpkTGMfJEv8qQ-xJ5pJ74yRGpBttBTJgO_FSJEAZIzJS3R5faL24lmikAtqaOgMMgjQ6bokrXT5E3GtoreypNmRlG4qaFbCEDlGdVBEAqMKUnhrDdCMLDV1jo-DrnixrynBBn9JUnQpZyQ5Q==&c=AcHI6kS-i3V-1rrQlTXdSTHyadS5Cznkl2dMQzDOgfGzHLHXC_dU9Q==&ch=HVPim_hT0siVq_6eZeV_7coHmFOsKQl3oYOXsHhVdZhjG3-t3z-HDA==
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - SB 1437 Hearing in San Francisco, Homeless Man Charged in Yolo For Stealing
Blanket; Chesa Announces Transi.on Team

Date: Monday, November 25, 2019 at 7:20:06 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Shawn Nolan: “It shows how arbitrary it is. People get executed in this country because of statute of
limitations issues and things like that or because of bad lawyering. It’s totally random.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 25, 2019

Next Week Marks the 50th
Year Anniversary of the Murder of Fred Hampton
 
by David Greenwald

As someone born in 1972, I am too young to remember contemporaneous accounts of the death of Fred
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Hampton and the trial that ultimately brought some measure of justice in 1982 - 13 years later.
 
So here we are, about to come up on 50 years after the raid that took Fred Hampton’s life on December
4, 1969. It remains as appalling as ever. 
 
I just read Jeffrey Haas’ book, “The Assassination of Fred Hampton,” and it was shocking. Even
today. While the public discourse since 2014 and the death of Michael Brown in Ferguson and the death
of Eric Garner in Staten Island, NY, has brought necessary focus on officer involved shooting. What
happened in Chicago was flat out murder by the police and the FBI.
 
The multi-party raid took place in the pre-dawn hours of 4 am. Over a dozen heavily armed police
stormed the Black Panther Headquarters were Fred Hampton was sleeping. Hampton was young, bright,
articulate and a potential threat. The FBI as part of their COINTELPRO program took him out.
 
The fact of the raid, the FBI had an informant, William O’Neal, who supplied them with a lay out of the
headquarters that was raid. Most of the occupants were asleep. It is believed that Hampton was drugged
with barbiturates by O’Neal – although careless or perhaps intentionally poor crime preservation meant
that blood tests of Hampton weren’t done prior to embalming procedures that would eliminate traces of
drugs.
 
The police fired over 90 rounds killing Hampton and also William Clark. The only shot fired by the
Panthers was by Clark after he was hit, up in the air as he was falling over, dead. This was confirmed by
the FBI’s own ballistics expert.
 
Hampton was shot twice in the head at close range, dragged to the floor, and then left there to die –
which he did fairly quickly.
 
As shocking as it was that the government would assassinate someone – and I think the evidence is
overwhelming that they did – the cover up was stunning as well.
 
It took them years and the assistance of the 1976 Church Committee hearing for attorneys to get a hold
of FBI files that were withheld illegally by the government.
 
Haas in his book reports, "One of the documents they released was a memo from FBI director J. Edgar
Hoover to all FBI offices, ordering FBI agents in all cities with Panther chapters to develop “hard-hitting
programs designed to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise neutralize” black nationalist
organizations, including SNCC and the Nation of Islam."
 
He continues, "Another stated objective was to “prevent the rise of a messiah who could unify and
electrify the militant black nationalist movement.” Stokely Carmichael, Dr. King, and Elijah Muhammad
were named as potential “messiahs.” Hoover ordered that COINTELPRO’s existence be kept secret.
Every office was to report directly to him on its efforts to carry out the program’s mandates."
 
Then there is the effort by the police to cover up the crime. The police argued that the warrant was based
on information from an undisclosed informant. Haas and his colleagues were convinced that there was no
such informant, but they were precluded by Judge Perry from finding out.
 
Ultimately the appellate court ordered the government to disclose an informant. To cover their tracks they
found someone who had been killed ten years ago and attempted to coerce his mother to sign a
declaration – she refused and ultimately the attorney resigned after his actions were uncovered. As it
turns out, there was no informant and the warrant was illegal.
 
The worse part – possibly – was the actions of Judge Perry who often acted as an advocate for the
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defense rather than a neutral arbiter of the law.
 
Here was one telling exchange:

"Perry: “Well, you don’t like anything as far as you are concerned except your way. And you are
not going to have your way.”
Haas: “I know. My way is a fair trial, and I’m not going to get it.”
Perry: “You bet your life you are not going to get it.”"

 
Oops. Judge Perry would ultimate impose a directed verdict after the jury was unable to reach a
decision. That was eventually overturned by a three panel appellate court that was so appalled by his
conduct that not only was he removed from the case, he was no longer permitted to preside over
complicated matters.
 
In the end, the plaintiffs would be awarded just under $2 million – a huge sum in 1982 dollars. But many
of the actors were dead by the time the judgment was reached. While the state attorney would lose his
re-election in 1972, there were people who suffered personal consequences and no one who suffered
legal consequences for their actions.
 
That’s not surprising as to this day, we have not figured out a good way to hold law enforcement
accountable. But then again – what happened with Fred Hampton really goes beyond simply excessive
force and looks a lot more like premeditated murder – political assassination.
 
Thanks for reading.
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YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Hearing in San Francisco to Determine
Whether Man Gets Relief Under SB 1437
after 16 Years

In a 1437 hearing this Friday, the court revisited the 16-year-
old sentence of a man convicted of gang-related second-
degree murder. This defendant did not personally kill anyone;
he was the driver of the vehicle that the killer and two other
perpetrators had been inside of prior to the murder.

Read More

Why Are Prosecutors Still Seeking to
Execute People Who Have Innocence
Claims and Untested DNA?

On Nov. 15, Texas’s highest criminal court postponed Rodney
Reed’s execution indefinitely to allow time for a Bastrop
County trial court to review evidence that he says shows he
never murdered 19-year-old Stacey Stites.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Zjag_w3jaXg1dKrf_ULukOfdIm9wJndaJTAxravzwGITIInxtykqJz2HAT_hdiMaq95c6qnZiG4en3MaqqWw8RT22Fhep70O3N5ssNLAPGQMNMFnx_elQDkFSIOh448rWNte2D34JPXfIVWpabnhgRGKOZf3jGtaqbEYYsG1nXRkkWXn5CRw7Q7IPKzKorkwkFfC1izhzdhevu0PlFEvIuPu_q6e85AQe2oLsMscx0JFYQFORc9APUak9VeMC70CHtmnVyI0V2sL-LfuH18L-uRpKdgjavpqniTg5q71G8w=&c=q4jXpNAyFbgDSJGn5ZCIwHL9obQqQh2ZfGxOslqMwz-IPIcwKgFN9g==&ch=cyEBCpKMwveVvkrNzmjWVPWp8M_beLfo3zgMkoPyKbnl4xjg0K4EiQ==
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San Francisco DA-Elect Chesa Boudin
Announces Transition Leadership Team

District Attorney-elect Chesa Boudin announced today his
Transition Leadership team – a group of special advisors that
will help guide the process of establishing the new District
Attorney’s office and implementing key policies.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Hearing in San Francisco to Determine
Whether Man Gets Relief Under SB 1437
after 16 Years

In a 1437 hearing this Friday, the court revisited the 16-year-
old sentence of a man convicted of gang-related second-
degree murder. This defendant did not personally kill anyone;
he was the driver of the vehicle that the killer and two other
perpetrators had been inside of prior to the murder.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Homeless Man Looking for Blanket
Charged with Second Degree Burglary

A homeless man was stopped by Woodland police while
sifting through items from a vehicle parked at a car repair
shop. Michael Mori pleaded no contest to the charges of petty
theft, second-degree burglary, and prowling along with
restitution fees.

Read More

Amount of Meth and Painkillers Lead
Debate over Intention to Sell

According to several officer testimonies during the preliminary
hearing, the defendant, Oscar Delatorre, allegedly ran into a
car parked on the side of the road on Sep. 20, 2019.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Zjag_w3jaXg1dKrf_ULukOfdIm9wJndaJTAxravzwGITIInxtykqJ7Faic6S1FHSEpXlMkj3tkKDz_tlaShqs5uWazK6q45xQo0zTBXDOh0SMTRI6L8aEs6lcrrNanrUTfmTSjqqDhjbOq9L-I8Q2ZJkC0A8S3eDKBUUC-MpbzJ46racZuxgG2SpfPng9fZitADJV9QGDzMOCB4GujXj73PzCLWxviEwWlG16XY2yG064QR9Jb4b-J0lY7UMDikJCALl9hNU0cQ=&c=q4jXpNAyFbgDSJGn5ZCIwHL9obQqQh2ZfGxOslqMwz-IPIcwKgFN9g==&ch=cyEBCpKMwveVvkrNzmjWVPWp8M_beLfo3zgMkoPyKbnl4xjg0K4EiQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Zjag_w3jaXg1dKrf_ULukOfdIm9wJndaJTAxravzwGITIInxtykqJx-J_gaKbdc1F54IV1PVbfth5wDiCW9waG6h9qRVkqOYFXQtyAsoCHf_3C75LaCIlTZYQARormIWsk4hJQ9ctWJuolWqH0vx1Fz10OwlmUpPu40XIqtPf1-O5DpeOUqDbcaW9821iaunOdZbxVjiLlc0vlTpnCVhx0pVMrRqZDQ1w75IjgYKxaMB97ZKEDAyo8XIAVD7HCjwsuChqR9F6_3PA4ujspgpL6R-JUoeZAkf5ckXiu189Us=&c=q4jXpNAyFbgDSJGn5ZCIwHL9obQqQh2ZfGxOslqMwz-IPIcwKgFN9g==&ch=cyEBCpKMwveVvkrNzmjWVPWp8M_beLfo3zgMkoPyKbnl4xjg0K4EiQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Zjag_w3jaXg1dKrf_ULukOfdIm9wJndaJTAxravzwGITIInxtykqJx-J_gaKbdc1cPajYAbwUUsnrOUQ2DZDtE2VjxKvoz2FNHW8GjkkJl8aRanULfs_28xz0T0U8VdarGIKTGG7m4swav2u1wC9cqqJLnlu0HE153ysebQa8qVdEYBThDhQWXK_SPCTlfKRyqKr2GvBXCJCmNqUf8G6No8IHw94d111gt2Dm5O0-k5TyNCVJkQ7UjSU8_VmnlSe5B1dDB7Xrrg=&c=q4jXpNAyFbgDSJGn5ZCIwHL9obQqQh2ZfGxOslqMwz-IPIcwKgFN9g==&ch=cyEBCpKMwveVvkrNzmjWVPWp8M_beLfo3zgMkoPyKbnl4xjg0K4EiQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Zjag_w3jaXg1dKrf_ULukOfdIm9wJndaJTAxravzwGITIInxtykqJx-J_gaKbdc1_PMnYzggmgPM2kqcVS1UvtRfCew1k_Z4QBvvo8zKCHqBKUV_7DaE9Re4C9gCaEisE0oiN32Bos0l9RWQd70CZCZn1B0f3-dXZxpJU7Vidv69vnMVCKnncd83nCS4-Ncvl14y9BDJYdNVVQ99P9pOBuvGlQEzavZRkmLU2FUzuWWzj4MamL75jl-POGTrOn-I&c=q4jXpNAyFbgDSJGn5ZCIwHL9obQqQh2ZfGxOslqMwz-IPIcwKgFN9g==&ch=cyEBCpKMwveVvkrNzmjWVPWp8M_beLfo3zgMkoPyKbnl4xjg0K4EiQ==
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An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Subject: RE: Court Watch reported on your Sauntek Harris case
Date: Monday, November 25, 2019 at 5:59:47 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald, Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
CC: Stenson, Jason (PDR)
ASachments: image001.jpg

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Confirmed. I receive the newsle4ers with links to the recent ar.cles. I also check social media and usually see
the latest Vanguard ar.cles, which I have been sharing/pos.ng.
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 4:38 PM
To: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Stenson, Jason (PDR) <jason.stenson@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Court Watch reported on your Sauntek Harris case
 

 

She gets the newsletter so she gets all our articles
 
On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 4:35 PM Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org> wrote:

Thanks Valerie.  We have to make sure you are getting all the articles.  David and Jason can you
make sure Valerie is receiving the articles.  Thanks Jacque.

mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
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From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:29 AM
To: Davis, Landon (PDR) <landon.davis@sfgov.org>
Cc: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>; PUBDEF-FelonyLeads <PUBDEF-
FelonyLeads@sfgov.org>; Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org>
Subject: Court Watch reported on your Sauntek Harris case
 
Hi Landon,
 
FYI: Court Watch reported on the prelim for Sauntek Harris.
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/11/murder-or-self-defense-judge-holds-defendant-to-answer-
for-murder-despite-evidence-of-self-defense/?fbclid=IwAR2N8lz1txm9pCVgdpGN39lMqR48vD-
ennohrC503EfuwSsixhNSVrjFUJU
 
Have a nice day,
Valerie
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

--

David M. Greenwald
Executive Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Investigative Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and information about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard

mailto:landon.davis@sfgov.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:PUBDEF-FelonyLeads@sfgov.org
mailto:manohar.raju@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/11/murder-or-self-defense-judge-holds-defendant-to-answer-for-murder-despite-evidence-of-self-defense/?fbclid=IwAR2N8lz1txm9pCVgdpGN39lMqR48vD-ennohrC503EfuwSsixhNSVrjFUJU
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Re: Court Watch reported on your Sauntek Harris case
Date: Saturday, November 23, 2019 at 12:38:08 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
CC: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Stenson, Jason (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

She gets the newsle4er so she gets all our ar.cles

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 4:35 PM Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org> wrote:

Thanks Valerie.  We have to make sure you are ge�ng all the ar.cles.  David and Jason can you make sure Valerie is
receiving the ar.cles.  Thanks Jacque.

 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:29 AM
To: Davis, Landon (PDR) <landon.davis@sfgov.org>
Cc: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>; PUBDEF-FelonyLeads <PUBDEF-FelonyLeads@sfgov.org>;
Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org>
Subject: Court Watch reported on your Sauntek Harris case

mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:landon.davis@sfgov.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:PUBDEF-FelonyLeads@sfgov.org
mailto:manohar.raju@sfgov.org
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Hi Landon,

 

FYI: Court Watch reported on the prelim for Sauntek Harris.

 

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/11/murder-or-self-defense-judge-holds-defendant-to-answer-for-murder-
despite-evidence-of-self-defense/?�clid=IwAR2N8lz1txm9pCVgdpGN39lMqR48vD-
ennohrC503EfuwSsixhNSVrjFUJU

 

Have a nice day,

Valerie

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/11/murder-or-self-defense-judge-holds-defendant-to-answer-for-murder-despite-evidence-of-self-defense/?fbclid=IwAR2N8lz1txm9pCVgdpGN39lMqR48vD-ennohrC503EfuwSsixhNSVrjFUJU
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://davisvanguard.org/
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530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: RE: Court Watch reported on your Sauntek Harris case
Date: Saturday, November 23, 2019 at 12:35:03 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Stenson, Jason (PDR), David M. Greenwald

Thanks Valerie.  We have to make sure you are ge�ng all the ar.cles.  David and Jason can you make sure
Valerie is receiving the ar.cles.  Thanks Jacque.
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:29 AM
To: Davis, Landon (PDR) <landon.davis@sfgov.org>
Cc: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>; PUBDEF-FelonyLeads <PUBDEF-
FelonyLeads@sfgov.org>; Raju, Manohar (PDR) <manohar.raju@sfgov.org>
Subject: Court Watch reported on your Sauntek Harris case
 

http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Hi Landon,
 
FYI: Court Watch reported on the prelim for Sauntek Harris.
 
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/11/murder-or-self-defense-judge-holds-defendant-to-answer-for-
murder-despite-evidence-of-self-defense/?�clid=IwAR2N8lz1txm9pCVgdpGN39lMqR48vD-
ennohrC503EfuwSsixhNSVrjFUJU
 
Have a nice day,
Valerie
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Bonus Issue...
Date: Friday, November 22, 2019 at 10:10:08 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/11/murder-or-self-defense-judge-holds-defendant-to-answer-for-murder-despite-evidence-of-self-defense/?fbclid=IwAR2N8lz1txm9pCVgdpGN39lMqR48vD-ennohrC503EfuwSsixhNSVrjFUJU
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Happy Friday, here's what we need...

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019

Hope You Are Enjoying Our
Coverage... Now a Favor...
We are a few weeks into our new newsletter - Everyday Injustice. Very excited by the quick growth in
readers. This is my plug to those readers who have not signed up to help us out by becoming monthly
donors.

So what we have we been doing? We are running court watches in three counties in California. We are
covering issues of prosecutorial misconduct and wrongful convictions with our weekly podcasts. We just
got some funding to track every single 1437 case through California.

There is a lot more that we will be doing. There is a lot more that we can be doing. But we need the
funding to hire investigative reporters, full time court watchers and much much more.

Can you help us? Can you afford $10 a month? If not, how about $5 or even $1? Every little bit counts.

We have people giving as much as $300 per month and as little as $1. It all helps.

I got a great email yesterday from Mark Godsey, who heads up the Ohio Innocence Project. He wrote:
"You are doing great work. I wish your model was copied everywhere."

That was my vision nearly five years ago. This year, we moved into San Francisco. Next year, who
knows.

It all starts here. At $10 a month.

To become a monthly subscriber: https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Some people want to just make a flat donation - we can accommodate you as well -
https://www.gofundme.com/f/vanguard-end-of-year-fundraiser

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son –
Couzens and the Constitutionality of SB
1437

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvSJCTbCdFcIWPy8vQ-lHrjAV2sOLBWxg9sXzcKSLKNFBLgfGIGxI5RB2-OwI_giOvJsjznQeLQEb5DwmQaP6Hv4p1dOK078_Lo7sDIR_GkzP30H_3C-wMeI=&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvSJCTbCdFcIWolORoahd_4a1Adq7V02l7k5oCUhnjFc4QgNHbN1Xmm5ppRzi5vC9G2KbxOqzxfKuznBIvDxNmilsi_ajic1z0CxuThV_xWylZ7S8t00BMiBkgngZ6rsN08k_hjlTkaeX&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvSJCTbCdFcIWD5uHrPDzUtl8fuVzs2Pt5YaaXzn0ie76UL6j4ZEQycDMOvh8JVuVLT4FzqbNNwHuohWeQvp-lwh0q9YtMR8EEYv6iINw8NbtVOVL3FCJMFopQfBRg1zZDu-dPy2aJLWMbuVpeOFhtzE=&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvV7-t3CvLrQJu6UCZDqZ0G88EIOirpBcDbc6OmJmABh2XqcE05-3PCiGTxCtpB0KdWCikXKL2k1UryUPiN1tAeSNt7WBjuWzvBWsssB0F-vIJtt6ce4Gv1VEsIzCUYUFtaPryixnSdUl&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvTBVck99NOtNSGoldDc2gua8Xm-L1JjbtWYVr6-ststK70pxwu_FKmF9cpSmzdE89fwYXwcsALvMV3doHJYxw8aC9W-fpXpsy4a7_AC0GWas&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
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After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by
the 4th District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on
Wednesday, with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments
on the 2002 Halloween Homicide

Read More

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a
town which had a large soldier presence and working on
music. He appreciated the soldier population there but found
the Killeen police mistreated soldiers.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds
Defendant to Answer for Murder Despite
Evidence of Self-Defense

A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward
two victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until
January, Yolo DA Continues To Challenge
Felony Murder Reform

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvcfEOTlBZjddUlhELcd24BrtJt6q4NCPgtekwxkVi56CCOYJE0sdSihzKttaIQMyiQkyN3rsk8aocMLST1D7E-hEmnHf_7i-48yd5hcdVSX8dPtQAo__Useg559OTYUI6Fc821PL83qqUtS12nUCwEskoWTiC1gFcmtl9dHXrLc6l9cXTdG3YbNVqsOb0tCOzBG9yTt8yDnvFbG6DqI2N_CAiDfbRpqlqg==&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvcfEOTlBZjddVhIvlJLWY455eISNWfLr9q9c1WSZQchJPrhkF56rJhv7rvfrwcz3d3xjObODL276YSXDXG6KvpGBnFy_gI_nlOUqVBpMNtBPQEp6FEo26QHzgcgXzisHdfSNFWdfYAJJyvLatz_fe6Pv3SWYniD202CGy_OWrFKICW4ib3GjeWPP3hxEM_RUZhKJlNjAVvhrEMmbRgb7xGWpv3efd9Ao63Twr2gygvXk&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvcfEOTlBZjdd7cFS5jALwfr_pIm74oPx_SivJUEF59qwKsi2Xtg0RcUbF5RulWEUw6OaRaR300M6adHPw_mggSaFXkJve-IzskLalCPq3mMABLSwEykY_4gdFmbgNVGN_A==&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001M3sSlNXQ3eWQU_VHaQSNN6nMHGtrzXbCuhnmg1fm1AFPEfPrgQxjvT6MaL7b_c7-dT7wlqkpq9l8fvSt9vlg380vFUdau4GYwuENO9rTLAhVxY2B2QbK4nKBqqoGHjoE9ETq0Oe2hYyNNlEDxRPoYTEro4e21rUsWIPaGIuk3graS3uXlE3iIoBCExfN7YWXodAlzk-kdoo=&c=SZauLxGLXLDuHoGfT2qbvoKSYv1GOLDoM7N38HPZ93kEvh4X3HH4yA==&ch=SK8l9qo-d7WY5yNQhura8RJiwhJKf-80NRpU58tdO5zlL61Clkrcow==
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While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Subject: Re: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

Date: Friday, November 22, 2019 at 9:54:07 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

It’s all good. Thanks. 

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 1:02 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

No problem. Just thought it was a good newsle4er, but I will share it via email internally.

 

The upside of this inquiry has been that it sent me down the Vanguard rabbit hole and I found some Court
Watch gems that I’ve been able to share. I know that we’ve discussed it previously, but the veil has li}ed
and checking those ar.cles is now going to be on my must-do list of regular tasks. The systems are forming!

 

Have a great weekend & a happy Thanksgiving next week!

 

Best,

Val

 

From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 12:33 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

 

Ah. No it’s not I don’t think. 

 

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 12:28 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Thanks for ge�ng back to me. I realize now that I didn’t quite explain what I was trying to do. Sorry about that.
Is it a shareable link that I could post on social media? 

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 22, 2019, at 12:10 PM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments
from untrusted sources.

Yeah you can just forward it just like any email. To receive the email they have to subscribe but not
to read it

 

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 11:07 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Do people need to subscribe to the newsle4er, or is there a shareable link to this?

 

Thank you,

 

Valerie

 

SF Public Defender’s Office

 

From: Davis Vanguard [mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Davis
Vanguard
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:00 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New
Podcast on Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

 

 
<~WRD000.jpg>

Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues
presented here, this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation
of the law."

 

<image001.jpg>

 

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019

 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Y2RtkIHzevj850GSS2ETzPmQtS-42jfjF0gPeAXTbPyyVO9NbwkXJaSsQx67nmkC2h8iDNzq3G91F6l99UfV1G_NKzt69FByLAsb-6PhQdDlWclLz_NBsBkfKPy_o3VhW7shX1bxeid49pa8PE_Yaw==&c=Q-BqKcyhxVNCLv4KhUZDeVTbefetjQgVc6YDo9GkH5PIN0Oxbo1Row==&ch=qRJacyzpNsZnhb1A1-0G2WFqx10NBbKLHpNsxZHD6ekgvLMuP58Fdw==
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What Stands Out In the Recently Upheld
SB 1437 Cases
 

By Danielle Silva

 

Two cases in the Fourth District Appellate District, Division One Court of California recently upheld the
felony-murder Senate Bill 1437, finding it constitutional within the laws of the California Constitution.
While the SB 1437 article I published yesterday provides more in-depth information as to the conclusions
of the appellate court, I found two points to stand out to me the most.

 

The first point from both the People v. The Superior Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the
People v. Lamoureux states that voter initiatives must be specific in what law they intend at the time.
Using a quote the appellate court referenced from the 1999 case Hodges v. Superior Court, “[T]he voters
should get what they enacted, not more and not less.”

 

Proposition 7 listed punishments specifically for first-degree murder and second-degree murder. The
People had argued that voters had referred to and intended first- and second-degree murder with all the
legislation currently in place at the time, and the electorate should be treated as passing an initiative with
all the knowledge of the laws. Associate Justice Terry O’Rourke agreed with them in his dissenting
opinion, but the court found, “Proposition 7 did not identify specific provisions of the Penal Code
pertaining to the offense of murder, as opposed to the punishments for murder.”

 

The court provides an example of that intent being in place, stating, “Every person guilty of murder in the
first degree, as that offense is presently defined by statute and judicial authorities, shall suffer death,
confinement in state prison for life without possibility of parole or confinement in the state prison for a
term of 25 years to life.”

 

If Proposition 7 did reference that, the current subject matter of punishment becomes tied to the elements
of the crime. However, it did not, failing to support the People’s argument in this case that crime cannot
be changed without changing punishment. That said, this should also be considered for future voter
initiatives to consider how the law may change over time and whether the definition should be specifically
referred to at the time.

 

The court also notes that the argument that Proposition 115, which added elements to first-degree felony
murder, does not invalidate the legislation of SB 1437 even though they’re the same subject matter. Since
SB 1437 does not prohibit what Proposition 115 authorizes or authorizes what Proposition 115 prohibits,
SB 1437 does not invalidly amend it.

 

The other point to consider from these cases is the fact that victims’ rights can still be specifically stated
in Marsy’s Law can still be upheld with SB 1437. The People pointed to the “prompt and final conclusion”
as one of the victims’ rights listed in Marsy’s Law, arguing section 1170.95, which allows for a petition of
resentencing, violated that.
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The court stated in their opinion, “[I]t did not foreclose post-judgement proceedings altogether. On the
contrary, it expressly contemplated the availability of such postjudgement proceedings… It would be
anomalous and untenable for us to conclude, as the People impliedly suggest, that the voters intended to
categorically foreclose the creation of any new postjudgement proceedings not in existence at the time
Marsy’s Law was approved simply because the voters granted crime victims a right to a ‘prompt and final
conclusion’ of criminal cases.”

 

They also state in a three-sentence footnote, “Further, we discern no reason why a victim cannot receive
a prompt and final conclusion under section 1170.95.”

 

SB 1437 allows many cases to be resentenced while still respecting victims’ rights. As the previous
Everyday Injustice column also noted, many of the cases petitioning under SB 1437 that we’ve seen in
Yolo County relate to wrongful convictions and prosecutorial misconduct. If individuals who are wrongfully
convicted are more victims perpetuated by the system, SB 1437 helps more victims of the system. It’ll be
interesting how this ruling of SB 1437 will apply in the days to come.

 

Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 

Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 

Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 

San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/

TwiSer: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
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Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son – Couzens
and the Constitutionality of SB 1437

After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by
the 4th District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on
Wednesday, with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments
on the 2002 Halloween Homicide

 

Read More
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Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

 

Read More
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a
town which had a large soldier presence and working on
music. He appreciated the soldier population there but found
the Killeen police mistreated soldiers.

 

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch

 

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds Defendant
to Answer for Murder Despite Evidence of Self-
Defense

A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward
two victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.
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Read More

 

Yolo County Court Watch

 

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until January,
Yolo DA Continues To Challenge Felony Murder
Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.

 

Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch

 

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

 

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast

 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

 

 

Read More
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Subject: RE: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

Date: Friday, November 22, 2019 at 9:02:13 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

No problem. Just thought it was a good newsle4er, but I will share it via email internally.
 
The upside of this inquiry has been that it sent me down the Vanguard rabbit hole and I found some Court
Watch gems that I’ve been able to share. I know that we’ve discussed it previously, but the veil has li}ed and
checking those ar.cles is now going to be on my must-do list of regular tasks. The systems are forming!
 
Have a great weekend & a happy Thanksgiving next week!
 
Best,
Val
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 12:33 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac
 
Ah. No it’s not I don’t think. 
 
On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 12:28 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Thanks for getting back to me. I realize now that I didn’t quite explain what I was trying to do. Sorry
about that. Is it a shareable link that I could post on social media? 

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 22, 2019, at 12:10 PM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org


Monday, September 19, 2022 at 02:05:57 Bri8sh Summer Time
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

Yeah you can just forward it just like any email. To receive the email they have to
subscribe but not to read it
 
On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 11:07 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
wrote:

Do people need to subscribe to the newsle4er, or is there a shareable link to this?
 
Thank you,
 
Valerie
 
SF Public Defender’s Office
 
From: Davis Vanguard [mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Davis
Vanguard
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:00 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New
Podcast on Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac
 

 
<~WRD000.jpg>

Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues
presented here, this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation
of the law."
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Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019
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What Stands Out In the Recently
Upheld SB 1437 Cases
 
By Danielle Silva
 
Two cases in the Fourth District Appellate District, Division One Court of California recently upheld the
felony-murder Senate Bill 1437, finding it constitutional within the laws of the California Constitution.
While the SB 1437 article I published yesterday provides more in-depth information as to the conclusions
of the appellate court, I found two points to stand out to me the most.
 
The first point from both the People v. The Superior Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com
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The first point from both the People v. The Superior Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the
People v. Lamoureux states that voter initiatives must be specific in what law they intend at the time.
Using a quote the appellate court referenced from the 1999 case Hodges v. Superior Court, “[T]he voters
should get what they enacted, not more and not less.”
 
Proposition 7 listed punishments specifically for first-degree murder and second-degree murder. The
People had argued that voters had referred to and intended first- and second-degree murder with all the
legislation currently in place at the time, and the electorate should be treated as passing an initiative with
all the knowledge of the laws. Associate Justice Terry O’Rourke agreed with them in his dissenting
opinion, but the court found, “Proposition 7 did not identify specific provisions of the Penal Code
pertaining to the offense of murder, as opposed to the punishments for murder.”
 
The court provides an example of that intent being in place, stating, “Every person guilty of murder in the
first degree, as that offense is presently defined by statute and judicial authorities, shall suffer death,
confinement in state prison for life without possibility of parole or confinement in the state prison for a
term of 25 years to life.”
 
If Proposition 7 did reference that, the current subject matter of punishment becomes tied to the elements
of the crime. However, it did not, failing to support the People’s argument in this case that crime cannot
be changed without changing punishment. That said, this should also be considered for future voter
initiatives to consider how the law may change over time and whether the definition should be specifically
referred to at the time.
 
The court also notes that the argument that Proposition 115, which added elements to first-degree felony
murder, does not invalidate the legislation of SB 1437 even though they’re the same subject matter. Since
SB 1437 does not prohibit what Proposition 115 authorizes or authorizes what Proposition 115 prohibits,
SB 1437 does not invalidly amend it.
 
The other point to consider from these cases is the fact that victims’ rights can still be specifically stated
in Marsy’s Law can still be upheld with SB 1437. The People pointed to the “prompt and final conclusion”
as one of the victims’ rights listed in Marsy’s Law, arguing section 1170.95, which allows for a petition of
resentencing, violated that.
 
The court stated in their opinion, “[I]t did not foreclose post-judgement proceedings altogether. On the
contrary, it expressly contemplated the availability of such postjudgement proceedings… It would be
anomalous and untenable for us to conclude, as the People impliedly suggest, that the voters intended to
categorically foreclose the creation of any new postjudgement proceedings not in existence at the time
Marsy’s Law was approved simply because the voters granted crime victims a right to a ‘prompt and final
conclusion’ of criminal cases.”
 
They also state in a three-sentence footnote, “Further, we discern no reason why a victim cannot receive
a prompt and final conclusion under section 1170.95.”
 
SB 1437 allows many cases to be resentenced while still respecting victims’ rights. As the previous
Everyday Injustice column also noted, many of the cases petitioning under SB 1437 that we’ve seen in
Yolo County relate to wrongful convictions and prosecutorial misconduct. If individuals who are wrongfully
convicted are more victims perpetuated by the system, SB 1437 helps more victims of the system. It’ll be
interesting how this ruling of SB 1437 will apply in the days to come.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
 

Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son –
Couzens and the Constitutionality of SB
1437

After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by
the 4th District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on
Wednesday, with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments
on the 2002 Halloween Homicide
 
Read More
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Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.
 
Read More
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a
town which had a large soldier presence and working on
music. He appreciated the soldier population there but found
the Killeen police mistreated soldiers.
 
Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch
 

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds
Defendant to Answer for Murder Despite
Evidence of Self-Defense

A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward
two victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.
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Read More

 

Yolo County Court Watch
 

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until
January, Yolo DA Continues To Challenge
Felony Murder Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.
 
Read More
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Sacramento Court Watch
 

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.
 
Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast
 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.
 
 
Read More
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Follow the Vanguard on social media
 
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: Re: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

Date: Friday, November 22, 2019 at 8:33:19 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Ah. No it’s not I don’t think. 

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 12:28 PM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:
Thanks for ge�ng back to me. I realize now that I didn’t quite explain what I was trying to do. Sorry about that. Is it
a shareable link that I could post on social media? 

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 22, 2019, at 12:10 PM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

Yeah you can just forward it just like any email. To receive the email they have to subscribe but not to
read it

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 11:07 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Do people need to subscribe to the newsle4er, or is there a shareable link to this?

 

Thank you,

 

Valerie

 

SF Public Defender’s Office

 

From: Davis Vanguard [mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Davis
Vanguard
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:00 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New
Podcast on Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

 

 
<~WRD000.jpg>

Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues
presented here, this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation
of the law."
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Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019
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What Stands Out In the Recently Upheld
SB 1437 Cases
 

By Danielle Silva

 

Two cases in the Fourth District Appellate District, Division One Court of California recently upheld the
felony-murder Senate Bill 1437, finding it constitutional within the laws of the California Constitution.
While the SB 1437 article I published yesterday provides more in-depth information as to the conclusions
of the appellate court, I found two points to stand out to me the most.

 

The first point from both the People v. The Superior Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the
People v. Lamoureux states that voter initiatives must be specific in what law they intend at the time.
Using a quote the appellate court referenced from the 1999 case Hodges v. Superior Court, “[T]he voters
should get what they enacted, not more and not less.”

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Y2RtkIHzevj850GSS2ETzPmQtS-42jfjF0gPeAXTbPyyVO9NbwkXJaSsQx67nmkC2h8iDNzq3G91F6l99UfV1G_NKzt69FByLAsb-6PhQdDlWclLz_NBsBkfKPy_o3VhW7shX1bxeid49pa8PE_Yaw==&c=Q-BqKcyhxVNCLv4KhUZDeVTbefetjQgVc6YDo9GkH5PIN0Oxbo1Row==&ch=qRJacyzpNsZnhb1A1-0G2WFqx10NBbKLHpNsxZHD6ekgvLMuP58Fdw==
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Proposition 7 listed punishments specifically for first-degree murder and second-degree murder. The
People had argued that voters had referred to and intended first- and second-degree murder with all the
legislation currently in place at the time, and the electorate should be treated as passing an initiative with
all the knowledge of the laws. Associate Justice Terry O’Rourke agreed with them in his dissenting
opinion, but the court found, “Proposition 7 did not identify specific provisions of the Penal Code
pertaining to the offense of murder, as opposed to the punishments for murder.”

 

The court provides an example of that intent being in place, stating, “Every person guilty of murder in the
first degree, as that offense is presently defined by statute and judicial authorities, shall suffer death,
confinement in state prison for life without possibility of parole or confinement in the state prison for a
term of 25 years to life.”

 

If Proposition 7 did reference that, the current subject matter of punishment becomes tied to the elements
of the crime. However, it did not, failing to support the People’s argument in this case that crime cannot
be changed without changing punishment. That said, this should also be considered for future voter
initiatives to consider how the law may change over time and whether the definition should be specifically
referred to at the time.

 

The court also notes that the argument that Proposition 115, which added elements to first-degree felony
murder, does not invalidate the legislation of SB 1437 even though they’re the same subject matter. Since
SB 1437 does not prohibit what Proposition 115 authorizes or authorizes what Proposition 115 prohibits,
SB 1437 does not invalidly amend it.

 

The other point to consider from these cases is the fact that victims’ rights can still be specifically stated
in Marsy’s Law can still be upheld with SB 1437. The People pointed to the “prompt and final conclusion”
as one of the victims’ rights listed in Marsy’s Law, arguing section 1170.95, which allows for a petition of
resentencing, violated that.

 

The court stated in their opinion, “[I]t did not foreclose post-judgement proceedings altogether. On the
contrary, it expressly contemplated the availability of such postjudgement proceedings… It would be
anomalous and untenable for us to conclude, as the People impliedly suggest, that the voters intended to
categorically foreclose the creation of any new postjudgement proceedings not in existence at the time
Marsy’s Law was approved simply because the voters granted crime victims a right to a ‘prompt and final
conclusion’ of criminal cases.”

 

They also state in a three-sentence footnote, “Further, we discern no reason why a victim cannot receive
a prompt and final conclusion under section 1170.95.”

 

SB 1437 allows many cases to be resentenced while still respecting victims’ rights. As the previous
Everyday Injustice column also noted, many of the cases petitioning under SB 1437 that we’ve seen in
Yolo County relate to wrongful convictions and prosecutorial misconduct. If individuals who are wrongfully
convicted are more victims perpetuated by the system, SB 1437 helps more victims of the system. It’ll be
interesting how this ruling of SB 1437 will apply in the days to come.

 

Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 

Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 

Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 

San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/

TwiSer: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

 

Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son – Couzens
and the Constitutionality of SB 1437

After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by
the 4th District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on
Wednesday, with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments
on the 2002 Halloween Homicide

 

Read More
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Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

 

Read More
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a
town which had a large soldier presence and working on
music. He appreciated the soldier population there but found
the Killeen police mistreated soldiers.

 

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch

 

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds Defendant
to Answer for Murder Despite Evidence of Self-
Defense

A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward
two victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.

 

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch

 

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until January,
Yolo DA Continues To Challenge Felony Murder
Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.
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Read More

 

Sacramento Court Watch

 

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

 

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast

 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

 

 

Read More
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Subject: Re: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

Date: Friday, November 22, 2019 at 8:27:56 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: image001.jpg, image006.jpg, image007.jpg, image008.jpg, image005.jpg, image004.jpg,

image003.jpg, image002.jpg, ~WRD000.jpg

Thanks for ge�ng back to me. I realize now that I didn’t quite explain what I was trying to do. Sorry about that. Is it a
shareable link that I could post on social media? 

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 22, 2019, at 12:10 PM, David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org> wrote:

Yeah you can just forward it just like any email. To receive the email they have to subscribe but not to
read it

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 11:07 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Do people need to subscribe to the newsle4er, or is there a shareable link to this?

 

Thank you,

 

Valerie

 

SF Public Defender’s Office

 

From: Davis Vanguard [mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Davis
Vanguard
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:00 AM

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast
on Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

 

 
<~WRD000.jpg>

Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues
presented here, this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation
of the law."
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Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019
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What Stands Out In the Recently Upheld
SB 1437 Cases
 

By Danielle Silva

 

Two cases in the Fourth District Appellate District, Division One Court of California recently upheld the
felony-murder Senate Bill 1437, finding it constitutional within the laws of the California Constitution.
While the SB 1437 article I published yesterday provides more in-depth information as to the conclusions
of the appellate court, I found two points to stand out to me the most.

 

The first point from both the People v. The Superior Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the
People v. Lamoureux states that voter initiatives must be specific in what law they intend at the time.
Using a quote the appellate court referenced from the 1999 case Hodges v. Superior Court, “[T]he voters
should get what they enacted, not more and not less.”

 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Proposition 7 listed punishments specifically for first-degree murder and second-degree murder. The
People had argued that voters had referred to and intended first- and second-degree murder with all the
legislation currently in place at the time, and the electorate should be treated as passing an initiative with
all the knowledge of the laws. Associate Justice Terry O’Rourke agreed with them in his dissenting
opinion, but the court found, “Proposition 7 did not identify specific provisions of the Penal Code
pertaining to the offense of murder, as opposed to the punishments for murder.”

 

The court provides an example of that intent being in place, stating, “Every person guilty of murder in the
first degree, as that offense is presently defined by statute and judicial authorities, shall suffer death,
confinement in state prison for life without possibility of parole or confinement in the state prison for a
term of 25 years to life.”

 

If Proposition 7 did reference that, the current subject matter of punishment becomes tied to the elements
of the crime. However, it did not, failing to support the People’s argument in this case that crime cannot
be changed without changing punishment. That said, this should also be considered for future voter
initiatives to consider how the law may change over time and whether the definition should be specifically
referred to at the time.

 

The court also notes that the argument that Proposition 115, which added elements to first-degree felony
murder, does not invalidate the legislation of SB 1437 even though they’re the same subject matter. Since
SB 1437 does not prohibit what Proposition 115 authorizes or authorizes what Proposition 115 prohibits,
SB 1437 does not invalidly amend it.

 

The other point to consider from these cases is the fact that victims’ rights can still be specifically stated
in Marsy’s Law can still be upheld with SB 1437. The People pointed to the “prompt and final conclusion”
as one of the victims’ rights listed in Marsy’s Law, arguing section 1170.95, which allows for a petition of
resentencing, violated that.

 

The court stated in their opinion, “[I]t did not foreclose post-judgement proceedings altogether. On the
contrary, it expressly contemplated the availability of such postjudgement proceedings… It would be
anomalous and untenable for us to conclude, as the People impliedly suggest, that the voters intended to
categorically foreclose the creation of any new postjudgement proceedings not in existence at the time
Marsy’s Law was approved simply because the voters granted crime victims a right to a ‘prompt and final
conclusion’ of criminal cases.”

 

They also state in a three-sentence footnote, “Further, we discern no reason why a victim cannot receive
a prompt and final conclusion under section 1170.95.”

 

SB 1437 allows many cases to be resentenced while still respecting victims’ rights. As the previous
Everyday Injustice column also noted, many of the cases petitioning under SB 1437 that we’ve seen in
Yolo County relate to wrongful convictions and prosecutorial misconduct. If individuals who are wrongfully
convicted are more victims perpetuated by the system, SB 1437 helps more victims of the system. It’ll be
interesting how this ruling of SB 1437 will apply in the days to come.

 

Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 

Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 

Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 

San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/

TwiSer: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

 

Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son – Couzens
and the Constitutionality of SB 1437

After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by
the 4th District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on
Wednesday, with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments
on the 2002 Halloween Homicide

 

Read More
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Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

 

Read More
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Read More

 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a
town which had a large soldier presence and working on
music. He appreciated the soldier population there but found
the Killeen police mistreated soldiers.

 

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch

 

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds Defendant
to Answer for Murder Despite Evidence of Self-
Defense

A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward
two victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.

 

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch

 

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until January,
Yolo DA Continues To Challenge Felony Murder
Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.
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Read More

 

Sacramento Court Watch

 

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

 

Read More
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Everyday Injustice - Podcast

 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

 

 

Read More
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Subject: Re: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

Date: Friday, November 22, 2019 at 8:10:35 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: image001.jpg, image006.jpg, image007.jpg, image008.jpg, image005.jpg, image004.jpg,

image003.jpg, image002.jpg, ~WRD000.jpg

 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Yeah you can just forward it just like any email. To receive the email they have to subscribe but not to read it

On Fri, Nov 22, 2019 at 11:07 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Do people need to subscribe to the newsle4er, or is there a shareable link to this?

 

Thank you,

 

Valerie

 

SF Public Defender’s Office

 

From: Davis Vanguard [mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Davis Vanguard
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:00 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac
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Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues presented
here, this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation of the law."
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Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019

 

 

What Stands Out In the
Recently Upheld SB 1437
Cases
 

By Danielle Silva

 

Two cases in the Fourth District Appellate
District, Division One Court of California
recently upheld the felony-murder Senate Bill
1437, finding it constitutional within the laws of
the California Constitution. While the SB 1437
article I published yesterday provides more in-
depth information as to the conclusions of the
appellate court, I found two points to stand out
to me the most.

 

The first point from both the People v. The Superior Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the People v.
Lamoureux states that voter initiatives must be specific in what law they intend at the time. Using a quote the
appellate court referenced from the 1999 case Hodges v. Superior Court, “[T]he voters should get what they
enacted, not more and not less.”

 

Proposition 7 listed punishments specifically for first-degree murder and second-degree murder. The People
had argued that voters had referred to and intended first- and second-degree murder with all the legislation
currently in place at the time, and the electorate should be treated as passing an initiative with all the
knowledge of the laws. Associate Justice Terry O’Rourke agreed with them in his dissenting opinion, but the
court found, “Proposition 7 did not identify specific provisions of the Penal Code pertaining to the offense of
murder, as opposed to the punishments for murder.”

 

The court provides an example of that intent being in place, stating, “Every person guilty of murder in the first
degree, as that offense is presently defined by statute and judicial authorities, shall suffer death, confinement
in state prison for life without possibility of parole or confinement in the state prison for a term of 25 years to
life.”
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If Proposition 7 did reference that, the current subject matter of punishment becomes tied to the elements of
the crime. However, it did not, failing to support the People’s argument in this case that crime cannot be
changed without changing punishment. That said, this should also be considered for future voter initiatives to
consider how the law may change over time and whether the definition should be specifically referred to at the
time.

 

The court also notes that the argument that Proposition 115, which added elements to first-degree felony
murder, does not invalidate the legislation of SB 1437 even though they’re the same subject matter. Since SB
1437 does not prohibit what Proposition 115 authorizes or authorizes what Proposition 115 prohibits, SB 1437
does not invalidly amend it.

 

The other point to consider from these cases is the fact that victims’ rights can still be specifically stated in
Marsy’s Law can still be upheld with SB 1437. The People pointed to the “prompt and final conclusion” as one
of the victims’ rights listed in Marsy’s Law, arguing section 1170.95, which allows for a petition of resentencing,
violated that.

 

The court stated in their opinion, “[I]t did not foreclose post-judgement proceedings altogether. On the
contrary, it expressly contemplated the availability of such postjudgement proceedings… It would be
anomalous and untenable for us to conclude, as the People impliedly suggest, that the voters intended to
categorically foreclose the creation of any new postjudgement proceedings not in existence at the time
Marsy’s Law was approved simply because the voters granted crime victims a right to a ‘prompt and final
conclusion’ of criminal cases.”

 

They also state in a three-sentence footnote, “Further, we discern no reason why a victim cannot receive a
prompt and final conclusion under section 1170.95.”

 

SB 1437 allows many cases to be resentenced while still respecting victims’ rights. As the previous Everyday
Injustice column also noted, many of the cases petitioning under SB 1437 that we’ve seen in Yolo County
relate to wrongful convictions and prosecutorial misconduct. If individuals who are wrongfully convicted are
more victims perpetuated by the system, SB 1437 helps more victims of the system. It’ll be interesting how
this ruling of SB 1437 will apply in the days to come.

 

Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 

Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 

Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 

San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/

TwiSer: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son – Couzens
and the Constitutionality of SB 1437

After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by the
4th District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on
Wednesday, with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments on
the 2002 Halloween Homicide

 

Read More

 

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a state
lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free speech of
an activist, in part because of political slogans on an umbrella.

 

Read More

 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a town
which had a large soldier presence and working on music. He
appreciated the soldier population there but found the Killeen
police mistreated soldiers.

 

Read More
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San Francisco Court Watch

 

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds Defendant to
Answer for Murder Despite Evidence of Self-
Defense

A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward two
victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.

 

Read More

 

Yolo County Court Watch

 

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until January, Yolo
DA Continues To Challenge Felony Murder Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that SB
1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out of
San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.

 

Read More

 

Sacramento Court Watch

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Y2RtkIHzevj850GSS2ETzPmQtS-42jfjF0gPeAXTbPyyVO9NbwkXJdtrpITMYJSrL2TVOL23fGHZnuWrjvOTcgqTCTSmRU16H7_16HerhlfxU8rYUw__SjV0BdpS_hho7Skk1NWGTdoLs_BFnDcHDMJtw8HD_nDtEiezVXqxbmuyNFudNM8Cav2axm9cn6jyeEEhBMXYEXo=&c=Q-BqKcyhxVNCLv4KhUZDeVTbefetjQgVc6YDo9GkH5PIN0Oxbo1Row==&ch=qRJacyzpNsZnhb1A1-0G2WFqx10NBbKLHpNsxZHD6ekgvLMuP58Fdw==
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Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a state
lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free speech of
an activist, in part because of political slogans on an umbrella.

 

Read More

 

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20: George
Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to Wrongful
Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at convenience
stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video evidence from many of
the stores and this evidence was released by Crime Stoppers to
the public with the promise of $1000 for people who could
provide information. The hotel keeper of the place George was
staying at reported George to Crime Stoppers.

 

 

Read More
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Follow the Vanguard on social media
 

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 

Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 

Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: RE: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on
Wrongfully Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac

Date: Friday, November 22, 2019 at 7:07:22 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: info@davisvanguard.org
ASachments: ~WRD000.jpg, image001.jpg, image002.jpg, image003.jpg, image004.jpg, image005.jpg,

image006.jpg, image007.jpg, image008.jpg

Do people need to subscribe to the newsle4er, or is there a shareable link to this?
 
Thank you,
 
Valerie
 
SF Public Defender’s Office
 
From: Davis Vanguard [mailto:david@davisvanguard.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Davis Vanguard
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 11:00 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - DDA Couzens at Odds with Judge Couzens on 1437; New Podcast on Wrongfully
Convicted Texas Man; An.-Vaxxer Trial in Sac
 

 

Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues presented here,
this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation of the law."
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Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019
 

 

What Stands Out In the Recently
Upheld SB 1437 Cases
 
By Danielle Silva
 
Two cases in the Fourth District Appellate District,
Division One Court of California recently upheld the
felony-murder Senate Bill 1437, finding it
constitutional within the laws of the California
Constitution. While the SB 1437 article I published
yesterday provides more in-depth information as to
the conclusions of the appellate court, I found two
points to stand out to me the most.
 
The first point from both the People v. The Superior
Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the
People v. Lamoureux states that voter initiatives must
be specific in what law they intend at the time. Using
a quote the appellate court referenced from the 1999
case Hodges v. Superior Court, “[T]he voters should
get what they enacted, not more and not less.”
 
Proposition 7 listed punishments specifically for first-
degree murder and second-degree murder. The People had argued that voters had referred to and intended first-
and second-degree murder with all the legislation currently in place at the time, and the electorate should be
treated as passing an initiative with all the knowledge of the laws. Associate Justice Terry O’Rourke agreed with
them in his dissenting opinion, but the court found, “Proposition 7 did not identify specific provisions of the Penal
Code pertaining to the offense of murder, as opposed to the punishments for murder.”
 
The court provides an example of that intent being in place, stating, “Every person guilty of murder in the first
degree, as that offense is presently defined by statute and judicial authorities, shall suffer death, confinement in
state prison for life without possibility of parole or confinement in the state prison for a term of 25 years to life.”
 
If Proposition 7 did reference that, the current subject matter of punishment becomes tied to the elements of the
crime. However, it did not, failing to support the People’s argument in this case that crime cannot be changed
without changing punishment. That said, this should also be considered for future voter initiatives to consider how
the law may change over time and whether the definition should be specifically referred to at the time.
 
The court also notes that the argument that Proposition 115, which added elements to first-degree felony murder,
does not invalidate the legislation of SB 1437 even though they’re the same subject matter. Since SB 1437 does
not prohibit what Proposition 115 authorizes or authorizes what Proposition 115 prohibits, SB 1437 does not
invalidly amend it.
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The other point to consider from these cases is the fact that victims’ rights can still be specifically stated in Marsy’s
Law can still be upheld with SB 1437. The People pointed to the “prompt and final conclusion” as one of the victims’
rights listed in Marsy’s Law, arguing section 1170.95, which allows for a petition of resentencing, violated that.
 
The court stated in their opinion, “[I]t did not foreclose post-judgement proceedings altogether. On the contrary, it
expressly contemplated the availability of such postjudgement proceedings… It would be anomalous and untenable
for us to conclude, as the People impliedly suggest, that the voters intended to categorically foreclose the creation
of any new postjudgement proceedings not in existence at the time Marsy’s Law was approved simply because the
voters granted crime victims a right to a ‘prompt and final conclusion’ of criminal cases.”
 
They also state in a three-sentence footnote, “Further, we discern no reason why a victim cannot receive a prompt
and final conclusion under section 1170.95.”
 
SB 1437 allows many cases to be resentenced while still respecting victims’ rights. As the previous Everyday
Injustice column also noted, many of the cases petitioning under SB 1437 that we’ve seen in Yolo County relate to
wrongful convictions and prosecutorial misconduct. If individuals who are wrongfully convicted are more victims
perpetuated by the system, SB 1437 helps more victims of the system. It’ll be interesting how this ruling of SB 1437
will apply in the days to come.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

 

 

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary
 

Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son –
Couzens and the Constitutionality of SB 1437

After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by the 4th
District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on Wednesday,
with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments on the 2002
Halloween Homicide
 
Read More

 

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a state
lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free speech of an
activist, in part because of political slogans on an umbrella.
 
Read More
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Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a town
which had a large soldier presence and working on music. He
appreciated the soldier population there but found the Killeen police
mistreated soldiers.
 
Read More

 

San Francisco Court Watch
 

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds
Defendant to Answer for Murder Despite
Evidence of Self-Defense

A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found herself
facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was allegedly
punching and swinging unidentified objects toward two victims, both
of whom are residents of San Francisco.
 
Read More

 

Yolo County Court Watch
 

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until January,
Yolo DA Continues To Challenge Felony Murder
Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that SB
1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is continuing
to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out of San Diego and
Riverside were ruled constitutional and the California Attorney
General’s Office has also argued for its constitutionality.
 
Read More

 

Sacramento Court Watch
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Sacramento Court Watch
 

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court v.
Senator, but Gets Charged in Another Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a state
lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free speech of an
activist, in part because of political slogans on an umbrella.
 
Read More

 

Everyday Injustice - Podcast
 

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at convenience
stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video evidence from many of
the stores and this evidence was released by Crime Stoppers to the
public with the promise of $1000 for people who could provide
information. The hotel keeper of the place George was staying at
reported George to Crime Stoppers.
 
 
Read More
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Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues
presented here, this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation
of the law."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 22, 2019
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What Stands Out In the
Recently Upheld SB 1437 Cases
By Danielle Silva
 
Two cases in the Fourth District Appellate District, Division One Court of California recently upheld the
felony-murder Senate Bill 1437, finding it constitutional within the laws of the California Constitution.
While the SB 1437 article I published yesterday provides more in-depth information as to the conclusions
of the appellate court, I found two points to stand out to me the most.
 
The first point from both the People v. The Superior Court of San Diego/Gooden/Dominguez and the
People v. Lamoureux states that voter initiatives must be specific in what law they intend at the time.
Using a quote the appellate court referenced from the 1999 case Hodges v. Superior Court, “[T]he voters
should get what they enacted, not more and not less.”
 
Proposition 7 listed punishments specifically for first-degree murder and second-degree murder. The
People had argued that voters had referred to and intended first- and second-degree murder with all the
legislation currently in place at the time, and the electorate should be treated as passing an initiative with
all the knowledge of the laws. Associate Justice Terry O’Rourke agreed with them in his dissenting
opinion, but the court found, “Proposition 7 did not identify specific provisions of the Penal Code
pertaining to the offense of murder, as opposed to the punishments for murder.”
 
The court provides an example of that intent being in place, stating, “Every person guilty of murder in the
first degree, as that offense is presently defined by statute and judicial authorities, shall suffer death,
confinement in state prison for life without possibility of parole or confinement in the state prison for a
term of 25 years to life.”
 
If Proposition 7 did reference that, the current subject matter of punishment becomes tied to the elements
of the crime. However, it did not, failing to support the People’s argument in this case that crime cannot
be changed without changing punishment. That said, this should also be considered for future voter
initiatives to consider how the law may change over time and whether the definition should be specifically
referred to at the time.
 
The court also notes that the argument that Proposition 115, which added elements to first-degree felony
murder, does not invalidate the legislation of SB 1437 even though they’re the same subject matter. Since
SB 1437 does not prohibit what Proposition 115 authorizes or authorizes what Proposition 115 prohibits,
SB 1437 does not invalidly amend it.
 
The other point to consider from these cases is the fact that victims’ rights can still be specifically stated
in Marsy’s Law can still be upheld with SB 1437. The People pointed to the “prompt and final conclusion”
as one of the victims’ rights listed in Marsy’s Law, arguing section 1170.95, which allows for a petition of
resentencing, violated that.
 
The court stated in their opinion, “[I]t did not foreclose post-judgement proceedings altogether. On the
contrary, it expressly contemplated the availability of such postjudgement proceedings… It would be
anomalous and untenable for us to conclude, as the People impliedly suggest, that the voters intended to
categorically foreclose the creation of any new postjudgement proceedings not in existence at the time
Marsy’s Law was approved simply because the voters granted crime victims a right to a ‘prompt and final
conclusion’ of criminal cases.”
 
They also state in a three-sentence footnote, “Further, we discern no reason why a victim cannot receive
a prompt and final conclusion under section 1170.95.”
 
SB 1437 allows many cases to be resentenced while still respecting victims’ rights. As the previous
Everyday Injustice column also noted, many of the cases petitioning under SB 1437 that we’ve seen in
Yolo County relate to wrongful convictions and prosecutorial misconduct. If individuals who are wrongfully
convicted are more victims perpetuated by the system, SB 1437 helps more victims of the system. It’ll be
interesting how this ruling of SB 1437 will apply in the days to come.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Like Father, Unlike Son –
Couzens and the Constitutionality of SB
1437

After the momentous ruling earlier this week on SB 1437 by
the 4th District Court of Appeals, a clear question would be on
Wednesday, with Judge Paul Richardson to hear arguments
on the 2002 Halloween Homicide

Read More

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

From 2003 to 2008, George Powell III had been living in a
town which had a large soldier presence and working on
music. He appreciated the soldier population there but found
the Killeen police mistreated soldiers.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Murder or Self-Defense: Judge Holds
Defendant to Answer for Murder Despite
Evidence of Self-Defense
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A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward
two victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until
January, Yolo DA Continues To Challenge
Felony Murder Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Anti-Vaccination Activist Prevails in Court
v. Senator, but Gets Charged in Another
Case

An umbrella can be a dangerous thing. So much so that a
state lawmaker filed an injunction seeking to deny the free
speech of an activist, in part because of political slogans on
an umbrella.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 20:
George Powell – Bad Forensics Leads to
Wrongful Conviction

In 2013, there were a series of armed robberies at
convenience stores in Killeen, Texas. There was video
evidence from many of the stores and this evidence was
released by Crime Stoppers to the public with the promise of
$1000 for people who could provide information. The hotel
keeper of the place George was staying at reported George to
Crime Stoppers.

Read More
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Judge Couzens: "Not only is this court bound to follow the decision of a higher court on the issues
presented here, this court finds the reasoning of the higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation
of the law."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 21, 2019

SB 1437 - Yet Another
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SB 1437 - Yet Another
Example Proving That Yolo DA is NOT Progressive
 
by David Greenwald

Those who still wish to argue that the Yolo County DA's office is somehow progressive should look no
further than their handling of SB 1437. It is one thing to argue - as they have that SB 1437, the felony
murder reform bill written by Senator Nancy Skinner and signed by Governor Jerry Brown last fall was not
constitutional.
 
That argument alone probably puts you in the "not progressive" camp and rightly so.
 
But the Yolo County DA's office did not stop there. Following Tuesday's 4th District Court of Appeals
ruling that SB 1437 - they are continuing to argue that it is unconstitutional.
 
Yesterday, Yolo County DA Ryan Couzens pushed back during a 1437 hearing (see article below for
details on the case), arguing that while AB 991 was unanimously passed as clean up language for SB
1437, but that “SB 1437 was never legitimately past in the first place.”
 
He noted that while the 4th District ruling is binding on the rest of the state, the 3rd District Court also has
it “under submission” and “if the (Yolo) court rules that it’s constitutional, they would seek a writ on that
and stay the proceedings.”
 
Compare that to a ruling from Place County where the judge there ruled: "Not only is this court bound to
follow the decision of a higher court on the issues presented here, this court finds the reasoning of the
higher court to be a valid and a proper interpretation of the law."
 
That judge was retired Place County Judge Couzens - a retired judge who came back to rule on the SB
1437 case where he had been the trial judge.
 
To make matters even more ironic - Judge Couzens is the father of Deputy DA Ryan Couzens.
 
Not only does his view put the Yolo DA's office out of step with progressive reform - again - but it puts
them out of step with the Deputy DA's own well-regarded father.
 
Neither Mr. Couzens, his supervisor Melinda Aiello, nor the Yolo County DA’s office was going to give an
inch on the constutionality of SB 1437 – even as the rest of the state is beginning to see the writing on
the wall.
 
The 4th DCA ruling follows briefing by the Attorney General’s office, even prior to AB 991, that SB 1437
does not conflict with Prop 7 or Prop 115.
 
This is the view of the appellate court as well. The court stated, “Senate Bill 1437 did not amend
Proposition 7 because it did ‘not reduce sentences for first or second degree-murder.’ [and] did not
amend Proposition 115 because it did not ‘in any way modif[y]’ the predicate offenses on which the first
degree felony-murder liability may be based.”
 
Indeed the court noted, “At our request, the Attorney General filed an amicus curiae brief on the issues
presented in the petitions. In its brief, the Attorney General urged us to deny the People’s petitions on
grounds that Senate Bill 1437 did not amend Proposition 7 or 115.”
 
But the Yolo DA’s office does not agree with those rulings nor it would appear the view of Judge Couzens.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until
January, Yolo DA Continues To Challenge
Felony Murder Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.

Read More

Appeals Court Hears UCD Discrimination
Case – Grad Student Complained About
Play Using ‘N’ Word

Can the University of California system discriminate?That was
the question asked by the CA 3rd District Court of Appeal
Wednesday as justices sparred with UC Regents lawyers
over an appeal of a civil rights lawsuit

Read More

Jury Acquits Man On All Counts
Prosecutors Wanted A Life Sentence For
Tossing Pebbles

On Friday, November 15, 2019, a jury found Carlos Gordon
not guilty on all counts of assault with a deadly weapon,
making criminal threats, and a misdemeanor assault.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Jury Acquits Man On All Counts
Prosecutors Wanted A Life Sentence For
Tossing Pebbles

On Friday, November 15, 2019, a jury found Carlos Gordon
not guilty on all counts of assault with a deadly weapon,
making criminal threats, and a misdemeanor assault.

Read More

No Dismissal, But Relief
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A San Francisco resident named Reymundo Delgado found
herself facing a potential battery charge. The defendant was
allegedly punching and swinging unidentified objects toward
two victims, both of whom are residents of San Francisco.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Yolo County 1437 Case Put Off Until
January, Yolo DA Continues To Challenge
Felony Murder Reform

While the Fourth Appellate District of California has ruled that
SB 1437 is constitutional, the Yolo County District Attorney is
continuing to fight it. Two cases before the Fourth District out
of San Diego and Riverside were ruled constitutional and the
California Attorney General’s Office has also argued for its
constitutionality.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Judge Rules against Claim that
Sacramento County Jury Pool Is Racially
Biased

An unusual, if not somewhat unique, defense challenge to the
makeup of Sacramento County juries – specifically, that they
racially discriminate against African Americans, the poor and
other segments of society – failed here when the judge ruled
the defense couldn’t meet its burden, largely because it’s
impossible to do so.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Sometime between the evening hours on March 31, 1999,
and 12:00 p.m. on April 1, 1999, Yvonne Layne, a mother of
five, was murdered in her home with one solid and steady slit
to her throat.

Read More
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE - JURY ACQUITS - PROSECUTORS WANTED A LIFE SENTENCE FOR TOSSING PEBBLES
Date: Thursday, November 21, 2019 at 2:07:29 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

For immediate release: November 20, 2019
Contact: Valerie Ibarra, Public Defender’s Office: 628.249.7946 or Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 

***PRESS RELEASE***

JURY ACQUITS MAN ON ALL COUNTS

PROSECUTORS WANTED A LIFE SENTENCE

FOR TOSSING PEBBLES
 

SAN FRANCISCO – On Friday, November 15, 2019, a jury found Carlos Gordon not guilty on

all counts of assault with a deadly weapon, making criminal threats, and a misdemeanor

assault. The jury agreed with the defense that Mr. Gordon’s act of tossing a few decorative

pebbles in the direction of a construction worker was not a crime, but rather no more than a

nuisance.
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nuisance.

 

Mr. Gordon has been in San Francisco county jail since April when prosecutors charged him

with premeditated attempted murder, a charge that could have carried a life sentence if

convicted.

 

The defense filed a motion arguing that the D.A. had given misleading statements to the judge

at the initial preliminary hearing. A second judge reviewed the defense’s motion and threw out

the attempted murder charge, but Mr. Gordon remained in custody.

 

After the adverse ruling, Deputy District Attorney Tom Ostly decided to dismiss and refile the

case charging Mr. Gordon with attempted murder again along with three other counts of

assault with a deadly weapon. The charge of attempted murder was again dismissed for lack

of evidence. The case eventually went to trial, with Mr. Gordon facing eight felony charges.

 

In a clear example of overcharging, the prosecution had charged six counts of assault likely to

cause great bodily injury; one for each small pebble.

 

Judge Bruce Chan presided over the trial, and dismissed several counts due to lack of

evidence. The jury decided that Mr. Gordon was not guilty on the two remaining felony

charges and a misdemeanor. If Mr. Gordon had been convicted on all of those charges, it

would have carried a sentence of nearly fifteen years in prison.

 

In the end, the jury found Mr. Gordon not guilty on all counts, and he finally walked free after

spending almost eight months in custody in San Francisco county jail.

 

“The D.A. wanted a life sentence for attempted murder, but the jury didn’t even concede a

simple assault,” said Deputy Public Defender Martina Avalos. “Thankfully, judges and jurors

ensured that Mr. Gordon’s freedom was not stolen as a result of egregious overcharging.”
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Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - SB 1437 Ruled Cons.tu.onal By Appellate Court; Supervisors False-Start Again
on Police Accountability

Date: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 6:55:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Nancy Skinner: “With this decisive decision, I urge district attorneys throughout California to drop their
challenges and join with AG Xavier Becerra in enforcing the state’s new felony-murder statute.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 20, 2019

Everyday Injustice

1437 Ruled Constitutional - Now the Fun Begins
The Fourth Appellate Court has largely cleared the way for SB 1437 to be implemented across the
state. There is always a possibility it will get appealed to the Supreme Court, but for the most part the

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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handwriting is on the wall - the AG's office and now a major court agree.

Nancy Skinner the author of the bill was joyous.

“Justice won today,” Skinner said. “The appellate court got it right: SB 1437, which reformed California’s
old, unfair felony-murder rule, is clearly constitutional.

She added, “With this decisive decision, I urge district attorneys throughout California to drop their
challenges and join with AG Xavier Becerra in enforcing the state’s new felony-murder statute.”

That starts today in Yolo County as Judge Richardson will hear the 17 year old Halloween Homicide case
defendants James Olague and Ernesto Arellano. He could rule the law constitutional today and bring it
back for hearing.

The Vanguard recently received a grant to track SB 1437 cases through the state. Our work has begun.

We received a list of 15 cases from Yolo County for instance. A number of those have been withdrawn or
ruled unconstitutuional but they are likely coming back.

What is notable about the list, we already very intimately know several of these case.

Three of them are wrongful conviction cases - cases where we believe that the defendant was factually
innocent of any charges. That includes Mr. Arellano and Mr. Olague from the Halloween case - a case we
have been investigating for 10 years, where we believe that as many as four of the defendants were
wrongly convicted over a decade ago.

There is also the case of Greg Zielesch which we have covered a number of times - they can throw out
the conviction on the felony murder, but his conspiracy charge would remain - although it changes the
dynamic.

The case of Armando Gonzalez is interested because he was convicted of murder following his driving
with epilepsy. That always seemed like a miscarriage of justice to convict of murder for having an
epileptic seizure. It remains to be seen if he qualifies for relief under 1437.

There are also two cases on the list - Calixto Racimo and Antonio Morales where we have documented
prosecutorial misconduct.

That's 40% of the Yolo cases right there that are either innocent, the case represents a miscarriage of
justice in some way. If that become a trend across the state, SB 1437 could be revolutionary in its impact.

Thanks for reading.
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SB 1437 Ruled Constitutional By Appellate
Court
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The Fourth District Appellate District, Division One Court of
California determined that SB 1437 was constitutional in light
of arguments relating to voter initiatives, the separation of
powers, the finality of convictions, and Marsy’s Law.

Read More

Supervisors False-Start Again on Police
Accountability

Moving fast is often a good thing – but when you’re
Sacramento County Supervisor Patrick Kennedy and you’re
dealing with an ultra-sensitive subject like cop-accountability
and the persona of controversial Sacramento Sheriff Scott
Jones, maybe a slower lane is a safer place to travel.

Read More

Judge Rules against Claim that
Sacramento County Jury Pool Is Racially
Biased

An unusual, if not somewhat unique, defense challenge to the
makeup of Sacramento County juries – specifically, that they
racially discriminate against African Americans, the poor and
other segments of society – failed here when the judge ruled
the defense couldn’t meet its burden, largely because it’s
impossible to do so.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Inconclusive Evidence Used in Murder Trial

On Monday morning in Department 16, Judge Eric R. Fleming
presided over the first day of an MS-13 gang-related murder
trial with two defendants.

Read More

Weak Testimony, Stronger Evidence?

A resident named Abdelilah Chadly found himself facing the
potential charge of battery after allegedly punching against
the back of a female victim.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Child Is Sexually Abused For Over Three
Years, Defendant Charged On All 30
Counts
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A man will be going to trial after a preliminary hearing upheld
the 30 different counts against him, all of which are sex-
related charges with a minor.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Judge Rules against Claim that
Sacramento County Jury Pool Is Racially
Biased

An unusual, if not somewhat unique, defense challenge to the
makeup of Sacramento County juries – specifically, that they
racially discriminate against African Americans, the poor and
other segments of society – failed here when the judge ruled
the defense couldn’t meet its burden, largely because it’s
impossible to do so.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Sometime between the evening hours on March 31, 1999,
and 12:00 p.m. on April 1, 1999, Yvonne Layne, a mother of
five, was murdered in her home with one solid and steady slit
to her throat.

Read More
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Claire White: “the jury selection procedure in Sacramento County has resulted in selection of jurors in a
constitutionally impermissible manner; that the jury excludes jurors of a protected class in violation of the
defendant’s federal and state constitutional rights.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 19, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Murder or Self-Defense - San Francisco Murder That Might Not
Be
by David Greenwald

If you want to understand the simple concept of everyday injustice, here is another. A man worked at a
low income housing location. A man kept coming around and causing problems. To the point where he
was a marked man for a private security company.
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was a marked man for a private security company.

Ultimately there was a confrontation on August 10, six shots rang out, and the man was killed. The man
who worked at the housing location was arrested and charged with murder.

The question appears to be was this murder or self-defense?

That is where we get into the gray area of the law. What was held on Thursday and ended on Monday
was a preliminary hearing. Public Defender Davis took the unusual step of bringing forward his own
witnesses - attempting to get the judge to either not hold the defendant to answer for the charges or at
the very least reduce them to voluntary manslaughter - which frankly, in light of the evidence seems far
more reasonable.

But the judge warned him that the burden would be high to get a self-defense holding in a prelim - it
seems unlikely that the DA can get a conviction on murder when the burden increases to beyond a
reasonable doubt.

Here's the problem. You have two confrontations previously with this individual. One started on June 10
as a verbal altercation, led to punches thrown and ended as one man held the defendant in a headlock
and may have been thumping him after he slipped on the ground. The man then pulled out a knife and
slashed him a few times to get him to let up.

The man admitted to the officer that he was trying to make him "go to sleep."

So then he shows up, night in question, he has two knives on him, and he gets into a confrontation and
this time he is shot and killed.

Admittedly we don't know enough about the confrontation. Clearly the defendant is going to have to
testify in this case in order to explain his actions and mindset.

But even if he overreacted to the threat, even if as the DA pointed out the weapons were never
brandished, the past history makes the overreaction fairly understandable and it appears that the victim
rather than the defendant was the aggressor.

In short, even if you think he ass unreasonable in opening fire, it seems unreasonable that this is a
murder case. So once again, why charge it as murder? Why not put a reasonable charge on this case?

This isn't an outlandish decision by the DA. He's not withholding evidence. He's not wrongfully accusing
someone. But he does appear to be overcharging him. This is the kind of everyday injustice we see
well... on an everyday basis.

Thanks for reading.
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Judge Rules against Claim that
Sacramento County Jury Pool Is Racially
Biased
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An unusual, if not somewhat unique, defense challenge to the
makeup of Sacramento County juries – specifically, that they
racially discriminate against African Americans, the poor and
other segments of society – failed here when the judge ruled
the defense couldn’t meet its burden, largely because it’s
impossible to do so.

Read More

The Way Forward against Death by
Incarceration in Pennsylvania

Yesterday, the Philadelphia Inquirer editorial board looked at
two overlapping injustices in Pennsylvania: the large number
of people sentenced to die in prison and the use of this
sentence against people who are considered accomplices to
a crime but did not kill anyone and are convicted of felony
murder.

Read More

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Suspicious Vehicle Stop Escalates to
Threats to a Child

On Friday morning, a preliminary hearing began in a car
burglary case under Judge Teresa Caffese. It was found that
identification of both the suspect and the suspect’s car was
not based on much evidence

Read More

Traffic Violation Escalates

Deputy Public Defender Brown’s attempt to motion to
suppress evidence failed this Friday. Had it succeeded, the
majority of the district attorney’s case against the defendant
may have crumbled–what started as a traffic violation has
snowballed into a case alleging four felonies and several
misdemeanors.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
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Suspicious Vehicle Stop Escalates to
Threats to a Child

At 7:37 am on Sept. 13, 2019, Humberto Tejeda Jr. was the
suspect in a report of a suspicious vehicle on East Street in
Woodland. When police approached the Blue Ford Taurus

Read More

Defendant Found Guilty of all 11 charges,
Four Being Petty Theft Charges

An argument starting from a 7/11 incident leads to a violent
domestic violence case and attempted murder charges.
A preliminary hearing was held on Nov. 14, 2019, regarding
the matter of the defendant Don Barkins and his partner.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Judge Rules against Claim that
Sacramento County Jury Pool Is Racially
Biased

An unusual, if not somewhat unique, defense challenge to the
makeup of Sacramento County juries – specifically, that they
racially discriminate against African Americans, the poor and
other segments of society – failed here when the judge ruled
the defense couldn’t meet its burden, largely because it’s
impossible to do so.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Sometime between the evening hours on March 31, 1999,
and 12:00 p.m. on April 1, 1999, Yvonne Layne, a mother of
five, was murdered in her home with one solid and steady slit
to her throat.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Win At All Costs Approach by Yolo DA; Ayanna Pressley Unveils Sweeping Plan
to Reshape American Criminal Legal System

Date: Monday, November 18, 2019 at 6:40:11 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Yolo DA Ryan Couzens: “What the line of questioning showed is that her entire testimony is contrived. I
specifically didn’t turn over the transcript — which is our work product — because I wanted to ask her
about it, and sure enough, she said oh no, Mr. Dev never told me anything of what to say.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 18, 2019

Everyday Injustice

The Police Have Never Been the Friends of African-Americans
 
By David Greenwald

I was reading an interesting book this week on the Black Panther Party. What jumped out to me was this
quote: "it had become clear that policemen, most of whom were white, were neither going to benevolently
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protect nor adequately serve black communities."
 
I think many have tended to forget the history of this nation. In the south, it was police and sheriff's who
acted in concert with local white supremacists to prevent blacks from seeking redress.
 
Indeed, when civil rights workers went to the south, the police did not protect either white civil rights
workers or blacks from mobs. They either looked the other way, or at times became the mob
themselves. The FBI under Hoover refused to protect black civil rights workers.
 
On the contrary, FBI agents looked the other way when civil rights activists were beaten. When MLK
called out the FBI and Hoover for acting in concert with southern segregationists - they labeled him an
enemy.
 
"The FBI assigned full enemy status to King," Taylor Branch, author of Pulitzer Winning series of the Civil
Rights Movement,  would write. They put him and his colleagues under surveillance, they wrote a letter
attempting to get him to commit suicide.
 
In the north, though, police were actually no better. They didn't act to protect black lives. We can point to
of course, extreme examples such as the likely murder of Black Panther Fred Hampton in Chicago by
police. 
 
The FBI in 1967 had identified Mr. Hampton as a “radical threat” and attempted to subvert his
activities. He was then shot and killed in his bed during a pre-dawn raid in 1969. Evidence surfaced that
an FBI informant had drugged him. Of course, an inquest by the coroner ruled the deaths of Hampton
and also Mark Clark to be justifiable homicide.
 
The Hampton case is probably an extreme example. But as recent studies continue to show, getting shot
and killed by police remains a leading cause of death for young black men in America.
 
The LA Times in August notes: “About 1 in 1,000 black men and boys in America can expect to die at the
hands of police, according to a new analysis of deaths involving law enforcement officers. That makes
them 2.5 times more likely than white men and boys to die during an encounter with cops.”
 
The Article notes: “But the vulnerability of black males was particularly striking.”
 
“That 1-in-1,000 number struck us as quite high,” said study leader Frank Edwards, a sociologist at
Rutgers University. “That’s better odds of being killed by police than you have of winning a lot of scratch-
off lottery games.”
 
We can argue that policing has changed since the 1960s. But from the perspective of African Americans,
how much so? If we look at the war on crime, the focus on heavily black neighborhoods for drug
enforcement, the critique of the criminal justice system as an extension of Jim Crow - perhaps it should
not be much surprise that most blacks when asked believe that the police are anti-black and that when
approached by police officers, many will run or attempt to flee.
 
But it seems that many have forgotten this history. Most white children are taught that police officers are
their friends, there to help them in times of crisis. Our black children learn the lesson from above - police
officers are not likely to "protect" or "serve" black communities.
 
Thanks for reading.
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Monday Morning Thoughts: Couzens
Illustrates Win at All Costs Approach That
Puts Innocent People At Risk of This
District Attorney

When Ryan J. Couzens, Deputy DA in Yolo County walked
into court, early Monday Morning on the 28th of October, it
seemed he had two plans in mind – one was to complain that
he had been wronged by the petitioners and the other was to
lay a trap

Read More

Rep. Ayanna Pressley Unveils Sweeping
Plan to Reshape American Criminal Legal
System

Democratic Representative Ayanna Pressley of
Massachusetts unveiled a sweeping resolution today calling
for state and local governments to decrease prison
populations, abolish cash bail, and end the system of
charging people fines and fees to fund local court systems,
among a host of other proposals.

Read More

Texas Court of Criminal Appeals Has
Granted Rodney Reed an Indefinite Stay of
Execution

On Friday, the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles
unanimously voted in favor of a 120-day reprieve of Rodney
Reed’s execution. Now, the decision lies with Governor Greg
Abbott as to whether to adopt their recommendation before
Mr. Reed’s scheduled execution on Wednesday, November
20.

Read More

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Big Day in Resentencing Court: Mayor
Breed’s Brother To Have 1437 Hearing in
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kpS2qXr4iAJioKo7UxAWEG64zctLUnFn_9O9xvS0q3KNSZvxVrX-VyxHJ1yIHpRK4AEp_PtO18OZEAEs9URCJjdUABVgHTsGWcCdcq0e8-qp6obyKQgF5BOdAITantqjg9X7LT5vYTTU0o39_SkZNfxqFg99sdUQ8Zp1U133VBj8BIEwA3TiaLKVUEeBU5SPThqRWLhS3zlzmfkwz3PMd5nCcUMs03gQHa9CryggU-1S4zk2eOsHfpHif9n8DEmBhlTFhL668sRbEJn4DODair6r0A5sezeQ&c=V5HU-6v0-OBDoJPRxIdWjrVg4agJm3muKBk9caCwI8Ovimu6RwHT_g==&ch=XWnFBGRnelM6sn58UDXzFA0HvC0sKsdXPuTqEQ7DxId3P0xI4vY48w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kpS2qXr4iAJioKo7UxAWEG64zctLUnFn_9O9xvS0q3KNSZvxVrX-V7BXzE-TisN5lydlxcJqx700bs25wHop9LKCTU-4RUrS_3zqsN7nDclIFVE1GFD2gPW9zP0ljpE_EbJ9aso6WgTagmsBsyrxwa3jfhu1DCY6QXoGUCScA4wuFd6Jf03GhAMLQ4sN88i6YKeyMRRbGl7mbsz-8yiVrLfY9BhQ5L_YQWSYGlDxFXfmuyG5dHkhJwyIZVAT0OtdpFEl42pRFJvHW-7Bn0u-XQ9CudFpZY-S&c=V5HU-6v0-OBDoJPRxIdWjrVg4agJm3muKBk9caCwI8Ovimu6RwHT_g==&ch=XWnFBGRnelM6sn58UDXzFA0HvC0sKsdXPuTqEQ7DxId3P0xI4vY48w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kpS2qXr4iAJioKo7UxAWEG64zctLUnFn_9O9xvS0q3KNSZvxVrX-V_A8pXpatCXKR-_849ZCPwp66wVMkP9oUuP9v0foKhTnO55Lu0KjdXT3p0acGAwKTmBJbcasSOiDDgVkNOuiCfSU1_w0jK6mRIaATqMMgmD7LoFtkqMJdK8dGMlBrd9HloEe4A_hWjUqwXR0YLpMXfTap-x0k0KEq67Pj15vDoqZIEtSyiNDCDjbChbveSnKz_vtioaqcvh9NWbq5EkVCVWnQMVJSXhfvg==&c=V5HU-6v0-OBDoJPRxIdWjrVg4agJm3muKBk9caCwI8Ovimu6RwHT_g==&ch=XWnFBGRnelM6sn58UDXzFA0HvC0sKsdXPuTqEQ7DxId3P0xI4vY48w==
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January

Fridays in Department 25, presided over by Judge Brandon P.
Conroy, are designated for resentencing. This Friday was no
different—however, the rulings were.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Suspicious Vehicle Stop Escalates to
Threats to a Child

At 7:37 am on Sept. 13, 2019, Humberto Tejeda Jr. was the
suspect in a report of a suspicious vehicle on East Street in
Woodland. When police approached the Blue Ford Taurus

Read More

Defendant Found Guilty of all 11 charges,
Four Being Petty Theft Charges

An argument starting from a 7/11 incident leads to a violent
domestic violence case and attempted murder charges.
A preliminary hearing was held on Nov. 14, 2019, regarding
the matter of the defendant Don Barkins and his partner.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Anti-Fascists Claim Victory with Slap on
Wrist After Facing Major Felonies

Nearly three and one-half years after a protest that led to
three anti-fascist demonstrators charged with multiple felony
counts, including riot and assault with a deadly weapon, the
Sacramento County District Attorney office made them an
offer they couldn’t refuse.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kpS2qXr4iAJioKo7UxAWEG64zctLUnFn_9O9xvS0q3KNSZvxVrX-V_A8pXpatCXKa_n9Ig063dIBcnPLDrBQHHn1aEDIzaGwlwWY_9AnD_Z7OJ0ObtnG2nLRtOhITLejFFXHCOxtbdjHy9W5t-GiPUOrgIi9X5EhvMkdQTcd0mCFfxkRX8AQLYqFK6yMllR5Y_VLGrqvGWOlOG6CV2oRttQHXPuj2n36hWaYGZwPqeNeUbXF4KeFgBkvi1-Z6YOuZf2LBeGo_ba1_kJ7SF-lF79fXVEb44Cu&c=V5HU-6v0-OBDoJPRxIdWjrVg4agJm3muKBk9caCwI8Ovimu6RwHT_g==&ch=XWnFBGRnelM6sn58UDXzFA0HvC0sKsdXPuTqEQ7DxId3P0xI4vY48w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kpS2qXr4iAJioKo7UxAWEG64zctLUnFn_9O9xvS0q3KNSZvxVrX-V84j-2IIHwCiSO0DL0J4wWYkvUwg2nFMLgWEUIBIrGGJ3pRZNFB0Shfot5xgGOgb_uvwwLamsXpg6EOzX1yaEf9oxW9wIjGBMjBEhi0XG2G-RUpNmGPOzgkc8FxqsI_OJ0z9YG08kDfNqRGiM3RxktcIKN5pzAZda99IjtUbc7xcQriY_u7hiZgREQctERWYkQ==&c=V5HU-6v0-OBDoJPRxIdWjrVg4agJm3muKBk9caCwI8Ovimu6RwHT_g==&ch=XWnFBGRnelM6sn58UDXzFA0HvC0sKsdXPuTqEQ7DxId3P0xI4vY48w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kpS2qXr4iAJioKo7UxAWEG64zctLUnFn_9O9xvS0q3KNSZvxVrX-V_A8pXpatCXKYZ8OLiyIZvhowwGjOnYvjfkO5N4cjXQ-0KY8mOfXqhyIdVfwbuGiXbxSoYwsWFB-kd-Z2L27ghvX8NFDn6a7GnZJM1rU83Nkecl3Ums7GfM_2Ord6VuSVa52kY9egJO9O0iIGh_SM4ViEC4eu8sOAQZ8ectd6ZzT0s2ImO-m_xM=&c=V5HU-6v0-OBDoJPRxIdWjrVg4agJm3muKBk9caCwI8Ovimu6RwHT_g==&ch=XWnFBGRnelM6sn58UDXzFA0HvC0sKsdXPuTqEQ7DxId3P0xI4vY48w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kpS2qXr4iAJioKo7UxAWEG64zctLUnFn_9O9xvS0q3KNSZvxVrX-V_A8pXpatCXKg1Cb5OLE96uXuFPQRDYS0N59S2j8QduK-YfI_qh2IAT7o2DBLMjDlv_72dJwxRqEx1blwTYbZGOuoH5N1pO-mHfMWMFmtdetSYGLZeKL1mTUFr1QDulpIO53lJ7s518kUV-2p8uUFiSdl1ct4BL-hi86m9lwxxJofZO8LlQM9Hq3ptUzCq8uBy1JfHZxSRpHDY5sCiXbh7_iIj9tWqk0Ew==&c=V5HU-6v0-OBDoJPRxIdWjrVg4agJm3muKBk9caCwI8Ovimu6RwHT_g==&ch=XWnFBGRnelM6sn58UDXzFA0HvC0sKsdXPuTqEQ7DxId3P0xI4vY48w==
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David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Sometime between the evening hours on March 31, 1999,
and 12:00 p.m. on April 1, 1999, Yvonne Layne, a mother of
five, was murdered in her home with one solid and steady slit
to her throat.

Read More
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Jury acquits homeless man of two felonies for riding a stolen motorcycle. May go to
prison for driving without a license.

Date: Saturday, November 16, 2019 at 1:05:47 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

For immediate release: November 15, 2019
 
NOTE: Mr. Mabrey’s sentencing hearing is scheduled for Wednesday, November 20th at
1:30pm, in Department 10.
 
Contact: Valerie Ibarra, Public Defender’s Office: 628.249.7946 or Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
 
Link: http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/11/jury-acquits-homeless-man-of-two-felonies-for-
riding-a-stolen-motorcyle-may-go-to-prison-for-driving-without-a-license/
 
 

 
***PRESS RELEASE***

 
 

JURY ACQUITS HOMELESS MAN OF TWO FELONIES FOR RIDING A
STOLEN MOTORCYLE –

MAY GO TO PRISON FOR DRIVING WITHOUT A LICENSE
 
 
SAN FRANCISCO – On Tuesday, November 12, 2019, a jury acquitted a homeless man of

two felony charges after police pulled him over at gunpoint for riding a stolen motorcycle on

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/11/jury-acquits-homeless-man-of-two-felonies-for-riding-a-stolen-motorcyle-may-go-to-prison-for-driving-without-a-license/
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two felony charges after police pulled him over at gunpoint for riding a stolen motorcycle on

Division Street and San Bruno Avenue at 6pm on June 26, 2019. However, he may still serve

four years in prison for driving without a license.

 

Charles Mabrey, 50, a native of Oakland, was homeless living in his car in San Francisco, but

having a car was becoming a nuisance. He asked some people about where he could get an

e-bike or a motorcycle. He said that a friend told him of a motorcycle that his cousin was

selling. When the cousin showed up, Mabrey mounted the motorcycle, which was already

turned on, and took it for a test ride.

 

The prosecution argued that he should have seen the punched in ignition and assume it was

stolen. However, he never saw or touched the ignition, which is in an unusual place on the

Triumph Scrambler.

 

Mabrey stalled in an intersection where an observer noticed him not wearing a helmet. The

observer called 911 to report an African American man struggling to operate the motorcycle

and suggested that it might be stolen. Police responded promptly and found the man and the

motorcycle described on the 911 call nearby.

 

When the first police car arrived, both officers exited the vehicle, drew their guns and

proceeded to yell commands at Mabrey. More police arrived, and the reporting officer, Trevor

Magallanes, himself a long-time motorcyclist, was not able to immediately locate the oddly-

placed ignition. Mabrey said that he saw other officers reach under the handlebars and pull

down some loose wires, indicating that the bike had been hotwired.

 

Mabrey was charged with two felony counts for possession of stolen property and joyriding

without consent of the owner. The prosecutor, Brittney Delgado, failed to prove that he had

actual knowledge that the bike was stolen, and even suggested that the person who had tried

to sell it to him was not real. Rather, deputy public defender Crystal Carpino argued that
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Mabrey was reasonably mistaken that he had permission from the person he thought was the

owner.

 

It turned out that the bike had been stolen, but not by Mabrey. The real owner’s home

surveillance camera showed two helmeted men – which it was agreed was not Mabrey –

arrive on one motorcycle and ride away on two around 1am that same day.

 

The jury found Mabrey not guilty on both felony counts. However, he did admit to driving those

few blocks without a license, which is a misdemeanor.

 

Mabrey remains in custody because he is currently on probation for drug charges. One

probation carries an ESS (execution of sentence suspended) which is an agreement that any

violation of his probation would cause him to serve four years in prison. Judge Ross Moody

has the discretion whether or not to detain him on the ESS, or whether to release him for time

served for the misdemeanor.

 

“Trying to put someone in prison for four years on such a minor probation violation is

inhumane and unnecessary,” said Carpino.

 

Mabrey has a history of convictions, but also of family tragedy. When he was a teenager, his

whole family was murdered by his sister’s violent on-and-off boyfriend.

 

“It was a long time ago, but it will affect his life forever. Some people can’t understand what life

is like on the streets,” said Carpino. “Prosecutors just want to put somebody in prison for a

while and forget about them. It doesn’t solve anything.”

 

Public Defender, Mano Raju, said, “We are pleased that the jury understood that Mr. Mabrey

didn’t know the bike was stolen, and proud that he had a public defender who was able to

illustrate the reality of the situation.”
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Mr. Mabrey is scheduled to appear for a sentencing hearing on Wednesday, November 20,

2019, at 1:30pm.
 

#
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - SF Mayor's Brother Has 1437 Hearing; Resolu.on in 3YO Capitol Riot Case;
Latest Podcast

Date: Friday, November 15, 2019 at 7:25:10 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We could have won if we went to trial. But with this settlement it keeps everyone safe with no possible
jail time. And no one believes this is a victory for the DA or the fascists,” Attorney Shanta Driver

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 15, 2019

Everyday Injustice

For $10 You Can Keep Us Going and Growing...
We are week into this new newsletter - Everyday Injustice. Very excited by the quick growth in
readers. This is my plug to those readers who have not signed up to help us out by becoming monthly
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donors.

Right now we are operating court watches in multiple counties in California - and that list could be
expanding. But I have calculated that in order to really do things right, it takes at least $50,000 to run
each program. That doesn't even include my ultimate goal of hiring investigative journalists to do follow
work on the court findings.

We just got a grant to track all of the SB 1437 cases through the system in California. That's the felony
murder rule reform that we discussed in yesterday's articles. So we will have unparalleled coverage of
1437 cases in California.

We have done a lot of work on wrongful convictions and that work is expanding. We have a weekly
(sometimes more frequent) podcast. It is not exclusively focusing on wrongful convictions - we will be
looking at criminal justice reform in general - but if you have a story worth telling shoot me a line and we'll
can record a podcast.

The core of our program is still the courtwatch program - as I have explained. We're working with the San
Francisco Public Defender's office on the SF Court Watch which has been an amazing experience and
we have seen so much.

They posted this yesterday: "We are proud to partner with Davis Vanguard on our Court Watch program -
which brings citizen journalism into the courtroom... because, "Injustice happens every day in empty
courtrooms." - Avi Singh"

Completely agree. The nexus between empty courtrooms and wrongful convictions and lack of media
coverage is scary.

So what we need is very simple - you to become a monthly subscriber. We set the base level at $10. We
have people who can only give $1 a month. We have people who give $300 a month. Whatever you can
afford is great. It helps us make our payrole.

Wnat to help - go here - https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Not ready? That's fine. This newsletter is free. Thanks for reading.

David Greenwald, Director and Founder

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Anti-Fascists Claim Victory with Slap on
Wrist After Facing Major Felonies

Nearly three and one-half years after a protest that led to
three anti-fascist demonstrators charged with multiple felony
counts, including riot and assault with a deadly weapon, the
Sacramento County District Attorney office made them an
offer they couldn’t refuse.

Read More

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJvzXFlLG06O48qq9_A-nCgKs3XF9iNN4uYt1Hqf70wE8xOe0sTYqz5GU0wwbmzKJXR0Tdm01WwZM-owI32nEwCPQxZMSwM8mk7X6b3l29vrbBYGEMW6UVALPxhkkbi_ixlVN9mRpa0F92grVSnDB0Kpk=&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJv91X0H5k2VA_Iu4OGubJtud5DWSvtjauUbNMePSfPMblIpW4Sw2E5fUkv5nb7mz8Ai-z7PJWGf1Jfub7B8x40XY07xAtkT_7_sJTPqZ3wmyiczBJP6UWsk8=&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJv91X0H5k2VA_2xlo0cWoqNed2HSrjehePETmYlHpOfxBQ53BgtIgq0bgP1n68ClgHK7BCL0dPC35pGtmj73Eb7HB1LT4OAguss4beEyoMHXGTzQ66Y49CM_D56QMNj2yHkGqrGmMMAod&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJv91X0H5k2VA_GflHGoGz6Ux1Pxq5ZKlru-PqX0go01tspNN-8zPABYWDMQbq9sYBXmzPqKnXgzcTRimneSVE8a-2683AMnAQa_wpLyRPSrRpbFH1LLgveGhpl_pVBBPsp0jf1ZlD7aKvtTsWvi-PEMg=&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJv0PvXS0OTq80EqdYaIrapw6JCrVKq5sgYl-HzuHje52znFSyzCfIvtELR5QQgvRSISlBh3-kZRf9k7OG5AtutmWj46HjPkTwqePqdVphc-KliQoiMhP7lOupGdsYjZhcKOm0p7Xt7YUT&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJv_O9RC52aDMirbVKVfHPMGwRXzPKYcQWDVcgxK_PR0LNZo1BaAexsnm2w5btLQVCpgYOQe85TREYYoKGCzDjGlGSBs4wUiS3qx2V4QhRZ8wN&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJv8zx4ow6jg7Da5x0FZCG9vuQjeqtFHJMPXjw4YzSCajT7Mzt__sNnf3A6cvfO514OBOkEcmGp3TQIPOvtEy1jgnVQlCW14qFjmCbKCSXrGBo&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NBNfbwQOw634WYV0Ph8kYXwxhQVcz6fG7M7l7dJ_sb2EWol-EJUJv6Qwj7OEZa0IInKURyOnApZvaWJ0AI5lW6u7QAmdQHX0PecWiGGAxG73OCBB_d0Az9z6BiAtS6khfZt1by4sQ_DVcdZaBu_kRIqVbgcouCib1ESKz0gWdP91Eu1LUWRfvmkYWYT6pPlhh-dGq3alVoiNRjJ7fzjJZyK64OolnLbtgDD0hDCab9xfx9ZQKhl-8dU1beBszF92NhNhH9yqJFLzdCxqJWEcRw==&c=X0Rues6LuHYDoPn4iZGPPavjqqPXbXjcyUU9ciusUzoBBUW05TK8Eg==&ch=CrHh9hfMWjrBWeQUdquOHWOUQuQLrVun5haYsNH_QDZo9fK8TxfNcA==
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The Separation of Powers: Arguments over
SB 1437 [Part 2]

The felony-murder rule originally charged defendants who
were committing a crime when another individual dies. SB
1437 redefines that law for felony-murder liability by excluding
“a person who is not the actual killer, did not act with the
intent to kil

Read More

Big Day in Resentencing Court: Mayor
Breed’s Brother To Have 1437 Hearing in
January

Fridays in Department 25, presided over by Judge Brandon P.
Conroy, are designated for resentencing. This Friday was no
different—however, the rulings were.

Read More

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Big Day in Resentencing Court: Mayor
Breed’s Brother To Have 1437 Hearing in
January

Fridays in Department 25, presided over by Judge Brandon P.
Conroy, are designated for resentencing. This Friday was no
different—however, the rulings were.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Repeat Offender leads to Felony
Conviction

A 911 call regarding a suspicious person roaming the streets
of West Sacramento led to an arrest after the officer found
methamphetamine and drug paraphilia on the alleged
defendant.

Read More
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Argument at 7/11 leads to Attempted
Murder

An argument starting from a 7/11 incident leads to a violent
domestic violence case and attempted murder charges.
A preliminary hearing was held on Nov. 14, 2019, regarding
the matter of the defendant Don Barkins and his partner.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Anti-Fascists Claim Victory with Slap on
Wrist After Facing Major Felonies

Nearly three and one-half years after a protest that led to
three anti-fascist demonstrators charged with multiple felony
counts, including riot and assault with a deadly weapon, the
Sacramento County District Attorney office made them an
offer they couldn’t refuse.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Justice Podcast Episode 19:
David Thorne and a Murder for Hire That
Wasn’t

David Thorne is serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole for allegedly hiring an acquaintance to kill the
mother of his son – however, he never hired anyone nor did
the acquaintance do the crime.

Sometime between the evening hours on March 31, 1999,
and 12:00 p.m. on April 1, 1999, Yvonne Layne, a mother of
five, was murdered in her home with one solid and steady slit
to her throat.

Read More
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“You take an oath to seek justice,” Larry Krasner said. “That means innocent people go home. It also
means, if you have an innocent person in jail, the guilty one got away.”

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 14, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Interesting Developments Now in Nearly 40 Year Old Mumia Case
by David Greenwald

One of the first wrongful conviction cases I became aware of was the case of former Black Panther
Mumia Abu-Jamal, whose Live from Deathrow book I read in college in the early 1990s. Since then he
was removed from death row but sentenced to life without parole.
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But enter progressive prosecutor Larry Krasner and suddenly there is some action here. I've read Mr.
Abu-Jamal's account, the account of his supporters but also the account of his victim's family - a police
officer who was just 25 years old in 1981 when he was killed. I know a lot of innocence advocates view
the case with trepidation and skepticism.

Still the reports are interesting.

This week, attorneys for Maureen Faulkner, widow of slain police officer Daniel Faulkner filed a petition
with the Pennsylvannia Supreme Court to remove DA Krasner from the appeals case arguing that he is
"tainted with conflict of interest" and his office is filled "with Abu-Jamal sympathizers."

“The people who Larry Krasner has filled the top of his staff with are people who have dedicated their
legal careers to making sure that justice doesn’t happen, to preventing that justice for Daniel Faulkner,”
Faulkner’s attorney Jack O’Neill said at a news conference inside the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 5.

There is a prediction from one attorney that "Mumia could be free by Christmas on the streets..."

Then again even if he's guilty of the crime - it has been 38 years, Mumia Abu-Jamal is 64 - hardly a threat
to re-offend at this point.

Attorney for Abu-Jamal are calling this "a desperate attempt to reverse a judge’s decision last year that
breathed new life into Abu-Jamal’s attempts to get a new trial in the decades-old case."

“Even the door being slightly opened to a modicum — a bit — of justice, Maureen Faulkner is fighting
that,” she said.

“It’s a new day now and people are attempting as best they can go by the color of the law,” she said.
“[Krasner] made no mistake in what he did and all she’s doing is opening it up and making it wider for
people to see.”

The case happened December 9, 1981. Officer Faulkner pulled over the brother of Mumia Abu-
Jamal. Mr. Abu-Jamal was working as a cab driver, observered what happened and ran to assist his
brother.

He was found shot and wounded - prosecution witnesses testified that he shot Mr. Faulkner.

Whether you believe he is innocent, the new revelations are important. The DA's office "unearthed six
boxes of files related to the case last year." The defense claims that these files "show prosecutors
promised money to one eyewitness, helped another with her prostitution case and made notes about the
race of prospective jurors," the Associated Press reported.

He could be granted a new trial based on this evidence. But we'll see.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Zero is the Number Freed By
Conviction Integrity Units Here
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According to an article this week in the Washington Post –
there are now 49 conviction review units in DA offices across
the US – most of those started in the last five years.

Read More

Overpolicing on Public Transit

In a video posted on Twitter on Friday, a small woman with a
pushcart full of churros is surrounded by four NYPD officers
inside the Broadway Junction subway stop in Brooklyn.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 18:
The Unfair Prosecution of the Faires

Imagine you have been arrested and held in custody for years
for a crime you did not commit and deprived of the right to see
an attorney. Incredibly that’s what happened to James Faire
and his wife Angela.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Woman Charged with Felony for Lighting
Candles and Moving Rug

In Department 9 of the San Francisco County Hall of Justice,
a preliminary hearing was held for Jennifer Pinsetti. Jennifer
is accused of first-degree burglary

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Witness Identifies Her Mother in Home
Burglary Case Footage

A witness identified her mother in the footage taken from the
home that was burglarized last July 29. The defendant, Ms.
Holly Ford, plead not guilty to the felony charge of one count
of burglary in the first degree.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Judge Declares Mistrial in Stockton Cop
Killing Case After Jury Deadlocks
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The judge in a federal civil rights trial here of two Stockton
police officers who killed a 16-year-old special needs teen
nearly 10 years ago declared a mistrial early Tuesday when
the federal jury reported it was hopelessly deadlocked after
only a few hours of deliberation.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 18:
The Unfair Prosecution of the Faires

Imagine you have been arrested and held in custody for years
for a crime you did not commit and deprived of the right to see
an attorney. Incredibly that’s what happened to James Faire
and his wife Angela.

James Faire of Tonasket was originally charged in Okanogan
County with several crimes after he allegedly ran over Debra
Long of Issaquah and George Abrantes of Marysville with a
pickup truck during a confrontation in Tonasket, Wash., in
2015. Long died and Abrantes was injured in the incident.

Read More
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John Burris: “If 29 shots doesn’t shock your conscience (a legal requirement for the plaintiffs win), nothing
will."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 13, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Holding Police Accountable Is Hard
by David Greenwald
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It took ten years to bring the federal civil rights case against two police officers to trial - it took two days
for the jury to hang.

John Burris, one of the premier civil rights attorneys in the country argued on Friday that the officers
panicked, lost their “wits” and shouldn’t have shot James Rivera Jr. on July 22, 2010.

He told Vanguard reporter Cres Vellucci that he wasn't surprised.

“We believed we presented a sufficient enough case so the jury would rule on at least one officer, if not
both,” said Burris.

Burris said that the family was “upset at not getting a verdict,” and that it had been an “emotional” roller
coaster for them to relive the death of Rivera Jr. after more than nine years looking for justice. “It was
very emotional and now they have a big empty feeling,” explained Burris.

But getting justice in these cases is hard. The Eastern District Federal Court goes all the way from the
Oregon Border down to San Joaquin County. 

We saw this first hand in another case that has been discussed - the 2009 shooting of Luis Gutierrez
which finally went to federal court in 2012 before the esteeemed judge Lawrence Karlton who died a few
years later.

The jury from that case was mainly from rural Shasta and Butte counties - and like this one,
overwhelmingly white.

In that case, it came down to the word of the three deputies involved in the shooting and against the word
of bystanders and passersby. The deputies described being threatened with a knife and shooting in self-
defense.

But there was never evidence presented that the victim's fingerprints or DNA was on the
knife. Independent eyewitnesses testified that they never saw a knife in that case.

The deputies saw the victim, Mr. Gutierrez waling on Gum Ave in Woodland at midday as he left the DMV
to take a driving test. Employees at DMV never saw anything weird, but the deputies thought they
recognized the man. As they turned their vehicle and approached him - he took off running and then they
claim he pulled a knife, were in fear of their lives and opened fire.

Without video evidence - the jury inclined to side with law enforcement acquitted the officers.

In this case, seven years later, in different times, the jury was less likely to side with law enforcement.

John Burris charged that officers did not take adequate time even though the victim, just 16, was
surrounded, outnumbered and unarmed.

They fired at him 29 times.

“If 29 shots doesn’t shock your conscience (a legal requirement for the plaintiffs win), nothing will. With
proper warnings, (James) may have surrendered, but other officers responded to Dunn’s fear. Dunn
panicked. He lost his wits. Firing of 29 shots is excessive force. Period,” Burris closed.

It wasn't enough to convince the jury. But now, both sides will likely be more willing to try to reach an
equitable settlement.

It's a bad system. Police do not get held sufficiently accountable for their mistakes. And people die
because it of.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Judge Declares Mistrial in Stockton Cop
Killing Case After Jury Deadlocks

The judge in a federal civil rights trial here of two Stockton
police officers who killed a 16-year-old special needs teen
nearly 10 years ago declared a mistrial early Tuesday when
the federal jury reported it was hopelessly deadlocked after
only a few hours of deliberation.

Read More

Crime and Punishment and Voter Intent:
Constitutional Arguments over SB 1437
[Part 1]

Oral arguments for three Senate Bill 1437 cases delve into
the constitutionality of redefining felony murder. The felony-
murder rule originally charged defendants who were
committing a crime when another individual dies.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 18:
The Unfair Prosecution of the Faires

Imagine you have been arrested and held in custody for years
for a crime you did not commit and deprived of the right to see
an attorney. Incredibly that’s what happened to James Faire
and his wife Angela.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Woman Charged with Felony for Lighting
Candles and Moving Rug

In Department 9 of the San Francisco County Hall of Justice,
a preliminary hearing was held for Jennifer Pinsetti. Jennifer
is accused of first-degree burglary

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch
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Body Camera Footage Showed Uneven
Surface During DUI Assessment

During a preliminary hearing for a DUI case, the defense
attorney used the expert witness, Officer Guillermo Zuniga’s
body camera footage to show that he observed the walk and
turn test on an uneven surface.

Read More

Cocaine and Heroin Found in Davis Vehicle

On the evening of October 23, 2019, at a gas station, the
Davis Police Department executed a search warrant for
Genaro Tamayoosua, who was suspected to possess illegal
substances.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Judge Declares Mistrial in Stockton Cop
Killing Case After Jury Deadlocks

The judge in a federal civil rights trial here of two Stockton
police officers who killed a 16-year-old special needs teen
nearly 10 years ago declared a mistrial early Tuesday when
the federal jury reported it was hopelessly deadlocked after
only a few hours of deliberation.

Read More

Sac County Court Trials on Hold After
Elevator Snafu

Tuesday, the day after a Monday Veteran’s Day holiday, there
were no less than eight homicide and attempted murder trials,
with a sprinkling of robbery, burglary, sexual battery and rape
trials scheduled to start about 8:30 or 9 a.m. at Sacramento
County Superior Court.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 18:
The Unfair Prosecution of the Faires
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Imagine you have been arrested and held in custody for years
for a crime you did not commit and deprived of the right to see
an attorney. Incredibly that’s what happened to James Faire
and his wife Angela.

James Faire of Tonasket was originally charged in Okanogan
County with several crimes after he allegedly ran over Debra
Long of Issaquah and George Abrantes of Marysville with a
pickup truck during a confrontation in Tonasket, Wash., in
2015. Long died and Abrantes was injured in the incident.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Legaliza.on of Pot Leads to Resump.on of War on Drugs? Latest Podcast
Focuses on the Prosecu.on of a Washington Couple

Date: Tuesday, November 12, 2019 at 7:00:56 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

"In other parts of the country, progressive prosecutors who are promising to end mass incarceration,
abolish cash bail, dole out shorter sentences, and end the disparity in sentencing of people of color are
remaking the criminal justice system." - LA Magazine

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 12, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Gascon Talks A Good Game on Progressivism But That's All
by David Greenwald
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by David Greenwald

I was reading an article in the LA Magazine - an intervie with former SF DA George Gascon.

The article notes: "In other parts of the country, progressive prosecutors who are promising to end mass
incarceration, abolish cash bail, dole out shorter sentences, and end the disparity in sentencing of people
of color are remaking the criminal justice system.

"Up until now, this reform wave has yet to touch Los Angeles County. The current L.A. County District
Attorney, Jackie Lacey, first elected in 2012, has largely approached the job as a traditional tough-on-
crime prosecutor. Now she’s got a serious 2020 primary challenger in George Gascón."

He talks a good game: "There’s no place in our business for cash bail anymore—we have a [D.A.’s] office
here that’s very tied to cash bail."

He adds, “L.A. is so far behind, we’re still doing criminal justice the way we did in the ’80s and ’90s.”

But as DA in the far more progressive San Francisco - he often failed to deliver. 

Take bail reform. In 2016, we had the late Public Defender Jeff Adachi and Phil Telfeyan talking about bail
reform and the lawsuit filed by Equal Justice Under Law to end the use of money bail in San
Francisco. They filed that suit in October 2015, it was resolved this year.

He told me, “Bringing an end to the money bail system is a huge victory for San Franciscans. This means
that individuals will no longer be jailed simply because they cannot afford to buy their freedom.”

Point being: it took a lawsuit not action by DA Gascon to end money bail.

We moved our court watch into San Francisco in May - since then I have been attending trials,
preliminary hearings, bail hearings, etc.

Despite the claims by Mr. Gascon, the SF criminal justice system is still filled with overcharging, wrongful
prosecutions, prosecutorial misconduct, police misconduct and much more.

Two cases stand out for me.

The first case we covered in San Francisco, a man ended up acquitted of the charge of child
molestation. It was a horrible case and had it been tried in most places other than San Francisco, we may
well be talking about another wrongful conviction.

A man was accused of molesting his girlfriend’s four year old daughter, but there were all sorts problems
with the case – no physical evidence, no DNA, and really no opportunity for the man to have had access
to the child alone and no corroborating evidence other than the word of a very confused four year old.

To make the matters worse she froze up on the stand. So they met with her in the hallway – the social
workers, investigator and DA. And a defense investigator overheard the DA coaching her witness, “say
that,” the DA told the four year old, “say that.”

The investigator caught it on video and testified to it. So did the DA get punished for prosecutorial
misconduct? NO.  The investigator was threatened with prosecution for allegedly illegally recording the
video.

The second case that stands out: a man is accused of shoplifting at a local Safeway. The police are
called and it is not clear that the man is the actual perpetrator. But nevertheless, the police see him,
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recognize him and descend on him.

He is not yet detained and starts slowly walking away. The police rush him, slam him into a parked car
and then body slam him into the ground.

Excessive force for shopping and walking away from the police? To be sure.

The response from the DA's office: charge him with felony resisting with force. To make matters worse, a
judge refused to throw out the felony charges.

Time and time again we have seen these kinds of cases in our months of coverage in San Francisco. It
looks little different on the prosecution end from Yolo and Sacramento County where two of the least
progressive DA's reside.

George Gascon might be a step up in Los Angeles, but his track record in San Francisco is lacking which
is why there is such excitement over the election of Chesa Boudin.

Thanks for reading.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Commentary: Legalization of Pot Leads to
Resumption of War on Drugs?

handed force to conduct raids on suspected drug dealers. But
critics such as Radley Balko have argued that most raids are
not against high level dealers, but rather low level offenders.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 18:
The Unfair Prosecution of the Faires

Imagine you have been arrested and held in custody for years
for a crime you did not commit and deprived of the right to see
an attorney. Incredibly that’s what happened to James Faire
and his wife Angela.

Read More

A Crisis For Indigent Defense in
Massachusetts
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Fifteen years ago, people arrested and charged in Hampden
County, Massachusetts, but unable to afford representation,
were jailed pretrial with no lawyers to represent them. The
cause was a steady shortage of “bar advocates” (private
attorneys assigned cases and paid an hourly rate) willing to
take these cases, due to low rates of compensation.

Read More

Federal Jury Deliberates If Police Used
Excessive Force in Shooting Death of
Special Needs Teen Driving Stolen Van

Civil rights attorney John Burris didn’t bother to mince words
in his closing arguments for the family of a 16-year-old special
needs teen killed in a hail of gunfire by Stockton police in
2010, a day before the Black youth’s birthday.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Woman Charged with Felony for Lighting
Candles and Moving Rug

In Department 9 of the San Francisco County Hall of Justice,
a preliminary hearing was held for Jennifer Pinsetti. Jennifer
is accused of first-degree burglary

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Body Camera Footage Showed Uneven
Surface During DUI Assessment

During a preliminary hearing for a DUI case, the defense
attorney used the expert witness, Officer Guillermo Zuniga’s
body camera footage to show that he observed the walk and
turn test on an uneven surface.

Read More

Cocaine and Heroin Found in Davis Vehicle

On the evening of October 23, 2019, at a gas station, the
Davis Police Department executed a search warrant for
Genaro Tamayoosua, who was suspected to possess illegal
substances.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Federal Jury Deliberates If Police Used
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Excessive Force in Shooting Death of
Special Needs Teen Driving Stolen Van

Civil rights attorney John Burris didn’t bother to mince words
in his closing arguments for the family of a 16-year-old special
needs teen killed in a hail of gunfire by Stockton police in
2010, a day before the Black youth’s birthday.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 18:
The Unfair Prosecution of the Faires

Imagine you have been arrested and held in custody for years
for a crime you did not commit and deprived of the right to see
an attorney. Incredibly that’s what happened to James Faire
and his wife Angela.

James Faire of Tonasket was originally charged in Okanogan
County with several crimes after he allegedly ran over Debra
Long of Issaquah and George Abrantes of Marysville with a
pickup truck during a confrontation in Tonasket, Wash., in
2015. Long died and Abrantes was injured in the incident.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Chesa Boudin's Victory in San Francisco Grows the Moment For Progressive
Prosecu.on

Date: Monday, November 11, 2019 at 7:00:20 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We have to rebuild trust. I obviously didn’t appreciate the attacks, I think it was a poor use of their money
– funded actually by law enforcement groups all across the country." Chesa Boudin responding to police
attacks.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 11, 2019
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Everyday Injustice

Why The Policies of Our District Attorneys Matter
by Danielle Silva
 
This Saturday, Chesa Boudin, a former public defender, won the San Francisco District Attorney election
against Suzy Loftus, interim district attorney appointed by Mayor London Breed. Boudin is considered
one of a long line of progressive prosecutors, focusing on policies of decarceration, eliminating bail
reform, and increasing police accountability.
 
While policies like that could be difficult to uphold, the position of the district attorney has the ability to
bring these policies into practice. District attornies decide which cases to prosecute and bring to court.
This can be a range of crimes from property crime to domestic violence to driving under the influence
cases. When prosecuting cases, attorneys can also provide plea deals to defendants to maintain
accountability which could be in the form of jail time or through another available program. In this
position, district attorneys are the gatekeepers to the criminal justice system - the cases they choose and
the plea deals they arrange directly impact mass incarceration and racial disparity.
 
Almost 90% of cases take a plea deal before going to trial. Some plea deals have individuals
recommended to programs while others may be required jail time. Some deals dismiss charges while
others do not. The prosecution gets to decide the conditions of the deal - the defendant chooses whether
to take it or not. The method of accountability in which the district attorney considers applying to each
offense directly affects mass incarceration. Defendants could be pushed towards a deal with jail time for
repetitive non-violent offenses or could be pushed towards programs that address their reasons for these
offenses.
 
The policy of the prosecution’s office guides the path of defendants. They are tasked with having
defendants admit accountability while also working towards establishing public safety and a plea deal
establishes that. In this position, prosecutors have the ability to directly address recidivism while also
controlling the number of people being sent to prison. The policies of the District Attorney, in particular,
affect that.
 
In looking back at the policies of Boudin, he notes how he wants to direct the focus towards serious and
violent crime. Only 2% of criminal charges end up seen by a jury and in San Francisco two-thirds of
cases that go to trial are actually misdemeanors with only half of those cases getting convictions,
therefore failing to take accountability.
 
For car-break ins, one of the major issues addressed by many of the SF DA candidates, Boudin has two
approaches - break-ins that are part of organized crime should aim to take down the entire network rather
than catch one offender at a time; break-ins that stem from poverty or addiction should be addressed
through “extensive restorative justice policy coupled with [Boudin’s] comprehensive mental health policy.”
 
In both of these policies, Boudin would shift his policy to focus more on violent crime while still
establishing accountability for misdemeanors and attempting to address recidivism. These policies that
Boudin has suggested in detail to be held accountable to as his appointment to district attorney comes
around. The policies of the district attorney provide a major platform for change in the criminal justice
system.
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Chesa Boudin Talks about His Victory in
San Francisco

It remains unclear as to when exactly Chesa Boudin, the
public defender who knocked off challenger Suzy Loftus and
two other candidates in a very tight race last week in San
Francisco, will become San Francisco’s next DA.

Read More

Monday Morning Thoughts: DA Reisig,
Dunning Respond to Letter on Provenza
Race; Reisig Gets A Lot Wrong Here

The response was interesting – a lot of pushback. A lot of
claims that this was a “hit” or “smear” piece. Ironically a
number of commenters seemed to blame the Vanguard even
though it was a guest submission and the Enterprise
published the exact same letter.

Read More

Boudin Takes Victory in SF DA Race

With only 1,200 votes left to count, Chesa Boudin receives a
narrow win over interim district attorney Suzy Loftus in the
San Francisco District Attorney race.

Read More

Guest Commentary: SF’s Failed ‘War on
Drugs’ Needs Innovation to Transform the
Status Quo

San Francisco has historically responded to street-level drug
activity in the same way: periodically cracking down on low-
level drug sellers by ramping up policing

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Woman Charged with Felony for Lighting
Candles and Moving Rug

In Department 9 of the San Francisco County Hall of Justice,
a preliminary hearing was held for Jennifer Pinsetti. Jennifer
is accused of first-degree burglary

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Body Camera Footage Showed Uneven
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Surface During DUI Assessment

During a preliminary hearing for a DUI case, the defense
attorney used the expert witness, Officer Guillermo Zuniga’s
body camera footage to show that he observed the walk and
turn test on an uneven surface.

Read More

Cocaine and Heroin Found in Davis Vehicle

On the evening of October 23, 2019, at a gas station, the
Davis Police Department executed a search warrant for
Genaro Tamayoosua, who was suspected to possess illegal
substances.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Federal Jury Deliberates If Police Used
Excessive Force in Shooting Death of
Special Needs Teen Driving Stolen Van

Civil rights attorney John Burris didn’t bother to mince words
in his closing arguments for the family of a 16-year-old special
needs teen killed in a hail of gunfire by Stockton police in
2010, a day before the Black youth’s birthday.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 17: Tio
Sessoms and His Fight for Exoneration

Tio Dinero Sessoms was 19 years old when two Sacramento
homicide detectives interrogated him about a deadly home
invasion he says he didn’t participate in. November 1999.

He would be coerced into making a false confession and,
even when the appellate courts overturned his sentence, he
was forced to take a plea agreement for time served rather
than receive his full exoneration.

Read More
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“Prison Industrial Complex (PIC) Abolition is a political vision with the goal of eliminating imprisonment,
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Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 8, 2019
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Everyday Injustice

The Weekly Pitch...

We are week into this new newsletter - Everyday Injustice. Very excited by the quick growth in
readers. This is my plug to those readers who have not signed up to help us out by becoming monthly
donors.

Right now we are operating court watches in multiple counties in California - and that list could be
expanding. But I have calculated that in order to really do things right, it takes at least $50,000 to run
each program. That doesn't even include my ultimate goal of hiring investigative journalists to do follow
work on the court findings.

We just got a grant to track all of the SB 1437 cases through the system in California. That's the felony
murder rule reform that we discussed in yesterday's articles. So we will have unparalleled coverage of
1437 cases in California.

We have done a lot of work on wrongful convictions and that work is expanding. We have a weekly
(sometimes more frequent) podcast. It is not exclusively focusing on wrongful convictions - we will be
looking at criminal justice reform in general - but if you have a story worth telling shoot me a line and we'll
can record a podcast.

The core of our program is still the courtwatch program - as I have explained. We're working with the San
Francisco Public Defender's office on the SF Court Watch which has been an amazing experience and
we have seen so much.

They posted this yesterday: "We are proud to partner with Davis Vanguard on our Court Watch program -
which brings citizen journalism into the courtroom... because, "Injustice happens every day in empty
courtrooms." - Avi Singh"

Completely agree. The nexus between empty courtrooms and wrongful convictions and lack of media
coverage is scary.

So what we need is very simple - you to become a monthly subscriber. We set the base level at $10. We
have people who can only give $1 a month. We have people who give $300 a month. Whatever you can
afford is great. It helps us make our payrole.

Wnat to help - go here - https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/subscriber-injustice/

Not ready? That's fine. This newsletter is free. Thanks for reading.

David Greenwald, Director and Founder

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Police Use of Force Experts in Federal Civil
Rights Trial Disagree on Stockton Officers’
Decision to Kill Teen
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A day after one police procedures expert emphatically
maintained Stockton police officers made a “tactical error” by
shooting and killing alleged 16-year-old carjacker James
Rivera Jr. nine years ago – his parents are suing the officers
in federal court here – an expert for the police applauded the
officers’ actions.

Read More

Defining Prison Abolitionism In A Time of
Progressive Prosecutors

In a time where progressive prosecutors are becoming a
national movement, several organizations came together to
create a document outlining abolitionist principles and
strategies titled “Abolitionist Principles & Campaign Strategies
for Prosecutor Organizing.”

Read More

Family, Friends and Community Rally for
Release of Sergio Rocha

Almost forty people wearing “Justice for Sergio” shirts filled
the courtroom at a bail hearing on Wednesday. Those forty
people included Sergio’s mother, cousin, brother-in-law,
closest friends, his mentor, and other community members.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Family, Friends and Community Rally for
Release of Sergio Rocha

Almost forty people wearing “Justice for Sergio” shirts filled
the courtroom at a bail hearing on Wednesday. Those forty
people included Sergio’s mother, cousin, brother-in-law,
closest friends, his mentor, and other community members.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Broken Headlight leads to Narcotic Bust

A preliminary hearing was held Monday in department 12
presided by Judge Vedica Puri. The case will continue with all
charges despite the defendant’s mental state at the time of
the incident.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch
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Police Use of Force Experts in Federal Civil
Rights Trial Disagree on Stockton Officers’
Decision to Kill Teen

A day after one police procedures expert emphatically
maintained Stockton police officers made a “tactical error” by
shooting and killing alleged 16-year-old carjacker James
Rivera Jr. nine years ago – his parents are suing the officers
in federal court here – an expert for the police applauded the
officers’ actions.

Read More

DAY 3: Police Procedures Expert Testifies
Shooting that Killed Stockton Teen Was
‘Tactical Error’

Day Three in a U.S. District Court civil trial here Wednesday
of Stockton city police officers who participated in the 2010
killing of 16-year-old special needs teen James Rivera Jr. –
driving a stolen van – had a little bit of everything.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 17: Tio
Sessoms and His Fight for Exoneration

Tio Dinero Sessoms was 19 years old when two Sacramento
homicide detectives interrogated him about a deadly home
invasion he says he didn’t participate in. November 1999.

He would be coerced into making a false confession and,
even when the appellate courts overturned his sentence, he
was forced to take a plea agreement for time served rather
than receive his full exoneration.

Read More
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“They reached conclusions I disagreed with,” said police procedures expert Roger Alma Clark

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 7, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Tide Shifting on 1437 in California
A 17 year old double homicide case in Yolo known as the Halloween Homicide case is headed toward a
hearing before Judge Paul Richardson to determine whether SB 1437 - the felony murder reform law is
constitutional. If he finds that it is - the matter would then probably have a trial to see if the two co-
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defendents are eligible for re-sentencing under the new law.

It is a strange process to be sure.

Under 1437, signed into law last fall by Governor Jerry Brown, the felony murder rule is now limited to
those who are the actual killer, those who aided and abetted the killing or those who are major
participants in the underlying felony and acted with reckless indifference to human life.

But the DA's have argued that SB 1437 is not constitutional. The result has been a very uneven
process. Over the summer, the Vanguard monitored and reported on a successful petition, where there
was a two day evidentiary hearing and the judge ruled against the prosecution and set two men free.

In other counties, SB 1437 has been ruled unconstitutional. One of those counties - Yolo County.

Earlier this year, Judge David Rosenberg ruled that the law violates voter intent of Prop 7 which
increased punishments for first and second-degree murder and thus is unconstitutional.

“By enacting the re-sentencing provision of section 1170.95, SB 1437 explicitly takes away from the
punitive consequences of persons sentenced under the provisions of Proposition 7,” Judge Rosenberg’s
ruling says.

“Whereas Proposition 115 expands the definition of first-degree murder, SB 1437 restricts and takes
away from that definition,” Judge Rosenberg added.

However, increasingly counties are acting on SB 1437 and the state attorney general, as the Vanguard
reported in July wrote a brief indicating that SB 1437 was lawful.

The AG’s office argues in that brief that SB 1437 does not amend Prop. 7. They argue instead, “S.B.
1437 changed the elements that must be proven to convict for the crime of murder, not the penalties
upon conviction.”

Moreover, as Public Defender Ron Johnson argues in the Halloween case, the passage of PC 189
overturns the DA's concern even if you believe that Prop 115 and Prop 7 couldn't be changed without a
two-thirds vote.

If Judge Richardson agrees with that, which it seems increasingly likely that he would given where the
law is moving, then it becomes very interesting because the two defendants in teh Halloween case have
maintained their innocence - not simply that felony murder no longer applies.

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

DAY 3: Police Procedures Expert Testifies
Shooting that Killed Stockton Teen Was
‘Tactical Error’
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Day Three in a U.S. District Court civil trial here Wednesday
of Stockton city police officers who participated in the 2010
killing of 16-year-old special needs teen James Rivera Jr. –
driving a stolen van – had a little bit of everything.

Read More

Opposing Arguments Submitted As Judge
Will Decide Constitutionality of SB 1437 in
2002 Halloween Homicide Case

The petition for resentencing under SB 1437 for two of the
men convicted in the 2002 double-murder known as the
Halloween Homicides has been reset for November 20.

Read More

Update: Latest Tally Puts Loftus Up by 240
Votes in DA’s Race

The votes for the San Francisco District Attorney race are in
but the results will take a hot minute due to ranked-choice
voting.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Assault Case Continues after Preliminary
Hearing

A preliminary hearing was held Monday in department 12
presided by Judge Vedica Puri. The case will continue with all
charges despite the defendant’s mental state at the time of
the incident.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Hotel Surveillance Wiped in Domestic
Violence Case

A preliminary hearing was held Monday in department 12
presided by Judge Vedica Puri. The case will continue with all
charges despite the defendant’s mental state at the time of
the incident.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

DAY 3: Police Procedures Expert Testifies
Shooting that Killed Stockton Teen Was
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‘Tactical Error’

Day Three in a U.S. District Court civil trial here Wednesday
of Stockton city police officers who participated in the 2010
killing of 16-year-old special needs teen James Rivera Jr. –
driving a stolen van – had a little bit of everything.

Read More

Federal Trial: Mother of Slain Teen Shares
Witness Stand with Cops Who Killed Him

The mother of a 16-year-old special needs son shared a U.S.
District Court courtroom witness stand Tuesday with two of
the police officers who killed her son nearly 10 years ago.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 17: Tio
Sessoms and His Fight for Exoneration

Tio Dinero Sessoms was 19 years old when two Sacramento
homicide detectives interrogated him about a deadly home
invasion he says he didn’t participate in. November 1999.

He would be coerced into making a false confession and,
even when the appellate courts overturned his sentence, he
was forced to take a plea agreement for time served rather
than receive his full exoneration.

Read More
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Larry Krasner: "It is not a moment, it is a movement."

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 5, 2019

Everyday Injustice

The Progressive Imperative and the SF DA Race
As I write this brief column, Suzy Loftus has pulled narrowly into the lead in San Francisco. Hard to know
for sure, but it well be that Chesa Boudin just like Tiffany Caban in Queens and Dean Johansson in Yolo
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for sure, but it well be that Chesa Boudin just like Tiffany Caban in Queens and Dean Johansson in Yolo
County, California (where I live) is destined to finish in the close but not quite camp.

Suzy Loftus has attempted to claim the mantle of progressivism. I have had people I know and respect
tell me that she is a progressive.

I am skeptical. The police officer's union put hundreds of thousands into the race to defeat Chesa Boudin
and support Suzy Loftus. Does that suggest progressivism?

Critics charge that she failed to hold the police accountable while on the police accountability board.

I saw her comment about needing to do more to prosecute low level property crimes. In a tweet from
October 14 she said: "I decided to run for DA because I was tired of hearing excuses from City leaders
there was nothing our city could do to address the rise of car break ins, tehft, & property crime."

That's not the voice of progressivism - it is the voice for mass incarceration.

Last week Alameda County Public Defender Brendon Woods tweeted, "Progressive prosecutor? Ends a
diversion program to have people do behavioral therapy to address root cause of problem and have their
case dismissed. Instead will end program and burden low income black and brown people with jail,
probation, and fees."

Compare that to a comment from former San Diego DA candidate Genevieve Jones-Wright this Saturday:
"Your worst deed does not define who you are."

I have been watching the courts in San Francisco since May. It is San Francisco as you know, but
beneath the liberal and progressive veneer, we see much of the same. Overcharging. Prosecutorial
misconduct. Prosecutors failing to hold police accountable.

With a victory by Suzy Loftus, it seems like the status quo will hold - particularly since she will be
beholden to interests like the police union.

Chesa Boudin just texted me: "With rank choice (voting) she is now up by 240 but there are about 35K
votes left to count still in the mail. Going to take a couple of days."

It would be ironic if rank choice voting - long championed by the progressive left - undid the progressive
campaign of Chesa Boudin. We'll find out.

One thing that still remains clear as Larry Krasner tweeted yesterday, "It is not a moment, it is a
movement."

Thanks for reading.
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Update: Latest Tally Puts Loftus Up by 240
Votes in DA’s Race
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The votes for the San Francisco District Attorney race are in
but the results will take a hot minute due to ranked-choice
voting.

Read More

Federal Trial: Mother of Slain Teen Shares
Witness Stand with Cops Who Killed Him

The mother of a 16-year-old special needs son shared a U.S.
District Court courtroom witness stand Tuesday with two of
the police officers who killed her son nearly 10 years ago.

Read More

Rally Asks Governor to Stop ICE from
Deporting Prisoners After They’ve Done
Time – Charles Joseph Case History

Most of the images of the Trump Administration’s out-of-
control ICE sweeps of immigrants seeking asylum in the U.S.
have been at or near the border states with Mexico.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Assault Case Continues after Preliminary
Hearing

A preliminary hearing was held Monday in department 12
presided by Judge Vedica Puri. The case will continue with all
charges despite the defendant’s mental state at the time of
the incident.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Verdict Reached in Onteverio Case, Jury
Finds Defendant ‘Not Guilty’

The ongoing case of the People v. Onteverio, in which the
defendant Joseph Onteverio was charged with a
misdemeanor count of exhibiting or drawing a firearm, came
to a conclusion today after the jury reached a verdict of “not
guilty.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Federal Trial: Mother of Slain Teen Shares
Witness Stand with Cops Who Killed Him
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The mother of a 16-year-old special needs son shared a U.S.
District Court courtroom witness stand Tuesday with two of
the police officers who killed her son nearly 10 years ago.

Read More

Witness Describes Shock on 1st Day of
Federal Lawsuit against Stockton City
Cops

The testimony Monday on the first day of what is expected to
be at least a two-week federal trial of the City of Stockton and
two police officers was shocking. And horrific.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 17: Tio
Sessoms and His Fight for Exoneration

Tio Dinero Sessoms was 19 years old when two Sacramento
homicide detectives interrogated him about a deadly home
invasion he says he didn’t participate in. November 1999.

He would be coerced into making a false confession and,
even when the appellate courts overturned his sentence, he
was forced to take a plea agreement for time served rather
than receive his full exoneration.

Read More
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Vpc3noPB9VwSONVHsm5gvM4jsSmfDb2NbxGju5OwicblkzsNblLP2gNM4vn-pTe8zwkqCrzlMxs95ki_zj8WJizpTHerwjwU7aeAlOWbhNdd6_T7HlnIpEXvcLkqqr4jESiK0xbPFZGbONsepC1lv-phkXROxRx0kMUxmgQ-kfrj2WbGsBYgaMPJWe8kMFSGghc00TVg3e9P9Cns4-JIPrw4wRfyVlL7CfS8QLPz7xSTWV-tenD8QqZWT29cN2fvvwAErSWwHhUkjowOBHIN6Q==&c=T5PNAUyvdI4xnIH5zNahSTXNSOLERNc0ML2V7Q5wf2tKpI3sFlptNA==&ch=gvKn8ehc2Ygs9uFkYskO9hXUWDGN0HyhnR2aBOBleG3PR5S3_c6oVQ==
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Vpc3noPB9VwSONVHsm5gvM4jsSmfDb2NbxGju5OwicblkzsNblLP2l_wm1gXxHF1_ZUlJLov8YcN3Vv7jLqI8Xb7uBVJIlYynOxq8F4Dbm9b1hHfRI0yBNjco45UL8yKb60phwngql_0qrTKS685Xw==&c=T5PNAUyvdI4xnIH5zNahSTXNSOLERNc0ML2V7Q5wf2tKpI3sFlptNA==&ch=gvKn8ehc2Ygs9uFkYskO9hXUWDGN0HyhnR2aBOBleG3PR5S3_c6oVQ==
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=3a96f2f6-87cd-4029-8a93-ff8e068d6f0e
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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Subject: Media Contacts for Press Releases
Date: Wednesday, November 6, 2019 at 2:44:53 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 
bndinsmore@cbs.com; dinsmore@kpix.cbs.com; newsdesk@kpix.com; assignmentdesk@kron.com;
news@kpoo.com; assignmentdesk@kqed.org; news.ps@foxtv.com; rob.roth@foxtv.com;
news.ps@nbcbayarea.com; news.p@kts}v.com; vic.lee@abc.com; hespinosa@abs-cbni.com;
jwan@ktsfnews.com; kachan@ktsfnews.com; awong@ktsfnews.com; Theresa.hong@ntdtv.com;
Vivian.lan@ntdtvsf.com; ning.han@ntdtvsf.com; wendy.yi@ntdtv.com; jinlu@skylinktv.us;
Kenji.Lui@tvbusa.com; sheren.tam@tvbusa.com; no.cias14@univision.net; tvespanol@tvespanol.net;
.mredmondsf@gmail.com; ddebolt@bayareanewsgroup.com; news@ebar.com;
joe.eskenazi@missionlocal.com; SF Bay View <editor@s�ayview.com>; hi@joshwolf.net; .ps@sfist.com;
esernoffsky@sfchronicle.com; mbarba@sfexaminer.com; julian.mark@missionlocal.com; m.bajko@ebar.com;
sgaiser@sfmediaco.com; newsroom@baycitynews.com; editor@s�ay.mes.com;
editor@eastbayexpress.com; editor@eltecolote.org; sfweekly@sfmediaco.com; news@sfweekly.com;
Michael.toren@gmail.com; newsroom@baycitynews.com; pma.er@sfchronicle.com;
Joe.Eskenazi@missionlocal.com; editor@fogcityjournal.com; editor@noevalleyvoice.com;
editor@potreroview.net; SF Bay View <editor@s�ayview.com>; editor@sfrichmondreview.com;
editor@singtaousa.com; editor@thewesternedi.on.com; editor@westsideobserver.com;
editors@newfillmore.com; news@sffoghorn.info; emilamok@gmail.com; hknight@sfchronicle.com;
por.a@chinesenews.com; shawn.huang@chinesenews.com; assignment@singtaousa.com;
rang@asianweek.com; idac@bayareametro.com; lisa.xin@bayvoice.net; liazhu@chinadailyusa.com;
mingng119@gmail.com; queweihang@gmail.com; lihui.zhou@epoch.mes.com;
jingzhe.cao@epoch.mes.com; jean.ho@newsforchinese.com; info@pandodaily.com;
margarita.argente@philippinenews.com; bernice.yeung@propublica.org; lailakearney@gmail.com;
editor@singtaousa.com; assignment@singtaousa.com; flora.xu@singtaousa.com;
shiqiao.peng@singtaousa.com; s�ay@epoch.mes.com; vnnb@vietnamdaily.com;
mdinzeo@courthousenews.com; pamela@skylight.is; info@davisvanguard.org; j.ferrannini@ebar.com;
c.laird@ebar.com; contact@kalwnews.org; news@kpfa.org; andyrubio@hotmail.com;
news@chineseradio.com; cantonesedj@chineseradio.com; assignmentdesk@kqed.org; calreport@kqed.org;
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forum@kqed.org; news@kpfa.org; news@kpoo.com; pshuler@kqed.org; roseaguilar@me.com;
srhodes@gmail.com; mkelly@kron4.com; jean.elle@nbcuni.com; jdoiy@alm.com; jchen@singtaousa.com;
williampang@singtaousa.com; malcolm_maclachlan@dailyjournal.com; melanie.woodrow@abc.com;
lwhite@kpix.cbs.com; newsdesk@kpix.com; curan@univision.net; daniel.montes@baycitynews.com;
bndinsmore@cbs.com; lisa.fernandez@foxtv.com; begelko@sfchronicle.com; dbulwa@sfcronicle.com;
lreportero@aol.com; news@kalw.org; ben@kalw.org; lydia.chavez@missionlocal.com;
riya.bha4acharjee@nbcuni.com; aemslie@kqed.org; rswan@sfchronicle.com; shossaini.news@gmail.com;
ruller@ny.mes.com; Vivian Ho <vivian.ho@guardian.co.uk>; Tyche Hendricks <thendricks@KQED.org>;
Jessica Mach <Jessica_Mach@dailyjournal.com>; Hun.ngton, James <James.Hun.ngton@abc.com>;
Williams, Timothy <tmwilliams@ny.mes.com>; Farida Jhabvala Romero <�habvala@kqed.org>; Ann Garrison
<ann@kpfa.org>; Henry Lee <Henry.Lee@FOXTV.COM>; Bollag, Sophia sbollag@sacbee.com
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:sbollag@sacbee.com
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Media Contacts for Press Releases
Date: Wednesday, November 6, 2019 at 2:44:53 AM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 
bndinsmore@cbs.com; dinsmore@kpix.cbs.com; newsdesk@kpix.com; assignmentdesk@kron.com;
news@kpoo.com; assignmentdesk@kqed.org; news.ps@foxtv.com; rob.roth@foxtv.com;
news.ps@nbcbayarea.com; news.p@kts}v.com; vic.lee@abc.com; hespinosa@abs-cbni.com;
jwan@ktsfnews.com; kachan@ktsfnews.com; awong@ktsfnews.com; Theresa.hong@ntdtv.com;
Vivian.lan@ntdtvsf.com; ning.han@ntdtvsf.com; wendy.yi@ntdtv.com; jinlu@skylinktv.us;
Kenji.Lui@tvbusa.com; sheren.tam@tvbusa.com; no.cias14@univision.net; tvespanol@tvespanol.net;
.mredmondsf@gmail.com; ddebolt@bayareanewsgroup.com; news@ebar.com;
joe.eskenazi@missionlocal.com; SF Bay View <editor@s�ayview.com>; hi@joshwolf.net; .ps@sfist.com;
esernoffsky@sfchronicle.com; mbarba@sfexaminer.com; julian.mark@missionlocal.com; m.bajko@ebar.com;
sgaiser@sfmediaco.com; newsroom@baycitynews.com; editor@s�ay.mes.com;
editor@eastbayexpress.com; editor@eltecolote.org; sfweekly@sfmediaco.com; news@sfweekly.com;
Michael.toren@gmail.com; newsroom@baycitynews.com; pma.er@sfchronicle.com;
Joe.Eskenazi@missionlocal.com; editor@fogcityjournal.com; editor@noevalleyvoice.com;
editor@potreroview.net; SF Bay View <editor@s�ayview.com>; editor@sfrichmondreview.com;
editor@singtaousa.com; editor@thewesternedi.on.com; editor@westsideobserver.com;
editors@newfillmore.com; news@sffoghorn.info; emilamok@gmail.com; hknight@sfchronicle.com;
por.a@chinesenews.com; shawn.huang@chinesenews.com; assignment@singtaousa.com;
rang@asianweek.com; idac@bayareametro.com; lisa.xin@bayvoice.net; liazhu@chinadailyusa.com;
mingng119@gmail.com; queweihang@gmail.com; lihui.zhou@epoch.mes.com;
jingzhe.cao@epoch.mes.com; jean.ho@newsforchinese.com; info@pandodaily.com;
margarita.argente@philippinenews.com; bernice.yeung@propublica.org; lailakearney@gmail.com;
editor@singtaousa.com; assignment@singtaousa.com; flora.xu@singtaousa.com;
shiqiao.peng@singtaousa.com; s�ay@epoch.mes.com; vnnb@vietnamdaily.com;
mdinzeo@courthousenews.com; pamela@skylight.is; info@davisvanguard.org; j.ferrannini@ebar.com;
c.laird@ebar.com; contact@kalwnews.org; news@kpfa.org; andyrubio@hotmail.com;
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news@chineseradio.com; cantonesedj@chineseradio.com; assignmentdesk@kqed.org; calreport@kqed.org;
forum@kqed.org; news@kpfa.org; news@kpoo.com; pshuler@kqed.org; roseaguilar@me.com;
srhodes@gmail.com; mkelly@kron4.com; jean.elle@nbcuni.com; jdoiy@alm.com; jchen@singtaousa.com;
williampang@singtaousa.com; malcolm_maclachlan@dailyjournal.com; melanie.woodrow@abc.com;
lwhite@kpix.cbs.com; newsdesk@kpix.com; curan@univision.net; daniel.montes@baycitynews.com;
bndinsmore@cbs.com; lisa.fernandez@foxtv.com; begelko@sfchronicle.com; dbulwa@sfcronicle.com;
lreportero@aol.com; news@kalw.org; ben@kalw.org; lydia.chavez@missionlocal.com;
riya.bha4acharjee@nbcuni.com; aemslie@kqed.org; rswan@sfchronicle.com; shossaini.news@gmail.com;
ruller@ny.mes.com; Vivian Ho <vivian.ho@guardian.co.uk>; Tyche Hendricks <thendricks@KQED.org>;
Jessica Mach <Jessica_Mach@dailyjournal.com>; Hun.ngton, James <James.Hun.ngton@abc.com>;
Williams, Timothy <tmwilliams@ny.mes.com>; Farida Jhabvala Romero <�habvala@kqed.org>; Ann Garrison
<ann@kpfa.org>; Henry Lee <Henry.Lee@FOXTV.COM>; Bollag, Sophia sbollag@sacbee.com
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:sbollag@sacbee.com
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Witness Describes Shock on 1st Day of Federal Lawsuit against Stockton City
Cops

Date: Tuesday, November 5, 2019 at 8:00:28 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“Illegal cannabis grows are devastating our communities. Criminals who disregard life, poison our waters,
damage our public lands, and weaponize the illegal cannabis black market will be brought to justice,” said
Attorney General Xavier Becerra.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 5, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Legalization of Pot Leads to Resumption of War on Drugs?
Heavy-handed raids. Multi-jurisdictional tasks forces. Nebulus and overlapping legality.
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It sounds a lot like the resumption of the war on drugs. And yet, here we are two years after marijuana
was legalized in California and one of the most noticeable effects has been a crackdown on illegal grows.

In a press release from the Attorney Generals office they noted the arrest of 148 individuals as part of the
CAMP Program. CAMP being the Campaign Against Marijuana Planting.

Remember marijuana is legal. They are calling this, " the nation’s largest illegal marijuana eradication
program."

Indeed they say, " This year, CAMP eradicated 953,459 marijuana plants from 345 raided grow sites
across the state. A total of 168 weapons were seized throughout the raids."

“Illegal cannabis grows are devastating our communities. Criminals who disregard life, poison our waters,
damage our public lands, and weaponize the illegal cannabis black market will be brought to justice,” said
Attorney General Xavier Becerra.

He added, “This year, our CAMP teams worked tirelessly across the state to vigorously enforce
California’s laws against illegal cannabis activity. The California Department of Justice is extremely proud
of our partnership with federal, state, and local agencies and we look forward to continuing this necessary
work.”

We could site similar quotes from five other officials from various agencies listed in the press
release. They are all missing a critical point. While many Californians supported Prop 64 because they
wanted to legally consume cannabis, many others supported it because they believed the war on drugs
was not only a failure, but morally wrong especially in the heavy-handed tactics.

It is thus highly ironic that state officials are now using Prop 64 as the impetus to reengage in the war on
drugs.

It also our belief that the state of California screwed up the roll out of Prop 64. Local jurisdictions and the
state were greedy. They believed this would become a cash cow and thus imposed huge regulatory
restrictions - licensing, fees, etc.

The problem with that approach is it made it cheaper and easier to continue an illegal operation.

What they should have done is allow the legal market coalesce, drive out the illegal black market. They
didn't. The result is that illegal sellers outnumber legal and regulated businesses by the three to one
margin.

"The real underlying problem is that there’s insufficient licenses address market demand," said the CEO
of Weedmaps.

I disagree. I think the real problem is the licensing process is too expensive and onerous and thus it is
easier and cheaper to be illegal.

But in my view, we should be trying to fix this stuff on the regulatory side - not the enforcement side.

Thanks for reading.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBRl8Z-PiqUhAr-QsviLjgzr1T86IDIleYzjqpGUsXcN8EHEM4jUJ8DU4eS467nMuPcB2J3PzxMlOoDEZXHPANtvLA37DPy0f1Y4oeEGAoIQz6ayxS8CxKiM=&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBRl8Z-PiqUhAM9pvSCAMZUhPmG0slNZR7AjVoiV2NSPj0nyYmHGyKf8E2yBjWjaSXofQ7FJlTtKMD28ObWojmJCRyI1DwhUmMs9TlMkZNRJAdnFVzlv6xHWygx2hpaOQ0NbOA6hwFqDC&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBRl8Z-PiqUhAaHZh650QXbc0S02UAHIF5By0CASU_I72izUm6UHLxNqq4A5QYVP-YRTz3S7veLIVe4wQG-b8aXI4Ol5jZSxn40foDJN4Vc4hhlapp9EiUpOoL2-N6-l_CgMEWl5aFJ4OkvvBBNSuYMw=&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBVd2siJRqC8b3xyxYzzHewogF0yiJRVWH0telPHZL4sXxaaQ_lQz-ZHIdeMjPt0qVJO9B-dEuDy46q4btbLGTN1iy5938tsS3y_tSJRFzoLmleV3iP20wHMIaagtMIZdbuFsIYvQjRzW&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBfg8nzsZNYnWGzXWzrJsAASFjT5KES-u-VWiLvgDd9MuBS25WNFO0QR8UHyGBK-dYoqy2gdyLqWUu56aeIp0LOlBRDgXr1HWZo8eIqPTODft&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBeRTlD1qUCEAanngfvzf6C5Ghrm0WXC6d_rEPiScrBITt9yZmxm-8ShwlmlUaaqQX8Yi4COqq3U4guQP_HP3UySG2kApytfC2gSQUyDqRiFg&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
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Witness Describes Shock on 1st Day of
Federal Lawsuit against Stockton City
Cops

The testimony Monday on the first day of what is expected to
be at least a two-week federal trial of the City of Stockton and
two police officers was shocking. And horrific.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 17: Tio
Sessoms and His Fight for Exoneration

Tio Dinero Sessoms was 19 years old when two Sacramento
homicide detectives interrogated him about a deadly home
invasion he says he didn’t participate in. November 1999.

Read More

Rally Asks Governor to Stop ICE from
Deporting Prisoners After They’ve Done
Time – Charles Joseph Case History

Most of the images of the Trump Administration’s out-of-
control ICE sweeps of immigrants seeking asylum in the U.S.
have been at or near the border states with Mexico.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Incomplete Evidence of a Deadly Weapon
Charge

The San Francisco County election for District Attorney is
tomorrow – here are where the candidates stand on the
following issues.

Read More

Questions Arise over Witness’
Identification of Defendant

A preliminary hearing was held on Friday morning in
Department 12 under Judge Raymond J. Arata. Much of the
time was spent questioning the woman who witnessed the
alleged crime and identified the man to police.

Read More

Property Dispute Dragged into Criminal
Court

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBYEI7GVTwV5BOs3hZyUz_qY6zEB2kO14HT3bVlSbCCn7oQklRNbuvq5vY6y_Nq8SgGLXvo8l6_b-2WnmWHlhQCSNH9DSDbBgvnft_9dsa0fqzu2RLM1jFCHb61l6XZ_X_5H2MWngkx_l28zTfTIAu7d933hmGOoGjZuPEfEbh9OoqodI7xgDlB4U7iBiZd1TTWF1jkRK7iziTFWn799ly_pnGMFo9P3IIw==&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBYEI7GVTwV5BbCN0oRM_09fYkwiHaphWdOUfpWOoxyck50_EBVtH-EqMD7VGyimBwCZqcJ34bIkna9ofsrwBgfsgWSVbgqpFTHR_MO6436mL_iFAOaRsXw6VFNQ7ui5Rh74iPGoG3VVWHSywispFzfPmxeOZI6-Zd_mI5yD4vAvQTCJ22fvMQZX_6ZARzKYIoAPn199xL28z0ANJbqeFTatqvl3BMVscCw==&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBcLxfyOCVx_ayuD0wP0Y4IT-lrhHvvyaOa_YF4o2IS210O4zXTVjqLn-0RhkUNB9yLNTMwdw60z7amTEQ0bkpFA397NjiGNW_dzyGFmlyax_eo_Z97NBPMMtQAccyECRVu_JEwzFaaJ-Y4im_OquMlT7bNvxROBsEATgo-jGWGL_C03Eat483tQ7D4FlHbUGYxpaXcMC7UPxGNtiJlZEQ7oXnJFzISC4iTWRpAMuBlu0f-QyPlPPEhgI2Zx0MwLBTvXcoGuEvaqD&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001D0sOG2PPtDQbF3gHIs5ULHF4U4x1qxBx5yvX5njSU2o87YhvuvBYBcLxfyOCVx_asUPuGkjCsFwiG7Cy2GNPNBExKSRwWQdIiXf9PK2z5fqno3GwdRiedo4U0O_3Qu4y88X4h0daYXABMmpJgGYb5YNmhj4USrnLLHRZVbpLwEfIgtXBCBQ0V-ssmq-3t9f9XdyzC8b1RFKT9zf3Y3Ur0vhUc8k-N6fwpD_SUIH7JGOu95YuNOMxcQJTlOFSvA59y7ZTVARaJQ0=&c=DNwDUtHcXVBGKIWvWCWHYsUZ7I-aWGHjOVrpoUIVIn_OmxNLtGkigQ==&ch=DJvGBMBYNNTQf40Uv9RXTze8rnwhWMkbx1fJW6WkAL02czkphHvhcA==
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In Department Fourteen, a trial was avoided at the eleventh
hour. Jesus Hernandez was facing trial for vandalism with
damage under $100, a misdemeanor. Mr. Hernandez is
charged in this criminal court for damage to a neighbor’s
fence, what many would consider a property dispute.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Verdict Reached in Onteverio Case, Jury
Finds Defendant ‘Not Guilty’

The ongoing case of the People v. Onteverio, in which the
defendant Joseph Onteverio was charged with a
misdemeanor count of exhibiting or drawing a firearm, came
to a conclusion today after the jury reached a verdict of “not
guilty.”

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Witness Describes Shock on 1st Day of
Federal Lawsuit against Stockton City
Cops

The testimony Monday on the first day of what is expected to
be at least a two-week federal trial of the City of Stockton and
two police officers was shocking. And horrific.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 17: Tio
Sessoms and His Fight for Exoneration

Tio Dinero Sessoms was 19 years old when two Sacramento
homicide detectives interrogated him about a deadly home
invasion he says he didn’t participate in. November 1999.

He would be coerced into making a false confession and,
even when the appellate courts overturned his sentence, he
was forced to take a plea agreement for time served rather
than receive his full exoneration.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Rally Asks Governor to Stop ICE from Depor.ng Prisoners A}er They’ve Done
Time; Coverage of the SF DA's Race Hits the Wire

Date: Monday, November 4, 2019 at 8:00:37 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“We were right at the gate, but ICE took him; we’ve been detained with him since that time,” said his wife
Shelly.

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 4, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Did Yolo Deputy DA Commit Misconduct Last Week?
In the evidentiary hearing of Ajay Dev, a ten year old Yolo County case where Mr. Dev in 2009 was
sentenced to 378 years after being convicted of raping his adopted daughter over a five year period,
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accusations flew last week wehn Yolo County Deputy DA Ryan J. Couzens used a transcript of prison
recording to impeach a new witness.

Attorney Ed Swanson representing Mr. Dev said it was completely improper and unprecedented to use
material without turning it over to the defense.

As it turned out Mr. Couzens had discovered the records as part of roughly 80 hours of audio.

However, as Mr. Swanson pointed out, most of the recordings were in Nepali, and he should have been
discovered the transcript.

Mr. Couzens objected calling them his "work product."

It turns out Mr. Couzens was correct - he had no obligation to turn over the transcript. However, the
Judge also did the right thing by pausing the hearing and allowing Mr. Swanson and his team to
transcribe the recordings on their own.

But while Mr. Couzens was well within his rights to withhold the transcript, he was on shakier ground on
the discovery in the first place.

On October 11, accourding to Mr. Swanson and co-counsel Britt Evangelista, the petitioners received the
audio recording. 

Understanding that most of them were in Nepali, they sent them to Sanjay Dev to listen to the recordings.

However, the recordings had technical flaws and neither Mr. Dev nor Mr. Swanson's technical were able
to access them.

Given that October 11 was a Friday, we would guess that the attorneys became aware of the problem
perhaps on the October 14, the following Monday.

The Vanguard has learned that it then took Mr. Couzens - ten days to get Mr. Swanson a new copy of the
recordings.

Even assuming that occurred on October 24 - the Thursday before the Monday hearing - that would have
given Sanjay Dev, a mere three or four days to listen to hours of recordings in Nepali and be able to
ascertain where they had probative value for the prosecution or petitioners.

Given that timeline, this looks much more like an ambush than it did previously.

The key question going forward is whether Mr. Couzens was correct in his interpretation of the recordings
- that showed in his view not only did Mr. Dev coach the key witness but he believes undermines the
entirety of her testimony.

Given the lengths he may have gone to conceal these recordings and his unwillingness to simply
handover the transcript in order to continue questioning the witness, calls into question his entire
premise.

Thanks for reading.
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Rally Asks Governor to Stop ICE from
Deporting Prisoners After They’ve Done
Time – Charles Joseph Case History

Most of the images of the Trump Administration’s out-of-
control ICE sweeps of immigrants seeking asylum in the U.S.
have been at or near the border states with Mexico.

Read More

Monday Morning Thoughts: What Is
Everyday Injustice?

In 2011 when we attended our first Justice Summit in San
Francisco, organized by the late public defender Jeff Adachi,
one of the panelists was a journalist/ lawyer, Amy Bach, she
had just spent eight years in the field tracking court systems
around the country

Read More

Who Gets to Proclaim the Progressive
Prosecutor Mantle?

Interim San Francisco D.A. Suzy Loftus claims to be a
“progressive,” but her long record as a prosecutor reveals an
all-too-familiar path chosen by establishment-types who have
little interest in disrupting the status quo.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

The San Francisco DA Race: The
Campaign Issues and Candidates’ Stances

The San Francisco County election for District Attorney is
tomorrow – here are where the candidates stand on the
following issues.

Read More

The San Francisco DA Race: More
Campaign Issues

The San Francisco DA Race: Notable Endorsements and the
Polls

The San Francisco DA Race: Notable
Endorsements and the Polls

Here are some notable endorsements for the SF DA
candidates and what the polls have said about the race so far.

Read More
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Yolo County Court Watch

Neighborly Dispute Allegedly Leads To
Attempted Murder

A man allegedly pointed a gun at his neighbor after claiming
the neighbor’s son and another boy threw rocks at his home.
The defendant, a man named Joseph Onteverio, stood trial
on Friday, Nov. 1, 2019

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Rally Asks Governor to Stop ICE from
Deporting Prisoners After They’ve Done
Time – Charles Joseph Case History

Most of the images of the Trump Administration’s out-of-
control ICE sweeps of immigrants seeking asylum in the U.S.
have been at or near the border states with Mexico.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Episode 16 - Elizabeth Kim and NLG-
Sacramento

Elizabeth Kim, the President of the Sacramento Branch of the
National Lawyer’s Guild talks about her arrest at the age of 19
for a small quantity of marijuana, how that turned into a felony
drug conviction, and how she continues to pay for that crime
even 15 years later as she has become an attorney and
moved on with her life.

She also talked about her work with the National Lawyer’s
Guild and the Stephon Clark case and lack of accountability
for police and prosecutors in the current criminal justice
system.

Read More
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Subject: Everyday Injus.ce - Coverage of Santa Rita Jail Hunger Strike; New Podcast Featuring President of
Sac NLG

Date: Friday, November 1, 2019 at 7:00:36 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Davis Vanguard on behalf of Davis Vanguard
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

“The strike was prompted by a death that occurred in the early morning hours of Oct. 26, when a young
man obviously was in medical distress and the guards did not respond for a very long time. "

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - November 1, 2019

Everyday Injustice

The State of Indigent Defense

I have the pleasure of working in courts with some of the best public defenders in the country. The key is
that they are funded property. The work loads are reasonable. They can in short do their jobs.

That is not the case everywhere. I read Anthony Ray Hinton's great book "The Sun Does Shine," where
he discusses his 30 years in prison on death row in Alabama in a five by seven cell 23 hours a day until
he gets exonerated.

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=fbf219c4-cb08-4082-ac89-4a7a3574cee4
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
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He met his attorney and the first thing the attorney said to him was “They’re only paying me $1000 for this
… I eat $1000 for breakfast.” “I didn’t go to law school to do pro-bono work,” he added.

The court also gave him $1000 for a ballistics expert, and the only person he could find for that amount,
was a half-blind “expert” who was destroyed on the witness stand.

On the other hand, for the last five months I have been going twice a week to San Francisco and have
seen public defenders provide world class defense, fighting for their clients, winning acquittals, dismissals
and reductions on cases many places would have led out in an assembly line.

This week there was an article in the Jackson Free Press, "Public Defenders Underpaid, Have Little
Oversight."

Jackson, Mississippi.

The article notes: "When Michele Purvis Harris was city attorney of Jackson, she heard troubling remarks
from the people her office was supposed to prosecute."

"I don't want the public defender, I want a real attorney," poor defendants would say to the judge.

Ms. Harris retires at the end of the year from her role as Hinds County Public Defender. She assumed the
office in 2012, "Seven years later, Harris believes her team of 12 defense lawyers and two investigators
have regained the community's trust. But she admits the difficulties of serving in Mississippi, where
individuals are caught between a sorely underfunded public-defender system, on the one hand, and a
lack of statewide guarantees of effective counsel and a speedy trial on the other."

Ms. Harris compared " the criminal-justice system to a three-legged stool consisting of law enforcement,
the prosecutor and defense. In order for the system to work fairly, all three legs must be balanced. But
too often, whether due to pressure from voters or concerns about what the public might think, lawmakers
prioritize spending on law enforcement and prosecution."

The article notes that the State of Mississippi "does not provide indigent defense funding except in death-
penalty cases. Instead, cities and counties must fund and provide those services themselves."

There are 82 counties in Mississippi, and only eight of them currently have public defender offices.

What has resulted is a system in which people awaiting trial end up falling into a "black hole," to borrow a
phrase some Mississippians used in the Sixth Amendment Center study.

Good article to read: https://www.jacksonfreepress.com/news/2019/oct/30/left-behind-public-
defenders-underpaid-have-little/

As Justice Hugo Black wrote in seminal 1964 decision, Gideon v. Wainwright, "[The assistance of
counsel] is one of the safeguards of the Sixth Amendment deemed necessary to insure fundamental
human rights of life and liberty."

As the ACLU puts it: "The absence of strong, well-resourced indigent defense systems offends the
Constitution, leads to deeply unfair results, and contributes to our overburdened and wasteful jail and
prison systems."

Thanks for reading

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

Exclusive: Santa Rita Jail Hunger Strike
Starts after ‘Deliberate Neglect’

A Bay Area civil rights attorney told The Vanguard hours
before a widespread Santa Rita Jail hunger strike and work
stoppage began here this week that “deliberate neglect” –
citing at least one recent death and prisoners not getting fed
all day – was the reason the direct action started.

Read More

Everyday Injustice Podcast Episode 16:
Elizabeth Kim and NLG-Sacramento

Elizabeth Kim, the President of the Sacramento Branch of the
National Lawyer’s Guild talks about her arrest at the age of 19
for a small quantity of marijuana, how that turned into a felony
drug conviction, and how she continues to pay for that crime
even 15 years later as she has become an attorney and
moved on with her life.

Read More

Students Beyond the Stats: A Safe Space
for Formerly Incarcerated and
Systematically-Impacted Students

For three years, Beyond the Stats (BTS) has been a student
organization at UC Davis that provides a safe space for
formerly incarcerated and systematically-impacted students to
talk about their personal experiences.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Guilty Until Proven Innocent

On Wednesday morning in Department 26, we heard the
closing arguments in a murder trial. Deputy Public Defender
Yali Corea-Levy gave a passionate closing argument

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Fight for Gas Pump Leads to Physical
Altercation and Highway Chase
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On Oct. 31, 2019, a preliminary hearing was held to
determine if a man facing four counts of assault should be
brought to trial. Defendant Steven Butler is being charged
with three felonies and one misdemeanor.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Exclusive: Santa Rita Jail Hunger Strike
Starts after ‘Deliberate Neglect’

A Bay Area civil rights attorney told The Vanguard hours
before a widespread Santa Rita Jail hunger strike and work
stoppage began here this week that “deliberate neglect” –
citing at least one recent death and prisoners not getting fed
all day – was the reason the direct action started.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Episode 16 - Elizabeth Kim and NLG-
Sacramento

Elizabeth Kim, the President of the Sacramento Branch of the
National Lawyer’s Guild talks about her arrest at the age of 19
for a small quantity of marijuana, how that turned into a felony
drug conviction, and how she continues to pay for that crime
even 15 years later as she has become an attorney and
moved on with her life.

She also talked about her work with the National Lawyer’s
Guild and the Stephon Clark case and lack of accountability
for police and prosecutors in the current criminal justice
system.

Read More

Davis Vanguard | 530-400-2512 | Email | Website

Follow the Vanguard on social media
Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-
1432660796849531/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard
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Subject: Fijian musician seeks Governor's pardon, gets support from hall-of-fame music teacher
Date: Thursday, October 31, 2019 at 7:36:32 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
CC: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)
ASachments: Stop the Deporta.on of Charles Robert Joseph.doc, Charles Joseph le4er.pdf

Hi David,
 
Here is the informa.on about Charles Joseph - originally from Fiji, but a lawful permanent resident since the
age of fourteen – who is slated for deporta.on.
This story is about the entanglement of criminal law with immigra.on law, which o}en has extraordinarily
punishing outcomes. In this case, it affects the life and family of a rehabilitated husband and father who has
transformed his life and posi.vely influenced those around him.
 
For background:
 
Charles Robert Joseph has been a lawful permanent resident in the U.S. since age 14 when he moved here
from his na.ve Fiji. When Charles was 15, his father was deported to Fiji and has been ac.ve in the Labor
Party there. Growing up in a disrupted family in the U.S., Charles found himself in trouble as a young person
and ended up in prison at age 22 and sentenced to 12 years. He is now 34. This convic.on makes him
deportable, and the immigra.on judge cannot grant discre.onary relief—even though he has legally resided
in the United States most of his life, is a husband and father of four, and has completely rehabilitated himself
(as many can a4est).
 
Charles has made great strides to rehabilitate himself. He has become a leader behind bars by working on
violence preven.on programs and coordina.ng music and dance performances. He had the unique
opportunity to develop his music skills with Country Music Hall of Fame singer, Lacy Dalton. They have

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=ffe911f4-750f-4949-b1ea-e61a1304056b
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formed a bond that has prompted Dalton to join the community effort to help Charles obtain a pardon from
Governor Newsom. Her le4er of support is a4ached to this email.
 
Charles - who is Indo-Fijian and whose family is poli.cally involved there -  fears being tortured if he is sent
back to Fiji, a country with a history of coups and torture. If the Governor pardons him, he will be eligible to
have his green card reinstated and will be freed to go home to his family and contribute to his music and
wisdom to his community.
 
Two a4ached documents:

1.       Info about Charles Robert [ Stop the Deporta.on]
2.       a le4er of support from Lacy Dalton [ Charles Joseph le4er]

 
 
Here are the people to contact for informa.on and interviews:

1.       Francisco Ugarte, Managing A4orney of the Immigra.on Unit at the San Francisco Public Defender’s
Office, and Charles’s a4orney: 415.571.3470 or Francisco.Ugarte@sfgov.org

2.       Leslie Adams, publicist and general manager for Lacy Dalton: 775.544.7374. To learn more about
Lacy: h4ps://www.lacyjdalton.org/about-lacy

 
 
Please let me know if you are interested in pursuing this story and I would be happy to assist in any way I can.
 
 
Thank you so much for your .me and work,
Valerie
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
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“I’m absolutely in the dark about the accuracy of the transcript,” Dev Attorney Ed Swanson
“There’s no reason this must be done by ambush.” Judge Beronio

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 31, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Perspective on San Francisco DA's Race

Someone was reading a quote from the San Francisco DA's race and asked me to guess - I guessed
wrong, it came from Nancy Tung, probably the least progressive of the four candidates. It got me thinking
that everyone talks a good game.
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The other day someone argued to me that Suzy Loftus was really progressive, it is just that someone like
Chesa Boudin is even more progressive. I might have believed that in April, but not now. Not after
watching the courts in San Francisco. I never would have believed what I have seen in progressive San
Francisco.

The most shocking thing: rampant prosecutorial misconduct.

Good example: the first case we covered in San Francisco. A man ended up acquitted of the charge of
child molestation. It was a horrible case and had it been tried in most places other than San Francisco,
we may well be talking about another wrongful conviction.

A man was accused of molesting his girlfriend’s four year old daughter, but there were all sorts problems
with the case – no physical evidence, no DNA, and really no opportunity for the man to have had access
to the child alone and no corroborating evidence other than the word of a very confused four year old.

To make the matters worse she froze up on the stand. So they met with her in the hallway – the social
workers, investigator and DA. And a defense investigator overheard the DA coaching her witness, “say
that,” the DA told the four year old, “say that.”

The investigator caught it on video and testified to it. So did the DA get punished for prosecutorial
misconduct? NO.  The investigator was threatened with prosecution for allegedly illegally recording the
video.

George Gascon is the outgoing DA - if you listen to him on TV - he talks about bail reform, supporting
things like Prop 47, ending mass incarceration.

Then you go into his court and you see the same problems you see in any other county.

Suzy Loftus is backed by a lot of good progressive people.

But listen carefully, here is a tweet from October 14: "I decided to run for DA because I was tired of
hearing excuses from City leaders there was nothing our city could do to address the rise of car break
ins, tehft, & property crime."

That's a red flag for me - a signal that her sympathies are with minor property crimes rather than
reforming the system. 

Compare that to a comment from former San Diego DA candidate Genevieve Jones-Wright this Saturday:
"Your worst deed does not define who you are."

I wonder how many of the DA candidates in San Francisco would endorse that statement? I'd be
surprised if the answer were more than one.

Thanks for reading.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

State Prison Rally Highlights Lawsuit, and
Horrific Conditions for Women, Trans
Prisoners
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Stacy Rojas, a gender non-conforming plaintiff, and according
to the complaint filed, was “subject to countless instances of
verbal harassment by guards at CCWF because of their
gender identity.

Read More

Students Beyond the Stats: A Safe Space
for Formerly Incarcerated and
Systematically-Impacted Students

For three years, Beyond the Stats (BTS) has been a student
organization at UC Davis that provides a safe space for
formerly incarcerated and systematically-impacted students to
talk about their personal experiences.

Read More

The San Francisco DA Race: The Timeline

The November 5 San Francisco District Attorney election is
quickly approaching – here’s the rundown of what’s been
happening up until now.

Read More

Video: Reforming the Prosecution System
Event

On Saturday night, the Vanguard hosted its 9th annual
fundraiser – Reforming the Prosecution System. The event
focused on problems in the prosecution system including
misconduct and wrongful convictions and the movement of
progressive reformers.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Video Footage in Question in Murder Trial

A murder trial continued Monday morning in Department 26
presided by Judge Braden C. Woods. Most of the day was
spent on the accuracy and reliability of security video footage
of the area around the time of the murder.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Conflict between Neighbors leads to
Brandished Firearm Altercation
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CaM3eBLMykESeoPjd0bmTCjLvWrzkhhPlC8x2rdXHCB_8HFWXA8W3NANF0Ca8fZX85uu55bQVdYugxjuKFH85KwOBJdbxzkAWhZUf9LVXRFISnBpKS-mOQ8rBIWQMlpdJ3afgk9LHco_45YQL4_xttugHmX5sgDnfAlFVkPf7KBchZh_RVpSYTodfCC08vUs97XpDOa4Ela6OHd0bRUWbfXXl6EEIvD3OIYgoE883kjtmW51ywCkME9-zzl0EBl3SiqlR58WrSOeDEoIgkHq1seM2IiwHi2WgoM0wdJMvYTYpWdBu3DMXw==&c=pXcLlY_3AVZRmEJN37-R8BMFkRB1QRBIMANdWuKhnTAgaVmG7zMJkw==&ch=dr_bupH1-2oAJypmP7mGGSZNsbA4E5UypTf1GaGS_ZbCyGvMfFSzCg==
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On Feb. 1, 2019, the defendant, Joseph Adrian Onteverio
allegedly followed his neighbor into an intersection where he
allegedly brandished his firearm in a threatening manner. The
defendant and the Casa Mobile resident had a history of
previous altercations that led the resident to fear for his life.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

State Prison Rally Highlights Lawsuit, and
Horrific Conditions for Women, Trans
Prisoners

Stacy Rojas, a gender non-conforming plaintiff, and according
to the complaint filed, was “subject to countless instances of
verbal harassment by guards at CCWF because of their
gender identity.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Episode 15 - The Ajay Dev Case

In 2009, Ajay Dev was wrongly convicted of 76 counts of
raping his adopted daughter and sentenced to 378. Now a
decade later, he is having his Habeas Corpus hearing in Yolo
County attempting to exonerate him.

Listen for the first time as he talks about his experience
behind bars in a California Prison and listen to people around
him talking about his case and how the jury got it wrong.

Read More
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“I’m absolutely in the dark about the accuracy of the transcript,” Dev Attorney Ed Swanson
“There’s no reason this must be done by ambush.” Judge Beronio

Everyday Injustice Newsletter - October 30, 2019

Everyday Injustice

Welcome to our newsletter.

We have launched our Everyday Injustice Newsletter with our coverage of courts in San Francisco,
Sacramento and Yolo Counties in Northern California. 
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We also have a weekly podcast - Everyday Injustice

Check our daily criminal justice reform coverage and look at this space for exclusive brief commentaries.

Help by becoming a paid subscriber at $10, $25, $50 or more per month. Your recurring donation helps
us run our court watch program, fuels our journalism and keeps our offices open.

Everyday in this space - Monday through Friday - will be a short column - usually around 400 words. If
you are interested in doing a weekly or a period column for us... let us know.

* * *
Yolo Deputy DA Couzens Practices the Art of Ambush

On Saturday, we talked about Prosecutorial Misconduct and Wrongful Convictions. I kept noting that the
10 year old Ajay Dev case was coming back for evidentiary hearing following a petition of Habeas Corpus
as they attempt to vacate 76 convictions for the rape of his adopted daughter that he claims innocence
for.

And of course we are treated to what could be characterized as prosecutorial misconduct, as he
ambushed the opposing council with impeachment material for a witness that came from prison
conversations, translated from Nepali and not turned over to the petitioners.

See the full article - here.

This isn't the first time a judge has accused Deputy DA Ryan J. Couzens of Yolo County with ambushing
his adversaries.

In 2011, It was a multi-defendant gang case - the ill-fated Kalah trial that I have referenced so often as
one of the worst we have seen.  At the time, Deputy DA Ryan Couzens laid a trap for the defense.

He used undisclosed impeachment evidence, and argued that  he gave it a lot of thought, consulted not
only the authorities but his supervisors as to whether he could fail to disclose this evidence and, after
much soul searching, believed he could.

The defense complained bitterly, one of the attorneys called it Brady Material, and Judge Fall while
mostly sidestepping the substantive complaints warned Mr. Couzens,  “in California Courts we not do trial
by ambush.”

So here we are eight years later, and Mr. Couzens is doing it again.

I actually cannot do justice to what happened on Monday in the limited space I have here.  There will be
another time for that.

Here are some brief points though:

First, Ryan Couzens clearly followed the letter of the law by disclosing 80 hours of audio, much of which
was in Neapli, on October 11 - remember at that time, October 18 was the hearing date.  It got moved to
October 28.  That is still 17 days.

Second, was he required to give the defense a heads up or provide the translation?  No.  But it would
have been good form to do so.

Third, it was highly ironic that he had a fit in front of the court about not being able to read or decipher

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WlWLrnidDQcZJE4FoE9vwPkVkDmnoB8d_lUsJWM8KYDuBLBJRN_OUggA9GwbX1aUPCNy-GzpOT59z3WPuHr8rDFX3mSilWOQMvFBle9ui-IEKdmvf7dtOxoddetLIgSDUaEHWoITiXOoWqzqCdWeuJskGN3jDezJ&c=LMCjTDHDnOwzS8yPCLyvVuCgcT6X5cCtPb89zD0yiEtoC7OoD89XOA==&ch=D3RwgFVGw3TfgFrO3ngvfN3jdpr2XFCJ4DrkpfpZijJTJB-hhT-EMg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WlWLrnidDQcZJE4FoE9vwPkVkDmnoB8d_lUsJWM8KYDuBLBJRN_OUguLzqigZfsKir48wxBiF38fwQjRbhpJMRsSGrMLcAeKxkm9hCWtl4QQofHG2Rtu8O-mmFmAMEnPRFIBGBJErsBnmSz2n41g4lKJ-Dsy9-VcABKyEH72lOowNauD12_TX09WQznMGutlcEnUQVCHYdxaJQxUHWoR6kvuspjCITwsBdsLVgzgIU9K7kisQGPztw==&c=LMCjTDHDnOwzS8yPCLyvVuCgcT6X5cCtPb89zD0yiEtoC7OoD89XOA==&ch=D3RwgFVGw3TfgFrO3ngvfN3jdpr2XFCJ4DrkpfpZijJTJB-hhT-EMg==
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notes from opposing council to the point where he passive aggressively complained every time he came
across a note he couldn't read or decipher.  And he did this knowing that he was about to drop a bomb on
the petitioners.

We were concerned about Yolo County Judge Beronio who generally seems to favor the DA's office, but
from what we have seen so far, she has been quite fair.

She used similar language to Judge Fall in admonishing the DA:  “There’s no reason this must be done
by ambush.”

She was troubled by the fact that the DA withheld this as he was DEMANDING discovery from the
petitioners.  She also noted that the original problem in this case was in fact the translation.

Mr. Couzens was bragging that he had the material to show that the witness was lying.  Maybe.  I didn't
hear, but then again he hadn't diclosed the full content.

The problem is:

We don't know the context of the material. We don't know that the translation is accurate.  The attorneys
had no ability to object or re-direct.

The judge did the right thing and the only fair thing she could - she paused the proceeding.  We need to
praise that decision.  After all, the easiest thing a judge could do here is ignore problems in the interest of
time.  She didn't do that.

This whole thing shows that over the course of eight years of covering Ryan Couzens - not much has
changed.  He still operates like no other prosecutor in the entire state - and that's not a good thing.

Thanks for reading.

Vanguard on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard/ 
Yolo County Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/groups/yolojudicialwatch/ 
Sacramento Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/Sacramento-Court-Watch-1432660796849531/ 
San Francisco Court Watch: https://www.facebook.com/SF-Court-Watch-577413429452441/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/davisvanguard

Criminal Justice News/ Commentary

The San Francisco DA Race: The Timeline

The November 5 San Francisco District Attorney election is
quickly approaching – here’s the rundown of what’s been
happening up until now.

Read More

Video: Reforming the Prosecution System
Event

On Saturday night, the Vanguard hosted its 9th annual
fundraiser – Reforming the Prosecution System. The event
focused on problems in the prosecution system including
misconduct and wrongful convictions and the movement of
progressive reformers.

Read More
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Couzens Ambushes Ajay Dev Team with a
Transcript Trap

Monday’s evidentiary hearing of the ten year old Ajay Dev
case began with more of the same for Deputy DA Ryan
Couzens. He began the proceedings complaining that his
copies of the discovered notes from the attorneys for Mr. Dev
– Ed Swanson and Britt Evangelista – were unintelligible.

Read More

Chesa Boudin Announces Major
Endorsement from Senator Bernie Sanders

United States Senator and Presidential candidate Bernie
Sanders today endorsed San Francisco candidate for District
Attorney, Chesa Boudin, with eight days left until the election.

Read More

Reforming the Prosecution System:
Addressing Wrongful Convictions and
Mass Incarceration

The Vanguard hosted its 9th annual fundraiser event,
featuring speakers who addressed how the prosecution
system needs to be reformed.

Read More

San Francisco Court Watch

Video Footage in Question in Murder Trial

A murder trial continued Monday morning in Department 26
presided by Judge Braden C. Woods. Most of the day was
spent on the accuracy and reliability of security video footage
of the area around the time of the murder.

Read More

Yolo County Court Watch

Strangulation And Stolen Vehicles

The defendant, a man named Hipolito Barraza, was charged
with one count of felony theft or unauthorized use of a vehicle
and one count of felony corporal injury. In today’s preliminary
hearing, officer testimony revealed how the alleged victim,

Read More

Defendant Almost Run Over by Car in
Violation of Parole Incident
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In a violation of parole hearing, the defendant, Mr. Cristobal
Seth Jaime, was petitioning against the violation of general
condition 4 of parole, which states that one must not engage
in criminal conduct.

Read More

Sacramento Court Watch

Animal Cruelty Cases Draw One Felony
Conviction, One Hung Jury – Mirrors
National Concern

This week, the U.S. House of Representatives unanimously
approved a measure – the Animal Cruelty and Torture Act –
that makes certain types of harm to animals a federal felony
with punishment up to seven years in prison.

Read More

Everyday Injustice - Podcast

Episode 15 - The Ajay Dev Case

In 2009, Ajay Dev was wrongly convicted of 76 counts of
raping his adopted daughter and sentenced to 378. Now a
decade later, he is having his Habeas Corpus hearing in Yolo
County attempting to exonerate him.

Listen for the first time as he talks about his experience
behind bars in a California Prison and listen to people around
him talking about his case and how the jury got it wrong.

Read More
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About Constant Contact

Sent by info@davisvanguard.org in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

Subject: RE: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2019 at 9:34:46 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
CC: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

Wonderful!  Would you be willing to stop by?  I will share details on the Friday event shortly.  We are working
with Faith in Ac.on.
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2019 2:20 PM
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
 
I will be in San Francisco on Thursday. Also I can probably have somebody in Sacramento for Friday if
you have more details on that.
 
On Tue, Oct 29, 2019 at 2:17 PM Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org> wrote:

https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=un&m=001gYNf54GB251e6UzdBbziMQ%3D&ch=4104411a-acbd-11e9-8b71-d4ae52754aa9&ca=acf0d2d8-21f9-463f-ac23-0b5b60172b73
http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/about-constant-contact
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge&rmc=VF19_3GE
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

Hello David,
 
Sorry for the long delay here. I would like to reconnect on this case if you are interested.  There is an ac.on
planned in Sacramento this Friday to support Charles.  The Immigra.on Judge ordered him deported, and
he is now going to appeal the case.  He has also filed a pardon request with Governor Newsom, which will
be the only way to protect him against deporta.on.  He is a truly extraordinary person and has a lot of
support in his community.  I am wondering if you have some .me briefly to talk? 
 
Thank you, Francisco
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:34 AM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
 
Hi David,
 
If you want to connect for a few minutes today, please send me a text at 628.249.7946. My desk is in the
Annex/Immigra.on Unit area on the 2nd floor and we can see if Francisco is around to give a li4le more
insight. Otherwise, we could try to put something on the calendar for all of us next Monday, October 7th.
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:06 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
 

 

I’m here today but out of town on Thursday. Back next Monday. 
 
On Mon, Sep 30, 2019 at 10:03 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good Morning David,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
I’m checking in because Francisco, our Managing Attorney for the Immigration Unit, is helping
out with a case of someone who is slated for deportation and pursuing a pardon from the Governor.
The man has been a lawful permanent resident since age 14, and his father was deported a year
later. In prison since age 22, he has worked on violence prevention programs and developed his
skills as an artist and musician. He has been getting music lessons and now public support for his
pardon request from a hall of fame country singer.
 

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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My idea was that perhaps you know a journalist in the Sacramento area that we could pitch this
story to in hopes of drumming up support for a pardon. If you have some time to meet with us the
next time you’re in  San Francisco (this Thursday?) we could fill you in a bit more and see if you
have any recommendations.  
 
Thanks so much,
Valerie
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2019 at 9:20:02 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)
CC: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

I will be in San Francisco on Thursday. Also I can probably have somebody in Sacramento for Friday if you have more
details on that.

On Tue, Oct 29, 2019 at 2:17 PM Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hello David,

 

Sorry for the long delay here. I would like to reconnect on this case if you are interested.  There is an ac.on
planned in Sacramento this Friday to support Charles.  The Immigra.on Judge ordered him deported, and
he is now going to appeal the case.  He has also filed a pardon request with Governor Newsom, which will
be the only way to protect him against deporta.on.  He is a truly extraordinary person and has a lot of
support in his community.  I am wondering if you have some .me briefly to talk? 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

 

Thank you, Francisco

 

From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:34 AM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es

 

Hi David,

 

If you want to connect for a few minutes today, please send me a text at 628.249.7946. My desk is in the
Annex/Immigra.on Unit area on the 2nd floor and we can see if Francisco is around to give a li4le more
insight. Otherwise, we could try to put something on the calendar for all of us next Monday, October 7th.

 

Thank you,

Valerie

 

From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:06 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es

 

 

I’m here today but out of town on Thursday. Back next Monday. 

 

On Mon, Sep 30, 2019 at 10:03 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good Morning David,

 

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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I hope this email finds you well.

 

I’m checking in because Francisco, our Managing A4orney for the Immigra.on Unit, is helping out with a case of
someone who is slated for deporta.on and pursuing a pardon from the Governor. The man has been a lawful
permanent resident since age 14, and his father was deported a year later. In prison since age 22, he has worked
on violence preven.on programs and developed his skills as an ar.st and musician. He has been ge�ng music
lessons and now public support for his pardon request from a hall of fame country singer.

 

My idea was that perhaps you know a journalist in the Sacramento area that we could pitch this story to in
hopes of drumming up support for a pardon. If you have some .me to meet with us the next .me you’re in  San
Francisco (this Thursday?) we could fill you in a bit more and see if you have any recommenda.ons.  

 

Thanks so much,

Valerie

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

--

Sent from Gmail Mobile

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: RE: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2019 at 9:17:49 PM Greenwich Mean Time
From: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), David M. Greenwald

Hello David,
 
Sorry for the long delay here. I would like to reconnect on this case if you are interested.  There is an ac.on
planned in Sacramento this Friday to support Charles.  The Immigra.on Judge ordered him deported, and he
is now going to appeal the case.  He has also filed a pardon request with Governor Newsom, which will be the
only way to protect him against deporta.on.  He is a truly extraordinary person and has a lot of support in his
community.  I am wondering if you have some .me briefly to talk? 
 
Thank you, Francisco
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:34 AM
To: David M. Greenwald <info@davisvanguard.org>
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Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
 
Hi David,
 
If you want to connect for a few minutes today, please send me a text at 628.249.7946. My desk is in the
Annex/Immigra.on Unit area on the 2nd floor and we can see if Francisco is around to give a li4le more
insight. Otherwise, we could try to put something on the calendar for all of us next Monday, October 7th.
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:06 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
 

 

I’m here today but out of town on Thursday. Back next Monday. 
 
On Mon, Sep 30, 2019 at 10:03 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good Morning David,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
I’m checking in because Francisco, our Managing Attorney for the Immigration Unit, is helping out
with a case of someone who is slated for deportation and pursuing a pardon from the Governor. The
man has been a lawful permanent resident since age 14, and his father was deported a year later. In
prison since age 22, he has worked on violence prevention programs and developed his skills as an
artist and musician. He has been getting music lessons and now public support for his pardon request
from a hall of fame country singer.
 
My idea was that perhaps you know a journalist in the Sacramento area that we could pitch this story
to in hopes of drumming up support for a pardon. If you have some time to meet with us the next
time you’re in  San Francisco (this Thursday?) we could fill you in a bit more and see if you have any
recommendations.  
 
Thanks so much,
Valerie
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390

mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Cell: 628.249.7946
 

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

Subject: RE: Court Watch descrip.on for the website
Date: Thursday, October 24, 2019 at 7:10:03 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), David M. Greenwald, Hammons, Marshall

Valerie,
Looks great.  We need to be able to have folks contact and or apply.  I will discuss with David next week. 
Also, did we decide if David would forward you the court watch ar.cles or Marshall would.  Thank you. 
Valerie.
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2019 10:22 AM
To: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Court Watch descrip.on for the website
 
Richard put it up and the bu4on to ‘learn more’ leads to the website.
 
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) 
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From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2019 5:17 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Court Watch descrip.on for the website
 
Hi Valerie.  How about students, interns and community members – but I like it.
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2019 4:53 PM
To: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: Court Watch descrip.on for the website
 
Hi Jacque,
 
We have a Court Watch link on the careers page of our website now, but how does this descrip.on sound:
 
Our Court Watch program brings interns into the courtroom as observers and turns them into reporters.
Develop your skills as an observer, a writer and a legal professional by following the court proceedings from
the lens of a public defender.
 
Please add or subtract anything that makes it more clear what experience the program offers, and I will send
it along to IT to add it to the website. Wasn’t sure if you wanted to say that we partner with Davis Vanguard.
 
Thanks,
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
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Subject: FYI - Court Watch on our website
Date: Wednesday, October 23, 2019 at 7:12:50 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald

Hi David,
 
We put Court Watch on our website with a link to the Vanguard.
h4p://sfpublicdefender.org/careers/
 
Thanks for all your great work.
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

http://sfpublicdefender.org/careers/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

Subject: RE: Ar.cles today
Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2019 at 4:57:38 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: image001.jpg

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Thank you.
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2019 6:20 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Ar.cles today
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https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/drunken-statements/
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/love-triangle/
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/preliminary-hearing-filled-with-inconsistent-testimony/
--

David M. Greenwald
Executive Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Investigative Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and information about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Ar.cles today
Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2019 at 2:20:06 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/drunken-statements/

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/love-triangle/

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/preliminary-hearing-filled-with-inconsistent-tes.mony/
-- 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/drunken-statements/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/love-triangle/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/preliminary-hearing-filled-with-inconsistent-testimony/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/drunken-statements/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/love-triangle/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/preliminary-hearing-filled-with-inconsistent-testimony/
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David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Closing Arguments in A4empted Murder Trial
Date: Friday, October 18, 2019 at 7:46:58 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Vic.ms by Force: Closing Arguments in A4empted Murder Trial | #SanFrancisco #CourtWatch
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/vic.ms-by-force-closing-arguments-in-a4empted-murder-trial/

-- 

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/victims-by-force-closing-arguments-in-attempted-murder-trial/
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David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

Subject: Re: This is one you want to flag
Date: Thursday, October 17, 2019 at 8:26:18 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
ASachments: image001.jpg

http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Yeah, I got somewhat contradictory info from the PD and should probably clean that a bit.  Let me think about it
briefly.

On Thu, Oct 17, 2019 at 11:30 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

So interesting! I highlighted a couple of things in the article that I wanted to double check before
sharing it.

Thank you,

Valerie

*

San Francisco – It was an unusual scene last week where two jurors came back to court during
the sentencing hearing for Aleksandr Rotkin, who was convicted previously of attempted
kidnapping.  They told San Francisco Superior Court Judge Victor Hwang that while they believe
that the legal elements were met for attempted kidnapping, they felt that the law was unjust as
applied in this situation.

The jurors said that the letter of the law for kidnapping “was unconstitutionally unfair.”  It was far
too vague and too broad.  They said when they think about the act of kidnapping, “this is not the
set of facts that would support it.”

Public Defender Bonnie Chan agreed with the jury.

“Mr. Rotkin lost everything after the DA filed a motion to detain,” she argued.  “He lost his job he’s
had for a while—(having to cross) state lines commercial driving.  He lost his child.  He was
evicted from his apartment since he was not able to pay while in jail and all of his belongings in the
apartment has been removed.”

Judge Hwang indicated that he shared some of the concerns of the jury.  He said, “I can’t change
the law,” however.

He said during the preliminary hearing, the case came to him and he was able to reduce the
charges from kidnapping to attempted kidnapping.

On May 14, 2019 the mother ran out from the bottom level of the residence in San Francisco.  She
was seen on surveillance video running to an unknown car trying to get in.

Mr. Rotkin came out of the residence confused as to what the mother was doing.  Mr. Rotkin was
holding the baby in his arms, saying something to the mother and gesturing for her to come back
into the house.  They all go back into the house.

But five minutes later, she emerges again with the baby in her arms, and and she runs down the
sidewalk and asks a neighbor to call 911 for help.  Mr. Rotkin comes outside and says something
to her and gestures for her to go back inside. She does and tries to run the other direction.

Mr. Rotkin is seen bear hugging her from behind, apparently attempting to prevent her from trying

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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to run back into the street.

Afraid for the baby’s safety, Mr. Rotkin stays behind her and attempts to convince her to go back
into the house as he is afraid of her emotional state.  At one point he goes as far as to get down
on a need pleading for her to return.

At no point does he touch her or attempt to hold her.

However, at some point later, he does have his arms wrapped around her attempting to get her to
go back into the house.  He then pushes her while still behind her to guide her back into the
house.  She continues to refuse.

Neighbors testified about their 911 calls and how they had no idea what was going on.  They were
not afraid for Mr. Huang, they were more concerned about the baby because he was crying.

During sentencing, the defense submitted a memo arguing that Mr. Rotkin was not required to do
additional jail time.  Meanwhile the DA argued that he should remain in custody at sentencing due
to the fact that he was homeless – despite the fact that the reason he was homeless in the first
place was that he was in custody.

Prior to this incident. Mr. Rotkin was gainfully employed and a productive member of society.

The mother never wanted him to go to jail or be prosecuted.  She wanted him to get counseling
and maybe work on their relationship.

One of the jurors said that this seemed like the best option as well.

“Any additional custody time would not benefit any parties involved,” said Ms. Chan.

After hearing the jurors, Judge Hwang praised the jury system noting the care and diligence of two
jurors coming back to ensure that justice occurred in this case.

Based on the defense memo, Judge Hwang while denying a motion for a new trial, ordered a
mental health assessment for the defendant and then sentenced him to 297 days in jail – which
was effectively time served.

 

 

From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 5:15 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: This is one you want to flag
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Jurors Convict Man of A4empted But Then Ask Judge Not to Give Jail Time | Davis Vanguard
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/jurors-convict-man-of-a4empted-but-then-ask-judge-not-to-give-jail-
.me/

--

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard

Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/jurors-convict-man-of-attempted-but-then-ask-judge-not-to-give-jail-time/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: RE: This is one you want to flag
Date: Thursday, October 17, 2019 at 7:30:42 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: image001.jpg

So interesting! I highlighted a couple of things in the article that I wanted to double check before
sharing it.

Thank you,

Valerie

*

San Francisco – It was an unusual scene last week where two jurors came back to court during the
sentencing hearing for Aleksandr Rotkin, who was convicted previously of attempted kidnapping. 
They told San Francisco Superior Court Judge Victor Hwang that while they believe that the legal
elements were met for attempted kidnapping, they felt that the law was unjust as applied in this
situation.

The jurors said that the letter of the law for kidnapping “was unconstitutionally unfair.”  It was far too
vague and too broad.  They said when they think about the act of kidnapping, “this is not the set of
facts that would support it.”

Public Defender Bonnie Chan agreed with the jury.

“Mr. Rotkin lost everything after the DA filed a motion to detain,” she argued.  “He lost his job he’s
had for a while—(having to cross) state lines commercial driving.  He lost his child.  He was evicted
from his apartment since he was not able to pay while in jail and all of his belongings in the
apartment has been removed.”

Judge Hwang indicated that he shared some of the concerns of the jury.  He said, “I can’t change
the law,” however.

He said during the preliminary hearing, the case came to him and he was able to reduce the
charges from kidnapping to attempted kidnapping.

On May 14, 2019 the mother ran out from the bottom level of the residence in San Francisco.  She
was seen on surveillance video running to an unknown car trying to get in.

Mr. Rotkin came out of the residence confused as to what the mother was doing.  Mr. Rotkin was
holding the baby in his arms, saying something to the mother and gesturing for her to come back
into the house.  They all go back into the house.

But five minutes later, she emerges again with the baby in her arms, and and she runs down the
sidewalk and asks a neighbor to call 911 for help.  Mr. Rotkin comes outside and says something to
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her and gestures for her to go back inside. She does and tries to run the other direction.

Mr. Rotkin is seen bear hugging her from behind, apparently attempting to prevent her from trying to
run back into the street.

Afraid for the baby’s safety, Mr. Rotkin stays behind her and attempts to convince her to go back into
the house as he is afraid of her emotional state.  At one point he goes as far as to get down on a
need pleading for her to return.

At no point does he touch her or attempt to hold her.

However, at some point later, he does have his arms wrapped around her attempting to get her to go
back into the house.  He then pushes her while still behind her to guide her back into the house. 
She continues to refuse.

Neighbors testified about their 911 calls and how they had no idea what was going on.  They were
not afraid for Mr. Huang, they were more concerned about the baby because he was crying.

During sentencing, the defense submitted a memo arguing that Mr. Rotkin was not required to do
additional jail time.  Meanwhile the DA argued that he should remain in custody at sentencing due to
the fact that he was homeless – despite the fact that the reason he was homeless in the first place
was that he was in custody.

Prior to this incident. Mr. Rotkin was gainfully employed and a productive member of society.

The mother never wanted him to go to jail or be prosecuted.  She wanted him to get counseling and
maybe work on their relationship.

One of the jurors said that this seemed like the best option as well.

“Any additional custody time would not benefit any parties involved,” said Ms. Chan.

After hearing the jurors, Judge Hwang praised the jury system noting the care and diligence of two
jurors coming back to ensure that justice occurred in this case.

Based on the defense memo, Judge Hwang while denying a motion for a new trial, ordered a mental
health assessment for the defendant and then sentenced him to 297 days in jail – which was
effectively time served.

 
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 5:15 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: This is one you want to flag
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Jurors Convict Man of Attempted But Then Ask Judge Not to Give Jail Time | Davis Vanguard
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/jurors-convict-man-of-attempted-but-then-ask-judge-not-to-
give-jail-time/

--

David M. Greenwald
Executive Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Investigative Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and information about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: This is one you want to flag
Date: Thursday, October 17, 2019 at 1:14:58 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Jurors Convict Man of A4empted But Then Ask Judge Not to Give Jail Time | Davis Vanguard
h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/jurors-convict-man-of-a4empted-but-then-ask-judge-not-to-give-jail-.me/

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Ar.cles
Date: Wednesday, October 16, 2019 at 2:20:01 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/all-counts-in-burglary-case-go-to-trial/ All Counts in Burglary Case Go to
Trial

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/judge-to-consider-mo.on-to-suppress-2/ Judge to Consider Mo.on to
Suppress

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/all-counts-in-burglary-case-go-to-trial/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/judge-to-consider-motion-to-suppress-2/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: More ar.cles
Date: Friday, October 11, 2019 at 3:10:22 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Father’s Tes.fies At His Son’s Murder Trial | Davis Vanguard h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/fathers-
tes.fies-at-his-sons-murder-trial/

A Misguided Search for Punishment Turns a Family’s Mental Health Trauma into Spectacle of Injus.ce | Davis
Vanguard h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/a-misguided-search-for-punishment-turns-a-familys-mental-
health-trauma-into-spectacle-of-injus.ce/

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/fathers-testifies-at-his-sons-murder-trial/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/a-misguided-search-for-punishment-turns-a-familys-mental-health-trauma-into-spectacle-of-injustice/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: RE: Court Watch Ar.cles
Date: Thursday, October 10, 2019 at 7:21:08 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: image001.jpg

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hi David. Thanks for sending these ! I’ll start pos.ng them.
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2019 6:23 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Court Watch Ar.cles
 

 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/assault-trial-focuses-on-fight-or-flight-response/ Assault Trial
Focuses on Fight or Flight Response
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/simple-dui-trial-goes-awry/ Simple DUI Trial Goes Awry
--

David M. Greenwald
Executive Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Investigative Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and information about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
― George Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/assault-trial-focuses-on-fight-or-flight-response/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/simple-dui-trial-goes-awry/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Court Watch Ar.cles
Date: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 at 2:23:27 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/assault-trial-focuses-on-fight-or-flight-response/ Assault Trial Focuses on
Fight or Flight Response

h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/simple-dui-trial-goes-awry/ Simple DUI Trial Goes Awry
-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/assault-trial-focuses-on-fight-or-flight-response/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/10/simple-dui-trial-goes-awry/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
Date: Monday, September 30, 2019 at 6:34:41 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
CC: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)

 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

I’ll swing by a}er this prelim 

On Mon, Sep 30, 2019 at 10:33 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Hi David,

 

If you want to connect for a few minutes today, please send me a text at 628.249.7946. My desk is in the
Annex/Immigra.on Unit area on the 2nd floor and we can see if Francisco is around to give a li4le more
insight. Otherwise, we could try to put something on the calendar for all of us next Monday, October 7th.

 

Thank you,

Valerie

 

From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:06 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es

 

 

I’m here today but out of town on Thursday. Back next Monday. 

 

On Mon, Sep 30, 2019 at 10:03 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good Morning David,

 

I hope this email finds you well.

 

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:info@davisvanguard.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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I’m checking in because Francisco, our Managing A4orney for the Immigra.on Unit, is helping out with a case of
someone who is slated for deporta.on and pursuing a pardon from the Governor. The man has been a lawful
permanent resident since age 14, and his father was deported a year later. In prison since age 22, he has worked
on violence preven.on programs and developed his skills as an ar.st and musician. He has been ge�ng music
lessons and now public support for his pardon request from a hall of fame country singer.

 

My idea was that perhaps you know a journalist in the Sacramento area that we could pitch this story to in
hopes of drumming up support for a pardon. If you have some .me to meet with us the next .me you’re in  San
Francisco (this Thursday?) we could fill you in a bit more and see if you have any recommenda.ons.  

 

Thanks so much,

Valerie

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

Cell: 628.249.7946

 

--

Sent from Gmail Mobile

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: RE: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
Date: Monday, September 30, 2019 at 6:33:37 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
CC: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hi David,
 
If you want to connect for a few minutes today, please send me a text at 628.249.7946. My desk is in the
Annex/Immigra.on Unit area on the 2nd floor and we can see if Francisco is around to give a li4le more
insight. Otherwise, we could try to put something on the calendar for all of us next Monday, October 7th.
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 10:06 AM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Cc: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR) <francisco.ugarte@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
 

 

I’m here today but out of town on Thursday. Back next Monday. 
 
On Mon, Sep 30, 2019 at 10:03 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good Morning David,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
I’m checking in because Francisco, our Managing Attorney for the Immigration Unit, is helping out
with a case of someone who is slated for deportation and pursuing a pardon from the Governor. The
man has been a lawful permanent resident since age 14, and his father was deported a year later. In
prison since age 22, he has worked on violence prevention programs and developed his skills as an
artist and musician. He has been getting music lessons and now public support for his pardon request
from a hall of fame country singer.
 
My idea was that perhaps you know a journalist in the Sacramento area that we could pitch this story
to in hopes of drumming up support for a pardon. If you have some time to meet with us the next
time you’re in  San Francisco (this Thursday?) we could fill you in a bit more and see if you have any
recommendations.  
 
Thanks so much,
Valerie
 
Valerie Ibarra

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
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Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Re: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
Date: Monday, September 30, 2019 at 6:05:52 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
CC: Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

I’m here today but out of town on Thursday. Back next Monday. 

On Mon, Sep 30, 2019 at 10:03 AM Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org> wrote:

Good Morning David,

 

I hope this email finds you well.

 

I’m checking in because Francisco, our Managing A4orney for the Immigra.on Unit, is helping out with a case of
someone who is slated for deporta.on and pursuing a pardon from the Governor. The man has been a lawful
permanent resident since age 14, and his father was deported a year later. In prison since age 22, he has worked on
violence preven.on programs and developed his skills as an ar.st and musician. He has been ge�ng music lessons
and now public support for his pardon request from a hall of fame country singer.

 

My idea was that perhaps you know a journalist in the Sacramento area that we could pitch this story to in hopes
of drumming up support for a pardon. If you have some .me to meet with us the next .me you’re in  San Francisco
(this Thursday?) we could fill you in a bit more and see if you have any recommenda.ons.  

 

Thanks so much,

Valerie

 

Valerie Ibarra

Public Informa.on Officer

Office of the Public Defender

City & County of San Francisco

Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org

Office: 415.575.4390

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Cell: 628.249.7946

 

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Subject: Poten.al story pitch to Yolo/Sacramento coun.es
Date: Monday, September 30, 2019 at 6:03:31 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: info@davisvanguard.org, Ugarte, Francisco (PDR)

Good Morning David,
 
I hope this email finds you well.
 
I’m checking in because Francisco, our Managing A4orney for the Immigra.on Unit, is helping out with a case
of someone who is slated for deporta.on and pursuing a pardon from the Governor. The man has been a
lawful permanent resident since age 14, and his father was deported a year later. In prison since age 22, he
has worked on violence preven.on programs and developed his skills as an ar.st and musician. He has been
ge�ng music lessons and now public support for his pardon request from a hall of fame country singer.
 
My idea was that perhaps you know a journalist in the Sacramento area that we could pitch this story to in
hopes of drumming up support for a pardon. If you have some .me to meet with us the next .me you’re in 
San Francisco (this Thursday?) we could fill you in a bit more and see if you have any recommenda.ons.  
 
Thanks so much,
Valerie
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Sheriff shoots man, kills ‘man's best friend’ in their own home
Date: Monday, September 9, 2019 at 7:49:37 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
BCC: .mredmondsf@gmail.com, ddebolt@bayareanewsgroup.com, news@ebar.com,

joe.eskenazi@missionlocal.com, editor@s�ayview.com, hi@joshwolf.net, .ps@sfist.com,
esernoffsky@sfchronicle.com, mbarba@sfexaminer.com, julian.mark@missionlocal.com,
m.bajko@ebar.com, sgaiser@sfmediaco.com, newsroom@baycitynews.com,
editor@s�ay.mes.com, editor@eastbayexpress.com, editor@eltecolote.org,
sfweekly@sfmediaco.com, news@sfweekly.com, Michael.toren@gmail.com,
pma.er@sfchronicle.com, por.a@chinesenews.com, editor@fogcityjournal.com,
editor@noevalleyvoice.com, editor@potreroview.net, editor@sfrichmondreview.com,
editor@singtaousa.com, editor@thewesternedi.on.com, editor@westsideobserver.com,
editors@newfillmore.com, news@sffoghorn.info, emilamok@gmail.com, hknight@sfchronicle.com,
shawn.huang@chinesenews.com, assignment@singtaousa.com, rang@asianweek.com,
idac@bayareametro.com, lisa.xin@bayvoice.net, liazhu@chinadailyusa.com,
mingng119@gmail.com, queweihang@gmail.com, lihui.zhou@epoch.mes.com,
jingzhe.cao@epoch.mes.com, jean.ho@newsforchinese.com, info@pandodaily.com,
margarita.argente@philippinenews.com, bernice.yeung@propublica.org, lailakearney@gmail.com,
flora.xu@singtaousa.com, shiqiao.peng@singtaousa.com, s�ay@epoch.mes.com,
vnnb@vietnamdaily.com, mdinzeo@courthousenews.com, pamela@skylight.is,
info@davisvanguard.org, bndinsmore@cbs.com, dinsmore@kpix.cbs.com, newsdesk@kpix.com,
assignmentdesk@kron.com, news@kpoo.com, assignmentdesk@kqed.org, news.ps@foxtv.com,
rob.roth@foxtv.com, news.ps@nbcbayarea.com, news.p@kts}v.com, vic.lee@abc.com,
hespinosa@abs-cbni.com, jwan@ktsfnews.com, kachan@ktsfnews.com, awong@ktsfnews.com,
Theresa.hong@ntdtv.com, Vivian.lan@ntdtvsf.com, ning.han@ntdtvsf.com, wendy.yi@ntdtv.com,
jinlu@skylinktv.us, Kenji.Lui@tvbusa.com, sheren.tam@tvbusa.com, no.cias14@univision.net,
tvespanol@tvespanol.net

For immediate release: September 8, 2019
 
Contact:
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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***PRESS RELEASE***
 

Sheriff shoots man, kills ‘man’s best friend’ in their own home
 
SAN FRANCISCO – On Thursday, September 5, 2019, SF Sheriff’s Deputies allegedly kicked

in the door of a man’s Polk Street residence while attempting to serve a bench warrant for a

missed court date. When the occupant, David Wesser, grabbed his dog by the collar, he was

shot through the hand by a Deputy. The bullet pierced through his hand into the dog’s head,

killing it. 

Although initial reports questioned the nature of Mr. Wesser’s injury, medical staff confirmed

with Mr. Wesser and the Public Defender’s Office that the wound was indeed a gun shot.

 

Mr. Wesser is a participant in a housed case management program through the Community

Justice Court (CJC). He was due to appear in court on Friday, August 30, 2019, for a regular

progress report as part of his program requirements. He missed the hearing because he was

in the hospital Friday and Saturday seeking medical treatment for an unrelated injury. The

judge issued a bench warrant for the missed court date, but Mr. Wesser would normally be

allowed to have his case manager add him back onto the court calendar after the long

weekend.

 

In what appears to be an unusual move, Sheriff’s deputies went to Mr. Wesser’s CJC

residence on Polk Street to arrest him on the bench warrant on  Thursday, September 5.

 

According to Mr. Wesser, he heard a loud knocking on the door of his apartment and froze out

of fear. Moments later, deputies kicked in the door to his apartment as he attempted to open it

while asking them to calm down. Mr. Wesser fell to the ground when they kicked in the door

and was able to grab his dog, Ruby, by the collar. He told deputies not to shoot, but the

Deputy fired a bullet that hit Mr. Wesser’s hand and went into Ruby’s head. 
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Mr. Wesser was taken to the hospital, but Ruby’s body had to be carried out to the shock and

dismay of residents of the Broadway Hotel.

 

Mr. Wesser was taken back into custody and arraigned on the outstanding bench warrant on

Friday morning. He is currently in jail. His Public Defender, Everett Hewlett, plans to file a

motion for his release to be heard on Monday morning in D23 between 9-10am at 850 Bryant.

 

Mr. Hewlett said, “The ultimate irony is that Mr. Wesser was housed through the court’s

program and getting assistance, but then he gets shot by a deputy in his own home. Now he

is in custody being held, essentially, by the people who did it.” 

Mr. Hewlett added, “One of his grounding forces in his life was his dog. He’s in a really low

place right now.”
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE - Aus.n Vincent's 2nd case to be dismissed tomorrow
Date: Tuesday, August 27, 2019 at 10:43:51 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)

For immediate release: August 27, 2019
 
Contact:
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

***PRESS RELEASE***
 

AUSTIN VINCENT’S 2ND CASE TO BE
DISMISSED TOMORROW

 
 

SAN FRANCISCO – Austin Vincent – who was originally released from custody on August

13th into assertive case management after being arraigned for the incident in front of the

Watermark Condominium, and later given a GPS ankle monitor – was remanded into custody

on August 19th based on separate allegations that arose after his mugshot was widely viewed

in the media.

 

In the secondary allegations, a person had misidentified Mr. Vincent as the person involved in

an incident in February where a group of people had reported that a person wielded a knife at

them as they got into their rideshare along the Embarcadero.

 

The Public Defender was able to prove that Mr. Vincent was living in Southern California at

the time of the February incident and could not have been the perpetrator. Mr. Vincent’s

attorney, Saleem Belbahri, filed a bail motion this week to have the charges dropped.

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Mr. Belbahri reported, “I received word from the D.A. today that they were able to corroborate

the information I submitted in the bail motion, and have indicated that they plan to throw out

the charges tomorrow.”

 

Mr. Belbahri is going to ask the judge to return Mr. Vincent to his previous status with assertive

case management, as administered by SF pretrial, with which he had been in full compliance

and receiving housing and help prior to being remanded to custody. Mr. Vincent would

continue to pursue and receive the critical services he needs to stabilize his circumstances,

which can better support a long-term solution to harm reduction and public safety.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Independent review of Adachi's autopsy shows death was natural
Date: Thursday, August 22, 2019 at 3:16:36 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: Miller report.pdf, Nikolas Lemos Adachi Report.pdf, Toxicology Report by James Norris.pdf

 

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/08/independent-review-of-jeff-adachis-autopsy-

shows-death-was-natural/

Notable quotes listed at the end of the press release with contact information.

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: August 21, 2019
CONTACT:
Valerie Ibarra
Public Information Officer
San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Desk: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946

***PRESS RELEASE***

INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF PUBLIC DEFENDER JEFF ADACHI’S

AUTOPSY SHOWS DEATH WAS NATURAL
 
SAN FRANCISCO – Robert Chan, an attorney for the family of Jeff Adachi, is releasing three

independent reports that raise serious questions about Jeff Adachi’s autopsy, which was

conducted by the San Francisco Medical Examiner’s Office (OCME) in March 2019.

 

The independent reviews found the cause of death was “sudden cardiac arrhythmia and acute

myocardial infraction due to coronary artery disease” and manner of death was “natural.”

The autopsy was reviewed by Dylan V. Miller, M.D., who is an expert in Cardiovascular and

Autopsy Pathology, Dr. Nikolas Lemos, a forensic toxicologist, and James L. Norris, a

consultant in forensic science.

 

http://sfpublicdefender.org/news/2019/08/independent-review-of-jeff-adachis-autopsy-shows-death-was-natural/
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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The reviews question why, given the observed coronary artery disease, was the death

originally deemed an “accident” due to “acute mixed drug toxicity” when the ethanol (alcohol)

level was 0.01% and the trace amount of cocaine was detected only in the central (heart)

blood, a generally unreliable sample without corroboration.

 

Mr. Norris noted that in the general practice of autopsy, blood is tested in peripheral parts of

the body and that central blood from the heart “is avoided for forensic toxicology … [and] is

not relied upon alone for detection, quantitation and the interpretation of any drug level.” Dr.

Lemos, who used to work for the OCME, called the drug results drawn from Mr. Adachi’s

central blood “toxicologically insignificant.” Dr. Miller said that he is, “very familiar with the

effects of cocaine on the heart,” and his own analysis “is consistent with Mr. Norris’s and Dr.

Lemos’s conclusions.”

Dr. Miller stated in his report that, “I can state with reasonable medical certainty that the

presence of 80% narrowing of the left anterior descending coronary artery with early infarction

seen in the myocardium are entirely sufficient to explain sudden cardiac death by natural

causes.”

 

Mr. Chan said, “Losing Jeff was a terrible tragedy, and his family has suffered so much. The

family is heartened to know that nothing in Jeff’s autopsy revealed any indication of chronic

drug use or overdose. It provides peace of mind that we did know Jeff better than the

circumstances of his death have suggested.”

 

Some who are disturbed by the autopsy are pointing to a conflict of interest between Mr.

Adachi and the OCME’s Director of Operations, Christopher Wirowek. In December 2018, just

two months before Jeff Adachi died, he had submitted a formal complaint to the City

Administrator accusing Mr. Wirowek of lying about the OCME’s accreditation and failing to

correct those false statements. Adachi called for an investigation, in which he suggested if Mr.

Wirowek was found to have lied, “He should be terminated.”
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The City Administrator replied to the complaint that saying that the Assistant District Attorney

was “subsequently appraised of OCME’s correct accreditation status,” which Mr. Adachi

rebuked in a follow-up letter, three weeks before his death, claiming that the Public Defender’s

Office was never so informed, despite requests. The City Administrator’s response also noted

that accreditation from the National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) was “entirely

voluntary.”

 

While that may be so, according to NAME’s website, “The standards represent minimum

standards for an adequate medicolegal system, not guidelines.” Until Mr. Adachi raised the

issue in 2018, all OCME correspondence read “ACCREDITED BY THE NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS,” showing that indeed the office knew the

importance of the accreditation and the standards it represented.

 

Deputy Public Defender Danielle Harris said, “Our criminal legal system cannot work with a

dysfunctional and untrustworthy medical examiner’s office. The office has been understaffed,

politicized, and operating in near secrecy for far too long. Grieving families, accused persons,

and indeed all San Franciscans deserve better.”

 

Ms. Harris was the attorney who initially requested information about the OCME’s

accreditation in fall of 2018 when she was working on a homicide case. Despite claims

attributed to Mr. Wirowek that the OCME had “provisional accreditation,” NAME was able to

confirm that OCME’s accreditation had lapsed in January 2017, leaving the office

unaccredited for the first time in over three decades.  It’s previous “provisional” status was due

in part to insufficient medical staff and chronic work delays. The lapse in accreditation and the

OCME’s misrepresentations raised grave concerns about the credibility and management of

the OCME.

 

Another layer of conflict lies in that Mr. Wirowek personally appeared at the scene of Mr.

Adachi’s death and became highly involved in the investigation. According to the Medical
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Examiner/Investigator’s Report, Mr. Wirowek went to the hospital where Mr. Adachi had been

pronounced dead, then met with Mr. Adachi’s friend who had granted him access to the

apartment where Mr. Adachi had fallen ill, and took photos of the friend’s call log. Later that

night, after legal access to the apartment was granted, Mr. Wirowek entered the apartment

approximately five minutes after the police, and took photographs of the scene that were

submitted as part of the investigation.

 

It is unclear whether any of these circumstances may have influenced the OCME’s

procedures or conclusions, but it seems that the intrepid Jeff Adachi may still be working on

some unfinished business.

QUOTES

Robert Chan, attorney representing the Adachi family

Contact info: RobertYChan@gmail.com

“Losing Jeff was a terrible tragedy, and his family has suffered so much. The family is

heartened to know that nothing in Jeff’s autopsy revealed any indication of chronic drug use. It

provides peace of mind that we did know Jeff better than the circumstances of his death have

suggested.”

 

Dylan V. Miller, M.D., Cardiovascular and Autopsy Pathologist

Contact info: Dylan.Miller@imail2.org

 “I can state with reasonable medical certainty that the presence of 80% narrowing of the left

anterior descending coronary artery with early infarction seen in the myocardium are entirely

sufficient to explain sudden cardiac death by natural causes.”

“Another characteristic feature of chronic cocaine related to cardiac disease is a unique and

fairly specific pattern of microscopic changes in the coronary arteries…This change is not

described in the microscopic examination contained in the autopsy report.”

 

mailto:RobertYChan@gmail.com
mailto:Dylan.Miller@imail2.org
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Nikolas Lemos, M.D., Forensic Toxicologist

Contact info: 415.307.6115

“The alleged analytical results in the cardiac/central blood of Mr. Adachi are toxicologically

insignificant since they cannot contribute any accurate information regarding drug/poison

exposure in the hours immediately preceding his death. Any board-certified forensic

toxicologist should be aware of this limitation…in medico-legal death investigations.”

 

James L. Norris, Consultant in Forensic Science

Contact info: Forensic@Jim-Norris.com

“It appears that ethanol level should have been reported as negative and no cocaine was

found in the Peripheral blood sample. These results do not appear to support the stated cause

of death.”

 

Danielle Harris, Felony Manager at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office

Contact info: Danielle.Harris@sfgov.org

“Our criminal legal system cannot function if we do not have a functional and trustworthy

medical examiner’s office. This affects people’s lives, court cases, and families.”
 
 
 
Valerie Ibarra
Public Informa.on Officer
Office of the Public Defender
City & County of San Francisco
Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
Office: 415.575.4390
Cell: 628.249.7946
 

mailto:Forensic@Jim-Norris.com
mailto:Danielle.Harris@sfgov.org
mailto:Valerie.Ibarra@sfgov.org
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Subject: Ar.cles
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 at 4:00:56 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Ar.cle from yesterday: h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/08/two-men-re-sentenced-and-released-under-sb-
1437/

Podcast: h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/08/vanguard-court-watch-episode-7-freeing-the-innocent-under-sb-
1437/

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/08/two-men-re-sentenced-and-released-under-sb-1437/
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/08/vanguard-court-watch-episode-7-freeing-the-innocent-under-sb-1437/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: RE: Gree.ngs/ Rideshare Rapist Ar.cle
Date: Tuesday, July 23, 2019 at 12:49:56 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: David M. Greenwald
ASachments: image001.jpg

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hi David,
 
It was great to meet you today. Thanks so much for filling me in and sending this along. I appreciate your
work, and look forward to seeing it grow. Let me know if there are any ways that I can further support the
project.
 
All the best,
Valerie
 
From: David M. Greenwald [mailto:info@davisvanguard.org] 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2019 4:02 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>
Subject: Gree.ngs/ Rideshare Rapist Ar.cle
 

 

Hi Valerie -
 
Good meeting you today.
 
Wanted to pass on the collaborative Ride Share Rapist article:
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/judge-orders-further-briefing-after-oral-arguments-on-dna-
issue-in-rideshare-rapist-case/

--

David M. Greenwald
Executive Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Investigative Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and information about the city of Davis, Yolo County,
and the Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
― George Orwell 

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/judge-orders-further-briefing-after-oral-arguments-on-dna-issue-in-rideshare-rapist-case/
http://davisvanguard.org/
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Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard

http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: Gree.ngs/ Rideshare Rapist Ar.cle
Date: Tuesday, July 23, 2019 at 12:02:12 AM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: David M. Greenwald
To: valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Hi Valerie -

Good mee.ng you today.

Wanted to pass on the collabora.ve Ride Share Rapist ar.cle: h4ps://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/judge-
orders-further-briefing-a}er-oral-arguments-on-dna-issue-in-rideshare-rapist-case/

-- 

David M. Greenwald
Execu.ve Director
The People's Vanguard of Davis

530.400.2512

"The Inves.ga.ve Eye"

Log on daily to get the latest news, commentary, and informa.on about the city of Davis, Yolo County, and the
Sacramento Region.

“Journalism is prin.ng what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public rela.ons.” ― George
Orwell 

Support the Vanguard - become a $10 monthly subscriber

Check out our Facebook page: h4ps://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
Follow us on Twi4er: h4ps://twi4er.com/DavisVanguard

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/judge-orders-further-briefing-after-oral-arguments-on-dna-issue-in-rideshare-rapist-case/
http://davisvanguard.org/
http://www.davisvanguard.org/2017/04/subscriber/
https://www.facebook.com/davisvanguard
https://twitter.com/DavisVanguard
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Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard
Date: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 at 11:44:06 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Wilson, Jacque (PDR), Harris, Danielle (PDR)

Thank you so much for a4ending to the details in this. I know that it is much appreciated.
 
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 3:42 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Harris, Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard
 
Valerie,
I understand.  I’ve spoken with David.  He is going to redact and has so redacted Jenny’s name.  I have
someone who is going to reread the ar.cles because I saw one place where Jenny’s last name was s.ll
showing.  Thanks.  Jacque.
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 2:22 PM
To: Harris, Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard
 
Hi Jacque,
 
The reason we decided not to make this case public – despite an in-house NG victory for Danielle – is due to
the client’s immigra.on status. Would our partner at the Vanguard be so good as to remove it from the
website in the interest of protec.ng the client and her family?
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
From: Harris, Danielle (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:10 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: FW: Davis Vanguard
 
This is part of our courtwatch program. Can we ask him to remove this post?
 
From: Roberts, Larry (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:06 PM
To: Harris, Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/

mailto:danielle.harris@sfgov.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:danielle.harris@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/
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Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard
Date: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 at 11:42:27 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Wilson, Jacque (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Harris, Danielle (PDR)

Valerie,
I understand.  I’ve spoken with David.  He is going to redact and has so redacted Jenny’s name.  I have
someone who is going to reread the ar.cles because I saw one place where Jenny’s last name was s.ll
showing.  Thanks.  Jacque.
 
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 2:22 PM
To: Harris, Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard
 
Hi Jacque,
 
The reason we decided not to make this case public – despite an in-house NG victory for Danielle – is due to
the client’s immigra.on status. Would our partner at the Vanguard be so good as to remove it from the
website in the interest of protec.ng the client and her family?
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
From: Harris, Danielle (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:10 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: FW: Davis Vanguard
 
This is part of our courtwatch program. Can we ask him to remove this post?
 
From: Roberts, Larry (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:06 PM
To: Harris, Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/

mailto:valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org
mailto:jacque.wilson@sfgov.org
mailto:danielle.harris@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/
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Subject: RE: Davis Vanguard
Date: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 at 10:22:20 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR)
To: Harris, Danielle (PDR), Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

Hi Jacque,
 
The reason we decided not to make this case public – despite an in-house NG victory for Danielle – is due to
the client’s immigra.on status. Would our partner at the Vanguard be so good as to remove it from the
website in the interest of protec.ng the client and her family?
 
Thank you,
Valerie
 
From: Harris, Danielle (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:10 PM
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR) <valerie.ibarra@sfgov.org>; Wilson, Jacque (PDR) <jacque.wilson@sfgov.org>
Subject: FW: Davis Vanguard
 
This is part of our courtwatch program. Can we ask him to remove this post?
 
From: Roberts, Larry (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:06 PM
To: Harris, Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/

mailto:danielle.harris@sfgov.org
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/
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Subject: FW: Davis Vanguard
Date: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 at 8:09:51 PM Bri.sh Summer Time
From: Harris, Danielle (PDR)
To: Ibarra, Valerie (PDR), Wilson, Jacque (PDR)

This is part of our courtwatch program. Can we ask him to remove this post?
 
From: Roberts, Larry (PDR) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 12:06 PM
To: Harris, Danielle (PDR) <danielle.harris@sfgov.org>
Subject: Davis Vanguard
 
https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/

https://www.davisvanguard.org/2019/07/woman-acquitted-of-murdering-grandmother/

